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PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION

The last edition has long since been exhausted, but the author felt no
inclination to settle down to the work of revision whilst the fate of the
f:mpire and human civilisation was hanging in the balance during the
anxious years of the late terrible war.

It was, however, an intense satisfaction to him to learn from several
sources that the fifth edition was often consulted bv manv a member of
the brave and devoted R.A.M.C. on the diflerent fronts of our far-flunc
battle-line.

The present volume has been as far as possible brought up to date.
The surgical articles formerly written by Mr. A. U. Mitchell have been
careful.y revised and added to !,y Mr. S. T. Irwin, surgeon to the
Royal Victoria IIos,,ital; whilst Dr. K.

J. Johnstone has brought up to date
h.s origmal monogn.phs on the gynaecological section He is indebted to
Dr. W.chf McCready for correcting the proof-sheets of the ophthalmic
subjects, and to Col. G. S. Thon.son for many corrections and suggesti„ns
made on the sheets of the last edition.

He can scarcely hope that the present volume will be found to be as
free from typographical ern.rs as were its predecessors, since ...ost of the
proof-sheets were corrected in the Library or the Lobbies at Westminster
during the intervals of debate.

I.KNNllXVAIS,

HkI KAST,

Nin<rmher, I911J,



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

The issue of each edition of the writer's w-rk on Pharmacy, Materia

Medica and Therapeutics, brought suggestions from many members of

the profession, both teachers and practitioners, upon the necessity of

appending to it a Therapeutic Index, or Index of Diseases, for reference.

With the view of acting upon these suggestions, and of furnisliing the

practitioner and student with a complete list of drugs suitable for the

treatment of the various diseases, a Therapeutic Index, such as forms a

portion of nearly every modem work on Materia Medica, was commenced.

It soon, however, became evident that the practitioner or student would be

assisted but little by a mere enumeration of the drugs suitable to the treat-

ment of each affection, unless the list was accompanied by some expression

of opinion regarding the relative value of each drug, and of the different

methods by which it might be i inployed.

What was at first undertaken with the intenti' i of being compressed

into 50 or 60 pages, has gradually grown into v \olume of 1,000 pages,

and the greatest difficulty was experienced at every point in keeping it

within its present limits. The necessary condensation prohibited the

discussion of pharmacological questions, and net essitated the briefest

reference to authorities, the writer having to remain contt.Jt with giving

the results of his own practical experience before nifntioning the various

methods of treatment pursued successfully by others.

Surgical questions are treated for the most part l)rit'fly, but tlie writer

has frequently expressed his own opinions, lormcd during several years

of practice, when surgical methods formed the niajoi part oi his daily

work, in conjunction with the late Professor (lordon.

tt, COLLKGK SUUAKK NoRTII,
Uklvamt,

Vtitmttr, 1891.

via



A DICTIONARY OF TREATMENT

ASDOMEN, Gunshot Wounds of.

Whilst the treatment of gunsiiot wounds of tlic abdomen is essentially
surgical, the success or otherwise of operative measures often depends
more on the early minagement of the case than on the operation. In
considering the treatment of such wounds we find the main causes of
death to be (i) Shock, (2) Iliemorrhage, and (3) Infection. Let us take
each of tiiese in turn.

(i) Shock.~T\m can best be combated by (a) the application of
warm h in the form of hot blankets, hot bottles, etc., around the patient
In the treatment of shock, according to Cuthbert Wallace, ' the apphca-
tion of warmtli greatly transcends the administration of stimulant:;.
(b) The relief of pain by the hypodermic injection of i gr, of morphia
combined with ,

!

,-,-
, i„ gr. of atropine. It is better to repeat a small dose

than to give one large one. This allays anxiety as well as pain and pro-
motes sleep, (i) The relief (if thirst by the introduction of fluids by the
mouth, by the rectum (it uninjured), subcutaneously or intravenously.
((/) The relaxation i,f the abdominal muscles by putting the patient in
the semi-sitting posture- a posture which must be maintained if the
|)atient is to be moved for operation. Under this treatment a patant's
general condition will usually improve, and often cases hitherto hopeless
recover suIVk iently to allow of operation.

{2) Humonlmne may arise either from large vessels or from solid
organs. In the former case the vessels must be tied at open operation'
in the latter, tii(,.igli bleeding will usually stop of its own accord, a lon-
ditioii which ma)' be recognised by a slowing of the pulse and an increase
111 Its volume, an (.peiation will also be necessary for the clearing out of
clot to prevent sejisis or adliesioiis.

0) I'l/ntton is due either to external contaminati.ui or e\lia\asation
<>l bowel contents. In the former case bowel will usually have been
prolapsed; this should at once i)e protected by a large towel run« out of
hot normal saline solution, unless surnical assistance is nm forlluommK
when u complete toilet of the aiKlomen and thorough douching of th. gut
should take place bcloie it is reduced. In any case, if the patient's
general condition admits of it a laparotomy should be jHTtormed as soon
as possible lor the purpose „i dealing with bleeding, closing perforations
=1 m by purse -trin^ :,uturv-,and pruvidiiig loi ficc drainage 01 iialerial
already cxtrRvasated. S. T. I.
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ABORTION.

Threatened Abortion.—When a woman in the first few months of her
pregnancy begins to lose blood or Liq. Amnii, she should at once be put
to 'ird. So long as the loss is moderate in amount

—

i.e., not much
e'- .ding the average menstrual flow—and so long as there are no signs

of death or decomposition of the ovum, the case should be treated on
txpeaant principles. An examination with the speculum should be
made to ascertain the source of tiie bleeding, is it may be coming from a
granular or eroded cervix, from a polypus or from a cancer, and may not
be due to a tiircatened abortion. The possibility of hydatidiform mole
should also be kept in mind. Should the patient's general health begin
to suffer froi.i the amount or continuance of the hiemorrhage, should large

or numerous clots I c passed, or fragments of the ovum or decidua, or

should fator or rise of temperature be noted, it is well to hasten the
clearing out of the uterus.

Complete rest in bed is the most important of the expectant measures.
It should be insisted on, no matter how slight the hiemorrhage, and should
be maintained until a week after bleeding ha .eased. While the patient

is in bed she should have light diet, avoiding all highly seasoned dishes

and stimulants of any kind. Purgatives should not be given, but a gentle
a])crient, sucii as I.iciuid fascara and (]lyccrin, to be followed in the
morning by a saline draught if rejiuired, may be administered to prevent
constipation. As to drug treatment, it is advisable to give Morphia,

i gr., on first seeing the jjatient if the hemorrhage is considerable in

amount, and if it continues the dose may be repeated at inter\als of

three hours until a grain has been given. It is doubtful whether any drug
will .save an ovum if rest in bed fails. Ergot in lo min. doses and Quinine
in 5-gr. doses three times a day have been recommended, and have the
advantage that if abortion is inevit -ble matters are brougiit to a head
in a shorter time. Kxt. Vilnirni I'runifolii in 20-min. doses or Liquor
Sedans (I'arke Davis) in i-dr. doses is unlikely to precipitate the catas-
troplie, and may have a sedative e(Tc< t.

When the urginf symptoms ha\e passed off. and tiie patient is con-
vales' ent, silt shonl'l be warned against any extra exertion, againt con-
stipation, (onus, sirnng purgatives, and hot vaginal douihes. Should
the loss have occurred at the time when menstruation would ha\c taken
place in the onlinary .ourse of events, she should keep her bed for four
or fi\ e days at the ne.\t recurrence o) that epo. Ii, an<l she should be warned
ot the imp.irtance of taking to bed on the first sign of a return of the
Incmorrhage nr ol pain in the back.

Should the h,emorrha-( last .several days, and be airompanied by the
relenliun ..f dots in (he vagina, it is well to wash nut the vagina with a
MTV gentle lukewarm dnuche ot ( reolin or lysdl, i dr. to the pint.

y«ft//((/>/< Ahortion. W hen the progress of events has shown that a
threatened abortion has berime in< v itable, or when the ini.i.ii symptoms
have l--een ropiuud Ihi-riiwrrhagc n ..mp,jnicd by .strontj, uUiint; loiitiac-

tion,"! and pain in the back, when the ease is already septic on his first
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visit, or when he has reason to suspect a criminal iilmrtion, which almost
invariably results in sepsis, the practitioner's object should be to accom-
plish the safe, rapid, and complete emptying of the uterus. When this
object has been achie\ ed, the hicmorrhage stops, the uterus co itracis
firmly, and unless the cr -s s( ;aic recovery rapi ensues.

If the practitioner ' iS on arrival that the norrhage has ceased
and the uterus has firmly contracted, he has presumptive evidence that
the ovum has been expelled. This presumption becomes a certainty
should he find the ovum in the vagina or should lie be able to satisfy him-
self of its presence in the clots passed /> r vaginam. Wlien this is tiic case
there is nothing to do but to enforce rest in bed for a few da\s, and to see
that the patient s vulva is sponged with an antiseptic and covereJ by a
sterile pad.

Should the ovum ne contained in the cervical canal, the |)atieni should
be placed in the left lateral or preferably in tlie w-oss-i)ed position, (he
vulva should be washed with sterilised li(|ui(l soap, and rcdundant'hair
removed wit'i scissors or razor, a vaginal douche given of i in 4.000
perchloride of incicury or of i dr. to the pint creoliii, ly.sol, or other
coal-tar derivative, .md the o\um removed by the fingers. 'J'iiis can be
easily done if the exle.- lal os is open. If it be closed, and the cervi.al
tissues stretched over th.; ovum, a slight snick U two or three points
on the margin wih allow !he enucleation to !). effected. .V dou. iie

should then be given and a sterile [)a(l applied.

hieom/ylrtc Aim turn.- H the 1 \ uni in whole or part is still in the uterus
the proce'ure to be j'_:...i)tc(i will largely depend on whether the cervical
canal is fully open or partially closed, and also on the answer to the
(jue-tion whether pregnamy has advanced luyond the third month
as alter that dale the risk of a serious and alanmng luemorrli;ge is inuch
increased.

If the cam,! is not yet fully dilated, or if it has dosed a^^ain after the
expulsion of a part of the ovum, the practitioner will do no harm by
i)lugging the Nagina. The \ uK i is first washr.l and sterilised as alrea.lv
described, and a vaginal (i.)u. he administered. The posterior vaginal
wall IS then hel-l back by a .speculum or by the first two fingers of the lei'
hand. The plugging material may be iodotorm g.iuze, win. I. (an be
b ught m tins lea.ly sterilised, ..r bi.smuth gau/e, or pl.dg is ol cotton-
wool rolled up an.l lastened with a pice of stout thread ...• string. I'lie
gaii/e or wool shouhl be wrung out of 1 dr. to the pint .sol m of Ivsol
or creohn Ix-fore being introduced into the vagina. Whatevr lat.ri il

IS used sh.uild be intr.)du.e.l in a metliodi.al manner; the post.iior hirnix
simuld first I), fillul, then ea.h lat.ial lornix, and lastlv the vagina in
front 01 .:,c cervix. The plug shoul.) be l^i ,„ ,,|.„r (,'„ Jr.)m S t.) u
hours, and a small d..se .il m..rpb,a mav be a.limnistei. .1 (., .mi.l the
patient during the interval. I'he result., of the plug are ..It.n verv satis-
tact.)ry. On rcni.)ving it .hiatafion of tiie c.rvix will b. hmn.l t',. have
lake., pja.e, (.' m verv many eases llu ovum will hav.' been expelle.l
an.l u:ll be found in the upper end .,l the vugina, or pn iiu.lmg through'
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the cervix. Should this rot have occurred, the treatment of the case will

fall under that detailed in the next paragraph.

When t^,e os is fully dilated, the practitioner should proceed to empty
the uterus. The strictest antiseptic precautions should be taken, the

vulva washed again and sterilised, and an antiseptic vaginal douche given.

The cross-bed position will be found the n^ . satisfactory, although the

operation may be done with the patient lymg on her left side. If the

pregnancy is an early one, say before the thiid month, I think the best

way to empty the uterus is with the curette. Many dislinguished

authorities advise the finger, but I have serious doubts if it is possible .-'t

this eaily stage to peel the ovum completely ofif the uterine wall wiih the

finger, md although it may be possible to shell the ovum out of the cervical

canal when it has left the uterine cavity, it is certainly not possible to

hook it out of the uterus and through the cervical canal with only the tip

of one or at most two fingers as a tractor. If the finger alone is used,

there is, therefore, considerable risk of leaving part— it may be a small

part—of the ovum behind, and as it is undoubtedly more difficult to

provide an aseptic finger than a sterilised curette, there is risk of sepsis.

I advise the practitioner to boil his speculum, tenaculum, and curette,

and to place them in a basin of lysol or creolin solution. Pass the specu-

lum, seize the cervix with the tenaculum, and pass the i urette carefully

into the body of the uterus up to the fundus. Rcmemi)er that only a
very light touch is necessary to Ictach the ovum from the uterine wall,

and go ca: .fully and thoroughly over the whole of its interior. When
detachment of the placenta has been efifected at one point, it is usually

rapidly and easily completed, the uterus begins to contract, and the

secundines present at the os, where delivery may l)e facilit.Ued by grasi)ing

them with a pair of ovum or tongue forceps and pulling on the mass.
If the foetus is still in the uterus, it may be grasped and extracted with
forceps; this will be done more easily if the head be perforated with the
curet'c. The ojjeration is (iimpleted l>y hm intra-uterine doui he given
through a Hozemann's catheter. Iktore douching it is advisable to pass

the finger up to the fundus to make sure that no tags of placenta have
been left adhering to the uterine wall. There i.s little risk of perforating

the uterus if the operator will remember that perforations are caused by
pu.shing the end of the instrument too far or by scraping too vigorously,

and if these points are remembered the risk is, if anything, rather less

with a sharp than with a blunt curette. The aborting uterus .sometiiiuM

dilates suddenly, and tiie cessation of re.si.stani e gives exa( tlv the sensa-

tion of the instrument having passed through the wall, but it rapidly
regains its lone and relieves the operator's mind. If a perforation

m tually occuis, no harm will be done provided strict antisepsis has been
observed ami a flushing curette is not being used. Alter the tliini month
it is more expeditious, and probably .safer, to use the fingers. The uletinu

lavity is now larger: it is theiefore p-.ore diliicult to be .sure of dealing
with the whole surface with the curette, and at the same time it iiflFords

more room for the skilful manipulation of the fingers. .\s nmny fingers
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as possible should be introduced through the os^ aiiv^ should h* used to

peel off the placenta, while the other Ijnd grasps the fundus through the
abdominal ivall and makes pressure on it, so as to bring every part of the
wall withi.. r'ach of the internal hand. Complete removal should he
verified by examination, and an intra-uterine douche then given. If

desired, the whole operation of clearing out the uterus may be performed
at one sitting, even when tiie cer\ ix is nut dilated, by dilating up to 14
Ifegar in the case of a pregnancy of three months or less, or by dilatation

and incision of the cervix in a pregnancy w.iich has advanced farther.

In the after-treatment of a case of abortion there is little to call for

attention if strict antisepsis has been observed, aud the cnse follows an
aseptic course. Jfaiiy operators prefer to pack the uterine « avity lightly

with gauze after clearing it out, with the object of prevent g any further
luemorrhage. Shou'd this have i)cen done the gauze should i)e withdrawn
at the end of 24 hours, and v daily douche administered for a week,
during which the patient shou' 1 be kept in bed. After that time has
elapsed, she may be allowed to get up and go about. Should the case
be septic from the fiist, or become so in process of treatment, it should be
treated on the same lines as a case of Puerperal Sepsis {q.v.).

Ilabiliial Abortion.- \\\\m a woman aborts more than once an en-
deavour should be made to discover and to remedy the cause of the
repeated failure to carry the ovum to term. The first thing to do is to
mill., sure that the abortions are not c .jsed instrumenlally or by drugs,
a jjractice which is on the increase to an alarming extent, especially
among town-d'-- Hers. Such a practi'c may be suspected when the doctor
is only called in after the loss has lasted for some time and the uterus
IS perhaps already septic, when the patier . is (juite unconcerned about
the untimely fate of her offspring, or is e\cn undi.sguiscdly relieved by it.

Some diploma( y in (jUastioning must 'k' observed if the practitioner does
not want to lose his patient, but if t! iiagnosis be once made, a faithful
warning should be piven of the dang- .• , and the criminality of the practice.
1
1
was an old observation liat one abortion was often followed liy a second,

and that a " habit of abortion " was likely to be set up. In most cases
tiiis so-called habit is due to the inellicicnt treatment of the first abortion,
part of the .secundines being left adherent to the endometrium, and setting
up a localised endometritis suOicient to form the starting point of a second
mis( arnage. The remedy is obvious, and in llic i ase of a hc.illiiy -voman,
with no malposition of the uteru.s, repeated abortion should be ti.e'strongest
indication for a larelul curetting, which will usually put a stop to the
tnuble,

A pelvic examination will often show some gross lesion of the 'il^rus,
wliK h may act as a predisposing < ause. Such arc retroversion, est nsivc
cervical laceration with endometritis, and fibroid of the uteru.; The
a|)propriate treatment for these troubles will often be elTec tual in cii.ibling
iiu- piiiiint to carry Iki t inM lu term.

In other ca.'<es the symptoms of a systemic or general di.sea.se will be
found. Of these, a very Kimmon cause of abortion is syphilis. The
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possibility of syphilis being at the bottom of the trouble should always be
remembered by the practitioner, as the mother may show practically
no symptom of the disease except the tendency to abort. It is well to
have a private conversation with the husband, and to learn his previous
sexual history, and if there is any doubt as to the diagnosis a sample of
blood should be taken and Wassermann's test performed. Cases which
are estab.ishcd as syphilitic should be given a careful and thorough
course of treatment with saharsan and mercury, and the Wassei lann
test again ajjplied at t.'ie termination of the course (see Syphilis). When
the patient becomes pregnant again, she should be put on i gr. of grey
powder three times a day for three weeks, then a week's interval should be
allowed, then the mercury again for three weeks, and so on till term.
The other general diseases which lead to abortion ar j renal and cardiac

trouble. For the treatment of these see appropriate headings. It should
be remembered that certain drugs may cause or predispose to abortion.
Chief among these are phosphorus, lead, and alcohol, and the possibility
of poisoning by o... of these should be inciuired into in a doubtful case.
Aloes, senna, savin, pennyroyal, ergot and cottonroot have the rep-itation
of abortifacients. and probably in a sensitive patient and in large dose'
may justify it.

hastl\
.
in a patient who has shown a tendency to abortion, care should

be taken to warn her as to the advi.sability of exen ising precaution during
pregnancy, especially at the time when the menstrual flow should come
on m the ordinary course. She should then keep her bed for a dav or two,
hve on light diet, keep the bowels relaxed but avoid purgation, and sexual
mtercdurse should be strictly forbidden. Bromides mav be given in
small doses, oi 20 mins. of the fluid extract of \ iburnum prunifolium
every 4 hours, or 1-3 grs. of (luinine with 10-15 m'n-^- of ^'xt. ergot, lif].

three tunes a day. She should be warned to take to bed on the first sign
of pains or luvmorrhage.

Missed Ahorlion.—This name is givin to those rare cases in which
signs of abortion come on and pass off, leaving a dead ovum contained in
the uterine (a\ily it may be for months. Th'. proper treatment is to
dilate up the ccr\ ix and cle.ir out the uterus.— R. J. |.

ABSCESS.

In the great majority of cases of anite and rlinnii abscess the
presence of pyogenic organisms is the causal factor, and 1 treatment
must be directed by this consideration. The localised uillammation
which IS so liable to eventuate in suppuration mav under certain favour-
able conditions resolve itself without rea< hing the "stage of pus formation;
thus the villi r-sistance afforded by the |)atient's tissues or blood may be
suldcient to neutralise the destructive action of the chemical poison
.secreted by the cocci or bacilli. Formerlv the suryeon alt.mpted to
increase tins resistance by kfye doses of (^hunine, Iron, Helladonna,
Sulphides, etc., adminisKred by the moutii, a practice wiii. h is rapidly
fulling into disuse. The \'accine method has been frc(iuentl)' employed
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with success in many conditions, as in boils, acne, and erysipelas, by
hypodermic injections of graduated doses of the sterilised organisms
causina; the disease.

The Prevenlive measures are—(i) In f^unshot wounds, excision of the

tissues immediately surrounding the tract of the missile must be carefully

carried out. (2) Absolute rest to the affected part. (3) Elevation of the

limb, in order to restore the disturbed circulation and to prevent conges-

tion and oedema, which by increasing tension endanger the vitality of the

tissues. (4) Moist warmth acts in a similar manner by causing their

relaxation, hence the value of poultices in the early stage when the skin

is still unbroken. (5) Cold, by causing contraction of the small vessels,

effects the same purpose when continuously employed. With tliese

latter measures may be combined—(6) The use of local anodynes, sucli

as the old green B.P. extract of Belladonna or Ichthyol, diluted with

glycerin. (7) Counter-irritants of a mild type, as strong tincture of Iodine,

may sometimes be found to prevent the suppuration of superficial lympha-
tic glands. (8) When, notwithstanding the use of the al)ove agents,

tension continues to rise and threaten the integrity of tiie affected tissues,

a number of small incisions or deep punctures may be made, so as to

drain the part of its increased blood and lymph supply, and the effect may
be intensified by the application of a cupping-glass or by Bier's method
of applying an elastic ligature at a distance above the seat of inflammation
so as to cause venous congestion without interfering witli the arterial

circulation.

Where pus has already formed, and ;in acute abscess has resulted, the
above agents are inadmissible, and no time should be l.st in waiting for the
pointing of the pent-up collection towards the sur.' it by delavi,.g its

evacuation further necrotic action in the surrounding z e is encouraged.
A free incision should be made, therefore, without dway by a sharp-
pointed bistoury, without waiting for unequivocal signs of olivious

fluctuation. In deeper abscesses, where the surgeon is in (I(Hii)t. a hypo-
derniii; or grooved needle may be inserted to clear uj) the diagnosis.

For the evacuation of superficial small collections of pus, the application

of a spray of Ether or Ethyl Chloride will establish the necessary degree of

local aniesthesia; and sometimes it may be found sutticicnt to touch tlie

skin with the stopper of the Carb()li<- Acid bottle, whi( h causes numbness
and materially lessens the pain of the incision, or Cocaine may be injected.

For the opening of deep abscess a higher de^iree of an;est!u'sia is usually
necessary, and chloroform narcosis may be ein|)loyed. Tlic skin having
been washed with any antiseptic solution, a free and deep incision should
be made with due regard to the conligurat'on of the surface markings,
so as to minimise the deformity of the resulting scar and to insure drainage.
.\fter the evacuation of the pus, the wall nf the abscess cavity should be
gently rnlibed A'ilh. sterili' lmu/c, nnd -.'.vi!!!

tion. Where there lias been any evidence

\V|!!l W!>Mk an!i;i'p{;.- -olu-

of burrowing, am' especially
ui abscesses situated in the neighbourh )od of large vessels, as in the neck
or axilla, Hilton's plan consists in inserting through a deep skin wound the
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closed blades of a pair of dressing forceps, wliich can be forcibly opened
so as to separate the deeper tissues and insure thorough evacuation
without endangering arteries or important nerves. In very large
abscesses, especially where the necessary line of incision does not afford
efficient drainage, a counter opening at the most dependent part may be
required, and a drainage-tube inserted. The old plan of a small puncture
through which the abscess contents were forcibly squeezed, and then a
fine drainage-tube inserted, has given way to the free incision, swabbing
of the wall of the cavity, and the packing of the sac loosely with dry
sterilised gauze, after thorough irrigation. In large abscesses with much
necrotic tissue, which cannot be safely extracted at the time of incision,

a wide drainage-tube must be inserted, and the cavity flushed out daily
with weak antiseptic till all sloughs are removed. Hydrogen Peroxide,
when cautiously used, affords excellent results.

As the cavity shrinks in size and becomes lined with granulations, the
gauze can be removed; in the meantime dry dressings are all that are
required.

Chronic Abscesses are in the great majority of cases of tuberculous
origin, and must be treated differently from the acute form. The aim of
the surgeon should be not only to ettect evacuation of the purulent or
cheesy contents, but to remove every trace of the tuberculous tissue by
scraping, curetting, or dissecting out the walls of the cavity under an
anaesthetic. It is needless to say that as the con* .-nts of most chronic
abscesses are sterile, strict antiseptic precautions should bo maintained
to prevent the introduction of pyogenic organisms. After the thorough
removal of the cavity walls and of all necrotic tissue by irrigation, the
space is to be lightly packed with sterilised gauze, no drainage-tube being
used when possibly avoided. In some instances gauze can be dispensed
with, the lips of the incision being sutured, and a layer of dry dressing
laid over the part. In the more extensive chronic abscesses after the
removal of the gauze secondary sutures may be applied as granulation
has become established; absolute rest to the limb or part involved is also
essential.

Where inflammatory pain and a'den\i have already spread into the
neighbouring tissues the best procedure is to apply a Ixiric acid compress.
Layers of lint soaked in warm saturated boric ac id solution and covered
by oiled silk procure, without danger of secondary infection, all the bene-
fits that could be obtained from the older septic applications, as linseed
poultices. Carbolic Lotion (i in 40), Spirit Lotion (i in 3), weak Per-
manganate or Corrosive Sublimate Solution may be used in a similar
manner either as a poultice or, if uncovered by impervious dressing, as
an evaporating lotion.

In order to avoid the dangers of an infection of the healthy, freshly
incised skin wound by the Kicjili. which sometimes are found .".rtivp in old
tuberculous abscesses, some surgeon;- -ocommend aspirat on of the cavity,
followed by flushing with Hydrogen Peroxide, etc., and the injection of
Iodoform Emulsion, or a solution of this drug in ether: init better results
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are obtainable by free incision, removal of the cavity lining, and suturing

without drainage.

Whert a shrunken cavity remains connected with the surface by a sinus

splendid results are obtained by forcibly injecting through the sinus a

warmed mixture of Bismuth Carbonate t,t, parts, and Vaseline 67 parts,

and permitting it to be slowly expelled by the contraction of the tissues.

The injections should be repeated every few days, and sinuses of tubercu-

lous origin which have remained discharging for many years may be com-
pletely healed up in a few weeks or months by this method.
Beck accepts the rules laid down by Calot for the treatment of chronic

abscesses: (i) That it is not permissible to open such absces.ses v. en they
are not easily accessible; (2) that it is a pressing; duty to open chronic

abscesses when there is danger of spontaneous rupture. As regards

Calot's tliird rule—(3) that it is permissible to open those chronic abscesses

which are easily accessible, even if spontaneous rupture is not threatening,

Beck urges the necessity of putting off the operation so long as the

patient has little pain and no high fever, provided that there is no steady
deterioration in the general health.

When the chronic abscess threatens to rupture, Beck's method is to

make an incision of rather more or less than half an inch into the cavity,

empty it of its contents, after which not more than 100 grms. (3J oz.)

of a 10 per cent. Bismuth-Vaseline paste is then injected through the
incision, /entie massage is applied over the whole neighbourhood of the
abscess in order to insure if possible the complete penetration of the paste
into every recess of the abscess cavity. A fresh sterile gauze bandage
is applied daily, and as the walls of the abscess tend to shrink, the paste
is expelled constantly in small amounts through the original wound;
should the latter heal it must be oj)ened by a fresh inc ision, but re-injec-

tion of the paste is not necessary.

The consistency of the paste, which should be injected in a warm con-
dition and of creamy fluidity, permits the egress of all secretion, whilst
at the same time it acts as an eflicicnt barrier to the introduction of all

organisms from without. One injection sometimes suffices to effect a
cure. It is devoid of pain or irritation, thougli a marked local leucocytosis
supervenes, and there is very little d...!--- . Tiuth-poisoning. The
method is very suitable for the treatment ating glands, pararectal
abscesses, and all chronic abscesses conne< with bone disease.

Recurring acute or chronic abscesses should always call for Vaccine
treatment to supplement the surgical measures, the vaccine being pre-
])ared from cultures obtained from the seat of suppuration; in iV ,se

of tuberculous abscesses the vaccine is prepared from Tuberculin.
The special treatment of abscesses in different ])arts of the body will be

described under their separate headings. See also the article on Lymph-
p.denifi'!

ACHYUA OASTRICA.
Tliis form of dyspepsia, characterised by aiisencc of the acid stomach

secretion, is best treated as a gastric neurosis, as will be referred to under

#
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Dyspepsia, but it must be remembered that achylia may be the only
symptom of a true atrophy of the secretory elements in the gastric mucous
membrane, and it may be in other cases the secondary result of cancer
or of a profound dyscrasia, as pernicious anaemia. The diet should be
such as will readily pass through the atonic stomach for intestinal diges-
tion, as in rases after gastro-enterostomy. Whilst, as in hypochlorhydria,
much benefit may be derived from the administration' of predigested
foods in small amounts at short intervals, the best results are obtainable
from a combination like the following, which takes the place of Ihe absent
secretion and improves at the same time the motor power of the stomich-

R. Acid. Hyd/ochlor. Dil. 3vj.

Liquor. Strychniiue 7)ij.

Glycerin. Pepsinee ad 5iv. Misce.

Sumat 3j. ex .yi. ajua statim post cibum.

ACmiTY. Oastric.

This is but a sign or symptom of various pathological or functional
conditions, and much confusion exists regarding its treatment—a con-
fusion which has become intensified by the temptation of conveniently
labelling every form of functional stomach ailment as a gastric neurosis.
In many instances the regurgitation of the acid liquid, which coi: 3

on at the middle or late stage of the digestive process in the stoma- .\,

causing much pain and distress, has no connection with the condition
known as hyperchlorhydria or excess of HCl in the stomach, but on the
contrary is too often a result of deficient acid secretion, which permits of
fermentation, ending in a large production of lactic, acetic, and butyric
acids.

Preventive measures consist (i) in a diminution in the amount of
farinaceous and fatty foods, especially of fat meats baked in the oven,
of beer, acid wines, badly made pastry, etc., and the administration of
under-ooked red meat; (2) the establishment of oral asepsis by the removal
of decayed teeth, and the use of such dental appliances as will insure
thorough and slow mastication of the food, which should be given at
regular intervals of 4 to 6 hours in order to insure the complete emptying
of the stomach before the next meal is eaten. One large dose of Bicar-
bonate of Sodium (3i.). freely diluted, generally gives immediate relief,
and in chronic cases tiie combination of 3 grs. Papain with the alkali
will cause neutralisation of the organic acids without hmdering the diges-
tive process, which is hastened by the papain. In severe acute cases
following the ingestion of baked pork and bad pastry, it mAv be necessary
to cause emesis, but a large dose of alkali is a wise preliminary, since the
st'ima'h contents may be r.o hif;hly acid as to cau.se irrilalion about the
epiglottis during the act of vomiting, or lavage may be employed. This
latter measure will l)e indicated in all cases where there i.s impaired
motility or obstruction at tlie i)ylorus, when tlie fluid employed may
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advantage ,.usly be charged with antiseptics like Creosote or Perman-
ganate Solution to insure neutralisation or destruction of abnormal
ferments before fresh food is introduced.

Creosote in 2 or 3 min. capsules, an eciuivalent amount of Carbolic

Acid in pill, 3i- doses of Sulphurous Acid freely diluted, teaspoonful doses

of freshly dried Charcoal, given in wafer paper, or 5 min. doses of the Oil

of Peppermint may be administered about i hour after each meal. Occa-
sionally a large dose (10 grs.) of Pepsin gives relief, but it is inferior in

most respects to the following combination:

R. Bismutlii Carb. gr. x.

Magncsii Ca/b. Pan. g . xx.

Papain gr. iii.

Sodii Bicarb gr. xxx.

Morpliice Hydrochlor. gr. ,\. Misce.

Fiat piilvis. Mitte talcs xviii. St. i. ter in , .

• post cibos.

The mistake is too commonly made of prescribing a cut-and-dried
regimen, which is liable to depress the gastric function by its routine
sameness. Farinaceous foods and fats sliould be restricted, and fish,

poultry, tripe, and carefully made soups may be freely [lartaken of,

the patient being left to his ow" judgment Co abstain from all articles

of diet which he knows, by previous experience, increase his acid discom-
fort, lie can, however, be assured that by taking his alkaline powder
he may often eat without risk such articles of diet as lean chops and roast
meat, fresh \egetables, milk, etc., when these were before madmissible.
Beer, wines, pastry, pork, and fresh fruits are, however, better left alone,
as are also all hashes, stews, goose, duck, and re-conked dishes of every
description. Some patients do well for a time upon large (|uantities

of raw meat, as in the Salisbury treatment. Wliere the acidity is due
to a true gastric neurosis—gastrosuccorrlm-a (Reichmann's disease), or
gasiroxynsis (Rossbach's disease)- the underlying tieurotic condition
will re(|uire primary attention. The hyperchlorhydria of ulcer, both
gastric and duodenal, as described under its own heading, must be treated
bv rest and the free administration of alkalies and suitable diet. .Vsnis

has recently shown thatOliveOil has the power of very markedlydiminish-
ing the formation of gastric acidity due to the excessive formaticm of
IlCl.

Acroosis.

As pointed out by J. Thom.son and I.angmead, the terms Acidosis,
Acetona'mi.i, and Ai'id-Intoxication have led to much confMsinn The
mere presence of acet.me in tiie blood or urine is only of significance
because of the nearlv constant accompanying presence of diacetic and
/5-oxybutyric acids which constitute the real danger to life. Ilencc the
terms acetoniemia and acidosis, indicating a condition which may be
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sjmptomless, may well give way to tlu.. more distinctive term Acid-intox,cat.on with .ts characteristic acetone breath, abnormal respiration,
air^hunser, bn^ht red hps, cyclical vomiting, and restlessness passing into

b> saluNlates or phosphorus, or follows chloroform or ether anasthesiaor supervenes durmg the final stages of prolonged septica-mic stat e

word Alkalu:. After the administration of a smart saline purgativBicarbonate of Soda m one dose of ,00 grs., repeated in half ths amountevery hour or every two hours, should be given in plentv of waJe
"

^::::zi'inri' ^ t "i
^'^ '^"^^"

'" ^ '""' -ter should be ai

sa t Icon. rJ
'"»7^;'n"u^ -njection of large doses of the sodasal Lepme recommended 600 grs. dissolved in 8 02. wat. • to be in-jected ,nto a vem slowly during half an hour. Citrate of Potash form d

dtuuTu a rt
T'

"'x\ 'T™ ^"'^-^ '"'^>- '^'^--tageouslv be sub-

orbo n dr .te T.
'"',• ^''' d'^^^^'^''^'^ "^"'^i^t of skimmed milk andarboh) drates. 1 hese latter, even m diabetic cases, mav be used duringthe danger period. I-'ats should be avoided

" ^
rhecychcal orrecurrent vomiting of infancy orch.ldhood is often agraveor fatal form of a.id-intoxication. The cause being some perversion of the

cm of t he cbet IS of pnmarv importance, fiarlev water to which one-
tl ird of Its bulk of skimmed milk is added, the whole being well s nc^with Lactose, should be .ivn at short intervals alternating with o to

.on
,

f the alkah where the stomach fails to retain it and in .severe case,

I iar tissue or m extremity ,0 per cent..l)extroseor 4 l)er cent. solutionU. S.K
1 salt may he given by the veins. In older children (l.ip,^

"

pl..n .. makm,, the patient distend |„.s stomach l,v drink.i,,. as rue .

;En a^e':."""'v " ^'''' f ^'''"'" '''^'''' -'ter;wee,enej ^i,,'^ afun a.re t. vom.tmg; even wlu„ i, f.,ils ,„ a. complish this the pro. ed.re

n a httle powdered sugar laid on Ih.. tongue and w,,sl„d down with iteaspoonfuCf weak barley water are beneficial through he m.t.;a.-..on of ,l,e drug upon ,he bo„,, ,„„,„„,, „„ ,, .
,„,/':';,';

. .1.. i.re.n,e o, gr... restlessness, but it n,ust be .dwavs' .ise.|\^. h

uNE.

^ -., r«/i^.,v o ,..n, b„, not alw.ys, arises from the ..onudone forma-ns .,«. p„u„,n^ ,vh., h unolv.. the plu,,inu bv retained scntion f

so-called bla. k heads are only affe. ted by local treatment; this . ..n-
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sists in daily vigorous scrubbing of the parts with a coarse towel after the

liberal use of soap and warm water, followed by the expression of the

sebaceous matter by a suitable instrument formed like tiie end of a
watch-key, wliich is forcibly pressed against the skin surrounding the

comedones. After the emptying of these, any antiseptic ointment
should be firmly rubbed in so as to reach the interior of the dilated

follicles, the best application being Sulphur ointment lo per cent., or

Resorcin 5 per cent. Where greasy applications are objectionable to

the patient the skin may be freely swabbed by the sulphur lotion gi\en
below.

A true inflammatory condition is present in and around the sebaceous
glands when acne vulgaris has become already established, and a less

vigorous friction is indicated; nevertheless, thorough cleansing twice a
day of the skin by steaming or washing with hot water and soap and
rubbing dry with a coarse linen towel are essential. Alter this has been
accomplished each pustule should be incised with a siiarp-poinlcd,

narrow-bladed abscess-knife, and the contents genily s(|ueezed out.

The next step in the treatment should be directed to the local destruction

of the ainc bacillus along with the staphylococcus, which almost invariably

accom])anies it. This is best achieved by rubbing in the following oint-

ment of Unna:

B. Hydrargyri Perchlor. gr. iij.

Resorcin. Purif. j^r. x.\x.

Pulv. Aniyli (Oryzce) TyV.

Ungt. Ziitci Benz. ad 5ij. Miscc.

The novice is bewildered with the number of forniuke ret oniiiicndcd
for the tr«alment of acne, and is tempted t(j try one after another without
due regard to the principle upon which the success of all of tlicni drpends
—viz., the evacuation of the sebaceous pustulrs and the tlionuiLili dis-

infection of the greasy skin and follicles. Lotions are valueless until the
oily secretion has iieen thoroughly removed by u superfatted basis soap,
or by Crocker's Alkaline l,i(|uid Soap, which consists of cijual p.irts of
Soft Soap and Sjjirit to \\\w\\ (> pvv cent, of Tiiyniol is ailded. .Sonic-

lunes powdered Morax mixed with water more thoroughly remo\es the
scborrha'ic secretion. After the use of these detergentsj .-jliouM tinre
be much irritation remaining, the following lotion may be freely applied
with advantage and allowed to dry upon tlie face:

B. Sitlplinr. I'ravip. .".vj.

Valnninur Pnrpar. ,3ss.

liUH tic Coli>^i\c Ti\\\

Aijuu- Cakis Oii ,'Sxij. Misce.

.After the cleansing and evucuatmn of the pusiuks a weak Sublimate
solution-IIyd. Perchlor., gr. x ; Spl, Kectif., .^j.; (.lycerin., .^j.;and Mist.
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fhoufd not h ^^'^rf? ^ ^PP^'"^ '^° "' ^'^^'^^ *™^« ^ day. but this^ould not be used at the same fme as the sulphur lotion. It is ri -oodplan to use o.ntments at night such as Unna's above-described or SulpCr

subhmate or sulphur lotions^ be applied^se'rra, times^'a^fttC™tPIte renr,ova! of all trace- .,f the previous night's ointment hv stcaminuUie face and washing with .soap and borax >
^'leammg

When the eruption is of limited extent a very successfi.l nl.n , .

Vlcmmgkx's solution may be apnlied as in tlio trr-...„, r

where there is much seborrlL. >Jl4mU".^.^n Xt'-m::steaming and washing, Diluted Citrine Ointment inav be fo cibly n.bIdm or Ilebra's Solution-Green .Soap- diluted with" half its w^id t .fstrong spirit may be applied. .Sometimes benefit in s. h asc fo L!a short series of exposure to the X rays, and this plai! L
"

i. d v su d Jin ante scrojutosorum
; Chromotherapy has been succes ful n ordm rvacne violet or green light being used ,n acute cases. ^ "s^r S
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cium Sulphide in pilules, whilst some put their faith in teaspoonful doses
of Yeast or 10 grs. Yeast Nuclein. Precipi' tted Sulphur in 1 .-. doses
may be tried, but Arsenic is of very doubilul value. Ichth\<)l (J-dr.

capsules) seems to act beneficially where there is much crvtliematous
redness surrounding the sebaceous glands, and Calcium salts often
me lify or correct this condition.

^lenstrual or gastric derangements should receive close attention-
p.t thoric patients are decidedly benefited by Saline Purgatives, and debili-

tated subjects improve as regards the severity of the eruption under large
doses of ("od-Liver Oil. Fermented liquors almost invariablv mcseasc
the malady, and every article of diet liable to induce dyspeptit sjniptoms,
as pastry, pork, and re-cooked dishes, should be avoided.

ACROMEOALT.
Nothing can be expected from the administration of druLjs in this

progressive malady; the early hopes raised by the premature rc[)(irth of
cures under the use of Pituitary (jland Substance have been abandoned.
'I'hyroid Extract docs for a time appear to retard the pro'^ress of the
deformity, but soon loses its efhrac)-, and the sairu' can be said of large
doses of Iodides.

Intense hcadac he may he partially relieved ijy larg, '
),ses of Exalgin

Antipyrin, or Phenacetin, and when the.se fail the excruiiating a-onv
caused by the greatly increased intracranial pressure mav be 'rcliex eil

by trephining the skull. The operation of removing the pituitary
tumour has been performed successfully by Frazier, but this radical
treatment is only justified by the presence of blindness and intolerable
lieadaihe.

ACTINOBIYOOSIS.

On the detection ol the tumour with its cliarai lerislic ^;ranules a Irec
incision should be made, and after the evacuation of the < oiuents c\erv
tra( e of infected tissue should be e.\( ised, i uretted by a firm (li\ swab o'r

destroyed by the cautery, and the surrounding slruituns (lushed bv
antiseptic solutions. U here the lower jaw or the hollow fa( ial bones are
insolved the gouge, chi.sel, and .saw may be brought into re.|uisition
and after the removal of all infected osseous tis.sue a ..tnmg (ausiic'
Iodine .solution or Hydrogen Peroxide should be applied, the cavity being
finally firmly packed witli iodolorm gauze so a lo insure liealin- from
the bottom.

Iodides possess a strong selective a.tion over tiie fiinuiH, and should
invariablv be administered at the .same time for consid. lal.le periods .is

in lertiiry syphilis, 30 ()o grs. of the sodium .salt being giv.n thrice daih
Whcie liic lungus 1 annol he rea< hed by siirgi.al methods, this dtn- h,.\
olten proved etfuacious when given for months in the above dosa^^e'^wi!'.
"liort intermissions. The inimven nis injection of Colloid .Sibtr i,r

( ollargol in .' per cent, solution has been advocated in pulmonary and
tthdommal ( a.ses. Ihe \ ra_\ . have also proved valual)le in some cases
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but their use should nyt be depended upon except as an adjuvant to sur-
gical methods and iodide treatment. The iodide has been injected into
tlie nodules in the tongue and in facial cases, and the method of cata-
phoresis has been employed afterwards with success, no deformity being
produced.

Much can be said for the method of injecting Iodides into the tumour
and afterwards exposing this to the X rays or Radium. This latter
agent has been introduce-^ into the lung tumour for 24 hours in the dose
of 47 mgrms.

Vaccine treatment has proved decidedly beneficial, beginning wii i

dose of half a million fragments of a stock or autogenous vaccine, the
amount being cautiously increased according to the severity of the
reaction up to 30 or 40 million at intervals of 4 to 8 days. Supplemental
mjections are rt.iuired of the other organisms present in the secretions,
hence the greater value of autogenous vaccines. Injections of sterilised
Milk in the gluteal region have recen been advocated in doses of 5 c.c.
by Dziembowski; these are followed a smart rise of temperature,

ADDISON'S DISEASE.

At best only treatment of s\mp*oms is indicated; very often the
administration of Sujirarenal (Jland Extract produces no ctfcct whatever
upon the progress of this disease; nevertheless, since there is no other
agent which exerts any specific action, it always should be given as a
rautine procedure, because undoubtedly, in a small percentage of cases,
marked permanent benefit has been obtained. In the late stages of tiie
affection it nearly alwa\s fails to raise the ijlood-prcssure, but when the
disease is recognised at an early stage better results may be expected.
The dried extract may be given in i-gr. tablets, eacii of which corresponds
bo 15 grs. of liie fresh gland; 4 of these may be given in the 24 hours.
The writer believes that the drug should l)e commenced in smaller doses
at shorter intervals --».-'., half a tablet every 2 or j hours, and the dose
increased steadilv till up to aj grs. of the dried substance lie taken every
3 hours. Hypodermic injection oi .Vdrenalin (2 mgrms.) may be resorted
to when the gastric irritability is very prominent, or 1 dr. of tiie raw
or p.irtially cooked medullary pi.rtion of the sheep's gland may be ,id-

ministered, as its elhcacy is init slightly diminished by the action of the
gastric jiii.e; it is readily abs("-bed by the rectal mucous membrane.
Tyramine 005 may be injected in desperate conditions caused bv low
blood-prtssiire.

Mudi may be achieved by symplomatic treatment in other directions,
and the life of the patient may l,c prolonged bv complete rest in the hori-
zontal position, ami the use .p| Hismulh o.nibincd wilh small doses ol

Morphi.i or Hydrocyanic .Vuj, ,,r 1 mm. capsules .,! Creosote to , l„sk
the exh.iiisting vomitin;: whirh is usually a prominent feature in llic later
stages of the <lisease. The profound ana-mia is sometimes relieved by
Cacodylale of .Sodiim given per rectum, ami the tendency to sMi.ope
in lessened by small hypodtimic doses ot .S!r\chiime or Digitaliii. The
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best article of diet at tin's stuf^e is buttermilk diluted with an eciuii
quantity of effervescinir kali water in small and fre-juently repeated
amounts. Constipation is best combated by enemata of tepid water
Open-air treatment, when practicable, is beneficial in all cases.

ADENOIDS.

Xotwithstandin^' their tendency to wither or atrophy as the child
Krows older, the presence of tliese l.ypertrophied masses of Ivmnhoid
tissue should he regarded as an indication for surgical interferen r
since, by waitiiiK. incurable deafness, post-nasal aitarrh, chest deformity
and alteration of the normal voice may supervene. althouL'h some
authorities consider that operation is too fref|uentlv resorted to Doubt
less many of the cases which show symptoms during the first three months
of life are due t.) syphilis and will yieltl spcedilv to mercurials Ilvner
trophy of the Inferior Turbinals should be looked for in aiicnoid cases'Owing to blockage of the nares from this cause, removal of the adenoids
alone may fail to afford relief. If necessary the turbinals must also be
dealt with by electro-cautery or reduction.
The choice of an aniusth'etic is of primary importance; Ch'oride ofhthyl IS sometimes used. Chloroform in the hands of a skilful ana-sthetist

or the X.L.h. mi.xture is perhaps the most .onvenient and safe a«ent if
<.nly a moderate degree of anaesthesia be mduced. Where the t<.nsik
.1.. not require removal, gas with oxygen is admissible. Many oueruors
prefer 10 dispense with general anx-sthesia and rely upon (ocain.. orarge doses ol bromides g.vcn for se eral .lays before the opcrati„„ so asto induce ana-sthes,a of the pharynx, and some pref.r to opVrate wi.hoany f.iim of .larcosis being induced

"onoui

The patient's head should be made to proje. t just bevond the cd.^eof Ihe operating table, so that on depressing the forehead the blooo ,„:;(ow nto the buccal .avity and out through the angle of the ,.,o„,|,
.\mesthes.a Ix-ing produced, short of not quite abohshinu the pd ire ex, and a gag having been introduced between the teeth. Ih,. opera.'or'
lelt lorehnger is passe.l into the naso-pharvox, its palma^ surfa. e beivkept upwards and the soft palate hooked forwards In- it Some lo m V
curette, stH, as Oottstein's, ,s then introduced, which enables the op.^too sweep ...„ root o the eavi.y. The operation may be compl. "JMeyer n.le winch removes all abno.mal tissue in proxun tv t tl e..Uran he l.ustach.e

. ..bes. Some operato, , st II rely u„„n Zuse o t .nhsed .i„ger-n„., for the removal of renina„[; '

t

"

."mplete remov.!
, the lymphoid tissue, as ascertained by the fl g t fle tonsils slioul.i be next excised when these are markedly e„l .

'

Ihe less swabbing and syringing the better, the after treatment .uLcase bem, left to nature unless when ex. essiye ha^norMuge shoul.i lurwinch may be arreste.l by th.. 1.., al appli. ati.>n ..f .Adrenalin or ,!.
" '

Mreathmg exercises stu.uld bo afterwards systemati.allv .arr d tM> as to .ause lull expansi.m of the thora. i.- walls l.v 1 .Lin , ,1
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upoa the lower ribs in the expiratory effort. This after-treatment

is ot vita! importance.

During convalescence removal to the seaside with a course of open-air

life and Syrup of Iodide of Iron is beneficial.

AIR PASSAGES, Foreign Bodies in.

No time should be lost in removing any body lodged in tiie larynx

through waiting for its exact location, by the X rays, owing to the

danger of direct suffocation or the probable advent of reflex spasm. When
time permits thoroughly cocainise the pharynx and larynx, then pass

the index-finger into tlie throat, and if the substance is lodged about the

entrance of the larynx "t may be removed by forceps or fingers. Where

the foreign body has entered the larynx, in the absence of spasm it may be

removed by forceps guided through the aid of the laryngeal mirror.

Where these attempts fail, laryngo'.oiny must be immediately performed

when the symptoms are acute, and this can be readily accomplished

with any cutting instrument at hand by making a vertical incision

about I inch long in the middle line between the sterno-hyoid muscles,

and a transverse incision through the crico-thyroid membrane, which can

be easily felt through the skin; subhyoid pharyngotcmy, thyrotomy, or

tracheotomy may be performed.

When the impacted body cannot be extracted through the wound,

it may be pushed up into the pharynx and removed througli the

mouth.

Where the foreign body has passed into the t achea or bronchi the first

step is to try inversion, but this should never 1 'done unless everything

is in readiness for opening the trachea, as there is great danger of the body

becoming lodged in the glottis and causing sudden death, and when this

fails, as is generally the case, the surgeon sliouid perform tracheotomy,

making an unusually free incision tiirough the tracheal walls, which should

be held widely separate l)y hooks to facilitate tiic expulsion of tiie offend-

ing substance. 'Fhis may be hastened by inverting the boily and apply-

ing a smart slap with the open hand between the shoulders.

When the foreign sul)stance docs not come througli the tracheal

wound or through the glottis, gentle efforts may be made to remove it by

a loop of fine wire passed into the trachea, or by forceps. Should this

fail, the tradual wound must be kept ojn'n by silk threads passed through

its edges an<l lied round the neck, when the surgeon can afford to wait a

few (lavs, since tiie opening in tlic trachea removes an\ immediate danger

of suffoi alion. Afterwards forceps may be introduced through a Killian's

traciieai tube passed into th' tracheal wound.

In the hands of the spec lalist, the improved nietiiods of sus[)ension

larynguM "py with suitable tiil)es and for(e|)s \\v.\i' revolutionised the

older plans for locating and removing foreign bodies. Direct binncho*

scopy -by inserting a Killian's tube through the glottis -affords the

safest auvl s[)eediest method, when the object can be then grasped by

I'uterson's forceps.
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ALBUMINURIA.

; Usually the treatment of this condition retolves itself into the manage-
ment of Bright's Disease. In those cases where albumin appears in the

I

urine, apparently independent of renal disease, it may (speaking g- prally)
I be said to be in such small amount as not to call for any special treatment

Where, however, more than a trace is pretty constantly detected, the
physician should determine the cause and treat it. If, as'is common, the
albumin appears as the result of defective assimilation of albuminoids
attention should be at once directed to the state of th>i digestive organs'
and especially the liver; and there is no more potent remedy ^n such cases
than a strictly milk diet, with or without Pepsin. Ilome-macle Koumiss
prepared by mi.xing J pint of water, J pint of Irish buttermilk, and 4 pints
of iresh Milk, and i oz. Loaf Sugar, leaving in a warm place and shaking
occasionally for 36 hours, will make a palatable food, ^ ery suitable in
many cases. Albuminuria occurring during febrile attacks zymotic
diseases, inflammatory ailections, etc., will yield to the remedies suitable
for the primary disorder. When depending upon obstruction to the
circulation, as in valvular affections or cirrhosis, the albi.min will dis
M>pear upon the removal of the cause when possible. Cardiac tonics
and diuretu-s, by strengthening the heart muscle and stimulating the
renal bloodvessels, may cause its disappearance. The wet pack is \erv
serviceable in sudi cases.

^

Iron, especially in the form of acetate, is of great value in the treat-
ment of chronic albuminuria, especially when the drain of albumin has
produced a marked effect uix.n the blood, and it affords the best results
in albuminuria depending upon a morl)id state of the blood, as in scurvv
pyiimia, and hospital gangrene. ^'

The ulbumiuuria of adolescence, or so-called intermittent, cyclic orthn
statu; or functional albuminuria, generally yields readily to rest 'in bedand a strict milk diet for a few weeks. In those cases where the albumin
appears after physical exercise, Yeo lays stress upon the importance
"t limiting this to several very short walks, and forbids all athletics andanimal food. Sexual excesses, smoking, overfeeding, brain-worrv
exi^)sure to cold, and other possible causes must be guarded against

'

ilie broa.l statement may be accepted us true that no drug possesses
the specihc power of markedly causing diiniiuition in the quantity ofalhumm, and it is better for the physician to attack the cause than .o'h.setnne in administering the usual list of mineral and vegetable astringents
win. h are always injurious. Lactate or ( hloride ol Calcium sometimes'
however, appears to lessen slightly the amount of albumin in cy.-lir andan;emic cases ,n,d it may always have a trial, but the long list' of ,|ru«s

nm"l.e I noml'
''"'''"''' '"''"'''"^ strontium, gold, silver, and lead salts"

The albummu pregnancy, when slight or transient, does not callor medication; n persisting an.l .opious, it may be .safely .leak withus It oiMurring in r.Muhfs Disease (whi(h see).
'

So called II ur .nbiuunmrui has recently nttractcd muii, aU.ntion. .u.d
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confusion exists regarding the two distinct types of the condition. Thus

a considerable percentage of the troops or active service and those under-

going intensive training exhil)it a transient albuminuria due obviously

to fatigue. This type, which in the group of men undergoing severe

drilling may be as high as lo per ceit., is to be distinguished from the

commonly recognised form of albuminuria occurring in trench warfare,

which must be regarded as a true nephritis.

ALCOHOLISM.

Under the heading of Poisoning the treatment of Acute Alcoholism

will be described. The preventive treatment of drunkenness is a wide

and serious (juestion; and, notwithstanding the heroic attempts of piiiian-

thropists and the activity of temperance reformers, the exliaustless

literature of the subject, and the introduction of costly and cumbrous

State machinery, little or nothing seems to have been accomplished,

when one considers the terrible importance of the issues. Though the

writer is very conscious that a great problem like this cannot be discussed

in a Handbook of Treatment, nevertheless he cannot refrain from stating

his conviction— the result of years of observation upt)n the action of

alcohol—that it is possible for vast and far-reaching results to be obtained

by a State regulation of the strength of all distilled alcoholic liquids to i)e

used as beverages.

If distilled spirits could only be procurable m alcoholic strength,

sav, of slierry (15 per cent.;, or, better still, 01 claret, more progress would

be made in the amelioration of the evils of tlie drink curse than in all the

temperance legislation of the last century. The benchts would be at once

obvious in the great manufacturing centres, where alcohol is largely con-

sumed in a concentrated form. The writer is satisfied that the consump-

tion of spirits in a strong or only slightly diluted condition enormously

increases the danger oj the establishment of the alcohol habit in its worst

forms, and enormously increases the injury to the tissues ami glands of

the l)ody. The ditliculty in carrying out such a law would be great ut

(irsi., and would seriously iiUerfere witli l';x(he(iuer returns, but the gain

to the nation would l)e oi)vious. The im reuse in tlie pniduc live jjower

of labour would be immediate, and the diminution in llie expense of the

maintenance of the huge army of useless victims of alcoholic excess would

in some vears Ite no less (crtain. It is true that sudi a measure w<'uid

prol'al)ly increase the cviN oi beer and wine drinking, but the gain to

Ireiai d, Scotland, and many manufai turing tentres in England of the

diminution in drunkenness would be certainly very great.

rcinpcranic reformers are watchin;; with interest tlie results of the

working out ol restrictive legislaliuii alfecling the < (ist and .sale of alcoholic

!ii".i'ruL'es durini; the late war. Much good might be dune in the way of

reclamation ol the continued inebriate by a thorough and whole-iiearted

administration ««( the i.HoH Inebriate Act, if only a dau.se could be added

t(i tins .\( t wliitli \MHilii iiKikc il appliraiih to h.ibilual drunkards who

iiad not committed .my olhci iiidutable offence. As the law ai picMnt
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stands, the blessing of a three years' compulsory sojourn in an inebriate

reformatory < an only be purchased by the habitual drunkard who !)ecomes

a criminal or one who has been ron\ictcd of drunkennesj four times

within the year. The moral treatment during a prolonged detention

of at least one year in a well-conducted inebriate asylum would give a

vastly higher percentage of recoveries tiian can be expected from asylum

treatment of the ordinary insane, and it must also be remembered that a

lair proportion of the worst types of hopeless insanity arises from alcohol-

ism. Tlie ridiculously short sentences passed upon the ordinary drunkard

who commits misdemeanours and minor crimes permit of no real improve-

ment of his moral condition during the brief term of liis imprisutmient,

and often eventuate in changing the occasional into a confirmed habitual

alcoholic.

In the acute stage of drunkenness, falling short of alcoholic poisoning,

the physician may be called upon to administer a remedy to counteract

rapidly the symptoms of alcohol. The Solution of .\cetate "I \mmonia,

i.i doses of a wineg' -sful every 15 minutes, will often cause the uproarious

or maudlin stage ol drunkenness to give place to a condition of perfect

sobriety in a surprisingly short time; i dr. of CarlKinate of Ammonia,
dissolved in 2 oz. Vinegar, makes an elficient substitute.

Tlie hypodermic injectinn of {-.', gr. Pilocarpine will act with e(|ual

rapidity, and it <aa be administered when the patient refuses, or e\en

when he is unable, to swallow the bulky, unpleasant solution. Cocaine,

Kola Nut, Caffeine, and very strong Coffee, produce somewhat similar

results, but much more slowly and less satisfactorily.

.\cute gastritis following a debauch, and leading lo serious vomiting,

is l)est met by a large i)lisler oNcr the stomach, and i)\- the administration

of small ([uantities of ice by the mouth, and Morphia hypodermically,

ur bv the followin" mixture:

H. I > ism litIn Carh. ."iij.

Arid. Hydrt'cyaii. Dil. mm. xlv.

'\liicHaq. Reccutis 5iss.

Liquor. MorphiiKC Hyd. .")ij.

.\>liur Clilorojiirmi «</ ,^iv. Miscc.

rial mistiira. Capiat cochleare min. omiti liora. p.p. a.

l.a\age may be resorted to if llure be no (()!l,i|)se or seven' |)ain, the

Nloma(h being washed out willi 40 oz. water in which 5-ic miiis. of

Creosote have been dissolved. In the chronic vomiting, C'. )te cap-

sules, ,',. gr. of Morphia in minute pill, or i min. doses of Fowler's

Solution, or 10 grs. liisnuith and 5 grs. Heavy Magnesia, may lie given,

ilie writer has otten seen vonntmg stopaller 10-15 mm, dosis ollincture
iif Capsicum, which had been given to allay the craving. I!y far the best

lood at this stage is g )o<l acid buttermilk neutralised wiili kali water,
and this combination may stop vomiting which has resisteil all lieatmenl;
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moreover, it is the best agent for the relief of the intense thirst. (The
fluid known in Ireland as buttermilk differs widely from the compound
known by the same name in most parts of England, wnere only the
cream and not the entire bulk of the cow's milk is churned.)

The chronic dyspepsia of drunkards is a troublesome affection, in which
drugs are of little value. The great difficulty experienced by the piiysician

is to select some form of liquid nourishment which can be taken copiously
by the patient at short intervals, which will be easily digested and accept-
able to the vitiated palate. There is nothing better than the buttermilk
just mentioned, which may be given in unlimited amount. It may be
administered every 15 or 30 minutes, either alone or mixed in equal
quantity with fresh milk or kali water. The formula mentioned upon
p. 19 for preparing artificial koumiss will make a palatable and nutritious
liquid. The writer has been informed by a medical man who had success-
fully overcome the alcohol habit in his own person, and has had consider-
able experience in treating others, that he found great assistance from the
variety of the " Hop Bitters " which contains no alcohol. Carefully
prepared lieef tea and chicken soup, either of which can be thickened
with barley water, and fortified with Liebig's Extract of Jleat, or ordinary
clear or thick soup of any kind that the patient may fancy, can be freely

given. If there be great weakness or prostration, and the stomach
refuses to accept any nourisiiment, except in very small cjuantity, Bovril,
Valentine's Meat Juice in drachm doses every half-hour, or Brand's
Beef Jelly, with ice every hour, affords the best chance of tiding over
the difficulty.

Associated with gastric symptoms is the intense craving for alcohol
in some form. This should be stoutly withheld. The phwsician generally
sees the patient after he has been indulging freely for a considerable
period, and alarm has been excited by the depression produced y con-
tinuous vomiting or by tiie dread of delirium tremens. The serious diffi-

culty which at once confronts the attendant is the responsibility of cutting
ofit the stimulant. There is a deeply rooted prejudice against this line

of action, held both by the unfortunate victim and his friends, and, if such
a step be taken, any mishap occurring is sure to be attributed to this point
in the treatment.

In the vast majority of cases this is the correct course to pursue.
The exjic-ience of gaol surgeons proves how constantly immediate ini-

pro\ement sets in, and limo (xindiiigly raidy does any niisiliicj follow
the abrupt ivithdra-wal of sliinulants, eieti in the hrokeudmon patients

committed to prison for some ad ptrpetratcd during their prolonged
debaueli.

This prejudice has, to a large extent, arisen from the a>ersion to alcohol
often noticed in patients just before symptoms of ilelirium tremens set
in at the md of a drinking bout. I'he supervention of the delirium is

attributed to the cessation of sliinulation, whilst, in reality, it is but .'i

symptom of the disease. The prejudice is also traceable to the memory
of the horror and depression caused by the cutting off ol the stimulant
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in former attacks, and the patient is generally loud in his protestations
that death will follow ihe sudden withdrawal of his liquor.

Though the physician should act firmly in insistmg upon this complete
withdrawal, he will be wise to postpone it for a short time if he has good
reason to suspect that symptoms of delirium tremens are about to im-
mediately declare themselves.

ICxception should be made in those very much debilitated from disease,
especially in those suffering from heart affections, and in the aged. If

the pulse should exhibit marked signs of weakness and irregularity,

if there has been prolonged insomnia, or if the history of the patient shows
clearly that he has for years been taking alcohol in moderate doses daily
before his recent excess, then small regulated doses of alcohol should be
administered to him at stated intervals, the dose to be proportional to
his habits. Generally speaking, 12 oz. of whiskey should be rarely per-
mitted during the 24 hours, and 6 oz. for ail cases may be said to be a
fair allowance during the first few days, though the patient may have
been in the habit of taking much larger quantities.

If there is much gastric irritability Champagne may be given, but all

other wines should i)e forbidden. Good whiskey alone being selected
as the stimulant, the rule should be laid down that ,t mu^t be taken by
the patient mixed with his soup or milk by a reliable nurse.

In the great majority of instances, however, tin; physician when called
to treat a case of chronic alcoholic poisoning will be safe in fearlessly
actin- as lie would in any other case of poisoning—by immediately
stopping che administration of tiie poison. Much can tjc done witli the
assistance of a firm nurse, who should administer liquid nourisimient
every rs or 30 minutes.

Tiie following may be given with benefit to allay the craving for alcohol,
and U) some extent it takes its place:

H. Tiiict. Cinchona; Sij.'

Liquor. Strychnincc Hyd. .3j.

Tinct. Capsici ,^j.

Sf)t. Animon. Aromat. ad Jiv. Miser.

rial milium. Si'^.—" A large kmpoonjul in half a tumbUrJiil ../

fjj'cn'cscing potash uatcr cvny hour."

Or the following may be tried:-Kxt. Conu Li(|.. i „/.; Tin.i. Canl.
( o., 2 oz.

;
Tmcr. Cinnaniom., i oz.--„ne t-^aspo-juful everv hour in water.

Or the following: -Tin.t. Jal),)ran(li, 3 drs.; Tinct. Vhirata^ 2 oz.;
.\(iu:c ad 10 oz.—o^-.e dessertspoonful every quarter of an hour.

.\ttention lias of late years been directed to the valui' of Strvciminn
and Xux Vomica in the treatment of alcoiiolism and -Iclirium tremens
li.e author first pointed out in 1882 the striking effects of alcohol in
Mry.hnine p..isomng, and pubijsiied a case where recoverv followed after
tlie failure of the recognised remedies. He is satisfied that strvchninc
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IS a remedy of great value, acting as an antagonist to alcohol, and he finds
that It affords the best results of all drug treatments in diminishing the
iravmg for alcohol and preventing the depression following its with-
drawal. In all cases it should be pushed, and though relapses occur as a
rule, the physician can depend ujjon it in helping the patient till moral
influences have time to operate in his reform. The drug may be given
hypodermically(.;s gr.), while smaller doses areadministered by the mouth.
Many permanently successful results follow the methodic injection of
Strychnine along with Atropine in regulated doses for a couple of weeks,
but tl is treatment can onh- be properly carried out in combination with
restraint in a fully equipped sanatorium under the personal supervision
of a skilled physician. Many so-called " Alcohol Cures " contain Strych-
nine, some contain Brucine, Gold Salts, and Atropine, but the mnjority
contain large percentages of Alcohol.

Coca leaves and Quassia chips ma\- be chewed during the intervals
between food and medicine.

Alexander Lambert, in the treatment of over 1,000 cases with 80 per
cent, successes, begins with smart mercurial purgation, and gradually
dnnmisbing doses of alcohol. Jle uses a mixture consisting of Tinctunc
Belladonnne (15 per cent.), 2 oz.; Fl. Extract. Xanthoxvli, i oz.: ¥\.
Extract. 'lyoscyami, i oz. Of this, 6 drnj,s are given every hour for six
hours, an .wards increased by 2 drops every six hours until 16 drops
are taken l.ourly day and night till symptoms of belladonna action appear.
Vigorous Catharsis is repeated at intervals of 10, 18 and 24 hours, as the
principle of the treatme.-.r is the rapid elim. nation of the poison.

After the relief of the more acute symptoms, tonics, as Quinine with
a Alincral Acid and (kntian and Calumha, mav be gi\en. If the gastric
symptoms continue after the disappearance of the craving, Bismuth or
Oxide of Zinc, with a minute dose of Morphine. .,'„ gr.. mav be given; or
Pot. Jiicarb.. i oz.

;
Aqua- Lauroccrasi, 6 drs.; Aqua- to 12 oz.—a table-

spoonful, with an ccjual cjuantity of fresh lemon juice, everv 2 hours.
For the persistent loss of appetite and want of energv, asMfiated with

restlessness and disturbed sleep, sometimes witii traces of hallucinations
following long after prolonged alcoholic excess, there is no better remedy
than the following:

B. Quinincc Hydrocit. f^r. xx.

Acid. Xitfo-Hyd. Dil. 3vj.

/:.v/. CinclioiHc Liq. .5iv.

Ariuc Dcstillahc ad Ji\. .l/;,<;rt.

Fial mislnra. Capt. roch. mac;, kr die ex apia ante db.

lor tlic insomnm of chronu alm-iiiiism, Opiuni .-.imuid iie sparin"iv
xl. liromides may be freelv and continuouslv administered, a'nd

employe

I

I

.iii|i..-;vu. JM.M...VH..-. lii.i, i.L iiiiiN .wnj (ominuousiv arlnnnistered, and
10 to 30 grs. may be given in conjunction with any of the above combina-
i<ins. It is a good plan to give the Bromide of Potassium in doses sa>-
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of 20 grs. ever}' 4 or 6 hours, alternating with the Sal Volatile and Cap'^icum
Mixture. Trional, Sulphonal, Paraldehyde, and Hyosrine are all .safe

and useful. Chloral should never he trusted, owins; to its dangerous
depressing action upon the heart. (Fjr the treatment of insomnia in

delirium tremens, see under Delirium Tremens and Insomnia.) Long after
alcohol.'c excess has terminated in the condition recjuiring the treatment
mentioned in the previous pages, the patient should be seriously cautioned,
and, if necessary, placed under mild restraint, and if the craving continues,
and the will be unable to resist it, restraint should be insisted upon, and
a residence in a good inebriate asxlum be strongly advised for as long a
period as possible. Hypnotism has been extolled, but the writer has no
experience of its use. In the later stages muscular exercises to the extent
of inducing fatigue are invaluable.

Dipsomania or Oiiwmavia must not 'w confused with ordinary inebriet v.
The mental or psychic element must be ab.ays before the mind of the
physician when dealing with this disorder, and its victim must be treated
and assisted as if he were the subjec t of a neurosis or degeneration cither
inherited or acf|uired. The treatment between the attacks will resolve
itself into such alteration in the environment of the ])atient, his habits,
exercise, food, and morals as will tend to improxe his j)hysical condition,
strengthen his will power, and elevate his moral sense. The manage-
ment of the case during or immediately after the drinking liout will Ik-

that indicated in ordinary acute drunkenness. The plan of tapering
down gradually the (juantity of ahohol or of mixing it with nauseating
cxpec'orants is to be condemned. In the hands of Dr. M. iJramweil
hypnotic suggestion in these cases has given marked and satisfat torv
results, but the greatest care must be exercised tti jjrevenl this subtle
agent iieing employed to the extent of causing diminutiiMi of will i)(iwer
or loss of the patient's sense of self-respect. In everv case peiniiincnt
total abstinence from all forms of alcoholic beverage must l)e riuidiv
insisted upon.

ALOPECIA see Baldness.

AMBLYOPIA, Toxic.

The most common cause of this condition, which is also known amongst
oi)hthaImic surgeons as Certral .Scotoma, is tohaao. .As soon as the first
symptom (which is commo ily that of a sudden and progressi\c dimness
of vision) leads the patient to seek ;ui\ice, and the diagnosis being clear.
total abstinence from the use of tobacio in c\erv form must beri-idiv
insisted upon. 'Ihis in most cases will effect a speedv cure without resort-
mg to drugs, but where the disease has been of long standini: patient
treatment prolonged over many weeks may I )e neccssarv. J f, on examina-
tion of the fiisc in such cases, it is found to lie .idready blanched and
atiophied, drugs can onl_\ i)e expected to restore the acuitv of the jjeri-
phery, the central vision remaining permanentiv damaged in both e\ es.
•Stry hmne hypodermically is the onlv reliable drug: „'„ gr. should be' in-
jected daily into the temple ri'gion till symiHoms of 'improvement begin
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to manifest themselves, after wluch the alkalui.i can be ^ivcn by the
mouth. lodifie of Potassium assists its action, and should he administered
three or our times a day whilst the hypodermic treatment is bein- rarric.l
out. Where the condition fails to respond to these measures. Pilocarpine
may he injected, and Phosphorus in small doses administererl at the same
time hy the mouth. Eliminatory treatment consisting in lar-e drau'dits
t)t water and free open-air exercises is also to be recommended, but tliev
are only of use in recent cases.

The patient, if a continued slave to the smoking liahit. nun be aided
in his abstmen.e by bein.u' allowed to ,hc.v small fragments o| ()uas,ia
ahimba, Gentian or Cascarilla when the cravin- for a smoke is acutely

lelt.

Aholiol is not an uncommon ,ause of amblvopia, but it is rarely met
with alone, bein>r fre<iuently an a-ra\atin- factor in tobacco scotoma-
umce in cxery case of the latter the use of alcohol must be strictlv pro-
liiDited, and often no improvement in treatment results till this is'uiven
up completely.

Sometimes uo,,,] results may be obtained in acute .severe cases of the
romhine, toxa'mia by leeching the temples, and in v.,v chronic cases
l)y the administration of Chloride of Clold.

Quinine, Hi.sulphide of Carbon, .\rsenic, Lca.l, Dinilro bcn/ol, Kihx
Mas, Imian Hemp, Stramonmin, Iodoform, and Puritie.l Wood .\lcohoI
also produce the .ondition, and must be treated on the .same lines The
worst type of toxi.' amblyopia has unfortunately becmic common throu h
the introduction of the cra/e for trcatiuL; syphilis hvpodcrmi. ally by larjie
(
oscs of the new arsemral compounds, cspe. ially Atoxvl or Arsamin. In

this type the amblyopu is pmne to pass into total blindness or amaurosis
a conditi.m also otten .seen in sleeping sickness when these druL-s have'
been administered,

The ambhopia of pi-e;;nan. y and acute Hriuht's di.cLse should be
treated vigorously by hot baths, Piloc.irpine, and saline puriratives.

AMENORRH(£A.

:tmenorrh(ea is a vyw/i/ow, and
It should alw.iys be remembered that

not a dimiw. and that it is useless, and nuy be harmhil, to ^ivc ilrii's
for the purpose ol evoking a menstrual flow, unless the cause whi.h "is
responsibl,. lor ,ts iion ..ppearanrc or suppression is discovered and dralt
with ll need In'.

Delay in the ilrst appearance .il mciisini.ition need ex<:ite no ,darm
unless a periodic „ul,,„e has been noted without any coriespondine dis-
,h..r;;e ro,n the ya;;i,u. It is in many . ..scs due to .onstiluiioiul . ...hcs
winch defy analysis, and the anxious ,n<,tlicr nuv be reassured, while the

Sm*'
"' '"''"'''^ '''*'''^ ""'' '"""' '''''^''"l""''"f- •*'"'"''" I"' K'vcn a tonic

H. Ucrri ct Omniu. Cil. ",j,

hi/. Caltwih.r ad ,^vj. Miue.
Ft. mistura. Cpt. ,^»9. Ur hi dig post cibos.
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or

B. Mist. Ferri Co.

Decoct. A Iocs Co. (Id Jiv.

Ft. mistura. Cpt. 5ss. ter in die post cih. ex aqua.

Attention should l)e paid to personal iiyf>icne. Warm cIothinL; and
al)undant plain, nutritious food sh add he insisted on, and tlie patient
sliould he instruited to ^n to bed Ciirly, to ha\e at least ten hours sleej),

with plenty of fresh air and not too much exercise. In cases where lli\ n.id
insuHiciency can l)e i!iaj;nosed, the tablets of tiic dried j,'iand may he
prescribed, commencing with 5 j^rs. once a day and carefully increasin};
the dose. The drug should be stopped on the appeantnc c of unpleasant
symptoms, such as loss of weight, headaches, and tUishings. H examina-
tion of the young patient reveals the presence of a disease su<h as tuben le,

cardiac or renal trouble, the treatment appropriate to the affection is of
course indicated.

Should the patient give a history of periodical abdominal pains and
malaise, although no menstrual flow has e\er been noted, it is ad\ isablc
tliat she should be e.\amined as soon as possible, preferably under an
anx'sthetic, as there is a strong pre.sumption that some form of genital
atresia is pre.sent, which will reciuirc operative interleience.
The niost usual form of atresia found is occlusion of the hymen. The

operation for the relief of this obstruction is sim|)lc of performance,
but the results are likely to be so disastrous, owing to the liai)ility to sepsis,
that unless the practitioner i.s fully persuaded of his abiiitv to perform
t!i- oj)eration aseiitically, and to keep the parts aseptic aiterw.inls. he
will be wise in calling in the assistance of a specialist. The vulva should
be washed and shaved, and plentifully douched with an antise|)tic lotion
'•I I in 4,000 perchloride, or drachm to the pint ly.sol, cyllin, or other
coal-tar antiseptic. A crucial incision should i)e made in the bulging
hymeneal membrane. -I'lie freer the incision the better, as a small opening
allows of the retained menstrual lluid becoming septic while it hinders
It flowing away. The tarry fluid should be washed cait of the \a-ina
with an antiseptic fluid through a d.aible current <athet.r (Ho/cni,inns).
Ulien the vagina has been emptied, it should be packed liuhtb \Mth
[odolorni gau/e, wrung out of an antiseptic .solution. The gau/c mav be
It 11 in pla.e for three or four days, and after its removal an antisejili.
vaginal (lou<hc should be administered twice a day for a week.

Sluaild atresia of the vanina or cervix be disciivered on eNammalion.
the operation necessary to relieve the condition rciiuircs a more dilli. ull
•ind conse-iuently more dangerous dissectin,,, during win. h the s.nme
antiseptic precautions must be observed. In s.ich cases the aftcr-lreat-
tnent presents the ditli. ulty that there is a great tendency for tlu- artificial
par.r.uKc to coniia, i, and ilie passage ot suil.ililr dilators i-- therefore
alniiist a necessity.

In rare instances it will be lound that the delay In tla- onset of men-
Hlruation is du« to a failure of development of the yeiutal organ.s. .Should
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the entire genital apparatus, including the ovaries, be rudimentary
nothing can of course be done. In the more .onitnon form where the
ovaries are present but the uterus, or uterus and vagina arc rudimentarv
< ysmenorrh.Ta, or rather attacks of pcriodi.al pain without a menstiual
discharge, is hkciy to ensue, an.l to bn-ome worse as time goes on ; sud,
eases often rc.|Uire ultimately the remoxal of the ovaries to relieve the

When the young patient has nunstruate.l a tew limes in tiie ordinary
way, and the menses iwue then .eased to appear, the facies of the girl
will in many cases lead the physician l<, the diagnosis and to the appropriate
treatment. The vast majority of such patient, suffer from \hlorosis,
^md the main lines of treatment may be summed up as n.n,, n'st, and
I'f'hvg. l.or .such a condition JJlaud's pill is of course an ol.l favourite.
It IS perhaps best admini.,, red as a " Hipalatinoid." whi, h insures the
administration of a fresh iron .salt to the patient. I lunc much faith in a
comhination of Iron and .\rsenic. such as the lollowin"-

H. I'liri ,t AiHtiidii. ('it. .")].

/';/. Calitnilkc ad ,^vj. Mixca.

it. wistma. Cpt. ,=,ss. /<•/ ,tu- post cibos.

The combined .it rates .,f Iron an.l Mangan.se mav be given in ^-r
dose,s ,.r the mixture of l)e.-.,.t. .\loes an.i .Mist. I'.rri nuntione.i ab..;;may b.- pres. ribnl. ,\„ tri^atment ..f . hlorosis whi. h .lo.s not lake
account of th.. .„nsi,pat,on alm.ist invariably pres.nt ran b. ronsid.Med
.satis a. t.,ry In my e.xperien.e the best r.aitine pres, ription is son,.' f.-rm
ol saline. I his may lak.. the form of a win.glassful of .\p.,ua .,r other
aperient min.ral in a tumbler .,f w.„n. wat.r hall an h.uir bel.ire break-
l«st, or of Krus, hen or any other fashionabl.. ,sali, or ..f what i. e.niallv
cth.a.ious an. mu.h . heap.T, i or 2 teaspo.,nhils .,f I.:psom „r ko'hell'c
salts in a tumbler of warm water. .Salin.. ap.ri.„is sh.a.M b. pr.s, rib, d
«.th due regar.1 t., the i.sult, an.l the pal,..nl shoul.l b, ,nstru,t..| togau^e her .l.ise so as to ..biarn ..ne tree moti,.n in the .l.iv, the amount
taki n being regulate.l t.i this en.l.

It is a mistake t.. prescribe mu.h es.n ise for .hh.n.li. u.'rls. rhey
sh.iul. hay., plenty ..fup,,, ,iraml olsun wluneyer il ,an l>eg..t, but Ih.v
sh.u.l.l I... en. -airage.! n..l onlv to spen.l a t.n hours' night in be.!, but t.'.
rest .luring the .lay a.s well. I, .s wiser t., .Irop all «. ,iy.. ...nplov m. nt

;

f he p«„ent ,s at s.h.n.l she shnul.l be given six monlhs' „r a year's
iw-hdav. Il.r .l.uhing sh„„M be warm, an.l she shoul.l hav,. abnn.lani
'"""•!'''"'''"'""; '

'• '•>''*'' '"'•''«. npe fruit, ami gre,,, y.u.tabh.sshould be iiivistt'tl <>n I...... 1...- ,. . ..

• .,
; ' ' '— ' '•''•r -J^^i.-itiwi::; a,, ti, ir. .lUll. ill »Mii il, ((Mlll.i

in the sei ti.in on .\namia.
A .arefu! phvsi.al exammalion mav .lis, |„m ll„ presen. e „| tub.,, ul.uis

disease, or .aniia. or r.nal ir.aible, and the treatment appi.,, t; „. u,.
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alTection should be instituted. Tliyroid insuHiciency is a lausc ol Aincnor-

rhii'M not at all uncommon in \ ounn and middlu-a^cd woniir.. and should

he nuL l)\ the administration of Thyroid jjland in s-gr. doses at bedtime.

Wiien a patient who appears otherwise health) comes to a phvsii ian with

a history (tf amenorrhea after menstruation has once become established,

tile possibility of pre^mancy should never be forf^otten, no matter what
her social position. It is not necessary to insist on a \ajj;inal examination
to determine this point, as after the third month the uterus can be made
out as an abdominal tumour, and the breasts afford corroliorative evidence.

Inkss tile (liat,mosis is une(iui\ocal. it is iiest to j^ive a placelio, and isk

for a re examination in tiie <-ourst! of a month, when the increased size

of tile uterus, if pre,nnanl, will phu e the matter beyond a doulit.

It should not i)e forgotten that befon' the menstrual function iias l>ecome
fiill\- estaiilished, d deal of irregularity may occur without any
almormal (onditii |)nsent. liuis it is \ery tommon to find a
temporary anieno.. illowinj; <in any considerable (haiij^e in the
patient's mode of li.i, such as tlie lea\im; of home to uo U> a boardin^;-

Mcliool or to enter inisiuess. Such cases, of course, rcijuire a minimum of

treatment.

Later on in life the causes of amentirrluea, and conseiiiientlv the Ireat-

ment. vary. Most prominent is the ainenorrh(e.i of pre,L;naii( v and lacta-

liiiri, and it siiould not be forgotten liiat win alter the (es.sation of la( ta-

tioM menstruation may fail to become re cstaiilisiied lur some months.
Sonietiiius after labour the normal inxolution of tiie uterus goes too far,

and the uterus iiecouus sm ilK r than normal, with cumiilete cessation
of the menstrual (low (liypennvolution). i''or tlus comlition there is

uiifortunatel) no cure.

.\ny loss of blood profuse enough to cause a seiondary anamia may be
followed by amenorrhcra, whii h will be curid •vlieii i")pro])riate measures
are taken to restore the blood to the norinal.

.Sometimes the presence of an o\arian tumour o'

scanty menstruation, or e\en to amenorrlida, but .

menstrual How isof small account compared to the nui
present.

The menopause in r.ire cases ronies on beh>re the fortit th year. Nothing
I an lie done to retard it, and the treatment appropria ( lor that time ol

lilc slioiiid be instituted.

I iia\e iniiiely omitted to give a list of emiiuiiagog es. Such drugs
HI liiid 111. place 111 the modern phvsu iaii's armaiiuiilarium. .\nienor-

rho.i i-, a >\mpti>iii; its cause should be found and tre; ed, and a drui(
whhli is prohssedb iiseil merely to induce a menstrual llnw slmuld be
ii:.odcd as at liest superlluous, ami at the worst as di>tinclly liarmlul
.Old po.^lb|^

( iimiii.
: wluii used indisrrimiii;ilelv. U. ]. ].

AN/SMIA.

Ill aiiite aii.rn-ia the result of loss ol lilood throu-h injury o! veins or
oiiries (iiused by wounils or liy disc.ised processes (us in tluodenal

1umiiiu> leads to

le absenie ol the

important <lisease

i
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ulceration) the diminished bulk of blood must be made up before the blood-
pressure falls to a defiree incompatible with life. Often tiie urgency
of the case can be met by tlie hypodermic, intraperitoneal, rectal or intra-
venous injection of Normal Saline in large doses; i oz. Sodium Chloride
dissolved in 60 oz. sterilised water may b. injected by means of a fine
canula to which i.-! attached a rubber tuiie ending In a funnel. The canula
may be inserted into an opened vein or into the loose areolar tissue, or
made to penetrate the peritoneal cavity, the degree of pressure be'ing
sccuu .! In the elevation of the funnel and the temperature being kept
at alv . 104" ]'". Isotonic (llucose Solution 5 per cent, or Trunecek's
Ser;-iii- sodium chloride 492, sodium carbonate 21, potassium sul-
phate 40, and water 10,000 parts—may be used, and 20-:?o mins.
;ulrenal solution mu)- be added to the normal saline or ^injected
hypodermically.

Ilurwitz adds 5 per cent. Gum Aca( ia to Locke's Solution, which
increases the viscosity of the blood and prevents its escape from the
vascular walls.

In grave cases of injury causing extensive loss of blood the operation
ol i)lood transfusion must be performed. This procedure, hitherto rarely
resorted to, has b' en employed many thousands of times during the late
war, and is beet)ming a common agent in the treatment of |)ernicious and
other forms of chronic anamia.
When time permits, the dangers of any iiuc.mpatibilitv between 'he

blood of the donor and the patimt must be eliminated by the tests for
agglutination and haemolysis. Whether the direct or indirect methods
be employed, the danger of clotting, air, se|)sis, \-c., must !» s( ruinilously
guarded against. Thr indirect method possesses the great a(iv;'niage of
the certainty ot the exact dose administered, whilst the direct |)lan reduces
to a minimum the exposui- ol I lie blood to air and the foreign materials
constituting the walls cf the tubes, canuhe, «.(., and these should always
be coated over \s ith a layer of paralhn wax. The te( hni(|U-. is most varied,
and is constantly dianging as inipmvements in detail suggest themselves'
s. ihat the simple operation is being enrumbered with ajjimrently endless
minulia-. In emergen, y the blood ma) he recevied into a sterilised glass
vessel from a. vein m the donor's loiearm at the front of the eibow. ih*
addition of 2 per cent. sotMum (itrate in such amount that the entire
bulk of the blood shall contain 0-2 per cent, of the .salt blood 180 c.c.,

sodium citrate solution, a per tent., 20 c.c.) will prevent lotting. Some
operators disj)ense with the (itrate by defibrinuting the bl<-od, or by
adding a small amount ul leech extra, l, or by using the Kimptonlirown
tube.

The blo.id so treated is slowb, injected b) a syringe, or by a canula
attached to rubber tubing with tunnel; 500 1,000 i.e. may be given as a
ni...lcrate dose, but in acute hamorrhages an attempt sh.uil.l be made to
apiH.ixiiiiiit. !y replaie the lost blo.ul.

Many appiiances are employed in the direct m<'thod; the simplest of
these is the one introduced by Coj. Fuilertoii, Maj.ir Drtyer and lapt.
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Bazett. It consists simply of two silver canuht connected by transparent

rubber tubing; the ends of the canulae, being bulbous, retjuire no ligatures

to retain them in the vessels. One is inserted into the incised artery

of the donor and the other into the vein of the ])aticnt, the floA' bei: '

(iintroiled by clips placed on the vessels. Before use the a;<plian( ( .s

coated over externally and internally with a layer of paraffin congealing

at a temperature of 113 ¥. The sterilisation and the application of the

paratiin coating is effected by heating on a bath. The dose may be

guessed at by the first symi)toms of faintness, pallor, and thirst in the

donor, which usually occur after the loss of about 1,000 t:.c. 'I'he employ-

ment of syringe appliances in direct tran?fusion does away with the

necessity of opening an artery. The ch.Us which supervene (especially

after tlie use of the ( itrate method) pass ofi in a few Iujuis.

In acute ana-mias f(>llowing gastric, intestinal or duodenal ulcers,

cpista:.is, &c., to prevent recurrence, the patient should be pUi ui)on

Calcium Chloride or Lactate.

In the treatr 'nt of all secondary haemorr' ages an obvious principle

is to searca out and correct the primary factor causing the drain on the

bio,>d, after which the management should follow such general lines as

—

ab.solute rest, the admmistration of highly nutritious liijuid foods at short

intervals, and a most liberal supply of pure and fresh air. Necessary

modifications in feeding are obvious when the ana-mia arises from h».ma-

teme s, when rectal feeding will be reciuired. Defibrinatcd human blood

administered hypodermic ally has been recommended iiy Ziemsscn, and

ox blood may be given by the ret turn.

Iron is to be given freely in all cases, its best efiec ts being seen in the

later stages after acute hiemorrhages. Notwithstanding the trumpeting

of the host of new organic iron compounds, the older inorganic: prepara-

tions continue to hold their place. When it is necessary to satu-ate tlic

blood ra|)idly with iron in all cases of ac ute ani..mia due to haiiiorrliage,

tlie best preparation ia tfie H.P. Tine ture, the only exc;eption being when
the bleeding has been caused by gastric erosion,

.'\s a simple dmlybeate for this purpose the following is suitable;

1

'-H-

'•I

:^r

••;f

li. 'J nut. Icrri r>"i/il(>r. 7,v.

CaUii CliloriJi 7)iv-

Sympi Sitnplicis ,^iss.

Ai/iKv C/il(iri<J'. ad },\\]. Miscc.

Viat iHisliira. ( j't. Sss. ex Jii. a,u<c ter die p.c.

In less acute cases where the tongue is coated it will be advisable
to administer one or more saline jjurges, and substitute for the above,
Tr. I'Vrri I'erchlor., ,"v.; Quininii; llydroc lilor., gr. xl.; Clycerin., ."^j.;

Aciua; ad Jiv. 5j. ter die p.c. ex .%ij. aciua-. >ir the Citrate ol Iron and
(.)uiiiine may i)e given in 5-gr. doses in combination with 15 mms. nt

Tincture of Nux Vomica in i oz. water.

^iii

M
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In all chrome anxinius, lor saturating tht; hloud with iron during
prolonged periods there is no preparation more suitable than Blaud's
Pill, whieh rriy be given to the extent of 12 pills in the day, 3 being ad-
ministered after each meal, and as a rule uo constipation follows, and the
discoloration of the teeth which is caused by the liquid preparations is

avoided. Die system can be also rai)idly saturated by iron giveti in the
form of pills containing 5 grs. Reduced Iron, whicii in gastric trouliles

may be coated with Keratin, so as to avoid stomach irritation ; absorption
of the metal takes place in the duodi-mm, its elimination occurring by
the rectal mucosa. Tliough the daily n .rmal intake of iron docs not exceed

J gr., and the total amount in the iiody is under 40 grs., the iiest results
can only be obtained by gi\ ing mucii larger doses than can possibly be
assimilated.

Tlie importance of oral and intestinal sepsis, overwork in every form,
errors in digestion, impro[)er food, impure air, and the action of poisons
like lead need not be emphasised further. Intestinal parasites as ankylo-
stoma [iroduce a profound secondar)' an;emia, and must be destroyed by
large doses of Thymol.

.Malarial anamia is intra( t.iblc, and often fails to be remedied by iron.

It is in this form that .\rsenic i)ro\ es so valuable, and it may to advantage
be combined with Iron and Quinine, as in the following pilj: I<"erri Arsen.,
gr. i; guinia- Sulph., gr. ij.; Ferri Redact., gr. ij. Misce. .St. i. ter die p.c.

Arsenic may, in the later stages of m.)st secondary anaemias, and even in

chlorosis, be advantageously combined vith iron, though it cannot be
s.iiil to possess the same specific action upon tlie iia'nioglobin of the l)loo<i.

i'hc injeciion i>f t'acodylate compimnds should be reserved for the perni-
cious and leuka-mic types of anainia.

In bloodles.sness asso( iated with neurali^ia or nerve troubles the com-
bination of (|uinine in large doses with small amounts of iron and arsenic
is invalualile, or a teaspouiiful of I'.aston or Fellows' Syrup mav be ad-
ministered thrice daily.

The best routine preparation in the .secondary ana-mias of c' ildhood
is Parrish's Syiup in drachm doses, and where scrofula is present

there is no agent so uniformly useful as the li.I". .Syrup of Iodide
of Iron.

riic chronic an.emia of Hright's disea.se is generally markedly relieved

by the administration of the .Acetate of Iron, and this can i>e conveniently
prescribed by combining jo mins. of the i'mcture of the IVrdilotide

with each drai hin of Mindererus spirit and some gly<-erin in 1 oz.

water. The anaemia so constantly present in <hronic heart alTeciions

can be ( ombated by the addition of Reduced Iron to Digitalis in pill

form.

When an.emia is assoi iated with obstinate constipation, the Pill of

Aloes and Iron may be given in 5-gr. doses night and morning.
Where the irritalilc stommh ubiecls to un.v of tlst-.e pre'iari'.tiisns jin

elegant comb nation is tiie ( iirate ol Iron and Ammonia given in elTervts-

cell! e with Citric .\ci(| nr lemon juice :
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a. terrielAmmon.CU. jij.

Add. Ciiric. 3uj-

Aqua 3VUJ. Alisce.

St. cock. mag. c. cuch. mag. Misi. ALkaUn. Ur die post cib.

The Alkaline Mixture contains Pol. Bicarb. 3vj., A^ute Jviij.

When headache follows iheadministration of iroa,salme purgatives may
enable the physician to continue its use, and lie may give 5 grs. of the

sulphate witli 30 gis. of Suipuate of Alaynei,a in aerated water with

advanUge. Tlie trcaunent of anxima need not, liowever, be confined

to the olhcial preparations ol aon if these do not soon prove satistactory.

The natural iron waters of ijuxton, liaui, ^Utwasser, liairogate, inc.,

may be tried Witii advantage, or any of tlie newer organic iron prepara-

tions may liare a trial.

Glycerophosphates, Cod-Liver Uil, Lactopiiosphates, Alalt Extract, sea

bathing, bracing air, and sometimes a short sea voyage and rest Iroiu

mental work, often work wuiiders Massage is also a powerful remedy

in improving nutrition and mllueiicmg metabolism, and water ciiarged

with oxygen has olten proved serviceable.

The treatment of chlorosis, though identical wiih that ol all secondaiy

anaemias, will be dealt with under its own heading.

AN/FiMtA. Pemicioiu.

in the absence ol definite knowledge ol the true etiology and pathology

of this grave blood condition the treatment must remain chieily empiric,

tliough the theory is gaming strength that this type ol ana;mia is due to

hemolysis, the result of toxins set free in the mouth, stomach, or mtestines

There is reason to believe tiiat the disease is not so invariably tatal as was
loiiiierly believed provided that treatment is vigorously taken in liand

at an early slu^e, though pessumsts ailu'in that when a cure results tficre

was necessarily a mistake made 111 the diagnosis.

Unce the condition has been recognised, Arsenical treatment should be

commenced without dvlay; the administration ol iron in most cases is not
only lutile but harinlul, since it almost invariably mcreases the gastric

irntabih'v so constantly present. Hunter believes m small doses ul

arsenic, 0-9 miiis. i'owlei's Solution in the day; most authorities regard

such dosage as useless, and couuiience boldly with Hypodermic iJoses

ol 1 gr. of liacodylate of Sodium. I'he writer c.i'i testify to tlie striking

temporary success ot llie iigeut, cspecuilly when adiiumslered per rectum,

as carried out by Dr. K. VV. Leslie, even when ..very allowance is made
lor the natural tendency ol tlie disease to assume an unexpected impruve-
nietit trom time to time. The Usual method is to mject I gr. of the soda
salt in i <ji. walel daily lor lo Uays, and icsume tiie ueuimcul aiier

weekly mieivals. Arsycodile acts in a similar manner, and Soaiiim,

/Uriiciial, and iVisaiuin have their advocates, fiyioin liiamwell still

J
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reports satisfactory results from the original Salvarsan administered by
the intramuscular method.

Two methods of treatment have been extensively practised during
the last decade—these are lilood Transfusion and Splenectomy. The
former agent m doses of 500 c.c. administered by the direct or indirect
methods already described is always beneficial, and though evidence is

conclusive of its value as a palliative and prolonger of hfe m severe cases
evidence of its curative power is still lacking.

Splenectomy has been frequently resorted to, and though a fatal result
follows m a smidl number of cases, the operation is generally followed by a
remarkable improvement in the blood picture; already signs are obvious
that even amongst its own advocates this radical procedure is becoming
rei ugnised as only a palliative, . iuugh a lew observers mauUain that there
is a lair hope of cure if repeated blood transfusions be made to follow
the splenic excision. X rays to the splenic region may be tried.

The arsiPical treatment having been started as a rouune, the physician
should pro( I id to meet other important indications present in e\ ery case,
otherwise arsen c administration will certainly lail.

I'hus the febrile condition so constantl)- lound in all severe cases must
be met by absolute rest m bed, with the cessation of all nieatal e.\mion.
The condition of tl; .istric function should next require attention, and
the dietary must i iusely supervised. As a rule small quantities of
liquid food should be administered Irequently, and milk with an effer-

vescing water may be the only nourishment rel.iined, and pepionisation
may be tried. Soups, beef juices, and meat jellies are advantageous.
Owing, however, to the leniarkable capriciousness of the apjielile in the
disease, it is a mistake to insist upon a stereotyped dietary, and as the
irritability of the stomach subsides a considerable degree of latitude may
be permitted to the patients instinctive longings lor any particular
article ol a.et. Tlie writer hnds Koumiss or and buttermilk a valuable
routine, and in the jiresence of actual vomiting this may be Ireely ad-
ministered wlien mixed with Kali water. At a later stage, lisli, chicken,
and uiulenlurie lillet ol beef may be permitted. Bone Marrow, raw or
slightly cooked, should be freely given when the patient can tolerate it,

or the tablets ol this substance, highly recommended by I'raser, may be
administered along with the lood.

Concurrent with arsenical luatment, rest and dietetic regulations,
antiseptic measures must be vigorously undertaken. The condition ol

the tongue, teeth and gums should be minutely investigated; all carious
teeth must be extracted; gold crowns olten tionceal culture grounds, and
where there is the least suspicion ol this, their removal should be insisted
upon. Trequent use of antiseptic mouth-washes is essential.

C.;istric sepsis is less easily dealt with. W hen the catarrhal .symptoms
indicate its presence, nothing is so efficacious as repeated lam^e ; but this

is CGntia-,ndnaieii uilcu by tiie general debility existing. A coinproiuise
IS usually practicable when vomiting persists. This may be carried out
Oy inducing the patient alter emesis has occurred to drink several tumbler-
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fuls of tepid water containing small amounts of Potassium Permanganate
in solution, which are soon rejected, and the operation may be repeated
several times in the day, where lavage could only be attempted once in
the 24 hours. Creosote, in the capsular form (2-5 mins), is consenient
and efficacious. Hunter extols Salicylic Acid, but the writer has found
it too irritating. Capsules of freshly dried Charcoal are often of use.
Hydrochloric Acid is beneficial in large doses, and may be advantageously
combined with arsenical treatment.

Intestinal sepsis should be combated, but here antiseptics are at the
best a weak reed to lean upon. Salol and lieta-Xaphtliol are recom-
mended, though their utility is doubtful; better results will be obtained
by small doses of Calomel given at slurt mtervals, though obviously this
treatment cantiot be persevered in for any length of lime. L ndouljtedly
a morning smart saline purge will be beneficial, and this may be followed
by a large evening enema to wash out the entire colon; constipation must
he always avoided. Some authorities depend upon a strict milk did ior
llie disinfection of the bowel. Large doses of .Salicylate of liismuth
are harmless and may be tried.

After the disappearance of fever and the removal of acute gastric
irritation the above coml-'uition of arsenical and antiseptic tre;rtment
with Red lion.' Marrow ma> ue continued, whilst the jiatient is permitted
to move about and take advantage of open air and ciiange of scene. 'J'he
ad\ent of febrile attacks should be always a clear indication for complete
rest, and in the later stages of tiie disease, cardiac weakness may demand
liypodermic medication l)y strychnine, and sometimes o.xygeii inhalations
may be advantageously emploji^d. Hunter strongly' ad\ocalcs the
necessity of supplementing the above routine by Serum Thetap) with the
vu'w ol neutralising the poison in the blood, and so preventing the active
iianiolysis; for this purpose he injects Antistreptococcic Serum (5-10 c.c.)
at intervals of th.ce or four days for as many weeks, excellent results
lollowing when only 3 or 4 injections were employed. It is needless to
slate that all hu;morrhages from the mucous membranes should receive
prompt attention, local astringents being applied when the bleedin- is
Irom the moulh or anus, and Chloride of Calcium administered for short
periods in full doses, it is in this condition tiiat Iron may sometimes
be advantageously combined with the arsenic administered. I'eriodical
blood examinations afford a reliable means of determining tiie results
of treatment, and should never be omitted.

AHmOA, Splenic.

ihe enlargeineiil of the spleen without marked leucocytosis, whi< h is
cliaiactensed by progressive ana;mia of the secondary type, is little
beneliled as a rule by tl).; treatment which is sometimes successful 111
perniaous an.sinia: The c-nly remedy in Ihia uniiormi) lulai • oiuiiiion
IS Splenectomy, which has been suc.:essful in a small number ot cases
ilie splenic an*mia ol infants (von laksch's anxmia) is often associated
Willi nckcts, and is not necessarily lalal, though there be extensive

M
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leucocytosis, and the best procedure is splenectomy. In the condition
known as Banti's Disease, where in addition to the primary splenomegaly
and anaemia a cirrhotic state of the liver has been superimposed, the
operation of Splenectomy is a serious one. All that can be done for the
patient consists in the relief of his discomfort by tapping the ascites and
the administration of Chloride of Calcium to lessen the tendency towards
hjemorrhages from the stomach, bowel, or elsewhere.

.'JfCHYLOSTOMIASIS.

Preventive measures consist in absolute cleanliness of the skin and the
sterilisation ol a'A water and possibly contaminated food and the destruc-
tion of la;ce;i. he parasite should be vigorously attacked by an anthel-
r-.ntic ac'..iir red alter a smart purge has cleared out the contents ol
tlie intestines, and « or 10 hours alter any lood has been swallowed.
I'hymol has been the routine agent; 30 grs. should be given in a cachet to
tlie lasting patient, and tins Uose repeated twice at intervals ol 2 hours
each (,90 grs. in all;, borne authorities recommend one colossal dose of
t»o grs. AS a precaution against the absorption ol tlie drug it is advisable
to avoid llie administration 01 any oily or latty substance, though a small
dose ol Castor Oil can salely be administered 6 or 8 hours afterwards m
order to expel tlie killed parasite, but upon the whole 5 grs. Calomel
will prove more ellicacious. 11, within a week or two, ova are detected
in llie la;ces, the doses niusi be repeated as before. Uaniels recommends
the administration of 15 nuns, uu ot Eucalyptus and 20 nuns. Chloroform
dissolved in 5 drs. Castor Oil alter lasting, the dose to be repeated in
one hour. fieta-Naphthol is believed to be less toxic than thymol, and
may be given in similar dosage. iVfanson reports favourably of l-ilix

Alas in combination with Ltlier. Recently better results than those
toUowing tliymol have been obtained by Oil ol Chenopodium m doses of
b mins., repeated three times at intervals ol 2 hours each, the last being
followed in 2 hours by 5 drs. Castor Oil and i dr. Chlorolorm, and this

followed again in hall an hour by a i oz. dose of plam Castor Oil as advo-
cated by liillmgs and llickey.

I'he after-treatment will embrace the administration of Iron, alone,
or in combination with Arsenic, to combat the profound ana:mia so con-
stantly present.

ANEUBISM.

The Uealment of this affection is a wide subject, and since surgical
methods, when these are admrsible, should be undertaken only by
experienced operators, their detailed discussion in a work like the present
IS unnecessary. The most radical and satisfactory surgical procedure
which IS suitable lor nearly all small aneurisms, and m some cases carotid
ones, IS to make an incision over the sac for lU entire length, apply a
hgaluic to liio proxmiai aitciy, winch is then cut across and tne sac
diuected out, the distal vessel and any branches arising from the sac
being securely tied at the same time, and the wound treated on the
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recognised antiseptic principles after the complete excision of the pulsating
tumour.

A less formidable operation is bv ligature : this mav be applied to the
proximal side of the vessel close to the sac (Anel's operation), or at a dis-
tance on the proximal .side (Hunter's method). Brasdor's plan of only
ligaturing the dt'stal trunk and Wardrop's practire of applying the liga-
ture to one or more of the distal branches are still sometime's adopted
with the view of causing coagulation in the distal end of the artery, which
may finally lead to the solidification of the entire contents of the sac.
In the plan of Antvllus the vessel is ligatured both above and below the
sac in ruptured or bleeding aneurisms. The method of Matas by suturing
the artery after opening the sac is a suitable one in arterio-venous tumours.
It has the advantage of interfering least with the already established
collateral circulation. In regard to the operative treatment of aneurism,
two important facts have recently been established: (i) That it is safer'
in ligaturing above .and below an aneurism, to ligature the vein at the
same time

;
and (2) that it is often possible to do an end-to-end anastomosis

of the artery when the vessel is of the same size and the sac small after
complete excision.

The introduction of coagulating agents like perchloride of iron directly
into the sac has been abandoned owing to the danger of embolism and
suppuration. Silver or gold wire, catgut and horsehair have been inserted
in coils of considerable length with the same intention, and though not
so dangerous as chemical coagulants this practice is not to be lightly
undertaken, as already many mishaps have occurred. The method bv
Galvano-puncture has been pursued in cases of otherArise inoperable
aneurisms, but with unpromising results. Two needles, with msulated
stems, being inserted into the sac, the current is allowed to flow between
their free points till coagulation is started.

Macewen's plan of treating large aneurisms, as those arising at the base
of the neck and from the aorta in the chest and abdomen, gives somewhat
more hopeful results than the lat r-mentioned methods, and is less
dangerous. It consists in the introduction deeplv into the sac under
strictest antiseptic precautions of a needle whose free point is then made
to systematically- touch and irritate the internal wall on the opposite
side at many points so as to cause the deposition of white clot on the
slightly inflamed or irritated s.-rfare. The needle being withdrawn and
mscrted into the opposite side <,f the sac, the operation is repeated till
the whole interior has been scratched. Pressure exercised by the fingers
placed on the artery above the sac bv relavs of trained assistants, by
tourniquets, padded splints, Ksmarch's bandage, Src. has been practically
abandoned; it is applicable to aneurisms in the limbs, which can be more
safely and satisfactorily treated bv other surgical methods under better
'^^•'itrol. nnd ruvtr :;hm;'d hr undcriakt'ii f.\<fp( in the sur-ical wards
of well-efiuippcd institutions. It has sometimes been employed in the
treatment of aneurysms of the abdomina' aorta. Tnjerfons of Frpotin
mto the tissues around the .sac with the view of causing condenbation of
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Injections of Gelatin into the subcutaneous tissue in some part of thebod .ndepenclent of the locahty of the sac has in some cases efTec c

me, tT*"' "'"""f '

""^^"^''"'^ "^^y""'' '^' ''^^-^^ "f direct sur.icameasures. The rationale of the treatment consists in the power of tl"drug to mcrease the coa-^ulability of the blood so as to favour laminat on

Of the thoracic aorta where the current is languid. The only dmL^er oftlm new method lies in the possibilitv of tetanus arising
"
m T"'Te.d Ihculty mherc^t m the efficient ster.Iisation of ,elatm solutuJ; 'l

^

per cent.) solution may he injected anywhere mto the loose areolarUssue every 4 or 6 days, or double this amount of a i per cent, solufonmay be en,plo>-cd. Po,,io publishes three succc.sfuf cases oaonTcaneurisms by the mtramuscular injections of S-lavo's lodo-.claHn i^

TtT'oZ TT ''"-'"•f-^i""' ^ -- -s injected '^daih for
30 da>s One .yreat advantage of tJiese plans is that they mav be n;m-bmed w.tli the follon ing dietetic and rest method •

rufnelFs method, or the combined plan of TuUk-W and Bclhn.-h im

duced n \alsaha, ,s often the only means of dealing with inoperable

ca.scs I he .hief element m this treatment consists in absolute rest in

hi ma> be allowed to turn occasionally from side to side with slow detSmination. the object being, by mild starvation and rest, to so r'lce t etota, amount of blood in his ^esse^ and the -orce and fre.juencv 1 een tr.cular systole that the sac wail, are less distended and the deposit on
f fibrinous lamination i.sen-ou raged on their internal surfaced' At"
lew';

'
ril r""'T''-'

^'''^'"'- '^'' '''""^ '' '" '"^ ^'"^^'^- '^^"•'••h"' with the

crnle ,
'" '''"""-" ''^^'"'^'''"" "^ '^"^ fi''^i" ='"'1 "f producingyon plete and permanent obliteration of the aneunsmal dilatation 2lethonc sul,jecl.s small quantities of blood were formerly extracted byepeated bleedings. The total allowance of .solid food should not ex -eed00 daily, .onsisung of well-cooked meat or llsh and biscuit, a im 1a rS in'dir ; 'T'

r""''"'''- f^^'"'".^"--'^ dietary consist"bread and butt, r for breakfast 2 o.,, meat and bread for dinner 2 07 eachbread for supper a o... with 2 ,.. milk at ea.h meal .\lcohoI c '.rmuhnts

1^.:^ ilrtrf'""??; ''r'
'''' ''''-' ^^^^ p-itted i:;'";!; ^

n \t
''V-'und that the greatest practi.al difficult v in carrviii-^"U. his method of treatment is the use of the bedpau, especiallv ns tl esmal amount „r f„od ingested tends to constipation, n ."i^d t^/av dwhul. Ia.xat.ves or mild salines should be freauentlv ..l.ll .:.:,

^:i cncmaia nun be skilfully employed, otherwise the pressure exercisedn the expulsion of small masses of firm scvbala will vitiaf the entiVetreatment. After a period of 6 or 8 weeks the dietary should be grlS;
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improved, and in ra«es of aortic reffurcjitation or where tortiary svphiliti.-

manifestations have reduced the patient to a state of dehilit'.- a less vnnrintr
dietary must be substituted from the star*:. The best nursinu skill will
he nerpssar\' in all cases, and a lar<Te bed with a firm hair mattress <Iiou!d
be selected, so that the patient niav be occnsionallv wntlv moved from
one side of it to the other to minimise the danger of bedsores nnd dis-
comfort.

An essential in the modern method of carrvin? out this plan of treat-
ment consists in the administration of full doses of Iodides throuijhout
the period of rest. No real scientific explanation of the ac tion of i..didcs
in aneurism is vet forthcoming, but there is not the shadow of a doubt
that thcv are alwavs hiirhlv beneficial. The Iodide of Sodium or Potas-
sium (the former is preferable) should be sriven in doses of at least 20-^0
grs. thrice daily after food. The drutr almost invariablv relieves the weary-
ins: nocturnal pains even of erodini: aneurismal tumours, and it is believed
to improve the tone of the cardiac muscle without increasing the pulse-
rate or raisin? the ijeneral bl< nd-pressure, whilst at the same time there
are p:ood reasons for belicvin? that the depositior fibrinous deposit
is facilitated, fonsiderintr the larL'e proportion .. .>ses in which tertiary
syphilis pla\-s such a prominent part, one explanation of its beneficial
action may be iruesscd at, since we know that it causes the absorption
of the low-ccllcd formations causinar thickening and partial occlusion of
the small arteries which are a factor in the p:eneral peripheral resistance;
it is. however, difTicult to conceive that its administration leads to thicken-
ms of the walls of the sac, as Drummond and others believe.

-As already stated, the Gelatin injections mav be used as an adjuvant
to Tufnell's treatment, and in suitable cases Macewen's method may also
have a trial when the phvsician thinks it advisable to summon the aid of
the skilled surgeon to supplement the medical treatment. In many cases
anodvnes or hvpnotics must be administered to induce sleep, even when
pain IS entirely relieved bv iodides, since in manv patients extreme
restlessness often is created bv the enforced horizontal posture. All un-
necessarv coufzhinjT, which is often a distressing svmptom, must be met
l>v Morphia, and not by drenchinp; the patient with expectorant a-cnts
Cyanosis and urgent dvspnrea, when not rchevable bv Amvl. mav be met
l>v venesection

; traclieotomy is tjcneralh- useless. The dan-ers arising
from a too prolon-ed course of the above starvation and rest cure must
not be lost si-ht of; these were brou-ht home to the writer many vears
atjn in makm- a post-mortem on a subject in whom the treatment had
been succe.ssfuliv carried out to tlic extent of complete s-lidification and
absolute occlusion of a sac.ulated aneurism of the arch of the aorta.
1
he (irbihfx- following the tr(^atment in the apparentlv otherwise healthy

patient ended in the establishment of tuberculosis, which nmsed de.^th
wiUim f> months ot the cure of the aneurism.

In cases where Tufnell's or Pellingham's dietarv is obviouslv insulli-
c;ent to support life without nn intolerable decree of discomfort beinr
induced the physuinn uill ,1,. „,.I1 to tiv a less spnrinL' rcpimen ul.i.h

If
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can he increasefl or d!mtnts1ip«1 arrordlng to the requirements of the rase.

Sometimes a patient who rehels dnrin? the first week r.iav he eraduftlly

hroueht into line hv rnmmenrinc anew with rest in hed and ordinary diet,

which is trradiiallv reduced to the minimum unon which his health and

comfort can he maintained. Tt is in such cases that Gelatin and the

following acrent should have a fair trial.

Chloride of Calcium has heen stronrlv advocated hv Wreht, with the

view of causinsr coatrulation of the hlood in the sac. and the writer had

once under his care the case of a larpe ahdominal aneurism, in which Sir

Almroth had commenced this treatment in the patient. .After some few

months of rest and the further use of the lime salt he passed from ohserva-

tion with the aneurism apparentlv completelv ohltterated.

Ahrams of California claims to have discovered a " specific " for aortic

aneurisms. This consists in forcihlv percussine the seventh cervical

spine hv means of a special apparatus, or in the ahsence of such appliance

hv a pleximeter of wood or ivorv, the strokes heinp continued for ik

minutes dailv. The rationale of this treatment lies in the theorv that

" the suhsid'Brv centre of the vaso-constrirtor nerves of the aorta is in

the spinal cord in proximitv to the spinous process of the seventh cervical

vertehra, and hv stimulation of the centre hv percussion the aorta is

made to contract." He states that a cure follows in a few weeks, and he

reports three such.

No mention need he made of T.ecithin, Nuclein, Strontium, and the

Iodide substitutes—Todipin, fodival, Todol, Ac. —which have from time

to time heen advocated as specifics, thoucrh the newer iodine compounds

mavhe substituted for the older salts when these latter cannot he tolerated,

which is not often.

li^

AHOIHA PECTORD.

Durine an acute paroxysm treatment must he prompt and decisive

to be of use, and as the sudden nature of the attack and its often brief

duration prevents the services of the physician heinp obtained in'time,

the patient must he instnicted how to act as soon as he fee's the spasm

and pain apprnnrhine.

Nitrite of Amvl is the onlv dnic to ho relied upon once the paroxvsm

has occurred. The glass capsules enveloped in cotton-wool surrotmded

by a'coverinp of* silk, and each containincr snv 5 mins., afford the most

convenient 'orm'for* the administration of the remedy, nnil should be

a ways carr ed hv the patient in a pocket easily reached'in emerjrencies.

By pinchinir the fracile capsule is rendilv broken and the hiphly volatile

contents can be inhaled fhroueh the nose. Tf inhalation throuph the open

mouth l)e attempted the effect Is not so ni))id n« fhe'indrawn'iiir does not

become so hiphly saturated with the vapour nf the dnitr as when a pro-

longed sniff is taken. An a nile some relief is marked 'n a few seconds,

even in those cases where the arteria' tension i*! not nitimrentlv h^'h.

Tn severe and prolonired attacks a second or third capsule mav be used

and the effect may be intensified or prolonged hv a full dose of alcohol'
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which acts also as a powerful vaso-dilator, and at the same time stimulates
the over-burdened and weakened left ventricle, or the effect may be pro-
longed by a hypodermic dose of Morphia combined with Atropine, which
is the next best remedy, or Chloroform inhalation for a brief period may
be tried, alcohol having been given preferably immediately before. A
J-oz. dose of Spirit of Nitrous Ether in hot water has a powerful and
prompt vaso-dilating effect. In those constantly recurring attacks where
the patient has warning that the seizure is about to take place Trinitrin
in tablet form is better than amyl. One B.P. tab'et should be broken
up in the mouth and swallowed as soon as the premonitory symptoms
are experienced, and by this procedure the threatening attack may often
be completelv prevented. Mannitol and Tetranitrate of Erythrol, though
powerful and pro'onged in their action, are too slow in the presence of an
impending seizure to be relied upon.

Constable reports a case where all pain was immediately relieved by
making the erect patient grasp the rail of his bed with both hands behind
his back, bending his body forwards at an angle of 60° with the head thrown
well backwards stretching the arm and thoracic muscles.

During the attack all constriction should be removed from the neck
and chest; it is a mistake to insist that the patient should assume the
horizontal posture; he must be advised to keep his body at rest, but he
may safely be permitted to remain in the position which he feels most
comfortable. If the attack has come on after a very heavy meal, and
especially when ineffectual attempts at vomiting are present, the fauces

may be tickled or an emetic of Zinc Sulphate should be given, but apo-
morphine had better be avoided. After a severe seizure has entirely passed
away the patient should be compelled to rest in bed for i or 3 days, in

order to enable the cardiac muscle to regain its normal tonicity.

Tn attacks of pseudo at.-Jna Amyl has often little or no action, but in

first seizures, the diagnosis not being established, it should always be
employed; its failure, too, is a valuable diagnostic point. A full dose of
an active carminative, as ,'^j. Tincture of Ginger with the same amount of
S.TJ Vnliitilr diluted, or 5 mins. Oil of Peppermint should be given. Where
nriite gastric distress is present, n promptly nrting emetic is btnefirinl,

nnd the same treatment is indicated in Toharrr cifigitia. Often a large
sinapism npplied over the heart and pit of the .stomarb affords speedy
relief.

Purifig thf wtfn<ah hrhvfen the allarks of true angina pectoris there
is great scope for the practical physician's skill in the mima>;ement of the
case. Tbp patient's dietary, habits, temperament, and environment
must Iw cnrefullv investigated.

-MI cxressiyf brain work nuist be nbnntloncd. and violent musrjilar
exertion of every kind interdicted. The pressure of life must be redui ed
to a minimum, as in arterio-sclerosis. Stock Fx<hange s|)erulati<ins,

I'tcrarv and profe^sionn' ambitions, bus ness undertakings involving
nieninl worry nnd prolnntcd anxietv or strain, must go by the Umrt\,
and if life is to be prolonged, the arena of politics and controversy must
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be deserted, and every source of emotonal exc'tement avoided. This
should not mean the rondemnation of the patient to an existence of listless

iranity and s'othfulness; new channels of tranquil usefulness should he
opened up and inte, ests awakened in which the current of a well-remilated
life may continue to flow as far as possihie in placid domestic enjoyment
and healthful, altruistic activity when his means permit of such partial
retirement from the active battle of life. Regulation will probably
be requisite of the hours of rest and exertion, which latter may be freely

extended to literal walking exercises on the level.

The dietetic problem is sometimes a serious one; in many cases it is

made a serious one by he inexperience of the physician. When the
excitinp cause of the ." Uack can be traced to errors in eatinij improper
or in assimilating unobjectionable food, prompt steps must be taken to
place the dietar>' upon a correct basis or to aid the weakened digestion
by medicinal agents.

Perhaps the most important point is to insist upon extreme regularity
in the hours of eating, next is to arrange that the amount of food ingested
should be as evenly spread over the day as possible. For this purpose
three meals, with intervals of about 5 hours between each, is a good rule
to follow. The practice of a late heavy dinner after a long fast is especially
to be avoided.

As a rule farinaceous or carbohydrate food should be permitted onlv
ip small amounts, as these tend to the production of flatulent distension
uf the stomach and bowels, which is unquestionably an exciting cause of
th» seizures— a factor only second in importance to severe muscular
exertion and emotional excitement. Animal food in such moderate
quantities as will meet with the requirements of normal nutrition should
form the staple basis of tl>. dietnr>-, and it will he advisable that the greater
proportion or the whoh of this should consist of light soups, white fish

and jxniltrv. The Karell diet consists of tf pints of milk in the 24 hours
whilst resting in lied 7 davs.

Well-cooked vegetables and digestible fresh ripe fruits should have a
|)rominent place in the dietary, es|)ecially as constipation must be care
fully Huarded against, tlie passage of difficult motions containing dry
scybala being especially liable to indu( e disturbances in the general blood
pressure. Tea ns an artidc of diet must be sparingly inilulued in; tin-

infusion should be weak and freshlv prepared. Cocoa is. however, pre-
ferable. China leaf, prepared as Russian Tea, may be safelv allowed
between luncheon and dinner. Ihitter and fats are onlv to Iw permitted
in small amount: pastry, baked meats, stews, and rcdioked dishes must
Ik- strii tly forbidden. Aldiholic litiuurs beer and wines are lu-tter to
tie avoided: when the %\->Ci\a\ requirements of the rase deinaiid alrohol.
a little good whiskey in a small (luantitv of effervescing water ma\' be
permitted'at dinner.

The patient should rest after each meal for a short time befure under
inking any mental or physical exercise. Tolm< co should Ix- .pivm up
entirely, but when such a rule seriously interferes with the <(>mfort of a
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patient he may be permitted under protest to indulge in dn occasional
cigarette.

Drug Treatment between the Attacks.~\n accordance witi. his theory of
causation, Aiibutt's routine in order to protect the heart from inhil)i'tive
shock consists in the more or less continuous use of Atnjpinc, a method of
treatment difFicdlt to carry out, especially in old patients. The best
routine is Iodide of Sodium, and this is true regardless of any suspicion
of syphilis l)eing a causal factor. The drug should be adm istered in
courses of at least a month's duration, with a break of 8 days at the end
of each before restarting, and such treatment may be safely continued
for ma.iy months, cspeciall\- in those cases associated with aortic regur-
gitation or signs of general arterio- sclerosis.

The iodide treatment may be advantageously combined with the use
of vaso-dilators, and the following is a good formula:

R
. Sodii lodidi gr. clxxx.

spirit. Ammnn. Aromat. 5j.

Liijunr. Nitroglycerini vtiti. xx.

Aquw Chloroformi ad Jviij. Mine,

^apial 5ss. {er in die post cibos ex aua.

dose of the alxne mixture taken at 3-hourlv intfsals will
better results than a full dose every 6 hours.
authorities .ondemn dosing with nitrites unless during the attack,

p. ,l).ii.iy because they are ignorant of the harmlessness of nitrites.
1 nnitrin can be taken in enormous amounts and for long ixTiods without
injury.

.\rsenic is of value in the type of case where there is evideni e of a dis-
tinct neuralgic basis for tlie pain, and it may be safely combined with the
other ingredients in the above mixture to the extent of , or 4 mins
J'owler s Solution in each dose, but it should not be given for as lonu
|)erio<|s as the iodides.

Where the aHui ks are fre.|Uent, ami especially where the patient is
constantly <ons.

,
,us of some prenxmition of a seizure, the writer's plan

of keeping the h.„ ,, nsion in , Ium k by the administration (.f small and
oft-repeated doses of Nitro-'ycerin is most beneficial. This may be carried
out by dividmfT ,,„ h 11. P. tablet into 6 or 8 fragments, and .arrving them
in the vest pocket, one In-ing slipped into the mouth every ha. f hour
so that the full daily dose be so divided as to produce no symptoms of
flushing of (1„. face, throbbing of the vessels, or headache liy this
meth.Hl of using the drug attacks may <.ftcn Iw entirely prevente<l for
long periods, especially if a larger dose be given at Iwl hour, with a full
dose of u|<-oho| after lying ilown for the night.

Cardiac Tonirs are often indicated, as .,vmptoms of failiuL- ( ompensatinn
m.iv i,.- pnsrnMiut Higitahs should lie avoided as n rule. It is a mistake
to count upon the combination of a vasodilator with thi digitali.s us
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sufficient to counteract the peripheral resistance, since the action of the
former is rapid and comparatively evanescent, whilst the digitalis is slow
and continuous in its effect. Strophanthus is therefore preferable as a
routine in such cases, and it may be combined with Strychnine and Trini-

trin, as in the following:

B. Tittct. Strophavthi mitt, xlviij.

Tinct. Nucis Votn. ^iij.

Liquor. Trinitrini mitt. xvj.

Aruce Camphora ad 5viij. Miscc.

Fiat mistura. Cpt. 5ss. cuater in die ex paululo a;ute.

During the day the above dose would fall due about every 4 hours,
and when the patient is confined to the house it is a good rule to encourage
him to pour ->ut his dose into the medicine measure and take the half

of it every 2 hours, by which plan a more continuous action of the vaso-
dilator is procured anil headache is avoided. Theobromine or its salts

are of value even when there is no diminution in the amount of urine
passed. Mercury in the form of Blue Pill or short courses of not longer
than a week of a daily J-gr. dose of Calomel are decidedly beneficial.

Sanatogen as an adjuvant to the diet may be advantageously employed
where Phosphorus is indie Jted, as in many cases arising from prolonged
brain exhaustion.

High-frequency currents have been employed with advantage when
arteriosclerosis has been a prominent feature, but their use should be
left in the hands of the electric specialist. Baths of Sun Light, Arc
Light and CO, have been advocated, as also graduated gymnastic exer-

cises and hydrotherapy.

AXKTLOffrOMIASIB-Na AnohyloitomiMif.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA.

This neurosis of the stomach must be treated bv remedies indicated by
the general i.^urotic condition - hysteria and neurasthenia of which tr.c

complete loss of appetite is but a local symptom. Little benefit is to be
expected from the administration of gastric tonics, but as a routine

the treatment may commence with a vegetable bitter (not strychnine
or nux vomica), combined with Dilute MCI and Glycerin of Pepsin.
Where the affection has already caused emaciation to any great extent,

rigid isolation in a well-officerrd nursinij-home and Weir Mitchell treat-

ment may l)e urgently demanded. In the early sti.pes the passage of the
soft rubber tul)e and slight irrigation of the stomach, followed bv the intro-

du« tion of a Ii(|uid meal, has n powerful moral effect, whi< h compels some
patients to swallow food throiiizh the drnnd nf fhr reuetition of the opera-

tion of fon ( d feeding. This plan may be combined with the administra-
tion of nutrient enemala.
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ANOSMIA.

The removal of chronic indammatory thickening of the mucous mem-
brane of the middle turbmated bone or of polypi may effect a speedy

cure ol the lost sensation of smelf. in organic brain lesions, such as

sypluhtic gummata withm the cranium, ttie sensation of smell may
^umetinies be found to return after the administration of large doses of

iodides given continuously for long periods. Anosmia, occurring in

hysterical patients, may yield suddenly to the local apphcation of the

induced current, as m tunctionai aphonia.

Most instances ol the alfection met by the physician will be found to

tullow iniluenza and shell-sUock. f'ne mujoiity of these will get well

witliout treatment, but btrychnine alforas a reliable means of hastening

the natural cure, or ejecting restoration of the lost sense when nature

tails, i'he drug may be adnunistereu by the mouth in combination with

small doses ol ^Uitipyrme, wlucli seems to neutralise llie inhuenzal toxins,

but better results are oOlainable by hypoc' rmic dosage, i'he writer

linds mat a liypodermic tablet ct stryctinine ^..^ gr.) placed beneath the

up ol the tongue twice a day meets all requirements.

ANTHRAX -aee Maligoant Pustule.

ANUS. Abtoen oL

itie site ol the suppuration is one of the cutaneous creases, or folds,

close to the anal margin and originating m an inhanied sebaceous gland.

Incision under cocaine loUowed Dy lioric Acid fomentations or antiseptic

poultices is all that is necessary, along with a lew days' absolute rest.

lor llie Irealinent ol acute ischio-rectal abscess a Iree and deep crucial

incision should be made under general or local anicsthesia, and the sooner

luis IS done the better in oruer to avoid th< abscess bursting mto the

rectum and the permanent estulilishnient ol a hstula. ihe contents of

suili abscesses are always most letid, owing to the presence ol the colon

bacillus, in some an injury or an actual perloraiion ol the bowel by
li.'ili-bones or sir ill ioreign bodies has originated the inlection, heme the

iiccLssity ol a deep and iree inci'>ion, through which the linger should be

inserted to aid the removal ol sloughs or shreds ol gangrenous tissue,

ulier which the c^tvity should be packed with lodoloriii gauze Irequently

relieved, in order to insure healing Irom the bottom. Where a hstulous

opening is lound to exist between the bowel and the abscess sac, the

external sphincter must be divided ut the same time.

Chronic ischio-rectal abscess as a rule is ol luben ulous origin, and in

adiliiion to the tree inosion ( uietting ol the sac will Ue necessary, alter

winch the treatment descriljcd under Abscess is Uj Iw ntrned out, injec-

tions ol liisinuth i'aste being repeatedly used to lacilitate the dosing

ul the hstulous tracts which are so liable lu remain.

ANUS, FiMon oi

It the ulcer or hssure is deep and ol long standing, tlic surgeon, under

iiicai aniTi^theiiia, should proceed ut once, alter the bowels have been

I'd

r

:ii.
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cleared out, to make an incision across its entire length and deep enough
to divide abjut one-third of the fibres of the external sphincter. The
small sentinel pile, which is nearly always present at its distal end, should

be removed at the same time. Ball finds that removal of the latter alone

is sufficient to induce healing in the ulcer. The after-treatment consists

in keeping the lips of the incision apart with a strand of gauze inserted

daily so as to procure healing from the bottom. Some surgeons treat

the affection by forcible dilatation of the sphmcter under Chloroform.

Touching of the ulcer with the thermo- or gaivano-cautery is often quite

sufficient to effect rapid healing, and Donner finds that a few insertions

of one electrode within the sphincter and the other placed over the fissure

while a mild continuous current is turned on act equally satisfa ;torily.

In more recent cases the application of a mild caustic like strong Carbolic

Acid suffices and causes little pain if cocaine be previously used. If by

any means the refiex spasm of the sphincter can be controlled, the fissure

heals spontaneoush-, and by regulating the bowels this may be sometimes
easily accomplished, i'urgatives are injurious, and their action usually

causes as much pain in defecation as if constipation were present; the

physician should administer a laxative like Olive Oil, Sulphur, or Taniar

Indien, which will produce a copious softened motion, often voided without

pain. The distress and pruritus accompanying the affection cannot
satisfai torily be relieved with cocaine or morphia, and the writer finds

nothing so successful as the old B.l*. Ungt. Conii made of double strength

combined with Ichthyol. This must be inserted well within the sphincter.

He believes that the conium paralyses the ends of the motor nerves dis-

tributed to the fine musci.'lar layer under the surface of the mm ous

membrane, and prevents the refiex twitching which keeps up the incessant

pain and uneasiness alter the patient retires to rest, and after the act ol

Utlecation. The conium ointment alone, or with ichthyol, can be made
into a suppository and u-cd with advantage, if eczema is also present,

Tar can be added to the ointment, and where an astringent is required

to arrest Heeding, Cripps adds 10 grs. Persulphate of iron to each ounce.

ANUS. Fistula of.

In blind external fistula, an attempt may be made to induce healing

belore resorting to incision by applying a strong solution ol Zmc Chloride

on a probe coaled with a thin layer of wool, or strong Carbolic Acid may
be used in the same manner. Becks warm Uisinulh i'aste may be

injected, I'lie writer has seen healing occur after repealed injections

ol undiluted 1 met. Hen/oin. Co. \\ hen these fail, as tliey usually do, a

free T-shaped nu hioii may be made, and sometimes this is all that is

necessary, though usually the sphincter will require division at the same
linic, and the thor(Aigh scraping ot the tract, which must be exposed and
dissected bit by bil in search ol a hidden murnal opening.

in aimpiete fistula u probe-pointed director is inserted into the skm
orihce, and gently made to enter the bowel through ils internal ojiening.

i'hu po.nt IS then hooked down by the finger in tlie rectum^ and bruuKlit
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through the anus. The next step is to pass a curved bistoury along tke

Toove, and divide at one stroke the intervening tissue—mucous mem-

brane, sphincter and skin. The cul-de-sac above its internal opening is

next divided from the internal surface, alter which the entire fistulous

tract should be dissected out; and where tins is not possible it must be

thoroughly scraped, so as to completely destroy its internal lining. The

incised surfaces should be minutely examined for evidences of secondary

tracts or tunnels, and these must be excised or scraped, but the sphincter

is only to be divided_by the one clean incision across the_direction of its

fibres. The wound is finally packed firmly with Iodoform or Sublimate

"auze, over which a pad of absorber' tissue is bound by means of a T
bandage. At each daily dressing tin esh gauze should be inserted to the

very bottom of the wound, so as to encourage granulation from below,

and prevent union of the lips of the wound near the surface. It will be

evident that upon this careful after-treatment, which oltcn falls to the

patient's ordinary medical attendant, depends the prevention of relapses

or return of the fistula. The bowel should be em[)ty at the time of

operation, and a motion by tiie use of Castor Oil or tnemata should be

effected upon t^e second day, and all through the rest in bed, in order to

avoid hard scybala.

lUind internal fistula is treated in practically the same way as complete

lislula. The inner opening being detected by the finger just inside the

sphincter, a probe-pointed director is passed mlo it, and the point made

to bulge or project through the attenuated cutaneous roof of the tunnel,

alter which all the tissues between the skin and the director are to be

divided by a curved bistoury as just described, and the fistulous tract

excised or scraped before the wound is packed wil!i Iodoform gauze.

Where any of the varieties of fistula are found in patients far ad\ anced

111 debility by phthisis, diabetes, or hepatic cirrhosis, the use of liie knife

must be avoided, save to iimsc the boggy skin over the roof of a blind

iiileinal fistula; tlie best method ol treatment will then lie in injecting

ikik's Ihsmuth I'asle (liquelied b) Ileal) through a fine nuzzled syringe

(j.iily iilo the fistulous tract.

ANUS, Imperforate.

.\ Iree crucial incision is sutlicient to relieve the condition where only a

thm membrane bulging forwards shows that there is no deficiency or

arrest of development in the rectum, lu the absence of any sign of an

anus a free deep incision should be made in the middle line, and the tissues

ili:->e> ud up lor an inch or more in the direction ol tiie sacrum, till the

disU'iided bowel is reached, when this may be opened Ireely, and dilated

daily by the passage of the finger or a large bougie. It is usually unneces-

sai) to attempt to pull down the Lowel and suture it to the in uis of the

»k,ii wuuiid as was lormerly done.

W litre lilt dissection fails to rcai i; tiic lu'.vi;i ciiu ol l' . ivtuii!, .M.i)u

Kubson advises openiiij; the peritoneum from below in order to find the

lower end ol tlu bowci, which is then seized, brought down and fastened

-U
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to,the margins ot Uie skin wound. Failing th.s, the only alternative is to
open the colon by Littre's method in the left groin, and this is tlie only
method of procedure when the bowel opens mto the bladder. Where the
bowel communicates with the urethra or vagma, a careful dissection from
the perineum may remedy the condition, and after a tune the vaginal
opening may require suturing.

ANUS. ProlapM oL

This is usually easily reduced when the protrusion is of recent origin
by smearing the mass with vasehn-? and making hrm pressure by the
fingers so as to gently push it back withm tlie grasp of the mternal
sphmcter. If reduction does not speedily follow, owing to the strugglmg
of the patient (who is generally a cluld;, he may be placed in the lap of a
nurse, with his nead depressed as thoroughly as possible, when the greased
right forefinger is mserted mto the lumen of the bowel as if making a high
rectal examination, when the prolapse wiU usually be easily reduced.
Cripps after oiling the finger wraps a layer or two of dry Imt round it
before inserting it mto the bowel. xUter reduction the fanger is shpped
through the lint, which is left behind as a support to the rela.'ced wallsA conical piece of Ice enveloped by iodoform Gauze may be introduced
instead of the forefinger into the opening, wlien gentle pressure causes the
protruded mass to pass above the mternal sphmcter carrying the gauze
and ice along with it, where they are then left tn utu, the operation
being repeated alter each evacuation of the bowel contents.

In long-stondmg prolapses the bluod must be gently Ind patiently
expelled by the pressure of the lingers, after which the lorolingcr mserted
mto the opemng and pressure applied by the adjommg portion of the
metacarpal prominence will elfect reduction alter some minutes. A hrm
pad ut dry lint kept in its place over the anus Oy broad strips ol adaesive
plaster securing the nates lirinly together, or a T bandage, sliuuld then
00 applied till next delecation.

Urodie's plan was to wash out the rectum with warm water whilst the
patient was lying upon Ins side, alter winch a small enema ol cold water
was lei

t
in the bowel. This treatment is better suited to adults than

children.

The cause ol the prolapse should be sought fur alter reduction; thread-
worms, poypi, a long or adherent prepuce, li.emorrlioids, ureli.ral stricture,
vesical calculus and prostatic troubles will deiaanu rehet. i:.macialion
is a common cause, and, as insisted upon by Lripps, permanent cure may
be expected when the absorbed latly tissue is replaced in ilie pads m the
ischiorectal foss^. Constipation must be remedied by laxatives, pu.ua-
tives olten aggravating tlie condition. Irreducible prolapses, w Lea small
in extent, may he treated like a ring ol ha;morrhoidal growths by removal.
but m larger masses excision must be very careluUy pertcirmed m urder
to avoid injury to the peritoneum, and sometimes it may be necessary
to allow the irreducible mass to slough.

Astringents may be applied locally to the relaxed mucous me.nbrane
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with the view of permanently increasing its tone and preventinir future
prolapses. Tannin, solutions of Alum, Nitrate of Silver, Perchloride of
Iron, and astringent decoctions such as those of Krameria, Logwood,
Oak Bark, &c., may >>- used, or these drugs may be administered in sup-'
pository or omtment form. Occasionally the Continuous Current has
produced good effects, and Ice is often useful.

Vidal has reported successes by injecting 1-3 grs. Ergotin in solution
mto the prolapsed mass, even when the rectum was involved in the pro-
lapse.

If the above measures fail to prevent recurrences, the prolapsed surface
may be pamted over with strong solution of Nitrate of Silver, or, if small
in extent. Nitric Acid may be brushed on it at several spots.

'

Passing
lightly the actual or thermo-cautery over the surface of small anal pro-
lapses and at the same time causing it to destroy completely any pendulous
folds of skm existing about the anus often effects a complete cure.

Cripps in chronic intractable cases puts the patient into the lithotomv
position, and with the actual cauterv sears the mucous membrane by
drawing it in the direction of the axis of the gut, forming four lines each
J inch in breadth, commencing at the highest portion of the prolapse and
running down to the anal margin, one line being on the anterior surface
one behind and one on each side. The prolapsed mass is then reduced
and the rectum packed with iodoform gauze, leaving a tube of rubber in
the centre of the packing in order to relieve flatus. The rationale of the
treatment is the production of such a degree of inflammation as will fuse
together the mucous and muscular coats of the rectum so as to prevent
slipping or invagination.

It will be necessary to remove one or more flaps of mucous membrane
and bring the edges of the gaps together in order to diminish the oilibre
of the bowel where a considerable amount of rectum is included in the
prolapse. This operation is sometimes attended hv alarming h.Tmor-
rhage, and some surgeons prefer to make a complete circular resection of
the prolapsed portion of the rectum.

Curling's plan of narrowing the anal aperture In- powerful r.„istics
is less satisfactorv than Kelsev's inDcnimis method of mrrvin.- a curved
threaded needle round tlie lower end of the bowel. thr..ni:h thn submucous
issue and tying a catgut ligature over the finger-tip inserted in the anus
Pormalin catgut persists 2-3 weeks, and bv this time the tendencv to
prolapse will have disappeared bv general treatment
MrLeod performs recto- or procto-pexv through nn abdominal incision

to permit the rectum being drawn up and fastened permanenfv to the
inn,.r aspect of the abdominal wall, and Peters advises that the sutures

to nrev^t^ih"'"; T '" T''
"'^'"'"^'"^ '^ '^' '"'^^'" "f ^^e gut in orderto prevent the colon descending into the rectum

oWi'I'erS'" T'^"'
prolapse the aim of surgical treatment should be to

bin H wi»K °7 ' T"'^'
^"'^ '^' "f'""''""" "f ''"'"P^'^v should be com-

Zn.Z 1 ^f^'T""^
perineorrhaphv should he performed if per-manent cure IS to be effected.

¥
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ANUS, Pmritiu oL

The removal of the rause usuallj' effects a speedy cure when this trouble-

some affection arises from the irritation of anal fissure, fistula, piles,

polypi, condylomata or threadworms. Where much eczema is present,

the treatment of this disease should be closely attended to, and Tarry

compounds are indicated in combination with remedies used to allay the

incessant itchinfj.

The pruritus may be the local manifestation of a general neurosis.

Such patients often suffer from insomnia, and the slightest scratching of

the skin about the anus is sufficient to bring on a severe nocturnal attack

of pruritus. The general neurotic cone .m, often the result of prolonged

mental strain, anxiety, or grief, demands constitutional treatment, as

change of scene, brain rest, tonics—like sea-bathing—Phosphorus, Zinc,

Arsenic, Quinine and Iron. Valerianates and Antipyrine in small doses,

by lessening the irritability of the peripheral sensory nerves, are of great

value.

The Ungt. Conii, which may be made of double the old B.P. s* gth, is

the best local application. It should be inserted with the * ;er after

defecation and upon retiring to rest. The proprietary ointm<..it known
as Rcsinol is also valuable, and it may be used mixed with an equal weight

of the hemlock compound, or the latter may be made into a suppository

alone or with Ichthyol. Cocaine, Morphia, Belladonna and Menthol

relieve the itching for a time, but often cause in the long run aggravation

of the symptoms by inducing a hypersensitive condition of the senson,'

terminals.

An application containing 30 mins. Creosote or Caruolic Acid and 30 grs.

Camphor in i oz. I,r ' 's often useful, but l^ngt. Conii will make a better

basis than the lard. Vhere greasy compounds fail, the part, after a small

ro'd-water enema and free ablution with cold or tepid water, may be

freely dusted over with Bismtith Carbonate, Fuller's Earth, Zinc Oxide,

or Calamina, and this form of treatment is valuable in women, where the

anal pruritus is sometimes caused by a small quantity of vaginal discharge

trickling over the anal region, even when there may be no prominent

vulvar irritation complained of. Lotions are'seldom efficacious ; the parts

may, however, be advantageously sponged over with Borax or Boric Acid

solution, which effectually removes the remnants of the greasy applica-

tions before renew ng them again. Solution of Chloral Hydrate, i dr.

to 5 oz. water, may be tried. Sometimes the introduction of a pledget

of lint soaked in T.u]. Calc. Chlorinat;e within the anus affords relief till

the patient falls asleep.

In long csiahlished cases no relief need be expected until the patient

has been taught to avoid scratching the anal region, and it is a practical

point of great value in the treatment to inform him that he may relieve

the itching of the anus by vigorously scratching the shin over the buttocks,

and this will not do anv harm.

Banks's plan of searing the anal margin by the thermocautery often

affords relief, but the writer has seen it produce afterwards an intolerable
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aggravation of the condition owing to the formation of scar tissue and
thickening of the skin in the anal folds.

In intractable cases defying all local applications Hall's method of
dissectmg up a flap of skin on each side of the anus, after which all the
underlymg cutaneous nerves are to be severed, should be resorted to.

APHASIA.

This speech difficulty need receive no attention till the treatment of tie
cerebral lesion causing it has demonstrated that the hicniorrhage em-
bolism, or thrombosis is no longer active or lias ceased to extend' In
functional cases, as in hysteria and post-epiI(;ptic aphasia, treatment is
seldom necessary, the speech centres soon regaining their power spon-
taneously. It IS different where permanent damage has occurre 1 and
the hope of articulation being restored must lie in efforts being made to
call into action the dormant speech centres in the sound cerebral hemi-
sphere (usually the right one); but if the commissural fibres are destroyed
there is litt'e or no result to be expected.

In motor aphasia, where tlie patient remains perfectly conscious of all
that IS sa,d to him, but is only able to reply in meaningless, short ejacu-
lations^, he should be educated to write with his left hand i)y conyin.r
printed or written sentences when the power of writing remains with
him. . he simplest speech moN ements are to be taught pitientlv .severil
times a day, beginning, as in the rase of a child, with the spellinL' and
articulation of letters ami short m..nosvllables, his oral education bein-
supplemented by exercises in writing and reading short senten-es (In
eft-handed patients the right speech centres are in daily operation, and
hese, of .ourse, escape when the damage is confined to the left side of the
hrain.) In young subjects by persistent education of the right speech
centres articulation ma>' be entirely restored, an<l even in ..Ider patients
the same result is sometii.ies Aitnessed when the , alh.sal fibres have com-
pletely es.ape<I in the prim.r\ lesion, and industrious perseveran.r incopying ami s,,ee<h exercises has been r, nscientiously carried out and theUM oi his left hand encouraged in cver\ wav possible

Jn OTrv apluisia from .crt.cal lesions the ditli.ultv of treatment is
greater. If this be of the auditory type the patient is word-deaf and unableo write from dictation; though he hears the sounds of the words .spoken
U. him they appear as in a foreign tongue, and as his power of articulationmay be good he u.ses the wrong words, unconscious of his mistakes Theonly method ot treatment in tins .on.htion consists in repeated exerciseso pronouming vvuKls which are written or pnnte.l when the eve of ikl
P.iti nt IS kept la.stened upon the word; afterwards the object represented

tncouraged to rc|)eat its name fremicnfly

intt t l^tm!;?'
"' T' ""•^-''^'^f"f^ the auditory speech

. entre remainsmta. tnternal speech is unimpaired, and the patient can express himselfperfectly in writing or voca Iv, and tho.„h he is unable ,o u idcrst nrepeat spoken language he can read aloud perfectly.

^¥^
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When sensory r; 'lasia is <' the ma/ type (alexia), the patient is

capable of spontaiieoius pe'i : . and comprehends spoken words, but he
fails to underst t w :t.ten and rrinted language, and he cannot write or

copy intelligently, t! uugh his ra! vision is perfect, and he cannot
read aloud. In this condition the only treatment is such as is employed
in education of the blind, supplemented by training the patient to write

with his eyes closed, or to write in tlu air with his index-fine;er, and to

trace over each letter with a pencil or by means of his finger, by which
latter method he is only able to understand or read his own writing.

The mutism which follows shell-shock yields usually to time, encourage-
ment and in severe cases to hypnotic suggestioi. When the inhibition

has been more profuund the patient may have lost ''..^ .-neaning of words
which he hears or sees in writinj; or print. The treatment in these severe
cases must be carried c "t on the lines indicated abos c.

APHONIA.

This comes under the e\ e ot the physician commonly a.s a manifestation

of hysteria, and its cure is rapid and satisfactory. A strong induceu
current is the remedy for this aflfectiun. One wire of the battery i->

attached to a flat electrode, which is made to rest upon the outer surfa

of the larynx, whilst the other wire is attached to a laryngeal electrotit

mounted on a handle, containing a small contact-breaker. Thi.s electro^ :f-

is inserted into ihe space between the cc rd.s, and the current turned on i..

pressing the button in the handle so as to produce a painful and a scver«-

shock. At the same moment the patient should be commanded t' pro-

nounce some word, which she frequently accomplishes in a loud cr>'.

Occasionally the application of the shock must he repeated. The con
tinuous current is useless, and s(j alao is a weak induced current. Som
times the passing of a smart induced or intermpted current across tl

larynx, in applying a pole to each side of the extc sal surface of the larvn.x

is enough to restore soice. Often all that is n< ssarv i- to introduce a

laryngeal mirror into the plian,nx, and firmly

utter a particu'ar word, the " suggestion " bein,

dormant will-power, 1 n» relapses are more like!

treatment.

The treatment of hy.iiucal aphonia by in: atMig dos?

is a most objectionable ind unjustifiable proceeding Atropi

donna, pushcil to tht .x! iit of producin >!;?- physiol

have been employed, \m Electr ity fulfils c. ry in ';

solution of Nitrate of Silver, i <h. 1 oz., ha '

to the larynx with rapid irnpnn ement. Hun;
and systematic exercise «f the ocal cords b
numerals, (rouch states that in relapsing ar

aphonia, isolation of the patient should be ins. tec

exercise!- in singing iie music ' .scale should be pra

with some high note, which may be elicited '

y makis

phouate. Afterwards the mtonatini; jf words and of
j

;nman the patient t

. fhcient to aroi -p t-

t> follov this
J

n

of A. ohf

and 1:

al .ntlot:

Stroii
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the reading aloud of prose and frequen use of the voice in singing, are to
be iaily practised. The aphonia fol wing si shock yields to time
after removal from 1 e scene of war. "I t apt. result! irom laryn-
geallesions can nnly « met by approp e loi leasur

APOPLEXY.
Restri^ mg th, ten to the mc^re or it sudden loss of nsciousness

and moi . power arising from a vascul;tr lesion inside lae cranium,
due eithc- to the ruptui of an artery in the cerebral tissue, with the extra-
vasated bi,)od plou^ning up e brain substance, or to the lodgment of an
em^nius from the heart, or t. thrombotic occlusion occurring in a diseased
cerebral vessel, the treatmenr of these three conditions in theor\ is widely
different; nevertheless, ow- , to the difficulty of diagnosis, wh. fi is •>

many instan^ s insuperable, the ph sician will be wise in 'e absence
differentiating lactnrs t., egard all i ises as lue to cerebra x^mo'hafi'

.

It mav be safely said liuit there are few mditions in whose
[ sen-

the i)hysirian feels so ow* rless, but there ar- also few in which s, nuch
harm can be done h\ active med.'ing and svise a 'tempts at
treatment. The first duty of th< ^endan- to insure abs. lut
! .irdless of t!i- wishes of the pai fs is, who are ofter us
to tia'.f him reri^^ved fn

ile sh 'uld bf . ed upi

i the roim in ^ach he

His head unr' shunh 'crs sh

ther -k h. ng ren ed.

"f hi clothing t in

manner by < uttes; up t

whilst a reliable _..ssi>.

liakci). The next sti

the place in whu ii me seizun
liis back o a sofa, or on a bt

li! ialien h -sying a mattr
. Ki be fl ited slightly, a , ,,i

t thci tny urgent necessity

be etteci-d m the mo.s; rl

ams Jiiu removing t! u

kcs ( arc;e of the heu

is ta.

xt.

urn
e tongue failing c.r. 11 ^ backward;.

lace to one si

inti ir) permit oft

to

the angle of th= mouth
utempts should n. he made to .. i.se consciousne
ar, st akmg tl . Ixxiv, or fiappi with towels o;

.lation, and ct taini-. nothinij sh Id bt- administi
t. nature of foodor stii ulating drmjcs. Mii; - hotti

with w.irnn water, should e placed at his feet ,. along
trunk. In their absence warm blankets mav be used.
inas.saue of the cold limbs .nad better be avoided,
should be applied to the head, or an evaporatint;
and temples. Counter-irritants, used with the
liow of blood to tile surface the body, are as
The best of these agents woi
neck, but, especially in liea-

be carried out without shakn
aspiration pneumonia shouh

sal

«ce.

<-rl

removal

lutious

Ileal,

mg
ent

iing

nto

lods of

mouth
artialiy

.'a<.ii ide of tile

but friction or

Ice, wlicn available,

tion to the forehead

w nf determining a

(' o be avoided.
le a sjnapism apphcd .lie nape of the
-nd museular subject.-;, this can scarcely
he cranium. The dangers of suii.secjuent

.... , .
'•'^ minimised by maintaining an aseptic

condition of the mouth, any dental plates being removed, and the lonuueand hps smeared with Glycerin of Borax.

tl^
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Nothing should be done to combat any symptoms of shock or collapse

beyond the above palliative measures. To administer hypodermically
or by rectum powerful cardiac stimulants will only cause the heart to
beat more vigorously and pump more blood into the ruptured cerebral
tissue; hence even the use of irritating smelling-salts may be injurious
through their power of increasing the general blood-pressure
The question of blood-letting should be considered if the profound

coma remains, with a high tension pulse, vigorously acting heart and
signs of asphyxia. Before this is finally settled, a brief trial may be made
of compression of the carotid trunk in the neck with the view of arrestinL^
the circulation m the branches of the middle cerebia;. If carefully and
skilfully carried out this procedure can do no harm. Ligature of the
vessel has lieen recommended by Horsley and others. The antique
practice of opening the tc.iporal artery is now universally condemned
but unquestionably speedy and sometimes permanent benefit follows the
opening of a vein m the arm when asphyxia is increasing and threatening
me. Uf late years a bolder surgical measure has been advocated, and
found acceptance in some quarters. This consists in trephining a larue
opening m the skull and evacuating the area of h.xmorrhage; but as
pointed out by Rus.sell and Sargeant.this is only admissible when the rase
IS going on from bad to worse, and when in the coma it can be confidently
asi frtained that the paralysis of motion is hemiplegic.

lUfore, however, considering such a serious step, the physician should
resort to the use of other agents possessing the power of reducing the
general blood-pressure after venese. tion has been tried. These are vaso-
dilators and purgatiNcs. Nitrite of Amyl is practically the only drug
available of the former class, as it can be so readily administered by in-
halation, and It IS innocuous unless asphyxia be already urgently threaten-
ing IHe. It IS therefore worth a trial when the pulse is bounding and the
tension high. Owing to itc evanescent action, the effects must be kept
up for some time before its trial is abandoned. Owing to the slow action
o purgatives in the apoplecti. state, even of Croton Oil-the only avail-
al) e catharti. -this drug should be administered without delay.

Whilst It IS true that remedies which redu.e the general bl.iod-preii.sure
are injurious in thrombotic case:;, and should not be used when the . liniral
sympton, i or the history of f„rmer attacks of m philitic thrombosis clearly
m.linite this c.m.lition. it is to be remembered that the diagnosis is often
almost impossible, and of all the agents use.l to reduce blood pressure
purgation is the lea.st obje.tionable or dangerous. ||en,e under the
conditions now being .•onsidere.l, it mav be used as a routine with com-
parative safely. No good usually .an be expected by enemata, ami much
harm mav be done by the necessary . hanges pnKlu.ed by the moving
about ami turning of the patienfs bo.ly during their a.lministration.
An enema is, however, clearly indicated if the re< turn is imi)acted with
scylmhe. which prevent the action of croton oil. On.- or two drops of
croton oil, with 5 grs. of

, alomel mixed with a little butter or a few -rains
of moistened sugar, should be placed fir b»ck upon the tongue, and' often

fr,
.L'a^.
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this dose wiU require repetition. The necessity of reUeving the bladder
should not be lost sight of.

Should the patient survive the comatose stoge, the period of returning
to consciousness demands close attention. This is often accompanied
by febrile reaction, which necessitates the removal of all external aids to
the keeping up of the body heat, as it clearly also is indicative of the con-
tinuous use of the ice-cap and the enjoinment of absolute rest of both body
and mmd. Nothing is more reprehensible at this stage than the attempts
to test the patient's consciousness by tempting him to recognise his
friends and answer quesM .ns and otherwise rousing him. As soon as swal-
lowing power has retumcJ, a few teaspoonfuls of milk may be cautiously
admmistered from time to time, and it is a wise precaution taught by
the experience gained from surgical head injuries to withhold all animal
foods, even in the form of soup, for a long period aftc- convalescence
riie rest during convalescence should be prolonged and tl.orougli

1 lie after-treatment of cerebral h ,-morrhage is identical in most cases
with that of the hemiplegic condition usually remaining, and will be dealt
with under its own heading. The primary condition causin/; the hiemor-
rliage, as Bright's Disease, arterio-sclerosis, &c., will of course reciuire
attention in all cases.

ft only remains to mention the treatment of an apoplectic seizure
where the hist.-ry or symptoms indicate thrombosis or embolism as the
I ause of the loss of consciousness.

Inlhronibosis alter the patient has been put to bed with his head and
shoulders but slightly if at all raised and heat applied to his surface the
immediate indication is to check the coagulable power of the l.luod
Uwing to the urgency of the symptoms drugs for this purpo.se are too slow
in their action to be relied upon, though the writer once injected Ammonia
into the carotid artery with the hypodermic needle, a proc. Jure followed
by most strikmg rehef for a time .o all the symptoms. In . elapsing cashes
where time perm.U the blood may be decalcified by the .Jn^nistration
ot titnc Acid or its potash salt.

As the extension of the thrombotic change is favoured by every thin
hat tends to render the circulation languid stimulants are mdicatwr
Ihe best ot these is Ammonia, for as already menti.med it diminishes
the coagulability of the blood, and at the s.vme tunc .,uickcns a dstrengthens the heart', contractions. 30 nuns. „1 the .iihited Imu-.r maybe mixed with .0 01. normal saline and mjecte.l mto a vein or hy ,.„Urmi^
cally and the strong liquor may be held near to the nosinl (;„i|,rieemphasises the view of Mott that the deep coma in thron.bus.s ,s ,h.e tohe pressure ot venous congestion conse,,ueni upon arterial bj,.. kaue;

SL' "..r'r'''
"" ''""? ''" '^^"'>'"" "^y '"'«'-"^^- venesection

IttUimg, or dry-cup,,ing, and purgation in the later stages, as in caseso cerebral luemorriiage. In syphilitic cases where wan ioKS .{ U !threatening alUcks are not rarely seen the pro,H;r after-ire itmeiil willconsist of lull doses of the I„dides. alwavs InrilMn-.l •

"',
'

,

"i Ammonia, whiUt Mercurial Inun.^ons should be' commenced without'

m^
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delay. Sometimes in cases of cerebral haanorrhage. esoeciallv where th.«are reasons for believing that smaU foci of^fteniJTv^^ f

the continuous administration of Iodides.
^ »i*i!.tened by

APPENDICim. Acute ronn.
The writer regards it as now definitely established that under thi. ti»i

Z '"a^d M T '"r* ""^"'"^ ('>
^' - iniS:lton"te Ap.^^

LTeil^^Sir^ --— - -^ -« dir^TtlvruS;

ap!i?nlx lfeaE'?''y'™^^^ ""J^
"''^"^•""> "^ '"«»mnmtion of the

tmruslTnlt *^ " *:""""'^' coating. ,s characterised by a con-

vomiuiig ii> not a lommon symptom of this li.riri n- . « ""/•
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At this sUge there is no elevation in the temperature, and the pulse will
not be markedly increased in frequency. These symptoms are due to
obstruction of the lumen of the appendix, usually by a coprolith or
stncture. It is difficult during this stage to identify the disease as due
to the appendix, but once the diagnosis has been made no time should be
lost in getting appendicectomy performed.
With uie diagnosis settled, the patient should be placed in the Fowler

position, any food or medicine which will provoke intestinal peristalsis
denied, and a small dose of morphia (gr. J) with atropia (gr. ^Jg) ad-
mmistered hypodermically. If this does not control the pain, hot fomen-
tations may be applied to the abdomen. Previous to operation a small
soap and water tntmu may be given, but all aperients must be withheld
By this means an appendix not yet perforated may remain in statu quo

until removed by operation, and the results in such cases leave little to
be desired in ihe matter of prognosis, the results being almost uniformly
good and the period of incapacity short.

An obstructed appendix left to itself usually proceeds to gangrene
This IS recognised by some rise of temperature (99 -100° F.), increasing
frequency of pulse, diminution in pain, but increase in tenderness and
rigidity of the right side of the abdomen. Perforation of a gangrenous
appendix, a later stage still, is marked by a rising pulse and temporary
tall in the temperature and recurrence of pain in the right iliac fossa
Here again the Ime of treatment already laid down is indicated—viz

"

rest m Fowler position, denial of food r.r aperient medicine, and the
administration of a small dose of morphia with atropia-these prepara-
tory to operation, which siiould be carried out without delay and with the
least disturbance of the patient. There should always be kept in mind
the risk of rupturing a thin-walled gangrenous appendix, and the con-
version of a localised disease of the appendix into a suppurative peri-

A wholly different problem confronts the surgeon wlun he is first called
to see a patient who has already passed the acute stage of an attack
borne surgeons hold the opinion that even then it is good practice to per-
form the operation at once; others, however, believe that the operative
risk will be lessened by delaying for a time and doing what is culled an

interval operation " after all inflammatory symptoms have disappeared
I-or renmval of a d.sca.sci appendix two imiNons only aie n..w mu.liUMd: (I) Ihe gruliron innsi.m running in the direction of the l.brcs ol

the external obli.jue nuiM k aU>ut two fingers' breadths above I'ouparfs
hgament, „„ \,M .,f the innsion ly.n, .il.ove the hne joining the umbilicus
w. h the anterior superior iliac spuie, and the other hall below it. The
external ,»bl.,,ue, the mternnl obhque. an.l the iransvcrsali. muscles arenmed m the direction of their fibres; the transversalis fascia and theptr toncum are divided transversely. (,) The incision through the right
rectus mus<:le in the line of its fibres. Both these incisions can be firmlv

n uj. .^UcrTvaras. ana show little tendency to hernia unless it be foundnecesmry to drain the aWon.en. Having opened the in-ritoneal cavity.
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the caecum is sought for and hooked up on the index fin„»r t*
the appendix is found h,^ fr.

""»""" '^"^."'aex finger. If necessary

bands of the cJcumHnLhTJ^rr^'''^' '^' longitudinal muscZ
the appends "g"n to p'ai off thrahd

" "
"f
""'^^' ""''''' '^'^^^^'-g

spongier rung ou't of noS ^Le so u i™lT/\^ "'^^ ''''' '^^^^

forceps or a strong artery forceDst'hp^^l'
"'"''^'^ ^'''^ ^ *^^"^'^'"g

catgut and the distalSoSoVd Th r
P""!."" '' '*^''^'"^'-'^ ^'^^

is then disinfected Stt hlu f'
' ''^'^'"''^ '^"^ ""^^ed stump

suture and the latte tieTl Two'/r l^'Ti "'^^'" ^"^^ Purse-string

of bed'a^bSTh: tlJhTv^'rr"^, ''^

''t''-''^^
"^ «"-«=^ -^

nftcenth day after operaS
"^ '"P'^'" '*'''"' '''' ^""^^^'^"th or

har::h:.:;;sri:3,tt£:!r:jjr "r^^^r^ ''- ^pp-^'^>
the suppuration loca ised ? J rOr il h l?rdff"

"''" ''^^'""•- ^'^ '^

tonitis present ? Takin- first th...L f ,

".^"^""^^ suppurative peri-

be found m the righrflank „ the ilt f
' ""'f^

'^'''''' '^'' P"^ "'«y

posterior abdommal wa I
'

n th fir rti;;ee" s
.'

''r'"'^'
" '>'"« "" ^'^^

regarded as good practice to onenth. 1 ^''"«^'»"'' 't 's generally

abdominal <:avity A ^nLr shm.M ^ T' "f""' °P*="'"« '*"' general

anda,ooseappeLix';rrt;oti;r:''r:t^^^^^
abscess lymg on the posterior il«lMmm .1 .

,^'""^'^'^- '" the case of an
the Kcn/ral^eritonSr:; : ;'t;"l7 ': r 7"1 1".

"P*^"^'' ^'^^'^"^'^

packmg to prevent the inf^^^LrsprSng to .hrh'.fr
''"-""'"' '^^

Murphy disagrees with th,. Him,., '
.

"** ^ /"^ healthy peritoneum.

the rbimin;. cllu Vl L ' TS: .ftr"^
"'''^"^

-r'"«
St. Thomas's Hospita believ.-s h.VT / ^

'or the surgeons working at

the general cavity but if he d,s .. ? T"" '^'T
''' ^'' "P''"'"' ^'^^""^h

should be insertJ, Iwn to 1 n t int"! m""",*-"'
'"""^ " «""^^' '^™'"

adhedonsa s^ife track for 1 . n, J. T '' "'"'"''''' "' "" *'» f"™ ^X
or may bo .-pi by a i, 1 V :s! 7 1

'""•'«""•->•' «way spontaneously.

Hrivc mfection into clean pi ts ,. 1

'"'"^'' ^'"'•'' '"">'

A^er thorough K.^ntletu,!!!;"
, f^ u.:':^:::;"; iT'?

'"' ,"""^"^
tube IS introduced '-^ " *"'<"t'"re dnunagc-
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lated without much disturbance of uninfected tissues it should be removed.
Otherwise it should be left and dealt with at a subsequent operation.
When a spreading or general septic peritonitis follows the rupture of an

obstructed and gangrenous appendix, one of the most serious of surgical
problems confronts the operator. There is, however, as a rule no alterna-
tive but to give the patient the advantages which prompt interference
alone affords. It will generally be found that an incision in the middle
line just above the pubis affords the most direct route to the collection
of pus, as well as the most erticient for the purpose of abdominal drainage
In late cases this incision can be made under local anesthesia, a wide-
bore drainage-tui,e with a gauze wirk introduced deep into the pelvis
and no attempt made to deal with appendix. Certain points must be
kept in mmd in dealing with these cases; (,) Thev should be disturbed
as little as possible; (2) they should be kept in the Fowler position-
(.?) they should never get chloroform as an an.i-sthetic- if one be necessary
It should l,e open ether given as sparingly as possible, and preceded bv a
hypodermic of morphia and atropia.
Upon recovery from the ana-stliesia the patient is placed in the Fowler

position (propped up in bed in the sitting posture), and with a suitable
irrigation apparatus saline solution is made to tri( kle into the rectum not
•im. ker than it .an be absorlH-.i. The quantify introduced in this manner
skiltuily .-arried out mav amount to 20 pints in th- 2j hours without the
oast distension of the rectum or ...lon. The abdominal and pelvic
lymphatics iH-im: distended and Hushed by this means, the danger of septic
absorptiun is n^luced to a minimum, thirst disappears, the eliminatory
organs are powerf.iliy stimulated and the heart strengthened. Lava/cmay be resorted to when th.- vomiting is persistent. i,ut if his condition
does not permit of this the patient should be encouraged to wash out theorgan by t.iking large draughts of tepid saline solution. Aperients should
e withhelu until the signs of spreading jn^ritonitis have abated, and then

a full dose of castor oil (,^ii.) ,s the safest and most reliable purgativeany of these cases develop signs of obstruction, due, according to
iandley, to leus )uplex. for which the only remedv is drainage of thebowel through a tube introduced into the first distended loop of gut that.omes to hand. \r^ recurrent appendicitis the mortalitv has been re.hiced

to almost ml by undertaking the removal of the diseased appendix .luring
n .|u.cs.ent perio,!. an.l where in.luration an.l t.-nderness ..r l.i.al painremain after sp.,ntane..us re.'.ivery of an inflammatory atta.k the sur

su/urt.
1 he purely exp... tant trealnui.i ,.f these and all ..ther formsnf appendicitis, a.ule or chn.ni.-, should W abamloned. owing tc the

....igers oi perforelion. gangrene, suppuration, or sprea.ling peritonitis.
.1.

.
may without warning of any kind su.l.lenly supervene luring theprogress ol an appar.ntlv mild atta.k.

^

A» to the cause of appendicitis, i, h,. lately been established by VV.ikM-

n .nr hJ ;" "' f''T "" '•"•'i^l-'^i'-" ''-ise. from the alterationm our Imbit, from Iw.ng largely vegetable cater, to meat enters. Wilk,"

m
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taining cscal contentiSSo?/. ''^ °" "''^ P™*^''^ ^«' »°d con-

animak fed on ;^S2Se°elv aS^ f"^.
P^^^o^ation, whilst in

would therefore reenrfoTl^ng Zl^TlZr^T'- ?"""'"
associated no doubt with imr,rJJLZ^^ ,

,.?*'^™ *° vegetarianism

regularity of meals, ^Co^^Z^^^\t^ Th^'""^''
'"^'"'•'°«

teeth, and perhaps/as Tyson sureststr'^ ^ *
"^ diseased and septic

during defecation—S. T I
*° *''^ pnmitive attitude

ASTERIO-8CLEB08IS.

mo.Uy within th!K Lin^vohnii ?","'. '""'"^ """"'Mured

first ,Ug, „, m.rio-„ler.,°l(pt?cSosi«is;jer°r"'''"''^'
direct result or renal and heoatic in! ,S? ", """"ication, the

-ilk and vegetable ^^^^i^Z^^ZliS'L'^ltt"' 'T"'more comp etc elimination nf th» * •
""^"^^"ai tension by producing

like Theob'romin aLd b^rl^^^^^^^ 'T'^ ""^ ^'-^'-
The hyperpietic tyne the eff^^t f

^"^'^^ *"^ "^^''^ exercises,

is caused by ekhernc^e'asSvIsco't"^
persistently high blood-pressure,

or a combLtio^rSh th s^r^^^^^^^^^^
""

"r"'"«
'' '^' ™-" -teries

these cases is over-eating thoLfwht ? ''°'"'"*'" "^"""^^ ^a*^*"' i"

and it is usually agg^alated bv 1 ^^ ^^ "' j^f^
^' °^ ''?"'« ^abit,

coffee, and tobaL^The Lr jndLtmn^?^
1"^"'^'"^'' '" ^'^°''°'' ^ea

volumeof food and drink to h/r
""" ^'^^'"^"t is to reduce the

ised diet, espedalt hat conu^^^^^^^^
^''^''' '''«'^'>'

"'^'^K'^"-
should b; cut down to thelow Tt faf'i

'" ^°''"' ""^ '"^'^^ extractives,

.nent of chronic goSt^patientr M fk r"""'' ".'" "^'^ '^'^'"''^ ^^^^t'

uniounts of farin'aceourS rtfh cheer'T' '^^^""T'"''
'""^^^''^^

fresh vtgitables fruits «nrl .„
' I' m '

^"^""' ""^ *h'te bread,

tea, cof^-e In^SltinTp^i^.t^^^^ ^P'^ "-ted diet,'

regurcls r.^ularity of meals mod ItVnnH \
"^' "' ^''' P-^tient as

exercises an.i the curSmenHf allfn^.^f
?" '""" y '•«8"'«ted muscular

worry are no less -poZ! demit^th^management of patients sufferinK from his t,!. f ? ^'^ «*^""*'

been already defined in the art2 ,n [^K"*^
arterio- sclerosis ha.s

and by followmguJ genera Dri""
J' 1 ^'""l"""

"^ ^^"«'"» ^'^'^toris,

prolonged, and sometim'es i ^J^retlh nld i "lo tt"' f """^ ^
existence.

"^ 'enginencd mto the senile period nf

Diet i. vastly more nnportant than drugs, and though the Nitrites are
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often irrationally and mischievously employed, their administration is

nevertheless at some stage necessary and highly beneficial, as in exacerba-
tions of high pressure, but with evidence of failing pumping power their
use is fraught with danger. Of these as a rule only the most slowly and
continuously acting are admissible, save in the presence of acute attacks,
when Amyl may be called for. There is a consensus of opinion in favour
of occasional short courses of mercurials, 4 grs. Blue Pill twice a week, or

i gr. Calomel daily for 5 or 7 days at considerable intervals. These drugs
must, however, be given with great circumspection when there is much
albumin in the urine, and their effects must be carefully scrutinised.
Saline purgatives are also of value.

Iodides are undoubtedly of use; their beneficial action on the circulation
has already been dwelt upon in the description of the treatment of angina
pectoris and aneurism. The Iodide of Sodium may be given in prolonged
courses of 5-15 grs. ter die alone or combined with a vaso-dilator like
Trinitrin (see formula on p. 44). lodipin and the newer iodine com-
pounds are extolled, but there is no proof that they are more efficacious
than the sodium salt, though undoubtedly they can in some cases be
better tolerated, and lothion may be administered by inunction, and is

very valuable in syphilitic cases.

Vaso-dilators may be employed to ward off a threatening attack of
cardiac distress or asphyxia, and the nitroglycerin tablets divided into
fragments may be continuously administered for many hours as described
under Angina. Urgent dyspnoea may herald a fatal attack of oedema
of the lung, and the writer satisfied himself that he has saved life by
promptly opening a vein in the arm; and some authorities highly recom-
mend periodical bleedings in the plethoric type of patient, and moderate
hypodermic mjections of Morphia may be safely administered to relieve
severe cardiac and respiratory distress when there is no suppression of
urine.

Renon reports benefit from Fibrolysin injections, which sometimes
reduce headache and diminish the blood-pressure. Cardiac tonics are
only admissible when the heart muscle has already shown signs of failure,
and even then their administration must be carried out with much cir-
cumspection. As a rule Digitalis should be avoided owing to its avtim
on the peripheral vessels, and the practice of minimising this by (ombining
rnnitrin or Nitrite of Sodium with it in a mixture is based upr'.n ignorance
of the pharumcology of these drugs, the nitrites expending llunisclves
upon ii vasodilating influence which passes off rapidly, leaving the digi-
talis to produce a prolonged and continuous action upon the high pressure
which may seriously embarrass the already overburdened ventricle
Moreover, as a general rule when digitalis is indicated the vasodilators
are not required.

Diuretics are indicated when the urine is scanty and of high density
a condition usually met with when the arterial tension is not abnormnljy
Kreat; here, as m the stage of presclerosis, Theobromine (5 grs.) or Diuretin
(10 grs.) may be lafely administered for con.iiderable periods.

M
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mg powder, to be taken everj- morning in a large tumblerful of water

»• Sodii Nitritis gr. ss.~gr. ij.

Potassii Nitratis gr. xx.
Potassii Bicarbonatis gr. xxx.

reports are published I^ one . h
""?-' ^"'^P"^^^^^^ ^^^ excellent

poLy beneStslame;; ;^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ --

.n soon afterwards which, howexer ma not h . ll T^'^T''"
""'

..;
.h. clinic,, L„s ,„ t^z.:,:'.,'r.. s';;;' ;,r;;rr^

, "' -''

When the condition is dulv reio.'niscH fr,,,,, ;*.• f i

l-istoryand from the absence of h
family and individual

present in the ordinarJ h ^h ,U u e tv^ir f P"" "^l"'"^
'"""^ '" '«'

to be adopted is the oL o'r ^I i
^Z

.l' I'T:,"'
^'':.""'>- ^-*^"-"t

him from those influences wh ch ?.nH f
f"*'""* "' *" "''"''*'

the management of "rin" ^l^'^'^ul'T'''^ ^"''"'^ »--"". - in

the action of an already uLound" hein if;;;;;:; i;^^.;:;:^!]';-that wluch ,s necc.«.ry to sustain life, especally wh'en he ct?m 'H
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often the case, has always been a spare eater or frugal liver \t times
It may be necessary to strengthen the enfeebled ventricle by Strychnine
or m the presence of accidental high tension to administer cautiously a
vaso-dilator or strong saline purgative.
The treatment of any underlying condition must not be lost sight of

in the general m.-.agement of all cases of arterio-sclerosis. Thus liriuht's
Disease will give indications for eliminatory measures, and obesity, dia-
betes, or glycosuria for dietetic correction.

In the arterio-sclerosis of syphilis much good may be expected if the
case be met m the earlier stages by the vigorous use of Iodides in large and
ong-cont.nued doses, and always when the renal organs are sound the
reatment should be commenced with Mercurial inunctions, which may
be cautious y repeated during the intervals when the iodides arc necessarily
suspended from time to time. Salvarsan is an agent of doubtful utility.'

A8CARI8 LUMBRIC0IDE8.
I'reventive treatment is always efficacious; the drinking water should

be boiled or f, tered, and all uncooked vegetables or salads should bethoroughly soaked in strong salt solution, and washed with care by astrong stream of running water.
santonin meets every requirement once the patient is know -u be the

Ijost of the parasite. After a gentle purge or moderate fast, 4 grs. o hedrug may be administered to an adult, or 2 grs. to a child 2 ears old andupwards ft .should always be administered in fine powder, and mi dw.th a tc-.spoonful of (astor 0,1; in this way the untoward cerebral
s>mi,tonis, a^ („nvuL,ons and vertigo, ma) be entireh- prevented Ifpurg,„. does not follow, any mild catharti,- hke Svrup of Senna mav begnen, and the worm ,s usually dead when expelled Th. writer' h-sne^er once .,,n dangerous .symptoms follow the use of .santonin whencombin.,! with castor oil as prescribed by him in .several thous „d

."

insuincc. ,n the large extern department of a children's hospitalWhen a child cannot be made to take the oil. santonin mav l„ wellmixed with butter and a little Calomel and a<lmmistered with bread s
t m sandwHh. ellow vision and ora«ge-red di.scoloration of 1 1 u .

n

r co„,n,on results, but these always pass off within .4 hours, and n edexcite no uneasiness. Rhubarb is a commonly used adjuvant I u toyoung children It is always a nauseous ...d unnecessary combinaiion

UH .V'tr'iTl
'"

"f %'"'""'^' t«*^ti^"-' "f l^^'-es will show the ova of thepan .tes ,f all have not been expelled, but usually one dose is suniei..n

hi.^ V e lici

''^""^»"J'""' (3-^' nuns.) given in Castor Oil has provect

ASCITEiJ.

r..,r" l'™^^''^"^"'
«^«-''t^^ •" the first instai, e must be directed to theen,oval of the pri.narv cau.se, and this will obviously . onsist in t^ev , bit.on of the r...

.
d.es suitable to the management of the ^l^^^S^L

i#t
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I

purgatives or the withholding of hquids or salt from the dStFaihng these,there is nothing left but the operation of tappingwhen theaccumulation IS large enough to cause discomfort or threatens tTrenderbrep. hmg difiicult. By evacuating the fluid life w.ll be probnged in the'worst cases, and m a few instances early and repeated t.ppTngsTate beenknown to permanently relieve cirrhosis of the Ker
^

The patient, if weak, may have the operation performed in bed but it
IS more satisfactory to place him in a chaifafter the contTnts oJthe blaSehave been voided or removed by catheterisation. A broad Srhavfn.been loosely applied to the abdomen with the view of exerting nreslireby traction on its ends during the withdrawal of the fluid the surgeo^

the'2hT""'V^'"'^'^''=
'"^ ^"^ ^°""^ ^"'"PJete duhess betweenthe umbilicus and pubes makes a minute incision into the steril-sedsk n

Snur oTrhdJ"^ rr^ ''™".«' ^'^'^^^ ^^^ thrusrs^^'tSt
canula. On withdrawal of the trochar, the fluid is permitted to flowE" :" ad\:l;^*"^

"^'^
Y''^''' °" '""^ en'dsTfThe banda;::mere is no advantage m using a large instrument, and some ooerators

wS U "Zd mav b
'

.r ^T'''.
'''' ^''' ^^'^^ attaXd. Slough

hes't tsK oTe^thlllfn l^ed^^'^
'^^ ^"° ^ '^^^ ^ ^'^ P^^^

After the peritoneal sac has emptied itself, the opening is closed bv a

pa te Tdrv dL "n" ^''T'
^"' '^^P' '" its place'with a stip'of

Smulain ' '"' "" ""'"'^ ^''"^''^^^^'>' ^^^'^^ '^^ -turn of 'the

When, after repeated tappings, the speedy reaccumulations of the fluidpr^.e that there is noth.ng more to be hoped for than Xtion of Secon.htion ,Ju. surgeon n,ay be requisitioned to perform a rScal operation. This IS obviously only admissible wlien the prima^ di ease is

Tsc o'f Z^!TT'- ''f
'* ""'' '^^"^^'^'^ P"—

t
relrinTanvcase, of hepatic cirrhosis when undertaken in the early stages of thedisease before the patient's peritoneum has lost its absorptive nowesbv

fn'arST.'''
.nAammatory thickening. It consist^in es?. Ei'^an artificial anastomosis between the general circulation and the oortalsystem as recommended by Talma and carried out bv .Vfornsun aCimcisK,.. should open the abdomen above the umbilicus, and after the fl^.idhas been entirely evacuated, a portion of the omentum is drawn ud andutured to the parietal peritoneum and recti muscles. It is necessar^

r" r^ren't' 'TT '" "'"- r P"""* °^ '' complete unioTSno. .^hfe b._t^een the amentum aii.i ;.odominai parietes. Some oneratorsat the same time rub forcibly the surface of the liver and tTeXS.nternal surface of the abdomm.d wall and stitch them togelher'ln'S
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to encourage the formation of adhesions, in which new vessels ^vill form
and still further assist the anastomosis. Cuttin- the portal ^ nn and
sutunnj; Its distal end to the vena cava has also been [.crformed.

After tappin- through a lar^e incision, Mauclaire fixed a T-tube the
long end of which dipped into the pelvis, whilst the sh. rt arms were
buried m the subcutaneo. fatty tissue at the wound, wiih the \ iew of
draining the ascitic fluid i .to the (onncctive tissue spaces. The results
were, however, very disappointing, and the same may be said of the heroic
attempts to establish anastomosis between the vena ca\a and portal
vein or between the vena cava and superior mesenteric vein \ iew
successes have folh.wed the Kuotte method of cutting the saphenous
vein at the .saphenous opening, tying the distal end and drawir..^ up the
proximal extremity and leaving it free in the jjelvic fluid. McdIh intro-
duced silk strands through a tro. bar wound and drained into the connec-
tive tissue. Nash in.serts a bone bobbin m the right femoral canal
through an abdominal incision.

Chylous ascites can only be palliated b^ repeated tappings, and these
should be delayed as long as the patients sense of discomfort is not
seriously drawn upon. Obviously there is little to be expe.ted from the
lalma-.Mornson operation in such cases, or where the condition is due to
syphilitic gummata. which often may be made to \ield to large doses
of Iodides and short courses of Mercury.

In the ascites accompanying abdominal tuberculosis most satisfactory
results have followed abdomin.il section.

ASPERGILLOSIS, Puliuoaary.

The treatment of this rare malady, which is caused by the inhalation
of a fungus existinir on various forms of grain, is in the main the treatment
of pulmonary tuberculosis. The truth of this statement will be obvious
when the pathology of the disease is remembered, sin<e there are good
grounds for believ ing that in the great majority of cases the Aspergillus
Jwmgalus fungus only atla. ks the lung substance after a nidus foi its
growth has been prepared through the ravages previouslv made bv the
bacillus of tubercle.

The removal of the patient from the sour, , of infeciioji is an obvious
necessity; the habit of pigeon an.l bird fanciers of cli.wing .seeds in th.^ir
mouth before feeding the young birds with them is a common cause of the
danger, of whu h they should be warned.
The only drug believed to possess any action over the urowth i.f the

fungus IS Iodine in the form of its .sodiu.r. or potassium salt' in lafe doses
given as m actinomycosis.

°

ASPHYXIA.

'-. "— "'•' '•• '^'".•. "::cly uilTcrinLx cau^. -. an.l li,.- (leaiment
01 the primary affection will be found under such headings as Drowning
Laryngitis Glossitis, liron.hitis. Sunstroke. I'oisoning by ( hloroform
and (.as, Air Pa.ssages, Koreign Bodie. in, &c. The main indication is for

5

f
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rem^oved 'Th''''""
'''''' '\' obstruction in the air passages has been

inJfrnS^^T''' '^^"f
''>''""' ""'^ '""S ^^'^^^^> ^' >« death is threaten-ing from the .,verburden.n, ,.f the right auri.le and ventricle, a promptand free mcsiur into a vem at the elbow w,ll often save life. The Tneection may advantageously be followed up bv Oxygen inhalations andhese m the suffocation caused by acute bronchial alctins^ remove

tVS^H r"
""' '^'"°'J-'<^«'" if "«ed as soon as cyanosisVpp^ars

instL\iv tlTff"'°"r""'^-
''• ''^"«'"^ '^'' '^^^^^ P^°«durc will be

IndT •

r 7" '^^ ^'"'""^ ^^™"^ ^' '»" constrictions about tlu^ n.ckand begm art.ficml respiration, which should be kept up for a Ion,' „ rind'Horkmg wnh deliberate and slow exertions till after signs <f return n"an,mat,on show themsehes. If air cannot be made to'en. r I h S
emp o) ed. i.aborde s method of makmg forcible and rhythmical tnctinn

sho. H tr ^;fy^'\
of "ewly born infants all mucous discharge

St Iv .old
3" "" ''" '"'^"''^ ""^ P'^'^^y"''' -d t'v dashing ahS-

Si H tlu rr "^'^'^
°". '''''^''' ^"^ ^'''^^' '^-'^P'^^tion ,s 'usually

;: inited^t^gr:!;^' s?^^^^^ 'f
''- '"-^^^'--^

J.VS.... blowin^^n aiS^hl^^^.b^'^^^S]^are bk. ked a catheter should be inserted into the glottis till its poSabout 31 .nches from the teeth, when a forcible blatt of ai sent throuVlhe instrument will force any blood or mucous discharg uZrd'Tnf.

w ith tie I .cad hanging o\er the edge of a table.
in the traumatic a.sphyxia and cyanosis produced bv thoracic com-

C^T' T 'T
*'^^P^^'"^"^ •'«« been squeezed in a surging ciwd orburied under the weight of fallen earth or masonry, the first step Ihoul

stitur" mlu^i^r' ' '" '"' '^"""" '' '^^«''^" "^'^ -^ o^J.,nuns
Along with the treatment of asphyxia or strangulation by the differentmethods of artificial respiration I^iborde's plan may be combined Id

employed in a rational manner with due consideration of their simujtaneous effects upon the natural rhythm of ,he respiratory nlZZ^s.
ASTHENOPIA.

for near work as reading and sewing owing to blurring of the objects.
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l.rowache, &c., the cause may be simply due to follicular conjunctivitiswhich may '>e recof-nised hy everting the lower lid, when the rows ofswoll, n l^ mph follicles will come into view on the lower fornix of the con-junctua An ointment of 10 grs. Sulphate of Copper to i oz. Vasrjine
will usually give speedy relief, or a , gr. per oz. solution of Zinc Sulphatemay Ik; used. '

In .Mctmrniodative asthenopia the affection is usimIIv due to hvoer-
.netropia. ,e oserwork.d c iliary muscle being unable to nleet the demandsmade up-m it, and the „l.vious remedy will consist in the use of suitable

corrml'^""' .

'^^'°^" ''"'* ^^'^^^'^ «ill likewise demand suitable
correction her cases.

.Utenti-n m. ,t in .,11 ca.ses be given to the general health of the patientand he m st or> y be permitted to work in a proper light and in aCper'
att, ude, ai. all overwork of the eyes should be strictly guarded aJaTnst

.H ? \
"' 'f""t'"

'""^^"^ ^^^- '"^"fficiency cAeakness^of the

efrTc^ nT!
''. T

"'" '"""'* '" ^'" ""^^•••'«" '^^ «"V errors 0Ircfraui.m wlmh may be present, alter which the defective power of themuscles can be overcome by suitable prisn^s and svstematic exerc e c.f.;K- weakened muscles. Pilocarpine or Eserine solutions may be occasionally instilled with the view of stimulating the ciliarv mus.Ie In theobstinate muscu.r asthenopia met with in neurasthe'nic subjects thereatment o the underlymg neurotic condition will require close Itt ntionhe writer has found unmistakable benefit to follow the mstillati n of aI to . per cent, solution of Sodium Formate two or three times a dayVhen the asthenopia is retinal, or depending upon some exhaustionthe general ner ,u.s svstem, as may be seen after recovery from se bus

and ,f there be an.v photophobia, light should be modified bv the use of

uSd'rr"- . T' "^''"^ "^ --storing the general heal.i. E ,u,d beattended to, and he tr., .m.nt recommended for amblyopia be used-
.<•., hypodermic injection ui StrjThnine, with Iron and Quinine internallv;U the same time, or large doses of Easton's Syrup may be pecSIhe spasms of accommodation may be relieved by Cocaine or AtTonn;occasionally dropped into the eye.

Atropme

ASTHMA.

The theory that this disea.se is the result of amphvla is has om-npHup a new field for preventive and cu^ati^.. treatmenrbu^t n undS^neurotic condition is probably always present, and the ex"tl ciu es.Ml bring the .spasmodic mechanism into play are ver^ numerousIhe first step m the management of an asthmatic patient ,s to trv and.nd out the chief exciting cause whi.h determmes t^he atta k thL'is" fthe greatest importance in voung n..,ti^nts- .. e-)-'^ ^-v.-n !

.-i.U,ly renciers the reflex' mechanic '-o;: ^sii^T^,:"^:
s imuli. Perhaps the most common cause is a catarrhal a Jck orS n

'

'.the upper air passages or larger bronchi, an.l though everv effo t Th.uldl>e niade to guard against undue exposure to cold and damp u^codd
" '
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should be avoided. The opposite extreme of submitting the child to fjo-

called " hardening " influences by light clothing, cold baths in winter,

and unreasonable exposure must be carefully guarded against when a

warm and equable climate cannot be selected in which atmospheric

changes may be safely disregarded. Ca-efully planned respiratory

gymnastic exercises are always valuable.

The nose and naso-pharynx, tonsils and throat should be carefully

examined in every instance in the child or adult, and any unhealthy state

remedied at once so as to admit of free passage of inspired air. It will

also be judicious to see to the state of the teeth. Knlarged tonsils, polypi,

adeno'ds, tliickening of the meml)rane over tlie turbinated iiones as is seen

in hypertropliic rhinitis should be removed, as all these .onditions.tend

to the production of recurring catarrhs. Tlu; use of the knife and cautery

tor this purpose is not to be confounded with anotlier form of treatment

based upon the fact that spasm of the lironciiial tubes can be produced

by stimulation of certain sensitive areas on the mucous membrane of the

nose. Hence Francis has advocated the cauterisation cf the mucosa

of the septum, even when nu pathological condition is found tiiere.

The writer has seen cermanent benefit follow this treatment in many

instances where there were no -ndications oi the asthma being of nasal

origin. Syme applies Nitrate of Silver lo per cent, to the interior of tiie

bronchi.

Tlie next most common exciting lause of tlie attacks ap|)ears to Ije

some abnormal condition of the gastric or intestinal mucous membrane,

and the theory has f)een promulgated tliat there ase iiypersensitive areas

in tliese regions like those known to exist in the nasal mucosa. The fact

is proved by clinical experience that an oserloaded stomach, an attack

of acute dyspepsia, oi even the presence of intestinal parasites some-

times l)rings on an asthmatic seizure, recurrence of which is preventetl by

regulation in the hours of feeding and a revision of the dietary, or by the

use of anthelmintics to dear out round-worms, ^c.

There can also be little doubt that the gouty condition of the blood

may precipitate an asthmatic attack pos^il)ly by rendering these areas

so hy|)ersensitive that ordinary stimuli may be sutlicient to cause spasm

of the bronchial tul)es.

Tlu; inhalation ul various emanations and i)f dusty parti< les of many

kinds is a well-recognised exciting (ausi'. Thus the odours arising from

cats, dogs, birds, or t trtain flowers, polUn of grasses, and the dust which

clings to feathers may be found on careful scrutinv of tlu- histors' of attacks

to be causative. .Many patients cxperienic imnumit; for long periods

whilst avoiding the use ot leather beds,

(il)scure atmospheric conditions apart from dust laden air are known

bv 1 oinnion cxju'rience to be ai ti\i', and it is a well recouniscil lai t that

many .isthmati< s enjoy freedom fiom attuiks in the dicily air of i ilies,

while a removal tc a pure seu/iide or countr> atmosphere is followed in

s,!ch patienl> i>\ a series ol severe spasmod,! sei/ures. I''\cn removal

Ironi one part ot u city or country disti icl to a place a few nules away may
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markedlv alleviate or increase the number of the attacks Only the

-'^tZ^^^S^^s^ with the phenonje^ ^t^ES
upon the introduction of a foreign protom into the blood ('^njh>lax

ha l.d to the discovery that asthmatic attacks <>fte" f"""^
^^

in' est on o^ eg, albuminl This has lun-n demonstrated by rubbm,

I
:^;:Ucd whit''.f e,, into the sound or ligntly

^^'^^^^"^l^
forearm when a smart local reaction and sometimes an asthmatic

?
e urc foHows In s."sitive persons other proteins may be the cause,

1 ^d";;- cal:;Ll experiments cJiducted on the ^^^V^f^fZ
mate-ial mav be discovered and ehminated from the dietar> It wt

i ^sume th^ such protoids may exist in the nasal, throat or bronchia

I "ion ho vir.i.nar>- hopes of Vaccine treatment may become realised

1 hr ugh the use of an autogenous culture. The writer's cxperu.n..^ .

f: confined to one case where this was persevenngly
-'^'-'--'f.

';

> ,;';^;"j

marked or lasting impr-.vement. The value of va^^ne th a,^^^
other methods is most difTicult of determination m a

^'^J-
;'^"

Ins such long periods of total .luiesen.e, hence the ne.tssitx o

ution in accepting the report, which ..f late have be.n flooding .urren

iterature. The miction of Normal or Horse Serum has ,,roved curative

,n the asthma attacking grooms and persons living m dose re ationship

with tins animal, .\utogemu-s Defibrinatcd Hlood has been claimed as

urativc, and .\uld immunises patients by 5-15 K''-
<»"^'^^'^ "* '^^"'""'^

Tcptone in 5-10 <
c water.

,• . 1 ,„,) i.-,i,vl

Tfraiment <•( the .},//„»„/,<- /'<.n..vv.w„.- Nitrite .,t .\myl and I.th>

I„d,de inhalation often gives spee.iy relief to some patients, and if at

l,an.l thcv shoul.i ahvavs have a trial; Chloroform may be use.l in ti c

same wav A moderate dose of Morphia bypodcrm.cally always affords

relief but obviously its frcpient use is un]'!.tifial,le; and the s..me may

1,0 said ..f Cocaine, .\tropine ,i„ gr. is e.,ually benetical and no, .pen o

the serious ..bieclions whi. h maintain in the case of opiates; it should

1,0 .iven hvpodermicallv. .\drenahn. recommen.le.l bv ( ohen, has often

a suri.ris.ngly rapi.l ctTect upon tlu spasm when .ivcn hvpodcrmi. .illy

in a d-.se of ^-10 mins. (i in i ,000 soluli,.n) ; when usc.l as a spras its elfe. ts

arc also sonictimes surprising. Where the atta.k is tlie result o an over-

loading of the stonuvcl, ,',. gr. .\pomorphine may be given, and it some-

times ( uts short the spasm without causing vomiting.

The basis of nearly all ..f the innumerable fumiuatmg comp.nin.ls in-

,,nd,.d to W usrd after iunition is Nitrate of Tutassium. Ihc simplest

,„,,l,od of .arrvinu out this treatment consists in burmnu blotting or

eoarsc brown paper which has been prcvnuislv soake.l in a saturated

solution of the drug an.l dned. .\s soon as the air of the pat,ent s n.om

i,as be. ..m.' permeated by the smoke of this combustible, so that an o«
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looker begins to feel great difficulty in breathing the fumes, the asthmatic
will simultaneously commence to show amelioration of his spasm and
dyspnoea. The common mistake is made of not burning enough of the
paper, and of not using a strong solution for its preparation. Huggin's
Ozone Paper contains Iodide of Potassium along with the nitre, and
Thorogood recommended the addition of Chlorate of Potassium in order
to make it bum more actively. Infusions of Belladonna, Digitalis, Sage,
Green Tea, and Stramonium have been also used as the solvent for the
nitre.

Stramonium I ^^aves with Nitre form the basis of the majority of the
powders used as asthma cures, as those known as Himrod's, Bliss's, Ellis's,
Girdwood's, &c.; Sawyer recommended i oz. Nitre, 2 oz. Stramonium,
and I oz. Anise fruit in coarse powder; and another formula of his con-
sists of Stramonium 16, Sublimed Sulphur 1, Anise 7, and Nitre 8. The
B.P.C. Pulvis Stramonii Co. is also prepared from a Sawyer's formula
and contains the following powders: Stramonium 50, Lobelia 6, Anise 12,
Tea 6, Oil of Eucalyptus r, and Potassium Nitrate 25, and is perhaps
the best of these compounds. It is used by pressing about a teaspoonful
of the powder into a cone with the fmger-tips, and lighting the apex with
a lucifer match. A very convenient fumigation which can be easily
prepared by the patient is Stramonium Leaves soaked in a strong solution
of Nitre and dried; these can be lighted when required and the smoke
inhaled.

Martindale's Compound Asthma Fluid is intended to be used by means
of an atomiser, and as it contains some Atropine it may be used with
benefit in those rases which yield to this drug when administered hypo-
dermicaily. Tucker's cure contains cocaine and nitrites and some
atropine.

Some patients prefer to use stramonium and lobcha mixed with
tol. i( CO in a pipe or m a cigarette, and the addition of tobacco and n little
nitre intensifies the iction of these drugs. Datura Tatula (a solanaceous
plant) chopped up and smoked in a pipe sometimes relieves when other
mhalants fail. Arsensi(- has been added to stramonium, toljai (o and lolielia
in the cigarette form, but its continuous use is open to serious objection.

Pyridine is un ingredient of tobacco smoke, and the purified liquid
obUmcd from Imnc oil has been used by Sec for the relief and pre
vcntion of Asthmatic seizures; a teaspoonful In-ing poured upon a plate
in a small room, the air sonn iH'comcs impregnated with its disagreruhlc
(Klour. und tlie patient often finds relief by breathing' this nausealinL'
atmosphere.

Steam, Oxygen, Compressed or Rarefied Air, s|)rays of Eucalyptus,
Creosote, ( ujuput, Frini's Balsam, Cnnium, Cocaine, Phenol, and Ultra-
violet kiidiiitiuns, &c., have tlui.' advocates.
Of internal remedies used ''ir the relief of the paroxysm all usually

are liHi slow in their action unless, as alr-^ady mentioned, thev be given by
inlmlalioii or hyp<Klermi»Hlly, but ;> Huetimcs llyoscine nrf« spn-dily

(liu gi". hy the mouth), though it also is better given hypodennicaily.

dtn
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10 CTS. Chloral Hydrate in a draught or a full dose of c;unnabis Indica

prove useful if given at the beginning of an attack before the breathing

becomes very laboured. ....,, »

Caffeine is a favourite with some patients, but it is liable to aggravate

the insomnia which is nearly always present; it is best given in the form

of a large cupful of strong black Coffee.

The ethereal tincture of Lobelia, if pushed till nausea supervenes, is

often of use, but it is a drug of great power, and may seriously depress the

heart.
,

,

The strong induced current is recommended by \eo, who places the

electrodes over the pneumogastrics below the angle of the jaw m front

of the sterno-mastoids; pressure with the fingers or ice-bags laid over the

course of the pneumogastrics act in the same way. A blister over this

region is more reliable but much slower in its effects.

Kuphorhium Pilulifera, Grindelia, and Gelsemium alone or combined

with Nauseating Expectorants or Trinitrin arc employed in some cases

with marked lienefit, and Alum in 15-gr. doses laid upon tlie tongue has

its advocates.

This list, which represents but a small proportion of tlic agents recom

mended for the relief of the asthmatic paroxysm, proves that tlie treat-

ment is largely empiric. One remedy after another must be tried till

the drug is found which gives most speedy succour, and thi; as a rule

mav l>e relied upon in future atta( ks in the same individual. Towards

the end of the attack, as expectoration begins to show itself, expectorants

in full doses hasten disappearance of the spasmodic conditidn.

Treatment during the Intervals between the Attacks. - As already men-

tioned in speaking of the preventive treatment of the paroxysm, tiie cause

of the attack when found must be carefully avoided. The regulation

of the asthmatic's dietary is of importance, (jiiantity heinji often a more

serious matter than quality. The chief i)<)int is the regulation of the hours

of eating, so that a very heavy meal after a long last is never to he in-

dulged in, hence the neiessity of doing away with the Inia (onstric tor plan

of one enormous meal in the day late in the evening, and the substitution

for it of a light repast every 4 or 5 hours. As a rule animal food should

be s|)aringly used, fish and < hicken with fresh vegetables and cereal',

meeting all re(|iiircmcnts ; wines and Incr are objectionable. Constipation

mu'^t l)c carcfiillv guarded against. When his means permit, . limatic

treatment, especially for the sjiring and winter months, should be \y*n-

sid(rc<l, and from the remarks alreadv made the physic ian will readil>

appre< iatc the ivissibililv of making serious mistakes in sendini; the astii

tiiati' patient on long journeys in scan li "I health wlu n his best Ninalnrium

may Im' but a few miles from his usual residence. Neveitliel< >s there arc

a (e-.v ^;ui(lin,u prinri|)I('s worth considfratioii; thus where the asthma is

(ihvlousK of the I Mtarrhul form ii warm, Minnv. equable climate suitable

(i.r l.rom hitis should be sdiMtid. and Mtuint |)orr antl llourbonle in I'uv

l)i' Dome are fjivourite resorts, whose waters aNo nititain iUMUic. Where

alreaily there is much emphysema, a suitable sp .1 in the Riviera may be
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selected, as Cannes or Grasse. Where the diseased condition has developed
in a low-lying damp region a high elevation Alpine resort usually does
well for young patients, but oie emphysematous cases fare badly in these
regions; the climatic treatment of the bronchitis and emphysema ; ; of
more importance than the considcrnion of the asthma in very chronic
cases.

Of drugs suitable for administration during the intervals between
the attacks there arc two about whose value in most cases there can be
little doubt, and these may be given as a routine— viz., Iodides and Arsenic.
The following mixture may be employed

:

B . Sodii lodidi 5iij

Liquor. Arscnicalis 3iss.

Villi Ipccaciianhce ,"\-j.

Tinct. BcUadoniut ,~ij.

Aquic Cliloroformi ad 5vj. Misc:.

Fiat mistnra. Sumat^ cocli. min. bis in die ex a <. p.c.

Durmg the atta(k the above may be given every two hours if the
Fowler's Solution be replaced by ."iv. Tin.t. loheliic.

.After a few months of the above routine the iodide alone mav be given
every other month alternating with a month's treatment bv arsenic
onlv.

ASTIGMATISM.

This affection is due to ine<|ualities in the rcfraf ting surface, the ( ornea
generall}- being at fault, and it (an onlv W remedied bv the use of cylin-
drnal lensis which correct the unn|uai refraction of entering rays in the
two chief meridians. Regular simple, regular (ompoun.l hvpennetropic
and myopi. astigmatism and mixed astigmatism all require .areful
corred.on, and there is extreme (lilhcultv in cirreding irregular astig-
matism. The serious ner\c symptoms whi( h follow eye-strain will often
demand immediate . orrc( tion l.v means of suitable glasses, and manv
patients obtain immunity from migraine and other forms of .severe
heada.he permanently or for long peric,<ls after being fitted with proper
I yhnders. '

ATHETOSIS.

The operation ol ks.. Iiin; ilie p,,sien„r i,,ois „f several ol llic spinal
nerves bus given t \( .ll.nt re^ult^ m this hitherto imurable affe( tion. The
site ol the rese< iion .nul tin luimber of the roots to be divide.l w ill d.pemi
upon the situation wl il,e muscles affected. Cross legg.d progression
has been entirely reiiiovcd by division of the semnd, thinl. imrl fifth
himlmr nerv.s. The mjedion of strong .\lroh..| into the trunks „f the
affe. ted nerx rs hi,s also caused !h, dis.ipp, anuir. .,1 the s|M>ins, but these
iin liable to n turn .ift( r a slK-rlrr <ir jungi r p. ridd.
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Gowers obtained marked benefit by the systematic and perseverms

use of the continuous current, the positive pole bein^' placed on tli<' spme

or bradiial plexus, and the nejiative on the affecK d muscles. Where there

is evidence of marked irritation about the area of softining or dejienen- 1
ion

in the original lesion, large doses of Rromides alone or combincu with

Iodides, Arsenic or C'onium may be occasionally used.

BALANITIS.

Where this is part of a f,'onorrh(Ki, rarely will it be necessary to do

anything but inject Permanganate of Potassium (i gr. to 2 07..) round the

plans and al-so down the urethra, curing i>oth complaints at the same tune.

If there be much pain and redness, a Lead and Opium lotion apphed

outside on lint gives relief. .\cu])uncture is generally bad practice.

Should there be a chancre or sore or ulcer causing luemorrhage. one free

cut, slitting up the prepuce on its dorsal aspe<t. should be made, and

Lime Water, Sulphate of Zinc (r in 100), Horacic Acid (t in 50), or

("arl)olic Oil (i in 15). may be used as a dressing; or Oleate of Zinc or

Koracic Ointment may be applietl.

Where balanitis comes on in young subjects with Ion," prepuce, as the

result of retained secretion, drawing lia k of the foreskin and thoi.^ugh

cleansing of all discharge several times dailv, dusting the part with a

powder consisting of eijual parts Lapis Caliininaris, Horadc .\cid, and

Powdered Starch, soon effect a cure. When tht. disease is very ihroiiic

or apt to return, circumcision should be i)erformed, especially it phimosis

be present.

Should the inflammation have lasted long ennu-h to produce ex<oria-

tions of tiie membrane lining the prepuce or of the surta( e of the glans,

they should be touched lightly with Nitrate of Siher. Nitrii' .\i id, Carbohi

At id, or Li(|Uor Hyd. Pernit.. and covered with a piece of dry lint inserted

between the glans and loreskin. Where the |)tepii(c (annol 1" dr.iwn

backwards, a line syringe should be used fre(|ucntl\ tn inject Hydrogen

Peroxide Solution or a stream of tepid waler,( oloured with Condy's Miiid,

l>etween the opposed mucous surfaces. Afterwards a weak Corrosive

Sublimate .Solution (1 in 1,000). or Nitrate ol SiKer (1 in 100), or Vcllnw

Wash may be injei ted. Il tlie loreskin can be ilrawn baik, any of these

applications may be inserteil tr in lint and letl in silii.

The writer has permanenth cured many ca.ses iiy periodically dilating

tile prepuce with jihimosis fon cjis or dri s-ing fon eps alter the subsidim c

of all inflammatory action, even where the orifice hardlv admitted a

thick prolie. When tiie stretching is done \\it!i p.itience and can, no

pai!\ results, and no inflammation 'ollows thi-. method of treating the

ac(|uired phimosis; olten the same result may be obtiumd .n iIk >'>i\

genital \iiriety.

BALDNESS.

in seliorrlui'ic cases in the early si.ige the b.ddness ran be .irresied or

cured by the libenil use of animal fats with antiseptics applied after cireful
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SThe^remoir'r "n ? ^*"'«^^^q"'^' '^•"^"nts of s..ft soap and Alcoholand the removal of all tra. cs of the soap before using the pomade I

f

he baldness he due to seni,e ..hange, treatment is useless. T.^dinarycases where the health is good, and where there is nothing to give a clue

ToZrpht^LrS: ''' ''-'-^ -" --^- «^ '-• --">-'"

stLe of atroni; rT °^" "^^ ""*"*'"" "^ ^"^^ '^''''^ ^'^"'^ '" t'^'^i^ early

?sca DZ L /."^"^""^.""-^Me, shaving, shampooing, or blisteringthe scalp may he tried, but the most convenient and cflectual plan is byhe apphcation of .rr.tants or stimulants in such pn.portion lu "u tt.alvcMcaUon .s avo.ded, and a chronic congestion or IryJlu-ma is h^Lt^aily

;::;' cJmbmS:^"'""'^"'^-
'''"^ ^"^^^ '^^ '^^^^ ^'^^ ^-"—M ^"^

H. Lii/Hiir. Epispaxtici 7,1 j.

04'/ Edsmariiti ,",iv.

OA;; Amyxdai Ihilc. ^ij.

>/)/. Caiiip/iortc ^i\.

(ilyccriii. lioracis .^j,

(Hlo dc Eos,,- f^tt. viij.

Tincl. Jaborandi \]. M,sce.

Vial Lnunu-nlum. S,^. -" y. z,, „,// ,„/,/,^,^/ ,,,^„ ,/,^. ^,,,^^^, ^ ^

fiair moriiiiif^ and iiii;ht."

lotions canrEc'r;:'*^
*'"""'" ^""' ^^^"•^^- '^ -»> '>^ '-^ --^"^

B. Pilocarpuiu- ilydnnlilor. ^-y. xx.
AqiM DcxtilUtUc ,-,ij. .U.'.v<,;.

/'"irt/ sidittiii (•/ addc

Lanolin. I'miss. .-,.\.

'^/</ /'<•//<./,, (•• Snouj/ak- ••) .-\i.

"/(/ Utfj^amot. ,"sis.

'>/(•/ 1
'tjy/jfxrt? ,jss.

iial I ii^uctiium,

I'.I.H-arp.n.- has Iv.-,, also a.iminiMnv.i h^,,„.l.n IK ..,1 i.v the.uouth ,n various ,.,.. ,„ .,.,,,,. ,,, ,,;,„ ,„ ,„„ ,
j"

.. „ ^

n ilv --Z"'/ v^n'T
":'"' '""" "'^ ^"'^ ^'-^ '"'" - -' •"'-:

n.yxa.lJ.
* '"" ""'"'""" ^'"^"^^ '" "'«' '•''''"'- -''
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Gull's Linimentum Myristicie (i part of Expressed Oil of Nutmeg to

3 of Olive Oil) is a safe and mild stimulant. Erasmus WiL-')n recommended

the following Ammonia stimulant to be rubbed in once or twice a day:—

Liq. Ammon. Fort., Chloroformi, 01. Sesami, and 01. Limonis, of each i oz.,

and Spirit. Rosmarini to 4 oz.

Volatile Oil of Mustard, if well diluted, is of some value—Olci Sinapis,

2 drs.; Olei Petrolei, i oz.; Olei Olivne, 9 oz.; misce. Capsicum, Mustard,

Euphorbium, and strong Acids have been used, but their application is

not to be recommended.

For syphilitic baldness, in : lition to the usual constitutional treat-

ment, a pomade made by ad .,iig 2 drs. of White Precipiute to 4 oz.

ordinary Marrow Oil is of value.

Germicides have been used on the theory of the pc.rasitic nature of

baldness. They can only be of use wlien applied in sw h sirenjj;ths as to

cause irritation. The best is the White Precipitate pomade, and next

come solutions of Salicylic Acid (r in 20) and of Percliloride of Mercury

(i in 500). Where psoriasis of the scalp is present a weak Chrysarobin

ointment (10 grs. per oz.) may be cautiously used. Walker recommends

an ointment consisting of Precipitated Sulphur and Salicylic Acid 20 grs.

each to i oz. 2 per cent. Resorcin in water makes a good application.

No matter what loial agents are employed, tlie general health must be

closely looked after. The patient should be advised to wear head cover-

ing as seldom as possible, and never when indoors; massage of the scalp

is always beneficial.

.Vloi'Ecia .\reata. In the treatment of this condition one .set of

authorities, considering the disea.se to l)e of nerve origin, recommends

remedies for improving tiie general health and tone of tiie nervous system

in particular, as Iron, Strychnine, Arsenic, Phosphorus, Sulpluir. Massage,

&••., with generous diet of fats, pho.sphates, (rushed whci't and fish, and

the local applicaticm of the Kara<lic or Continuous Current, lly|K)dermics

of Pilocarpine, and the host of rui)efacients from Oil of Mustard, Cantiia-

ridcs and Croton Oil to Iodine. Every remedy useful in ordinary .schor-

rluric baldness lias its advocates, but tl>e majority of observers agree that

\(si(ali(in affords the best results,and it does not seem to matter much
liow llu' lilistering is effected.

Oilier dermatologists l)elieve that the disease is parasitit
, and they

rei ommend that remedies to be elTc< tivc must be gcrniii idal ; '(iiiM(|ncnlly

nearly eve ry agent valuable in ringworm has its advoiates, and ;!ic liiera

ture of the subject has lu'coine more extensive than the disease a|i)ea~s

III justify.

riira Violit am! X Rays iiavc given marked results, and several rases

have bem cured by the lii^ti l're<nien( y Curren'.

.\ 3 per ii-nt. Solution of Creolin is applied to the entile scalp by

O -Kumesnil, and to the patches he riib.s in a i ^r. jx>r oz. Sublimate Oint-

ment. I.eistikow applies n 25 per rent. Chrysarobin Sti(k. Many
aiitlii>i;lies a|)plv pure CarlMilii Ai iti to iIm- patch, and soit'c speak

strongly of the value of lodued Ccilodioii, Oih ol Cade, Wintergrecn, ,iiid

»
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out the haldness ,.s often permanent in spite of all treatment.

BEDSORES.

Contmuous pressure oxer some bonv pr -mj,,,.,, .. |,..in„ ,h, m. .„
the patienfs position in hed will den.a.li re , I r K " ,'""'*'•

In patients with aUnormailv drv .skin,, all, • tin- . •,msm. ,„•
l>een (ompeted a l.iile I .n,,i;„ . i

' "" ' '•'"^'".- pi'>' <'"^ nts

U ! I
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irritation caused by breitd crumbs are liable to produce minute abrasions

ending in sores. The O'-iile sloughing bedsore, which follows spinal

injuries, can only be effectually prevented by the early use of the water

bed.

When permanent redness of the skin has already ajipearcd, someluTies

painting of the erj-thematous area with Flexile Collodion may avert the

threatening abrasion, but if this has already occurred a piece of Soap

plaster spread on soft chamois, or the application of an ointment of Zinc

Oxide with lo or 15 grs. to each ounce may prevent the abrasion developing

into an ulcer if all moist applications be discontinued.

If the sore has already formed, the first step is to thoroughly cleanse

it of all dead matter, and though the large sloughing gangrenous surface

may sometimes re .uire the application of a warm linseed poultice, in

most ci.ses a Boric n id compress composed of several layers of lint soaked

in a warm saturatet' lulion of the drug is a better and safer remedy. As

soon as the separation of all sloughs has been effected the granulating

surfa(e should be treated on general surgical principles, I)y the :ise of

weak astringent and antisei)tic lotions, as Alum (i in 100), Boric Acid

(1 in 50), Carbolic .\cid (r in 40), Spirit (1 in 3), Corrosive Sublimate

(i in 500); Red Lotion (containing Zinc Sulphate, gr. ij. to the ^i.) gives

good results in these cases. These require to be covered over with oiled

silk, and occasionally the retained secretion under the silk and beyond

tlie moistened cd^es of the lint tends to irritate the healthy skin, in whicii

lase dry ilressinj^s, Iodoform (iau/.e, powdered Boric Acid. iVc, rnay be

substituted. A lliin siieet of perforated celluloid may be 1: id over the

ulcerated surfate.

Where the sore is small, ointments are more suitable, and the oflicial

Horacic, Zinc, Carl)olic, Saliiylic, or lodolorm unguents may be cm-

jloyed. In slowly healing or sluggish sores a pomade consisting ol equal

aino_iits of Basilicun Ointment and Bal.sam of Peru is a valuaiile prepara-

tion. I ndiT the heading of I leers various 'iher formulas will lu found,

anv of vhich mas be tried when the alios c mentioned remc(li( s fail.

During tl'c healing process the part mll^l 1«' kept free of all (Mes^ire b_,

t!;e use (i; the ringed sheep's-wool lUshion already mentioned.

Bird s method of healmi; t hroiiic bedsores in paralysed jiatients has

liecn found !>> the writer to be ellicai ious alltr tlu f.iilure ol or<lmary

Iro.itiii'tit. It cdnsists ill the application -il a thin sheet of silver laid on

tlu' ;.;ranulating .iitfac of liie ulcer; tiic siKer has attached to il a bent

wire of 'he same nutal which 1 >old'ri(' to a small disc of copper at its

ntlu r e\treii)it\ ; this is lai.! upon the liiahhs' skii' o^er a piece ol wash-

Kaiiiri iir lint mm-'tened with vinegar. The re iillini; uahanic actioti

Usually excites rapid healing. Sometinus a l.iyiT ol slu tt li .id l.ud ive;

t'"' sore eNcitis new action in it.

S' rapitl;.; or e.Xi ision ol the slouch I'llloi.ved liv llie .u»pluut...:i of

mn; < aib.ihe .\c.,l is su.netuues resiirtcil 1 1 !.\ '.in- uiiii.in w'li' c

ihci' is evKlence that si |)tic absorption is thri 'leion;; or has lii^ady

occurred.

t-
c'y.

m^i tW-'V '
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Until the true pathology of this interesting disease is worked nnt I,-treatment must remain unsatisfactory. Whether the reaT ., «l f .
•s o the nature of a ferment or a microle, this m.:; ^pS "^^- hat ^t. preventtor, can be accomplished bv using undermLd or upohshed nee mstead of the pohshed grain, ihe latter bein^ apparent

unpalatable rue ,s not available is of considerable value. Benefit als,

h^h^aild jr;:^,;^^
-^ ^^^ ^^-^^-—^ - --f s! ;

fruV on , -i^.
'^^"""'^"''^^>" "f tl"> above-mentioned .-.x-

;::;::;'^donc "thi^rr^^^
"-"*

-
"--'''-^ '-''- --p-'-'-

The peripheral neuritis and anasarca afford clear indications for tro..."unt, thouKh no known dn„ can be said to possess an spec fifm.nut. doses of Ant.pyrme or .N itrate of .Silver, and in the Sy^m of thedisease the latter drug .-ombined with Ik^llado;ma, have proved vTlulw'Absolut^ .est ,n bed for long periods is essential owing L the danl ofthe cardiac d.iatatio.i through implication of the vagus wh ch ,s ufualh
1

..ct. .Mry.hnme hypodermically with inhalation of Nitrite ofTmand even venesection may lie demanded ^ '

])iureti,s are indicated where the anasarca is abundant and these

1 mnn. Massage and Kiectncity, uiib. passive movements of th-.joHUs should be practised twice daily, afler the subside, .e of oain amimuscular tenderness, befo.c the patient is permitted to leave his 17
BILHARZIA HJ^aiATOBM.
Thn parasite, Whose natural habitation is in certain small wate, -snails-mmon in Lgypi and South Africa, gains entrance to the body duringl.atl.ng. probably through the urethra, ami also ,hrou,h the m, ni md^ inking water, cresses, and fresh wa ter mollus.s. Preventive treatmen

.s therefore obvious
;

all water .^hoiltd be boiled ad filtered ."duncooked vegetables and shellfish forbidden

fenv;/^.\f";'',f
""'•'"''' '"'''^'' '" '"'^ ''"'' "f the portal system and thefemale infes s he urinary traet, ,ts ova reaehing theJ.laddt-r and rectumK >s beyond the reaeh of the ordinary anthelmintics, though in ra."

o

.he usual piaefce ,s to administer .Male Fern. The writer's^su!"es"io;

... .. h.rmer edition of this work has as far as he knows ne^er 1,^'" , • T
1

1
uas ,o saturate the J.lood several times w.th ehion.funn or c t va ras in ,.rolonged anavsthesia. with the view of eausing the death t.
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parasite. The X rays have recently been reported upon as giving en-

rouraging results. Symptomatic treatment is all that is usually attempted

;

the bladder irritation and ha;maturia shoi Id be allayed by washing out

tlie organ with saturated Boric Acid Solution, and the calculi which are

liable to form should be crushed or otherwise removed. Rectal polypoid

or papillomatous growths should be removed when th.se are causing

much pain and haemorrhage, and Legrand resects the mucous membrane
of the ano-sigmoid region.

BLACKWATER FEVER.
This condition is intimately associated witii malaria, since malarial

parasites have been found in 95 per cent, of the cases investigated, imt as

the condition of haemoglobinuria which characterises it is only seen in a

small number of severe malarial fevers, it is obvious that some unknown
factor capable of producing dangerous haemolysis must be also present

when the condition known as blackwater fever super\cnes. Whether
this is a toxin produced in the patient's body or whether it is a toxin

elaborated by .some unrecogniseu malarial or other parasite canmH be at

present demonstrated.

The disease is not produced by quinine, since blackwater fe\rr has

l)een repeatedly found in patients who had ne%er taken this drug m any
form. I)ut ciuinine may precipitate an attack when the ha-moglobinuric

condition is piusent, but which is not of suflicient intensity to produce
the charaiteristic symptoms of the disease, unless renal inadequacy is

present.

Tiie patient should Ije at once put to bed and the fever treated by
diaphoretics, and symptoms relieved \>y approved remedies as they arise;

thus \()miting may be met liy Morphia hypodermically, the liver and loin

pains will recjuire hot fomentati( s or dry-cupping, and the bowels should
be openc J by a smart saline purgative. Tiie serious question at once
arises

:
Sliould (Quinine be administered ? Some answer this in the afFirma-

tive and commence the treatment of the disease in a routine way i)y ad-
ministering 5-10 grs. Quinine every 6 hours: others, believing that the drug
has no specific effect over the ha;moglobinuria 'n its acute stage, hesitate
to iiisploy it in this stage; whilst probably all are agreed that the drug
must be resorted to for the nnr of tiie disea-^e after the pressing urinary
symptoms have been relieved. The writer has had the ex()ericnce of four
typical and severe cases of the di.sea.se (Hcurring in individuals just
arrived from the tro|.iics, and three of whom bore <|uinine well. I'nfor-

tunatily the qir.niiie ditliculty is not the most serious consideration for

iIm! [ill) sician ; 1 lie great danger to the patient is that of suppression of the
urine, and as a rule this is a graver complication than the height of the
fever.

The urinary suppression is due to mechanical obstruction of the tubes
by large epithelial casts. This mechanical |)lugging cau.ses more or less

ren.d ( cii)!;c,>tion, ami unlike what occurs in ordinary paroxysmal lurmo-
globinuria tiie urine shows red blood-cells in half the casi>s where sup-
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pression is about to occur. This fact has a most important hearinji upon
the treatment. 'J'he patient must he poulticed or cupped over the loins,

and the skin made to act by the hot l)ath or by the hot-air bath as in

acute Bright s Disease where ur;cmia is threateninj;. A large enema of

Saline solution should be administered with the view of diluting the
toxin in the blood and of flushing the urinary tubules. When the enema
is rejected or in desperate cases, in addition to the enema Saline should
be injecteci into a vein as in ha;morrhages, or into the subcutaneous areolar
tissue in different parts of the hot y, 4 or 6 pints l)eing employed, and there
can hardly be a doubt that in some cases life may be by this means saved.
In one patient .seen by the writer this procedure certainly appeared to

save life. A strong Saline purgative or a dose of Croton Oil should be
administered as soon as the hypodermic injection of the saline solution
has been given.

The immediate after-treatment, once the danger of suppression of the
urine has been combated, must consist of Quinine, and Stephens affirms
that the cure cannot be considered as complete till tlie patient has l)een

enabled to take 15 grs. without any ill-elTects. Any salt of the alkaloid

may be given Celli achoc ates the lannate by the mouth ; cjthers adminis-
ter tile hydrochloride liy the bowel in doses of 15-20 grs., whilst many
authorities prefer to give 5-10 grs. of the acid hydrochloride by the .skin.

Should tlie hanioglobininia have follov.ed the use of c|uinine in the first

instance the drug must i)c cautiously tried in half the above doses, or its

administration postponed lor 4S hours. It is advisable not to administer
the sulphate, as all sulphates l-nd to favour hiemolysis.

Vincent has shown that the hypodermic adiniuistraticm of Calcium
Chloride renders the em|)loyment of cjuinine safe, and it is a good routine

to add the calcium salt to the normal >aline solution injected into the

bowel, subcutaneous tissue, or veins in the treatment of threatening
su|)i)ression, though the drug apinurs to possess no influence over the

paro.xysnis of ordinary non malarial hiemoglobiriuria.

BLADDER, Atony of.

Tlie loss of tone in the muM ular walls cif the liladder being always the
result ot over-distension from jiostponing the ac t of mic turiiiim or from
olistruc ti\e causes as stric ture, enlarged |)rostale or temporar) jiaralvsis

as in fevers, the treatment will obviously consist of the removal of the

obstructive cause, and the jiiclic ions use of a sterilised catheter at regu-

lated intervals, I >rugs pusM'NS little' inHueiic e over the muse ular libres of

the organ, but Stry< hnini alone or with h'.rgot should always have a
l)re)longeel trial, and i;ice trie ity, in the form of the constant and inter-

rupted current, is undoubledly useful. The followinj^ is a good routine
cciinbiiiatie.il: Kxl. Nuc. Voni., gr. jj ; I'.rgotin. gr. 1 ; Qiiinina' S. and Ferri

Kedaeti, ana gr. 1: in pil. 1 ter in die. Canth.irielm, \n numile doses,

ma\ l>e tried.

When alreadv the muscular iilires liiUc bceeimc ilii> seat of f.ittv or

fibrous degeneration liie only available treatment will lie in the lulure
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permanent resort to the catheter to avoid distension, and this should

he combined with short rourses of urinary disinfectants to prevent the

supervention of cystitis, which is hahlc to follow the introduction of

ficrms through some omission at times in the teihni(iuc of sterilisation of the

mstrument. When the patient is unwilling to submit to catheter life,

it is often advisable to do a preliminary suprapubic drainage of the bladder

before dealing with the main cause of the obstruction, ^uch as stricture

or enlarged prostate.

BLADDER lUiaiORRHAOE.

The treatment of the |)rimary disease \^

first consideration; this will be found r,

See also under 1 hematuria.

'ii( h causes the bleeding is the

tailed under its own heading.

BLADDER, Inflammation of.

Of the causes of unite cystitis one of the most common is the extension

ba( kwards of a gonorrhccal urethritis. The best treatment will < onsisi in

absolute rest in bed with the free use of the hot Sit/, bath (temp. 105 )

at short intervals, and a J-gr. Morphia supjxisitory containing i gr. Kxtract

of Belladonna. If the pain and .strainmg resist these measures, i-i gr.

{'.ucaine Hydrochloride in 30-60 mins. of water may be irije( ted through

a soft instrument passed gently down tiie urethra. \ large Imseed poul-

tice to the lower patt of the abdomen often gives relief. All injections

for the cure of the gonorrha'al urethritis should be stopped till the

strangury and tenesmus are relieved. .\ milk diet with the free use oi

barley water or linseed infusion and tin- a\Didance of alcohol, coffee and

tea .should be ordend. .\ mixture lonlaining Hyoscyanuis, Mi(arbonate

of I'ota.ssium, or the Li.|Uor I'otassx with a small amount of {)i)ium (an

advantageously be given in the linseed infusion, .\fter the subsidence

of the acute svmptoms, urethral injections of a weak warmed solution of

Permanganate of I'otassiuni may be (ommcnced, and Kintinued every

hour or two, gradually m(reasing the strength ot the solution till i gr.

per lu. is reached. Oil of Sandal Wood in lapsules (10 mins.) is very

eth lu ious. Where the atta( k of acute cystitis follows the use of a

catheter, lithotrite or other instrument, the treatment is essentially the

same.

Ciout .sometimes declares its presence by a severe attack on the nuHous

membrane of the bladder, when a smari saline purge followed iiy Coli lii-

cum and .\lkalies shouM be administere<l.

Canlharidm applied to any part of the t utaneous surlare in the form

of a large blister may be absorbed and cause .severe cystitis with strangury.

The treatment in su< h 1 ases consists of the u.se o( the hot Sitz bath with

large drinks ot barley water or other diluents and Morphia liy the re< turn

alter the remo\al of the blister and the letting out of any bullic Saline

purgatives arc indicated in all eases.

llaaUmia i« th.e name aivcn to the 1 imditinn in which micro organi'-ms

are found in the arine, and lluir prcseme someliiiies e.xciles atute in-

'n

I

iJI
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flammation of the bladder, oven wlien they have been absorbed from

some distant site and ehminated by the kidney, as in typhoid fever and
in Bacillus colt infection. The treatment of acute cystitis of this type

consists of urinary antiseptics hke Urotropin (5-10 grs. ter die). InB. coli

cystitis the acid reaction of the urine must be changed to alkahne by
large doses of Bicarbonate or Citrate of Potash, after whicli antiseptics

should be given.

Staphylococcic cystitis is often 01 the acute type supervening upon
retention of the urine from obstructed flow m prostatic enlargement.,

calruli, stricture and spinal disease. Streptococcic cystitis is still more
common, being usually the result of infection by soiled catheters and other

instruments, or the organisms may reach the bladder from foci of septic

inflammation in the female pelvic organs and from perineal wounds.
In many instances the infection will be found to be a mixed one. The
treatment in these cases will consist of u.inary antiseptics by the mouth
till the \iolence of the acute inflammation has been somewhat abated,

after which the bladder is to be thoroughly washed out or irrigated by
Boric Acid or Permanganate of Potassium solution; it is not safe practice

to resort to the passage of instruments and irrigation in the presence of

a very acute iiulummation of the bladder.

In the acute septic cystitis following bladder injuries as well as in the

most severe types of a( ute inflammation just mentioned it may sometimes
be necessary to draiti temporarily the bladder through the perineum
or to continuously irrigate it by Calhcart's apparatus after a suprapubic
cystotomy has been performed.

Chronic Inflammation of the Hladder.—The treatment of this

condition in the first instance as in the acute affection should consist in

the removal of the cause when possible. The following are the chief

causes usually met with: (i) Prostatic Enlargement, (.; Stone or Foreign

Bodies, (V) Atony, (4) Tumour, (5) Stricture, (6) Spinal Paralysis, (7) Gout,

(8) Abscess in tin uterus or pelvis, (9) Parasites or their ova as bilharziosis,

hydatids, \r., (10) Microorganisms as in li. coli, tubercular and typhoid
infection^, chronic gonorrha-a, &c.

Prostatectomy by Frcyer's suprapubic method shouhl be n sorteil to

bcliiic the bladder ha.-^ become infected, when the enlargement has
lui nine a serKnis obstacle to the emptying oi the bladder in micturition.

The treatment of cystitis caused by the presence of stone, foreign bodies,

tumours, and stricture can only be met by dealing with the primary cau,>>e.

liouty cystitis yjclds tii the constitutional treatment indicated tor the uric

arid diatiiesis. lyphoid cystitis, the colon bacillus, and chronic gonor-

rhaal cystitis vield to the disintection of the urinary tnut l)y I'rotrnpin

or Boric Acid atlmiiiistered by the mouth us m the acute alfei lion. In

obstinate gdnorrliirui cases there is always more .)r less prostatitis which
may tiul in al»i esses, and often some narrowing of the urethra. The
treatment ol these cases is often most tedious and disappointing; it con-
sists in the jwss^ipij of u Jul! sized solid metal b'.iut'ie li> dilate the I'.rrtiirjj

after which the urtlhroscpe or i).-.lose ope nia) i)e pas.sed to investigate
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the condition of the prostatic urethral membrane and neck of the bladder.

Janet's posterior irrigation after the urethral injection of Cocaine to re-

move spasm of the compressor urethrae is most valuable, a weak solution

01 Silver Nitrate, i gr. to i pint, being used, or a soft rubber catheter

should be passed till its eye reaches the affected spot (the apex of the

prostate), which is usually about 7i inches from the meatus; Guyon's

method of instillation of the posterior urethra is then earned out by m-

jecting through a graduated syringe a strong (10 per cent.) solution

of Nitrate of Silver. Any abscesses about the prostate or Cowper s

gland will require incision' from the perineum. Massage of the gland

through the rectum is of mucii value in inveterate cases, and \'accine

treatment by injecticn of killed gonococci should alwa>s be resorted to;

doses gradually increased to 100,000,000 organisms have been injected

hypodermically without harm,

"chronic cvstitis in which the tubercle bacilli are found in tiie urine

is usually but not invariably due to a local lesion in the genito-urinary

tract or renal pelvis. When the cystoscope reveals evidence of tuber-

culous ulcers (these are generally found in the region of the trigone), no

good can be expected from injection into the bladder of antiseptics like

Iodoform Emulsion or Lactic Acid. In the large majority of these lases

llie bladder condition is secondary to tuberculous disease of one kidney.

Treatment consists in determining (i) the site of tlie diseased organ, and

{:) whetiier the other kidney is sound. Winn this has been demonstrated

by the help of the catheterising cystoscope and a > arcful bacteriological

examination of the urine from each kidney, the diseased organ must be

remo\ed ;it once. This will usually l)e rapidly followed by relief of

symptoms,and after aperiodof constituticnal treatment by romplet< ure.

In atony of the bladder wht.i not dependent upon the obstrucuuii of

stricture or other removable cause the cystitis present must be treated as

in paralytic cases, and a wide selection of agents and drugs is at the com-

mand of the practitioner. Since the use of tiiese is indicated in all the

ciironic types of cystitis whose causes are i)eyond the reach of operative

surgery, they ma> advantageously be considered seriatim.

l-'irst will come the discriminating use of the catheter; this will be

indicated in all cases of atony and jiaralysis, and its u.se is imperative

wiiere great tenesmus and pain are present from inability of the bladdc r

to expel its contents completely. Where there is a large amount of re-

sidual urine found upon the first passage of the instrument it is risky to

empty the organ. Wiien it is necessary for diagnostic purposes to com-

plctelv evacuate the contents, a quantity 01 Horic Arid solution sliould

lie injected through the catheter and left in th- bladd 1 to [irevent

I ullause from the altered pressure of the blood in the abdom -i.il vessels.

The frccjuenc y nt catheterisation will depend nixin the syinploi \s

and amount of residual urine present; the inters als < an be gradually

lengthened till a morning and night or S hours' rule becomes practicable.

\ Hi.jt n'.hb'.T instruminl of the miidl shape is to he preferred when such

is passable, and the patient must be tiiornuijhly inili..'e(l in the sterili.sation
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of it. The best lubritant for the rubber instrument is K.V. Jelly, a pro-
prietary preparation composed of glycerin, pulv. tragacanth, gelatin, and
an antiseptic, which in addition to its lubricating properties possesses
antiseptic virtues, and it tends also to prcser\e the rubber elasticity
intact, whilst oils are liable to cause brittlcness. When it is found
necessary to tie the catheter in position for an\ length of time, a rubber
instrument when possible should be selected.

Irrigation will dc necessary in all cases where the urine is putrid or
contains pus and ilood-dots. The simph and most efficient apparatus
for this purpose consi.sts of 2 or 3 feet of soli rubber tubing to one end of
which a small funnel of glass is attaclied, while into the other extremity
a piece of glass tubing is inserted which fits into the lumen of the ( alhcter.

After catheterisation and the withdrawal of the bladder contents
through the apparatus as the |)atient lies in tlie recumiient posture on his
bai k. the funnel is raised a-id the injecting material— warm saturated Boric
Acid solution or Permanganate of Potash (3 grs. to i pint)- is poured into
it, and flows into the bladder, which should never be distended beyond
moderate dimensions. 1!\- dejjressmg the funnel the solution as readily
flows out as it flowed in, and the operation s^hould be repeated till the
washings sIkuv no traces of turbidity or odour. Two, three or more pints
may be reijuired for this purpose when the urine is very foul. Many other
solutions have been recommended, and the following amount of each
drug may be added to 40 oz. water to form a iKiuid for bladder irrigation;
Carbolic Acid. 3 drs.; Nitrate of .Silver. 2 grs.; Sulphate of Copper, ^o grs.;
Chloride of Zinc, 1 dr.; J'enhloride ot .Mercury, 3 grs.; Kesonin."4 drs.;
Creolin, 4 drs.; I'rotargol, 2 drs.; Argyrol, 4 drs'. ; Argentamm, 5-10 mins.;
I.ysol, 4 drs.

When the bladder has l)een thorougiily washed out with bori<- a< id or
weak permanganate .solution, any of the abo\e liquids mav be mje( ted
in double or treble .strength, and the injection permitted to remain for
a lew nr.n.Ues. 240/. of a 2 i)er cent, solution ot Nitrate of Siher may
be sately jsed in this way. or a small (juantity (30 mins.) of a stronger
solution (5 per c. .t.) may Se instilled ilrop bv'drop into the neck of the
bladder by (myon's method; 2 oz. of solution ol aigvrci of the latter
strength may be left in tlie bladder.

Oi urin'ry anti.>?eptics for ailministration bv the mouth Horic Add is

very efficacious in daily doses of 20 grs., but'this amount is \erv liable
to I'.roduce gastric irritation and skin erupti(.ns if (ontinucd tor anv length
ot time, and always upsets digestion seriously «/;«« tlir knhievs ate discasni.
Irotropin in similar do.sage (6 grs. ter die) is e<|uallv efficacious and less
liable to produ( e irritation even when given more freih . .Salol, Men/oate
ot Soda, lietol. Aspirin, Ali.hul, lldmitol and manv'other drugs ot the
same dass a( t as urinar\ antiseptic s alter their elimination bv the renal
or;ms. Creo.sote when given in 2-5 min. doses in (apsular form is a
fit lore reliable urinary antiseptic than is generallv i.ppreciated. Anv
Ol ti se drugs or eadi i ' them in turn in short courses should be adminis
ttreu when the habitual use ut the • atheter is ne.e.s.sHry, since no patient
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can be trusted always to lia\e the instrument in a thoroughly aseptic

condition ; by their judicious ailniinistration the washing out of the bladder

may frefjuently be dispensed with. Many vegetal)le drugs formerly

prescribed as bladder sedatives, such as Pareira, Buchu, Uva Ursi,

Triticum Repens, 7,ea Mays. Copaiba. I'ubebs, Alchemilla Arvensis, &c.,

are steadily fallini; into disuse; those of them that possess any marked

action owe their virtues to some antise|)tic principl'? as the arbutin con-

tained in u- a ursi, or the volatile oil in buchu. Hyoscyamus and Hella-

donna exercise a sedative influence over the l)ladder, and either druii may

l)e combined with antiseptics advantageously; hut in full doses they are

sometimes liable to precipitate an attack of retention of urine. Oil of

Sandal Wood is perhaps the most reliable of the entire group; it has bot';

antiseptic and local sedative action, and when combined with Saw-

Palmetto, as in the projjrietary compound known is Sanmett' most

decided l)en"fit is obtained in the treatment of chronic cystitis, I'nd

especially of the type accoiiipanying enlarged prostate.

Alkalies (the I.uiuor Potassic and Uicarlionate) are often valuable, and

still are favourite agents when combined with Ilyo.scyai.^us, but thi

stronglv alkaline reaction of urine is a barrier to their prolonged use.

Chloride of .\mmonium in full, and Canthari(''n in minute doses, are occa-

sionally beneficial, and the .\ci(l ''hosphate of Sodium in .^ogr. doses is

most valuable where there is excessive alkalinity and much depcsition of

lime salts. For the relief of urgent pain and tenesmus Opium i'. often

indicated; the best way in which to obtain all the benefits of morphia

or o])ium without any of their <lrawi)a< ks is to inject into the rectum, with

a glycerin syringe, the proper dose of laudanuiu diluted with 30 mins.

of water. In severe and intractable cases it may be necessury to open

and drain tlic diseased bladder from a small median incision in .iie peri-

neum, or In continuous irrigation after suprapubic cystotomy. 'liie

diet of the patient sutTering from Chronic Cystitis should be carefully

regulated to his requiretneni'-'. As a rule aiiimal foo<l should be sparingly

used, and it is a common mistake to prohibit the free use of diluents on

account of tlie fretjuetit call to micturate; thi' is often accentiia' d by a

concentrated stati of the irine, whii h is ri...,ived by copious draughts

of barley water or otht r mucilaginou drink. .Alcoholic stimulants

should be avoided. Oftei bcnefH is obtained by a sojourn at a warm spa

where alkaline waters ma;' be freely administered.

i'Aposure to cold and damp should be avoided; the clothing should be

warm and the feel protet ted by woollen stockings and th.ik soled boots,

rubber over boots being worn during wet weather and in frost Bodily

fatigue, esi)e''ially sut h as is indiucd b\ long carriage or oinnibu'- ilrives,

is injurious.

BLADDER. Initability ol.

j'liis 111 IV usu.illv be rejiarded as the first syniptoiii nl a cvstitis. and

treated accordingly by the removal of the cause and the use of tin jincnts

and drugs discussed in the previous article. It n.ust be remembered
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also that such reflex causes as displacements of the uterus, phimosis,
adherent prepuce, threadworms, rectal fissures, ulcer, polypi, and iuemor-
rhoids may be producing fictiuency of micturition. The removal of these
will be soon followed iiy a disappearance of the irritable condition of the
bladder. Sexual excess, probably by inducing; prostatic hypera?sthesia,
is a not uncommon cause, and the symptoms rapidly subside as soon as
ai)stincncc is insisted upon. An irritating state of the urine may produce
considerable frequency in micturition, as the writer has very often obser\ed
in cases of c\en mild glycosuria, and in the absence of bladder disease
the secretion should always i)e examined for sugar.

Hyperacid urine is a frequent cause of irritability, and can be relieved
by large doses of Hicarbonate of Soda or Potash. Phosphaturia with an
alkaline or neutral urine also gives rise to this symptom. Ilexamine
(lo grs.) combined with Acid. Sod. Phosph. (gr. xv.) thrice daily and
regulation of the diet gives immediate relief.

A gouty urethritis is also often to be met with which yields to consti-
tutional treatment. Where the irritability is part of a neurosis, as is

commonly the case in patients who suffer from severe insomnia, the
treatment of the underlying condition is clearly indicated. In rare
intractable cases where the irritability remains even after the removal
of the primary exciting cause and the continual tenesmus is wearing down
the patient, it may i)e necessary to open the bladder from the perineura
by a small inci.sion in the middle line and establish temporary drainage.

BLE?HARIT7S, OR TINEA TARSI.

This is due to an eczema of the margins of the eyelid, and mav be caused
m mild cases by errors of refraction, which tend to produce a chronic
hyper;emia of their conjunctival covering. In severe cases the disease
may be part of a strumous or phlyctenular ophthalmia, both of which
conditions will require treatment before the blepharitis can be removed.
The form known as squamous blepharitis yields after a time to an

ointment of Moric Acid (i in 20), or Yellow O.xide of Mercurv (i in 100),
applied after the branny s. ales have been washed awav every morning
and evening l)y the thorou.-h use of a warm solution of Bicaibonatc 0I
Soda (15 grs. to i oz.). The margin of the lid should i)e carefully dried
before applying the ointment, or the s< ales may be removed by swabbing
the margins with lint or wool soaked in Olive Oil before the ointment is

applied.

In ulcerous blepliaritis the treatment is more radical; the crusts having
been remo\ed as in the sciuamous variety, though without the use of
friction, the minute ulcers coming into view are each to be cauterised by a
pointed sti.k of Mitigated Nitrate of Silver, and any pustules pricked with
a cataract knife anci all loose eyelashes epilated. Where the ulcerated
surface is extensive it may be jjrushed t)ver with a solution of the Nitrate
of Silver (10 15 grs. to i oz.). Afur ihoiougli wasiiing and drymg by
pressure, Swanzy used the following ointment rubbed in with the finger:
11yd. Prccip. Alb., gr. xij.; Zinci Ox., gr. xvj.; Liq. Flumbi subacet.,
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min.xij.; and Adeps. Benz.,ad 5j.;and in mild cases Boracic Acid oint-

ment (i in 10). Diluted Citrine Ointment meets most requirements, but

tlv e applications are useless unless the crusts and loose eyelashes are

scrunuiouslv removed hv the previous use of alkalme lotions, or soaking

„f the lids with oil. Lachrymal obstruction, resulting from the inflam-

matory action, is often present in severe chronic cases, and ectropion may

follow these with such complications as trichiasis, and tylosis must be

remedied by appropriate surgical treatment. The general health must be

attended to, and as the disease is often associated with an.xmia, chlorosis

and struma, constitutional treatment with Iron, Cod-I-iver Oil, and

removal to a bracing seaside resort are often essential.

LLEPHAR0SPA8M.
Tonic contraction of the orbicularis muscle, when not due to a general

hysterical cp- litio-^,is always the result of some reflex irritation, originat-

ing in a t phthalmic division of the fifth nerve exposed in the

cornea c" a, or of the upper or lower maxillary nerves distrib-

uted to t
' tepth. The primary source of irritation in the eye,

nose, or ast in il cases be patiently sought for and removed.

When the habit has be long acquired the cramp may, however, remain

after the removal of the exciting cause, and in such cases, and where the

source of irritation cannot be reached, nerve stretching or excision of the

involved branches may be necessary. Pressure over the supraorbital

nerve at its notch, or over the infraorbital, temporal, or alveolar branch,

may dispel the spasm for a time. In hysterical ca.ses the obvious treat-

ment will be that suitable to tlie underlying neurosis. Intractable spasm

may be relieved i)y snipping through the orbicularis muscle at the outer

canthus.

BOILS.

These arc always due to the introduction of Staphylococcus pyogenes

aureus to a hair follicle or sebaceous gland, and the prerenlive and .urative

treatment of furunculosis by Vaccine therapy may bo relied upon.

100 million staphylococci administered to a patient developing an isolated

furuncle always produce an immediate positive phase and arrest its

development, whilst 300 million three or four days later reinforce the

action of the previous d<^se, and put an end to the furuncle. Hence

the treatment of recurring furunculosis is practically identical with that

of acne, and the older methods of administering Sulphide of Calcium,

Arsenic, N'east, Nudeinic Acid, Quinine, Iron, &c., are abandoned in al'

chronic cases. Constitutional treatment, however, is not devoid of value,

especially when boils cor inue to form in subjects sntTering from diabetes,

chronic Uright's disease, gout, or other serious ori;.mic conditions, which

lower the resistance to the cocci. J. and R. Reynolds have reported

excellent results trom the administration of full doses oi Uilule Sulphuric

Acid every four hours in all cases not (-ompliiated by glycosuria.

When an isolated boil shows itself an attempt may be made to cauie

m
1
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It. abortion l,y the use of local antiseptics. The skin over the summit
of the inflamed cone should he scraped ,<;ently till a minute trace of blood
exudes, or the hair may be plucked out of the con^jested follicle, and strong
larholic Acul. Nitrate of .Mercury solution, or Iodised Pheno' upon the
point of a sharpened end of a piec. of matchwood, or , fine caustic point,
should be thrust into the centre of the small cir, umscribeu JaV^ivSome surgeons inject a few drops of Carbolic Acid or weak Tincture of
odine by a hypodermic syringe. After this has been done the part nav
be brushed over with Collodion, Nitrate of Silver solution. Ichthyol and
. ycenn (, ,n 2) or Thiol, or covered with a piece of lint soaked in a

solution of ( hloral Hydrate in glycerin and water (i in 4). or with a .om-
press soaked in saturated .solution of Boric Acid. When much pain is feltthe (,reen Kxtract o! lielladonna, rubbe.l up with an equal amount ofUlycenn, may be smeared over it.

Sometimes the application of a piece of warmed Belladonna, Opium
balicyhc, or Mercurial Plaster, with a small circular aperture in the middle
laia over tlie developing furuncle, causes its aborti(3n, but when the

'kite? '
'' ^^'^'"^^' '"^^''^^"^ "^* ^"•""'^^'^^ '"'^-^ appear under the

Schule ana-sthetises the boU with 3 per cent. Novocain till a whealforms, then injects i c.c. of the solution slowlv into the centre, and
destroys it thoroughly by the point of the Pa(iuelin cautery.
Where .suppurati.m has already occurred a little strong Carbolic \cidmay be brushed over the part to destrov the sensil.ilitv of the skin or

locaine or freezing may be resorted tr., and the boil incised with a sharp
ai)scess-knife. For large boils, and for carbuncles which are of the same
nature as furuncles, sometimes the cavity or core is svvai)bed with strong
C arbohc ..\cid, but upon the whole it is better after incision to wash the
cavity with Hydrogen Peroxide and to apply a poultice to assist nature in
the separation of the slough or rentral core. The old linseed cataplasm
ean only be kept sterile with great difficultv, and since asepsis is essential
the best poultice consists of several layers of lint soaked in a warm saturated
solution of Bone Acid and rcnewecl fre.iuently. This or anv other
liquid application should not be covered in with'oiled silk; the retained
secretion and sweat arc liable to bring out fu ther .rops of boils around
he skin be>ond the margins of the lint. Where an evaporating lotion is
indicated Rectified Spirit (, in .,) may be applied. Salwedel's method
IS a compronuse between poulticing and applying evaporating lotions-
he lays over the part layers of lint or wool saturated with alchol and
eovers these in *vith oiled silk perforated bv small openings

I one Acid Ointment is a guod routine application as soon as the ,on-
tents liave been evacuated, and antiseptic ointments, as a rule, are belter
l.an aciueous solutions, liasilicon Onnment is a valuable applicationwhen the healing is slow. ' smart saline pun-e is ;.lwav< I'-.-efi. i d

^^h..•n ti... suppurative, pro, es. '

, i|,.. a.utc stage, and the tension of the
parts causes throi)bing and ( cnst.tutional discomfort, or fever

During the healing process, tjuinine and Iron, Veast or Sulphides, and
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appropriate strenjithcnini; diet as stron;; soups, &e., may be administered,

and onions mav be freely partaken of. The closest attention should be

"i\ en to the cleansint; of the -kin by antiseptic baths, especially in the

recurring; form of the disease, e\en when vaccine treatment is resorted to.

Howen insists upon a sterilisation of the skin after a warm bath by spong-

ing the entire body witii saturated Boric Solution which is permitted to

dry spontaneously. The writer prefers a bath deeply coloured by

Permanganate of Potassium. The clothing and bed-clothes should be

frecjuently changed.

In the troublesome furunculosis affecting the external auditory canal

the writer finds that the best routine treatment consists in the instillation

of the official Liii- Ilydrarg. Perchlor., and the loose plugging of the meatus

with wool saturated by the same liquid. Grosch uses solution of .\cetate

of Alumina (i in 4). Where tiie boils are alrea(l\ discharging into the

meatus, Horic Acid powder may be insufflated.

The treatment of ("a bunde will be described under its own heading.

BONE, Diseases 0!- see Caries, Periostitis, etc.

BRADYCARDIA.

The slow action of the heart, to which this title is restricted, is but a

sign of various pathological conditions, some of which are situated within,

whilst others arc outside the organ.

The treatment of those cases of bradycardia which are due to the in-

fluence of a to.xin like that produced in diphtheria, infi.:en/.a, typhoid

fever, gout, jaundice, diabetes, and uraemia, should 1.- eliminatory in

principk. It is of primary imj ir ime to insure res. in the horizontal

position, as the paralysis of the atceierating or the stimulation of the

inhibitory mechanism may be sulluient to top tie ventri( ular contrac-

tions during movement or exertion of the h <dy. The poisons are certain

to be eliminated by the skin, kidneys, and bowel if the patient can be

kept alive for a .suliicient time by the administration of highly nutritious

liquid food, and it Strychnine be employed hypodermically. Hot-air

baths administered in the horizontal jiosition, diuretics and mild saline

purgatives, followed by general massage, v ill hasten the elimination of the

toxic sul)Stances. The strychnine is belie\ efl to act as an antidote to the

organic poison as well as a tonic to the ( ardiac muscular fibres, and it is

often advisable to combine it with very small doses of Str(>phanthus given

i)y the mouth. 5 mins. liquor strychnine should be given twit e a day by

the skin, and 2J mins. tincture of strophanthus every si.\ hours by the

mouth. Atropine is also a drug of considerable value when used judic-

iously; ..,',()- 1 (Ml lA""- "liiy ^ injected with each dose of the strychnine,

or given with tlu strophanthus.

The tr^atmenl of bradycardia, jiroduied by mustarine (poisonous

fungi), lead, alcohol, tobacco and digitalis, is to be conduifd upon the

same lines. In gouty cases, (.olclu* um is ch'arly i "Mated in n.oderate

duues, combined with the free use of (.'itrate of •' ..rl)orate or Potash.
M
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90 BRADYCARDlA—BRIGHTS DISEASE, ACUTE
When there is associated a high degree of tension in the vessels with

slowness of the pulse, Nitroglycerin is clearly indicated, but this type of
bradycardia IS usually due to intrinsic cardiac disease of the degenerative
type, as in—

RxRoxvs. ' Bradycardia, or Stokes-Adams Syndrome.—This
form of bradycardia may l)e regarded for all practical purposes as identical
with Heart Ulock." It is most fre<iuently met with during the senile
stage of hie, and is usually associated with degenerative changes in the
aunculo-ventricular strands of Kent, which prevent the transmission
of the stimulus (originating in the auricles) to the ventricular walls.
The slowness of the pulse-rate, which m.y fall to twenty or less per minute,
is not influenced by Atropine or Amyl. The only available treatment liesm rest and the hypodermic use of Strychnine, with the administration of
large doses of Iodides for long periods.

The treatment of bradycardia, caused by increased c.anial pressure, and
of the form associated with chronic valvular disease and arterio-sderosis,
will consist m the use of remedies suited to the primary disease.

BRIOHT'S DISEASE, Acute.

Rest must be given to tiie acutely affected renal organs, any attempt
to stimulate the kidney by diuretics in this condition being liable to
increase the con-estion and to cause suppression of urine
The patient should be ordered to take '..o his bed as soon as the phvsician

IS sat.shed about the nature of his ntia.::; he should be enveloped in a
hght flannel sleepmg-su.t, and i.ave a olanket placed above and beneath
him, Imcn and cotton shirts being objectionable where the functi.ms of the
skin require to be encouraged.

Food should consist entirely of milk, administered frequently in small
quantities, and the total daily amount need not exceed 2 pints at first.
Ihc hirst which IS often present may be assuaged bv diluting the milk
with barley water, or effervescing soda, or potasii water'. Potus Imperialismay be freely administered l)etween the doses of milk, as there is little
danger of the ingestion of fluids embarrassing the kidnev unless extensive
anasarca be present. Hy these means tiie high specific gravitv of the
urine is decreased, and the renal organs are relieved; even with a con-
siderable amount of dropsy it is a mistake to prohibit li,,uids, as the free
use of water tends towards the flushing of the renal tract, and the elimina-
tion of effete products or the removal of epithelial detritus, and the
recommendation to prohibit Chlorides is equally unnecessary. Butter-
milk, two days or more old, alone or mixed with potash water, affords

IZ'. f f "'''T
"

''^"'J"
^''^ '^'' "''''' ''^^' "f the attack.Ammal foods, soups, brotlis. and eggs, as well as alcohol, in every form

should be strictly prohibited, but after a few days farinaceous food may
be permitted. In the ence of symptom, nf acute unen.ia, t!u milk

TLr .^mtimt^'
'""' '''''-' '^^ ^'"^^ ^^^^--^ ^^^ -- «'-

Recognising that the excretory function of the renal cells is in abeyance,
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the physician should aim at the ehn.ination of tVi retained toxic products

in the blood by stimulalion of the functions of V- . skin and bowel.

Diaphoreti.' drugs are mu<-h less rei;,,l -• thP the hot park "'" hot^^'

l,.th. These may he employed as the patien- .es m bed m the horizontal

position. The hot-air bath, consistin^^ of a large copper spmt-lamp

In.loscd with wire gau.. as in the Dayy lamp, and protected by a wooden

cradle to support the bcd-dothing. should be pl.ncd between the patient >

knees. The spirit being ignited, the blankets should be lightly t^ked n

only the face being left uncoyered, and soon a high tenr.peratnre of the

confined air is obtained (i:,o° F. answers all purposes). The apparatus ui

constant use in all hospitals is safer; this is usually made of tm. ine

spirit-lamp has attached to it a long bent chimney or wide telescope-tuW;

which permits the spirit being ignited on the floor of the ^'ck-roo-n
;

the

heated air passes through the tube, .vhich is introduced -oneath the bed

clothes; all danger of fire from the upsetting of the lamp m . le bed is tn

ayoided. The electric lamp bath may be likewise used The ordmat

hot-water bath (ios° F.) may be resorted to in the absence of tbcs.

appliances, but the danger of syncope induced by the remoya. of • p^'tii-ni

to bed and the risk of chills are serious drawback^ to Its use

Tlvj patient may be permitted to remain in the i air bat.i ;.•
aDout

so to 40 minutes, by which ^c usually c^i.ious p.-.spiration will be in-

duced, and he mav hayc abundant warm, diluent drinks to encourage

the sweating. An'v symptoms of cardiac depression must lie mstaniiy

met by the withdrawal of the lamp, and by sprinkling the face and hands

with cold water. The bath may be repeated daily, and the temperature

increased, as well as the duration of the bath lengthened accoramg to th<

effects produced; after the bath the skin should be dried with warm

towels and the following diaphoretic mixture administered with tlic \iew

of keeping up the action of the skin

:

U. /./(/. Amnion. Acet. 51 j-

Spt. .TJhcris Kit. ."yj

Aqiur ('amphor(r ad 7,\''^^ ^fn^ce.

I't. mist, ciijiis capiat coclilcarc mavin"' """" ^""''

If feyerishncss lie present and no cardiac contra-indication obvious,

.} min. Tincture of .\<-()nitc mav be added to each dose with advantage.

"

When ur;rmic svm|)toms threaten, or wlien convulsions have i^lrfady

appeared, the hot-air batii should not be relied upon, but resort should be

mule to the more rapidlv a.ting hot pack. .\ large tub or bath, halt

nUed with almost boiling water, being carried into the sick-ronm, a few

ounces of Mustard ijreviously blended wilii < old water are mi.vea with tlie

contents, after whirl-, i, large d>n,b!c thi<k blanket is thrown in, and m a

few minutes wrung c,ut by tv, . nurses to get rid of superfluous moisture.

In this the jiatient is completely enveloped, all but his head; t. re is

little danger of scalding, since the heat is rapidly reduced by the cvapora-

r.#:

t
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tion from the larjre surface of flannel, and the blanket may be with safe.)'
as hot as the hands of the attendants can tolerate in the wringing process
hnveloped in this manner, the patient is placed upon a mattress or
palliasse of stn-w, and covered over with blankets, sheets, or counterpanes
where he may be permitted to remain for one hour, or even more, till
a free amount of perspiration has occurred, during which period copious
draughts of water may be administered.
Where suitable uppliances are not readilv oi^ainable, Sir Jas. Simpson's

poor man's bath is a useful expedient. It niuv be made bv tilling a lar^e
number of soda-water bottles with verv hot water, oxer each of which^a
woollen stock.ng, s(]uee/.ed out of hot water, is drawn ; these are placed
alongside the patient's body and limbs under the bed-dothing.

Pilocarpine is the most pourrful known diaphoretic, and its hvpodermi(
administration is clearly indicated in the unemic condition, i)ut its in-
judKious use has so frequently caused serious pulmonarv .edema and
even death that many physicians have condemned its' employment.
Some years ago the writer drew attention to the fact that if the d'ru" be
administered to a patient jc/iilst in the hot pack, after the action of the sldn
has been v/iirW, there is practically no danger of lung trouble supervening;
4
gr. may be given under these conditions with safetN-. Should symptoms

of cardiac depression show themselves a hypodermic of Strychnine will
be indicated.

Ihe patient should be transferred to another bed with warm flannel
blankets after the hot pack, his skin having been rubbed drv with hot
towels. The immediate and urgent symptoms ha\ in- been thus relieved
by the powerful stimulation of the .skin, .Saline Purgatives if not already
aamimstere.l should be given, and they should be resorted to as a routine
in every (ase of acute Itright's disea.se with a view of causing the elimina-
ti<m of retained produ. ts by the bowel. Sulphate of .Soda or Magnesia
in i-oz. doses dissoKcd in half a tumblerful of aerated water may be given
twice dail>

.
or smaller amounts more frecjuentlv to keep up copious

w^atery evacuatKms. (ream of Tartar aKme or with compound powder
of jalap IS preferable where much aiiasana exists; Calomel or lilue Pill
should not be given in the a. ute stage of renal di.seases. In mostcase^
liie lollowinj; mixture may be relied upon ; the method of treating anasarca
byconcentrated solution of mag. .sulph. will be described under chronic
Hright's disease.

R. Maf^ncsii Stilf>hatis ^ij,

Mu^nvsii Carh. I'ond. ."iij.

Ai/Hce Mt'nthie Pif^. <«/ ,^xij. Misce.

Ft. mist. Stena.—- A large, wineglass/iil nurv ,} Iwnrs till t'lir^in^
ihi iirs. then hall a ninc^lassfnl ri'ery 4 hours to keep up the di Jiarge
of watery motions."

u.K-ri urxmir conv ui.-.ions . oiuimir in s|)ite of the above treatment,
the ijuestion of JJlood-leUing must be considered, and the physician
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should not hesitate to open a vein at the elbow and remove 10-15 oz-

blood or more. At the same time he should inject at least twice as much

warm Sahne Solution into the vein or hypodcrmically into the loose cellular

tissue of the body at several spots without pausing to consider whether

tlic formidable svmptoms are due simply to retained urea or to the pres-

ence of some toxin in the blood. The serum by diluting the remainmg

blood in the body prevents Us concentrated action on the nerve centres,

and may save life which would otherwise be sacrificed even when vene-

section has been employed.

In extremely urgent ca.ses of renal suppression the method of re-

lieving the renal congestion by cutting down upon the kidney and incising

its capsule has liecn recommended and carried out. Decapsulation of the

kidneys has certainly saved life in the acute nephritis of children. It is

doubtful if the procedure of wet-cupping of the loins possesses any

advantages over venesection, and the washing of the blood is ciuite as

effectuallv accomplished by the hypodermic injection of the saline as

by direct'transfusion. In less urgent cases dry-cupping over the kidneys

niay be resorted to, especially when there is much blood in the urine.

If the blood-pressure is high Nitroglycerin may be safely administered,

and Oxvgen is indicated when asphyxial symptoms are prominent.

t)n the disappearance of all uriemic symptoms the (juestion of adminis-

tering diuretics will cmp up when the secretion of urine is scanty and there

is much anasarca rei laining. As a rule it is safer practice to trust to

saline purgatum, but such mild bydragogue diun tics as Sweet Spirit of

Nitre and the Citrate or Acetate of Potash may be tried. Digitalis in the

later stage and Caffeine are valuable, but should never be employed

when the arterial tension is high. Stimulating diuretic s like s<iuill, broom

and gin should be avoided, and lantharidiii must never be used as a

vesicant or counter-irritant.

The most formidable symptom is severe headac he, which, howe\er, is

usually |)romi)tly relieved by a purgati\e, and wiien persistent small doses

of Antipyrine or Sodium Salicylate may be given. Opium in every

form is most undesirable. Oiistinate vomiting i^ be^l relieved by small

quantities of sour buttermilk, which neutrnli.se the irritating action of the

poison cm the stomach; when of cerebral origin, its treatment must be

on eliminatory lines.

The diet should be cautiously augmented, as tlie amount of blcvid and

alinmiin in the urine gets less, the milk being .supplemented liy carbo-

liydrales in increasing anjounts and vegetable soups, and at a later stage

lisli with egg yolk. An.xmia is always present at this stage, and the best

lerruginous preparation for routine use is the extemporised iinparation

ol the Acetate of Iron prescrilied as Hasham's mixture containing 10-15

mins. tincture of pen hloride of iron with i dr. ot liquor ammonia' ac ctatis

in water.

Should anasarca and albuminuria remain after the elapse of several

weeks the treatment oi llic ca.se and il.s loiviplic aticn.-. ia.omr^ identical

with that of ciironic Hright's disease, i)Ut the routine use ol ilie hot-ait
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BRIGHT'S DISEASE, ACUTE—CHRONIC
bath and saline purgatives may be safely continued daily for a period ot

two or three weeks as long as the patient's strength is maintained. At the
end of this time the bath may bo given every second or third day for
three more weeks, the purgative being administered during the intervenin"
days. A change to a warm etiuable climate is most desirable in cases whicii
show a tendency to pass into the chronic form of the disease. For Ion;;

after convalescence it is needless to sa}- that the most scrupulous avoidance
of chills and exposure of every kind is to be guarded against by vvarm
clothing and by keeping indoors after sunset in all climates.

Il'ar Nephritis, about the causation ot which so much has been written
lately, yields to the treatment suitable for a mild case of acute J^iight's

disease—rest in bed between blankets, a purely milk diet, mild .saline

purgation, a feeble diuretic like ellervcscing soda or potash water to flush
the kidney, and according to some authorities the avoidance of salt.

The researches of Keith and \V. VV. I). Thomson prove the great importani c

of functional tests for determining the extent of renal impairment in the
non-resolving type of war nephritis, and these authorities testify to the
value of alkalies in restoring the normal a( id-base relationship when
symptoms of acidosis supervene (see page ly and 20).

BRIGHT'S DISEASE, Chronic.

The treatment of the chronic is on the .same lines as that ol tlu jk iitc

disease— \ i/., to in.sure as much rest as po.s.sil)!^ f,ir the diseased organ, and
to encourage the elimimitory action of the skin and hnwel.
The treatment of the form known as Chronic Parens hymalons or Tiihiil /•

Nejihritis, which is pathologiially identified by the presence of the lar_e
white kidney, will be first des( riluii.

Dietary is of vital importance, and as in tlie acute disease, whiili often
lays the foundation of this dironic lorm, milk takes a prominent place,
but the mistake is too frequently made ot keeping the patient upon an
e.xclusively milk diet for ati iiidctinite period to the deterioration ol his
general physical condition, espe< ially when the drain of albuiinn is (on-
tinut)usly high. It is, however, a good nmiine to place the patient when
first seen, upon an exclusive milk reginuii lor such a time as will enable
the physician to satisfy himself thoroiii^iiiy whether the case he is dealing
with is a mild acute affection or an e:'seiilially chronic affc( tion. \ or 4
pints of nulk daily must be < onsidered as a minimum amount to maintain
the nutrition of the body, especially when the patient is ikii stridly
confined to bed. Should digestive dislurlnnccs be present pt plotiisatioii

ol the fluid will be nei essary,or a lairly acid buttermilk may be siibsliluted,
or, belter still, Koumiss may l)e given. K is a .safe pr.icti. e to mntinue
this dietary as long as un\ uncmic sym|iliims are ]>reMnt. 'H. in the
uhsenre of .such, as Ion;' as the |)itienl 1 tintiinie>. to iin|)rinc in physiial
tone and condition. Isualb itiei muiu weeks it becomes luessary to
supplement the liijuid dietar> i.\ laiiii.u cous louds, the best of which
is jjorridgt, weH huilcd with miik; i,riii I, n.e, bicui and butler, weak lea

with |)lenty of cream; vegetable si.up.. wliite lish, and, al a later stage,
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weak mutton broth or boiled mutton may be permitted in small ijuantity.

There is a consensus of opinion that meat extracts and strong animal soups,

as well as alcohol in every form, should b;- prohibited. There is a doubt

about the advisability of adding eggs to the diet, owirg to their richness

in albumin, especially when the urine is highly loaded with this substance,

but the yolks of lightly- or hard-boiled eggs may be freely permitted

when the patient relishes this article of diet, and they may be advan-

tageously taken as a dressing or accompaniment of fresh lettuce. Peas,

poUitoes, and fresh fruits and vegetables should enter into the dietary

in all cases, but asparagus, owing to the diuretic action of its contained

Althein, should be regarded as a medicine to be used tentatively.

A salt-free dietary is only of importance where anasarca is a prominent

feature. The mistake is made of trusting to such a dietary for the elimina-

tion of the retained metabolic products over whose productimi it lias

practically no influence. The excretory power of the kidney o\ cr chloride

of sodium in patients suffering from chronic tubal nephritis is often much

diminished, hence the salt remaining in the tissues retains water there

and increases the dropsy. This is seen in some cases of great (edema where

the use of a salt-free diet is sometimes followed by a large in( rcase in the

amount of urine passed, and a corresponding diminution in the dropsy.

It is impossible to have an absolutely .salt-free diet, but l)y avoiding

the use of the chloride in cooking and at the table, the dail> intake can be

reduced to 20 or 30 grs. by using cream instead of milk with rice, arrow-

root and jiorridge, and tea, and avoiding the use of salt in the making

of butler, biscuits and bread, thicken, fresh-water fish boiled, potatoes,

fresh fruit and cream cheese, constitute the staple dietary, which should

contain only a moderate amount of li([uid. Such a dietary, as in the case

of an exclusive milk regimen, should only be jiersisted in lor a few weeks

at a time; it is clearly indicated in (edema of the lung.

When the condition of the patient pirniits ot his moving about in the

open air, ( lotliing is an inipartant element in the treatment; he should

be t ladin flannels, and his footwear must be impervious to cokl and damp.

When com|)li< ations exist which compel him to remain in bed, he should

lie l)elwecn lil.inkels, and ha\c a freely ventilated room svarmed l)y the

hre o( an open grate, In the tase of i liihlren, unless in warm sunny

weather, they should be kept in bed, and ni winter conrmenieiU to a warm

room is usually neco.sary.

The value of climatic treatment is not to be lost sigiit of wlun tiie

[latient s means enaiite hini to obtain the benefits of a w.uni, di\ atmo-

s|)here as that of the Nile or .Mgiers, In the selection ui a climate liie

mo>t important ( onsiderulion is to avoid those where tin \arialioiis ol

daily temperature are -iuihlen aiicl txlnnie. Maikira or the ( anary Isles

atfovd an etjuahle moi>t climate lor winter iisort, es|)ecially suitable hir

patients liable to exat erbations ol acute att.uks who bear told l)atll>.

The action of the skin is to be sedulously maintained in a high stale

of eihciency. In llie ahseiKe oi anusitrca 01 uueiiiic byiiipiiini.-. the patient

is usually able to move about, and beyond the extra precautions as regards

r
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by the mouth .s re.ommended, but the use of this druR should be confinedto the treatment of the acute uremic condition; tl,e Tincture -aborandl

.l;at:r::;^:nrssr

an^r^"T '" '^^-"^'^^--y «-bined w.th iron, iC > r'e "ofan.-emia ,. always present. The mixture of the tincture of dStlli^Mo mms.) w.th an ec,ual quantity of tincture of iron in each£0^hch
5 m>ns. dilute phosphoric acid are added, mav be taken h;iceda.iy after food (or considerable periods. Copa.t a «in '..mil cdnm 1and other .rritatm, diuretics should ne^•er be cmpio;5 J ';;"::''

TiSic::^ ':e:;:':;nS':;^K:^7::hru' '^-'7 -' -'^^

I nmtnn often a.:ts as a powerful diuretic when the tension is hid,and the urme s.anty; half of a tablet may be K-ven every hou ( r To
6 t.mes; ,f no mcrease in the .secretion is obseryable at u- m r ,n oeight hours ,ts use may be abandoned.

e.xpiration of

Salme purgatives are alwa)s mdicatcd unless when obstin .le di.rrluTn

wiirmav
'""

T'^'
-'"':^-'''" "f these ,s the Sui,!;;;;:';; '^

wl.Mh may be administered everv .second morning before breakf. .a routine m most ra.ses. .Many patients pi.lcr the natur n'h-rnpurgat.ve waters, the In-st of which ,s Kubinat In advanced tl^^^^^^
.i.sease wit threatening unenua and scanty renalV ""n h:^ .^ i^must be ord. re.i to be.l and salines administered til! Ire \rr u „ '„ Lbowel ,s estabhshcl. which must I,., duilv tept .,. Uy ,

j!'*' """ "'^

Tartar or .small doses of .\f.,g. .Sulph.
"'" "'

No drug can be dc,H-nded'^upon to' red... e the ,m,uu.u ol album.n in the
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urine. An absolute milk diet undoubtedly tends to diminish the quantity
of albumin, but this effect soon passes off, th^ albuminuria remaining at
a standstill; when this occurs the diet si 1 be iltercd,and carb. drates
with fish administered. Too much ir ,,jrtance has i)cen attadu to the
amount of albumin present, and no attempt should i)e made to treat the
disease symptomatically- from tiie standpoint of its bcinj; simply an albu-

minuria. When the alliumin has been supposed vo diminish after the
use jf a drug it will generally be found to be but an apparent reduction
owing to the diuretic action ot the remedy administered, since the urine
becomes increased and the albuminous luid diluted; hence the effect of a
strictly milk diet on the quantity is always more apparenc than real.

In the amyloid form of renal disease great quantities of albumin may be
voided daily for years without making a grave inii)ression upon the
general health. Vegetai)Ie and mineral astringents are not onlv useless

l)ut iiarmful, and as a rule s' ontium and calcium salts possess no influence
over the daily excretion of thi:. substance. When, however, much blood
appears in the urine great good cai. often be obtained by .saturating the
system with Chloride or Lactate of Cu'cium; tliese maleri.illv lessen tiie

albuminuria which has been augmenteu by tiie outpour of pure blood.
In this way also Jaborandi and Indian Ilemp may prove useful

If a routine treatment Ijy dru^s must lie prescrilied in chroni<- tubal
nephritis, liie least objectionable and he most generally useful vvi'I be
the combination of Digi.alis with I-mii Acetate already mentioned, along
with tlie morning purgative do.se of a saline hydragogue.

Decapsulation of the kidneys has been iierformed successfully in

several cases with the view of causing new vascular devdopnidit between
the vessels supplying the renal structure and those .sujiplied t<; the neigh-
bouring ti.ssues; a new vasi ular ca|)sule forms, and the amount of urea
eliminated increases markeMly, and in many instances a permanent cure
has been reported.

In the late stages of the disease uiidsana may threaten life, and must
be relieved by more active ni(dication. As by this time the inadeciuaey
of the kidney has hecome established, no reliame can be placed in diuretics,
and calomel is especially dangerous; .saline cathartics must lie pcshrd u, the
farthest extent compatible with the patiint's weakened condition. In
the general water-lodged condition Hay's method of using these agents
may be resorted to; he gives 2 oz. .Mag. Sulpli. iis.solved in 2 oz. water'iifter
the bowel has been enptied by a 12 to iH hours' fast. Many pints of
fluid may be evaluated bv t;.is jihin of ptT^ation, and it niav he the only
avadable method of prionuing life in the (edemr which attacks the lungs
or of sa- .ig hie in the sudden (edema of these oigans which o< i asionally
supervenes in the acute form v;f Urighfs disea.se. A .salt-free diet shoulii
have a trial in all such cases

I'luid m the pleura-, peric." lu.n or peritoneal caviiy .seldom is so gr- at
a;i to cause danj^ci, but .•.h.uild this oti ur aspiration must be emplo\..|.
As a dernier tessiirt the subcutaneous tissue of tl.? lower exlniinlic > m ly
be jium lured after thorough sterilisation of the skin lias been elleclcl
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und Its surface has been smeared over with a mild antiseptic lanohn
ointment. A number of punctures should be made with a moderately
coarse glover's needle over the calf, malleoli, and dorsum of the foot, after
which the limbs are to be enveloped in moist warm sterilised flannel
bandages. The drainage should be encouraged by elevat.r, the head oi
the bed so as to determine the dropsical swelling to the seat'of the punc-
tures, and in this way many pints of fluid may be evacuated. Sometimes
the drainage is effected by leaving a fine Southey's tube in situ in the
resjion of each ankle, but the danger of erythematous or erysipelatous
eruptions, followed by sloughing, must not be lost sight of whenever the
skin is punctured.

When convulsions occur the treatment of ura;mia, as mentioned in the
previous article, must be promptly commenced; the hot pack, saline
purgatives, and m extreme cases venesection with the injection of large
quantities of saline solution should be administeied. Pilocarpine only
being resorted to when there are no signs of pulmonary oedema, and Nitro-
glycerin used when the tension is high. Chloral Hydrate with Bromides
in full doses may be administered by the bowel, and Oxygen inhalations
used when the -onvulsions fail to respond to the action of these diuretic
agents, or Chloroform may be tried.

In tho.se cases where respiratory embarrassment, &c., point to the
supervention of acidosis, the injection of alkaiies after venesection is

imperative. Vomiting and H-arrhoca are to be treated upon general
principles, one of the most effective agents being sour buttermilk in small
and frequently repeated doses in both these troublesome complications;
under oidinary circumstances the diarrha-a should not be controlled
by the use of astringent drugs, and opium should not be emploved.

Chronic Uright's disease often exhibits acute exacerbations, 'usually the
result of chills or exposure, which manifest themselves bv the presence
of blood in the urme, and often with increase of anasarca, i he treatment
should be identical with the management of a typical attack of the acute
disease, the patient being sent to bed and hot-air baths, purgatives and
mild diaphoretics administered till tiie case resumes its usual chronic
features.

When pngnaiuy complicates the chroiiii- affection, symptoms of urivmia
are to be i iosely looked for; should convulsions occur the uterus must be
emptied without delay after chloroform has been administered and
venesection followed by saline injections, but the persistent use of saline
purgatives may tide the patient safely over the later months till normal
deliver)- occurs.

Urremic dyspnea, when not yielding to purgatives and hot-air baths,
may be son nes relieved by drachm doses of Kther or bv inhalations of
Amy I.

Insomni.i should not be met with opiates; Trional or, better still,
laraldehyd.. may be safely empluyed; or when the degicc of ia.oa.niu
IS not serious Hromides should be tried. Headache may be relieved by
Antip) rine 111 ( ombination with Caffeine, and it is worth remembering that
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the intense headache of the later phases of tiie disease may be of meningeal
origin, and not symptomatic of ur -mia, as is ordinarily the case.

Ilicc()u<ih is usually a leiminal symptom; when ,ob\ious!y so and the

l)atient is sinking from the agonising exhaustion which it causes, the

(luestion of a full hypodermic dose of morphia should be considered with

the view of securing euthanasia, and it should not be withheld under
such circumstances after tlie full situation has been explnined to the

sufferer and his friends, and »heir acijuiesence has been obtained.

The treatment of the jatly kidney form of chronic Bright's disease is

itlcnticai with that of chronic tubal nephritis.

Amyloid or Wc.xy disease of the kidney is sometimes included among-*^

the group of chronic ^right's disease. Tiie treatment consists in ti

removal of the cause of the prolonged suppvirotion which has induced the

lardaceous disease, and when bone necrosis i.'. the source of this, operative

interference is demanded even though the nine should contain a con-

siderable degree of albumin. The same ren arks apply to suppurating

lymphatic glands, joints and all forms of chronic abscesses. As ;. rule

amputation is to be preferred to excision when joint disease is the cause

of lardaceous degeneration. When the allcuion has appeared as a

sequela of sypiiilis the constitutional treatment of the causal disease

should be cumminced by giving large doses of Iodide of Sodium, mercury
being given sparingly and only for short periods at a lime. Iron is always
indicated, and highly nutritious mixed foods sliould be administered
instead of milk diet, as there is alwa\ s consideral)le anaemia, and practically

no tendency towards ur.xmia and anasarca unless when tu';al or interstitial

nephritis supervenes in long-standing cases. Arsenic .s highly recom-
mended by several authorities and Phosphorus by some, but their utility

is doubtful; tlie former drug may be combined w.h the iron for short

periods.

The Cirrhotic form of Hright's disease (small reu or contracted kidney) is

to be treated in the main upon the above lines, but with the following

nK.difica lions:

.Ml excess in eating must be rigorously guarded against. Should the
patient be content to live upon a purely \egetarian diet all dillicultv

will i)c solved, otherwise he may be allowed to have one moderate meal
containing white meat daily, or roast beef, or mutton every thi. 1 day
may be permitted, with farinaceous foods and eggs in fair amount along
with fresh \egetable-;, fruit and potatoes. White fish and chicken should,
however, form the sta|)le ol ins animal food supply; strong soups, game
meat extracts and dishes strong in nuclein must be avoided. Large
amounts of fluids are to be prohibited, though occasionally thev arc
advantageously used for short periods to prevent nitrogen retention,

and alcohol in every form abstained from or only used in extreme
moderation and largely diluted when any complication or svmptom
warrants its exhibition. Strong tea or coffee is also oljjectionable, but
there is no reason why a verv moderate amount of tobacco may not be
permitted when the patient has been accustomed to its use.
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Warm clothing and everything which tends to keep the cutaneous
surface in a healthy and active state without inducing continuous per-
spiration should be enccuraged, hence a warm or Turkish bath twice
a week at bedtime is desirable, but as a rule cold baths and open sea-bathing
should be prohibited, and ^he writer is convinced that the morning cold
bath should be replaced by a tepid one or else abandoned. The tepid
morning sponging indulged in by many patients is not free from serious
objections, and is wholly unnecessary when a warm bath and good wash
is employed at night two or three times weekly.
The Canaries, Madeira, or the West Indies afford the best conditions

for those able to avail themselves of climatic treatment. The condition
of the bowels '^hould be closely attended to, and it is essential that not.
only should constipation be avoided, but a saline purgative should be
taken every second or third morning at least, and in the late stages of
the disease upon every morning before breakfast.

Often the treatment is that of the arterio-sclerosis of which the renal
disease is but a part, and the influence of such agents as tend to produce
degeneration of the vessels must be rigorously avoided, as overwork,
mental and physical, worry, alcoholism and gluttony. Syphilis, lead-
poisoning and gout if present will require appropriate treatment, and the
general principles laid down in the article on Arterio-sclerosis for the
regulation of the patient's life with regard to work, exercise, sleepmg
hours and recreation should be carried out.

Renal cirrliosis i)eing usually associated with high arterial tension and
cardiac hypertrophy, many of its victims succumb to cerebral ha-morrhage.
The question of whether active drug treatment should be continuously
employed with the view of lowering arterial pressure is not such an easy
one as it may appear; since in the first place it is obviously impossil)le
by drugs to maintain for a period of years a continuous diminution of
tension in the vessels, and secondly because there are strong reasons for
believing that a permanent reduction of tension below the normal is not
free from serious danger. The possibility of the rupture of a ce. .bral
vessel is always a real one, and there should be no hesitation about the
employment of agents which reduce tension when this becomes suddenly
very high with a bounding pulse and throbbing vessels. The cause of the
sudden superlative tension should be sought out; it may be found to be a
tran-sgression in dietary whi( h may be remedied i)y a reduction of food,
or it may be the result of mental worry or strain of a temporary character!
or of insomnia, some intercurrent febrile attack, chill or over-exertion
which has thrown extra work upon the alreadv inadecjuate renal organs.
The immediate treatment in all mdi altai k's is ol)vious and im[)era-
tive; the tension should be at once reduced by a vaso-dilator given
in small and frequently repeated doses and a smart saline purgative
administered, absolute rest of the body for th^' time licinc insisted
upon.

Iodide of Sodium or Potassium is the best routine in permanently high
tension; it may be given in daily doses of 15-20 grs. for considerable
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periods. In the intervals during its suspension Nitroglycerin, in doses

of half a B.P. tablet, may be taken six or more times during 24 hours, or

the more slowly acting Nitrite of Soda or Tetranitrate of Erj'throl may
be employed in J-gr. doses six times daily; the high-frequency current has

been found of considerable value. In the acute attacks of high tension

which sometimes suddenly appear without warning or apparent cause,

and which are associated with pulmonary embarrassment and cardiac

dilatation, a vein should be quickly opened as the only method of warding

off a fatal issue. The writer has had a case under his care where the use

of the lancet was upon several occasions resorted to with happiest results;

the patient, a medical man, opened his own vein upon three or four

occasions with immediate relief from what was felt to be impending

death.

Where the tension in the arteries falls below the normal without the

use of vaso-dilators this may be the first sign of failing compensation

owing to the hypertrophied organ having lost its tone or become the seat

of degeneration. The danger of dilatation of the heart under even

n: jderate exertion in such circumstances must not be lost sight of, and
cardiac tonics, as Digitalis, Strophanthus, an-1 Strychnine are clearly

indicated, as in other forms of failing compensation, till the blood-pressure

is elevated to slightly above the normal.

Insomnia is best relieved i)y large doses of Bromides, combined with

a small amount of Chloral Hydrate, Indian Hemp, or Hyoscine; Paralde-

hyde may be tried, or Trional in 20-gr. doses.

The polyuria of this diseased condition should not be interfe 1 with

save by a r-oderate restriction of the intake of fluid. As there "tie

tendency to anasarca unless in those comparatively rare cases when \n

acute attack of tubal nephritis supervenes upon the chronic interstitial

aflcction, agents for the relief of dropsy are seldom clearly indicated, and
diuretics should be sparingly used.

Ura;mia is the ever-present danger in the later stages of the disease,

and this may be long warded off by a judiciously arranged dietaiy, by the

continuous use of saline purgatives, and by close attention to the functions

of the skin. When twitchings of the muscles, headache, cerel)ral irritation

or dyspncea appear the active treatment of the uriemic condition by the

hot pack should be resorted to, and Pilocarpine administered. There
should be less hesitation in employing this latter drug than in the type of

renal disease where dropsy is a prominent feature, and Nitroglycerin or

Amyl Xitritc may be freely used in all ura;mic cases where the blood-
pressure is high. The supervention of symptoms of acidosis demands the
prompt injection of alkalies. Upon the first appearance of signs of

cerebral ha-morrhage a large vein may be freely opened, especially since
it is difficult to gauge how mucii of the cerebral depression may not be
owing to the general toxx-miu.

Decapsulation of the kidney, though apparently less hopeful than in

the parenchymatous type, has been advocated.
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BROKIDROSIS.

The feet and armpits are chiefly the seat of this affection with its
excessive perspiration accompanied bv evil-smelling exhalations The
most scrupulous and frequent cleansing by antiseptic solutions must
be rigidly enforced, and the general health carefullv attended t„
Internal remedies are of little use, though Belladonna or' Atropine inter-
nally has some influence upon the secretion of the sweat, and may i,e com-
bined with Ergot; one grs. of Jioric Acid along with 30 grs. of Precipitated
bulphur morning and night may he tried.

The best local treatment is powdered Boric Acid rubbed into the skinand dusted Ireely between the toes, and generously strewn over the inside
o the stockings and boots, and repeated twice a dav or oftener with change
of stockings after thorough washing in two or three waters containing
tondys fluid, Creohn or a small quantity of Chlorinated Lime Cork
mside soles should be worn and changed from time to time, or dipped into
saturated Bora< ;c Acid Solution and allowed to dry. Stockings mav be
treated in the same way with advantage. Old footwear should be'dis-
canled and roomy shoes, or boots with cloth tops, a.j to be worn • the
feet should be kept as cool as possible, and the armpits well ventilated by
apertures n.ade in the undershirt. This creatmcnt will, in the great
majority of cases, effect a cure if persisted in. Strong Boric Ointmentmay be used instead by those who have long walks to accomplish
Smearing the feet or axilh,. with Glycerin or sponging with strong Alcohol
IS oiten efficacious.

Bardet recommends Pulv. Talcis, .^x.; Hismuthi Subnit., 3xi.-Pota.sii
Permang

311J.; Sodii Salicyl., .^ss., sprinkled inside the stocking soles
after washing the feet.

Pringle uses Sodii Salicyl., ,5 g,s.; Bismuth. Subnit., tjo grs Pot
Perman.,8ogrs.;withCretaPrep.,6drs. > ^ ^ >

I^iniment of Belladonna is useful when painted over the feet or armpits-and Hcbra used the Diachylon Ointment (meltel dia.hvlon plaster, m^ixcd
with an cjual weight of linseed oil), spread upon strips of I'nen and appliedmorning and night In a few days the thick cuticle exfoliates, having
a healthy skin below. After this has come awav, astringent dustin^^
powders effect a cure in a few weeks.

Stillians recomnu.n.ls the painting on of a .5 per cent. .Solution ofAluminium ( hloride, which .snould be allowed to drv on the skin Hvdrc
Jerchloi- Soution i in 2,500 has been tried, and' solution of .Salic'vlatc
of Soda, O.xalic A, k1, \aphthol and liorogb ceride have given good resultsA strono spirituous solution of Quinine and a 6 per .eiU. a.jueous solution
of Zinc ( .ilonde have given good results. Cnna uses an ointment consist-mg of equal parts of Zinc Ointment, Turpentine and Ichthvol, and dusts
in a powder during the day composed of ,5 grs.powden-l Mu'star<l and i oz
tak. KapoM apphcs .1 .soiulmn oi 24 grs. Naphtiiol, 48 ,n. tJlvcerin, and
I oz. Alcohol, twice a day, and afterwards dusts on 16 grs.' Naphthol
mixed with 3 oz. Starch Powder. Formalin painted overlhe sole of the
foot in 5 per cent. Solution and a weaker strength (, ocr cent.) applied
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to the dorsum is also efficacious. Resorcin diluted with starch makes a

good antiseptic powder.

Dry Boracic Acid will often effect a cure when ulcers and abrasions

occur, but the use of a 5 to 10 per cent. Solution of Chromic Acid as a

preventive before ulcers break out was adopted in the German Army for

tender feet. The writer has seen trouble follow the use of this solution

in (;ases where blisters or ulcers had already formed, and several cases of

serious poisoning from the absorption of the acid are reported. A 2 per

cent. Ointment of Salicylic Acid is now used in army practice.

Neebe places the soles of the feet and heels in crude Nitric Acid for a

few seconds or in Hydrochloric Acid for ten minutes, taking care not to

let the acid come in contact with the dorsum of the foot. As soon as

pain is excited the immersion is stopped. The skin, especially between

the toes, is then carefully washed in soap and warm water. Applications

of the hydrochloric acid aro repeated twu e weekly for five to eight weeks,

when a permanent cure may be confidently expected after exfolintion has

been completed. A 10 per cenc. solution of Nitrate of Silver may be used

in the same manner.

BRONCHIECTASIS.

'I'hc patient shouk' l^e treated by outdoor living, improved hygienic

surroundings, abundant nutritious food, Cod-I.iver Oil, and such climatic

conditions as are usually indicated in wasting disease caused by chronic

disease of the lung inducing dilatation of the bronchi. In all cases an

atmosphere as free from septic organisms as possible should be selected,

hence an Alpine or a bracing seaside resort is desirable, while the primary

disease, as fibroid phthisis, asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, &c., should

be dealt with by the remedial agents suitable to each affection.

The special indications for the treatment of the bronchiectasis itself

are to sterilise as far as possii)lc the contents of the cavities and to facili-

tate their thorough evacuation.

For the former purpose volatile antiseptics internally are employed;

the best of these for routine administration by the mor'"' '= Creosote,

which may lie given in 2-3 min. capsules 3 or 4 times oftener;

Guaiacol in douljle these amounts. Eucalyptus Oil, Eut . ., Thymol,
Terebcne, Myrtol and otiier agents of the same class arc also valuable

when creosote is objected to on account of its unpleasant odour. Allyl

Oil obtained from the leek may also be given in 1-2 min. capsules. W. C.

Minchin lias demonstrated tlie great value of Garlic swallowed or used in

the form of the volatile oil on a V'eo's inhaler. It is not only an invaluable

germicide, but a most reliable expectorant, and, moreover, it is practically

innocuous. The garlic may be mixed with the food, taken in capsules of

30 mins. of the juice or in cachets containing the dry bulblets. I5y kecj)-

ing liic blood saturated witii these volatile substances tiie multiplication

of the putrefying organisms present in the cavities can be considerably

retarded, their action being supplemented by the next-mentioned class

of agents.
m
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Inhalations.~Any of tlie before mentioned may be emoloved • thP h.«f

•

Creosote volatilised by heat. Chlorine Iodine \Z?hnlF,'
Carbohe Acid, Tere-.n^ Thymol, or^Jt^J^^^^^
thVpurpor ^^\T "'T\ " P'"^' '" ^">- "'^^'^ --P'-tors -ade"f

Chaplm's method consists in sterilising the snutum hv JnKoi *•
A small evaporating dish is partially filled wihth^ so cal.? H

'

with a closely fittmg wmdow and door, and as the fluid is heated by a sn rk

i^XCl T P""?^"^^"-- -<^ ^i-" «ff -hich excite sever cou'^ng, whereby the cavities soon be. me thorou"hlv emntieH =,n,l .1

pr2ctrd7'""r^
'''"'"^^'- ^'^ ^>-- -d nasalTuc satus 'bJprotected from the severe irritation; half an hour will be sufficimf in

Oxygen inhalations by Stoker's continuous method have L'her. pvcellent results,, and in a case reported by Ilerringham the f^to whi h htd
p sisted aftc. the use of the creosote chamber disappeared all complete

ly, and he amount of sputum fell from 10 or i/oz. to i oz dl Iv

nI,.nH
•^'""^""•un. formed by sprinkling salt upon stron. vi n'ol

f tl oh" rr :
^'""'^^''^!,^''°-^« "Staining strong ammonia, isT v-aluriL.othod of treatment, and the patient can be kcnt hvin., in

'' """'^.'"^

pre^nated with the nascent fumL for long peTiodf The ol ,n^uXemployed for sprays containing creosote, carbolic acid, mentho &c area arule worthless, the drugs being in such diluted soluti ms,an Lr iC

coastamly
'"' "' " ^""" ''' '''''''' ^" ^'^>'' ^"'^ '^ '"'-'^'^ I'y thepS

Intratracheal injections have been used with advantage c ltslen hoi and i mm. Guaiacol dissolved in 54 mins. Olive Oil may 'b.^":jected twice a day into the tmrhca tbrou-h the ]irvn.r,>ni ^„ •

6ci„. ..ken .„ „c„re .he „„„ „, „e „„ .^t' tt'c" ,' ,
' rS.Th"patient's posture on the affected side
arranging the

thJlirS'^'::^^^;:^'::!:^!'!.!!?::^^ !?j^''^^ ^-"f'^'-tant. tnrcugh
jticu Uliiiccc; 5ary b} ihc employment ol the creosote

I I r\r\ *-if«-l-.--.l>l___l ".t *
, , . ,

."'^""""^'^'"''^ ^> '"i^empiovmentol the creosote

ou" by Minchif'
^'"'""'"^ "^"^'^^'°" "^ ''' '^'^^ -^h garlic as carried

Where there is one large cavity, especially if near the middle or base
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of the lung, whicli cannot he reached by inhalations and which the
patient cannot empty by severe coughing, the propriety of making a
free opening from the outside, and providing thorough drainage (especially

if the physical signs show that it is near the surface of the lung), is estab-
lished, though on the whole surgery has failed in this disease, owing to the
formation of the permanent sinuses which are liable to follow.

The patient should be educated to assume such a position as will upon
coughing enal)le him to cmjjty the cavity by the force of gravity. This
j„j may do lying in bed and almost inverting his body supported ly his

hands placed on the fioor, whilst his head is lowered almost to the level
of his hands. The pus sometimes flows out in a stream when this , osture
is assumed, and many patients have disco\ered this plan for themselves
in some act of stooping as in the tying of their boot-laces. After the
evacuation of the cavity contents it is a good i)lan to adminisin the in-

ternal dose of creosote or garlic, which will thus exert its full power over
the lining of the empty dilatation.

BRONCHITIS, Acute.

There is little indication for '.utive drug treatment in acute rauirrii

involving the upper i)ortions of the respiratory tract in otherwise healthy
subjects. Where tlie patient persists in going about and attending to
his ordinary duties, the pliysician should lie care, " not to prescrii^e the
remedies indicated where the affection is mere severe and where tlie

j).itient is confined to his loom. Thus diaphoretic: remedies, sprays and
inhalations render th'- patient more susceptible for the time, and should he
expose himself immediately afterwards, a mild attack of nasopharyngeal
tracheal or bronc:hial catarrh may be con\erted into one of capillary
broncliitis. A hoi bath at bed-time followed by a large .Mustard poultice
and one dose of .Morphia,

|
gr,, upon lying down, will give relief during the

night and sometimes wiil shorten the attack. For administration during
the day, when there is much unnecessary coughing, 3 or 4 mins. of Lic|uor
Jforphina; and 10 of Vm Ipecac. nia\- be given every few hours. Attempts
to abort the attack upon tlie first appearance of nasal symptoms by large
doses of Quinine, Morphia, CarI)olic Acid, &c., or by snilffs and sprays are
generally futile, but the vaccine treatment referred to later on is often
iiighly successful.

When the catarrh, though limited to the larger bronchi, is more severe
and IS ushered in by .some feverishness and dry, harassing cougii, with
sense of constriction and rawness in the chest, or where the affecticm is

bronchitis of the middle-si/ed tubes from the first, the ])aticnt must
be confined to his lied or to bis room, which should l)e kept at an even
temperature a little over 60° F., and the air should l)e rendered moist
by the vapour of hot water. For this purpose the ordinary broncliitis
kettle placed upon the fire is best, or a few feet of tin tubing'attached to
the spout of any kettle will do. 'J'he numerous petroleum and spirit-lamp
contrivances so much used should be strongl)- londenuied. The un-
v/holesome pro ' 'cts of combustion escaping into tlie conliiied dry air of the

Pl]
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room aggravate the cough, and add to the bronchial irritation, and it is
not an unusual event to find the cough cease when thev are discontinued.
Much benefit has been obtained in the treatment of acute bronchitis
and all forms of catarrh of the upper air passages bv inhaling a fine sprav
contammg Adrenalin. Zuelzer states that its action in some cases is
really marvellous when astlima is present.

Diluents should be administered, and there is nothing more grateful
than home-made lemonade mixed (just before being swallowed) with kah'
water, the resulting Citrate of Potash formed bv the combination being a
valuable diaphoretic and expectorant. Sweet Spirits of \itrc in dra< hm
doses is a good diaphoretic at this stage, or the following mixture ma\' be
prescribed:

II. Pot. Bicarb. Jj.

7>. Aconiti iniii. xx.

Aqua 5xij. Misce.

Caf^ia/ roihlcaria duo magna cum cochleare uno magno sued
hmonis quarta quaijuc hora.

In the early stage the chief indication is to alter the drv. swollen and
conue-sled conrlition of the bronchial surfa.e. and " to cause the tubes to
sweat/ and there is no remedy e(|ual to si.i.dl and repeated doses of Tartar
I'-metic, will, h mav be administered after ihe first 24 hoars combined with
Morphia to urcat advantage, thus;

li. Aulim. I art. gr. j.

Liquor. .Mor/i/i. I art. ,-,iss.

]'i>ii I/xrac. ,"ij.

.iquu: Camf'h. ad },\]. Miscc.

fiat mislura. Sumat cnchlt-arc mag. tcrtia quaquc hora.

.\ large poultice of Linseed and Mustard shoui-l be applied to the front
of the rhcst to cause thorough redness of the skin, and when it bc< omes
so iri,!.>ting that it can no hmvxr be borne nith .onifort. it should be
rcpla.ed by a layer of warm cott..n wool, and another poiilli. e of the same
kind applied to the ba. k hetwe.n the shoulders, after whi. h a warmed
extempoiiscl ja.ket of cotton-wool or (mmg.e tisMic mav be worn or
I iiermop n- .,ph,..| ,1 the skin be not loo tender. The poiilti. in^ mav be
'""""""' ""-'""" <!'> •"l^"l< 1'.^ applvini; plain Linseed poulii-es
every .^ ur

,,
hours i.fter the LiUMrd and Mustard have caused rednevs

shoiil.l there be nui. h roiiMiK tion of the chest or dyspn(ea.
In the ca.-..' ot

, hildn n the same tr.utmnit mas be .arried out, onlv
Morphia or ()p,,i(cs shoiil.l not be given. Voung patients will, however
hear almost as large a dose of Antimony ami Ipecac, as an a.liilt K„r
a chihl two years old the following may be «iven in leaspoonful .loses
every 2 hoiir5;

'
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B. Vint Antint. jij-

Vim Ipecac. 3ij.

Aqua: Ammon. Acet. 3iv.

Syr. Tolu. o^v.

Aqua; ad ,^ii. Misce.

A previous hot bath assists the action of the cxpertorant; a smart pur^c

is of use, and in gouty subjects affords marked relief. A teaspoonful of

Rochellc Salt, preceded by i or 2 fjrs. of Grey Powder for childrLii, and
lor adults a 5-fj;r. Blue Pill, followed by a winei;lassful of Rubinat Water,

may be given.

The dry, harassing cough under this treatment gives place to a moist,

easy, and loose expectoration, after which the Antimony may be dis-

continued, and the following administered in teaspoonful doses after meals:

Pot. fodidi, I dr. ; Vini Ipecac, 3 drs.; Spt. ("hlorof., 3 drs. ; Inf. .Sencg.x ad

4 07..; misce. Or, Ammon. (!arb., 1 dr.; Spt. Ammon. Arom.. 4 drs.;

A(iu.-e (hlorof. ad 6 oz.; misce. A tablespoonful, with water, every four

hours.

Carbonate of Ammonia in full doses may also be given in the first

stage of the alTeilion wilii advantage, if there be any indication for a

stimulant. Should the cough apfjear to l)e out of proportion to the amount
of expectoration present, it can be allayed with anod\(ics, but no greatir

mistake can be made b\ the i)hysician than siinpl\' to order Morphia or

Chloral to c|uiet (ough when the tubes are filled with secreticm. In

young and also in aged patients this practice may be followed bv fatal

results. It checks the expectoration, and renders it more tenacious;

at the same time the sensitivenc-ss of the mucous surface and of the

respiratory centre being cliniinished, the cough does not occur, and the
secretion gathers in the tubes.

Murrell gave 5 gr. cio.ses of Terpene Hydrate in combination with T.ir

Syrup and flavouring ingredients, and Ringer aclvocatcd Tincture of

Helladonna in 10 niin. doses.

If liie.se measures fail and the accumulation of mucus in the .smaller

divisions tlueatens asphyxia, iin emetic dcise of Carbonate of .Nnunoni.i

may be given, and Strychnine^ hyiuxlc rniic ally will be indicated with
.Mcoholic ;timiilati(in; Oxygen inhalations may be resorted to. The
prominence of sulTocation symptoms will probably be due to extension
ol liie (.iiarrhal inllamm:ition to the finest ramifications of the brom hiid

tree, when the' treiilment indn.iticl lor the lapillary t\pe of the disc ise

mu^t be proniptlv instituted. Cialli-Valerio has siiown the great elhi ac y
ol Arsenic ami Salvarsan in tlie ac utc s|)iroch,ele bronchitis of the Kast.
The frn'fitiii'f treatment of acute catarrhs is an important mailer;

perhaps (|uite as muc h mischief is clone by the coddling svstem .»- hv the
cra/e of " hardening "

. hildien by mdisc riminate cold iialhing and in

discreet exposure in all weathers, Th.c medical adviser slsould strike '.lie

happy mean and insist upon a rational amount of warm tlolliing and an

r
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'

abundant supply of pure air. The dread .f
" draujjhts "

is the most
serious difficulty to contend against, as may be continually witnessed
by those who travel much in crowded public convevan.es where man\-
timid individuals insist upon tightly do^^od windows,' and are ignorantly
happy and ciicnt in breathin-; a viUated atmosphere laden with the
microbes which inevitably produce catarrh of the nasopharynx and
bronchi. In very susceptible individuals the use of the Combined
Vaccine for colds every 3 or 6 months is a most eflective preventive,
and when injected at the commencement of an attack often spccdil)'
causes its abortion or modifies its intensity considerablv. Uoses of 3
million ,1/. Catanhalis have lieen given.

CAPILLARY BRONCHITIS.

Catarrhal inflammation of the fine bronchial tubes must be treated
nriore actively owing to its greater gravity and urgencv, especially as
the disease is more commonly met with in children, who mav rapidlv
succumb to the asphyxia liable to superxene upon the blocking of the
small bronchi by secretion anrl i)y <(illapse of the air cells as in the f.)rm
of the affection liable to f<,ll,nv the l.nmcliilis of measles and whooping-
cough, which IS usually designated catarrhal pneumonia. Here, in addi-
t! m to warmth in bed and .opious steam inhalation in a room whose
temperature must be kept at f.5 F., Mnrphia must be most cautiouslv
exhibited. If given at all, and in the old or verv voung it must be withheld
altogether.

If the tubes are found already full of li.juid sc, retion the administration
of diaphoreti.s and expei torants is not indi, atcd. An enutic should be
given without delay; in the case of a child a teaspoonful of Ipecac. Wine,
and for an adult 30 grs. of Carbonate of Ammonia well diluted mav be
given. In urgent cases Apomorphia mav be given hvi)oderMiicallv.'but
not till a previous injection of .Strychnine has been "en.ploved to' avert
cardiac depression. SinapiMiis to the front and ba.k of the th.nax
should be ai)plied, and as a rule continuous poulti. ing by Linseed .Meal
IS not adMsable, though it may be resorted to from time to time if the
breathing he found to be heneliled.

Where the seeielioii is touL;;, or adhesive, expectorants are dc.irlv in-
dicated, an.l Antimoiiv as in the milder form of bn.n. hiiis is the inosl
reliable; it should alw.as be prescribed fmni the (ii>t in . (UMl.inalion with
full doses of Ammonia or Ammonium ( hlon.le, ,.nd eonliiuie.l till li-pie-
faction of the sputum is elferted, and a iniM degree of nausea is e.v ited.

\'tii. .1 III till.

S[>l. Ainiiiini. .

Spl. Chlorof.

AljIliC Allllllnll

"IV,

Irmiml.

."i\.

. ,l,v/.

'd-

,51 j.

Ai/iiic ml ,',viij. Misec.

I'l. wis/. Cpt. .^ss. sixiiitiia (luuiiHi' hora f.x at^iia.

A safu expectorant for children is Ipcca.-. W me in 20-jo inin. doses.

'HI
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The condition of the sputum will give valuable information as regards

the dosage of expectorants. When this becomes excessive their use should

he suspended, to be resumed again when the secretion becomes scanty.

;\s a rule emetics a' j seldom indicated in tiie acute suffocative catarrh of

adults, but their ' e must be a part of the treatment in every case of the

disease occurring in children where usually the mechanical expulsion of

bronchial secretion is often defective. The child should be made to vomit

occasionally by doubling or (juadrupling tlie dose of tiie expectorant

mixture containing the Ipecac, and this may hv. repeated once or oftener

during the 24 hours, as little depression follows the act of emesis in child-

hood, and .sometimes it may be found necessary to awake the patient,

sliould the breathing become lal)oured during sleep.

Ewart advocates meclianical aiding of tiie exi)iratorya( t by the pressure

of the attendant's hands placed over the axillary bases of tlie lungs at the

end of the expiratory act. It may l)e sometimes neces.sary in \ery young

ciiildren to resort to artificial respiration or alternate hot and cold douches

or to dash a little cold water over the chest to assist inspirator) effort

in the presence of suffocative or cyanotic symptoms. Dry-cupping or th-^

application of a small blister often does good, and should symptoii';

of ])ulmonary engorgement occur in the adult a vein may be opened;

leeching is valueless. Sometimes the l)realhing difliculty may be relieved

when spasm is present by causing the patient to inhale the vapour of

boiling water to which a teaspoonful of Tr. Henzoini or Succus Conii has

been added, and sprays are often useful.

.\si)hyxia is to be anticipated in all severe cases, and Oxygen should l)e

ready for administration as soon as the cyanotic condition gives warning

tliat the aeration of the blood has become seriously interfered with ; the

rubber tube attac lied to a cylinder of the gas may l)e held a few in( hes

from the imticnt's miiuth, and tlie inhalation Irom this small jet may be

continued for tin minutes at a time at fre(iuent intervals.

The condition of the heart will recjuire careful attention all through

the attack, espci ially in adult patients, and Strychnine hypodermically

will often be indicated all tliroiigh the illness. For the same reason

Alcohol is sometimes re(iuired. but should never be administered in do.ses

suilicient to tran(|uillise the respiratory centre, and 5 oz. Whi key daily

should be seldom exceeded even in patients who have accustomed them-

selves til the drug. Wine whey in the case of children and feeble infants

alTiirds the be>.t means of >uppl\ing llie stinudani, and may tide llu iii

safely over periods of extreme debdity and danger.

To patic with \aKular disease or marked eardi.ic weakness Kigitalis

should lv .dininistered fioui the start, whilst Stryrimme is given twice

a day Inpodcrmiially. The following is a good combination affording a

means of siipphinenting the expei lorant with a cardial Ionic anil a stiimi-

l.ini, vi/.; Tr. Digitalis ")ii., Spi. .\nuu. .\r. Sj-, Spt. .Ktheris ,'iv., Sodii

lod. ,'ss., and .\(|ua' ad ^viij , of whi( h Sss. may be given every f
hours.

Lobelia sliould be emplo\ ed ouK u In n mueh spasm is present , owing to

its (it prt --^ant attion on tiie licart.anii I'ljot.irpine siiouki never i>e used.

.#
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no BRONCHITIS, ACUTE-BRONCHITIS, CHRONIC
The physician will be wise in dealing with such a serious disease to confine
himself to the use of the well-tried and older expectorants as ammonia,
tartar emetic, and ipecac, with the peculiar effects of whose action he is

most intimately acquainted. Quinine, frequently recommended as a
tonic in the different types of bronchitis, is best avoided; it often dries up
the sputum and increases the difficulty of expectoration in adults, though
l^leasham relies solely on this drug given hypodermically in doses of i gr.
for a child one year old morning and evening. In the resolving stage nii
drug is of such value as the Iodide of Sodium; after a few days under its
use the thick purulent expectoraiion may often he observeci to become
transparent and almost liquid. Chloride of Ammonium in the opinion of
the writer ranks next in efficacy.

The nature of the affection obviously demands that diet should be
of liquid and highly nutritious food administered in .small quantitit s at a
time and very freijuently. Thus milk, strong .soups, beef essences, and
meat juice with beaten-up eggs are clearly indicated. Flatulence and
constipation must be guarded against. Sleeplessness is best met by
Paraldehyde; all hypnotic drugs which depress the r'sjjiratory centre must
be avoided. During convalescence great care must be taken to avoid chills.
After a serious attack it is advisable when possible to send the patient to
a warm seaside resort as Tonjuay, or on a trip to Madeira or the Canaries.
Croupous or Plasli,- bronchitis is often little influenced by ordinar\

expector'it drugs, and there is no treatment known which exercises ii

specific a( lion over the formation of the fibrinous casts, though steam
inhalations and s[)rays of Lime Water and of solutions of Lactic Acid,
Papain, Tr\psin and Pepsin have been employed with the view of causing
their solution. In the ai ute attacks Pilocarpine and Tartarated Anti^
•nony may be tried along with other agents, espec iallv Citrate of Potash,
useful in the treatment of a( ute bron( hitis, and emetics are useful for dis-
lodging mechanically the fibrinous plugs.

BRONCHITIS, Chronic.

W hen an> ( ausc ol bronchial irritation is discovered, the first step in the
treatment should be its removal when such is possii.ic. Thus, if dependent
upon the inhalation of foreign parti, les, the patient nm.t ( hange his en-
vironment and any o.rupalion nn essjtatin;; the bicalhing of a dusty
atmosphere. If his means iiermit, removal to a warmer and drier climate
is necessary; the selei tion of u residence will be referred to later on. If

gout be the . ause (this is fre.iuently so in ,lrv catarrhs), this malady will
require (arcful attenti.^n. Sliould the i liroiii, ,aturrh be caused In long-
standing ((ingestion of the bronchial nuKous membrane, the result of
valvular lesion or (ar(lia( failure, n.(|( h can be done by' stienf.lhening
the heart and improving the (irdilation. Ii, those (ases wIkh' laulty
elimination of effete matters bv the kidney ajipcars to aggravate bron( hial
trouble, the trealiiunt lor ( hr(.iii( uraini.i will give relief. The presen( e
oi einpiivseii.a will be an imiuation lor tonics and measures dire, ted to
the mainlenan. e of the general health.
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BRONCHITIS, CHRONIC III

Acute attacks supervening upon the chronic condition are ver\- Ire-

(,uent, and must be met promptly by the measures already discussed.

\ rational supervision of the clothing which will prevent chilhng of the

surface of the body and temporar>' congestions of the bronchial surface

is essential.
, , i ^

Drug treatment resolves itself into the administration of such substances

-s will alterthe action of the diseased bronchial surface. Iodide of Sodium

or Potassium is the most valuable agent for this purpose; not only does

it afford a means of rendering tough adhesive sputum li<iuid and easy

„f expulsion, but its alterative action oxer the mucous membrane may

ix- seen in its power of often .hanging the purulent into a purely mucous

sputum, and it is bv far the best drug tor the routine treatment of asthma

and emphvsema, whicii arc often associated with chronic bronchitis.

The nature of the cough which is always present retjuires carehil con-

sideration; should it i)e dry and the efforts at expectoration diHuult the

physician will have to satisfy himself, by clo.se examination of the

symptoms, whether the patient is not coughing much more than is really

necessary to get up the expectoration. This is a point of vital importance

in the treatment of chronic bronchitis. Upon the decision arrived at will

depend the administration or prohibition of narcotic remedies. By check-

in.r cough much good will Iw done, if the cough is useless, but if, by check-

ing cough, expectoration accumulates in the tubes, much harm may result.

Opiates or Morphia should, therefore, in the chronic as in the a.ute

disease, be administered with great caution, and if the physician is in

doubt he should order only small doses, to be suspended if hvidily or

drowsiness appear,and bv pres( ribing a stimulating expectorant along with

the sedative the minimum of risk is encountered. Heroin possesses the

sedative a.;tion of opiates without .lurking the bronchial secretion m

amount. Dionin, another nurphia derivative, acts similarly.

In dry catarrh, with much dilfuult cough and little expectoration of

a thick" adhesive kind, the l>est treatment will be a mixture like the

following:

B. '^ 'assit lod. .")iss.

Ammon. Aromat. 5j.

frton. Chic: id lij.

Heroin Uydroihlor. fjr. j.

Aq. Chlorof. ad ^\\]. Mi see.

Fiat mislura. St^iia. -" .1 lal>les[>,wiifiil j <>r 4 limfs a daw"

Or a teaspoonful of the following may l)e given 3 times daily after

food: Apomorph. Hydrochlor., 2 grs.; Codeiniv, 3 grs.; Vini Ipe.ac., 6 drs.;

(.llvcerini et Aquie ad 3 oz. Miscc.

Alkalies have the power of diniini .hing the viscidity ol the expectoration

and hence the value of various mineral waters as Vi<1i\ .
I'.ms,^ iV( .

Where Iroin any .ause there i-, lever pteMiil, as in hn.ni niul ati;,: i;
,

iri

phlhibical patients, tlu re is no .cmbinalion gives such relief as a solution

^1
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m

of Bicarbonate of Potash in effervescence with Lemon Juice, the Citrate
of Potash being a valuable expectorant; 3 drops of Alorphia solution may
De added to each dose when the cough is unnecessarily frequent
When profuse purulent or muco-purulent expectoration is present

sedatives of all kinds are contra-indicated whici, tend to depress the
respiratory or coughing centre; as pointed out iiy Yeo, remedies must
be used which ha%e a specific action upon the inflamed membrane, and to
this important class belong all the volatile expectorants and those
containing =cme artive ingredient excreted by the bronchial surface-
rurpentinc, Ammoniacum. Asafetida, balsams of Peru and Tolu, Copaiba'
Creosote, Guaiacol, Petroleum, Cubebs, Eucalyptus, Sulphur, Garlic, Tar'
TerebeneOil of Sandal Wood, Myrtol, Camphor, Terpine Hydrate
lerpinol. Ammonia, and many others.

'

Tar may be given in capsules, pills or mixture, emulsified with suitable
excipient, but far Water (i to lo), taken in wineglassful doses, is an in-
elegant but eth.acious preparation, or i)ills containing 3 grs. mav be given
every four hours. Yeo advises inhalations of Tar bv forming a spray
o the water by means of a Seigle's spray producer; he a.lds 10 per cC^nt
of

( arbonate of Soda to go,,,] ship's Tar, to neutralise the irritatin--
l^yrohgneous acid, and boils the mixture on a plate over a spirit lamp in
tile patient s room for fifteen minutes once or twice a day.

Creosote may be given in capsules, and the internal" adminis -ation
supplemented l)y inhalations, luminations, or sprays The d isote
diamber is the best reme<J)- where there is fcrtor in the expectoration
There are ew routme remedies which give better results than a .ourse of
hulpliur when taken alternating with Cod- liver Oil.

In aged patients .Vnimoniacum reliev s wheezing and promotes ex-
pectoration. A valuable stock mixture may be cheaply prepared for
hospiMl use by adding Ammonium Chloride and Compound Camphor
Linimeiit to the oflicial mixture of ammonia, uiii.

In winter cugh and in bron.hitis with emphvsema, Terebene, in do.ses
of 10-15 mms. m .apsule or upon sugar, is a good remedv. It may be
used also as an inhalation.

'

Sen. ^a Squill, Ipecacuanha. .Vct.ca, Co. illana, [.obelia. Serpentaria,
hcKan, t.rindelia. Hydrastis, I'hy.sostignia, .Sanguinaria, Stramonium

Ilyos.yannis, an.l IJ,.lladonna have been all tried with su.cess from
lime to time in th.' tieatnu nt of . hroni. bron. hitis.
The m..st ..,n\enient and safest expctoranl m the chronic as in the

Miba.utc attacks ,,| .Inl.Ihood is a mixture ol e.|ual parts of Wine of
Ipe.a.-. an.l .Syrup of .S.|ui!l i,,r a , hild 1-2 vears old ,0-15 drops may be
given every 3 Imurs. an.l as an emeti.' 1 teaspooniul. Perhai.s no com-
bination ..r mixture is so univen.illy use.l as the h.llowing ,n chr.mic
bn,n.hitis with emphysema. Patients ,„ntinue its use lor v.'ars after
dis.ar.hng all ..thers. It .,ues its virtue pn.bablv (o th-' Ammonia ...n-
tain.'.l in it, whilst the .sene:,a keeps the .oiiuh .eiUre wi.je :,w...L-.. ... ,!„.t
tiu' tuh.s an. h.ing

. ,,MiiiH,.dly Ireed of their .secretion, whi. h is al.so ren-
dered iii.ire easily c\a. iiated.
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E. Ammon.Carh. grAxxx.

Tinct. Camph. Co. 3vi.

Tinct. Scncgce 3iv.

Infus. Senega; ad Jviij. Misce.

fiat mist. Capiat j^s. ijuater in die ex paiilnlo aijuts.

When ccceedingly profuse discharge exists—i.e., in cases of l)roncli(jr-

rhaa—an occasional emetic and lull doses of a mixture of Ammoniacum,
Ammonia^and Senega allordthe best routine treatment. ('o[)ail)a is a valu-
able drug in some cases; it may l)o given in capsules or in a mixture with
Licjuor ]'otass;c, or in the form of tlie paste mentioned under Gonorrha-a.
Opium or sedatives are fatal if given in even fair doses, and Ipecac,
Tartar Emetic and Iodides whicli increase the amount of tlie sputum are
only indicated where tiiis is very adiiesive or ropy.

Hy stimulating the respiratory centre, Strychnine becomes a valuaiile

expectorant, li may act also, according to Gairdner"s theory, by stimu-
lating the '• sca\enger " muscles and increasing the actixity of the ex-
pulsive mechanism in the bronchi. It can be combined witli Belladonna
with great ad\antage wliere there is niucii secretion and weakened
expulsive powers, and should Ik- an ingredient in e\ cry mixture prescribed
in chronic bronchorrha'a, esjjecially when the heart is weak.
Though the list of expectorants contains more than loo remedies

of undoul)ted value, the physician will find that most of the cases of
chronic brom hial trouble can be well (dinbaled by one or more of
the following list, beyond which the writer seldom fmds it necessary to
travel: -Alkalies, Ammonia, Tar, .Squill, Anmioniacum, l[)ecac.. Creosote,
Apomorphia, Pot. lod., .Senega, and Sulphur ((inipoun<ls. Of which
Ichthyol, Onions, am! Garlic are not to be forgotten.

Inhalations and sprays occasionally prove useful. Ringer and Murrell
obtained excellent results from a spray of Vin. Ipeca-. in winter cough.
Thi.s .spray is u.sed i>y atomisin- the ordinary Ii)e( a( . W ine with a Kichard-
son's apparatus or witii a steam atomiser; generally the wine does best
diluted with an e(|ua! bulk or more ot water, .\bout j drs. of the
wine are sullicieiit for each .siting, and after a few trials tiic patient
suc.rcds in t.iking it in deeply. Lobelia. Tereijene, I'inol, .\iit:moni,il
UiMc, aii<l Iodide of Foia>>ium, 2 per cent, .solution, ha\c ail gi\en ex-
cellent results in chninic wiiit r 1 ough when u.->ed in the siiiu
The spray produced by usin,;: in an atoiiii.ser or nebuli.M
.Menthol solution in pure li.|uii| paraiiin is of nuicli

Mkr to ii.se Coiaine lor this purpose,
ongcsiive state ol the upper respiratory

unnecessary (ougii. Imt it is

as It tends (o set up after a tii

tract.

i'lic .\iiiinoniuin Chloride
.'i^iiw ..f ..I,.-..... (

—

_i. 1 ,1.

11. inner.

a 10
I
IT (cnt.

\aliii ill relieving

nhaler is of undoubted \,ilue. es|M( iall\ in

ti.it !u.!, laryn.x, and iart;er luuii. hi. 1 1 is,

however, inferior to the method ol Idling the sick room with the fumes of
the nascdit salt as mentioned under lironehiei tasis.

m
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Creosote, Eucalyptus, Carbolic Acid, and most of the volatile expec-

torants and antiseptics are of value when administered as inhalations,

especially where there is marked foetor or decomposition of the bronchial

secretion.

All the volatile expectorants can be used as an inhalation by simp'y

adding them to very hot water and then inhaling their vapour in combina-

tion with that given off by the water. Compound Tincture of Benzoin

and Hemlock Juice are the most frequently employed.

Air saturated with Turpentine is a good aj';ent, and if haemorrhage be

present there is no remedy to equal it. It can l)e poured upon the surface

of hot water in large open vessels placed about the patient's bed.

Dry respirators moistened with volatile antiseptic expectorants may

be worn for hours daily. The following is a good formula: Thymol, half

a part; Carbolic Aci 1 and Creosote, of each one part; Spirit of Chloroform,

six parts. The Oleum Pini Pumilio is an agreeable and efTicient alterative

and expectorant when inhaled.

As in acute bronchitis, o.xygen inhalation should be resorted to when

any degree of cyanosis supervenes, and though the tiieoretical objection is

promulgated that it can be of no use since the asphyxia is caused by the

shutting out of the air from the pulmonary vesicles by mucous secretion,

nevertheless unmistakable relief nearly always is secured by judicious

administration, the gas obtaining admission to the air-cells through many
unblocked bronchi.

Compressed air inhalations administered in a specially constructed

chamber have been vaunted, but unless much emphysema be present their

use is contra-indicated.

Counter-irritation is of value, and it may be accomplished by Iodine,

Acetic Acid, Croton Oil, Capsicum, Canlharidin, Mustard, Tartar Emetic

Ointment, or the actual cautery as practised in France, or any other

irritant, but as a rule the volatile expectorants, which are also revulsives,

are \i'iy mui h superior. Thus Oil of JAicalyptus or I'inus I'umilio with

(.^ampiiiM-, (ir the Lin, Terel)., or Lin. Tereh. .Vcet., or Stoke's favourite

'.I, may be em-apiilicaiioii, of wine 1 the following is a moil lied foruiul

ployed

:

S/^l. J'crcb. Siii.

Acid. Acclici 5xii.

Ovi VitcUum i.

01. Limoiiis oj.

Aijticc Rosic ad 5vj. Miscc.

I'iat Hnnnciilitm.

Such local ajiplications act (1) by tiieir revulsive action; (2) the friction

assists the ex!.>ubi\e c!Ti>rls anii rlislod^cs collctioiis of nincus; (\) the

vapour clings to the skin and ilothes of the patient, and is gradually

inhaled; and (4) some of tin. drug also is absorbed through the unbroken

skin, and readies the pulmonary tract through the blood.
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Manual compression or massage of the chest and abdomen in expiration

is useful where, owing to bronchial dilatations, or cavities, or weakness
in the expiratory apparatus or mechanism, accumulations of secretion
arc liable to occur.

Climatic treatment is important for those whose means permit, and a
sojourn at any of the Home or Continental Spas, where the free use of
alkaline waters or where natural sulphur water may be had, as at Ilarro-
pite (in the summer). If the patient finds that a moderately warm winter
ilimate suits his breathing, he may go to Mentone or San Remo, where,
however, chills must be carefully guarded against, or if a still drier atmo-
sphere is desired, Eg>pt or the Nile, Algiers, or Tangiers will be best.
Should, however, a soft or sedative air be desired, Madeira, Pau, Torquay,
Penzance, Bournemouth, or Isle of 'Tight may be recommended.
A prolonged residence a^ the pine forests of Arcachon, or nearer home—

at Bournemouth

—

k very advisable in young bronchitic patients where
phthisis is dreaded.

BRUISES.

When the contused part is seen immediately after injury before extra-
vasation has occurred, this may be sometimes prevented by firm pressure
over a pad of cotton-wool or by the application of ice or an evaporating
lotion. A cold saturated, recently prepared, solution of Chloride of
Ammonium is a good application to orbital contusion where a •' black
eye "is dreaded. The juice of the fresh root of Convallaria and Solomons
Seal is reputed to be of value for the same purpose. Arnica is of little

or no benefit, and often produces dangerous erythematous rashes, which
may spread from the site of application over the entire body.
When ecchymosis already has taken place, warm Spirit Lotion, covered

with ciled silk, and padded over with thick lavers of cotton-wool, and
bandaged moderately tightly, is tlie best practice. Absorption is always
hastened by massage. The surgeon sh juld be very .slow to incise the skin
when even extensive extra- asations of blood have occurred; these as a
rule, if let alone, will become absorbed in a short time, while the admission
of air is fraught with gnat danger. The aspirator may, however, be safely
used where the remo .il is absolutely necessary. Lai'i^e hematomas may
be mcised under aseptic conditions; bulk- should be snipped and an anti-
se|)tic dressing or dusting powder applied. Where large doughy extrava-
sations remain under imjjervious skrji, tiieir absorption may be hastened
by mild counter-irritants as Camphor Liniment, \c., combined with
massage and pressure. Pain should be relieved by local anod\ nes like
Aconite or Belladonna Liniment. Leeching should be avoided owing to the
danger of sepsis through the punctures, as the damaged tissue has its
resisting jjowers nimh weakened.

BUBO.

Suppuration of the lymphatic glands in the groin is usually a compli-
cation of the soft sore caused by Ducreys bacillus, and the gonococcus

m
. ;l
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acts sometimes in a similar manner. The resulting swelling or bubo is lo

be differentiated from the true syphilitic gland swelling, which is of almost

•^^:;ony hardness and is painless and non-suppurative. The possibility

of a dual infection must always be borne in mind.

Rest to the part is essential, and sometimes the pressure of an clastic

bandage over a firm padding of cotton-wool may present suppuration.

This may also be effected in tiie early stage of the bubo by painting the

skin over it with Tr. lodi Fort, or Iodized Phenol (i part of iodine dis-

solved in 4 of carbolic acid), or by coating it with strong solution of Nitrate

of Silver, or even by the use of ice or an evaporating lotion. Leeching is

objectionable at all stages owing to ihe danger of infection through the

bites. The application of a Klapp's suction bell over the swollen gland

for 10 to 15 minutes causes hypentmia of the skin, and may produce

abortion of the swelling. Where much acute inflammatory pain is

present hot fomentations may be applied or warm poultices used. A
good routine application is Ichthyol and Glycerin (1 in 4). In all cases the

penile sore should be cleansed and treated with antiseptics.

Some surgeons inject a few minims of Carbolic Acid, a 1 per cent,

solution of Henzoate of Mercury or Tr. lodi .Mit. with the view of prevent-

ing suppuration, but often these aggravate matters and hasten the break-

ing down of the gland tissue.

If pus has already formed a small imision should be made parallel lo

Poupart's ligament through the tissues down to the swollen gland without

waiting till the skin becomes infected. Through the opening-the softened

gland may be remo\ed wiicn its contents are found not to be entirely

liquefied or the caxity ma\- be curetted and packed with lodoiorm gauze.

Thomson and Jliles recommend one or more small incisions and the

application of the suction bell afterwards.

If the skin has already become undermined, the edges of the wound may
require to be e.Kcised in order to facilitate healing and j)re\ eiu sinus forma-

tion, the resulting sore being treated as a chronii- ulcer after < katising

with Hydrogen Peroxide, 1 in 500 Sublimate solution, or by liusting witli

Iodoform. When sinuses remain these should be filled with Uismutli

Jelly. See also under Cliancre.

BUNION.

Preventive Treatment.—The cause of this condition (which is usually

associated with hallux valgus or de\ iation of the yreat toe from llie inner

line of the bodv) is the wearing of narrow boots or siioes. 'I'liese must
be discarded for wide-soled l)oots with sijuare roomy toes and low broad

heels.

by a simple device the writer has prevented the development ol tlie

affection in cases coming early under notice. He directs the patient

to pl.ice tile tcnuc- .\-viHlhs ot one fool bulwcen liic great and seeund li^e

of the opposite one l)eiore going to sleep on his side; this plan is ap[)licable

when only one foot is affected. .\ splint of leather moulded to the inner

side of the fool to which the great toe can be bandaged at night, " Digi-
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tatcd " socks witli a separate compartment for the great toe, and boots
containing' a toc-post on the same prin( iplc shcild be worn through the
d;.y.

The induration constitutini, the developed bunion is often painful
and may rc(|uirc the apphcation of soothing lotions or counter-irritants.

Strong Iodine or pure ("arliolic Acid may be applied to the inflamed
thickening, and rest must be |)rcscrihcd. fn mild cases pain may be re-

lieved by w'Mring a suitalile felt plaster with a large central opening; this

ijives considerable relief when rheumatoid arthritis complicates the case.

Where marked deformity, pain and lameness arc present, the only
treatment of any use is to make a free incision by Mayo's method, and
remove the head of the metatarsal bone by forceps, after which the end
of I ie shaft of the bone is trinmied as smoothly as possible, and the flap

I
of the bursa secured by sutures, so as to separate it permanently from the

I cartilaginous surface on the base of the first phalanx.

I
Where the duformity is marked but not associated with pain in the

I
joint, tlie latter ma\- be retained by removing a wedge from the shaft

I of tile first metatarsal Ijone behind its liead.

I
Where the sesamoid bones are tender on pressure, tiiey, or one of them,

should be remo\cd.

BURNS AND SCALDS.

Preventive treatment in the ordinary sense of the word need not be
considered, but the '"insequcnces of a l)urning accident mav often be so
minimised that a fata, i^sue may he jiresentcd by presence of mind anil
prompt action at the time. The \ictim should be instantly rolletl over
on the floor, or enveloped rapidly in a heavy loose garment, rug, or carpet,
so as to cxt-lude the air and stop the conii)usti(m of his clothing, instead'
of permitting him to rush frantically through .ae air fanning the flames,
and to plunge him into water is a grave error. In the case of limited
burns, when the in has been for a short time submitted to even an
intense heat, if a saturated Solution of Hicarbunate of Soda be instantly
applied, no vesication or destruction of cutide occurs, and i)ain is almost
instanll\- relieved. In this ^•.iipje way, what would otherwise have been
a troublesome and painful .rn will 'be effectually prevented. liut the
application must be made without <lelay, and before the cuticle is raised,

I
and the qui.kest way is to apply the dry salt made into a paste with a

5
little water, and genll\- rubbed over the smarting s[)ot for a few minutes,
adding a few drops of water from time to time.

IAm- se\ ere and extensive bur:is the first treatment reqi'ircd is to relieve
the shock and collapse, and bring about reaction, by "nveloping the patient
in flannel or wadding and adminUirring liberal doses of hot stimulants,
whiskey punch, or wine wIkv; warm saline solution by the rectum or
subrularuiiusiy m.iv Ik lu. ,-,s..i y, and a iiv,)o(iermic of Morphia when the
pam bironies intense as the symptoms of slmrk begin to pass olT; and
wlnlst this IS being done only very limited attention should be bestowed
upon the burn itself.

1 11

'I
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As soon as shock is relieved the clothing must be carefully cut off,

piecemeal, and only a limited portion of the surface of the body should
be exposed at one time. Corrosive liquids, if they have been the cause
of the burn or scald, should be washed off with an appropriate solvent or
antidote. Thus, scalds by boiling acids should be lightly washed with
warm water or weak alkaline solutions, and boiling tar scalds may be
gently cleaned with any warm bland oil or lard.

In the case of extensive bums and scalds, even when only of the first
or second degree, which are often the most painful, and especially in all
degrees of extens've burning occurring m children, a general anesthetic is

essential during the first dressing, and may be required also at subsequent
dressings.

The selection of the application is important, and since the roeo-nition
of the grave part played by sepsis the use of the old-fashioned soothing
and emolient Carron Oil is being abandoned for antiseptic solutions'!
But where the burn is of the first degree and the cutaneous surface is

unbroken, no better dressing can be employed than lint, linen cloths, or
a layer of cotton-wool soaked in the emulsion and kept in place by a light
bandage. Slight superficial burns may be treated by the application of
powdered Starch or wheaten Flour. In burns of tiic second degree where
vesication is always . resent, and in the deeper degrees of burning and
scalding, the surface slu.uld be carefully cleansed by a warm antiseptic,
as solution of Boric Acid, Condy's fluid, or other unirritating germicidal
liquid before applying dressings. Where a Z'ery large s irface of the body
IS superfit lally burned and the patient is suffering great pain, relief may
be obti.inod by immersing the patient in a bath at about 98° f!, consisting
of ]5oric Acid Solution or weak Permanganate of Potash Solution, and
this plan with ad\antage may be continued throughout the treatment
from time to time when the dressings require removal and sloughs are
slow of separating. There is no doubt about the value of external
warmth; in most cases the temperature of the body may be found de-
pressed, and recently good reports have been obtained from the use of
the hot-air bath.

All bulhc or blebs should be pricked at their most dependent point to
e\acuate the contents, wiiich are always full of micro-organisms; some
authorities for this reason snij) away their epithelial envelopes, 'whilst
others prefer to preserve these as a covering for the inflamed skin beneath
them.

The experience of recent years has proved that a good routine antiseptic
dressing for burns and s.-alds (,f every degree of severity is a solution of
Picric Acid, I part in 100 water; this is practically a saturated solution,
but some prefer to use i in 200, with lo per cent, rectified spirit. Boiled
or sterilised lint or cotton-wool soaked in tlie solution should be placed
in contu. t with the ijanicd p.iit, and lovcred with a laver ot cotton-wool,
the strips being so ai)j)lied that they can be removed with the least degree
of dilliculty or pain to the patient. \o impervious dressing should be
applied over this, and on every third day tiie application can be removed
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and fresh lint applied. A i to 2 per cent, ointment is sometimes used in-

stead of the aqueous solution, and Picric Acid Wool is also supplied ready

for use.

The experience of the late war has shown the value of Ambrine, a mixture

of hard and soft parafTm. This is melted and cither sprayed on the part

from a special spraj^er, or painted on with a soft camel's-hair brush, it

prevents evaporation from the surface, prevents dressings sticking to the

raw surface, and promotes healing. It is especially suited to bums or

scalds in children, and can be used for burns of any degree of intensity.

Loose dead and charred fragments may be removed by scissors during

the first dressing, and at subsequent dressings the dead skin can be re-

moved in a similar manner without employing any traction or force.

The danger in all cases after the patient has been tided over the grave

period of shock is sepsis fis.ni tlic absorption of to.vic pnxiucts contained

in the :harred tissue, or produced by the multiplication of extraneous

micro-crganisms; hence the necessity of the use of sterilised dressings and
thorough cleansing with mild antiseptic solutions between the times of

dressing. The indiscriminate use of strong antiseptics like ITyd. Perchlor.,

Iodoform, Carbolic Acid, &c., is to be condemned where the burned surface

is extensive, since poisoning from their absorption is liable to occur, and,

moreover, they tend to retard the separation of the sloughs. To facilitate

the removal of the latter nothing is better than hot Boric Acid fomenta-

tions; where there is much moist discharge Horic Acid may be freely

sprinkled in fine powder, or Iodoform Gauze may I)e emploxcd in tliick

layers. The drcosing, which by its absorptive and antiseptic qualitl. s

renders frequent changes unnecessary, is always to be preferred, hence
ointments as a rule are to be avoided, though dres?'ings of these are more
easily removed. The long list of these preparations still recommended
and used should be condemned ; most of them contain antiseptic substances

insoluble in their fatty basis, and while the heat of the body liquefies the

latter, it soaks into the su[)crimposcd dressing, forming a casing which
keeps the injured tissues bathed in heir unhealthy secretion, and the

ciude insoluble antiseptic acts as an irritant.

.\ftcr all sloughs have separated or been cautiously removed, the granu-
lating wound is to be treated upon general surgical principles, and where
this is extensive skin grafung by Thi rsch's method should he resorted

to early in order to hasten healing, dir linish the danger of septic absorp-
tion, and minimise the risks of future deformities. Flabby granulations
may l)e destroyed by solid (.'opper Sulphate, or by any stimulating lotion,

by mild iiandage pressure, or by the application of perforated green pro-
tective dressing. The complication or sequela of duodenal ulcer must
be watched for and treated accordingly.

Care and attention must lie bestowed during the healing process of

di:i,p oiiiM.-. wlifii cliche occur in the \'iciniiv of joints sii as to avoid the
deformities liable to occur as the tissue slowlv conlrarts. In the face

also this is to in- carefully watched, and continual massage ap[)li((l, skin

grafting, and the division of bands, followcii by stretching of the parts
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and other plasti.- (.jxTations, may be necessary. When the constituents
of a Jimb ha\ e been hopelessly charred the onlv resource mav be amputa-
tion after the shock has been treated.

Burns produced by elcctri.ity, X rays and li-htninK are to be treated
upon tiic aboxe principles; tlie milder X-ray dermatitis mav be .soothed
by the use of any of the emollient ointments suitable for acute ei v.ema
but the slowly .scjjaratinfi slou-hs of the deeper tvp, of the accident must
be treated like burns of the fourth de-rce. and will usually rc.iuire skin-
Rraftinj,'. ' '

Hums of the conjunctiva are generally the result of sparks of hot metal
or caiistK s; the best treatment will < onsist in the introduction of Atropine
and the repeated flushm;: of the . .mjun.tival .sac with warmed Boric Acid
soluiion applu d by means <,f the eye-douche. W Inn mu. h inflammatorv
swellm- and (edema are present the external canthus may re()uire in. ision
and the greatest attention .should be paid in ord( r to pn'\ cnt adhesion of
the eyelid to the globe. Iritis and , urneal ul.eration nuist be treated
l)y suitable agents and Kserine instilled occasionally. When the lids
or adjoining portion of the face have iicen invohed the 'resulting ci.atri. id
ectropion can only be remedied by a plasti,- operation, the best of which
IS that devised by Wolfe, who inserts a skin graft from the inner side of
the arm alter a free in, isi„n exposing a considerable raw surfu, e beyond
the free margin of the lid.

-^

BURSITIS.

For a,ute inflammation of burs:e following injuries and wounds rest
of the limb ,)n a i)adde(i splint, an,l the appli.ation of .„ld lotions o'r ice
generally .suHi, e t,. bring ab,iut resolution. It mu, h pain be present'
poulti.es .smeared with (Jreen Kxtract of Iklhuluiina. or hot fomentationsmay be applied; and if suppuration o, c ur, whi, h h liable when septic-
wounds are present, a free in, ision and subse,|uent svringing with very
weak .Sublimate Soluti,.n, followed by IJori. A, i,I .ompresses will be
rcjuired.

The most fre,|uentl\ met with type of bursitis is tliat ,lue in kn,elin"
and known as '• housemaid's kn, c." from the peculiar spelling on the front
of the patella. W hen a. ute it should be treated bv re>t an.l i, e, or ex apoi-atmg lotion.s The chronic xariety usuallv yields to dailv apn|i,ati,.n
of .strong Iodine tin.ture, applie.l fre.-K fas ea, h laver is ailo^^.,| to drx
It mav be followed by a fresh one), so that blr^tcring',,., urs. Shoul.l this
•'«i; the fluid may be aspirate,l, an.l if it .soon collect again, .strapping „r a
spill, an,| tight bandage mav be appli.-d after a scvond aspiration.
Should il„- (lui. again ,ollcvt, , .... of the- foll.,wing sIm.uI.I b,- in... te.l
after rem.iving the llui.l fr.jm th.- inl.n'or .,f the .sac;

A. . Carb.iliti .j^.

Camphoric 15.

Alc.ih.il Absoluti i.i.

Cli .1 . ;iia!! syrinL'efu! o.i \^-:ih y^,,^,^-^.. ,,/
j^^^jj

•'^I'lvv-.-.i I., remain in lor .1 |, w iniimtes.

4

iMe tir.-.w lic injecle.i and
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Wlien loose and irritatinj; bodies are present within the l>ursa no ex-

pectant treatment will he surcessful, and the sooner the patient submits
to excision the better.

In performing; excision care slHtiild be taken to place the scar in such
a position that it will be free from jjressure. 'I'he bursa should be re-

moved entire so as to i)re\ent recurrence of the swelling.

CAISSON ILLNESS.

Tilt' suddenness of change from the much hi^'her pressure of the atmo-
spliere in the diviuL'-liell or caisson to that of the ordinary atmosphere is

the cause of this condition, which is also known as Diver's I'aralvsis.

Hcfore reaching; the surfatc the di\ er is made to enter an intermediate
chamber, or air lock, where the jjressure is gradually reduced, and when
this decompression has been verv carefully performed, ami a suIFk ient

time s|)ent in the lo( k (15 minutis or more), usually no sym|)toms 0( cur.
When they do show tlu'mselves, which may be s(ime hours afterwards,
till paraplegia, and intense mus( ular and joint pains, vomiting, epistaxis,

\c., can be relieved at once by replacing the patient in the loik and in-

creasing the pressure. This is known as the process of recompression
folliiwed by decompression.

A suitable air-i hamber on the bank, in w hi( h the pressure (an be dimin-
ished very slowly and aicurately, and in whiih divers liable to suffer

from Caisson illness may be kept for a few luairs if necessary, prevents
effei tively all trouble and relieves distress wiien this has already ajjpeared.

The pressure should be reduced at the rate of half a pound i)er minute in

the act of decompression, after iiaxing been gradually raised to the
ordinary working pressure and kept there for a few minutes.

Hefore entering the iiigii pressure on first descending, the operative
is submitted to a process of gradual comjiresslon in the lock, and in this

other symptoms of the illness may appear; the.se, such as severe earadie
and giddiness, usually pass off when the diver is made to swallow air with
the view of keeping open the I'.ustachian tube.

The severer symptoms on rea( hing the surface after passing through
the air-lock before decompression has been thoroughly accomplished
are usually seen in stout plethoric subjects, and .Morphia hypodermically
is often necessary owing to the agonising pain. Venesection may be re-
sorted to where uncons< iou>ne.ss suimtvciics. Where the paresis (on-
iMiues, rest with massaj^e and eld trii ity and the u>ual remedies inditated
ill I hronii s|)inal nndltis must be cmpinvcd.

CANCER.

I'here is no Irciitment for this disease save earliest possible removal
of the tumour l.\ surgical methods. It must not be deniid that very
occasionally a .success can be attributed to X-ray or radium treatment,
nevertheless these two popular agents seem to be finding their true plat c
as adjuvants lu surgical ircatm. ni < iijui iiimMtimtcIv beimc, ai (he con-
clusion of an operation, or lor many weeks or months alter healing of

u
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the surgical wound, with the view of destroying any stray cancer cells

which have escaped the knife. Much contention still exists as to the
relative merits of radium and X rays, which can only be settled by future

observation, but the increasing penetrating power of hard X rays by
impro\cd methods of apphcation seems to be turning the scale against

radium.

In inoperable cases there cannot be a doubt that relief to pain, ameliora-

tion of all the symptoms, and even retardation of tlie progress of the

growth, are frequently observed, and most authorities report cases where
the u.se of these agents liaxu after a fc \v weeks brought inoperable ex-

amples of the disease within the zone of the operable. (It may be here

remarked that splendid results have been obtained liy X rays in inoperable

sarcomatous tumours of the round-celled typr

Superfuial cutaneous cancers, especially rodent ulcers, have been
successfully cured by a few massive doses i' tiie X rays and radium;
unfortunately the best results ()l)tainai)le in epitluliomata are in those

cases which also can be most successfully treated by the knife.

High-frequency currents iia\e been omi)loyed by the method known
as Fiil^.. ration. Its best results have been oi)tained in those cases where
tlie surgeon has been unable to remove the entire growth by the knife or

curette, in which case excellent effects have followed by drawing from
the exposed raw surface numerous sparks by the use . f a powerful high-

fre<|uen(y apparatus, liiis treatment destroys the superficial cancer cells

and acts as a painless esdi.irolic, but any specific selei live action over
the diseased cells is denied, though the method has given curative results

in such cases as cancer of the tongue and bladder and superficial inoperable

can inomu of the breast. ( oley's Fluid has proved useless in cancerous

tumours, but its curative action in many cases of a purely sarcomatous
nature must l)e regarded as i)roven. Trypsin. Pepsin md Papain have
been tried as injections into the tumour or its immetiiate neighbourhood
with the view of causing digestion or disintegration of the (ancer cells,

but the method has proved a failure, and the same may be safely said of

injections of antiseptics and every attempt at serum therapy.

.\ survey of all rei cnt experience (ondusively proves that early opera-

tion, affords tlic best means of treating cancer. Not only thej^rowlh itself,

but the widest possible extent of surrounding tissuo with all the neigh-

bouring lymphatic glands and vessels must be removed, and the greatest

care taken that no cancer cells are impluited in the wound. This latter

result may be effected i)y avoid. mi-e ol i utting into the diseased mass
during operation, and by Hushing the wound with unirritating antiseptics,

or better .still by ex|)osure .if the raw snrfai e to the X rays before suturing

and the syst< mutic exposure for siiort periods of the site nf the oi)crntion

to their inthu nee after healing has been accomplished.

The method of removing epitlieliomatous growths by Caustics (Lime,
Arsenic, and Zinc ( hloride) has but one plea in its favour viz., the fact

that i:;.iny palicnt:; isinNcnt ir, tiiis fonn ui opcr.itiori without hcsitaiion

or delay who would otherwise jjostponc operations ol a cutting nature till
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too late. If the X rays be skilfully employed after the separation of the

si )ugh it is possible that better results may be obtained than by the use of

the knife in some cases.

Canckr of the Bi.audkr.—The malignant growths in the female

bladder or the villous type of organism which is lialile to take on

cancerous atition may be removed under Chloroform by dilating fully the

urethra and thoroughly curetting the tumour, whose base should be then

freely cauterised.

The male patient should be placed in the high Trendelenburg position

as recommended by Mayo, and after a free median incision the intestinal

cavity and lips of the wound are protected by gauze pads in order to

prevent the possibility of transplantation of lancer cells. The bladder

iH'ing brought forward by tenaculum forcc[)s is opened by a moderate

incision, all urine withdrawn longcd out, and the growth excised

witli the entire thickness of t 'cr wall when this has been found

infiltrated, and the gap is then i'y a double rov/ of catgut sutures.

Where the tumour is superficial m extent it may be t ut out along with its

underlying healthy submucous layer by scissors, and the resulting raw

surfaci tlioroughly cauterised. Large portions of the bladder may lie

removed, and one or both ureters may be implanted into the fundus ol the

organ when their orifii es or the neighbouring region is involved.

Complete cystectomy has been performed by Fenwick and others with

success, the ureters having been dealt with by a previous operation which

enables their lower extremities to be brought out and fixed by a small

incision in the iliac region. In tlie female tiie ur-'ters may be transplanted

(previous to removal of the bladder) into tlie vagina, whicii cun be after-

wards closed so as to constitute a new vesical cavity.

In unremovable cancer of the bladder much relief has i)een obtained

and the prolongation of life maintained under comparatively comfortable

conditions by a bilateral ureterostomy which drains tin. kidneys tl. ri ugh the

loins or in the iliac region.

Where the patient is unable to bear the shock of a serious on ration,

catheterisation and the use of local or constitutional anodynes, ir free

drainage uf the bladder by a small periiuMl or siiprapuliic incision, i lay be

re-sorted to.

Canckr of Hone.—This is alwa secondary, mkI henci: i often

beyond the reach of operation, lliongii amputation may be resorted to

Parly when a limb bone has become alfected. or the lower jaw n ay be

excised .sometimes successfully when the disease has spread from the

lower lip. hi mild cases of the latter infection, where only the surface

of the bone is iinaded, free gouging may be all that is re(|uircd.

Cancer of tuk Hrkast. The only ji:sti(ial>le procedure is the entire

removal ftt blof of the whole g.and, with its skin and suirounding fatty

tis.sue, lM)th pectoral musi les, or the greater portion of each, the mus( ular

aponeurosis and llie axillary glands; the suprai lavicular lymphatics, when
these latter are lound to be involved, must also be removed.

liroadly speaking, there arc two methods of uttueking this operation:

h
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(i) Rodman's. This consists in bej^innin-,' at the apex of the axilla,
clearing the latter completely, and then dealing; with the breast. (2) Ilal-
stcad, TTandley. and others "he|,'in by nmoval of the breast itself, tracinj,'

upwards the lymphatic vessels ynd removing: the contents of the axilla last^

The preliminary inci>ion and the \arious stejis of this radical operation
may be modified accordinu to the dimensions of the disea.sed yland and
the practice of the op-^ uor. The usual skin incision is one commencing:
about the middl die ,lavicle, with the arm abducted and extendinij
across the anterior fold of the armi)it into tiie axilla, and at a later sta,!,'e

continued so as to remove a larj^e oval of skin overhinn the jiland and
linalh' ending In-low the costal arch as far as the line of the sttTnum.
The dissection of the mass from the apex of the axilla (the insertions

of both pectoral mus.lcs l.avini^ been divided) is (ommenced, everythinjj
bciny removed, indudinj,' the fascia of the serratus ma.Ljnus. and the
asillary vein exposed for its entire course. In like manner the origins of
both j)e<toral muscles are (ut and the fascia dissei ted from the surface
of the lower ribs, sternum and lie up])er pait of the rectus and external
obli(iue, after which the entire mass is separated and removed in one piece;
it should (ontain all the tissues between the subcutaneous fat and the
ribs, and extending from acro.ss the middle line to the apex of the axilla
and the axillary bordor of the scapula.

The removal of the glands above the clavicle in the triangle bounded
by the clav icle, trapezius and sterno-mastoid must be effected when any
sign of infiltration of these is found; by altering the position of the arm
this lan usually be accomplished without division of the 1 lavii le.

Drainage is provided by the insertion ol a tube j)ushed up into the
apex of the axilla, its lower end left i>rojecting Irom a buttonhole at the
scapular angle and a moderately tight banthige being a])plied to the thorav
over the dressings; the unbandaged arm is abdu( ted and .supported upon
a pillow.

The mortality of this formidable operation is almo t nil, and a fairly
useful arm results, though eedema may remain for a lonsiderable time
owing to injury of the axillary vein. The results are incomparably
better than those obtained by the older and now abandoned plan of merely
excising the mammary gland, and in a fair percentage of ( ases no retur'
of the di.sca.se follows; when this does occur, the can inoma ajijjears in the
bones, pleura or internal organs, and seldom in lia .var tissue. The
pra.li( e of following up the operation by the use of the X ravs as a prophv-
lactie against recurrence is gaining favour.

In inoperable mammary cancer relief may be obtained bv local and
general anodyne-, the um' ot (he X rays and antisepti, s when ulceration
ha> o.

.
lined. Tlie progress of the disease is retarded by removal of the

ovaries, but this is contra indicated when the dimac teric lias been reached.
('.\N<-KR OK Tilic (luM.KT.—Extirpation of the growth is generally

impracticable, and the use of dilating bouHiiK is fruuLiih.t with such diini'i-r

ol pel lor.it ion and hainorrh.uc thai they never should be em|)loyed.
When the patient is still able to get his food through the narrowed lube
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he may be long kept in a tolerably comfortable state by judicious feeding;

all nutriment must be liquid and administered at short intervals in small

(|uantities and m concentrated form. Often the substitution of rectal

feeding permits spasm, pain and irritation to subside after a few days' rest

from swallowing, when liquid food by the mouth may be again resumed.

When the ol)struction beccmes so complete as to prevent the entrance

of even licjuid food to the stomach, a .Symond's Tul)e should be geiUiy

introduced through the stricture upon tlie point of a flexible bougie, and

its funnel-shaped end made to rest upon the margins ol the ring of diseascil

tissue above the obstruction; it is then left in situ, with its attaclicd

thread hanging out at the angle of the mouth, which should be fastened

St) as to avoid its being swallowed.

Ul)on failure to insert the tulie there is usua!l>- no resource left but to

perform gastrostomy and feed the patient through tiie opening made itito

the stomach, but this operation is often too long delated; it should be

performed before his .strength lias lieen undermined by starvation.

Kuester has reported favoural)ly on the effect ol I'ibrolysin injections

as a palliative administered with the view of inhibiting scar tissue growth

in 'ancers of hard nature.

By the aid A the a'sophagoscope it is now possible to remove small

malignant j^rowtlis by resojjhagotomy when these are lo<a'ed in tlie

cervical portion of the tube. The introducl ion ol the principle of operating

under dilTerential pres.sure by the technique worked out liy Meyer

raised the hope tiiat malignant growths in tlie lower part ot the gullet

might i)e removed l)y the mediastinal route. The essential feature in

his suggested scheme consisted in implanting the iiroximal stumj) of the

oesophagus into the stom.ch after the latter had i)een pulled up into the

thoracit; cavity through a rent in the diaphragm.

C.\nci;r of iNrKSTi.NKs. - \\ hen the diagnosis of malignancy has been

dicided upon and ccule symptoms of obstruction are absent, the surgeon

may open the abdomen, e.\ci.se between clamps the jxirtion ot liowel

affected and secure anastomosis by suturing. Anastomosis sh<iu!d be

end to (lid in the small intestine, lateral in the large intestine, .md end

to side when small is inserted into large bowi'l. Tiius after total exnsion

of the cacuin the ileum may !'e implanted into the transserse (oloii alter

the obliteration of the free t nd of the ascending portiim by sutures.

Where tlu' extent of tlie growt! out ra indicates its iemo\al, the miesline

max' be di\ ided and its proximal end joined tii the colon, the ih>lal I'x-

Iremily being inverted and closed permanently by sutures. \\ licie the

de.M eiidinj; i oloii is lound diseased in iti lower part the onl\ n -.oiin c will

i)e to establish an artitieial anus,

\\ here carcinoma of the intestine in aii> part of its course has already

given rise ti) symptoms of adite obstruction, the surgeon must o])en the

abdomen and incise the intestine above the strittured part; siiouUl the

Miitieiit siirvi\i' the a( ute attii'k, an attempt may be alterward', made to

ex< ise the obstru< leil portion of the tube by a radical operation. '
,< \\\

cusc^ where this hitter i.s undertaken a < oinplete reinoxal ol tin \\ lophauc

'1
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glands in the region supplied by the artery feeding the diseased segment of
the bowei is necessary.

Cancer of the Kidney.—When by cystoscopic investigation the oppo-
site renal organ is found to be in a quite healthy condition, the cancerous
kidney should be removed. Tiie operation of nephrectomy for this

purpose should be performed by the transperitoneal route ,tnd not by the
loin unless the growth be small. Sarcomatous tumours iiuuld be excised
i;i '.lie same way, and in all cases drainage of the extraperitoneal pouch
from whi( li the organ has been removed must be provided by a counter-
opening in the loin.

Cancer of Lip. -When the patient consents to early operation all

that is necessary in many cases is to excise the growth with a V-sliajJcd

portion of i!k entire thickness of the lip, cutting wide of the epithelial

tumour, and to bring the edges of the gup together with sutures. Wiien
the disease is of considerable standiiig the glands below the jaw will be
found to be involved, and not only wil' the removal of a larger portion of

the lip be necessary, but the submaxillary and suijmental glands must
be entirely extirpated and the lower jaw carefully examined and a portion
or even the whole of t!ie bone may require removal. In sui:h cases plastic

operations will be necessary, the skin below the jaw or that obtained by
dissecting flaps above the angle of the mouth being utilised to prevent
deformiiy.

In inoperable cases much benefit is obtainable by the use of the X rays
and Radium emanations even when the deep cerviial glands are invaded.
t:ANCER OF THE I'RosTATE—See Under Prostatic Enlargement.
Cancer of the Rectum.—The only treatmcn". holding out the pros-

pects of cure is the complete removal of the lower end of the iwwel, and
in some instances success has followed the removal of the entire rectum
and sigmoid. Tlie most apparently hopeless cases sometimes succeed
when the growtli can be completely eradicated. No better instance can
be quoted of the value of the operation than the following: A lady under
the c .re cf the writer early in 1H.S6 sullered from mild symptoms of ob-
struction of the bowel lox hcveral weeks, caused by a malignant stricture

just witliin tlie reach of the finger-tip; the ca.se was pronounced as hopeless
and unsuitable for operation by one of the most eminent and experienced
surgeons in London. .Mr. ( ripps excised the lower end of the bowel from
tiie perineum in .May o( th.it year, and the tumour was demonstrated to be
malignant; this was further siiown by a return of the disease in the colon
many years afterwards, requiring colotomy. The patient survived in

comparative comiort till lyiH.

The operation is only contra-in<licated when the tumour is immovable
and the neighbouring organs and glands im])li( ated.

If the cancer be near the lower end of the rectum it can be excised

through the perineum, and llie sphincters usually will require removal;
jf hi^!-. 'jj), cit!:! r the siicra! or the combined operation should be .selected

iiiid the sphincters preserx cd.

J'or the perineal operation a deep im ision is made round tnc margin
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of the anus and prolonged in front to the niiddle of the perineum and

backwards to the tip of the coccyx. The levator ani niu;.cles are cut

and the lower end of the gut is llien dissected out, divide<i well above

the growth, and the free end of the divided bowel is brought down

to be attached by sutures to the margins of the anus when the tension

of the parts justify suturing. The wound is then packed with gauze,

and the bowels locked up for several days.

Kraske's operation is necessary to reach high growths; the incision of

the former operation is prolonged backwards beyond the coccyx and

over the middle of the sacrum for half its lengtli; the coccy.v, and if

necessary the lower portion of the sacrum, is removed, and after the gut

has been freed from all its attachments and brought down, it is cut across,

the lower end being sutured to the sphincter when practicable. Tiiis latter

desideratum is facilitated by division of the mesenteric attai hmcnt of the

upper end of the rectum or lower portion of the colon. Some surgeons

insist upon the necessity of a prclim.inary colotomy or colectomy with the

view of preventing contact of the extensive wounded su.face with the

bowel contents during the slow process of healing; it should always be

resorted to when the bowel cannot be emptied before operation and when

symptoms of acute obstruction ha\ e supervened.

When evidence exists of involvement of the lower end of tiie colon the

combined operation is selected. The abdomen is opened in tie middle

line, and after freeing the attadiments of the rectum and sigmoid, cutting

the bowel across and applying ligatures, the abdominal wound is closed

and the di\ ided bowel with its contained tumour is withdrawn through

the perineal incision as before described, and the lower end of the divided

bowel brought down.

Miles, after opening the abdomen in the middle line, performs a

colostomy and removes the whole bowel below this point. Tiiis evailes

the dilhculty so often experienced of bringing the bowel after removal of

theg owlh down to the anal orifice.

In all cases beyond the lui|)es of excision much relief may be obl.iined

by judicious feeding ;!nd ciieaiat.i, and when obstructive syniplums sui)er-

\ene the operation known as colotomy, or colostomy, should be per-

formed. This c(.ii> ts in opening the sigmoid flexure of the colon, and

securing it to the lips of the skin wt)Uiid in the left groin, thus e.sl.ihlisliing

an artificial anus. When the symptoms are not acute this operation

should be jjerformed in two stages, the coil of bowel withdrawn being

opened by the thermo-cautery three or four days afterwards in order to

permit the formation of adhesions.

tANCKR OF itiK SxuM/U II.— The treatment of this aidi tion, owing to

the advances in abdominal surgery, is rapidly passing from the domain of

the physii ian to that of the operating surgeon. The palliative treatiiiciit

by drugs, restricted dietary, lavage, &c., should only be undertaken when

the decision to abandon o[)erativc procedure iia» been aiiiMd ai. iiy

persevering in an)' form of treatment which merely has lur its aim the

relief of symptoms valuable time is lost and the disease passes beyond

• I 1
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the reach ol removal, whilst an early operation afifords a justifiable hope
that a permanent cure may he obtained, or a considerable prolongation
of life under comfortable conditions elifected. Dancel's statistics show that
hfe is prolonged for a period of fourteen and a half months on the average
by the operation of gastrectomy, and 1 1 patients out of 73 were found in
good health three \ears and later after the operation. Spencer and
Cask conclude that with early diagnosis and operation 50 per cent, of
all cases of cancer of the stomach may obtain an a\crage prolongation of
life of two years. An exploratory incision skilfully performed for diag-
nostic purposes, where no attempt is mail io break down adiicsion's,

may be regarded as de\oid of risk. The disease when found by explora-
tion to be very circumscribed and confined to tlie duodenum is sometimes
removed by pylorectomy i.e., excision of the pylorus—but this is usually
unsuccessful and should always embrace the remo\al of a considerable
portion of the stomach with all enlarged glands.

Partial gastrectomy is the recognised operation in all cases where the
entire stomach is not to be remo\ed,and is suitable for the removal of all

tumours near the pylorus. It is porformed after ligature of tiie stomach
arteries and the detachment of l tstro-hepatic and gastro-.olic omen-
tum by cutting the stomach vertically in two from tiie smaller to the
larger curvature after a posterior gastrojejunostomy has been first

effected witii tiie sound cardiac end of the organ and all diseased glands
removed. The cut ends of the stomach and di.odenum are then closed
and in\aginated.

Total gaslrctoniy has lieen .several times suriessliil; the preliminary
steps of the o|)eration arc the .same, only that the entire organ is removed
and the end of the duidcd duodenum or a portion of the jejunum is

attached end to end with the lower end of the gullet.

Where the stomach on exploration is found to be diseased along with
the glands on the front ol the spine, or where the pancreas, liver or other
organ is invaded, any attempt at a radical operation is unjustifiable.
The only resource is to perform the operation oi gastni-eiilcrostoiiiy, the
variety known as pustertor gastro-jejunostumy being the most suitable
ill nearly all cases. The rationale of this procedure is to make an anas-
toino.sis of the commencement of the jejunum with the stomach so as to
do away with tlie pylorus and duodenum and permit the food to pass
directly from the gullet into the iiilci^tine without being retained in the
stomach. It is dearly indicated in all cases of jjyloric ul.>struction which
cannot be remedied by a radical operation.

'\'\\v palliative treatment of gastric cancer ( on>i>ts in the exhibition of

remedies for the relief of the different .>> in|)lomN as liioe show then, selves.
Appetite failure is one of the very earliest and most frequently oJKserved
features; it may be met by \egetal)le bitters given before eating, and by
far the i)est 01 liiese is Strj-chnine -iven with a lew minims of Ac. llydni-
chlor. i)il. fJK dietary should be as varied as jiossible, owing to the
intensity of the anori'xia; it should consist mainlv of (iin(entratcd liijuid

foods whidi will pass lapidlv through the sioniarh. Imt in the very early
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stage fish, chicken and eggs may be freely given. At a later stage, when
symptoms of ulceration of the growth occur, the dietary must be identical
with that suitable for gaatric ulcer, but peptonised preparations as a rule
.re seldom relished, and liquid nourishment must be given in small
amounts and frequently. The appetite may be somewhat improved and
the gastric discomfort lessened by the administration of digestives which
hasten the absorption of the food and curtail its stay in the diseased
organ. In the early stages Pepsin is valuable when given with llvdro-
.liloric Acid, which is usually defi<;ient; latei on Papain with Sodium
l..carl,onate and a trace ut .Morphine is highly useful when ulceration has
occurred.

Symptoms of pyloric obstru.ticn with great discomfort, organic acidity
and flatulence may be often i.iarktdly relieved by lavage and the ad-
ministration ot Creosote in the capsular form.
Vomiting may be relieved by ice, .Morphia in moderate amount .om-

bmed with IJismuth and Hydrocyanic Acid, or by Creosote. Often sour
buttermilk or Koumiss is retained u hen everything else is rejected and
occasionally a small blister over the . . ,)lre of the epigastrium gives relief

Pain must be relieved b> Morphia, and Alcoholic stimulants, when these
afford relief, siiould liot be forbidden; a small quantity of good brandy or
whiskey may be administered freijuently in milk.

Sleeplessness, (onstipation and other 'complications are to be met by
api)rupriate remedies. As a rule the presence of a palpable or visible
tumour in the epigastrium is a clear indication that the case has passed
bey.ind the stage at which a radical operation can be successfully
attempted, but the performance of a gastroenterostomy should always be
insisted upon wiien the pain, vomiting and distress are severe. Ml these
symptoms may entirely disappear after the operation, and life may be
prolonged for a considerable period in (.•mi)arative comfort. In deciding
up..n the adMsabilily of the earlier operation the error of excluding
malignancy by detecting the preseiu e of a fair amount of ludn,. hlorir
a.id in tije gastric contents .should be always guanlcd against, an.l the
fact should be also borne in mind thai a vcrv considerable loercentaue
of rases of the <l,sease as insisted upon by Moynihan occur in connection
witl- old gastric ulcer.

Can. KR .,K n.K Tksihm:. .\|| malignant luin.uirs. in, lu.ling san ,m.a
.n this region should be met by a . ..mpletc removal of the diseased nr..an
with the .,v. rlyiii.^ skin of the s.rotum, the speniiali,- . ,.i<l as hi'di as"t|,e'
'menial n,,,, an.l anv glands loun.l to be enlarged in the eourse of the
ihac vessels. n ,)n,statie eancer .he entire gland, vesi. ui.e senimales
and even the bla.l.ler lijuone ha\e b.cn remo\ed throu:;!, a free perineil
opening. In advan.ed eases the oiil) palliative is to dram the bladder b'v
a suprapubic or perineal opening.
Canckk ()F Tin.: Tu^.n.;. Small superli.ial pa(,lus of malignant

growth which have supervened upon Icukopl.ikia, espeeially when caustieshaxe been .mploye. m its treatment, should be e.xejse.l (after oral .sepsis
has been met) by pulling the or.jan forwanls u itl, a li.;af lire inserted into its
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tip and cutting out a V-sliaped or elliptical piece of tissue containing

the growth, after vviiich the edges are to be secured with suture, and, as in

all tuiiyue operations, local antiseptic mouth washes must be continuously

used

When the growth is situated in the anterior part of the tongue and has

involved the deeper parts, but has not extended beyond the middle line

of the organ or mvaded the floor of the mouth, Whitehead's operation

meets all requirements. C ' antiseptics having been previously used

for some days, the mout'' is ged and a ligature is inserted well behind

the tip of the tongue on eacK side, so as to enable the organ to be pulled

forwards. The tongue is next spht along the median line, its attachment

to the lloor of the mouth and palate cut through with scissors, and the half

of the organ containing the growth cut across well behii.d the tumour,

after ligature of the hngual artery.

\ there the growth involves the entire organ without invadi.ng the floor

of the mouth, this may be completely removed by the last-mentioned

opiri'''on, each half of the tongue being divided separately.

\\ iiere the tissues in the floor of the mouth have been invaded, these

with the diseased tongue and all the aficcted lymphatic glands, with a

portion of the lower jaw, have been successfully removed. The operation

is varied to the requirements of each case, the most frequently employed

being that of Syme, which consists of a median incision through the middle

of llic lower lip and extended to the hyoid bone, the symphysis being after-

wards divided by saw and the diseased tissue dissected out and removed

en inassc. Sometimes a preliminary laryngotomy is essential. Butlin

insists upon the routine removal of all the glands in the anterior triangle of

the neck by a second operation after the removal of the cancerous tongue

by the mouth; he never divides the jaw and always performs a preliminary

laryngotomy. Operative measures in the hands of Butlin show that

57 patients were cured out of 200, and remained free from recurrence of

the disease for periods of from 3 to 22 years after the operation, and 10

per cent, died as the result of the operation.

The after-treatment is of importance, and since this must sometimes

be left in the hands of the ordinary attendant his attention to the follow-

ing details is essential. The great danger is that of an aspiration pneu-

monia setting in from the secretions of the mou'h linding their way down
the trachea and into the air cells. Hence the necessity for antiseptic

mouth washes, the best of which is Permanganate solution. Carbolic

sprays. Hydrogen I'eroxide, or even weak I'erchloride of Mercury, the

latter only to be used occasionally, whilst the former are employed every

hour.

Feeding nmst be effected by milk and soups administered from a feeding

cup to which a short rubber tube is attached.

The ligature attached to the stump of the tongue should be carefully

lixed outside the mouth so as to prevent the stump falling backwards

and causing obstruclion to the admission of air to the larynx.

(.ANciiK OF Tiiii ToNSU.,—ReiTioval of the organ, to be successful, must
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be resorted to at a very early stage of the disease, whether the affection
IS carcinomatous or saiv jmatous. Whilst the latter tvpe of mahonant
tumour can often be removed by the mouth, the operation for removal
of a cancerous tonsil can generally only be effected after reaching the
growth through an incision in the neck, as in the formidalile operatiim for
cancer of the tongue, the lower jaw often requiring division.

Palliative measures will cunsist of gastrostomv when swallowing is
impossible, and tra( heotomy may be required for the relief of lamygeal
obstruction. Little (an otherwise be done save by the almost continuous
use of antiseptic washes and sprays.
Cancer of thk IriiRus.^Delay in diagnosis explain, the un.satisfac-

tory results of operative treatment in this disease. With the late attempts
to bring under the notice of tlie profession in all European countries and in
America the serious importance of an earlier recognition of the affection
and with improvements in the technique of the operation itself already
marked progress has been achieved. As in all otiier forms of carcinoma
the tendency towards a more radical operative treatment has been
rewarded by a steadily increasing percentage of cure.
Prn'entive treatment is being placed upon a firm basis. Cancerous

disease of the < ervix being very seldom met with in virgins. Bonnev and
others insist upon the causal influence of a ( hronii- inflammatory conditio.!
of the cervi.x so common in married women. Hence the importancr of
the early treatment of simple erosions and ulceration by curetting, by
tracheoplasty, or by supravaginal amputation of the cer\i.x when "these
do not at once heal under milder treatment. Hut such measures are
useless when cancer has already supervened, the onlv resource justifiable
then being a radical rcmo\al of the entire organ.
Cancer may affect either the body or, mc^re commonh , the cervix ute-i

VV hen the practitioner meets with a case he shou.d first'of all consider the
Iiossibihty of a radical operation, as affording the patient the ,.nlv hope
of staving off the inevitably fatal result, and if he has any doubts on the
subject he will do well to avail himself of the opinion of an expert

The present position in regard to radical operation may be summed
up as lollows: The first operators on cancc.- contented them.selves witii a
high amputation of the cervix, which is now universally admitted lo be i
totally insulfi. lent operation and to affo-d only the mo.^t slender prosoect
of pcTinanent relief. The operation of vaginal In.terectomv was then
introduced, which was attendeH by a verv low immediate m-.rtality in
capable hands. The after-results, however, were not particularly satis-
factory, and although there are few operators who cannot point to cases
of cancer of the uterus which still remain well years after vaginal hyster-
ectomy, so great an authoritj' as Poz/.i has expressed doubt as to whether
any case can be regarded as nerm.in.ntlv •- used, and the najr.ritv .,i i,„Mc-,L
observers would confess that at the hc.,( the ultimate results are disap-
pomting. filings were in this condition when Wertheim, in lyoO, strondv
advocated abdominal hysterectomy, which had been abandoned by all
Out a lew operators on account of the appalling operative mortality Which

W
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had attended its performance. V.'ortheim was able to bring forward a

long series of cases with an immediae mortality of 19 per cent., and a

freedom from recurrence after 3 years of about 40 per cent. These results

were the more remarkable, as in his practice he opeialed on cases whi( !i

would be regarded as much too far gone to afford any prospect of cure by

the vaginal route. The result has been to stimul; te greatly .he perform-

ance of abdominal hysterectomy for cancer of the uterus, but it is, per-

haps, still too early to say whether this operation offers a greatly enhanced

prospect ot cure to the patient suffering from uterine lancer.

At first the abdominal operation was reserved for cases which were not

considered suitable for vaginal hysterectomy

—

i.e., for the more advanced

ca.ses—and the immediate mortality in consetiuence of the \er\ severe

operation necessary was very liiuh, ranging with most o{)erators from

20 to 25 per cent. Gyn;rcologists liave now recognised that as the aiidom-

inal operation offers an ('[)portunity of more complete removal both of

the vagina, which is usually affected by dire( t extension of the growth,

and of the connective tissues of the bro.nl ligaments and the iliac glands,

which represent the line of lympliatic extension ot the cancer cells, and

as at the same time it affords i(>m[)lete immunity from the possibility of

infecting the vagina! wound with cancer cells, ad^antagcs ^uch .is these

may well be taken in tlie case of comparatively e.uly cases of cancer, and

afford a reasonable proljabilit}' of more complete immunity from recur-

rence than the vaginal operation can possibly gi\e. As tiie abdominal

o|)eration in these early cases can be ])erformed wi'h much more ease and

rapidity than in cases where extension to the \aL,; la, broad ligament, or

lymphatics has already a[)])eared tlie operative mortality i^ lower, and

at the same time the prospect of cure is gre.iter.

The criteria which should be fulfilled to rank a case of 1 ancer of the

uterus among those suitable for a vaginal hystereitomy .ire

—

1. The uterus must be freely movable

—

i.t., the cer\ i\ should be 1 ajjable

of being drawn down to the \ulva.

2. There should be no extension of growth bivdiid the limits of the

cervix on to the vaginal vault.

3. The l)road ligament should be free from gross extension of the

tumour.

4. The uterus should be of such a size as to be delix.ied through the

vagina without mutilation or undue traction.

I!y the adoption of the abdominal rouH' there i> added to the li>l of

operable cases those which h i\e a limited extension of growth on to the

vaginal fornices, and possibly a tew with extension into the Ijroad liga-

ments, but 1 feel that it is neither in the interests of the jiatient nor of the

surgeon to attem[)l the removal of a uterus when it is ,is icrtain as can be

that the line <A sejuiration must jiass th.rough instcLid o! outside tissues

alreadv infected. It ex[)oses the patient to a \ery gra\e immediate risk

for no possible remote benefit, as experieme shows that such operations

are lo'.iowed by death within a period as short a-^ if they had not been

touched at all. On the other hand, 1 feel strong!) ttiat in ca.ses which
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afford even a slender rhanre of successful removal the patient should be

L'i^en the benefit of the diance. F.\en on thi most pessimistic calculation

the obtains in return fcr the ()[urati\c risk a prospect of freedom from

recurrence for a period of an\ tlii'.. ' om six months to five years, and the

reasonable probaltility tiiat the rei i.iTence, if it does come, will take tlie

f(irm of an internal umwth. and that she will be spared the misery of

(leaili from exhaustion anil clironic sepsis due to a slouijhinL; \at;inal

(ancer. with prohabh a \esi( u \a,uinal or recto-x aiiinal fistula.

It does not come wiiiiin tlic scope of this \ulumc to describe tiie opera-

tions of vaginal and abdominal h\ sterectom\'. hut the pra<'titioner who is

called on to carry out tiie after-treatment of cases which have been

operated upon will tind some liints as to treatment in the article on

Operations, After-treatment of.

I'Vom time to time it will fall to the lot of the practitioner to attend

an inoperable case of uterine cancer, 'llie three main syni' which
he will have to lomiiat are sepsis, inrmorrhaue and pain. '

i .. two
main lines of tri.itment, the (rue of acti\eintertcrencc. tlie othe. of masterly

inai ti\ it\ , and which of the two should be ado|)te(l in anv particular case

will depend ])artl\- on the condition of the patient and partly on the

physi( Jan. If tiie Lirowlii is sliaiuiiing e.\tensi\ely, with copious foul

discharge and probably a j^ood deal of lincmorrhaj;c, it is wiser to adopt
active treatment, which should take the form of curetting away under

antiseptic precautions all the growth wiiich can be removed. A coiiii'us

douche is then administered and the vagina packed with iodoform gauze,

wrung out of an antiseptic solution, in order to check haemorrhage, which
is usually fairly free. On the removal of the gauze a daily vaginal douche
of I ,n 4.000 |)erchloride or draciim to the pint lysol or creolin is instituted

and should be kept up till tiie end. Tiie result is usually \ cry satisfactory

as regards freedom from sepsis anil haemorrhage.

Some authorities prefer to use a caustic after the curetting. The actual

cauter\' may be a])plied to the raw surface. Or gauze wrung out of strong

formalin solution, 50 jht cent, zinc chloride solution or acetone, may be
pa( ked in through a spiiulum against the affected area, the lower [)art of

tile \agina being protected against the caustic by |)acking with dry gauze.
Tiie immediate result of such cauterisation is the formation of a slough
wiiii h se|iaratis in the course of a week or ten days, lra\ing a L'ranu-

lating surface behind. The park should be removed in twenty-four hours
and a daily douche instituted. It is worth mentioning that when the
growth has extended mi to the recto-vaginal or vesico-\agin,d septum,
tlie slough may extend to the wall of the bladder or rectum and a vesico-

\aginal or recto-vaginal fistula be the result.

When liiere is little slougiiing or se|)sis. many i~ases get on fairly

comfortahlv if a dailv antiseptic douche is used, without any operative
interlerence. In sucli eases the growth cerliinlv a|)pe,(rs to progress more
slowly than in those in which the stimulus of active treatment with its

accompanying increased blood-supplv has been adopted.
I'or the ha'morrhage, if excessive, cauterisation and packing with
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gauze are the best lines of treatment. For the pain morphia must be
given. It is best to give it at first only at night, but as time goes on larger
and more continual doses are required as a rule. Aspirin in large doses
is also useful in many cases.

Treatment with X rays and radium has been tried; although there is,

in my opinion, no jirospect of a cure by the use of this form of treatment,
there is no doubt that in many cases it relieves suffering and prolongs life.

If a large fungating or 'loughing growth is present, it is better to remove
as much as possible with the curette before commencing radiotherapy,
i)ut in the harder and more scirrhus-like types the treatment is best insti-
tuted without any preliminary operation.—R. J. J.
Cancer commencing at the vulva, in the labium, clitoris, or female

urethra sliould be removed by a free cutting extending well beyond the
diseased area, after which the glands in the groin should be thoroughly
dissected out in all ca.ses.

CANCRUM ORIS -see under Stomatitis.

CARBUNCLE.
Since this is the result of the introduction of the Staphylococcus aureus

into tiie ()rifice of the cutaneous ducts, as in boils, the general indications
are identical for 'he treatment of both affections, tiiough the f..avity of
carbuncle owing to tiie danger of sepsis, pyiemia, and exhaustion is very
much greater.

("onstitutional treatment will imlude the administration of large amounts
of liquid nourishment in a com cntratcd form, and often alcoholic stimu-
lants are dearly indicated. Since the disease fre(|uently suf)ervenes upon
the diabetic (ondition, the dietetic measures suitable'in glyco.suria are
mdicated. Fresii air, (hiinine and Iron in full do.ses, and in the presen( e
of cardiac (iel)ility Strychnine hypodermicallv and Morphia for tiie relief
of pain will be required.

Local treatment in the early stage will consist in the relief of tension
by warm fomentations. Poultices, owing to I lie danger of sepsis, are
contra-indicatid. but hot (onipre.sses of lint saturated with strong Horic
Acid .solution and covered over with impervious tissue meet all re(|uire-
nients. Some surgeons recommend at this stage the injection through
the skin of a 1 in 10 Carbolic solution in give erin and water deeply into the
underlviuK brawny lissuu, about i dr. being introduced in all at several
spots, with the view of aborlinu the necrotic jirocess. At a further stage
a free crun.d incision through the skin down to the sloughing mass may
be made, or. better still, a series of in< isions which will connect the .several
ojH-nings together, and the warm antiseptic solution reapplied under
oiled silk.

In the majority of (ases healing will be expedited and the dangers of
sepsis minimised by a tree ( uietling of the slough after the incisions have
Ihcii ni«de, the sc raping being extended till the removal of all indurated
tissue down to the exjMwed lasciu is acttmiphshefl. Strong Carbolit Acid
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is then to be applied to the walls of the resultinsr cavity, which should be

thoroughly flushed with weak warm antiseptic solution, swabbed with

Peroxide of Hydrogen and the wound covered over by boric compresses.

This is becoming the routine treatment in the hands of most surgeons,

though not without some protests regarding the danger of septic emboH

being forced into the divided vessels during the scraping process.

Small carbuncles ha%c been often completely excised by an oval or

circular incision made wide of the diseased tissues, tlie cavity then swilled

with hot boric solution, and packed with iodoform gauze.

The older plan of inserting caustics such as Chloride of Zinc, Caustic

Potash, or Silver Nitrate through the natural openings is being abandoned

;

strapping the part encourages the retention of septi(- products.

The above local measures may be advantageously supplemented by

Wright's Vaccine treatment as describe<l under Boils, p. 87.

CARIES

Is the term applied to a process in bone when the osseous tissue dis-

integrates piecemeal, corresponding to ulceration in the soft tissues. The

disease being nearly alwavs the result of tubercle, constitutional treatment

is invariably demanded, and the indications are the same as in tuberculosis

and .scrofula- viz., Cod-Liver Oil and Malt Extract; overfeeding: the

removal of the patient to a seaside place sheltered from east winds and

protected from the north; open-air life; Iodides (chieflv Ferri lod.), Phos-

phates. Hypopho.sphites, Calcium Chloride, and utiier remedies mentioned

under Scrofula and Tuberculosis.

Local treatment in the early stage will ( (insist of absolute rest, and

this is of great importance when the caries is in the vicinity of joints, and

the applicaticm of splints should be so arranged that the entire limb is

placed in a state of repose, whilst the appliance will be such as will enable

the patient to move about or be carried in the open air. In cases where

pus has not formed and the diagnosis of luben le is made dear, sanatorium

treatment supplemented by the Vaccine method, wliidi consists in tlie

injection of minute doses of Tuberculin, will often effect comjilele resolu-

tion. Some surgeons report excellent results from tlie use of the plan of

producing a local congestion of the part by constricting' the vein without

retarding the .supply of arterial blood i>v tiie ajiplii alioti of an elastic

bandage to the limb for short periods daily. The local application (•! u

weak Oleale of Mercury Ointment with gentle fri( lion a<ts in a similar

manner l)v increasini; the flooding of the fliseased area with Ivniph, l-ringing

the protective fluids of llie body into more immediate coiua< I witli tiu' dis-

eased area, which is compiratively shut out from the general circulation.

When, in spile of these (()r1«iervati\e measures, pus formation super-

venes, more active local treatment is demanded, and the surgeon is never

justified in waiting for the spont.ineous (lis( han>e of matter, as this in-

evitablv leads to the infectiem of the abscess .avity with pyogenic organ-

isms. The skin having In-en sterilised, a tree incision should be inadc

and the softened or carious bone completely removed by curetting or

\^
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Roufjing. every portion of diseased tissue being taken awav, the cavity
treated with iodoform emulsion, or wiped dr>-, and the skin incision sealed
up by fine sutures without drain-gc in order to secure complete union
by first intention without sinus formation. That this form of treatment
may succeed it must be undertaken before the skin becomes red Red-
ness indicates a secondary infection, whicli will prevent priniarv union and
ultimately end in sinus formation.

Walton has improved the old techni.jue. After making the skin wound
the ips of the incision are protected by gauze to prevent their infection
by the contents of the abscess cavitv. which after evacuation is swabbed
out with Carbolic Acid and treated by . , per cent. Gelatin and Formalin
so uf.nn after which it is next .Iried bv pumping ,n hot air. and then
filled with sterilised I'araffin which melts at 120° F. The lips of the in.ision
in the periosteum being sutured the skin wound is likewise stitched and
primary union thus effected without the ddav of healing bv organised
blood-dot being neces.sary. Some surgeons prefer Moorhof's mixture
which consists of Iodoform 6, Spermaceti 4, and Sesame Oil 4. In all
these methods it will be noted that the fundamental point i.s to do awav-
with the necessity of drainage. Stiles advises the total removal of the
lovver end of the diaphysis when the disease is situated in a long bone
and most surgeons do a complete resection when the small bones of the
carpus and tan.us have become .ariou.s. When sinuses have alreadv
formed the .asc must always be regarded as a septi.- ..ne; pvogenic or.ran-
i-sms plus the tubercle bacillus have then to i,e dealt wi'th. Formerlv
there was no alternative left to the surgeon but to cut down upon the bone
removing the sinus tissue by careful disse. tion. and after gouging or
curetting all carious osseous tissue and nmovinu sc,|uestra, should su.h
be present, the cavity was pa.ked vuh iodoform gauze and drained
h.almg occurring by granulation from the bottom. The results were
generally unsatisfactory owing to infection of th.' newlv incised surfacesA very distin.t advance has been made bv lic( k. who fills the cavitv withwarm Hismuth Jelly inst.a.l of gauze packing, and in inanv cases the
sinuses have b<en made to heal up .oinplctelv without anv operation
save the inje.tmg of the sinuses through a fine svrinu.. of ih.' emulsion so
as to penetrate every recess in the sinuous track. This plan docs away
with the numerous antiseptics and caustics furn.crlv cmplovcd for this
pnr|«.se as des. ribed in previous editions. Should failure follow the
injection, diseased bone is .sure to be found at the bottom of the smus
and a ra.lical removal is essential to success before further attempts u^
ex.ite healing bv the Hismuth J.lly. V... , inc treatment as in the non-
suppurative

, ascs with open air treatment should always Ih' resorted to
an<l rcp<'at.d investigations of the opsonic index made.

CARIES OF SPDTE.

Tlie (onstiiutional treatment is identical witl! that of phtlsisi-. .^r •ther
tuberculous ade. tion viz., open-air life when possible, overfeeding the
use of (od-I,iver Oil. Iodide of Iron. Cieosote. Ilypophosphites, \-c.'
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Complete rest and immobilisation of the spine must he insisted upon
from the first with the view of hastcninf; repair and preventinj; -ngular

deformity. The patient should he kept in the supine position upon a

firm mattress without a pillow, and this position must he maintained for

many months, in some '•ases for a period of 1 to 2 years, till all svmjjtoms
have disappeared. The practice of fixinj; the .spine in ar. immovable
plaster jacket as introduced by Sayre and allowinf,' the patient to ilk

about should be abandoned. When the symptoms are acute, with much
pain or paraplegia, such an appliance is of mui h value, but onlv when
the recumbent position at the same time is rij;id'y enforced. A moulded
leather or poroplastic jaiket is, however, preferable, and in the case of

dorsal caries in children Jones' abduction frame. In cervical caries the

frame should be fitted with a headpiece. The use of tlie.se mechanical
contrivances enables the jiaticnt to be .safely transfirred -o a couch which
can be wheeled out into the open air. and sometimes a carriage dri\e may
even be permitted when tiie sujiine position is stric tly maintained. Their
employment is al.so imperative in all cases where the child is restless and
tos.ses or turns over in bed. They are a \aluable hi. durinj; the con-
valescent stage of the di.scase. when the patient is first permitted to assume
the vertical isition, es|)ecially in low dorsal or lumliar caries, in whiih
case the • 'hould embrace the lulvic bones, reai ning downwards to

the gre r. .iters.

For t ication of a plaster of Paris jacket, the patient should be
stripped ' lothing, and a neatly-fitting woven merino vest, without
buttons, snoulil be put on. It should reach below the buttocks, lie is

then suspended by the usual pulley and cord apjiliame, by means of a
strap passing below the chin and ih i iput, and another under each armpit.
It is not necessary to raise him entirely ofT the ground; his toes should be
left touching, as it gives confident e to him, and il aiisolutcly com|)lcte
extension be needi'd, by flexing the knees scry sliglillv the toes will, of

course, leave the ground, or the jacket ni.iy be applieil in the recumbent
position by using Daxy's luwnnio( k.

The vest is gently puMed douiuvards and all wrinkles removed, and a
pad plai ed inside it over '\\v |)it <if the stoiiuu h. This is to be slipped out
alterwards, its object lici. 10 leave room lor distension of the abdomen
after nieuls. It can Ir- dispen.sr' with, il a window be i ut in the jacket
before hardeniuL! is 1 oinplcte. ( oarsc iiuislin (crinoline nuiNlin) bandages,
thickly sprinkl(d over uith dry Plaster ol Paris, arc to bi rapidU inimerset.
in warm water containnig a little alum, slightly s.juetvtd out and applied
o\ er the \ est in layers, extending from about an iiit h below the iliai spines
to the armpits. .\n assistant smoothes down each la\<r ot bandage as it

en( irdes the trunk, and from time to Imu applies with his hands some
more plaster, made into a cream with water; or, il the bandage appe.irs
to have been (00 well moistened, he rubs oscr il a little ilr\ plaster as the
ujn-f;tii;;;j jirociTiri,

In thin patients .small pads of wadding may be plai ed over anv bony
prominences uut.side the vest betore the appli.utic.n ol the first bandage,

I;
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which may be passed round the pelvis and brought obliquely upwards

as it encircles the abdom ^n, fixing permanently in their position all woollen

pads over the iliac spines or prominent vertebrae. After the application

of the last bandage the assistant applies some fresh plaster, rubs it down

with his iiand, and finishes the jacket off, leaving a smooth and even

surface. It sets in a few moments, and the patient may be taken down

and laid flat upon a hard mattress before the fire for a short time before

being carriei' to bed. By turning up the tails of the merino vest over the

plaster. iu'..i the end of the operation, a more presentable finish off is

obtained, 'iie jacket may be cut up, punched with holes, and laced on

again if found quite satisfactorv.

The abduction frame of Sir Robert Jones has to a considerable extent

done away with the Plaster of Paris jacket in the treatment of spinal caries.

Small children can be nursed in a Phelp's box or any extemporised flat

wooden structure with .hallow sides in which they can be carried about

from room to room or out into the oper air and sunshine. This contriv-

ance may be combined with thj wheelbarrow splint, which tends to

correct deformity and allays muscular spasm by extending the spine.

The use of tuberculin in spinal caries is still a moot point. Gauvain

claims to get better results without than with tuberculin, but where the

other forms of treatment lannot be perfectly used (as is difficult in all

large towns) the cases seem to do iiettcr with small doses of tuberculin

given once a week.

Poroplastic Felt Jackets, ready-made, of various sizes and shapes, may
be obtained from any instrument maker, and rapidly adjusted to the

patient's body when suspended. The Felt Jacket is put into a steam

oven, and in a few minutes it l)ecomes quite soft and pliable, in which con-

dition it is moulded to the chest iind abdomen, fastened with buckles,

and the setting process is complete in 5 to lo minutes, during whi( h time

the suspension is to be kept up. It can, every 4 or 6 weeks, be reheated

and applied again, as it yields a little with the heat of the patient's body.

It has the great advantaye of being easily takrii off and put on, and allows

of daily inspections if abscesses ari' feared.

When already some (jiomincncc of liic spine has developed in the early

stage, an attempt should be made to lessen it by i arefully adjusting a firm

cushion or sand-bag under the curve, so that the weight of the upper and

lower part>i of the trunk nia\ be utilised as a slowly extending force. The
wheelliarrow splint meets these rri]uiremer>ts. The use of any form of

extension apparnlUN sliould only be entrusted to an experienced surgeon,

and the plan of fonibly straightening out the angularity under anaesthesia

is rcprelansiblc.

W hen the cervital vertebrtr arc involved the neck must be rigidly sup-

ported; if tlic disease affects the first and second vertebrae a dislocation

forwards ol the atlas may speedily cause death. Sand-bags should be

piaictl on cui h side ol tin- luad, so as to effectually prevent all rotatory

or IhI( rul movements. In the picsenc e of a( ule symptoms of threatening

paralvsig immobility must be further procured by atfacjiing a band to
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the chin and occiput and passing the cord from this over a pulley at the

head of the iwd, a small weight being used as an extending force. Later

on, a leather or poroplastic support may be moulded ; seldom docs the jury-

mast apparatus pro^"o of any use, but it may be employed in disease of

the lower cervical r'^^'ion. In young subjects the best mechanical

appliance for high cervical caries will be afforded by an abduction frame,

the upper extremity of which bears a leather head rest.

Paralysis usually passes ofif when prolonged rest has been strictlv carried

out; when, however, the power seems to be steadily getting less, the opera-

tion of laminectomy may be undertaken. The pathology of tuberculous

spondylitis must be always kept in mind; the symptoms of paralysis

are very rarely cau.sed by mechanical compression by the displaced seg-

ments of the spinal column, but by a low form of myelitis arising from the

presence of granulation tissue inside the osseous canal. Hence lamin-

ectomy (or removal of the diseased posterior arches) or transversectomy

(removal of transverse processes) shojld be undertaken more with a view

of clearing out the tuberculous detritus than of removing bone deformity.

Where severe pain arises from pressure on the nerve roots the operation

of rosto-transversectomy may be demanded and a portion of the rib removed.

For the spastic condition which sometimes remains after recfivering

from the tui)erculous proiess the operation of resecting the posterior

roots of the second, third and fifth lumbar nerves has given excellent

results.

WJH'n suppuration occurs, the resulting spinal abscess ^hould be opened
under strict antiseptic precautions without waiting for the skin to be

involved, the abscess cavity should be thoroughly scraped, flushed, and
pressed empty, after which iodoform emulsion m ly lie injected and the

skin .sutured without drainage being provided foi , as in the treatment

of I iirious bone flescribed in the i)revious article. (See also Psoas ,\bsccss.)

Where old sinuses have already become established an attempt may
be made to heal the- e by the injection of Bismuth Jelly with or without
pi vious curetting, and the removal of diseased lamin;r and spines, trans-

verse processes, or necks of the carious ribs.

The treatment of retro|)iiaryngeal abscess will be found under
PiiaryngiMs.

The treatment of spinal caries has in reicut >-ears been revolurioni.sed

by .\lbee tliMUgh tiie introduction of his method of emploving autogenous
Hone drafts int from the tibia down to the marrow, ilavini; exposed
the affected vertebra- by suitable incisions and splitting of t'le interspinous

ligaments, the spines are ineised down to the osseous tissue and each is

s[)iit with the ciiisel, ( aiising a greenstii k fracture on one side; into the

gutter so lormed the graft, \-'\ inch broad and of the requireil length, is

inserted with its medullarv surface touching that of the unfradured s|)ines.

A series of kangaroo tendon sutures passed through the soli; interspinous

ligaments fix tiie graft. This prm edure, bv preventing the separation of

the spinous |)rocesses, checks the crushing cil the vertebral i)odies, thus

removing or preventing deformity and nc( eleniting the healing process,

!:'
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which is usually complete in six months. Several hundred patients
have been treated by this method in the hands of different surgeons, and
E. Jones has secured success in 96 per cent, of his cases. Finkelstein

has applied this method to the treatment of spondylitis deformans.

CATALEPSY.

The treatment is identical with that of hysteria. If there be loss of

consciousness associated with the muscular rigidity, the patient should be
aroused by a good dash of cold water thrown suddenly over the head and
face. Should this fail, a smart electric shock from a frictional machine,
or, what is much more convenient, a pretty severe induced current may be
passed through the arms. It should be suddenly applied in full strength,

and lot turned on gradually. One pole may be applied to the upper part
of the s|)ine. and the other to the rigid limb. Gowers states that a pinch
of snuff may soon restore consciousness, but the vapour of strong Ammonia
or Acetic Acid is better, or Hare's plan of dosing the mouth and nostrils

for al)()ut 30 .seconds, or the method of pouring a little water down the

throat or nostrils so that some may get into the larynx and provoke cough-
ing. PImetics often dispel all symptoms, but the patient is either un-
willing or unable to swallow them, and it is best to administer ,'5 gr.

Apomorphine hypodermically. Cannabis Indica in small doses (2 to 5
niins. of the tincture) is credited with special virtues.

Drachm doses of the Ammoniated Tincture of Valerian, with a little

Asafetida, may be prescribed for their moral effect after the attack has
been subdued. Should there be a very distinct .scries of attacks, the
remo\ al of the patient from her surrounilings and a good course of massage
and forced feeding will present a return. In the presence of meningeal
irritation, delusions, or other forms of in.sanity, the administration of

severe electric shocks or cold douches must be avoided.

CATARACT.

Senile cataract is the most commonly met with type of opacitv of the
lens. It can only be remedied by o|ieration. as no known agent c\ctts
any influence in presenting the progressive blindness, though when the
opacity is greatest in the nudear part of the lens some impru\emenl of

vision may be maintained by keeping uy, dilatation of the pupil liy the
use of tinted glas.ses and Atropine, and should myopia have occurred
from increase in the refractive power of the lens distant vision may be
considerablv improved by using weak ( oncave glasses.

Plans for hastening the ripening of the catarac t by tapping the anterior
chamber and mducing changes in the e|)itheliuni of the anterior <apsule
whereby the a.|ueous humour may cause disintegration of the fibres o| the
lens are .seldom resorted to; the best practice is to wait till the ripening
pr>K'es« has sjK'ntanL'ously adv.inced to nnh ;i <!e;.;'r!!- ;,-; will ju-tify (iinra-

tion.

The patient having been put into the most favourable condition of

liealth by judicious dietary, &c., and u mild purge having cleared out the
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bowel, the operation is now usually performed under the local anaesthesia

of a 2 per cent. Cocaine solution. Of the numerous operations in use,

the most satisfactory one for general purposes is the combined operation,

which consists of a flap operation and an iridectomy, so-called in contra-

distinction to the simple operation, in which the lens is extracted without

section of the iris. After the conjuntiival sac has been thoroughly flushed

by sterilised saline solution, an incision is made by entering the point of

the cataract knife at the visible margin of the cornea through the anterior

chamber, and after the e.xit of its point at the opposite corneal margin a

semicircular flap is cut upwards, tiie ci ed portion being constituted by

the margin of the transparent cornea, a portion of the iris is next removed

with the view of preventing prolapse and subsequent incarceration of the

iris in the corneal wound; the capsuio of the opaque lens is freely inci.sed

by the cystotomc, after which by gentle pressure the lens is extracted.

The wound is finally cleansed and a dressing consisting of a pad of dry lint

adjusted evenly over the eye and secured by bandage; liie patient must

be kept as (juiet as possii)le after the operatiijn, till healing has become

established; atropine should he instilled on each daily removal of the

dressing; he may be permitted to sit up on the third or fourth day, and

bandages may be dispensed with at the end of a week from o[)eralioM and

dark glasses worn. Hoth eyes should be kept i)andaged from the first.

In the simple operation the steps are the same, but the corneal flap is

larger; tiiereis no portion of the iris removed, and the circular pupil result-

ing gives a better appearance. Tiie iris must l)e watched, howe\er, and

if at the end of 24 hours it is found to have prolapsed the corneal wound

must be oi)ened up and an iridectomy performed.

M'Keown's irrigation metliod aims at the removal of the residual

cortical debris by means of fluid pressure. .\ stream of sterilised saline

solution is made to gently flush out tlie interior of the capsule, removing

all cortical fragments without liie usual assistance of manual pressure,

the s(oop or mas.sage. The advantage of the method lies in its ap|)lica-

bility to tlie removal of unripe senile cataracts, whicii conse(|Ucnl[>- can

be operated on at an earlier stage than formerly. The method is used

ii\ India, wliere, however, the favourite operation is extraction of the lens

in its capsule—a i)raclice seldom resorted to at home owing to tlic danger

ot loss of the vitieous.

Cataracts occurring before the age of 25 years, whetlier ioiii|)!ele or

lamellar, may be ellet lively dealt with by the operation ot imdhnf' or

ills, issiott. This consists in inserting a itccdle through the mrnca and

lacerating the anterior capsule of the lens so as to expose the lens lilires to

the absorptive action ol the aqueous humour alter the instill.ition of

atropine, care being taken that the iris is left untouched. Ri ition of

the oi)eration is usually necessary, and atropine must be di'Mv . .-.tilled.

LihtiU txtiaition is rmpioyed fr.r Huiti nr :.!)fi caiann tr. u. - ijcctr, uiuiei

25 or ,^0 years of age, and is suitable alter the laihirc ut discission. It is

performed by mak.ng a short incision within the margin ot the cornea by

a triangular keratnme, alter which the capsule ol the lens is incised by

I
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the cystotome; and, gentle pressure being applied, the softened lens is
evacuated through the corneal wound. The iris is left untouched unless
prolapse occurs, when an iridectomy may be necessary if this cannot be
satisfactorily reduced.

Congenital cataract should be operated upon early—j.e.^ before the
end of the first year—especially when the opacity is' complete, though
often other serious ocular defects are also present. Needling is usually
satisfactory when the cataract is fluid; in hard opacity the linear opera-
tion will be required, and the capsule may require removal bv forceps.
The lamellar cataracts occurring in young subjects may be treated by

an iridectomy when the periphery of the lens is clear and the opacitv is

hmited, otherwise needling must be resorted to, the iris being left intact;
in either case often a considerable defect of vision may be usually antici-
pated.

In traumatic cataract as little operative interference as possible should
be undertaken; atropine may be safely instilled only so long as the tension
in the injured eye is low. After the lapse of several months needling or
linear extraction may be resorted to, but binocular vision must not be
expected. When a foreign body in the lens complicates the condition the
lens with the contained substance demands immediate extraction.

In all cataract operations for senile or other types only one eye should
be operated upon at a time, and extraction should not be undertaken in
the presence of conjunctivitis and of lachrymal tumour or mucocele, and
when the projection of light is indicative of deep-seated disease in the
fundus, but the presence of glycosuria need not prohibit operative
measures, and sometimes albuminuric cases make a satisfactory though
slow recovery.

CATARRH—see also Bronohitiil

This affection is but the first stage of a laryngeal or bronchial attack,
the inflammatory process extending downwards as in ordinary catarrhs
or " colds." When confined to the nasal mcmlirane it is known as
Catarrhal Rhinitis.

Preventive treatment consists in the use of Anticatarrhal vaccines pre-
pared from the Fricdliinder bacillus or of the VVimpole Institute " Com-
bined vaccine lor colds," immunity being sccurable for some months after
the injection of a tube containing 125 to 500 million organisms.
Any cause of the susceptibility should be sought out and removed;

thus adenoids, hypertrophied turbinates, poly[)i, deviation of the septum

^

or pharyngeal tonsils, tkc, may be the chief factors, and their treatment
ma)- entirely remove the tendency towards rcrurreme of acute attacks
of catarrh.

The wearing of too heavy « lotiiing and living in heated n.unis owini/ to
the dread of drauglits is a lertilc source of atta.ks. ami .an only be
remedied by an education in the principles of open-air living and general
hygiene. \»hen an attack hasalready o. ( urred undouhtediv the onl\ icli-

uble method ul causing its speedy abortion is the injection of a lull dose ol
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tlie combined vaccine previously mentioned. This vaccine has been also

given by the mouth with success. A hot bath followed by a full dose of

Morphia at bedtime is a favourite remedy with some, and Benzoate of Soda

in one dose of 45 grs. is oft .1 efficacious. A popular method of treatment

is to give teaspoonful doses of the Ammoniated Tincture of Quinine, and

the equivalent of this dose can be procured in the capsular or tabular form

combined with Camphor and Atropine with a little Morphia. A local spray

of Carbolic Acid is sometimes efficacious at this early stage.

When free secretion has already appeared the latter-mentioned abortive

remedies should not be employed, the best treatment at this stage being

that indicated at the beginning of an attack of acute bronchitis. After

a hot bath the patient should go to his bed, and perspiration should be

encouraged by a smart diaphoretic hke Sweet Spirit of Nitre in i dr. doses

with double this amount of Mindererus Spirit and not more than 3 mins.

of Liquor Morphia administered every three hours. By these means the

catarrh may often be prevented from extending downwards to the larynx

and bronchi.

Local applications for the relief of sneezing and other symptoms of

irritation may be demanded. The most efficaciou.s of these is an inhala-

tion of the vapour of very hot water to which a little Carbolic Acid, Hem-
lock Juice, or Tr. Benzoin. Co. has been added. Ordinary inhalers are of

little use; a large basin of almost boiling water should be placed under the

patient's head, and a sheet thrown loosely over him; the air becomes

rapidly saturated by the vapour. Dry heated air is always irritating, and

the sick-room atmosphere should be kept saturated with moisture.

For mild attacks Ferrier's Snuff, consisting of Morphine Hydrochloride

I gr.. Powdered Gum Acacia i dr., and Oxynitrate of Bismuth 3 drs., may
be insufflated frequently. Cocaine usually gives speedy but dearly

purchased rehef, as the irritation returns in an aggravated form. The
best local anesthetic is Menthol; this may be added witli advantage to

Ferrier's Snuff (5-10 grs. per oz.). A spray for use in the atomiser con-

sisting of 1 per cent. Menthol in pure liquid Paraffin to whii h a little Cam-
phor is added makes a valuable local sootiiing appliiation. Plugs of

cotton-wool .saturated with a 5 per cent, ointment of Menthol in lanolin

may be inserted up each nostril, or the ointment can be smeared over the

nasal membrane by the finger tip. Relief is often afforded by frequently

sniffing the vapour of Eucalyi)tus Oil from a small phial wanned by the

heat of the hand.

(Ihronic nasal catarrii is best treated by the Ammonium Chloride

Inhaler; the posterior nares may be washed out frequently by a 1 per cent,

solution of Ammonium Cliloride, which is sniffed up from the palm ol the

hand. Half a teaspoonful of tiie following powder dissolved in a tuml)ler-

ful of warm water may be used in a similar manner several times a duv:

Sodii Bibor., Sodii Bicarb., Sodii Chloridi, ana Jss. Where ti»e discharge

continues, though no obvious local cause can be detected, a cautious

cauterisation of the posterior wall often arrests the inflammatory

process.

4
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CEREBRO-SPINAL FEVER—see Meningitis, Cerebro-SpinaL

CHANCRE—For Hard Chancre see under Syphilis.

Soft Sore.—The treatment of this affection has been already dealt

with incidentally on p. ii6 in the description of the methods of treating

the bubo which commonly accompanies it.

The surface of the sore should be destroyed by a strong caustic, the most
manageable being Carbolic Acid, Pemitrate of Mercury Solution or Nitric

Acid applied on a little cotton-wool twisted round a piece of matchwood.

In this way any infecting organisms which have ; buried themselves

deeply are effectually destroyed. After thorough cleansing and drying,

the ulcer is sprinkled o\er with Iodoform and covered with gauze or lint,

which should be changed at least twice a day.

Iodoform unfortunately has its tell-tale odour; as a rule far more is

applied than is necessary, and with neatness in dusting, when the patient

has a long prepuce, its odour need not be diffused, ijut when the sore is

outside the prepuce the drug may be mi.xed with Toncjuin bean or coumarin

(i gr. to I dr.) to disguise the odour. Aristol, Dermatol, lodol, Europhen,

Orthoform, Xeroform, .\ntifebrin, or l>i-Iodoform may be used when
odourless preparations are indicated. Canazzani treats all soft sores by
apphing a mixture of 5 drs. ('hloral Hydrate, 3 drs. Camphor, and 3 oz.

Glycerin. Where there is much swelling or pain about the prepuce cooling

lotions may be used. W'ielandcr keeps the sores coxered by lint main-

tained at a temperature of 41° C. to destroy the virulence of the ^^cretion,

but flusiiing with Hydrogen Peroxide answers all purposes betier.

Connell treats all venereal so ; by tiie Ionic method. The surface of

the ulcer being covered with a . yer of lint soaked in 2 per cent. Hyd.
Perchlor. solution, the current, 2 to 4 ma., is turned on for 5 minutes.

Circumcision is often ne(es.sary where the prepuce is tight, and this

must not be delayed if any signs of sloughing should appear, caustit s Ijeing

applied freel)' after the operation. For the phagedanic sore the best

remedy is strong Nitric Acid.

CHAPPED HANDS.

Prevention consists in protecting the skin from sudden variations of

temperature and espei ially by guarding against the prai lire of washing

the hands in \cry iiot or very cold water, and then drsing them by the

heat ill the lire alter an iiiiiierlect use of the towil. .\ suiKrfatted soap

sliould always be empKiyeil. The following ointment applied aftir light

washing usually renders the skin smooth and health). It shoulil be

rubbed in freely at night and chamois gloves worn alterwards.

11. Liquor. Ciirh. Dittig. '^\~,?,.

II\drari[. Ainiitoii. Clilor. ^r. xxv.

Lanolin. 5ij. Mit^ce.

Itat Vngiicnliini.
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Other good applications are—Glycerin and Rose \Vater(i to 5), Glycerin
and Friar's IJalsam (4 to i). Glycerin and Kau de Colo,i.;ne (2 to i), Glycerin
of Starch, Glycerin and diluted Lead Solution (i to .S), Glycerin and
Hydrastis (Glycerin. 3; Hydrastis Tincture, i ; Rose Water, 10); JJorucic
Ointment, Vaseline, Cold (ream, or Vinolia Cream are generally successful
preventives when used after washing.

CHICKEN-POX—see Varicella.

CHILBLAIN.

Prevention consists, as in the case of chapped hands, in the avoidance
of fr:\ juent washing with very hot or very cold water and exposing the
imperfectly dried hands to the heat of the fire, and of exposure to cold
winds, followed by injurious warming methods. Vigorous open-air exer-
cise, even in coldest weather, during which the hands should he protected
hy loosely fitting thin woollen gloxes. is imperative. When the feet arc
attacked, woollen stockings and roomy hoots with cork insoles should
he worn; night socks may be used in bed after vigorous towellint;-, but
hot-water bottles must be condemned.

Internal remedies (Iron and Quinine. Scr.) are usually neccsary. especi-
ally when ar.cemia is |)resent, and in many chronically susceptil)lc patients
there appears to be a well-defined diathesis, as pointed out by \Vrii;ht, in
which constant headaches, chilblains, an erythematous state of the iTene'ral
cutaneous surface and slight (edema of the legs are present. Tiu's^ondi-
tion can only be relieved by increasing the coagulable power of the blood
by administering Chloride of Calcium (15-gr. d(»es) for short courses, a
practice whi(-h the writer has many times found to give most unmistakably
good results. Ichthyol internally has many advocates.

If the lesion has already appeared, local treatment in the early ervthe-
matous stage ma\- effectuallv pre\ ent ulceration, by restoring the tone of
the vessels through vigorous friction and the ase of anv stimulating appli-
cation as the followini^ :—

i

H
. Tr. Capsici ,"j

.

7>. Cunnab. Ind. 7,'].

Old Cdjiipiiti 7,).

Spirit. CantMwra- ad ,^ij.

Fiat Liniment urn

.

Misce.
f A

f

Lin. Camp!i. Co. is a good application, as is also the following-—Lin
Saponis, .^iij.; Chloroformi, ,-,j.; Lin. Htlladonna>, 5iv.; mi , c.

Man-;;-! Syn-.j> on ret omtiur.ils bathing of the arfe( ted pans in ro vol
leroxide of Hydrogen Solution diluted with an e<iual nu mtitv of hot
water for 15 to 20 minutes twic daily.

Tr. lodi Fort, freely painted over the parts oft, n ads well, and wlien
severe pain and tingling are complained of Ik-lladonna Lininunt, .Mentliol,

10

I .1
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Oil of Peppermint, or of Euca!}p'uy in;n ! tinploicd, but these agents

should not be applied whei " c s'<in is bp ^"\l.

Electricity in every form n^:i V. advocu 'he X rays and also high-

frequency currents lia\e proved ;. \aluubl(. iim; , ol improving the tone

of the cutanciHis v< ssels. Flexile ( ollodion paim t d o\er the er)'thematous

skin often acts well, and a 20 i.cr (enf. Formalin Ointment applied at

night arts as a local tonic.

When ulceration has occurred the .sore must lie treated upon general

surgical principles, the main lui t being ke|>l n mind that as tlii- local

vascular condition has its tone reduced stimulating ointmt-'s are mdi-

cated. One of the best routine applications is tb.e following:

B. Jr. Bciizoi >. Co. ~,i].

Lanolin. 3i •.

Utif^f. Znhi ('X. -,;. Miser.

Friar's Balsam may be replaced by l!alsam of Peru in the above:

I( hthyol I part and Lanolin 4 parts make an cxcellf nt ointment. I'or very

sluggish sores there is nothing better than Ha.sili. .1 (Ingt. Kr.sin;e), to

which, a ft»v grains of Camphor to each oz. may be added. Should healin.L

still remain slow, 5 grs. per oz. solution of Chloral Hydrate should be tried.

Caustics are to be avoided, especially Argent. Nit . which is \ery painful,

but occasionally flabby granulations may \>t lightly touched with a smooth

crystal of Copper Sulphate. The ointments used in the ulcerating stage

should be of firm consistence, and should be applied tb.ii kly spread upon

lint and blebs snipped as they form, so as to bring the unguent into direct

contact with the ulcerated surface.

CHLOASMA.

The pigmented patches often seen on the upper part

pregn.int women and those suffering Irom uterine or o\

which constitute the afft ction known as 1 liloa.sma ute

disappear wlien the primary condition is removed and tlu

by Percliloride of Mercury or Pern fnate solution, as in t a>e i-f fn-ckies.

The allied affection known .s Fret k.i or F|)lieli(lr.-, i au- ' J^'f^Kibi-

tion of pigment in the celK of the rete, usually in tin •

skin, may be dealt with in various wavs by agents wii 1

•

of epidermis. Hebra's method wa.-- 1 ipply .) 'int compres-

soaked in Solution of Per. hlmide ol .Men ur\ (i in lool i

blister formed, and dressm.g the rc^ulting raw surface

Starch; or 8 grs. of the Mercurial Salt may W- ds .solved in

Emulsion, and sponged over the spot several limes daily tit

occurs Tltis ri):!;^. ribv'.onslv ^'.iritifit be resiiftPfi t(j when i. !:-
-

extensive. Uni.a applies a pla ur made with llydrarg. .Amni.

for 12 hours, and dres.ses afterw.irds with an ointment o' Hismui

to I 07..); .soirictimes his method of effecting >liation of tlie e;

by applying an ointment of Resort- m 1 in 10 t r a few b urs at u

the f.ice of

n troubles,

n, usiially

iS trea;id

, Its of t'

troy the ntni

r four h
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CHLOASMA- CHLOJOS, m
'-id, Sulphurous

*'r mild < inter-

lo to

iluT a

ven- ron\enient. Strong Tincture ot lodin- arl>

Acid, Pen.xide of Ilydrogi A<cti( Acid, an many
irritants are ai.^o sill ce>sfui Crocker uses an nm'e
\er:itrine to i oz. I.ard. i ringle uses Salic} i. Aci

plaster, or muslin, or ^.:inr,i' 1 alcohol soluti. n

I-argepatche may !•dt.i with i \ .1 iplyin strong solution
I'ormang. and v lung otT th, discoh^rati -n hy b. ution ot Oxalic .

practised for st- rilmation <>! li hands before abdominal operations
ventive measun will obMOUsiy lie .n the use of tinted veils to intercept
the ^;irect ravs ot the sun. Excelk-tu result.; may he obtained bv exposure
to ultra-vioief ravs.

ATS. of

paste,

Pot.

id, as

Pre-

CHLOROFORM N RCOSIS AND CHLOROFORM POISONING
under Poisonin, iiy Chloroform.

see

CHLOROSIS.

iie treatment of this conoitioii has bet-

A: H*norrhoa; it consi.sts mu.nly m the e\

2 lour iimrs daib , 30 to 60 niin^. of Diai

referred

')ition o

ilr

under Anaemia an.

tn. iiiaud's Pills,

-
. - 'r3-gr. doses of r'-

duet el iron are the bev> prepar.Mu.ns. The iose 1 L..e metal. what
pr- ;.. .ttion -clecte.s should large am often repeated, i ilur
tnaiTivnt us owing to M.e too ear! cessati.- of Iron admin, tr., on
too -nail dnsM,,e AiH"tt ritrht: insist-; iwt it must be im
ousl\ ior.; leaM hreerr. nths; ^ism.^ ss to give i gr. Sulpi ree

rs. in the second, and 3 ' in njrd
t\se months, after u the

times a du ior tiie fir-

weel: , rs. being la.^

gradual!) lessened.

it sometimes occurs tiia

its a. inisiration, and e

;lts

e Well t(

on soon cea.- n

3 for a j.er;

Ar-sei V he given, or ron .md Arsete m«y be given I

, ion

the nature of tii UH)d-.supplv

• DC found that the [latient is ir

. potatoes, an milk, fish or vc;i

iresli peas ami letti should
I the teeth carefull seen to.

II

tl

(jpit

-hi

i<i i>e earefulh

upon .i dietai

Undercooked
!

-.

•reeh - inistet

in son 1

1

:h

he

, ., . ,

- lances it m.u be
tred tluit the patient is ,„f, nti„nally keeping u|. the ...ndition bvmg vinegar with the new .1 producing pallor, or she may be daily

•
img to large do.ses of antip>rine or other analgesi. to relieve head-

e, or there may he unsuspe( ted mel-ena from a di
r. In all intractable ca.ses ah lute rest in bed 1

ntial, but a free open-air life sh \ be a routine in .

o, the diseu.si'd condition.

or^xamr Iron iuk.-, and eiiemata oi -ellbrinated blood of o.xen have been
ad\ocated, but the common expenenee j.s that it is not the nature of the
preparation, but the amount of iron introduced info the blood which is
the potent l.ietor in'treat mint.

Sir Andrew Clarke insisted upon the necessity of giving purgatives, and

lenal or gastric

' ' weeks is

lin. examples
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gave |th part of the following twice a day:—Ferri Sulph., 24 grs.; Mag.
Sulph., 6 drs. • Ac. Sulph. Arom., i dr.; Tinct. Zingib., 2 drs.; Inf. Gent.

Co. ad 8 oz.

The auto-intoxication theory of chlorosis has led to the advocacy of

purgatives and intestinal disinfectants, and the discovery that the mass
of tlie blood is increased has led some physicians to advocate purgatives.

The universal experience is that the routine use of disinfectants is un-

necessary and continual purgation decidedly injurious. Iron alone meets
all the demands of the condition as far as drugs are concerned. The
questions of food, exercise, change of scene, environment, oral .':epsis, &c.,

are all discussed urder Amenorrhcea and Anjcmia, where various formula;

are given. When the condition of *he gastric membrane resents Iron,

the witer gives reduced Iron and Aiseniate of Iron in a Keratin-coated

pill (l-'erri Redact, gr. ii., Ferri Arsen. gr. |). Pepsin may be indicated

and pcptonised foods are often beneficial. Often resort to a chalybeate

spring is efficacious, and some patients with feeble digestive powers can

take tlie Iron in such Afaters as Schualbach in Nassau and Spa in Belgium
when ordinary ferruginous preparations are badly tolerated at home.
Manganese salts sometimes succeed where iron fails.

CHOLERA ASIATICA.

Vrn>eutive treatment is of vital importance; in epidemics the purity of

the drinking water must be assured. Boiling and filtration afford perfect

prntei tion as regards this source of infection; the addition of c\en large

amounts of alcoholic liquors is useless without heat. All foods and drinks

should in- (luite recently cooked or boiled; fruits must be most sparingly

used, and only those in best condition eaten. Water for cleansing pur-

poses should be boiled. Rigid isolation of those suffering from the disease

and disinfection of their apartments, linen, and clothing, and free bathing

in weak disinfectant solutions are necessary. The excretions from the

body should Ik' destroyed instantly, and the greatest personal ( leanliness

in every respect insisted u|K)n; e\ery possible method should be emplo>ed
to prevent the pollution of the water-supply in wells and reservoirs, and
in India excellent n-sults liave been obtained by the routine practice of

adding Permanganate of Potash to the water in the wells. Everything

that lowers the vitality of the healthy, as overwork, fashionable dissipa-

tion, irregular meals, &c., is to be guarded against.

Recent research has demonstrated that the disease is largely propagated

by " carriers," in whose excretions the vibrios are easily detected; these

indiviiluals should be rigidly i.solated when possible and their fujces de-

stroyed.

Diarrhoea, constipation and indigestion are to be met by appropriate

agents without delay in cholera times. The use of astringents like Catec hu,

Kino, Tannin, Sec, in combination with Laudanum or ( Idonulyne is gener-

ally approved of for the preliminary diarrhcea, but sui h agents are useless

wiitii ilic- disease lia.s already »vi iii.

Inoculation with cultures ot the vibrios causing the disease has Ijcen
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successfully employed during epidemics as a prophylactic. The usual
method is to inject a dose of an attenuated culture, which should l<c fol-
lowed in 5 da}s by a dose of the germs intensified by being grown in the
peritoneal cavity of the guinea-pig. Ti.e protection from the vaccine
usually lasts for about a year, but Haffkine advocates the plan of at once
resorting to the injection of pure culture in the presence of an active
epidemic. In the Balkan War Savas states that in Greece only i per cent.
of those receiving two injections contracted the disease, and when the
malady did attack those inoculated it ran a mild course. Kolle's vaccine
consists of a standardised eniuJMon of the killed germs preserved in weak
carbolic solution, and consetiuently possesses advantages over Ilaffkine's,
which must be freshly prepared. As regan,. Eastern statistics. Colonel
G. Thomson remarks jhrewdly that it is the individuals who If ist re(iuire
protection who most readily avail themselves of the injections; these are
largely immune owing to their social env" -onment.

Intestinal antiseptics of the old type have proved futile in the treatment
of the established disease, the only one worth trial being Calomel when
given early, and it is probable that in those cases where tl.edrug has proved
valuable its good effects were due to its purgative action in clearing out of
the alimentary canal the germs and their products, as Castor Oil and
Salines do when administered at the beginning of the attack. Rogers
believes in the value of Permanganate of Calcium by the mouth; he gives
a 2-gr. keratin-coaled pill every 15 to 30 minutes till the stools become
green; by this treatment in combination with intravenous hvpcrtonic
injections ura-mia is prevented and the mortalitv has been reduced to
less than one-third its former rate.

A good plan is to wash out the bowel by a co|)ious enema of a warm
solution of Tannin (i in 80), and Catani maintained that by . careful
manipulation the li(|uid could be ma^le to pass into the small intestine
and so flush out the intestinal trad from the stomach to the am. .

The same flushing prin( iple is more effcduallv applied by administering
a full (lose of morphia hypodermically, which relieves vomiting, cramps,
it<-.. ami |.ermits the patient to swallow and retain a large (juantitv of
water if adinimsiered in small amount at a time at brief intervals. Saline
•Solution IS employed with great advantage in the collapse stage, and the
mortality has certainly been considerahlv reduced bv if. Owing to the
condition of t!ie bowel it is of little use attempting to introdu-e the solution
by the rectum, and even the hypodermi.- or subcutaneous method must
be laid asidi- for the intravenous one. 'l-here is a dilTeren.e in practice as
regards the strength of the .saline; most authorities recommend the so-
. ailed normal, physiological or isotonic solution of g per lent., whilst
O'Meara empl.iys a -625 per cent, saline and insists upon its very slow
injection till the normal S.G. of the blood is rea. hed. The density of the
saline was though' n„t to be a material point, sin. e the mortality wmed
to have Inen redu. ed ..,|ually by the use of the diderent strengths of the
sokiti.>n.s when these are injected at about ,05 '

y. K„g,.rs, however
maintains tliHt the hyprrtonic intravenou.s injections have reilu( ed ih."

*f
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mortality when uraemic symptoms had supervened from ii to V4 per
cent. His fluid is made by dissolving i6o grs. Sodium Bicarbonate and
60 grs. Sodium Chloride in 20 oz. water. In a later ref)ort he claims tliat
owing to the alkalinity of the blood being nearly always greatly rcdu. ed
in severe cases of cholera, the routine administration of Sodium Bicarbonate
has reduced the death-rate from post-cholerair ura-mia to one-fourth its
former rate. The results show the dose .clationship between acidosis
and the later stages of .severe :holcra. Under the a.tion of the saline the
pulse returns in the radial, the urine begins to flow and all the symptoms
improve; opium and calomel must not be given at this stage, and anv
food, antiseptic or astringent dru^, if swallowed, is either rejected or
remains unabsorbed in the intestines. The hot saline injection usually
renders the hot baths or hot packs unnecessary, but when the algid
condition is very marked they may be also used.

In the reaction stage little should be done in the administration of druus
the patient being left to nature's method of resolution, which requires
absolute repose, a little i.ed milk or meat jui.« being occasionally given.When the typhoid supervenes upon the algid or collap.se stage the symp-
toms must be met 1 y the administration of drugs, sponging and .saline
injections, or diureti. s v\ym recognised principles indicated in 'he treat-
ment of tyj.hoid or other long-continued fever.
Thus the disease may be best treated throughout the entire att.ck by

small quantities of liquid administered by the mouth ,;t short intervals,
one preliminary dose (5 grs.) Calomel, one or m..rt hypodermic .loses ..f
Morphia an.l the intravenous inje. tions .,f Alkaline Saline Solution, an.l
should cardiac failure threaten, Strychnine hvpodcrmically and Oxygen
mhalation when respiration becomes ditli. ult. Vomiting and hiccou-h
may sometimes be relieved by minute doses of Cocaine.

CHOLERA raFANTUM-Me Diarrhoea.

CHOREA.
Till the exact pathology of chorei; Ik demonstrated s|Krific treatment

IS not to be expe. ted. Only three or lour of the ho^l of remc.lies re.'oni-
imiuJed from time to time for the treatment of cho,, a are of real valueA ilisense .so liable to get well in manv , ascs if l.fi lo it.solf is urlain to have
scores of specifi.s, an.l whatever ,lnig liu .observer had . han.e.l to give,
he IS liable to attrilnitc the spontaneous . ure to its influence. Whilst
many cases of

.
horea will re.M.ver if left alone witluail anv me.licine whnt-

ever, it is e.|.ially certain that manv will go on from ha-l to worse il imt
treated. It is als..

. ertain that we have .Irugs which, if judi. io.islv admin-
istered. r>osse.s.s ...nsideiable |M)wer over the duration of the disea.se.

Ke.st. .suitable clothing, ventilation, tepid sponging, goo.l food and
alnin.lame of it .arefully a.lminisfered, nmII -o a gnat wav to e(T,., t n-
covery. Ab.solute rest in I...I an.l freedom from all excitement is essential
in bad .ases.

.\niimia is .)lten «.sso( iat..l with it , and when this is rem.-dic.l the .horea
passes off. It will W wise, when a mild .«.se c.imes before the physician
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for the first time, at the very commencement of the symptoms to attend

to rest and feeding, and abstain from very active drugginj,'. A small

quantity of Tincture of Iron, witli Cod-Liver Oil, cannot fail to improve
the general health when associated witii a few mild doses of a saline purga-

tive. If- the movements, however, have lasted for any time—a week or

more - the patient should at once l)e placed U{K)n a course of Arsenic.

This drug is the best routine remedy for the disease, and the writer is

convinced from large experience in a childien's hospital that when failures

result these may l)e accepted as a general rule as caused by improper
dosage, the error being nearly always made of prescribing arsenic in too

minute amounts. The ordinary rules for appropriating dosage according

to age should be discarded in the case of the treatment of chorea by arsenic,

since choreic childrt n bear larger doses of this drug than would, at first

sigiit, seem possiinc These large doses are also necessary to produce
an effect ufwn the disease. In the ordinary doses, say of i min. of Fowler's

Solution for a child 3 or 4 years old, or of 2 to 3 mins. for a child of 6 or

7, arsenic proi)ably produces little or no Ijenefit, and the writer has .seen

several ca.ses where the drug was .said to have failed whit h have rapidly

improved when the proper dose was administered. Something very liite

this was seen in the treatment of anieniui and chlorosis with small doses

of iron. It is a well-established fact that these affections may be for a
long time treated l>y ordinary doses of some iron prejwration without any
appreciable benefit, but almost imnudiale improvement is notii ed after

the administration of large doses—doses much larger than can ix)ssibly

be assimilated. The same fad is constantly observed in the treatment
of tertiary syphilis by iodides. Seguin gives up to 25 or 27 drops of Litjuor

Arsenicalis after each meal in a large tumblerful of Alkaline Water in

divided drinks during the hour following tho meals, but su( h colossal

dosage is seldom retjuired. Gordon Sharp's dosage more nearly readies
the limits of safety; he begins with ro mins. tlirite daily for cliildren

between 8 and 15 years, and in( rea.sis tlie dose t > 12J mins. alter the end
of a week if improvement is not manifest. Where the stomach is irritable

the drug may l>e given hyiWHlermically. Rarely have any evils been
recorded from these lar^e doses, but the physician should In.' on the watt h
for pigmentation and signs of neuritis.

I,ii|. .\rsenitalis for a cltiM of 7 years tild may be commented ti do.sts

of 3 mins. three times a day, and the dtise may in a week be bntugiit up to

10 nuns, thriee daily without ihimIui ing any untowarti svmpl. 111^, aiitl

this diise tan be taken for main weeks, lion inav lie niinbineii with it,

but nut in iloM> proptirtion.ilely large, .imi it should always be given after
a lull meal. The follt.wing is a good working formula:

II. lAq. ArsenuaHs llydrochlor. ,',iiss.

Timturtc Ferri IWchlor. 3ij.

(ilycetini Puri/imli .^j.

A({uu- Chhro/onm uJ ^iv. Misct.

Hat. wis/. Cttj^tiU ."j. ter in die ex aqttit f>ost cib.

-M
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Should improvement lie very slow, the Arsenic may l)e pushed till

gnpmg and indigestion, or signs of irritation of the conjunctiva or nasal
mucous membrane, show themselves.

The new organic Arsenic compounds—Arsamin, Atoxvl or Soamin;
Cacodylates; Arrhenal or New Cacodyle, &c., have been vaunted, but
the physician will be wise who refuses to employ these compounds in full
doses, since optic atrophy and other i -rms of peripheral neuritis may
supervene without warning. All that arsenic can accomplish may be more
safely obtained by gradually increasing the dose of the oflicial liquor, but
where the stomach cannot be made to retain this preparation Cacodylate
of Soda may be given hypodermically in mod. rate doses. Several cures
have been reported where Salvarsan had been injected.
Poynton and Paine discovered the Micrococcus rheumatictis in the brain

cortex of choreic subjects; since then Salicylate of Sodium has been exten-
sively tried, but the res. Its have been unsatisfactory save in those cases
wnerc the disease has made its appearance during an attack of acute*
riieumatism. In mild cases it may be used as a routine, since it is very
desirable to have a non-toxic agent which may be freelv pre.scribed in the
extern departments of hospitals for children whose mild svmptoms do not
warrant detention in the wards, and tliere is alwavs in prescribing con-
centrated arsenical mixtures for the children of tht- poor the danger of a
large overdose being swallowed iiy mistake. Aspirin has, howex er, given
better results than the salicylates, and may be dispensed in powder form
with sugar.

In acute < horea complicating rheumatic fever, arsenic should only be
(ommcnced after the febrile disturbances have been sulidued by free doses
ol the salicylate. In all cases of -erv severe chorea wiiere the movements
arc such as seriously to mterfere with feeding and sUej), their violence
must be alleviated by agents whidi liave a (luicker influence over the
disease than that (jossessed by arsenic. The best routine under such cir-
lumstances is a combination of Bromides with Chloral Hydrate i j,'r of
Chloral for each year of the ( hild's life (up to 8 vears old) mav'be given
every 4 hours with \\ ^vs. bromide till drowsiness supervenes', the child
I'dng k. pi at rest in a < archilly padded cot and nursed by a skilled atten-
dant, who should administer small. |iiantitic> of concentrated liquid nutri-
ment at short inters als<lurinK the waking hours, and who should specially
guard against the possibility of l.eds..ics. llarlev's remedy con.sisted in
such <ase.s of the administration of large doses of Hemlock Juice tiH the
plivMological a. tion of the drug i>ecame apparent; thus Ringer has pushed
the drug in the rase of a < hild till 7 drs. were given everv hour. The hot
pack IS very valuable and often induces sleep. Several authorities recom-
mend that in intractable c a.ses the Chloral should \w pu.shed till deep
sleep IS induced, and llastian has . arriecl this treatment so far as to keep
tiu- patient asleep for .several weeks ex. c pt at half hour intervals for feed-
mg. 1.1. hts. hein has given 120 grs. .lailv to a ^irl of la vears f.>r ? w..,.k«
keeping u|i a continuous state ol s.imnoleiuy.

Httcelli extols Monobromide of ( amiihor; he . nmnienced with 5 grs. ter
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die, increasing to double the amount when necessary, and this drug may
be employed as a routine method in milder cases.

In these gravely acute cases chloral hydrate may be combined with
other drugs, and the following combination niav be given to a six-year old
child:

B. Chloral Hydratis gr. cl.

Sodii Bromidi 7y[v.

Sued Conii ,^ij.

Aqua; et Syrupi ad Iv]. Misce.

Fiat mistura. Capt. 5ij. quart i horis.

-Morphine should seldom be resorted to, but excellent results are some-
times obtained by the hypodermic use of I Ijoscine |[\ drobromide in doses
of J nn «r. in grave cases. In a few cases Cannabis iiidica lias gi\ en rest

;

more ire(|uently it is useless.

Chloroform or Kther inhalation is indicated when the movements do not
(case (luring natural sleep or that induced by hypnotics.

Kserine, Curara, Picrotoxin, I.obelia, Tartar ICmetic, and other powerful
antispasmodic drugs have fallen into disuse, since their action cannot
safely be kept up save for very brtet i)eriods.

A spray of Ktlwr or Methyl Chloride or an ice-bag alon^ the s|)ine has
sometimes aided m controlling the movements and inducing siie|». Higli-
fre(]uency currents and other forms of electrical treatment have not gi\ en
encouraging results.

Cliioralamide, Sulphonal, Trional and Veronal are inferior to the
bromide and thloral hydrate combmation. Antipyrine has often been
useful, and some authorities push the drug till loo urs. have been given
dady-n practice open to serious objection. Lumbar Puncture has
successfully been resorted to m this severe typ- of the disease.

Kon-ed restraint i)y bandaging the upper limbs to the trunk and the
leg to its fellow very seldom can be tolerated, but it mav be tried, and if

well borne may be persisted in; the bony promincn(es should be prote. ted
by (otton wool.

In the grave form of chorea occurring during pregnancv absolute rest
in bed and the avoidance of all excitement must be insisted upon. The
best results are obtainable from full doses of Chloral Ihdrate

(
?o urs.)

combined with f.o-gr, doses of .s,„iiun) Mroniidc. Abortion shoul.'l ixTt be
indu. .(1 nnles.s us a last resource; overfeeding or . ven fon ed feeding in.iy
ha\e to be resorted to.

A course of .\tsenic is indicated in all se\ere cases of chorea after the
violent (• of the mo\ements has been .ontrolled by sedatives.

.Mtern.itmg with the arsenic treatment, or taking its phu e when for any
rea.son arsenic .annot be tolerated. Zinc salts have been advnrated.
3 to

5 grs. Sulphate i.r Oxide mav be >;i\en ihii.e u'ailv after ioo(i lo
children of 5 to h years old. The Phosphide (,,'„ gr.), Valerianate (J .-r.)
and Mromide (| gr.) may be employed. Silver, (iold and Copp-r sidfs

i
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have also been advocated. Little can be said for Wood's Quinine treat-
ment and Strychnine (Trousseau's remedy) has fallen into disuse, though
the latter drug may be employed with advantage in the grave forms of tlic

disease when heart failure threatens, and it may be given with Chloral
Hydrate in order to counteract the depressing influence of the latter drug
on the cardiac muscle.

In the convalescent stage generous feeding to the fullest ex.ent com-
patible with the digestive powers, an open-air life and abstention from all

school lessons, games and excitement of every kind and a change to a
bracing seaside resort are all most desirable or necessary. Where weak-
ness of the muscles or local wasting supervenes, a course of massage and
Swedish movements is clearly indicated, but electricity, if employed, must
be in the form of the mildest constant currents, else the movements arc
apt to return through the excitement produced by painful shocks. In
some chronic cases where through habit or the loss of co-ordinating power
some purposeless movements continue, the child must be daily taught to
use the affected muscles, as in the treatment of ataxia, bv graduated
exercises short of inducing fatigue. Every source of reflex irritation
should be carefully sought for in such patients, adenoids, errors of refrac-
tion, round worms and dental caries being removed by suitable treatment.
Frights must be sedulously guarded against.

In the hopeless form of congenital or Huntington's chorea, drugs are of
no avail in combating the fatal issue, though occasionally some relief mav
be obtained by the administration of llyoscine. In senile ciiorca first

appearinu after the age of 50 where there is no mental deterioration or
hereditary history occasionally .Arsenic has been found efficacious.

CHOROEDinS.

This isoftenof.syphilitic origin, and yields to active Mercurialtreatment;
if got at an early stage, mercurial inunctions are especially indicated^
and should be continued for a considerable period. In acute cases occur
ring late in syphilis, large doses of Iodide of Potassium may i)e tried first.

In acute, or suiwcute cases, wiiere sight has recently been failing fronj
areolar or diffused choroiditis, where no history of syphilis is ol)taine(l, and
where liie kidneys ar* sound, the hope lies in small doses of tiie Fcnhloride
of Mercury (,', gr. four times a day), commemed after a brisk .saline

purgative.

Sub(<injun(li\al inje( tiuns of 1 vx. ol a 2 per (ent, solution of Chloride
of Swlium .should always Ik; resorted to in (oinbination with ronstitu
tional remedies, and some ophtlialmic surgeons report niusl favourably of
the Cyanide of Mepury 1 in 5,000 injected every second or third day under
the conjunctiva, especially in those cases where choroido-retinitis is

present. The twin of the injec tion is prevented by the addition of a little
Acoin.

Lefcliing { tlii trmpir.-;, fwliiivvcd by the apjiii, .uion of u snia'i cupping-
gluss, or preferably by the use of Heurtcloup's I.eec h, often ulTords relief.
Absolute rfst to the eyes must Ik> insisted upon and dark glasses worn.
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Pilocarpine hypodermically, in doses of
\, to { gr., is the best remedy

where recently effused products have to be dealt with.
For the chronic disseminated choroiditis, chiefly observed in children,

the offspring of syphilitic parents, little or nothing can be done, unless
there chance to be some recent or active inflammation going on. Generally
the defect in vision is only noticed long after the active stage is passed,
and when the period has expired during which the treatment would be of
any use. The necessity of treating every departure from the normal
standard of health in such subjects need hardly be referred to.
For the acute purulent form of choroiditis following injuries little can

be done save for the relief of pain by warm fomentations and anodynes;
when these fail, a free incision of the globe and irrigation by weak sub-
hmate solution should be resorted to, as enucleation of the eye is liable
to be followed by meningeal infection.

CHBOBODROSIS.

When the sweat or sebaceous secretion is found to be coloured in
neurotic women it is supposed to be due to the absorption of some deri\a-
tive of indol from constipation. The obvious treatment lies in free
purgation and the most thorough cleansing of the skin by Permanganate
baths and the antiseptic agents mentioned under Brimiidrosis. The
hysterical condition or menstrual disorder which may underlie the condi-
tion should at the same time receive attention. The yellow discoloration
of the sweat which sometimes follows ingestion of rhubarb and other drugs
and the green discoloration observed in coppersmiths disappear after the
removal of the cause. The white powdery residue left on the skin after
crystallisation of urea sometimes met with in cholera and chronic Hright's
dhsease is a clear indication for eliminatory treatment by the bowel.

CHyLURIA.
The presence of Chyle in the urine is nearly always due to filariie which

live in the lymphatics of the trunk and extremities; these block the
thoracic (lu( t, and the lower lymphatic vessels in the urinarv trai t become
varicose and liiially rupture from time to time, < ausing the'chyluria No
known drug has any lethal effec t upon the parasites in the body. The
only treatment available is to keep the patient at absolute rest in bed with
the pelvis well raised to diminish the pressure upon the dilated and
ruptured lymphatic vessel and hasten its closure. The food should be as
tree as possible from fats and albuminoids; as soon as the . hyhiria
disappears a tumblerful of milk may be administered with the mcw oI
testing the patency of the leak; should fati v matter i>e absent in the next
urine jxissed the patient may be allowed to move ai)out.
Thymol, Callic Acid, Rhizophora Racemosa, Hcnzoate of .S(.da. Iron

Iodides, Arsenic compounds, &c.. have all been extolled, but :.r.. ..f n-
practn at value.

Chylocele should be treated like hy.lrocele, and wh.n the dilated or
varicose condition of the lymphatic vessels is confined to the s. rotuin it

¥' * 1
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may be practicable to excise the entire mass. The operation of lymphan-
gcioplasty may be tried in some cases, and when elephantiasis follows tlic

limb must be dealt with by the methodi described in the article on
Elephantiasis.

Chylous ascites is referred to under Ascites.

CLAVICLE, Fracturex oL

The deformity or displacement in fractures of the shaft is mainly if not
entirely due to the depression of the shoulder which causes the outer
fragment to be drawn downwards, forwards and inwards by the weight
of the arm, whilst the inner fragment is held in its position by the rhomboid
".igament or at the most but slightly if at all elevated by the action of the
sterno-mastoid muscle.

By placing the patient upon his back on a firm hair mattress with a
small cushion between the shoulders and the arm supported upon a
pillow by the side with the elbow elevated the fragments are at once
brought into apposition. If this position be maintained continuously for

about 1 8 days no other treatment is required, but even when sand-bags
are employed some occasional mosement of the body will produce slij-ht

over-riding of the fragments with consequent pain and uneasiness. Hence
further support is necessary', especially in patients who refuse to consign
themselves for so long a period to the recumbent jxjsture.

To shi/rtcn the sojourn in bed in the horizontal position various devices
are resorted to. Hood's plan of strapping is the simj e^t. hut no method
of treatment which allows the patient to move about will give a result free

from some deformity save the application of Gordon's original clavicular

apparatus, which proved, however, so cumbrous as to be now almost
discarded.

Hood's Method.—Three pio' os of stout adhesive rubl)er plaster each
about one and a half to two inches wide are vertically applied to the chest
at a level below the angle of the scapula beiiind and Ijrought over the
clavicle in front to l)e attached as low down as tiie level of the nipple;
the middle strip siiould lie applied first and should co\er the site of the
fracture, being strengthened on each side by the overlajiping edges of tiie

lateral strips. .After the application of these the patient should be placed
in bed in the position above described and daily gentle friction or massage
applied to tiie mu.sdes. Passive movements at the joints of the fingers,

wrist, elbow and siiouldcr should be comnun(e(l, and after a few days
active gentle movements at all these joints, the shuulder-joint being cauti-
ously exercised by a slight swinging motion.

In a week or eight da\s the patient may be permitted to gel up and
move about with his arm supported in a sling.

Sayre's Method.- Thh method is devised with the view of permitting
the patient to move about from the start, but a pad must be placed in the
axilla. I'wo lung strips of stout rublur plaster each measuring jj inches
in width are reciuired. One is stit( hed with the adhesive .surface outwards
so as to form a loop for the arm at the insertion of the deltoid; when this
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strap is in position traction is forcibly made on it to draw the arm back
wards and the strapping, heated or moistened with turpentine, is applied

to the back of the chest and brought round the side beneath the opposite

axilla and over the front of the chest till its free extremity reaches the

spine. A second long strip is taken and a slit made in its centre lor the

reception of the olecranon, this is attached at one extremity over the point

of the sound shoulder and applied behind obliriuely downwards, securing

the elbow on the injured side as in a sling, and its free end is turned
upwards on the back of the flexed forearm and hand to join its upper
extremity to which it becomes adherent above the sound shoulder. Whilst
this second piece of plaster is being made to envelop the elbow the latter

should be drawn or pushed forward so as to force the shoulder backwards
and upwards upon the fulcrum supplied by the loop of the first strip. A
three-inch bandage is applied over the strapping to prevent the plaster

adhering to the clothes, and to keep the arm from slipping down under
tlie plaster.

Duncan's modification of Sayre's plaster method consists in applying
the principles of Sayre, but using a broad domette bandage instead of the

adhesive strapping, the liandage being applied in one piece, and at the

overlapiui'jg places fastened with safefy pins or stitches. It has the
advantage of being more easily reapplied should the support be .\c

slackened and the overriding of the fragments return.

Fractures at the acromial eiul of the bone beyond and between the liga-

ments may be treated upon the same lines; when fracture occurs in the
latter situation, tiicr.' is no deformity and the patient may be permitted
to m.ove about with his arm in a sling.

CLEFT PALATE.

The sooner the cleft can be closed by operation the better, and if possible
in all cases thi> should be done before the patient learns to speak.
When the ckl t only involves the soft palate and uvula the operation of

staphylorrhaphy may be performed in a few weeks after i)irth. The infant
being chloroformed, the head is permitted to hang backwards, a gag is

inserted between the gums, the edges of the cleft are neatly pared after
the uvula has been seized with forceps. Sutures of horsehair, silk, or
silkworm gut are inserted and the margins of the cleft are brought together.
Should there be much tension, an incision may ' l made through the levator
palati a short distance outside the line of interrupted sutures on each side
or the posterior pillars of the fauces may be snipped.
The h..rd piiiate is closed by the operation of uranoplasty, an incision

internal lo the alveolar border is made down to the bone on each side of
the cleft, avoiding the palatine arteries; the soft parts are next separated
by a raspatory from the underlying bone and the mucoperiosteal flaps
freed so as to avoid tension, i-.nd for thi-^ purpose it is -.idvisable also to sever
the attachment of the soft to the hard palate. The margins of the original
(left are made raw bv paring the edges with a cleft palate knife, beginning
at the junction of hard and soft palate and cutting each side forwards and
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backwards from this point. Sutures of hair, silver wire or gut are then
mserted so as to bring neatly into apposition the raw surfaces of the pared
edges. Should tension exist from the stitches the original deep lateral
..icisions should be prolonged backwards to the anterior pillars of the
fauces and forwards towards the central incisor teeth.
Lane and Davies-Colley form a long flap on one side of the cleft b\

rnakmg a deep mcision internal to the alveolar border, dissecting this from
the bone (but leaving its inner uncut margin to act like a hinge), folding
It over and msertmg it under a small mucoperiosteal flap made by raisin"
the tissue from the bone on the other side of the cleft in the hard palate"
after which the raw surfaces of each flap are .sutured together.

Brophy's operation for closing wide clefts in the hard palate of infants
consists m drawing the upper ma.xillae together by stout silver wires before
suturing the pared edges of the cleft, the wires being afterwards removed
when union has occurred.

The after-treatment of deft palate requires great care; the child should
be ted with sterilised milk from a spoon in small quantities at a time to
olniate vomiting and as far as possible to prevent crying and cou-hin-
The stitches need not be removed for 3 weeks, and the mouth should be
kept sweet by spraying with a Borax or weak Carbolic lotion if this does
not cause crying. At a later stage great patience may be required in
teaching the child to speak and to exercise the palatal muscles properly
so that the air is forced through the mouth and not through the nose
When harelip complicates the case the lip is operated on at once and the
palate repaired at a second operation. Usually the lip is operated on
when the ( hild is a month or two old, the palate at the end of 6 to 12
month.s or even later. The repair of the lip is important, because it pro-
duces considerable narrowing of the cleft, making some inoperable cases
operaI)le.

Early (.(,-.Tati..n -ives better results as regards phonation than if the
mterleren.. be ddavcd till the ihild has learned to talk.

In cases u here (.pciation has failed or where the nasiil tone of the voice
renders an. illation very defectiN. much good may often be achieved bv
fitting the I ,f of the patient's m.,uth with an obturator consisting of a
thin g id or \ ulraiiite plate held in position \<x suction ; to this a tympanum
of rublHT may be attached posteriorly, and it mav br made in front to
carry any artihcial teeth necessary to close up gaps 'in llic incisors.

CLUB POOT.

Congenital club foot is commonly of the equino-varus tvpe, and the
deformity .an be effectually dealt with when not severe without any -ut-
ting operation. A few days after birth systematic manipulations of the
distorted foot should be patiently and perseveringly undertaken by a
trained nurse The anterior portinp of th- fout being grasped by one
hand and the heel by the other, the sole is everted and the foot turned
outwards and held tor a few moments in this position, the operation beinu
repeated many times till the g'catest degree of correction is obtained
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Then by flexing the foot upon the leg the tendo Achillis and its muscles
are stretched in a similar manner, after which both manipulations may Ik-

combined and the muscles of the limb carefully massaged, these operations
lieing carried out many times each day.

After some degree of correction of the deformity has been achie \ cd for

several weeks by these means, s ints may be utilised; a padded poro-
plastic, malleable iron or aluminium splint with a foot-piece should be
applied after bending it or moulding it to the position of the limb, whilst

the latter is firmly held in the best corrected position without causing pam
and a bandage is applied. Several times during the day the splint is to be
removed and the manipulations and massage with douching repeated, the
apparatus being from time to time further bent or remoulded as the
deformity becomes less, and it may be kept on at night. By persisting

with this treatment, in all mild cases the deformity may be so reduced that
when the child commences to put its feet upon the ground the tendency of
the foot to regain its abnormal position may have disappeared anil walking
movements will further advance the cure, but stiil great attention must
be given to prevent relapse and a splint must i)e applied at night and so
bandaged as U> cause rotation outwards of tiie leg in order to correct the
tendency of the toes to turn inwards. A walking boot with steel supports
is also usually nece.ssary for a time.

In severe cases the correction of the distortion rannot be effected by
manipulation with the hands, and then tenotomv under anesthesia must
be resorted to, and the deformity overcorrected by forcibly twisting the
footinto its normal position. The best practice is to first cut the structures
which produce the varus distortion— \'iz., the tendon of the tibialis anticus,
the plantar fascia, a portion of the internal ligament of the ankle-joint
and sometimes the tendon of the posterior tibial muscle. The foot is

manipulated until the varus deformity is overcorrected. Tenotomy of the
tendo Achillis is now carried out and the etjuinus position overcorrected.
The foot is then put in plaster in the overcorrected position and not
(hsturbed unless for special reasons for 3 to 4 weeks. At the end of this
time the plaster is removed and either reapplied or reapplied after further
manipulation. The repetition of this treatment ovi r several months will
usually result in cure of the deformity. To prevent recurrence it will be
sutlicient to allow special boots, if necessary fitted with iron supports, to
be worn by day and Jones' club-foot splints at night. Mechanical
aijphances may be us»d for control of deformities, but not for their cure.

In \ery severe cases where the distortion cannot be remedied by the
above measures and in relapsing cases Phelp's operation of dividing all
the constricting structuies by an open incision down to the bone on the
inner side of the foot has been practised.

When the bones in neglected cases liave become deformed, the operation
of Uyseiluniy is advocated, by whirii a wedge-shaped mass of bone con-
sisting of portions of the astragalus, cuboid, scaphoid and os calcis is
removed or Lund's astra^alectowy must bt used. It is the best operative
measure where manipulation and tenotomy fail. Ogston's alternative

1
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plan has found favour; this consists in .utting down upon the tarsus andgoug,n« out the osseous nucleus of the astragalus, anterior part ^ thecalas and cuboid, leaving i^ehind their cartilaginous shells

J he other types of congenital cluh loot rarelv .all for c.erative nro-:;edures, and yield usually to manipulations, massage and th use ofsp mts when treatnunt .. commenced during the firs^ week o n antilhte. Ogston condemns promiscuous tenotomies in ordmarv cases TSitypes and trusts to a plaster of I>aris hand,,,e applied after 'straTltenin
out the deformity under chloroform, but .• d'^idls t^'t S 'Safter the varus position has been treated !ur six weeks by the pasphnt which ,s then to he applied from the toes to the middle o the thMiAcga,red dub foot or paralytic laiipes is nearly alwavs, as its se ^ iname implies, the result of infantile or spastic paralvsis

'

I reventive treatment is of primary m.nortancer since the deformitvresults from the permanent contracture of the muscles from loss o powerm their opponents, much can be done by massage of the weakened mSsdeand passu
e movements which will exenise the unopposed mus.hs Indprevent their contracture. But, above all, faulty positions of le f'"^resuhmg from he j.,ralysis must be correc-ted whilst the limb ,s n leflad stage, o herwise permanent shortening not only of the musd s |

I hus I ,11 he obvious that the early treatment of acjuired taliiu-s will I.ethat of the infantile paralysis which causes it. In addition to ma ,

'

douching anu passive movements mechanical appliances are requi^d'-to'keep the foot n, its normal position when at rest and a boot th onuorn wlHjn ..ilking can be attempted. The use of dectricity is do .ZIn unskilled hands ,t may be positively dangerous either bv cans n" e

"

;h;';^i:^^^:::
"'"^^'^^' - '^ -^-^ - --^ niuscies'overst:i;:;i;

When the loss ... power in the paralysed muscles has become permanentthe secondary shortening and deformity must be met bv rperatnemeasures :.s tenotomy, division of the plantar fascia, excis on of bonesarthrodeses ,., the ankle, tarsal and metatarsal joints and transpLntationof tendons. IJy employing the above operati^e measures suitaMe t.' heindications in each case the defornnties of acquired equino-va ta ipeequinus. calcaneus ar.d the other compound types of\cquired dub ooand pes cavus or daw-toot may be remedied.

COCAINE HABIT.

Op!i!;;Sr"'
"' "" ™"'''"" "'" '^ '^^"'^^^ '" '^^ -ti-'e on the

COCCYDYNIA, OR COCCYGODYNIA.
This condition is cenerallv dup tn ininr" of fi.„ --,. . ^ r^

of difficult delivery or trauma; it may't ,^uLd' y;:S^^^^^sacra nerves which will only yiejd to persistence in tE us
'

f n Tneuralgic remedies. Occasionally it may be the local man.f sta io o h
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hysterical condition, in which case it will rapidly disappear after a lew
applications of the actual cautery or galvanic current. When the pain is
due to rheumatism ot the sacro-coccygeal joint Aspirin or Salicylates will
be indicated. J<. hef ma., sometimes be obtained by wearing u Bella-
donna I laster cut to the shape of the parts, and terminating in a poiatc d
end or tail, whuh covers tiie skin over the lower part of tiie sacr.. n uiul
C0CCV.X, cominL iorwards to near the anus. Anv local anxstheti,- m;.v be
employed irom tin to time to give temporary relief, and o.-rasiMiuliy
benefit is derived !r.m the application of blister's or counter-irritaiUs like
strong tincture o Iodine, or Corrigan's Iron.
In traumatic ....,_ ,mans injects 10-20 mins. So per cent. .\k ohol in

the middle l.ne ov-.r ih, mo-t tender spot, as in severe facial neuralma,
and he maintains v.ision i. .eldom neccs.ar>-; 4 or 5 injections mav be
reijuired. •^ '

-Meniere uses the io....wuig suppository at bed-tmie:

ii. I-^xtracli Belladonna V. ^r. [.

Extracti Hyoscyami gr. J.

lodoformi gr. :,'.

01,1 TIteobroinatis gy. xx. Misce.

Or Chloral Ilydrat., li grs.; Extract. Valeriana^, i> ^rs.; Ok, The..-
bromatis, -o grs.

> . ^ ,

When pain continues in spite of rest in the recumbent posture and thr
u.e of the above agents the coccyx must be dissected out through a freemedian skm incision anr< excised with its periosteum an operationwhich gives better results i;„,n Simpson's plan of subcutaneous section ofthe niuscles attached to Un coccyx. Where the coccxgeal pain is asso-
ciated with dilhculty of defecation, the condition wilfoften'^.e foin', l,,e duetto fracture and displacemep. -,f the lower fragment, which shouldhe removed without delay. If due to the presence of anal fissure orluemorrho.ds, these should also be dealt with surgically.

COLIC, Intestinal.

Intense pain calls for immediate reli.i hv sedatives; afterwards the.ause of the attack will often afford the best"md.cat.on for the nature ofthe treatment required. Thus the colic of i.daiicv generally d p n Isu,^n an error in feeding, and in the majority of ....es^wiil bc'f.uin
dcpcr d upon the presence of indige^lible milk curd, which, if not sp.cd.lvemedied may g,ve rise to rapidh- fatal enteiitis. A Muart pur'e , •

uaspoonlul of ( ustor (),1). combined n.th carmmativc. ,,nd a cluuv c 'fdiet, udl give penua.ienl reluf. If th, n„|i, „, t,.c muthcr or a hcal.hvvet nurse is not available, peptonised milk or a predi.estcd li,,uld (-...;!

diSued w!:';;;,;,''
"*

^ '' '^"•^"" '"^'>- '^ -^''^^ - -" '-"leiuiof

uiuKu''
''^^^'>,-'^""- infants should never be tret,.] by I.audan.-m.Uilol .\n,se,
1 to .• drops un ,ugar, ma) be,;,ycn escry hour. " I'cppenntni

1

1

•*3
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is more suitable for older children and adults. Dill Water, with a little

Magnesia, is a favourite domestic remedy.

E. Magnes. Carb. gr. xx

Syrup. Zingib. 3iij.

Spt.Chlorof. Ill XX.

Aqiicc Anctlii ad 5ij. Miscc.

Fiat misliira. Siimal 5j. oinni honr si opus sit.

Veo recommends CJregory's Powder, i dr.; Fetid Sjjirit of Ammonia,

i dr.; Tinct. Card. Co., 3 drs.; Spt. of Chloroform, i dr.; Caraway Water
to ij oz. I to 2 drs. every hour.

Eustace Smith recommends Kesorcin as an antiseptic administered in

combination with carminatives and alkalies; he gi\es 2 grs. rcsorrin every

three hours to a child 6 months oid.

In adults, if the <-olic depends upon the iirescn( e of irritating, indiges-

tible, or fermenting food, a smart purge, w itii Opium combined, should i)c

given. Castor Oil is the safest of all cathartics in such cases, as tlicre is

always the remote possibility of ..ome underlying organic trouble being

present.

The following is a well-tried formula

:

B. 01. Riciui :,i\'.

Tiinl. KItci Co. ,"ij.

Ir.Opti III XX.

A(/uir Ciiiiiaiiioiiii i/i/ ,*,ij. Mumw

I'lat Imiisliis sliitim skuiciu/ks /k/ku.

M\e grs. Caioiiul witii J nr. Morjihia may i)c placed u])iin tlie tongue
and wa.Oii d down with a htilc walir when c.islor oil is rejtrtcd |i\- the

stdmarh ; it is a ynti] piaii to adniinis|< r .1 lari i c ncina nf warm w.itt r, .tnd

\\ lien SI yliaiiiii^ niassi s arc (h u 1 Ird in ihi rectum (la --c nia\ n iiiiiu' In be

iaokin u;> b\ incchanical incaiis. Taliirc the ralliailii ai (> tin pati>ril

ma\ lia\f a Imt ImiIi (temp. 104 ), and a l.irf.( l,in-(((i and .Mustard Pom!

tiic appliid to till abdoiiK-n after he is jait to bed, or hot Turpi nunc
slupi' may be used iiisuad o( tiic bath. 'I'.w ordinary India-rubber bottle,

hall tillnl with Imt water, and laid against the slumai h rcj.i(iTi, atTords

great cundorl in ,dl 1 a,scs.

II the pain conliinies, a hvpoderiiiii ol J gr. Moipliia. with 1 nmi. o(

Soliiiioii 1)1 .\tiopiiu'. ma> be given in i.mjuiK lion with a glassful ol hot

punili. Clilorolotm li.i . been admim.^teicd where the .suffering has ln( n

avule, liut in .smiple > ulu it is seldvim reiiuirtd. 'i'lie lollowini; ni.i\ be

tried in < bronic i.ims, i>r where the altaiks renir:

Tip timturc oi Ns.ileiul.t or Ictid spirit ol aniMio'ii,! m doses ol i dr.

Sal Volalili In liaspoonlul dosis. I,iil,i1\ diliitnl or ronibined with
whiskey or I ,,iii(l\. Plliir In tci'^iMioiilnl doses o| ilu .spirit, or o|

lloflniun's .\nodsiie, or eviii ti.ispuoiilul doses ol the puic itlur might be

J
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^iven alone or in a little spirit. Belladonna— 15 mins. of the tincture may
be administered at one dose. Ginger or Canamoms—In teaspoonfuls of

the tinctures diluted. Essential Oils—Cajuput (5 mins.), Chamomile

(3 mins.), Peppermint (5 mins.), Cinnamon, Cloves, or Caraway (3 mins.),

or ('amphor (3 gri,.;—every two or tiiree hours. Chlorodyne— 15 to 30
mins.— is a popular remedy of great power and certainty of action.

COUC, Lead.

Morpiiia hypodcrmically should be administered when thi- pain is very

severe and persistent and docs not yield to warm poultices to the abdi'men
and a hot bath. The colon must be emptied by a large enema of hot water
as soon as the patient comes jnder obsers ation, after which a .smart Jiurge

should be administered; i oz. Sulphate of Magnesia is the most suitable.

Castor Oil acts satisfactorily, but the sulphate can be repeated everv

3 hours in teaspoonful d>>ycs if the first dose fails to act, wiiilst repeated
doses of the oil cannot be tolerated. Should the pain be moderately
severe, any of the remedies mentioned upon the previous page may be

admini-stered with thu view of giving temporary relief. .\ii. r the evacu-
ation of the bovifels the patient should be put upon a course of Iodide of

Potassium to cause elimination of lead from the system. This course

may be well supplemented by a morning purge caused by tlic Sulphate of

Magnesia, the rationale of the treatment being to attack the insoluble

lead stored up in the system, convert it into llie soluble iodide which is

eUminated by the .:rine and by the inuious membrane of the inlcstinal

tract, and then by meeting this in the intestines it is rapidly coinerted
into the less .soluble .sulphate and at oik c thrown out by purging with the

Epsom salt befoie it has time to l)e reab,sorl>ed.

Olive Oil ni large doses has been extolled; in addition to its laxative

pro[)erties, doses of 5 oz. seem to possess Miine striking analgesic effect,

so that constipation and pain pass olf in a lew davs. Where the oil is

Nomiicd, 2 or 3 gis. of 'I'liymol given Ik lore ihe next dose gemrallv sii;lire

to pr( vt'iit this. Oliver retdinmi nds the administiation oj Sodium Mono
iilphide in

j
to

,J
l;i. doses with 'I'r. ( arrl. Co. i5nMns. in 1 oz. water eveiv

three hours when the colie remains alter fiurgalion.

.\luni, in lull rloses, sometimes purges in the ob<tinale loiistipalioii nl

had lolu, and it is also said to relieve the |)ain when purging does not
occur, it niiiv be given in do.ses of 20 grs.

I lihiled Sulphuric .\eid, in jo min.do.ses, miv Ik taken in half a tuinbler-

liil u| water as a drink lie(|iienlly during the day. or l.ciin'nadi made with
Mil|)luirii and instead ol uliu and tartaric aeuls, a.^ oidinarilv emplo\td
In linion.ult m.ikcrs. I'liis leverage is a valuable prophylu" tie, and mav
be given with ihe Iodide in bad cases.

Snlpliiir, IlarrogateW'ater, Onions, (iurlic, and 1 I her sulphur eoiii. lining

IxkIics have heui used su< 1 essliilly with ,1 view ot eausing ehlliilialioli.

Sulphur baths have bieii reeomminded lor the same reasons, utid a
diet of milk in lar,;;e i|iuiiitilics favours nmvalcsiente. (See also umhr
I'liimbisni, vvb. n the |iiopli)la.\is is lully discussed.)

-.«>«!
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COLITIS.

The catarrhal form of the disease manifesting itself mainly by the pres-

ence of diarrhtta is to be treated its any ordinary form of irritative diarrhaa

by rest in bed, a diet of milk and lime water, with egg albumin, arrowroot,

cornflour or other smooth farinaceous food gi\en in small quantities.

Abdominal pain is best relieved by the application of the hot-water bag,

and tenesmus by a small enema of starch containing 15 mins. Laudanum.
I'nless the symptoms be \ery acute it is a good plan to administer 2 to 4
drs. Castor Oil at the start in order to expel an\ irritant in the intestines,

and when this cannot be borne the colon should l>e once a day washed out

with a copious enema of warm water. The rviutine method of administer-

ing \egetal)le astringents like catechu and tannin is irrational, as these

upset the stomach and may never reach the colon. The best practice is

to gi\e a mixture I'ontaining 30 grs. Carbonate of Hisniuth suspended in

freMiIy prepared mucilage and chloroform water witli 5 mirs. Li(|Uor

Morphiie every two or tiiree hours. VVlien the diarrhtea persists and tlie

motions keep profuse and watery, astringent treatment must be tried.

The best remedy is Tannalbin a drug whicii pa.sses unc lianged through
tlie stomadi; it may be gi\en in doses of 20 grs. with the same amount
of Bismuth in a cachet. The alternating attacks of con.stipution are liest

a\(iided l)y large doses of Litiuid Paraliin or Olive Oil.

Mucous or iiu-nibranuus colitis occurring in niurotic subjects is a iiKist

intni( laiile affection. The treatment must be \aried from lime to time,

sime the freciuenl i)aiiihil membraiuius di.s( liarges usualK alternate with

periods of obstinate i i)n.>t ipation. 1 )uring the attack of p.iin and diarrhaa
(he patient mii>t remain in bed and a hot-water bag or |.<tultiie i> to be

ajjphcd to the abdomen; tlieidlun should be flubiied out with a weak warm
lioric * ul solution or a large enema nf warmed (Jlive Oil should be given
Hnd retauied if p<issible. The writers routine practii e is to injei f into the

colon warm strained I.inseid det octiun as mu( h as tlu' patient (an t<plcrate

So as to tiioroughly slun e out tlie bowel.

Nartotiis are 10 be avoideil; owing to thi' neurotic Kindition llie opium
habit is \cry lialile to be induced. The be.vt routuie drug treatment is

largi doses (30 to fio grs.) ol ( arbonatc ol ilisnuith every tour or si.\ hours;

it should lit gi\in HI frohly jirt pand mui ilage. Purgative-, as a nuilme
are contra indu .ited ; tlii' s|h'|U .| 1 oiistipiiiion ate best ( ut shorl by
entiUiita, but unasionall) a Uidd citliaitK mu.>l be .idiriuii>terid, iind

Castor ( hi is preUrable to .dl utiu r.--, but tiiMi is -uat diHn ull\ m : .iii-mg

the do^a.l:c: a ictspooiiliil ii om ntn, |iur„i . In 1 1\ . w liil-.l at otl.^ t Imus
I 0/ . i 1,1 s 111! I III . I , and llii^ iv I \ 1 11 II ion iioiii 1 abli with salllii -. lull s

tm.d ,miis( pill > iiK ,i> ,1 mil iim K ^^. but [ -. 1 t aloi: 1 I twin daib mav bi

uiMii III loiirscs ol about a weel with .id\.iiila;;c Halt Whin iimiiu-

miiiih. (\lliii. wliicli i)i,i\ III atlniiiii--|. rt<l in \ iniii. Kiiaiiii ...|i-iili>

luiiiii tlo.Ms, 130/ . I.ujiiiil I'.ii.illin iiMv I adMiim-inid d.iib toi Iuiil

perit.il*.

'I'wo oppoMic svsleiii^ III thclclii In atim til an vaimltd. 'I'hu»

Langeniiaueii iiis|n|> upon a tluiaiv allurdmK ihe least | .hIiK imiigts

»*fli
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tihlc residue, all fat, ^'reen vegetables and fibrous constituents being

-itrictly forbidden, and in severe rases he gives milk only with ei,'gs, beef

tea and pounded raw meat.

_f Von N'oorden's dietary, on the other hand, aims at leaving the largest

J amount of cellulose residue to pass tlirough the intestines, l-'at is to be

I Irt'cly gi\en-- viz., i pound ot hutter and \ i>int cream daily cdarse

ureen boiled vegetables mashed with butter and brown bread of the

I (larsest kind of wholemeal flour containing the largest jiossilile iHnentane

III bran or husk. Thick vegetable soup containing all the insoluble

ru\tli)pes iif the (hied peas and lentils employed in its manu(a(ture;

l)al<ed fruits and potatoes are also freely administered and Kissirv^en water

allowed in small amount, mas.sage being dad}- performed, both local for

'ji tiie abdominal wall and general for its sedative influence.

^ The writer has tried both metho<ls of dieting, and believes that the

~M routine cmploxnuiU of cither is bad practice. In cases where obstin.ite

% constipation with the passage of hard scybalous masses is a frequent

% cr)mpli(.iti(m \'on Noorden's plan is a good one, and in those where

i frec|uent loose mucous discharges associated with great pain and griping

are constantly wc.iriTii: down the p:iticnt's iiealth the soluble diet ot

Langenhagen is more suitable. The \v^\ prix fdure on the whole i.s in the

acute diarrhieal paroxysms to kee|) the patient upon a diet of Kcaimiss

(p. i<)) and graduallv to introduce a free and mixed dietar\ i untainin^

abundance of fats and cellulose

Tile I'lombieres treatment carried out at the spa in Vosges consists in

free intestinal lavage with a copious use of the soft tliermal water by the

mouth, for bathiuL; purposes and for douching. The underK uig neurotic

condition is, moreover, ucnerally markedlv improved i)y thi' therm, il

water and spa regimen.

Hypodermic injections of fresh sea-water Plasma, as tarried out by

Uobert .Simon, sometimes alT.ird excellent results, lie rcuMnnicnds an
injection of 50 to 75 ^x. behind the trocii.mtcr every second or third day
as desi ribed undir l'',c/.ema. I.arat, assuming that this tvpe of colitis

is due to nerviius and arthritic causes, has recommended as of primary
importance active exenise in j;aines, walking, gymnastics, rowing and
moimt.iin < liinbinLi.

The ureatest practn al ihllii till\ ni xt to the m.iii.iL'i inentof the bowels in

nnii ons 1 oh lis is the irc.ilmcnt ol the insomnia wliii b is open a prominent
Iciture, iirul morphine must be seldom emp|o\(d: ihc newer hvpiiolics

otiK should be us(c|. Where in spite o| dielctii .ind other measiins tlie

I ase I oiiiimies intr.K (able, ^ooil results ha\t' been ai liieved bv colotomy

and b\ cstaMishiii;; an opemn.. in the appendix tliroiigh whnli the colon

< .III be d,iil\ llu-^liiil out \siih weak aiitisipti< or -.dine solutions.

/ lii>iiliir lohtis Is olfen ol d\senictii oiiHiii, iliou;;h Ipct ai uardi.i in

every tunn is ucnir.illv umIos in its tie.ilnuiil. Tin best routine is fret-

lav aye ol the I oliiM with vvi.ik .clillseplK si .lot n .lis I'otii .\cid beiiis.' the

best, or I HI. to cii h pint o| ,sdvei Nitl.ili. i'licse sjiould be liilluwed

bv till introduction ot a i percent. .\i^iyrol solution injected in the knce-
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elbow position. Nitrate of Silver (3 to 5 grs. to 4 oz.), Methylene Blue

(4 grs. to 4 oz.), Creolin and other antiseptic solutions are also in use.

By the mouth small doses of Calomel {{ gi ^ twice or thrice daily or a full

dose followed by Castor Oil once a day gives le best results.

Serum treatment should always be employed; the Lister Institute

Serum, prepared by immunising the horse with Shiga's and other types
of bacilli and their toxins, is both antitoxic and bactericidal; it may be
injected in 40 c.c. doses and upwards, and Antidysenteric Serum has been
successfully employed in cases of non-amoebic variety.

("olotomy affords tiie only hope of saving life in most chronic cases, and
there can always be the hope held out that the artificial anus may ulti-

mately be closed as the colon heals by rest; but a ciccal anus should
be always pro\ided. After colotomy constant flushing of tiie bowel
with antiseptics will l)e reijuired daily. The establishment of an opening
in the appendix with the view of irrigating the colon by antisejjtics has
proved efficacious, but in severe cases colotomy is preferable.

The diet should be such as leaves the minimum of residue to pass
through the colon; strong clear soups, milk. Koumiss and scraped raw
meat may be freely administered.

COLLAPSE AND SHOCK.
tiollapse is geiitrally due to loss of blood from hremorrhage or to profuse

diarrhoea as in cholera, which reduces the vast-ular tension throughout the
body. The treatment is obvious: the vessels must be filled by the intro-

duction into the system of Normal Saline Solution. In mild cases large
saline encmala niiy sullic e, but when the collapse has bei ome established
neither this nor hypodermic injection of the fluid is to be relied upon.
The patient iuing placed in a be'd, the icct should be raised and the iiead

lowered, and a l)andage having iicen a])|)iie(l to each lower extremity to
press the blood out of the linii) into tiic large vessels, intravenous injection

of saline solution should be performed. Tiie breathing being liable to fail,

Artifii ial Respiration may be demanded. In the sudden collapse follow-

ing blows i)\er the .sphiiK linic area tlie paralysed vasomotor centres mav
be slitnuialcil as in sym ope, by the inhalation of strong Ammonia or
Acetic y\cid vapour, and later by Alcohol given bv the mouth. The
hypodernuc injertion of Strychnine is ratimially indicated. The |apanese
method ol treatment consists in makinu a number ol sharp blows over the
seventh 1 crvnal \ert(lira till reaction ok urs.

Siiock is due not to paraKsisol the vasomotor centres, but to exhaustion
of these, and Ikiki' stryi liuitu or other stimulant is contra indicated, but
in mild (a.->e.s of siioi k tin londilion ol st\(re collapse may su|)er\ene
as in a set ondary hamorrluige lollowin^ a prolon^;((l sur>;ical o|ieraiion.

I'ortuiiatelv
, however, tin- Tniiiri indiiation is the same in both ca.ses: the

head and slioulders of the patient sliould he depressed, the limbs banrla^ed
and Saline Solution given by the \eins, lixpodi rrnii ,dlv or b\ the rec turn,

the \eiiousi hannel beinn selic tc ii' all se\ ere eases. Artrtii ial respiration

.should be k»pt up when the breathing shows signs of failure.
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Adrenalin Solution is intliiated in all lases ul stvere sluH-k, and 11

should be introduced alon;; with the saline; its action btin;; exerted on the

vessels independent of the influence of the vasomotor centre, the blo<)d-

pressure is at once raised. 15 mins. adrenalin chloride solution should i)e

added to the intravenous saline injection. Ergot principles as Tyramine

and Ernutin act in a similar manner. Morphia hypodermically is valu-

able; by diminishing or cutting off the centriijctal stimuli it tends to

reduce the extent of the shock.

The treatment of the profound condition of acid intoxication following

chloroform anesthesia is detailed under Acidosis.

Shell Sho( k will be referred to under its own heading.

Preventive treatment of surgical shock is ot importam c, and in prolonged

operations lather or A.CI-;, mixture should be preferred to chlorolorm, and

Nitrous Oxide used for shorter operations; warmth to the extremities

should be maintained, and in abdominal operations the shortest exposure

and handling of the peritoneum and especially douching -vith cold li(|uids

must be guarded against. A hypodermic of Morphia combined with

Strychnine or a small dose of Atropine si luld always be administered

previous to operation, ("rile injects Cocaine or I'Auaine into the [jroximal

end of the nerves about to be divided. Barker's method of artificial

feeding by tiie preliminary hypodermic administration of sterile 5 per cent,

solution of Glucose is a valuable addition to the surgeon's armoury when

prolonged operation is to be undertaken. Sterile glucose tubes are pro-

curable, the contents of which, when added to i pint of boiled wat.r,

make an isotonic solution.

In severe traumatic shoe!;, operations, except in the case of uncon-

troUalile hiemorrhagc or sepsis, should, when possible, he postponed till

the symptoms have i)een relieved by the aluive mentioned treatioent—

i.e.. rest in bed, saline by the veins with adrenalin, and morphia with

either strychnine or atropine.

COMA.

The cause of the coma must be determined ixfore any form of rational

treatment lan be decided on. ^ head injury, meningeal inflanunation,

apoplcxv, sunstroke, o|)ium or alcoiiol-poisoning, unemia or hyi)erpvrexia

may be the cause, anri should be promptly ni''t by the treatment as detailed

under the heading of the individual primary atlection. The large dose

of <'alomel suitable to an a|)opIectic patient may cause the death of 11

patient seized witii niina from diseased kidney. To treat the coma of

opimn as one would treat the profound unconsciousness caused by hyper-

pyrexia would be to allow the patient to sjieedily paiH beyonil the reach

of retnedies.

If no previous historr tan be obtained of the cause of the coma, say in

a subject picked up in the streets, Sinapisms may be applied to the iiack

of the neck, spine, abdomen or Inrk of the le)i;s. A smart purgative (one

drop of Cn Ion Oil) is safe, and <an do n<i harn\; often the Cold Douche

may be used. If there be even a susj i( it»n of poisoning, the soft lube of
1
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the stomach pump should be passed, and the contents drawn off and
examined. No harm can come from such procedure, whilst, should the
patient die without this having been done, nnd subsequent information
be forihi (imiiiu' at the coroner's court, serious blame will be meted jut
to tile attendant, even though pumping would iiave been useless. Valu-
able information may be obtained by using the catheter in such cases and
examining the urine drawn off. The coma due to a general toxa-mia causes
symptoms wliich are always bilateral, Iwith sides of the body i)cing equally
llaccid and powerless, whilst even in the severe cerebral lesions causing
complete unconsc iousness some variation of the motility of the limbs may
be found by a careful comparison of each side of the bodv, and pupil
(lianges or deviation may be detected. (Sec the treatment of each of
the primary affections under its heading— /.r., Apoplexy, Diabetes,
rraniia. Poisoning by Opium, Alcohol, (S.r.)

CONCUSSION AND COMPRESSION OF THE BRAIN AND SPINE.
The subject of concussion has received \ery dose study owing to the

larue number of cases of injur> in war caused by the detonation of high
explosix es where the enormous incaase in atmospheric pressure is brought
to bear upon the cerebro-spinal tluid. I'his will be referred to under
Shell Sho( k.

Tiic treatment of concussiori of the brain differs niateriallv from that
of ordinary shock, though the two conditions are pathologically asMx iated.
Al)SoIule rest in a darkened room, with silence and freedom from ail

exciting surroundings, witii tiie patient 1\ ing flat upon a firm mattress,
sliould iie insisted upon. Wiun the unconsc iousnc .. . or d.ized condition
siuiws signs (pf p.issing off, the head should be elevated and tiie ice-cap
used, and if tiie symptoms of reaction are well maiked leec lies sliuuld iie

ajiplicci to tiie temples. A drop of Crofoi. Oil with 5 grs. ( alomcl should
be administered, and no food given save a few spoonfuls of diluted
milk.

The danger of lii'morrhage is increased i'yadniinistering saline injections
and stimulants; ajiplicafion of .\mmonia to the nostrils, wliic li may excite
snee/.ing and raise the vascular tension, is also to be ccindenined. Tlic
period of rest and quiet must be prolonged till a considerable interval
after all sxmptoms have passed away; at least 10 to 20 days .sliould lie

s| en* in alis,ilu;e c|uiet, and if tiie ((Uiditioii known as cereiiVal irritation
siiould siip'Tvc lie, the re si and cjuict must lie man. t, lined tor se\ cral weeka
and no animal food of any kind admini>teie(l.

('(itii iission c/f the spinal 1 urd .Oi..uld be treated iqion tiie same lines and
tlie same pici i'utioiis taken to void Ita nimriiage.

Ciiiii/nrsMi'ii of the briiin is clue |c) ini rease in the intracraiiiul pressure
ani may supervene u|M)ii lomussion whin one or more lianmrrluiges
follow after contusion ot la. nation of the lirain stbstanie, in wliic li ease
tn pinning or Iumi>ar jiuni tun will in- indicated. \'\i- treatment of com-
prcsion III tin brain will be delailed under t'c In uding of each organic
eeiiiditioii wliirh i auses it, as Head Injuries, Meningitis, rX:e-.
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condylohata.
After thoroughly cleansing and drying the moist patches each should

he dusted over with a powder consisting of equal [)aits of Calomel and
Cidamina, and wherever the moist surfaces come into conta( t thev should

he separated by a layer of dry gauze or lint. f)intments are less cflicacious

than drying powders, and one or two applications of tlie Ac id Nitrate of

Mercury solution may belightly made by swal)l)ing the Datches with lint on
the end of a probe before appl\ in • lie powder. Small condylomata after

being cleansed with alcohol ma ne lightly rubbed with a little cotton-

wool wrapped on a |)robe dipped in concentrated Trii hlor.i -eti'' Add.
Iodoform is most suitable for neglected condylomata about the \ ulva and
anus where there is much disi harge. Drier condylomata ma\ Ik" painted
over with a i in 10 solution of Sublimate or Salicylic A( id in Flexible

Collodion.

Chromic Acid (i to 5 of water) speedily destroys mucous jjatclies in rhe

mouth and on the tonsils; ii must, however, be used sparinglv, as its

poisonous effects, when al)sorl)ed, are well known. A i in 50 solution

may be repeatedly applied with a brush after drying, but one lit;ht applica-

tion of the stronger solution is safer. Corrosive Subhmate (r in ;^o) is

([uitc as ellicacious, but the writer does not hesitate to dry the pat( h care-

fully with blotting-paper and apply a light swab of Pernitrate of Men ury
solution even to the tonsils when the |)atches are spreading, taking great
care that the licjuid ( annot possibly (low over the surface.

Carl)olic and Nitric Acids may be used as caustics, whilst the strongest

Zinc Chloride Solution will rapidly destroy external i)a(i lies, and a weak
lotion of the same (10 g'^. to 1 oz.) makes a good asuingent dressing for

after treiitment.

Mercurial treatment should be pushed till long after the di.sa|)pearance
of all local signs of the disease, and the highly infei tive nature of the dis-

charge must be always remembiTcd by the dresser or nur.-^^e. I'ati Ins of
long standing may be freely cut olf with a k-iife or scissors ;i(ter the appli-
cation of Cocaine, and a subseijuent apjilication of any strong caustic will

stop all hamorrhage and destroy anything left by tin' ( ulling instrument.

ooNJUNCTivrns.

r.Xd'pt the mild form of conjuni tival intlimmation ( lui cd by (I.c irri-

tation of foreign bodies or of eye-strain, .ill ot'ncr tvjies of ( onjum ti\ ''is

must be regarded as microbic and infei tioiis. . Jcn' c pniYiiln't- lrcatiiui,t

is of primary imporlan< e, the (hie; elenic-it in win. Ii is s( rupulous i han-
liness and in tiie ( use ol sclioc'

( hildien isolation. .\!1 towels, spotvcs,
basins, liandkercliiels. brushes. e\e(Iroppers and diau lies, i\:( .. should
'le repeatedly cleansed, and each child must have i:s own supply.

''iiltirrliiil (oiijiiiK livitis \ ields as a rule readily to anv mild iintiseptic

or astringi'u lotion, .c- I'.iiu Suljiliali' 1 lo j ^i>., lioric .\( id .} to s j^rs,.

Alum
.?

gr.i., .\cetate of Lead 1 gr., Tannic .\cid 1 ^r., /nn ( hloride i gr..

I'erchloride ol Mercury ,'„ gr., to ein h o/. oi distilled water.

In using (ve lotions the best results are obtaitiable by addinu .some

i-s'
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inert substance to mako thtm of isotonic strength—/'.^., of the sane
osmotic pressure as the blood, wliich should be, as in the ca:.e of nor.nal
sahne solution, 0-9 per cent, or slightly less; by this means smartin-j muv be
ob\iated. Maddox explains the soothing action of boric acid" on this
hypothesis; 4 grs. to the oz. of this antiseptic makes a practically isotonic
solution, and when a strong substance like perchloride of mercury is em-
ployed for washing out the conjunctival sac 3 or 4 grs. of sodium chloride
per oz. of lotion should be added to it. Bandaging of the eyes is never
necessary, and the patient should spend as much time as po.ssible in the
open air, wearing darkened glasses if necessary.
The local analgesic action of opium is doubtful, but Swanz\' recom-

mends I dr. of the tincture to be added fo each oz. of the boric or zinc
collyrium. The following is a good routine application:

R . Zinci Stilphatis gr. x.

Acid. Borici gr. xxxij.

Tinct. Opii 7,\\-.

A(/u.e Rosea ad .^viij, Mjsce.

Any of thj above lotions may be used every 2 to 4 hours by partially
tilling a small douche-glass with it and applying it closely to the opened
eye, when by a nodding movement of the iieaJ the entire conjunctival
sac can lie tlioroughly sluii ed.

If the catarrh does not readily yit'ld to liie above treatment, a sil.er
salt should be applied to the lids. 1 in 4 Argyrol is a favourite apjilication;
a 10 gr. to I oz. ot the .Nitrate solution may be freelv applied tc l!ie lid

conjunctiva with a brusii or on wool, and aft-r a few seconds a strou';
solution of chloride ot sodium should be instilled 10 precipitate the nitraU-
and the eye irrigaten freely with water or normal saline solution, the opera-
tion being repeated daily. If a 1 or 2 per cent, .solution is us.'d. s:il( need
not be applied after it. The lids should be s .ared with l.anoline or I'.oric

Ointment every ....jht to prevent the secretion being glued in.

/'///iv/..7/;//ar (onjunctivitis, also known as strumous ophthalmia, ields
usually to Horic Acid or Zinc .Sulphate 'otit.ns; (luic is i.lnii mik h piioto-
phobia present, as ( orne;,! liters arc liable to lorm, in wliich .asr .\tn'j,ine
must be instilled and the remedie: indicated in ..irneal ulieration
employed.

As the disease wsuallv ajipears in ill led and l-.adh ciP'd for children,
strict attention should be paid to regular leedin- witii nutritious lood and
a free open air liic When out of doors the child m,iv be permitted to
wear ii broad shade over bot!i eyes; this should not be dosilv fitting, but
should projec t like the peak ot a cap, so that the e; es mav be exposed to
the air whilst shaded from sunlmht. or d.uk glasM s mav he worn. These
cases often do well under Pagenstcrlur's OintiiKnt miide .>1 the strength
of

5 grs. to I oz.. smeared over the lid margin, or drv Calomel nuiv'^be
applied on !i line earners hair brus'i. The bhplian.spasm often prcseiil

- -i-.ij-ui. 1. II.. ji. . .Ii !!,! r»[i}.ii- aliuU v;| rvnivUltj; it i ;in OC OV( rci.mt
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by holding the child's face under water in a wash-hand l)asin for a few

moments, after which an examination of the eye and the appli'-ation of

astringent remedies can be readily carried out.

Follicular conjunctivitis is often associated with enlarged tonsils, ade-

noids and other forms of lymphatic overgrowth, and open-air life, with

judicious feeding and Cod-Liver Oil combined with Syrup of Iodide of Iron,

should be prescribed. An astringent lotion, Zinc Sulphate 2 grs. to i oz.,

or I gr. per oz. of Zinc Chloride, or an ointment of '"oppcr SulptutLe 10 grs.

to I oz. Vaseline should be applied. When much catarrhal conjuncti\ itis

is associated with the presence of the follicles whicli are often confined to

the lower fornix of t' •• conjunctiva, 10 grs. Nitrate of Silver solution may
be applied to the lid;, tnd Chloride of Sodium swabbed on.

Membranous, rrotij v or diphtheritic conjunctivitis must be treated by

the injection of the antitoxic serum at the earliest possible stage, even when
the case is of the mildest type and no other manifestation of diphtiuria

IS present. Some authorities instil the serum into the conjunctival

sac, but it is better never to trust entirely to its local action. The mildest

type of membranous conjunctivitis, known as the " croupous," is recog-

nised by the ease with which the superficial exudation is detachable; the

treatment of this affection is that of the simple catarrhal variety, the con-

junctival sac being frequently flushed with warm 4 per cent. I?oric solu-

tion; many ophthnlmic surgeons use a i per cent. Quinine solution for tiiis

purpose. Though it is not probably due to the diphtheritic biicillus, it is

a wise routine to inject serum. Silver Nitrate siiould never be used in

the membranous varieties whilst exudation is ()rescnt

(^In the severer or truly diphtheritic type the same local treatment is to

he at first employed, the Boric or Quinine irrigation being used frtely and
often, ciM.l iced compresses or I.eiter's tubes applied to the eyeluls, unless

when warm or hot compresses afford most relief. After tiie deta< huiont

of the membrane Silver Nitrate may be applied to the velvety pus-sc( roting

lids, but it nuist be used with extreme caution owing to corneal tn :!hle,

and if po siole should iv avoided. I'nderlying uli eration must W treated

l)y .Xtropiue or l-^erine, as described under ('oriu;i, and the greatest lare

taken t" p-revent adhesion of llu lid. U\ ihe gloiie.

Purulent tonjunctivitis. purulent oi)luliali lia or acute itlenorrhuul

cnjuncfivilis is u.-'ially in .he adult ikie to inocula'ion of goncirrhoal

matter into the adult eye, and the les.; tr.(]uent eases where infection is

<dnveyod to the eyes of an adult from those of ar, intant alTec led with
ophthalmia neunatomm. The Ireatment dnrin; the t.irlv stiiges should
consist of iced 'impresses frei|iiei;tly applied and thorough irrigiitiuii o!

the -onjunetival ?uic with | '^r. to i (,/ Per liloride .solut'^n or tin ^nnie

M ength of I'ermangiiiiite ol I'otaali til! the swelling; uiid indui.ilson i.i tin

. i.ibraiie aiiM lids are reduced. II great ''hcnio.Ms i.i il

<M I'urs a da.igerous syMptoni it should lie freiK in' i .t(

encouraged by hot applications and by uj-phi ation of leeihes to the "iili r

angle of the lids or to the tempIcK; it may be ner e.s:.,ii> lO inci.se the ex>

tvrnalcanlhui. Ihe olht s eye, it sound, si uld l)e nio.^ urelully guaMid

i fiijmi. 1 Ha
Old bii t ding
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against the possibility ot inoculation hv i.andauinu over a pad nf <ott..ii-
wool, or m the case of infant, bv sealin- the lids with collodion or by
usins a Buller's shield.

When the swellin- is redu( ed and the uppuratixc stage established
Nitrato of SiKcr lo to 20 grs. to r o/. should be applied on cotton-w.u.l
to the everted lids, which should then he swabbed with solution (.f < hloride
of Sodium, the operation being repeat..] at the end of twentv-lour hours
In the interval the sac should be jraiiuntlx flush.<l out with > -.- to 1 oz
Perchlonde ol .\!..rcury solution or Huric A( id, 4 per , ent. solution, and the
lids kept from sticking to each other bv appli.ations of |{„ric Ointment
Many surgeons prefer the .Mitigated Caustic Stick to the nitrate .solution
After the a. ute purulent stage has been subdued, a weak astrin-ent loti.m,
( opper Sulphate, Zinr Sulphate or (hloride. should be employed. Corneal
ulcerati ui must be treated by .\tropine or I'serine and astringents avoided

Ol^hthalmia neonatorum is idniti-al wilh the above condition bein"
nearly always ,-au.sed bv gonorrii.eal infection diirini; the progress of the
intant s head through the vagina or immediately alierwards P„-rni!ve
Ireatnma is of vital importance, and has bcome a routine in most Inng-
in hospitals. The vagina should be washed out dm inu la!)our with a stron.v
Permangan.Ue

. r weak Perchloride soluiiun.and the child's eves should
be .arefully washed and a few drops of:-. 2 per rent. Nitrate of Silver
solution instilled into the conjunctival .sa. immediately after birth (Crcde's
method), or the eyes may be irrigated with a 1 in '^.coo Pen hloride of
^|i'nu'\- solution.

When the infant .-omcs under the piiysi, ian',, ,are when the purulent
conjunctivitis has already appeared, the ca.se must be energeti, alK ireated
as m the adult, the f>est routn. bri„. irrigation ev^rv hour or t«o with a
I in 10.000 Penhlonde or Permanganate .solution, lojl.mtd later bv the
ai)i.hration o| X.trate of Silver in strong solution ' io to 20 grs j

•

uy. .

or the Mitigated Stick, after whi, h Chlorid, of Sodium is to be s.v.ii,l,ed
on the everted lids. A 25 per . ciU. .\rgvrol solution is preferred bv or •

surgeons both in tlu: infat.til and auuit forms ot gonorrlural ophthalm -

(.mar ( .wunuiivitis, Crantday Ophtlmlnna. // Trachoma. This lu-inc
a highly contagious disease, liable to caux serious x isual defects i(s t-rt-
v^uttve l,,:,u,.,:t in schocds, a.sx lums and bar,a<ks is .,f great imp'orian.e
f.solation H then-lore ne.essarv, and fo.vels, sponges, handken hiefs.
bru.shts. ,Vr.. must be <:arefullv di-mfectrd. .hmI when belonun- to inlecte.i
subjects must never he used by the healthv. Those alfeete.l in s. hools
should be kepi bv iheni.sel-.es and >hould spind most ol their time in «!,e
open air. with toe besi food, ventilation an.l hs-icnic suin.undii.gs pos-
d)le, oven n.wduig ami urn leanlme.ss being p,,wertu! la. t.,rs in tiie spn ad
01 the diseasi'.

The acute form of th<' disease is ran; it, treatnunt i. idenii.al in it.
early stage with that of a.ute catarrhal <„niun. tiMtis. Thr .n.s should
be urinated every t«o or three hours wilh 4 per .ent. Ilori. .\. id soluti,.n
and altc! th.' siibsid-uee o^ the .onjunc;i^ al inllamm.ition the remedus
mdicaied ill the .iiioinr aUection sJiouUl be employed. The writer has
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successfully treated all mild chronic cases of the affection in a large charity

school, when these were detected early, by free, jent irrigation with a 1 in

5,000 douche of Perchloride of Mercury solution and by an occasional

Ijrushing of the inner surface of the lids with a i ])er cent, solution. Some
authorities recommend the application of a 2 per cent, solutio.i in glycerin

rubbed into the lids.

If no granulations are visible the best routine is the application, alter

I'ocaine, of solid Sulphate of ('o])[)er to the velvety conjunctiva every

second day, the eyes being irrigated three or four times a day with

a I in 10,000 Perchloride solution. Should there be much swelling or any
corneal ulcers, this copper treatment is contra-indicated, the brushing

o\ er of the lids with a 2 per cent, solution of Silver Nitrate or the Mitigated

Stick, followed by Sodium Chloride, being the best procedure.

When the tra( hon .! bodies or granulations are exuberant and project

uiui li beyond the surfai e they may be excised or dc.stro)e(l by the electro-

cautery when onl\- a few are present, but the best routine treatment of

the granulaticrs is that known as " expression." Grady's traclioma

forceps being employed after thoroughly cocainising the conjunctival sac,

eacli portion o' granulation tissue is separately seized and iiroken down,

so that the tracliomatous matter is s(iueezed out, after which the causti<'

solution 2 grs. to i o/., the solid Mitigated Caustic or Cop{)er Sulphate is

applied and ihe resulting inflannnation treated by Boric Acid irrigation

>ind cold compresses. Wlicn jjannus occurs (u lleshy growth over the

cornea), should tluTi: be n" ulceration 01 the cornea, and the tracho-

matous growths bt dry, the best tre^itment is the employment oi Merck's

Je<juiritol, whit 1> is to be inslill.d with the \ iew oi setting up an acute

inflammatory action. The degree of inflammation may be easil\ con-

trolled by the use of jttjuiritol serum and iced compresses. After the

subsidence ol ail inflammatory reaction the pannus is usually found to

lia\f disai>pe;.nd, though Copper Sulphate treatment may be required

to remove any conjunctival granulations wliich remain.

The \ rays hi.\e Ir-n siiccessfulK employed for tlu treatment of

[(iinnus.

(ail'i.ni. Sn.w has bceiMAtensixcly tried by liarstnn at Homl: Kong,
and til' rc.'.ull.i ai'e must :ueii.s ;i. 'i'hert' is little p.iin. the disease

rapidi;, \ields, and u s[)lendid ( icairi.x results. When ])annus exists he

uses the .\ ra\N.

in .ill ca-ie.-> the nil I |iei>e\eiinL; tii.iliiieni lor ,1 Iciiig pi'tiod must be

kept up, ,iiid It is 1)1(1^; (k^u.ihle th.i! Ill \ii\ .JKiiiiie e.\ampli!S ol the

di-^ei e ,1 method -iiniiid be pl.ii td in tin haiuls ni a skilled mirse when
.^iirh laii b( salely done, in ordi r to insure that between the inter, ,il nl

tlu riiDie ,11 li\e Ireatnieii! b\ the iphduilniie siiiuenii the disea-.e be nut

permitted to relapse. I'le use (i| the solid ('i|)per Sulphate tor this

purpose I- .» \.diialile ri.alme, ,iiul it ,1 drop ol ('(seaiiie be instilled ,1 lew

nunute-i bclore the .ippli' ,[tion the rennd) need cause little |)ain, but it

must not be emi)loyetl when tiimeal tiii ers arc pn lit. (Corneal uh era-

Lion will require Atropine or l^seriiie, and as some omtinent is necessary

;-g
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to prevent sticking together of the lids 4 grs. of the Yellow Oxide of
Mercury to i oz. Vaseline or Boric Ointment may be used throughout the
treatment.

In most serious cases operative treatment has been advocated. Thus
Daner advocates the following under Chloroform anaesthesia: Enlarge-
ment of the palpebral fissure; exposure of the entire .sac by everting the
lids; scarification of the conjunctiva by deep incisions parallel to the
inar-iii of the lids; .scraping with a Xolkmann's .spoon, and brushing in
Willi a hard brush a .solution of Corrosive Sublimate, i gr. to i oz.
Schncllcr excises the fornix of the conjunctiva with the view of preventing
extensive cicatricial contraction.

CONSTIPATION.

The most potent cause is the habit of disregarding the call of nature to
evacuate the contents of the bowel or postponing the response till a more
convenient season.

A correct knowledge of the normal function of the bowel is essential
before any progicss can be made as regards either prevention cr cure.
In tiic great majority of healthy subjects the fiecal matt, r collects and
remams about the sigmoid llexure of the colon, and does not descend into
the rectum till just before the a<:t of dcf.ration (see the author's " Practi( e
of Medi( inc, " vol. i., p. 2,?{.). Us descent in health occurs usually once a
day and generally alter the morning meal, probably svn. hronising with
the commencement of brcaktast digestion after the stomarh's long night
rest. .\s soon as the rectum re« eives the . oiitints of the c,,l„n it.s sensitive
walls l)i(.,ine sliinulated, and the resulting rellex is the call ol natUM
above relcrred to. 11 attention to this be postponed the delicate ner\f
mechanism becomes deranged and the natural sensiti\(ness of the rectum
blunted, because instead of being cmi)ty at all times save during the few
moments lufore (lilcralion it remain- constantly lull of lacal matter whose
Icnden.y i. to lurome drier and l.anlcr. .\fleia time the natural alarum
tlo. k inlion ol the rectiiiii .eases, cva. ii.ition then b.inK .mb a.roin
plislud b\ tlir ..intra.Hon ol the cohm .Iris in- the hard.ned contents ol
llic liincles, n. turn in trout ol the more recent feculent (..n«en(s ac.nm
iil.iled ab.ml th< siKni..i.l, this a. ti.ai being a.ssisted bv the vohintaiN
expulsive efforts of the abdominal and other niusi Ics. The main oI.jk t

.il trcalmcnt sliouJd m vi r in . linmic lases be to llV. t pu. jati.in, but to
rcsion ilu normal daily iliMhm .,l the h.vNcr cii.l of the . oKai ami lei turn.
Theie is httle. ho\\e\er. to In.' gained by th. olt giv.n advice that the
patient should go to the water clo.sel and ..Irani or beat down from da\ lo
day till his elforls arenwardcd \>\ a paiiilt.->s opi ration; tiie result too
ollen is the lormatioii .)l piles, hssur. s or pmlapse.

The ordinary watet elo,et seat is ill ron.-,iru. ted ; each attempt at Ixar-
mg il.iwn drives the pelvis tighter int.. the liivular aiierlnie ol the seal,
ihe bevelled sides ol tlu openmg also 11. ting as an in. line.l plane, and tin'

result is thai the skin ami mu..ius inembiaiic around the anus be.oii.e
;.trttriicd t.. sutii ^n e.\ieiii ihut cmcks and assures are lormtd, and the
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5^ writer has satisfied himself that the brittle and unhealthy state of the

rf integument observed in this region is owing to this stretching, which is

often the starling-point of prurigo and eczematous distress. The modern

fashion, originating in the sense of comfort and ease, should be corrected

s by the substitution of an aperture of different siiape, and very much
larger.

I'nlil the bowel begins to show signs of responding at the fixed hour

ciu-mata may be tried. A cold-water enema of about a tumblerlul,

injected whilst in the standing posture, so as only to rea( li the hjwer ])art

ol the rectum, is the best method of starting the intestinal tube to contra< t.

Glycerin, in doses of a teaspoonful or s. injected with a syringe made
for the purpose, acts powerfully by stmiulaiing the membrane, but its

popular professional reputation as a remedy for constipation rests alto-

gether upon a misconception of its advantages. I!y its powerful stinmla-

tion of the coats of the rectum (partly througli its hygroscopic i^ropert) ),

it ultimately blunts the sensil)ility of the rectal ner\e filaments to smaller

stimuli, and if solely relied u|)on the end will be worse than the beginning.

Its value seems to be clearly like that of most purgative remedies; it is of

use in tiding over constipation till other means have time to act.

In the form of a suppository Glycerin affords a convenient nuthod of

overcoming Uniponiry constipation. Often within five niiimtes a copious

and painless motion ma)' l)e c.xperieni cd alter its introduction, and in

conslipution arising during fevers and long illnesses its action is very

satisfat tor) . In li.emorrhoidal conditions and in ca.scs o( anal fissure,

hiiwcMT, Its use Minietimes ma) bring on a scry acute attack ol jiain and
tenesmus. The writer prefers the use of a pieie ol common brown Soap
slia|KHl roughly into a cone with a penknife and inserted within the

internal sphincter.

Suppositoriis are \aluable for administration » hen through any change

of diet or other cause the curative drug fa s to |irodiicc a motion at the

hour alti r breakfast. They then lan l>c em|»lo)(ii totaus^' proinpl ai tioii

ol the bowi'l Ml that the rli)thni ol the i dloii .mil nc linn m,i\ be |.i p| up
V itiioal a break.

II there be acruiiHilations ol I.eces in iIh rei tuni aiulciilon loi >nine

lime the)- must be remoseii. and lor llii> puipo.se oidinar\ piujiition b\

the mouth is not to be thought of. A t(pid-water enema should be gi\en

when the patient is lying upon the hit side, wilii tiu' \icw of getting the

fluid be)ond llie accumulation; j or 4 pints may be thrown u|) with

safel)

.

<)li\e or Castor (Jil may be admmistered along with tin w.itd with

great advantage. It is useless to pour the oil into the water, wlier* it

tloats. and is not injei ted into the bowel till the \ei\ last. I'lie luirse

should lilt the end of the eiuma pi|)e (lying in the wattt) and |iut it into

a cupful ill the oil, and conimue the operation as belorc without removal
of the other iiiil Irom the ici tinii. .\ltcr pumping up \ or 4 o/. or

more in this wa\ the end of i!h' pi|M' is taken out ol tiic oil and dropped
into (lie warm water agum, and the pumping gently contmuud till the
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patient cannot tolerate the introduction of any more fluid, when the
motion will occur. To remove lodgments from the colon several enemata
may be required, and should the mass be above the reach of the imger,
weeks may be spent in pumping it out, though this is decidedly exceptional.
Should the mass be low down it may be broken up with the handle of a
spoon or scoop, and removed piecemeal. Injections of Oils, Gruel, White
of Eggs, Linseed Infusion, and various other emollients are used. IJrewer's

Yeast, when injected, breaks up and causes the rapid disintegration of
the impaction, and it is harmless.

When the intestinal tract has been cleared in a case of chronic constipa-
tion, the physician's next attempt is to assist the patient in having a daily
evacuation of the bowels, or if an evacuation every second dav has been
the patient's life-long habit when in health, the effort siiould be to restore
this habit, and not to attempt to impr>j,e upon nature.

Good can be done, as already suggested, by urging the patient to take
a brisk morning open-air walk or ride if his habits have been sedentary.
Unfortunately, in many instances, the class (jf patients to whom this

would be valuable have little opportunity for \\;i Iking, and the haste to
reach their olii. cs in the city only permits liieni to indulge in their usual
omnilms or railway trip. To such, a half-hours' cycle ride will be followed
by splendid results.

Diet is of vital importance; it is generally the small eater who is the
victim of chronic constii)ation, or the indi\ idual who takes his food in a
concentrated soluble form, and often if such a one, from any cause, begins
to eat almost any sort of food in larger (luantity than is nei essarv for the
mamtenance of health, the constipation disappears. In prescribing a
dietary, foods which lease a bulky residue should ha\c the preference.
Brown bread, whole-meal bread, or any i)ran breadsti .is are of great use.

White bread made with fine flour and hard-boiled eggs should be entirely
given up till the constipation has been conquered. Oaten meal made
into porridge, and taken at bed-time or before the ordinary breakfast, is

the remedy wl)i( h keeps many folk in health lor _\ears.

Vegetables and fruit should be taken freely, and an orangt or apple
eaten early in the moiaing or orange marmalade at breakfast answers
well in some (ases. There is nothing better llian a -ood supper of boikd
Spanish Onion, and the writer has treated obstinate rases of (onstipatioii

by this mean> alone with very satisfactory results, .\gar-agar in ( oar.'^e

powder in tea>|.unnful doses used with slewed fruit makes a valuable
laxative addition (n the ordinary lood.

Sal.id or Olive Oil iviry iiioriiing alter bieakia^t i-, a \alu.>l)le las.itivc

and lood, and when Inrly partakm of with s.il.id at the e\iiim,- tiicd it i

,

a very ( Ihi ieiit la\ati\e. The writer has noti< cd that it is not will hi.tiu'

by the plethorir, or by lean folk with dark sl<inv, jhc p.dc, wa>h\ lookiii;
,

blue-eyed, .sedintary, liiin subject gels iuik h beiietit froiii it or lioiii Cod
hiver Oil when taken omc .i d.ty in one hirge ihise. Pure J'arallii. oltin
acts well, as none of it is a'lsorlM'cl: in pa^^i^'_: down the !>o\vt I it :!•.!; .1-. .s

lubritanl und corrects dryness in the ht'cts.
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Prunes and Figs are serviceable, but even children grow weary of their

lusciousness. Stewed prunes do well for a short time. It is often a good

thing to advise the patient to become a vegetarian or fruitarian for a time,

and if he takes to the practice and makes a fad of it, his constipation, as a

rule, disappears.

Massage or deep kneading of the abdominal muscles over the entire

course of the large intestine may he tried in verj- sluggish subjects, or e\en

a smart friction over the abdominal walls witli a coarse, warm towel

for five minutes on rising, or a cold-water compress, followed by a large

drink of c(!'iJ water and a smart cold shower or plunge bath, m ly do more

good than medicine?. Hrunton recommended rolling a cannon-ball

(7 lbs.) over the abdominal walls, following the direction of the colon.

Electricity—a weak continuous current, with one pole on the spine

and a large wash-leather or sponge electrode moved about over the

luml)ar and hypochondriac regions or a smart interrupted current

—

may be used with advantage in the same way.

The physician will thus find that most of the cases of chronic constipa-

tion may be successfully combated without lia\ ing to resort to the lont;

list of purgatives in daily use. .\s a rule, artive purgation should not be

permitted, and, in many of the cases seekin:^ relief, continual purgation

indulged in for fancied ills will be found to be the cause of the constipa-

tion.

WIThc physician should aim at increasing the muscular and nervous

tone of the bowel, and, at the same time, im reasing the intestinal se<retion

so as to brin "^ the motions to a healthy state of consistence.

Though the number of |)urgative drugs i ; almost endless, those u.n ful

in chronic constipation should tie only such as in regulated doses will

produce a laxative ef!cct, and hence the selection is practically confined

to Cascara and Aloes.

("ascara comes first in value, and when all tlie dietetic and previously

mentioned plans have failed, the {)atient should !)e placed u|)on small

doses of the li(|uid extract. It may be given in various ways. One
moderate dose in the evening or before bed-time, the treatment not to he

commenced till the existing constipation is for the moment corrected by

some brisk |)urgative, is the most successful i)lan. Beginning with an
evening dose of 30 mins., in a few days knowledge of the dose suitable to

the individual ca.sc will be obtaine<l, and the initial quantity is increased

or diminished accordingly. The object to be 'early aimed at is to avoid

purgation, and to give the remedy in such a dose as will .secure one .soft,

natural motion every morning. The aniotinl and tlu iiilerval necesjury

to prod'ice this result varies widely in different individuals, ,0'd in the

same individual under the use of various dietaries. If the moderate
dose necessary to i)ro(luce a laxative elTect takes a long lime to act the

patient must shift the time from bed hour till inmiediately alter or before

the evening meal, so as to produce evacuation after breakfast hour.

Then- is diilicuity in getting patients to graduate the dose themseive.s,

and after a few weeks they stop the cascara altogether, tiirough carcless-
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ness, or a belief that they are cHred of the constipation, and when the
bowels return to their old habit, a large dose of cascara is taken as a purge.
This is certain to be followed by more obstinate constipation, and thus
the remedy is set down as useless. The physician should insist upon a
two months' course at the very beginning of the treatment. Capsules
containing any requisite amount may be had readily from chemists, but
though elegant and effective, the dose cannot be easily regulated when
the capsular form is used. The pilnlar extract may be given, but the
fluid is more certain and uniform in its action.

Some give the cascara three times a day, after or before meals, in a
dose equivalent to about one-third of the nightly dose. Thus, 10 mins.
may be given immediately after breakfast, luncheon and dinner, but the
evening dose is more rational and effective.

Whatever plan be adopted, after a few weeks the dose should be
gradually diminished, still, however, takii.g enough to produce the healthy,
natural morning motion, as if no purgative had been administered. At
the end of a period, varying much in different cases, the remedy may be
occasionally suspended for onf day, and finally, in a few months in some
cases, it may be permanently stopped.

The drug ma\ be given alone, or combined with some of the remedies
about to be mentioned.

B. Kxtr»cti Cascarce Sagradee I.iquiUi 5ij.

Tincturce Nucis Vomicce 3v.

Tincturte Belladonna 7,iij.

Glycerini q.s. ad 5iv. Misce.

Fiat mistura. cujus capiat cochlearium minimum omni vespcre et

mane adquatuor vicem, deinde omni vespere.

('as ara jcIIn madewith agar agar is a favourite form for administration;
tlie a^'ar adds to the bulk of the faeces by absorbing water. Regulin—

a

painted co' .l)ination of cascara and agar in the dried form— is also a
valuable laxative. Roth may be gi\cn in doses of 1 to 4 drs. with stewed
fruit.

Aires comes next to cascara in \ alue in the treatment of chronic consti-
pation, nnd often holh laxatives may l)e combined witii advantage. If
judi( iou.sly administered, the dose of aloes need not he int reused, whilst
in many ciises, it may be diminished, and finally withdrawn as the eons' i-

pated habit becomes cured. It is best given in roiiibination with c.ner
laxatives or cathartics, as it is slow in its ai tion, and, when given in small
doses, does not soften the motions mut h, but stimulates the peristaltic
Miovenuiit. Like (ascar.i, it is a tonu,an<i markediv inma.ses the (juan-
tity of the biliary se( retion. It must never be forgotten that a moderate
dose of aloes re(|uires for its action 12 to 15 hours or more, and hence the
importance of adi .inistering it at a time wlien th.e norma! miirnin- hm-x
lor evacuation should not be interfiTcd with; it should u.sually be given
before the -xcning meal, and not at bid time.
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Its action in chronic constipation is very materially increased by com-
bining with it Sulphate of Iron, as in Spender's pill.

B. Extracii Aloes gr. j.

I'erri Sulphatis '^r. ij. Misce.

Fiat pilula. Mitte talcs xxiv.

Signa.- '

/ akc one 3 times a day for 7 days, then one twice a day

for a fortnight, then one every night."

When amenorrhea accompanii;s the constipation the ( omhination of

aloes with iron is the best possible treatment.

Aloes in ha;morrhoidal cases requires caution, since larj^e purgative
doses often seriously aggravate ha-morrhoids when present, but 'mall
laxative doses generally relieve and produce decided curative effe( .s;

and good results ha\'e bee obtained by treating haemorrhoids exclu-
sively by small doses (i gr.) of the extract of aloes given night and
morning.

'I'he Compound l)ecoction is a most unsatisfactory bxative in chronic
constipation, and though of the greatest va'.jc in other intestinal dis-

orders, it is not to be depended up(,n, as it is almost impossible to regulate
the dose so as to produce uniform results, and frc.|uently it actual! > . ,msti-

pates.

A dinner pill, in which a small dose of aloes (ombined with Iron, Ipecac-
uanha, Capsicum, Nux Vomii-i, .Myrrh, and Helladonna or Ilvosryamus,
given immediately before or after dinner, is a most suitable method of
treatment. The following is one of the best:

a.

Fiat piI Ilia,

prandiiiin.

Extracti Aloes gr. j.

Fxtracti Nucis Votnicw

Pulveris Ipecacuanha

Pitlveris Capsia gr. j.

Mitie tali's xxiv. Siinm'

gr. ss.

Misce.

itnam onmi di • ante

Mrunton recommended I'il. Rhei Co. and Pil. Colorvnih. Co. ;in gr. i.;

I'l.Nt. Ifyoscy., gr. ss.

Sir .\. Clarke used this formula: Kxt. Nu< . Von., I'Vrri Sulph,, I'uh

.

Mytrha". I'liK . Saponis, .\loin ana, i gr. Tlu' .jiiantity of aloin i^: to be
inc reased or dimim>lie(l acctirding to the ( (Ted produced upon the bdWel.

Hellado .na was "sed by Trousseau. The extract in doses of | to .'. gr.
.L;i\iii .It bed-time. 1, 'one 01 with a.< nui. h lixliad of NHx Vomica, may be
t.kd, or may be given with anv !.i\ati\e in a duiiier pill, when it will not
only strengthen the nuis( ular ((infractions of the bowel, but to .some
extent prevent griping. The lin( ture, in small doses, is a verv ex( -llent
treatment tor the ( (.nstipation of infants and children. Helladonna is also
the best remedy lor the spasti) form of c(jnstipation sc .lutimes nitt with

i
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in neurotic subjects, and usually associated with much spasm und pain.
Alvarez combines atropine yi^ gr. with ^V gr- Apocodein.
Strychnine or Nux Vomica is of the greatest value as an adjunct to other

drugs, and occasionally alone it meets every requirement. The following
formula combines the most valuable of agents, and by modifvmg the dose
of the different ingredients nearly every case of ciironic constipation can
be treated with success:

B. Aloiti gr. j.

Ext. Cascarce gr. j.

Ext. Nucis V. gr. ss.

Ext. Bellad. gr. ss.

Ferri Siilph. Ex. gr. j. Misce.

Gregory's Powder or Rhubarb, though much used for many years by
chronically constipated patients, is not a good remedy. In the writer's
experience its tendency in chronic constipation is not curative; aged
patients employ it continually because they cannot do without it.

Colocynth is more active, but it is most dilTu ult to graduate the dose so
as to get a laxative effect. It may, however, be combined with rhubarb
us in lirunton's Pill.

Podophyllin is much more valuable in the treatment of acute consti-
pation where a satisfactory brisk purge is required, nc\ertheless it is use-
ful in tlie chronic form in bilious subjects. It may be given in combina-
tion with Belladonna.

B. TincturcB Podop/tylli 5j.

Tincturce Belladonna; 3iv.

Tincinrce Zingiberis Fort. 3iv. Mhce.

Suntat gnttas xx. omni node ex pattliilo sacchari.

Nothnagel recommended Podophylli Resina^, gr. i\ss. Ext. Aloes,
gr. xlv.; Ext. Rhei, gr. xlv.; Ext. Taraxaci, q.s.; misce. Divide in pilulas
xl Signa.— " One, two, or three ,it l)ed-time."' Euonymin in pilular
lorm acts much in the same wa\ , but it is feebler.

Castor Oil in small doses has been given for long jjeriods with advantage.
Thus in the chronic constipation of pregnancy it is the best remedy in
morning doses not e.xceeding i dr., and may be taken with impunity all

through.

Senna in the form of Tamar Indien is an excellent remedy, and when
administered with care to regulate the dose, is a very successful method of
treating chronic constipation in indoor patients. It produces very large,
almost Solid motions, and its action is not followed by any tendency to
constipation; the dose can be easily diminished bv the patient. Some
patients can manage to keej) tiieir bowels regular with small doses of
Senna I'ods made into an infusion.
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Purgatin (anthrapurpurin diacetate) and Purgen (phenolphthalein)

are valuable aids in the treatment of constipation, but they cannot be

en, loyed for long periods with safety. Purgatin in 15 gr. doses produces

one semisolid motion after about 10 hours, but it colours the urine red.

Purgen in i to 5 gr. doses acts in halt this time.

Sulphur is of much value, and may be given in the morning before break-

fast mixed with a spoonful of Orange Marmalade, and the Compound
Powder of Liquorice is a palatable laxative and one of the best routine

drugs for occasional constipation in childhood. Two or three Compound
Sulphur Lozenges may be given at bed-time.

Rubinat, Friedrichshall, Carlsbad, llunyadi Janos, Pullna and other

natural purgative waters are useful as occasional a''.juncts to the aloes or

cascara treatment, and they are in\aluable in the management of occa-

sional constij)ation, but it will be found impossible to obtain a laxative

effect by t' " " •ni':tration. Hence upon the whole they are not to be

depended ^ative agents, and the same remark applies to the

treatmen ure Harrogate, Cheltenham and other places where

saline apt iceiy administered. Often the good effects are but

temporarv, ne hah afterwards is aggravated.

Jalap, Scammony, Cro,.un Oil, Epsom Salt, and Mercurials a-e not avail-

able for the treatment of chronic, though valuable for the relief of acute

or occasional constipation.

There is little to be said for surgical interference {lleo-sigiiwidoslomy),

which can only i>e justifiable under very ex< c|)tional circumstaiK es.

Constipation in Childrcn.~-\n infants, the cause of (onstipation is

usually a deficicni y in sugar or fats. The formei may be remedied by the

administration of a teaspoonful of brown or Demerara sugar, and the latter

l)y a similar dose of cream. When the constipation is due to scarcity of

water, as in cases where artificial food is administered of tlie consistency

of a thick cream or paste, water should be freely supplied. The constipa-

tion caused by the presence of firm curds, if not relieved, is liable to end

in acute diarrlioea. 'I"he dilution of the cow's milk with barley water, or

beef tea, or peptonisation should be resorted to. Manna is a safe laxative,

though now seldom emi^lo^ed; it may be given for long periods to infants

and young children till the constipated habit disappears.

For infants and young children Castor Oil is the best drug, and a daily

\ery small dose - half a teasi)oonful— generally removes the condition.

A glycerin or preferably a soap su|)pository may be used. This remedy
is not objectionable in the case of very young children, as the writer thinks

that the act of evacuation in them is more dependent upon the state ot

the great intestine higher ui) than the rectum, and the fact of^accustoming

the rectum to a smart stir .lus from day to day doe^ not appear to blunt

its sensibility so as to interfere with the act of delnation after tlie suj)-

positories are stopped, as apj)ears to be the result in adults.

dent!!' nv!-;-;;!;'!' nf I he- jilidiiiv.fn !•; vitv <('rvii-i';\h!!- in th nr-tipation

of infants and young children, but as a rule injections of watery

fluids are to l)e avoided unless ficcal accumulations arc present.

I
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owing to the ease with which the colon can be dilated and its
tonicity injured.

The constipation of older children will seldom require drug treatment,
the condition usually speedily vielding when errors in diet are corrected
and when the liour of defecation is punctually dhered to and active
exercises prescribed.

Compound Liquorice Powder, or 2 to 5 gr. doses of Sulphur, may be
given for considerable periods with advantage.
To acute attacks of constipation occurring in a person otherwise healtliy,

and where there is no abdominal obstruction, it will be seen that the fore-
going remarks do not apply, and the treatment for such atta. k.s is a smart
purge. Any of tht remedies already mentioned mav be given in large
doses. The old-fa>hioned method is the best, of giving at night a com-
bination of cathartics, whose slow action upon different parts of the intes-
tinal tube is " overtaken " by a smart dose of a Saline early in the morn-
ing Thus, 5 grs. Pil. Hydrg. and 5 grs. Pil. Col. Co. taken at bed-hour,
and 2 oz. lilack Draught early in the morning, are a very efficient purtre
for robust men.

In elderly people, diarrhoea is sometimes caused by a mass of scybala;
lodged in the colon, and the proper treatment in sucli a case is to commence
with large enemata of tci)id water, given whilst the patient is placed
upon his left side. Should the mass be high up in the colun, the patient
should be placed upon his knees and elbows, and afterwards turned over
upon his right side, so as to assist the water to gravitate towards tlic ileo-
caecal valve. A large dose of Castor Oil or otlier purgative should be given
after the olistruction has been removed.

CONVULSIONS.

The cause must be sought for before active treatment can be com-
menced; thus the presence of a mass of round-worms in the intestinal ca.ial
of a child will call for Santonin and a iiurgative. The convulsions arising
in a patient suffering from advanced renal affection will demand the active
treatment necessary for uniinic poisoning. Epilejitic convulsions will be
best prexented by Hromiiles, &c. In the same way the reader will find,
under Hysteria, Tetanus, Poisoning by Stiyclmine, Teething, Apoplexy,'
Alcoholism, Puerperal Convulsions. &c., the appropriate remedies men-
tioned !)>• whi( h the convulsions may be prevented or modified or rendered
less frecjuent.

When called to see a patient labouring under an attack of convulsions
witlioul any appi;rent cause, the physician will have -onsiderable diffic ulty
in preventing liimsell Iruni acting under the impulse that he must do
something. The position of " masterly inactivity "

is tlie safest as regards
drugs in a situation ol this sort, where at the moment little can be deter-
mined about Ihe .ausatio- i.atliology of the .svmi)toms. rhe patient
.should !» pi;,, .•d in W,\ ujwii .AS !>uck with hi:; head and shuuldc-is slightly
raised and all constrictions about the ne«k, thorax, or abdomen removed.
If the tongue be protruded, and in danger of being wounded In the closure
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of the teeth, a lemonade cork may be inserted between the upper and

lower molar teeth on one side. Unless the convulsive movements be

severe and liable to cause contusions of the limbs or scalp, restraint should

not be resorted to. In a series of rapidly succeeding attacks the vapour

of Nitrite of Amyl may be judiciously employed. Chloroform or Ether

may be administered upon a sponge, or Chloral Hydrate may be given by

the rectum. Heroic measures, like blood-letting, are unjustifiable, except

in puerperal cases.

Infantile Convulsions.—As a proportion of the cases of convulsions

arising in infancy from de'ayed dentition, bowel or otncr passing troubles,

tends to end in epilepsy in the children of neurotic parents, it is most desir-

able that careful attentim iho -Id be given to the prevention of further

attacks after the immediate attack has been treated.

During the seizure a warm but not hot bath should be immediately

resorted to; if there be hyperpyrexia the water should be tepid. Ice may

be applied to the he^d or a cold stream of water directed against the

fontanelle, and a whiff of the vapour of Chloroform or of Amyl Nitrite may

be given. The practice of injecting Ilyoscine or Morphia hypodermically

has been advocated, but the physician will be wise who contents himself

with the rectal administration of Chloral Hydrate and Bromides or with

the use of these agents by the mouth as soon as the power of swallowing

returns. 3 grs. chloral and 10 grs. bromide of soda may be injected into

the rectum of a child six months old. The following may be given in

teaspoonful doses by the mouth evf>ry 2 hours for 4 doses:

ft . Chloral Hydrat. gr. xx.

Sodii Br^ii §r. xl.

Phenazoni gr. x.

Syrdpi et Aquce a Jij. Misce.

The bowel in every case should be cleared out by a small dose of Calomel

or Castor Oil.

A little blood may be let out from a vein in the arm where cyar,;sis is

marked and persistent, i)ut leeching is useless. In the asphyxial convul-

sions occurring at birth, bleeding from the cord may be permitted or a

vein opened. When there are marked and persistent focal symptoms

arising after a difficuli delivery meningeal hemorrhage is [jrobahly

present, and trephining may be justified in order to prevent i)ernian«nt

brain injury.

In all lases of infantile convulsions the bromide .rcatmcnt should be

continued long after the cessation of symptoms, and such ( hildren shoulo

subse(juenlly be larefuUy examined for adenoids, eye troubles, rickets,

or other possible sources of reflex irritation which may lend to establish

the epileptic condition.

The roufine ph'.n of scarifying the gums in every case of convulsions

occurring in young children is a practice of tlic pa-' The tough cicatrix

forming over the incisions afterwards, is generi.i.y the source of serious
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future trouble. The writer has seen the leathery gums of infants who had
been subjected to wholesale scarifications months previously for supposed
delayed dentition, when the cause of the convulsions was probably a mass
of curd in ",e intestines, the result of indigestible cow's milk. When the
tooth shoui i above the gum, these old, dense cicatrices so hold it down
that the only course is to snip a piece out of the cicatricial tissue with
scissors or a knife.

If the sterilised index-finger be cautiously introduced into the mouth
o. the infant any tooth near eruption may have the thinned giiir tissue
scraped by the finger-nail.

CORNEA, Inflammation of.

Where corneal ulceration follows phlyctenular keratitis and injuries
the first indication is to afford as complete rest a- possible to the eye
Atropine should be instilled, but if the corneal ulcer is marginal Kserine
is preferable. Both eyes sho-ld be carefully bandaged over a padding of
int. When much pain is present hot Boric Acid compresses should be
kept over the eyelid after the temporary removal of the bandage, and
J5elladonna with Glycerin may be smeared over the brow.
Where corneal ulceration is the sequel or concomitant of severe con-

junctivitis, bandages must not be employed; the eye should be freely
irrigated by a warm 4 per cent. Boric solution or by a i in 10 000 Per-
chlor.de of Mercury solution after the \]s haxe been treated by Nitrate
of bilver solution (2 per cent.),

W here the photophobia is intense a free disision of the outer caiithu.smay be made, and counter-irritation or leeches to the brow often aff(,rd
considerable relief.

Calomel, dusted inside the lids once daily, often acts with great rapiditv
and causes superficial ulcers to take up new action and induces rapid
granulation. Seldom will Nitrate of Siher be recjuired. In large pustules
or sluggish ulcers, a mixture of Cocaine (8 per cent.) with Atropine
solution relieves pain and tension, and .Mitigated Caustic may be liehtlv
applied to the ulcerated ,,pot with Nery marked benefit. Better still
after the instillation of Cxaine or the use of a Cocaine disc and .stainin^'
by fiuorescn, a little pure Cari.olic Acid may be applied with a finecamel s-hair brush, .onfining the application strictly to the dried ulcerated
spot. Ihis method may even be emplo>ed for deep ulcerations of the
cornea if perforation do not threaten, and if there be no iritis. Routine
use of cocaine for the relief of pain in corneal trouble is dangerous owing
to Its desiccating action. Absolute alcohol is sometimes used in a similarway to disinfect the floor of the ulcer. When the ulcer shows any signs ofspreading it should be cauterised with the platinum loop of the electro-
cautery.

'^

When the acute sta over, much benefit will be obtained by stimulat-
ing treatment. 1 hjs .„ay be carnc.i out before pain subsides if Atropine
be constantly used. The best application is the yellow Oxide of Mercury
Ointment, but it .s too often used of a strength that aggra\ates the aflec-
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tion. 8 grs. to i oz. Vaseline is generally st ing enough for all purposes,

and sometimes half this strength ^. '1 be (jund to answer better. A
minute portion of the ointment ma\ be ' jcrted inside the lids twice u

day, but tlie effect must be watched carefully, and it should be stopped

at once il signs of irritation reujjpear.

A seton above the temple or behind tin ear. or l)listcrs in the same

locality, prove useful in very chronic ca.-cs. When the ulceration is

caused iiy the presence of granular lids, this condition must be met by

proper treatment. (.See Conjunctivitis.)

1 1 ulcerative, strumous, or suppurative keratitis. Ford resorts to peri-

tomy, on the principle that as the cornea receives its blood-supply from

the conjunctiva, the local depletion, consequent upon a division of its

vessels and of the loops which surround its circ^iterence, tend to

promote a healthy reaction and an absorption oi . "agnant ce' r

elements. Walker performs perikerotomy, or cutting round the ic a

in these cases; he makes a series of short incisions at the hase of tlie

cornea.

Where the ulcer is threatening, ShavV points out the 'essity of

anticipating perforation as the best means o. 1 venting tr, aqueous

humour escaping with a gi h and carryin- the ii .. ., ith it. Ife perforates

the floor of the ulcer witn a fine knife.

Internal treatment is of the greatest value, and constitutional measures

must be employed from the beginning. Thus, in the jjlilyctenular form,

as in strumous ophthalmia, the treatment directed under Conjunc tixitis

must be c arried out, and an earlv change of air and scene is often folio' ed

liy marked l)enefit. .S|)ecial attention should be jxiid to the: feeding of

the |)atient, meals at regular hours \muji insisted on e\en for the

\oungest, and all forms of light refreshment between them absolutely

]roiiibited.

Wlien ('(xainc. Atrfjj)ine, and ICserine fail to gi\e satisfactcjry relief to

pain, the remedies fo'- id useful in neuralgia of the affectec' .ier\e may be

emp]o\ ( (1. 5 gr. doses of IJutyl ("hloral every two hours for 4 doses may
be i;i\en; 30 grs. of Chloride of Ammonium, or 5 mins. of the Cielsemium

Tincture every two hours, may lie administered. In severe cases,

esjiec ially in elderly ]iatients witii serjiiginous ulceration, tiie free adminis-

tration of stimulants with Sal Volatile in Decoction of <'iiichona (40 mins.

in I oz.) must be resorted to. Atropine must be replaced by Kserine

where any increase of tension or glaucomatous signs show them-
seKes.

When h\p(>])ion forms

—

i.e., pus ap|)earing in the Icwest part of the

anterior chamber— if its absorption does not foliuvv upon the ''jntinnance

of the abo\e treatment, a free incision or an iridectomy must lie made
under ciiloroform ana'.sthesia; if only paracentesis of the anterior chamber
be performed the operation will probahh- recjuire repetition, Subcon-
junctix al injections of Chloride of Sodium (2 to 4 per cent.) and of . anidc
of .Mercury, 1 in 5,000, 1 c.c. daily. ha\e been extolled, esj)ecially in

liyp()j)icjn ca.scs. Swanzy recommends the application of Dionin and

S5Ti
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1

praises the action of finely powdered Xeroform on sloughing

ulcers.

Zeigler has drawn attention to the frequency with which corneal ulcer

is caused by nasal disease, anc' the importance of treating this before any

permanent improvement in the eye can be expected. The nasal chambers

should be thoroughly cleansed, and a swab of lint soaked with Friar's

Balsam should be applied to the nasal membrane far back and over the

inferior turbinated bone. If the patient is a child, and nasal obstruction

exists, adenoids will probably be found, and, if found, they should be

removed.

Interstitial Keratitis almost always depends upon inherited syphilis,

and in addition to the remedies lor the relief of pain and photophobia as

mentioned above, with subconjunctival injections of Cyanide of Mercury,

the internal administration of Mercury must be pushed short of producing

salivation. After acute symptoms subside, the Yellow Oxide of Mercury

Ointment (i gr. to i dr.) should be daily applied.

CORNS AND CALLOSITIES.

Preventive treatment is important and consists in attention directed to

footwear. The epithelial hypertrophy will disappear as soon as the

cause is removed

—

i.e., the intermittent pressure of a tight boot; some-

times, however, owing to the boots being too large, the friction caused by

the skin of the foot rubbing against the leather in walking is enougli to

produce painful corns. Children frequently have their boots made too

long, in order to allow for the growth of the foot during the wear of the

boot. The result is that they get into the habit of strongly flexing their

toes in walking, to prevent the slipping up and down of the foot inside the

boot. The result is, corns appear on the upper surface of tlie phalangeal

joints, and deformities of various kinds result which last during life. The

first indication in the treatment of these conditions is to obtain properly

fitting boots. (See Munion.) Wiien corns continually grow again in

spite of bootwear of faultless make, they will be found to originate in the

pressure caused by the weight of the foot resting on a iiard mattress

during sleep, which can be obviated l)y wearing a large bunion i)histcr at

night.

The com should be pared with a sharp knife, and, if skilfully done, it

can be entirely removed at one operation, but liiis rei]uires skill and mucii

practice. .Sometimes previous soaking of the foot facihtates the operation,

i)ut niany i hiropodists prefer to have tlie corn in its natural hard state

before paring.

When it cannot l)e cut entirely out, a little (Jlaciai .\(etic .\( id may be

applied with a i)it of wood (tlie end of a match), and, after tlie supcrfii ia!

film peels off, the apj-lication can be renewed till the diseased cuticle

disappears.

Salicylic Acid is the basis of nearly all corn cures. It appears to jwsscss

the strange properly of only dissolving or ai ting upon the di.seased

epithelium, having no etiect upon healthy tissue.

i
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The usual formula is

—

U. Acini Salicylici 3j-

Extrauti Cannabis Ind. gr. x.

Collodii I'lexilis 5vj.

.atlieris Sulphnrici 3ij. Misce.

Fiat solutio. Signa.—To be daily painted over the corn.

Soft corns may he best treated by the separation of the opposing surfaces

with felt or Amadou Plaster, with a circular hole cut in the centre. This

hole may be filled with dry Salicylic Acid, and afterwards the above solvent

may be ap])lied to seal up the powder.

Chase dissects out the little lymph sac in the areolar tissue which is

connected with the apex of the corn, and, failing its complete excision, he

swabs it with Phenol and inserts a small drain for two days, keeping the

toes strapped for immobilit)'.

Callosities as well as corns and warts can be removed by Rosen's plan:

The growth or patch having been well moistened with an antiseptic solu-

tion, is thickly covered witli Salicylic Acid. Upon the top of this are

placed several layers of moistened I Joracic lint,and over all a piece of gutta-

peri ha tissue and :i i)andage. At the end of fne days, when tlie dressing

is removed, the thickened epidermis easily peels from the subjacent struc-

tures.

Unni treats plantar corns bv painting a broad ring of Glycerin Jelly

round them witii a stiff brush. When the jelly has firmly set, the interior

of the ring is filled with a circular piece of strongest Salicylic Plaster (Sali-

cylic Acid, 40; Creosote, 40), and the whole covered up with two layers of

glycerin jelly, and when dry a small pad of cotton-wool. This dressing

will last for a week, and may be renewed till the iiorny layer of the epi-

dermis is entirely removed.

Lewis Jones considers that corns are caused, like warts, by an infective

process, and should be best treated by direct luiiisatioii with a zinc salt.

CORYZA see Catarrh and Bronchitis.

COUGH.

Cough should be tie.iled as a symptom and not as a disease, and the

cause should always be t arefully .souglit tor first. Kven when chest signs

and expectoration arc absent the diagnosi.s may usually be easily made.
Thus the hacking, sliorl, drs i ough ol ciirly piithisis ma\- be traied lo its

cause, should there l)e a sublibrile temperature, marked loss in body
weiglit, and a bad tamily history with un(a\ouruble surroundings. In

dry catarrh ol the bronciiial lubes of lar/^c size, though the writer has .seen

many sm h ca.ies wlierc no real or pliysical sign exiNlctl^ nc\erlheless the

pri sence ol some small tiuanlily of tenacious or inspissated mucus or muco-
poiuieiU actielitiii >tl .iniiit lime ol oiiiel vviil be iuuiul (<> i iear up the

diagnosis. The treatment in iiuch u vatc must include mure than mere

n
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sedatives or palliatives. Tiie dry bronchial surface must be stimulated
so as to cause tlie pourinjj; out of a secretion of lic|uid consistence, after
which often the coufjh practically ceases, as detailed under Bronchitis.
The routine administration of narcotics in Ijnmchitis is to be condemned,

l3Ut the physician must not err in the other extreme, especially as incessant,
violent, or spasmodic attacks of cough without any expectoration may
in time lead to serious pulmonary trouble.

When bronchial and laryngeal causes are excluded it may be found that
the throat is the seat of the irritation. A( ute or chronic granular ivn.Ii-

tions of the phar)ngeal mucous membrane may produce incessant cough-
ing. IClongated uvula, enlarged tonsils, polypi, and other growths
at tile back of tlie posterior nares may call for appropriate local

treatment.

Reflex cough accompanying catarriial sore throat is best treated by the
following spray, which may also be used .is a gargle:

li. Acidi Carholici ",].

Glycerini Acidi Bond Jss.

AqiKe Rosa ad Sxij. Misce.

Chlorate of I'otash, Nitrate of Silver, Alum, or Tannin may be applied,
or local sedatives as inhalations of Conium, Friar's Daisam, or Menthol
spray may be enipioxcd. Cocaine siould be avoided.

Mar cough occurs, and jnless tlic diagnosis be correc !ly made there is

little probability of the cough being relieved by drugs. A c areful examina-
tion will reveal some irritation or f(ir( ign body in the meatus. In the case
ol children, peas, l)eads, &c., may be found ; and in adults, plugs of dried
wax. The wax is more likely to give rise to cough if partially loose in the
passage, and .sometimes the movements of the jaw in eating or speaking
may so disturb liie mass lluit cough results at these times. The removal
of the foreign bodv by syringing is generally followed by instant relief.

The eruption of a tooth in infants is .sometimes heralded by a smart
s()asmodic cough, which stops when the crown is througl; the gum, and in

older patients the renio\al ol a painful or ( arious .stump has been some-
times followeil by the i cssation ol a cough that lias been a source of anxiety
for a long time before.

Liver inflammation and biliary lalculi have been the cause of (ough,
and in one ( ase known to the writer a bilious attatk, resulting from in-

dis( retion in eating, always brought on a .severe, .spasmodic, barking cough,
relieved or removed by a smart purge.

.Stomach cough has been long recognised, and yields to remedies whii h
cau.se evacuation of the gastric contents, or to sedatives like l'.isniutli,

Codeine, or Hydrocyanic .Acid,

Severe cougliing may usher in nn attack ol gout, whii h is relieved when
the paroxysm localises itself, and (he presence of loreiKn irritants in the
intestinal i anal as round worms, truit seeds, &c.-- may cuu.se tough in

chiidrrn, which yields to a smart purge. •

^Jm
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Hysterical cough should be treated by antispasmodics like Asafctida

and Valerian.

Reflex or spasmodic cough, arising from almost any cause, is always

benefited by large doses of the Bromides, especially by the Bromide of

Ammonium. Chloroform, in moderate doses (5 mins.), is a powerful

.sedative in most cases, and Chloral Hydrate, in small oft-repeated doses,

will allay cough when the tause cannot be removed. Gelsemium, (Jrin-

delia, Conium, ard Sanguinaria may be used, like Morphia and Codeine, to

lessen the sensibility of the respiratory centre. Guaiacol in full doses

—

5 mins. has been much used in spasmodic cough even not depending upon

pulmonary phthisis—and Hydrastis has iieen advocated by several. Phe-

nacetin and the new analgesics are valuable where morphia is contra-

indicated, and they can be combined with Bromides. Heroin (J, gr.)

and Dionin (J gr.), being less likely to dry up the expectoration, are pre-

ferred to morphia and opium. The painful coujih of pleural inflammation

may be relieved by strapping the chest and administering sedati\es like

the above.

The barking coughof puberty occurs in over-fedortoo-often-fed cliildren,

and Sir A. Clarke insisted uixm a simple but liberal dietary of three or at

most four meals a day, active outdoor exiTcisp and early hours. T,n( ally,

he used Glycerin of Borax with Oxychloride of Bismuth and ]\lorphia

brushed over the whole interior of the throat after each meal and at bed-

time. Internally, he used the Syrup of hromide of Iron and Quinine,

with small doses of Arsenic. \^'hen this failed lie gax c a pill (untaining

Reduced Iron, Valerianate of Zinc, Belladonna, and Nux Vomica, pushed

till the physiological effects of the Belladonna became evident.

COXA VARA.

This affection, due to the yielding or partial separation of the upper

femoral epipiiysis, is not to be confounded with liip-joint disease, which

is nearly always tuberculous. It is best treated by Ridion's method of

making strong tni' tion on the abducted limb, whilst a jilastcr splint is

a|)plied from the ankle to the level of the nip])les. After this, tlie patient

may be permitted to move aliout, the splitit not being (hspensed with

till three or four nnmths' freedom from all tenderness or pain is obtained,

CRAMP.
This term is usually applied to the intensely painful tonic spasm whic h

affects the leg or thigh muscles. Smart friction may be employed over

the contracted muscle, and, by a voluntary effort, the opposing nuiscles

mav be thrown into firm and prolonged action, which soon relieves the

spiism. By tyini.' an elaslii band, like Ksmarcirs, ti>;litly round tlie tliiuh

sometimes the cramp yields at oni e. If it occurs when in the rei iimbent

position, immediate relief may often be obtained by assuming the upright

p(»sture,or by firmly pressing the foot against the bottom rail of the bed

post. Often the (ondilion is the result of over-fatigne of the alfeded

musiles, which must be met by ri st,and where toxaniia, owing to deficient
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elimination of effete products, is the cause, agents like Salicylates and
Massage are beneficia'

For the craft-spasms, see under Writer's Cramp, &c. See also Inter-
mittent Claudication and I'etany.

Cramp often affects the muscles of the swimmer in the water, but, con-
trary to the universally accepted opinion , it is seldom if ever serious. The
writer in his " Practice of Medicine " (\'ol. i., p. 250) has shown that the
so-called cramp which often teiniinates the swimmer's existence has
nothing in common with this condition; it is of the opposite nature, l)eing
due to a general paralysis showing itself suddenly in the total inhibition
of all voluntary motion akin to tiiat which sometimes seizes public
speakers, and it is identical with " stage fright." The reason why this
aifection has hitherto been believed to be the result of a tonic muscular
contraction is probably due to the fact that few who have been seized
with it have survived to tell their tale or explain their sensation .. The
writer speaks from positive personal experience. It is beyond the reach
of any treatment, though the condition will rapidly pass of! once the
swimmer has been rescued from his perilous helplessness.

CRAW-CRAW.
The treatment of this troui)k'.somp African disease of the skin which

causes extreme itching is so easily effected by the application of Sulphur
Ointment that its pathology iias been accepted by many as identical with
scabies, though .\hmson believes it to lie the result of a species of filaria.

The utmost cleanlines.s and the use of the agents suitable in ordinary itc h
will usually, as in Uganda, be found successful in rcmov-ng the disease.

CRETINISM.

Tlie indications for treatment are identical with those of myxoedenia,
and the sooner thyroid feeding is commenced the better as regards both'
the mental and physical development of the child. There is some dilficulty
in determining the correct do.se, but any case may be commenced in the
infant with a dose daily of 1 min. of the liquor or J gr. of the dry gland;
if muih increa.sc of pulse- rate, or if the lo.ssof weight becomes very marked!
the (lo.se may be les.sened. I'he thyroid mav be increased in any case
till the low temperature comes up to the normal and keeps there, and
till the body weight lonies to and remains normal; generally --peakini;.

5 mins. daily or 1 gr. of the extract need not he exceeded.
IniproM nient niav he cttccted e\tn in cretins of twenty vears of age;

growth to the extent ol (, in( lies in heij^lil m a \ear has been (.liserveil.'

The dry skin (lesi)uamales, and the new skin retains its nioistness, and in

a few montiis the features l)e(unic altered; their thic' , coarse texture
changes, and lliey became sh.op. and llu' expression h, Is and pleasant.
The improvem-nl in the mental (ondition is ((lually surprising' as the cretin
ijniilually rises to a hiiilur nu'/al. !!>!el!c, ii:;,) :ind j-liv-icil Irvel, hut ii ir;

too much to expect that the mental dexelnpnient will proteed ecpially
with the phy.sical when the remedy has not been (ommcnced till the child

JvMiik^ -Tm
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has already reached the age of puberty, '''he thyroid feeding must be

continued all through life, and Murra" calculates that i dr. (^f the old

B.P. liquor or 10 grs. of the dry powd ..c suiiicient for the wt ,• intake

of thyroid in adult indi%iduals to supply the absence of the nori; i' gland;

these doses should he evenly spread uve.' the days of the week.

CROUP.

Laryngismus Stridulus (a true spasm of tiic gloUis usually (u curring in

ritket) children) has its treatment detailed under its own heading. Mem-
hrautnis Croup or M. Laryngitis, formerly known as True ('roup, is now

universally regard"d as of diphtheritic nature, and its treatment will i)e

discussed under Diphtheria. The present article deals solely with the

treatment of spasmodic croup—an affection whose pathology is that of a

slight catarrhal inflammation of the larynx, which induces spasm of the

laryngeal muscles in young children, coming on suddenly, generally during

the night, and manifesting itself in lividity and dyspnoea with hoarse cough

and crowing.

The affection, though more sudden und alarming than true diphtheritic

laryngitis, yields speedily to simple treatment. A smart emetic, 5 grs.

of the powder or i teaspoonful of the wine of Ipecacuanha, should be given

every 15 or .•0 minutes lill free vomiting is nroduced. Some physicians

prefer Tartar Emetic (^ gr.) or th: old-fashioned Mercuric fjulphatc or

I'ersuljjhate in i-gr. doses.

The purely local emetics, as Zinc Sulphate, Alum, Copper Sulphate, or

Mustard, are contra-indicated, as they possess no after nauseating ex-

pectorant action.

The following mi.xture is more valuable than either of its active ingre-

dients when given alone. It is suitable for a child one year old.

11. \ ini Aiilintomaiis 7)iij.

Villi I peciicuanlhc oiv.

Syrupi Sciitw ."iv.

Aqiue Dcstillaltv ad Jij- Misee.

Fiat mistiira. Sigiia.- -" A teaspoonful every 15 minutes tUl

vontitinn occtn-s. then half a tea^; oonfiil every 2 or \ hours uhilst ti

couf^h lasts."

Though the laryngeui spj;sin rapidly siihsidc nftcr the cslablishmeni

of free inesis, it will be found wise to contiiii'e tiie use of e\()ectorants

for a few da)s, to keep the ciiild well clad and confined to the sick ronni.

itie atmosphere of 'vluch sliould be warm and nu)i>t, and (hic precautions

should l)e taken against ful ''• attacks, which .tre a|)t to be easily iiiiiuced

by e\en mild alijcks of (...arrh from e\i)osnre t.) cold and damp
Wisilst iiwaitin'j the iiction iif tin emetic, flic cliild niiiv !•; •il!!!!-..! :! in):-,

a warm bath lontaining a spoonful of mustard, and after being rubbed

drv anil placed bciwceii blankets a hot pfMiltice 111 ly be applied round the

^ U
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throat, or Gravet-'s method may be tried of applying a sponge squeezed

out of very hot water, and kept in close contact with the laryngeal and

tracheal region, and renewed every few minutes till thorough -eddening

of the skin be produced.

Nitrite of Amyl may be inhaled in urgent cases where swallowing is

difficuh.

Whifn the laryngeal cough and hoarseness do not pass rapidly off there

is sure to be a catarrhal condition of the membrane, and steam inhalations

or the bronchitis kettle should be used, and it is needless to say that the

serum treatment should be undertaken without delay if there be even a

suspicion of diphtheria. The nares should be examined for adenoids when

the attacks recur in older children; exposure to cold and damp must be

avoided. Hutchinson recommends a small dose of An^ipyrine or Chloral

at bed-time for a few nights after the seizure as a preventive of future

attai'ks.

CYANOSIS.

The treatment will vary with the nature and site of the obstruction

which is preventing the oxygenation of the blood. Thus tiie profuse secre-

tion of bronchitis must lie expelled by emetics, and -dema of the lung sub-

stance relieved by blood letti^^g and purging, after which Oxygen inhala-

tions should be resorted to. In cue cyanosis of heart disease, in addition

to Strychnine and Digitalis, the right heart may require relief by opening

a vein' Tumours pressing upon the larynx when these cannot iie removed

will require the operation of tracheotomy to permit access of air to the

lung.

The enterogenous foms of cyanosis are believed to be tiie result of the

production of sulphuretted hydrogen in tiie intestine, causing sulpha;mo-

globimcmia, or of diarr'.iceic conditions in wiiich the blood becomes charged

with nitrites manufactured in the intestine, and after absorption cs.using

mclluemoglobina;mia. These states arc allied to the microbic cyanosis

in which an organism resembling the Bacillus colt is found in the blood.

The tn;atment of these forms of cyanosis resolves itself into the adminis-

tration of intestinal antiseptics and purgatives and the use of a milk diet,

whi( h speedily stops methicmoglobina:mia.

Mac kenzie Wallis has isolated a nitrite-producing bacillus in the saliva,

which lie believes is the origin of the sulplnemoglobina^mia ;
whether this

liacillus in the salivary glands be a part of the general infection or a primary

condition, oral scjjsis should be attended to.

DANDRIFF trrhcaa Capitis).

The scalp must be thoroughly cleansed and all scale., removed before

any treatment is started. The best cleansing agent is Borax, which

J-.= -..!!i! !« ;!'!>i!ied as -ii soap is used and ruhlud into the skin with water,

rai>mg a latlier. A solution of green soap in alcohol is also used, but what-

ever cfeanser is employed it shuuhl be llioroughly washed olT tiie si alp and

from liie liair by changing tlie water two or three times. Tiie washing
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operation should be repeated everv fourth or sixth day according to the

severity of the case; bett. jcp the washings the scalp may be cleaned by

the application of Benzine, which effectually removes ill crusts.

Dandriff is of a parasitic origin, and hence tlie basis of all modern treat-

ment consists in the application of germ-destroying agents, though in mild

cases the old method of applying any bland oi! to the scalp was also bene-

ficial, probably by inhib-ting the growth of the morococi,as organism in

the very dry form of the disease.

Sulphur is the most reliable routine antiparasitic agent, since X can be

fearlessly used owing to its freedom from danger. Vidal recon-mended
the following pomade:

B. Sulphur. Freedp. ,'iij.

Olei Theobromatis Jv.

Old Ridni 3ix. M see.

Acid. Salicylic, is less unsightly and more cleanl) . At least 20 grs. to

I oz. vaseline 'should be used, and this may with advantage be combined
with an equal amount of sulphur, the ointment being well rubbed with

a piece of flannel into the scalp. It ih a good plan to occasionally use a
spirituous solution of the acid (4 per cent.) for cleansing purposes when the

ointment cakes upon the skin, and Walker adds 4-12 per cent, of castor

oil and uses the solution as a spray.

The disease often ends in alopecia, and during the later stages of the

seborrhoea treatment the remedies for alopecia may be co-nbined with the

antiparasitic agents. (See under Baldness.)

For seborrhoea attacking other parts of the body the Sulphur and Sali-

cylic Acid ointment .should be applied in about 2 ^cr cent, strength or

preferably used as a lotion.

Vaccine treatment should be resorted lo in inveterate cases, and Towle's

local method of using a fluid ointment containing 400 million staphylo-

coccic and 100 million acne vaccine in 100 c.e. <old cream promises to be an
advance.

DELIRIUM.
The treatment of this symptom is referred to when considering the •reat-

.nent of the different fevers and diseases upon whose presence the delirium
depends. (See particularly under Typhoid Fever and Mania, Acute.)

.\cute Delirium or Acute Dolirious Mania with feverish symptoms is

generally fatal. Its treatment, like that of acute mania, can only be
attempted in an institution fully equipped for the treatment of insane
patients. Before the removal to the asylum the utmost care should be
bestowed upon the fecdir.g, whi<h in most cases must be forced by the use
of the rubber stomach-tube. (See under Mania.)

DELIRIUM TREMENS.
The patient must be removed to a partially darkened, noiseless room,

with good window fastenings and as liltlc furniture as possible in it. For

'J
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male patients the female nurse should always have the aid of a reliable

male to assist her, and where trained male nurses are procurahle their
services should always he preferred to females. Often the patient's sur-
roundings are such that Temoval to a properly regulated hospital, where
suitable provision for such lases is provided, is the only course open to the
physician to recommend in violent cases. Though the great majority of
the subjects of an attack of delirium tremens betray no evidence of suicidal
or homicidal tendencies, the writer has encountered many instances of
the contrary during a prolonged residence in hospital, where such cases
were common. He has witnessed and experienced several hair-breadth
escapes from 'heir violence, whilst they were labouring under the delusion
that the nurs>. or attendants were the hated objects which the ludlucina-
tion of their disordered vision had conjured up. When the very first

symptoms of the disease shows 'itself the patient must be regarded as
insane, and should never for one mox.ient be left alone. Much will depend
upon the tact of the nurse, who may be af)le b\- humouring the patient to

keep him quiet and at rest in bed . Violent and repeated struggles may be
caused by an indiscreet and quick-tempered nurse, and may have a serious

influence upon the patient's chances of recovery in bad cases.

Forcible restraint will not be often called for, and the nurse should be
made to understand that it is much easier to keep a patient upon his back
in bed by gentle persuasion and mild restraint than to allow him to once
pet up and initiate a struggle, when considerable force will be necessary to
get him again into bed. Where this method fails with a restless patient
a sheet may be so tied across the bed or tucked in that his movements
will jje considerably hampered. The straight-jacket—rightly regarded
by every physician with disfavour- must in rare cases be employed; and
the writer has seen it induce rest and calm, without which the patient's
struggles could not have been subdued, and death from exhaustion would
inevitably have supervened. Such cases are, however, rare, and are no
justification for the coarse or cruel abuse which sometimes may b,. loticed

at th? hands of untrained nurses or attendants. Visitors should be ex-
cluded, only one relative being allowed to have access to the sick room.
Food should be administered with regularity, and it should be of the

most sustaining and stimulating kind. Solid food, owing to the state of
the digestive organs, cannot be taken. Strong soups, beef tea, beef
essences, and beef jellies, with an unlimited supply of milk, should form
the diet of a patient during the acute stage of the disease. Feeding b\- the
nasal tube and per rectum may be demanded in rare instances.

Such nursing arrangements will safely carry a large majority of patients
through their attack, without any narcotics or hypnotics; upon the third
night or fourth morning the patient, exhausted and wearied by his restless

movements, falls into a natural slumber of variable duration, from which
he generally awakes comparati\ely well and free from all hallucina-
tions.

Many ca.ses, nevertheless, will demand some further therapeutic
measures, and fe^v instances will occur in which some of the distressing

^
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be lecl or moditit'fl by judi idnniremoved or moainefi ny judicious ndministra-

tion of medieinc.

Alcohol.—The first question whirh the physician must decide is the one

of alcoholic stimulants, and, as mentioned under Alcoholism, the popular

prejudice is stronfjly against the withdrawal of the patient's favourite

lieverage. In many instances it will be found that he has already ceased

drinking just before or soon after the first symptoms of the affection have

declared themselves. The distaste for alcohol is often the first symptom

of the disease. The physician may be certain that in the great bulk of

cases alcohol will do no good, and in very many, especially in young sub-

jects in their first attack, its administration will do harm.

The case is different with older patients, especially those who have taken

alcohol for long periods, and inwhom symptoms of pneumonia or of cardiac

failure manifest themselves. Here alcohol cannot be withheld unless at

great risk; but such cases are comparatively rare, and even in them the

alcohol should not be started at the very beginning of the attack. When
th( e is dyspnoea, pallor of the face, or lividity, or any approach to s) mp-

toms of syncope, with failure of pulse, alcohol must be given freely, in

conjunction with large diluted doses (i dr.) of Spirit. Ammon. Aromat.,

and Strychnine hypodermically.

Ilxpnotics.—The use of these drugs in delirium tremens is the next

serious question. There cannot be a doubt but that some cases would

be better without them all through the attack, and it is equally certain

that they should not be given in any case at the beginning. It - oears

probable thr* a patient who would not fall into natural sleep t iut

the fourth nigiit if left alone, will not be sent to sleep by narcotics //, h

sooner. It is also highly probable, where sleep has followed the use of

a nar-otic in the early stage, that the case has chanced to be one of those

mild forms of the affection which would have terminated in sleep if left

to it.self. Should hypnotics then be administered at all in delirium

tremens 7 The answer to this (juestion must be in the affirmi.*ive.

A very short curtailment of the period of excitement in bad cases may
save life, and one cannot help reflecting, after witnessing the death of a

patient, say upon the fourth day of a restless and exhausting delirium,

that had sleep been induced by any means, even by chloroform, a short

time before the fataF termination was due, a different result might have

been obtained. This seems so highly probable that (me must be under-

taking a very serious responsibility who would withhold all nanotics or

hypnotics from a patient sinking from the exluuisliim caused by a

restless delirium and want of sleep. It must also be remembered that

drugs like the Bromides and llyoscine, even if they fail to induce sleep,

may nevertheless quiet nervous excitement, and husband the strength

of the patient.

It must be remembered that many deaths have been attributed to

the free use of narcotics, and that Wilks stated he had seen many cases

fif^delirium'tremens sent to their last sleep by opium. With this state-

ment all observers would agree had Wilks spuken of chloral instead of

ir
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opium; but the physician may find himself placed in a grave difficulty
wlicn dose after dose of narcotic fails to induce sleep in a patient
apparently sinking from the exhaustion which sleep would soon banish.
Owing to the state of the digestion and absorptive powers these doses
may lie in the stomach or intestines unabsorbed for a time, and then may
all rapidly jnter the circulation at ^^nce; hence solid opium should never
be administered in this condition, and hypodermics of morphia are
certainly preferable even to liquid preparations given by the mouth.
It seems highly probable that an hypnotic, even when given before
natural sleep is about to occur, renders this more prolonged and refresh-
ing and tends to hasten recovery, butwhen the judgment of the physician
leads him to believe that a moderate hypnotic will be beneficial in a
given case, he should not, however, think of giving it sooner than 24 or
30 hours after the onset of the symptoms.

Early restlfssness and activity may he to some extent benefited by
full doses of iromides, though they fail to induce sleep, and there can
be little objei tion in carrying this routine out bv administering the
following mixture:

B. Sodii Bromidi 5iv.

Tr. Nuc. Vomica: 3ij.

Tir. Capsici 5ij.

Liq. Animon. Acet. giij.

Aqucp Camphorce ad gviij. Misce.

Fiat mistura. Cpt. 5ss. tertiis horis.

Caution is needed in the use of Chloral, though manv physicians still
press It freely in this disease. The writer has long since abandoned it
havmg seen fatal cardiac failure caused by it. Chloralamide and other
Chloral compounds are not so treacherous, ,>ut they must also be given
with caution.

Narcotics, as 45 mins. Liq. Morphisc or 30 mins. Tr. Opii, mav be given
about the ordmary sleeping hour of the patient upon the second night
of his attack, and if sleep does not follow it should not be repeated till
the early hours of the morning, and not again till bed-time the following
night. Should the state of aflfairs be the same upon this night as upon
the second, the dose may be repeated early upon the fourth morning,
if sleep does not supervene by the fourth night (say 72 hours after the
onset of the disease), the situation will become .serious, and the dose
may be again repeated, to be followed by 20-30 mins. every f.,ur hours
till sleep comes on. Should excitement follow each repetition of the
opiate, Its admmistration siiould be suspended, an-' it has been Ion"
observed that rapid improvement often follows „nr or two doses oi
Tartarised Antimony {\-\ gr.), or the Hot Pack may be tried. This
latter agent often helps the pati.^nt to fall asleep in mild cases without
resorting to hypnotic drugs; the hut ur warm bath is, however,
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contraindicated in the disease. Cold affusion may be employed

when all hypnotics fail, but it should only be resorted to in

robust subjects, and is especially valuable where there is any rise of

temperature.

.\ smart purge should be given before beginning the opiate treatment,

and if the physician suspects that the remedy is not being absorbed, he

may give a corresponding amount by the hypodermic needle when the

next dose falls due in 4 hours.

Wood states that the combination of chloral and morphia far exceeds

in efficiency and general applicability all other hypnotics, though some

physicians believe that this combination is more dangerous than full

doses of either drug.

A 90-min. dose of Paraldehyde is the safest of all hypnotics; Sulphonal

and trional, in 30-gr. doses, have been used to great advantage, and

many physicians are content to treat all cases with one or other of these

drugs; they are, moreover, perfectly safe in the above-mentioned doses.

When the delirium has been fierce and exhaustive, Hyoscine hypo-

dermicaily ( , ,',0 gr.) has been tried as a hypnotic, and has given splendid

results.

After an investigati^ of o\cr 1,000 cases, Ranson and Scott state

that Veronal (Harbitone) was the only hypnotic drug which did not

increase the mortality of the disease. They found that in the early

restless stage it often cut short the attack, and that in the delirious stage

it alone of all hypnotics should be selected. In tiie early stage the

veronal was given with ergot and whiskey at regular intervals. 10 grs.

may be accepted as a full dose, but owing to its insolubility there should

be long intervals between the doses

.

Digitalis has been advocated in very large doses, and it is rather

surprising to find that a heavier mortality has not been reported after

240 mins. of tiie tincture every 4 hours. These heroic doses have

unfortunately been followed liowevcr in some cases by dangerous

symptoms.
Strychnine acts much more quickly tlian digitalis wh. oms of

cardiac failure show themselves, and it has an antagoi .ction to

alcohol. (See under Alcoholism.) The Tincture of \ux Vomica may
be gi\en in doses of 20 mins. every 4 iiours with 10 mins. of Tincture of

Digitalis, and, where cardiac failure threatens seriously to cut off the

patient, in addition to the free use of whiskey witii Ammonia, as already

mentioned, it is a good practice to gi\e a lai^ge iiypodermic dose of

Strychnine (,'^ gr.), which may be repeated in 3 hours. Hot Mustiird

poultices to the cardiac region and spine should be used at the same
time.

Leonard treats serious cases by Spinal Puncture and injecting a

Pravaz syringeful of a 25 per cent. Magnesium Sulphate solution into the

spinal canal.

The following is a good formula for use when the restless delirium is

severe and the heart is showing signs of failure:

„j^ii
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B. Hyoscinee Hydrobrom. gr. ,'j.

Liquor. StrychnincB Hyd. 3j.

Tinct. Digitalis 3iss.

Tind. Card. Co. giss.

Aquce ad lv\. Misce.

Ft. mist. St. 3ss. tertiis horis.

Capsicum, in 20-gr. doses, has been advocated as a hypnotic; it is un-
rehable and may produce gastritis, though some authorities employ it in
the pre ience of acute gastric d-sturbance.

Cor. ulsions may occur from renal disease; they should not be mistaken
for epileptic seizures, which also ciien occur. A convulsion coming on
accompanied by a large amount of albumin in the urine, should be promptly
treated by Saline purgatives and a Hot Mustard pack, Morphia being only
used with great circumspection.

Where symptoms of Acidosis supervene, the intravenous injection of
bodium Bicarbonate with normal Saline should be resorted to.
Pneumonia is especially serious, and complications, as they arise, must

be treated upon the general principles mentioned under the head of each.
As a rule, they are an indication for stimulants.

Delirium Tremens following an injury or accident in intemperate and
irregularly living subjects generally turns out a grave affection. It mav
come on with alarming rapidity, and it is the writer's experience that the
delirium in these cases is often of a more active and dangerous kind and
free stimulation is much more fre<iuentlv indicated in this group of case
than in the ordinary medical xarietics of the disorder; this is especially
true when erysipelas or other septic condition complicates the accident.

DEMENTIA.
For dementia secondary to sex ere mania, melancholia and other forms

of insanity, treatment is practically useless. Though a cure is not to be
expected, much can be done by education of the patient in some simple
employment which tend; .0 prexcnt further mental deterioration, and the
routine of a carefully condu.ted asylum affords the best means of carryinc
this out. ^ "

If the primary attack of mental disease has been mild or of short dura-
tion and the symptoms of dementia are in their early stage muchmay be done by a (omplctc change of environment and a generous
dieting. "

Food should be given in the liquid form, and, practically, in unlimited
amount, by the India-rubber tube of the stomach pump, 6 10 8 pints of
peptomsed milk may be jiut into the stomach daily when there is difficulty
in geiimg iht- patient to cat, and rectal feeding may be resorted to

Massage IS of much value, but this should only i^e attempted when the
forced feeding is being freely carried out. Thyroid feeding has occa-
sionally proved successful by making a j.rofound impression upon the
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general metabolism, and wiiere the disease arises in the progress of myx-

cedema this remedy will often give surprising results.

Cod-Liver Oil, Malt Extracts, Iron, Quinine or Bark, with Dilute Nitro-

Hydrochloric Acid, or other tonics may be given with advantage. Stimu-

lants may be freely administered at first till the activity of the alimentary

canal and the nervous system be roused from its torpor by the increased

nutrition. The patient's body should be enveloped in thick flannels, and

.itificial warmth is almost always requued. The constant cui.ent, 20

Leclanche cells, may be applied to different parts of the body for a period

of 15 minutes twice daily, and Static Electricity has a po/erful influence

over the general nutrition.

In the premature type of the primary disease (Dementia Prrecox),

supposed to be the result of some unknown toxins or of thymic >r thyroid

deficiency, total chanr;e of environment, with complete rest of l)ody and

mind and open-air treatment such as the phthisical patient iuiproves und

in a sa:iatorium, will often restore the mental powers speedily. With .

feeding, which mav have to be forced, massage should be cornlnnea and the

patient kept in bed. Saline purgatives should be judiciously administered,

and the intestinal tract kept in the healthiest possible condition i)y the

use of intestinal antiseptics or lavage of the colon to minimise the forma-

tion of any toxins, and normal Saline freely adn^'nistercd hypodermically

or intravenously and Thyrciid or Thymus feedmg tried with caution.

Nucleinate of Soda has b:en injected in many cases, but not with convinc-

ing result.

DENGUE.
The treatment of this tropical disease remains entirely symptomatic.

The patient should be sent to bed and fed on li<juid diet, and as in ordinary

short fei)rile affections he may have a simple diaphoretic mixture preceded

by one smart purge.

Aspirin, Quinine, and Antipyrinc have l)cen tried, but possess no specific

influence over the disease; the high temperature should be met by spong-

ing, or cold packs. Severe excruciating pain can only be effectualiy

relieved by Morphia hypodermically, and this should be combined with

Atropine (.T>o gr.).

Iodides are valuable after tlic sul)sidence of the acute symptoms, thougii

generally antirheumatic remedies afford little relief to the arthritic compli-

cations, but joint stiffness and tenderness may be relieved by Chloroform

and Belladonna Liniments.

DENTAL CARIES.

Preventive treatment will consist in thorough cleansing of the mouth at

least twice a day and the use of a local antiseptic, as the condition is due to

microbic action. Odolol in alcohol makes the most reliable of washes; it

splits into salicylic acid and phenol in contact with the alkaline saliva and

renders the mouth aseptic, a few drops being used on the wetted tooth-

brush. Oi ( Cloves inserted l)y pushing a thin wooden tooth-pick moist-

11
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ened with it between the teeth and Formamint tablets slowly dissolved
m the mouth are also highly efficient. Dental caries is greatly facilitated
by the free use of sugar and starch, and many cases are evidently caused
in children by the habit of constant indulgence in sweetmeats.

'

Baker's
fine white bread is answerable for the increase in decay of the teeth, being
directly proportional to the perfection of the process in milling wheat into
flour.

®

Pain may be relieved, whether due to disease of the dentine or exposure
of the pulp, by gently removing the softened dentine, and after drying the
cavity with cotton-wool a small pledget of wool .soaked in Carbofic Acid,
Chloroform, 5 per cent. Cocaine, Creosote or Oil of Cloves should be loosely
packed without pressure into the cavity and renewed every six or tweh e
hours. When the pain has been relieved and the cavity thoroughlv dis-
infected an attempt should be made to save the tooth by stopping' with
metallic filling. When the above measures fail extraction must be resorted
to, but even in ca- s where the infection has extended through the apical
canal of the tooth, producing alveolar abscess and periodontitis, the tooth
may often be saved by a skilled dentist.

DEIiTITION, Disorders of.

Formerly nearly every symptom of illness on uiring during late infancy
was put down to teething: 'it present the opposite view is so strouL-lv maiii-
tained that many regard the suhjcc t as jjracticallv outside the sphere of
etiology, pathology, or treatment. Owing to the activity of the develop-
mental ciiaiiges occurring in the nervous system of the infant from the
middleof itsfirst year of life till theend of the second year,the nerve centres
are m a state of more or less unstable cfinilibriuin, and it is a well-recog-
nised fact that (oniparatively trivial causes mav exdte a general convul-
sion or determine se\ere febrile, sensory or peripheral disturbances. The
close anatomical connections existing between the nerve supi)ly of the
gums md the aural

.
inulation render it prol)able that when the -^um tissue

becomes swollen, inflamed and lender, severe re(le(l<<l auraf pain and
general distrc. m;iy arise. In most instances the indications for incising
the ','^71 may i)c met with by scraping the swollen tissue with the scrupu-
lously sterilised finger-nail till tin crown of the tooth is readied, a j.r.o tice
which effe< tually prevents the formatiim of tough cicatrices.
The abnormal sensitiveness of the nerves of the mouth ami of the

ear, as well as (!; stability of the motor and other centres, may be
cimtrolled or lessi ned by the judicious adininistratidn nf harmless drugs,
but Opium should never be employed for (his piirpos.'. lielorc the'
employment of seilatives a smart purge should be gi\en, the best being
i gr. of Calomel or 1 gr. C.rey I'owder administered in half a tenspi.onful
of Syr. .Senna. (»r a tciispoimful of Castor Oil mav be given. (Doubtless
the vast bulk ,>( cases regarded as due to (l,ai itioii are examples of errors
in feeding.)

-'"••••'' •- -t'-iaim '- i::v nt.-.t nuitinc (iniK, ii iiu.v he combined,
when the motor irritability is marked, with minute d'oscs of Chloral
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Hydrate. Antipyrine is often used, especially when marked fel)rilc

disturbances are present, l)Ut it is not so sate as the next-mentioned

agent.

Spirit of Nitrous Ether has a decidedly beneficial effect; its soothing

influence depends upon its power of causing dilatation of the small

vessels and making the skin to act.

Restlessness, wakefulness, muscular twitchings, night terrors, vomit-

ing, auditory hyperacusis and other characteristic series of teething

troui)les often rapidly yield in an infant of about iz months old to the

following simple combination:

li. Sodii Bromidi ^t. xl.

Chloral Hydratis j,'*-. iv.

Liquor. Ammon. Acet. ")iv.

Syriipi Sitnplicis 3iv.

Aijiuc Chloroformi ad 5ij- Miscc.

Fiat mist lira. Siimat 5j. otnni secmida hora.

DERMATITIS.

The cause must be searched for, and when this is removed the condi-

tion rapidly subsides under local treatment such as is indicated in the

management of a case of simple eczema or intertrigo in its early stages

—

viz.. a bland Ointment like Zinc Oxide or an unirritating drying powder
such as Starch, Zinc Oleate, Fuller's Earth, &c.

Many of the cases desi ribcd as dermatitis are examples of drug

eruptions, and this class is known I'v dermatologists as Dermatitis

Medicamentosa. It includes not only the inflammations of the skin

resulting from internal remedies like bromides, iodides, arsenic, copaiba,

different sera, belladonna, the synthetic coal-tar preparations, &c., but

the eruptions whiih follow the local ajiplication of irritants as the

primula plant (olxdnica), poisonous rhus, X rays, certain aniline dyes,

hair dyes, and explosi\e substances, as well as the entire group of

rubefacient renicdies.

Treatment (onsists in the instant renui\al of the hxal irritant t)r the

suspension of the drug whii h has caused it, and the skin lesion itself

should be treated upon the general jyrini'iplcs whii h are in<licated in

dealing with each t\pc of eruption. Thus for erythematous rashes a

dry dusting pmvdc r should be used; urticarial eruptions are best treated

by weak alkaline lotions, pustular or \esi( ular ones by antiseptic oint-

ments, or by ii^tringent lotions lontaining lead when there is much
discharge.

Geyser's jirexcntive treatment of X-ray dermatitis (insists in tin use

of a special form of tube made of lead glass with u Hat (lint glass window
which can be i)la( ed in contact with the skin whi( h is to be influenced by

tile rays. Tads (;1 jmt soaked m solution ot tungstate ol stuta and dried

have proved useful. Oju laiors should pmtcrt their hands by the use of

[II
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thick leather gloves upon which oxychloride of bismuth has been

precipitated. \Vhen the dermatitis has already appeared it should be

treated on general
,

inriples by soothing f^;.plications. An ointment
containing Menthol and Cocaine relieves the severe pain and smarting.

The resulting warts should be excised or rubbed flat with sand-paper;

chronic cases have been treated by Fibrolysin.

Dermatitis Exfoliativa.—The treatment of this cutaneous affection,

better known under its first name of Pityriasis Rubra, will be described

under Pityriasis.

The treatment of Dermatitis Herpetijormis, or llydroa, is very unsatis-

factory. The best routine is Sulphur Ointment (i in 4), which relieves

the itching when freely rubbed in so as to break up the vesicles and
bulla;. Ichthyol may be applied when the bullae are numerous and
there is much pustulation. Warm baths are always useful, and the

discharge may be controlled by Lead Acetate combined with a weak
Tar ointment.

Constitutional treatment is of more value than local applications.

Rest in bed and if possible a total change of environment are necessary.

The fond should be such as will not likely tend to the formation of toxic

products in the intestines; and some recommend a vegetarian diet.

Upon this theory of autogenous toxamia saline purgatives and diuretics

are vaunted, and the use of an autogenous vaccine has been tried, but
without avail.

;\rscnic exercises a marked influence over the disease, as it does in

pemphigus, and should be always administered as a routine in gradually
in(Teasing doses till the limit of toleration is reached, and .Antimony has

been also recommended. Crocker re( ommends Hclladonna in full doses,

and Pringle advocates Ichthyol in large amounts.
Intense itching will often demand hypnotics fur the control of

insomnia, and a combination of Chloral Hydrate with small do.ses of

.\ntipyrine and .\tropine is to be preferred to morphia; bromiues are

contra-indicated.

llydroa (iestationis, the form wuich a|)pears in the late months of

pregnancy, may lie treated on similar lines.

Dermatttn Eactilia, produced by hysterical subjects to gain sym|)athy
or by malingerers to escape some undesjred service, can be detected

sometimes only after t artful scrutiny; the treatment is obviously

moral after the management of the lesions, wliiih may have become
accidentnlly infected Ijy various microbic aj'enis.

DIABETES INSIPIDUS.

The trealmcnt of l.iis affection is entirely empiric, since its p.ithology

is still a mystery. l'',le( trie ity in every form has been tried, without
marked benefit.

Hxtra( t of Valerian in large doses was employed by Trousseau, lie

administered a drai lim three tmies a day, and m one < ase he gave 1 o/.

daily. The nausea which follows is the great drawback. Kalfc

rfte
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administers 10 mins. Tincture of Cannal). Ind. witli 6 dis. Tr. V'akrian

and 30 grs. Bromide at l)ed-time. Valerianate of Zini. in 10 gr. doses

may be given in apsules, hut it is doubtful if it has any valerian-like

action.

Antipyrine has been reported as markedly successful in several cases.

It should always have an early trial. The daily dose should begin with

30 grs., steadily increased till 60 grs. are reached.

Ergot is used l)y many as a routine treatment in full doses, and Nitro-

glycerin has been favourably reported upon. Suprarenal E.xtrai t has

disappointed expectations, .\mylene Hydrate in doses of about i dr.

at night and Paraldehyde have their advocates.

Roberts, noticing how often the disease was relieved by the presence

of some intercurrent inflammatory affection, was led to apply a large

blister to the pit of the stomach with some benefit.

Morphia, Opium and Codeine generally do harm, but in a few tii:.es they

have proved useful. Iron, Strychnine, Gallic Acid, Creosote, Alum, J5t>I'v-

donna, Muscarine, Pilocarpine, Cream of Tartar, Nitre, Salts of SiIm/,

Mercury, Arsenic, Zinc and (iold. Bromides, Iodides, Permanganate of

Potash, and many other drugs have been at times found useful in diminish-

ing the amount of the urine. Some cases are upon record where, after

failure of all drugs tried, rapid improvement has followed a change of air

to the seaside. Warm t lothing should be insisted upon, and the general

health carefully looked after, signs of emaciation being treated by Cod-

Liver Oil, and the usual remedies applicable in the treatment of wasting

diseases.

Dietary should l)e generous, with few restrictions; any attempt

to reduce materially llie intake of licjuids causes rajiid diminution in the

amount of water passed, but produces sue h intense discomfort and depres-

sion that, us a method of treatment, it has to be soon alwndoned in each

case. Often, however, f^ood is obtainalWe by a very gr.idual diminution

ol lii|ui(ls till the point is reached at which tlie Indk of the urine is greater

tiian the intake of fluid, after which the ([uantity of fluid food is slightly

imrcased. W here phosphaturia exists, Opium and Codcia may be tried

for a short period, and then food ri<li in piiosphates may be given, and

wholemeal flmr is indicated.

I
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DIABETES MELLITUS.

Dieteti' reatmeni still remains tlie great resource in the routine ol

diabete drugs being of little avail save for lorrec tmg <ompln atums.

The chief object should be to furnish for the patient a diet uy iDUtaining

the least amount of sugar or starch, or substances easily convertible into

sugar. Itut no two cases of the disease will thrive best u|)on an exactly

similar diet table, and in this lies the secret ol trcatint; the atfection

successfully. By daily estimation of the amount of sugar voided in the

unne. uni h\ weiLrhini/ the patient at short intervals, the diet mav be

adjusted from time to time, so as to make lile ( omiortalilc, and in many

cases lead to a complete und permanent i ure, I'lie amount i>( sugar ex-

M
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creted will often convince the physician that some articles can be taken
with safety and benefit by one patient which may seriously increase the
disease in another; hence each case must be scie'>tifically treated upon its
own merits and a routine cut-and-dry dietary is inadmissible.

Roberts's method of daily estimating the amount of sugar excreted
can be entrusted to any patient of average intelligence. About 4 01.
of the saccharine urine are put into a 12 oz. battle, and the l)ulk of a small
walnut of German Yeast is added to it. The bottle is then covered with a
nicked cork (which permits the escape jf carbonic acid), and set aside on
the mantelpiece or other warm place to ferment. Beside it is placed
a closed 4 oz. phial filled with the same urine without ai east. In
about 24 hours the fermentation will have ceased, and the n cleared
off or subsided. The fermented urine is then decanted into a urine glass
and its specific gravity taken. At the same time the density of the un-
ferm-;nted urine in the companion phial is observed, and the " density
lost " ascertained. Fermentation is generally complete in about 18
hours, if the locality be sufficiently warm; and it is desirable to remove
the two phials into a cool place two or three hours before the densities
are taken.

The difference between the S.G. before and after fermentation will
give approximately the number of grains of sugar in each fluid ounce of
the urine. Tl s, suppose that the unfcrmentcd sample by the urino-
meter registers S.G. 1040, and that the fernitnled .sample registers S.G.
loio, the urine for practical purposes may be regarded as containing
30 grs. of sugar per fluid ounce. Hy multiplying tlie total number
of ounces passed during the twenty-four Imurs bv 30, the total amount of
sugar in grains will be easily obtained.

It IS advisable, before any serious redui tion is attempted in tiie intake
of carboliydrates, to examine the urine, testing with penliloridc of iron
m order to in.surc that no diacetic arid is present; should tins or adt^ne
or hydro.xybutyri. aiid he i)resenl the dietetic cluinge sliou!<l, owing to
the danger of camwh, be limited to the e.xi lusion of sui^ar 'ill tlw arid dis-
apiK'ars. The fall in the pressure of {\\ in the lung alveoli siiould be
determined by Frederic ia's tensiineter when ik idosjs is siispi uci. where
the urinary examination is not com lusi\c.

The total urine should be collected for 1 nr 2 (la)s iicfnic djctitic
treatment is lommenced in order to demonstrate the (le;;ree of se\eritv
of the alTettion. Sugar is then prohibited and (.irlMJiydKUe', restri( l<d,
and in a few da\s entirely slopped. If the su^ar disappear., altogether
from the urine, after a week or two of tliis treatment, a little stan hy food
may he permitted in gradually in< reasing |uantitv till .suear returns in
order to test the patient's jxiwer of assimiiatinu ea-liolivdiatis. These
should then be systematic , illy adiiiinivteied in anioiiiU short of proihiring
glycosuria. Mild cases re<iuire no furtiier treatment, and the disease may
entirely piss jiway tsnrier H properly rertricted diet.

If, however, the sugar persists in the urine in .s])ite ot the absence of
all sturch and sugar in the food, the case is a si \ere one. and will tax the

sk
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resources of the physician to the utmost. The prohibition of both starchy

food and sugar must l)e still enforced, and proteids may also require

diminution. Even in this serious type of the disease if the patient c(.n-

tinues to lose weight and if diacetic acid appears in the urine a small

antity of bread must be allowed.

in selecting a diet, the following must be avoided: Vegetables which do

not contain chlorophyl in quantity, as Potatoes, Turnips, Cauliflower,

Carrots, Parnsips, Sea Kale, as well as Peas, Heaas and Lentils.

Fruits—especially all sweet fruits—Grapes, Oranges, Apples, Pears,

Gooseberries, Currants, Plums and Peaches, must be forbidden. Lepine

thinks Apricots are admissible in most cases, as their sugar is chiefly

hBvulose.

I'arinaceous food must be avoided -thus Corn Flour, Baker's White

Bread, Biscuits, Rice, Sago, Macaroni and Vermicelli, Tapioca, Sweets.

Pastry, Puddings, &c.

Of the articles allowai)lc, nearly c\cry animal substance may lie freely

|)artaken of any kind of .Meat, Ham, Bacon, Tongue, (iame. Fish, or

Poultry- indeed, the only animal products wliich are injur mus and must

be avoided are Liver, Honey, and Molluscs, especially oysters, though the

flesh of the lobster may be safely permitted. In the cooking of animal

substances, strict attention must l)e paid to th- avoidance of adding

any starchy or saccharine flavouring ingredients to the meat.

Cabbage (when quite green), Lettuce, Cress. Spinach, Watercress,

Celery tops, Endive, youi.g Brussels Sprouts, Spring Onions, Rhubarb,

Cucumbers, and I<>ench Bea-is (when quite young), and ^reen Artichokes

may be allowed in moderate i|uantities. .Mmonds and all nuts .save

Chestnuts may be freely used, and Mushrooms ,ire permissible.

Suet, Fat and Oils, Cheese, Cream ( heese. Cream, Butter and l'"ggs

may be used in {juantity. The (question of Milk will be considered after-

wards, h' cream be mixed with a large (luantity of water and the mixture

allowed to stand, tlie perfe<tly jjure cream «le\()id of all lactose can be

skimmed off; this add"' to water, with which the white of an egg has

i)een blended will fo lixture almost identical with good cow's milk.

Tile exclusion of bread is the r. it dietetic problem, ,! , most

patients find it impi^ .. ,e to use a me... diet without its assistance.

It is therefore necessary to iiovide a substitute wliicli will contain

neither starch nor sugar, ami wlii<h will at the same time be palatable.

Bran cakes made by Camplin's method, with eggs, butter, and a

little milk, are used, and may be obtained from various makers. 6 o/.

fniely grouml bran,
,J
doz. egu;s, ,5 o/,. butter and a teaspoonful of baking

powder make a good batter, which should be baked in an o\ en f<.T .^o

minutes.

Bread, made from thoroughly w.ished Cihiten, in which as little starch

as ])ossil)le is left, is, if made carefully, ,1 tolerable substiiute, but its

lout-'liness antl absent'e of taste arc disuustinu to most o.^ittents. The
writer has had several poor diabetics kept alive upon home made bread,

prepared \i\ ihemseKes from the crude gluten obtained from the stan h

n
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works. This compound is far from being a proper diabetic food, but,
amongst the poor diabetics discharged from liospital as incurables, it is

the best that can be done for them. He directs them to take 4 breakfast-
cupfuls of the finest bran, and a small teacupful of the best white Indian
flour or meal, and rub these up with 6 oz. butter and a teaspoonful of
bicarbonate of soda. This mass is then made into dough with the thick
part of the washed gluten, which has been left to settle in a pail of water
over night. This mass is to be rolled into c'^kcs, and baked in a slow-

oven for two hours. Gluten flour, as sold, often contains large amounts
of starch. Ur. V. Fielden has found as much as 68 per cent, in samples
obtained from manufacturers. Many of the samples of gluten bread
contain as much starch or more than ordinary wheaten or brown bread,
and the latter, when cut in thin slices and thoroughly toasted through
and through, is undoubtedly much less objectionable than many of the
gluten breads, buns, and cakes freely advertised as safe diabetic food.

Bread made with Almonds offers upon the whole the most palatable
substitute for white bread, and almond flour is procurable which, when
freshly prepared and rubbed up with beaten eggs, and a little baking
powder added, may be baked in small tins in any good oven without
dillicuity. Saundby recommends for almond cakes— i lb. groi. id

almonds, 4 eggs, and two tablespoonfuls of milk, and a pinch of s It

(or saccharin); the eggs to be beaten up, and the almond flour stirr».J

in, divided into cakes, and baked in a moderate oven for 45 minutes.
Soya bread always contains a considerable amount of starch.

Bread made with flour obtained from the embryo of wheat, after the
separation of its starchy endosperm, is recommended by Danype, and
is used in France for diabetics, and is .said to i)e very poor in starch.

Cocoa \ut, Aleuronat, and Roborat breads are also procurable, and
are valuable changes from the gluten and almond feeding-stuffs.

Casein bread is relished by many diabetics who cannot use gluten
and almond preparations. Williamson recommends Casein made into

a ( ustard by adding to a tablespoim'jl of the powder one egg, a little

salt, anf* a teaspoonful of baking powder, and baking it for thirtv
minutes. It is a ^ood practice to order through the patient's ( hemist
a tin of assorted hrcadstuffs (l)iscuits, cakes, rolls, &c.) from a reliable

London firm like Honthron, ( allard, or the Protene Co., who also
supply non-saccharin jams and jellies, so that the diabetic can not
only have a large variety, but may find a foo'' which will constant l\

meet his individual tastes.

La'vulose and Inulin are recommended; Male White suggests the use
of dahlia tubers boiled as a vegetalile, on account of their starch being
in the form of inulin.

Tea, Coffee, and Coioa made from nibs, may be freely partaken of,

sweetened with .Saccharin or (ilycerin, and containing good Cream.
1 ncrc is little use in lixin^ lu liinniii^ii C\\v aimiuiil oi iluid consumed;
thirst may be assuaged by at idulated drinks made with Cream of Tarlar,

Phosphoric Acid, Lactic Acid, or fresii Lemons. A very palatai)le
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liquid is made by dissolving a dessert-spoonful of pure Citric Acid in a

quart of water, and adding Glycerin to sweeten it according to taste.

Sour Buttermilk may be permitted when the amount of sugar is

small in the urine. Water charged with Oxygen has been extolled as

a beverage, and sometimes seems to diminish glycosuria. Alcoholic

stimulants should be sparingly used, and, when given, should consist of

wliiskey, brandy, or Hollands, or light bitter ale like Pilsener. Sweet

wines are decidedly injurious.

Donkin's method of treating diabetes consists in an exclusive diet of

skimmed milk. About one galUm or more is the daily allowance. This

treatment has met with general condemnation. The writer has seen,

however, excellent results in obe.«e patients from an exclusive milk diet,

and it is invaluable in albuminuric cases. Lcpine advises that the milk

be fermented, and Hutchinson's sterilised non-saccharin milk can be

obtained.

Poor hospital patients who gain admission for a few weeks or even

months, and are compelled to leave and return to their homes, find that

milk is their only available diet. Severe cases of diabetes will, un-

fortunately, be often found where milk acts most injuriously. In

agricultural districts, good buttermilk turned acid is a very valuable

diet for the poor diabetic.

Van .Noorden's Oatmeal treatment need only be mentioned to be con-

demned. Janeway found that when oatmeal was given beyond the

assimilating power of the patient the whole of the carbohydrate was

eliminated in the urine, and the same is true of potatoes. The so-called

" potato cure " has been vaunted l)y many; as a routine it must be con-

demned. .Many diabetics undoubtedly do well on potatoes given up to

the limit of their as;;imihuive power, but the range of their usefulness is

limited, and like most of the crazes which appear in connection with the

tlierai)eutics of this disease it is the evidence of a revolt against a too

rigid dietary. The physician, as stated before, should aim at supplying

carbohydrates in every case short of the degree in which the.se can be

thoroughly assimilated, and there is no doubt that often harm is done

by a too strict enforcement of a rigorous dietary, and the excessive use of

animal food and fats adds to the dange. of acetonivmia.

Pasting or starvation diet has been successfully employed by Allen

for clearing all sugar from tl -j urine. For several days no food is given

except small quantities of diluted alcohol, and as soon as the sugar

disappears the diabetic dieting is commenced in which green vegetables

and meat are administered v. lually increasing amounts. The hours

of work, sleep and excer< uould be carefully regulated, and the

patient should as far as possible be saved from bodily fatig-ie, worry, or

hea\y brain work. Against changes of temperature he should l)e

provided by being well clad in flannel, and should wear thick-soled

iKKjts. (iynuuislic excicises iiitty be advi.scd, when weather and iithcr

contra in(ii<ati(ms fori)id exposure. Most authorities lay stress upon

the necessity of constant open-air exercise, and many reiommend

»•
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cycling and riding, but rest should be strictly enforced in all acute or
grave cases. All cases of glycosuria should be treated iiy a restricted
diet as if they were examples of mild diabetes.

Treatment by Drugs.—Though no substance has yet been discovered
which exercises a specific action upon diabetes, many drugs are at the
physician's disposal which exert some influence over the glycosuria
process.

Opium and its alkaloids are the most reliable of these. Crude opium
can be tolerated in very large doses. The extract, in doses of \ gr.

three times a day, may be started with, and the dose need not generally
be pushed beyond 3 or 4 grs. Morphine and Heroin may be employed
in proportionately smaller doses. Codeine is less likely to cause
disturbance from its narcotic action, being weaker than morphine; the
good which opiates unquestionably accomplish in diabetes is altogether
independent of their anodyne properties. Codeine may oimply be
regarded as weak morphine. Fraser found that the therapeutic value
of 1 gr. morphine daily in diai)etes exceeded that of 15 grs. codeine.
The dose of codeine may cuniinencc with \ gr., increased to 2 or 3 grs.,

three or four times a day. It will be found not to interfere with diges-
tion, and is always well borne. Under its influence the amount of
sugar generally markedly falls in a few days.

Where the codeine treatment with strict diet tails, any of the following
drugs may be tried. The list might be much further lengthened out, as
nearly every known drug has been experimented with in the manage-
ment of this serious ailment.

Antipyrine is next in value to opium and its alkaloids, and some
observers state that it possesses more influence o\er the diabetic process
than these agents, ft must l)e given in full doses- /.e., 5 to 10 grs. 4 or 5
limes a day, to be suspended as soon as any albuminuria appears.

Aspirin, Salol, .Salicylates, Thenacetin, Antifebrin, I'.xalgine, and the
other members of the same class, appear to have a similar but less certain
effect. Belladonna or Atropine in full doses has been highly praised.

Carlsi)ad Waters drunk freely at Carlsbad, in conjunction with strict

dietetic treatment, till the urine becomes alkaline, with or without the
opium or morphine treatment, have gi\en satisfactory and lasting

benefits in many (ases, but the bread suiistilutcs pnx urable at Carlsbad
are very unsatisfactory as a rule.

Vichy, N'euenaiir, Fels, Contrexeville, and Vals are favourite resorts

for treatment; and it is insisted by tliose at the spas that the drinking
of the \'aters at their source is nuK h more ellicacious than undergoing
the treatment it home.

.Mkalies have been muih used, and the good effect of the \'ich\', Vals
and Carlsbad waters is doubtless owing to their presence. The alkaline

c;irbonates and ammonia phosphate, the citrates of soda and potash and
irei- ammonia, or its carhoi.. j or acetate, iiave iieen puslied, hul appar-
ently with very little influenr e upon the amount of sugar.

Saccharin and Glycerin are only of use as subslitules for sugar. Large
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quantities are liable to upset the stomach, and by leaving a permanent

sweet taste in the mouth may destroy the appetite.

Uranium Nitrate, Strontium, Ozonic Ether, Permanganate of Potas-

sium and Peroxide of Hydrogen have failed signally in the hands of most

pliysicians. Bromides, Cocaine, Arsenic, Picric Acid, Calcium Sulphide,

Lactic Acid, large doses of Quinine, Ergot, Benzosol, Camphor, Magnesium

Salts, Lilliia Salts, Creosote and Jambul have been reported to have

effected cures, but in other hands have almost always proved useless.

Papain, Pepsin and Rennet have been used and found wanting, and the

same may be said of the plan of giving large doses of Yeast.

The existence of pancreatic diabetes has directed attention to the use

of Pancreatic Extracts, and occasionally good results have been reported.

Trypsin should always have a trial; it must be given in Keratin coated

capsules or pills in order that it may pass unaltered through the stomach.

Amylopsin, Pancreatin, and other preparations of the gland may be given

in a similar manner. Secretin prepared from the duodenal mucosa is

being tried wiih the view ot stiiiulating the action of the pancreas, but

the reports are unsatisfactory.

Massage and Electricity, Cod-Liver Oil, Iron, and Laxatives of tiie

Castor Oil or Cascara. type, are generally useful in combating symptoms
or complications arising during the disease.

It would appear from a study of the long list of vaunted drugs that

many observers, when getting a case ot diabetes, place it at once upon a

diet devoid cf sugar and starch, and any drug which their fancy induces

them to try they prescribe, and often fall into the error of ascribing all

the good effects to it alone.

Complications arising during the disease are to be treated upon general

principles.

Coma (due to aiidosis) should be promptly met by large doses of

Alkalies, or tiie intravenous injection of Bicarbonate of Soda Solution

(2 per cent.), or, l)ettcr still, by large liypodermic doses of saline solution,

as mentioned under .\nainia and .\iiflosis.

In the threatening stage when the patient is still (|uite conscious he

should drink as larg^' a ijuantily of water as he possilily can swallow, i dr.

of Citrate of Soda or Potash l)cing dissolved in i pint, and many cases are

recorded where the stujwr has disa[)peared under this treatment.

Carbuncle, Boils, Pruritus, Oangrene, (Constipation, and other c:omplica-

tions are to be treated by the remedies mentioned under their appropriate

headings. Often neuritis is very severe, and it is best met by Antii)yrine

or Heroin.

The numerous dietaries designed by various authorities are all founded
upon the principles already detailed. The physician should guard against

prescribing a i)riiUe(l " diet roll " for his diabetic patient, as the sameness
of tlie niiitine. unless ureatlv varied from dav to diiv. is sure to become
irksome. Better supply him witli a more or less complete list of the for-

bidden anil of the allowable artides of diet; from the latter list he tan

formulate a dish aironiing to his indi\i(hial tastes under tlie guidance nt

1-4
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the physician. For this purpose Pavy's hst is sufficiently comprehensive.
The following articles are allowed:

PavVs Dietary.—Butchers meat in every form except liver; bacon andham; game, pou try; all kinds of fish, both fresh and cured, including theCrustacea; ammal soups (without thickening), including beef tea and broth
l!.ggs, cheese, cream cheese, cream, and butter.
Almond, bran, or gluten substitutes for ordinary bread
Greens, spinach, turnip-tops, watercress, mushrooms,' mustard-and-cresscucumber, lettuce, endive, radishes, and celery.
In moderate quantity, after boihng in much water, are allowed:- Turnipstrench beans, IBrussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoh sea-kale'asparagus, vegetable-marrow; also picUes, olives, vinegar and oil
Jelly, flavoured but unsweetened; savoury jellv blanc-mange made withcream and not milk; custard, made without sugar
Nuts of -11 kinds except chestnuts.
Tea, coffee, cocoa from nibs.
Dry sherry, claret, hock, dry Sauterne, Chablis, Burgundy
Brandy and spirits, unsweetened

; soda water. Burton bitter ale in moderate

The following are forbidden

:

Sugar in any form, wheaten bread and onlinary biscuits of all kinds
Kice, arrowroot, sago, tapioca, macaroni, and vermicelh
Potatoes, carrots, parsnips, Ijectroot, peas, and Spanish onions
All kinds of pastry and puddings, and fresh or preserved fruits of all kindsMilk IS forbidden, except in very small quantity, and also port wi,ie
Sweet a es, mild and old porter and stout, cider, liqueurs, and ail sweetand sparkling wines.

swici

DIARRHCEA.

The treatment of this symptom can only be rationally carrie-) out after
:ts cause has been discovered. Unfortunately the general acceptance of
the theory which has bracketed diarrhcea and enteritis as synonymous
terms has plunged the subject into hopeless confusion. Jn the "reat
majority of cases of diarrhoea the frequent loose motions are the result ofsome purgative substance introduced into the intestinal tract from with-
out, or produced m the bowel through the action of ferments or microbes
It IS therefore as irrational to regard the catharsis as a disease as it would
be to call the pharmacological action of castor oil or senna by the same
name.

A catarrlial enteritis may supervene when the action of the catliartic
agent has been of long standing, and it may even remain after this has
been expelled from the body, but such instances are rare except in the
case of infants.

'

The piirgative oubstance is often the product of fermentative or microbic
action whul, Iws already been induced in some article of food as contamin-
ated milk, or It may be a ptomaine poison originating in fisli or meat, or
the irritant itself may be liarmless from a chemical point of view, but still
be capable by its mechanical acti..n of exciting greatly increased but in-
effectual pcnst.lsis. as is seen in indigestible masses oi casein or ac.u-
mula(i..ns of heces in the colon.

The term nritalive diarrha>a, therefore, may be applied to most
01 the e.xamiiks of looseness of the bowel met with by the physician,
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and they follow for the most part some indiscretion in diet, and, especially

in adults, may be safely regarded as it the patient had taken a cathartic

which was irritating the small intestine, causing sometimes intense

griping and smart purging. Such cases will require little treatment,

and certainly should not be checked at first. The diarrhoea is nature's

method of getting rid of a poison introduced from without in the food,

or generated within the bowel, and if the physician must interfere, it

may be best to assist nature, and give a mild dose (i dr.) of Castor Oil,

or a teaspoonful of Gregory's Powder. The severe pain is best combated

by a large dose of Whiskey or Brandy, or 5 mins. of Oil of Peppermint

or other essential oil. Salines may increase the pain, and, by rendering

the .notions quite fluid, may sweep past and not remove the source of

irritation.

Diarrhoea common in infants fed upon cow's milk is clearly of this

nature. It can be recognised at once by an examination of the child's

napkins. The motions consist of masses of undigested curd, closely

resembling glazier's putty in appearance and consistence; these masses

can be easily shaken off or detached from the napkin, which they scarcely

soil. They are often green in colour and are passed solid, with a little

acrid watery discharge often mistaken by the nurse for urine. Here the

employment of vegetable astringents or opiates means delay, and too

often death.

The preliminary .'ic and diarrhoea may be rapidly followed by

vomiting, and if the cai se be not promptly removed, a low and fatal form

of enteritis sets in which is beyond the reach of drugs. The cow's milk

should be instantly stopped, and a healthy wet nurse obtained. When
this cannot be accomplished without delay, which is often the case, two

courses are open. Raw Meat, grated or pound<.d to a pulp, may be given

or made into strong beef tea; or a peptonised food or predigested milk

should he tried, i -ettions must be given that cow's milk should not be

administered till long after the attack is passed, and then only in very small

amount, and but one a day at first, watching its effects. It is upon the

whole better nevei to retur*. »o it if the attack has been a serious one.

As soon as the child takes t' iie new food, a smart dose (one teaspoonful)

of Castor Oil should be given to clear any indigestible lurds out of the

bowel. \o further drugs are needed in the majorit\- of cases.

Henger's, Nestle's and Mellin's Foods are very suitable, and Meigs'

Milk Cream—which for an infant 6 months old may be made by mixing

pure fresh milk 3, cream i J, lime water i, sugar of milk \, and boiled water

2 parts—is an excellent food when cow's milk must be used. The lime

water may be replaced by a sobtion of bicarbonate of soda (j grs. to

each oz.) if constipation follows. Wright recommends the addition of

2Q urs. Citrate of Soda to each pint of cow's milk, .thiI Varjot st.ates that

this drug has a specific action in the vomiting of infancy.

Summer Diarrhaa is a different form of the irritative type of diarrhoea,

and to which the term " septic " has lieen also applied ; it occurs in young

children and sometimes in infants. Here also the milk- generally cows

W
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milk—is at fault, and there can be little doubt that the irritant is a microbe
or ferment which secretes a highly poisonous principle, causing profuse
and frequent liquid motions, so that severe cases sometimes are described
as Cholera Infantum. The affection is rarely met with in breast-fed
infants, and the contamination of the mils has been regarded as the result
of infection of the liquid by the introduction of such microbes as Bacillus
colt, pyocyaneus, streptococci, &c., which are believed to be carried readily
by the house-fly.

It is unfortunate that these names are used in dififerent senses by
different writers; thus irritative diarrhoea is often called inflammatory.
The irritative diarrhoea caused by curds of milk in infants is sometimes
spoken of as simple or dyspeptic diarrhoea, but if it passes on irl; uitera-
colilis it becomes an inflammatory diarrhoea.

The immediate withdrawal of the milk diet and the copious adminis-
tration of ice or iced water with a purgative is the first step in treatment,
after which any of the previously mentioned foods, prepared fresh every
time, or sterilised cow's milk may be given, provided it is clear that prior
to the attack there was no evacuation of the firm, dry, putty-hke masses
before described. Castor Oil is the safest purgative in these cases; the
following old-fashioii. i combination is an excellent one, and a child one
year old may get a powder twice a day:

B.

Fiat Piilvis.

Pulv. Rhei gr. iss.

Sodcc Bicaro. gr. iv.

Pulv. Cinnamotiii "r. j. Mime.

Sterilisation of the milk is a reliable prophylactic; the milk can l)e best
sterilised by being heated upon a water-bath in small bottles for 15
minutes, and all tubes and bottles soaked m a strong solution of JJoric
Acid. There is no doubt that tuberculous disease is iommunicated often
through the milk of cows with tubercular deposits in the mammary gland,
and it is a wise measure to ahvays sterilise the milk of bottle-fed children
where there is any doubt about the purity of it, or of the health of the
animal supplying it.

Chalk Mi.xture or iiismuth may be prescribed sifoly as a routine, and
the following is suitable for a child of i to 2 years when the diarrhea
continues after the diet has l)cen made right; a child 4 years old may

)ismuth doubled and the tincture of camphor trebled.

IHamuthi Carbonalis gr. .\lv.

Tinctura Camphorcc Co. 5j.

Cdycerini 355.

M iicilaizinis Rrrcnti'^ Sss.

Aquce Chlorojormi ad Jiij. Miscc.

Fiat mistura. Signa.—'' A tcaspooiifid to he administered ajler

each loose motion."

have the amount of

B
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Intestinal antiseptics constitute the ideal treatment for this form of

diarrhoea, but unfortunately an intestinal antiseptic in the true sense

of the word is as yet unknown. Salol, Naphthaline, Beta-naphthol,

Resorcin, Creosote, Iodide and Perchloride of Mercury, Salicylates,

Aspirin, and perhaps one hundred more antiseptics have been lauded

from time to time, but by common consent their local antiseptic action

is considered to be useless as rcgnrds the lower part of the intestinal tube.

The onlv relial)le drug of this class is Calomel, which may be given even

to young infants in doses of | gr. every hour for 6 to 8 hours with a little

sugar; it may be combined with i to i gr. doses of Naplithol. This treat-

ment is highly successful in checking the foul green motions of most forms

of septic diarrhoea occurring in ciiildhood. lUingworth gives small doses

ol the Biniudide of Mercurv dissolved in Iodide of Potassium combined

with Chloral.

In the more severe degree of irritative diarrhaa known as Cholera

Infantum (probably identical with the Cholera Nostras of adults), the

intestinal symptoms are combined with grave constitutional disturbance

arising from the absorption of the toxins produced in the intestine wliich

induce high fever, rapid shrinking of the skin and subcutaneous tissues,

and the development of collapse and the hydrocci)haloid state: the Calo-

mel t-eatment is the best routine. Hyperpyrexia must be treated by cold

sponging or the cold pack, and the tendenc\ towards acidosis or collapse

met by rectal ^lushing with warm saline .Solution and Alcoholic stimu-

lants. Where vomting is continuous, a liberal supply of pure water may

be permitted to wash out the stomach, or this organ may be irrigated

through a rubber catheter with a weak solution of Permanganate of

Potassium. .Strychnine should be given hypodermically (,,',,, gr.) and

Saline Solution injected slowly into the subcutaneous tissue.

Roiiert-Simon recommends th.e subcutaneous injection of sea water,

lie states that the dying infant unable to retain food, by a single injec-

tion may be made to digest a normal amount of milk immediately after-

wards. The dose of the isotonic sea-water plasma is 30 c,c. injected into

the scapular region, no other treatment l)eing usually permitted.

.\ftcr the injection of salines has lieen tried a mustard poultice may

be ai)plied over the heart and to the extremities, and the hot bath or wet

pack may l)e resorted to. The main prin iples of this treatment are applic-

able to the examples of septic diarrha?at. occurring also in older i hildren,

and in them Eustace Smith advoiatcs the hypodermic injei tion of

Morphia to check purgintx and vomiting in the early stage, but this agent

must be usL-d with extreme caution, since its administration must tend

to facilitate the absorption of the toxins whose elimination by the bowel

is nature's method of effecting a cure.

When the r.iorc urgent symptoms of vomiting, fe\er and collapse

lia\e been met, the cataniial diairiuea u .luUiUf^ livim t'iic prr.longed

action of the intestinal toxins shoukl be treated by a simple loial soothing

drug Hke Hismutli used in the furm nf the prescription up<in p. 212.

rhis will also be most suitable for llie treatment of the diarriui-a ol

•i'r

m 1 ;
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If er htn
^'"""^ '^"''^''" ^^"^ '"ff^^ ^'•"'" 'oo^^ness of the bowel

bathin
°'-;-^P"^"^V'f ^'"^ ^"'^"'•^ "f t'^e bodv from injudicious cold

I ath ng carried out under the craze of - hardening " them This form ofdurrhca . probably of true catarrhal nature, and should be at meTbva warm flannel bmder and extra clothin-
•

The charrhcea of disordered dentition is of reflex tvpe probablv cins.vl

ni ? ,
"," ' ''f^'^' "^ '""^^"''^•^ "f '''^' l'"^vels resembling in tsS Sii r r
;'""'7' ^"^" '"^"' '"'"^^ -'^''-'^- emptied wh;':,fant. ch,l or adult partakes of food, the contents o the ston.ach be n1

vh d i'-'S
- ^"^^";h^'•'»"••^'• T'-- best treatment for th s is U ^jc^uhicb ,. admm.stered m h.,uid form usually with minute dos.s of Wh'n.ne. .n very voun, u,fants Hrom.des may be tried with | min^V I" ::i;r-s

popular i^e m ecxema, conjunctival irritation cause.l bv f,re n b H s&c., .n wh..h .t .s devoid of all irritant a.tion. \\ lu.n swa
1S i nlv

»H.ia-», .i.s..fi...ad:,„,,,„.;,
„,'«;;'''"'''"''''"''•''" '"""''
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The best routine remedy for checking the watery motions is a com-

pound of tannin, which will pass unahsorbed through the stomach and

exercise its local astringent action upon the intestines. Tannalbin

Tannigen, Tannoform, Tannol, Tannyl and Tanocol act in this manner.

TIk' writer prefers the first mentioned.

U . Tannalbin gr. xv.

Bismuthi Carh. gr. x.

Piilv. Cretcr Ar. c. Opio

Milte tales xij. {in cachet, scro.) i. tor die.

(^>'' X. Misce.

Nitrate of .Silver, Lead Acetate, Copper Sulphate, and Extract of

Logwood may l)e given in pills coated with Keratin, and ()()ium can be

administered along with them to restrict the exalted peristalsis always

present. Tincture of Coto bark is a favourite remedy with some physi-

cians.

The diarrhoea caused by tuberculous ulceration should be treated on

similar lines, and in all chronic cases Rhubarb, Dec. .\loes Co., Castor

Oil. or Calomel should be occasionally administered from time to time,

the latter drug always being selected wnen the motions are foul. Salol,

Xaphthol. or .\spirin may l)e combined with tannaliiin, and carminatives

like Cinnamon, Clove and Peppermint Oils may bu given for griping.

Uiarrhcea due to catarrhal or other states of the « olon is to be treated

locally and constitutionally as Colitis (p. 164).

Clironic Servom Diarrhwa is of the same type as the lienteric, and

should be treated u|)on llie same principles by IJromides and small doses

of .\rsenic.

Malarial Diarrho'a yields to Arscnit and Quinine, and diarrhoea occur-

ring in the tropiis, when not of tiic ordinary irritative type, is likely to be

dysenteric in origin, and should hi' trcatcil by Ipecacuanha. .\ routine

for chronic tropical diarrluca will be found in a sinmgdecocticm of Cinna-

mcm l)ark administererl in conjunction with a diet of well-boiled arrowroot.

Dietary in chronic diarriiu'a should be such as is indicated in typhoid

fever, the object i)eing to give all foodstuffs in citiicr the li(|uid form

or in preparations of thicker consistency containmg impalpable farina-

ceous materials which cannot mechanically stimulate the bowel membrane

and increase |)erislalsis. I'cptonisation of the food is necessary in all

severe cases to aid its absorjjtion, sin<e owing to the im reascd peristalsis

the food is only a short time in the intestinal canal.

.After treatment when the Ihix has bfen ducked should consist of

tonics to strengthen the relaxed tone of the intestinal Ww t Iron is always

v.diiable when the tongue is unioated. and minute doses of Strychnine

ma\ lie ad\anlag('ou>ly combined with il. .\ favourite tonic is .Aromatic

Sulphuric Ai id with small doses of Quinine. Should constipation follow

the cessation of the llux irritating (athartics are contra-indicated, Castor

Oil or enemata bemg clearly the satest methods ol opeinng the

bowels.

• *\
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Jl^'^J^T^'i^ 'T,1
'^"'^''^''' "'"^'^^^ '" "Sid isolationas m scarlatina, &c. J 1h. (hphtheritic patient .annot be regarded asmnocuous unt.l after a period of at least three weeks, or a. /'^ «f /*ao//, ..;, tejound n, the nasal discharge or throat. The he.st propl v'lact e m the case of these earners , onsists in the use of insurtlatioL of lenostnls by the Pasteur Institute Powdere.i Antimierohl s'.,

anftoxu- serum (,,000 un.ts) afTords protection onlv fur . or 1weeks.
1
he best results are obi.mable by usinj, , ,'.e of •', Toxinant.tox.n rn.xture or this plus ,.000 million sterilised bae.lli "she .hsease has a braf n„ nbat.on period, a « .ck's quarantine is sulli.ient

u th H-' ,'t; r "^ •"''"""' '"'''^'•'"^''
^^''" ''"^^' I'-" i" -nw>h d,phthent.e patients. Hy usin^ the S,hi.k test (the - mini mlKt a dose o toxm for a ,uinea-pi,) the suseept.bilhv <,f ar^ mj

s determmed by the appearance of a lo.al reaction within 48 hourthe .seat of injection.
ui,> ai

Treatment by .Xmitoxin, when once any membrane has become visiblemust be instituted without a moment's unnecessary delay. Sta tcsdemonstrate con, lusively that the mortality of the disease increases wilevery fraction of a days dekr
,
and even in the nu! '.st case thrph'^inancannot be helc, as blameless who postpones inje. tion unnec anl^r

1
e .1 a,nos.s has been armed at. In most cases, even with a spec k .false nuinbrine visible upon the niu.ous membrane of the fauces thedelay cause.l by wa.tin, for an incubation of the ba. illus from a sw.d c^wool IS unjustihable.

The dose is not to be regulated by the bulk or volume of the antitoxic
I i.iuid or by the a,e o the patient. In early mild ,ases ^.ooo-c 000 ini s•should be injected under the skin of the abdomen or into the suC„ "

,the vastus extemus muscle, and repeated inside 24 hours ,f no visible.han.e is appucnt m the small pat.h of membrane. Cases only seen
UI...P .In. Ihird or ourth day rc.,u.re larger do.ses- viz., 10,000 "solonnits whi.h .should be repeated in half this amount in „ hours

X"
ward.. No late cas... no matter how apparently hopeless, shoul.l be de-prived of the advantage of the antitoxin., even should is in nvemlmjec ion be .lemanded. The repetition of the injections will I, cmm a such cases every ,. hours. Inlramus, ular injection ,ives 1^, teresults than the sub( utaneous.

^

.Should the membrane sh.iw no sins of dismteuralion or slu.uld it berx .iidinK It may be ucccpte.l as a hmit that 2^,000 units very r relv
will be required, though double and ..yen treble this amount has bn'ngiven vy.th .H.ess m urave and nej;lc,ted .a.ses. In all larvm-eil or
tracheal cases the first dose shoul.l lu.er be less than lo^o^; ^:':;^::

I'ndcr this treatment all enrK r a^"-- n-\- t,nfi-\ - ,< i

,,™.T,I ,„xa.„™ „„d earO»,- .,,,k,„,. ,,r, ,|,r..v.„l.,l, ,1,;. Li!^^
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'J'lic diet slunild lie pcncrou^

in llii' li(|ui(l form. I'cijtoni.'-

(ir trcam arc as a rule more ea

witli arrowroot in wliicli an ct;

in uncomplicated faurial cases dealt with upon the first day of the disease

being practically nil.

Rest in bed in a warm and well-ventilated room should be insisted

upon from the first. In private practice tlic room itself must be carefully

isolated from the rest of the house, and a sheet kept moist by a disinfectant

should be fastened outside the door.

The patient should be kept in tiie horizontal position owing to the

danger of cardiac weakness, and an\- luressary change from this ])osture

should be effected slowly, especially in the early stages of ttie disease

when there is much septic di.si harge, and in the convalescent stage when
a more serious cardiac weakness is liable to follow from .i |)aralysis of the

heart.

sustaining, but must be administered

V foods of the consisteiii i' of gruel

ilowed than thin fluids; boiled milk

well beaten up answers every pur])ose.

Small (|uantities of beef juice or a:.y good thick souji devoid of all greasi-

ness m ly be also given at short intervals. Many children take greedily

a pap made by soaking a Naples or Marie biscuit in warm milk (lavourcd

with weak tea. When swallowing is ditlicult or impossible rectal feeding

must not be relied uj)on; it is alwa\s unsatisfactory in (hildren. The
best plan will be to feed through the nasal tube, and this will be ijn|Hrative

in intubation cases, and at a later stage in all cases where, owing to paraly-

sis, food constantly regurgitate.^ tlirough the nose. Obviously in the

presence of continual \-omiting rectal feeding must be tried; even the

iiyi)odennic use of saline solution may be indicated, and the writer has

resorted to the inunction of lod-livcr oil, whic h apparently saved life in

two desjjerate exiimples of the disease in the paralytic stage, where both
rectum and stomach were unavailable routes for the admiius'i ition of

food,

I hugs have been of late years steadily falling into <lisuse s nee the

introduction of the serum treatment, iron, however, which is isually

well borne in the disease, is undoubtedly of great value, and es,M(ially

ill the cases complicated with streptococcal or other septic infection;

where' there is much olTensive di.scharge, the drug affords an adj iicl to

treilnicnt which should never be c. ttecl. 'i"he lollowing is i, gocxl

rouline fornud.i suitable for a c hild of about .4 years of age:

It. iimt. Ferri Penhlor. ."j.

I'olassii ('hioralis f^r. x.xxv.

(•lycerini ,"vj.

AijUft Cijorof. ad }^\, Miscc.

lint mist lira. Cpt. .~ij. i/iiarti'. horis,

itasham's Mixture, or ]o miiis. Tr. herri Pen lilor. with 1 dr. Lu\
Amnion, Acel., may be given with w.iter every four houi.-> to adults.
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Of the host of internal antiseptics from Euchlorine to Biniodide or
Perchloride of Mercury there is litt?e to be said; the writer has long
satisfied himseh that ail are inferior to Iron. Strychnine, however,
stands alone as an internal remedy in cardiac failure, and it should be'

administered hypodermically once the symptoms of heart weakness show
themsch es, and as a \r, ventive of this i min. of the liquor may be adder!
to each dose of tH- .Dove iron mixture, and small quantities of Brandy
may be added to che milk.

Gargles or sprays will probably continue to he used in all cases where
the discharge is profuse and offensive, but the established rule has no
exceptions—that a caustic agent should never lie applied with tlie \iew
of destroying the bacilli -n tiie false membrane. .Serum therapy has also
done away with the application of Papain, Pepsin, Lime Water sprays
and other agents formerly used to cause disintegration of the membrane.
In all • lild and most severe cases the use of a snray of Carbolic Acid,
I in 100, with 4 per cent. Boric Acid, is the most harmless and efficient
flushing medium for the throat and nares. Swabs, syringes and douches
are a source of terror to young patients, and the excitement which their
use insjiires often does much more harm than their emplovment does of
good. The spray, on the other hand, when gently brought first under the
child's notice as a plaything by the nurse using it to her own open mouth,
need be the cause of no alarm. Witii older patients the nasal douche or
syringe may be used with a weak Perchloride of Mercury, i in 5,000, but
warm .saturated Boric Acid solution is safer. Swabs of the mercurial
preparation may be used in i per cent, strength, or Peroxide of Hydrogen,
10 vols., may be employed in the same lanner or as a spray. Recently
swabbing with Ilypochlorous Solution is highly recommended by several
authorities both in the active disease and in the case of carriers. The
solution is made by passing a strong electric current through a 3 per cent,
solution of co-.imon salt, using graphite plates. There is scan ely an
antisei)tic substance from the crude Flowers of Sulphur and C.arlic to the
latest Iodoform substitufe which has not its advocates, but the i per cent.
Carbolic spray answers all requirements both for the mouth, throat,
nostrils and nasopharynx, and it may be easily used while the patie i
lies upon his side with his head thrown backwards till the spray conden.es
in the mouth, after which it may be permitted to flow out oii depressing
the (bin.

Laryngeal Diphtheria. Though the author in his " Practice of Medi-
cine " has pointed out good reasons for belicvmg that the serious disease
formerly known as '• True Croup " is not always of diphtheritic nature,
nevertheless from the standpoint of treatment all cases from the moment
that laryngeal symptom, begin to show them.selves should be dealt with
as if the result of the KIcbs-Loeftler bacillus, the simple spasmodic- croup
from its peculiar invasion being easily excepted.

in addition to ti\e isolation, general environment and feeding arrange-
ments ncces.sary for ordinary diphtheria, the warm air of the sick-room
•hould be saturated with moisture by means of he bronchiti* kettle, or a

Irl L̂L
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curtained cot into the canopy of which steam or tlie vapour of boihnr

; water may be introduced is better. For very young children ^a\A

infants, screens may be so arranged as to answer the same purpose,

but which will permit the infant being kept on the lap of the nurse, as the

recumbent posture is impossible when t'lere is much dyspna?a.

A dose of 10,000 to 15,000 units of antitoxin should l)e administered

without delay, and repeated in 12 hours shoulil the symptoms not show

signs of improvement. One of the most remarkable results of the serum

treatment of diphtheria is seen in the small percentage of cases which will

rciiuire operative relief when the injection has been promptly lesorted to,

and another result is eijually striking in the almost entire absence of the

supervention of laryngeal trouble in ordinary faucial diphtheria after the

use of the serum has been commenced on the first day. Should, however,

the breathing continue > lie laboured and ricession (/ the thoracic walls

s be noticeable, the trachea must be opened or the operation of intubadon

i must be periormed.

1 Tracheolomv may be recjuired in the absence of a surgeon, antl every

piivsician should be familiar with J'e steps of the operation, since he may
fii.d himself in in emergency responsible for the life of a patient gasping

from a remei-iable obstruc tion of the larynx. The operation known as1" high " tracheotomy or ( ricotracheotomy is always selected,

("hloroform ana'stiiesia of mild degree will be necessary unless the

I patient be asphyxiated completely; in adults loial anxstiiesia is often

I
quite sudicient. The head being extended by plac ing a small hard pillow or

I
bolster at the l)ack of the neck, a median incision is made from the lower

5 margin of the cricoid carti'age downwardsfor about 1 1 to 2 inches.dividing

^ the septum between the sterno-liyoid muscles, any bleeding veins being

clami)ed, and the thyroid isthmus being drawn down or divided the

trachea is exposed. Hy fixing a sharp hook into the tissues at the lower

edge of the cricoid the larynx is steadied for the scalpel, whiih is thrust

into the lumen of the trachea witi\ its ( u'-ing eiL 1' upwards, and the two

U])perm()st rings of the trachea are then divided; usually in small patients

it is advisable to sever the cricoid cartilage as well.

The trai hea dilator is intro'luced between tlie lips of the slit in the tube

and any membrane present lently renioNcd by force|)S, after which a

proper-sized tracheotomy tube '; in.serted, the outer sheath or canula of

wliich is to be fixed liy tajjcs ) i-,sed round the neck, the inner tube being

kept free for frc(|uent removal and cleansing. The skin wound is to be

treated on onlinary surgical principles -viz., by dusting with lodol and

co\ ering its margins by antiseptic gau/.e liglitly inserted under the collar

of the ( anula,

The after-treatment will consist in the keeping of the inner tube clear

and free from (ibst ruction; the temperature of the sit k room ^liould neser

be allowed to fall below 65° 1'. and the steam always be kept going; a s.

inrther dose of antitoxin should be administtTctl alter the operation luiless i.

one had been administered a short time before, and all feeding sluuikj \a: \\\

by the spaon.

i
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Intubation requires no anaesthesia and can be rapidly performed.
O'Dwyer's or preferably the shorter Bayeux's instrument should be used.
The operation may be performed most readily when the patient is placed
upon his back; the tube with its obturator or pilot on the end of the intro-

ducer is passed into the orifice of the larynx "luided by the left forefinger of
the surgeim introduced through the gagged mouth beyond tlic base of the
tongue, and the finger must be kept in this position tc steady the tube
Ivtire the pilot and introducer are withdrawn.

.\fter either operation the tul)es should be removed as soon as the
.symjUoms abate to the extent of restoring the free passage of air through
the normal channel; if the O'Dwyer's tube be kept in beyond a few days
there is danger of a permanent stenosis of the larynx following. After
intubation the child should be fed by the nasal tube to pre\ ent the food
entering the lungs through the patent larynx. O'Dwyer's tube can be
removed by pressure over the trache.i and sudden flexure of the extended
head with the mouth wide open, but wb.en this f.iil., it must be removed by
the introducer.

In great emergency where the necessary instruments are not at hand
an attempt may be made to prevent suffocation by passing into the trachea
a iarge-eyed, gum elastic catheter or a small stomach-pump tube of the
same material having a terminal aperture.

Tracheal or Tracheobronchial Diphtheria is a grave affection, owing to
the almost certainty of pulmonary obstructiijn and collapse. Lynah
effects mechanical removal of the membrane by the use of a sucticm tube
introduced through the lar\nx and connected with a vacuum and spraying
pump. After sucking uj) the obstructive memhr..nes the interior of the
trachea and bronchi are sprayed freely with Antitoxin and a long tube is

left in situ for 3 davs.

Nasal Diphtheria is rarely an isolated condition, and is easily treated on
the same lines as the faucial, by antitoxin injections and the fiee use of the
carbolic spray.

Thi treatment of Diphtheria of the Conjunctiva is described under
Conjunctivitis.

In the convalcsi ent stage, even in mild ( ases of (lii>htheria, rest in the
horizontal position must be maintained as hmg as there is any svmi)tom of
cardiac weakness; tiie pul.se should be frequently investigated, and the
temperature of the extremities watclied carefully in infants; the i>atient's
clothing must be warm, and generous feeding at short intervals shoidd be
slrii tly enforced even by the nasal tube should paralysis of the throat
prevent swallowing. Iron tonics with Quinine or Strychnine should be
administered as a routine till perfect luallh is restored.

The complications and se(|uelic of diphtheria are to be treated upon
general principles, always remembering that the main reliance is to be
placed upon early large, and repeated smaller doses of the specific anti-
l(i.\in. iiiomiio-pneumonia and immc hitis must be treated by appro-
priate remedies, but tartar emetic and nauseating expectorants nuist be
sparingly used, if at all, in a disease « haructeristd by debility and cardiac

mutt^
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weakness. Ammonia is the s-.fest agent in such cases; stimu ants-

brandy or whiskey in the milk, or wine whey—will be generally freely indi-

cated. Cardiac failure, as already stated, should be promptly met by

Strychnine hvpodermually and prolonged rest. Albuminuria in the

early stage requires no interference, that following later must be treated

upon the principles laid down for guidance in Acute Brights Disease.

Symptoms of Acidosis must lie met by the prompt use of Alkaline serum

intravenously or subcutaneously.

Scarlatinal Diphtheria, contrary to what might be expected, is usually

controlled by the antitoxin treatment, and as a prophylactic mea.-urc

when a case of diphtheria appears amongst the inmates of the scarlatina

wards an antitoxin injection of 2,000 units should be administered to each

patient within the zone of infection. In the treatment of diphtheria with

profuse fetid discharize from the nose and throat in scarlatinal patients the

injection of the antitoxin should be accompanied by a dose of 30 c c. of

a Polyvalent Antistreptococcic Serum. The same treatment is clearly

indicated in all diphtherial cases occurring independent ut scarlatina when

the purulent nasal or throat discharge is profuse and fetid.

For the treatment of the paralysis whi. h follows diphtheria, see under

Paralysis.

DISLOCATIONS.

The obvious procedure is to effect reduction at the earliest moment

before reflex contracture sets in. If this be attempted immediatel>
,
the

end of the displaced bone can usually be so manipulated as to replace it in

its normal i)osition through the rent in the capsule of the joint by which

it has just escaped.

Rarely, except on llie hunting-field perliaps, will the .surgeon be

fortunate enough to meet the injury in this early stage, more or less

muscular rigidity being alwa\ s present when the case presents itself for

reiii f. . ,

Force was ormerly the remedy always used for overcoming lliis, but

the use of the general ana-sthetic- -Chloroform and l-.ther -has almost

relegated the pulley, (ord, and weiglits to the museums of surgical an-

ti(iuities. \evei lueless, judiciously applied force will always continue to

be a valuable aid in .some cases. The aim of the surgeon shouhl be to

replace the bone by manipulation when possil)le; as a rule this is easy

when the patient has been thoroughly an;estlietised.

By movements of flexion, extension, iidduction. abdu'-tion, or (inum-

iluction. the bone is replaced noi.selessly in its capsule, the c.vac t nature

and degree of movement being determined by various factors, sudi a> the

formation of the joint, the extent of the rent in its lapsule, the displace-

ment of tendons, vSic. Sometimes when complete narcosis has taken j>l;icc

.!,(> !,,.„(, rniv he. iis in shoulder dislocation, easilv replaced in its sot ket by

the direct pres.sure of the fingers upon its artii ular extremity.

Should an an.eslhetic be not available or contra-indicated, steady

traction is to be made in the direction of the new axis of the limb till the

;;1I
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resistance of the muscles is almost completely overcome, when the hone
may be felt to shp mto its place with a snap, being replaced bv the action
01 Its own muscles, as is witnessed in the reduction of dislocations of the
humerus by placing the heel in the axilla, 'and making steady, forcible
traction upon the limb. Often, patient and gentle manipulation will
achieve this by tiring the muscles without any appreciable degree of force
being employed, and the writer, when resident surgeon in a large hospital
for two years, nearly always reduced shoulder dislocations without
chloroform in this way by raising the arm upwards, the bone beinu
manipulated into its socket at a moment wL a the muscles were taken
unawares, or during a brief period of relaxation, exhaustion or faintness.
the heel m the axilla being yery rarely resorted to. Dislocation of the
lower jaw is readily reduc. .1 without anx'sthesia bv inserting the thumbs
into the mouth and steadii) pressing downwards behind and outside the
last molar, whilst fhe chin is elevated to permit the condyle to slip into
Its socket. Dislocations of the hip in all recent cases can be reduced by
manipulation under chloroform. The surgetm uses the femur as a lever to
replace the head through the torn ...ule by executing the movements of
flexion, rotation, abduction, or a,, tion, accordinu to the position of
the displaced bone.

In old-standing dislocations considerable lurcc must be used, but even
then pulleys are seldom required. It becomes a serious question todetermmc the limit ol time since dislocation, whi, h should prohibit some
attempt being made to replace the bone. Valuable, indeed indispens-
able information will he gained by X-ray examination uf old dislocations
I he humerus has been replaced after six n.onths, and even after the lapse
of a year. Ihe hip has been reduced in several cases after six months
but many instan< es are on record where death from rupture of arteries has'
supervened upon attempt, at reduction in long-standing dislo.ations.
It will therefore be necessary in many old-standing dislocations (and
exceptionally m recent ones also) to cut down uj.on the end of the dis-
placed bone, and If this cannot be then repla-rd it will be found necessary
to excise a portion of it. When the normal so, ket is found to be obliter-
ated with new fibrous growth and a fairly useful new joint has been formed
around the end of the displaced bone, matters should be allowed to
remain as they are. It is not nece.ssary to enter into a detail of the
various manipulative m.m,eu-rPs re.|uired for the redu( tir>n of lu.xations
o. the several joints of the body; these will m earh instance be dictated by
a knowledge of the anatomical peculiarities in th. formation of the affe. ted

After the bone has been replaced an ice-bag or cvaporatinn lotion should
be apj.hed to the joint. Some apparatus or bandage will be necessary for
a time to prevent the bone slipping out again through the rent in thecnpsu e, especially when tin laccrati.m has been extensise, but the
mistake most generally made is to keep the joint too lon^ at rest Centlc
movements should be ccmniencecl early, not later than one week, an-l the
absorption ol effused products promoted by massage. This is especially
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necessary in the elbows of children, and excessive care has been responsible

for numberless ankylosed elbows. Most surgeons now commence with

massage immediately after the reduction of all dislocations and carry out

'iassi\ e movements daily, avoiding the movement likely to bring the end

of the bone opposite to the rent in the capsule.

Dislocations complicated with fracture, especially common aliout the

shoulder-joint, should be alwiiys reduced if possible by manipulation, after

which the fracture is to be treated. When manipulation fails the opera-

tion of arthrotomy should be at once resorted to, and the head of the bone

f.xed to the shaft by screws or wire sutures; sometimes resection may be

necessary-.

Recurring dislocation of the shoulder may be prevented l)y the liai)itual

use of a leather splint apparatus, but the only satisfactor)- treatment in

chronic cases is the performance of capsulorrhaphy, and in sonic cases the

relaxed and widened capsule may be diminished in capacity b> " reefing
"

without opening the joint; the glenoid cavity has sometimes been deep-

ened by the surgeon.

DROPSY.

Treatment can only l)e commenced after a careful examination has

determined the cause of the anasarca, and the removal of the swelling w ill

be effected by those remedies which exert a specific action upon the

primary disease. Thus in cardiac dropsy the effusion into the cellular

tissue being mainly the result of diminished arterial and increased venous

pressure, the proper treatment will consist in raising the power of the

cardiac muscle by cardiac tonics and stimulating the kidneys b\ diuretics,

as will be described und' . Heart, Valvular Diseases of. The dropsy of

hepatic cirrhosis and portal thrombosis is due entirely to oi)st ruction in

the portal venous system, and is to be treated by tapping the peritoneal

cavity or by establishing a new route for the blood to reach tlie iieart, as

described under Ascites.

Renal dropsy, whose treatment is described under Jiriglit's Disease,

must not be regarded as merely the result of the accumulation of water in

the system owing to its faulty elimination through ihe diseased kidney;

the altered condition of the blood and of the endothelial lining of the small

bloodvessels are very important factors which must receive attention,

hence the necessity for the elimination of waste products and the signifn a-

tion of a salt-free diet wiiich, by diminishing the amount of sodiutu

chloride in the exuded liquid, tends to cause its absorption by the peri-

pheral vessels.

The blood condition is the primary agent in the production of the

anasarca of anxmia, < hlorosis and beri-i)eri, and of the lo( al swellings in

er) thematous or urticarial affections, and sliould be met by free adminis-

tration oi falciuni baits.

Angio-ncurotic adenia or the anasarca of Quincke is little infhieiK cd by

treatment; the only danger is through obslrutlion of the larynx caused

by anasarca about the glottis, in which case a tree scarilicalion of the

F.
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234 DROPSY—DROWNING
swelling or even a high tracheotomy operation may be indicated. The
cause of tlie disease will probably be found to be a toxin like that produced
in urticaria, whose selective action is upon the peripheral vaso-motor
nerves; hence a large dose of a Saline Purgative in strong solution should
be g:-"?n. Codd has succeeded in cutting short the attack by injecting
4 mins. solution of Adrenalin, and Dryland recommends J gr. dry Thyroid
thrice daily, which checks or prevents attacks and relieves the severe
vertigo. Osier has found beneht from the administration of Nitroglycerin
Chloride of Calcium should lys have a trial, and this acts beneficially
in the allied cec. jma occurr'. ^ in Henoch's purpura.

DROWNING.
As soon as tiie apparently drowned is removed from the water, artificial

respiration should be commenced without a moment's delay, Shafer's
method being employed. The body should be placed horizontally on the
baiiK, with the back upwards and the left side of the face resting on tlie
ground, no attempt being made to remove the wet clothing or to cause in-
versi'i, by raising the feet. The operator places himself astride the
patient's body by kneeling upon the ground and applies each hand with his
fingers widely apart over the lowest ribs, the thumbs being planted upon
either side of the spinein a parallel direction pointing towards the patient's
head. The operator's elbows being kept extended, he next steadily leans
forward so as to throw through his hands the weight of his own trunk
upon the lower part of the patient's chest in order to effectually compress
the thorax and expel the air contained in the lungs and any water which
may have been inhaled, lie then rapidly swings his own body backwards
without letting go his touch of the patient's chest in order to permit the
ribs to resume their normal position and draw in a fresh supply of air as
the pressure is suddenly removed. The alternate compression and relaxa-
tion of the thorax is continued every five seconds without pause Ijctween
the movements, and the operation is persisted in till natural hrjathing is
established or till the hopelessness of resuscitation is obviously demon-
strated. The operator need-give no thought to the position of the tongue •

this cannot fall backwards and block the air passages, and he should lose
'

no time by inverting the body, as the " face-down " position facilitates
the expulsion of water through the mouth.

Life often has been saved after more than an hoar's continuous perform-
ance of artificial respiration when no signs of vitality have been present
and the operator should not desist from his efforts till thoroughly satisfied
that the task is absolutely hopeless.

Where the period of coin[>lete submersion has been known to extend
over several minutes the operation is of no avail. Two minutes of sub-
mersion have been regarded as fatal, but the writer at a private scaii-e
limed a piufessiuna! :,vvimmcr who rcinained under water in a large glass
tank for 4 minutes 5i seconds, his features being under oljservation all
the time.

Whilst resuscitation is being carried out, assiskmts may be employed
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in rubbing and applying warmth to llic extrcniitica. As soon as s|)onta-

ntous lireathing occurs, the patient bhould be turned upon his back and

the wet clothing replaces by warmed blankets, friction being assiduuu-ly

carried on over the extremities, always in the direction which promotes the

flow of venous blood towariis the heart. As soon as possible he should

be removed to a warm bed and hot-water bottles applied to the surface of

the body.

Any threatening of stoppage of the breathing must be met by a return

to artihcial respiration; Laborde's method of rhythmical traction of tiie

tongue is very convenient at this stage should it arise. Some autiiorities

recommend the induced i;urrent with one pole applied over the phrenic

nerve in the neck and the other over the sixth interspace between tlic

rigiit axillary and mamillary lines so as to induce \ igorous contraction of

tile diaphragm, the poles bemg applied at the moment tliat the arlilicial

inspiratory act is bemg performed.

Hot drinks containing a moderate amount of alcohol may be ad-

ministered as soon as the patient is able to swallow, but as a rule stimu-

lants should be withheld till the patient has been enveloped in warm
blankets and placed in bed. A lan.;e dose of alcohol administered when

the individual's body is still chilled in transit towards the nearest house

is liable to cause a further loss of natural heat; the opposite effect follows

when the stinmlant is given after he has been put to bed and surround' d

with warm-water bottles.

IJarreiro maintains that in drowning there is an intense congestion

of the brain and spinal cord as well as compression of the lung by elesation

of the diapb.rag.n owing to the amount of air and water swallowed, and

the heart dilates, lilood-letting is part of his routine, and he opens a leg

vein so as not to interfere with artificial respiration. For the artificial

respiration he places the patient in a sitting posture, with the iiead and

shoulders well raised, so tliat the weighty abdominal viscera draw d(jwn

the diaphragm and thus aid the artificial movements which the attendant

executes whilst placed behind the patient, sup[)orting his back wiili oik;

knee. The movements consist of alternatecompressionand exjjansioiiof tlie

thoracic walls by the arms of the patient is in the older methods of resusci-

tation, whilst an assistant performs rhyth.nical traction on the tongue.

For the writer's views upon the nature of so-called " swimmer's

cramp,"' which is a common cause of drowning, see p. lyo.

For the practical methods of resiuing drowning persons whilst strug-

gling in tlie water the reader is recommended to study the illustrated

handbook of instruction which is issued by the l\oyal Life Sa\iiig ^ocicty,

and w liK !i should be m the possession of every physician and swimmer. (If

can be obtained by application to the London ollice of tlie Societ)- for is.;

DUODENAL ULCEE -see under Gastric Ulcer.

DUPUYTKEN S CONTRACTION l»F THE PALMAR FASCIA.

In very slight cases the deformity may be kept Iroin i \tendin;.' ami

even ti cure may be sometimes effected by constant pasM\e lu'tvciii^ nts

»; -If I
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226 DUPUVTREN'S CONTRACTION OF THE PALMAR FASCIA

and massage with the careful application of a well-padded metal splint

worn every night so as to keep the fin;;crs fully extended by the use of

elastic tractors. In the majority of cases this treatment, however, is

useles;;, hut hcfore resorting to surgical operation tlie hy])odermic injec-

tion of I'ihrolysin or Thiosinamin should be tried and repeated for al

least 20 times, 2 c.c. of Fibrulysin being injected into the pi''m of the hand,

though any other region as the buttock may be selected. Many cases are

on record where this treatment has caused entire absorption of the patho-

logical fibrous tissue whose slow contraction produces the deformity.

Massage, passive mo\ cments and splints sliould be used at the same time.

rhe operation of sul)cutaneous division of the fibrous bands by a

number of separate jjuncturcs avoiding th' transverse palmar crease gives

immediate results and permits of the extension of the fingers, i)ut relapses

are the frecjuent outcome of this method even when a sj)lint is assiduously

applied afterwards.

The favourite procedure is to make a V-sliaped incision and o|)enl\-

dis.scct back a flap of skin, removing entirely all the bands of fibrous

,
tissue with the prolonged processes of normal fascia which go to the sides

of the phalanges; v.'hen the deformity is reduced the sutured wound
assumes a Y-shape.

Kocher insists upon thorough extirpation of the tliickened and

shortened palmar fascia with its extensions, ufter simple longitudinal

incision of tke skin of the ])alm. He holds tiiat no operation can guarantee

against relapse unless it intlude pro[)h\ lactic ex( ision of healthy parts of

the fascia.

Hutchinson advises the shortening of the aliccted finger by excising

the head of the |)roximal jdialanx. 'I'iiis relieves the deformity by

allowing the finger to straighten out without dragging on the contracted

bands.

The writer would suggest that perhaps the best method of treatment

will be found to be the old subcutaneous fasciotomy followed up by

massage, extension and splints, combined with a prolonged -ourse of

fibrolysin injections to prevent relapse.

DYSENTERY.

The experienie of the host of observer^ v\orking ('ii the various iiattle

fronts in the great world war has cleared ui) many doubtful points in the

pre\ention and treatment of this dise.ise. Rational treatment <an only

be entered u])on after an c\amin;ition of the stools, whi< li will demon-
strate wliether the attack is one of aiiurhic dyseiUtry (.liiialnasis) or

of ordinary baciUary il\ senter\

.

I'rei'enlive or prophylactic measures are practically tlie same in both

type-ij.TTu! ars' "f '.itid importune.' in tr:'.'.el!ing in '-W.' tropics, in war :\r\c\

in the regulation of life in barracks, jails and asylums and in all regions

in (une of fuinmes or scarcity of food sujiply and other depressing con

fh'.ions. The destr iction of the excreta by fire, ilisinfectants, or deep

burying in the soil and the boiling and filtering jf all water used for drink-

^
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\]Vd or washing purposes shuuld l)e rigidly carried out; fruit should ik\ci

\<c eattn till tliorDUuhly rleanscd, and the most thorough cleanlint'ss

of bed and wearing linen, I've, is important. Flies pla\ an iniiiortant

part in the spread of am(cl)ii' d' s' .
''''y, hut tlie chief agent to be sean lied

fur and found out is the |)resen< e >•. the human carrier, whose stools ni.iy

lie loaded wifli (vsts, though he appear to be in perfect health. 'I'he

remedy for the carrier danger ujnsists in a ten or twelve days' 1 ontinuour.

treatment Ij) h gr. Emetine t\\ii c daily ur a course ut Thymol and Calonie!.

The Lister Institute --erum is proph\"lactic against bacillary d3senter\'.

and immunity in epidemics has been established by vShiga Vaccine.

.Vs soon as the symptoni> indicati\c of an acute attack of either t\pe

of d\ sentery are oiiser\ ed the patient should be ordered to remain in bed;

his food should consist of small (luantities frequently administered of a

liquid food as barley water, albumin, peptonised milk or light soup,

ciiicken jelly or meat essences.

Notwithstanding the ])resence of diarriiaa and tinesm go(td

routine to administer a smart [)urgative at the be_inning i,i tiie illness.

Tiiree types of cathartics, each haviii- tlieir strong advocates, are in

ordinary use botii at home and in the trui)ics; these are Castor Oil, Salines

and Calomel. The former is mujh used and never can do harm. Salines

are more speedy in their action of sweeping out the contents of the

intestines, and by many authorities the plan of administering Sulpiuite

of Soda or Magnesia in drachm doses 4 or (> times a day is kept up after

the administration of the large initial dose. ( alomel in one dose of 5 to

10 grs. is a favourite drug for starting the treatment.

Bacillary Dysentery. -The best routine consists in the immediate

administration of .So-ioo c.c. Antid>senteric Serum intravenously in all

severe cases, followed next day by 40 ( .c. hypodirnucally. ilild cases

may be treated by subcutaneous injections of 3050 vx. The administra-

tion of mild saline purgatives may be safely contmued for a few da\s.

In collapse the intra\enous injections of Normal or Hypertonic Saline

solution witn Adrenalin are in\aluable. After suspension of saline pur-

gation. Bismuth in ful' doses with moderate amounts of 0[iium and

Salol affords the best results.

Chronic Baallary Dysentery- 'Ro^^ct'^ in chronic cases recommends his

Vaccine, consisting of sensitised Shiga and Flexner bacilli. Tlie after-

treatment consists in the discriminating use of such agents as Hismuth

Salicylate, ()[)iates, and vegetable astringents, alternating with shoit

courses of minute doses of Calomel.

Ipeiacuanha or I'.metine is not indicated in bacillarv d)scnterv, luit

as it is practically harmless it ma\ be a('ministered as in tiie anui hie

type till a microscopic e.xanunation of the -^tools demonstrates the absenci'

of amcvb-a

The plan of treaiuiL; chronit forms ni ihc disease b\ Appendicostoni)

and washing oi'.l the colon with antiseptics is apparently less effective

than large rectal injections of Silver Salts, .is .Mbargin i dr. in 30 oz.

water, recommended by Rogers,

M
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Amoebic Dysentery.—Treatment by Ipecacuanha is firmly established
by all recent war experience. Emetine, its active alkaloid, is now the
routine in every case where amoeba or cysts are found in the stools;

I gr. of Emetine should be given subcutaneously every day for lo or 12
days. Some authorities recommend ^ ^r. daily by the mouth in divided
doses during the course of injections. Complete success follows in the great
majority of ca.^cs before the seventh day. As regards saline purgatives,
though rationally indicated, their use retards the action of the Emetine
by hastening its elimination, and it is generally aii\ isable to give small
doses of (_)pium during the injections. Dale recommends the doulile

Iodide of Enutine and Jiismuth in 3-gr. doses by the mouth, but tlie drug
causes vomiting. In severe collapse Salme intravenously should be
rcsorteil to, and though tiie injection of Antidysenteric .Serum is rationally
indicated only in tlie l)acillary t\ pe of the disease, some authorities do not
hesitate to inject .So-100 c.c. into a vein, and this is clearly justilied m
grave cases before a diagnosis can be made from the stools.

Flushing of the colon by various antiseptics. Tannin, Quinine, Per-
manganate, Copper, Mercury, and Sil\ er Salts, lias not found mucli la\ our.
Tenesmus and pain may call for small Enemata of Laudanum or Morphia
Suppositories or a large enema of Liquid Paraftin (20-40 oz.).

Emetine treatment certainly seems considerably to reduce the super-
vention of liver abs'.ess.

Chronti Amubtc Dysentery is often intractable, whether following ac ute
attacks whidi have been treated by ICmetine and iiave relapsed or in those
cases wiicre treatment has been neglected from the first. Emetine sliould

be adnunistered as soon as a chronic case comes under ob.servation, and
here agam hyi)udermically rather than i)y the mouth. IJismulh in large

doses, Litjuid i'aradin, Salol, the so-called intestmai antiseptics, and every
drug useful in colitis, has liad its advocates. Quinine is useless either by
the mouth or in strong solution as an irrigator of the (olon. Clcers in

the lower end of the bowel may be locally reached by caustics through
the prot(»sco|)e, and tho.se higher up by large enemata of Albaigin i in

500 01 Nitrate of Silver 5 grs, to i pint. Short cou.ses of minute doses of

Calomel ,1 gr. thrice daily, alternating witli the Misniutli <ir Salol treatment
and followed by a few days of Saline purgation, may be tried. Appeiuii-
costomy and Hushing with an anti.seplic solution siiould be a last resort.

DYSIDROSIS. POMPHOLYX, OR CHEIROPOMPHOLYX.
Ill the acute ilcluiig st.ige the be>i applnalioii will be 1 ilr >A I,ii|tior

Caiboiii> |ietei^;en>, and 15 iniiis. Ln). riuiiilii Imt. witii 1 <>/.. ot (old
t'reuni nr \ aseline. Ciiiia belie\cd the disease lo be the re.'iult of a s|K'ei»ic

bacillus; lienee many autlmniics ,id\i.se lucjiant balhiiiu of the alteded
parts with .nitiseptics, ,ind Miice onlv the h.inils arc generally involved
this IS easily earned out by Mjakiiii; the skin in ililiited Jeyes' lluid,
Lysolorin, .Salicylic Acid, I'ernianganale or weak I'ereliloride ut Mercury
solutions. Wiien the vesicles appear tlie piiiienl should be at once put
upon Arsenic und a liberal diet; 5 nuns, of Fowler's Solution need not be
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exceeded. Tilbury Fox recommended diuretics. Iron, combined with

tlie arsenic at a later stage, appears to prevent new crops of vesicles or

hulliv making their appearance. Pringle states that alcohol, tea, and

tobacco are injurious. Everything that improves the tone of the nervous

system and increases the body nutrition should be persisted in.

Graham Little points out that many of the cases supposed to be

ilysidrosis are really examples of ec/ematoid ringworm; when the feet are

attacked this should rous* suspicion.

DYSMENORRHCEA.
Practically every civilised woman suffers from more or less discomfort

and malaise at the menstrual epoch, such manifestations as pain and

weight in the l)ack and loins, some abdominal cramp, headache, and a

general sense of lassitude being very common. When these unpleasant

sensations become severe enough to merit the name of dysmenorrhcea

it is perhaps dillicult to dedde, as we have no measure for pain, but it may
be taken us a rough-and-ready rule that a woman has dysmenorrh(«a

when the pain associated wit!i menstruation is sufficient to disable her

for a shorter or longer time from following her usual avocations.

I'"rom what lias been said above it follows that there is a whole class

of cases of dysmenorrhoca in which the disability has no rotation to any

pelvic affection, but is the direct result of a general condition which

causes tlie normal menstrual malaise to be felt much more acutely than

it is by a normally healthy woman. Such cases may be divided roughly

into a iieurotii- and an arxemic type, and most of these cases are found in

girls and young women who are still unmarried. It is in such cases

wisest for the pliysician to ignore as far as jjossible the sexual organs

and to avoid at first any local .examination or therapy. .'\ persevering

trial should be given to measures adapted to restore the general health,

chief among these being strict attention to ti>e hygiene of diet, sleep, rest

and exen ise, with the administration of tonics such as Iron, Arsenic, and
Slryc hnine, and insistent e on saline aperients. (See also articles on
.\nainia and on Neurasthenia.)

It is otten advisable to combine with these general remedies some
measures more particularly adapted to the relief of the menstrual pain.

One of the most useful is test in licil . which should be insisted on at first

for the entire menstrual period, and afterwards for at least the first day.

The drugs most likely to he useful are aspinii m 5-10 gr. do.ses re|)eated

if mcissAry, f>hfniuftin in jgr. doSes reiM'ated at intervals of 2 hours for

time iliises, a/>iiil in 1 gr. capsult . e\ery ,? hours, t^uaianim in lo-gr.

powders three tinies ,\ da\ for u few days before the menses are expected,

tiiniiiilfdl aniiuhiii .• to 4 grs, three times a day Inr .1 week before the period.

brotniiie o] sixia 40 grs. adnunistered jwr rnliiui m half a pint of warm
saline soluttim. The two things to avoid are iiLolinl and opium, but in the

W'-r-'t • :;rvS • liyjrut rnv;; uf jut^tphla mixx be indirijienriabic, .\ hot ba^
to the alHlonxn is often useful, so is a liot^water and mustard footbath.

Blisters to the -.|)ine have also been rccommeiuled.

If
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When a fair trial has been given to these remedies without any relief
being afTorded, it is, 1 think, best in all cases to suggest to the patient
or Iier friends a pelvir examination, which should be made under an anas-
tlietic m the rase of an unmarried woman, with permission to perform
any mmor ()i)erative procedure indicated as advisable by the examination

.

In the case of a married woman, a pelvic examination should precede
any efforts at treatment. The operative treatment of the case will depend
of course, on the condition found.

I. There may be no pelvic lesion or abnormality discoverable. In this
case tiie condition is probably a ^usmodic dysiueitonhaa, the pain being
caused by cramp-like contractions of the uterine muscle, especially of tli:u
surrounding the internal os, and the appropriate treatment is to dilate the
cervix up to 12 or preferably 14 Ilcgar, so as to overstretch the muscular
fibres of the mternal os and so obviate their abnormal contraction. After
dilatation it is well to curette the uterus, as there niav be an abnormal
sen.sitiveness of the endometrium which will be relieved by curetting (.see
Endometritis). Permanent relief is more likelv to be' gained if the
cervical canal, after dilatation and curetting, is packed for 4S hours
with a strip of iodoform or l)ismuth gauze, which seems to produce a
" vital dilatation " comparable to the effect produced on urethral stricture
by tymg 111 a bougie or catheter. This is successful in from 40 to 50 per
cent, of cases; in others it gives temporary relief, and should Ije repeated
when the dysnienorrhnca returns; and in others it is without effect. It
IS most likely to be .su'-cessful when the dy.smenorrhcta is of extreme
severity, but only lasts a few hours. In the most severe and intractable
tyi)e of these cases, as well as of those belonging to the next .section the
questi.)n of removing the ovaries ^mII probabh- arise as a last resort from
the |)ain. The praclitiomr should be very charv of giving his consent to
this operation, lie should be perfectiv convinced not only of the exist-
ence of unbear.ihlc pain, but of the fa. t that the pain is having an injurious
elfect on the patient's general health, lie should remember that castra-
tion has Its own evils in the shape of a premature menopause, and the
nervous disturban. e that accompanies it, and he should not forget that
the remoxal of p;iinful ovaries is not alwavs followed by the disap|>e:irance
of pam referred to them. The more experien.c one gains in gvnecologjcal
work, the more one becomes convin. ed that remo\al of both ovaries in a
young woman is seldom or never justifiable. The same objections are not
present to the removal of the uterus, and altliough thi.s mea.sure ne,, ssarilv
condemns the patient to barrenness, that is the les.< to be deploicj as
most subjects of intra, table dysmen..rrh.ea are also sterile. Whether it
will !«• as .nirii,j,,us ran only be pr()\e(l bv tri.d.

a. A pehi. lesion ..r abnormality mav lu- present and be the .ause of
the dysmenorrluea. A <ommon form of pelvi. abnormalit\ fouii.l in cases
of dvMnenorrh.ea is mmv failnrr of dr.rloi'mnil „{ Ihr uleri,^:. In extreme
-a.M", ii„ u(ri„s may be represenle.l bv a mere knot of tissue, and these
UHi-Hlly prove very inlnetable; sooner or later the .|uesiion of removal
of the rudimentury uterus or of the ov.iries is sure to ari-se und imist lie

^^^—
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settled on the lines already suggested. Short of this no operaMvc inter-

ference is likely to do good, and general measures must be rMied on.

In other rases the uterus is infantile in type, the cervix being fully de-

veloped, but the body undeveloped. These cases are not very amenable

to treatraent, but I think they bonefit sometimes from curetting and pack-

ing with gauze. Again, the body of the uterus may be poorly developed

an"d may be acutely anteflexed on the cervix, which is often narn and

conical. .Many of these cases arc relieved by dilatation and curettage;

in some I have got good results from Dudley's operation, in which tlie

posterior lip of the cervix is split up, and by the excision of a half-diamond-

shaped piece on each side and subsequent transvcnse suturing the external

OS and cervical canal are brouglit into line with the axis of the uterine

cavity.

In a numi)er of cases examination reveals a condmon of endonietrilix,

eitiier a true chroni<: inllammaticm as shown i)y the discharge of muco-

pus, or a livperplasia of the endometrium, sometimes associated with

dilatation of the capillaries. The endometritis nvjy be combined with

retroversion of the uterus. Such cases are usually benefited by dilata-

tion and curetting. (See under Endometritis.)

In of- iises examination shows the pre::encc f an erosion, often an

unsii
;

ause of dysmenorrlia>a as of other >\mptoms. In my ex-

perii only certain cure for tiiis condition is to slice ofl the aiTccted

ccrvi I ous membrane much as one shaves off a skin-graft. I have

tried i.ous caustics, phenol, formalin, and fuming nitric acid, but with

very disappointing results. .After shaving oft tiie erosion the upper end

of the vagina should be packed with iodoform gauze, and after its removal

a daily douche should be given for a week.

In aliout half the cases of fibroid, dysmenorrhcea is a symptom and

mav lie the only symptom ot the presence of the tumour. 'I'iie pain is,

however, usually caused by the excessive loss of blood; clots are formed

in the uterine cavity, and cramp-like contractions of the uterus arc re-

f|uirc(l to cx|)el them. In a numiier of cases a very small fibroid situated

at tlie internal os ha been shown to l)c the cause of dysmcnorrhtea. The

remedy is tlie remov. 'f ti»e fibroid, with or from the uterus. (Sec Uterine

Kibrnids.)

.\nother tvpe of case is th in whi( h tlic dysmenorrhtra is a symptom

of disease of tlie ovaries or tubes, usually inflanimatory. The amount of

pain is no i riterion of the extent of tlie misi hief. Many of tiiese (asrs

may I'e benefited by measures adapted to the relict of the tubal or ovarian

congestion. (See Ovaritis, I'yosalpinx. Salpingitis.)

In still another type of lase tiierc is n-trovrrsion with eiuiometritii.

(Sec under Kndoinetritis and Retroversion.)

F.i.KcTRirAi. Treatment of Dvsmi-.nohhhcf.a.-- IClectrical treatment

in diseases of women has rather fallen into disrepute. Latterly, however,

.some record.'^ of encouraging results have a|)peareii, ami in iiivtiirate

cases it is wortli trial. The galvanic current is most generallv u.seful.

The pnsitivp pole, usually u copper plate covered with flannel moistened

m
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with saline solution, is placed over the lumbo-sacral region, and the nega-
tive pole, which takei the form of a copper sound insulated up to 2J inches
from the tip, is mtroduced into the uterine cavity under strict antiseptic
precautions. The strength of the current should be at first 5 milliamperes
which IS gradually raised to 25 milliamperes. the first complaint of pain
being a signal to stop. The current is allowed to pass for ^ to 5 minutes
and the seance may be repeated twice a week during the intermenstrual
period. The presence of pus tubes or ovarian abscess is a contra-indica-
tion to fK. cieatment. The faradic current has also been used to lessen
pelvic .-...v-estion, and high-frequency currents have been emploved
w-ith benefit in neurotic cases. It is at least questionable whether much
of the benefit supposed to be derived from ehctrical treatment is not due
to suggestion. In exposure to the X rays we have a means of sterilising
the patient without removal of the ovaries, and to my mind it is much
to be preferred to tl^at operation should the question of obtaining an
artificial menopause arise— R. j. J.

^

DYSPEPSIA.

In displacing the term " Dyspepsia " bN' that of " (J.istric \euroses "
Cf.nfusion has risen. Dyspepsia may in its varied phases be accepted
as the predominant symptom of these affections, as it also is of many
truly organic disea.ses of the stomach, but the treatment of functional
affections of this organ has been plunged into hopeless confusion by re-gardmg all ,ases where acute or chronic indigestion is the main svmptom
as falling under either organic disease ot the organ or a gastric neu'rosis or
as the result of gastritis.

'

Similar confusion has arisen in the treatment of diarrhoea owing to the
craze for classifying this symptom under the various headings of

Knteritis, and the student is advised to read the article on Diarrhoea
in association with the remarks which here follow on the treatment of
d\spepsia.

To simplify the subject we may define dyspepsia as purelv a svwptom
of gastric indigestion or of some perverted or retarded action m the normal
digestive procss. A- .pti,„ ,|„s definition, we mav safelv nthrm thatnumerous cases in which disordered digestion is the prominent feature
are .onstantly presenling themselves for treaini.nt in wlii. h there is no
gross structural lesion ,„ any active intlammatorx condition present "nnd
in which the fun.tion of the ne.xous ine-hanisn, is working norniallv
l'or...nven.ence such rases mav be cnsidered as examples of ,„„/,/,
d^sMP^>a, regarding the con.lition sol. In us a svinptom-complex and not
as a disease.

' *^

The Hrst step in treatment is to determine th<' causal agent and effect
Its removal. In acute atta. ks this mav be: (,) .s„me irritating substance
introduced into the healthy st.,nia.h generall> in the form of improperly
ro<jk''d f'x't' 111- !»ntc/l (..•—,,.,..._ . -1 r ' r V
." ', ' -7 ".''""'' i'"i^K.ioc,(i\>niti, in..-, aireadvconimcnced
to undergo putrefactive change, warm freshly baked bread or rakes
improperly made pastry, unripe fruit, acid beer, wine or cider, or fven
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large draughts of iced water; (2) the food may be normal in every respect,

but taken in such amount as is beyond the power of the gastric juice to

cope with; (3) the quantity and quaHty being normal, it may be bolted

hastily in such unmasticated lumps as will only permit the digestive

juices to operate uj^'M the outer layer of each mass, the normal process

being thus prolonged and secondary fermentative changes set up; (4) the

same results will follow when the intervals between the meals are so short

as to prevent the stomach being emptied before another supply of food is

introduced ; or (5) an acute attack of dyspepsia may result from indulgence

in an ordinary meal of solid food after a very prolonged fast.

Should these errors be persisted in a true catarrhal intiammation of the

mucosa will l)ecom(' established, but such gastritis should be regarded as

the result and not the cause of the dyspepsia, a condition of affairs exactly

corresponding to the diarrhoea which results from the irritation of the

intestines by cathartics, whidi is usually descr.ucd wrongly as being of

inflammatory origin.

An attack of Simple Acute Dyspepsia is best treated, if severe, by the

administration of an emetic if nature does not effect relief by vomiting,

a^ter which all symptoms of pain, nausea, and distension rapidly disappear.

The best emetic in tliese cases is a copious draught of lukewarm water or a

pint of warm infusion of Chamomile Mowers, assisted if necessary by

tickling the fauces; the large quantity of water will also often afford

considerable relief by diluting the irritating contents of the stomach.

Where intense acidity is the predominating feature of the distress a large

dose (i to 2 drs.) of Soda Bicarb, in a tumblerful of cold water will often

give immediate relief by neutralising the organic acids produced by

fermentation. The after-treatment will consi-it in a short period of

judicious starvation and the administration of a purgative if diarrhoea

has not already followed.

Simple Chronic Dyspepsia may be the result of similar errors in feeding,

and the correction - f these will cffe( tually cure the condition and prevent

n urrences. In many instances the physician by careful and conscien-

tious investigation may find that the error in diet arises from a too

restricted dietary, the patient having eliminated one article of food after

another vmdcr some fanciful theory that each is injurious, whilst the cause

of the I'ondition may be due to irregularity in the meal hourb or other

unsuspei ted error. t)f all the articles of diet, perhaps no single one is so

frequently resjjonsible for simple indigestion as the ticrnicious custom
(iiiclly prevailing jimongst women of indulging in tea li" ween meals and
sometimes at all hours of the day. This is .seen constantly amongst the

female operatives in mills and factories, whose chief meals i;onsist largely

of tea often infused or even boiled for long periods. Though this type of

1 hronic indigestion is classified amongst the nastric neuroses or as a form

of gastritis, it nevertheless usually disappears promiitiv and permanently

when the cause is removed if no intlammaiory or nerve disturbance has

iM'en set up,

.\ t (immon i ause is that of bolting the food Imrripdiy. This, contrary

««!
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to what is usually stated, is more frequently found amongst those who
have good teeth than those who have imperfect or absent molars, because
though in the latter mastication must be imperfect., the individual is

usually conscious of his defect and takes his food more slowly. This form
of dyspepsia can be at once recognised by a peculiar sparse furring of the
tongue with prominence and redness of the papilhe, and one often meets
with such patients who have gone the rounds of various physicians and
used numerous drugs and elaborate diet lists without relief for months or
even years; tlie correction of the irolting rapidly removes all dyspeptic
distress.

Wmd-sucking is sometimes the sole cause of an inveterate dyspepia.
After some temporary interference with the digesti\e process, as rapid
erting or badly cooked food, the patient tries to belch up flatus in order
to obtain relief; with each voUmfary belching effort a larger amount of air
is always swallowed or drawn into the stomach each time than the volume
of expelled flatus, and the result is that a chronic habit is induced which is

too often labelled as a form (jf gastric neurosis, especially as the flatulent
distension may remain from the exercise of the habit long after the
original cause of the dyspepsia has disappeared. Once the physician can
convmce an intelligent patient that he swallows more air than he expels,
this symptom of chronic dyspepsia speedily disappears upon tiie discon-
tinuance of the habit.

Another cause of simple chronic dyspepsia must be mentioned, as its
correction is tiie main or only treatment necessarv for tlie cure of the
resulting failure in iligestion. This is .aries of the teeth, which, howe\cr.
is a totally different <iuestion from imperfect mastication, though much
misconception exists on this apparently trivial distinction. The hollow
cavities of the necrosing molars harbour myriads of micro-organisms,
which flourish in this rich culture-ground and are swallowed with each'
meal along with their soluble toxins. These undoubtedly interfere with
the digestive process in the stomach, leading to a retardation of the normal
time, and jirobably also by inhibiting tiie pepsin secretion fermentative
changes are started. That the dys{)epsia under these conditions is the
direct result of mi( roluc action, and not of imperfect mastication, is easily
proven liy plac ing the patient upon a purely liquid dietarv, when no im'-

provementwillfollow. Tiic treatment is oijvious; tiie patient's svmptoms
siiould not i)e prescrii)cd for; lie should i)e lianded over to u dentist, who
is tn make a («ni|)lete and dean sweep out of every diseased t"oth. and it
i.s astonishing to witness the change which often follows; the <lvspe|)ti'-
.symfitoms speedily disappear, appctitr returns, and tlie weight iticreases.

Ft IS olivious from the abov<- examples of simple civspepsia whic h do not
fall under tlie modern classification of stomach ailments, but whi( h
perhaps are more common than the whole of the ^-astri. neuroses group.
how important it is to investJL'Hie ijverv case wl>en. ilis.tiiriiei! ili-'e*;?!.-.!-, \s
the prominent feature so us to (Ind out the cause in eacii, instead of
prescribing fancy diets and feeding the patient on drugs, A remark may
be made about ihc most common of all varieties ot dyspepsia, ihougli it

if
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seldom comes under the physician's care. This shows itself in perfectly

healthy individuals with an apparently normal condition of stomach, hut

where an attack of acute dyspepsia always follows the ingestion of a

particular article of diet which other healthy and even dyspeptic patients

may eat with impunity—the condition is akin to the idiosyncrasy which

the physician meets with occasionally in prescribing certain drugs. .As

the patient of average intelligence discovers his peculiarity for himself he

soon learns to avoid the disturbing element in his dietary.

Though the removal of the cause will speedily effect a cure in the great

majority of cases of simple dyspepsia • everthelcss a few remarks may be

made about the general regulation of the dietary and the use of routine

medicinal aids which tend to expedite recovery.

The fashion of giving the patient a printed or written cut-and-dry list

of the different meals of the day should i)e avoided when possible. Flint's

statement may be accepted as a truism applicable in most instances: " I

have never known a dyspeptic recover vigorous healtli who undertook to

live after a strictly regulated diet, and I have never known of an instance

of a healthy person living according to a strict dietetic system who did not

become a dyspeptic, and that in a great number of cases in which persons

have been sufferers for years on a regulated diet, health has been speedily

regained by simply eating in accordance with appetite." The explana-

tion of this lies probably in the fact that the original error hav ing been

long since corrected, the stomach is weakened by the prolonged restriction

imposed by the artificially framed diet, just as a joint becomes useless by

the long-continued rest which is insisted upon by the timid surgeon who

refrains from prescribing exercise. One rule should never be departed

from in any case: the patient should be prohibited from taking baM
animal food in cv cry form and from eating meats which have been re-

cooked. The meal hours and the intervals between these must be well

regulated and never departed from unless tlie causes are (juite unavoidable;

an average of 4 or 5 hours between each is desirable, and in subjc( ts

liable to attacks of acute dyspepsia from whatever cause the late dinner

hour with its necessary heavy meal had i)ctter be avoided. The mastica-

tory apparatus must be jmt into proper order, bolting in haste must he

warned against, tea and coffee i)etween meals, and large (]uantilics

especially of cold fluids at meal-times must be forbidden. Rest of mind

and body for a short time after food is essential, and breakfast siiould not

be swallowed immediately after gettintr out of iud. Predigestcd or

peptonised foods .ue as a rule not indicated in sin»ple dyspepsia, and no

case can be considered as cured till a fair amount of fresh vegetaliles ( an

be introduced into the dietary.

Measures whicli improve the tone and vigour of thegener ystem are

indicated, as suitable clothing (Hrnnton recr.mmendr ' in alxlomin.d

flannel binder) , a hcaithv residence upon an elevated, dr> ;tualii!ii ; wpm
air exercise; seii bathmg; diange of scene and, if convenient, of employ-

ment, with cany hours; and freedom from" o<( upations <ausing high

pressure or mental worry. Agreeul le society, cspeiialiy at mealtimes,

,SA
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IS ot much use, and it is a good rule which prevents the dyspeptic from
dmmg alone or reading while he sits at meals.
Drugs are not to be prescribed till the cause of the indigestion has been

discovered and removed. After a long-continued abuse of the oriran
followmg any of the causes already mentioned the condition of gastric
catarrh or a genuine gastric neurosis mav have become established which
wWl not yield immediately upon the withdrawal of the exciting cause, in
which case the condition will require the exhibition of the remedies
mentioned under Gastric .\euroses and long and patient administration
of gastric sedatives, digestive agents and probablv lavage.

Valuable indications will be obtained on recognisfng two tvpes of
stomach condition following prolonged errors in dietarv, irregularitv in
meals, improper methods of eating, dental caries, wind-sucking, .Src.
I hese are the conditions which were formcrlv described as atomc and
trntittve dyspepsia when dyspepsia was erroneouslv regarded as a disease
and not as a symptom of many diseased proces.ses in the stomach. Thusm the atonic state of the stomach before dilatation has set in much benefit
will be obtainable by the administration ot Vegetable I'.itters before meals
and the use of Pepsin after food, as in the following combinations;

&.

Ft. tnistura.

Tr. Nucis Vomicte ^lij.

Ac. \itro-hydr "hlor. Dil. 3iij.

Tinct. Atirantii 5ss.

Infus. Calumba; ad .^viij. Misce.

Capt. 5ss. ex 5j. aqua anle cibum.

When symptoms of gastric acidity predominate the above sometimes
checks the trouble, but should they continue the acid must be omitted.

R. Glycerin I PeHin^ Jiiiss.

Acid. Hydrochlor. Dil. 3j.

Tr. Chirata Jss. Misce.

Ft. mistura. Caf>t. 7,]. ex pauluio aqitce f,am host cih.

When, however, the feeblen.ss of the gastric function permits the food
to remain so long in the stonnich that secondary fermentativ changes
o..ur with the production of larg- quantities of lactic, butvii.- and other
organic acids, the administration of hydrochloric acid is a mistake This
drug can never exert any real local antiscpti-- a-tion on the ferments in
the diluted strength in which it is only permissible to pres.ribe it ( rios,...
or Carbolic /\c,d may be substituted for it in 2 min. doses, or one large
dose of Sodium Uicarbonate mav be administered.

P.ap.ain i. rlrarly indicated in ^uch cascs. a., ,1 will a.i ,.s a digestive in
the presence of a marked alkahne reaction; tliis enables the phvsician to
correct the organic aculitv and at the same time Ki hasten thJ retarded
digestive process. The following combination is the most valuable

il
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routine remedy under such circumstances, and indeed undur must ot the

conditions met with in chronic gastric aihuents even wiien organic lesions

are present:

B. Pc ain. Purif. gr. iij.

Sodii Bicarb, gr. xxx.

Mag. Carb. Pond. gr. xx. Misce.

Fi. pulvis. Miite tales xxiv. 5/. i. ex paid, lactis ter die p. cib.

A more convenient plan is to prescribe the papain and alkali in bulk—

Papain 3ij., Mag. Carb. Pond. Jiss., Sodii Bicarb, giij. Mentiiol 3ss., of

which a level teaspoonful may be given in a wineglassful or more of milk.

As soon as the atonic state of the stomach has yielded to dilatation the

(juestiun of lavage, massage, &c., must be considered; the condition then

may be regarded as having passed out of the category of a simple

dyspepsia or clironic gastritis into that of a gastric neurosis (which see).

In the irritative type of dyspepsia as shown by the small, red, clean

tongue, with a tendency to nausea and loss of appetite, vegetable bitters

do more harm than good, probably because more or less catarrhal inflam-

mation is pre.sent. The treatment should consist in the employment of

gastric sedatives, amongst which Bismuth stands high, though its virtues

are greatly overrated. Other gastric sedatives should always be com-

bined with it, as in the following:

Ji. Bismuthi Carb. 3iv.

Acid. Hydrocyan. Dil. 5ss.

Liq. Morphice Hyd. 3iss.

Mucilaginis ReceiUis 5ij.

Aqua Chloroformi ad Jviij. Misee.

Fiat mistura. Opt. cochleare mag. p.p.a. ter die ante cib.

liismuth may also Ije given with advantage as a cachet in 30-gr. doses,

with ,'^ gr. Morphia, or the above papain powders may be prescribed,

with the addition of the same quantity of morphia to lie taken within an

hour after meals.

In either variety of simple dyspepsia the tendency towards acidity

should be checked by diminished supply of curlxiliydrates and l)y giving

freely undercooked red minced meat. C. Mi \eill treats successfully the

Dyspepiia of Children (due to various causes) by 30 min. doses of Liquid

Paraltin or 15 niin. doses ot Castor Oil thrice daily.

Constijwtion will usually require treatment, as the sparely fed dyspejjtic

patient is nearly alwa> s constipated ; ;\loeb or Cascara, as described in the

article on Constipaliim, will alford the bebf results. The occasional use

of a natural purgative mineral water ir als<' k'n'-ftcial, Anienna shnss!!!

be ( urrected by Iron, but this drug mubt be cautiously used in the irrita-

tive type of the condition, as it is liable to increase gastric distress, in

which case it may be prescribed as Reduced Iron in a kerutin-coated pill.

I?.||
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The dyspepsia caused by chronic valvular lesions and cirrhosis of the
ivcr, winch lead to passive congestion of the gastric mucosa, must be met
by remedies directed against the primary disease combined judiciously
with the administration of gastric sedatives and digestive ferments The
same remark applies to the dyspeptic condition so often caused by chronic
renal affections and other toxxmic states, which must be relieved bv
ehminator\ treatment.

See also under Gastric Inflammation, Gastric Neuroses, Acidity and
Gastric Dilatation.

^

EAR, DISEASES OF.

Only an outline of the treatment of the various conditions can be given.

EXTERNAL EAB, Diseases of.

Ec:ewa of the auricle and meatus often exist together, and may be acute
or chronic Its treatment differs in no way from that of eczema in oth.
regions. When the auricle alone is affected, in the acute stage Zii .

Ointment to which 30 mins. Liq. Plumbi F. to each ounce are added sho-
be freely smeared over the affected skin, and lint also coated with p
ointment should be applied. When the acute stage has passed i dr
per oz. of Liq. Carbonis Deterg. with 20 grs. White Precipitate should be
added to the unguent.

In acute eczema of the meatus the best treatment will consist in iillin-
the canal witii Almond Oil or Liquid Paralfin, mopping this out afterwards
with wool, and instilling a few drops of i in 40 Liq. Plumbi F In the
chronic stage the meatus should be daily cleansed witii wai . IJoric \( id
solution, and after drying with wool a .solution of 10 grs. Argent Nit in
1 o/,. .Spt. laher Nit. shoul ,e freely applied on wool twisted round a
probe, after w i.ch a piece of jnt or wool smeared with the ointment mas-
be loosely packed into the external meatus.
iJcBMna of the auri, le, when small in extent, may be relieved by the

local apphration of ice; when it is extensive it is best treated by a free
incision, and dressing with a weak Spirit Lotion (i to 5) to which Per-
chloride of Mercury (J gr. to i oz.) is added.
Perichondritis should be relieved in the same manner, and after free

incision under anti.septic precautions a warm Boric Acid poultice should
be a[)plied till pain disa|)pears.

Ewstoses, when i)Iocking up the meatus, are best removed bv L-ou-in.'
by grm.nng down with a .lentist's drill, by sawing with the ecraieur, or Uy
nulucm- canes through the use of the trephine.

DiM.lheria, Erysipdcu, and HcrMic Eruptions are treated upon the
general principles indicated when these conditions affect other parts of
the cutaneous covering

;
as erysipelas of the auricle and of the meatus is ao.mmou result of eczema and otorrhea, the primary coaditi..n must be

carc.ully attcnaed lu, a . m 5 i.hthyol soluti.ui is a good routine applica-

Fnrmmlos.^.Thi^ presence of small boils in the cartilaginous meatus
causes intense pulsating pain and often an acute general inflammation of

iMl
; Im4^
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ill tlie tissues cnterins into the external ear with mastoid swelling. When

the patient consents the speediest method of treating them is to admmister

a <'eneral anasthetic, and with a sharp knife to make a deep mcision mto

the inflamed spot without waitin- for pointin- oi the abscess. The bleed-

ing should be encouraged by warm Boric fomentations and the meatus

flushed with a i in i,soo Perchloride of Mercury solution.

I eeches to the auricle, followed by hot fomentations, may be tried before

incising, and Cocaine- the pure alkaloid dissolved in warm oil (4 per cent.)

—affords some ease when dropped into the meatus; but to relle^e acute

pain in the ear, whether from the meatus or the tympanic membrane, the

best application is a sohjtion of 10 per cent, each Cocaine and (arbolic

\cid in water. A %cry few drops poured into the ear out of an eggspoon

/ .v-iouslv warmed) seldom fail to give relief, but as the pain in furun-

culosis is due to greatly increased tension in the unyielding structures

constituting the meatus, relief of pain by any means short of incision is

very disappointing. Stein uses 5 grs. of Resorcin and 25 grs. Cocame m

I oz. water, and drops a little into the ear,where it is allowed to remain for

a short time before being soaked out on wool. Macfuen Smith cleanses

the canal with alcohol, and applies tampons of Camphor-Phenol (carbohc

acid 45, camphor 55 parts). A i in 10 solution of Menthol m liquid

paraffin is also often serviceable.

The liability to recurrences is great, and by far the best local after-

treatment is the use of a Corrosive Sublimate solution to destroy the

staphylococci which produce the furuncles. In the writer's opinion this

solution is employed in too great dilution for this purpose. The followmg

may be dropped into the ear once a day and the orifice plugged with

cotton-wool moistened by the .soluiuni:

R. llvihariixn Pcrchloridi
f,'''.

ij-

Spirit. Vini Redif. 5vj.

AqucE Dcstillahe ad lu]. Misce.

Fiat solutio. Sigtia.—" To be applied to the inside of the ear on

cotton-wool."

Vaccine treatment is of j^reat value in rebellious cases; the organisms

mav be cultivated after isnl.ition from the dischargi , and a subcutaneous

dose of 100 to ^00 million of the killed staphylococci should be injected.

Rarely, however, will vaccine- he needed if the above solution he <-on-

scientiously employed, h'urunculosis of the meatus has become more

common since the introduction oi the telephone, and the use of the anti-

septic lotion mav be employed as a pre\enlive.

hijlammatioii of the meatus caused by otorrha-al discharges, and not

depending upuu furuncles, may be ipcedily relieved l-y !:-'h.-;, Uv.wn-

talions, ami weak astringent injections, followed b> dry Horacic Acid

insufllations. ...
Fungi—A-tpergillui Jumigatus—&Te sometimes found infesting the

ri
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meatus, rhey may be easi' d -.i„.yo.: „v ,ne auuve liquid instilled into
the meatus so as to fill tl,e am ,: lor .„p ... minuies, after which a plu.^ ot
cotton-wool mmstcMcd L '.e .- lution K;av i.^mserted. Each altermu.day dry Ijonc Acid may be insulflated
Ceruj„. EpUheUal debns and Fore^^n b^.ies in the meatus are bestremoved by syrmgins with warn water. A ncu .,, sterilised India-rubberenema apparatus answ-ers very well, and it is hardly necessary to say tiu.t

the nozzle should not be introduced wttlnn the meatus, but should be h-ld
witlun a few lines of its orifice. Tiie aurr ic when pulled upwards andbackwards permits the iree flow of water in and out of the -.-.atus and bvpersevcnn^ for some time f,,- stream, getting behind tlu nuncn or
foreign body torces it out. if this fails, variously shaped instrunants
deviled for the purpose may L • used; aboui the i.fst is a 1. ,p of wiregently coa.xed past the obsiruc/.n and -irawn forwards. sLetimeswhen the pluji has been rotated or tilted forward its edge may be graspedby a fine forceps and the mass dvh .red. but mur!, harm mav b.- lone to

nnt^'n^h °^f'"P,^""™ ^y ^^'^^^^^ ^okm^, and the nJvice shouldcontent himself with syringing alone.
When there is much difficulty in n moving tl; ,vax, it will be well to

I'll""''"
'Wation for_a^time,as prolonged syrmgm /sometimes causes

fainjieis, tinnitus, and deafness owim to ingesuon or extravasation inthe lab)rmth The intn duct.on of a little solution of li.carbonate ofSoda (li grs. to each drac urn) for a few days greatly assists in the removalo he wax. Papain, Glj.erin and Peroxid. of lljdrogen also assist thedisintegration of wax and other concretions.

MIDDLE EAR, Diseases of.

Acute Catanh of the Middle Ear. ,f severe, will be best
smart purge and the application of . or 3 • -r 4 leeches to tli.
the mastoid, and hut fomentations will encourage the ble
bites, and give further relief. The Cocaine and Carbolic soh
on a previous page ma\ be infilled, but .{ the pain be
tympanum found bulgin.i, an in( ision witli a fine shar-
knife or needle should be prompt! ,ade, but this will 1,. '

When the symptoms are not ver- ...ute. the , ase oft, ^

inflations of the tympanum by Politzer's ba-. liy insertm
the apparatus well up into the : .stril of tiie afferte- i-i.

injecting air at the instant when the atient . in the a. i

'

httlc water, the au is driven tlirou-h th, llusta. hia.
slructions caused by accuniol.itions of rnui i;, nav be easiim acute se\ere attack, mflauon .should be p -;|,one.l till
p>ogenic infection is decided.
As the disease originates m atarrh of tia na-„-pharx.i er

the Lustadnan ;ui;c, ii„ uaso;,narvnx nudd i,e doU( li. u
salme solutions^ Borac ic Acid, ( idoride ot .>.d,u.n. Uora^, or Hua
of boda (too grs. to i pint tepid water). It i.s a ..J praeti, e to „naso-phar)'nx with a .5 per cent. Ar, vroi solutun da.b at : ilu.l ir . ai

elieved by a
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the iilka ne solution, and the Chloride of A^ ,mon 'ini inhaler is a valuable

I
der mav be blow t

iw sip"

massed

mucou

if passing

id a weak
cretion,

enerally

,.er cent.

adjunct n treatment, '^ry Boracic Acid n fine

up the nostril by means an insufflator.

Should the catarrl resi^ the above treatn i.an

into the clironic form the i'ustachiar catheter may i

astringent solution, if tl: -c be e, ience •' much

should be ini ted. Tlie irength of the sr tion varies, but

speaking ab' it the stp >- 1 of an eye lotion suffices—viz.. 4

B(>ric Add i- warm v If the tympani( cavity contain thickened

miicus-the remnants .f an a* i e attack—some e.xperts make a linear

incision m the tympanir membrane, and, through the Eustachian tube by

means of li.e catheter, wash out the cavity by a stream nf weak .e'-raline

solution injecter into the (• 'nal m<atus. Effused jmidu-ts a the

middle ear may - nietimes ' -• removed ly blist^ ring over the istoid.

Chronir Citarrh of the Mp:dJe Ear is to be d dt with on th line? ' id

down fnr the acute catarrhal itiVction; the Eu .achian tube being \: r-

lly blocked, constant int Xm'.. of the tvmpanun' hv Politzer's metho r

ihe Eu,si.achian eatheter. must be irtv. ntl}- re

of ti tSo-pV ^rynx will aLMi requir
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3c mins. of a 3 ;h u.

quantities of glycen .tn
'

thniugh the Eu-tact>iar

( f irm of treatm- '^

o. drops of a soltr^n

Li uid Paraffin.

presence of aueiiuci

1 is essential t pre^nt recurren s.

iu iivgienic surrou idini of the patj- xX, she ;'

;d rendered as ideally p 'feet as possible,

bacco in every form is oiijectionable in both

rarrh.

Eiistarhian Catarrh and Obstruction must be treated in the same manner

by continual inflation and by the use of the Chi ride of Ammonium
^nhaler; this condition is respe "sible for many of t e ca<;>'; of dry deaf-

ness. The deafness following ronic catarrh causing .vtion of the

malleus should be treated by -Massage and the iiypuuermic admini-

Acute Purulent dliti<! Media is the result of the admission of pyogenic

organisms more dangerous than those causing simple catarrh, and should

at first be treated as if a case of acute simple catarrh of the middle ear,

from which at first it cannot be distinguished. If perforation of the

he cars

use

Tiined

il and

ute and chronic ear
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membrane has already occurred, there may be afterwards difficulty in
gettmg the opening to close. It is better for this reason to incise the
membrane early if the case comes under notice before perforation has
occurred. Miiller strongly advises early paracentesis; he succeeded in
23 out of 24 cases, and no after-treatment was required. Constant
syrmgmg with warm weak antiseptic solutions (20 grs. Boracic Acid to
I oz. water) must be carefully done at least twice daily, and oftener when
posoible, after inflation by Politzer's method, but early inflation before
perforation of the tympanum should be avoided.
The naso-pharynx will require antiseptic treatment; a ganrle of i in 80

Carbolic Acid, Chlorate of Potash (i in 40), or a swab of Carbolic Acid and
Glycerin (i in 10), Tincture of Iron and Glycerin (i in 2) or Argyrol solu-
tion (i in 4) may be employed.
Mastoid swelling and tenderness may occasionally be relieved by one

deep incision, but when pus is found the more radical operation men-
tioned later on must be carried out.

Chronic Purulent Otitis Media with its suppurative discharge is nearly
always a sequel to an attack of the acute disease with perforation of the
tympanum. The majority of cases follow scarlatina and measles. The
treatment is tedious and often unsatisfactory, especially as regards the
decree of the power of hearing which may remain, but the chief object to
l)c attained is the prevention of the t;rave conditions which are liable to
supervene, such as cerebral abscess, sinus infection, mastoid and meningeal
troubles. These can only be avoided i)v the most scrupulous and persever-
ln^ attempts at disinfection.

The Eustachian tube must be kept open bv Politzer's inflation daily
practised, and the patient may supplement this by N'alsalva's method of
closing the nostrils with the fingers, shutting the mouth and puffing out
the cheeks while he swallows air.

Antiseptics should be employed to disinfect the naso-pharynx as a
gargle of i in 80 Carbolic lotion, or a swab of i in lo Carbolic Acid and
Glycerin, 1 m 2 Tincture of Iron and Glycerin, or 25 per cent. Ar-yrol.
The ear should be syringed out repeatedly with warm saturated lioric

solution, 1 m 5„ 00 Perchloridc of Mercury, J per cent. Lysol or 5 per cent.
( urhuhc Acid. Peroxide of Hydrogen is the most effectual disintegrator
and . Icanscr, the 10 vol. solution being instilled when there is choleste-
at<,fnatous tendency or solid dObris in the middle ear, and the warm
lotion used to flush out afterwards. The meatus may then be lightly
packed with cyanide gauze after drying, or dry Iwric acid may be in-
sufflated.

-^

When t^hc discharge is not very profuse an instillation of i part of
Bone Acid in 30 of strong Rectified Spirit is very efficacious, and this mnv
be employed in most cases after the profuse dis.harge has been checked
by syringing and when the af)erturc in the drum is extensive.
An artificial tym|mnum may be extemporised by inserting during the

davtime a small tampon of mftnn u.,»,| moistened with boric solution or
liquid iwraUin, which should be inserted as far as the tympanum by

H^
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forceps, an peration which the patient soon learns to perform
himself.

(iranulatiiins or small polypoid i^rowths sprinfiinj; from the marj;ms of

the tympanic aperture slmuld he cautiriseil by a fine iirobe with a little

cottonwool twisted round its extremity, which is then moistened with

saturated solution of Chronnc Acid or tlie soli<l stick of Nitrate of Silver

may l)e a])i)licd. Laif,'e |)oly[;i s|)riii};in,i; from the inner surface of the

txnipanum nuist he dealt vvjth liy the snare or curette when these project

into the meatus.

Mastoiditis.- When in spiu of the above routine suppurative mastoid-
itis occurs, the surj;eon should not wait for subperiosteal pointing of the

ah.sccss, but proc eed at once with the perfui iiiance of Schwartz's operation

in order to prevent sinus and intracranial complications. I'his consists

in cutting down on the mastoid through a curved incision beliind the ear,

and by means of the gouge and cliisel . le cells of the antrum are freely

opened up and all diseased tissue removed, after which the bony cavity,

being thoroughly flushed and dried, is to be packed with gauze or drained
on ordinary surgical principles.

In many cases the more radical Staeihe-Schivartz operation will be found
mcessary, and tliis is also indicated for the removal of the condition

known as Cliolesifdtnma. It consists in opening the mastoid, and by
chiselling and gouging the mastoid antrum, middle ear and attic are

converted into one large cavity, ouf of which all di.sease(l ti.ssue with the

remains ol the tympanum and the os.sides are completely cleared, after

wlii( h elVu icnt drainage is to be established, or the cavity being lined with
Thiersch's grafts a.s |)ractised by Hallance, it may be gently packed with
gauze.

Sccrosis of the Teinfxiral Bone, Extradural Abscess, Sinus "^hrombosis
and CerfiiT'd Ahs^css are to be treateil by the evacuation of p is through
an extension of the last-mentioned operation, according to the ..natomical
conditions of each case.

For the deafness remaining after middle-ear suppuration causing
fi.\ation of the malleus or oto-sclerosis the chief measures are oto-nia.ssage

(20,000 vibrations per minute) and injections of Fibrolysin subcutaneously.
This treatment should only be commenced after the discharge has been
stopped by antiseptic mc.sures.

INTERNAL EAR DISEASE.

Inflammation of the labyrinth tnay be the result of pyogenic infection
frojn middle car disease, in wliich(asea ra(li( al operation upon the lines

before mentioned must be promptly undertaken and the labyrinth drained
throuuh the vestibule alter all necrosed tissue has been removed. Where
the disease follows meningitis, simple or cercbro-spinal, there is little

hope of recovery from the deafness, the only treatment available being
large dos.s of Iodides, with constant blistering over the mastoid.

Deafness which arises in .lyphilis is ii.sually due to implication of t|ie

auditory ner\ e. and may be of the congenital or a( quired kind. The only
hope of restoring function lies in the active treatment of tiie primary

m
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disease by Mercury, and in those cases where the affection shows itself in

the late secondary' stage inunctions should be prescribed ana pushed till

the system has become saturated by the drug. Large doses of Iodides

should then be pushed to the limits of toleration; these aione or com-

bined with Uromider will usually relieve the vertigo and tinrtitus which

are commonly present, lilistering over Ix-th mastoid regions alternately

should be persevered with, and Cheatle recommends fortnightly courses

of Pilocarpine injected daily.

Disease of the internal ear may manifest itself by symptoms which

are also sometimes cntiiely due to trouble in tlie outer or middle ear;

hence treatment cannot be undertaken with any hope of succcs.s until the

site of the mischief has been determined. This is obvious when we con-

sider the treatment of the most common symptoms—vi^.

:

Tinnitus Aunum.- When this is produced by a plug of cerumen in

contact with the tympanum the remove! of the wax will affc^rd speedy

relief. When the result of pressure in the middle car it may be due to

cholesteatomata or cicatrices causing deformities of the drum or adhesion

of the stapes, &c. W hen due to internal ear disease the mischief may be

caused by inflammatory conditions in the labyrinth or in the terminations

of the auditory nerve, or it may be du . to centric causes disturbing the

funi lion ir affecting organic changes in the nucleus of the nerve or its

tracts witoin the brain. In the majority of these cases all that can be

accomplishe I by treatment is to palliate the distress by large doses of

Bromides, wl,i( h fortunately in most instances afford marked relief when
the ( ause of the tinnitus is beyond the possibility of removal. The tinnitus

associated with cicatricial changes in the tymp.m'im, adhesions or oto-

sclerosis following chronic firy catanli or sup|)urati\c affections of the

middle ear may be greatly relieved and in some cases permanently cured

by injections of Fibrolysin combined with the use of oto-mas.sa^e. French

injects 30 mins. subcutaneously and 5 mins. arc .iroduced into the middle

ear through the Eustachian callietcr twii e a wtek for twelve times. I'he

accompanying deafness is also improved proportionately, iiut the tinnitus

may disappear under this treatment even when the deafness remains as

oefore and i'ice vina. Tl'e tinnitu.s produ' cd iiy i|uinine, .isj)irin and

sali( ylates does not always di.sap|K'ar upon withdrawal of the drug; this is

especially true when deafness remains, as in those who take large doses ol

quinine for malaria.

The tinnitus of artcrio-sderosis, valvular lesions, anicmia, plethora and
other ( in ulalory disturbances should be met by agents dirc( ted against

the primary cause. The toxic tinnitus of chronic Urighl's disease \ ields

to purgatives and other eiiminatory measures, and as already stated the

symptom usually :»i companies syphilitic disease of the internal ear, and
yields to Iodides and llg.

Auditory Vertigo.—The same remarks in the main apply to the treat-

ment of this common symptom, which is also frcciuenfly due to the above
( iius( s H( ting in such a way as to proiiuc e mrrea.sed tension in the labyrin-

thine lluid. I'he reauliing giddiness is often associated with tinnitus and
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followed by vomiting. The best routine treatment when the primary

cause cannot be removed is to purge freely and put the patient upon full

doses of Bromides.

Meniere's Vertigo is the name givsn to the symptom-complex m which

paroxysmal attacks of vertigo, tinnitus and more or less persistent deaf-

ness are alwi^ys present. The causes are various and practically identical

with those already mentioned as factors in producing tinnitus and vertigo,

and hence it is often described simply as aural vertigo. The name was

originally applied by .Meniere to the vertigo, deafness and tinnitus caused

by labyrinthine hx-morrhage, and the term is usually restricted to those

cases of internal ear trouble when the triple symptoms are unassociated

with otorrhreal discharge. As the most potent factor in the majority of

cases is probai)lv an irritative lesion involving the terminations of the

vestibular branu: of the auditory nerve in the ampulUc, the indications

for treatment are to reduce the hyperexcitability of these and at the same

time to render more stable the equilibrium of the co-ordinating centre in

the cerebellum. Both these indications are fulfilled by bringing the

patient under tlie influence ot full doses of Bromide of Sodium. In

hemorrhagic cases Pilocarpine iiypodermically with blistering over the

mastoid may be tried. As the deafness progresses and l)ecomes complete

the vertigo tends to lessen and disappear, though the tinnitus may

remain.

The treatment of Ner7<ous Deafness— \\z., deafness arising from disease

of the auditory nerve or its centre apart from ear disease - is practically

beyond tlie reach of medicine, except in the syphilitic cases as already

mentioned, llypenvstliesia of the auditory nerve or llyperacusis is the

opposite condition, and may be functional as in hysteria, when it will

yield U) Weir Mitchell and other recognised measures; if organic as in

cerebral tumour and meningeal affections, when large doses of Iodides fail

to give relief, Bromides combined with Antipyrine ma> be tried advan-

tageously.

EOLAHPSIA see Puerperal Convuliioni.

ECTHYMA—Bee Impetigo.

ECTROPION.

The IrtMtment ot this conditiiHi, wiiic h is alM) known as inversion of the

eyelids, may be convenient, considered along with that oi tlic opposile

state -l')nlropion, or Inversion.

l'',ctropit)n of must ular or spastic origin is often met witii in the lower

eyelids of patients who suffer from chronic swelling of the conjun( tiva.

The alTci lion in its early .-.tagc usually yields to tiie free use of astringent

eve lotions as Suli)luUe of /,in( {i gr. per oz.) or Uorii .\i id (S grs. per u/,.).

As seen in the lower lids of senile patients it is due to a displaced position

of the hu hrynial puiu turn caused by loss of tone in the skin of the cheeks

and in tlie orl)i(Ularis inusde. When ireated early tiicse eases usually

yield to conjunctival astringents and slitting of the canaliculus.

ii;l
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More radical operative procedures must be undertaken in ver>' chronic

cases; thus wliere there is much thickening of the conjunctiva a lonu
narrow shp of the marginal portion is to be dissected from the lower lid
and the remaming healthy conjunctiva, after freeing it from underlvin-'
tissues, IS to be attached by sutures to tlic lid at i»s margin as in the i'Vet^
land-I-ergus operation, or an attcn^ot mav be made in less chronic cases
to procure the same result by applkation of the solid stick of Nitrate of
JMlver or by the galvano cautery. In the al)sencc of hvpcrtropliied or
inflamed tissue the lid may sometimes be restored to its normal position
by bnellen s sutures without a cutting operation.
Kuhnt's operation is the best for senile c. tropion; this consists in short-

ening the lower hd by splitting it in its central portion into two layers; out
ot the posterior one, which contains the tarsus and conjunctiva a
triangular piece with its base along the free margin is then excised, and
the I:ps brought together by sutures.
The ectropion which follows burns and ulcers of the face can onlv b«

remedied by a careful dissection of the cicatrised tissue, which enables
the displaced lid to be restored to its normal position, in which it is main-
tained by sutures, whilst one graft of skin or a number of Thiersch grafts
are attached to the raw surface exposed by the dissection.
Entropion, or inversion, when spastic, sometimes, but very seldom

may m slight cases be remedied by a temporary fastening of the lower lid
in Its m.rmal positum by strapping. When due t.. senile changes a long
strip of skm, including the fibres of the orbicularis muscle along I he margin
ot the lid, should be excised and the margin of the lid l<..,sely sutured U,
the skm wound so as to draw the lid .)utwards as the cicatrix shortens
fhe marginal fibres of the orb.cularis should be at tic same time divided
at tiie external canthus. A better result is obtained in severe cases by
avoiding sutures altogether. Ilolt/.s operation is more reliable when
the upper lid is affected; it consists in making a longitudinal iniisi.m at
some distance from the margin of the lid for its entire length, and after
removal of musculai fibres the margins of the skin wound are aita.hcd
by sutures to the tarsal cartilage.

In entropion caused by thickening ..f tl,e c.njun.tiva and deformity of
the tarsus f.,llowing granular ophthalmia, a wedge-shaped p(,rli<,n ..ft lie

• artilage wdl re(|uire excision by .Snellen's operation. An in. ision is
made for the entire length ..f the li.l and a strip, uf orbi. iilaris uhim le is
removed and a long triangular or wedge-shaped pie. c .)f ih.' tars.. * . u( <.ut
by a sharp knife, after whi. h, by , areful .suturing, a < ..mplete eversi.,n of
the margin of the lid is effected.

In Merlin's ..peration an in. ision is made at a short di.stan.c nh>m the
ni-irgin .if the hd dividing skin ami ...njun.tiva, after whi.-h «n ..Mil strip
ol the tarsal .artilage wi;li its conjiinciivd c.vering is excised an.l the
wound sutured.

In less .severe cases the operations suitable f..r Trichict^ m (i.-i.t...-,.

arc indicated. '
'

Arlt's ofieratioa consists in splitting the lid into two layers for its entire
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length, after which an oval flap of skin is dissected out at a short distance

from the margin of the lid without removing the fibres of the orbicularis

and bringing the edges of the skin wound together. The margin of the lid

with its inturned hairs is everted or tilted forwards.

In Von Milligen's operation the lid is split into two lajers, as in Arlt's

method,and into the entire length of the upper part of the resulting hiatus,

which is kept open by sutures, a thin strip of mucous membrane dissected

from the inner aspect of the patient's lip is adjusted with a probe or iield

in position by a few sutures when necessary. This forms a new edge to

the lid between the globe and the line of the inverted eyelashes.

ECZEBIA.

The bewildering catalogue of remedies employed by specialists is a trial

to the young physician who approaches the treatment of a case of eczema

for the first time, and his confusion is not lessened by a perusal of the

pathological literature of the disease, some authoriti^ s persisting in the

view that the main factor in the disease is a constitutional cause, wiiilst

others regard it as a purely local ])licnomenon. The truth lies in neither

of these views; a state of the blood, like gout, for example, undouijtedly

causes a condition of the skin in which trivial local irritation may lirnig

on an attack of eczema wliich cannot be removed by purelv constituiional

agents, but which may speedily yield to local remtdics. Though loi al

apphcations must be considered as more effective thun constitutional

remedies, every departure from the normal standard of healtii must lie

cU)sely investigated and rectified.

Unna's microbic theory is true as regards the pustular type of eczema

in which secondar) pyogemc organisms are grafted on the origmal skin

inflammation, but the acceptance of a microbic cause of the disease in its

ordinary forn.s only leads to failure in the treatment of these.

If the principle enunciated in the arti'ies on dyspepsia and diarrha-a

be applied to eczema its treatment becomes .simplified. Many cases are

nothing else than the local manifestations of irritating stimuli apphed to

the skin from accidental contact with unsuspected vegetable, animal or

chemical substances, or from the exposure of the part to changes of temper-

ature, mechanical irritants, &c. it would be <)uile as rational to regard

the effects of such irrit itions as examples of true eczema as it would i)e to

label the results of a rubefacient liniment by the same title, and the tca( ii-

ing of Walker may i)e accepted when he states regarding these torms of

dermatitis " that the more one knows about skin diseases the f«'wer rases

he finds it necessary to lal)el eczema." More rei tntly Heimaim strikes

the same note by insisting that tiie term licr.ema should lie disi anlci. fur

Dermatitis,

Constttulioual Treatment. The diet of tlie eczematous sui)ject siiould

Ik; carefully attended to; as a rule it should be generous and varied, and
made to emhracs- a i/'.Mjd supplv of fresh nroperlv ciiiskefl veii^c!. •!!!(' r.nd

not an over-abundance of animal fo<»d. Certain articles of diet h i^e Keen

u cu.nmonly found to increase the irritability of the diseased .^kin that

^^4
;

I;
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they should be rigidly proscribed; amongst such are salted meats, spices,
shellfish, fresh pork, pickles, cheese, raw sweet fruits, sugar and coffee.
As the effect of other articles in some patients is so easily demonstrated
by experience the individual peculiarities should serve as a guide. Thus,
some subjects feel that the smallest sip of wine, in a very short time after
being swallowed, produces tingling and itching in the seat of the eczema,
and this is especially true if the head, face, or neck is affected. Upon the
whole, stimulants must be allowed in very sparing quantity, and, where
indicated, whiskey is the best. Acid wines are especially hurtful, and
beer, as a rule, should be forbidden. In the presence of dyspepsia or
other gastric trouble, the dietary suitable to the patient's needs must
be prescribed. C. J. White's plan of detecting the patient's sensitisation
to various articles of dietar>- consists in applying the suspected item as
egg albumin, milk, butter, &c., to minute incisions in the skin, when the
offending ingredient will be detected by its local reaction.
The periods of labour, rest, exercise and sleep, the clothing, sunshine,

cookery, etc., must be seen to when found to be faulty, and the general
hygienic surroundings improved when possible; thus change of air, scene
and occupation affords marked benefit in some cases, but a bracing sea air
is not to be recommended.

Dyspepsia, or acidity, shoulcf be counteracted I)y appropriate remedies,
and constipation by la.xatives or purgatives. The use of these latter in
chronic eczema is universally acknowledged. Salines are valuable,
especially in the form of a natural purgative water like Rubinat or White
Mixture, containing 2 drs. Epsom Salt with 30 grs. Carbonate of Magnesia
in each wineglassful, given cariy in the morning whilst fasting, -^o as to
produce one or two copious motions of watery consistence; or the following
may be prescribed: Magncsii Sulphatis, Jijss.; Ferri Sulphatis, 3.ss.; Acid.
Sulphurici Dil., 5ij.; Aqu;c Destillata.', ad Jxvj.; misce. Signa.—" A large
wineglassful to be taken in half a tumhiLrful of water everv second morn-
ing, and to be repeated in three hours if the bowels be not well moved."
The saline should be occasionally preceded bv a good dose of Blue I'll!

given at bed-time.
'

'

Anxmia should he remedied by smal' doses of ln,n, and in chronic ca.ses
associated with enlarged veins and a weak heart or diseased mitral valve,
the e( zemu of the lower extremities is nuu h improved by a combinatiori
of Iron and Digitali.-.

Sedatives may be called for to allay itching and sleeplessness, but opium
morphia, or chloral should be used for this purpose with the greatest
caution. (Chloral may I* more safely administered to children when the
Itching IS vorj- severe.) Trional, in 20 gr. doses, may he tried, but iar^e
do.ses of the liromule of Sodium (30 grs.) alla> restlessness without pro-
ducing any untoward r.sults; it may well be combined with IIvo.scvamus
and the itching is sometimes relieved by a small dose of Anfipyrinc.
Ao diUK adtniiii.Mered internaliy can be regarded as possessing any real

specific a. t ion. The usual n,le is to give Tartarised Antimony in the mute
and subacute types, and Ar.senic in the chronic stages, and, whatever
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difference of opinion there may be regarding the value of both these drugs

in the early stages, there should be no doubt about the beneficial effects

of arsenic in very chronic scaly eczema, and the nearer the disease

approaches in character to psoriasis the more valuable is arsenic. The

writer never prescribes it under any circumstances for acute eczema, or

even for the chronic weeping type of the disease. 3 to 5 min. doses of

Fowler's solution are sufficient, and these amounts should rarely be

increased. Turpentine has gained some reputation, but its value is doubt-

ful. Pilocarpine has been advocated in the forms of eczema associated

with great dryness of the skin. Where there is much cudematous swelhng

following the eruption in acute erythematous cases Chloride of Calcium

possesses almost specific action in checking the local anasarca and itching.

Robert-Simon recommends subcutaneous injections of fresh Sea Water,

beginning with 30 c.c. increased to 50 c.c. of a mixture of sea water 2, fresh

water 5 parts, which form an isotonic solution. The sea water is taken in

sterilised flasks from deeo areas 20 miles from the shore, and must not be

sterilised bv heating.

Thyroid Extract has been muchrecommendeu especially in the eczema of

infants and children, and especially in the arthritic type of the disea.sc.

Local Treatment.— Yhc long list of remedial agents proves that tliere is

no specific for eczema—no royal road to its successful treatment—though

there are few diseased conditions so susceptible to improvement or

permanent cure. The secret of success in treating eczema lies for the

most part in the ability of the physician to use the proper remedy at each

stage 0/ the disease. The class of agents so valuable in the acute are worth-

less in the very chronic stages, whilst remedies of unfailing power when

iised in the chronic cases are fraught with serious danger when applied at

the earlier stages of acute cases. The physician who wishes to treat the

Drotean forms of eczema with success must learn to be patient, ever

remembering that in the majority of cases the progress towards recovery

is a slow one, and having fixed firmly before him the principle upon

which his treatment is based, he should be content to wait till his local

remedy has had time to act before its failure is accepted. The constant

chopping and ciianging of applications from day to day is one of the great

causes of failure in the management of chronic or acute eczema.

.Iciite Eczema must be treated as a dermatitis. Only the lilandest and

least irritating of aiiplications should lie applied. .\ny attempt at treating

the disease by antiparasitic agents at this stage is certain to seriously

aggravate mutters. The first step should be to cleanse the surface of all

crusts or dried secretion, and for this purpose Chamber's metiiod of apply-

ing lint soaked in Normal Saline Solution, covered over with impervious

tissue, is perhaps the best. The writer's practice has always been when

possible to ileanse the part by gentle and patient mopping of it wit!i

(olton-wool soaked in pure Olive Oil. When the crusts are hardened

into scabs, a more efficacious method is to apply warm IJonc Acid com-

presses; e\en then soap may i)e necessary, but the use of this cleanser

must be dispensed with as soon as the scabs have been detached, and it

sii

I'l
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should if possible never be resumed till the disease has been conquered
Afterwards an overfatted basis soap must be employed. During the
progress of the treatment any hardened secretion which from time to time
forms may be gently removed by friction with an oiled swab.
Once the diseased surface is freed from all accumulated debris the

important problem must be decided- whether a dry powder, an aqueous
lotion, a paste, or a fatty ointment is to be employed. This will to a great
extent depend upon the amount of secretion or exudation present. The
usual practice is to employ lotions at this stage, and to prohibit greasy or
oily apphcations, but this rule should not be too rigidlv followed. Lotions
when there is abundant exudation are certainly preferable but the diffi-
culty must always be kept in mind that as these should not be covered in
by oiled silk the Imt on which the lotion is applied must be kept continu-
ously moistened. If this be done by simply pouring the lotion upon the
lint the latter filters out the insoluble ingredients and only permits of the
aqueous menstruum coming into contact with the diseased skin, unless
the raw surface be exposed to the air every time the lotion is reapplied
Another serious objection to their employment is due to the fact that as
the lint dries during the night a covering is left in contact with the exuded
surface, which firmly adheres to it and which is often removed with
difficulty even when thoroughly moistened.
These considerations are frequently lost sight of bv those who thought-

lessly adhere to the hard and fast law that lotion?" ,:.ust always be em-
ployed throughout the acute stages, and it is not an uncommon experience
to find that by persisting in this method the disease is often aggravated
by the mechanical irritation caused by »he stiffened and dried lint rubbing
against the raw surface during the night and l)y the traction requ' in
the morning to remove the dressing, which often causes pain and some-
times produces bleeding.

Dusting powders and pastes are not open to the above oi)jections but
they tend to cake into hard masses which are not easily removed, and
occasionally the physician will find that he can best obviate this by a
combination of both methods, employing alternately a lotion containin-m suspension the same powder as has been dusted on previously

In facial eczema a lotion like the following dabbed on freciuently with
a small sponge and allowed to dry is not open to the above objettions
which only apply when iint and bandaging are resorted to

:

B
. Calamines Praparola Jss.

Sf>t. Vini Reclificati 5ss.

Aqua liosce ad 5x. Misee.

Should a lotion be applied upon lint and covered over with oiled silk
the drying difficulty disappears, but the moisture un„|d have ti<° pfTo=t
oi a contmuaily applied poultice, which would keep the diseased skin in asodden state and retard indefinitely the healing process-a pra, tic. which
should never be followed.

(

^ -i*M«i'i'ifeiirM
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The objection to ointments is thut tliey make a more or less impervious

dressing under wiiich the retained secretion is imprisoned, thus aggravat-

ing the eczematous condition, iiut this can be largely met Ijy prescribing

ihem in a creamy or semi-li(]uid form.

In a given case of acute eczema with abundant exudation the writer

avoids the above dilficulties by using a lotion which contains no insoluble

residue, and which therefore can be repeatedly employed for moistening

the lint without exposing the eczematous surface, the licjuid being fre-

(juently sprinkled on over the dressing. The following combination is

suitable; the small quantity of glycerin is insufficient to cause irritation,

and prevents the stiffening of the dressings. Some dermatologists employ

a I per cent, solution of Picric Acid in the same manner in all acute weep-

ing eczemas.

B. Liquor. Plumbi Fort. 3ij.

Spt. Vint Rectif. 3iv.

Giycerini 3ij •

Aqua Destillatce ad 5x. Misce.

Wlicn the exulK-rancc of the secretion is checked by the above applica-

tion soft ointment may he freely smeared lightly over the pp*-' which

should be cnver'-d with lint coated over also by the ointment, and a light

gauze bandage applied to keep it in place without using undue pressure.

There is no iimit to the number of such soothing and astringent oint-

ments. The physician will be wise who selects a simple and well-known

substance whose strength may be varied tc meet the requirements of each

case as experience dictates; th* following is suitable in most instances:

U. Ungt. Zinci Ox. Jiv.

Liq. Plumbi Fort. 3ij.

Olei OlivcB 3iv. Misce.

i ll

or Cremor. Frigidi gij., CalaminiE Pra^p. 3ij-

Lassar's Paste is undoubtedly a most valuable application in many cases,

and it is not so open to the objection of caking which holds in the case of

pastes devoid of a greasy basis, and it is free from the drawbacks of a stiff

wax}- ointment, since it contains so mut li absorbent powder. Its com-

position is l)\ide of Zinc 48, Powdered Starch 48, Salicylic Acid 4, Vaseline

100, ar, I ihis nay be modified to suit the rccjuirements of each case.

Witli ihis puste the entire body of an infant suffering from acute eczema

may !<;> covered after having previously washed the skin and touched any

l)lecding jiots with a solution of Cau.stic. The face, head and joints are

smeared o\ er with a 2 i)er cent, ointment of Salicylic Acid in Vaseline, and

niu-!in bandages arc firmly applied. In tl'c \ -ry a'Ute staK*" the s;»!icylic

acid had better be omitted, and sometimes a J per cent, of Menthol may
be added to .-.nU'luc itching.

The vesicular and erythematous types of acute eczema may be treated t
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upon the above principles, varied to suit the changes which may arise by
altering the ointment from time to time to a lotion or dusting powder
should the discharge become very profuse or crusts form. The^pustular
form will also yield to the same remedies, but the crusts must be period-
ically removed during ointment treatment by the free use of lotions and
the occasional appUcation of a i in 2,000 Perchloride of Mercury solution
Theaddition of 10 grs. to each ounce of Zincand Lead ointment of ITydrarg.
Amm. Chlond. is a valuable means of destroying the secondary microbic
infection without increasing the inflammatory action.
The following powders may be mentioned as suitable when the profuse

secretion prevents the employment of an ointment- a i;;., powdered
Starch, Arrowroot, Carbonate of Lead, Carbonate of Zinc (Calamina)
Carbonate of Magnesia, Powdered Fuller's Earth, Kaolin, Cimolite, Emol'
Kieselguhr, Oxide of Zinc, French Chalk, Bismuth 0.xide, Nitrate or
(-arbonate, Lycopodium, Powdered Rice and Talc, and thes* may be
mixed in various proportions, according to the amount of astringent
rccjuirea, the lead being the most active in this respect. Where itching is
smart, Camphor in fine powder should be added to the above in the propor-
tion of about 10 grs. to each ounce of powder.
Tar is not included in the above routine. This is the sovereign remedvm chronic and scaly eczema, but though it relieves the itching in the acute

form of the disease its application is fraught with danger, owing to its
stimulating properties when used early. Jn the late stage of acute eczema
Its use is clearly indicated, but the physician must feel his waN cautiouslv
as this stage is reached, beginning with not more than 15 niins. Liquo'r
Carbon. Deterg. to each ounce of the lead and zinc ointment.

Itching may i)c relieved by internal remedies like Antipyrine bv teachin-
the patient to relieve pruritus by scratching the sound skin vigorouslv at
a sate distance from the seat of the eczema, which often affords considerable
relief. .\ -mall percentage of Menthol or Camphor added to the ointment
employed

- often efiicacious, but it must be omitted if the inflammatory
mischief 1.S increased, i per cent. Picric Acid solution often relieves the
Itching of .i ute discharging eczci , without increasing the vascularity.

blinuld tl acute attack not spet .iily restiKe under the above treatment
more iimulating measures will be called lor, and it may clinically be
re^-ard.'d as a case of subacute or chronic eczema, and ti.-,ited accordingly

t hronu Eczema. -Whether this has originated in an acute altark which
lui. proved rebellious to treatin. nt or has commenced in a clironu insidious
pn; CSS l.cfure coming under observation, applications of a more stimulat-
ing nature are demanded. The list of local remedies for chronic -c/ema
seems almost without uul. The old drugs, whi. h iiave s(,H,d ti.e test for
ages, are after all better, more certain, and more innocent than their
mnciern rivals. Thus Tar, Mercurials, and Lead will .ope, if skilfullv
handled, with most clirunic forms of th. di,c-a.-,c. Upon tiie whole
ointments will be found more convenient and elhcacious than lotions'
tlh.ugh these latter are indicated under spcial circumstances. If there
be X ery much exudation or moisture, the greasy nature of the ointment
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keeps the secretion in contact with the irritated surface. In .ome rases

this is a serious drawback, and the discharge is, of itself, an irnUnt, and

nrolon<^s the mischief. In these cases a lotion containing an astringent

must Ix- first used to check secretion, as in the treatment of acute cases.

\fter diminishing the aniou' . of secretion a stimulant like lar can be

.ombined with the astringent .tion. The amount of simulating mgre-

dicnt must be small at first, and gradually increased, the physician

cautiously feeling his way before employing stronger remedies. A Tar

ointment or lotion which may soothe and <iuickly heal an itcliy, dry eczema

associated with much infiltration may act like fuel to the fire when applied

to a moist, weeping, red ec.cnni. 1 1 is therefore a good rule, with chronic

weeping eczemas of this kind, to begin with Lead lotions containing a

sedative to allay itching and heat; afterwards Tar can be safely used.

Strong Liqvor Plumbi in water (i U> 40), to which a \ part of Laudanum

or Camphorated Spirit is added, soon allays itching an<] u.m.mshes

secretion, but the number of cases in which an astringent ointment cannot

be used instead is small. Liquor Carbonis Dci.rg. (i to 40) may be added

to the above lotion with advantage.

The best routine treatment in all chronic eczemas is application of the

following ointment

:

B. Liq.Carboms Deleri^. 3ij.

Li(]. Plumbi 3]-

Hvdrari; . A inmon. Chlor. 3ss.

LanoHni el Vaselin. ana 5J. .\fi^ce.

The prop(^rtion of each ingredient may be varied to meet the special

indications in every case. Thus, if the secretion be very profuse the

amount of lead may be doubled and the tar lessened; should there be

drvness with scaliness, the tar may be safely doubled m amount, whilst

the mercurial mav be equally increased. The writer's advice to the

practitioner is to adopt this ointment, and use it m every case of subacute

or chronic eczema which he meets with in the first years of his practice,

till he becomes thorough master of the remedy and can alter its propor-

rions to .suit the varying stages or varieries of the disease, and he will

verv seldom feel the necessitv of resorting to anything else.

Dry eczema of the papular type is very rebellious to treatment; the

best routine is to employ a tar lotion (i in 8) in the daytime and the above

ointment at night, omitting the lead ingredient. Coal tar is preferable to

wood tar, being less irritating, but many dermatologists prefer birch tar

(ol. rusci), beech tar (ol. fagi), juniper tar ^ol. ca.hnum), pine tar (pix

liquida) Sutlon advises the use of crude coal tar, and in very chronic

scaly cases he applies it undiluted. The H.P. Liq. Picis Carbonis is the

official representative of the old Liq. Carbonis Detergens; both are

saturated alcoholic solutions of coa! tar. Creosote and Carboh. Acid are

preferred by some, and a whole series of Naphthol derivatives have been

m

m
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employed, but they are certainly inferior. The official Ungt. Picis L istoo concentrated for ordinary uses.

^

As with arsenic internally 'so with tar e.xternalh
, b..th uruKS "ive theirbest effects .n scalv. d^v e.zema.and the nearer 'the case ap, rid,e tpsonas,s the better the results obtainable fn.un tar, but all forn s of in n

t

eczema should be treated by it. When tar fails in the weepin.. cl r ntype of eczema, ,t w,il be due nearly alw.vs to bein, applied in to
"

-:.n r,ted form, llut.hinson regarded T.,r as the one remedy ^^e™
ife^i^ry"'

'^''' ''"'' ^'''' '''' ^"^ ^"^'^^^
'^ ^'--' 'i'^- ^--^ -i

Powders are as a rule unsuitable ^ en m the red weeping examples ofthe chrontc disease, but occasionally they may be applied for' l.ort^.dPastes .soniettmes may be employed. L.^sar's may be used as the vein iJfor anv of the above-mentioned more active remedies, and the Tele

S:Sv:::iaS''-
-"-'- -'-'-' 'y ^^"- ->- ^^ ^- -fe

l.hthyol .s undout)tedly a valuable drug. Inna uses io or 20 per cent

w tl, c pa.te of I.a,sar. Morns states that, like Resorcin and Sulphur
.t. aiu.paras,t.c quaht.es are undoubted. It allays itching, destroysparas,te.s .ontracts the ,-utaneous vessels and checks dischargt .^ce heuses It also ,n the treatment of ar„te eczema.

'

The weepm,^ stago uf all eczemas are treated by I'iek with his Salicylic

lla.stcr) When a weaker and more adhesive plaster is required hennxes H parts of ti,e acid wuh .0 of Olive Oil and 80 of .Soap P as'tnuse are spread upon strong calico, cut mto strips, and firmly appl edo ,.,e mo.st surface where they may he allowed tVremain "r^diS dor several da^ . The .tchiness is replaced by a burning pain, w ichraptdly disappears. Four days suffice for the first applkaUon before

aZTI
"!""'"'"' '""'"^" '"^>- ™'" ""^ --k'each or longerAf e t!,e scaly stage .s reac hed th.s is treated by painting with Sublimate(.elatm prepared by dissolving 30 parts ..f pure white Gelatin in wauJoyer a water bath, and evaporating the liquid solution till tTv^^ight,reduced to 75 parts; .5 parts of Glycerin and -o. Perchloride of Mc'rcuryare then added. Tlus method of Pick's is ver/suitable for 1 e hron ceczema common in the legs.

Just as Lead preparations are indicated for their astringent actionvWiere here is nu,e ...pin,^ .nd Tar for its stimulating actior^b sl^hcase>, so Menunals are indicated for their alterative action where theWKdom of employing tar is doubtful-/..., in subacute cases where there
IS stil much rednes.s irritability, and some induration; afterwards theymay be combined with Tar to „r..at "^^-^nt - h-,, th-, . ,.

^'^^^

^ph>yed where a very large suri^ice is^ffc^t^d'
'

A dd 2^ ut^t :Bichloride (i gr. to 3 oz. water) is an excellent alterative, and may budwith great advantage as a lotion where .rusts, .scabs and dried 'leeU^ncover over and irritate the already inflamed surface. The best of aj
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the mercurial preparations is an ointment of the white precipitate (of

(he strength .)f about 20 to 30 grs. per oz.).

Ungt. Hyd. Nit. Dil. i^ sometimes very valuable, and Calomel ointment

(I in 8) often ii. ts well. These mercurials may be CDmbined with Zin<

,

Lead, Tar, or uiher remedies. The I'n^uentum Metallorom. ( oiiiaining

Zinc, Mtrcui. and Lead, is a favourite with many skin .specialists. It

mavbe made byr i.xing equal quantities of the B.P. Zinc, A( etutc 01' I.tad,

and Nitrate of Mrrcury Ointments.

To alter or si mulate the sluggish nature of the diseased action in chronic

weeping eczenia i- 'ent effects are often obtained by occasionally paint-

ing the surface wiiii .lution of Nitrate of Silver (30 grs. per oz.), and a

favourite solvei for the ciustic is Spt. Ether. Nit. For a similar reason

in chronic very .
• eczenia, painting over the patches with blistering

Liquid or I ijuor 1 las .c sometimes gives good results, and contrary to

what might i>c expected it often relieves all pruritus and tingling. This

really causes m acute dermatitis, which can then be treated as a case o*

acute eczema by soothing remedies. Other irritating applications of

milder nature are used in dry eczemas for the .same purpose as Pyrogallic

Acid and Chrvsarobin (^o grs. per oz.). Alcoholic Solution of Soft Soap,

Salicylic Acid (40 grs. i
. r oz.), strong Alkaline lotions, Chloral, Eucalyptol,

Thymol, Iodine, etc. Thickened epidermis may be removed by Salicylic

Collodion, Kesorcin, or a paste made with Papain or Pancreatin.

For seborrhaic eczema Unna uses Resorcin. He states that there is no

stage, no region, no agt . no skin, nor any complication in which this drug

may not be u.sed, sav> in those rare cases of resorcin idiosyncrasy. He

gets the best results fr m a solution of 1 part of Resorcin and i part of

tjlycerin in 18 of strou. spirit. Thin layers of cotton-wool are soaked in

a mixture of i part of ihi;. solution with 4 of water, laid upon the part and

covered with oiled silk. The horny layer swells, and soon all tl .ckening

and induration pass away aftei . he resorcin has been stopped and a greasy

ointment applied to finish the cure.

Trimble injects in this t\ pe of the disease a stock Acne Vaccine, The

list of agents employed in chronic erzema niiijit be prolonged indefinitely,

but the physician who selects the oldi r remedial agents, as Lead, Mercury,

Tar and Zinc, will be surprised to find iiow selaoui he will fail to cure with

them, and how seldom he will have to seek the newer drugs for the relief

of symptoms or complications.

Very ihronic cases of scaly eczema with much induration have been

succes>.ully treated by the X and liltra-Violet ra) s and also by the high-

frequency current.

\Vithout a special description of the treatment of each of the so-called

special local varieties of the disease, tiie recognition of the principles

discu-;';!".'! ;>,nd :* ( aref;]! .".dherence to the details already mentiitned will

enable the student to treat eczema upon whatever part of the body it

may be located.

Erzfma iiiadidans, the red weeping varrety which attacks the legs

especially in patients having varicose veins, is a most inveterate form.

5' ''1
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This is the same type of disease found elsewhere, only modified by the

abnormal local circulatory conditions, which also tend to produce ulcers.

It cannot be treated by any local applications with hope of success unless

the passive congestion of the integuments be removed by rest in bed with

elevation of the lower limbs. A good routine is to employ a Tar and Lead
lotion (2 parts Liq. Carb. Deterg. and i part Liq. Plumbi F. to 20 parts

water), and after exudation has been checked and all crusts removed to

bandage the leg over lint smeared with the lead, tar and mercury oint-

ment already described. The occasional application of the solution of

caustic in Spt. Ether. Nit. (30 grs. to i oz.) often woi-ks wonders. When
the patient is permitted to move about in the later stages of the treatment

Unna's Zinc Gelatin should be melted and brushed over the limb. This

forms an elastic coating of great value in the treatment of all eczemas of

the lov.er extremities and of ulcers of the lees. It consists of Gelatin 4,

water 16, Zinc Oxide 6, and Glycerin 12, and with it various antiseptics

and astringents may be incorporated.

When rest of the lower extremities cannot be carried out, the eczema

may often be successfully treated by the ordinary remedies applied on

lint and covered up by the Martin rubber, or preferably by a woven
rubber bandage.

Eczema of the anus should be treated upon the same principles as guide

the physician in the management of the disease in other parts, but owing

to the greater sensibility of tiie cutaneous nerve supply and to the moisture

of the skin in this neighbourhood much pruritus and intertrigo are always

present. The treatment should be prefaced by a careful examination of

the urine for sugar, and if this be found a rigorous diabetic dietar>' must
l)e instituted. When there is much discharge present a Lead lotion with

a small percentage of tar is indicated, but owing to the difficulty of apply-

ing this unless the patient takes to bed a dusting powder must be freely

used, any caking following being remedied by the application (<f the lotion

at night. At a later stage the use of Lass.ar's paste with the addif'un of

Tar and Lead may be resorted to, but the Zinc, Lead and Tai Ointment
answers in most cases, all folds of skin being carefully separated by pieces

of lint smeared on both sides with the ointment. In women, leucorrhccal

disrimrges may be the exciting cause, and the condition of the vagina and
uterus must be seen to. Pruritus, when severe and not yielding to tar,

may be relieved locally by the additio.n of Menthol or Camphor to the

ointment and occasionally warm stupes, cocaine being contra-indicated.

Intcrniil sedatives or a Morphia suppository may be us' d, and sometimes

( ounter-irritation over the lumbar spine affords relief. Anid pruritus

may be relieved whin due to ecicma by the use of the tar and lead oint-

niint, substituting' VnyX. Conii fur the vaseline and lanolin basis, (Sec

under Anus, I'ntr'tus of, p. 50.)

ELECTRIC CJRHEINT INJURIES IM under LiRhtniog luiuriet.

ELEPHANTIASIS.

This lias been in< idenlally referred to under rhyluria, both rondition'^^

being the result of fi!iiriie;lhe s( rot urn orlcj^sare the parts iisniillvafTcricd,
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and it must be remembered tliat cases of apparently typical elephantiasis

may present themselves for treatment in patients who have never been

out of Britain. As the disease when uncomplicated does not tend to

siioiten life, operative measures should not be undertaken till the tumour
has become a serious inconvenience from its mechanical pressure or weight.

When the leg is alone involved much may be done by keeping the limb

elevated at night and wearins^ a woven rubber bandage all day to keep up
firm pressure. The surface of the diseased skin is liable to ulcerate where

pendulous folds come into contact witli each other, lience the most
scrupulous cleanliness must be observed. The practice of mercurial

inunctions, biniodide of mercury ointment, blistering, ligature of the

femoral artery, etc., has been abandoned, and no known drug has any

effect upon the causal (ilariasis or upon the blocked lymphatics. (!astel-

lani has reported favourably of deep injections of Fil)rolysm into tiie

buttock combined with tigiit bandaging of tiie limb. In mild cases

permanent benefit may be obtained by Handlcy's operation of lyinphan-

^fioplaxty, wiiich consists in introducing dee[)ly into ttu' subcutaneous

tissue of the alYeited part several strands of stout silk thread, \vhi( li are

to be left buried iti st'lit after their proximal extremities have been drawn
upwards and also buried deep in the normal subcutaneous tissue n arer

to the trunk; the lymph is drained by their capillarity, and enters the cir-

ciilatif)n above the affected part. \z the tissues arc often infected

with staphylococci or other organisms. Vaccine therapy must first be

resorted to. \\ here ulceration has destroyed any consitlerable portion

of the integument of the limb amputation of the leg or thigh may
be demanded.

Handley's o[)cration may be suctessfi'lly employed for the relief of the

elephantiasis whidi sometimes follows the removal of glands in the axilla

and groin (sec under Lymphangitis*, and the writer has h.ul very satisfa( -

tory results from its performance i)v .\. H. Miti liell in a rase of similar

nature in wlmh blix king of the lymphatii sof iheorlnt followinu ery>i|H Li.s

caused .sui h permanent a-dema of the lids as to totally obstruct viMon.

Tlie writer h,nl trii^l l'"iliroly.>in injections in this cise without .my
benefit. \\ hen the elephantiasis involves the .si rotum or labium, and the

tumour grows to enormous proportions, it shoulil be itinoved by lareful

dissertion of the hypertrophied mass from ;lie surrounding healthy tissues

by a bloodless u|)eration. after elevation and (lie api)li( iitioii of elastic

ligatures to the liase of the growth.

IJIiott KM eiilly has reported .i i .or of |'",lepliantiasis .Nostras of the arm
lollowing vaci illation treatecl l)y Massage and intramuscular injet tions

of .\ntistreptoco( I lis .Seniiii.

Elf[yhanlui\is (ItHiiimtii is nf true li jirniis urigiii, and must lie treated

as lepmsv.

Elephantiasis Xiiininuitoiii of Virchow ( aused l»v o\irs:rowtii >(f nerve
tissue, whic h (inally involves the skin and siibi iitaneous tissue, can onlv

be treated |)allialnely by elevation anil lian<lauing or hv the rdical
operation of amjiutation.
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EBIB0LI8M.

An cmholus is j;fnerally produced by a thrombosis in a liloodvesscl or

in one of the cavities of the heart. If the thrombotic process is evident

or suspected prevention of emboHsm will lie in absolute rest. Thus in the

mflammation of the \ eins which is so common in the lower extremity

the utmost precaution must be maintained to secure immobility of the

limb until the thrombus has become orj^aniscd or absorbed. Friction

and massage are answerable for many deaths by detaching large emboli

from the interior of inflamed varicose vein-. Once these have reached

the rlnhtside of the heart, little can be done to relieve the sudden asphy.xia,

as death may be almost mstantaneous when the plup is larpe. If the

patient survive the initial shock, the hypodermic injection of Strychnia

to keep up the ventricular contractiims, and of .\mmonia by the veins

with the faint hope of aiding the absorption or solution of the embolus,

ma\- be resorted to; and Oxygen when available may be useful,

especially in the later stages of pulmonary infarction. The ideal treat-

ment of embolism of venous or arterial origin would be the free

administratiim of Citrates to cause solution of the dot, but the

mechanical effects of the plugginii are usually too urgent to permit time

for this, though in hepatic, splenic, or renal infarction or in cerebral

syphilis such treatment may be practicable.

l,mi)olism of the superior mesenteric artcrv or vein, like thrombosis in

the same vessel, may be treated by abdominal se( tion and resection ol the

bowel.

Kmbo'i originating in the walls of arteries or in the left side of the heart

may suddenlv lUi oft the arterial blood supply from tlie brain or limbs.

The treatment of Cerebral embolism is discussed in the article on

.\\>i4'' \\. W hen the main artery of a limb is ocdud.d gangrene is liable

to follow, but by absolute rest and warmth to the part it is sometimes

)M»sil.le to avoid this when tlie tollateral circulation is free, though the

artery be (omplctely blmkcil, the blood finding its way into the main

trunk bevond the obstrm tioii through ana.stomosing branches.

If tlie embolus is septic, a- in ulcerative endocarditis, the condition

n cognised as arterial jjya'mia si'iKrvenes, and the alter-consec|uenc es of

the breaking up into abscesses of the infilled pliii; must be met by the

usuallv accepted princ iples wliii b should j;overn the treatment of septic

iiitec tmnN. though sue h cases annlmost necessariK fatal, notwithstanding

vaccine treatment and the frir aciiiiini-lration ot Sulplioc iirbolates.

Air Emhuli'^iii occurs scmiclmio ui surgH il operationN mvohing large

veins about llif basi of tlie ih< k or .ixilla.and should always be prevented

by c lampiuK the sein oil the prci\iiiial side beture cutting it. Once air has

been drawn ill b> the open mo"th o| a dividi'd vein or throu>.h a button-

hole inc ision in its coats the onlv n soun e opi n to the sur'.;eon l^ to block

the o|Kiiini; instantly with his linger ai 1 10 prevent syncope l\v lowering

the hi Mil and injiding .Stryc Imiiic- or l-.thcr hy|)odermii ally and it the

sv inploni- c oictiniie to iiijec t sc luir..

lat l-.inboltini sometimts follovs> fi.c Hues and operations invob mg the
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marrow of long bones. It may not give rise to any symptoms, or the

asphyxia, may be so great as to demand prompt treatment. Tlie heart

must be assisted by the hypodermic administration of Strychnine or by

stimulants given liy the bowel, the aim bein- to keep the patient alive till

the fatty material has lieen eliminated by the kidney or expelled along

with bronchial mucus in the frothy or blood-stained expectoration.

Oxygen is safer than artificial respiration, and the intravenous injection of

serum may be re(juisite.

EUPHYSEMA OF THE LUNG.

This is usually the outcome of attat ks of brnnrhitis, asthma, wliooping

cough, &c., especially in subjects who ha\ e been iiorn with a deficiency of

yellow clastic tissue in the walls of the pulmonary infundibula. and the

problem of prevoitifin is of more imixirtancc than is that of cure. Un-

fortunately, however, there is no means ot recognising or detecting the

congenital developmental error till dilatation of llie air cells and of the

interalveolar passages has already oc( urrcd under one or more bronchial

attacks.

If the existing cause can be removed judicious treatment will in most

instances reduce or confine it to its original sites in the lung. Hence the

important e of t limatic treatment, win. h by |)reventing atta< ks of bron< hial

catarrh may save the predisposed p.itient fruni a life of invalidism. An

equable warm atmosphere as free from dust and winds a.^ possible should

be selected along the South Coast of l".ngland for residence during the

winter months. If experience proves that the |)aticnt's bronchial trouble

is best suited bv a dry atmo.splierc, Sitilv. I'.gvpl, or .Mgicrs as ,i winter

resort, or South .\frica or South .\ustralia mav be sclt i ted as ,1 pcrtnanenl

Ixime.

The presence of adenoids and abnorm.il 1 onililions of the nasal and naso-

|)liarvngeal regions sliould iu- seen to in young subjei ts, as asthmatic

troubles ma) son.etimes be averted bv ciirly operative interlerem

c

The hygienii surroundings of the patient, whether at home or abroad,

should be carefullv supervised; an ojien air life with |)roti'i tion by suitable

clothing against changes of temi)eratiire, tin' avoidant c of late hours ami

crowded rooms, and a generous mixed diet with ngul.ir liouis for meals.

cxerci.se anil rest are essential. .\s regard; exeri ise, whilst this nei'd never

he I urtailed, all athletic performantcs which lause high thoracii pressun
,

as football, feats of enduraru c on tlit land and in water. a> well as shorter

spurts m runinn(j, must Ik- lorliidden. Obstinate 1 onsiip.iimn li\ ai tmg

in the same manner is injurious, and must be nut by appropn,ite drugs.

Artisans wIum annot t hunge their climate must change tlu iroi 1 iip.itioii;

all those oiiupatioiis whuli entail the breatliini; of a ilii^lv atmosphere,

or whit h I auM' |)ulmonary strain as in glass-blowing, imist be abandoned.

I'laving on wmil instrumtnts is alsti most injurious to the weakened air

.ell's.

Ml broni hial atlai ks must be ilisi reellv In .ilt il ; 1 ou:;liitv_ vv liji h miL'lil

be kit untheiked m robust subjeils ma) do serious misehiel when once

Wl

laj
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the dilatation and degeneration of the air cells have become established.

Under Bronchitis the various indications for tlie use of remedies have been
discussed and need not be here repeated; suffice it to say that though th<.

employment of narcotics or sedatives nust be avoided in all cases t)f

bronchial catarrh it will, amongst the emj..\ysematous, be always wise to

prevent unnecessary coughing. This rarely can be accomplished without
danger by the use of narcotics, even Heroin being objectionable. The
aim of the physician should always be to act upon the bronchial secretion

so as to render it more fluid and therefore more easily expelled by ciliary

action. The best routine drug for this purpose is Iodide of Potassium or
Sodium combined with Ammonia; when the patient is obviously coughing
more frequently than is necessary for the mere expulsion of the secretion

Heroin or Morphia in small amount may be added to the iodide mixture.
This method is often as efficacious in the treatment of bronchitis with
profuse ropy secretion as it is in dry catarrhs. In thin delicate sjbjei ts,

especially those suffering from the chronic lobular pneumonia following
whooping cough and measles, there is no routine combination equal to the
Syrup of Iodide of Iron administered in conjunction with Cod-Liver Oil.

Severe wheezing and breathlessness in at ute bronchial attacks occur-
ring in emphysematous patients may be relieved Ity Oxygen inhalations,

and when the element of spasm is present Lobelia antl otlrer bronchial
antispasmodics may In; prescribed, l)ut the practice of drenching such
patients with nauseating doses of hippo, apomorphine and tartar emetic
for long periods is niost injurious owing to the condition ol the dilated
heart and to the tendency towards degeneration of the elastic tissue

already present. Cardiac dilatation should be met by heart tonic s and
Strychnine.

No drug exercises any ,s|H'cilic ac tion upon the dilated air .sac s; .\rsenic

is, however, extolled by many, and some authorities belie\ e that Iodides
independent of their expec torant properties have the power of at least

retardinji the degenerative process. Tiie c omiiinalicm ol these agents
may therefore have a routine place in the tri.ifment of the accompanying
taUrrh,and may be u.sed asadjusants to the following renuclial measure.
The Com[)re.s.sed Air Chamber has -iven e\c client results in lully estab-

lished emphy.senia. The patient is placid in a small ciiainlur into
which a free .supply of pure air is introdu. ed, win. h is uraclualiy raised to

an extra pressure of more than two-thirds of the outer atmosphere; the
ex|M)sure should be at least of one hour's duration under the maMiniim
pressure

,
wliii h is then slowly redm cd duriii;; alxiut 20 ncinules lo the

normal tension lulore the patient emerges. During the stay under
pressure the vesic ular inurmur may be observed to return, the hepatic and
cardiac dulness to increase and the cin umfetiiiiial measurement ot the
thorax to diminish, riiesc ctfects may be liei;.;liieiiccl by causing the
patient at the same tini« !o expire into rarehed air, Init liie apparatus for

this purpose is neces.sarily a complicated cme. and the results of using the
ordinary compressed air chani» t are so .satisfactory that the simpler
method is considered sullicie .1 This ireatmeiil siiould be resorted to
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about 4 times a week, and the stay in tiie chamber may be prolonged till a

couple of hours are spent in it each time.

For the atrophic or small lunged type of emph) sema which is siruiy a

part of the senile wasting sometimes observed in old subjects, nothing can

l)e done save what little may be effected occasionally by improved hygienic

and dietetic raeasures.

EBIPHYSEMA (Surgical).

Tills is the result of injuries in which the thorax has been compressed

or when a rib has been broken, the air finding its way eventually into the

subcutaneous tissue of the trunk and limbs. Unless the accumulation of

air becomes so extensive as to jeopardise life by embarrassing the action

of vital organs, the case iiad better be left alone, as absorption always

takes place spontaneously in tiircc or four days. When the condition has

lieen general, tiie entire body being affected, bandaging of the limits may
be necessary from tiie toes to tiie ciiin, a stout pad lieing placed over tlic

site of injury. Siumld suffocation threaten, the skin .nay be tapped In a

Southey's trochar and lanula in several places at onc", or a number of

small punctures with a tenotomy knife nay be made.

EMPYEMA.
Immediate removal of a purulent secretion it. tlie pleura is imperative

even in tiie absence of all symptoms, chiefly on accdunt of the risk of the

ling iiecoming so fixed and iiound down iiy adiiesions that expansion may
never occ ur.

In thtldren the pus is commonly the result of pneumococcal infection,

and aspiration of the contents may effei t a iiermanent cure witliout

resorting to a free ini ision. Tiie needle of the asjtiratinu apparatus siiould

be inserteil tlirougii tlie sterilised and ana-sthctised >kin an\ wiiere in tiie

mid-a\iilar\ line from tiie fourtli to tiie ci^iilh rib, selecting the middle

of an intenostal space or dose to tlie upper border of a rib. The fluid

should be slowly pumped or sipiioned out as the patient lies upon tlie

sound side, with tlie head sligiitiy raised. .Should severe cougiiing 01 1 ur

the as|)lration may lie sus|)ended without withdrawing tlie needle till the

pulmonary embarrassment p; ses off. Sliould the fluid return a seconri

tapping ma\- l)e tried before resorting to incision.

In adults, wiiether tiie exploratory puiicture pro\fs tliat the em])ycma

is imeumoi occal or due to tia- influenzal or other pyogenic organism, a

free incision sliould lie made, unless when, owing to a very extensive collec

tioii of fluid, the heart is greatly I'i placed and th'ie is nun h pulmonary

embarrassment, a slow tapping may be done to relieve immediate distress,

with I lie Inii ntion of openlnif the chest 24 or 48 lours afterwards.

'I'hf Oprratnm bv lihismn .\ general a:ucstlielic will usually be nece^-

.sarv; the skm having been previously sterili.sed, the patient is placed on

his bat k ami ilie operation is i arrird out partly from lielo-.v, a iili;lt tai)le

If availidiie bein^; used. Sin( e purultni ai cumulatliais are sonu'tlmes

locallsetl or adhesions of the pleural surfads may shut off or divide the

m

m
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abscess cavity, the surgeon should invariably before making the incision

introduce the needle at the exact spot wliich he intends to incise. If this

be done there need be little iiesitation in the selection of a site; the best
for most purposes is the sixth or seventh space in front of the posterior
axillary line, or in the eighth or ninth in the line of the scapular angle if the
ribs be not too close together. The incision should be free, and should run
clo.se along the upper border of the rib for at least 2 inches; after the
cavity has been entered :he lips of the wound should be widely dilated by
dressing-forceps, and after the evacuation of the pus the finger may be
inserted, when this is pchi^iblc, to break down adhesions and prepare for

the insertion of the drainugc-lube. This should be as large and stout as
l>o.ssible, and .should have a flange or collar to pn-vent its slipping back-
wards into the ca\ ity. It is often advisable to in.sert two such tubes side
by side.

h'tseilioti of one or more ribs will be necessary if these arc so dose to-

gether as to prevent the insertion of a drainage-tube with walls of suiTi( ient
thi( kne-ss to prevent the tube being nipped. Most .surgeons pr-fcr to
re.sect a rib as a routine step at the beginning of the operation. There are
several advantages obtained by this procedure. Thus it permits of the
incision being made farther back and thu.J alTords a better drainage
ground, and the opening being larger the finger can be u.sed to break down
adhesions and large fibrinous flakes or mas.ses can be readilv exacuated
throuuh it. Moreover, by deciding on resection the original incision,
whii h should be about j; indies, may be made directly over the rib and. its

periosteum being di\ ided,
1
J or 2 indies of the rib may be resected before

o|K-ning the pleural cavity without di\ iding the int' n ostal artery. After
incising the pleura the finger should be thrust into the opening so as to
partially block it and retard the flow of pus, so tliat syncope or dyspncea
may be avoided by a too adden fall of intrathorai ii [ire.ssure. After the
evacuation of the purulent lollection a larye <lr,\ii.aL;'- tube with a flange
or a piece of rubber tubing with a largt safi ly pin lastencd at its e.Mernal
orifice should be left in situ and covered omt with several layers of
anti.septic gau/.e or wool to absorb any further dis, harge, and the patient
should be made to lie on the alTec ted side.

After-treittment is ftnuluded upon the general surgical piuiiiples
applicable to a!i\ lar^ic absress, the lltmo^t prc.autions |„ing taken to
prevent infection of the wound or pleura l.\ an\ i.eriiis introduced from
witiioiit during the diangim; of the dressings. ||ie>e ma\ lia\e to be
replai ed frec|uently diiriii:.; ilic tirsl .,y. jiouvs. and at a later stage everv or
every sec cmd day. Thc^ patient >iioulcl be ciirec ted to take deep inspira-
tions for several minutes at a lime in order to assi-t in expjindmj.; tlie lung,
or the simple spinmuter may be used for this purpose. Irrigation cif the
cavitv is seldom rec|iiired and niav ]» fraui;lil with serious dangers if the
outflow shcjuld iie. •mie bloek-'d sfter the disdiar;;e has ceased tir be-
come purulent, the' tube shcnild lu removed, and the cavitv and wound
permitted to heal by granulation.

In ca..es where operation lias been too lon>{ delayed and the lung has
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become permanently bound down by adhesions,and especially in empyemas

of tuberculous origin where the pleura is greatly thickened a large un-

yielding space is left, which fails to fill up by granulation, the more serious

operation of thoracoplasty is indicated; or this may i)e demanded in rare

cases of failure after the ordinary resection method. The Estliinder-

Schede operation consists in the subperiosteal resection of several inches

of a number of ribs (from the third to the seventh as needs lie) and

removal of the thickened parietal pleura, periosteum and intercostal

muscles so as to permit of tl parietcs falling in and obliterating the space.

In verv chronic cases when ilic lung is found to lie firmly bound down in

the vertebral groove its thickened visi<ral i)lcura will re<uMre in< ision and

peeling off; Delorme peels off the tiii. kcned visceral i)leura trom behind

forwards in order to secure as full expansion as possible .)f tlie collapsed

organ. After the peeling forwards of as nun h of the thickened pleura as

can .safely be accomplished, the < a\ ily is ijarkcd witii antiseptic gauze and

covered over with the large skin flap reflected in tiic first stage of the ojiera-

tion, the loosened pleura being secured to the margins of the skin

wound.
Linenthal's new operation is a more niiional procedure, and consists

of a long incision through skin and nnisi le in tlie seventii or eighth space

from the angle almost to the rili cartilage, by which means, with the aid

of a special retractor or ril) s])reader ti'c intercostal space can be widened

to the extent of four indies, -giving ami)le room for exploration of localised

abscess, and by dividing tiie thickened exudate on the pulmonary pleura

by the knife or scissors and the introduction of the fingers or liand the

imprisoned lung mav be freed so as to effect e\i>ansiim and avoid the

permanent deformiiv following llie Kstliinder method.

During the slow heaiinu process after cm|)vema operations the patient

should as .soon as [lossible be wheele<l out into tin- open air wiien the

climatic conditions are fa\oiirable, and \ ch.mgc to a warm seaside

resort when practicable should be insisted upiMi. lie should be

fed on a dietarv sik h as is jndica'ed in tiie tn.itment of ( lironic

phthisis.

.Xuioiicnous vaccine treatment is of value in .some cases by hastening

U'coverv. and is especiallv indicated when the liing lias been perforated

and wiiere larue <|u.intities ot pus are bc'ng expectorated. The old

sinuses left after the operation, espiv lallv in < liromc tubenulou. ( mpye-

mata. often lual up coniph tel\ upon lesoiliiiu ti; llic injection oi Ite-k's

bismuth jdiy.

The older methods of Ke\ illiod. Fayg and liiilau b\ i.inpinu and keeping

up rotiiiituotis siphonage ilirouuh a rubiier tub- wliosi end was dropped

into a basin of antisepti. Miliition placed under tin patient's bed have

^iven wav to resection and incision; the\- an still oicasioiialls eiiiploved

in the treatment of pnenm-.cr,.-, al tnip\cma in diildren. but should be

nlmndoned. though tins siphon.n.'e imtliod of onct em|itving the pleural

sac m vounj snlijec ts and then 1 losinti the iiupctured wound may be

often advantageously resorletl to instead of aspiration.
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ENDOCARDITIS.
The preiiention of carditis or valvulitis in acute rheumati>,m is a most

important element in the treatment of that disease. Abiolute rrst in
bed as soon as the diagnosis has become established must Se insisted
upon; and tiiat this will sometimes prevent the complication of endo-
carditis in rheumatic fever ir. probable, but this form of rest treatment
must not be confused in the mind of the physician with another of still

greater importance. This is the (juestion of prevention oj permanent
valvular ilisenxe once endocarditis has become established; here absolute
rest in bed h.r a < (insidcrai)le period (:• to 3 months) after the symptoms
of endocardial indaininalion have disappeared certainly in a considerable
pencnta-e ol . ascs will avert |Hrnianent deformity of the valves.
When endocarditis has <lc, hired its presence, absolute rest is therefore

also a vitally essential part of the treatment. In carrving out the most
extreme decree of rest the .greatest (lil)i( ulty will be luiind in the evacua-
ti.in of the bowels; the ideal of the bedpan often proves t: delusion, as
some patients <annot use it without violent bearinj^-down efforts, and
the physician who will obstinately insist in all ca.ses on its use will often
be re.sponsib1e for serious re.sults which mif^ht otheiwise be avoided.
The writer has personal expericice of a physician who well knew the
danger of (iiese expiratorx efforts, and who nevertheless fractured his
founh left costul cartila);e m trying to relieve the bowel in the 1> ing
posture. Certainly with patients who cannol use the bed-jjan there is

less danger in permitting them slowly and with assistance to slide out
of bed on io the night-chair. Often the diliiculty of evacuating tuc
bowel in tlie recumbent position on the lied-pan disappears when a smart
saline has been administered along with a drug like senna, which in-
creases peristalsis; occasionally an enema will meet the case, provided
the contents of the licwel are not firm.

.Salicylate treatment cannot be accepted as a preventi\-e in the ordinary
sense of the term, and it is probably certain that it exerts no beneficial
action on the inf1'4n;;'d nieinbrane, dm] tb -efore cannot be regarded as
a specific rcm-'.al agent in the treytment of endoiarditis. Hut the
endocardial misi hief originally started by the rheumatic toxin is (..eatly
intensified by the hiuh fever and general va.scular ex.iteniei t. ai; well as
in a rcllex manner it is ug-ravated l>> the severe joint pains. These are
all reliexable by (he salic) late treament, and therefore it '-hould be
(ontinu'.d in the presence of tiie usual rheumatic manifestations. 'I'he

endocarditis renuiins after the constitmiona! e\(ifenunt and arthritic
jKiins ha\f disappear.d, and when the pliysi(ian linds himself d.alinu
with this alone the lase is dear. Saliiylates should be stepped, but i~f

fever and pain return at any time they must be recommenced.
.\ good routine 'r.r the endoi arditis is the free adnnnistration of Alkalies;

ftp grs, Kirarbnnatc of j'otash given with a table.poonful of fre.M, lemon-
juice may be t.iken

\ times a day in itfervescenc". Lees plan of conv
biniiiv ill a miMure salicylate and bii arbonate of sodium is a good one;
the lormer drug can be stopped in (urdiac cases wlien the aithntic
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manifestations fade. Yeo recommends pure Salicin cumhined witl>

Soda.

The effervescing mixture is, however, liettcr, because the citrate of

potassium formed by mixing the lemon-juice and alkali together reduces

the tendency towards fibrinous deposit on the delicate valvular tissue,

and this consideration compels one to avoid the use of Chloride of Calcium,

vvhicl) has unfortunately been recommended as a cardiac toni'- in endo-

carditis. At a later stage the addition of Iodides to the alkali is clearly

indicated.

Diet should consist of fluids -milk and soups.

Lees advocates tlie (ontinuous ap[)li<ation of tiic ice-bag over the

heart; relief to cardiac |>ain and distress usually follows, but the writer

believes that coi 'nuous ap|)lication of cold eventually increases the

vascularity of th( c derlying tissues, as demonstrated in the experimental

researches of Ross. ach. who found that ice whin applied to the chest

cau.sed ana-mia of the bronchial mucosa, but wlu n long contact was kept

up tiie opposite— a hyperaemic—condiiiim supervened. If tliis treat-

ment be selected the application of the ice-bag should be intermittent.

It is a valuable agent when employed in this manner in the grav- condi-

tion recognised as rheumatic carditis, when both the peric irdi'jm, endo-

cardium and possibly the entire organ are invoh ed in the mtiammatory

process, especially in children.

.\ warm lin.seed |)ouItice, upon which a little I'nguentum HellaJonnse

is smeared, is an effective remedy, or the green extract, rubbed up with

(llycerin, may be painted over the (ardiac area when there is cardiac

pain and distress. Occasionally the application of leeches may be

useful.

Blistering gives more satisfactorv results than an\ other method of

tre! tment. This plan of treating in a routine way all cases of rheumatic

fe\cr was first ccrried out systematically b\ the late Dr. \. llarkin,an(i

the writer had man\ opportunities (<l oliserving tiie results which he

obtained by placing a large blister over the 1 ardiac area in cas'-s where

no (ardiK complications existed. The temperature usually fell -apidh

with til' pulse rat'-, anil the joint pains were for a time markedly relieved.

This \\;is before the intiodih tion of the sali' > iate treatment, when the

phy^il lan had no renied\ siive opium for the relief of the constitutional

symptoms, Simf then < utnn has shown Miat a blister may be used as

a pri\('nti\c of endocarditis^, and of permanent valvular disease when
ap|)lie(i ufter endoi arditis lias supeivened. He i.pplus the \esicant

betwi-en the i i.iv )( le and nipple to the skin supplied by the tiist four

dorsal nerve-: witli the view of stimulating the trophic centres In 1 en-

iunctiiin wit'i blistering (V.tun insists upon a prolonged re-t of < r,i intlis

in lied<«nd the sti.tdv adininistration of loiiide of S'uliiim with 'n ' isionai

dosts v>{ ( .iloinel. !t will. Iiuwrver, bt- vii>e t.i . imf.inf tie iidiiie wiili

(ul! (loses ot alkalies.

In l!ie later >tages especiallv salicvlale-, sliouKi I i avoided 'iwiiig »>>

iheir iltprcNMnx effects upon the tauliac muscle ^y\\> a lonj^ coiiiinui-'d.

m.,.

i
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Cardiac tonics—Digitalis and Strophanthus- must be used cautiously,
and only then when signs or symptoms of heart failure or weakness are
present. Though the pulsi-ratc may be reduced b\ these agents the
strength of the ventricular contractions i> also markedly increased, and
this will only increase the mischief when the heart muscle is unimpaired.
Sudden failure should be met by Strychnine hypodermic ally and alcohol
avoided when possible, since this stimulant, whilst temporarily helping
the heart, usually increases the pulse rate at the same time.

Iron. Quinine, or the vegetable Hitter Tonics and a change of air and
scene arc valuable agents in restoring the strength and vigour after the
prolonged rest in bed. K.verci.se shi^uld be permitted tentatively at first

and with much caution; a return to liie acti\c duties of life should be
postponed till after the i ardiuc muscle has attained its normal tone.

KndiHurditis ovi urring during scarlatina, chorea and tonsillitis even
where no other rheumatic manifestation is present, must be treated upon
exactly similar lines.

The i)resence of pericarditis does not contr.i indicate the use of the
before-mentioned remedies, though additional agi-nts may be rciiiiired,

as will be found detailed under lVri< arditis. It is a good praitual rule

to a.ssume where a pericardial inflammation is present in rheumatic
(jatients that endocardial mischiet alw.iys accompanies it.

ULCERATIVE ENDOCARDITIS.

The |)rimar\ disi-asc of vhii h this is a .secondary result mav call for

prompt treatment: this is sometimes ••heumatism a.s.sociated with previous
long-standing valvular di.sea.se, erysi]Hlas. pneumonia, gonorrhcra or
diphtheria, but as is usuallv the case the original malady ma> iuve dis-
appeared and left nothing Imt its scc|uela behind. Nevertheless a care-
ful .scan h should be made in everv comcT of the body for anv focus of
infection. The niic rci-organls^l^ which are ca;iable of prcnln ,nj, the
disease are probably various, and there secerns little doubt that llitv ma^
flourish as easilv in the hcillovs of decaycc! teeth as in the vegital !",!.>

on a diseased valve. !i is needless to .say all such fee i should be rem vtci

v.!un n'iii)\.t| is possible, as in the case of teeth, ab.scesses, gonorrlusal
disc hargi'S, otorrhcea, &•!•.

.As ihc mice liMM-occ I have tound their c\ay already to the heart, various
drugs iiave been vaunted as anlisepiiis >j\\vn by the mouth in order to
effect their destruction in the blood. It is very doubtful if any drug
can aiicimplish so muc h, but Sansom maint:'ined that ,^o-gr. doses 3 or

4 tunc- a ciav ..( ,^ulphclc arbolate cif Soda often cured the disease by the
ac ticiM ot till tree carbnij, ac id liberated from it \n the body. He supple-
mented this trcalnu-nt by free inunctions of the acid niixed with oil.

Ilwart in the same manner mployccj ointment of I'rotargol, and sug-
gested the intravenous injc< tions of Pen hlorick' of .Men ury. The new r

.\rseniral preparations and Salvarsan have also bei-n trii-d.

Various Seni hav e been j)re[)ared by injecting into the horse numerous
-trniPr of staphykcueci, streptococci, and pntumuco. <.i. Tiic.se pol)-
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valent sera have been credited with curative properties, but their value

seems \cry doubtful when one reflects that their action is not antitoxic,

but bactericidal, and Wright maintains that tiiey destroy the natural

immunising powers of the body. The serum is useless unless the im-

munised animal had chanced to be inje( ted with the particular strain of

the organism which is causing the disease in the patient, and it can

obviously l)e of no value in rheumatic cases.

V'accine methods hold out the only hope of combating the disease

effectually, the microbe being isolated from the blood of the patient by

making a .series of blood cultures; the .spedfic strain is injected sub-

cutaneously in graduated doses of the killed organisms. Already several

successes have been achieved by this method of treatment.

The various complications which arise during the progress uf the

maladv should be treated on general principles; thus the rigors which

occur in the so-called malarial type of the disease are to l)e met by e.xtra

iluihing, hot drinks, &c., and the hot stage with oppo.site measures as

in pyiemia and malaria. Ab.sces ies are to be opened when they form;

limbs whose main \essels are jilugged must be treated as in gangrene,

and cerel)ral embolism met as in apojjlexy.

ENDOMETRITIS.

A( r IK l.-.DOMi IRITIS.- This affectiim may be either i)uerperal, gonor-

rha'al or due to infection by a dirty instrument. There is con.siderable

risk in the early stages of generalising or at least spreading the infection

by energetic lo< .d measures, and while the tempi rature and pulse-rate

are still in the acme of the initi.J .ise and there is much local pain, tender-

ness and (list barge, it is the physician's best poli. y lo pla\ a waiting

game and to restrii I his ailivif to (onstitutional measuris. Kest in

bed sh(juk] be insisted on, with light diet and a free saline purge. 1

think s .mc benefit may lie looked for from (|iiinine, gi.en in 5 gr. doses

tluee times a dav, .\ hot sit/ bath for } hour lielps lo relieve the jjain;

,so do hot w Iter i)ai'S to the abdomen and bat k, ("kmh! elTe( ts may be

expecifd Imm the u.-e of proKmged vaginal i!ije( tions at a temperature

ijf 110 K. 10 to 15 ([uarts of normal s.ilim tiuiil should l>e used twice

dailv,

\\ hen the temp( raturv' and |i,,Ke liave tallep ami the pain and tender-

ness les.seiied, tlie ( tmditiun may be tre:U<(l as subacute and other local

ii inedies nui\ be ii.sed. The most g<iurall\ ajjplicable are those which

are inteml'd to leliive congestion and 'promutr the flushing out of the

Uterine vessels uith blood. The vaginal douche should be continued,

and if the ph\ >ician desires he may make it weakly antiseptit (i in

10,000 petiMonde, Tr. hnii F. 1 dr, to the (juart. lyaol or lylliit J dr. to the

• |u;irl. Ii<ra\ or eiinal p;irls of huram acid and soda hirarh. a tiaspoonful

to the quart), init In siiould always rcmembir that the most imporlant

constituent ol the douche is the hot water. .\ tampon soaked in buro-

^lyicride or in Llitliyol or Siihilol (10 per ( ent. in gl\( erin) may be applied

lo the cervix e\ei) othei Uu) lui u iioUi.i dl a imii., lodin^ (• per' ent.

'¥**.
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in glycerin) may be used in the same way. Direct blood-letting from the
cer\ix by scarificatii)n has been recommended, but is unnecessary if the

douche and tampon are thoroughly used. If symptoms persist after

some weeks, treat as for chronic endometritis.

Chronic Endometritis.— In the majority of these cases the endo-
metrium of the body of tiie uterus is free from infection, probably owing
to the thorough flushing with blood which it undergoes at each menstrual
epoch, and tl . disease is confined to the canal of the cervix. Verv often

a cervix thus affected has suffered laceration at childbirth, and a tender
cicatrix or a well-marked ectropion of the mucous membrane may be
present. Copious mucopurulent di.s( harge, with pelvic pain, uterine
tenderness and usually nienurrhagia are found as symptoms.
The niutine treatment of these cases should lake this form: Once or

twice a week a spei ulum should be passed and the cervi<al canal should
be swabbed out with an antiseptic applied on a I'layfair's prol)e i oated
with cotton-wool. For this purpose pure carbolic acid li(|uefie(l by iieat

may be used, or 40 per cent, formalin, iodised phenol or Tr. lodi F. or a
saturated .solution of I'icric .Acid in alcohol may be used. After the
application a tampon soaked in one of the glycerin solutions mentioned
above is introduced into the \agina. and the patient lies up till the fol-

lowing morning, wi.en siie withdraws the tampon and u.ses a douche of

from 4 to 8 (juarts of one of the antiseptic solutions recommended for

suba<ute indometritis. These may be used of doui)le the strength
already in-licated. This douche is repeated dailv until the next visit

to the ph\si(ian. Cases with nun h ectro|)ion often do well if treated

with nitrate of silver solution (20 grs. to the ounce) |>oured into a tubular
Fergusson's speculum and allowed to remain in lontait with the cervix
for 5 minutes, and followed by daily douihes. Mier's hypera-mic treal-

tiient has been tried for obstinate < ases, the su( tion being applied through
a special i;lass tube made to endose the ccr\i\, and eai h application

lasting for from 10 to 20 minutes. It is worth while in cases which
resist till- methods of treatment suggested above to try the " dry

"

method. The cervix is swabbed out with a caustit sui h as pure phenol,
the \ agina is < arefully dried with pledgets of lotton-wool, ami dry boracic

powder or powdered acetate of alum is then insufflated through a tubular
spec ulum so as to cover the v.iuinal walls thickly. The powder may be
left in place for 4 to 7 days, and may be tin n nnioved by doudiing and
tin treatment repeated, (lonorrhteal cases ha\e been treated by the
appli( iilicin to the cervix of strips o( plain gau/e .soaked in a pure culture
of the lactic acid bacillus, with the objet t of destroying the gopococi us
by the aiid secretion formed. Ionic medication, carried out bv filling

the vauina with a solution of copper sulphate and runiung a continuous
current tlirou>;h it. has been tried with good effect. It should not be
foi,.;otlen tliat the discharge in many of these cases is partly due to

debility, and that measure's lor the relief of ananiia and malnutrition
ma\ be of benefit.

(ases which resist local drug treatment, or which relapse after ap-
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parent cure, should be subjected to the operation of rurettin^. 'I'his

operation should not be undertaken if there is evidence of supi)uration

in the ovaries, tubes or pelvic connective tissue, as it is dangerous to

some extent under such circumstances, and is not like!) to lia\e a per-

manent j.'ood effect. It should be combined with the repair of any deep

cervicul laceration that exists, and if the perineum is torn and tlv \ iilva

;;apinn a perineorrhaphy should be done to protect the vagina am, ervix

against constant exposure to infection from without (see below, Curet-

tage).

N'oN - Infective. ' ndometritis.— I nder this headmg we may

group a number of onditions in which the presence of an infective

a"ent is either not .suggested or not proven, and to which the title of

an inflammatory condition suggested by the name " endometritis " can

only be applied by courtesy. They may be divided into the following

groups

:

1. Conditions Associated icith Hypertrophy oj the Kudometrniw. These

include cases of retroversion with enlargement of the uterus, ( a^es of

slight subinvolution of the uterus after al>ortion or childbirth (often due

to the retentitm of some part of the secundines), cases of " glandular,"

" interstitial," and " polypoid " endometritis, and are marked by a

leuiorrhreal discharge with sacral weight and pain, some dy.smenorrhcEa

and menorrhagia. General hygienic treatment, with the administration

of iron, should be tried first in the.sc ca.ses. Local treatment on the lines

mentioned under ( hronic endometritis should accompany it, bul is not

as a rule very satisfactory. Curetting is more sunessful, and ( tiretting

followed by local treatment is most successful vif all.

2. Conditions Associated with Atrophy oj the Endoinciniini. \> a rule

the most marked symptom in this dass of ca.se is hamorrhage, menstrua-

tion becoming both irregular and profuse. A few cases of menorrhagia

in voung women belong lO this type, most cases of menstrual irregularity

due to the presence of a submucous fibroid, and lastly many ( ase> of

irregulai losses in the decade fnmi 40 to 50 years of age. It is e.^^pecially

in regard to this last tv|)e of case that a word nl warning' -hould be

uttered. There i an be no objeit ion, except that attaching to tin pnib.ible

failure ol the treatment, to a practitioner endeaxnuring to cure a i.ise

of menorrhagia in a Noung woman by general or local tonics such .is Iron,

Krgot, Viburnum rruniiolium, .Styi)tol, or the like. On the other hand,

when a wonuin aho:'c ^o years oJ ajic coiisiills a doilorjor uterine h<i morrhii)it

he IS actnifi in defiance of the pattmt's interests and 0/ his own ij he pn-

scribes for her he/ore he has excluded uterine cancer as the possihle can\e

of the hleedinf. Every physii ian ki\ow> that the only hope o| nire in

cancer lies in the (ompleie removal of the tiunour by operation I.very

day during which the tumour is allowed to grow lessens the prob.ijiiliiy

of a complete removal and makes the hope of cure mou slender. It is

therefore the bounden duty of the doi tor to make the diagnosis < ertain

and absoliit.' at tlie earliesi possible moment. No (t)nsiderations should

be ullowed to postpone a vaginal e.\amination both with the lintjer and

i
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the speculum, and if nothing is discovered the investigatiop should not

end there. As soon as possible the uterus should be curetted and the

fragments examined microscopically by a competent ppHiologist in order

to exclude the possibility of a corporeal cancer. Few patients will refuse

to submit to this thorough examination when the importance of it is

explained to them, and the assurance may be given that if no serious

mischief is present the operation will completely relieve the symptom on

account of which advice wa> sought.

Curettage.—This operation has been freciutntly mentioned in connec-

tion with the treatment of endometritis. It is indicated in cases whicli

resist a thorough trial (jf local and constitutional therapy or which are

improved by it only to relapse. It may be safely recommended when

the main symptom is menorrljagia, where the uterus is bulky and rather

tender, and when leucorrhceal discharge persists in spite of treatment.

It is contra-indicaled in all cases of active inflammation of the uterus,

and in cases of inflammation of the ovaries and tubes, especially when
signs of a collection of pus (pyosalpinx or ovarian abscess) are present.

Hefore performing the oper.ition the possibility of pregnancy should be

excluded, and in many cases the operation should be looked upon as

merely inaugurating a lourse of local (by tamjxms, douche. &c.) and

constitutional (tonic and hygienic) treatment, which may i)e pursued

with better hope of success after curetting.

The o[)eration in most cases re(|uires the administration of an anics-

thetic for its thorough performance, as the requisite dilatation of the

cervix is painful. The most careful antiseptic precautions should be

taken, the vuKa shaved, washed witii soap, and douched witu a i in

4,000 perchloride or drachm to the pint lysol or cyllin solution, the

vaginais then douched, the spec u.am, whic h witii the other instruments

has been boiled and placed on a sterilised towel or mi : (ray or i)asin

tilled with antiseptic solution, is pas.sed and the C'Tvix i/cd willi a

Milsellum. llie uterine .sound is passed to make sure of the exact direc-

tion of the canal, and the dilators, commencing with a 3 or 5 llegar, are

passed through the canal info the ca\ity of the uterus. ()nl\ a mininuil

amount of force siiould be used, and tlic passage, if there be any obstruc-

tion at the internal os, sliould be fell tor in the same way as a sound is

manipulated through a urethral stricture, .\fler one or two of the

smaller dilators have been passed, more fori e may l)c safely used. When
the canal has been dilated up to 10 or 12 llegar the sliar|) curette is

|»assecl up to the fundus, and with ,suc< essive strokes the interior o( the

uterus is carefully gone over. Only moderate pressure is necessary to

remove the endometrium, and too vigorous scraping has been known to

result in eomplete destruc lini, of the membrane with conseciuenl amenor-

rhcca. After the bocl\- has l)een dealt with the cervical canal should be

carefulls c uretled, and for this a small c uretle is ad\ i.sable. The frag-

ments of endometrium should be put at om e in a bottle of 4 per cent.

fsilSn:!!.!! and H!!l>!!!!!!('!! !r' !!!!! T'.SS! ojlie e •.;'. M'.i!'.:! ! il !!1 if !!!:!!("!!! nPrC"-.-.:!; >.

'I'he uterus may Ihcii be washed out willi anli:^cpiic aolulion ihiougli
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a Bozcman's catheter, and a strip of iodoform gauze introdu. cd as far

as the fundus. Some ^rynKcologists swab out the cavity after curetting

with phenol or some strong antiseptic on a Playfair's probe, but the

oozing after the operation makes such an apphcation ver> uncertam and

partial in its action, and I prefer to postpone it until the membrane has

been re-formed, when better results may be expected should such a treat-

ment be necessary. Should perforation occur, which may be known by

the sudden loss of resistance to the instrument, dilator or curette, and

by its slipping through the cervix far beyond the limits of the utermc

ca\ itv, no harm will he done if strict antisepsis has been observed. The

instrument should be withdrawn at once, no further manipulation should

be attempted, a small gauze drain should be passed through the mternal

OS. and the patient put to bed.

The patient should remain in lied for a week; the gauze dram may be

removed ne.\t day, and daily hot douches should be given.—K. J. J.

ENTERITIS.

The treatment of tlie inllammation of various parts of the intestinal

tube vsill l)e found discussed under the headings. Colitis, Diarrhcea,

Dysentery, &c. Manv cases labelled " enteritis " and treated as such

are merel\ examples ot the cathartic action of ptomaines or purgative

principles introduced from without, or formed by fermentative or baccCru' 1

action within the bowel. These sulistames produ( e diarrhoea, which is to

be regarded as nature's method of effecting a cure by expelling the irritant

which causes the catharsis. After the prohmged irritating action of such

produc ts or when the d>se has been a large one, Hiere may be established

a catarrhal i.iflammati ,n or general enteritis, which will require soothing

treatment bv large doses of Ihsmutli and astringents like I'annalbin or

Tannigen, with opiate.s—agents which may do mischief in the early

stage bv retaining tiie irritants within the « anal.

Inlcss the prciiminary juirgation be extessive it should be encouraged

l)y mild purgatives of the Castor-Oil type, or an intestinal antiseptic like

Calomel in minute and frc(|uently reiieited doses. Remarkable success

has followed the injection of Sea Water hypodermically by Robert-Simon's

method.

ENTER0PT0SI8 lee Olenard's Disease.

ENTROPION see Eotrbion.

ENURESIS see Incontinence uf Urine

EPmiDYBHTIS sep Orchitis.

EPILEPSY.

Grave doubts must be entertained about all recent reports ' the

(lis. overv of II ciuisnl mi. robe in '.his disease; thougli the trend of o| nion

is strongly in favour of a loxa^mic theory, this view has not yf. Id to any

**ii

(
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advance in treatment, this being still purely symptomatic or empiric.

The management of the patient during an attack, immediately before and

after an attack, and in the intervals between the attacks, may be separ-

ately considered.

During an attack of convulsions the physician should abstain from too

active interference; all constrictions about the neck or throat should be

removed, and the patient placed flat upon his back if he has not already

naturally assumed tii position. A soft pillow may be placed under his

head, and attention given to the state of his mouth. If the tongue

protrudes, a large cork or piece of rubber tubing may be inserted between

the teeth to prevent its being injured. Any food or artificial teeth should

,

if possible, be removed from the mouth. It is useless to make attempts

to restrain the movements by forcibly holding down the convulsed limbs;

all that can be done is to watth and see that the patient inflicts no injur)-

upon himself during the clonic spasms, especially byliammering his head

against the floor or any hard object.

The following plans have been found to modify the severity of the clonic

convulsions in some cases and very occasionally they may avert a threat-

ening attack when resorted to just before the seizure—viz., pressure over

the carotid artery upon each side by thrusting the thumbs deeply against

the skin at the root of the neck, and making firm pressure backwards, or

compressing the tissues very firmly between the thumbs and the spine.

Nitrite of Amyl may be inhaled, and when the attack is of long duration

Chloroform may be administered, iiut the occasions on which the latter

drug is indicated during the attack are verj- rare. When a distinct aura

or warning is experienced the above measures may be tried in orde. to

prevent the attack; the best results are to be expected from the Amyl.

Tying a ligature tightly round the limb where the aura is felt, or irritating

the region by pinching, pricking or galvanism may put off the seizure.

Where contractions of muscles warn the patient that an attack is coming

on, prompt forcible extension of the contracted limb sometimes iseffectual.

Many other means have been discovered and resorted to by patients who
e>perien( e warnings- thus violent l)rcathing, siiouting, jumping, elecuic

shocks, ammonia and pungent snul'f have i)een utilised by jjatients who
have found their emijloynunt to cause postponement of the attack.

Counter-irritation to the sput in wlii( h the aura is felt, or lilisli ring of the

limb above the spot, .soinetinu's pii \cnts further attacks. 11 .uiy portion

of tiie body is discovered upon wliiih pressure or irritation causes an

attack »o come on, Hrown-Secjuard advised loun'er-'.ritation of this site .

The treatment of the patient immediately i'fter the cessation of the

(onvulsi\e movements should ionsist in leaving him entirely to the

natural undisturb(d sle(|) whidi usually superxenes, no attempt should

I

be made to arouse him su<l(lenly by shouting into his ear or roughly shaking

him. Mis friends should, however, be wurncci In watch him for a short

ime, as sudden homicidal or other impulses in sonv patients are liable to

manifest them.sclves in the post-epileptic condition.

Between the seizures the following should be attended to:
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Diet should be moderate in amount and varied; o\er-eating after long

fasts is most injurious; the meals should be liiiht. all food bein;; thoroufihly

masticated and taken at rei^ular interxals of 4 01 5 hours, a lu-avy supjier

being espeiially forbidden. .Vnimal red foods ..houlil be restricted unless

when the patient is foljowinii some occupation which entails free muscular

exertion. Fish and poultry afford a good routine, with eggs, fresh vege-

tables and farinaceous foods; tea and coffee should l)e u^ed sparingly and

alcohol in every form avoided. Many patients do best on a strict vege-

tarian diet, and this is the writer's routine when the jjatient can be got to

consent to it. Gowers stated that no advantag'j is derisable from a

purely vegetarian diet, but he admitted that man; epile -s fir .1 it

advisable to abstain from beef. The best and only ra( .onal pr .re is to

educate the patient to change his diet for a month or two at a ti.... and to

keep a correct register of his attacks, from wi i h valuable information

may be obtained regarding the most suitable food . for his n aintenance.

A Koum:ss or sour milk dietary mav be advantage(jusly used from time

to time. A salt-free dietary has been shown to i)e of value by Richet, as

by this means the ne.essar)- amount of ;<romides may be considerably

reduced in the drug treatm< nt of tin' disease.

Constipation, so freciue.-tly present, is to be carefully guarded against;
'

this object in the dietary should not be lost .^ight of, and hence one of the

advantages of a vegetarian diet ; boiled Spanisli onion is a valual)le nyx-rient

in all ca.ses, and may be eaten freely. As auto-iuloxication from the bowel

may be the exciting cause of the seizures the intestinal trait must -Jways

be kept freely oi)en. and occasional purgation by Salines should be resorted

to when the diet fails to accomplish this desideratum.

Hygiene.- -Tlieenv ironment of the e|)ilepii( lias re( eivedmucli aitt ntion.

An open-air life with abundince of e.xerc .( , unaccompanied l>\" th,"

excitement which follows such games as fcotlwll. cricket or ho( key, is

essentia'. Any exercise or pastime which places the patient in a dangerous

position during a seizure must be strictly foriiidden, as cycling, horse

riding, swimming, rowing, t*i:c. This latter remark applies forcibh to the

sel'vCtion of a trade or occupation to) the epili ptic. An outdoor employ-

ment is always to be preferred, and as these aie necessarily limited by the

last-nuntioned consnic-ation the chief haxen is that of farmini: or

gardening.

The '^ownship orColony System nu'ctsall the reijiiirements of the urtisan
|

and lower middle classes, where an open-air life s|)enl in market gardening

or other occupation affords a means of protitably er joying a useful if

uneventful existence. Hut the benefit of sii, !) institutions shov\s itself

even more dearly in ihe facilities which it afU'onls for the mental and moral

training? of vounii tpileptits who.se backwardness or deficient ab'litico

cannot be impro\ed by ordinary school lessons. The colony system can

rescue niaux sui h feeble-mindeii patients from the certainty of their

becoming hopeless wastrels, luisv mental exercises can be conil)iin(l

witii sirujile rarperitrv, ha'-^Wet wakint;, or ntlie; j-.r-mitive !i;uu!i!r:i!!

The question of marriage ma) be considered; this should alwavs jju

t8
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lii mly discountenanced, and the marriage of a male with a female epileptic

should bt* regarded as little short of criminal unless the female be beyond

the child-bearing period.

A careful examination must be made for the discovery of any source ot

reflex irritation, such as intestinal worms, eye strain, adenoids, nasal

polypi, mechanical dysmenorrhoea, scar tissue involving nerve trunks,

adherent prepuce, ear troubles, &c. These should all be remedied, the

hygiene of the mouth seen to, and the possibility of masturbation should

be delicately inquired into and stopped by moral education.

Drug Treatment.—Bromides are the most valuable of all agents em-

oloved in idiopathic epilepsy, but their action is probably confined to

their power of diminishing the hyperexcitability of the cortical centres

without effecting any curative power over the still unknown causal agenr

in the production of the seizures. As regards the relati\e \alue of the

salts of bron^ine little need be said; where one is markedly beneficial any

ot the others will also prove efhcacious. The best routine practice is to

employ the Bromide of Sodium, as its base is less depressing than potas-

sium, when large doses must be given for long periods. 60 grs. may be

daily taken in three divided doses of 20 grs. each freely diluted after meals,

and this amount may be continued for many months or even years without

intermi.ssion. Sometimes, but not often, larger doses may be required,

and some physicians press the remedy till its full physiological ef^ei ts of

drowsiness and loss of the palatal reflex are obtained. It is claimed by

manv obser\ ers that smaller doses suftlce when sodium chloride is elimi-

nated as far as possible from the diet, or when Chloral is combined with

the Bromide. Valuable information may be obtained regarding dosage

by a scrutiny from time to time of the register of the attacks kept by the

patient or by an intimate associate. The dose should be reduced as the

attacks become less frecjuent, and sometimes when this is undesirable the

symptoms of bromism may be minimised by changing from one bromide

to another. Bromipin or Hrominol, whit h is an additive compound ot

bromine and sesame oil, may often be advantageously substituted for the

soda s.dt in doses of 20 to 30 niins. of the 7,1, per cent, solution in syrup,

llydrobromic Acid is extolled by some auihorities, but the writer finds it

the least reliable of all the bromine preparations.

After a {\x>\ Mi/ure this treatment should be kept up for at least a year,

since every epileptic seizure is believed to lea\e the nerve centres more

susceptible to further attat ks, but should the convulsion recur a pro-

longation of the treatment for two years after the second or subsequent

seizure should be insisted upon. Before finally stopping the bromide,

one large dose may be given nightly whilst the day doses are suspended,

and a single large dose (60 grs.) may be used at bed-'ime only when the

epilepsy is of the true nocturnal type throughout. The tendency towards

acne may be minimised by combining 2 to 3 mins. Fowler's Solution with

each dose.

lironudes lerlainly exercise a niU( ii more powerful at tion over the

typical major attai ks than <j\vx petit mat, but this does not mean that they
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should not be employed in the minor attacks also. One serious difficulty

in pushing hromidc treatment, csperially in the latter type of the disease, is

the appearance of symptoms of mental deterioration which are so liable

to supervene; the patient and his friends get convinced tiiat tiie menial

condition is solely caused by the treatment, and they sometimes refuse to

continue it. It certainly should not be pushed so far in petit iiial as can

with perfect safety be done in the major type of the malady. As soon as

the diminished frequency of the attacks as counted b\ the chart or

register demonstrates that the bromide has the disease under some degree

of control it may be gradually reduced to 40 grs. per day, and ultimately

to 30 grs., but its administration must be kept up for years as a rule. /

About I case in every 10 will be able to dispense with the drug entirely.

i'.rown-Sequard advocated the following solution of mixed -aides

with iodide—viz., Pot. Urom. 5j., Ammon. Brom. 5iij-, I'ot. lod. 5ij Pot.

Bicarb, oj., Tr. Calumba- l]., Aqufe ad 5vj. Of this a teaspoomul in

Iter was given thrice daily before meals and 3iij. at bed-time. In petit

al the ammonium salt was increased and the potassium one diminished,

id lie continued this for 8 to 10 years without harm, the dosage of

bror '.ti being almost li drs. daily exclusive of the iodide: a tonic bitter

wit' Stry(hnine or Arsenic was given after meals.

Other drugs should be tried when the patient's register has proved that

the bromide possesses no influence in diminishing the nund)er and severity

of the .seizures.

Borax is the best of these. Before placing the patient upon full doses
|

(10 grs. ter die) it wilt be wise to test its action in half this amount com-

bined with the bromide. It may in its turn, if it fails, be combined

with Tr. Belladonna 10 mins. or , l,^ gr. Atropine, but it is so liable to

upset the stomach and to cau.se dermatitis that its use cannot be long

continued. It is a good routine in the treatment of petit iini! during the

intervals when the bromide is stopped. Nitroglycerin in small oft-

repeated doses has sometimes proved of value alone, or in combination

with bromide; if it is to do any good, this will beiome apparent after i to 2

weeks' trial; should it fail. Digitalis may be tried in a similar manner.

Tiiese drugs are indicated in petit tiial. Camphor Monoliromide is

beneficial in both types, and is less objectionable than Chloral when an

hypnotic is required.

Antipyrinein themajorform hasproveda valuableadjuvant to bromides,

but its use should not be long continued. Flechsig coml)ines Opium with

the l)romide treatment in alternating courses, conmum ing with ij grs.

daily, which are gradually incrca.sed till 15 grs. opium re taken daily by

the end of the sixth week. 2 drs. potassium bromide are then adminis-

tered very day for the next six weeks; this is reduced to i J drs. during the

third course of a month, and finally to r dr. daily during the next 12 weeks,

no opium being given after the termination of the first six weeks. The

writer has no experience of this method and would be slow to try it, owing

to tlie danger of establi.sinng the opium habit; but it might be quite safe

in hos])ital practice where the patient was under dose supervision.
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'IVousseau's routine when bromides failed (onsisted of IJelladonna or

Atropine alone; he uave the i;reen extract in doses u[) to \\ j^rs. ler die.

Not more than i niin. of the Ji.P. Licjuor Atropix should lie i.Mven.

Salts of Zinc '- grs. of the oxide), of Silver (j gr. of the nitrate), of Gold

(,'„ gr. double cnloride), of C'oppi (1 gr. animonio-sulphate), of Cerium

(3 grs. of the oxalate), of Nickel (5 grs. of the bromide), of Lithium and
Strontium (30 grs. of the bromide), ot Calcium (i_s grs. of the chloride)—
these are but a few of the inorganic substances whi h ha\ e been tried and
at times found valuable. ];ut of organic compounds and vegetable

preparations there is practically no end. These may be passed over with
the I xception of those already referred to.

In epilepsy occurring in syphilitic patients the routine treatment after a
course of mercury when this drug has not already been freely administered

n isliould be large (loses of lodic'ts (60 grs. /kt <{ieni), but recent statistics

Iprove that tii' re is no Muh tiiiivi; as a true .syjjhihtic ei)ilepsy.

Status EpiUplii lis. 'i'his is often fatal. Cliloroform should Ix dmin-

1 istered at once and a large dose ot Chloral Hydrate (60 grs.) should be

I given by the rectum. Nitrite of Amyl may be tried at the same time.

Cowers obtained excellent results from the hypodermic injection of a full

dose of Ifyoscine
( , ! ,-, to .'„ gr.). I'.romides are useless, but occasionally a

full liypodermic of .Morj)hia is beneficial, and blood-letting has sometimes
apparently saved life. Where hyperpyrexia is jjrcsent the cold pack or

ii e to the spine and head should be employed. If the patient can .swallow,

full (loses of Cannabis Indica with Hemlock Juice may be given or (,'oniine

(,'„ gr. to 1 gr.) may be administered by the skin. Jn the comatose stage

with failing heart and respiration ,',., gr. Strychnine may be injected, but
this drug .should not be given in the early convulsive stage.

Many other nuiluxls which have from time to time been suggested and
carried out for tlie cure of epileps)- may be mentioned. Surgical pro-

cedures for the relief of intracranial pressure or irritation have been
instituted, even to the extent of removal of a portion of the cortical

centres; the results do not justify such operations being undertaken for

the cure of the idiopalhi< type of liic disease, and the same remark applies

to the heroic procedure of ligaturing the longitudinal sinus in two sections.

Ah Sander's oi)eration for the remo\al of the symi)atlietic ganglion and
the ojjeration of ligauiring the \ertel)ral or carotid arteries have been
abandoned.

Kle( tricity has proved of little \alue; the continuous current has been
reported as u.seful when applied for long periods to the thyroid gland in

some cases, but the results of the various methods of uMng the static and
high-fre<4uency currents and other forms of electricity are at the best

evanescent, and may be attributed to suggestion as in tl.e next
procedure.

llypni I) has undoul)iedly in mild cases been followed sometimes by
a marked Gh.imution in liu- luimbcr of attacks or by a long posioonenient
of seizure when the suggestion has been made to the patient during the

hypnotic state that he will not suffer from future attacks, but when a
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.seizure does toUuw he is possibly rendered more susceptible owin}; to tlie

biifrhting of his hopes.

Serum rherai)y has been tried, the patient beini; injected by his own

serum or by the ("erebro-spinal tluid from another epileptic-, witii the

chimerical idea of renderinji him immune to the influence of tiic unKnuwn

toxin which is supposed to produce the conxulsions. .\ny apparent

benefits noticed after the injections are probably due to sui,'^estion. and

this remark applies to the old practice of inscrtin;; a seton into the nape

of the neck, and many other lonj; disused methods of treating; tlie disease.

Crotalin extracted from the poison gland of the rattlesnake has been

injected hypodermically with iC'iits which tempt no one to use it.

Jad-^mi-'ii Epilepsy.—Thv convulsive attacks which begin in a

particular group of muscles fi)llowing a localised injury of the cranium,

such aa that in which a spicula of t)onc is dri\ en in upon the cortical area,

or where an adherent cicatrix involves this region, are known as examples

of what is styled traiiiiiatic epilepsy. These focal symptoms are a clear

indication lor surgical interference, and as long as the con\ ulsions remain

strictly confined to the muscles associated w ith the injured centre there is

a fair hope of the .success of trephining. To lose time by bromide treatment

is a serious mistake in these ca.scs. as once the comulsions cro^- the

middle line and have become general tliere is but a faint hojje of success

following surgical procedures. This remarlfliolds trui lor the convulsions

caused by a smail cerebral tumour located in the cortex of the Rolandic

area, which if removed early b\- a trephining operation may cause per-

manent disappearance of the Jacksonian convulsions, but even if tlie

tumour be la'-ue, palliation of the symptoms may be effected by making

a large openir .

EPIPHORA.

The treatment of tl.c different conditions in whicii tiie tears flow o\er

the cheek instead of through the nasal duct will depend 1 pon tlic nature

of the obstructing lausc. Thus if tlic jiunct im i)e displaced b\' ectropion

or entropion these deformities should l)e re iio\ed bv the operations

desf-ribeti under lC<tn;[)ion. Displacement ol llic pumtum without

apparent ectropion 01 entropion is best remedied 1)\ con\erting tlie minute

circular orifice into a slit by tlie introduction of a fine probe-pointed

\Vei)er's knife. .Stricture of the nasal du( t. if present, must be ])crnia-

nentl>' dilated. Tiiis may lie aci omiilished liy passing a |
.oix- down at

repeated inter\als through t le narrowed duct; to cause wide dilatation

the probe may be kept /;/ silti Uiv ;< short time, .\stringent solutions may
be injected after a ver\' large prol)e has been used for some time.

Should there i)e much difficulty in passing the prol)e, either canaliculus

may be slit u]) for a portion of its extent. This is best dime liy mserting

through either j)uni-tum a fine grooved director into the sac along the

canaliculus, and slitlin;' up t!ie canal in part : r in its entire len.gth. After

this any form of probe, niedi( •

i bougie, te.it or st\le, ma\' i)e emploN ed

to keep up dilatation. 15e\..ion recommends the use of a piece of leaden

il
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wire with a probe-pointed extremity, which can be worn in the duct at
night and removed by the patient in the morning.

Weber, Stiihng, and others oven ome the obstruction by incisions made
with varioush shaped knives, and the actual cautery and the -alvano-
cautery have been used with advantage to cause obhteration of the entire

'achrymal sac after milder measures have failed. The lachrymal sac may
be dissected out by Kuhnt's method after the injection of paraffin, and
even the lachrymal gland may require removal. When, however, clironi(;

dacryocystitis causes epiphora without stricture of the nii-al duct, the
affection ma\- be succpssfully treated by the patient frequently pressing

upon the lachrymal sac in such a way as to force its contents down into

the nose, astringent or caustic solutions being employed to relieve the
conjunctival inflammation present. Acute da-ryocystitis should be
treated by slitting the canaliculus c the skin over the sac, and applying
Nitrate of Silver freely to its interior.

EPISPADIAS.

This condition, due to absence of the roof of the urethra (the oj»posite

Slate to hypospadias), is nearly always associated with ectopia \esi( ;e, or
extroversion of the bladder, and tlie only treatment of any service is a
plastic operation, performed by dissecting a flap from the abdominal
surface and two flaps from the groins, with a view to cover in the exposed
bladder region. \ff. t!ic cicatrisation of these flaps, another plastic

operation, as 'ievi»t<i by Xelaton, may be undertaken to remedy the
epispadias, but the best procedure for preventing the incontinence of
urine and the formation of phosphatic concretions in the artificially

formed bladder is to transplant the lower end of the ureters into the
rectum with their adjoining portions of bladder mucous membrane.

EPISTAXIS.

The bleeding may be a conservative phenomenon when not due tn ioct!

injuries or ulcerations, and if slljiiu it sliould not be meddled with; thus
in plethoric subjects, and in those sutifering from congestive hcadaciics,
tiie discharge gives relief, and measures for its arrest should n.a be under-
taken unless the flow has already been iilentiful. In cases occurring i.i

renal disease, purpura, hepatic ( irrhosis. &c.. attention must be paid
to the general condition, and Chloride of Cahium given in ;o «r. doses,
repeated every 3 or 4 hours.

The patient being placed on his baik, with the shoulders and head
elevated and the arms raised as high as possible above the head, pressure
is made upon the nostrils by pinching them !)etween the finger and thumb.
when usually the haemorrhage will be found to cease. Should this fail^

cold (•' )resses or ice to the temples and occi|)nt, and sinapisms to the
calv the legs, may be tried.or Ifutcliinscm's plan of seating thepatient
upnglit in a chair wirh iiis teel in a deep pail of hot water may be resorted
to. The reflex action following these applications often speedilv causes
closure of the bleeding vessels through the vasomotor supply.
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If bleeding continues t\ ^ nostrils should be washed out wiih saline

solution, and a ci' •

'I exa nnation made for the discovery of the bleec injj;

spot. This mav bt tour' .d with the electric cautery at a low heat \Nlun

found in its most common site on the lower part of the septum at its

anterior aspect. A probe dipped in strong Chromic ^ c.d may be applied

to the spot. Adrenalin Solution is sufficient in m, ^i cases, a pledget of

lint or gauze beinir soakc! in the liquid is to be used as a plug for the

anterior nares. This drug has displaced all other local astringents, as

tannin, perchloride of iron, &c. Cocaine is also efficacious, but recurrences

are more common after its use. The writer's routine method was to pack

the nostril with Puff P.all, which alwavs succeeds, but it is difficult to keep

the parts aseptic, and the adrenaliii is therefcre preferable when at hand

Of recent reroedies a piece of gauze steeped in normal Horse Serum wnll

be found a convenient and effecti . 'hemostatic, \ r bber bag in the

form of a pennv balloon whi.h is placed in sih the nostril _n the

coUaiJsed state and afterwards inflated wit . air is . j.ainless and efficient

method; it should, like the adrenalin ;
lu i^moved after 24 hours and

rein.serted if necessary.
c 1 i

When repeated ha;morrha follow th . .cible detachment of hard

crusts o - scabs from the anter • ortion of i,.c nostril in rhnntts stcca the

bleeding points should be touched with the cautery at a low heat, and the

membrane kept oiled bv a thin unguent consisting of i dr. ( itrine Oirt-

ment in 7 drs. Almond Oil. The crusts may be detached by a stream ot

saline or alkaline solution made to pass through the nasal cavity and out

of the opposite nostril, if the palate be elevated In- keeping the mouth

wide open, and hot water may be so employed with advantage when the

hicmorrhage continues.

Where notwithstanding the above measures the epistaxis continues,

the bleeding spot being situated posteriorly, there will be no resource

left to the sarueon but to plug the posterior nares. This is one of tiie

,sii>i;)lest and least painful of operations 1 tlie eyes of the practitioner-^

till he has tried it, Uaving once performed it, he will hesitate to iepe.it

or recommend it. It sliould never be undertaken unless the 1 )ss of

blood is serious, and all other means of checking it have failed. By

means of a Hellocq's canula, a thin double whipcord or hempen ligature

is passed through the nostril, and one end brought out through the

mouth. To this end a compa.t rol' of lint, about the «izc of the terminal

joint of the little finger, is attached. Traction upon the conl in the nostril

hauls the lint tightlv against or into the aperture of the posterior nares,

where it is held in position by a jilug o.' lint packed into the nostril in

front. Over tiiis plug tiic t nds of the cord may lie tied so as to render

displacement impossible. It is ad.isab . to leave a piece of string

;.ttachcd to the plug behind: this may be left hanging in the pharynx,

or from ti.e mouth, by pulling upon it. the posterior i)lug can lie easily

removed at any time through the nioulti.

Some operators discard the canula and othi r parapiiernalia and insert

the left forefinger into the mouth till it blocks tiie posterior nares, after

•I

\¥
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wliirli ;i thin lonu: .strip of jrauzc is introduced anti irlv tlirough the
nostril, and liv a probe p.uked firmly auainst tiie left rin,i;er-tip which is

kept iH siiii till the entire nostril is tijiiitly pluj^yed. Another and simpler
plan is to insert the nasal rubl)er Ijaj; as far ba( k as the pharynx, and
then inflne it stronuily to obliterate the entire space.

After the removal of the plui.; in 24 or ^,(^ hours it is not advisable to
resort to syringinj; or douchin-, as these may start the bleeding again,
but if there should be much factor a stream of cold saline containing
adrenalin may be cautiously used to wash out the nasal cavity, and the
patient should be forbidden U, lilow his nose. A short course of ''alcium
Chloride may be advantageou.sly resorted to to diminish the 11.k of a
recurrence. W hen the h.x'morrhage has been excessi\ e the usual remedies
indicated in anitmia must be employed, and the hypodermic administra-
tion of a large ([uantity of normal .saline or transfusion may be required.

EPITHELIOMA- see Rodent Ulcer.

EPULIS.

Karly removal is necessary, and as the tumour .seldom originates in
the gum tis.sue. but nearly always in the i)eriosteum of the tooth so( ket
or in the periodontal membrane, it is ( crtain to return unless the alveolar
process be removed along with it. .\ tooth upon each side of the epulis
having iiecn extra< ted. the liniils of the incision in the bone may be
marked out by two vertical cuts made by a fine saw or chisel. Metween
these i)oints the growth and adjac ent aheolus is . ut out by sharp pliers,
any teeth involved in the tumour being brouylit away .•//'

y////. .Some-
times a wedge siiapcd piece of the jaw with the tumour and teeth may
be removed In simply making two con\erging incisions with the saw oV
chisel. The wound is to be treated bv ordinnrv suruical methods, and
after complete healing a dental plate bearini; 'artificial teeth may be
employed to remedy the deformitv caused by the reino\al of tiie growth.

Slight \asciilar growths obviousl\ springing from tiie gum tissue
should be examined mi( roscopi( ally after excising a fragment, and if

found innoi ent tiny may be n mo\ cd by (iircttin- or by the cauterv.

ERYSIPELAS.

Mild ( ji.ses olten rei|uirc only lor al treatment. Consliliitioiuil TrratmenI
in severe cases will ( oiisist of ,1 diet (,f the most sustaining and easily
(ligested food. M,li(l meats bdiiu Inrbidden till fever di.sajipears. A
lilieral allowan.e of n,„„i s,,i,,, |„,,,| ,,.., ,„. , ||j,,|.,.„ j,.||^, ^^j,|, ,,,|||, j^^

l.irgi i|uantit\ i> . Miitial. .Mcojiolic stiiTiuhinls are often indicated in
severe ca.ses. and it is a mistake to ^ivc slimul.infs alone; when |)ossible,
tbev shoulfl l>e iniorpoiateil with the food. 'I'Ihis. whiskev or good
biand\ iiMv !.( mixed with the milk (one wiiK-lassful to eai h pint or
(|uail). and port wine (one wim ^.|a>sfiil to en. h pint of beef tea) may
be I'leelv L;iven. ilie previous habits of (he patient, the stage at which
the dinense i^ tvund v.iuri ilu casr (omrs luidi 1 (ii<- phv.Mcians notice,
the (ondition of the heart and vessels, the amount ol t utaneous surface'
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involved, and the temperature will give valuaMc aid in arriving at a

conclusion about the amount of alcoholic stimulants necessary. As a

rule, larue amounts are well home, especially in erysipelas following

operations on intemperate or irregularly living subjects. Mild cases will

re(|uire no stimulants; they do lietter without theiti.

A Saline purge should be administered in order to thoroughly em))ty

the intestinal canal at the commencement of the treatment. A Mercurial

may be given 8 hours lefore the saline if the patient be robust, init it

should not be repeated.

Of drug.s used internally Iron is the most valuable, but it mu.st be

given in large do.ses; the older generation of surgeons believed in the

almost specific action of ,^0 to 60 niin. doses of the Tint ture of the Per-

chloride, and pushed it even in spite of high fe\ er and furred tongue.

It may advantageously be combined with (^)uinine. or full doses of ea< h

may be given alternately with 3-hourly intervals, and the latter drug

may be combined with full doses (,"j.) \romati( .Spirit of Ammonia when

signs of cardiac weakness begin to show themselves. Stry<hnine hypo-

dermically may be also necessary, or Digitalis may be given with the iron.

The fever of mild ca.ses is easily contr illed by Aconite ', min. of the

tincture given every 15 minutis till 10 or 15 do.ses are taken. This is

a favourite mctiiod of treatiiiL' short levers. ;ind as the entire anmunt

of the (hug used should only be e<|ual to I'tie full M.P. dose there is no

danger of weakening the luarl. The drug should never be used in

erysipelas after the fir>t or - < ond day. as the toxins then begin to poison

the cardiac must le. Pilocarpine hvpodermic.illv has been extolled, but

its use is cerlainlv- Kintra-indicated after the second or third day.

Salicvlates, .Sulphoc arbolates, Henzoates, and a host of drugs have

been administered by the mouth with the idea of destroying the strepto-

cocci: there is no ev idem c that any sui h action can be obtained from

them.

Smiiii Thiral^y is verv umeitain anil usualK disappointing.

I'acfiiif 'rratimint, on the other hand, has given j;<'<id results, and lile

can undoubledlv be saved liv it in severe cases which would otherwi.se

prove fatal. When time |)erniits. the ideal procedure l^ to obtain a

culture of the spec ific- coccus from liie local lesion, and inject awav honi

the seat of the disease 5 tn 10 ipillions of the sterilised slreptocoi ci. with

half this (lose on the following clav or davs. I'he dose should i>e in

inverse jiroportioii to the severilv of the case, mild types ot the disease

ri'iuiring 30 millions and severe ones 5 to 10 millions. I >uallv a poly-

valiut stock va(cine is employed. Heciiitlv the a(i|>arentlv ianl.islic

method of deep muse iilar injei tions of 5 c .c . boiled milk has been \aunl(rl,

on the theory of tht value of iioti s|)cc ific jiroteins.

The disease i> infectious lo patients w ho hav < o|)en wound> or .liwasioiis

of the skin, and the most rigid isolation should be insisted upon m ho.s-

pitals, and es|)e( iallv in lying in institution>, and the physic lan in attend-

ance upon an ervsipeiatous patient siicjiild not ollic late at an ac couc jie-

mcnt unless he has bei 11 most riuoiouslv disinfec leii.

1

,
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Local Treatment.—IXwugh. mentioned last, this is to be undertaken as
soon as the disease has manifested itself, and the choice of local applica-
tions is endless, eacii surgeon preferring the remedy which Iiis own ex-
perience has given him confidence and facility in the use thereof. For
simple superficial cases the time-honoured plan of freely dusting powdered
Starch, Wheaten Flour, Chalk, Zinc Oxide, or other inert powder to cover
up the inflamed skin from the air is still followed by manv. The.se agents
can be dusted on the skin in a thick layer from a common flour-dredger,
and the part covered over by lint, which when the face is in\ olved ma)'
be applied as a mask with ai)ertures left for thi mouth and eves. White
Lead paint and pastes made with Infusorial ( I,a

, Fuller's Karth, &c.,
are preferred by others, since they are less liable to be brushed off. Watery
lotions are less .satisfactory, though often used when the swelling is great.
Ichthyol is the favourite routine apphcation, notwithstanding its un-
sighthness; it may be mixed with an equal amount of lanolin and smeared
on with the fingers, or dis.solved in its own weight of glycerin and painted
on the affected region with a feather or .soft brush and co\ cred over witli

lint.

The (Ireen Extract of Helladonnu rubbed up with twice or three times
its weight of glycerin may be applied in a similar manner where there is

much smarting: and tension, but this should not be applied to extensive
surfaces owing to the danger of absorjjtion. Small areas may be coated
with Carbolic C(,llodion, Traumaticine or Carbolic Oil (i in lo).

A paste made by mixing ecjual weights of powdered Chalk and Lard
and 6 per cent. Carbolic .Xcid is used by Duckworl .\ntiseptir oint-
ments in endless variety are recommended. The bev ,f these is Kcx hs,
which consists nl Creolin i, Iodoform 4, and Lanolin 10: Creosote, lioric

Acid, Carboli< A< id and Iodine ointments are favourite application.-;.

Antiseptic Lotions are also used, as I'crchloride ol Mercurv (i in 1 .000),
Permanganate of Potassium (1 in 500), Picric .\( id (1 in 100). .Nitrate ct
Silver (t in looV. .\rgyrol (r in 10). Perchloride of Iron tincture (1 in 4),
Hydrogen Peroxide (1 in 20), Sulphurous Arid (1 in 5). Caroolic Ai id

(1 in 40), Hone .\cid (saturated). Tuiker treats all ea.ses <if faej.d erv-
sipelas by a concentrated solution of Sulphate of Magnesia under oiled
silk.

Tr. lodi Fort, eertainlv reai Ins de( per into ilu tissues than anv watery
applications.

With tile \ lew ,>| liiniliii^ the spread of lIu disease by acting U[.nn its

circumferential /.me in order to establish an increased prnte<ti\e Kuco-
cytosis or piiagix ytosis other methods are employed. The value of
painting the sound skin beyond the thickened margin of the diseased
area with a solution of Nitrate of Silver (00 grs. to 1 o/.) was re ignised
as an empiric melliod hmg before the natural defensive inedianism of
the tissues was understood. The .solid Nitrate may be ii.sed. Strong
Iodine Tincture, Iodised Phenol. Pure Carbolic .\ii.h simni: Itroin.jne

solution,* r<(isoie made into a paste with Kaolin, and many otlier power-
ful rtntiNepli(s and (austiis are employed in this manner to em inle the
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diseased area, leaving a ring of healthy skin between the site of their

application and the circumscribed margin of the diseased action. A
further step in advance is to inject by the hypodermic needle weaker

solutions of these agents into the skin beyond the diseased margin:

Carlwlic Acid (10 per cent.), Resorcin (5 per cent.), .Salicylic Acid

(saturated), may be injected, a few minims being inserted with cacii

puncture. This treatment is painful and not free from danger, but the

method of limiting the advance of the erysipelatous margin by the

application of Collodion, strips of adhesive plaster, or by the pressure

of a rubber band, though often futile, may be tried. A more drastic

procedure is to incise the skin by making a number of cross hatchings

or scarifications with a vaccination lancet at a short distance beycmd

the margin of the disease. Judd swabs the .skin with a 1)5 per cent.

Carbolic .\cid over limited areas at a time, (xtending for J inch beyond

the margin, and washes the acid ofl with Alcohol. AH these methods

are rendered unnecessary by resorting to the wiccine treatment.

When erysi])elas sets in after a surgical oi)erati()n it will be usually

necessary to remove some or all of the sutures, and to freely flush the

incised surfaces with an antiseptic and to provide for drainage.

Cellnlo-iutaneous or phlegmonous erysipelas and difTuse tellulilis or

cellular erysi[)elas arc to b'_ treated upon ttie above lines, and the surgeon

should lose no time in resorting to vaccine treatment. In grave cases

when a culture of tin- specific organism is considered necessary, the

polyvalent vaccine, or ui its absence the antistreptococcic serum, should

W at once iniected whilst the necessary culture is being prepared. .\s

these types of the disease are usually only met with in al(()holi<- and

debilitated subjects stimulants must be freely given and strong .soups

administered at short intervals. The urine should be tested for sugar

and (liabetii- dietary resorted to when necessary. Large doses of Iron

with (Juinine are clearly indicated, and the weakness of the heart remedied

by Digitalis and Strychnine.

In these types of the disease there is alwavs nuich brawny infiltration,

and the sur^icon should not wail for pointini; of abscesses, but a number
ol deii) and free incisions into (he boggy tissue must be made without

dtlav to save the \ itality of the underlying structures, after which warn\

Horit: .\cid Compresses should be applied. Poultices are objectionable

in all types of erysipelas, but where thi're is much fietor or uani;rcne

hot ( liarcoal calapLisnis should i)e applied and renewed freijucntlv, the

parts l)einL; flushed with all antiseptic solution on cat h change of poultice.

When the disease attai ks the mucous memi)rane of the nose, mouth,
pharynx, or larynx prompt measuns must be taken to obviatt' the

dangers caused by interference with the bri'athing and swallowmg.

\'a(i'ine treatment is essential, though nose cases \i,tiall\ dn will by

simply painting the inside of the nostrils with the b hiliMil and Cilvcirin

(Vea rri evprv hnur and 01 'usiona! "-s rinuiim with. Hoi \'\'\ Si'luii"'?,

When the disease attacks the |)haiynx or iarsnx, scaiMnation must br

resorted to early to avoid suffocation from oedema of the tissues, ,ind
I J
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the blccdini; should l)c encouraged hy spraying warm Jioric, Crtibolic or
Saline sokition into the moutli and nostrils. Tracheotomy mav be
i'i,(erati\ely demanded, especially in children, when the disease causes
cedema of tiie glottis.

'I'lio conjunctiva is sometimes involved in facial erysipelas, and usuallv

yields to warm 4 per cent. Horic douching; hut the surgeon should alwavs
he im the watch for deep-seated inflammation, and this may he silently

])rogrcssing under the great rrdema of the lids without exciting suspicion.

The writer makes a rule of examining the globe from time to time in ail

ca.ses of f c iai erysipelas with great redcma of the lids. Orbital cellulitis

ending in panophthalmitis and total destruction of the sight has more
than once (ome under his observation as a result of erysipelas of the
face. Pus should be evai uated as soon as evidence of its presence is

forthcoming.

To.\a?mic symptoms are to be treated on general principles. Thus
pyrexia, when not yielding to the Quinine ai 1 Iron employed as a routine,

should be relieved by diaphoretics and tepid sponging. Small doses of

Antipyrine relieve the feverishness and also the headache, whi<h is often

severe. Hyperpyrexia must be prom|)tly met by tiie told bath, cold

pack, or effusion. Delirium will yield also to these last-mentioned agents

when it is associated, as it usually is, with a high temperature. I(e

should be applied to the .saip anil forehead, and a strong saline purge
should be given. Insomnia should not be treated by opiates; it is better

to remove the condition which is cuising it vvhcn this is p<\ssil)le. Thus
patients oltcn lall asleep after the reduction of the temperature by sjjong-

iiig or after relievint; tlie tensicm in the (edematous part by pun( tures

or by removing one or more sutures in a throbbing wound: j'araldehvde

is the safest of hypnotics. Rigors are an indication for exploration of

the deei)-l\ ing tissues, and even when no signs of pus are present a numiicr
of deep im isions should be |)romptl\ madi whi n tlu' tension in the part

is ver\ hiyh. Heart failure, as already mentioned, should be met by
Strxchnine h)podermi<allv.

ERYTHEMA.
The (irsi indication is. when possible, to lind out the cause of the

accomp.inying derniatili> and remove it. Thus irritants as stnmg dint I

sunlight, contact with dvotiilfs. certain plants like J'riiiiiila <iI>liiiii,ii,

the X rays, \c .. must In eliminated, after whic h a mild astringent oint-

ment as Tngl. Zinc i. c ciniaininu ,^o min. I.ic|. riunibi V. \)vr o/.,, mav be

api)licd. Dusting powders, us Zinc Oxicle. I'ulier's ];arth. Starch, \-(.,

meet most rec|uirements.

When the cause is some toxic agent cm iilatiiig in the blood, as seen

in the numerous forms of drug dermatitis following tlu .ninistration

of iodides, copaiba, boric ac id, • ,1 of \arioiis kinds, \c., the first steji

in th.e ireatment (>b\icins!\ will be to cense the admirsi-itrjiti th^

offendiM).; medicine, when, should the eruption not speedily vanish, the

al)ove ointment or a dustin;; powder may be a|)plied.

Jli^
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Erythema followinf^ the use of certain artirlcs ot IdocI, as shellfish,

stravvhcrries, cheese, porV, pastry, &c., as a rule rapidly (lisj^ppears after

the removal of the "xcitmu; cause, hut in snnie instances tiiere may be

ij;reat dillii ultv ir .ectiiin the causal agi . in which <ase one article

after another n\ust he suspected and elimh I'ed from the dietary, and

tliis should be changed en bloc when possible. I'luis the most persistent

chronic erythematous rash under the writer's care was eventually found

to be due to the use of a small quantity of condensed milk which had

been presirved by the addition of boric acid or borax. These food

erythema are often associated with urticaria and the formation of large

wheals accompanied by intense pruritus (see under Urticaria).

After the rer-oval of the offendin.i,' inj^redient in the dietary the erythema

sometimes lends to become chronic, or the cause may escape detection,

when s\mplomatic treatment will W the only resource left to the

piiysi( ian.

Alkalies iiiternalh' tenil to diminish the skin Minuestiun; Ma;^nesia is

the most c^;"emed of these. They are ser\iceal>le in those dyspeptic

conditions whei' some irritant produ( e(l in the stomach or intestines

durinj; digestion is carried to the blood. ;!nd hence to the ner\e endings

in the skin. The i)rimary condition will require dietelii: correi ti.-n, and

the foilowin;^; comliination often proves suitable. If mild purf;ation does

not f.llow. a smart saline should occasionally be administered. The
Tart.irised .Vntip'.my is sujtposed to hav.; some specitir action on th<;

skin in ai ute >uper(icial inflammatory conditicms.

Aiiliin. Tartarali i;r. j.

V'. inisl. f/>/. 5SS. /(•>• (//(• /ids/ cil>.

ait ,^xij. Misce.

When there is mu'h itdema acompanv in;; the rasli, as in urticarial

cases, Chloride ot Calcium in 20nr. doses three times a day is the best

routine.

Ilihiiif^ niav be relieved by a weak Lead and '!''• lOtion as the fol-

lowing:

K. I.tijiior. iliiinbi I'orl. ,oiij.

I.Ujimr. Cayhoiiis l)cti'rii,. "u.

Spl. ]'ini Rt'clij. •,[').

Aifii,/ CumphiHif (III ^x\. .l/i's(('.

A warm Sodiun> liicarbonate Batli or spon.iiinj; with I he alkaline

solution IS oft( n of \alue in relievin>{ the tingling and pruritus.

I\>yt/i 'i(J Elevaliini Diultiunu The treafmeni of thl^ rare and ob-

stinatt j)e of er\ th'. p.ki is u!!';:!!isfa!t(!rv and x-. .{'mw^.. I'h.e he-.! p.Mstin!*

is to envelop the aifecteil parts in an iniirritatui^ ointment (oniposed of

Zinc Oxide with lo per 'tnt. I.i(|. Phimbi Kori . and apply a banda^^e

»

I
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with moderately firm pressure. Salicylate of Soda shouM be ijiven

internally, and a milk diet with farinaceous food an('. occasional saline

purgative^ administered.

Eryl/ienu Induratuin, know« as Bazin's Disease, affecting the skin over
the cah es of both legs, is best treated 1 . prolonged re a and bandagiuL'
or strapping, and the ulcers which form should be dressed with weak
Creo.sote or Diluted Citrine Ointment. The affection is believed in man)-
cases tc be of tuberculous nature, and vaccine treatment has been recom-
mended. Walker employs the X rays, which can be applied without
resorting to prolonged rest. Open-air life and the most generous diet

and tonics should be prescribed.

Erythema Intertrigo, caused by the irritating secretions pent up between
two layers of superimposed skin, as under the breast, aiiout the buttocks
and scrotum, is easily prevented b> separating the layers of skin with
a piece of lint dusted over on bi.th sides with Zinc Fi)wder or Fuller's

Earth. When tlie intertrigo has become established an astringent oint-
ment of Zinc and Lead may be applied. In chronic cases a true eczema
may develop, which will require Tarry preparations. The Erythema
Glutealr which affects the buttocks and i)erineum of infants is of the
same nature, and is caused by the contact of urine-soaked napkins.
This should be treated by the appli<ation of a very stiff ointment whi( li

will not easily melt, as J oz. j^owdered Starch, J oz. Calamina, and 2 oz.

Zinc Oii.tment or La.ssar's Paste without the .salicylic acid.

Erythema his should be treated with Salicylates internall)- and I^ssar's
Paste locally. Allan treats this disease as a superficial burn by applying;
pads of wool soaked in a i per cent, solutitm of Picric Acid.
Erythema Multijorme, when not of true rheumatic origin, may be due

to dietetic errors or to the production of to.xic substances in the alimentary
canal. As the eruption rarely lasts more than a few weeks, littie need
be done locally save by a|)pl>ing a du;. ing powder or astringent lotion.

Constitutional treatment is of more imjiortance, and the suspicion of
its rheumatii- origin suggests that Salicylates may W employed as a
routine internally. When there is much exudation Ichthvol iti 20-min.
doses or Chloride of Calcium (20 grs.) may be given three or four times
a day and the dietary minutely .scrutinised with the view of discovering
some irritating or toxic ingredient. Saline Purgatives are dearly
indicated.

Erythema \odosum, though .sometimes of tuberculous origin, is ( losely

allied to the last mentioned. As much pain and tension are usually
present, local treatment should always be combined with rest in the
horizontal iwsition with the legs elevated. The best results are obtain-
able b\ enveloping the legs in several layers of warm, absorbent wool,
and applying with moderate pressure a light gauze or woven bandage
from the toes to the knee. Should there be any erythema multiforme
alio present Salicylatcr, may be given. .Mild cxampici i.f liic disea>e
will require nothing but a coating of Collodion, severer types may be
treated by a Lead and Opium lotion applied under oiled silk, and in
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verv painful cases a -.varm pou'tice smeared n\er witli tlie green extract

of i>elladonn^ or fomentations of Poppy capsules may he tried, but as

a i-le moist heat is not so suitable as dry lieat and moderate

pressure.

Hrownlie paints tlie nodes fnely with a solution of Ichthyol (i part)

dissolved in a mixture of spirit and ether (,^
parts).

Erylhema Pernio is the name given to Chilblain, and its treatment is

detailed under its own heading;.

EXOSTOSIS.

Osteomata are essentially innocent growths, and -case to enlarge after

maturity of the si-eleton, and whether spongy r of ivory hardness

should b( left alone unless they exert meihani. A pressure on neigh-

liourmt; nerve trunks o^ other structures. W hen pedunculated, the nc( k

can be cut ai ross with 'he chisel or saw oi snipjud in the bone forceps,

after whidi the bony gn wtli with iis lartilage is easily removed. When

the peduncle is small the growth may be removed with chisel and mallet,

uouge, sharp spoon, saw, cutting pliers, or oone forceps Sometimes

after exposure the knife will be found sufficient when the oase is fil.rou.^

and not bony. The majority of exosto.ses should be left alone, unless

by their presence they are causing disturbance or producing deformity.

Hard or ivory growths upon th- cranial bones may be removed by freely

exposing their bases and cutting on the normal bone around the l)a.se

removir.j; tin tumour intact. This plan is essential in the subungual

exosto-ses if recurrence is to be avoided.

EXTRA UTERINE PREGNANHY.

The treatment of extra-ute-'ine pregnancy may be summed up in oni

word operati(m. The or'y estion is when and lu.w, and in settling

this (juestion the precise st;.. in development which tne pregnancy has

reached must be 'aken into account.

1. Vinul^ttired Tubal rrc^tiauiy. This londition is rarely diagnosed,

mainb' because there are no symptoms which would lead the patient to

supi)ose that she is not normally pregnant, and should seek advice.

When it is diagnosed the removal of the pregnant lube either by the

abdominal or vaginal route should be urged without delay, as there is

the ever-pre.sent risk of rupture taking phu ^ with :> fatal result from

hitmorrhage.

2. Intrntuhal Rupture of the Ovisar, villi Death of the Ovum. -This

(onditioti may be diagnosed when the patient gives the history of 6 to

S weeks' amenorrhira, followed by pam in the affected side, jxissibly

accompanied by some n)llapse,and followed by thecharucteristii brownish

shreddy vaginal discharge. The further course of the lase may be in

one of the following ways:

Tiii; tiniiiii iiiuy be txpiilid fiom ilic tui<c lompitiiiy and the bifsaiiig

may cease, leaving the o\um with a few clots in Douglas's poui h to be

absorl)ed. This is a rare result, and 1 annot bv diagnosed with ( ertainty.

!»
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It is much the wisest plan to inspect the tube through the abdomen or

vagina, to remove it if still i)leedintr, and to clear out all clots.

The ovum may he expelled from the tube, or may he retained in the tube

in whole or in part and the bleeding may eontiniic, the elfused lilocxl oozini,'

througli the abdominal ostium of the tube and accumulating in the

pelvis, forming a pelrii^ hcematocek, walled in by a layer of fii)rin attached

to the pelvic peritoneum below and to coils of intestine above. Tiiere

is the probability of this hitmorrhage going on for a long time; when it

has finally ceased a large mass of clot is left in the peritoneal cavity;

its absorption will he both slow and incomplete. There is considerable

risk that it will be infected from the bowel, leading to abscess formation,

and there is a certainty that in the most favourable event the pelvic

contents will be glued together by dense adhesions. To avoid these

dangers and inconveniences the hematocele should be dealt with surgi-

cally either by way of the abdomen or vagina, the clots turned out, and

any bleeding-poiin secured.

The omtni infiltrated with blood may remain in the lube {tubal mole) and
the hcemorrhai-e may cease. 'J'his may be regarded as a favouraljle resu't.

but he would be a bold man who would take on himself to say that a

pregnant tube, e\en after the death of the ovum and in the al)sence of

signs of active h;emorrhage. had lost its capacity for m.ischief. There

still remains the ])ossibility of further Inemorrhage or of sej^sis, and the

wisest plan is to remove the tube.

3. Kxiralubal Rupture. -In these cases the o\isac ruptures through

the wall of the tube into the peritoneal cavity. The accident is attended

with sudden shock, pain and collapse, and usually with the signs of

internal luemorrhage, so severe as to threaten the life of the patient.

The clinical picture presented is that of an " acute aI)domen," and such

cases are constantly mistaken for cases of " fulminating appendicitis "

or of rupture of an internal \iscus. In most cases the diagnosis may be

made by observing the signs of internal himiorrhage, and by the acute

tenderness in I)i)Uglas"s Pouch on vaginal xamination. Immediate
operation is indicated to secure the bleeding vessel and to save the

patient. While a surgeon is being procured the practitioner should

direct his efforts to the furtherance of the preliminary preparations for

an operation. .\n attempt should be made to rally the nitient by sub-

mammary injection of normal saline solution; J gr. of 1 phia may be

administered hypodermicallv, and the foot of the lied should be raised

so as to maintain the linulation in the head and upper part of the body.

It is best to a\-oid internal stimulants for fear of increasing tiie luemor-

rhage.

4. Rupture of the (hnsac. without Death of the Ewtus.—In rare cases after

the rupture of the ovisac the placenta retains its attachment to the wall

of the tul>e sulllcientlv to n:'i.intain the nutrition of the fretus. which

may go on to develop for the customary period, lying loose in the ab-

dominal cavity or enveloped in false membranes. Tiie placenta con-

tinues to grow and spreatls over the pelvic organs and piritoneum,
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possibly gaining attachment to the intestines. At term spurious labour

sets in, of course without result, the foetus dies, and the placenta shrivels

up. The dead foetus may become mummified or calcified or may become

the centre of a suppurating mass with the liquefaction of its soft parts

and tlie gradual extrusion of its bones through fistulas leading to the

skin or into internal organs. Such a case, if seen in the earlier months,

should be operated on at once for fear of separation of the placenta and
haemorrhage. If seen in the later months, it is probably wiser to defer

operation until a week or two after spurious labour has set in, so as to

allow of the placental sinuses becoming thrombosed and so obviate the

risk of serious haemorrhage following the removal of the placenta.

FACIAL SPASM.

Painless spasm of the facial muscles arises from some reflex irritation

of the facial nerve on one side, and when recent will disappear on the

removal of the exciting cause, as in the form caused by dental caries or

nose trouble. The severe type of Blepharospasm which involves the

orbicularis palpebrarum usually disappears if the eye trouble causing the

photophobia be treated promptly. All cases when chronic may, however,

remain rebellious to treatment even when the exciting cause has been

removed.

Sedatives, like Bromides, Indian TIemp, Morphia, Hyoscine, ilc, may
afford some temporary relief, but their continuous administration is

obviously fraught with danger owing to habit formation. Blistering over

the mastoid may diminish or stop the spasm for a time, Electricity in

every form is usually futile, but galvanism sr 'Ties has afforded benefit

in mild cases. Mayer recommends resection ol he supraorbital nerve

when this is sensitive, and when pressure over it 1 libits the spasm.

Stretching of the facial nerve sometimes is curative, but as a rule the

tonic spasm returns when the resulting facial paralysis passes off. Noceti

and others treat the condition by paralysing the nerve temporarily with

an injection of i c.c. of a i per cent. Cocaine solution in 80 per nt.

Alcohol introduced into the nerve trunk at the stylo-mastoid foramen.

The injection may require repetition after two or three days' interval.

The severe spasm accompanying trigeminal neuralgia (tic douloureux) can

only be relieved by medical and surgical measures directed to the cure ol

the abnormal condition of tlie fifth nerve.

Ilahit-spasm or facial tic is a psychomotor phenomenon usuall" in-

volving several groups of muscles on both sides of the face, as in the

grimaces of neurotic children. Its treatment will consist in moral and
educational methods by whiclithesclf-controlof thepatientisstrengthcned,

and the involved muscles kept in a licaltiiy tone by massage and slowly

regulated movements carried out n front of a mirror several times daily.

FAVUS.

The X rays, if applied daily by an experienced operator, afford the best

results, especially when the scalp is invaded ; shedding of all the hairs of

the head in a few weeks ocmirs.

»9
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When complete epilation of the scalp has been effected an antiseptic

ointment should be well rubbed in to destroy any of the spores which may
be left in the empty hair follicles. Any germ destroyer may be used of

wiiich the physician has gained experience in the treatment of ringworm :

Iodide of Sulphur Ointment (i in 20) will be found the most relialjle.

Chrysarobin, Resorcin (Ihle's Paste), White Precipitate, Copper Oleatc,

Iodised Phenol, and Salicylic Acid, all of the strength of 20 grs. to i oz., are

efficacious, and Sulphur Ointment may be used.

When the X-ray treatment is not available, or where only small patches
are present, the crusts should he removed by keeping the scalp soaked in

spirit or boracic lotion under oiled silk, or by constant swabbing with oil or

petroleum, or by poulticing. After the removal of the crusts the hairs

should be industriously epilated by forceps, a definite area being attacked
each day, and any of the above ointments rubbed well into the empty
follicles. Some dermatologists employ blistering as in tinea to obtain
epilation and disinfection. Lotions consisting of Perchloride of Mercury
(i in 250), Sulphurous Acid (i in 4), Thymol or Menthol (10 per cent, in

Alcohol) are preferred by .some. Favus on the naked skin is easily re-

moved by the above measures.

Vaccine treatment has been tried; the results are not satisfactory.

Alopecia may be permanent in neglected casp«, but the normal growth of

hair may be calculated upon when the X rays have been skilfully applied
so as not to cause severe dermatitis or burns. As the disease is conveved
to the human being from the cat, reinfection should be guarded against by
the destruction of any affected animal.

FLAT FOOT.

Prei'entive treatment in the most common or static type of this deformity
is of great importance, and when the affection is detected in its initial

stage it may be arrested or removed by rest or a change of occupation
which will not entail pre longed standing or weight carrying. The patient
should be trained to stand and walk with the inner line of the feet kept
parallel, the toes not being splayed outwards but looking directly forwards.
Laced boots siiould be worn which do not cause the great toe to be turned
outwards, and he should patiently practise standing and walking on tip-

toe; this will strengthen the calf muscles, and may be advantageously
suijplemented by massage and douching, and with exercises such as
walking on the outer border of the naked feet and circumduction move-
ments at the ankle joint.

Wlien some deformity is present but reducible in a jjerfectly flexible foot
cure can be effected by " crooking " tiie heel of the boot. This means
the thickening of the inner side of the heel by i inch and bringing it

forward under tlie instep for n distance of i.V inches, Fn some cases it is

also advisable to raise tiic innei side of the sdie i)y \ inch. In all cases
the boots should be made to measure; they should fit accurately around the
ankle; the heel should be broad but not too low, and the front part of the
jjoot should be wide enough to tllow of comi)lete " spreading " of the toes.
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V'here rig;idity of the foot is prrsent, ')r wliore complL'te reduction is

impossible. flexil)ility must be restored (i) by complete rest in bed, (2) by
rest in bed combined with reduction and putting in plaster, (^^) or by
wrenchinii the foot with 'i'liomos's wrench, plastering, and rest. After-

wards, the foot beinu reduced to deforniit}- capable of easy reduction,

treatment is carriedoutas abo\e. \\ here these methods fail .some surgeons

advocate tendon transplantation or the remo\al of a wedge-shaped piece

of bone, including the articular surfaces of the scaphoid and astragalus,

or a section being made obiitiuely through the os calcis the posterior portion

of this bone is displaced forwards and downwards in order to constitute a

new arch, 'riu.se operations, ho^vever, arc iitten unsatisfaiioi v in their

results.

Metatarsalf^ia, or Morton's Disease, is often associated with flat foot,

but c\ en when evitlencc of this is wanting much relief to the e.xcruciating

neuralgic pain felt ever the third and fourth metatarsal bones mav be

obtained by placing a pad beliiiid the heads of the metatarsal bones and
by the measures suitable for the treatment 01 the early stage of flat foot.

The boots should lie large, and should be so made that the front part of the

sole under the toes lies perfectly flat in contact with the ground as the

patient assumes the standing posture. The skin should be kept dry by
pi 'lering the socks with Horic Acid. A metal plate, or celluloid inset,

shou.d be moulded frimi a plaster cast of the foot and inserted inside the
boot .esting on the sole. Rarely will Ixmk- operations be reejuisite, but
the head of the third or fourth metatarsal should be excised if out of its

normal position.

FEACTURES.

The general principles of treatment only need be detailed. These
consist in the reduction of the deformity by placing the fragments of bone
in their normal position, the applicati(m of such simple me<hanical
contri\ances as will maintain their apposition till union occurs, and when
necessary the use of appliances to keep up such extension as will overcome
spasm of the muscles tending to caus' • '••-riding of the broken bones
and at the same time to employ sue! asures as will keep the joints
and muscles in their normal health)

W'len a fraiture comes under the care of the surgeon, no time should
be lost in carrying out these principles. As in the case of disloiations,
the great barrier to reduction is the rellex contraction of the -cles, and
the sooner the attempt at restoration of the liroken fragnui.is to their
normal position, the easier will the openition become. The popular idea
of the importance of " setting " a frai ture as soon as jios^iiilr after its

oi-currence is therefore based upon sound pathology, and the .sur-con is

liable to blame if he delays the. reduction till an ideal form of vpilnt or
apparatus is at hand; it is thus wise to extemijorise splints till more
suitable ajjiiliances can be obtained.

The patient s clothing should be carefully removed by slitting up the
scams in order to cause as little movement as possible of the broken

&3;1
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fragnient,'., otherwise a sharp spicula of bone may cause much injury of

the soft tissues or even be made to perforate the skin, changing' a simple
into u dangerous compound fracture. He should be placed upon a firm

hair mattress, and the most gentle and thorough examination of the

injured limb should be carried out, after which the surgeon, when his

appliances are at hand, proceeds to reduce the deformity. This should in

all cases be achieved without the use of force, b\ so arran-in; the position

of the limb as to cause the most complete relaxation of all its muscl'- and
joints in order that the fragments may be brought into accurate apposition

without rough pulling or Jiauling, which only excites reflex spasm and
thwarts his efforts at reduction.

This is acnieved by an assistant grasping the limb firmly above the seat

of fracture, wl ' t the surgeon makes very gentle steady traction in the
line of the axis ot the Hmb upon the lower part, during which the bones
come into apposition, guided by the gentlest pressure of the fingers when
necessary, (are must be taken that no muscle, fascia or tendon is left

interposed between the divided ends, and if any great difficultv be experi-

enced from mus( ular spasm an anicsthetir should be administered.

Accurate adjustment of the bones havin;; been secured, a well-padded
splint of wood, gutta-percha, leather, poroplastic felt, wire gauze, perfor-

ated tin or zinc is applied on each aspect of the limb. Tht • splints

should be so shaped, moulded, or lined with padding as to ap^ y when
bandaged an even pressure over the limb. As they are adjusted to the;

fractured member gentle extension or traction is to be kept up until the
whole is enveloped in a good calico bandage. The use of a few straps

and buckles, or better still a broad piece of adhesive plaster, to secure the
splints in position before the application of the bandage is a great con-
venience. Buckles should always rest upon the splints, and not upon the
skin. Much skill and experience is required in graduating the pressure

of the bandage, which should not be tight, and the seat of fracture should
be left free and exposed when possible,

JJefore completing the bandaging the limb should be carefully measured
and contrasted with its fellow in order to demonstrate that full i eduction
has been accomphshed, and it is a good rule in all cases to obtain a
skiagram after the setting operation has been completed.
The limb should be maintained in the position which affords the most

complete relaxation of the mus. Jes, The less it is interfered with the
better, though careful inspection is to he constantly maintained, especially

after the first 24 houis, lest the bandages might get tight from subsequent
swelling, as gangrene niiglit tlK-rei)y result. The surgeon satisfies himself
from time to time by passing iiis finger over the seat of fracture il;:'t ihe
fragments are kept in [Kisition, and by passing his eye over the entire
!im!i, ;tnd contr.Tsting it with its fellow on the sound side, lie sees that no
rotation or defurmil)- arises,

Ahsorlicnt cottonwool affords tiie most tempting padding; it should,
however, be sparingly used, 'J'he writer, when in charge of the fracture
cases in his house-surgeon days, di- •irded it entirely, owing to its liability
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to become lumpy and uneven, and used instead a padding of strips of

good old flannel, which best answers every purpose.

Some surgeons discard all wooden and metallic splints in the treatment

of most simple fractures of the leg, and at once employ an immovai)le

plaster of Paris casing for the entire limb, made by applying over cotton-

wool wetted bandages previously impregnated with the dry powder. By

carrying the casing above the knee the (jutient may be permitted to walk

about in a few day.= ; this "ambulatory" method of treatment is ime,

however, which the inex;)erienced surgeon should be slow to follow. The

objections to the plaster of Paris treatment are that it prevents inspection

of the seat of fracture, and offers a barrier I massage and early passive

movements; these difficulties may be overcome by sawing the bandage

through vertically so that the casing may be easily removed and reapplied

with the aid of buckles or bandages. Starch, Gl'-e, Gum and Chalk are

used in a similar manner. The best use that those immovable cashigs

can be put to is to employ them at a later stage to . 'place the ordinary

splints after union has been well started i)etwepn the oroken fragments.

It will often be necessary to apply other splints in addition to those

adjusted round the broken bone with a view of .-iecuring complete rest to

the joints above and below the fracture, when their movement tends to

disturb the position of the fragments. Extension and counter-extension

may be recjuired in special ca .s. Space will not permit of any enumera-

tion of the various special appliances which are used in the treatment of

different fractures. Those of them of any use fulfil their pur))i)se only in

IS far as they carr> out the simple indication of insuring rest and accurate

approximation of the fragments of the broken bone while nature makes

good their repair.

Of late year-; considerable advance has been made in the more rmiiial

fixation of the fragments by cutting down upon tiie site (jf injury and

suturing them together with silver wire, or securing immovable apposition

by the insertion of steel plates and screws, staples with perforated metal

[jlates, ivory pegs, or steel pins. Tliese methods are invalual)ie in many
cases where time is of overwhelming importance, as they can enable the

patient often with safety to attend to important duties which cannot be

postponed.

Treatment by open operation is indicated in transverse fracture of the

patella and fracture of the olecranon owing to the wide se[)aration of the

fragments. In the former case it will usually be sufficient to suture the

soft tissues with strong chromicised catgut. This was successful in

holding together a fractured patella, though the patient developed

delirium tremens after the operation and succeeded in divesting iiimself of

his splints. For fracture of the olecranon a long screw or wire loop may
he used for bringing the parts together.

For fractures following gunshot wounds, where the hone shows loss of

suljstance and non-union occurs, the gap should be made good by insertion

of a hone graft usually taken from the inner surf, e of the tibia.

Fractures of the lower jaw may be held in position by Hammond's

II ':
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dental splint, by a plate applied along the lower border through a skinwound, or by a l)one graft.

In the treatment of simple frartures a subju t of vital importan, e is theduration ot the t,me durin,, wind, immobility is to be strictlv maintained •

^2 )ears ago L. ( hampionniere pointed out that immob'ilitv was not

ke^i'rT?.; ".
,"' "'"'' '""""' ^"' ''^'"^" ""^ 'f ^'''^ fragn.ents n ere n„tKep ngidly hxed m apposU.on in- immovable, splints. In the first editionot the present work written 26 years ago the writer stated: "

.\s a rule itmay be said that tlie nnstake is sure to be made of keeping the entirel.mb m a state of absolute rest long after the necessity for !u. h has jnrss" i

o kn; .

'

"''f
'"^^'"^^'""" "f '•^^•"^ ^'-y- I" >"<'st eases g.ntle message,

the m ; r'" '"^V'TV"": K""''
">-ements, may be eommen-'ed afterth m ddle or end of the third week, the splints being again applu \. This

I , V 'f
•'.?"'"'' "'' '"'"^'"'"" "^ ^''I'^'-^i""^' ^^nd greath. increases the

\ talit>„f the tissues, and minimises subsequent pain and stiffness"
I.ese views were considered by manx authorities at that date as hetero-
"X, notwithsianding the doctrine of L. (hampionniere, but the e.xhaus-

e rTruth
"' "/''• " '""^^ ""' "^'^^'^^ ''•'''- --^' <>~trated

im, r n f

""'•'
'""T"^

'' ^"'^'""' '•>• ^'" 'Hithorities as annp, rtant it not essential routine in the treatment of ,he fracture
I'Ut the pcndiihin, m the opinion of the writer has swunu too far in the
.
n- ion oppoMte ,„ the old ...Ipracti.e. and massage and joint move-

h Jh b. "" :
" "^"''' •"'''"^' ""' ''^^^•""' "^^^^-"'' '-^tainlvsnouid he <()iTimeni cd at once.

The best routine will be to .ielay massage to near the end of the ilrstu k en .when the fr.iCure is in the vicinitv of a joint, in which case it is
>

.

carlv indicated. Alter a few days of gentle stroking and kneadin.
<

I " nnixles cautious pa.sn e movements and then volunlarv mov .,nents

,: ,

"'''^"'""."-"V^ J"i"' >".>N be perm,tt..<l daiK and the splints reapplied
I' plan ot di.scarding these altogether fron, the first, as advocaj'd In^

. iMinpionntere, after .cttuig the Iraeture h always open to the serious

aie
,;"''

r"'
''^•^'•—"';l-'"^ <'-"^"s ..t posture and whilstIn ' ''' '"''"'"' "'"' ^''"•'^' "'"^•^•'"•nts in order to remove

tl nuiMlesinus, n,„ be .onfoiinded with mas>a,e undertaken to cause-nia.in.n emcm between the fiagmenls ,n order to increase the p,o,l„eti,,n
"' '^dlus, win, h must still be consi.leied a doubtful practice

" f'^^t step m tiu' treatment (,f ,owlun„i,l fractures is t.. inairerough .sterilisation of the woun.l in the skin and soft part, bv llush,.,..
.
an unirri.at.n, antiseptic a. warm Boric A, id solution or one o| tl,:.nnmerous Hvpo.hlorite .solutions, alter which all lorn or lacerated tes ,.tsoi. ,,-sue and loose partielcs of bone not attached to periosteum shr.uld

"• """'^'d. IIh l,,„,„H.ntsbeii,^brouduintoa.cuiate,u,p„s,tion thev
•re o be maintaine.l in this position by suitable splmts an.l the «ound
. ,

"
• =,

^ -"'-,- •\: i:;:i'ii>K:iias,i rulc pi iiiiai V skill union is notin l.e e.-vpe. ted, aiul suitable drainage provision is usually necessary. Jn
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most cases thorougli disinftction, examination, and replacement of the

fragments will require a general an;estlietic. In severe injury of a limb

with an extensive destruction of the soft tissues and bloodvessels, and

much comminution of the bone, especially with contamination from

without by foreign matter, the only resource left to the surgeon will be

amputation.

Fracture of the Clavicle is dealt with under its own heading.

FRECKLES—see Chloasma.

FRIEDREICH S DISEASE.

No known drug possesses any influence over this malady. Arsenic,

Gold, Salts, Silver, and many remedies recommended in Ataxia have no

l)eneficial effect whatever. Much may be done by training the patient

according to the educational methods of Fraenkel to relearn throu^'h

constant practice the performance of the co-ordinated movements wiiich

the progress of the disease has abolished.

FROST-BITE.

The frozen part may in most instances be brought to its normal con-

dition, even if white, hard and in.sensible, by the heat of llie patient's own

Ijlood when brisk friction is employed to restore the local circulation.

Artificial heat should never l»c employed, as it may be followed by too

rapid reaction, congestion, inflainnuition or gangnne being lial)le to

supervene. The gradual restoration which follows vigorous friction with

dry snow is the most satisfactory termination. The i)art should l)e after-

wards enveloped in dry wool, flannel or furs.

When gangreiu of tlie tissues has already occurred, the surgeon will

probably find anqjutation necessary. It will i)e advisalile to use anti-

septics freely and wait for a well-marked line of demarcation if tlurc lie

but a small bulk of the tissue destroyed. Where the uan^rene affects a

very superficial film of tissue, I'ercliloride of .Mercury (i in 2,000) or

Permanganate of Potassium (i in 400) may be freely used, llcrmame

uses Ichthvol in the slight cases, and where tlie parts become raw lie linds

the l)est applii atiim to be Acetanilid Ointment, but liie raw surface may
l)e treated by any mild astringent and antisei)tic (lintnuiit as Ungl. .\( id.

liorici.

GALL BLADDER AND BILE DUCTS, Inflammation ot.

Tlie aciile caUirrhal form is an extension of a similar (onditi'in in

duodenum and ston\ach, and its treatment is tiiat u!' simple (atarrli.il

Jaundice. When the cholecystitis is due to gall-stones tlic agents to be

used will be found detailed in the next arlii Ic.

Chronic catarrhal cholecystitis mav also be the result of gall stones, but

more fre(|ucntly it is due to causi s which iriterf-re with the i)eriodical

evacuation tif the L;all bladder, as the pressure of scybal.i in the right bind

of tiic colon, tight lacing ana ptiisis uf the liver a jiart ;:{ the i ;;tiiiil;-;i:

present in Glenard's Disease, Rest in bed with the view of clfecting
^f
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replacement of the displaced organs, followed bv free purgation will meetthe requ<rements of most cases. Drainage of the gall-bladder i genemllvundertaken only m the next type of the disease, but Tre o t " mr echrome catarrhal state of V... gall-bladder may be confidently exr dto ..How the removal of calculi; drainage has proved effectual when noperation was undertaken to remove gall-stonL and these wer^fouild

SuppuraUvecholecysMs, whether or not due to gall-stones, is the result

o £ m ; ' r
°''''" '"'"^'•^•^ "^''''- '^'^^ t-*^' ment of this fo m andof Its most virulent ^<z«^..„<,«, type must be prompt if life is to be s^ved

in Ldir": e^f ': T"^"
"""""^ '''^y' ''^ ^all-bladder frly

hr ..n
^ ''''"^'"^' evacuated and free drainage provided Inthe gangrenous or acute phlegmonous variety of the disease the Jlbladder must be completely removed ^

com'Inl ff ^'^"^"''' (C^'''««^"")--The term Acute catarrh .f theZT T'^T " ^y"»">'"""« with catarrhal jaundice. As this condi-

xtend 1 ''"'*'' '''' ''''''' "f
'^ ^'^^t"^ or duodenal catarrh wWc 1

nnWv Iff r ""'^"r
"'^''':^"'""^"" d"^t its treatment is that of thS > Vtin'""- . HTT '"

f''
"'"'•'^ '^"^ ^-'^"-d t'^'^ -tarrh hav ngpn.hahl) been corrected before the jaundice appears, there is little use in

c ministering emetics, which would only do ha!m bv inc sing
"

,0
uodenal mflammati.m. If vomitmg is present, it mav be ™^ld
ST^t ni: r;r^ '"

t'^"' r;
^^""^ '^'^^ uantitLi^f't:;^ w it 11 th

,
.stomach las been thoroughly washed out. One dose o (•ijomclCurs.) may then be given, followed by a smart saline purge (tiauSNa t). As the absence of bile in the intestine tends to cau.se constina.m

t:::^\:^-^-r^-'-^-^^ ^-h. ronowing'^r;- ^^di;";:

U. Bismuth. Curb. ^iij.

Sodii liicarb. 7,iij.

Sodii Salicyl. -,ij.

MhcU. Acacia' Rcc. Jiss.

Aqmv CM/, ad Jviij. Misce.

(-'pi. 5ss. terindic p.p.a.

t..sh tissue or o.led s.lk. The dul should cui.Mst of 11 ilk J. t,

'n;m:tr-,n,il;:;;;: :; 'I'tz ;::T':ft
^'»-'"- --—

a,ro,„c Catarrhal Clu>lu..,,t. ,s, pra, ta ally 'idCrtti;^ result of the

Fiat .Mist.
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irritation of gall-stones, and its general treatment will be discussed in the
next article. When tl't ohstruction of the conimun duct is incomplete
tlvAc is often added tiie condition known us CImrcoi s hepatic intermittent

I- er, owing to the admission of Bacillus coli or otiier infective organisms
Within the biliary passages. The treatment of the rigors and sweating
resoh es itself into the alleviation of the symptoms, as in other infections,

by full dost > of Quinine or Salicylates and warm alcoholic drinks, etc.,

whilst hepatic pain is to be relieved by the liver pack and saline [)urgatives.

'i'he surgical removal of the l)iliary concretion or obstructive factor should
be undertaken at the earliest stage possible in order to prevent suppuratis e

cholangitis, cholecystitis and liver abscess, wliicii, when once estal)lished,

are liable to prove fatal. Where operative measures fail or are tontra-

indicated Vaccine treatment by injections of sterilised Bacillus cult sliould

be carried out.

GALL-STONES (Cholelithiasis).

Preventive treatment is a |:ractical consideration, sin"- many individuals

are to be met with who are known to have passed ,. i .-stones with the

f;ecvs, and preventive measures are as dearly indii ated in those who luuc
liad operations performed for the removal of these cah uli in order to

prevent tiieir return. The causes which tend to the production of gall-

stones must be realised; some of these are removable; others though
l)ermanent, may nevertheless be nununi.sed. The most potent factor is,

howaver, one over which the physic ian has little control i.e., infei tion of

the gall bladder and biliary jjassages by tiie typiioid bacillus and B. coli,

and possibly by other organisms. I'he next mo.-,! important cause is

stagnation of the bile, due to displatenuiils of the livir bv tiglit lacing or
to ptosis of li;e organ in (ilenard's disea.S(. conditions whii li must l)e met
bv judiciously selec ted corsets, mechanical sui)])orls or abdominal lielts.

As stagnation of the bile is also inihu ed bv seilentarv habits, free muscular
exenise, gv ninastiis, swinuning exercises, especiallv in fresh water, open-
air life and outdosr active oc( upation>i are es.sential. In the oUse and
those who for other rea.sons are |)revented from such exercises, the only
resource will be found in thorough abdomiii il massage preceded by
bathing, doU( hing or other hy(lroi)athi( measuro. This treatment should
be prcsi rilnd for all .so calleil" bilious" subjc( ts, in whcm there is oft( n ,111

undoubted famiiv predisposition to the formatiun of biliary concretions.

t'onstipation is to be avoided, and free saline purgatitm should be
effected once or twice u week in order to keep the intestinal trac t in as
hcullhy a slate as possible and to insure a tuiiiplclc ivaniation of i'l.;

(ontents of the gall-bladder. Hence an otcasional full dose of Calo. "l

i>r Blue I'ill every week or ten days is a useful adjuv.uil to treatnant.
Intestinal antiseptics are dearly indi( ili'd, but as the ai tion of all sudi
drugs liitlurto u.sed for the [mipusc of disinfei ting the alimentary canal
is viry un.satisfat torv little advantage 1 an be e.\pe( ted Iroin their routine
admiiH^ti.iii.'ii. ( (iniiniinus >mall do.cN of Ciluind aic obvioiislv out of
court in a tondiiion .so thoroughly chronic us the one under consideration.

¥
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An occasional course of Urotropin is believed by some enthusiasts to retard
the growth of organisms in the biliary passages, but as the drug is so
rapidly eliminated in the urine it is doubtful that it can effect any such
result in the gall-bladder.

Salicylates are believed to act upon the bile and render it more fluid;
the same remark applies to Henzoate of Soda, Soaps made from soda and'
oleic acid and to Bile Salts, and these agents are therefore also indicated
when there is reason to believe that calculi have already formed.

Diet is of great importance, but as in most other diseases a fanciful
restricted regimen h.i-M upon chemical theories does more harm than
good. The diet should be as varied as possible, over-eating being for-
bidden, but as much meat (especially whit meat) as is necessary for the
support of the body may Oe permitted; hly spiced or rich seasoned
dishes should l)e avoided. Animal fats and carbohydrates should be
limited, and greasy cooking should give way to plain boiling and roasting.
Alcohol in every form its injurious. It is a well-recognised fact that the
greatest tendency towards cholelithiasis is often met with in spare eaters.
This is probably due to the small amount of fluid which such individuals
imbibe and the obstinate constipation which is therel)\- engendered.
An abundant sui)ply of fluid is undoubtedly the most important in-

gredient in the diet in every case, but the increase of fluid should not
consist of milk, as this article had better be indulged in to a moderate
extent only, unless skimmed milk or buttermilk be substituted for it.

Effervescing Kali, .Soda, Sellzcr or Apollinaris water may be freely taken
between meals and in moderate amounts at meal-times. Tea made by the
Russian method with lenum .tnd a little sugar without cream, only the
Cliina leaf being emi)loyed, is the best routine diluent, and since so little of
the China leaf is necessary it m.iy be freely partaken of at all limes, and it

may be taken in the earlv morning instead of the usual mawkish drauL;lit
of warm water (m rising. Tiie writer strongly advises ail patients suffering
from a tendemS- to gall-stones to avoid meals in bed when possii)le.

Olive Oil as an article of diet is invaiual>le, and it ii a good rule when
IHJssiiile to make this fat take the place of butter, (ream and the fat of
meat. It may be freely used with salads and as a sui)stitute for butter
in \arious cooking o|K'rations.

Ilej^atic CW/(-.-The fir.-t indication is the relief of pain; when this is

agonising and unbearable a hypodermic injection of .Mor|)bia (} to \ gr.)
must l)e !;i\ en at once, and it is advisable to alw.iys tonibine witli it 1 inin.
l.i<|Uor .\tiopi,e. riiis latter drug does not prevent the pain-relieving
action of the narcotic, but it probai)ly neutralises the paralvsis of the
muscular fibres of the duct which follows when morphia is given alone.
HeiKc this latter consifi-'ration should teiu|)t the phvsic ian to withhold
morphia when the p.iin is bear, Me on the . ham e of the .^lone being
delivered into the duodenum. ( hlorofonn alTords complete relief, and
during the absolute (lei;ree of relaxation !nll.,v.v:>._, LTntT:-.! :i!-!:!-;!!!!'-4 t'ie
stone may slip througii the orifice of \ater. In mild attacks a lar^e hot
poultice or hot pack or stupe may be applied over tiie liver, but these
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measures are inferior to a hath in water as hot as the patient can tolerate

—105" to 110° F. —and in this under the surveiHance of the i)liysi(ian he

may he safely kept till sii;ns of muscular prostration henin to show

themseh'es, and durin<i tlie su!)se<|uent rehixation of the tissues of the

duct the stone may slip throuj^h.

Copious draughts of water as hot as can be borne 1)\' tlie mouth often

."ord relief, and when \omitinj; is present this treatment can l)e

continued with the hope that if the stone be already near the orifice of

the duct its expulsion may be facilitated by the mechanical pressure of the

ai)dominal muscles and diajjlira^m as the spasm diminishes. The
physi( ian should always keep \n mind that the entire [)luiionienon of

hepatic colic- is nature's method of exi)ellinp; a foreit;n body, and thcunh

the relief of severe j)ain may be im.])erative it is not the best i)ractice to,

immediately ujjon the a|)|)roach of sufferint:, fly to profciund nanoti' -i

vviien these can be avoided.

IJy the addition of a little l?iiarbonate of Soda the efficacy of the hot

water is increased, and \ eo comi)ines 20 urs. Salicylate of Soda with 60 urs.

bicarbonate in each pint of the hot solution to be swallowed in mouthfuls

during the paroxvsm.

I'.inetics sometimes ^ive relief probably by tiieir power of alhuinj;

spasm, and some patients in sul)se([uent attacks discover this method for

themselves and resort to lukewarm water draui:iits to effect emesis upon
tile a[)proaeh 'jf an attack. It is inadvisable to -idminister irritating

substances like zinc sulphate, tana' emetic and mustard, as these are

lialile to indu( c swelling.; of tin mucosa about the entrance of the du( t ; if

tile ()hysiciaii dci ides to prochii e emesis after tepid water lias la.id! a

hspodermic of ApuiiKirpiiia is the best procedure.

Robson has found that 1 >j:r. l-.\al};in dissohcd in a teaspoonful of iiol

water and lejuated ever\ lialf-hour for three or tour times often rtlie\es

the paro.xysm. .\ntip_\rme ' r .\ntifelirin, and Ojiium, ICther or Chloro-

form in small doses nvix- be ^uiven by the mouth; .\drenalin iuis been

found to relieve the pain in some cases Wiien pain is continuous a

Morp'- ''pp isitory may !)(• employed.

T' win.n comliination of pain-relievers ma\- lie left in tlie iiands of

an ii nt patient for treatment of exjiei tci! .ittacks till the arri\.il

of the pnysiciar:

:

II. /./'(///(»'. Mi>rpIii(C IIyd. .~)iv.

Tiiht. Caiiiial . I ltd. 7>i].

Olci Mciithic IHh. -,i].

.S'/'/. :i:/licr. Sii!/'li. .'^iv.

S/'l. Chloroformi ~,\'].

Sf'l. .hther. Sit. ad J\i\\. Mtscc.

ll. Mist. Sii^na. ".I tcasp.wnfiil with a tiihl,'sl^,i.,iiful of wliiskcv

to be taken m a wine^tassj ul i>J water when the l^um cinna i>n. Id he

ri'pedli'd in ,50 minutes if the fuiin nhit'uiics and trery z lumrs after-

wards till relief Is obtained
''

1^¥'
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Oltve 0//.--Th.s drug, as will be mentioned later on, is employed as an
agent to assist m the disintegration of gall-stones, but it is, moreover
recommended strongly as the best routine treatment for the relief of the
severe pam during an acute attack of hepatic colic when given in doses of
5 or 6 oz. Some observers state that they never saw the oil vomited (the
opposite has been the writer's experience). It may be given with a
ablespoonful of whiskey or brandy, and 5 drops of Oil of Peppermint
It IS claimed for it that it very often causes the rapid expulsion of the
calculi, and greatly incrensc. the flow of bile, and sometimes instantly
relieves^ the pain. Blum injects 15 oz. of the warm oil into the rectum
On the relief of pain and the absence of evidence of the passage of the

stone, the question crops up of the wisdom of -.dministering drugs with
the view of aiding its expulsion or effecting it^ disintegration. In common
duct obstruction the physician can be usually certain of the lodgment of
the stone when deep jaundice supervenes, but he should remember that
this does not fo low cystic duct blocking, which, however, shows itself by
considerable enlargement of the gall-bladder.
Of the drugs believed to have a specific or solvent action on the stone

iuilicylates occupy a prominent place; 20-gr. doses of the sodium salt
three or four times a day render the bile more fluid, and are consequently
auministered as a routine to aid in its solution.

Henzoate of Soda appears to possess similar actior and Glycerin was
formerly much used.

Olise Oil IS largely administered for this purpose; 4 to 8 w.. or cmii
more may be given once or twice a day. Obviously ,t does m,l enter the
ducts 1.11 after digestion, when a portion of it is converted into a soap or
tatty a, id; this is believed to . ausc disintegration of th.. cholesterin mass
com,M.sing the calculus, Tlie number of cases in which this treatment has
succeeded in the hands .,f many physicians warrants a trial of the drug in
all instances before resorting to operation. It should be given when
fasting Oleic Acid and Soaps made from it are also a.lministered, and
.^Uts of the Mile Acids are sometimes given (5 grs. Sodii Tauio, lu.l.) in
Keratm-coated pills, ,r Ovogal with great a.lvantage. Turpentine and
I ther ( Murande s cure) are als.. vaunted, but there is little evidence of
their \alue.

Chologen, which is believed to be a mi.Kture of Calomel and P..dophyllin
in tablet form is greatly used (m the Continent.

'

Alkalies exercise some solvent act, <n, and there can be n.. d,.ubt of the
e l.cacy of the ( ..rlsbad and Vk' y Waters when freelv administered athe spas and a resort to ( arlsbad in chronic cases is a routine re. ..mm-n.la-
tion with many physicians.

Drugs and agents are sometimes employed with the view of exciting
pcnstaltic action in the common and cysti.: duds. Thus a large dose of
(alomel (10 to 15 grs.) followed by , oz. Castor Oil is occasionallv e'hc ,-->m m expehing ihe rontcnu of li.c ^..11 l.iadder. and many insta'., . s areon record >ylure numennis , aK uli larue and small have been cleared outby this method. It is not, however, a safe practice to follow where a large
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stone has recently lodged in the common duct and caused deep i^^undice.

Its best results are seen in chronic cholelithiasis, where the j^ali-hladder

contains calculi which are not actively blocking the cystic duct, and the

writer has several times seen operative procedure rendered unnecessary

in cases where this had been already decided.

Massage and " puniping mo\ements " with the vie^v- of dislodging the

stone are to be condemned. The Faradic current with om pole over the

gall-bladder and the other on the spine lias been recommended with the

\iev/ <:' exciting strong peristaltic action in the gall-bladdei and ducts,

and it may be tried without risk of rupture.

Surgical Treatment.—There is a consensus of opinion that surgical

measures should be resorted to at earlier stages than has been the practice

of former years. Operative interference is considered justifiable under the

following conditions: (i) In gall-stones impacted in the common duct

associated with persistent jaundice and repeated attacks :)f pain. (The

j)eriod during which medic inal remedies are to be persevered with must be

decided upon by the severity of the general symptoms and the condition

of the patient, but it is safe to say that the mistake is still fre(|ucntly made
of delaying too long before operating.) (2) Wlien attacks of hepatic- (olic

with or without jaundice occ ur repeatedly. (3) When the gall-bladder is

markedly enlarged without jaundice. (4) When the gall-bladder is

enlarged and jaundice is present, if cancer is probably not the cause.

(5) In all suppurative conditions of the gall-bladder. (6) In all cases

v.'here infective cholangitis is present. (7) In cases where biliary fistula:

have formed.

The nature of the operation required will depend upon the physical

conditions discovered when the abdomen is opened. Thus, if the stone

be found blocking the common duct high up, the oiicration of Choledoclio-

toiiiy ur Cholidncho-lithototiiy is performed. This consists in incising the duct

over the calculus as the latter is graspod between ttie fin 'cr and thumb,

and after its extraction, the duct being explored lor the ])resen( e of other

stones, the wound in the wall of the biliary passage is to be citlier care-

fully sutured or drainage provided by the introduction of a rubber tube.

When the stone is found hmly impai ted in the ampulla of V'atcr tiie

operation of IJitudrno-duili den /lutuiny should be i)erformed. This consists

in openmg tlie duodenum by a vertical incision, and after enlarging the

orifice of entrance of the duct the stone is delivered through the opening.

In all cases cl stone in tlie i onmion duct not onlv siiould this be carefully

explored, but the gall-blaildir must be examined and .my i alculi found in

It must be ren rd at the same time. Formerly in some cases the opera-

tion of Clwlii ily has been successfully performed without incising the

duct, the sto uuing been crushed jjy padded forcips or broken up liy

insertitig a needle an operation not to l>e recomnH iided.

The oiH'ralion for stones locatcfl in the !^all-l)l:uider is comnanitivclv

easy in the absence of adhesions and acute inflammation. Chdlrty^ln-

loiny is performed !>> making ii vertic al incision 2 to 2* inches long external

to the l)order of the right rectus musi le, conuncm ing 1 to 1 uu lu s below
It'
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the costal arrh. Tins is the usual situation of a tumour if present
The point of the tenth rib is a good fjuide in the absence of swellin-
iravinp felt the fiall-bladder by the fir.-er thrust into the wound (after
ligature of all hlcediiiK-points), its contents are evacuated by a free incision
made in the fundus, and the calculi removed by a scoop after the peritoneal
cavity has been carefully isolated by gauze packing. The margins of the
wound in the bladder walls are invaginated and secured by a cat-ut purse-
stnng suture around a piece of rubber tubing quite long enough to
carry the contents of the gall-bladder oxer the edge of the bed and into a
receptacle placed to receive them tliere.

After all discharge has ceased, the tube may be removed and the fistu-
lous opening left to close spontaneously. The tube can usually be removed
after about 8 or 10 days. This operation is indicated in all cases of
empyema of the gall-bladder, whether due to Cc-lculi or not, but where the
cystic duct is found impervious or where the gall-bladder lias been func-
tionless-/.f., does not contain bile-it should be removed as i)resentlv to
be described.

a,otecysleudysts is indicated in a small percentage of cases where the
gall-bladder is (luite healthy and its contents free from pus. It consists in
the removal of a small calculus through a limited incision in the walls of
the gall-bladder, which are then .losed by a double row of sutures and the
organ returned within the abd,.minal cavity, the skin wound being closed
aftervvards witliout providing drainage. The operaticm of incising the
gal -bladder and suturing it with or without drainage has, in the hands of
Kehr, a mortality of onl> 2 per cent., and the statistics of Mayo give only
a death-rate of 1-47 per cent.

\\ hen acute cholecystitis is found to be present and the walls of the
gall-bladder are m a sloughing or gangrenous condition, or where these
comphcatums are absent and the gall-bladder i. found to be greatlv thick-
ened by chronic libroid changes, or where the ( sstic duct is strictured or
contains a hrmly implanted calculus, the operation of removal <d the -ull-
bi,xMcr~t/,olerysU,foi>iy~mmt he performed. This is effected bv
separating the organ from the lower surface of the liver, l.gaturin- the
cyst- duct and the

. ystic artery separatelv. after which tlie\;all-i)ladder
IS taken away and the stump of the .ystic duct cauterised or its nuicus
membrane dissected out. The operation should be carrud out whenever
anv growth is ,iiscovered in the walls of ti>e gail-blad.icr, whether .al. uli
be present or not. It is distinctly contra-mdicated if the common bil.-
duct IS obliterated.

Til,' r'peration of ('/wUrystnitfrosfomv is indicated where there is •»

permanent stricture ol the .onmmn .iud .,r wli. -c this is obstructed by
intlammatory or cirrhotic cIkui.cs m the h,ad of the pancreas or l^-
rancer in tins latter siiuatiun <,r in the .iurt itself. It consists in short
circuitinir or eslablishinn ;i iljriit , ,,i,, .,,,,,,: :,,„!.,.,. , ,. ., , , .,

, , . ,

- '•"'" '••l^^^iiI Inr gall (ii.iUiiiT
and duodenum or jejunum. W l,cn it is possible to elfecl a junction be-
tween the upper dilated portion uf the constricted durt and the bowel the
operation known as Choledocliailcroslum^ may Ix; admissible I'hese
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operations are also indicated for the relief of permanent biliary fistula;

which open on the surface of the body and cause the dischari;e of large

(juantities of bile.

When external fistulic arc the result of p;all-stoncs left in situ which

could not be removed at the time of operation these may sometimes be

dissolved b}- the injection of Oil of Turpentine through a rubber lube

passed along the duct to the impacted stone.

GANGLION.

These small tumours appear oftenest on the back of the wrist, and,

when seen early, are in most cases easily dealt with by fle.xing the wrist so

as to m!\kc them tense and prominent, when with the firm pressure of the

surgeon's thumbs uie cyst wall is ruptured and the jelly-like contents

soueezeci into the surrounding tissues. A smart blow with a smooth hard

object effects the same result. When the ganglion resists such pressure a

penny-piece wrapped up in two or three layers of lint may be tightly

baiidaged -ver it for several hours, the local circulation being carefully

watched in the meantime, or milder pressure may be applied over strong

Iodine applications. Failing this, a tenotomy knife may be inserted

under the scrupulously sterilised skin, making a \alvular incision and

dividing the wall of the cyst on its lateral aspect. Mere puncture of

the ganglion with the point of the knife, as usually recommended, is

often useless, as the fluid speedily gathers again. After the incision

I c.c. of the following should be injected :

Absolute Alcohol 10 parts.

Camphor 45 parts.

Ac. Carbolici .. .. .. 45 parts.

This causes a localised inflammation of the lining membrane of the cyst,

and prevents further secretion of the distending fluid.

Another plan is to pass a strand of carbolised thread or horsehair

through it under ascjitic precautions, and jjermit it to remain for 5 or 6

days, after which the jiunctures are to lie sealed up by a dry antiseptic

dressing.

.\ litn. notwithstanding these nuasures, the fluid reappears, the only

treatment is to excise coniplcteiv' tlie ganglion. This is tiie recognised

routine metiiod of dealing wilii the large compound ganglia, wlii( h are

ahva\ s of tuberculous nature. In tiie dissection the \\ hole of the diseast'd

sheath must 1k' taken away, and its prolcjngatiims fullow,*! u|) e\en in

some instances to the opening up f)f the smaller joints. .\11 melon-seed

bodies with e\ery i)ortion of the walls of the sac mus* be rimo\ed. The
spa< e should then be freely smeared with Hipp (Morrison), and (he wonnil

closed with sutures under an antiseptic gau/e tlressing. The jmnts

inxiiUiii liiouki in txciv i^ed |ya>siuis and a* ti\el\ vutiiin a jjciiud uf at

most 10 da\s t<i prevent ankylosis and gluing of the tendons in their new
sheaths. The plan of injecting Iodine nr other irritant into comjiound

ganglia is not to be reconmiended.
w
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GANGRENE.
On the first signs of threatening gangrene in a patient wearing tight

bandages, splints, &r., the restrictions should be immediately removed,
the limb slightly elevated and enveloped in warm, dry, antiseptic,
absorbent wool. The same measures should be followed in the gangrene'
caused by Carbolic lotions.

When the senile form of gangrene is feared, much may be done to
prevent the death of the toes or portions of the feet by keeping the lower
extremities warm and the foot free from all pressure by tight boots.
Thick woollen night-socks should be worn, and hot-water bottles avoided,
any threatening symptoms being met by rest in bed with elevation of the
limb and warm wool coverings.

When very local or circumscribed in extent and superficial in position,
as in sli?;ht degrees of traumatic gangrene, the sloughs may be hastened in
the separation process by the application of moist warmth as charcoal
poultices or warm boric compresses. But the surgeon should aim in all
cases of gangrene at asepsis when possible. A dry gangrene becomes
rapidly changed into a moist one as soon as bacterial organisms are ad-
mitted; tliereforc, sterilisation of the skin by an antiseptic should be a
routine precaution before elevating the part and enveloping it in warm
antiseptic absorbent wool under a light bandage pending the decision upon
operative procedures.

As a rule, in gangrene of the senile type involving the feet or legs, as
soon as the death of the part is obvious and the pulsation has disappeared
in the posterior tibial artery at the ankle, amputation should be decided
upon without delay. To wait for a well-markeu line of demarcation is

only to submit the patient to the dangers of an exhaustive septic inflam-
mation. Amputation should therefore be resorted to immediately, the
incisions being made high up and well above the dead area, and in A\ cases
above the level of the knee-joint, the lower third of the thigh being now
the recognised site for removal of the dead limb, because the upper part of
tlie posterior tibial artery or the lower portion of the popliteal is nearly
always blocked.

In diabetir gangrene there is usually less urgency. The hmb should be
disinfected, dusted with Iodoform powder, and enveloped in dry wool, and
if the gangrene shows no signs of spreading the toes may be removed and
the stumps dressed after a line of well-marked demarcation has formed.
If, however, pulsation has already disappeared in the posterior tibial,
amputation alcove tlie knee should be resorted to without further delay.
Diabetic dietary should follow up the operative procedure, but the diet
should not lie too restricted owin;: to the danger of coma. On account
of this latter danger some surgeons prefer to operate ui'dcr spinal anaes-
thesia. Opium is, however, not contra-indicated in the after-treatment
or at the onset when pain is pmrninent.

Moist s;uradi>i,(; gangrene is always due to the admission into the tissues
of some septic organisms; these may be present when the skin wound is

trivial or when severe trauma has injured the soft parts, with contamina-
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tion from earth or dirt of any kind. As soon as the true septic or infective

na*^'. re of the gangrene has become obvious, the only hope of saving htc bus

in immediate amputi tion perfoimed high up, the incisions being carried

tlirough the he^ilthy tissues, care being taken to prevent infection of the

surgical wound by the secretions from the affected area. The allied

condition known as .Malignant (Edema will reciuirc the same prompt and

radical treatment.

In traumatic gangrene without infection the condition is akin to that

which sometimes follows the ligature of a main vessel, and operative

procedure may usually be safely delayed till after the shock of the a( cident

has passed away, so that the result of the natural attempt at restoration

through the anastomosing vessels may be determined. Even here it will

be unwise to wait too long owing to the danger of the dry type becommg

changed into a moist spreading gangrene even when there is no skin

wound. .Vhen there is extensive destruction of the tissues as in com-

pound fracture caused by crushing macliinery, &c., followed by rupture of

vessels and great extravasation of blood, the injury being certain to end

in the death of the limb, amputation should be performed as soon as the

first serious symptoms of shock have passed away.

In the senile, diabetic and traumatic types of the disease, when both legs

or arms are involved at the same time, there is little hope to be expected

from operative or other measures, but one limb should be immediately

amputated so as to permit the patient to recover from the shock of the

operation, when after an interval of several days the second operation

ma/ >e carried out, the gangrenous limb being in the meantime sulijected

to rigorous antiseptic treatment.

The treatment of gangrene of the Lung, of Raynaud's Disease, Cancrum

Oris, Bedsores, Frost-Bite, &c., is descril)ed under the heading of each

affection.

QASTRALGIA—see under Gastric Neuroses.

GASTRIC CANCER see under Cancor.

G/.8TRIC DILATATION, OR GASTRECTASIS.

Actde I i'ltioit oj the Stomach is a very rare and generally fatal ni.ilaily,

the cause of which still remains a mystery, and its treatment must he

entirely symptomatic. If vomiting has not occurred the stomach becoiucs

dangerously dilated, or this may even follow shortly after a co[)ious eniosis,

and in either case the state of paralytic distension must be imnudialcly

relieved by passage of the rul)ber stomach-tube and lavage. Drugs l)y

the mouth are useless; a full hypodermic dose of Morphia should be given

with the view of : oothing the nervous excitement and possibly of ( (jntrol-

ling tlie enormous secretory action of the gastric mucosa. The lolon

shijuld be flushed out by a large quantity of normal salinr solution, and ;is

much of this should be ieft in the bowel as the patient is able to retain.

Saline solution should be injected at several points into the loose sub-

cutaneous tissue in order to overcome the dehydration of the blood cau-^d
20
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by the profuse secretion from the stomach. It may be advisable to
transfuse with tiie saline or to administer defil)rinatcd blood by the veins.
Collapse ma\ he relieved by warmth to the surface of the bodv and sina-
pisms to the calves of the le^s and pit of the stomach. Whiskey or brandy
should be administered per rectum. The writer was fortunate in meeting
a typical example of this iormidable malady which vielded to the above
treatment. After the attack has passed off, should 'the patient survive,
the stomach should have complete rest for 48 hours, the rectum being
utilised for feeding purposes; the first food permitted should be stron'"
clear soup or peptonised milk in small ([uantitics.

"

The acute paralytic distension and dilatation of the stomach which
sometimes supervenes after abdominal ojierations appears to be of similar
nature, li should be treated by the immediate i.sc of tlie tub. .,nd a
thorough wash out of the organ; or a gastrostomy may i)e performed, and
the paralysed organ thoroughly irrigated tiirough the fistulous opening.
Normal Saline or Glucose solution should be injected hvpodermically.

'

The Jto;/iV form of dilatation due to loss of tone in the gastric muscular
walls is usually secondary to other stomach ailments, to gluttony or tlie
imbibition of large amounts of fluids, or to a true gastric neuror.is, and
must be met by a scrupulously regulated diet. This sliould consist of
small qjantities of semi-solid, easily digested or peptonised foods adminis-
tered every two hours or more frequently, the patient being confined to
bed at the commencement of the treatment.
Lavage should be carried out every second ni-ht to wash awav the

remains of all undige.;ted food so as 10 start afresh with a clean and
emptv organ. It is impcuitive that not more than 5 or at most 10 oz.
of iluid should be poured into the stomach at one time before siphonin-
oil tlie contents. The night lavage gi\ es the organ a long rest l)efr<re the
commencement of feeding on the following morning, and the plan so
ethcacious in gastric ulcer may be carried out during 'the firsi half of the
day. This consists in feeding the pati-mt with peptonised milk a.lminis-
tered with a spoon, only a single spoonful (| o/.) JKin- allowed i a time
so as to cause the lujuid to pass dircctlv into the duodenuin. and so
permit the weakened organ to have th.c maximum of rest. The dietetic
treatment is to be assisted by abdominal ma.ssage, In dropathic measures
and electrical or vibratory stimulation.

Symptoms
< aused by delayed digestion may be relieved bv I'ep'-in and

IKI,, by Papain, Trypsin or Taka-Diastase and Alkalies, fermentative
changes may be retarded by the administration of a 3 to 5 min Creosote
Capsule as in myasthenia gastrica (see Gastric .Xeurosis"). The under-
lying neurosis may recjuire a course of Weir .Mitchell treatment but this
should not be attempted till local treatment has soothed irritabilitv and
restored some degree of tone in the weakened wails of ;he stomacli.'

Gradually tiie semi-solid or restricted li(iuid diet is to be replaced bv one
of undercooked minced red meat as in the Salisburv dietarv, and farin-
aceous foods may be -iven at intervals with i'apain ..r Taka-1 liastase
when the solids are suspended. Liciuids muM be admmisiered in
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small f|uantities at meal-times, and only in moderate amounl between

meals.

The atonie dilatation which follows dyspeptic conditions, where the

patient has ac(|uired the habit of belching, wind-suckinj:, or swallowing;

air with his saliva, yields to the above-mentioned treatment only after the

l)ernicious habit has been stop|)e(]. I ndue inii)ortance should not be

attached to nervous sym|)toms in atonic dilatation, as these very often are

the result of the abnormal state of the dij^estive function instead of liein<;

the cause of it. Hence in a case wliicii has started in gluttony or otiier

dietetic error, tlie nervous phenomena which arise from the enfeebled

difj;cstion. if erroneously rejiarded as proof of the j)resence of a general

neurotic condition, w ill only l)e aggra\ ated by a resort to the \\ eir

Mitchell or other antihysterical treatment.

GASTEIC DILATATION AND PYLOilIC OLSTRUOTION.

When caused jjy temporary or periodical l)k)cka,L:e or kinking of tlie

duodenum owing to Glenard's Disease, or more especial!) to ptosis of the

right kidney, rest in bed is essential till the syiii[)toms of dilatation or

distension pass off. If the cause of the primarv enteroptosis is of recent

origin, as after prolonged strain or rapid emaciation, tlie rest in bed it

sutTiciently prolonged may cure the primar)' as well as the secondary

condition. The general treatment is to be conducted upon the same lines

as in atonic dilatation, small liquid or semi-.solid meals taken at short

intervals, and periodic lavage to wash all residue of food from the dilated

Oigan are clearly infiicated if relief does not speedil\ f('!lov\ rest. Where

vomiting every two, three or more days has occurred, abnormall)- large

quantities being brought up at a time, little is to be expected from rest

or abdominal supports, corsets or binders, which are useful in mild cases.

Assistance ma\- be obtained by the patient altering his jiosition in such a

way as to jxTmit the contents of the stomach How ing through the pylorus,

and this may even prove useful in the atonic type also.

The patient should 'le 'aught to use the tube and wash out the stonuK li

every night if he refuses to sulmiit to a radical operation (gastropexy) lor

the repla-ement of the stomach, and suturing it in its normal jxisition b\-

shortening the gastro-hepatic omentum and the gastro-jihrenic liga

ment. (jastro-entero.'- ,omy may be tried, but its results in this (onditimi

are often \ery disappo nting.and the same remark applies lo the o|)iia-

tion when performed for simple atony. E\en when vomiting is

remedied tlie acquired neurotic condition which has been iiiduied by

the \ isceror'osis may permanently remain, nuiking the victims lilc

unbeaiiil 1l\ Little can be said for Hircher's gastroplication optiation,

which consists in making a series of horizontal tucks by ]iassing wide

sutures from the smaller to the large ( urvature with the \ itw of diminish-

ing the ( a[)acitv of the organ in its transverse diameter.

Dilatation of the stomach causeil by adhesions which drag upon tlu

duodenum from the uall blailder ma\' be relie\ed by operative niethmi-

suitable lo each iiuluidual condition. Somelunes success has followed

in-fil

*f'
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the injection ot Inbrolysin, and this has also been advocated in the next
type of stenosis.

CicATKiciAL Stencjsis OF THK PvLORUs.—In the i-omnion form of

dilatation of tlie .stomach due to the cicatrisation of old duodenal ulcers,

or ulcers at the pyloric end of the stomach, considerable relief ma_\ be
ol»tained by a well-regulated dietary and constant lavage, especially

when tlie obstruction is many degrees removed from being (ompkte.
But even in tiiese latter cases there comes a lime wiien operative inter-

ference is demanded.

Several operations are available: (i) Loreta's- this consists in making
an opening into the stomach in the region of its smaller end, and streti hing
tlie fibrous ti.ssue of the stenosed pylorus by inserting a dilator or the
linger. (2) llafin's operation is simpler; after the stomach wall has been
e.xposed a portion of the anterior surface is invaginated by thrusting tlie

forefinger into the narrowed pyloric portion, and so dilating it without
making any incision in liie stomach wall. (3) I'ylotuplasty: This consists
in mal-ing a tran3\cise ur longitudinal incision through the anterior wall
of tlie stenosed pylorus; the central portion of each lip of the incised
wound is next forcibly retracted till the transverse ini i .ion is converted
into a \ crtical one, and its lips are then secured by sutures inserted in the
tran.-,VLrse dire, tion or at right angles to its vertical axis. (4) I'ylorec-

tuiiiy: I'be operation in wlii.li the jiylorus with the adjacent portion of the
stomal b is removed. (5) ('astru-iiuodenostomy: This operation is an
I \((iis|,,n of p) loro|)la^ty, m wliich the duodenum is made to ((immunicate
with the pyloric end of the stomach through an opening made in the
anterior wall of the latter.

'ihese operations have practii.illy given wa\ to (6) Gastroenterostomy
ur gastru-ieitiiiostuniy, the latter title implying the portion of intestine
wliicii is usually selected lor the anastomosis. No. 5 is, strictly speaking
a ga.stro-entirostomy operation, l)ut to jjrevent confusion it is better to'

as.sociate the term gastro-enierostoni) with gastro jejunostomy. 'I'lie

objcd of this oixrati.in is to et'fci t an anastoniosi.-. ihrough an opening
bctvMcn the siiimarli and small intestine .so that the gastric secretion and
ti>od pass dire, tiy through the stenosed organ into the intestine by the
newly made route. I'here are two meth.^l^ of performing the .)peration,
whi. h are known by the terms anterior and posterior, according to whether
(hi hstidoiis opening i> Ui be made in the anterior or [wsterior wall of the
st.nnach. by .(imm..n

. ..iisent p.^sttrior gastro-enterostomy is re? .trded
as iht m.)Sl suitable f.ir n.;irl\ every case of pyloric obstruction due to
. i. atri. iai

.
.mtia. tion. tli.iugh the anteii.ir .iperation is m.)re expeditiously

,in.i easily |.i rfornied, and i> often m.ir.' sintable in .an. er of the stomach.
.\ tree in< ision being made in the middle line .,r ihr.mgli the right rectus
iiiu.M le, tin ..>l..n an.l st.una. h aie .hawn out .if the w.nind and tiinu.l
upwaril.s, an a|)e(tnre i.^ made in the nii so. olon in .ir.ler to exp.i.M' the
posteiior wall of the stoma, h, and a line on the latter is selected for the
-itr ft t!rr <r iti!-,iir. optiiitig. This .>iiuuld be mar iiie lower . urvuture
e;»lending downwards in the dire.tion of the long axis of the yMxlMX of
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jejunum. The portion of jejunum to be opened is next sought . : ;
the

site of its incision is an important matter in order to avoid the dan.Ljer of

kinking afterwards. Tlic best pomt, according to Moyniiian, should he as

close to the duodeno-jejunal flexure as possil)le, the anastomosis being

made vertical and in the middle line, thus avoiding a loop. An ellii)ti( al

piece of mucaus membrane is then to be ex<;i.sed from the stomach and

intestine, and the anasKmiosis completed by a double row of sutures.

.Mayo makes the opening run ( iliriuely from above downwards and to the

left, the piece of jejunum running from right to left. The mesn-colic

ai)erture is to be carefully closed round the anastomo.sed bowel by sutures

in order to avoid the possibility of a future hernia.

Tlie parts are returned to the ai>d()minal cavity after a scrupulous toih I

has been effected and all l)leeding-points arrested, and the edges of the

wound in thi; different layers of tiie abdominal wall are brought together

by separate sutures.

Ui)on being put to bed with his shoulders raised, rectal injections of

normal saline are to be commem ed and continued till all efforts at vomit-

ing have passetl away, after wiiicji small quantities of water, followed by

similar amounts of li(|uid nourishment, may be cauli>)usly administered

bv the mouth.

The mortality of the operation has by imjjroved methods in te( hnique

fallen to a trifle; thus in the hands of Moynihan gastro-enterostomy for

gastric ulcer has not exceeded i [)cr cent.

Stenosis of the pylorus in infants is either due to mu.scular spasm or

hypertropliy of the circular muscular fibres, and is speechly followed by

gastric dilatation, which usually fails to respond to restricted feeding, and

nuist be promptly met by gastro-enterostomy. Sometimes this state is

met wiili in adults as a remnant of the congenital condition, and such

cases get along fairly well for a long period by resorting to liiiuid diet and

(-(instant lavage, but ultimately a pyloroplasty or gastro-enterostomy will

be re(|uire(l. When the condition is met witii in aged and debilitated

patients who have suffered lor many years, restri( led feeding and lavage

afford a better prosjiect for prohngation of hie than that iield out by an

operation.

(Iastrii- TKrANY is regarded as the result of a tox.rmia by products

formed in the dilated org.m, and as it has .sometimes supervened during

lavage or upon the introdu( lion of the tube it cannot be safely met by this

method of washing out the dilated stomach, riie p.itient should be made

to vomit when possible by drinking large draughts of lukew.irm water,

which >hould be repeateil in order to thoroiiglilv wash out the oruan.

W.irm S.dine solution should be injecied into tiie re< tuin and iiilo the

1.1. ise cellul.ir tissue aboui the armpil^. I 'asts .tntl irroins to remedy the

delivdrated londilion of the blood and tissue.. .\ hot pai k, as in the

treatnunt of iir.emic conditions, has proved a v.du.tbie remedy in the

writer's hands in eliminating tiie toxic |)rodui ts tiiinuiih liie skin, (lastro-

enU'rosioniv \m> iieeii -.in < 1 .>-'ltiii\ pel fui iimi iii .-iiinu: cases aiicr tiic

symptoms have abated.

t I

If
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.Malignant Stenosis of tiik Pvlorus causing gastric dilatation

should he treated in the main upon the above lines. After abdominal
section, if the malignant un.wth is limited in extent, [jylorectomy may i)e

found a practicable ()|)erali()n, and the pylorus and the neighbouring
region ul the .stomacii ^hould be removed. Where the removal o{ the
di-seascd mass is diliicult. a gastio enterostomy may be performed first,

and after an interval when tiie patient has regained sulticient strength the
pylorus may be eX( ix d. In hopeless cases bexond the reach of a resection
prohaigation of life ma\ lie afforded by a fjastro-enterostomy when the
pain and \omiling an- incevsant.

In these cases, a considerable amount of exhaustion beinu already
present, tiie duration of any operative procedure is often a vital |)oint,
and the surgeon may well consider the advisabilitv of performing the
anterior o|)eration. in wl.i( i liie stomach opening is made in the front
wall of the organ luaier the cardia,- than the pyloric ind, and the anas-
tomosis ellectid with the jejunum aluiut iS inches from its junction with
the duodenum.

There is yet another type of j^astric dilatation which, liowever, never
reaches to the great dimension of the [ires ious varieties. This is the form
in will, h an open ul. er exists at the pylorus; the irritati'im caused bv the
exist m- I, \, ,erchlorh\-dria lauses retlex spasm, and kee|)s the opening shut.
Tlie best pro( cdtiie in such ca.ses is U <mce to resort to g.istro-enterostomv.

I >i •'Oi \.\(. I >ii.ATATin\. This is Usually due to uk'nard's Disease, and
will d.sa|)i)ear on the removal of the cause

; when l.ava-e and the palliative
measures mentioned on p. ,507 fail, operative procedures must be
undertaken.

l!:l

GASTRIC INFLAMMATION (Gastritis).

AiiiUCalanluil (ia.lniis or aciite iiastri,- Cutarrli is usually acre|)led as
a .svnonym fu, .\, ute Dvsp, psia. In the arti- le on I )vspensia the cau.ses
"f an aiiilc atta.k are discussed: aiiion-st these are errors in diet or
I ""kei >

,

\c.; the improper food ads like a p.iwerful irritant to the gastric
nerves, pain ami voiiiitiii;; supervening almost as after the administration
I'l an eiiuth, and the t> |)ical a. ute dyspeptic atta. k has probablv no
elenu nt ..I c.itairlml intlanimation in it wiiatever. the patient re.i.vering
withm an hour. W here, however, the irrilatini,' . ause is repeated often,
catarrhal mll.imiii.ition may be a<(epted as present when the atta. ks
<ease to spei tlily pass oil .ifter the original exc iling cause has been slopped.

Ihe trealiiKnt in ine main is that of an atfa< k of simi)le a. ute
dyspepsia. Imi .is vomitin- has almost alwavs occurred before the |)alient
comes under ob.sirvation there is seldom a necessitv for administering an
emetic; a local irrit.itiiig emetic like /in. .sulphate should never be giCen;
copious draughts of hikew.irm water with the vi.w ..f washing .ait the
organ are all that are re.|uisite; (..these a little Sodium IticarlKmate may be
advanlagc.uslv adde.l.as the alk.di a.ssists in the rem.ival ..f ropv mii('iis.

ieedui).., i.v til, mouth shoul.l be stopped foi a dav ,.r lv\., in severe cases
until tlie numbrane gets rest, nutrient encimila being rcborted t . in the
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meantime. Vomitini,' and pain should be met iiy small dosis of Morphia

combined with IJisniulh iind Ilydrotyanic Acid (sec recipe on p. 2;,7).

Where there is a thick coatini; of fur on the tongue with niLicii nausea and

retchinj; a plain cffervcscin^r mixture every two hours uixes better results.

40 urs. bicarbonate of Potash should Ite administered in sMJution with

each I oz. fresh lemon-juice, and a larue sinai)ism may be applied to the

"astric rejiion. As soon as vomitinL: ceases, a brisk saline purine should be

uivcn. and a spoonful of iced milk mixed with elTcrvescinj,' kali water (>r

liquor calcis m;iy be administered e\cr\ few hours.

The catarrhal condition subsides upon the withdrawal of the cause,

and as this is usually due to errors in the selei tion or cooking of t'v food,

imperfect masticati(m or irrei;ularity in meal-hours, iS:c., these points

should be thorouuhly investigated, and tiie general directions detailed in

the article on I
''•-•-. psia carried out.

The trcatmi 'fute Toxic Caslritis is that of the poisonin- liy the

mineral irritan s opcratinj; as the cause of the acute inllamniation.

This will lie four ..mer Arsenic. Phosphorus. Mercury, \-c., in tlu' article

headed I'oisonin.i:.

Anile I'/ilfg/iKiiioiii or Suf^f^iirativc Castrilis is a rare and almost in-

varialilv fatal disease for which little can be done, as the affection runs a

course too rapid to admit of vaccine or serum therapy. Relief may be

obtained bv rectal and hypodermic Injections of norm.d Saline solution

and by Morphia fiiven hy|)odermicalIy.

Chrnvic Caslritls.— .\s acute catarrh of the stomacli is usually accepted

as a svmmvm o^ a<ute dyspepsia, so chronic jzastric < atarrh is by many

ret;arded as identical with the tauLded web of symptoms known as "1 hronie

ihspepsia." That the primary error is not of mtlannnatory nature in the

strict sense in which we use this term is at once obvious when we st'c how

speedilv the chronic dyspepsia disappears upon removal of the excitint,'

cause.

The first step in the treatment should be a lainute search for every

possible factor which causes simple dysjH'psia. These iia\e bei'n dealt

with in the article on Dyspepsia, and need tiot be 1 re recapitulated. The

l^astric svmptoms may be (nunted upon with cimT dence to fade away a;

soon as the diet, itn|)erfect mastication. Inlcliin;,' hai it, oral sei)sis. improper

rookery, fic, have i)cen corrected. Rarely will ('rifrs be reiiuired unless

in those verv chrfinii ' -oholic cases vhere the (lis '.rliinji factor has been

Ions; in operation and h.is established an atcmy leidinj; to gastric dilata-

tion, in whicii case the (lyspe|)tic con<lition has f^lide ' from that of a simjjle

dyspepsia into an inveterate j^astrii- neurosis, or uli 'ts may iiave formed.

In addition to the remedies mentioned under jiyspepsia, lavage, massage,

cleetrii'itv and even gastro-eiitcnislomy mav be llieu demanded, as

detailed in the irticles on tlastric Dilatation and tJastric Neuroses.

ffi
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GASTRIC NEUROSES.

The rnnnertion l)Ptwccn functional affections of ilie slmnaih and the

tangled weii of symptoms rccogni.sed as dyspepsia has aln ;< ly In en dealt M'

s
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with in the article on Dyspepsia, which sliould be studied in association
w.tli the following remarks. The gastric neuroses are usually divided
into the bcnsory, Secretory and Moto'- tvpcs.
The success of every step in the management of a gastric complaint

obvously depends upon accuracy in diagnosis; organi<: affections being
ehnimatcd.the next procedure should be to investigate the well-recorrnised
••auscs which produce simple acute or simple chronic dyspepsia Ir is a
V-

,
common error to assume that every symptom of disturbed uwcl

.on occumng m a neurotic subject-hysterical, neurasthenic, neuralgic
or migrainous-is due to a true neurosis of the stomach. It is an un-
questionable fact that many highly neurotic individuals digest their food
normally, hence the mere discovery or recognition of a general neurosis
should never be accepted as evidenr e that the gastric disturbance is part
of th,„ unt.l the ordmary every-day local causes of d^spepsia can beehmmated. These, as laid down in the article on Dvspepsia, are errors incookmg and dietary, imperfect mastication, belching or wind-sucking
caries of the teeth, irregularity in meals, «.-c.^causes whi.h operate upon
he digestive .unction of the typically healihy and neurotic alike. It is

th,ref..re futile to treat a case of dyspepti.- trouble in an hysterical patientby Weir .Mitchell or other meth<.d when the commoner" causes are left
uncorrected. These being in every instance eliminated, the treatment
ot a gastric neurosis may be then entered u,)on with confidence.

BENS0R7 NEUROSES.

Caslralxia, or aastrodyma.-^Thv treatment will resolve itself into themanagement of the case during ,he attack and during the intervalsbetween the paroxysmal seizures.
"'lervais

Pain must be relieved promptly, as this is often as agonisin- as inangina, gal -stone co he, or acute perforation. The i-leal trnUment wo,.!d
b. a hypodermi.- of Morphia were it not for the fact that the ,:tta. ks ire
c. rtain f. recur and the repeated nsort to the narcotic would e;tablish ihemorp na habit. There is less dan.er of this if the drug be u.v ,mou h combined with other sedative agents. A gcod routine pain i 11 ew.l be found m 45 Rrs. Hi.arbona.e of Soda with J to i gr. morphilAntipynne ,0 grs. or a pn.porticnal dose of any of ,l' neJanal^esi? .^

l^^l:^::^^' '
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Kwald's favourite combination for the relief of gastric pain andInperasthcia m .rritatne ...nditions of the gastri.: nerves wor without vomiting, is - ' '"

H. Mnrph. Hvdrochlor. ^r. iij.

Cocaine/- Ilydroi/ilor. i-r. vj.

Tinct. lii'lladontuc ,-,ij.

Aqiui: Amyf^ttai. Ainara- ,^j. Mi see.

Ft. solHtio. 5»/,'.- 10 to 15 dro/ys gverv lnu,'ur.

ifiMi
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lie also advocates washing the stomach out with J per cent. ChIoror:)rni

water.

Mustard applied over the stomach or an iced poultice to iL,j region

may cut short the attack. Tiie continuous current sent through the

gastric region or the Faradic current applied to the sympathetic or pneu-

mogastric sometimes doc away with the necessity of narcotics.

A full draught of hot water containing a drai Imi of Bicarhonate of Soda

may cut short the attack, and if vomiting follows so much the better, as

],y' this means the stomach is washed out.

Mild attacks of gastralgia often \ ieid to a 3 to 5 min. capsule of Creosote

or to the same dose of Hydrocyanic Acid givtn with 30 grs. IJismuth

Carbonate. Sometimes a full dose of powdered Charcoal in wafer paper

t-uts the attack short. In severe paroxysms the inhalati.n or internal

administration of a few drops of Nitrite of Amy! may be tried.

Ijetwe I the attacks the underlyin;. neurosis must receive judicious

attention, and the usual agents found suitable in hysterical conditions

should be administered, as Valerianates, &c. Some authorities regard

the gastralgia as a true neuralgia of the gastric nerves, and treat it with

large doses of Quinine and Iron between the attacks. Arsenic is a drug of

great value, and Siel)ert allirms that functional gastralgia will be specdil\

cured by arsenic. The best routine will be to give i min. Fowlir's Solution

before meals in 2 drs. water for a few weeks, and then 2 mins. with 30 gr-^.

IJismuth after meals for a < ouple of weeks. The Salts of Silver appear to

act in a similar beneficial manner.

Prolonged rest in bed is essential. Apart from the consideration of the

underlying neurosis and its treatment, anything which experience demon-

strates to be an exciting cause must hv remedied, as prolonged fatigue of

body or mind, fasting or dietetic errors.

Gastric Uypcrmsthesia may be lonstantly present without gastralgia,

and, like it, is often worst when the stomach is quite empty. Arsenic and

Nitrate of Silver in small doses afford the best routine for these cases when

given in alternate courses )f 2 or 3 weeks' duration a short time before

food. I^irge doses of bismuth vith ,'„ to .^^ gr. Morphia may be given

after or between meals. A blister to the pit of the stomach is the writer's

preliminary method in all cases. In very irritable patients relief may be

obtained by ti ;• application under oiled silk of a liniment consisting of

1 part of Lin. H' ' adonna and 4 of Lin. Chloroform.

Heartburn, w ,1 n not accompanied by pyrosis or water-brash, may be

regarded and treated as ga.stric hypera-sthesia ; when occurring in a( ute

attacks it should be relieved by large do.ses of alkalies, as in the treatment

of gastralgia.

Anorexia Nervosa is best treated by the Weir Mitchell method with

complete i.solation and forced feeding if necessary. Mild cases sometimes

speedily rcs|X)nd to the introduction of the nasal tube, througii whii li

the stomach is to be moderately riiiid witli iitjuid fiwul; iiic furred fccdiii:;,

acting througii its moral influence, .soon induies {hv patient to eat in

order to avoid repetition of the operation. Hitler i .nii s should be
^^
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persevered with; Strychnine, wliicli nearly alwavs a-sravates tJie usual
symptoms of hysteria, may he salely -iven in small doses before meals

Ihe abnormal sensations included under the head of sensory neuroses
such anBulnnia.Poly/'/iagm or A/^oria- the opposite condition to a.iorexia
-and Pua or Coprop/iagy, where indigestible substances or dirt are

Hankered after, if not due to insanity. nui>t be treated as manifestations
ol the hysterical condition. 'J'he ,lici, nr regulations for such patients
It IS hardly necessary to .say, will re.i, ire the strictest su])er\ision:

SECRETORY NEUROSES.
Uyh'rMnrhydria is the most important of these, but the mistake of

cunfuMug this affection with the more common condition universally
recognised by the simple term " acidity " should ne\er be made The
disease under consideration is characterised bv the presence of e.x.ess
ot free hydrochloric mi,! in the gastric secretion, and cannot be reco^'nised
without a careful e.xamination of the gastric contents. In health 'he
percentage of free IlCl varies from m to -2 per .ent.. and tiie total aciditv
to under 70 per cent. (As hyperchlorhxdria is ..,m.n<,nlv present in
gastric ulcer cases, this latter affection ii.ust be eliminated before the
treatment of a gastric neurosis is entered upon.)

Ill the article on Aciditv the fact is made . lear that in manv if n..t
in tile majority of patients .suffering from aci.j dx.spepsia the aciditv ,s
due to the i)re.sen.i of mgamc ands- bulMU, ja( ti. or acetic 'jfuse
are derived from the foo<| ingested or are formed durim,' imperfe, t

delayed or interrupted di.^estion. iheir presen. e being .ommonlv due to
eating over-baked fatty foods, to imperiei t mastiiation or bo'ltinu c.r
to pvl.,ric obstruction, or to a motor neurosis which keei)s the food too
long in the stomach. It is an important fact wiii, h must not be lost
sight of in the treatment of all stoma, h affections in which acid sensa-
tions are im.minent that these may be reallv i\m to the cbsence of IICI
or dimmulion in the secretion of healthv acid gastric juice.
The lines of treatment of hypen hlorlntlria when tiiis is due to a pure

se<ret..ry neurosis arc clear. The underK inu JiNsteri-al (,r neurasth.nic
eondition mii.st receive <areful attention, and nunsirual iinuularit.es and
chlorosis will re,|uire .orrection. The diet is of ^reat' imp.,rtame-
farinaceous and fatty f.,ods of all kinds should be ^ix.n in small aniouni •

undercooked red meat or -Salisbury diet answers most indi.alions A
line of trcatnunt <hrecil> opposite to this is recommended bv Walks
and iMscnal, who administer a diet in which Cream and Olive (')il fi-ure
conspicuously on the theory that x.getable oils or animal fats lesse.rthe
production of IICl, and at the same time ha.ten the digestion of albumins.
Ihis method ,.f dietetic treatment is more satista. ton in cases of hyper-
secretion than in pure cases of hyper. h:„,hvdria wIuit the ga.stric juice
mav be nortiial m amount, though hyper-a. id. It mav, however, be
tried in the latter condition, and if tonnd satisfacturv ii' ma-- !h- ^ifeiv
...ntinued. Where the excess of acid has alreadv induced' ir/itabilitv'cJf
the stom... h and vomiting, a pure n.ilk diet mav be tried. Peplonis. c|

toods usually nggravatc matters.

b
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As the hyperchLrhydria is usuall}' intermittent, and a( ute attacks

often cause much distress, relief should he sought in the administration

(if lar.Lfe doses of Alkalies; I'.icarlionate of Soda may be freely Lri\en even

fur lonsidcralili periods, and there is no remedy of surli constant vahie

as the I'apain, Soda and Magnesia combination mentioned upon p. 11

in the artif le on Acidity. When a lari^e dose of alkali is administered

during' dijiestion the sudden neutralisation of the IH'l arrests the diges-

tive process, as pepsin only acts in an acid medium, l)Ul witii papain the

function is hastened, as this vegetable ferment acts in an alkaline, neutral,

or even acid medium. Tiie magnesia, in addition to its alkaline reaction,

corrects the constipation which is usually present.

An occasional lavage of the stomach is highly benetii ia! in all sexire

( a.ses. riastro-enterostomy has been recommended for hypercidorhydria,

but the operation should be restricted to those cases wiiich are not

e.\ami)les of a [jure gastric neurosis.

Ily/'crsecreliou or- Goslrosiicarr/ia'a. \\\wn this condition is contiiuic

it is known as Reidimaiin's Disease or Pyloric Spasm, where lar-e quan-

tities of acid gastric secretion are constantly manufactured independent

of tile presence of food. \Vhilst the underlying neurosis is being attended

to l)y api)ropn;ite agents the diet should be restri' led lo .dinmiinoids.

undertooked lean meat, fish or poultry, with a limited amount of fluids

at meal-times. Alkalies may be freely given as in the condiination just

mentioned, and when tiiis is administered farinaceous foods nia\ be

.safely pernu'tled. Copious draughts of lukewarm water should be taken

with the view of washing out the stomacii, and it is a ;;oiid practice to

carry out stomach lavage every second or thiril day, using a vvi ak alkaline

solution for the purpose. When the ((indition resists this treatment a

diet consisting of large amounts of c ream and olive oil with fresh .saltless

butter and dry toast or biscuit ma\' be tried.

The acute intermittent type of this neurosis known as Rosshaih's

(iastroxyiisis should lie treated promptly at the conuiuiK ement of the

attack by an emetic such as a very large draught ot lukewarm w.iter,

which should contain a full dose of Soduun llii.irbonale to neutr.dise

the exciss of a( id, as this may cause severe irrit.ition of the cpi-lottis

as 't comes up the nullel.

Tue rul)i)er stomai h-tuiie may be passed as soon as the alta( k dei lares

itself, but even then an alkaline solution shouM fir^l be introduced into

the organ before siphoning off tiic conleiits, as \omitini; often conu's on

during the |)rocess. It will be well to thorouyhlv wash out with weak

I'ermanganate of Potash or Creosote so'ation. and Nitnite of Sihcr

(10 grs. to the pint) has been Used lo linally \\a.>li out any nniaining

secretion, rare being taken that the whole of the licpiid is siplioned olf.

After the relief of the distress caused by the e.\( cs^ of si aiding acid

sei retion Alkalies should be steadily persevered with and Hisnuilh given

along with them in full doses.

Uvlwililorhydria the opposite condition lo hyperacidity is be^t met

by flee llydruchloric Acid and full doses of Pepsin combined with Stryeh-

C

'
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imAS:

nine, given along with or soon after meals, vegetable bitters bein?
prescribed before food.

B. Acid. Ilydrochlor. Oil. .^iij.

I.iq. Strychnina; H\d. 3j.

Glycerin. Pepsincc ad ,?iv. Misce.

Fiat Mistura. Cpt. 3j. ex gij. aqiue cum cibum.

When the subacidity is accompanied by fermentative changes which
cause excess of the organic ,' ids -a common condition-^tlien the Papain
and .Mkali comh.iiation sliuuld be resorted to, as under these circum-
stances free IICl often aggravates matters, and Creosote is verv \alual)le
The diet must be light and as easily digested as possible; in severe cases
bordenn upon the next-mentioned type, the dietarv must consist of
l)eptonis( (i foods.

Ac/ilorhydna.—In this neurosis, wiiich is a degree further added to
subacidity, and in Achylia Gastrica~a. condition in whidi there is neither
Hf i nor pepsin secreted-the treatment is the same, only the dosage of
the acid and ] 1 combination must he greater, and 'all foods must
also be peptoniseu nil the normal secretion begins to return, after whi. h
gradually increasing quantities of simple food, as milk and strong soups
may be administered. This type of neurosis in all its degrees of severity'
from simple hypochlorhydria U, a.hylia, supplies many of the cases
vvhi, h were f.umerly labelled Atonic Dyspepsia. When in addition to
th<- diminution or absence of the normal secretion, and as the direct
result of this deficiency, fermentations are set up, the clinical picture
< hanges to Irritalwe Dyspepsia, where pyrosis, vomiting, heartliurn &'c
are prominent from organic acidity (see under 1 )yspepsia). In this latter
rondition the vegetable bitters should be withheld till Papain and
Alkalies with a minute do.se of .Morphia

(;,. gr.) have sootl>ed the gastric
irritability, after whu h pepsin and a.id mav be administered and an
occasional lavage is beneficial. .Sometimes Pancreatic preparations are
more suitable than pepsin, and their action is not weakened by the
administration of Creosote.

MOTOR NEUROSES.
These include /'er.stallic Unrest or HypermotUtty, Nervous VomitinP

lumtnatum or Merycism. liekhtng, Gastric Spasm, Gastric Atony and
lytortc Insuffinency. \\\ thrse common conditions mav be but the
symptoms of organic stoma, h disease or of a simple dvspepsi;. .-aused
bv the continual violation of the health laws which should -o^ern the
scjc.tion and proper cooking of food, mastication, rc^iularifv of meals
oral a.sepsis, &c., and treatment of .m, h varied cndition on the lines of
a true j^astnc neumsis should n.A U. ..^mmen- ed till all these prinu.. v
causes have been eliminated. Cp,,,! the other hand the dilficultv is not
lessened bv the fa.t that theoretically any one or more of the.se neuroses
may be the only visible sign of an underlying genenU neuro.^s, though
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often hysterical or neurasthenic manifestations arc also present. It

must never be forgotten that the imperfectly performed gastric function

(due to local conditions) will of itself produce nervous symptoms liable

to be accepted by the theorist as pro<jf of the presence of a general neurosis

which does not exist. But, as insisted upon before, the mere presence

of hysteria must nut determine the diagnosis. Take, for example, the

case of bdcluiig. Tliis generally is a mere habit lirst started by some

temi)orary flatulent distension produced by an aicidental error in diet.

Ihe individual by voluntary effort eructates or belciies up tiie gaseous

lonients of the stomach, more air is swallijwed in the act during the

descent uf tlie diaphragm, and the stomach becomes more and more

distended. The same results follow constant attempts at swallowing

saliva. As the air passes into the bowel, borborygmi are produced and

some relief obtained, but if tliere be any irritable condition of the stomach

present sjxism of the pylorus prevents this, and tlie stomach becomes

blown up like a i)alloon, a condition known as gastric spasm or pmiinia-

tusis being i>i.)duied. This " wind-sucking " is possilily never the result

of a neurosis, and i ured readily in its early stages i)y e.\i)lainmg the

dangen us results following the purely volitional act of l)elciiing. It is

more liable to become a lial)it in neurotic patients, and Rumination is a

similar habit only removable by educational methods.

Aervous Vomiting is, iiowever, a true neurotic piienonienon, and can

only be removed by a rigid treatment directed against the underlying

neurosis. Kcj^ular lavage by its moral effect often speedily effects a cure.

Peristaltic unrest (Kussmaul) and the borborygmi which often are

produced by emotional excitement may be remedied by rest after eating.

The diet should be restricted to small quantities of solid food; a very

limited amount of fluid should be ingested, and constipation must be

guarded against. Tlie condition is more frequently tlie result of motor

weakness than of motor e.\cess, in which case the stomacli contents are

delayed instead of Ixiiig hastened in their passage through tiie jjylorus, as

is freiiuenliy stated to be the case. Occasional lavage is benehciai, only

a limited amount of lluid being poured into ihe stomach ea li time i)efore

siphoning off. Small doses of .Str>chnine, if they do not intensify tlie

symptom, are often liiglily \ aluable.

I'ylorii. insufficiency always yields to Strydinine, as it depeiiils upon a

paralytic or weakened state cf tiie sphincte: caused i)y over-stimulation.

The drug should i)C administered as soon as the diagnosis is made clear l)y

passing the rubber tube 30 or 40 minutes after a test breakfast, when the

organ will be found empty. Tliis premature emptiness is rarely, if e\ er,

due to hyperinof'ity, wiiicii would be increased by strychnine, and it is

doubtful if this latter (ondilion really ever exists alone. I.oial ma.ssai;c

and cUm tricity are useful adjuvants to the strychnine treatment.

Atony oj the stoniuili is a 1ommon il not a constant condition after all

severe exhausting illnesses, and in its established form- Myasthenia

daUrica it is the best-marked type of a true gastric motor neurosis, and

as such supplies the most typical example of the Atonic Dyspepsia of old

\. i\
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writers (see Dyspepsia). The underl^ino; neurasthenia must he met by a
prolonged rest from all mental labour, and, when possible, by a complete
change of environmfnt, with moderate open-air exercise and' the benefits
of cheerful companionship with changes afforded by \aried travellinir and
sight-seeing. This is a line of treatment essential when the affection is the
result of over-study, prolonged anxiety or grief, or too close application to
i)usiness occupations.

When travclhng is impossible, hydropathy, golf, -vmnastic exercises,
massage, ar ' -lectrical treatment may he tried. Owing to the feebleness
of the gi'str uscle and the tendency towards dilatation of the origan,
v\eir MitcJR,! treatment should not be resorted to at once, though 'this
IS an ideal method later on.

The diet must be carefully regulated, as in cases of dilatation; only
small amounts of easi!\- digested solid foods should be given at intervals
of two or tliree hours, and litjuids should be confined to the intervals
between meals. .\t first a short rest after each meal should be insisted
upon; gradually, as the meals become more \oluminous, less precaution is
necessary.

La\age will be indicated where, owing to the long delav of the food in
the stomach, secondar\- feimentative processes set up organic aciditv, but
the amount of fluid poured into the stomach before siphonin- must be
limited. The passage of the stomach contents mav be facilitated by
gentle abdominal massage, vibratory or electrical stimulation.

Drug treatment can achieve much. In the absence of irritability a
vej^etable bitter before meals may be given. Strychnine is, however, themam remedy upon which reliance is to be placed. It should he adminis-
tered shortly after meals in combination with Pepsin and IICI. The
pepsin <an be omitted often with advantage in the early stages of treat-
ment, when It IS necessary to ])eptonise the food. Papain and .Alkalies
are invaluable when organic a<idity is present, liv administering Pa'
creatic preparations or Taka-Diastase starchv and farinac eous foods :,i„v
be safely permitted. Pepsin should never l)e added to the food previous
to swallowing, though pancreatic ferments can l,e so utilised with advan-
tage both m rectal and mouth feeding.

The treatment of atony of the stomach, when thi. has ended in indue in-
a permanent dilatation of the organ, is more fullv detailed in the arti( l.> on
(jastrii Ililatation on a pre\ ious page.

GASTRIC ULCER AND DUODENAL ULCER.
An early diagnosis is of vital importaiKc, and X-rav methods by

demcmstralmg important results after a bismuth meal liave cleared up
many dif!iculties in the recognition of both gastric and duodenal ulcera-
tion.

Cncompiicated acute gastri<- ulcers, when treated earlv, usually hail
rapidl\-. The main agents for insurin.y this are rest and proper feedny,
drui;.^ taking ,i suliordmate pl.u e.

/e^/.-There must not only be rest to the stomach as far as is com-
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patible with the demand for nutrition, but bodily rest as near to aljsolute

as possible is also essential. The patient should lie put to bed and en( our-

aL;ed to e flat upon his baek or in whatever position affords him the

greatest ease and comfort. It is a good rule for tlu; physi' ian to state at

be maintained for a definite period—

mav at once become resigned to his

the onset that this rest-cure must

sa\' 6 weeks—so that the patient

position, and tease worrying from day to di.y expecting to be permitted

to leave his Ixd and being daily disa[)pointed at not being allowed his

i\y

\()lume or anv other exertion bringing his \()luntar\ mus( les into constant

freedom. lie may be permitted to read, i)Ut the holding uj) of a \w

or j)eriodical action must lie forl)idden.

Rest to the stonuK h is to i)e afforded at the start by rectal feeding

should pain or \()miting be prominent or should luemorrhage be present.

In the absence of all these the feeding In mouth with small amounts of

litjuid nourishment may be ( ommenced. The milk may adxantageously

be peptonised or fresh milk diluted with half its bulk of lime or Kali w.iter

may be used. The object of tlie pli)sirian should be to administer tin-

liquid nourishment in such smidl ([uantities at a time as will eiiai)le it to

pass through the pylorus directh' into thi duodenum, thus a\oiding

gastric digestion as far as i)ossil)le. In oi)stinate rase;- tin's may be usually

satisfactorily accomplished by a nurse feeding the [)alient with a spoonful

of milk at a time. If the vessel containing the litjuic' nourishment be

handed to the patient he is liable at times to take si\h a draught of its

contents as will retlexly call upon prompt closure of the p\ lorus till the

casein is precipitated and the digestion of the mass is attended with all

the ill consequences of a meal ot solid food.

This usually arrests vomiting, and afti-r a few d.iys the amount gi\en

at a time may be gradually increased as tiie intcsals arc h iigtiiened, and
by the end of aiwjut 8 or lo da) s smooth si-mi-liquid aTovvroot or otiier

impalpable farinaceous food Uiay be cautiously tried in small (juantities.

Strained soups may be permitted should the palimt resent a |)ure milk

dietary. Hy the end of the second week he ma\ lie allowed to swalK-w

5 oz. milk e\ery hour during the twelve hours, whi( li are ample for all

the re<iuiremcnts of the bod\ . A wi-ek later custard-pudding oi carefully

prepared boiled crumb ot bread and milk may be gi\ en two or three times

a da\- as an approach to tne normal feeding-limr of three <ir f-)ur times

daily is made.

I.ennartz commences with milk, .ind beaten-up egg given in teaspootiful

doses, and inside a week adds raw mincid meat to the li(]uid. follovvid in a
few days b\- boiled ri(e, reaching a full mixed diet in 4 weeks. Raisky
reionunends a partial rest-cure for 3 months, and gi\( s U j)ints of niilk

dailv in S oz. amounts.
Rectal feedinfj !niperat!VP w lerc Krv<- '.iinvtmi- !-r-! h.amate-

mesis has been ])resent. The entire colon should be flushed out witl

largi- tepid enema of water containing a leasp.iotifui ol 1>|. .i< lu.nate and
ol ( hloride o! Sodium, soap\ injections being uii.id\ isabh-. A luiiiieni.

enema of peptonised milk (5 oz.) is after u short interval to be intro
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duced every 4 hours by u rubber tube 3 or 4 feet in lenirtli attached K,
a lunnel, and every mornnii; before reeommencinK rectal feedin- the
rectum or colon is to have one thon;u;,di wash our. When the patient
shows tolerance of the enemata it will be wise to double the bulk t.f
each and to lengthen the interval between them, bv whi, h means three
or even four ^ pints of fluid may be administered durin- the wakin..
hours The peptonization of tl'e milk ma, be safelv permittd to pro, eed
niur

, farther than if prepared for mouth administration: tlan it should
be allowed to continue till marked bitterness is produ. ed. JJeaten-up
eggs, gruel and ox-blood and finely chopped meat and pancre.is have
been recommended, but the best results are obtainable from freshlv
peptonised milk and peptonised beef tea or chicken soup injected alter-
nately E,-s are especially liable to irritate the rectum after a time but
uncooked white of egg can often be peptonise.J along with the milk ..r
soup.

A week is the limit during which the rectal f. ,-ding should be per^sted
in for maintaining the nutrition of the Ixxly; often 3 or 4 days sutiice
But circumstances often arise in which a combined mouth and rectal
alimentation may be adsantageously empKjved for long periods, and the
writer frequently directs that the small quantities of milk adninistered
during the first 10 days by the mouth should be supplemented by a
nutrient suppository every 4 hours, and this is a most satisfactory practice
against which no objection can be seriously made.

'

By the above rest and dietetic method, most cases of gastric ulcer can
be effectually dealt with, and perfect healing of the sore secured in 4 to 6
weeks, and often less, but the i- mrn to solid food must be tentative and
cautious, the e.xpenment being best made first with wdl-boiled soft white
hsh, followed afterward. i.> tender young . hicken, minced under-cooked
red meat, or a portion of the fillet of an under-cooked sirloin.

Drugs are indicated only for the relief of symptoms atising during the
treatment. Thus Morphia is alwa)s most valuable when irritabilitv of
the stomach is present, but it should be given in such minute doses a's do
not affect the cerebrum, as lirst suggested i)y Trousseau; a morphia perule
(, gr.) IS often most effective in preventing vomiting. Being not larger
than the head of a pin, it seldom is ejected, and Brinton believed that
opium alwa}s facilitated the healing process in the ulcer.

Sippy, with rest and dietetic measures, emplovs Alkalies as part of the
routine to neutralise the hyijeracidity, gixing in duodenal <-ases sometimes
as much as 100 grs. Sodium Bicarbonate every hour alternating with the
feedings by milk and cream. The complications which arise in severe
cases will, however, usually afford marked indications f.ir the exhibition
of drugs, thus:

Paui.-\\\wn this is severe l.lt^t, .,.. .\ -I— .11 I

: i f

applied in the middle line half-wa\ between the sternum .m.l umbilicus
It IS more eliicacious and often less irritating to the patient than a lar-e
Mnapism. Warmth may he southing, but occasionallv ice affords relief
Tain should always be an indication for rest if the patient be not already

it^.
1^
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lying up for treatment. Morphia in .,\, gr. doses may be saiclv i^i\cn at

sho.t intervals, and some physi-ians still place their faith in the pain-

rclievini; reputation of Bismuth, which has been given up to the amount

(•I J oz.
.J,,-,

gr. At'-'inine may be tried where opium is contra-indicated,

or 2 mins. Hydri^cy... . ; Acid or a i gr. Cocaine may be combined with the

bismuth. Often a small soft gelatin capsule containing i min. Creosote

acts as a local analgesic, and a small piece of ice swallowed whole may be

taken along with it.

In subacute and chronic ulcer the pain, which is often markedly

aggravated by changes of posture, is usually due to the traction cjii old

adhesions, and has been successfully met by injections of Fibrolysin.

A. B. Mitchell, in a case where this treatment was being pursued (but

wliicli demanded abdominal section owing to perforation), found that old

fibrous adhesions away from the seat of ulccrat ion were already so softened

and disintegrated that the . broke down on a 'ujch from the finger. The

pain in chronic ulcer has been sometimes ;
'' by a i-min. dose of

Fowler's solution.

When tlie pain in recent and active cases is due to hyperclilorhydria

marked relief may be obtained by administering alkalies. Carlsbad and

Vichy Waters have been given with much success for this purpose, and

Jaworski has demonstrated that the former has the power of diminishing

hyper-secretion. Ewald likewise pronounces in favour of Carlsbad

Water. Olive Oil in J doses has its advocates, and it certainly tends to

diminish the hyperacidity.

Vomiting.—When this does not yield to minute doses of Morphia a

sinapism or ice to the epigastrium and small partiiles of ice by the mouth

and rectal feeding must be instituted. In rare cases vomiting may be

actually produced by the nutrient enema when it was previously absent

as a symptom. 12 to 24 hours of starvation may then be the only

resource left to the physician during which normal Saline or Glucose

solution should !)e injected subculaneously. As a last resource a full

dose of Morphia hypodermically may fie given. Effervest ing liijuids

may be tried, but they are often use^.'ss, and Cluini|)agiie usually aggra-

vates the ( ondilion. The writer has seen sour Dullennilk retained wlien

ever) thing else was speedily rejected; especially when a small (juantits-

of Kali water is pn'\iousi\ mixed willi it its sedatixe action is most

valuable.

The Hismutii mixture 011 p. 2,57 may be used m ordinary cases as a

safe routine, and Cocaine, though useless by itself, may be combined

with it.

llaiMATKMBSis.—Rest must be insisted upon, and u e a|)plied to the

stomadi between two layers of lint, or a light extem])orised ice-bag

made of guttapercha ti.ssuc may i(C laid over the tpigastnum. All foml

by the mouth must be st<i))ped, and even ice by the mouth if given at

all, shi)uld be only permitted in such minute quantities as will serve to

assuage intense thirst. .\ little may 1h' safely permitted fur vu king in

the mouth if the water be allowed to (low out without swallow iiig ii.

*»•
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Rectal feeding must be resorted to, but before introducing the pep-
tonised milk an enema containing 60 grs. of Chloride of Calcium dissolved
in 4 oz. water should be given. In severe haemorrhage, when this is not
retained, the physician should give a large subcutaneous injection of
Saline solution, with which 30 grs. of the lime salt may be combined.

20 mins. Adrenalin Solution (i in 1,000) may be given every hour for
three doses in a teaspoonful of water should the haemorrhage continue,
and both drugs may advantageously be used at the same time, the
calcium lieing given by the rectum and the adrenalin by the mouth. A
full hypodermic of iMorphia is often very necessary to allay the profound
lurvous excitement usually occasioned by the bringing up of large
iiuantities of blood. All so-called astringent remedies, including ergot,
tannin and turpentine, should never be given.
The ilart treatment of gastric ulcer is said to be of special value in

bleeding cases. It consists in rest and restricted dietary, with the
administration of i dr. of fresh serum oi)tained from the blood of the
horse diluted with 3 drs. water three or four times a day, or 10 c.c. of
Horse Serum given subcutaneously or intramuscularly.
Severe recurring luematemesis is a clear indication for surgical measures

ds soon as the shock of the haemorrhage has subsided.
Many authorities insist upon the importance of Iron in the treatment

of all cases of gastric ulcer, and it is a routine in Lenhart"s method; he
gives 5 grs. of the sulphate in pills kr die, beginning at the end of the
first week. I'.wald likewise commences Iron and Arsenic as soon as the
atule symptoms have subsided, and he maintains that both drugs are
always well borne in the disease. In hitmorrhagic cases, after the
bleeding has been stopped, certainly iron is more clearly indicated, and
the best method of employing it is to give teasiM)onful doses of a 2 per
cent, solution of the Ten hloridc mixed with a wineglassful of solution
of egg albumin in water (i in 3) .sucked through a glass tube. The
administration of iron by the rei turn, as recommended by several, is

probably a mistake, since the metal is eliminated by the mucosa of the
redum, Saundby administers 2 grs. Sulphate of Iron with 60 grs.
.M;ignesium Sulphatt in i u/. water, and Hourget washes the stomach
out with a 2 per cent, .solution of the Terchloride, to wnich i per cent.
( hlorate of Potash has been added.

Nitrate of SiKcr in full (l-.scs {2 grs.) ^ivcn in pill luii been recom-
nunded in mild re( urring hit inurihagc in acute (ases. and as a routine
in simple thronic cases with the view of cx( iting healing; and Stewart
injects the stomal h with a i in 1,000 solution (17 J oz.), which is siphoned
t)ft' after 2 t«i 4 minutes, the stomach being then washed out; a large
dose of I'.i.smiith s^l^p^ iidcd in water is left in the viscus.

riKinkAiniN. Operatise measures must be resorted in with as little

delay as possible as .soon as the sif;ns and symptoms of this grave com-
pliiiiii.iii have miiiiifest((l thenisdves. The ease fi.r npenilion iniiy be
sl.ileil 111 the iiijldvvinj.' x litem t: Without o|)eration 5 in 100 eases at
the mo.si ean lie espei led In survive; with operation u similar number
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may be expected to die. This places the mortality of the operation for

gastric perforation at only 5 per cent., the figure which Mayo Robinson

believes it will reach when all cases are operated upon promptly after

the perforation. At present the mortality is much higher because many

cases are included in the statistics where operation has liccn postponed

till peritonitis has been established. Having cstai)Iished the diagnosis

of acute perforation, no time should be lost in arranging for operation.

Whilst preparations for this are taking phu c the patient should be given

a hypodermic injection consisting of i gr. morphia with ,?,« atropia;

he should be set up in bed with the shoulders well raised, so that extrav-

asation, if it takes place, shall be downwards tovvanis the pelvis and not

upwards towards the sul)phrenic region; he should he kept ([Uiet and

warm—warmth being essential in the prevention of shock. Nothing

should be allowed bv mouth, and the administration of saline i)y the

rectum is withheld at tiiis stage, unless shock be marked, owing to its

influence On the subsequent production of lironcho-pneumonia, one of

the most serious complications of these cases. The abdomen is now

prepared for operation by dry shaving and painting witii Tr. lodi; on

the table a further painting with Tr. lodi will alone be nece.-.^ary before

the incision is made.

The incision is made through a \erti( ai line lying one iik !i to tiie right

of the middle line above the umbilicus. .\ perforation will u.sually

reveal itself 1)\ a puff of gas wlien the |>arietal peritcmeum is int iscd.

The perforation is then incised; the edges are rapidly drawn together

by 2 or ? sutures of stout catgut; and these sutures covered in by a

Lembert 'suture or by a purse-string suture in. luchng peritoneum and

muse le. Owing to ttie cvdematous nature of the tissues around a per-

foration it isneie sary to place tiie sutures wide of tlie perforation, ot..er

wise thev will cut through and allow the openinu to gape.

There is now iiut little diversity ol o[)inion in regard to the necessity

for performing a gastro-enterostomy in all cases ot jjerforation. In tiie

writer's opinion the cnly ( onlra-indication is the general condition of the

patient. If the general condition is even fair the subseciuent manage-

ment of the case will bf made incomparably easier bv a well done posterior

gastro-enterostomy.

Inless a septic peritonitis is established 11 is unnei e.>ary to ^iiend

time on sponging out extravasated tluid. Thi^ remove-, a highly pro-

tective materialtrom the abdomen and n ndc v .
the bowel w.ill more

susceptible to the toxins. I»ut provision shouM lu m.oie for tree draiiiane

by placing a wide-lxire tube with gau/e wick dicp down into the pelvis

and sometimes al.M. into the right kidney pom h.

The patient is then relumed to bed, pla- ed in llu h.wkr pcition,

normal .saline solution is instilled drop by drop into the remm by the

.Murphv method; lluids are not allowed by the mouth for 24 hours, but

after that lim.e a little warm soda bicarbonate solution in.iy Ik .dlowed

in teaspoonfuls.

The treatment of so-called throiii,- ju rioraliun in whit h adhesions have

^r
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fonned and a localised peritonitis or perigastric abscess results, and of

the subacute or leaking perforation, must differ with the different con-

ditions found aftjr an exploratory incision. Where the ulcer is on the

anterior surface of the stomach the operation of Gaslrolysis may be
undertaken; this consists in separating the adhesions and dealing with
the ulcer by excision or otherwise. Put as these chronic perforations are

usually inaccessible and situated on the posterior surface, suturing of

the ulcer is often not possible, and the best routine procedure is to perform
a gastro-enterostomy and allow the adhesions to remain undisturbed
without attempting a /-strolysis.

Chronic Gastric ', lcer.—This type of ulcer may exhibit its presence
by a return of the usual symptoms some time after the patient has been
freed from all pain and discomfort by a prolonged rest-cure, in which
case it really belongs to the class recognised as the recurring ulcer. It is,

however, liable to finall\ pass into the chronic type and become identical

with those examples of the disease constantly met with by the physician
in which, without any history of an acute attack, the patient has suffered

for years from symptoms of gastric ulcer with or without occasional
slight attacks of hiematemesis.

If the rest-cure has not been already tried, or if only a short stay in

bed has been submitted to, the question arises of whether a prolonged
rest in bed with restricted diet should be recommended or immediate
resort to operation det ided upon. The patient usually settles tiic problem
'or himself by accepting the former alternative. In which (ase it must
be insisted upon that a period of less tiian 12 weeks of absolute rest and
dieting is useless, and he should be warned that at the termination of
this time an operation may be ^till necessary.

Tlie treatment to In pursued during the three months of the rest-cure

is to be upon the same lines as have been described for acute cases.

Rectal feeding will, however, be rarely required in these patients, an
a larger bulk of the liquid nourishment may i)e permitted, but this should
not exceed 2 oz. of milk per hour for the first we<k, and double tliis

quantity, or at most 5 oz., sliould not be exceeded till tlie end of the
first month; most patients can live u]M)n this latter (juuiitity when at
absolute rest; it works out at about 3 pints of milk (on.'-uinal>le during
the waking hours. It may, however, be supplemented by strong clear

soup, or beef tea at times. Most piiysicians reconunend that minced
meat, fish, bread, &c., should be given after a cou[)lc o| weeks, hut the
patient should rigorou.sly adhere for at least 1 montlis to a perfectly tluul

diet, or tme in whi( li imjialpable farinaceous foods like arrowroot, corn-
flour, or oaten flour are alone used as in the dietary for typhoid fever.

The milk should not be peptonised unless under special 1 in umslanies.
kenneted milk may be used freely and uncooked white of egg with a
little chii ken soup, and on asionally lUnger's food may be given. If the
pjiticnt does nut tire nf the Km<»=?!^ .:r li-iuid diet it may be pfulunged
after he is permitted to move about. t)li\e Oil a.<t nn article of diet is

sometimes most valuable, and nun be Ireely used in many tases.
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DruK treatment is of more imporUnce in the chronic than in the acute

tvpe of ulcer owinq to the almost .-onstantly present gastric catarrh, and

the best routine is the combination of Papam 2 fe.s. with 30 grs. t5i-

carlwnate of Soda, and an eciual amount of Heavy Magnesia and ,„ ijr.

Morphia. i,'ivcn evtry 6 or 8 hours alternately with a 2 or 3 mm. capsule

of Creosote 3 or 4 times a day ; or ."j. .loses of Bismuth <-^rlK)na e.

Lavage mav safelv be employed m many cases if a very so t tube be

used, though 'this agent is inadmissible m the acute t, pe of ulcer whe e

spontaneous pcnoraUon is more liable to ...vur than m ulcers with j^rc. 1>

indurated margins, as in the condition at present
""^^'^-"^'f^''^'^^"^":

but the stomach should never be distended with more than 10 oz^ of

licmid at a time. Where the patient can induce vomiting I'X ^.^ ''I "^'"P

a i to I pint of lukewarm water containing a teaspoonful of bicarbonate

of soda this method answers all purposes -hen much catarrh with mucous

secretion is present. The ad.lition of Creosote or other antiseptic to the

water used for lavage is often beneficial, and Professor Stewart s m- .hod

of washing out with Nitrate of Silver might be tncd.
,,,„..;<;

The pain of chronic ulcer must be -uefully investigated; often this

remain permanent after complete cicatrisation has occurred m which

case It is due to the dragging of adhesions and can usual y be d.fferent.a ed

•om the pain which is caused by f. d or hyp. r-ac.d secretion coming

,nto contact with the ulcerated surface. Fibrolysm injections may be

resorted to before operation is decided upon in such ca,ses.

When the svmptoms . .mlinue or, as is much more frequently the case,

when thev re'turn after the patient resumes an ordinary diet, the c^sc

should be'pronoun.:ed to be one in which an operation is "^^^^'^''y •[';;;

danger of complications, as hiemorrhage and perforation, and llu' hab.hty

to a life of chr.)nic invalidism, or to the termination oi the affeaion in

cancer being pointed ..ut, the patient usually consents to place himself

in the hands of the surgeon. .• .
>

Opfratiomjor Gastric ('/r.r. -The exact nature of the operative pro-

cciure cannot be decidc.l upon till the stomach ,s exposed and the actual

conditi n in each case is .Ictcrmined, but the growing tendency amongst

all sur- <ns is to the routine of doing a posterior (no loop) gasln.-jejun-

ostomy .. von Hacker's method, in which a vertical application of the

jejunum to the - .mach is efiec ted as <lescribe.l under Gastric Dilatation.

Vinney's gaslroduodenostomy is less satisfactory. Watson ( heyne,

believing in the tendemy to spontaneous (ure if the stomach .an be

scurc.i rest, adv.).ates Gastrostomy and fee.hng by a tut).' passed

tlirougli the pyloru.s. • , i-i .

If the ulcer be recognisable as su.h it should always he excised Lkers

near the cardia are the most dilh.ult owing to their .na..'essibihty, l)Ut

f..rtunatelv thev are not verv .ommon in this situat.on. In all .ases ol

ex.isi.m the operati..n is . ..mplefd by a |M)sterior gustro-enter..st..my.

{,il-,j.rwi=r t!'.'- iilcfr wi!! in the ur.'^it maiorilv of cases recur.

Mif. h.'ll has pointc.l ..ut the importan..^ of lurtially oc.lu.lmg the

duoilenal exit in order t.. secure patency of the artificial one; this he

iKii
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accomplishes by a purse-string suture of the pvlorus, the needle passing
deeply i ito the substance of the muscle. The mortality of gastro-enter-
ostomy for chronic ulcer is now reduced below 1 per ( ent.
The formation of a peptic ulcer in the duodenum or jejunum after

gastro-enterostomy is becoming a rare event since the introduction of the
perfected methods above described in the posterior no-loop o])eration,
as insisted upon by Moynihan, Mitchell and others, with partial or com-
ilete obliteration of the pyloric orifice so as to keep the new route patent.

Hour-glass contraction of the stomach, if found present, re(|uires radical
operative methods. Gastroplasty, or the division of the stricture between
the two sacs, i- not a successful procedure, as recurrence is liable to
follow. Cylindrical Gastrectomy, in whicii cnd-to-enrl union is effected
meets . ny cases.

'

Gastro-enterostomy often is followed by recurrence. Monprofit and
flemeni have devised anastomosis operations bv means of which each
pouch may be drained separately into the jejunum. The best procedure
IS Gastro-gastrostomy

; this consists in making an anastomosis or direct
connection between the two iM)uches by folding over the pyloric pouch
upon the gastric one, and then performing a posterior gastro-enterostomy
in order to drain both.

Operation for Ila-matemesis, -T\m if possible should never be attempted
when the patient is in an exhaust d anamic condition ; the h.-morrhage
usually can be effe. tually contmlled bv medical treatment as detailed
upon p. 321.

Jn rec urring severe hamorrhages (gastrostaxis or gastrorrhagia), as the
next attar k may prove fatal, a gastro-enterostomy should be performed.
Uliin this IS decided upon no interference with the bleeding ulcer need
be thought of; as .soon as the collap.se of the stomacli walls has occurred
after tin operation, it bleeding has been active it stops, and never returns
Manx surgeons maint.mi iliat. once the diagnosis becomes established

surgical measures should not be delaved. but the recent tendency to
modify this IS becominL; inark.il, and the opinion is growing that the' rest
and dietetic treatment s., c.ftin .uc , rssfiil in .uastric ulcer should have a
trial iHii.re the knilc is rcscirted tn.

DUODENAL ULCER
The L, lural incli. ations are inainiv the same as in ulcer of stomach-

rest and milk Ic.clin,
;
but it ^ not clear that spoon feeding is so desirable

Larger amounl.s ,.f milk with cream mav be given every couple of hours
and a lar«e dose ..t alkali, as in Sippy's method, should be administered
every hour or tw., till the ;;astric aciditv is n. .itralised and kc pt at a low
standard. .\ntil.vi„ .S, rum (fresh normal horse serum) administered bv
the mcut

1
ha. an aliu,.s| spec ilic ac tion. and it should always be tried

for the relief of haniorrhage whilst awaitmu oFX-rative pre edures.
!""' -i-niti"!!-^. iht ;:fding tii Mu^nilMii, 111,- uvailable:
1. .\ficr opening the abdcmrn the nlc . r is scan hed for. ami il toumi

to be very small and situalcd upon the- anterior surface of the duodenum

iL
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it may be simply excised. This is done by making two horizontal in-

cisions, including a narrow elliptical piece of the duodena wa 1
con-

taining the ulcer; the lips of the wound thus formed are forcibly retracted

so as to convert the horizontal aperture into a vertical slit, m which

position; it is then sutured. A modification of this operation consists

ill prolonging the extremity of each end of the horizontal mcision so as

to reach the stomach and extend towards the second part of the

duodenum, after which the large wound is to be dealt with as in I-inney s

"^j^^The'duodenum may be resected with or without the pyloric portion

of the stomach.
. ,

, • ,„^»

3. Resection and end-to-side anastomosis, the pylorus being left intact,

following Bland-Sutton's method. .,,.., „,*

4 Gastro-euterostomv.- This is the procedure suitable in the very great

majority of all cases of simple du.lenal ulcer. The posterior no loop

operation, with a vertical application of the jejunum to tlie stomach

gives the most satisfactory results; the steps of the operation are descril,ed

under Gastric Dilatation. A. B. Mit.hell has shown the necessity of

partially occluding the duodenal route by a free infolding of the ulcer,

and Movnihan adopts this procedure as a necessary routine in all cases.

After all suturing has been completed and dres.sings applied the patient is

placed on his back in l)ed for a couple of hours, when lie should he wel

propped up and permitted to swallow a small (luantity of water, and

Movnihan allows a cup of tea after a few hours, to be repeated 3 or 4

times during the first 24 houis. Solid food, fish, sweetbread and brca.

and l)utter may be permitted in 8 or 10 days, and ordinary diet at the end

of the third week.

Moynihan, in his lirilliant class.c on " Duodenal Ulcer, gives he

details of almost 200 cases upon which he lias operated, and states that

his mortalitv up to llie end of um was i-6 per cent, for his entire scries;

there was no death amongst his last 121 cases operated upon.

PfRKoRATioN OF DioDKNAi. Ui.cER. This must be met by immediate

operation, and tlie teclini<iue follows closely that described for the treat-

ment of a perforated gastric ulcer.

The question of tlie necessity of performing a gastro-enterost^my is

practically settled by recent experience, as after the suturing of the

mar-'insof the perforation the ulcer should always be freelv infolded,

and this leads to more or less o.rlusion .-f the duodenal route. Men. e

the posterior operation should be performed when possible 111 all cases.

Sometimes the anterior oi>eration may be indicated where expedition is

a vital point an<l Uie ..mdition of the part determines its suitability.

It will be often a wise precaution to wash out the stoma( h during the

operative proceedings.
, , , , 1

After the completion of tiie operatioi. aie patient should be proppe.

up in i>e(i l)v piiio«s in ih. lilting pr.sturr, and Murj-.b-y -'"''« huf- '•'{

(oniinuous lectal infusiim should be started at once; this relieves thirst

and diminishes the risk of septic infection.
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The recent results of operation for duodenal perforation in chronic ulcer

must be considered as somewhat startling; my colleague A. B. Mitchell
has performed the operation with complete success in no less than 17 con-
secutive cases. He points out that the reflex closure of the pylorus
which usually follows perforation of the duodenum limits the amount
of extravasation into the abdominal cavity, and hence better results may
always be expected than when the stomach has perforated.

In chronic perforation the procedure should be upon the same lines.
The abdomen being opened, the abscess should be incised and free drainage
established; a fistula, however, often remains. The pylorus should in
these cases be occluded by infolding anrl a posterior gast.o-enterostomy
performed.

GENU VALGUM (Knock-Knee).

Hoth this condition and the opposite one of Genu Vannn, or how-hire
are nearly always the result of rickets; occasionallv thev mav result in
weak, underfed Iwys by prolonged standing or tlie carrxin- of heavv
weights which cause the ligaments of tlie knee-joinl to stretch.
The treatment of both affections in the earlv stages will consist of

rest in bed in order to take the weight of the bodv from off the yielding
bones or ligaments. The internal remedies—Cod-Liver Oil, ^-r.—well
regulated dietary, suitable to the rickety condition, are to be'persevered
with, whilst massage and forcible though painless manipulation of the
bones are to be daily practised.

As open-air life ii to be maintained as completely as ix)ssil>le a splint
may !« applied along the limb, reaching from the pelvis to well below
the foot, .so as to prevent the ( hild from standim,'. Hv careful padding
of the splint and by the judicious use of an elastic bandage a mild degree
of pressure may be continuously kept up in order to straighten the bent
Ixmes, and the child can be carried out into the open air. A double
I'humas's hip splint with knee-bars and head-piece is usuallv very suit-
able. In poor children where the adjustment of splints l.tromcs an
impracticable procedure the leg may be straightened under chloroform
and a plaster casing applied to the entire limb.
When the child is allowed to get about it should have the inner side

of the .solu and heel of the boot thi( kened bv { t<. J inch. This keeps
the stram of walking off the infernal lateral Jigaments of the knee-joint
and makes the c hikl turn the toes inwards. Hoth these factors give
assistance in preventing further development of genu valgum.
The knock-knee ami liow-knee of adults do not vi.ld to the alxive

treatment; the splints or irons irrationally applied in" these cases cannot
act ujM.n the rigid bones, and only tend to stret.h the sound ligaments
but Thomas's kn.x k-knee brace is often useful; (.[lerative procedures art'
essential if the deformitv is to be removed.
Osteotomy by removing a wedge-shaped piece of lx,ne from the inner

side of the femur permits the long axis of the bones being brought into
ime. Macmen's operation is (he most suitable; he chisels through the
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femur above the epiphysis for two-thirds of Us extent a.id then breaks

the bone across; the limb is next encased in a plaster of Pans sphnt after

the deformity has been overcorrected and the toes turned m. Where

the tibia is the chief seat of the deformity, Morton's operation is required;

this consists in the removal of a wedge-shaped piece of bone from the

tibial tuberosity. The deformity may often be remedied by mere y

sawing through the tibia i)elow the epiphysis; in either case the filnila

must be divided or fractured (osteoclasia) if it cannot be bent. In bad

cases both the femur, tibia and filiula may all require division. Bow-

knee is dealt with upon ;, ilar lines. ,.,.,.
Bozv-legs occur from rickets, and may be associated with the two

previously mentioned deformities or exist alone. In young children the

condition can usuallv i.e remedied without operation. ( ..mpk'te rest in

the horiz..ntal position in bed is essential. The weight <.f the body must

i,e taken off tiie softened bones for a considerable period. ( od-Liver

Oil sliould be administered, the diet carefully supervised, and me nutri-

tion of the bodv improved in every possible way, while the lone of he

muscles is to be assisted by massage and douching. Manipulation o he

softened bones may be employed so as to assist in the reduction of the

bending.
, , j •

•

The writer believes that harm may be done by the routine adminis-

tration of Phosphorus when this .-emedy i;i resorted to before the bent

bones have been allowed to straighten by rest and manipulation, as

they are liable to become hardened in their bent position under the

action of the drug.

Bandaging the limbs to suitable splints, selected as sound common

.sense and surgical or mechanical knowledge may dictate, will bring the

deformity back to the normal standard when rest and massage fail A

double-padded splint may l)e placed between the legs, extending from

near the perineum to some inches beyond the soles of the feet. lo this

splint both legs should be evenly bandaged. It is a good Practice to

resort to splints, even in mild cases, since their use enables the child to

be safely carried or driven out in the open air without the risk of his

leaning his weight upon the limbs. Standing should bo rendered im-

p,).sil)le bv the adjustment of the splints. Massage and douching may

be performed at night and in the morning. In severe cases attempts

may be made to straighten the limb under chloroform, and in confirmed,

long-stan.ling cases osteoclasia or fracture ol tht,' bone or osteotomy is

the onlv avail. ible procedure.

W lien this deformity persists in spite of these remedies Jones performs

the operation of osteoclasia, using Ins own ost.'cx hist for the puriK.se.

After breaking the bones at the seat of maximi dcforniity. tiie hml. is

put in splints for a fortnight, and at the end "f i. s time, alter niampula-

^.;..p .;.,jt, )!,,. isfst jMissil'lc iR'sition. in plastt 1 Paris.

OL/ in)ER8.

The most s( riipulous cleansing and disinfection is essential owing to

the infe< tious nature of the acute disease and of its chronic type (farcy),

\4'
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and no groom suffering from abrasions should be permitted to tend upon
any suspected animal. This is equally imperative in the case of nurses
or attendants coming into contact with glanders occurring in the human
subject, and the patient should always be rigidly isolated.
The treatment of the acute disease is very unsatisfactory, the great

majority of the cases ending fatally; little can be done save to treat the
symptoms of fever, prostration and joint pain by rest in bed, generous
liquid diet and free stimulation. The site of the entrance of the bacillus,
when recognised, should be freely excised or cauterised by the galvano-
cautery. All swellings and local collections of pus should be incised
early, and the cavities, after being syringed, may be well mopped out
with Sublimate solution or Creosote and cotton-wool on a stout
probe.

In chronic cases the same surgical measures must be promptly followed,
and when the nose is affected a nasal antiseptic douche containing Carbolic
Acid should be continually used and the throat sprayed with the same
solution (i in 100).

Drugs are of little use in the acute type of the disease, but in chronic
cases Sulphocarbolates and Benzoate of Soda are valuable and may be
given in doses of 30 grs. three times a day. Where there is much prostra-
tion, large doses of Ammonia are indicated. Quinine, 5 grs. every four
hours, dissolved in 15 mins. of the Tincture of Perchloride of Iron, may
be given. Arsenic, Iodides, Carbolic Acid, and Mercurial inunctions
have been also employed, sometimes with advantage.

Mallein has been injected in doses of 10 to 15 mins. of the Lister Insti-
tute preparation, though some authorities maintain that it should never
be used in human glanders or farcy.

Symptoms, as they arise, such as pain, diarrhoea, profuse perspirations,
rigors, vomiting, &c., must l)c met by appropriate remedies. The air of
the patient's room should be kept saturated with the vapour of Carbolic
Acid, Terebene, or Turpentine.

Sir A. Wright injects a vatvine prepared from cultures made from the
local lesions of the patient; this is to be administered in such doses and
at such intervals as the opsonic indications direct, but notwithstanding
most patient treatment by this method it sometimes fails.

GLANDULAR FEVER.
The treatment of this acute infectious disorder, which occurs as a rule

only in children and is never fatal, should be carried out on the same lines
as are indicated in a mild attack of measles or rotheln. A smart .saline
or a full dose of Calomel should be administered at the start. A mild
diapiioretic mixture siiould be prescribed as long as the fever lasts, a
milk diet administered and the patient isolated in a moderately warm,
\v( 11 ventilated ioom. No friction or stimulating application should be
made to the enlarged glands, which always spontuneouslv subside within
a fortnight. A warm .overing of cotton-wool mav be provided for the
jaw and cervical glands when these are markedly tender. 4 weeks'
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isolation will be necessary before the patient is permitted to mix with

healthy chilflrt-n.

GLAUCOMA.
^

, . ,

The treatment of Primary jilaucoma-/..., that form of mcreased

tension in the «lobe not preceded by any intra-o.ular disease-requires

prompt measures when occurring in the acute form. Myotus and Indec-

L«v are the methods to be resorted to; the clu.ice of these agents will

depend upon the special indications present, l)Ut as a rule removal of a

portion of the iris must be effected if a permanent result .s to be obtained

Eserine should l)e instilled immediately as soon as the first symptoms of

the disease exhibit themselves; the solution should not be stronger than

2 ars. to I oz. Posey recommends that as a strong solution of bserine

may cause spasm of the ciliary muscle Pilocarpine should be at first

employed, but this is of more importance in .hronic attacks, since time

is of vital importance in the acute type of the affection in order to prevent

total blindness fn.m retinal destruction. The instillation should be

repeated s or 4 times within the first lu.ur, and at longer intervals after-

ward.s. A strong Saline purgative should be administered, and the loc^l

tension mav be lessened by leeching; but all- these measures must be

regarded as'mere palliatives, and should only l^e resorted to as prehminary

procedures to preserve the integrity of the eye while awaiting the neces-

sary arrangements for tlie performance of an iridectomy. Kven should

the attack appear to pass off the operation should be carried out, as

recurrence is almost certain to supervene and the vision may be com-

nletelv destroved before aid can l)e again obtained.

The incision should be made as far back in the cornea-sclerotic margin

as possible, and Swanzy insists that at least one-fifth of the circumference

of the iris should be removed as close to the root as possible and that

the a.iueous liumour be i)ermitted to flow away ver>- grailually in order

to avoid intraocular hanu.rrhage from the suddenly reduced pressure.

If the operation should bv anv means fail to reduce the tension, posterior

s.-lerotomv must be resorted to in order to restore the anterior chaml)er

and i)erm'it the lens to resume its normal position. Henderson tixplains

the effica. V of iridec tomv upon the theory that the aqueous humour

escapes into the stroma of the iris tluough tiie incised lips of the wound

made in it, as no .i.atrisation occurs in them. In rare intra, table cases

1 ..grange's . ombined iride. tomv and m 1. rotomy operation which estab-

lishes a subconjun. ti\al fistula mav be resorted to, and llerln-rt's modifi-

cation of iridei tumv is planned upon similar lines to secure continuous

escape of a small quantity of the aqueous humour into the lymph spaces

of the episcleral tissue.
.

S„han,te or rlnnm,- primarv glaucoma is t.) be treated upon similai"

ji„^.., In jTMxny cases the tension mav be kept normal bv the contmual

use of F.scrinc'but the instillation must be kept ui> during the remainder

of the patient's life, and often irritation of the .onjunctiva becomes

unbearable. The dietarv and alimentarv .anal will rcjuire .lose super-

vision; every agent tending t.) pr.iduce increase in the general blood-

r
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pressure must be neutralised. Maddox recommends periodical manipu-
lation of the eyeball. As a rule it is wiser to perform iridectomy and
thus forestall a severe acute attack, but the excellent effect as regards
gain or restoration of sight which follows the operation for acute glau-
coma is not to be expected in the chronic form, since in these cases the
vision is always more or less permanently damaged.

In chronic gouty glaucoma success often follows the medical treatment
of the primary disorder without resorting to operation.
The operation of removal of the superior ganglion of the sympathetic

has been many times performed f chronic glaucoma, but not always
with success. Many surgeons advocate a simple sclerotomy to evacuate
the aqueous without removing any iris.

Congenital hydrophthalmos, or as it is also called cornea globosa and
buphthalmos, when the tension becomes greatly increased in the dis-
tended globe is best treated by Eserine instillations; opcrativ

, rocedures
are contra-indicated as a rule.

Secondary glaucoma—i.e., that form which supervenes •: jn previous
diseased conditions of the structures of the eye—will requ .-e treatment
modified in each case by the old intra-ocular disorder. Thus when due
to complete annular adhesions between the iris and the anterior capsule
of the lens (posterior synechia) an iridectomy should be done. Injury,
displacement or dislocation of the lens causing glaucoma will demand
removal of the lens from the eye in order to restore or open up the angle
of the anterior chamber. Dislocation of the len-; into the vitreous will
demand an iridectomy if the symptoms do not yit.d to eserine instillation.
Deep corneal wo -ids and ulcers involving the iris in their cicatrices
must be treated • removal of a large portion of the iris. When the
exudation is extensive in an acute iritis which blocks the normal circula
tion of the intra-ocular fluids, though no adhesions exist, the contents
of the anterior chamber must be removed by paracentesis.
Where the sight is totally lost and the glaucomatous eye is painful and

tender, though iridectomy has been already performed, the only pro-
cedure is enucleation.

Ilamorrhagic glaucoma is always grave: a strong Salins purge should
be given immediately, and small doses of nitroglycerin to redure the
general blood-pressure, and Eserine should be instilled. Paracentesis is

the best routine procedure, the aqueous being removed as slowly as
possible. Iridectomy must be avoided, as the sudden withdrawal of
fluid is ceruin to increase the ha;morrhage, unless in cases of primary
ha-morrhagic glaucoma after Eserine, Purgation and Leeching have
gradually reduced the tension. Enucleation of the eyeball will often be
necessary.

It should always be remembered that atropine must never i)e employed
in the glaucomatous condition, owing to its dangerous power of in( reasing
the intra-ocular tension. Its instillation with the view of breaking down
adhesions in synechia may determine an attack of acute glaucoma in
elderly subjects.
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In very chronic cases of gonorrhoea the ordinary internal antigonor-

rhceal remedies are worthless; the condition is liable to become iritract-

ab'c, the patient becoming hypochondriacal or neurasthenic.

His physical condition should be improved in every way possible and

complications such as constipation, ana-mia, dyspepsia and oxaluria

should be corrected by appropriate remedies. Stimu ams, e.xce..sive

smoking, sexual intercourse, and over-eating should be forbidden. Exces-

sive fitigue is as injurious as spending too much time m bed. Sea-

bathing, when the season permits, or cold baths indoors, and moderate

open-air exercise are beneficial in all cases.
, ..

Tonics, consisting of full doses of Tincture of Iron (15 mins.). with

. urs of Quinine orteaspoonful doses of Easton's Syrup, often do ,uoo( .

The local treatment of gleet is by far the most important, and tlie

number of remedies is almost endless. Esery kn..wn astringent and

antiseptic has been injected. Where the gonococcus is found in he

discharge the organic Silver Salts afford the l)est treatment, but in the

maiority of chronic cases the examination of the slight mucoid dismarge

gives negative results. In all neglected cases it is well U. begin with

irrigation by a i in 2,000 Permanganate solution.

The best routine treatment to start with is the passage ot a sohd

metallic bougie with a wide curve in order gently to stretch the urethral

tissue Thompson's old-fashioned tapering, solid, heavy bou;.iu s are,

in the writer's opinion, the best instruments for general use. One ot i .lem,

well lubricated, should be permitted to glide into the bladder by its own

weiglit. The size selected should be of the full diameter of the urethra;

it should be left /« situ for a period of a few minutes at first, and this

period should be gradually lengthened at subsequent sittings and a larger

instrument emplojd each time till No. 15 (English) is reached Any

lubricant may Ik- used; the writer uses the B.P. CUycenn of Uorax.

Manv cases of gleet will be f.)und to vield to this treatment if carried out

for some weeks. Twice a w ek will be about tiie best rule l.>r i^uuLoice

as re^ards the fre(iuen( v of the sittings.

The adxantage of this treatment lies in its freedom from .laii-er wlicii

contrasted with the injections of strong astringent solutions, and it

etfectuallv renudies any stricture or ni-rrowing of the uretlua uhidi 1.

found so 'frequently associated with gleet, and it will pre\ent a stricture

forming afterwards.

All) antiseptic may be smeared upon the bougie if made into a stiU

ointment. Special grooved instruments are made for the appli. alioii of

solid ointments, but these are unnecessary as, owing to llie adhesive

nature of lanoline, anv sut)stan( e incorpnrated with it will adhere to the

curve of the bou-ie. and mav be carried down and left in contact with

the diseased area. Iodoform (30 urs.), mixed with 1 oz. ..imnuiu ol

Ilazeline, is a valuable luliricant. ('arlx.lic Acid, Resorcin or Nitrate

of Silver (5 grs. to i oz.) may be used in this way.

The drug may be incorporated with a firmer ba«is, and made into

*
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own tlie urethra and left to melt bv the
i:i--s contain (i in loo) Nitrate of Sihtr,

bougies, which can

heat of the b '
.

and are made with u( ao hiuui ^nd a little wax and Peruvian balsam.
Antrophores are specially prepan 1 boimies of Thallin Sulphate (2 to 6
per cent.).

The endoscope s'lould he passed ur co( ^liiiisation wIk n the disease
fails to respond to the use of these n medics, .md the urethra examined
for its entire extent. Any local lesion that is detected can thf-n be
directly treated by the application of a strong solution (5 yer cent.
Nitrate of Silver) to the affected spot.

Guyon's method of instillation of the posterior ureJira is often highly
efficacious; a soft rMbber catheter bein- iniroducid as f:ir as the Tpcx
of the prostate, a sy 'nge is attached and 15 to jo niins of the fluid
slowly injecterj into ti.e prostatic portion of the uretlira. The best
solution is one of Nitrae of Mlver, which at first shmild be emploved in
the strength of J per .ent. This ma;, gradually U increased to' 2 per
cent, as long as pain and smarting arc not induced. Strong solutions ut
first only increase the mi- liief. but per <ent. ( opper Sulphate, ! -r.

Permanganate of Potash to each ouni > may be employed w hen the - r

salt is not well borne. The prostate should be massaged from the re( ' im
in order to clear ou* tlu secretion from the follicles before instillin-

Otis first dilates gently the urcthi,. to its full extent without u-mg
force, then a silk coiide catheter 1. introduced just beyond the con.- --.>or
urethrac muscli

,
.so that the eye hes in the neck of the bladder, then about

8 07. of fluid injection is introduced into the bladder bv a svrin^. The
catheter is then withdrawn, and the patient flushes out the uretiira In-

emptying the bladder voluntarih
.

Me commences the trcitnn nt by using ,in im
each of Sulphate of /inc. Alum and Carbolic \

the second day the u.iter is reduce.l to t.soo, a'

and upon the fourth day to 500 parts (i ^r. t.

fifth day solutMn of Permanganate of Potassiun
the sixth 1 in 1,500, u; the seventh i in 1.000.

lion ( (insisting of i p,.;

id in 2.000 parts. Ipi.i

up(jn the third to i .000.

''Z. nt.irly). riM)n '..<

in 2,oon) is u

uttrwMKis the ^ lui

is changed to one of ,x le of Silver (1 in 1 .oeo) gradualb incn
I in 100. Should the injections liiil, a few droj; ^t >. ; pci ' i.Xi:
Silver solution are p. . d -nto the deej) ui- Uir.; hv the dr -\, hl
when the disease still - ^ he p. forms itiicM,

lonisation methods li,i>. « tlMii dvocates: ^'

silver nitrate or zinc sulphati sointion, the

battery is .ipplif d to the >pine and the positi'

in the urethra. A weak curreit is turned on
silver or zin< ions, k-ing permitted to penetnc
tiSSU -. .iUSe Jjfacti; :::!. in; j,)a;7^.

Much benefit ma, often In obtained

prostate through the rectum, and ( u' . has followed t.

Suction ajiplied by means of the a.sj ,:ator .inc if speci

has bien used to empty tfie infcctid glan id ducts. Inji

scd

f c 5 per '

by the dr

urethro

ureti
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thrust through the ischio-

when the < rTCUs annot bt obtained from u

iployt''

veral

patiei

inan> iinrac

:

ains of gonoco

discharge. Snail

ufificient. Where

loccus serum has
do^ (i to 10 ni lions) frcqi ^ntly r eated are usual.

th( nfection i^ mixed nature Pui \alent Antistrej

bei n used.
, , .i i .

1 ne differ a inject; ns which ma} be employed as .i routme in th. late

staRes of "onorrhoea -lore the above-mentioned meiliods of treatment

are resorted to tor an established gleet will be found m the article on

Gonorrhoea

.

GLENARD'S DIS£ASE.
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on, wliii h causes

laxatixes. The
dragging on tlu eolon, sh(^uid bi _> ded a};.iiir.

feeding should lu liberal, but regulate-i by such short interv als as will

effecttiallv prevctn the stoma< h being at any time so weighted with food

as to fat ilitate its flcsc ent in the abdoni' m The patient should sleei) with

the shoulders deprc^^ed ami the foot oi he bed raised so as to diminish

the tendencv towar displacement.

During the wakn ours an abdomin>t: hi inder or corset should be

worn wiUi suital^h iding to keep »he \ i.scci.. supported. The styles or

paUems of thc.c a;- ndlcss. The lu,t .upport i^ one whi<h will distribute

the pressure in an upward direction in such a manner as tlie itatient

instinctively adojits by placing both hands ui>on the lower part of the

abdomen to relieve the dragging sensations experienced whilst .slaiuiing

in the upright posture. If such an appliance be adjusted in tlic I'ren-

flf

f
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delenburg position an amelioration of all the symptoms may be often
satisfactorily obtained in mild cases of the affection.

In serious examples of general ptosis, and even when only one organ,
as the kidney, is displaced, the neurotic condition may require treatment
by the Weir Mitchell method.

When the ptosis of any individual organ is seriously interfering with its

functions recourse must be had to surgical procedures.

llKPATOPTOSis.—This in all its degrees of severity, from slight dis-
placement downwards to the type known as movable and floating liver,
may be the cause of gall-stones with repeated attacks of pain and jaundice]
in which case the secondary troubles will require operative relief. Ilepa-
topexy should also e performed after the removal of the calculi, and
sometimes it is clearly indicated where there is no evidence of cholelithiasis
when the dragging pain is not rehevable by a binder. An incision is made
along the lower costal margin on the right side, with the patient in the
Trendelenburg position. The lov.er edge of the right lobe of the liver is

then to be stitched with catgut sutures to the upper margin of the wound
made in the parietal peritoneum after this has been folded nver to the
hepatic edge, the patient being kept in bed for 4 cr 5 weeks with the
shoulders depressed and the feet elevated slightly by tilting the foot of
the bed.

GA.sTROPTosis.-Where this fails to yield to a carefully adjusted
binder signs of gastric dilatation soon show themselves from kinking at
the pylorus, and operative procedure is to be weighed against the relief

obtainable by resort to the stomach-tube and lavage at regular intervals.
As a rule it is wiser to adhere to the employment of the rubber tube, as the
neurotic symptoms are often permanent even when a gastro-enterostomy
has ijeen successfully performed. The operation of gastropexy may be
carried out by elevating the stomach to its normal [xjsition through
shortening tlie gastrohepalic omentum and the gastrophrenic ligament
with sutures.

A series of lucks or reefs may be made in the anterior wall of the
stomuck l)y a row of interrupted sutures, the oiK-ralion being known as
' gastrorriiapiiy " or " gaslropliiation.''

.Ni;i'iik(tjTusis.—This is often a pail of the so-called (Jlciiards disea.>e,

but thougii caused by tiie .same factors it often exists alone or |)rep(in-

derates i)\er the other displacenuiits. The oinaii may only be found to
slightly des( cud with liie diaphragm on dee|> inspiration. Its entire bulk
may be palpated below the costal arch on the patient taking a full breath,
or it may be freely movable or even floating at all times. The symptoms,
however, bear no proportion to the degree of motility.

An attempt should be made to keep tlie organ in its normal position by
a properly adjusted binder or rorsel applied when the |)atieiU is in

the lying {Kjsition with the |)elvis raised, a movable diamond slia|Kd
pad or small air cushion being inserted inside the supptirt with the ik ule
apices of the pad lying across the abdomen, tiarland maintains tjmt not
more tlian i \kt cent, of the cases of displaced kidney recjuire operation,
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and he has devised a rational corset which seems to meet the requirements

of the condition better than any hitherto employed.

Surgical methods if possible siiould be avoided in marked neurasthenic

patients where the rcnnl functions are not really interfered with, as the

operation of fastening tiie kidney has been abundantly proved to fail in

relieving the profound neurotic symptoms present lu'fore the operation.

It appears almost ecjually clear that when operation is undertaken for the

relief of kidney symptoms whero the condition is part of a general ptosis of

the organs i. the upper zone of the abdomen, mere fixation of the kidney

will prove a failure if the other organs are not at the same time stit( bed in

their normal positions.

Operation is, on the other nand, clearly indicated after the failure of the

abdominal support when the ureter or pedicli becomes twisted or kinked,

causing Dietl's crisis and hydronephrosis or i)roducing dragging upon the

bile-ducts or duodenum
Xepiiropexy, nephrorrhaphy, or fi.\ation of the kidney may be effected

by the iM)Stcrior or extraperitoneal route ihruuuh im obli(|uc lumbar in-

cision. The kidney being exiM)sed, its lat is stripped oh and the organ care-

fully examined for evidence of gross di.sease or i alculi. Some surgeons, in

order to be certain of its integrity, advise that it be slit open (nepiirotomy),

and sutured afterwards if found to be sound. Tiie i apsule is to be split

by a crucial incision, and the .segments reflected backwards to the hilum.

These are then sutured to the posterior abdominal wall, the upper ones

being stitched to the muscle attached to the last rib and the lower ones

sutured to the ajHrneurosis of the posterior wall, so as to form a shelf ujjon

which the organ may rest by utilising the |)arietal peritoneum and both

layers of the perirenal fasi ia.

The operation has been modified in various - a\s. McLaurin produces

the shelf by simi)ly suturing Zut kerkandl's fi'^ia and the peritoneum to

the fascia on the front of tiie i|ua(lratus hiiiib -urn iiuiscle. and i loses the

wound up without gauze jiacking or drainage.

KuUerton has ingeniously devised the simple openitinn of suspending the

kidney by a piece of its < apsule attached to the ligamcntum an uatum

externum, and rejiorts excellent results, and .\. H. Miti hell also uses the

p«)sterior ( apsule, but in a sli-lilly different way.

An aiiteriiM- (.[H-ration Ims been devised by Harlan and hishop, and

carried out bv Clieyne in the following manner: Tiie organ luing reai lied

from the front bv an incision made lielow tlie edge of the rii)s, the peri-

toneum on being pushc<l to tlie mi<idle line esi>oses the |M>.slerior surfai e of

tlie kidney with its surrounding ti.ssue. This latter structure is divided

and the fat removed, and the capsule is im ised on its posterior surface

and rertec ted backwards from the outer and lower areas. These flaps are

finally attai hed to the muscles behind the organ, one wing supporting the

lower end and the other the outer convex [lortion of the kidney. The

anterior operation permits of greater freedom in fixing the displaced kidney

in lis iiuiiiiiii U)»iiii)ii. The kidnev, if fuuiid disea d, must be renhned
ta

if,
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(nephrectomy; should previous examination by the cystoscope have

demonstrated the integrity of its fellow.

The attacks known as Dietl's crises caused by twisting of the renal

pedicle may be often relieved by inverting the patient or raising the lower

cxtiemities and pelvis by elevating the foot of the bed to a considerable

height. In a similar ni'ianer the gastric crises may often be temporarily

relieved when the duodenum has become kinked.

Enteroptosis.- Employing this term for the moment only to those

cases where the main and most obvious trouble is due to prolapse of the

transverse colon, the V-shaped loop extending into the pelvis; much may
be done by rest and the application of a corset and systematic purgation.

The writer has observed that in such cases lavage of the stomach is some-

times followed by the emptying of an enormously distended colon which

has resisted enemata, the lavage having excited a very pronounced con-

traction of the walls of the displaced colon.

Eor the chronic constipation in this type of ptosis, which may amount
to intestinal obstruction, little may be expected from any attempt to keep

'.he (lis|)laced colon in the normal jiosition by suturing or stitching. Ar-

lHitlinv)t Lane has ciirried out successfully the heroic procedure of excising

tlie entire colon. Th' first step in the o|)eMtion is to perform ilcosigmoid-

ostomy by dividing the sm;'ll intestine above the ileocxcal valve and

making a lateral anastomosis by joining the proximal end of tiie small

intestine to the lower part of the sigmoid, and leaving the colon in the

ai)domen with the distal end obliterated by sutures. Sometimes this

preliminary is suliicient, but there is always the danger of some ficccs

finding their way upwards into tl" useless colon, in which case after several

weeks a second operation is cariied out which consists in the removal of the

whole of the large intestine alxjve the juncture at the sigmoid.

oLossrris.

In acute inflammation of tiie tongue caused by streptococci fmding

their way into the parenchyma of the organ, great (tdema threatening

suffocation may rapidly super* ene. The only safe course to pursue in

such casts is to make one or more free and deep incisions on each side of

the middle line, ( utling from behind forwards. The patient should then

continuously wash the mouth with Carbolic Acid (i in loo), Horic Acid

(4 per tent.), Cliloratv of Potash (j per cent), or Permanganate of Potash

(i in r,ooo). Relief may be obtained by hot iKiuUices applied round the

jaws and upper jwrt of the net k, and the |mlient may hold his head over

a basin of Iwiling water with i sheet thrown over him when there is any

dilhi ulty in swallowing or breathing. C'roton (Jil or a strong Saline purge

should !)€ administered.

Where pus has already formed, no time should be lost in making a free

linear in( ision to evac uate the ((intents of the abs(ess.

The glossitis which follows men urial or iodine salivation usually yields

speedily to the withdrawal of the drug, and the use of an antiseptic lotion

of Chlorate of Potash.
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True syphilitic glossitis, when not showing itself as a gumma or a series

of ulcers or fissures, is of the sclerotic type, and should be treated constitu-

tionally by the administration of salvarsan or its substitutes, as well as

locally by Heath's method of picklin- the tongue in Mercurial Solution.

He used J gr. of the Uichloride dissolved in i oz. water, and made the

patient hold this in his mouth for lo minutes by the watch three tmies a

day, breathing through liis nose all the time.

GLYCOSURIA—see Diabetes.

QOITRB, OR BRONCHOCELE.

The treatment of endemic goitre is often satisfactorily carried out by the

simple procedure of removing the patient from the goitrous district in the

early stage of the disease, when the thyroid swelling will soon begin to

tliminish rapidly. The chief source of mischief is certainly contaminated

drinking water, but it is not the only source; boiling and fillcring the water

minimises but does not always remove the condition, hence even a change

of the water supply is deemed insuOicient as long as the person resides in

the infected district. In some places excess of lime salts in the drinking

wUer is a causal factor, whilst in other districts absence of these salts is

believed to be the cause. McCarrison states that the goitre so common

in (;ilgit in Kashmir is readily cured by removing the patient from the

district to the sea level, but believing that the disease is due to mfe. t:on

of the alimentary canal 1)V micro-organisms, he has successfully treated it

by the administration of Thymol in .achets; 30 grs. are given at the start

in the morning and followed up by a purge the same evening; 10 grs. night

and morning are given for several day- afterwards till the swelling dis-

appears. Salol, /i-Naphthol, Dilute Hydrofluoric Acid, and other intes-

tinal antiseptics and Koumiss have been proved valuable.

Iodine is the most reliable agent in all forms of simple parenchymatous

goitre. McCarrison gives 5 mins. of the weak tincture with 5 grs. lo.lide

of Potassium. Arsenic may be advantageously combined with it.

Thyroid Kxtract has a very da ided curative action in many cases, and

is now often administered as a routine by many surgeons, but it has no

influence over fibrous goitres, though usually the parenchymatous variety

of growth yields rapidly to a 2J gr. tablet Iwi.e a day. (Should there lie

signs o." C'.ravcs's disease present this remedy is very dangerous.) Kocher

believes that the best internal remedy is free pliosi)horiis, and thui not

more than 10 per cent, of cases reiiuire surgical treatment.

.\iitogenous Vaccines prepared from tspes of the colon bacillus have

bcrn suci essfuUy employed in doses of 500 million. Local treatment may

be tried in many forms, the most innocent of which is the daily appli( ation

of a mixture of ecjual parts of the strong and weak Tincture of Iodine.

If a divided counter-irritant action is desired, the strong tincture may be

nuinted on, layer after layer, till vesication is produced.

Iodine ointment may be used instead of the hcjuid preparation. Some

surgeons have loiinil better results from ilie appii> <»U>'n of a wci i swiutiv>n

ap|)lic*l with the view of efTceting absorption of llic iodine. In :his case
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half tincture and half glyrerin or weak spirit may l)e employed, the object

being not to injure or destroy the cuticle.

Biniodide of Mercury is most successful in India, hut has been of little

use in this country. Tlie In<lian practice is to ruli in for ten minutes an

ointment consisting of 3 drs. of the biniodide to 1 iM)und lard. The
patient is aftervj^ds to sit with his goitre exposed to the direct rays of

the sun till he is unable to bear the smarting. After this some more oint-

ment is gently applied, the patient is sent home, and the case seldom

requires further treatment.

Morell Mackenzie injc ted Iodine in solid bronchoceles, but the practice

has been abandoned owing to the danger of sudden death from the injec-

tion entering a vein, and the same remark applies to the injection of

Iodoform, Osmic .\cid, &c. In cystic cases this danger is less, but the

iii^ections are valueless. Flei troiysis has proved valuable in the hands

of Duncan in some cases.

OlKTati\e procedures are iiidii ated when tlic tumour presses upon the

trachea, and it is a well-recognised fact that the danger of suffocation

bears no proportion to the size of the tumour, the most serious symptoms
often being present in small goitres which extend downwards behind the

sternal not<'h. Dysphagia is a clear indication for operation and shduld

arouse suspicion of malignancy, and the same may l)e said where pain is a

prominent symptom. In some cases oix'ration is undertaken for the

relief of the deformity occasioned b) the size of the tumour, especiali\

when it is steadily increasing in size in spite of medical trcatmeiu.

Various operations have been devised and carried out according to the

local conditions present; the entire gland should never be removed exce[)t

in malignant cases.

(i) Ligature of the superior and inferior thyroid arteries on one side

may be undertaken as a preliminary to removal of half the glaml, but it

often so relieves symptoms that the patient is satisfied and refuses further

operation.

(2) Sedion oj the Isthmus.—This has been performed for the relief of

urgent dyspncca, a free incision or a reset tion of a portion of the isthmus

on each side of the middle line jH-rmitting the relief of the lateral (ompres-
sion of the trai hca. Sometimes the entire isthmus re(|uires removal.

(3) Thyroidfiliiiiiy usually means remo\ al of one lateral half of the gland

with or without the isthmus as instilutetl by Koi her. There is some
danger in giving chloroform or etlur in thes." ca.ses, and many surgeons

re<'ommend that the o|)eration be carried out under local ana-sthesia, but

this is sometimes impracticable, but the anipstlu^ia must be light. .\

transverse curved incision is made over the most prominent part of the

tumour and pn)longed over the sterno-mastoid. The muscles depressing

the liyoid bone are cut across or retracted, and the < ap'.ule of the gland

exposed and divided without injuring the underlying large veins; the lobe

is next cart fully cnuriratcd by the finger and the iiiitinAJ juguixi vein

guarded. The superior and inferior thyroid arteries are ligatured, and

the M'current laryngeal nerve avoided by leaving behind a piece of the
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lower end of the lobe under which the nerve runs close to the trachea, and

finallv the isthmus is divided: the capsule is eventually srtured and tiie

wound treated in the ordinary wa\ , a small dram bem^ left m; this latter

precaution is to prevent acute thyroidism, whid, is liable to supervene

from the absorption of the internal secretion of the gland s<iueezcd out

during the enucleation process. The parathyroids which he behind the

lateral lobes close to the trachea with the inferior thyroid artery and

recurrent nerve should be avoided, otherwise a fatal tetany may super\ene

soon after the operation. Where the tumour formin- a goitre is en-

capsuled (this constitutes the majority of them) the cai.sule consists of a

thinned-out laver of the gland substan. c, which should be divided and

the enucleation effected from the inside of this. The panndiymatous or

adeno-parenchvmatous forms are not encapsuled. and Berr\ insists that

these should lie treated bv ,c-,:tui>i-,xtirpation. the knif.' being boldly

carried through the entire gl«n<i structure, leaving behind oni> the {wrtion

of the lol>es where the recurrent nerves lie. Thyroidei tum\- has^ a

mortahtv of less than 1 percent, if performed before serious dyspncca has

supers ened. and with some operators it has fallen to almo.st nil.

The treatment of cvstic goitre by tapping, injecting irritant.^ &c., ha s

given wav to enucleation, which may be easily effe.ted even in large cvst s

bv freelv incising the gland tissue d. wn to the . yst wall, whi. h is tiun

divided so as to permit all its c.mtents to escape, alter which the cyst wall

(in be peeled off tin surrounding gland substance; small cysts can usually

titr easilv cnu. leatid entire. Sometimes a free incision into the cyst wall

where this rould not be remo\etl has proved smressful when the

margins of the wound have been sutured to the skin incision and the

caxils plugged with antiseptic gauze. Shouhl the entire gland re.iuire

removal, as in malignant cases, niyxa-dema is . crtain to foll(«w; this must

be treated by thyroid feeding. Tetany has been su( cessfully met by the

injection of parathyroid emulsion.

GOITRE, EXOPHTHALMIC.

Rest ill l)cd should be insisted upon in all cases where the disease has

become established and where the pulse-rate is above .)0. When this ran

be car ied out in the open air so much the better. .\s soon as i)ractical)le

X-ray or Radium therajiy should l)e resorted to.

X-rav ticatment has given excellent results, and shoukl always be

emplov'ed as the routine. Hector Mackenzie's case A'here thif^ treatni .nt

changed the disease into .. typical one of my.\(edema is strong evidence

of its^curative value. Tiie applications and dosage of the rays should be

always confined to an oper.itor who has siK-cially studied their influence

in goitrous affections. Tlie sittings of 2 or 3 times a we-k must be con-

tinual over several months. It is not yet possible to measure the relative

value of this agent witii Radium, whi( h jkis-csscs the .nKantage of being

useful in much shorter iniiod-, «ith longer int.rvals ..{ urt Irctwecn t!-,--

((.urses. Under (he rays the pulse falls, boilvweigh! incnases, trenuir

disappears, but the eviphthalinus is us'ialiy \ery slowl; influ'iued.
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Relapses follow in a considerable percentage of cases, and the treatment
must be resumed.

Ice or Letter's tubes applied continuously over the pulsating gland may
occasionally be found to reduce the heart's rapidity and other symptoms
for several hours at a time. .

Galvanism has been employed by the writer with advantage in mild
cases and sometimes in severe ones by the use of the weak continuous
current with one pole over the thyroid and the other over the spine; the
sympathetic should also be galvanised, and a still weaker 5 cells (Leclanchc)
current sent through the brain by placing one electrode upon the closed
eyelid over several layers of wetted lint and the other pole over the occiput.

This treatment may be employed for 15 to 20 minutes daily at first and
afterwards every 2 or 3 days for 30 minutes or more at a time; Charcot
alternated the continuous with the Faradic current. There is generally
a remarkable loss of cutaneous resistance, and the electrodes must be
thickly padded with warm saline solution.

Drugs occasionally prove useful in the relief of tlie symptoms ; thus 5 mm.
doses of Tincture of Strophanthus or 15 mins. of Tincture of Digitalis assist

in reducing the pulse-rate, and Bromides allay restlessness and insomnia.
Belladonna is a doubtful agent, and, like Thyroid Extract, may dangerously
increase the symptoms. Serum Therapy by the injection or oral adminis-
tration of serum from the blood of goats or sheep whose thyroid glands
have been removed has proved of little or no value, and the same may be
said of milk derived from such animals. The dose of Beebe's antithyroid
serum should not exceed i c.c, and it is safer to begin with J this dose,
increasing it according to the nature of the local reaction, which is often
severe.

Porter recommends the parenchymatous injections of Boiling water,
10-20 c.c, into the iland.

Operative Treatmenl.—Aftcr a few years of popularity the operative
treatment of exophthalmic goitre has waned, chiefly owing to tlie success
following the use of X rays. Operation is still sometimes used as a
preliminary to X-rav treatment, and is practised with greater frecjucncy
on the Continent ilian at home, and the results in the hands of some
surgeons are very .satisfactory, whilst others are much less encouraging.
The real value of operation still remains to be demonstrated, but it is

probable that present methods have reduced the death-rate of the disease
by one-half. I'hc first jxtint which still requires settlement is the serious
one of anxstiiesia; many operators urge that local anicsthesia must
invariably be resorted to. Dunliill states that he has oi rated on 88
cases under local anaesthesia with i death, whilst he is cognisant of

54 deaths in patients operated U[,>un under chloroform anaesthesia during
iQoi). ('. II. Mayo states that he has operated on 405 cases of marked
hypT»!>.yr:>it|i--;rr. under tther preri-dt-d !)y atrojiinc ;int! mc.rpliia, with
19 deaths. In three-fourths of these one lobe was extirpated, and the
great majority of them received 40 oz. .Saline solution slowly by the
rectum immediately after the oiH:ration. ^'rile believes thai nian\' deaths
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are due to excitement, and he urges the necessity of the patient being

miesthetised without his knowing that an operation is about to be

performed, the gland being, as he puts it,
'' stolen away.

With these very contradictory views and statistics it is obvious tJiat

there is little in the question of local versus general an.xsthcsia. Ihe

danger of the absorption of a large amount of the fluid thyroid secretion

after this has been squeezed out of the gland during the operation seems

to the writer a much more serious factor in the mortality than the mere

question of the form of antcsthesia, hence the great importance of drainage

and frequent mopping during the stages of the operation. A long rest

previous to operation is also a most important matter. Spencer and

Cask recommend as the safest operative procedure division or ex-sion

of the isthmus >vith ligature of both superior thyroid arteries and after

a temporary improvement has occurred a partial excision of the gland

mav be more safely accomplished. Most operators proceed at once to

remove one lobe of the gland as in ordinary simple goitre. ( rile s latest

technique appears to Ijc an admirable one; he ligatures the vessels at

the four poles of the gland before cutting away the gland tissue and

leav cs a portion of each lobe behind, after which the cut surfaces are

sponged with almost boiling water to destroy the oozing secretion and

check bleeding.
, . ... , ^

The operation of excision of the cervical sympathetic ganglia has been

practically abandoned since thyroidectomy has been so fre<iucntly sucess-

ful It must be remembered, though surgeons have brought down th

;

mortality of the operation to a very low figure, in a still considerable

percentage of cases the symptoms are only ameliorated, and m a few no

improvement follows, though the majority remain permanently cured.

The proportion of cases successfully treated iiy simple ligature of the

arteries without removal of gland sulistance is a very small one.

OONORRHCEA.
Ihortive treatment can onlv l)e considered as possible when the palieiu

is seen within 48 hours after tlie appearance of the first svmi)toms ..f the

disease -I.«., within a week after tlie info tive coitus, or earlier. At this

stage there is slight scalding or itching about the meatus, and a faint

sticky init not oliviouslv jiurulcnt discliarge. Several plans are recoiu-

meniied; tlic simplest is to inject into the uretlmi a weak Cocaine solution

after grasping the penis in front of tiie scrotum in order to insure that

the gonococci will not be washed l)ackwards into the posterior urethra.

In five minutes afterwards 4 drs. of a solution of 10 grs. to i oz. Nitrate

of Silver, or a 15 per cent. I'mtargol solution, should be injected after

firmly grasping "the penis for 2 or 3 inches beyond the meatus, afte,

which the patient should lie up in bed for a day or two, and tin- opcratK.n

repeated once on the third day. Another plan whicii is less irnliitin-

and e(iuallv eiiicacious is to llioi.iu;il.l> irri;;.itc the unfefnir iiretliri l^v

a i gr. to I oz. Hoi Permanganate of Potassium solution, repeatin- the

orieration srvi^ral times at intervals of u hours, the uretlir.i hi ing bio. knl

by an elastic, ligature or by the pressure of the finger and lluimb in front

a.

t
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of the scrotum. It is needless to say that these procedures must be
carried out by the surgeon, and never entrusted to the patient. The
plan of introducing the urethroscope and directly applying Protargol,
Nitrate of Silver or Perchloride of Mercury solutions is painful and not
more efficacious.

For the established disease with its profuse purulent discharge the
patient should l)e advised to take to bed when possible. A smart Saline
Purge should be administered and the testicles supported by a suspensory
bandage. The diet should be as fluid as possible, diluent drinks being
freely administered in order to thoroughly flush out the urethra by
frequent micturitions. Milk diet answers this purpose admirably; tea,
coffee and alcohol should be forbidden. If the patient is a smoker there
is no objection to his mild indulgence in tobacco. A simple diuretic
mixture should be given every 2 or 3 hours; Salicylate of Soda in Camphor
water with Mindererus spirit is a good routine in all severe cases.
When there is much smarting in passing water Alkalies may be freely

administered, or an effervescing mixture consisting of i dr. Bicarbonate
of Potash in 2 dz. water may be prescribed, with j oz. fresh lemon-juice,
and Harle\ \yater gi\ en lietween each dose in copious draughts.

Drugs intended to disinfect the urethra on their elimination by the
urine should not be administered in the very ai ute stage; tiie proper
period for tlieir exhibition is when the profuse discharge begins to show
signs of diminishing. Santal Oil, ("(ipaiba and Cubebs are the most
reliable; they are much less used than formerly, since the disease is now
treated for the most j)art locally. .Nevertheless these dru"= are of great
value in practice where the i)atient cannot be relief' "iwn 1 " injections
skilfully, and where irrigation of the urethra by ' surgcir; 's not avail-
able; in ii'tvHctable cases theyafTord a valuable addition to loci: treatment.

Oil of .^andal Wood is the least irritating of these, and as a rule its

administration may be commenced earlier than that of copaiba; it should
be given in 15-min. capsules 3 times a day. Santalol or Arheol, which
IS the active ingredient of the oil, may be given in 5-min. capsules. A
number of allied substances as Santyl, Campho.san, Thyrcsol and Allosan,
are in u.se. Copaiba in 15-min. (apsides is more reliable, but the stomach
IS very liable to be upset with it, and the eructations are most annoying
after full doses.

For hospital patients this drug may be advantageouslv administered
in combination with Cubebs as a confection—

B. Piilv. Ciihelxr Jij.

Ptih. f'otassii Nit.

Piilv. Dovcri ,~)SS.

01. Santal. ."iij.

/)rf/.\. Ct>/<(iihif f/.s. lit fiat

electuariiim durum.

St>«rt.- -" The size 0/ a hazel-mii to he taken in wafer f^aper,

three times a day, two hours after meals."

.")ij.
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The following mixture is an old but rather disgusting combination—

E. Bals. Copaibcc- 5vj.

Liquor. Potasses 3iij-

Mucilag. Gum. Acacia 5j.

Spt. Mtheris Nil. jiij-

Aquee Cinnamomi ad jviij. Misce.

Ft. mist. Capiat Jss. ter in die, p.p.a., post cibos.

Copaiba is apt to produce a profuse rash almost identical with measles;

it dedmes rapidly on withdrawal of the drug. Cubeb powder may be

given in wafer paper or in milk.

Local Treatment is of more importance than the constitutional, and is

the sole routine employed by many surgeons. Two distinct methods

arc employed—/m^a/io« and hand syringing. Irrigation of the anterior

urethra is carried out by using a 3-pint reservoir with 8 feet of rubber

tubing, fo the end of which a suitable urethral nozzle is fitted. The

fluid is permitted to flow into the urethra by elevating the reservoir

about 5 feet. The meatus is compressed and aUowed to relax m raind

rhvthm. so as to balloon tlie urctiira and over . it, after which the fluid

ih permitted to flow out by the side of the nozzle. As a rule the force

of "the compressor urethra; muscle will prevent the fluid reaching the

posterior urethra, and this may be assured by s(iueezing the penis in

front of the scrotum. A few drops of a 1 per cent. Cocaine solution may

be injected before commeni ing.

In irrigation of the posterior urethra a rubber catheter should lie passed

till the bladder is reached, after which the instrument is withdrawn

graduallv till urine ceases to flow; the fluid is then slowly injected into

the prostatic uretiira, and passes into the iiladder. mixing with the urine;

or the method of Janet without catheterisation may be employed as for

anterior instillation by overcoming the resistance of the compressor

muscle by raising the reservoir to 6 or 8 feet.

There are numerous irrigating fluids in use: (lie safest and most satis-

factory is a solution of Permanganate of Potassium, commencing with

the strengtii in an or'''nary acute anterior case of i gr. to each ounce

(about I in 2,000), t)r 12 grs. to the full of the reservoir, the entire con-

tents (^ pints) of wlii< h mav be used at each operation twice a day; the

liquid should lie heated to 105" F. As the uretiira becomes less sensitive

the strength can be gradually increased to double the above proportions,

or lessened when nuu h pain is present in ver\ acute cases. 10 days

usually sutlice to destroy the gonococcus by this method. The new

Silver" Salts- Argvrol, Protargol, Aliiargin, &c.-are used by some

surgeons for irrigation, but he permanganate is on tin- wb.-.!.. prefpnibic;

•these agents are more suitable for syringing. A good practice in many

cases is to combine botii methods, using the silver salts with a syringe

and irrigating with the permanganate.
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Syringing.—The chief objection to this method of treating gonorrhoea is

the danger, especially when a syringe is employed with a blunt nozzle, of

the gonococcus being forced backwards into the posterior urethra. With
precautions, such as grasping the penis in front of the scrotum and using

a fine nozzle, this danger is minimised or prevented. Permanganate may
be selected if the case is seen early; the strength of the solution need not at

first be more than J gr. per oz., which can gradually be increased till

double the amount is tolerated. Permanganate of Zinc is much used also,

and it can be employed in the same strength. Even in the most acute

cases the potassium salt can be injected every hour in warm solution if

only I gr. in 5 or 10 oz. be employed till the acute irritation subsides.

Silver salts are preferred by some surgeons, especially when the rase is

not seen till the discharge is well estabHshed. In anterior urethritis 4 drs.

of a recently prepared solution of J per cent. Protargol, Albargin, Actol,

Ichthargon, .\rgyroI, Collargoi, or Argonin may be injected 3 or 4 times a

day, the strength being gradually increased and the period during which
they are retained in the urethra prolonged for 10 minutes or more, i per

cent, solutions are soon tolerated. Some surgeons commence with irriga-

tions by permanganate or weak Perchloride or Mercury solution (i in

20,000) before employing these salts when the inflammation is very acute.

Protargol is the best of the silver salts for ordinary use. At a later stage.

when the discharge has been well checked, the period for the use of

astringent solutions has arrived, in order to combat the inflammation

which the gonococcus has left behind after its destruction has Ixcn cITected

by antiseptics. It is a mistake to start with pure astringent agents in the

acute stage with profuse discharge. Zinc Sulphate i gr. to i oz. is the

ijest routine, Acetate and Sulphocarbolate of Zinc, Acetate of Lead and
Alum, may all be used of double this strength. Chloride of Zinc J to i gr.

and Nitrate of Silver J to i gr. per oz. are also valuable antisei)tics

and astringents for use in the late stages.

Richard's injection consisted of 5 grs. Sulphate of Zinc and 5 grs. .\cctate

of Lead per o • Ikrkk y Hill employed an injection in tiie late stages,

wiiich consisted tf a number of the above combined- zinc sulphate 35 grs.,

alum 35 grs., sulphate m iron 20 grs., sulpliate of copper 2 grs. in 8 oz.

water—iiut this shouki only be usrd when the disease is of several weeks'

standing.

Ultzmann's injection as modified by (Juitcr.is consists of 10 grs. each
sulphate of zmr, alum and carbolic acid with i oz. glycerin and 7 oz. water.

In the chronic stage of anterior un tliritis passing into gleet all the alwve
except Hill's injection may be safely cinplcx.d in double the strength

mentioned.

In gonorrhoea of the anterior portion of the urethra the patient should

alw.'iy'-; he directed to ila-U nut the cimal by p'^j^ing urine h-cforc injecting.

The solutit)n shouKl l)e used warm. A convenient plan is to carry a small

wide-mouthed bottirful "f the injection in the trouser pocket, which soon
reaches a comfortalile temperature. It is much better to use a weak
solution very often than a stron one less frequently. The liquid should
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|,e retained each time by compressing the meatus t.,r a few mmu es and

for all purposes the permanganate of potassium solution is the safest and

least irritating, but it must be always rememl,fred that the irritation n.nd a

slight mucous discharge may remain after the disease is cured, being kept

up by contim ' syringing. .... . „ .,,„

The success. ul treatment of gonorrhoea by injections depends, upon the

whole, much less upon the nature of the injection than upon skill in

prescribing it. The writer, therefore, ventures to suggest to the young

practitioner the advisability of selecting one drug and adhering to it

persistently, varying its strength and altering the frequency of the injec-

tions according to the effect desired or produced. By these means he

soon becomes master of the remedy, and he will be astonished to find how

much he will be able to do with it, and how easily he can alter its effects to

suit the constantly changing conditions of the diseased state. The endless

varieties of injections tempt the physician to change from one to the other,

to the detriment of the paticrt and to the deterioration of Ins own experi-

ence. This principle applies to every department of treatment, and is

one of the secrets of the success of those physicians whose conservative

prejudices have prevented them from trying most of the new anil often

worthless drugs daily written up in the current literature of medicine.

Little need be said of the method of treating gonorrhoea by antrophores

or bougies made of Thallin, iodoform, &c., incorporated with a firm can ly

melted basis; they are more suitable for Gleet (which see) Klapp s

suction bell is employed by some surgeons, and Thomson and Miles state

that by applying it to the penis for lo minutes and reapplyinu it after an

interval of 5 minutes during an hour's duration daily for 10 to 14 'lays the

disease may be satisfactorily dealt with in recent cases without rcsortmg

to other measures. ,, , r 1

In acute posterior urethritis the urgent symptoms should l)e tirst met Dy

a hot Sitz-bath and a saline purgative, followed by a suppository of

Morphia 1 gr. with i er. Extract of Hella-fonna and I rotropin mterni'lly.

(1) The irrigation method (jancfs) already described may be carried out

by elevating the reservoir to the height of (, or 8 feet to overcony- the

action of the compressor urethrje muscle. {2) 1 )Kiay's plan of introdu, ing

a catheter to the prostatic portion of the urethra and injecting the liquid

into this portion of the canal, from which it flows into the bladder, which

should always contain urine, before commeiumg the opera'um. The

Permanganate of Potassium solution is the most easily managed
;

1 1
shouk

be injected warm and at first not stronger than i in 5,000. I'rolargol

mav be used much stronger, commencing with i per cent., which may be

doubled after a few irrigations. Nitrate of Silver is much more pamful,

and if used should not ex. eed i in 500 or 1 in 1 ,000. (.s)
There remains

O„von's meth'-l of instillation, I'his is canied out by injcc ting with an

Ultzmann's syringe is mins. of a i per .cnt. Nitrate of Silver solution

through a soft calleter, whose eye is lodged in the prostatic p<.rtion ol the

urethra. Every second day is suflicicnt for the instillations, which may

be stopped when the urine collected at the end of micturition is found to

*.1'
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be clear. The best procedure is to irrigate first with permanganate and

reserve instillation for cases where this fa s. The instillation treatment

of posterior urethritis practically becomes the treatment suitalile for plect

or chronic posteriururcthritis, since the acute staue is often allowed to pass

off under palliatives—bathing, suppositories, &c.; under these circum-

stances stronger solutions may be employed, as described under Gleet.

When tht gleet stage is pproachcd in case of chronic anterior urethritis,

hand svringing with Sih t r Salts or the astringent agents mentioned Ufjon

a previous page are to be persevered with, the strength of the solution

being increased t' > 2 or 3 times that usually employed for the treatment of

the acute disease.

In the great majority if cases of gonorrha.' six to ei;ilit weeks shonhi sec

the disease entirely subdued, and often under judicious treatment in half

this time the patient is convalescent. If doubtful of the result of i ure the

surgeon may inject a 1 per cent, nitrate of silver solution into i!ie urt lhra

to provoke a mild urethritis, and examine carefully th.is ilis' barge for

gonococci, or if the convalescent patient returns to the use of alcohol

(beer or wines especially), and notices that the discharge rcap|(cars. he

must submit to further treatment. Chronic ix)sterior urethritis will yield

speedilv to X-ray treatment. The highly infectious nature of the gonor-

rhoeal discharge must l)e explained to e\ery patient, and he must be

warned of the danger of transferring the gonococcus to his eye by soiled

fingers or towels. Marriage must be forbidden as long as any trace of

discharge is present, and as the gonococcus may remain dormant in

the urethral glands for many months, a two years" interval will be neces-

sary as a safe precaution in all instances.

Magian's rapid method of cure is often effective, lie commences by

ving a 3-gallon irrigation of i in 5.000 Pot. IVrmang., sufllcient elexaticm

being used to drive the injection up to the neck of the bladdi r by a two-

way irrigation tube. He tlien irrigates under high ])ressure by 3 gals,

distilled water followed by the same amount of fluid containing i oz.

I'rotargol. 30 grs. Chloride of dold in 40 oz. water is next injected under

pressure, usin^ a single-vva\ irrigator no/zie, and after an intcrxal irriga-

tion by distilled water follows this. The patient is then sent iiomc to use

a i per c ent. injection of Protargol 8 to 10 times during tlic next 24 hours,

and to take an .\lIosan (Allosan is the allophanic ester of santalol) tablet

e\er\ 3 hours. At bed-time a 6 inch Ncisser boui^ie containing 1 per cmt.
Protargol and 2 per cent, .\ntipyrine is tied in.

The above-mentioned irrigations are repeated in increasing strcngtli

on the second, third and fourth days. On the fiftli day he uses 3 gals.

weak Zinc Sulphate and on tiie sixth a similar amount of weak Silver

Nitrate, after which the c ure is almost in\ariably complete.

\ accine treatment has many advoc ates; upon tiie whole e\ ;iiencc seems

to be in favour of reser\ing this for c ases with complic ations, mv\ it does not

seem to be certain that an autogenous vact ii.e is better than one contain-

ing meningncoc ci or colon bacilli. \ stoc k vaccine of 50 million gonococ c i

and 150 million sta|)hylc)c octi ma\ be employed in acute uncomplicated
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cases Recently Harrison and Thomson at Rochester Row Mihtary

IfosMtal have used detoxicated vaccines and hav^ ,.vc .
f^';;;;™

...cm t.. indicate that vaccines so used will he really use ul m the kca

manifestations of the disease as opposed to the
-">f

^^
":";;^. ;,

,;,,p!ua>ions of ^onorrhcea m the male arc ""."^^7"^
;'."'\?,V,| ! ,

!

"

leilt with un.ler the headinus of Conjunctn.tis. O,. mt.s, Lbd-ler Inllam

nation. Rheumatism. &c., only a hnef reference isIutc necessary.

ram in nuctunlum mav be relieved by unaurs.n, tne penis m very

v„,rm water ur i.v passm.L' urine when silim;, in the hot :,.tz-bath. I amful

:ons orChordce should be met by a full dose ..f famphor M.mobromate

, ,, s.) in cachet or by a lar;;e warm- water enen^.a, followed by a supposi-

tory as uider, or Cocaine may be injected.

Sleep m.r. be induced by larue doses of Bromides (60 to 90 grs.), with

1 ^rs rhloral, when morphia is contra indicated.

1;

.

Mnrph. llyJrthhlnr

Fiat siiphosiloriinn.

I'\t. Vn-lliuloniui \'u-. lif. ]

Pitlv. Caint>li(iru- lit. v.

Olei Thi-obrom. ad i;>'- xv.

iiloiilinn /;.N.

Misce.

nahvutis is lial>le to supervene when the foreskin is lon^'. Tt shoul.l

|„. „,H bv freelv syrinuin^ the i.repuce with warm t'.oric Acul solution and

alisoliitc (leanliness.
. .• i*

//, himmaticm of Cotvpcr's glands sometimes ends in suppuration. t is

wise, aot to w^iitfor the chance of the pus finding its way into the urethra,

hut t^ make a free perineal incision to avoi.l the dan-er of a urinary fistula.

Pc-uretlnal ahurss about the fossa na^ icularis may be left to open mto

the urethra, 'nit when surroundin- the penile p. .tion of tlie canal it should

be incised fi 1 without.

liuboe.< shi.uld be treated bv absolute rest an<l warm fomentations or

IJoric A. id poultices, and incised as soon as matter forms. I hey are

l)rol)ablv always due to a mixed infection.

FlndUvmith is usualh re-arde<l as an indication for the suspension

of all injections, but the viifr finds that very warm and weak Perman-

..anate injections . ause n- in. rcase in the intlammation of the ^land and

may even atTord some-relief. All other solutions should be prohibited.

\b;olute rest with thesupi.ort of the testicles on a shelt or by a suspensory

ba.ula}.e and tiie application of Ichthyol, Jk-lladonna, .Vc, are necessary.

The further treatment by leeching, iiv ision>. tapping. &c., will i)e dis-

cussed under Orchitis.
, ,

• •

Gonorrlia-al rheumatism is a .crious sciuela. and, like gleet, septicemic

,>r nvT.mi.- . ..nditi.ips ;ind maiiv other sequeUe, is being now treated by

Vac('ination and Serum Therapy, as will be described under its own

\:onorrh,va in the Female i. a much more serious disease than is generally

recognised, owing to the grave complications which may arise m the pelvis

f1-
i ;

-

m
1 1

^l
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even when the vaginal or urethral symptoms are latent. The routine of

injecting the vagina is open to the danger of infecting the uterus, and it

must be carried out with care. Bierhoff's method of abortive treatment
is carried out by thoroughly disinfecting the urethra and vulva and
irrigating the vagina with a i per cent. Protargol solution, after which the

latter is thoroughly cleansed by mopping with cotton-wool, and if no
gonococci are found in a scraping from the cervical canal the vagina is to

be packed with gauze soaked in the solution and a 5 per cent, protargol

Iwugie li inches long is inserted into the urethra. The tampon is left

in situ for 24 hours, and the bougie allowed to remain in the urethra by
directing the patient not to pass water for 2 hours. The plugging is

renewed after a Sitz-bath, and fresh irrigation performed upon removing
the second tampon. Daily irrigation of the vagina is to l)e carried out l)y

a I in 4,000 Pcrrhloride of .Mercury or a i per cent. Sulphocarbolate of

Zinc solution. Where the vagina i.s found to he infected at the start a

5 per cent. Protargol irrigation is to l)e used before plugging the canal.

A good and safe routine is to flush out the vagina with a strong Perman-
ganate or weak Iodine lotion after swabbing with Peroxide of Hydrogen.

W'iiere tlie cervix has become infected in chronic cases, curetting of the

canal shoul' '.)e carried out before plugging it with 2 per cent, protargol.

The urethra should be dilated by a Kelly's .speculum, and the bladder

swabbed or irrigated by Nitrate of Silver solution when cystitis is present,

and Sandal-Wood t)il should be given, .\bscesscs arising from suppura-

tion of Hartholin's gland should be opened early.

Vaccine treatment is of value in these complications. Pyosalpinx is to

be treated by removal of the tubes with or without the ovaries, as detailed

under its own beading.

GOUT.
Prevention is important, since the tendency to gout is known to be

hereditary in a large proportion of cases ; but prophylactic measures are

often postponed till too late, owing to the associ ition in the lay mind of

gout with advanced a;,e, so that no pre( autions are taken till after the

first attai k, which in hereditary cases commonly occurs at o- Ijcfore the

thirty-fifth year of life.

l-ree open air ixercises, walking, riding, and games like i ricket and golf

should be insisted upon in the idle and well todo class born of gouty
parents. In those wiio have to work for their living, an oci upation should

be selected wliic h as far as po.ssible will be ini ompatible with a sedent'ry

life, ami this must be supplemented by o|)en-air games and brisk exercises.

Diet is of yreat ini|K)rtance, and is identical with the dietetic treatment

of the eslabli-.hed disease. Over-eating is a polint 1 ause of gout in those

whose historv shows no hereditary taint, and therefure in thosi' with a

f.imily |)retlisi)osition moderation in diet is an essential. 'I'lie old view

(hat animal food was the main fai tor in the production of gout led to the

rigid j)rohiliition of red mea»s of all kinds, and the author, in his " I'rac tice

• if Me<li( ine," has i)')inted out that the n vitit against the uric a' id theory

has templed many physicians who regan. the production uf uric ucid as
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originatint; in the increase of the destruction of the nuclcms m the leuco-

cytes to err on the other side. Heme it is not uncommon to sec foods

recommended which are ri-h even in nucleins and purm bases such as

pancreas, sweetbread, brains, roe, game and red meats. If such are

permitted at all, they must be allowed in small quantities, tish, poultry,

fresh .egetables, vegetable soups, cheese, bread and fannace<^us foods

should constitute the staple dietary. Hoiled meats are better than roasts.

Sweet fruits like strawberries, apples and oranges, and recookcd dishes,

pastry, sweet puddings and sugar stiould be avoided. Cocoa should be

tiie ordinary breakfast bevunige.
_ . . •

i

The amount of the food is often of as much importance as is its chemical

constitution, and it is not unusual to find that when animal food is pro-

hibited Ur. patient takes to enormous quantities of farinaceous compounds

lo make up the dcfuicnrv. Gourmandising must be avoided, no matter

liow mild an.l apparently unobjectionable the quality of the food may be,

and many gouty patients arc unable to digest fannacious stuffs. 1-ats as

.ream and butter mav be freely taken, and salads are beneficial. Mineral

Waters (aerated) or hot water flavoured with a slice of lemim should be

c.,,)iously employed to flush out the kidneys and promote elimination.

Strong tea and coffee should be proiubiled when an animal dietary is

indulged in, though the vegetarian may partake of them. -

Alcohol is always injurious, chiefly when indulged in as fermented

beverages, like (•lmmi)agne, Hurgundy and I'ort, though it is now fasiiion-

able to prescribe these wines in small amounts as a protest against old-

' i^liioned treatment. AH wines are injurious, as are also cider, l)eer and

i).)rter. When tor anv reason alcohol is indicated, the beverage should

consist of a little good whiskey or old brandy or gin freely diluted with

soda, p.)tash or Seltzer water. The least objectionable wme is a good

]|o. k or Moselle drunk A'ith Selt::er or ApoUinaris water.

A holiday at a mineral water spring at which golf or other active open-

air exercise can be procured is as beneficial to the overworked sedentary

inheritor of a gouty tendency as it is to the victim of the established

disea.,c. Harrogate, Huxlon, Hath, or Strathpeffer at home,farlsbad.

Aix-k-Hains, Contrexcville, and many others abroad are in repute.
^

Roberts advises gouty patients to avoid all s|)as whose wafers are charged '

with soda salts, and he recommends chloride of {xitassium instead of

table salt, but many patients clo well at Vichy. The imiwrted waters of

UKist mini-ral springs im-y be freely used at home, but as a rule, when tins

plan is followed, it is useless, as much more can be swallowed at the resort,

whrre hours of recreation and meals are directed with the view of a free

iiululHCiue in the water, of which a galhm per diem is not an unusual

quanlum.
Trfutineut duniif- an Acute Attack. -^Rest in bed is iminrativc.und rest

of mind and freedom from business worry is essential. The diei shoulcl

consist of weak diluent drinks, as a thin vegetMble M.iip, milk and Kali

water,. .rbiu lev vsater, toast and water, with a fe\s plain arnnvroot biscuits.

Ik-et extracts ate often given, but they should 1h> avoidtd. Debilitated
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subjects may be permitted to take freely of weak chicken soup thickened

with barley or other farinaceous material. Alcohol is seldom indicated,

and when very specially demanded a little whiskey with Kali water may

be permitted.

The affected joint should be placed in a position of absolute rest,

surrounded with a thick layer of dry absorbent wool covered up by thin

mackintosh or oiled silk, evenly but lightly bandaged and elevated.

When the patient is restless he may be allowed to sit in an armchair with

his foot supported upon a chair, which is better than the fashionable gout-

.stool. The wool dressing should be changed every 12 or 24 hours, and a

layer of warm wool reapplied.

\V hen the pain is unbearable local sedatives must be applied. Leeching

and blistering or other form of counter-irritation are always contra-

indicated, and poulticing is objectionable. A hot stupe, fomentation or

foot-bath often gives relief, but cold applications or lotions should never

be employed. One of the best methods is to wring a flannel cloth out of a

vcrv hot decoction of poppy-heads or chamomile flowers, and apply it to

the inflamed joint, or tiie flannel may be wrung out of hot water and lightly

sprinkled with the Liniment of Chloroform, Aconite or IJelladonna. For

most cases it is best to sprinkle the woollen dressing with a little of any of

these liniments, and then envelop the part with more wool and an imper-

vious dressing, care being taken that the dressing be not saturated with

chloroform liniment, which might blister. A mixture of two or three

emi)rocations may i)e safely employed, but it should not cover the entire

foot, or a large joint like the knee.

Hot alkaline lotions are recommended by Veo and others. They

possess no advantage over spirituous liniments, and are, moreover, liable

to cool and so exjxise the part to variations of temperature, which is

always to be avoided. Ducl.wortii's applicati(m consists of 20 grs.

Morphia Hydrochloride dissolved in 6 oz, Helladonna Liniment, but it is

very doubtful if the morpiiia has any action when used in this way. If

dissolved in chloroform liniment absorption would be liable to occur, and

morpiiia is a most undesirable drug to 1k' circulating in the blood during

an atlai k of acute gout, hem e relief of the local jwin by morphia hypo-

dermically is to be avoided when possible.

t'olchicum is the one drug for administration when pain is ;.evere. It

relieves
|
ain without im reusing the secretion of the kidney, lM)wel or skin

;

therefore, its at lion (annot be said to be eliminalory. Its effects are,

however, imreas>'d by (ombining its administration with purgatives;

hence, if a full dose of a saline ratliartic has not been already pres( ribed,

the best procedure will be to administer the following ancient formula;

ft. Vint Cokhici 7>w.

Ma^^esii Sulphatis .'^iss.

Ma^. Carl). Pan J. .'^ij.

Aifuw Menthw Ptp. ad 5xij. Mhce.

/•v. mist. Cpi. Sij- 'ilattm and Xj. qi'arlis hurts, />./>.«.

i
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It will be observed tluit the first dose of the wine of cokhicum in the

above mixture will be 40 mins.-a dose which never should be exceeded ()r

repeated, but which is quite safe when given with a brisk cathartic. t is

an excellent plan to direct the gouty patient to take a s-gr. Hlue Piil as

soon as he feels the first approach of an attack 8 hours before commepnng

the colchicum treatment. The above mixture after 24 or 36 hours should

be I'iven in i-oz. doses three or four times a day.

Salicylate of Sodium, or Potassium, is the next best routine when fn.m

cardiac weakness or idiosyncrasy the colchicum cannot be given. It also

has some depressant action ujwn the heart, but less so than .-olchu urn.

30 grs. may be given at once, and half this amount every 3 or 4 hours.

The^ salicylate of potassium may be given in effervescence with l.emon-

iuice and Bicarbonate of Potassium with advantage, as this increases its

diuretic action. Luf! advises drinks of Cream of Tartar (20 grs.) dissolved

in 10 OE. hot water fre<iuently throughout the day. riu" fever is reduced

and all the excretory organs -bowels, skin and kidneys- are kept in an

active state by these agents.

Insomnia is best met by I tyosrine, Trionul or Paraldeliyde. I lie latter

is the writer's routine hypnotic in gout, and be never pres( ribes Mori.hia

or Opium.
.

The purging should lie stopped and the colchi.um dimmish.d ur

suspended as the atta.k passes off, and the patient gradually returns to a

white fish and chicken and farinaceous diet.

Uetween the attacks the treatment l)y diet, exercise in the open air, an

occasional natural purgative water, \-c., is to be maintained. .\ iiu.st of

drugs are recommended at this stage. Alkalies have be.n cmploNcl as a

routine bv most i)hysi< ians on the theory that tluy form soluble silt> with

uric acid,' whi. h is thereby easily elimm.ited bv th.' kidiie> ;
bui they n<.

longer hold their own, and Roberts maintained tliat they were worthless.

l.itliium, the most prized of the group, has fallen into comparatn e diMisc.
'

and all authorities are agreed that soda salts shoul.l l«e avoided, -«.me

g(.ing so f.ir as to insist uix.n a salt lice diet. There < ,innot, howc\( r. I.,

a doubt about the value of such alkaline waters as Carlsbad .md < ..11

trexeville when drunk at the spas. They probably ad by tlu ir laig.

volume, jMissil^Iv indepenilently of their mineral constituents, ami a

sojourn at any of the places previously mentione.l is a good rnulinc

after one or more acute attacks.

R.idiuni drinkini; water and emanations have their ad... ales. Sale y-

l.ites are pres( ribctl by in.iny in the inter\als between the atta. ks, tli.ni;;lt

their best etTects are to be witnessed during the sei/.ure or imiiiedi.tl.lv

.ifterwards. I laig claims sjkm iai \ irtues lor jmrf Pliospliate i)l S.kI.i, ,ind

others eiiiplnv the IMiosphale or Ciiinride of .\minonia.

Crotnipin. Pipcra/in, l.vsidine. Atnphaii, Cliinottoi>iii. Cri. edm,

I'rosin. Itenzo.iles and Ihuretin coin|)ounds are but a few ut the inriumer-

nole gout remedies which have Ix'en extolled and. like litbiom. fi^r the

most part found valueless. The K.tcst meiiil'cr i.f this -roup nf s., ill. d

siHcifics IS rhvininic A<id. which is Nueleotin-|)hosjiliori And uitb the

f :,
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trade name of " Sulurol." It is unduubttdly a good laboratory sob ent

of uric acid, .md being a product of the metabolism of the food nucleins,

it is i)Llieved to have a strong aliinity for uric acid, whose precipitation is

thereby prevents' The drug is given in tablets of 4 grs. each, two being

taken tiirii c daily u er meals.

Chronic gout must be treated upon the lines suitable for acuto and

subacute attacks. The dietary will require continual changing or

modification, especially as most of tiie patients are well on in years and

often seriously debilitated by the wearing pains of chronic joint deform-

ities and asthmatic, renal or cardiac complications. As a rule a more

liberal supply of animal food must be given when it is craved for or when

farinaceous stuffs cannot be digested. In addition to white fish and

poultry plain boiled mutton and eggs with ordinary clear or thick soup

may be allowed in moderate amount if not fortified by beef extracts, but

the foods rich in purins as sweetbreads, brain, liver, pancreas, roe, &c.,

must be rigidly excluded. Game may, however, be permitted in the form

of roast pheasant, and oysters occasionally.

Alcohol will be more frequently indicated than for younger patients,

and distilled liqui)rs in small amount and well diluted are always to be

preferred to fermented 1 leverages; Still Hock or Moselle with Apollinaris

water or a little liry Sherry may. howe\er, be allowed when spirits are

olvjecled to.

I':xercise is a great ditticulty, as locomotion is often seriously impeded,

and its place must l)e taken by general massage, hydropathy, warr;

douching, and the hot-air or radiant heat (electric) bath, all of which

renif dial agents are now prot urable at every alkaline spa, where the waters

may lie freely indulged in for a couple of months in each year with great

advantage.

The bowels inust be more than merel\ kept free from constipation. A
smart .saline should be administered at least twice a week, and an

occasional lilue I'ill is always beneficial.

Colchu un» is only to be administered when an acute or subacute exacer-

bation of the arthritic troui)les suix'rvcnes. It is a well-recognised fact

that aged patients bear this drug badly, and the dose of the wine should

not as a rule exceed 15 or at most 20 niins. thrice daily. Salicylate of

Cull hicinc i> "Hen better liorne in (iiis<s of
,,',, gr., or two capsules which

ea< hmnt.iin .. !,,
gr.of tins salt flissnK.d in methyl salicylate may be given

ihri'c or four time-; a dav.

Sain \ late> arc oltt n Imu In iul in short 1 ourses bs relieving the wearying

joint paiti.s. and (iuaiaiurii lia> long eiijoxed a reputation of a similar

nature. JAcii the old la>liioncd and <ks|)i>ed " Ciulsea I'ensioner,"

v\litch < ontains guaiut uni, sulphur, and other drugs, sometimes proves a

valuable routine prt |tarution, and it keeps the bowels free, liuaiacum

i'"iin may 1h' .i<iinuii».i<red .is u s-gr. tablet three times daily.

Iodide of |Kit.issiuin i> u|H)n the m hole the most reliable drug ir ( hronic

gout. It iiiav 111' ::mii in 5 to 10 ^r. dose:-, in courses o( or S wcek.i'

durat II. alone or in i< inbinatioti with minute doses of Arsenic (1 min.,
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Kowler), or 5 min. doses of Cuichieum wine. Radium emanations and

radium drinking water are always beneficial.
, , • •

The treatment of the chronic jomt inflammations and deformities must

be cautiously carried out. Pain may be relieved by tl..' applications which

soothe the acute arthritic mamfestations-viz., an anodyne limment

ontaininji lielladonna, Acomte and Chloroform -care being exercised

that the belladonna constituent be nut of such strength as to cause danger

from its al)sorption. A safer appli. alion is the green extract rubbed up

with glycerin. If friction be employed it must be of the gentlest.

\ warm alkahne lotion of 1 of IJicarbunate of I'otash in 40 of water

applied under the oiled silk ina> be tried, but the tendemy to gouty

denuatilis or eczema may Uv brought inlo_ intense activity by wet

applications; a dry lieat is always best.

Stillness and indurations may be often removed by skilful and gentle

massage, with iwssive movements so conducted as not to set up i)ain or

fresh arthritis. Counter-irritation siiould l)c avoided, but mild Iodine

prepaiatious may be found useful.

Gout-stones sliould m)t be a. tively dealt witii when iiui causing pam

or great discomfort. Tiu n remoxal i.-, imi)ossiblc by dru-s admiiiistered

with the intenti.m of dissolving the dei)usite(l urate of .mhI... sin. e they are

already exlravascular. .Mkaline h..t luiion,-, i.iav he appheil wiien the

skin has ulcerated, and umUr very exrcptional .in umstan, es. i>s wiien

sKmes seriously imiiede the movement, of an eshcntial joint, t lie skin may

be incised and the concretion turned out. Tlie use of electri. ,il currents,

X rays, Radium, electrical endosmosis, cataphoresis, &c., generally prove

futile and s(jmetinies mischievous.

RetrocedeiU goul shows itself when the gouty inilammalion llies t.. s..me

internal organ from the inllamed joint during an acute attack, and tlic

metastasis mav prove latal if not pminptly dealt with. Very hot mustanl

lomentation .sliould be applied I., th-' joint from which the pain, heat,

redness and swelling Iuinc suddcil/d.parled, with the view ,.f re establish-

ing the original arthritic disturbances. Col.hi. um sh.jld not be given,

anil if the patient has been ahe.idy under its influence the ilrug should be

proin|)tly suspvnde.l. A smart purge ami a hot mustard pack to power-

fully stimulate the bowels and skin to eliminate the poison is the only safe

Symptoms must be treated when they arise. When the metastasis is

.ardiac a hot mustanl fomentation shoidd be applied over the heart

region, and Mrv. hniiie given hypoderi.iicully. When bi.iin .Miiptoins

with delirium or < oma I'e pieseni, the i. ecp is .1 .l.aibttui a;;eiit to resort

to. 3 ilrop. ..I (tot. in Oil mav be pla. ed upon the longue.und a u.iim

MiiapiMu .ipphed to tin lup.' .1 the nek. trails pati-nts be.ii bloo.l

leiting badi\ , and lee. hing would be useless nmler Mich . 11. um.-lam es. Iiui

when ileatli is threatening a vein must be o[)ened. Ihis should not Ix

done till a w.irm saline solution is prep.ired, win- h >hould be iitiiiiediatel\

iiije. ltd int.. Ih. open,. I v.in in twi. . the ,im..unt of the bloo.l let out

I'his need not ex. eed 15 t.) 20 o/.. I'he serum may be liy|iodennitall>

li
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injected in h^-art cases without blood-letting when the patient has been

placed in the hot pack.

When the stomach is affected the best procedure will be to speedily

intlame the skin with a very hot mustard fomentation, and give warm

water <()[)iously by tlie mouth, and assist elimination by the hot pack, and

hy()odermic or rectal injection ol warm saline to dilute the poison in tlnj

blood.

The different diseased conditions which comiilicaie gout, as eczeniii,

neuritis, cystitis, renal c irrhosis, asthma, dvspepsia, glycosuria, (Jtc, will

re(|uire treatment on the lines rcc(><;niscd iis suitable in each affection, tin

underlying gouty condition bein^ alwa\ s attended to by diet and drugs, as

aiiove detailed.

OUNSHOT WOUNDS- see under Wounds and Abdomen.

H^iMATEMESIS.

This has been dealt with under Gastric Ulcer; only a brief resume i>

necessary here.

.\bsolute rest in the liori/ontal position, and phy.-iological rest to tin

stomach, as far as possible, should be maintiined. Ice sucked m tin-

moutii or swallowed in small piei es should l)e the only substance iicnniltcd

to enter the stomach, but often much harm is done !)y permitting tla

|>atienl to distend his stcmiai b witii water in this maniu r, as the tempera-

ture of the li(|uehetl ice is sonn raised to tliat of the body, and no lianio-

slatic action is pnx urcd. .StinuilaiUs, food and c\en medicines must l)e

administered by tiie bowi'l.

bed ((impresses in thin subje( ts. and dry ( ups and smart sinapisms,

where the aluloniinal wails ,ire tliK k, ma\ be eniploSKl t xKrnally in

severe cases. If iced (((m|)rcsses are used, they should not Ik kvpl on

longer than ,:;o minutes at a tim( , as congestion of the j^asirit membiane

will o( . ur. Hot must.ird loot b.ir lis tend to dnnini-ili luemorrii.mc by

acting as revul ants.

Morphia. '^\^ vr\ as ,i >upposilor\ or bv h\podermii injci tion .irrcsls

pel istaltii a( tion m tin- stoinui h. uM.ix s n( i\ous i \( itement and ( .dms the

1 irt ui.itiiiii. pnllini; tin p,iti(nt into tin most l.iMiur.dilc ( undition.s for

rei (i\ t r\

.

t hhjride ol I al( iuin should In -ueii as a r.iuliiie in all (asis; b\ rapidly

increasing the ( oa^ulability ol tlu blood it iinds to seal up tin. open

month of the bleeding msscI. It should be administcri d in i dox ol Oo f;rs.

dissolved m ,i
to s «/.. water injei led slowly into tbi' r( > turn. Su)ir>irinal

(Hand m tin loiiii •.! Nilren.din .Solution ni.n \« .:i\en b\ tin leoutli

( /) mms.) mi\t(l willi i dr. w.il(i. II jimm Ii\ (mi(|( inii( .ilK , it m.iy

niilcii ll'( li.eniorrb.i. > b\ i.iism iIk };(n'ial blood pitssute It iii.iv

be uivtn li\ th( inoulli wlun iIk iinu s.ilt ji.is Im( ti iii|(i led iiUo l', e bowel.

Ill despfi.iti la^is. vvlnie mill"! ol I'lise m loedies |> u liOtii 1. liu

onlv resouK c 1( It to t Ik ph\ sii i.in is to m(( i I not in,d S.dme solution into

a xein o: inio iIk shIk uiiiieous .elluLii lissiii .it diiterent |ia:ts of the

body, u.sinu Jo to Oo o/. Willi lla li\podernii( injK lion ilu ( liloiidc
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of Calrium may be rombined. Intravenous injection in these cases max

be v'rvXruult, ..win, to tin. emptv rondition ..f tbe superfu.al ve.ns.

ind the livnodermii- n.ute answers all re<iuirenicnts.

''"ll in"! vpodermi-allv in . per .ent. suluti..n or even up to .o per

..nt
'
s l>een inje. ted deeplv into the ,U,teal re,,on; ,t rnust be mo

.- irefullv sterilised, as death from tetanus has several tmies fol o«ed these

;• vt ns t is now pn.eurable in sterilised ,lass tubes; the eotj.tents

Z H .^he. mixed wi\h 5 o.. boiled water make a . per .ent. s.,lm,.>n

, , inj.tion Fhe dm, n,ay be eu.nhine.l w,th the sahn.- .nj.etton, or

, nn Id rerurnn, ,astrie ha.nt..rrha,.. it may be ,.ven by the mouth.

V en^ vomitings s.vere and the luen.rrhaue nuulerate ,n amount

the writer has oiUained u<.o<l results bv .dmuuster.n, a 3 nun. (
reoM.t.

r.nsule alter th.. stoma.h has been emptied by sp..ntaneous .'mesis.

'Wh n the ha-matemesis is not .lue .0 uleer or , an. er. 'ts s..une s

probablv a ruptur..! vari.-ose vein at the l.-wer end ..f t'- ."' ;'
•

-

-nd.rbin.' liepatie <on,estii.n will re.,u,re prompt treatm.-nt
; 5 »'> "° .^rs.

:,;;';;. l pla, e-Ln tm. tongue and washed down -t a tea^poon-

,„1 .,f svater, or .t saline pur,.' may be u.ven. N.tnte ..f Am>l ma> b

trie.l but all a,ents whi.h in. rease th.. bl.n.d pr.ssure are to be a.o.d.d

vlmuhn bv the n.outh mav be us. ful front its lo, al a. t.on. In purpur,,

,;,se^ Chlond.. ..f Cal.ium bv the r.. turn is tla' b.st routine.

riu. .„.,„„/ treatment of ha..naten..sis has been alr.'adv ,hs, u. 1

un.Kr Gas.ri. I leer, an.l the ,H...ssity has been
-">lf

''^•^^' ,;:'•'''
^

portan. e of ..peralin, in re.urrin, ha^morrrhagu- . ases .lurrn, the mt. n.ds

I/bU.e.lin. in or.ler to prevent the ...vurren-e of a fatal ha-morrha,..

(lastro-enterostomv m.rts all th.. r..<|uirem..nts o these .a^.^s. as t e

l,,..„,„rrhat:.. usually is pron>ptb arres,...l bv makm, a n. w rm te

anastomosis of the stoma.h with th.. ...junum. an.l the same pra. tu

.

holds ,00.1 in ,astii.- .an.er a.rompanM'd bv haniorrba^e.

H^MATroROSIS.
p.londs sNv.atin.. when m.t .-au^.d In the malinu.r.r, ,s n.arlv alwa>s

a „K,n;le.tation of tin. hvsteri.al mn-lition, an.l r.^Mun. s no treat-

nunt; the authmlie ea^.s re,H,rt,..l as bem, of a true v.-anous nature

ree„ver..d spontaneou.K . Su, h shoul.l not be luterl.r..! w,th, ..n- .pt

bvan alt. mpt to restore .some normal flux win. h \.as b....n .
h...k.-.l. as m

auunorrh.-a. Salin.. pur.,ativ.s or r.vulsive Ir.atment by very hoi

foot baths or sinapi.sins .an .|o m. harm in this rare eomhtion.

IlffiaiATOCELE. .

T!,.. tnattnent of a hamorrhaire into the .avitv oi th.. tum-a vaginalis

testis or ,onl .onsists in r.'st in bed. with the iMtunt iMn. upon his ba.'k

i,n.l a sn.all boar.l plaee.l a.ross th.' upper p.ul ot th. thiLhs. so th,.l

the s^oil.ii orpin mav rest apon this as on a sh. It. b .'I lotions or a

small iM ...I. mav b.' appli..! to the s. n.tun. in m,nt . as..s in order K-

,M.A,nt birthrr eNtin as.,tion. .\ - radlr is m..ssa.v 1., k.ep oil the

vv,i..ht of the b.,|. lollies, an.l the b..wels si,ould b.' mov,..! by a sma.t

Saline purgulivc.

I'aSt'l

if

la
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Hydro fi«watocele.~Wherc extravasation of blood occurs into a previ-
ously existing hydrocele the blood may remp.in fluid, and a simple tap-pmg operation may be tried, a moderately sized trochar and canul.i
being employed, but should the fluid accumulate again a repetition of
the tapping will most likely prove a failure for the cure of the original
hydrocele. The tumour of a h.Tmatocele is tense or solid, and if treat.d
on purely expectant lines, the blood is seldom absori)ed; sup..uration
may result, or the walls of the sac may becom.- thickened or even cal. if,,,!

Ihc best routine treatment is to open freelv the tunica as in the modern
operation for the radi.al rure of hydn.cele. The <lot should be lurncl
out, the sac with the testis withdrawn from the scrotum, and the sar
being turned inside out, tiie edges of the incision in the walls of the tunic .

vaginalis are sutured behind the epididymis and the testicle returned to
the scrotum, drainage being provided.
When the operation has been delaved, it will usuallv be necessarv to

dissect oui the thickened wall, and it may even be necessary to remove
the atrophied testicle, or the entire mass in. ludin- the testicle mav b.
completely excised.

If suppuration of tlu" contents has oc. -irred wlien first seen bv th.
surgeon, the sac should he freely incised, swabbed out with l-erchloridc
of .Mercury .Solution, and free drainage established. W l,,n u i.^cmatocel.
supervenes upon malignant disea.se of the testicle, castration should b.
effe, ted without delay, and the cord must bi also remove<l high up
Ihymato, des of the . „ni and of the epididv nis ocur when bloo.i i.'

extravasated into encxsteci hydroceles in .onnecti:,,, with these organsThe treatment in the first instance should consist in ,,.,,|,in,, an.! if the
fluid returns the radiral operation of the .enu.v.d „r ex. ,Mon of the , vst
wall should be carried oat.

Pelvic I!.i;matocklk. This ..,nditi..n is ,,ln,.K, invariably due t-
tubal pregnancy, an.l the treatment .-onsists in immediate uiu'ration a-
described und.r llxtra-iitcrine i'reunanrx „n p. .Sfi Th- follcwihr
remarks apply to t treatment of ihos.. rare cases forn.-lv re-aid-.l
a.s .xtra -pntoneal h;rmato, eles, which ar.' now kn.nvn K. b.- examples
of llamahvm of the broad liga,.„„t and whi. h <an W saf.K tre.,t..<l bv
the expe. tant tidhod.

T:i ' patient simul.l oe rapidlv undre^s.^d a...! pla. e.l ..n her ba, k ni..,n
a hair mattr.... ,vith the pelvis slightlv raised In a hani , .,unt.,i 'an..
folded neatly and pla. e.l under the bulto.ks. Collapse mav I.,, nut
wi I. stimulant, su. h as I'.ther. .\,.nhol, .,r Sal V.,latil.., Opimn is theonly r..|iabl.. h;.m..siati.- and reslora.ive in such , as,., an.l in th,. pn..cn. ..

"f ^^nal p,.,n „ mav be ,iv,.n l,..,ii, .sly. Small doses are usrh-ss-
.(s inmuiis of lan.linum by th.. m.iiith i.r anus. or

i grain of MorpI
l.v hvpodermic injection, shouhl b,. a.lnnnislere.l a^ so.-n as ,,.. „>1,.
._'"d th- elTct kept >,p by small.-r .|„„..s r..p,.a|..: ev,ry hou/a.n. ,..n.^'
lo the urgemy or severity .f t',.. svm|M.„„s. In th,. ,:n...v.,l> !„ tw.,.,';
th" -io-s of opium. Mrandy an,l I,., mav b. fnelv uiy.n; aii,rward«

hiskty in imaU ijuaniiiy, diiuted witii i, cd nulk, wil con-
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stitute the best feedin, durin. t1,e early d^y^foUo. in,

^^^^^^^^^
soon as possible alcohol should be ^^''P^*^^.

^f
;^' ^^ i^'!^tta-per.ha

The writer has never had the courage to try these htroi. rem. rite.

h::,::v:ntured to recommend t.,ht aH;lon.r,nn.an .unn,.
^^

r „o «Mfh the trravest a«V)''''t '^cncrallv ro(o\or it Ktpi an-

.eS:^:thS::nce ;. opiu.; and .edjllin, by maUn.. rep<.^

examinations and explorations is to be eondemned. ^ '
" "^

;
^^

"be tried with the view of arresting the mternal h^^morrh jc of t u^e

,: ot s the one most useful: it may be given
^yP-^^'^Z^t^^U^r.l

m ah in full doses. Chloride of Calcium, 20 f^rs. cvcrN ^ ^'> "j;-
'J

which, after all, is the remedy upon which
\^ «";;",;; ',,,,,„

Tn the face of a rap d v incrcasin- intcr,i:«l ,i,em<>riiuvi. uii
1

of o ^l^ihe abdoJen and securing the --din. vc<.^ >r.;v bo wc . ,

•

If extra-uterine s^estation or an ovanan vanx ,. ^l''^^'" '

;'
. „ „^,,i„,,,

ustified, but the hope of securing th. vessels h.m. Ik
^ IJ ^ of

pelvic ha>mat<.ma is fc<l, is indeed vision >rv, and »'
' V^;^ ^ ;^^1 ^^^^

rases so treated would probably have their .han.es of ru.ncr> ^^^n,

mimmised bv such an attempt
,H.rii„nitis. pelvic cellulitis,

The subsequent treatment wdl be tn. t "I" "".'"" '„, _,.j,. ji.e

or TH^lvic abs ess. When the slmck an<l collapse nave pas- d -iv^^
> -

t"-

; s£ Vritoneal mischief will call f.r sedatnc "--'-
/; ^ ^•;

,

, , nillv md locallv. Onium should be still our mam>tay, and until all

d^;^ o u t ^r h.cmorrha.e has passed away cold '"-Pve.s-^ arc t^-

J^Zr^'ln^^U will form, which. ,f let ^•^^ hn - wa.

int..t.^. bladder, bow.'., vaf^ina. uterus. -r thrnuf-h theskm. u r

rf nun.tuni.' the tonour throujih the rcnum or va,.ma s folluu d
1

x

or"X''-: there cannot be a d<,ul>. tha, such a -"^n--^;:
^

1 serious mislawe. When M.crc is evi<le.ec , at -M'l';-«;-
j;,;^"^,^^

estabhshe,!. an.l the ,ympt.mis and M.ns e.d
-<;;;; '«,;^:^^

,. ,.„... of ,he .1.- bnrsuns int., -he I'-';;^^;- ;,„;,,• ^.p^ure
.Mint is feh n the vacma or rectum. V> '^ai tor spuni n 1

St l>e a fata! blunder. TL^ a.p,ra or sh.uld .. l;--
-J;^^^^ ^^^

trochar and canula, such as -, u^cd -r pun. uwuv,; ti c •.!. hr. "Ti Y ne

of liie Irni'ui. Should the t :•::• -.i- ••.
•
"•

*̂

iKf
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as well as puritorm fluid, the opening should he freely enlarged, and the
sac well washed out with warmed solutions of (brrosive Sublimate or
Condy's fluid, injected from time to time through thu ordinary enema
apparatus, to which a large, soft catheter may be attached. Vaginal
pum ture is preferred to anal.

HiEMATOIfA.

Hnpmatoma of the Auricle usually resolves more or less completely
if left to itself, but since the effused !)looU is bound firmly dowi. by the
unyielding perichondrium, deformity through shrinkage o'f the cartilage
IS ha hie to ensue. If the extravasation is small and seen early the apph-
cation of an ice-hag may meet al! re<iuirernents. In more e.xtensive
h.xmorrhages pun< ture is seldom justifiable, sine e the blood has usually
coagulated already. The best procedure is to make under aseptic pre-
caudons a free incision through which the clot is to be turned out and
the cavit\ carefully jiackerl b\ antisef)tic gauze so inserted as not to
mtcrfere with the confignrai •, <,{ the auri. !-;. ;i firm padding of cotton-
wool being place.l behind the ear. A wo\eii l.indage should be applied
with ^ulilcient firmness to sei ure a moderate degree of pressure.

i hematoma / the Labium should be treated when .seen early In the
application of the i. r-l)ag to check further extravasation, and if let Hone
small tumours will usually resolve spontaneously, but a large han.atoma
m this region is liaiile to sujipuratc and should be freelv incised, the clot
turned cnt, the cavity swabbed with Perchloride of Mercurv solution,
and any bleeding vessels tied, after which measures the cavity should be
firmly packed with Iodoform or Cyanide gauze

In n(;,dected eases, where suppurati(m iias already set in, the pus
should he e\ acuated b_\- a free incision and the cavity tho.-oughh flushed
nut by a warm antiseptic solution and thomu'/h drainage provided.

In cases of long standing the walls bc( me thickened by organised
laxcrs of (lot, as when the h.rmatoma supervenes i',,i , a v;;ri<oceie of
the labmm, in which case tlie entire ma.ss will rei; i.e > aision.

If,iiint<>,na of the Scalp.- Whvn the extra va.. . .<on incurs into the
space beneath the afxjneurosis. the dilTusion of tl;e t-imour m.iy be
prevented by the app'i.ation of an ice bag and gentle uniform elastic
pressure. Its resolution at a later stage may be e.vpedited bv careful
massage.

The Cphallucniatomata ()l)served in newly born ihili!,. n usually result
from extrayasated blood between th- bone and the peri, ranium, and
generally yield to the application of evaporating lotions, the ice-bag,
ami at a later stage, should these not prove efTeciu.d, to the mild elastic'
pressure exercised by a woven bandage o.er a Spirit lotion api)lied under
oiled >dk. I'uulti. In-, aspiration, leeching or puncturin;.; should never
be resorted to. .Should suppuration o. , ur, a free in. , i.,i, should be made
into the .rntre of the boggy swelling, the |)us eva. uuted and the cavity
washed out by a warm antiseptic solution, after whi. h it nv.w be loonely
packed with gauze or drained.
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ILTmatonia of the Scrotum must lie difierintiated from iKimatocek :

it always yields to rest in Lai, wuli tlic tcstii les supported on a suitable

splint or shelf and tiie api)li( ation of cold lotions, followed at a later staj^e

1)\ the use of .S])iril lotion under oiled silk and a suspensory i>andaj;e.

Vor I'ck'ic lla'iiiatoiua, see p. 35.S.

HiGMATURIA.

Tiiis is but a sym[)lom or sit;n eoninion to \arious diseases alTeetin';

the s^enito-urinary tract or to certain miieral blood conditions, she treat-

ment of which will be found detailetl under its own appropriate headini,.

The first step before any treatment tan be tiiouuht of must consist in a

tareful scan li for the dis<()ver\ of the soun e of the lKemorriiiiL;e. I'hoUL'h

the trained eye will in the ^reat niajorit\- of (uses easiU delect e\in a

small percentage of blood in the urine, nevertheless many instances

o( ( ur in which pii^ments such as indican, luimatoporphyrin. bile, rhubarb,

rosaniline, or bodies formed by tiu' deioniposition in liie s\stem ol

carbolates, salicylates, suljjhonal, iVc.. on dimination i)y ti\e kidney ^i\i'

to the urine the appearance oi a haniaturia wlii. h 1 ;inn<it be diauuosiil

without tiie microscope. The present e of free red jijood cells must

therefore be demonstrated in all doubtful (ases, and only in this wa_\

can hanioylobinuria i)e excluded. The endoscope or urethrosco[)e and

cysto.scojje slioulii be employed when tin- microscope fails to dcnionslrate

the source of the itleediufi.

Urethral hiemorrlia^e comes before the stream of urine reaches the

meatus, and it m:'.y flow between the acts of micturition, if due to a

{^onorrlueal MHuliiion the injection of the Silver Salts may l)c resorted

to, but if the blood should ajipear durint; t'le chronic gleety sta;;e the

cndosiope shouii be introduced and the bleedinj; spot swabbed with a

strong' solution of .Nitrate of Silv.r. If the haniorrhai:e i)e the result of

a ruptured urctiira an alteni|)t must be made to pass a solt rubber catiieter

into tiie blaiMer, and should this pro\e successful the in>lrument ma) be

kept in for S to 12 days. V\ here the !)ladder cannot i)e entered in this

manner. Cock's operation or an exti rnal urethrolomy siiould be performed

at once to pre\ent extravasation, and most suryeoiis prefer to deal with

tlie wound frm i without after a j/rooved stall has been jiassed aloie: tlu;

urethra, as extravasation may take place even though a soft rui>inT

instrument is tied in the bladder.

If tiie bleedinji be caused by a urethral (aliulus the stone should lie

extracted by forieps introduced tiirou^h the meatus. It may lie pushid

liack into the bladtler and crushed by .1 iiihotrite or remo\ed b\ an

external incision in the penile portion of the urctiira or in the jieriiual

rej^ion. Should the luemorrliaf^e only appiar ,ifter thi- stone has bei 11

spontaneouslv passed the bicedii.u m.is be cciiitrolled b\' pa^>niu ,1 full

si/.ed catheter or sound into the bladder, Icavin:: it /// situ, and should

blood still continue to tlow In- tlu' side ol the instrument, pressure froni

i:'.^^'

VA

St it wiien a b. .r.li

liladdcr hieinorrhaue must bi dealt with b\ .1 removal of the eau.se
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when this is possible. Thus calculus, enlarged prostate, cystitis, cancer,

parasites, villous growths, tuberculosis, diseases affecting the posterior

urethra with back-flow of the blood into the bladder, and injuries, in-

cluding those produced by cathcterism, must be met by the use of the

drugs or operative procedures suitable in each case, as will be found

detailed under the heading of each primary disease causing the haemor-

rhage.

Somcti nes the bleeding will require to be controlled when the primary

disease is beyond reach, or it may be necessary to treat the haemorrhage

as a symptom till the patient's strength is restored so as to enable him

to undergo a radical operation for the removal of the primary cause.

Under such circumstances absolute rest in the horizontal position, with

the application of iced compresses or Leiter's tubes to the perineum,

rectum, vagina, or hypogastric region may be tried. Drugs by the mouth
are of little value, ('hloridc of Calcium is, however, always clearly

indicated, and may be safely gi\en in 30-gr. doses every 4 hours in pur-

puric cases. It may be comliincd with Tincture of Jaborandi. which

seems to exert some feeble influence over hitiiiorrhages from the urinary

tract, and many surgeons iielieve that Ilazeline by the mouth acts in

a similar manner.

Injections of ha'mostatic solutions directly into the bladder are often

markedly efficacious. The most relia!ile of these is .Adrenalin Solution,

but all such injections are practically valueless unless the bladder has

been f'rst emptied of clots. The largest-sized soft rubber instrument,

with a wide oi>ening at its distal extremit\-, should be introduced, and
by attaching its proximal end to a Clover's suction apparatus the organ

should be thoroughly washed out or irrigated by a stream of iced water

till all clots have been extracted, after which about 4 oz. of Adrenalin

Chloride solution (i in 4,000) may be left in the bladder.

.Mum solution (saturated), Nitrate of Silver (2 to 5 grs. per oz.), Ilazeline

(i in 2), I'erchloride of Iron (i in 200), or other local astringents ma\- be

em[iloyed for irrigation, and a few ounces afterwards left in the bladder.

In the bleeding occurring in enlarged f)rostate, Harrison ties in a soft

catheter and a[)plies pressure from \.ithout, as in the tieatment ()f post-

partum ha'morrhage.

Should tlie bleeding n-ist all palliative treatment the best procedure

is to open the bladder iii»i\e the jaibcs and remove the primary cause.

This is the onlv satisfactory routine in villous growths. In the female

e(|iuilly brilliant results m;iv he ol)taine(i by wideK dilating the short

urethra, which permits ix|)osure of the growth or ulcerate-l s|m)V, which
can then be curetted antl its base cauterised.

1 hematuria of renal oriuin must \n- dealt with by removal of the primary
cause. In a( ute Hright's disease the diagnosis is usually clear, and the

danger from hicmorrhai;e alone may usually be dis> urded. The loins

may be dry lUpped; hot sina()isms or the mustant i)a( k, brisk saline

jiurgatives and Chlsiride nf (';(|i jom int-rnslly riv<-\ all rc--|-iircmi'nt=.

In the renal heematuria of siK h blood ccinditions as si urvy, purpura
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and rickets the internal administration of the lime salt, with a diet of

fresh vegetables and fresh meat., answers all requirements.

IIa;maturia produced by the administration .'r absorption of such

irritating diuretics as cantharidcs, turpentine or copaiba is checked l)y

the withdrawal of the drugs aided by dry cupping of the loins, hot packs,

and copious diluents like barley water.

W here the nature of the cause is less obvious the cystos. pe should lie

used, and the urine from the ureters collected l)y catluterising each

scparatelv. The faulty organ is tiien to be dealt with when the diagnosis

has luendean d up by X rays. Calculus, floating kidney, tuberculous

growths, san. ,iatous or cancerous tumours, hydatids. Iblhar/ia, i'<:c.,

will retjuire cither nephrotomy, nephro-lithotomy, nephrostomy, nephrec-

tomy, decapsulation, nephropexy or nephrorrhaphy, as indicated in each

rase.

Renal Uamophilia, Essential Ilcematuria, or Renal Epislaxis arc the

names given to the rare condition in which a profuse hamorrliage is

found to proceed from one kidney in which no lesion may be discoverable

even after the exposure or remo\al of the organ. The calcium treatment

can do no harm in such cases; when the (ondition has been diagnosed

by the eliminatory method the kidney sliould be < ut down ui)on and the

organ exposed anil freely incised for exploratory purposes (nephrotomv),

after whii h the local iuvmorrhagic condition may be expected to disappear

even when the organ is apparently healthy.

H^MOOLOBINFx^IA, OR lUEMATimJRIA.

The treatment of tliis condition, in whicli blood pigment or lurmogiobin

ap|)ears in the urine, should be that of the primary hamolysis causing

the destruction of the red blood discs, and tiie problem is sim])litii<l by

recognising that the or.gin of the disease is independent of any kidney

lesion, the album. n present in the urine being always in the form oi

serum-globulin. .\11 forms of luemoglobinuria are toxic, and the recogni-

tion of the poison is obviously the fust ste]) in the treatment, in the

non-paroxysmal type of the disorder, one or other of the following poisons

mav be demonstrated to be the cause viz., jxitassium or sodium cidorate,

sulphuretted or arseniuretted hydrogen, carbolic or pyrogallic acid,

na|)hthol. <:irbon monoxide, i)hosphorus, (juinine, or tohiylendiamin ;

the symptoms may be expected to subside rapidly on the withdrawal

of the drug.

The ha-moglobinuria which supervenes after transfusion of the blood

of the sheep, goat or the horse is of a similar nature, and i> usually m'-v

transitory, reijuiring no treatment.

When the alTection arises during the t ourse of oiiier dis( .ises, as black-

water fe\er, malaria, typhus, scarlet and typhoid fevers, the primary

disease will rcfjuire prom[)t treatment.

TaroN'smal liainoglobinuria usually appc,\rs in the winter months,

urn! fdlows an ixpijrure to mid and damp. The patient should be

ordered to bed at one ( , and siiould be kept warm and have a dose of

#4
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-Nitrite of Amyl, which sometimes, if niven early, aborts tlie paroxysm.
As the attack will pass off without en{ianj,'erinj; life, the less dune by

drufiging the better, especially as the host ot ;) ;tringent substances

formerly recommended possess no power over the paroxysm. Chloride

of ('alcium, so beneficial in ordinary hiematuria, is useless. Quinine is

still employed in malarial h;rni()j;l()binuria, and the (juestion (jf its value

is discussed under iilackwater Fever.

Arsenic is of httle v.iKie durini; the attack, but. like Iron, its lieneficial

effects are obvious and unmistakable in the anamic state which follows

severe paroxysms. The h;tm(i;;l<>binuiia of Raynaud's disease is of the

same nature as the ordinary [)ar()xysmul type, and ;;s it is usually broui^ht

on by exposure to chills and oNcr-fati^ue, warmth and rest in bed are

the liest palliatives. Dry >uppinu or hot poultices to the loins arc still

recommended, bu. as tlie C(jndition is nut in any wa\- due to renal con-

;;estion, this treatment is apparently irrational e.\( (:pt in blackwater
fever. Preventive treatment will in all paroxysmal i.ims consist in

removal to a warm e(iuabk' climate durinu the winter months, when
the patient's circumstatv es permit.

Eason has discovered a toxin in the blood which in tiie prescmc of

cold attacks the red discs, but ha-molysis does not occur till tiie blood

has become warmed apiin by circulalini; tlirouiih the internal orirans.

As the disease is believed by inanv to lie of syphiliii orij^in. lodiflo mav
be administered iietween the attucks, but .Mercury is seldom indicated

unless sifins of active sypiiilis should \w present.

H^anoPHiLiA.

lW-,Yiittvc treatment in this lon^^cnital and hereditary disease is of

vital ini])ortance. it ((insist 111 the avoidance of injuries, wounds,
contusions, and abrasions all through life. No sur;:i( .i' cutting operation
must l)e attempted in a subject ^ulfcring under tin onditi(m. I'.ven

vac( inatiiin nuist lie |)erfi>rmed with eMreme care, as dealli has resulted

when the scarirH ations were permitted to involve the deep laver of the

true skin, and a fatal i.ssue luis many tit^ es been reported after the skilful

extraction of a (lisea.sed tooth. The -cneral health of the so-called
" i)leeder " must be maintained at the hi-hcst standard, and as all

athletic games in which any accident or rough i)lay is likely to otcur are
t(» be avoided, the |)atient must make up for their absence bv an oi)en-

air life, with walking exercises, swimming, and boating.

Tlie runditioii is practically never seen in females, i)ut is handed down
alwavs through the female line; lum e the daughter of a bleeder, though
immune herself, will be very liaiilc to tnmsmit the diathesis to her male
ihildren, and marriage i nder sut li ( in umstanc cs is alwavs to be dis

tiiunlenaiKcd. The vi(tim of the condition should be warned of his

(dtiL-enital weakness as .soon as he comes lo years of discretion in order
that he may avdid as far as po.ssible all danger.

'Vhen ejiiat«i!i<( or any bn-a<h "f surfiire lias tniiirrcti, -r uluti i-.h-.i-.t]

lias been |K)ured out into a joint, ( hloride or Lactate of (alcium should

•.
. >i«.
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hf given freely by the mouth, and absolute rest in l)ed enjoined. Ibe

lime salt cannot be continuously employed as a [jreventive, because alter

saturation of the blood has been produced for any considerable time hy

a lime salt the coagulation time of the blood is delayed instead ot lump

hastened. Inhalation of (Jxv-en and Tliyroid • edit.g have pro. ed

useful in some cases, and the practitioners of a form.r generation behe\ec

in the elficat N of a combination of I'erchl.nide .,f iron and ( hlorate- ot

Potash internallv. -Ml astringents of the tannin group, ergot, lead. cVc,

are worthless. Yeast and Nu. leini<- Acid are recommended on theoretic al

^rounds.
, •

i i i

'

Epista.xis, which causes the greatest number of deaths in 1) ee.lers.

must be promptlv treated bv' gentle plugging with lint scaled in Adrenalin

solution. It is inadvisable to give internally adrenahn or any other

drug which raises the systemic- pressure. A jet of tOj may be played

into the nostril.
i . , i

When the l)leeding proceeds from the cavity of a recently extracted

tooth it should be plugged with a pledget of lint moistened witli Adrenalin

solution and pressure continuously ai)plied l)y l)andaging the jaws over

a pad of lint placed above the gap in the dental arch, or a suitab e lem-

, orarv plate nia\ be adjusted and worn till all danger has passed "way

At 'the earliest appearance of su. h hivmorrhages, precautions shoulc

be taken to make up for the loss of l)lood which has already .occurred

and is likelv to continue. A large enema of Saline solution should be

slowlv injec'ted into the rectum when the head of the patient has been

lowered ami the pelvis raised, i dr. of the lime salt may i>e advantage-

uuslv combined with the saUne, or (ielatin (20 per cent.) added to it.

hi desperate < ases the saline must be guen hypoderniK .iHy. but nexer,

if avoidable, bv the veins, liy resorting early to the .salme enema when

Ihi, is retained the danger of luemorrhage from the hypodeinuc i)uniture

is avoided. If puncture be necessar-, , (Ielatin should be injected along

with the saline, and the gelatin m.iv be also given by the mouth. In

some ca.ses a full dose (O drs.) of Anlidiphda 1 iti. .Seruni given hvpo-

dermicallv has proved valiiaiile.

Wounds nnist be treated bv Adrenalin solution, lii^alures being in

udmi.ssible. Corrosive styptics and the cautery likewise siiould not be

emploved, as the bleeding after the .separation of sloughs 01 -
>c bars may

pinve more .serious even tlian tlie original lueiuorrhaue Pressure is the

main remedy to be relied up-m when tlie bUrdii- .loc> not stop after

the application o' adrenalin, and it should abv ivs be emploved in .cn-

jum tion with it.
1

(iiilv in the presence ot impcn.iing deatii .an blo.^cl translusion lie

ccnsidered as juslihabU. It w^.ild sctiii a rational procedure to add

:; yvx .,nt. (luiii .V a. ia to >alinc ..oiutioi foi injclion into a vein m

order to increa.se the viscosity of the l)lood

When h.emorilume occursinto a joint, the liml' nlU^t l,e rendered

ciuite immo^al.k by splints, and i. e or evaporating lotioi .p|ilKd ami

the absorption ol tlie ellu. ed bluod encouraged b\ pie»»uic. i'unciure
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of the joint should, when possible, be avoided, and a free incision never
IS justifiable.

H^aHOPTYSIS.

Absolute rest in bed is essential in all but trivial cases, and the patient
should he upon the affected side when this is already known to the
physician by a previous examination. 15y this plan regurgitation of the
blood into the bronchi of the sound lung is pres cnted. The shouldersmay be raised, an.l most patients find this posture more coi .fortable than
lyint; lat because it diminishes the tendency to cough. Ail avoidable
mental e.xcitement must be prevented. A calm assurance that the
danger of suffocation is but a trifling one will do much to allav the feclinu
of apprehension which often keeps the heart action tumultuous and
aggravates the hien.orrhagic process. A small hypodermic dose of
-Morphia often worKs wonders by acting in the same manner.
bpcaking or using .he xoice in any wa.N- above a necessarv whisper is to

be proijioited Ihe room should be cool and well ventilated, and the
bedclc, hes as light as the season vvill permit. Ice mav be freel>- a Howe 1m small .,iiantities. It assuage., thirst, which is alwaxs present, and it
prevents the tickling cough when nothing i.s coming up; unnecessarv
cougli IS to be checked, as it raise, temporarily the intrathoracic pressureand thereby does harm, but if tlu' cough centre is paral) sed hv a large dose
of morphia asphy.\ia may result.

" '-
•

The diet should consist of liquid nourishment administered in small
quantities at a time and <,uite cold; Alcohol is as a rule contra-indicated.
Gelatin m the form of a flavoured jelly is an ideal article of diet, and mavbe given freely. ^

The ice-bag or wetted towels .cntaining pieces of ice between their foldsmay be placed in contact with the thoracic wall. The continuous applica-
t.on of .^old to the chest-wall will, after the expiration of less than 1 hour

;rn'
'' '^>»"-"7;"''' ''f '^'' •"""'•>i"l surface to replace the ana inic condition

which soon follows after the ice has been first applied. This .•haM..e
increases the haemorrhage, and if ice be used its application should bem ermitteni Lvery i hour the bag or towel should be removed in fat
subje. ts, and every 20 minutes in thin ones, and the cold reapi,lied afterthe lapse of a similar per.cd. An excellent routine, which the writer hascamecl out lor many year.;, is to saturate the atmos,,here of the. sick-room
v.tl. the va,>our of O.I of Turpen.oie. Owiim to thi volatilitv of the dn"g
his can rapuly be ac

,
cmplished without appre. iabb elevating the

nmn! I'll
;'^' V'""'"''

''^ '"'"'"'^ "" '''-^ '"^'' '' snialM,as,n
pa all II led with ho, water, o, the. oil mas be freely sprinkled upon pinesaudus or shavings. Its local haniostatu a. tion is espe. iailv useful in
cases where the h.e.non hage is c apill.irv. but it mav be used in /.II forms ol
uemoptysis, and can do no harm even when the' bleeding is proceeding
on, a ruptured miliarv aneurism in the wall of a phthisical cavitv, sin,;

11 llsliallv also a< Is as a res|)iralor\ s, .l^fi^,. ,„,! .,•[,.,
,, j. j,. \

Us antiseptic action must not be lost sight of in 'a condition" whi'c'i;

II
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threatens sometimes to infect a large portion of the entire pulmonary

tract.
.

Internal remedies are to be used with caution. Mention has been

made of the value of a small hypodermic dose of Alorphia to allay mental

excitement. This also prevents unnecessary coughinK, but the dose

should iivt be repeated. Better results can b-; obtained by small doses

of Heroin when the cough is incessant.

Chloride or Lactate of Calcium is the only reliable internal ha.>mostatic,

and 00 to 100 grs. should be at once given by the rectum or 30 grs. by the

muuth every 2 hours. Drugs which increase the systemic pressure, as

digitalis and adrenalin, only tend to increase the escap- '
f the . oc '.rom

the ruptured vessels, and should nut be adinin'itered. heart failure,

when a cardiac tonic is indicated, Strychnine hyiwdt .lly may be

gi\en.

W hen the hemorrhage is profuse and biood is being coughed up at very

frciiuent intervals, the physician may allay the mental excitement ()f the

patient l)y so arranging that a small dose of the internal ha;mostatic may

be given every 15 or 30 minutes, as 'he sufferer feels that death may occur

before the ne.\t dose of liis remedy may become due when this is prescribed

to be taken at long intervals.

Under such circumstances the following combination may be employed

with advantage:

I

nixvj.

Misce.

B. Calcii Chloridi Jiiss.

Heroin. Hydrcchlor. gr.

Tinci. Aconili ni.viij.

Acid. Hydrocyanici Oil.

Aqua Chlorofv) ri' jjviij.

Ft. mist. Signa.—".4 lablespoonful to be given every 15 minutes

lohilst the hcemorrhage is severe."

In former times blood-letting was practised to lower the arterial

pressure. This effe-t ;an be more safel v achieved by causing tlie patient

V, inhale Nitr^t- of i\myl, and it should have a trial in every 'ase wh^re

file systemic pressure is above normal; Nitroglycerin may be given by

the mouth.

A smart saline purgative will produce the same result, the only objection

to its use being tlmt it will compel the ]n\t\cni U' alter his position as soon

as it begins to purge, but this is usuallv a trivial contraindication.

Temporary li;.,iturcs may be applied to tin limbs in order to pre\cnt the

return of their venous blood to the heart. Re\ul>,ant measures as a

brisk counter-irritation of some part of the skin or the u e of a hot

miistaid balii to the lower extremities often prove useful, and many

p1.11 titioners resort to dry cupping of the chest

|;1r' roiilisMt the loss of blood must b'j combated, as the acute anainia

ma) result in a fatal syncop;. A large enema of normal Saline with which

I' <

*i|
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Cliloride of Calcium may be t-'ombined should be slowly injected, and failing

its retention, or even wlien it is retained, the saline may be injected in

several places hypodermically. Gelatin solution 5 to 10 per cent, may be
safely combined with it, and in desperate cases the injection may be rr.ade

into a vein. These agents afford all the benefits obtainable from blood

transfusion.

Threatening' asphyxia from regurgitation of blood into the main
bnjnchus of tlie sound lung should be treated promptly by artificial

respiration; little is to be expected from Oxygen inhalation when the

cyanosis is due to such blocking.

The secondary anaemia is afterwards to be treated by Iron, prolonged
rest and judicious feeding.

H^BMORBHAGE.
The treatment of all internal hcemorrhages may be carried out on the

lines laid down in the preceding article on Ilajmoptysis. When thi

bleeding is due to rupture of a vessel in the stomach, the agents mentionet
under Ihematemesis are admissible; the question of surgical interferent

is discussed under Gastric Ulcer. Intestinal iKemorrhage is usually du'

to duodenal ulcer, and its treatment will be found detailed under its own
sul)heading. Tuberculous ulceration of the bowel when causing severe
ha;morrhage must be met by internal lueiuostatics when laparotomy is

contra-indicated. The hicmorrhage occurring during typhoid fever will

be dealt with under the name of the primary disease. Haemorrhage from
the urinary tract has its treatment discussed in the article on I hematuria.
Under li.emophilia, Kpislaxis, Synovitis, Ihematoceie, &c., the treatment
of oilier forms of bleeding will be found. 1 hemorrhage into the peritoneal

ca\ity can only be treated by laparotomy and the surgical procedures
indicated in each case.

The treatment of external luemorriiage when tliis is severe will include

the Use of all the internal or constitutional remedies indicated in internal

bleeding --\iz., saline solution, gelatin solution, lime salts given l)v the

rectum, veins, or by hypodermic injection— together with such agents as

temporary ligatures to the liml)b, ijlood transfusion and remedies to

coini)at shock.

Ad iciciilal external hiemorrhage must be promptly arrested bv occlu-

sion of the severed vessels, but as this is not always possil)Ie at the moment
pres^ure a|)plied by the fingers over a pad of lint is often sulficient to stop
it for the time, and when long (ontinued the mouth of the divided vessel

may i)ecome sealed u]) by a clot, so that further interference may be un-
necessary vviicn the artery is a small one or where the severed vessel is a
vein; the elevation of ihe part niateri.illy a', isfs in the control of tlic

luemorrhage.

In lileeding from a large \es.iel u tournicjuet should be extemporised,
whilst di;;ital pressure is mamtamed over liie trunk ol the main vissi-l on
its proxim.il Mdc; a l).in(iagc bein- looselv apijlied m tlie neighbourhood
ol the finger-tips, this may be tightly twisted by inserting a piece of sti-k

I
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so as to ligature the limb, a firm pad of lint being placed over the vessel ps

the fingers are withdrawn. Afterwards, as soon as instrumental aids are

procurable, the wound should be opened up, thoroughly cleansed, and the

vessel ligatured with silk or catgut, or its lumen may be closed by torsion.

Should the artery or vein be only partially divided without being severed,

it must be cut across and the vessel ligatured. When an artery has been

severed in the middle of a wound, it will be necessary to ligature both its

distal and proximal ends.

Where the vessel cannot be easily isolated for ligaturing, acupressure

may be employed by compressing it between the tissues and a hare-lip pin

with a figure-of-eight ligature. Hemorrhage from wounds of the scnlp

or mesenter}' may be controlled by simply involving the bleeding vessel in

a stout suture which, when tied, will stop the flow of blooc 've the cut

extremity.

The cautery at a dull red heat may be passed over the bleeding surface

when several small vessels are spouting which cannot he seized by forceps,

but such a procedure prevents primary union.

Normal horse serum may be used as a local application in, for example,

pistaxis where it can be used on the bleeding-point, or it may be injectt'd

ubcutaneously or intramuscularly where this is not possible, as in gastric

haemorrhage.

Styptics are only to be used under similar circumstances, and Adrenalin

solution is the one generally employed. Water at a tem])erature of 1 1
2

' is

a very efficient hemostatic when directly applied to oozing surfaces. PuiT

Ball is also most efficac ious, init it cannot be easily sterilised. A corrosive

liquid like Perchloride of Iron should never be employed as a styptic to

aseptic wounds, as it destroys the tissues and produces a su[)erficial slough

or eschar; it may, however, be advantageously used t<i plug the cavity

from which a tooth has been extracted. .\s routine s^tvptics for minor

fresh wounds Friar's I5alsam and rectified Oil of Turpentine are most

convenient and reliable, being antiseptic in their action.

The prevention of primary haemorrhage in surgical operations may be

carried out by diiiital compression, by a tourniquet, Esmarch's bloodless

method, or in some cases by the application of a ligature to the main

vessel supplying the part, as to the subclavian or external iliac arteries

when amputation is to be performed at the shoulder or hip joint. This

ligature may be a permanent or temporary one, or a clamp or steel skewer

may be employed to compress the vessel. It is possible in tliin subjects

completely to control the hirmorrhage in the lower extremities by power-

fully curving the spine anteriorly with a firm o ,ect placed behind the

vertebral spines, the patient's thighs beinc permitted to hang over the

r hit' of the operating table as firm pressure is made on the abdominal aoi ta

bv the clenched hand of a reliable assistant, the artery being powerfully

compressed against the prominent bodies of the lumbar vertebr;i' below

the umbilical region. Minor operations may be rendered bl(»odless b\- the

use of the infiltration anirsthesia method, or by combining infiltration

with a weak solution of adrenalin.

i .
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In secondary hivmorrhage, the (ause Hcing almost invariably due to

some .xptic change interfering with the reparative process in the occluded

or ligatured vessels, the best routine procedure is to open up the wound,

thoroughly cleanse it with a hot solution of an unirritating antiseptic

soluti \, and plug it firmly with iodoform gauze. Should a large vessel

be suspected to be leaki ^', the mp^n vessel should be ligatured through a

wound made under strict aseptic precautions at some distance above the

site of the primary operation.

The treatment of the resulting acute ai.a;mia following hemorrhage will

be found in the article on Anaemia.

HiEMORBHAGE, POSTPARTUM—see Puerperal Hsemorrhages.

HiEMORRHOmS.
The treatment may be either palliative or operative for both externa'

and internal piles. In most instances palliative me. 'es a:-e preferable

where the presence of the hamorrhoids is causing little discomfort or loss

of blood, and often such treatment by removing the primary cause permits

the varicosity to shrivel or wither up.

Constipation must be sedulously guarded against; the bowels may
re<]uire occasionally a brisk saline purge to unload the liver, but the

physician should aim at the rational method of curing the constipation by
securing a semi-solid or soft motion at least once daily. This can only be

satisfactorily acc()mi>lishe(l by small doses of laxatives as Aloes, or ("ascara

in combination with Nux Vomica as in the ordinary dinner pill. Large
doses of aloes are injurious. When a pi r^alive action is re(|uired, this

drug should not be selected, but small doses are invaluable; they exercise

a certain degree of stimulating or tonic action upon tlie muscular coat of

the atonic veins vvhi( ti is highly beneficial. It should, therefore, never be

administered even in small doses when the piles are inflamed. Confection

of Senna, Siili)hur or Com[)ound Liquorice Powder, Stewed Prunes and
pure Olive Oil are also excellent laxatives. The diet should be such as

will not tend to c ause portal congestion ; high living, alcohol, and sedentary
occupations or such as entail prolonged standing must be avoided, and
cold or damp to the feet should be prevented by suitable clothing and
foot-wear. The administration by the mouth of Ward's Paste ("onfection

of Pepper) is still a valued agent, and many retain a belief in the eflicacy

of Tar Pills. Local measures consist in extreme cleanliness; only the

softest tissue paper should be gently used after defecation; the anal region

I
should l)e sponged freely with cold water afterwards, and again befoie

retiring to rest. \ sm .'1 enema of cold water is in many cases \ery
benefit ial. especially when a .severe aching pain follows defecation where
internal ])iles are present, which tend to prolapse: the^e siiould alwavs be
"cntly pushed up beyond the grasp of the sphincter. Any unirritating

ringent ointment may be applied at the same time with the fin^r
or an ointment introducer. The best routine application is the

foliowin 14

:
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Uiigt. Conii Siss.

Ext. Hamamel. Liq. 3j-

Liq. Carhouis Detcrg. 111 xxx. Miscc.

This relieves any pruritus wliich may he present, and its astringent

effect can he intensified by the addition of 10 grs. Persulphate of Iron, if

hx-morrhage is trout)lesonie. (lall and Opium Ointment alone or with the

addition of I'.elladonna Extract, llazeline or Calomel and Dilute Citrine

Ointment, with 1 per cent. Coiainc are also good local aoplicalions.

hifluined piles or what is commonly known as " an attack of jjiles " due

to thrombosis of tlie vein may \w either external or internal. Their preven-

tion will consist in the observance of the above-mentioned measures,

especially by the exercise of a gentle pressure applied after defecation so

as to prevent the mass jf interna! piles being strangulated by the

spiiincter. When this Later result has already occurred all attempts at

reduction arc painful and generally futile. Inflamed external piles can

never be pushed within the sphincter. Where the pain is very si vere

the pile may be incised under antiseptic precautions and the clot

squeezed out. This is followed by immediate relief, and allows the

patient to continue at work. If more than one pile be affcr 'ed the

patient should be ordered to bed and a large enema of warm water slowly

administered so as to thoroughly wash out the col' 'i . The agonising pain

is best relie\ ed l)y hot fomentations or poultices smeared over with the

Green Extract of Helladonna and sometimes b\ iced applications or a

piece of smooth ice introduced w.thin the spiiincter.

Leeches to the margin of the anus always afford a considerable degree

of relie., U anodvne suppi.^-^itories or ointments are generally of little

v.alue owing to the tension of the parts. Uy such palliative measures

the patient may b- tided over his few days of suffering, after which it

may be found tha: the piles have become obliterated through the forma-

tion of firm throml)i in their interior, or the strangul ition caused by the

pressure of the sphincter may have been sutificient to effect their per-

manent destruction.

It is as a rule unwise to operate upon internal piles when in the state

of acute inflammation.

Many attacks of external piles are due to extravasation of blood caused

t)y rupture of the dilated vein during defecation, the thrombus so dis-

tending the tissues as to cause intense agonising pain. Here the surgeon

can give instant relief by freely incising tiie skin over the intiamed vein

and turning out the clot. Sucli cases, if left alone, spontaneously resolve

themselves and the ha.>morrhoid disappears, but several days of severe

suffering can be immediately cut short by one prompt incision.

Severe hamorrhage from internal [)iles is a clear indication for their

removal, but in emergency the loss of blood must be stopped. Packing

the rectum with ire or Puff Ball i': advocited. Fbemostatic inje<:tions

as llazeline, Pen hloride Iron, Tannin, Hydrastis, .Mum, &c., have

given way to Adrenalir ^iiloricle, a small quantity of wliich diluted with
*.1

I •*!
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4 times as much water should be injected l)eyond the sphincter. The
speculum ma\ be introduced and the cleansed bleeding-point swabbed
over with the undiluted solution, or the actual or dectro-cautcry at a

dull red heat may be passed over its surface lightly in a linear manner;
this latter procedure often effects a cure by forming an eschar under
which the withered pile shrivels up.

I'nna's plan of treating all luemorrlioids is to employ a r in 20 oint-

ment of t'hrysarobin, and others re|)ort fa\ourably of a i gr. suppository

of the same with lielladonna and lodofonn.

Surgical Treatment.—The removal of the haemorrlioidal mass must be

determined upon when palliative treatment has failed to relieve pain,

prolapse and repeated h;emorrhages. The metliod of injecting into each

internal and protruded pile a few minims of a ro per cent, solution of

pure Carbolic Acid in glycerin and waicr is maintaining its reputation,

and should be resorted to when for any special reason tiic usual cuttiny

or ligaturing operation is contra-indicated; it effectually - lieves pruritus.

There is little to be said in favour of merely applying the cautery to the

hicmorrhagic mass with the view of destroying it —a procedure which is

associated with much pain in the case of external luemorrhoids, and
which is of little use in large internal piles. I'.lectrolysis is practised by
a few who employ an ionisation of a zinc solution by the unipolar method,
but at best the results are only palliati\'e.

Exfcr'ial I'les should be remo\ed only by the .scissors, a ligature never
bein^r reurt-u to save wlien necessary to tie a spouting vessel, but the

skin around the pile must not be ligatured. A drop or two of (kicaine

solution may be injected into the base of each after thorough di.sinfection

of the anal region, after which the piles a e to be separately sni[,ped off

and the raw surface treated by Iodoform under a pad of drv lint to

which pressure is api)lied by a suitable bandage, (are should be taken
not to remove any skin unnecessarily, lest the anal opening might be(()me

contracted in calibre, but all tags and redundant folds of skin untaining

remnants of former hsmorrlioids should be removed.

Internal piles may l)e remo\ed by ligaturing, by e.\( ision, by the use

of the (lamp and cautery, or by crushing.

The patient should have a free purge given two days before—either
castor oil or a saline, which should be re[)eated upon the dav previous to

the morning of the operation. Some surgeons gi\e castor oil for the

first purge, and follow it uj) by a saline, no .solid food beint' administered
after, l^arly on the morning of the operation the colon must lie emptied
by one or two large enemas. When the patient has hd ti fullv anaestiie-

tised the surgeon inserts Iioth his tliumbs well inside the anus, .i;ul slowly

dilates the sphincter without tearing it. The hemorrhoidal mass is then
brought into \ie\v and within easy reach.

If the operation by ligature, which is the simplest and most easily

performeci, is selected the .surgeon proceeils to seize each ha'morrhoid
separately with a pile forceps, and havmg snipped through with iilunt-

nosed scissors the mucous membrane around its base, a stout silk ligature
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is ti^'litly applied so is to thoroughly strangulate tiie mass, care . ..jg

tak';n tliat tl silk it .'.uritd in the sulcus or groove made b\ the scissors

in order to j.r ,ent .ipping. 'I'lie pile is then cut off. hut not too close

to the ligature, i^arge lijeniorrhoids should be transfixed through the

base by a sharp needle carrying a strong lig;'ture in its eye, and tlie

pedicle tied as tightly as possible l)efore cutt- , off the distal portion of

the pile. Small hainorrhoids mas be ligatured without cutting away

any tissue, but the mucous membrane must always lie snipped through

before the ligature is applied, otherwise the latter is certain to slip. Each

pile having been separately treated in the aboNc maniier, and any external

ones removed by the scissors, a Morphia Suppository may be sh[)ped

through the relaxed sphincter, and a dry antiseptic dressing applied

under a T-bandage before the patient is carried to bed.

Upon tiie third morning he "ly have an o ne-ia or a dose of castor

oil, which is to be repeated each uay to preve )l)al.e forming, as thi.se

are liable to interfere with the ligat nes. T greatest care should be

taken to keep the skin in the ):ci;:!ilio';, liood of the anu.s as clean as

possible by douching with carbolic i>.ti:>n, and drediiing with Boracic

Powder, or lubricating ^ h liuraeic 'intment. The ligatures may be

expected to come away . bout lo d.ys, after whicli the patient may
b'. .rmitted to sii up. Should there be much swelling of the parts or

retention of urine, a hot sitz-bath may i)e administered, which will often

prevent the necessity of catheteri-sation.

The operation of excision is carried out i\v seizing each pile separately

with tiie forceps and cutting it off close to the mucous meniljrane, the

lips of the incision in which are then to be sutured with catgut. The

best ojieratiim is that devised by A. B. Mitchell, the description of which,

written l)y himself for a former edition of the present work, is here repro-

du( ed. Tlie mucous membrane is washed with a i in i,ooo Perciiloride

of .Mcrcnry solution: the sphincter is dilated. One of the piles is caught

in a pair of forceps and pulled well i' )wn. A long narrow-i)laded forceps

(kocher's artery forceps answers a.lmirably) is then applied to the base

ot the pile, so as to include a vertical fold of mucous mcm'rane i to

2 inches long. The pile ha\ing been pulled well into the grip of the

forceps, the blades are clamped and the projecting pile removed with

scissors. A needle threaded with i atgut is passed through tiie fold of

mucous membrane just above tlie forceps, and 'he end of the catgut is

firrnlv tied so as to include the artery running into the pile. The upper

end being thus fixed a continuous suture is ap|)lied loosely iiniuiiil the

l)lades of tlie forceps. The blades are then removed, and the suture

nipidly tightened and ^rcured at the lovvcr end. Eixvh pile is treated

siniilarlv, and when the operation, hich takes trom about 15 to 20

minutes, is completed, 4 to 6 vertical lines of sutures remain within the

rectu^i. The ojieration is bloodless. No attempt is made to insure

subscjuent inaction of tlic bowels. I'he '^atient is up and about at the

end of a week.

The clamp and cautery method is carried out after the same prelimi- I'
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naries have been gone through as for the Hj^ature operation. Each pile

or separate heemorrhoidal mass is seized with forreps and a clamp is

applied to its base or pedicle ; the pile is then cut off, and the cautery

at a dull red heat is laid on the wounded surface, which is to be thoroughly

seared before withdrawing the clamp. The after-treatment is identical

with that following ligature.

A crushing clamp is empKjyed b)' some surgeons to do away with the

neiessity of the rautery. The base of the pile is squeezed or crushed in

the clamp, and when this is fon ibly screwed tight the pile is excised,

and after a few minutes of this severe pressure the en her is unfastened

and no ha-morrhage follows.

Hall's method of operating combines several of the details of the

ligature, excision and crushing operations. He transfixes the (rushed

pedicle with a stout ligature and ties each half tightly, bringing the ends

of the ligature round so as to strangulate the entire pedicle, including

the half already tied, after luning secured for the ligature a subcutaneous

hold on the revoluted skin of the anal canal l)y a previous dissection.

Whitehead's operation consists in excision of the entire [)ile area by

removing a ring of mucous mcmlirane, including ilie ha;morrhoids, the

border of tiie excised wound being brought down and sutured to the

anal margin. The danger of the operation when performed by unskilled

hands lies in tiie liabilit}' to contraction of the anal aperture and to

injury of the sphincter in the dis.section process.

In the atiove operative pro<edures a complete relaxation of the sphint tcr

is of primary importance, and Porter has shown that by the injection

of Barker's Kucaine and ,\drenalin solution previous to general anaslhesia

the greatest degree of patency may l)e obtained without permitting the

chloroform or ether nan osis to be pushed to a high degree of in.sensibility.

Some surgeons have oper.ited under spinal ana'sthesia successfully.

lioas has introduced an o|)crative method ba.scd upon the (irindples

which often effect a natural ( ure in spontaneously prolapsed piles. The

patient is made to strain forcibly, .so as to ( ause prola|>sc of the hainor-

rhoidal masses, after which a Itier's sik lion ap|)aratus is applied till a

sulhcicnt degree of (edima of the anal skin and tissues is prodnrcd as

will prevent reduction. The prolapsed and strangulated mass is then

allowed to siirivel. wliich process is u.sually comi)leted in about a fortnight.

H/BMOTHORAX.
In medical cases the treatment is mainly symptomatic, since the

primary cause of the bleeding is usually beyond the reach of surgery.

The patient should ite placed in lu-d, and have i( e freely a[)plic(l to the

affected .side, he should lie upon this side unless wiicre t!iis interferes

with the repeated a|)pli( atious of the i<e. Food should only be gi\cu

in tjuantities just i apable of maintaining life, and llu' utmost (piiet and

freedom from exi itemcnt must lie maintained. .\ moderate dose of

Opium or n small h\po<iernii( of Morphia may be aihuinistered with

advantage, as in eases uf Iwmuptysis.
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Internal Hemostatics.—Cbhndc or Lactate of Calcium should be given

by the mouth or rectum, and the reduction of the general blood-pressure

effected by inhalations of Nitrite of Amyl or by Nitroglycerin, followed

up by a brisk saline purge. The practitioners of a former generation

under such circumstances did not hesitate to open a vein freely in order

to relieve the tension in the internal bleeding vessel—a practice which is

seldom or never ventured upon at the present time, l)ut wlien the heart

is embarrassed in traumatic cases life can only be saved by opening a

large vein.

Where a large amount of blood has already been poured out, ami a

condition of acute antcmia has supervened, this must be met i)y s;iHne

injections hypodermically by the rectum or by the veins. At the same

time the sudden compression of the lung and displacement of the heart

will reciuire prompt relief. A puncture by the exploring needle will

reveal whether the effused blood remains still liijuid, in which case the

aspirator may be cautiously employed or a trochar and canula used, but

should clots exist there may be no other course open but to make a free

incision as in empyema, and provide for suitable drainage.

1 hemothorax due to injuries is usually the result of a fractured rib

perforating the lung or woui.ding an mtercostal artery. When the

internal hiemorrhage is caused by a penetrating chest-wound the bleeding

comes from the internal mammary or an intercostal arter\-, and the

vessel must be ligatured. The ligature of an intercostal artery is often

a difficult procedure i quiring tiee enlargement of the wound and even

resection of a portion of a ril). Wiiere sucli an oi)cration is inadmissible

owing to the state of collapse often following such injuries, tiiree alter-

natives are available: A curved needle bearing a stout ligature may be

passed round the ril), so as to include the bone and intercostal artery in

its embrace; after tightly tyin^ the silk or catgut the li;emonhagc may

i)e controlled, pressure forceps ma) be employed as a temporary clamp

and left in ulii, or Desault's expedient may be resorted to. Tiiis is

carried out after sterilisation of the wound b\ laying a piei e of stout

gauze or lint over it and pushing the centre of the lint inwards till a cul-

de-sac is formed, whicii is next packed firmlv with gauze; when tiic lint

is pulled outwards the plug exerts its pressure upon tlie wounded artery,

which is compressed against the l>one or interior of tlie cliest wall. The

lint is finally fixed l>y a pad, and kept stretched by fastening it to tlie

thoracic wail with strips of plaster.

.Should the hxmorrhage jjroceed trom the internal niMmmary, this

vessel may be tied without much diliiculty in the second or third inter-

costal space.

Where the haemorrhage is (oming from a ruptured lun:r, one or more

ribs will re(|uirr resotiim to expose the bleedinu viscu-. whii h shoidd

be sutured with its visceral layer of pleura.

Hlood effusions are to be distinguished from true liaMuothorax. iuid

slu)uld be treated by the methods described under I'Uuritis. Where

hemothorax is the result of tuberculous ulceration near liie surface ot

: i
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the lung, uir and pleuritic fluid will usually accompany the effusion of

blood, and the treatment should be that of Pneumothorax or Empyema.
The vast experience in chest surgery supplied by the war has established

certain broad principles:

—

1. Tliat differential pressure boxes are unnecessary for operations on
the chest.

2. That " sucking wounds " of the chest, with cr without h.nemothorax,

must be closed at all costs.

3. That the chest is no more to be c.yduded from the surgeon than the
abdomen, but that large crushing wouiil with extensive fracture of ribs

and hicmothorax give good results when the injuries to the chest wall
and lungs have been dealt with radically.

HAIR, Diseases of.

The treatment of the various diseases affecting the growth and nutri-
tion of the hair follicles and hair shafts will be found under their respective
headings as Baldness, Dandriff, Tinea, Sycosis, Tnchorrexis Nodosa, &c.

Greyness or whiteness of the hair (canities) is in the great majority of
cases a senile change, but it may appear at a comparatively early age
after sudden grief, terror, nerve exhaustion, or the influence of neuralgia,
especially when there is a stnmg hereditary predisposition. In these
premature forms there may be a hope that under treatment which
removes the primary cause the de[)osition of pigment may recur in

newly formed hairs. Thi.s has been known in some instances to be
assisted by nerve tonics like strychnine and . enic when combined with
hypodermic injc( tions of I'llocarpine or Jaboi iidi by the mouth.

For ilie senile form nothing is of use save the last refuge—a suitable
hair due a[)i)lied under the hands of a skilful hairdresser, which remedy
the ph\.sician will Ik; wise to discountenance.

I'or the rare condition known as niouilethrix or beaded hair, when of
congenital or hereditary origin, nothing can be done. In the accjuired
form the best routine will be nerve tonics and the application of Can-
tharidine preparations and electrical stimulation to increase the amount
of blood going to the hair rollicles.

Tinea Nddosi and I.eptothrix, the former affecting the hairs of the
beard and the latter involving those of the scrotum and axilla, are ap-
parently ol para>itic origin, and differ from trii horrexis nodosa. They
are best treated by cutting the hair .lo.se and applying any mild anti-
para>ili( uinlmi nt or lotion, as I'ngt. Il>d. .Vmmon. or a 1 in 500 Per-
( hloride of .Men luy solution.

Hirsiides. —The removal of superfluous hairs is best londucted by the
Use of elci troly.sis -uided by a skilled and patient operan.r. .\n almost
imniediatf el lei t may be produced I (areful management of the .\ rays,
but liie li,iir> invariably grow again. iJepilatories may cau.se serious
blemishing, and mere c[)ilation is followed usually by a more vigorous
eriiw til, and thi' sanii linlds true of sliav iiit.'. tthif!'.. Imui'ViT ni.tv !»• She
onl) possible method of palliating the unsightly thick growth of dark
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hair which sometimes flourishes on the upper lip of females who suffer

from menstrual irregularities. The deformity may be considerably

lessened when the dark hairs are of a slender or downy kind by con-

tinually bleaching them with Peroxide of Hydrogen.

When the hairs are sparse and thick, each may be pulled out, and a

fine needle thrust into the follicle through the minute opening left after

epilation. The needle, if of steel, is to be connected with the negative

pole of a suitable galvanic battery, whilst the positive is placed upon the

skin of the cheek or held in the hand. Graham Little has pointed out

that staining may result from ionisation of the iron when tlie steel needle

is attached to the positive pole. A needle of gold or platinum is prefer-

able, as it may be attached to either pole. When the current is turned

on, the hair bulb is destroyed. Sonu operators prefer to insert tiie

needle alongside the shaft of the hair witliout cpilating, but this latter

insures the freer entry of the needle into the follicle. The point need

not be inserted further than xa inch.

A return of the growth only occurs where the root has escaped destruc-

tion, when the operation will require repetition. If skilfully performed,

the electrolysis leaves a mark .so trifling as to be almuE^ invisible, and

there is not much pain; but the treatment is most tedious, as not more

than at the most sixty hairs can be reniDved at a single sitting of i hour's

duration. I'irie suggests that the use of needles be discarded, and that

a piece r)f fine wire, such as is used for clearing the hollow needle used

for hypodermic purposes, should be employed, which can be easily in-

sulated to within jV inch from its point by shellac.

HANOINQ—see Aiphyzia.

HARE LIP.

The operation for this deformity may be best undertaken about the

fourth to si.xth week of the infant's life (see (left Talate), according to

Herry and l.egg. It should be done earlier when associated witli cleft

palate than when the alveolus shows no deformity, but when suction is

rendered impossible it may be necessary to operate on hare li|) within

the first ten days after birth. When cleft i)alatc (ompliiates the de-

formity, the lip should be first operated on. The child should be nour-

ished by careful spoon feeding, so as to be placed in l!ie most favourable

(ondition of health to withstand the strain of the operation and the

sul)se(|UPnt restraint necessary to secure sutiess.

The arms of the infant ma\ be comfortably secured to il^ sidfs after

( hloroforni ana'sthcsia by winding a towel round the thorax as the

patient lies on the operating table with the head raised on a firm pillow

or sand-liag.

The lip must be thoroughly separated from its bony attac hnunts by

( utting and gently tearing through the reflei ted nnu ou."! membrane in the

neighbourhood of the deft and beyond it well up in the nostril and cheek

Isl'fiiCIiliy :l1i!!!\pt !-;!!',;(!):• ;U p-iSring t !l'- :: !^'-; "f ',[:: : l.'ft . Aft ST fh.eSoft

parts are found to glide freely over the alveoli and the margins can be

i
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brought together without undue tension a fine, sharp scalpel is used to

pare off and completely detach the edge of one side of the cleft, starting at

its apex, till the red margin of the lip is reached, wnen the incision is

prolonged clean through the blunt angle and for a short distance along the

free margin of the lip by turning the cutting edge of the blade outwards.
The remaining edge of the cleft is similarly pared till the lower angle of the

cleft is reached, when the knife is again turned outwards to continue the

incision along the red margin of the lip without detaching the uissected

pj'-'ng, which is then stitched to the opposite blunt angle so as to fill in the

notch which would otherwise be left in the free margin of the lip. This
/y-shaped incision, when the parts are brought together in a mild degree

of hare-lip deformity, becomes a diamond, and when sutured in its vertical

axis leaves a straight line.

The margins of the wound are sutured with two fine horsehair or

silkworm-gut stitches passed deeply i)ut not made to include the mucous
membrane, the intervening portions of the wound being stitched with
horsehair sutures passed superficially. Lane inserts his deep sutures from
the mucous surface, but does not include the skin in them. This plan

permits these stitches to remain in situ for several days, whilst the deep
sutures applied from the cutaneous surface must be remoxed after 2 or 3
days in order to avoid permanent marking. The horsehair ones may be
left for a week or to days before removal. A small pad of gau ',e is aj)plied

over the lip and covered with Iodised Collodion. This latter is kept in

position by a firm band of rublier plaster" applied after the cheeks are

pressed together in order to avoid traction on the margins of the wound
when the child cries. The plaster should be renewed at intervals during
the first 2 or 3 weeks after the removal of the sutures to prevent stret( liing

of the cicatrix. The mouth should be kept aseptic by the use of (Jlycerin of

Borax", and the child fed by a spoon fos the first few days.

The operation of simple double hare lip is carried out on the same lines,

and if there be no bone displacement both clefts can be dealt with at the
same time.

Should there be much projection of the premaxillary i)rocess forwards,

this a few days before the operation may l)e pressed forcibly backwards by
forceps or by the thumb to the extent of causing its detachment from the

bony septum, which is preferable to the plan of cutting out .1 V-shaped
piece of the latter at the operation, whereby the blood-snpply to the

premaxillary Ixhil may be destroyecl. The |)rolal)ium should be pared
and the skin kit on its central |)art, the Haps being utilised in closing the

cleft and forming a columna.

HAY FEVER, OR HAY ASTHMA.
Mu( h interest is altac' 1 to this cundition owing to the study ot the

phenomenon of anaphylaxis. The liypersensitive individual reacts to the
pollen of certain grasses in the summer or tora^iwecd pdllcn in the autumn,
as otiier sensitives do to a foreign pioleiii, as egg alliuniin, (hee.se, \-c,

(see p. 69).
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Dunbar's Pollantin is a serum obtained by immunising horses hy

irKTcasing doses of . irious pollen; it is dropped into tl' eye, painted over

the nasal mr '.or ailised in a dry f i as snufi. At best its effects are

evanescent.

Freeman recommends artii'c immunisation hy injecting into the tissues

i'ollen Toxin; this method is employed as a prophylactic and alsi .is a

therapeutic agent after the attack has commenced. Tlie degree of

sensitiveness of the indivi-'ual can he ascertained by an ophthalmii test

beginning with an instillation of 5 units of AUen-and 1 lanbury's Toxin, and

the do.se is then proportioned to the degree of reaction produced; thus if

redness follows, a dose of 2-.\ units is injected, whicli is gradually increased

at intervals of ten days, commencing two months before the usual seasonal

attacks. The susceptibility of an individual to any particular kind of

pollen can be determined by rubljing in the suspected pollen after a slight

: .arification of the skin, when a wheal arises in a few minutes. One

single large dose of the serum from the blood of a ral)bit injected lor

several i.^onths with pollen extract has been employed l)y oth.er experi-

mentalists lO produce passive imi'iunisation. Though many succe:; ,es

are constantly reported, tiie results o'^en fall short of expectation, .ind a

considerable minority of cases are in no way benefited.

The underlying sensitiveness has been treated as in a.-thma and Ijy

improving the general health, administering nervine tonics like .Vrsenic,

V'alerian'^ces, Zinc Salts and Strychnme, ike, but as a rule witliout result.

Chloride or Lactate of Calcium in doses of 20 grs. thrice daily often affords

i.^arked relief, and should always be tried as a routine.

The treatment of the hypersensitive area gives sometimes reli

r'.'.sults. .Vs hypertrophic rhinitis or a chrinic congestive state of tuo

nasal mucosa is often present, a radical attv-mpt to remedy the loi.d

condition is often successful. The erectile tissue should l)e so cauterised

as to form an adlicrent cicatrix whic h will permanently bind down the

mucosa to the |)eriostcum and at the .same time insure the ( omplete

destruction of the hypersensitive areas existing in the na.sd membr.ine.

By cocaine solution the thickened mucous lining is rendered in.sensible,

after whicii, witli a tine iilade or platinum i)o'.,i, a deep groove is burned

with the galvano-cautery along tlie entire length of the inferior turbinated

bone. In severe cases there should be no h 'nitiim in removing both

inferior turbinate bones. Sometimes the condition 's completely removed

by api)lying the cautery to the most sensitive i)art of the nasal septum

(the tubercle), as in ciiulerisation for asthma. The prospects of a cure are

hopeful when the afection is treated in tluL- manner early in its career

before repeated seasonal attacks have produced the markedly re( urring

tendency to attacks supervening upon the slightest irritation.

Vonge advo( ,Ui(l resection of l)oth nasal nerves when the < autery fails.

lost of remedial agents nave been empi'ved to produce the same result

without resorting to the cautery, but their etTects are very temporary or

evanescent. I'orem.ist amongst tliese ar^' I ocaine and .Vdrenaiin. .\

J per cent, -iolution ot the former ur a t in 3,000 solution of adrenalin may
«f'i
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be sprayed into the nostrils, or a liquid of double these strengths may be

painted over the mucous membrane with a brush, one or other or both of

these drugs being used. Menthol dissolved in 10 parts of pure paraffin is

also useful, and the addition of t . aphor increases its efficacy, but these

applications should never be persisted in for more than a brief period.

The more severe method of treatment employed by the late Sir Andrew

Clarke may be tried; this consists in swabbing the interior of the nose and

the naso-pharynx by a mixture consisting of i gr. Corrosiv Sublimate

and 120 grs. Hydrochloride of Quinine dissolved in 2 oz. Glycerin of

Carbolic Acid. The application should be made through the nostrils

with a large camel's-hair brush.

A I in 50 solution of Nitrate of Silver, i in 1,000 Perchloride of Mercury,

5 to 10 per cent. Protargol, 5 to 20 per cent. Argyrol and Resorcin 5 to 10

per cent, have all been advocated.

Preventive measures consist in the avoidance when possible of localities

where pollen of grasses is abundant in the early summer or where ragweed

luxuriates later on. City indoor life, a sea voyage, or residence in a high

altitude, or a sojourn at a seaside spot, destitute of much vegetation, may

enable the victim of hay fever to stave off the attacks. Respirators,

goggles, veils and plugs of cotton-wool in the nostrils may mitigate the

atiount of coryza anu sneezing by preventing the admission of pollen,

but, s a rule. their use causes acute discomfort, and as preventive remedies

they are generally unsuccessful, and the same maybe said of inhalations.

The nasal douche is of value both as a preventive and palliative, and

an adjunct to other treatment. l?y regular flushing out of the na.sal

cavity and the naso-pharynx the pollen grains are washed away and the

irritative effect of their toxin prevented or minimised. Before the season

when the grasses are flowering the douche when carefully used will relieve

the chronic congestive condition of the nasal mucosa, which is such a

strong factor in many cases. The best form for routine use is to pres'-ribe

a powder of cljual parts of Sodium Bicarbonate, Sodium Chloride and

Borax, a saltspoonful of wiiich dissolved in a wineglassful of tepid water

may be used to cleanse liie memiirane. The writer in tiiese cases ai)andons

the usual nasal douche apparatus and directs tlie patient to fill the hollow

of his hand with the licjuid, which is strongly sniffed up through the nostrils

and brouglit out by the mouth and expectorated, 2 or 3 oz. i)-ing used on

each o( lasion 3 or 4 limes a day.

Cocaine produi es in the long-run an aimormally sensitive and relaxed

condition of the mucosa, which perpetuates liie mischief indefinitely,

though in emergencies it may be .safely used for a siiort period, as a wliiff

of Chloroform may lie employed in the emergency of an acute attack

Some authorities employ a i in 5,000 Perchlnride of Menury solution for

cleansing the nostrils, and Carbolic Acid i in 100 is decidedly valuable

when u.sed as above directed. Dry snutTs as tlio.se containing gum,

bisiiiulh, &< •, art always not only valuclc-si, hut hurtful, as tliey cake

upon the mucous membrane and a( t like crusts. Astringent powders

like alum and tannin are still more objectionable.
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HEADACHE.
The fii:.t step must be to find out the cause of the cephalalgia and treat

this cau?e. If, as is usual, t'.ie headache be but a symptom of a primary

disease as a specific fever, kidney affection, meningitis, migraine, &c., the

treatment of the headache will be found detailed under the name of the

disorder which gives rise to it. Nevertheless, a brief resume may be here

given of the general principles ^hi-h should guide the physician in the

treatment of a case where headache is a prominent symptom calling for

reliei.

The classification of headaches given by the author in his " Practice

and Theory of Medi(-ine," vol. i., p. 548, is a < nvenient one, though any

attempt at a ri^'d classification breaks down because any two or more

factors may be o^-erating in the same patient at the same time— a fact

which cannot be fo -''otten in the treatment.

Headache due to rgunic di?case of the brain and its membranes, of the

cranial bones or of ,he scalp, as a general rule cannot be freely treated

by the most reliable of all pain-relievers—Opium. This drug is contra-

indicated in acute inflammatory conditions sucii as exist in the ''ariuus

types of meningitis, cerebral abscesses, sinus thrombosis and cerebritis.

The headache of these affections calls for large doses of Bromides with

Antipyrine, Phenacetin, or \spirin, and the application of the ice-cap to

the forehead and hairy scalp. Agents which relieve the mcreased

intracranial pressure, as purgatives, counter-irritation to the nucha,

leeching of the temples, spinal puncture, &c., may be also useful, and

in some cases trephining will b . indicated. Non-febrile cases, as ce-ebral

syphilis and tumours, s'lov.id be treated upon the above-men ioned

lines.

In syphilitic cases, jv* 'ler of the nature of tumour, arteritis or menin-

geal involvement, lod...--. should be given, boldly commencing with at

least a dose of 20 grs., which should be increased to double or treble this

amount three or four times a day combined with Hromides. If the

syphilis be of ( omparatively recent origin, Mercury should be also given.

The headache caused by non-syphilitic tumours is often markedl^y

relieved by the bromide and iodide combination, but Morphia hypoder-

mically may be cautiously tried when the pain becomes unbearable. To

render the life of the patient tolerable, trephining with the removal of a

large disc of bone is clearly indicated, even when there is no hope of the

openition permitting of the excision of tiie growth. l''.\ostoses, deijrvssed

spicuUe of bone and enlarged Pacchionian bodies causing intense headache

nmst be treated by operative procedures.

Rheumatic fibrositis of the scalp or pericranium causing diffuse head-

ache will be best relieved by 15-gr. doses of Aspirin or 30 grs. Salicylate

of Sodium combined with Iodides in full doses. Muscular iieadache is

described by Rose, and is closely allied, if not identical, with the last-

naiiicd variety ; it is due to muscular hypertonur, whi'h aff'-ts tlio rir<;i!;t'

tion in the jugular veins, and he recommends massage as the only reliable

af^ent, each muscle being dealt with separately.

i
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382 HEADACHE

luihtioiial heiulaclics so called are those which do not depend upon

organic brain or cranial trouble, ihe most important types of which are

the Toxtemic, Congestive, Auamic, Neurasthenic, Reflex, Gastric and HcEmic

or Lymphatic.

roxcemia is the most common cause, as in Bright's disease, all fevers,

gout, lithaemia, lead poisoning, excessive tea drinking and <^'ie absorption

of nitro-compounds by handling high explosives; probably mi;<raine has

a toxic origin. The treatment for this form of cephalalgia should be

eliminatory; the bowels, skin and kidneys require stimulation in order to

hasten the excretion of the poison, and as this is alsu a clear indication

for th(! relief of the primary disease, the use of saline purgatives, diuretics

and diaphoretics is resorted to. Palliatives for the symptomatic head-

ache must also be employed. Thus in fever Morphia may be safely em-

ployed to relieve the pain in the head which keeps the patient awake,

and during the day small doses of any of the new analgesics may be given

at short intervals. The best example of this type of headache is seen

in influenza, where a few grains of Antipyrine every 2 or 3 hours com-

pletely relieve the intense cephalalgia, especially when combined with

Caffeine, which effectually neutralises any depressant action of the drug

on the heart; the cold pack, by reducing the temperature, tends to counter-

act the influence of the toxin on the brain centres when any tendency

towards hyperpyrexia is present. If throbbing of the temporal arteries is

noticeable, the ice-cap may be employed, as in the congestive type, and

a sinapism often does good when applied to the cervical spines. Com-

pression of the temporal arteries also occasionally affords some degree of

relief.

The congestive headache is often also of toxic origin; brisk purgatives

must be administered to reduce the systemic pressure, and vaso-dilators

like Amvl and Glonoin may be administered. Cold applications or leeches

to the head and revulsants to the extremities as a liot mustard foot-bath

and a sinapism to the nucha are deai'/ indicated. When the result of

plethora dietetic measures with massage and exercises and mercurials

followed by a brisk saline purge 2 or.3 times a week should be resorted to.

In cirrhotic kidney the headache may be entirely congestive; oftener it

is both toxic and due to increased blood-pressure ind will yield to purga-

tion and vaso-dilators.

Amcmic headache yields to the opposite treatment, and the blood-

pressure may be too low. Dietetic methods which improve the (juality

and increase the ([uantity of the blood should be employed. Iron stands

first amongst drugs, and it may be regarded as a food in ttus condition.

Uften the aniemic lieadache is distinctly of a neuralgic nature, and

excellent results may be obtained by combining .\rsenic and Phosphorus

or Cilycerophosphatei with the iron.

Neurasthenic headache is often most severe and intractable, and can

only be relieved by a prolonged rest from all mental strain and excessive

muscular exertion. Like hysterical cephalalgia, it will yield to Weir

Mitchell treatment, but as a ruli in these types as well as in the ana-mic
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lorm the coal-tar dcrivativts— anlipyrini', p)li(nar(tin- should not be

used except in emergencies.

Refex lieadaches can only be diagnosed after patient and exhaustive

investigation, and their treatment cannot be undertaken with any

prospect of success except by the use of remedial agents which remove

the exciting cause.

Eye-strain due to ocular troubles, the chief of which is hypermetropic

astigmatism, affords the most typical example of this type of cephalalgia;

it usually disappears promptly when the errors of refraction are skilfully

corrected by appropriate glasses. Weakness of the ciliary muscle and

of the globe rotators, iritis and glaucoma also cause headache, which

can only be relieved by removing the primary cause. The reflex cephal-

algia of the cyclist or motorist and the " academy " headache are of

the same nature, and must be treated on the same principle— «'.e., In'

the removal of the strain.

Nasal diseases and affections of the sinuses of the frontal, ethmoidal,

sphenoidal or maxillary bones or disease of the turbinates and the

presence of adenoids all may produce severe reflex headache, which

yields speedily on rem)val of these exciting causes. As a carious tooth

may l)e the origin of true aching inside the cranium without itself being

the seat of pain or even of tenderness, so all the above conditions may

likewise remain (juiescent. Oral sepsis may act reflexly or as a toxaimic

agent.

Vansant recommends the flushing of the 'nasal accessory sinuses with

a stream of hot dry air in all cases of f; lal headache. In frontal sinus

headache the nostril should be swabbec i Cocaine solu'.ion and flushed

out with Boric solution, and finally insuffla 1 with Ferricr's snufT.

Gastric headache is either reflex or toxit , being most frecjuently of

the latter type, in which case the brain is irritated by poisonous products

formed during retarded digestion in the stomach or intestine. The

treatment should obviously be that of the primary dyspepsia, md sliould

be carried out on the lines suitable for the management ut various

neuroses or stru( tural stomach diseases. In most cases an emetic or

lavage will afford speedy relief.

Ihcmic, or so-called lymphatic headache, has been long overlooked,

having been supposed to be of neurasthenic or hysterical origin. This

type is found to be commonly associated with chill)lains and an erythe-

matous or urticarial condition of the skin, a( com[)anied by sli^ t adenia

of tho legs. The headache is most persistent and often \ery severe.

It is due to deficienc)' of lime salts in the blood, and yields steadily to

the free administration of Chloride or Lactate of Calc ium, which should

be persevered with in interrupted courses of 14 da) s' duration.

Under the headiu'^ of Megrim will be found discussed the list of anal-

gesic drugs and other remedial agents, such a.^ electricity and setons,

employed for tlic relief of iieadariu-, inicl of whicli are suitable hh the

palliation of every form of cephalalgia when the primary cause is un-

discoverable or irremovable.

It
-
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HEAD INJURIES.

As the most serious results may follow injuries of the skull or brain

which at first show no signs of grave significance, the surgeon will be

wise in considering every case as potentially a grave one even when no

external mark is left by the injury. It is better to regard every case as

if a fracture of the vault or base were present than to treat these injuries

as trivial because no symptoms immediately follow.

A point of vital importance as regards diagnosis and treatment is to

investigate the nature and intensity of the force which has caused the

injury. Serious middle meningeal artery haemorrhage may follow

localised blows sometimes; the diffused force of a heavy object falling

upon the skull is, however, almost certain to cause serious concussion

or laceration of the brain substance even when no scalp wound or a

trifling abrasion is only visible.

When symptoms of concussion are present the case must be treated

by the most absolute rest possible, as detailed in the articles on Con-

cussion of the Brain and Collapse. The patient should be placed upon

his back in a silent and darkened room, with his head slightly raised and

a cold lotion applied to the scalp. As soon as symptoms and signs of

reaction appear the ice-cap should be employed and any viohnce of

reaction controlled by leeching the temples, or by venesection. An

active purgative— i min. Croton Oil with 5 grs. Calomel—should be

placed upon the base of the tongue.

The pathology of concussion must be differentiated from that of shock

or collapse, in which latter the chief condition is one of exhaustion (not

paralysis) of the vaso-motor centres. To treat cerebral concussion as

shock or collapse by the injection of saline solution and strychnine,

adrenalin, &c., would be to increase the danger of intracranial haemor-

rhage. The temptation " to do something " must be resisted by the

surgeon when the best practice is obviously one of waiting anu watching.

^Rest, quiv-'t and freedom from all excitement must be maintained till

after the disappearance of every sign and symptom of reaction, and for

a week or two more should any evidence of cerebral irritation supervene.

The diet should consist at first of a few spoonfuls of diluted milk, which

may afterwards be more freely permitted, but animal food, even beef tea,

must be prohibited, and alcohol should never be allowed. Restlessness

should not be relieved by opium, but Bromides may be given in com-

bination with small doses of Antipyrine should headache be troublesome.

When simple fracture of the vault complicates the case the less surgical

interference the better—at all events, till deformity is established by

X-ray examination; compound fracture should be thoroughly disinfected

and the scalp wound enlarged if necessary. Depressed fractures should

be treated by elevation oi removal of loose spicule, and even when no

symptoms of compression are present the consensus of opinion is in

favour of trephining with the view of forestalling the advent of menin-

gitis, epilepsy, mental weakness, &c., even in most cases where there is

no scalp wound, but where the depression is marked. In children opera-
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live procedures may be more*safcly postponed, as in tliem spontaneous

elevation of frontal depressed fractures is common. In punctured

fractures the routine use of the trephine is a good practice. Fractures

of the base of the skull are best treated by absolute and prolonged rest.

Should signs of compression supervene, trephining may be resorted to

in the temporal region to permit of the evacuation of the serous or blood-

stained effusion. Spinal puncture has been advocated. It gives little

help in diagnosis, but by relieving tension is a most valuable therapeutic

agent. When rupture of the tympanum is present ca should be takei

to jjrevcnt sepsis by syringing gently with an antiseptic solution, after

which the meatus should be loosely drained with antiseptic gauze.

Similar precautions are necessary when the nasal and pharyngeal mucous

surfaces are lacerated, in which cases antiseptic sprays must be constantly

eni()loyed to disinfect the naso-pharynx and nasal cavities.

Warren advises trephining in basal frartures with the view of providing

draina.'e; he drills the cribriform plate a;id trephines above the auditory

meatus or over the occiput, in order to drain the anterior, middle, or

posterior fossa, according to the indications present regarding the seat

of injury.

I hemorrhage from the middle meningeal artery, wliich may not siiow

.Iself till after the lapse of some hours, must be i)roniptly met by trei)liin-

ing over the anterior inferior angle of the parietal or behind the external

ear. If the case comes under observation when the compression of the

brain is first showing itself, Murphy advocates ligature of the external

carotid artery, in order to avoid trephining. This will immediately

control the internal maxillary, from which the middle meningeal vessel

springs, and avoid the great dii'ficulty of ligaturing the branches of the

middle meningeal vessel in the cranium.

In cases of head injury caused liy a fall or by a blow from a larue

heavy o1)ject the general brain contusion or laceration may cause a fatal

collapse. Surgical measures are seldom indicated in these cases, but

should the patient survive the initial <'oncussion or sho< k, and com-

pression or encephalitis supei\' ining may be indicated for the

evacuation of pus or clots, or fo njury.

For the condition known as , eoral Irritation, lialile to supervene

when there has been severe contusion or laceration of the frontal region,

there is nothing but prolonged rest of body and mind i;i a dull)- lighted

room. The greatest dillKulty sometimes will be fou. '. 10 be in the

feeding. After large doses of Bromides the ruljl>er tulje may be tried,

but this should be a\oided when possible.

HEART, Atrophy of.

This is a natural seiiuence to wasting diseases of a ( linmic tyi)e, and

tlic treatment of tlir- j)rimary afft-i tir.n wlun this i.- witliin tin nmgc of

possiliility is ( learly the only resoun e left to the physic ian. The i(in-

dition of atro[)hy ( haracterised l)y jjigmentary degeneration and known
as brown atrophy is usually evitlence of senile changes which are for the
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386 HEART, DILATATION OF

most part beyond the reach of drugs. Rtst is theoretically indicated

in proportion to the dyspnoea and other urgent symptoms, but Prolonged

rest will eventually tend to hasten the degenerative process. Ihe best

routine will therefore be to prescribe a moderate degree of rest combined

with general massage, and a diet as far as practicable free from farinaceous

material, which should be replaced by a liberal a-rount of red meat,

symptoms being treated as they arise.

The atrophy of the left ventricle which follows mitral s. osis does

not call for active Interference; the wasted muscle always responds when

by skilful management the disturbed circulation is improved and natura

hypertrophy of the auricle sets in, which increases the amount of blood

sent into I'e wasted left ventricle.

HEART, Dilatation oL

This in the majority of instances is the result of failing compensation

when hypertrophy has been gradually giving way to increase in the

capacity of the chambers of the heart as nutrition fails. Its treatment,

therefore, is identical with the management of the last stages of valvular

Some cases, however, are characterised by a sudden or'-t with alarm-

in- symptoms of embarrassed .irculation occurring m bjccts whose

valvular affection has been undetected, or has remameu (luiesccnt till

some severe muscular exertion has demonstrated that the reserve force

of the heart was unequal to meet the sudden demand made upon it.

Such cases should be treated as instances of the following:

Heart Slrain.-This is liuble to follow prolonged muscular exertion in

a patient during the convalescent stage after recovery from any serious

wasting disease or fever, and is fre-iuently met with after influenza and

tvphus fever, in which affections the muscular fibres of the ventricles

are weakened by the action of the toxins of these diseases. Under the

strain of some exertion, the muscle being unable to contract efficiently,

blood accumulates in the ventricle and the condition of acute dilatati.m

,u'K>rvenes. This occurs in otherwise healthy individuals who not

being in training, undertake a muscular feat formerly accomplished with

comparative case, as a mountain climb or a long cycle run at the com-

mencement of the spring season.
. • ., 1

• >„, .1

The indications for treatment are clear; absolute rest in the horizontal

position ^s imperative in order to reduce the tax upon the ventricles to

a minimum. In very acute cases with great pulmonary embarrassment

the volum-. of the venous blood in the body calls for reduction whu h

can only be promptly effected by freely opening a large vein m oider to

reHeve the engorgement of the right side of the heart I" less urgen

cSsl strong s.!ine purgative preceded by a dose of Blue Pill will effect

the same result and deplete the portal system
,;,„,,h hnth

The careful exhibition of Cardiac Tonus is also clearly mdicated both

in the sudden dilatation occurring in healthy hearts (that is,
.

dilatation

ever occurs in a perfectb; htr.lthy lu.irt), and in those where old valvula.
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impediments have previously existed. Strychnine can alone be de-

pended upon to meet requirements which are urgent, and to obtain its

best results the drug must be administered hypodermically in a dose of

iV to ,'0 gr.

The following is a good routi:ie combination of remedies for use when

the most urgent symptoms have been relieved

:

li. Tind. Slrophaii'lii 3iss.

Tinct. Nucis Vomica; 5vj.

Spf Am,,i. Aro^'iat. Sj.

Aqiue Chloroformi ad i^viij. Miscc.

Ft. mist. Cpt. 5ss. ex aqua ter die.

At a later stage Schott-Nauhoim treatment by baths and resisted

movements is invaluable.

HEART, Fatty and Fibroid Degeneration of.

The acute form of fatty degeneratiuii which supervenes in tyi)hus

fever, pneumonia, diphtheria, influenza, acute rheumatism, and phos-

phorus poisoning as a rule calls for little special treatment save what is

clearly indicated for Jic management of the primary affection. The

degenerative change passes away in young subjects under Drolongcd

rest, which latter is essential in order to prevent the occurrence of acute

dilatation of the heart, so liable to occur on any exertion.

The present article deals with the treatment of the form of degenera-

tion which supervenes in elderly subjects usually as part of a genera!

senile aiterial change, the type of which, though mainly fatty, is also

nearly always more or less associated with the replacement of the muscular

fibres by fibrous tissue. The term " cardiosclerosis "' defines t'ait, affec-

tion more correctly than the usual names of either fatty, fibroid ur chronic

myocarditis, since the degenerative process is of a compoimd or mixed

nature.

This being also often the final result of or sequel to old and repeated

rheumatic inflammation, the preventive treatment resolves itself into

the judicious management of the valvular lesions which often accompany

it. By judicious rest and dietetic treatment the stage of failing com-

pensation may be long postponed and the tendency towards cicatricial

and fatty degeneration minimised.

When the symptoms of cardiac degeneration ha\e olnioiisly mani-

fested themselves, the probability is that the coronary arteries are already

diseased and there is no hope of acting upon the altered muscular fibres,

but life may be prolonged and the symptoms palliated i)y such measures

as will increase the reserve force of the fibres which !ia\ c still cjcufjcd

attack. Everything whidi interferes with normal metabolism and

all undue strain upon the weakened muscular tissue must be

avoided.

i-M
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The diet should be rich in nitrogenous material, starchy, fatty and

saccharine materials being used sparingly. Alcohol, save when specially

indicated for the relief of symptoms, and tobacco and strong tea or

coffee should he a\oidc'd. Almost as important as the nature 01 the

food is its quantity and the distribution of the meals. Whilst gluttony

is to be forbidden, the number of the meals should be increased, at least

four being administered at intervals of not more than four hours each

in the day. In this way the late heavy dinner or supper is done away
with and a short rest after each meal instituted. As much time as

possible should be spent in the open air; walking upon the level is the

ideal form of muscular exercise, rising ground being avoided when
possil)Ie, and negotiated with slowness when unavoidable.

Many patients suffering from cardio-sclcrosis succumb finally to some
sudden and unguarded art of exertion, as in a brief rush to catch a train

or keep an appointminl. The ascent of steep stairs when una\oidable

should be always made by placing both feet upon each step before tiie

ascent of the ne.xt one is attempted, and when this habit becomes accjuired

such exercise becomes beneficial, as it is impossible for the patient to

hasten or tax his heart much more than in level walking. Golf may be

permitted in most cases.

Business pressure, worry, (uative mental work and all emotional

straiu n.jst be given up, the even, (|uiet, uneventful life suitable for the

victims of angina pectoris i)eing substituted for the previous busy
existence.

Slee|) ii of vital imjMirtani e, as insisted upon by Mackenzie, who re-

commends Bromides, when restlessness is present, and Chloral when the

nights are disturbed l)> altai ks of distressful l)reathiiig; Paraldehyile is,

however, a dru,n always to be preferred to any other narcotic in cardiac

degeneration wlien an hypnotic is indicated. .\ short walk immediately

before lying down is the best of all sleep producers for [latients who are

still able to move about all day. Constipation sliould never be permitted;

the bearing down associated with the passage of a cimstipaled motion is

not a trivial danger.

(ieneral massage is clearly indicated in patients whose embarrassed
breaiiiing presents muscular e.xenise, and though Nauheim treatment

m.iy i)e valual)le in the early stages, it is dangerous om e the breathing

!> 'ines ditli<ult. The excessive indulgence in doudies, spon^^ings,

t v'lling and l)aths which the life of leisure tends to foster in invidids

and which is often urged by tiie physic ian not infreijuently does more
harm than good. The hot and the Turkish liath should be forbidden,

and the writer considers the cold plunge balh even more olijec tion-

able.

.\s cardiac dilatation, anginal .symptoms or palpitation are liable to

aiise at any time, the patient should ha\e a few Trinitrin tal)lets or

.\myl ca|)sules in his jioikd, and the following larminativt may be

l.'tt \\\ hi*, liiiiitii [or use u\ enieruencies. or thi' iv.ixture on li. '*'*'' cun bt-

employed

:
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B. Tinct. Strophanlhi 3j.

Tinct. Zingiber, fori. 5v.

389

Tinct. IJellacloniuc oj.

Spf. Anlinon. Aromat. ")iij.

Spt. .Etheris Xitrosi ad sU- ^f'sce.

Ft. miyt. Cpl. ,"j. ex ••,]. aqmr dyspmva nr^ente.

Severe iUtacks of svik ope or dyspncva will rr ,uire more active treat-

ment; the patient sliuiild i.e imme<liately pla. ed in the hori/ontal posi-

tion, Ammonia or Nitrite of Amyl applied to the nostrils, and if un-

consciousness has occurred a dash of water may be thrown upon the

face.

Strychnine hypodermically is tiie only available cardiac stimulant m

such cases, and it should be ^iven in full doses (.'„ to ,'„ f;r.). Many

physicians believe in ,,',,, y.r. Atropine f;iven in the same manner; both

drujis may be ^iven tofiCther. Where d\spnwa and (
yanosis are pro-

minent Oxvfien inhalations may be employed.

Cardiac tonics have a very narrow ran^,'e of usefulness in fatty depenera-

tion; they possess no influence on the degenerated fibres, and di';itahs,

owin-i to its powerful ac tion on tiie walls of the small \es.sels, may so

increase the perii)heral resistance as to rupture the left ventricle or cause

a fatal dilatation of tiie chaml)ers of the heart. It should, therefore,

never be j;iven in tliis condition unless in cases where valvular disease

is also present with dropsv and much pre\iuus hypertrophic chan^;es.

and then its use must lie carefully watdied and crreited by vaso

dilators. Stropiianthus is less objectionable.

Strychnine, howe\(T. may always safely l)e ^iven as a routine to assist

the tone in liie unaffected muscular fibres, and one of the best |M)ssible

combinations is to ^;ive the dru- with Iron and Quinine as in drachm-

doses of Kaston's Syrup. Short courses of Sodium iodide appear to be

the only method bv which the degenerative prot ess itself (an be in any

way checked or modified bv drug's; its a(ti<m is inscrutable, but Us

bene(i<ial clfe.ts are unmistakable, especially in those cases of mixecl

fibroid and fattv dej^eneration whi( h are asso( iatcd wilii i;encral arterial

s.lerosis and cardiac pain, i'hosphorus an.l .\r.seni( are re.omimn.hd.

but since both these dru^s will undoubteilly produce fatty d(>;enerali..n

of the (.inliac must ular lilire wlun j^iven for hwj. periods or in full doses,

it is therefore wiser to regard tliein as a-eiits whi< h may be produdue

of evil. Orj^anic phosphorus and Cdyceroplio^phatcs are less oi)je.lion

able.

The treatment of the attai ks of parosysmal bradycardia (Stokes-

Adams Svmlrome) whi, h are liable to oc. ur in .ardio-s.lerosis owmu; to

involvement of the a-v l)imdlc caiisiiiL: h»mt blmk can only be earned out

as for svmope. Di-italis is espe. ially danj;erous in this (omiitior,

Ma( ken/.ie has .shown that it may brin^: about an attai k of heart bio. k.

Ciicync-Stokes respiration is not a rare plienomenon, and il may oo

i^:< \
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Will

VII

associated with heart block; it is believed to be due to exhaustion of

the respiratory centre. ThoufTh many agents have been suggested and
tried for the removal of this symptom, none have any specific action.

Morphia should be given when the apnceic stage is causing great rest-

lessness and air hunger; the combination of a small dose of Strychnine
with the hypodermic dose of Morphia is advantageous from several

points of view; a little relief may be obtained from Oxygen inhalation.

Fatty infiltration must be diiTcrentiated from fatty degeneration; its

early recognition and treatment will prevent the accumulation of adipose
tissue in such quantities as will cause pressure and subsequent degenera-
tion of the muscular fibres. The treatment is that of the obesity of
which it is but a local manifestation. A carefully regulated dietary,

with Oertel's methods, open-air life, &c., and in some cases Thyroid
feeding, should Ijc prescribed (see under Obesity). At a later stage the
general lines of treatment should follow those of fatty degeneration, care
being always maintained that exercises should ne\er i)e pushed to the
extent of possibly causing acute dilatation of the heart.

HEART, Functional Affections of.

Tiu' departure from the normal cardiac action in hearts in which
no organic lesion exists may show itself in the form t)f any of the following
cardiac motor neuroses: Arrhythmia, Bradycardia or Tachycardia. The
purely sensory neuJ-oses arc Pseudo-angina and Cardialgia and various
degrees of sensation of oppression, hyperesthesia and (liscomf(,rt. The
most common type of fimctionuj disturbance is Palpitation, in which
neurosis both the motor and sensory mechanisms arc disturlied.

Tlic symptoms of each of the al>ovc abnormal conditions may be
fre(iuently due also to organic heart disease, and no step in their treat-

ment can be considered as a safe one till the diagnosis is mjide clear by
the exclusion of all structural lesions. Balfour lays stress ujion the
importance of ob.serving tlic effect of exertion ; if this (Iocs not increase the
palpitation or other distiirbanrc the ca.se may safely be regarded as a
functional one, and the calm assurance of this decision goes a long way
in the successful treatment of the neurosis.

The treatment of arrlivlhiuia. wliidi term includes all functional forms
of irregulirity of rliythni and intcrinittence, ( onsists mainly if not entirely

of the removal of the primary exciting cause. Tiiis may be tobacco,
excessive lea-drinking, .sexual excesses, the un.skilful administration of

drugs like aionite and digitalis, emotional activity, (iyspci)sia, &( . Rest
is not usually necessary in the ahs(n(-c of organic disease, but tlu' dis-

lurbanifs of rhythm wiiii h (Kciir in neurasthenia and after toxic doses
of dii;italis and aconite and fn|Ir)\ving influenza demand absolute rest

til! ifter all ,symi)toms of cardiac weakness liiive disappea't-d. When
of long standing or if due to individual |ic( nli.irify, interniittemc may
be K'ft untreated bv drugs. Where the arrhythmia or intermittence

iijijHars !m in jMiil ni ii L^cnerai neurosis, as in >-oung liystcrical or neuras-

thenic patients, the underlying neurotic cmiditiun will rccjuire treatment,

ii
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and in some cases a Weir Mitchell course may be indicated. The

arriiythmia which characterises the irritable heart of young persons is

a' vays accompanied by palpitation and yields to rest.

The condition of the di-estive tract should be investigated, and any

tendency towards the accumulation of flatus corrected by a suitable diet

in which the amount of carbohydrates will require to be diminished.

Constipation must be avoided; by keeping the bowels regular and the

liver unloaded intestinal flatus may be reduced. Carminatives such as

a dose of 01. Mentha; Pip., Ginger or Sal Volatile occasionally are bene-

ficial (see the formula on p. 393). .

Heart tonics are only indicated when any symptoms of cardiac astiienia

are present, and the dose of these should always be a small one. Strych-

nine in every case save in markedly hysterical patients is beneficial, and

the best routine combination is 30 to 60 mins. of Easton's syrup, which

may be conveniently administered in the tabl.nd form in combination

with i gr. Ext. of Strophanthus.

Bradycardia.—When abnormal slowness of the • .e is not due to

individual idiosyncrasy, it is usually either the result of toxic influences

or organic heart disease of the degenerative type. Tiie treatment will

consist in the removal of the cause, and as discussed in the article on

bradycardia, the main reliance is to i^e placed upon eliminatory measures

employed with the view of hastening the ex( retion of th.- jioison from

the blood. Strictly speaking, bradycardia is seldom if ever of tlie nature

of a true cardiac neurosis, the slowing of the jiulse being nearly always

the ilirect result of the depressing action of some toxin produced in the

body, as in gout, uraemia, jaundice, and diphtlieria, or of a poison like

tobacco, mus.;arine, lead, digitalis, &r., which irritates the vagus or

depresses the accelerators of tlie lieart. When due to organic disease

of the heart more or less arrhvthmia is present, or the affe. tion recognised

as paroxvsmal bradvcardia or Stokes-.Vdams syndrome demonstrates

itself, which condition must be treated on the same lines as syncope, liy

al)solute rest in the horizontal position.

/'a.V/yrarrfia.—Mackenzie regards all cases n{ raiiid heart in which the

normal rhythm is maintained as examples .it i)a1pitalion. and restri. ts

the term
'' i)an.xvsmal tachvcardia " to those due '-. nodal rhythm, in

whi.li •oiulilion tiie ventride starts the ( ..nir.i. ti-n. tlie aiiriele (on-

trai ting during the ventri.ular systoj.'. The patholoiJV of this neurosis

is not, however, fully understood, hence it would be i<lie to slate tiiat

the cause should be sought out and reiiiovid, but owin- to the ger.rral

resemblance lietween tlie quick inilse of C.raves's disease and that • the

ordinary i>aroxysnial tadiycardl.i, the siispi. ion is justified that some

t<ixin (prolmlilv manufartured in the boily is the (ansa! agent. This

view, if ae>epte<i, gives an in.li. alien for treatment whi. li should in the

Inst pia.e be diinted to keeping tlie uastri. ,md intestinal tracts in the

liealthiesl (R)ssil>le i ondition. Laxatives or o( ( asioii.il puigati\es and a

wisely sciecU-d diil.iiv .uv undoubteuly valual-lr prevent!--'-: of .-n

attack.

T
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As in a migrainous subject any strong mental emotion or worry may
precipitate a severe attack of cephalalgia, so in the tachycaidiac neurosis

a mental effort of unusual severity may be followed by a severe paroxysm
of rapid heart, and the writer lias witnessed thi.' result most frequently
in subjects who have submitted themseKes to severe restraint during
acute annoyances. In the same manner the constantly n\pk\ heart of

chronic alcoholism may be induced to become paroxysmally intensified

by emotional disturbances. Every .subject liai)le to attacks of tachy-
cardia which are believed, to arise indc|)endent of organic di.sease should
endeavour to avoid all mental or emotional disturbances. His occujja-

tion, if it neces.sarily exposes him to .sudi. should be changed, and he
should endeavour to lead ihe quiet life i hed imdcr the heading of

Angina Pectoris.

During the attack, re.st in the horizontal position is clearly indicated;
the administration or lieart tonics in order to slow the [nilse is futile.

Many de\iccs iiave been followed by jiaiients who have discovered for

themselves some means of calming the heart's action, such as ( (impression

of the chest, powerfully exercised by the i)ressure of the arms, com-
pression of the abdomen, holding the breath after a deep inspiration,

cold dou( hing of the thorac ic surfa( e, &c.

A powerful canninative is useful, as a teaspoonful of Essence of Cingcr
or 5 to 10 mins. 01. Mentha' l'i|).; the writer has never seen alcohol do
any good. The best routine is a full dose of iiromide of Sodium (45 grs.),

repeated in 2 or 3 hours should the attack not have passed away. This
is the best routine preventive treatment when the attacks show a ten-

dency to return at short intervals; some patients appear to be almost
immune whilst under the influence of the bromide.

Where there apjK'ars to l)e undue peripheral resistance 1 min. Nitro-
glycerin solution may Ik tried every 15 to 30 minutes, or Amyl Nitrite

may be inhaled. Sansom treated all ( ascs of taihy(ardia by the con-
tinuous (urreni applied with one [Hile over the sterno-mastoid mu.scle

and the other over the heart, and the writer has obtained e.\( client results

from this agent i)y employing the < urunt from 5 to 10 I.eclanc he elements
for 15 minutes morning and cNciiin,:;.

Palf'il(Uitln.— {'M]^^ this term as indudiuji tiio.se cases of fun( lional

heart afiec tion in which the patient is .sensible of the increased rapidity
of the (ar(lia<' at tion witii more or less pain, di.scomfort or oppression,

the cause should, if possililc, be found out. and. if pos>ible, removed.
l>y>pepsia is a common tause; the ai< umulated flatus pres>ing upon t!ie

diaphragm sets up a rapid .ulion of the heart, but how far the produc-
tion of .some toxic subst; m c operating on the nervous mechanism is also

n factor becomes a dilFuult pr liicm. Tiic s.unc nmark applies to

intestinal dysi)epsi,i still more Iditibly. Cannin.itives arc often most
valuable, the exiMiNion of j^astric (lalus usually being followed by con-
siderable or total relief. A combination of antispasmodics like the
I'Miiivviny lii.iy be liKii;
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a. Tinct. Zingiber. Fort. 5iv.

Olei Menthce Pip. 5j-

Mther. Sulphuric. 5ij.

Spirit. CanipIioKC Tjiij.

Tiuct. Cant. Co. ad r.iij- Miscc

Ft. inistura. Cpt. 7,]. ex 5J. (i-l'i'C omni semihora.

In very severe attacks an emetic may he necessary in order to speedily

empty the stomach of its toxic ( ontcnts.

A whiff of CiUoroform acts very rai)i(ily, Imt tliis apent sliould never

he resorted to unless in severe emergencies and when tlie physician is

certain that the paljHtation is not due to oruanic cardiac disease, m
wiiich condition it must he regarded as evidence of serious weakness of the

muscular walls strutiglin^' a-ainst some suddenly increased i)eni)heral

resistance. If the suspicion of this latter condition exists, Nilnte of

Amyl or Nitroglycerin may he tried, hut sedatives or cardiac depressants

like' aconite, veratrum viride and chloral must be avoided, though a

iiypodermic dose of Morphia may be administered in conjunction with

Alcohol by the mouth.

Attacks of palpitation, the result of the abuse of tol)acco, tea, alcohol

and coffee, soon cease to reappear after stopping the exciting cause; the

same is true oi the seizures following sexual excesses and emotional

disturbanccj.

Severe att-cks of palpitation may be caused by wind-sucking, as

described under Dvspepsia. As soon as the physii ian convinces .-.uih

a patient of the mechanical cause of his flatulence the Hatulence and

pali)itatiiin usually disappear rajiidly and completely.

As the tumultuous acticm of the heart in all cases of palpitation lu comes

much intensified bv the dread of the patient, the calm assurance i)y the

plu si( ian of the ai)sen(e of any danger often acts more promptly than

any oth— "-emedial agent.

In • ervals between ilie attacks, 'is in all other forms of cardiac

neuro ireatment '-.
i 1 be directed to the alimentary canal and

to tlie . ... ,al hygiene, l.-t must be sd regulated as to prevent gastric

disturbances up')n the lines laid down under l)yspei)sia, not only as

ret;ards the nature and amount of food, but also due attention miist be

paid to llie regularity of the times o' meals, mastication and the neces-

sary aflcr-rest. Constipation is to l)e prevented and an '.ccasionitl

purgative administered. Kxercise and mental work must be f.iirlv

proportioned: all worry, brain-fag, emotional and sexual ixcitcmciu

should be guarded against and a life free from ln«h pressure maint.ime.l.

(Jf druus, the less these arc employe.l the better: much disc rimmation

sliould be exenised regarding ( ardia<- tonics. .Small doses of liiuitahs or

Siroi)hanthus are often most valuable in steadying the action of the

hait anii improxiiiL; ii^ lune. Inil tiic .OTi'.unt:^ of tlu-.-.e drug- rv- es-;!r>

111 the failing compensation of valvular disease generally do harm in

If' ' ^^
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purely functional affections. The best routine is a combination of

Digitalis, Strychnine and Bromides or Iodides, as in the following:

E. StrychnincB Hydrohrom. gr.].

Acid. Hydrohromic. Dil. f,\].

Tinci. Digitalis 3ij.

Tind Belladonna 3ij-

Infus. AurafUii ad i^viij. Misce.

Fiat mistura. Capiat 5ij. his in die ex aqua.

Strychnine should be avoided in the palpitation of hysterical subjects,

and the necessary moral and educational methods carried out. Weir
Mitrhell and isolation treatment may be necessary in aggravated in-

stances where the underlying neurosis continues to act as a disturbing

factor in the cardiac mechanism.
The treatment of the sensory cardiac neuroses, including Pseudo-

angina, is to be carried out on the same lines as those indicated for palpi-

tation. Cardialgia may be further relieved by local sedatives, the best

of wliich is a Belladonna Plaster worn over the ca diac region. Imme-
diate relief may sometimes be obtained during tht attack by applying

a large sinapism. Where this fails, l)listering a small area near to the

ape.x or in the aortic region may prove useful, especially in hysterical

subjects. Iodide of Sodium in lo-gr. doses combined with double this

amount of Bromide is often a most valuable agent in subduing cardiac

pain, both of functional and organic origin.

Soldier's Heart.—The strain of the late war has shown itself in the

large number of soldiers incapacitated by cardiac distress of various types.

Wlicn the victims of old valvular lesions are excluded from the list there

remains a large group of cases labelled "Soldier's Heart." There is a
(litliiulty in deciding whether these should be considered as purely func-

tional -due to ps\ > hie causes—or whether they should be regarded as

the result of a breakdown in the nutrition of the cardiac muscle such as

shows itself in the mild acute flilatation caused by severe exercise in

untrained youths. Kither fa( tor or l)oth may be jiresent in any given case.

Ti)e principles of treatment arc clear: the patient shmild be removed
as far as possible from the front, and should have a})solute rest in bcti

for a few weeks in a ward whLfc no severely wounded soldiers are being

treated. Restlessness and insomnia should be relieved by Bromides,
but (ardiac tonics as digitalis are worse than useless, and Strychnine
sliouM be withhelfl unless there be evidence of mvocardial breakdown.

As soon as possible a system of Graduated Exercises should lie in-

stituted and kept up as long as the condition of the pulse shows no
evidence df cardiac weakness. All military medi<.d autho.iuis agree

t'riit ;'-y-;iotheraj)y is of vital iniiiciriari!;'; t!:;- ralm assurari; c i!;at

cunii)lete recovery is a certainty if the graduated e.xen iscs be continued
is a powerful factor in restoration to health.

lii
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HEART, Hypertrophy ol.

The intrinsic hypertrophy of the heart caused by valvular disease or

adherent pericardium is a natural conservative process, ami should not

be interfered with. When the causes which lead to cardiac enlargement

are extrinsic and removable the indications for treatment are obvious.

The cause should be removed if possible or its effect upon the heart

minimised by judicious treatment. In cirrhotic kidney, for example,

much mav be done by a careful attention to dieting and to the functions

of the skin and bowels, whereby the toxic products retained in ihe blood

may be lessened by vicarious elimination. It is doubtful ;I any per-

manent good can be expected from attempts to reduce the general blood-

pressure by the continuous employment of vaso-dilator drugs. Unques-

iionably the use of these agents is most valuable for the rehef of attacks

of distress which are caused by some suddenly increased tension such

a-^ is due to mental strain, emotion, excessive muscular action, culls,

constipation, &c., which are liable from time to time to arise in patients

sufiering from cardiac hypertrophy the result of continuous high blood-

pressure. In such cases Belladonna in small doses is recommended, but

the writer has never seen much benefit from it.

When the hvpertrophy is the direct result of such pulmonary embar-

rassment as exists in emphysema, fibroid phthisis, &c., the treatment of

secondary bronchitis or attacks of asthma by suitable measures is clearly

indicated to prevent all undue demands upon the heart's action.

Hypertrophy caused by excessive muscular strain, whether the result

of athletic exercises or laborious occupation, will gradually yield to

moderate rest and a change in the individual's habits. The same result

may be expected when the cardiac enlargement is due to Graves s disease

or to increased peripheral resistance caused by the conti'mination of the

l,!„od liy poisons like lead, tobacco, or gout as soon as the cause has been

removed. . , •. it

Tliough the treatment of hypertrophy as a symptom or sign by itsclt

is unscientific and irrational, a furtlicr word may be said about the

„hvious error of prescribing cardiac sedatives like aconite, tartar emetic,

\-c in compensatory lupertrophy when the cardiac action hccornes

tunnillnous, irreuular or painful. Tiiese symptoms should be regarded

as cxidcnrc ,,f thrcatenim; failure and not as proof of unnecessary force

,.f ventri.ular contraction, and must l>e met 1 y prompt rest and the

judicious administration of heart tonics. In su<l cases lodi.les arc more

rlcirly indicate ' than laige doses of digitalis, as the systemu- pressure

is alreadv his: 1 Stryc hnine with Stroi)hanliuis in moderate amount

niav he safi'K il.inod with them.

HEART, Inflammatory Affections of.

Tlie treatment of tlie acute diseases of inflammator}- nature (Carditis)

which involve the -ard!:!'- m;!-;;!!.. the .nd-H ar'linm and the pericardium

will be fi.uinl under their appropriate litadings KmliMarditis and

Pericarditis. In the article on Rheumatism tlie management of these

>»
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complications will be also incidentally dealt with, and the sequelae which

result from acute inflammation invclvinR the delicate covering of the

heart valves are discussed in the article on valvular diseases,

HEART, Syphilis of.

This may show itself as change in the muscular fibres starting round

tiic small i)loodvcssels during the secondary stage, or as an aortitis in

the very late stages of the disease, and sometimes accompanied by in-

voh ement of the valves. The treatment must he that of the primary

disease in conjunction with rest, and the measures discussed in the article

following. Salvar-san is advocated even in the types of the affection

a|)pearing in the post-tertiary stage, though spirochittcs have seldom

been f )und in the aortic walls. Mercury anc' Iodides arc clearly indicated

in all cases in conjunction with occasional injections of salvarsan.

HEART, Valvular Diseases of.

Though these lesions are permanent, nevertheless the physician who

possesses a sound knowledge of the dynamics of the circulation and of

the pharmacological action of digitalis can approach the treatment of

thete grave affections with confidence that life may often be prolonged

with comfort for years, even in patients whose urgent symptoms when

first coming under observation only give promise of a short career of

sufTering.

Exclusive of the degenerative type of aortic disease, the valvular

deformity may be regarded as generally the result of an endocarditis

which has arisen during an attack of acute rheumatism. Under Endo-

carditis the vita! importance of preventive treatment has been already

emphasised. Probably in every case of acute rheumatism some degree

of endocardial mischief is always present. i)ut only a comparatively

small proportion of the sufferers develop signs of permanent valvular

mischief. The majority of these are found in patients who have resumed

acli\ e movement or returned to their ordinary avocation as soon as the

arthritic symptoms of the disease have passed away. The value of

j)rolonged and ( omplete rest is now appreciated by every physician as

the only reliai>le method of preventing the supervention of permanent

valvular deformity. During this rest treatment there are very gootl

reasons for l)elieving that Iodides assist materially in the ai>s()rpuon of

])rjliferation caused by the inflammatory action in the delicate reticulum

of the endocardial membrane rel'ec ted over the cardiac valves.

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the importance of other obvious pre-

cautions necessary to maintain a condition of ideal health whilst the

convalescing patient is gradually reco\ering from the effects of the endo-

cardial inflammation. Dietetic and eliminatory measures, with abund-

ance of fresh air and f'cedom from all mental worry or intellectual strain

and of every factor liable to unduly raise tiie general blood-pressure,

must be considered. These precautions are even more necessary in

cases where the injury to the valve structure has been already so severe
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as to offer a mechanical obstruction to the circulation, m winch case

they will materially assist nature in establishing the compensatory

hypertrophy whereby the circulatory balance must be effected.

'Seldom are cardiac tonics like digitalis indicated at this early stage;

their routine administration is fraught with danger; by increasing blood-

pressure they are very liable to cause strain upon the recently damaged

valves. Should there be evidence of diminished tone in the cardiac

nmscle there is Uttle objection to moderate doses of Strychnine combined

with Iodides. A prolonged rest cure in these severe cases of %alvular

damage will not interfere with the rapidity with which compensation

will become established; it probably hastens the pnxess. This is proved

by the amelioration of all the symptoms of cardiac pain, breathlessness

and palpitation whicl. sometimes supervene suddenly after a first severe

attack of acute rheumatism in a patient who has resumed active exer-

cises soon after his supposed recovery, rest in bed rapidly hastening

compensatory changes. .

Long-stand;.ig dvular disease may first come under the notice ol

the physician whilst making a routine examination of a patient suffering

from some other independent affection. The detection of an organic

murmur with signs of hypertrophy of the walls of the heart is no indica-

tion for administering cardiac tonics or for prescribing prolonged rest.

The situation is one, however, requiring tact and sound judgment on

tiie part of the phvsician as bearing upon the advice to be given to such

a patient when the absence of all symptoms of failing lompensation

prove that nature has adjusted the balance perfectly. The question at

once arises. Should the individual be informed of his condition ? The

answer must depend upon the knowledge whicii the physician possesses

of the individual characteristics of the patient and of his own power of

allaying any alarm which the revelation may create. Some neurotic

and timid individuals miv receive such knowledge if imparted al.ruptly

as a death warrant, tiieir future life being haunted by the presence of

an imminent danger which is certain to react injuriously upon tlie state

of compensation. As a rule, the calm assurance by the piiysuian of

the absence of anv immediate danger meets the first requirement of the

situation. The nature of the case may i)e explained fully, anil general

directions laid down for the regulation of the patient's life, habits, occupa-

tion, diet, exercise and general hygiene, exactly as these should be

sketched out to every patient after recovery from an attack of severe

rheumatic endocarditis in which the vahcs have been impl-cated. He

should be informed that moderation in all things is esscntud to a pro-

longed career under such circumstan.es. l':xcess in alcoho' " I toba. (
o,

sexual excitement, severe business high pressure, mental overstrain and

worry, and prolonged .severe muscular exertion should be avoided. A

fair amount of muscular exercise is not only unol)jet tionable, but it is

leallv essential, in (-rdcr to kc<.p tlie cardia-- mu'^cle in a healths coiidition.

The physician is more liable to err in Hmitinij than in encouraging tlie

necessary amount of exercise. Walking nuiy safely be indulged in to
^Jl
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any reasonable extent, especially upon level ground. Even mild gym-

nastic exercises are productive of good under ordinary restrictions.

Short spurts of running, rowing, swimming, lifting heavy weights and

violent quick movements which tax the reserve force of the heart severely

must be avoided, since this reserve force, in perfect compensation, thouj^li

sufficient to meet all ordinary requirements, is nevertheless always below

the normal standard for such severe and sudden demands.

All measures likely to maintain a high standard of health should be

advised, and a good liberal mixed diet prescribed, such as experience

has proved to the patient to be most acceptable and sustaining. The

writing out of a diet table for the subject of a valvular lesion in which

compensation has taken place is a mistake. As far as possible 'he

patient should be guided by his own instincts and experience in eating,

avoiding much tea and indigestible substances likely to induce dyspeptic

troubles.

Svmptoms of failure in the cardiac muscular power must be carefully

watched for; these are palpitation, cardialgia, breathlessness or cough

on exertion and slight oedema of the ankles.

Rest.—The presence of the above symptoms is an imperative indica-

tion for absolute rest in the horizontal position in bed. This first stej)

in the treatment of failing compensation is, in the great majority of

cases when taken early, sutiicicnt to dispel all discomfort, as the heart

is usually enabled by the change of position alone to perform its functions

without obvious embarrassment. Rest of mind is equally important;

worry always increases the cardiac irritability and robs the ventricles of

their repose by quickening the^ulse-rate.

/j,Vf._The patient during the period of enforced bodily and mental

repose obviously cannot be permitted to indulge in the so u- dietary

as if he were actively moving about, hence some restrictions arc necessary,

but the diet should be as highly nutritious and nourishing as |)ossible.

Liquid foods as concentrated meat extracts, strong beef soups and milk

are admissible in such quantities as can be negotiated by his digesti\c

organs. As more or less passive congestion of his gastric mucosa and

liver is probably present, solids and farinaceous material must at first

be restricted, the chief place being given to easily digested liquid protcids

with slight amount of fats. After a few days, fish, chicken and game

may be freelv permitted, and as the patient ultimately begins to move

ibout he should gradually return to his ordinary diet, which, us before

stated, is better not to be a stereotyped one, the chief point not being

lost sight of—«.*•., that farinaceous materials should he as a rule restricted

and a rich nitrogenous regimen freely permitted, 'ases of acute failure

of compensation may re<iuirc rc< lal feeding as the gastric functions are

always more or less "disturbed, and this affords a good reason for never

placing thc'-c patients upon a cul-and-dry written-out diet table, which,

invariably tends to aggravate the dyspepsia. In order to give the con-

gested stomach rest Leube's nutrient enema may be resorted to for

several days. This is readily prepared by beating up in a mortar li oz.
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minced muscular fibre with j oz. chopped pancreas freed from fat, adc'ng

cnouKh tepid water to make the mixture of the consistence of thm cream;

this amount may be injected every six hours. Sansom successfully

employed an enema consisting of i oz. Cod-Liver Oil shaken up in a

bottle with 2 oz. warmed milk. 5 "z- "f a mixture of thick oatmeal gruel

and warm milk may be fully peptonised by the addition of i dr liquor

mncreaticus and a pinch of bicarbonate of soda, and injected every

\ to 6 hours. Where there is any rectal irritability nutrient suppositories

may be employed to supplement the stomach feeding. In no case should

feeding by the stomach be given up entirely during the rectal alimenta-

tion unless in the presence of continual vomiting.

A dry diet has been advocated, especially in mitral stenosis, and it was

an important part of the Oertel treatment for failing compensation when

combined vith mountain climbing. Mackenzie emphasises the import-

ance of oral digestion in failing heart power; he states that the guiding

nrinciole should be the selection of tempting food which requires mastica-

ion with little fluid, and that chiefly milk given in small quantity and

U fairly frequent intervals, the kind of food being that which the patient

hk t as long as it does not disagree with him. lie warns the physician

no to prescribe a dietary suitable to himself and ^o bear in mind tha

v°ia dfsagrees with him may agree with his patient. The quantity o

food which the patient can chew is often a good guide to the anioun

required, and he enters a protest against the pouring in of beef tea and

otic. . 'sily eliminated fluids, and against prcdigcsted foods

The Karell milk cure has its adv ocales. This begins with 1 to i pint

of skimmed milk swallowed slowly in small amounts during the 24 I'ours,

and Laadually increased till large quantities are taken. Potter adds

crtim and lactose to unskimmed milk, and after a short time adds well

boiled oatmeal without salt. " if ti,..

S/../,.-Mackenzie's dictum must be regarded as a trui-sm: If the

n uient does not get sufficient sleep he will never get well. ' W hen sleep

•d not fallow upon the removal of body discomfort and tl- cessjU.un

of a;i mental activity or worry, hypnotics
"^",^[ .^^^

y.^^-^"--^^'Viu- wn r

Insomnia 1 relative merits of these agents will be discussed; he wrlc

considers ...at in the condition under present consideration the safest

ke producer is Alcohol in one fairly large dose at bed-time. Unfor-

tu, at in those accustomed to its daily use it soon loses its hypnotic

pow^r Next in value and the safest of all the hypnotics is 'arakkhv de

fn 60 to 00 min. doses witli a httle alcohol. Opium is mainly ol.ject.on-

aWrfrom its influence upon the stom.^h and bowels and constipation

in every form of . ardiac weakness is a .omphcation t<. be a v. -ulcd.

/)r <?/-Digitahs stands easily first in the long list of drugs empo>ed

in the'treatment of failing compensation, and its -1--;;;- '-;"-;

be commenced as soon a> the first symptoms of cardiac failur. ha c

the patient to bed. It is a common cxpeiiencc tliat the uuih -u. t, 1^

act eneficially till the horizontal p..sition is maintained, hence the

diflkulty in appraising the virtues of tlic different factors in tl,e treatment, >»f
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and the question at once arisos in the mind of the reflective ob^ervxr

how much of the benefic.al result is due to rest and how much to e

action of the drug ? Probably in mild cases the mfluence of rest is the

more important factor in the beneficial result, but there c.nnot be a

doubt about the almost magical effect of the act.on of the ch-jg >n he

failing compensation of old rheumatic hearts in which sign, of dilatation

have already appeared.
. , , , i

Mackenzie, whose clinical researches on the action of the drug have

cleared up several difficult problems in connection with its physiological

and therapeutic action, has demonstrated that the best results are only

to be expected when obvious dilatation of the ventricles is present. Ih.s

is in harmony with the experience of every phys.eau whc .'.a. L^^'
^;';'-

appointed with its failure in the treatment of mitral stenosis, m vvl.ch

condition the left ventricle is not only not dilated but o ten atrophied

The old view that the primary indication for the exhibition of digitalis

was ^negularity oj the puhe has received remarkable conhmiation from

the researches just referred to; thus Mackenzie has shown that the con-

tinuous irregularity characteristic of the failing compensation of old

rLeum. ic valvular disease is due to nodal rhythm, the ventricular con-

traction ;.receding or synchronising with the auricular insteaa of suc-

ceeding It. In these cases the heart's contraction originates at the

auriculo-ventricular node, and the jugular pulse is alvvays of the ven-

^ ular tvpe, and for the relief of this form of irregularity' digitalis i

V ./,.<77?r There is a consensus of opinion amongst all autiiont le. that

di.^alis is the one dru^ suitable in all cases of aunndar jibnllaUon ;

under its administration the number of extra beats heard over the apex

is rapidlv diminished, and made to correspond with the number fell at

the wrisi. When the symptoms of auricular fibrillation are acute, there

is not time for the action of digitalis, and Hay recommends in such an

unency the intravenous injection of i mgm. of Stroplumthin.

Difference of opinion still exists regarding the best prepa: Uion of

di.'italis and the proper dose of the drug. The writer does not lu-sita e to

^hvavs emplov tl'e ill', rincturc ; but Xativelle's granules of t rystallised

Digiialmc are' very relia!)le. yi mins. tincture 3 or 4 times a day an.swer

most of the rciuirements in failing heart from valvular lesion; when

extensive dropsv is -present this dose may safely be doubled. Iho ...n-

tinuouslv iireuailar heart slows steadily under its act.on, and c.a.pled

beats become clearly marked in the tracing taken from the jugular vein;

when these appear'the dose sh..uld be lessened. U ith tne slowing o

the pulse, the an-a of cardiac dulness diminishes, the edge .f the. enlarged

liver ascends in the abdomen till it may no longer be palpated an.) the;

anasar,:a yields. These results, however, are only oblamable in old

;.,,,.niati.- hearts, and are not to i,e expcted in the nodal rliythm or, nr-

rin.' in the failing < ompensati-.n following the dtrencralne t>pe .1. n,

•jrterio-sclerosis. When digitalis is prescribed for a patRUl with rc^.uiar

pulse, should the latter become irregular this is owmg to a dcg'ee ol

heart bloc:k being induced.
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The cardinal indications, therefore, for the administration of digitalis

in valvular disease are irregularity of the pulse and dilatation of the

previously hypertrophied heart widi loss of tonicity. In carefully

selected cases the results are little shurt of the miraculous, and as the

actioii of the dru.u can be maintained for several months the patient

may be thus kept ali.ve in comfort till compensation has been entirely

restored.

The risks of accumulation supervening during a course of digitalis

treatment are much exaggerated; nevertheless precautions should always

Ijc exercised when the drug is lu-ing administered in full doses. The

total amount of urine secreted during the 24 hours should be measured,

and as soon as any marked diminution in this occurs the drug must be

withheld cr the dusc considerabK lessened, and the patient warned to

strictly maintain the horizontal pusturc in bed.

Anaemia being a common aciompaniment of chronic valvular disease

]-on is often indicated, and the init)m[)atibility may be o\ercome by the

addition of Phosphoric Acid as in the ai conipanyiiig formula

—

B.

Fiat misturn.

Tinct. Digitalis 3iij.

Tinct. Fcrri Pcnlilor. 5iij.

Acid. Phosph. Dil. Zi].

Aqiicc Chlorof. ad gviij. Miscc.

Sitiiial 3ij. tx gij. aquw qitatcr in die post cibos.

Digitalis acts in a somewhat ditlerent manner acccnling to the site

of the valvular lesion; its best effects are witnessed in milnjl rc^iiiiiitation,

where by lengthening the diastole it gives a longer period for the ventricle's

repose, during which time the muscular fibres are being supplied by their

natural nourishment through the blood-stream, liy increasing the

tonicity and contractibility of the muscle the size of tlie niitial orifice

is diminished (as loss of tonicity causes the ring of muscular suljstance

which supports the valve to dilate during diastoi?), the ventricle is more

perfectly emptied during systole, and thus dilatation of its cavity is

minimised. P.y its similar tonic action uj^m the right ventric le, it enables

it to overcome the ii creased resistance to the pulmonary i ireuiation,

and lung congestion d.-^appcars. The iiureased ventricular power thus

gained, together with its tonic effett up(m the vessels, reduces the |)ressure

in the venous system, and dissi|)ates the general congestion uf organs

and dropsy. The arterial [)ressure rises, and the pulse mIows vsliilst it

gains in force and regularity, though it has l)cen demonstrated lluit, con-

trarv to the generally aece[Hed \ie\v, all the beneficial action of tiie drug

is usually obtained without any marked increase in the general blood-

pressure.

In mitral obstruction digitalis is often most disai)pointing; this is wliat

should be expected from a study of the action of the drug and of the

p.Uhologv of the lesion. In mitral stenosis the amount of muscular

' A
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substance in the auricle being small dilatation always predominates over

hvpertrophv, and when compensation breaks down there is l)ut a small

amount of muscle for the digitalis to act upon. By lengthening diastole,

however, it sometimes occurs that a fuller supply of blood is sent int.,

the ventricle tlirough the narrowed .lit, and by increasing the tone and

contractile p<.wer of the right %. ntriclc when the secondary hypertrophy

of this chamber has commenced to fail it may also effect much. Ihe

small amount of work required of the left ventricle in this disease leads

to its wasting, and hence when the final breakdown occurs digitalis has

little power in increasing the force of this chamlter. Moreover, for some

reason not clearly known digitalis very frequently -annot be tolerated

in un. omplicated mitral stenosis; the writer .uspects that the explanation

of this mav be that the progressive cicatricial change in the xalve has

already directlv invaded the nuriculo-ventncular bundle.

Aortic obslrudioH seldom .alls for treatment unless when complicated

with regurgitation, as in all other valvular lesions digitalis should never

he given till symptoms of failing compen.sation begin to show themselves,

but more mischief results from its premature admim. nation in aortic

disease than in mitral ailections. In aortic obstruction the presence of

some passing emotional strain may set up violent palpitation because

of the enormous hvpertrophv, and such symptoms if mistaken for tliose

of heart failure and treated 'by digitalis are gravely increased. (Aconite

or cardiac sedatives are then indicated in small doses.) Whilst in the

failiii" compensation of mitral regurgitation digitalis may be safely given

even'"long after compensation has been perfectly restored, the case is

dilTerent in aortic obstruction; the drug .should be given only whilst the

cardiac failure is obvious, since owing to the great mass of muscle in the

hvpertrophied left ventricle there is danger of rupture of peripheral

vessels should the ventricle be pushed by full doses of digitalis to put

forth all its power. ,.,•. r
In simple aortic rt gurgitation it is commonly held that digitalis may

do serious mis( hief by probmging the diastolic period, since during the

piuse the arterial system is open at both ends, the blood flowing onwards

into the vessels and backwards through the imi)erfectly closed semilunar

valves There is, thdcfore, a great liability to .syncoi)e, and when the

patient is under the full a< tion of the drug he should maintain the hori-

zontal position and u.se a urinal in bed.
_

Digitalis is uncjuestionably liable to do harm in this condition if Riven

before any symptoms of heart failure manifest themselves, but in ad-

vanced lasesi when the mitral valve is no longer al>le to bridge over the

orifice of the greatly enlarged ventricle, relative insufiii tency of this valve

occurs and digitalis may be cautiously administered. Aortic regurgita-

tion comi)li.ated with mitral xahe disease likewise calls for treatment

by digitalis as soon as symptoms of heart failure show themselves.

The value of digitalis in increasing the touc of the left ventricle is

insisted M(ion l>v .Mlbult indt pendent of ii> puwei ..f increasing the

contractiUty. The tonicity of the muscle is the elTective safeguard ugainst
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dilatation—r.f., the power or virtue by which it preserves the mean

diameter of its cavity -heme in aortic rej^urf^ilation, where the left

ventricle is too capacious and its apex beat diffuse, provided the muscle

i^ sound. dij,'italis will lie \ cry \ aluable. lie };i\ es one dose of the tincture

(^10 mins.) every sci ond day, and watches the ell'ect on the How ol urine

and the rate and riiythni ol the pulse. If no harm results lie continues

ilie druK, but he thinks it never indicated in this condition if the pulse

keeps under 75. Later, when th': ri,t;ht side of the heart becomes secon-

darilv involved, the drut; is always benefit ial.

Tliouf^h Seymour Taylor stilt insists that no ( ase of aorti(- rei^uri^itaticm

should ever be treated i)y digitalis, lnirl)rinf;er states he dots not know

of a single anatomical contraindication to the ust of the ilrug.

The cardiac tonics which iii'.vc been of late years employed as sub-

Ntitules or aids to l)i;j:itali> an Stnipiiantlnis, Stry< lininc, Caffeine,

( asca, I'onvaliaria, Adonis Vernalir.. Stjuill, Sparteine, Chloride of IStirium,

Senega and Cactus or Cereus (Jrandillorus. As regards the value of these

drugs compared witii that of digitalis there is still difference of opinion.

Mackenzie states that as regards stroitiianthus and .s<iuill he always

found that when digitalis failed to act they always also failed, and that

this conclusion was in striking agreement with the experience of his

patients.

One may safely say that given a ca.se of failing compensation from

vaKular disease of rheum.itic origin the hrst cardiac tonic to be st Ic. ted

should invariably be digitalis. The serious and pressing nature of the

malady does not justify one in experimenting with the different members

of the cardiac tonic group whose actions have not been worked out

eitiier in the laboratory or at the bedside as fully as has been done with

iligitalis.

I'lie action of strophanthus, however, has been \ery fully investigated

by Kraser, who has shown that its diuretic action is not so effei live as

lii.a of digitalis because it inllucnces the cardiac musde more powcrhilly

anil does not contract the peripheral vessels to the .same extent, the rise

in arterial pressure being mainly due to its cardiac effects. He has

.•,!iown that stroplumthin in minimum lethal doies im rcases the strength

arul the duration of the systole and produces idtimate systolic standstill,

the (ontraition passing into rigor mortis, but he points out that this

inrrea.sed duration of t imtraction, with les.sening of the dilatation and

capacity of the chambers, is not the aitiou liktly to be scrticeaiile in

weak conditions of the organ or in the txisteiue of disabling lesions.

Ity giving smaller doses he demonstrated great prolongation of the diastolic

p.mse, though the interrupting systoh. iitraclions were strong, and

completely emi)tied llie ventricles of their large acrumulatmn of blood.

Strophanthus po.s.sesses the advantage over digU.dis that it has little,

if any, ( unuilative action; but it .sometinies ( ause.i gastru and intestinal

di^lurl)atves. It can, however, be given to gfat advantage in the

iniirvali durin;; which (!• italis is suspended, and the writer fuids it an

excellent plan to yive digitalis for two moiillis, and after three day^'

!
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pause to give strophanthus in smaller doses, combined with Easton's

Syrup for one montli, when the dij;italis may he again commenced.

There appears to be no justification for tlie hapliazard comhmation of

both drugs adininistiTcd at the Siiinc time as i)ra(lis( <1 by some i)hysi(ians.

The practitioner should remember tliat llie pre.-cnt li.P. tincture is

three limes the strength of the former one, the maximum dose being only

c inins.
"

Caffeine has little to commend itself in cardiac failure, except tliat its

diuretic a( tion is sometimes more prompt than that of digitalis. When

the evening or night dose is omitted there is little risk of insomnia, and

it can be ad\antage(jusly combined with digitalis or stropiianthus.

l).-lJeaumetz pointed out tpat it is given in doses wiiicli are of little

value, and he insisted that v. h the daily dose of half a drachm marvellous

effei ts niav be proi uied.

Convallaria may be regarded a. a weak digitalis preparation, and like

strophanthus may be given in mitral stenosis when digitalis is badly

borne.

Sparteine is unreliable as a cardiac tonit-, but its promi)t diuretic action

is often of value in extensive dropsy from mitral regurgitation, since

I gr. of the sulphate may be given hyi)()dermi( ally and can be readily

combined with strychnine,

liarium Chloride has fallen into disuse, but a sojourn at Llangammarch

durin" the consalescent stage of cardiac compensation is recommended

by some authorities; this spa contains J gr. in ea( h pint—the do.se of

the chloride should not exceed i gr.

Cactina enjoys a very doubtful reputation, many observers denying

it any cardiac tonic a( tion whatever, but the pellets prepared from

C. mexieana, containing -'„ gr., are apparently of some value.

S(iuill undoubtedly is a powerful cardiac tonic, but owing to its irri-

tating action upon the stomach it is seldom employed alone. Its proper

plact^n the therapeutics of heart failure is in combination with digitalis

and men ury, as in Italy's or C.uy's I'ill, so elTective in drojjsy.

Stryihnine is a drug of uniloul)led \aluc; it may be placed next to

diuitalis because of its wide range of usefulness and of the rapidity of

its ac tion, though .so hi;^h an authority as Mackenzie states that he (are-

fuUy has .sought for its special effect upon (he heart and found none;

tiie e\idence, he savs, is "all clinical, and the evidence that can show

a drug to possess tiji property of exciting the sluggish and of .soothing

tiie excited, of raising the low pressure- and relieving the high s|)eaks

more for inc reasing faith in the- dru- tlum for the bcmfuial properties

of the drug itself." Cndouiitedly too much is claimed for strychnine,

l,ut there can hardly In a doubt abcmt its value if projic rly administend.

Uisc repancies in the clinical reports upon the '•isulls of strychnine in

heart failure arc probably to l>e e.xpl.iined by the fad that it seems to

be of very little value when given by the mouth in a mixture or pill.

Patients receiving titi^ i.itter trc aimeni may orteii oc- ic.uncl |o iccnam

without improvement for days when one hypodermic do.se will change
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the whole clinical aspect of the case. Where it is not practicable for the

visilinK physician to administer the drufi; twice a day b) the skin the

patient mav resort to tlie sublingual mclliod; an ordinary ,',,-Kr. hypo-

ilermic tab'let when placed beside the frcnum, below the t..n,i,aie and

behind the incisor teetli, is rapidly absorbed, and acts almost as well as

if f^iven by the needle, and it may be repeated every 8 hours. In every

case of urgent heart failure ,'„ gr. sh.)uld be given hypodennically before

waiting for the comparatively slow action of digitalis, and both drugs

may safely be administered together by the mouth. Stryclimne is

probably valueless when given by either route in the ordinary do
.
s of

.'„ to .,'.'. gr., though the heart of a patient who is alread\- swallowing tlie

drug in small doses seems to respond more promptly to a full hypodermic

dose.
. „ I 1 .1

One other dru be mentioned which is not usually placed »n tiie

list of cardiac to. s is Iodide of S(jdium or Potassium. Laboratory

methods have as ,. given no clear explanation of its soothing and

strengthening action ipon a failing irritable heart, especially when this

is secondary to aortic valve disease. Moreover, the drug relieves cardiac

pain in a remarkable manner.

The influence of Mercurials in thronic valvular lesions also .annot be

demonstrated bv laboratory methods, but dinical experience proves

tliat a short course, even when dropsy is absent, often produces strikingly

good results.
c c r

It may safely 1- said that the great majority of all .ases of tailing

compensation rc-i'iire no drui'.s except Digitalis, Str)chnine and Iodides,

with an occasional dose of Mercury iind a short ( ourse from time to lime

of Iron; the following is a good routine combination;

U. Tiuct. Diiiitalis ,")iv.

Tind. Sue. ]'(iiii. 3vj.

Sf)t. Antmoii. Amni. Siss

Aqinc ('ltloyofor)ni Uil :,\.' Miscc.

El. iitisl. CM. i?ss. cv :,]. (UjiiiC icr die />./'.(-.

No mention is here •>^iide of dlur, alcohol, amr ( ^\A, &c., whi< h arc

often . lassitied as ( aidia. toni( s, but it is needless to say they possess

no such action, being simiilv .aidiac sluinilaitls whi. h may be adminis-

tered when a rapid stimulation of the feeble cardia. muscle is reiiuiicl,

whilst other remedial agents are getting time to e.Ncrt their more per-

mantnl inlluence.

The patient havinu been kept in bed till the symi.toms of cardiac

failure have Inn. relieved bv the admini.nration ot heart tonics, rest

and suitable diet, he may be permitted to sit up dail> for gradually

lengthened periods, after whi( h other valuable an<l ne.es^,try adjuncts

to the trcairr.>nt .ite inuicuteii.
.

ii'.vermf.t.— These have been already incidentally referred tu in dis- \m

iii
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cussing preventive treatment. The fact must be constantly borne m
mind b)- the physici in that the reserve force of the heart can only be

developed to its fullest extent by a judicious and skilfully earned out

system of muscular exercise. The patient who has just recovered by

the help of rest and digitalis from a serious breakdown of compeniation

has 'lit a small degree of reserve force; this can never be augmented by

continuance of these measures; should he make any severe muscular

exertion dilatation and heart failure would be certain to occur. But by

gentle walking exercises, gradually lengthened e^'xh day, the mass ot

cardiac muscle may be further improved in tone and contractility till

a moderate strain fails to induce brcathlessness. The guide to the limits

to be ^.laced upon exercise is a simple one; the walking being at first

upon the level, and slow, is always to be stopped upon the first sign of

difllculty in respiration or palpitation; fatigue of the skeletal muscles

should not be induced. The exorcise should always when possible be

taken in the open air, and gradually rising ground may i)e selected,

provided the pace is slow and deliberate. Oertel's mountain climbing

can only be permitted ii. %ery exceptional cases in young subjects, and

where there is no dyspnoea; every advantage of such methods can l)e

obtained from the safer procedure of locomotion on tiie level or on a

slight incline. Games like golf and crociuet may be indulged in, but

every exercise in whi( h spurting is necessary should be finally

abandoned.

The NatihcimScholl treatment is less in vogue: it con^'sts in the use

of l)aths of increasing strengths of caUium and sodium chlorides iin-

])regnated with carbo.: dioxide. With the liathing is associated a system

of Resistance movements, in which the i)atient performs various flexion

and extension exercises involving the ui)per and lower extremities

and the trunk, the movements l)eing partially antagonised ox resisted i<y

a trained attendant. Under thi- treatment it is claimed that the bulk

of tlie heart diminishes, the pulse falls and compensation is hastened and

perfected.

Every advantage obtained liv the Xauheim-Schott treatment can be

gained l)V employing the baths and movements • t home. The saline

constituents of the iiath may lie supiilied by dis;.)lving in an ordinary

sized bath (35 gallons) from 4 to 10 li)s. .Sodium Chloride and from 6 to

12 oz. Calcilim Chloride, the .smaller amounts nprcsenting the .No. 1

and the larger (juantities corresponding to the Nn. 6 bath. The weaker

baths are taken without eilcrvescenee, and after a few days COj is added

by using a 5-0Z. tai)let of .Sandow's fused Sodium Hisulphate with its

corresponding wight of Hicarbonate of Soda. The composition of the

No. 6 bath, as already stated, is 10 lbs. Sodium Chloride and 12 oz.

Calcium Chloride; tliis'is to be iinpregnatwl with CO, liy adding 24 oz.

sodium bi(ari)onate and 2H oz. liydrot liloric arid, but the use of the

fused Uii)let is preieraiile lu lii.il ..f the free arid, v.hit !i causes a tf^->

rapid evolution of the gas. Ma( kcnzie, who has studied the effects of

the bath at the spa, .sutisfuvl himself that these were due mainly, if not
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entirely, to the tsmperaturc (8(/ F .), and that th.;y could l)e procured

at home by usins plain tap water at the same temperature

Massage will effect everything that the Schott metliods pre, loss to

pr(-duce, and it possesses the distinct advantage that it can be employed

in the early stages of convalescence even before the patient is able to

|i.'a\e his room.

At a later stage Zander and Swedish movements are decidedly advan-

tageous, and the combined massage and hot doucliing to i)e had at every

Inxlropathic estai)lishment at home are certainly preferable in nearly

every case to the long journey to Nauheim, with its acciimpanying

expenses and serious drawbacks.

When compensati-)n lias been so restored that all ordmary walkmg

exercises cause no breathlessness or cardiac disturbance a visit to a

Swiss resort, when the patient's time and means permit, will be most

desirable. .\toUntain walking exercises (,. :)t climl)ing in tlie strict sense)

may then l)e gradually commenced and persisted in, as long as no incon-

venien( e is experienced, in order to develop the fullest possilile amount

of cardiac reserve fon e by promoting the hypertrophy of every available

muscular fibre in the enlarged heart.

Many symptoms or compUralioiis oc( urring in valvular disease, being

,)f a more or less mechanical origin, appear in varying fre(iuency and

degree, in association with the disease of a particular valve, and llu

lrt\itment of these symptoms mav be separately glanced at. It must,

liiiwever, be always remembered that they are in every instance but a

demonstration of heart failure, and their presence is a clear indication

for tlie exhil)ition of tiie remedial agents already discussed.

Anasarf- is the most common of these; it is more promi.ient in mitral

rei;ui!;il.ition than in aortic lesions, but any form of valvular disease

affe. Ihig tlie left side of the heart will cause tlrt)psy wlien secondary

comi ei.salion breaks down, owing to failure of the right ventricle.

Disease of the triiuspid itself is so rare that it may be omitted (roiu

consideration, the ciiicf facior in the production of cardiac dropsy being

tricuspid insuliiciencv caused by dil.itation of the rigiil ventricle. Tins

is tiie ideal conditi.m for •"est and digitalis, but in addili<m to tlicsr,

remedial agents hould be employed witli the view of drawing the dropsi( a!

lUiid off wlien (b-'i'alis fails to achieve this.

Tlie lirst thin , 10 do in such a case is to comliine with the digitalis

anotlier ( ardiac tonic or a diuretic, in order to augment the amount of

urine voided. Squill is a favourite adjuvant, but the combination of

iSlue-l'ill, S.|uill and Digitalis, known as (kiy's, Haly's or .Vddison's I'lil,

is preferable; the popular f(Tmula is a moditication of this, 1 i whu ii

I gr. of each of these drugs is given in a pill thrice daily: \
gr. Calomel

every 2 hours for 24 or 36 doses is often most eflicacious, Sometimes

one large dose -5 to 10 grs. has a more powerful diurdic a( tion tiian

tlie above, but Mercurials should not be employed when renal disease is

present.

Iodide of Potassium, as already stated, possesses \ aluable tonic a( turn

/
.

^ II
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on the heart, and being also a diuretic, it may be given in lo-gr. doses

with the digitahs. Caffeine and Broom are employed in the same

manner.

When tlie dropsy is associated with high pressure and very scanty

urine, digitalis must be stopped and Trinitrin or other vaso-dilator

should be given; perhaps there is not! ,ng in such a case so useful as

teaspoonful-doses e\ery hour of Swei •>. Spirit of Nitre. Salicylates ;u t

as diuretics, and they may be advantageously employed with digitalis

when rheumatic or gouty symptoms are present.

In the treatment of cardiac dropsy by diuretics the physician should

remember that the action of the members of this therapeutic group of

drugs is most fickle and often disappointing; he therefore often has to

try one diuretic compound after another to obtain a free augmentation

of the amount of urine passed.

Diuretin is much vaunted, but the writer has found it to t)e the least

depcndal?le prop in tiie ditruult situation; the allied compound Agurin

promises better results. Botli substances may be given in doses of up

to 1 5
grs. Theophylline, which is isomeric with Theobromine and the

synthesised alkaloid Tlieoi iu, are given in half the above doses. Lactose

in 6o-gr. doses every lujur often acts powerfully. Cymarin, the acli\e

principle of Canadian Hemp, is advocated by Abrahams, but the writer

has no experience of its action. ,~j. may be gi\en of the lo per cent,

tincture of the dried riiizome of .\j)ocynum.

With the view of raising the systemic and renal pressure when this

is low. Suprarenal Gland or Adrenalin is often useful; 3 grs. dry extract

or 20 mins. of the solution of Adrenalin Chloride (i in 1,000) may be

given i)y tiie moutii, or half this amount of the solution by hypodermic

injection.

Hitartrate of Potash sometimes succeeds when everything c"se fails,

but its best effects are only olitainable in purgative doses.

Saline purgatives must be resorted to when cardiac tonics and diuretics

fail; the rationale of this treatment lies in directly removing a large

amount of fluid from the blood by the intestinal glands, which indirectly

reduces the dropsy, as the lilood must be recou|)ed from the exuded

fluid in the subcutaneous tissue. -Any strong saline may be adnu'nistered,

but the most decided result is obtainable in water-logged conditions by

Hay's method of giving 2 o/. Mag. Sul|)li. l>y the mouth dissolved in its

own weight of water after a 24-Iunir.>,' fast and abstinence from all fluids.

In this way several pints of intestinal lii|uid may be pnmiptly remo\ed

from the body.

When the swelling of the legs in( r \ses in spite of these measures,

there is no resort left to the ph\sician but pum luring the skin. The
cutaneous surface lia\ing been carefully stcrilisiij by w.ishing with an

antiseptic solution, a number of minute pum tures should be made by

a Glovt r's needle in tlie moM dependent parts, as in the dorsum of the

foot and about the ankle. Warm flannels rtrimg out of hot boric solu-

tion being wrapped round the j)arls, the fluid is i)erinitted to exude so
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as to drain cffcctual'v tlie subcutaneous tissue. Southey's tubes may

be inserted, l)Ut upon the whole needle punctures are safer and less liable

to be followed by erythema and slou-hing; the scrotum or cedematous

prepuce may also he freely punctured. Accumulations of fluid in the

peritoneum, pericardium and pleura; must be relieved by tapping. A

salt-free diet may be tried, but little advanta,t;e is to be gained by a

rigorously dry dietary.

Owing to the weak state of the heart in all cases where increasing

anasarca is present the diaphoretic agents so valuable in renal dropsy

are contra-indicated. Thus the hot pack, hot-air bath, pilocarpine, &c.,

cannot l)e safely employed, but the skin should always be encouraged

to act by warm bedclothing.

Dyspnoea, Cyanosis, and Hanwplysis will call for special treatment;

the JK'st means of dealing with this grouji of symptoms of pulmonary

embarrassment is to open a large vein in the arm so as to immediate!)

relieve the high pressure in the engorged right auricle and right ventricle;

after the removal of 20 to 30 oz. blood, a full hypodermic dose of Strych-

nine should be given and the digitalis treatment pushed. The applica-

tion of leeches in less urgent cases may i>e tried, but cujis sh(>uld be

applied over the bites if any impression is to be made upon the over-

burdened right heart. Oxygen and ( ompressed air may be inhaled whin

the cyanosis is marked.

Chloride of Calcium may be advantageously administered by the

mouth in cases where there is much capillary 00/ing from the bronchial

or gastric mucosa; it also tends to check the dropsical tendency, and

acts as a true tonic to the heart muscle by improving for the time the

blood circulating in the coronary arteries.

Cardiac fain and distress, when these fail to be relieved by digitalis,

may be treated locally by Helladonna and Chloroform Liniment apjilied

over the precordium under oiled silk, or a large belladonna plaster may

be worn over the heart. When the pain is paroxysmal and accompanied

by a high blood-pressure i)ulse and anginal symptoms, Amyl inhalation

usually affords sj)eedy relief, and this relief may be kept up by large

doses of Iodides, which .sometimes may be advantageously combined

wit!) /\rsenic in small dnscs.

Insomnia, as already stated, is most safely rdicved by a full dose of

Paraldehyde given in diluted alcohol, but when ( aused by cardiac pain

and a general .sense of severe discomfort there is nothing so efVu a( ious

as a moderate dose of Morphia gi\en hypod- rmically. Chloral Hydrate

is reconmuiuled, but in full hypnotic duscs this drug is dangerous.

Trional is unobjc( tionabic, but often fails in inducing sleep.

Visceral congestions arc best relieved by full doses of saline purgatives.

l)ry-cupi)ing of the ( lust. Idins, or hepatic regions is often very cfiii acions

in relieving i)ronchial, renal and li\cr congestion. The administration

of Mercurials in these conditions usually aitords a niii-.iderable degree of

relief, iait they should not be persisted in for more than a day or two

at a time. One full dose of 5 grs. Calomel or Ulue Pill followed l>y u

I

M
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saline purge after 8 hours' interval is the most efficient way of obtaining

the full advantages of mercury. .

Dyspepsia is often a most serious symptom owmg to the accumulation

of flatus in the dilated stomach; this causes pressure upon tiie already

overburdened heart, and greatly embarrasses its action. In acute distres .

due to this condition the best procedure is to lessen materially the amount

of food -iven by the mouth and to supplement it by rectal feeding,

(^irminatives may be freelv gi\en to cause expulsion of the imprisoned

ras, and Papain or Pepsin t- assist the digestive process and hasten the

passage onwards of the food into the duodenum. Carliohydrates, as

alrcadv mentioned, should be given sparingly.

Con'':!' 'Hition need hardly be considered, since saline purgatives arc so

clearlv in licated for the relief of other symptoms, and tlicir employment

for this purpose keeps the alimentary tract clear. It must, however,

be rememl)ercd that in the condition under consideration where the

entire intestiii.il surface is in an abnormally sluggish state, scybalai may

form in a surpri<inulv short time after free purgation. The bearing down

which their cxj n .;alls forth may dangerously raise tlie intrathoracic

pressure, and therclorc a daily evacuation of the bowel is imperative in

all cases of failing heart power.

HEMIPLEGIA.

The treatnunt is in its first stage that of .\pople.xy, which has been

dciailcd under its own heading. Tlie management of the case after

the svmptoms of shock or coma liave passed away consists in a judicious

remedvin- of such complications as constipation, rentention of urine,

tendencv"to bedsores, insomnia or restlessness. Mental as well as physi-

cal rcpo'.e is essential as long as the danger of a second .seizure is probal)le,

and it i> .i wise precaution to restrict the diet, as in cases of head injuries,

to farinaceous food and milk, avoiding alcolu.l ui every torm and strong

tea and coffee.
,

The period of absolute rest in bed is liai)le to be unduly prolonged, and

thou-li no routine rule can be laid down for tlie guidame of the physician

on this point it will be advisal,le to get the patient to a sota or
.
oucli

witiiin a fortnight after his seizure has occurred when this is possil) e.

Drugs n this st.i-e are usiiallv administered with the view of absorbing

the clot in the . erel)ral tissue or in the occlu.led artery, but there is htt e

evidence of their utilitv; no harm, however, is liable to arise from a mil.l

course of Iodides, and sin, c more or less restlessness or cercl)rai irnta-

bilitv mav be present, Bn)mi(les mav be combined with them, btrycli-

nine'musl \w avoided; anv action wliich it exercises in the early stages

is an injurious one. Organic Phosphorus or Glycerophosphates may

prove useful as a restorative to impaired cerebral tissue, but even this

dru" iiaii bciur in avoided during tiie fir-t few weeks.

The treatment of the palsv consists of measures for the preservation

or restoration of the nutrition of the wast((l muscles an>' neuions, for

the prevention of arti.ular adhesions, faulty position of the alTected
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limbs or joints due to contraction of unanta}j;onised muscles and lor tlie

remedying of ataxic or disordered muscular movements.

The first stage of the treatment should be directed to the correction

of the faulty position of the affected limb, which shows itself as soon as

early rigidity sets in; the tendency of the arm to be drawn towards the

trunk and of the forearm to be flexed at the elbow must be counteracted

by placing a lar-c pad, small pillow or sandbag in the axilla and keeping

the elbow-joint extended. In a similar manner the lower extremity

should be mechanically treated l>v outward rotation and abduction, with

flexion of the ankle and eversion of the foot.

This earh- rigidity or spasticity may not show itself for several weeks

after the original seizure; in the meantime serious impairment o tiie

joint and muscular movements may become established by the gluing

to.rether of the arthritic surfaces and surrounding nerve and muscular

tissues. It is therefore necessary as a simple precautionary measure to

begin gentle passive movements within a week after recovery frt.m the

so-called stroke. Hv this treatment neuritis may be prevented anc the

tone of the impaired iscles and their nutrition may be improved, so

that wasting is reduced to a minimum.

\s the early rigidity advances much may be done by the skilful apph-

cation of loosely bandaged splints or sandbags to counteract the abnormal

attitude of the affected limbs due to excessive action of the liexors.

Wiien these are resorted to early, before marked flexion of the joints

sets in, the appliances can be usually borne without discomfort, an.l late

rigidity may be entirely prevented. (Late rigidity being always struc-

tural, the permanent shortening of the muscles cannot be remedied by

the applicati . of splints, which can only further increase the miscbiel.)

The treatment of early rigidity by mechanical apphan. .s is liable to

be ovenlone, and unless rationally carried out had better be oinilted.

Thus if it pre^ents the employment of massage an<l passue moNcnient.s

more harm than g.-od will result. The bandages should be removed

several times a day and gentle pasMNe mo%( ments witii lialil massage

carried out whilst the patient is still confined to his room.

Electricity is much vaunted; its x alue is trifling comi)ared with that

of the mechanical measures just mentioned, and it should not be em-

ployed to supplement massage and passive movements till af -t the

expiration of two mr.nths from the sei/.ure. The best routine is to com-

mence with the continuous current, using 5 to 10 I.eclanche cells, and

large, well-moistened electrodes.

Thus in the earlv rigidity of the forearm an.l hand the extensor mus.les

may be gently and very slowly stroked with one electrode, whilst the

other is kept Stationary; any current wiiich causes strong contraction or

pain must not be employed'. Passive movements at tb.' digital, meta-

,...r,vi-pi,..l.in.,..a! and wrisi i..inls should i)e per^ev.nn^lv employed,

and a large globular object may be left in the palm of thu luui.l to prevent

contracti.m of the flexor muscles. Once the patient is able to move

about with help fiom room to room all splints should be abandoned in m

mtuti
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order to enable him to constantly exercise the weakened muscles, care

being taken that by the aid of the sound limb the faulty position of the

affected one is kept corrected by the patient himself. Ikfore retirin-

to rest the splints should be reapplied so as to keep up this correciion

during sleep. Though it is maintained that no possible ad\antage can

be expected from electrical treatment of the site of the brain lesion the

writer has seen benefit follow the application of a current from iivi:

Leclanche ele ts, with one large electrode upon the forehead an<l the

o:.ier ovt. t' jcciput. After a week the current strength may be

doubled, and he has employed fn cells, causing the current to flow from

an electrode placed over the site of the hemorrhage on one side, with

the other pole situated over the opposite region of the skull.

Later on, should the patient be able to move about in the open air,

he must be encouraged to exercise constantly the muschs of the leg,

stopping short of fatigue, an attendant being placed on each side to

avoid falls. Whilst resting in the seated posture with his foot flexed,

the forearm, arm and shoulder muscles may be likewise exercised, after

which a short walk will again bring into action the leg muscles. When

the return of power begins to manifest itself in the impaired muscles,

inco-ordination and disorderly movements akin to what may be seen in

ataxia mav be observed; these must be met by careful re-educational

methods, as in Fraenkel's system, passive and active mo\;ments bemg

assiduously practised till the patient learns the necessary new movement-

memories.

The permanent spasticity following the attack of loss of power m the

muscles has been successfully remedied in some instances by resection

of the posterior roots of several of the spinal nerves and by the injection

of Alcohol into the trunks of the nerves supplying the rigid muscles (see

under Paralvsis, Spastic).

The treatment of the aphasia whi. h often accompanies the hemii)k,L,ic

condition when this affects the right side of the body will be found

detailed under Aphasia. The hemiplegia caused by cereliral tumour can

only be dealt with by measures applicable to the relief of tiie i)riinary

disease.

HERNIA.

With the increasing safety and success of herniotomy, when the patu nt

is young and strong, operation will usually i)e chosen as the best lomse

of getting rid of tiie hernia and such a]iplianccs as may be necessary for

its TOntrol, though when a lurnia is rcdu( iblc, a carefully i)lanned truss

may be fitted when the patient is in the lying posture; this if it is capal>le

of preventing a descent of the intestine or omentum into the sac will

suffice in most cases. Tiie truss must as a rule t>e worn for life, though

not unusually a case of lurnia when treated from uitancy by the -on-

tinuous application of a neatly fitting truss may be found to be cured

by the end of the second or third year.

Special circumstances may, however, be present in a given case which
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should determine the surgeon to do an operation for the radical cure of

the rupture Thus if the ir.di\idual desires to enter into one of the

public services or if his life is to be one involving intense muscular activity

(,r strain he should be adsiscd to submit to an operation; all femoral

herniiu in vouns; subjects should be treated radically owing to the danger

of .strangulation. When a truss fails to keep up the bowel or where a

prulapsL^of the omentum proves to be irreducible, the oi)eninp; should be

sealed up bv the surs^'con, and it is becoming the general routine practice

to recommend a radical operation in all cases of herniic occurring in

children of all ages.

The reduction of a rcfoil hernia is effected by taxis ; the patient should

1)C placed in bed or on a couch, whose feel are to be elevated. The thigh

should be jjartially Hexed and the limb rotated inwards to secure as much

relaxation as possible of the tissues surrounding the neck of the sac.

The latter being grasped between the lett fore-finger and thumb, gentle

traction in a downward direction is made, whilst with a kneading move-

ment of the thumb and lingers of the right hand the tumour is slightly

squeezed in order to reduce its bulk before being pushed up. No force

in the ordinary sense of the term should ever be employed; the return

of a knuckle of bowel to the cavity of tlie abdomen conveys an unmis-

takable sensation to the surgeon's fingers as the tumour slips suddenly

upw.irds from his grasp, but a mass of omentum ascend'' gradually and

without noise. If undue pressure is exercised the herni i may be reduced

en bloc, the entire sac with its contents being forced within the abdominal

wall, but still outside the peritoneal cavity. If symptoms of straugiila-

/;„);'have already appeared only the greatest gentleness is permissible.

Ti>e history of the case should be a guide; thus when the gut has been

down for 24 to 36 hours and obstruction of the bowel and \omiting are

present taxis must not l)e attempted. In such cases the first touch of

the surgeon's fingers should convince him of the danger of rupturing the

bowel bv the application of any pressure. Tightly strangulated femoral

hernia' in young subjects are esppcially dangerous, i)ut in elderly patients

old inguinal ruptures may often be reduced when great skill and caution

combined with general ar.esthesia are employed, e\en after symptoms of

strangulation have appeaa.'. A hot bath is often a u.seful adjuvant.

When taxis has failed the patient should be put to bed and arrange-

ments at once made for carrying out the operation of herniotomy; during

the necessarv delay the skin should be shaved and painted with Tr. lodi

and a largefr.ema administered; it is needless to say that purgatives

are always contra-indicated. In patients with IJright's cli^ease or

diabetes, where formerly operation was denied altogether, it is now done

under local anaesthesia, the best ch(;Kc being novocain J per cent, and

adrenalin, both in weak solution so that the infiltration method may i)e

eniploved.

Ileriiiotomy.— TUc patient is prepared in the ordinary w;:> for opera-

tion; the skin having been shaven and thoroughly clejmsed with soap

and water, is afterwards cari fully sterilised by sponging with methylated
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spirit and then with Tr. lorii. If an anesthetic Jias not been previously

tried, the sur-con, before proccedin- with his incision once more may

try a j.'entle upphcation of the taxis; llie operation is sometimes satis-

faetoriK .arried out under local anoesthesia. An incision should be made

throuuii the skin over th'- neck of the tumour and in the direction of its

Ion-; axi.^; each layer of tissue on its exposure is to be carefulb' divided

till'tlie sac is reached. This must be opened with caution u> avoid

injury of intestine or omentum. The openinji of the sa. is usually

accompanied bv the escape of serous tUiid, and its interior is smooth

and shinint; and has its vessels runnin- in the direction of Us Ion- axis.

The latter point readily differentiates the sac from the intestinal wall.

.Much is to be -ained by observini; the nature of the fluid which escapes

upon the opeiiin- of the sac; if it is clear and odourless there is probably

little injury to the bowel from th* strangulation. A turbid, bloody or

foul-smeUin'j; lifjuid shows that the consliirtion has already lowered the

vitality of the intestine and permitted the s.a bein- infected with the

colon bacillus. In either case the sac cavity must be flushed with hot

sterilised saline solution, after which the structures entering into the

strangulating ring are to be carefully explore.!, layer after layer being

diviiJed, commencing in the dissection with the most superficial stratum

and cautiouslv proceeding till the deeper fibres are divided sulhcR'ntly

to remove the constriction without severing tissues which arc of value

in the final closing up of the aperture in the radical treatment of the

hernia. The strangulation havit- been relieved the tumour is gently

drawn downwards to bring into Mew the intestine at the line of constric-

tion. This is closely scruliiiis;d after being well cleansed with warm

saline solution and dried by a lint swab, in order to ascertain whether

it has been only temporarily impaired o.- irretrievably damaged. If the

purple discoloration speedily begins to lessen and the groove caused by

the constriction shows any signs of \ ermicular contraction passing down-

wards when the l^owel is'pind^^*' ''>' ^"^^ fin^"- '•'^'^ knuckle of intestine

may safely be pushed up into the peritoneal cavity. On the otiier hand,

should a lustreless and ashy-grey appearance of the strangulated mass

Ik; evident, it must be accepted that the death of the parts below the

constriction has already taken place or will certainly follow. This may

be corroborated by pricking the tissue, with the point of the scalpel,

and no lileeding follows.

The gangrenous condition being thus obvious, the surgeon should

draw down^the loop as far as possible and resect it, cutting clear of the

injured tissues, the mesenter> l)eing r<se( ted at the same lime and the

ends of the divided bowel united end-to-end or by natural anastonKJSis.

It may be necessary in some cases to remove a few feet of bowel, the

poriion above the stricture which hurs been dilated and p'.r-.ly^ed often

re([uiring removal.

Occasionally the area of the gut destroyed by pressure may be so

limited that it can be invaginated by a seromuscular or I,embert"s suture

without puncturing the mutous coat. When the bowel involved is the
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rrcat intestine and the exhausted condiiion ot the patient doos not

permit of a prolonped stitchin- operation the surgeon will feel eonipelled

t„ leave the gangrenous b')wel in situ after ineising it in the sae, trusting

to a second operator. • '. later date to close the resulting art.fi. lal aiius.

Omentum mav he rei..rncd like bowel when found to he healthy, hut

when gangrenous it must he iirst ligatured with catgut, which is made

t,, transfix the pedicle, after which the mass is cut off and the p<-dicle

with its (xduded vessels is to be returned to the abdominal ca\il> .
lare

liaving been taken to insure that no small knuckle of bowel has been

loncealed within the omental tumour.

The final stage of the operation when the gut or omentum has been

found to be in a condition <apable of being returned is to pro. eed with

the removal of the sac and ( losuie of the hernial lanal as in the radual

operation for the cure of hernia.
,, ,, • 1

After-treatment consists 111 rest to the bowc ' ' should abdominal

distension persist a large enema may be admin'. .'ter several hours,

and when relief does not follow a dose of casur oil followed by i c.c.

of pituitrin and an enema should be given in order to insure the restora-

tiiin of iieristaltic action in the distended bowel. When vomiting per-

sists, and especially should this he foul-smelling, the stomach should be

waslied out, and this practice is often ad\isable before operation. In

ordinary cases where no complications arise after operation, it is no

lunger considered wise or necessary to lock the bowels up with opium

or astringents. An enema may be given after 24 hours, and a dose of

Castor Oil 24 hours later. Should the symptoms of strangulation remain

unrelieved after the operation an exploration of the abdominal cavity

is imperatively demanded after a careful examination has been made

of the usual sites for another hernia which had been overlooked. The

same rule holds good when symptoms of obstruction remain after a

hernia has been reduced bv taxis, when the cause will usually be found

•o l)c a strangulation which has been unrelieved in a hernia returned

fii masse.
. . •

Ohstrmted or incarcerated hernia occurs in elderly subjects who sutler

from large irreducible hernia^. If the symptoms do not yield to a skilful

application of the taxis, herniotomy must be resorted to in order to

avoid strangulation.

In some cases the surgeon will find it necessary to operate by opening

the abdomen in the middle line, and after the removal of omentum the

internal ring may be closed bv a purse-string suture applied from aJM.ve.

Irreducible hernia should be treated by the radical operation when

possible, but in old subjects when the tumour is large a bag truss is

usuallv all that is recjuired.

Umbilical hernia is to be treated upon the same lines as hernia in the

femoral or inguinal regions. When occurring in infants, -ira(.i)ing

apphed over a small liat ])a.i and embracing tlie flanks is ([uite sulhcient

in the majoritv of cases to insure ( Insure uf tiie oiiening. In a<ii Us this

form of hernia is very often irrechuible, and may be keiil Iroin increasing
f»»-
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by an abdominal lielt containing a long strip of steel, to the centre of
which is fitted a large pad whith extends considerably over the margins
of the hernial opening. Owing to the danger of strangulation and in-

carieration it is advisable to recommend a radical operation. When
strangulation has already occurred there is no resource hut herniotomy,
and after relief of the constriction the opening must be closed and the
sac excised.

Radiraf Operation for the Cttrc of Hernia.—\^ already stated, this is

now aih ised as a routine in all young subjects. The operation is modified
in many details in the hands of different surgeons and in endless ways
to meet the conditions found present in a given lase and aci;ording to
wlictlier it is situated in the inguinal nr the femoral ring or at the umbilicus
or other weak spot in the abdominal wall. Thus for the cure of a hernia
in the inguinal region an incision is made through the skin along the
inguinal canal, the ajjoneurosis of the external obliijue is divided, and
the sac is separated from tin . urd up to the internal abdominal ring.

The isolated sac is either inwiginated into the inguinal canal by a ligature

attached to its fundus, which is then drawn up through the inner ring
into the abdominal cavity, the ends of the ligature being brought out
through the abdominal wall; or the neck of the sac is ligatured by trans-

fixion, the ends of the ligature being brought out through the abdominal
wall and tied, after the sac below the pedicle h;- been cut away. Leaving
an opening either above or below for the cord in males, tlie inguinal
canal is then obliterated by stitching the internal oblicjue and trans-
versalis to Poupart's ligament, tiie upper lip of tlie 'm< ision in the external
ol)li(lue being also separately stitched to Poupart's ligament, after which
the skin incision is closed by sutures.

After a satisfactory and successful o|)eration for herni.i no truss should
be worn unless sul)se(iuent signs of bulging occur. Tins is usually due
to weakness of internal oblique and transversalis at or just behind the
conjoint tendon. Further operation is contra-indicated unless an attempt
lie made to dam the muscle witii silk.

After .\n operation (are should be taken that no active muscular
exertion be permitted for several weeks after the patient lias commenc ed
to move about.

The radical operation for femoral hernia is ((inducted upon the same
lines. After the exposure and ojjening of the .sac it is ligatured by trans-

fixing its ni(k; the portion of the sac below the ligature is tlien cut away.
Kach end of the ligature threaded into a long (Urved needle is |)asse(l

tlirougli the femoral canal, and tlic point of the uiedle made to ap|)Cftr

externally after perforating tlic alulominal wall, and the ends are tied

together. Usually it is necessary to occlude the femoral canal by stitch-

ing the pectineus muscle, fas. ia and Poupart's ligament together, a.s

formerlv carried out. or, as suugested by Dowdcn, to use the extra-

jHTitoneal fat as n plug above the crural c anal to prevent descent of another
.1.11

.

In all (ases of hernia where a truss is employed to keep up the pro-
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lapsed bowel or omentum it is of vital importance that the appliance

should fit the patient properly, otherwise it becomes an additional menace

to his safety, especially if the pad permits the hernia to descend behind

it or by its side. This may arise from the weakness of the spring of the

instrument. When the services of an experienced truss-maker are

obtainable they should always be requisitioned, and the surgeon should

see that the pad is of the proper shape and size, and that the spring of

the instrument is ncitlicr too strong nor too feeble. As a rule it may be

discarded after assuming the horizontal position at night, i)ut it should

be adjusted in the morning before the patient leaves his bed.

It is always advisable to have two trusses, so that the one in reserve

may be employed while the ordinary one is being recovered or repaired.

Some patients provide themsehes with a waterproof instrument for use

when bathing.

When the patient cannot interview an instrument-maker the surgeon

should supply him with measurements from which a well-fitting truss

may be fashioned. Ready-made cheap instruments are often unsatis-

factory and sometimes dangerous. The size of a tape passi <1 round tiie

pelvis at a level of half-way between the iliac crest and the great tro-

chanter and meeting at the hernial opening should be supi)lied, together

with an estimate of the size of the latter, stating the side on which the

hernia is situated and whether in the femoral or inguinal region.

The writer has s(!veral times witnessed arrested development of the

testicle following the continuous ai)])lication of a tightly fitting truss in

young subjects. This is liable to o(( ur in rapidly growing boys when

the instrument has been worn for too long a period without being replaced

by a larger one. The mortality of the radical operation being now,

thanks to aseptic methods, almost nil, such a risk should never lie per-

mitted, and after the failure of cure by tlie truss, operative measures

should not be delayed, even in the case of infants.

HERPES.

Herpes Labialis seldom requires treatment; when the irritation is

severe the vesicles may be fomented by ap[)lying a small sponge squeezed

out of hot water; after drying the part it may be painted over with

Flexible Collodion. The sores whi h follow arc sometimes very slow in

healing when the patient keeps picking away tlu' scab; the api)li(ation

of a solution with a canaTshair brush of to grs. to the ouriie Nitrate of

Silver hastens resolution, or the crusts may be kept moistened by Glycenn

of Horax.

Herpes Prefidialis is also a fleeting ailment, but sometimes in ataxic

patients it proves an intractable atfei tion. Tiie best method is to employ

a desiccating powder like Zinc Oxide, t!alamina or Fuller's Farth when

the prepuce is long and an ointment when the glans is uncovered.

jlgvttfs Z-OStef. Shinele^ ur Zoii.a is schjom. (li;irnose<l til! the I'niption

of vesicles has already ap|)eared, tliough the primary pain may be so

severe as to demand a hvpodermic of Moqihia. When the cause of this

•17
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pain has not hcon siispcrtcd and any severe form of counter-irritation

lias been cmi^loyed to lessen it, such as sinapisms, blisters, &c., the

eruption is always formidable and sloughing of tissue may follow. The
use of a spray of Ethyl Chloride is most comforting at this early stage

when applied to the skin near the spine at the level of the involved nerv^,

and it is equally soothing at a later stage after the eruption has dis-

appeared.

Upon the appearance of tiie first few vesicles arises the question of

treatment to cause abortion of the eruption. Dupas lays absorbent

wool soaked in 90 ])er cent. Alcohol over the developing vesicles, and

covers it in with oiled siV... Unna paints the region over with Ichthyol

or covers it with Zin-: and Resorciu Gelatin. Alcoholic solutions of

Rcsorcin (2 ])er cent.), of inymol or Menthol have been used for the

same pur])ose, but in all probability no local application has any aborti-

facicnt action.

The best routine is to powder freely over the site of the eruption with

equal p.irts of Zinc Oxide and finely powdered Starch, and cover with

a soft uniform layer of al)sorhent wool, whiih should be kept in ])osition

by a bandage or girdle. Tiiis prevents the vesicle being ruptured by

friction against the clothing, or by scratching. Any desiccating powder

as iMilkr's Kartti. Talr, falamina, liismuth. &c., may be similarly em-

plipvcd. Tlie applitation of I nna's Zinr Jelly at tliis stage is a favourite

method of treatment with many pliysicians; the writer prefers the powder

and wool, as it cm be often removed easily for inspection, iioric .Acid

in (irv powiler may be sul)Stitutc(l for the zinc where the skin is liable

to lie infr. ted as in un< kanis' p.itients. ("iaisse treats the \csicles like

hiirni of the second degree; after puncturing each with a sterilised needle

he dresses with Picric A- : 1 .Solution, and always finds healing most rapid

and sutisfac tory. Where the vesic les when first seen are already ruptured

by friction the best ap|)li(ation will be an ointment; any .soothing,

astringent and antiseptic unguent may be freely applied on lint or old

sterilised linen, as

—

11. Li(/. Plumhi Fori. /5ss.

llvd. Amini})!. Clilor. pr. x.

Viii^t. /Jnci <l\id. 5ij. Misce.

nm

When pain is severe during the eruptive stage, 20 grs. Camphor, 10 grs.

menthol or 5 its. Cocaine inaN' hi' added to the above.

Analgesics may be recjuired infernally, and the safest of these is Anti-

pyrine gi\(n in 10-gr. doses, morphine being onlv employi'd where tlu'

pain IS very sc\ en-, as in herpes attai king the ophthalnnc di\ ision of the

fifth neive. In this form of zoster, Cocaine may be instilled into the

riinjuiK ti\al sac and the lids and temples covered over with sin ointment

of I ;i!on.i.c! Oc !irs. t'> ! o/.), ilry pow(!ers heinL' contM-iniliciited, iis the

ulier.ition will be endiuraged to proceed under the crusts and lead to

extensive sc.irring. The vyv must be watched, as the accon^mnying
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conjunrtivitis and keratitis may lead to serious ulieratior. and perforation

endinfi sometimes in danger to tiie globe.

Neuralgia is very liable to remain after the erupt''.n has completely

resolved itself, and in elderly subjects this may become formidable,

especially in eye cases, but not infrequently also when the trunk nerves

have been involved. Quinine, Antipyrine, Phosphide of Zinc (,',, gr.),

and in gouty subjec ts Colchicum, Aspirin or Salic>lates may be employed.

The continuous and h-gh-frequency currents often affo' ' relief, whilst

improved hygiene, liberal feeding, change of air, rest and alteration of

the environment may be tried. Morphia is contra-indicated in such

cases owing to the danger of establishing the opium habit. Arsenic is

oftenfrecommended, but Eustace has observed several cases of bilateral

herpes which were caused by arsenic, and he believes that the bilateral

type is always so produced.

HICCOUGH
Occurring in the course of serious diseases, as renal or organic stomt.-n

affections, may prove fatal by inducing exhaustion, and it must be met

promjjtly by agents directed against U. primary cause. Thus the

hiccough arising in the unvmic state should be treated l)y cliniinalory

isures, as brisk saline purgatives, hot-air baths or hot packs and V\Vy-

ic hypodermically. When occurring, during the progress of stoma( h

lions the most rational treatment will be to evacuate the lonlcnts

'le organ by an emetic or by a skilful lavage with the suft rubber lube.

,.1 most instances, however, this symptom must be met by em[)iiic

methods, the remedy whidi ads instantaneously in one case proving

valueless in the next, so that the physii ian is compelled to resort to one

agent after another till he discovers the remedy suitable for the ca.se

under treatment.

The simplest mana-uvre is to cause the patient to hold his breath for

the longest possible period, and if this fails, to ilose the mouth firndy and

pinch the nostrils to arrest totally the respiration till some degree of

( yanosis is produced. Compression of the eyeballs may stop it speedily.

lliccougl =n chiltlren is often di.ssipated by their companions who have

learned the ick for them.sclves by inducing a sudden degree of fright,

but usually 11 is not desirable for the physician to resort to this as a

therapeutii- agent; iold shower-bath is often efiicaiious in hysteriiul

patients. (omi)elling the patient to raise his arms vertiially above his

head and keeping timn there till they fall by rca.son of nius. ular exhaus-

tion acts in a similar manner by strong arrest of the attention, which

modifies the nspiratury action.

l-iriii and c.ntinuous pressure for a couple of minutes over the phrenic

nerve in the neck, over the .supra-orbital at the brow, and i« c to the

auditorv meatus often a( t promptly. A large sinapi.sni or a hot poultice

to the pit of the stomat h may be tried, or a (.'anthurides blister may be

applied over the phrenu or Upper cervical nerves. Often intractable

cases yield to fonible umiinuous traction un the ton^^ue for u 'ouplc of

^m
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minutes. Sneezing indm cd hy tlii' insulTl.ition of strong snuff or the
inhalation of Ammonia may be tried. The continuous current applied
with one ])(>.^ over the phrenic and tiie other on the epigastric region
sometimes stops the spasmodic contraction of the diaphragm.

Internal remedies must also be employed in empiric fashion. The
simplest consists in the administration of any warm carminative as Sal
Volatile diluted by water, a small dose of undiluted Ahohol, Oil of
Peppermint, Turpentine. Cajjsicum, Tr. Card. Co., &c. When these fail

iili;. uion of .Nitrite of Amyl or Nitroglycerin by the mouth may be
Tri,;d; Chloroform Nan osis is usually very efficacious, especially in

hysterica! cases, and where deep anaesthesia is necessary ICther is

preferable.

("annabis Tndica holds a place next to Opium amongst narcotics em-
ployed for the relief of the spasm. Jiromides in large doses. Chloral,
llyoscine, Valerian, Camphor, Musk, Prussic Acid and Antii)yrine are
but a few oi the host of agents recommended. A good routine in in-

tractai)le cases is m powder consisting of J gr. Cocaiiie, ,V gr. Morphine
and 5 grs. Mismuth Carbonate placed upon the tongue and' washed down
with a little water every two hours, a capsule of i min. Creosote being
gi\en also every 2 hours alternating.

A full hyixidcrmic of Mori)hia seldom fails to give temporary relief,

and often tiic spasm docs not return.

A serious responsibility rests upon f' c physic ian who is called t > give
relief to the agonising discomfort ciuscd b\ the hiccough appearing as
a terminal event in advanced renal disease or gastric cancer in patients
dying from the effect of the primary lesion. With the view of soothing
the last hours of life the c|uestion of affording; euthanasia becomes urgent
and too often the attendant feels tomixllcd to withhold the narcotic in

case the sufferer might not regain consciousness l)efore death and his

friends might consider that the injec ticm had hastened his end. The
wisest and most humane lourse under tiiese circumstances is after a
consultation with another physic ian to fake tlic patient and his friends

into his confidence, and assure them that the hv|)(jdermic injection of
morphia will relieve suffering without hastening death, though 'he
patient may pass away in his sleep.

HIP-JOINT DISEASE.

The gre.it inajciritx of the cases coming under the care c! the surgeon
arc of tulu'rcnlous origin, and t. •• most important jjoint in their treat-

ment is the promptitude with whic h n st can be sec ured for the articular
surfaces. A great c lian-e h.is been witnessed in the treatment of hip-

joint disease during the last ;o vears, operative procedures as incision

and amputation being now very rarelv n sorted to. .Most surgeon^: have
entirely ab.uidoned cxiisnni, and ISowlby has recently published very
ri ii!Mrk.d)lc siicc ess in ijon eases at th.e Alexandra Itiis.pit;)! f rented bv
rest and eximsion with general hygienic measures, the mortality being less

than 4 p<'i lent,, though 40 of the series were examples of bilateral disease.
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As soon as the earliest signs of rigidity, tenderness and pain present

themselves the cliild should be placed upon his back in bed, lying upon

a firm hair mattress, a weight and pulley l)eing employed to secure

extension, the weight being attached to a stirrup. The degree of traction

can never ' •; such as will secure separation of the opposed articular

surfari s, tiie object being to secure fixation and absolute rest from

muscular spasms and startings, hence with young children tiie weight

need seldom exceed i or 2 lbs. in order to avoid stretching of the liga-

ments. Tlie traction in all cases where deformity is present should be

a[)plied in the direction of the axis of the contrai ted limli, and IMnmnd
(Jwen ])oints out the importance of making the traction in the line which

the thigh takes when the pelvis is sciuared and the loins are fiat. Where

much adduction is |)resent counter-extension iiy means of a perineal

band is "iccessary, and al)du( tion may l)e corrected l)y attaching a wei;,ht

to each limb or by applying a double loni; si)lint witli a hinged cross-l)ar.

Restless children may be treated upon the same principle i)y the use

of a doui)le Bryant's s|)liiit and elevation of the foot of the bed ; a Thomas's

splint, on <in abdu'tion frame, mav l)e ap|)lied at once, thuugh the patient

siiould be kept in bed till the deformity has disappeared and the pain

has passed away.

Tlie weiglit and pulley or other form of extension should not be dis-

carded till all symptoms and signs ha\e been removed, but absolute rest

of the joint must be afterwards maintained for a \'ery innsideralile period,

varying from at least i yea. anfl upwards, during whii li time the affected

limb nmst never be permitted to Ijear any |)ortion of the weight of the

body.

As the tuberculous nature of the joint affection tlearly indicates open-

air treatment, it becomes a matter of vital imporianci' to secure im-

mobility of the articular surfaces by .si)me method whii 1\ will cnaiile the

patient to move about or be carried out of the sick-nmm, ami this is

rspeciallv desirable in the summer inonths. I'or all praclit al purposes,

the skilful adjustment of a I'liomas's splint sulii( es when p.iin, tenderness

and mus( ular rij^idily iiase been ( onibaled by extension. .\flei- the

applii ation 01 the s|)lint a patten sliould be atlai lied to the sole of the

boot on the sound side in order to prisenl the foot of the affcc tid limb

touching the };round, llieii by the help of crutrlus the p.iticnl should be

permitted to walk about for a period of twtlve montli'^. IhiriiiL- this

time ucnile friction or nnid massa;;e of the 1 :si Ics m.iy i)c prai lised,

but movement of any kind at the lii|) juinl is 1 oi pernmisiiiic.

Very yiaing children may have both limb> encased b\' a doui)le

Thomas's spinal caries splint, so that tln-v can be carried about in the

open air. I'helps' box answers the same purpose. The objt tion to

I lie routine u.se of I'laster of I'aris splints is the danger of an abscess

being overlooked till the skin has become invi ' -d,

In neglected lascs wiicre extension fad:; to rcdai c tl.e contraried ..iate

of the limb nmst Ics tlusc should be slretilud mi icr ( hlorufoiin. and

occttsioijully it may be even necessary to perform tenotomy, after which

:li
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extension must be again employed. Should an abscess occur it never
should be permitted to discharge spontaneously, as septic infection of

the cavity or sinus is certain to occur. It may be aspirated and the

sac injected with Iodoform emulsion, and some surgeons recommend
similar treatment of the joint itself when signs of effusion are

present.

When sinuses are already present these should be opened up and
scraped, and any diseased bone gouged out or sequestra removed, iiut

as all partial operations on tuberculous bone are liable to prove unsatis-

factory it is a good practice to first try the effect of injecting warm
Bismuth Jelly into the open sinus, as often complete healing follows

unless a sequestrum is present. Where there is evidence of carious or

dead bone in the joint the gouge or chisel must be used after an open
incision by Kocher's method. This gives much better results than
excision of the head and neck of the femur, though when the head of

the bone has become dislocated upon the dorsum ilii, and the acetabulum
is extensively diseased and numerous infected sinuses are present, there

may be no other choice but excision or amputation of the wasted limb
to prevent lardaceous disease or death from exhaustion.

Much may be achieved in the treatment of tiiis disease by the employ-
ment of the vaccine method, which will be described under Phthisis.

Even when secondary infection by pus-forming organisms has taken
place in the sinuses a vaccine may be prepared from cultivating the cocci,

and this may be employed in addition to Human T.R. Tuberculin.
In all operations about the diseased joint, the practice of the surgeon
should be to avoid dramagc so as to prevent this secondary infc< tion;

the cavity of the abscess or of the joint being thoroughly disinfected

after curetting, the skin wound must be carefully sutured and sealed

from the air, a quantity of Iodoform Emulsion having been left in it.

(Though Hismuth Jelly possesses such remarkable antisejjtic action upim
tlie open sinuses, it must not be injected into a sealed abscess cavity
unless drainage is provided.) IJy resorting to vaccine treatment in

ap|)arently hopeless cases am|)utation may .sometimes be p voided, but
the worst cases should not i)e permitted to die witliout the chance being
given to the patient of an operation. Nearly 40 years ago the writer
operated for the late l>r. Newett upon a girl whose femur hurl spon-
taneously fractured in the upper third from extensive tuberculous dis-

ease; the neck, head and u])per |)art of the shaft were destroyed by
caries. After removal of tlie limb a large projxjrtion of the ilium, ischium
and the whole of the acetabulum were gouged away, exposing the pelvic

fascia. The tissues composing the buttock were infiltrated with gela-

tinous and caseating products and riddled with old sinuses. The Hgature
ajiphed to the femoral artery cut through the diseased coats of the vessel,

necessitating dissection of the external iliac, which he ligatured in the
pelvis. Notwithstanding that the jatient had suffered from night .iweats

and repeated ii.enioptysis before the operation siie made an extellent

recovery and is still living and well. Bowlby has d.awn attention to the

'Am
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remarkable fact that phthisis and scrofula very rarely develop in patients

suffering from hip-joint disease.

Where complete recovery has occurred in net;lected hip-joint disease

with ankylosis of the joint in such a position as renders the limb useless

and progression impossible or highly inconvenient, an osteotomy opera-

tion should be undertaken to correct the deformity, the section of the

bonr; being made at the neck or below the lesser trochanter according to

the requirements of the case. Murphy's artliroplastic operation, which

consists in transplanting between the ends of the bones a flap of fatty

tissue, has proved us(;ful in some cases by providing a moxable joint.

The treatment of non-tube .lous or acute septic inflammation of the

hip-joint is to be carried out on similar lines. Extension in these cases

may be resorted to in order to diminish pain, but the acute aliscesses

which are sure to form will demand prompt incision and free e\aiuatinn

of the pus, which differs materially from the secretion found in tlie

tuberculous cases. These abscesses are liable to point in the pelvis or

extend along the planes of deep areolar tissue in the thigh, and pyirmia

is apt to occur, hence the freest drainage is necessary after thoroughly

flushing out the abscess cavity with llydrochlorite solution. The joint

will usually require to be explored by an anterior incision, and if the

head or neck of the femur is found to be necrosed they must be excised

and a counter-opening made for drainage through a large-sized tube.

The after-stages of the affection may i)i' curtailed i)y the judi( ious

employment of a vaccine prepared from cultures of tiu; {)urulent fluid,

provided that the infection keeps localised.

HOARSENESS.

Tliis is hxiX. a symptom or sign of several different diseases, and should

not be regarded merely as a synonym for laryngitis.

The treatment in every case must be that suitable for the removal

of the primary cause—tul)ercle, cancer, sypliilis, diphtheria, cetlmia,

perichondritis, catarrhal laryngitis, papillomatous growths, singers'

nodes, pachydermia laryngis and extrinsic causes wliidi by producing

paralysis of the muscles interfere with the j)erfect approximation of the

vocal cords as in thoracic aneurisms. The most frc(|Uent form of lioarse-

ness which the physician is called upon to treat is that arising from

excessive use of the voice, which indmes a < iironic larjngitis; the treat-

ment of this alTection is dialt with under Laryngitis (see also under

Pharyngitis, Tliroat .XtTeclions and .\phoni;i).

HODOKIN S DISEASE see Lymphadenoma.

HOOFING COUOH see under Pertussis.

HYDATID DISEASE.

Prophylaxis is (»f vital importance; the hydauu cyst is the lesuii of

tlie intrc Ui( ti'iii into tlie hum in iilimentury <'anal of the. eg^s of tiie

Tania eiliinococcits—a small tapeworm infesting tlie dog, sheep ami
tJifr
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wolf. The human hydatid is the bladder stage of this parasite's existence.
The eggs find their way into the human stomach chiefly through drinking
water. Hence the necessity, in districts where the parasite abounds, to
look most closely to the filtration of water and the purity of food. The
utmost scrupulosity should be observed as regards the personal cleanli-
ness of all who come into close relations with dogs. A minute worm is

found in dogs in vast numbers in the small intestines, and the human
hydatid is the bladder stage of this parasite. The dog becomes infected
by eatmg the oflal of sheep suffering from hydatid disease. As the
mature worm docs not exceed I inch, it is easily seen huw readily the
mmute ova in the last joint of the worm which alone contains the de-
veloped sexual organs may find entrance into the human stomach in
water or from the soiled hands of individuals who are in the habit of
caressing the dog.

Diagnosis has !)een simplified by the discovery of the presence of
specific anti-bodies in the blood-serum of patients suffering from hydatids,
the antigen being easily obtained from any sample of preserved hydatid'
fluid. Another aid in diagnosis is the presence of eosinophilia and of
basophilia.

The surgeon should aim in every case when this is possible at complete
excision of the cyst with its inner wall by carefully dissecting out the
tumour from the surrounding adventitious tissue. Where this is not
practicable the cyst should be freely incised, its contents thoroughly
evacuated and the cavity packed with sterilised gauze, which in each
subsequent dressing is to be replaced by fresh packing till the complete
obliteration of the sac has been effected. The steps of the operation
oi)viously require modification according to the nature of the organ or
tissues m which the cyst has developed.
The liver is the most common site, more than half of all hydatids being

found in this organ. A pedunculated cyst depending from the under-
surface of the liver may be easily reached by an anterior abdominal
incision; a ligature having been applied to the pedicle when the neck
of the tumour is long and narrow, the cvst may be removed by cutting
through the pedicle below the ligature.

Hydatids embcddnl in the hepatic tissue demand a different treatment;
the organ being expusud by abdominal section and the cyst isolated
from the peritoneal cavity by packing the edges of the wound with
sponges, the wall is in( ised and its contents drawn off. The incision in
the cyst IS next cilarged so as to thoroughly expose the white parasitic
wall, and whilst this is being gently drawn upon by forceps its delivery
is facilitated by a jet of norma! serum injetted between it and the ad-
ventitious fibrous capsule in which it lies. The resulting cavity i-, then
thoroughl)- cleansed by irrigation and its lips sutured before closing the
abdominal wound.
WhciL tiie parasitic cyst wall cannot be removed, the lips of the in-

cision in the adventitious cyst may be sutured to the edges of the abdo-mmJ wound and the cavity packed with gauze as in Lindemann's

i«
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method. Deeper hydatids must be removed through a posterior incision

over the lower ribs which will require excision so as to open up the pleural

cavity, the cyst being then readied through an incision in the diaphragm.

When an hepatic hydatid cyst has already suppurated, it must be

treated as an absci. s. The abdomen should be opened, the purulent

contents of the sac evacuated by a free incision, and after irrigation

with an antiseptic solution the cavity should be packed with gaUze or

a free drainage provided by introducing a rubber tube after the margins

of the cyst wall have been stitched to the lips of the abdominal wound.

Pulmonary and pleural hydatids can be successfully treated by excision

of two or three ribs, removal of the cyst contents and of its parasitic

wall, with or without drainage. Aspiration is liable to cause death in

pulmonary iijdatid disease, and must never be resorted to. Should

suppuration occur in the pleural cavity, a free ini'ision must be made

between the ribs, and the space washed out and drained as in empyema.

Abscess of the lungs, if near the surface at the base, may be successfully

treated in a similar way.

1 lydatid cysts in the brain have been successfully removed when near

to the surface by a trephining operation; these cysts are usually sterile,

containing no scolices or daughter cysts.

HYDROCELE.
This may be safely left alone till it assumes dimensions which cause

inconvenience. Temporary relief may be obtained by tapping, though

except in the child the fluid is bound to accumulate again.

The patient siiould be seated in a chair with the buttocks brought

forward to the edge; the surgeon grasps the scrotum from behind near

the neck of the sac, and by squeezing the tumour the skin and tunica

are made very tense. The testicle and any large scrotal veins being

located, a fine sharp trochar with its canula is plunged into the sac, the

canula being ])ushed home as the trochar is withdrawn, when the con-

tents of tiie sac will be thorou>;hh ivacuated. The trochar should be

made to enter the tunica above tiie centre of the tumour by pushing it

directly backwards, elevating the point slightly mi as to avoid injury to

the testicle, and care taken to insure that no hernia is present. The

scrotal wound is afterwards scaled by the application of Collodion or

l)y a small pad of lint soaked in Friar's Balsam, and the patient is made

to rest for a few hours.

For the radical cure of ordinary hydrocele the older operation uf

injecting the emptied sac with 2 drs. weak Tincture of Iodine or 30 mins.

Carbolic Acid and kneading the scrotum gentl) so as to insure thorougii

contact may be resorted to where for any reasons a cutting operation is

inadmissible.

Foi all ordinarv cases the motlern "Ian of retroversion of the sai" by

making an incision in the scrotum is the safest and most reliable pro-

cedure. The incision should lie sulliciently large to permit of the testicle

biing delivered through the wound with the parietal layer of the sac
>%¥
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retroverted, after which the lips of the wound in the latter are sutured
with catgut behind the ei)ididymis and the sac well washed out before
returning the testicle to the scrotum and closing tiie skin wound. Tlic
patient should be confined to bed for a week.

fn old hydroceles with very thick walls the parietal portion of tiie sue
should be dissected out and excised, all obvious bleeding-points caught
and tied, and the cavity temporarily packed with gauze till all ha:mor-
rhage is stopped, after which the skin wound may be closed by suturinif,
the stitches being placed very close together to prevent inversion of the
wound.

Congenital hydrocele sometimes disapj rs and does not return; the
closure of the inguinal canal by a well-fittmg truss prevents the descent
of a knuckle of bowel and causes obliteration of the open funicular
process, which connects the abdominal cavity with the sac of the tunica
vaginalis.

When a truss fails, tapping or acupuncture may be tried, and .

' the
fluid continues to accumulate, the upper part of the sac should be f ,sed
and the neck treated as in the radical cure for hernia, and the b .ocele
dealt with by the retroversion of the lower portion of the sac.

Infantile hydrocele usually yields to tapping with an aspirator needle
or to acupuncture by a Glover's needle, but when these fail the sac may
be excised or retroverted as in the treatment of ordinary hydrocele.
Encysted hydroceles of the cord, of the testicle and of the epididymis

(spermatocele) may be tapped or acupunctured, and wiicn this "fails
excision of the sac should be effected. Injection after tapping usually
suffices, but an encysted hydrocele of the cord may ommunicale witli
the peritoneal cavity, ^nd should not be injected' with any irritating
fluid; sometimes it ma;. ,ie cured by the application of Iodine externall>".

Hydrocele of a hernial sac may exist after the cure of a hernia has
been accomplished by the use of a truss which has obliterated tiie neck
of the old sac; the best method of procedure in such a case is to excise
the sac after ligaturing its neck.

HYDROCEPHALUS, Acute—see under Meningitis.

HYDROCEPHALUS, Chronic.

If the accumulation of lluid is confined to the ventricles (iiilornal
hydroc.'phalus), an attempt should be made to permanently drain tlicm
but when the fluid is located in the subara.hnoifi and sul)dural space
(external hydrocephalus), the drainage of the ventricles is unnecessary
or futile. To differentiate between the two conditions Dandy and IJlack-
fan's method of injecting phenol-sulphonephthalein has proved valual.le;
this reagent is excreted in the urine, and the rate of its elimination deter-
mines whether the fluid is witiiin or without the ventricles, being much
retarded in the internal variety. Sliarpc inserts a needle into tlic v n-
tricle and another int(j the lumbar subarachnoid s[)ace, and when the
flow from the ventricle needle is grcatlv in excess of tliat from ilie
lumbar puncture he judges that the ventricle is blocked. His operation
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aims at drainage by inserting six linen strands into the ventricles in tiie

internal type of hydroceplialus and the same number into the sub-

arachnoid or subdural space in the external variety, bringing their ends

out through the tem|joral muscle and fascia beneath the scalp. Absorp-

tion of the threads does not occur for several months, by the end uf wiiich

time a permanent canal becomes established. Two-thirds of all his

cases were successful.

Another method consists in the introduction of a fine bent tube of

gold into the descending horn of the lateral ventricle, the end projecting

from the ventricle being secured in its place by sutures applied to the

inner aspect of the dura mater, thus establishing a free communicatiun

or drainage between the interior of the ventricle and the subarachnoid

space, so as to remedy the blocking of the natural drainage channel of the

brain and cord.

Drugs internally are of little value except in .syphilitic cases, where

Mercury and Iodides should be steadily pushed, but in any case where

tapping of the ventricles or lumbar puncture is to be tried these drugs

should be employed simultaneously with the operative procedure, and

the effect of an elastic bandage applied to the skull should be carefully

watched.

The treatment of the various forms oiCephaloceles in which some portion

of the cerebrum or its membranes project under the scalp through a

congenital opening in the cranial bones is usually veiy unsatisfactory.

Small meningoceles, if they have a narrow neck, may sometimes be

successfully dealt with by reflecting a flap of the scalp and closing the

neck of the sac by ligatures, su as to prevent the escape of cerebro-spinal

fluid.

HYDRONEPHROSIS.
The treatment of an accumulation of fluid in the dilated pelvis of the

kidney consists in the early removal of the cause. Thus in Glenard's

disease or where the floating condition of the kidney exists the hydro-

nephrosis is at first intermittent, i^.sappearing as soon as the normal

position of the kidney is restored and the kinking of the ureter removed.

The prevention of further attacks may be achieved by the use of suitable

abdominal supports, as described under Glenard's Disease; when these

fail, the surgeon should resort to the operation of fixation of the kidney,

and if necessary also of the liver.

The most serious cases an those where the ureter has become blocked

by an imparted calculus. Where the blo<king is of recent occurrence

and the tumour not very tense, the simple operation of manipulating it

through ti>e abdominal walls should have a fair trial. With the ana-

tomical position of the kidney and ureter and tlieir relations to other

organs in the alidomcn before the surgeon's mind, lie n-.iv try a scries of

massage and pressure movements with the view of ihslodtiing the calculus

or causing the fluid to low |)ast it into the bluddt r. This nian(eu\r: is

worthy of a trial, and before commencing it the i)aticnl's abdomen

tl
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should be freely poulti. ui swat! d in wa n water bandages covered
by a piece of stout ma> icini .h f-. 40 hours—a local hot pack. It is
needless to say that iue farce s:i u Id not U- emplo>ed.

Aspiration or tapping n ust be r.^
, ;, ; t(, when the tumour is tense

and of large dnnensions. It may be Ui. only means of prolonging life
where the opposite kidney has been prciously destroyed by an old
impaction or where the hsdronephrosis is i. lateral, and the tappin may
be repeated as often as necessary. The site of th. puncture is of im'-
portanre. The sac should be entered fr^.m behind. midwa\ i^etwcen the
last rih and the ilia< crest at the outer b(,rder of the erector'spinx muscl
On the left side the best spot is one just in front of t\w mi'^rx.A betwe. 11

the last two floating rib-. All the fluid sh(,uld be removcl throu-h a
moderately fine and long n-edle, and it may n^t a,L;ain a. cumulate owin'-
to the previous de.stru<ti(^n o" the .-niirc accreting structure of the i<idne>^
or the tapping may, by rci,evii,g or remo\in,- the pressure and irritation'
cause the descent of an impac- d (ui. ulus into tiie bladder, or it may b.
followed by subsequent discharge of hydrone|)hrotic fluid inf(, Jie bladder
without the descent of any obstruction. These results, thijuuh \er'.
improbable, have been recorded in Lsolat. . -nstances, .md justifv tlu
operation of tapping before resorting to luorc severe and dan orous
measures. An attempt may be made to establi.sh drainage by inserting
a fine rubber tube into the --ac through the canula or holl(jw needle before
withdrawal, but the - stablishment of a permanent «istula is most unsatis-
factory and should if possiijle be avoids. 1.

The best routine suruical procedure is iw expose the kidney by a lumbai
incision, ta;. the sac and draw the organ out through the wound, wher.
It should be freel) incised along its convex border so us to thoroughb
explore its pelvis. If the obstruction 1^ found to depend upon the
formation of a valvular septum at t!,e entrance of th ureter, tlie valve
should be slit vertically and its ed,nes sutured in the 1 nsver-.' direction
Should an impacted calculu. in tiic upper part of t' ureter be found
It should be removed by fon ing it bai k into the rena - Kis, ti .m which
it can easily be extra ted throuL'h the wound.
Where the ob^^truUion is hi- i to be the result of .,i,, .,-,, .,uns ictween

the ureter and the out-r .surf. .f the pelvis, the.v .houid !«•
, arefulb.

disse( f.d out. and it may be neces.sary to divide the ;i( 1 ,ind
lower end into the most d' ndent portion of i diUted pel\

.nastoHi

sfull

a Sen

I we.-:

till til.

tn!>f

1 I.

-t it-

operation of urelero pyelo-nt pi .stone or a late, a:

be effected. A very large .sac mav soriu ; ines be su •

removing a portion of !!s walls or by iafuhiing them
after transplantiu:; tie ..rifice . t the ureter into tii

cavity. Drainage of the kidney in all ( ses is netessa
pelvis has time to contract before the removal of f

hsiuia fails m r lose owing - the conimuous discharge
resource left to the surgeiio is to peilorm nephrei lomy an
organ, and this may be obviously found nr -ssary when the
incision reveals an advanced stage of disor.aiusation f the g,

iM
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a pro edure cannot, limvevcr, ih cntun. ineu -inlf ss ilie opposite kidney

IS kn^ vvn to be funrti ning in a normal inner

In »()inc oasis the story and natui f flic '• will si
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HYDROPHOBIA.
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Uceph- into the wound
steriliser; any caustic or orrosive substance wiiich happens to be at

hand may l)e emiiloyed. The thorough excision of the bitten area by
the knife is recommended, iuit as even this heri procedure should not

justify the victim in refusin:: Pasteur treatmen in ct-c the suspected

iroved to have b> n ring from true

unless in such ca - \treme isolation

Paris or other Pasteur institutes. E\ery

iiown to be rabitic should submit wiliiout

any unnecessary delay to a course of Pasteur treatment, whether Negri
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of the disease, this beinjj; never shorter than two and often as Ion*; as six

to ten W(>ei<s, durinj^ whiili period tlie patient can be effectually prevented

from developing hydroj)hobia by a series of immunising injections of a

modified or attenuated virus along with the toxins produced by it, |)r()-

tection being established before the symptoms of hydrophobia have

time to show themselves. In a few cases the incubation has been mm li

longer, and a period of two years in one authenticated case intervened

between the reception of the wound and the invasion. The best result

>

are obtained when the treatment is sought at 'he earliest stage, but in

every case it should be sought, even should a month or more have inter

vened. Pasteur informed the writer in 1891 that on studying his atla>

he found tiie morta...y to rise with the distance which the patient had

to travel from the country in which he was bitten to the Institute in

Paris, being very high in those foreigners whose home was at a distanc c

and in those whose railway facilities were very imjjerfect or ab.sent.

The initial step in Pasteurism is to obtain a uniformly strong and un

varying virus capable of producing death after a constant period lA

incubation. This " fixed " virus is stronger than that obtainable from

a rabid wolf and many times more powerful than that from a rabid doLi.

and is procurable only after passing the latter through the Iwdies oi

100 rabbits.

If the spinal cord of a rai)bit killed by this virus is removed and ex-

pfised in a sterilised jar to air deprived of moisture by the presenc c lA

causti( potash, and kept in a temperature of 77" F., it is found that evei\

day produces a diminution in the jjower of its contained virus.

The routine is to inject into a patient bitten upon the limbs or trunk

an emulsion of i ex. (;f a cord dried for 14 days and rubbed up with

30 mins. sterilised l;roth. This is done in the morning, and a similar

dose is given ihe same evening from a cord dried for 13 days. Upon the

second day injections of (ords dried for 12 and 11 day« are administered,

nnd so on till upon the nintii day a single injection is administered from

a. cord which has only been dried for 3 days. Tiiis is the .strongest dose

employed during the 15 days of treatment.

l""or the treatment of face and head bites and wounds caused by rabid

wolves a more vigorous routine known as the intensive method is em-

ployed, in whicii i vx. of u cord dried for 3 days is administered us earh

as the seventh day, and the injections are prolonged over a period ol

2i days.

The mortality afliT rabid wounds has Ity these means been reduced

(from 15 |)er cent, in tlie untreated) to about r in 400. Many moditica

tions in the original Pasteur method are carried out, such as (i) dis

pensing with the drying |)rocess by the use of fresh virus; (2) diminishing

the aitivit}' of the \irus b\' treating it with antirabic serum as now
practised at the Paris Institute; or (3) by Harris's plan of carrying out

the desi( tation in vacuo fill a dry powder is obtained many times more

powerful than the cords useil by Pasteur; this powder preserves its

virulence for a couple of years when kept in a refrigerator. Harriii
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luis reduced llic mortality to i in 1,000 by tlie use of this modifica-

''""•
. •,11 -I

When symptoms of hydrophol)i.i api)ear m an mdividual previously

liittcn l)y a nibid animal death may be rej^arded as certain; the few

reported recoveries are l)elieved to have l)een cases of pseudo-rabies ()r

cif a neurosis produced by the dread of the disease. The only thing

that can be accomplished by the physici.in on-e the symptoms of hydro-

nliobia have appeared is to ameliorate the dreadful suffering's of the

patient. lie sh "Id be placed in bed in a very (juiet and darkened room,

and as lew people as possible should be permitted to con^^Tcgate about

liis bedside, llvpodermii injc *'ons of Mori)hia, or Opium and Chloral by

the bowel, afford some measure ui relief to the suffering; when Chloroform

(,r I'.thcr inhalations cannot be tolerated. Th. difficulty and dread of

swallowing,' may be minimised by painting the pharynx with Cocaine

solution. Tracheotomy nv.y ward off death from asphyxia thnaigh

larvn};eal spasm. Of the host of narcotics and antisi)asmodics, none

have been jjroved of any curative value. Hy Curare the patient's life

mav be prolonged; ,', to i gr. may be injected every 20 minutes till

there are evident sitjns of general loss of muscular power. Harris reports

,,iir (ise cured by intravenous injections of Hydrochloride of Quinine

anil Crea, 15 grs. every two hours.

HYDROTHORAX.
Ktstrictinfi the term " hydrothorax " to those passive effusions the

result of (hmnic ^right's disease, and valvular lesions in which they

ai'pear generally in liolh pleural cavitiis as jjart of a general dropsy,

tlieir treatment is oi)viously that of tiie primary affection. In lardiac

cases the exhibition of heart toni( s hke Digital;.-., which also acts as a

powerful diuretic, is clearly indi<aled. Saline -mrgatives arc always

\ alualile. In the effusions of renal disease, diuretics, as already discussed

under Mright's Disease, are useless, since the function of the kidney is

in abeyant e, the onh' resoune left to the physic ian being saline [lurgatiyes

and such powerful diaphoietics as the hot pack and Pilocarpine. Tapping

may be resorted to when the mcrhaniral dilhc ulty renders the breathing

impossible. In the passive hydrothorax accompanying malign.int

urowths in the chest, the only iiroccdure is tapping with a fine Soutluy's

ticMhar and cainila. to which a thin rul>iier tulie is attached, the fluid

luini; perniilled to chain slowly away into a vessel in which the free

end of the tube is kept sulmiergcd. I'or the trcalmcnl of fibrino-serous

effusions, see under I'leiirisv.

HYPERIDROSIS see Penpiration. Excessive.

HYPERBIETROPIA.

This condition is due to an error of refraction caused by the focus of

entering parallel rays falling |M)Hterior to the retina. The trealmenl

consists in the use of a suitable convex lens which rencl rs the eye em-

IJ^
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A

metropir, in order that parallel rays may be brought to a focus on the

retina.

The efforts to accommodate tax the ciliary muscle, and the condition

known as " accommodative asthenopia " ensues when the hypermetropir

eye is strained over near objects or when the patient has been reduced

to weakness by some illness. This asthenopia may be remedied by the

use of convi < glasses which meet the requirements of close vision.

Severe hypermetropia is best corrected fully, especially in (hiidnii,

with gla.sses which should be worn constantly. If strabismus is present,

su<h glasses will '•cmedy this complication, provided the squinting e}c

when corrected retains the power of fixation. Where the squint is con-

stant an operation may be required. In the case of older subjects,

convex glas.ses of different strengths are required for near and distant

vision, and these may be mounted in the same frame.

HYPERPYREXIA.
Tiie treatment of hyperpyrexia will be found detailed under the iuad-

ing )f each primary disease in which tiic high temperature occurs (acute

rlieumatism, sunstroke, typhoid fever and malaria), but a brief sunimarv
of tlic usual metiiods may be here enumerated for convenient reference.

The new antipyretics - Antipyrine, Anlifei)rin, Phenaietin and other

coal-tar products -are not to be deptrdcd upon. Quinine is also seldom

admissible, though sometimes in the case of children it ma\- be employed
i'.s an adjunct to other treatment, in order to prevent the temperature

rising again after it has been reduced to safe limits.

Tiie only reliable and safe metl ..d of reducing the excessive fever

temperature is by abstracting the heat liy means of the application of

cold air or cold water to the surface of the body. The cold air plan is

much less satisfactory than the vdropathic method, but occasionally

in the case of children it may Ic emploved with benefit bv placing a

large cradle under a sheet over the patient's naked body as he lies in

bed upon a firm mattress, with a number of ice-bags suspended from
the roof of the cradle.

Tiie speediest and most efficat ious of all methods, unA the one wliidi

is the best suited for suili conditions as acute rluuniatism and sunstroke,

where all movement of the patient's body is undesirable, consists in

"cold effusion," when the temperature rises to 106' K. This is carri((l

out witii the patient lying u|)on a large mackintosh placed over the

mattress; a .single sheet being spread over his naked bodv, the sheet i<

kej)t wetted by a copious stream of cold water poured ifrom a jug or

watering-pot with a jierforated outlet. Hy elevating the head of tin

bed nui manipulating the edges nf the mac kintosh the superfUmus water

i., made to Mow into any convenient reiejit.ide placed upon the floor.

If the temperature (tf the water employed ai the beginning of the afTtlsioii

!«' alHiijt 70" to «=" v. all {.'clinH fif '•ihiiefc i-: =:!ni;,tcd, and =-!d wiUer
(40° to 50 I'.) will then cpuse to be unplej siuit. As soon us the rei tal

temperature falls IjcIow ioi" V. the shret und mackintosli are to be
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removed, and replaced by blankets after the surface of the body has been

ra])idly dried.

The " cold or wet pack " is applied in a somewhat similar manner as

the patient lies upon a mattress and blanket with a mackintosh placed

between. A sheet wrung out of water at about 60"^ F. is wrapped around

him, leaving only the head and feet free. Hy replacing the sheet fre-

quently with a fresh one wrung out of cold water any desired antipyretic

effect can be obtained.

The " cold bath " is used in hospital where a portable appliance and
skilled attendants are always at hand. The bath Iwing wheeled along-

side the patient's lied, he is lifted carefully out upon a sheet by two or

three nurses, and the sheet is lowered into the water as he lies upon 't.

Th. t^ inperature of the water at first should not be below 80° to 90° F.,

but after a few minutes it is gradually reduced to 65° or 70° by tiie addi-

tion of cold water or crushed ice, and the immersion is continued till

the rectal or moutii temperature falls to 101°, whiiii usually occurs in

about 20 minutes. A further fall to normal or below it usually takes

place after the patient has been lifted out of the bath and placed in his

bed.
" Cold sponging " is not to be relied upon for the reduction of hyper-

pyretic temperatures unless carried out by heroic metiiods simulatmg

culd affusion, but it is a valuable plan of controlling the fever heat after

tliis has been first reduced by the bath, wet pack (tr cold affusion. In

tlie tase of ihild>-cn thorough cold sponging supplemented i)y gentle

rubbing with large {iieces of ice will sometimes act as effectively as the

cold bath.

HYPOCHONDRIASIS.

Accepting CJower's definition of hypochondriasis iis a morbid state of

tlie nervous system in which there is mental depression due to erroneous

ideas of such bodily ailments as might conceivably be present, tiic line

may be drawn between it and insanity with somatic delusions, though

the tendency of most modern writers is towards regarding every lase

of hypochondriasis as a form of melancholia.

Owing to the danger of suicide in tiie graver type of hyporhi.ndriasis,

tlie borderland between it and insanity having been already imsscd, the

(inly treatment av.nlable in most cases will consist in removal to a properly

ecjuipped asylum.

The treatment of the minor forms of hypochondriasis is often nmsl
unsatisfactory and disheartening. The physiiian having satisfied liim-

M'if by thorough and painstaking examinations that there is no organic

"lisease present, finds himself placed in a difficulty. If he obeys his

instinct and proceeds to impress ujron his patient the view that liis

symptoms are purely imaginary, and if he makes light of liis sufferin;;,

lie only aggravates matters by causing iiim Mill furthir to ((incenuaie

ill his faculties upon his abnormal feelings; tliiv drives him to sfck the

advice of one physician after another till all his morbid scnsation.s Irm omt

^%^F
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inicnsificd, witli the result tliat he crosses the line dividing the sane trom

the insane condition.

It is in ihc hi^licst interest (jf sm h a pi.tient that tlie humane j)hysician

sliould endea\our to secure Iiis toni|)leie and whole-hearted confidence

by a tiiorouiih and sympathetic investigation of his complaints, after

which he may l)e ahl i
j explain to him the nature of the neurosis and

to convince him of the absence of any orj^anic disease without failiiij^

into the common mistake of arguinf; him out of his abnormal sensations.

Any departure from the typically healthy standard should l)e corrected;

thus insomnia, dysjjepsia, Ci,asti[)ation, anaiiiia, or other disordered

condition should by appropriate treatment be remedied.

Exercise in the open air, especially if carried out in the comp.uiy of

others, boating, bathing, fisiiing, golf, or any acti\ e amusement m wJiidi

the patient's mind is lifted olT his sensations, will do more than |>h\si( .

Travel, if the patient's means permit of it, if not, when possible, a com-
plete change of employment may be advised. Resorting to spas, Indro-

pathics or places where invalids 'ongregate often does harm; the patient

returns somewhat improved, but with new combinations of sensations

derived from comi)aring notes with his sulTering brethren who Ihn k

about most health resorts. As a rule, an) thing which insures a complete

change of habits and of thought is likely to be followed by benefit.

Massage is often benefu iai, and static electricity in .some cases proves

u.scful.

The treatment, whilst mainl) moral ami |)S)(lio-theraiieutical, need

not necessarily exclude drugs, though ollicious preseribiug is to be dis-

countenanced fo the .same reasons which siiDuId deter the phvsician from

writing out an elaborate diet table. \ drug which will diminish !li<

exi'itability of the .sensory terminals will do no harm, and ina\ effect sunn

good, as in the management of hysteria. Valerian is the most suitidilr:

a jiill containiiif; a grain of each of the valirianatts of zinc . iron ami
qnir.ine is the i)est rnuline, and the addition of a.sahetida is often bene
licial. .\s in hv Nteria. slrv( Imine i> UMiallv harmful. 'I'he valerianates

mav in alli m.ited by a iiii\lui<' <iinlainin.- i, to 5 j:r>. .\iilipv line will.

15 mills. Iii|iiid extr.Kt nt ('o(a. but n.irintiis iiii liidiii;: alcohol .shoiilii

be alwavs avoidtd; the 1 (n ainc, iiinrpltia, ali oliol and c liloial haiiit.s ait

especiall) liable to bei ome lieveloped in such patients.

HYPOSPADIAS.

Uliiie the deti( icncv in the floor of the urethra is 1 onfined to that

part of ii whirli travel ses (he glans, the .use will rti|iiiie no intcrfeiein i

unless there should be a t unstrietjon or stri< ture at the outlet of iIm

|)u.ssaj;e which may re(|iiiie dilatation or inc ision and niucoculaneoii-,

suture. Where the dehirmilv c\i>ls in (he |)enile (lortion of tin urethia

there is usuallv much curving of the penis, and urination lauses sjreal

tiiscoiiiiotl 1 1 on I ihe dm 1 iioii in vvhii ii the a ream liow . ; ji wijj iie nti t

sary to nniedv tin .in hing i.t the pun, b\ a deeji and fiie int ision niadi

in a tr«ii-\eiM' direi lion ,«(lo>^ ihe mniiaii gtoove. Hv extending the
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or^an and suturing the margins of the wound in the vertical direction

the penis becomes straight. Afterwards a new floor for th', uretiira

luay he made by dissecting a flap from the cutaneous covering of the

lower part of the penis or s( rotum.

When the floor of tlie uretiira is absent as far as the perineum the

(iJiulition resembles that which is seen in some Australian tribes, 'i'he

writer exhiUted, many years ago, a specimen of artifii ial hy[)ospadias

which he found in an aboriginal of tlie interior of Australia, lie asier-

tained from an explorer that at least one tril)e in the centre of that

Cuiitinent performs the serious operation of slitting the male urethra

ii|)iii from the glans bai kwards, through tlic lierineuin towards the

hladder, evidently with the view of preventing procreation. A careful

(.xaniination of the specimen proves to what extent tlie most serious

[liastic operations may be carried out wiien recovery follows a barbarous

h iitilation undertaken without anatomical kniiwledge, and peiformed

witli tlie crudest of instruments, and without the slightest conception of

the necessity of a.septic methods.

i'he treatment of the mngenital variety of this perineo-scrotal h\]io-

spadias wliieh simulates hermaphroditism can only be carried out bv a

very elaborate and extensive series of plastic operations which st'ldom

pnivf successful. As the determination ( f sex is often impossible in

these cases it is a wise rule to bring u\> the child on the supposition of

u> belonging to the male sex, and not to attempt surgical interfertiK

c

Hith t.Ht deformity.

HYSTERIA.

Tin ('ri'/'liylaxi> of hysteria is an important problem, the solution of

wliii h i)et()mes imperative when the mother of neurotic children is deeply

tainted herself with the neurosis. As it is usually impossible to present

the patient speaking of her ailment in the present e of lar children or

iif ihaling in a rational maimer with aiiv miirotii s)ni|ittims which may
apjiear in tlu-m, the (juestinii uf separation bic nines an important one.

it is easier to send the femah' children to a school at a distance than to

I.move the parent for a piolonged sojourn in a iiuiMiig home.

riu tleinerts of preventive treatment suitabk- to a neurotic iliild are

i-sentialiy tlie same as those indicated for the cure of the hvsteriial

iiin<iition in older patients.

As soon as any hysteriial manifestation shows itself the general healtli

III ilie paticiil should be larcliillv 'onked into. Her diet should be libiial

and admmisieied willi frei|uciii y and re;;uliirity, .\( ive o|)en-air

I xrn isc should l>e insisted u|>on, even to ihc extent of jiroduting sli!.;hi

l.ili'/ue. Kij^ular hours hir rest a.rc essential. l-",ver) tiiiii;^ which ovei

^liiiiuliites the hv ptiMciisitivc rerebial centres is to be aMudcd, as is aK"
ivi-rv exi itement ul the emotions or jKissions. Health) and iniistanl

Huiita! oMupalioii siiuuid ije iidvtaiii. with avoidaiue u{ tiie evil-, at'cn

fiant upon social di-sipations, with their late hours anil uiuiaitiral e.\( ite

iiteiits. I'ew things are so detrimental to precoi ;uiis neurotic chiidren

'^.- '

Xi!
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as the modem institution of juvenile at-homes and late dancing parties,

Sound, wholesomt' literature instead of the maudlin, sentimental trash

of cheap novels, should be supplied as food for the mind, care bein>f

taken tiiat the patient be not permitted to tax the memory or perceptive

facullii's too severely. Recreations or exercises, as sketching, painting

or music, are certainly to be preferred to mei'ianica! needlework or

lace-making, which permits of too much introspection and moping.

Sea i)athing and the morning cold bath when admissible are valuable

adjuncts; the patient should be strongly advised to retire early to bed
and to persist in early rising, and take some mild form of exercise before

breakfast.

Errors in digestion or assimilation require to be remedied. Anaemia
(alls for iron; menstrual disorders, constipation and all sources of peri-

pheral irritation as errors of refraction, adenoids, &c., should be dealt

with on appro\cd principles.

The main element in the treatment of hysteria must be moral or

suggestive, and directed to tiie strengtiiening of the inhil)itory power
of tiie conscious self and the educating of the subconscious self as in the

pre\entive treatment of insanity. Though the neurosis is not to be

regarded as a form of insanity, the mental state of tiie patient demands
tlie most careful hygienic management. .\s in many forms of insanity

lioinc treatment is usually unsuccessful, so in iiysteria the best results

are only obtainable in ( onfirmed cases by reuKJval to a good nursin"

home in which omplete isolation from her friends is rigidly carried out.

In the early stages of Iiysteria, before isolation is pronounced to be

ne( essary, an attem[)t may be made to treat the patient at home if her

relations possess sulFicient tact and tirnmess to carry out moral treat-

ment alone or witii the assistance of a skilled nurse. The pliysi( i.m

siiould lake her relative into iiis confidence, and make it clear beyond
the possibility of being misunderstood how her case stands. This is

generally only half attempted, and her friends too often interpret the

physii ian's remarks as meaning that the patient is either malingering

or laliouring under some delusions or fancies. Conseciuently their

man.igement of her, with this erroneous impression, is fraught with
disaster. The (o-operation of a strong-minded, judii ious relative,

possessing tai t and firmness, though not devoid of symjiathy, but capable
of suppressing sympatluti( manifi stations, is of infinitely more value

than drugs. The inlluem e of such a mind ojierating upon the victim

of hysteria (an he guided bv tin physii ian in su( h a way as to strengthen
the palimt's will-power ,ind enable her to suci essfully combat the ten-

deiK \ to \iild to displa\s of cinotiun.d disturbances. I.ediiring ni

scolding the patient continually is to be condemned, and ridicule is

most injurious. Ivf h ( ase must lie managed .is the judgment or ta( t

of (hi- physici;!!'. diiv, ts S.,;n,)i:v,, -, {\u- inHiicnfC of liu- r.tit.iig will of

the phvsician may accomplish results whii h ap|nar as almost miraculous,
but these r.in iinly be obtained afti r hr has entirely g.iined the rompli li

rontidi Mce (if I lie p.ui( nt iiy a comprehei!si\e study of her various symp
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toms, and convinced her that there is no m}stery in her aihncnt and
that rerm'ery is certain if implicit oliedience to instructions is maintained.

Manifestations of sympathy and tlic attadimcnt of undue importance

to individual symptoms arc as fatal to successful treatment iis is the

ignorin.u; of these altojiether hy tiie physician- extremes which the wdl-

halan<ed medical mind always a\-oids.

Dru^js should he considered as of secondary importance when (oin-

pared with the moral treatment. Valerian has lon^ enjoyed the reinita-

tion of heinj; tlie most valuahle member of this class of remedies. To
he of any use, however, it must be given in doses much abo\c the strenfith

(jf those usually employed. Drachm doses of the simple tincture, or

an efjual quantity of the ammoniated preparation freely diluted, may
l)e f;iven three or four times a day, or the foUowinj; pill ma\' be

administered

—

B . Zinct Valeriance

Quinines Valeriance

Feni Valeriance

Asafaetida; ana gf. j.

Extradi Valeriance q.s. Misce.

Ft. pilula. Mitte tales xxiv. Sumat unam ter in die post cibos.

Valerian and Asafoctida are regarded erroneously by some physicians

as part of the moral treatment of hysteria, producing their good effet ts

tlirough the patient being compelled to swallow something nauseous ;ind

disgusting. Valerian benefits the hysterical condition in no sm h way,
liut it does good by diminishing the hypersensitiveness of the perijiheral

nervous ai)paratus, rendering sensory stimuli less powerful to alfeet tlie

hy|)ersensili\e and unstable nerve centres. Asafcetida acts probabl)' in

til'' same manner, and Sumbul and .Musk have similar action in less

degree, .\ntip\rine in small doses intensifies the good effects of these

drugs. Horneol-isovalerianate or Hornyval is an elegant and elhcai ious

substitute for valerian when given in 4-min. capsules, and it is hardly

ronceivable that it could act upon the moral or suggestive hypothesis,

moreover, many hysterical patients manifest no marked repugnamc to

these drugs, thougli they continue to derive beneht from them.

Ilromides are of value where tiiere is evidence of insomnia and sixual

cx( itement or o\arian tenderness, 'i'heir routine ailniinistration, espei i-

ally in lean subjects, is productive of much mischief. They are certain!)

more suitai)lc and more <learly indicated in the class of hysterii al i)atients

met with l)y Continental phy.sicians, and whirh is rare in Britain.

.Strvchnine almost invariably intensifies the hysterical phenomena,
|)robal)ly through 'ts power of rendering the [Kripheral and eentric

-••n-!)ry portiuns .)f tlv.: nervous -iysteiii nioie atulely r.i:n.-,iti\c. .\li uiioi,

morphia, e<iiaine and chloral must be always avoided owing to the great

danger of the establislinient of a habit in hysterii al patients; when
hypnotics are indic.acd the newer drugs as Triunul should be employed.

i
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When the above methods fiil in dispellinij the manifestations of the

neurosis, the only resource lect to the physician is to insist upon Weir
Mitchell treatment and rigid isolation for a period of 8 or lo weeks.

By this treatment cases have heen brought under easy and rapid control

which hitherto have been considered altogether outside the sphere of

practical therapeutics. It is only in .such grave cases that the method
in its entirety should be recommended, and it is contra-indicated when
marked melancholic symptoms are present or where any serious organir

lesion is known lo exist.

Isolation must be (omplete; the patient therefore should be remoxcd
from all her friends and relatives and placed in a suitable nursing honn
with a reliable and well-chosen nurse, the character and experience ol

whom must be of the highest order, as absence of skill in the nurse is as

serious an obstacle to success as is want of experience, tact and firmness

in the physician. Isolation must exclude all intercourse by correspon-

dence or letters with the patient's relatives till the treatment has been
wellnigh completed ; she should see no one but the physician, nurse and
masseuse. Should sui:h arrangements not be thoroughly .xcepted by t!u

patient and her friends before her removal, the physician shoulfl frankh
decline to carry out the treatment after explaining lo them that without

complete isolation failure is sure to follow.

Ah.wliite rest of liody and fiiitid is the -lext essential, the patient not

Ixing permitted even to stand upon her ieet for a moment, just as if slu

were suffering from severe typhoid fever. She is not allowed to use

her arms or hands, being fed by the nur.se as a child. Books mies.

sewing and usual ordinary harmless occupations are fi ' ddeti , tin

first few weeks, the routine of life being made as monoU us as j
. iblc

so as to arouse ' nging for a new existence and create a desire to enter

fully into the spirit of the treatment in order that recover}' ma\ Im

achieved as soon as possible. After 2 or 3 weeks the nurse may be per-

mitted to read to her. and the other restric tions may be gradually with-

drawn, letters being allowed from home at the end of the third or fourth

week. It is wise to maintain the horizontal position in all .severe ca.ses

for at least 6 weeks.

Overfeeding is the third factor in the treatment. Milk alone should

be given for the first ten days, at frequent intervals, and gradually in-

creased as massage is commenced, until enormous quantities are con-

sumed. After three or four days sometimes (i or X pints are swalloweri

daily. Strong beef tea, chicken soup, meat jellies, tea, coffee, chops,

fish, steaks, poultry, eggs, bread and butter, oysters, oatmeal porridge,

vegetables of all kinds, pu Idings, and any form of plain, wholesome,
digestible food may be admini.stered in very large (|uantities.

Massage is an im|)ortnnt part of the treatment. It should be j'om-

nienced upon the third day and be carried out in the nio^t thorough
manner, gradu.dly cNtending the operation till an hour's goofi deep
kneading of the mus( les andjtissnis of the budv can be binnc b\ tin

patient. In bad cases two applications lasting for thrce-quurters of an
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hour each, mnrnin? ond evenin?, may be required. At t!io heirinning

it is well to confine the operations to the extremities, nnd the inowmcnts
sliould be limited to the superficial structures. .Afterwards the deeper
tissues and muscles may he kneaded till in a few da\s the entire body,
ex-ceptinp the head and face, receives a fair share of manijiulation.

Tn this way the blood and lymph circulations are ureatlv stimulated,

effete products are washed away, waste materials Wm^ remo\ed, and
fresh pabulum brouirht with 'jreat rapidity to the refresherl tissues. The
increased amount of nourishment is thus used up to the greatest ad\an-
tnce, and the patient's body weipht increases to an astonishin'^- extent.

^Vasted murcles and emaciated limbs become plump and aaile, and the

chance in the patient's aspect and dimensions is such in lo or 12 weeks'

treatment as to tax the credulity of those who had not previously wit-

nessed the success of the treatment.

Hydropathy is now usu.illy added to the other elements of the Weir
Mitchell treatment ; it may be commenced with cold sponging after each

massajre seance, the warm, tepid and finally the cold hath beinc; in-

dulged in evevv day after the third week of treatment. Douches and
I'old sprays tu the spine may follow the warm or tepid bath advan-
tnpeouslv, and the needle bath is often \•cr^• \alu^' • when spasmodic
seizures are tiireatenin;!.

F.li'rtrin'tv U the last element in the Weir Mitchell plan of treatincr

! ysteria. The uses of electricity will be more fully mentioned under
tliC 'lead of the treatment of th"^ local manifestations in the foiiowinij

p.i.scs. When used as a factor in this method it is employed as an ad-
junct to massape. The interrupted stronc; current is selected, and the

various muscles or groups of muscles are thrown into contractions. The
moral effect produced upon the patient by demonstratinj; that the

muscles which she believed to be permanently pa'-alyscd are still capable
(if active movement should be further strengthened by suggestion on the

part of the physician, whose way is thus opened up to the successful

persuasion of the invalid to exercise her feeble will upon the muscles.

Each attempt at voluntary movement may be assisted bv the electrode

if this is applied at the psycholoijical moment.
.After the conclusion of the Weir Mii'diell course it is a pood plan to

insist upon the patient havir;; a chanpc to a seaside resort before return-

ing to her home.
Of late years hypnotism has been employed in the treatment of hysteria,

but the physi'-ian will be wise who leaves the use of this remedy to tho.se

few who have made a study of it. Comciously or unconsciously he is

successfully employing suppestion all throuph tJie treatment every time
lie as.sures the patient that she is certain to get well and every time that
he confidently states that the remedies, medicin.ih dietetic, X-c.. are

certain to do pood.

It is this element of suppcstion which adds therapeutic value to many
drups frnm time to time prescribed for the disease, and which cannot
( <)n<eivably act in any other way. Thus the hypodermic administration

n
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of a little saline solution is often followed by astonishing results, and

1

Lutton and Crocq were led to state that in the allied neurasthenic con-
dition 75 mins. injected every month enabled weakened and invalided

I

patients to develop energy sufficient to fit them for earning a living.
The injection of brain matter, cardin and other organic products acts
similarly.

Special symptoms will require individual treatment, thus—
The most serious condition which the physician can be called to treat

is that in which the line between hysteria and insanity has been already
crossed by the patient; Weir Mitchell treatment as ordinarily carried out
in a nursing home is not suitable in such case.--, and the only resource
left is to send the sufferer to a properly equipped asylum.
Convulsions.—When the physician is called to a patient during an

attack of convulsions or of hysterical coma, if he be confident of tiie
accuracy of his diagnosis, he can have the satisfaction of often bringing
the fit to an abrupt termination, after dismissing the sympathetic and
alarmed bystanders. The patient, if in bed or upon a sofa, is so pla( ed
as to enable the physician to pour a stream of cold water suddenly from
a height upon her face, without saturating the bedclothes or garments
of the patient. This free douching is soon followed by a return to com-
plete consciousness, and in subsequent fits the mention of it is often
enough to arrest all symptoms. Sometimes a little cold water thrown
forcibly against the face acts like magic, but the physician should state
:n the hearing of the patient that the application is to be repeated every
2 or 3 minutes till she gets out of her attack. Pinching the nostril's
whilst the mouth is kept closed, so as to arrest the breathing entirely
for a short period, may arrest an attack instantly. The vapour of strong
Acetic .Acid or Liquor Ammoniac to the nostrils may produce the same
good result.

D(.ip pressure over one ovary sometimes arrests a fit of convulsions
.r of ima, but it often fails; and when it does appear to arouse the
patient it leaves her in a very ixcited and excitable condition. A better
jilan is to make firm pressure upon the supra-orbital nerve as it emerges
f:>)m its bony canal.

i:iectricity is always of value if at hand, and by placing one electrode
over the front of the neck and the other over the pit of the stomach a
smart interrupted current nia\- stop the paroxysm in a few seconds. It
has no sucii effect in epilepsy, and may be used then fore as a means of
arriving at a positive diagnosis of tli<' nature of the convulsion, and so
strengthening the physician's confidence in proceeding upon moral or
suggestive lines.

Deep pressure upon the arteries and tissues at the base of the neck,
so as to interfere with the cerebral circulation, as is sometimes success-
fully tried in stopping cpi]epii> fiLS, iim> cut short the attack of hysteria
or hystero-epileiisy; firm pressure on almost any region of the body will
often act effectually in cuntroiling hystericarphenomena. The room
should be cleared of all active sympathising spectators, and the physi< ian
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should give his orders and carry out his operations without the least

sign of hesitam y or wavering. This latter he lannot do unless he be

very positive about his diagnosis; indeed, little ran be done with hysterical

patients as long as the physician has any doubt whatever lingering in

his mind about thp ase being one of the genuine m uroses. The patient

by intuition recog; ses his want of confidence in himself, as shown by
some very trivial circumstance, and the result is that the demon refuses

to be exorcised and his efforts prove futile to control the manifestations.

When the coma has lasted for a considerable time and the douche or

electricity has failed, the application of a hot cautery iron gives prompt
results. The writer has cut short attacks of both convulsions and coma
by giving directions in a loud and firm tone of voice for the heating of

an iron and the ordering of a portion of the skin to be exposed for cauteri-

sation. He has, however, never seen a case where the actual carr^'ing

out of this measure appeared to be justified. Nitrite of Amyl .sometimes

arrests the paro.xysm, and a hypodermic of Apomorphine to effect ernesis

is also a potent agent.

The paroxysm of coma, or convulsions, or delirium having been
arrested, the routine moral treatment already detailed should be firmly

instituted and carried out with patience.

The various local forms oi Paralysis should be treated by the means
recommended as useful for the g> neral hysterical condition. Massage,
passive motion and electricity employed locally afford, in conjunction
with moral treatment, the best hope of success. The same measures
prove useful in dealing with contractures or flexions of joints, which are

also successfully removed by the applit ation of a circular blister around
the joint. The Weir Mitchell method of treating contractures consists

in the injection of Atropine into the contracted muscle before attempting
massage or passive motion. Swedish movements and gymnastic exer-

cises are always beneficial. The method of employing these theraieutic

agents will vary with the locality and nature of the aflc^ ted parts or

organs. Where there is much pain and tenderness over joints or bony
prominences a sponge as hot as can be borne without risk of vesicating

may be employed with l)enefit.

Aphonia may be treated by voice exercises and the methods described
already under Aphonia. It yields readih- to electricity, which may be
employed in various ways for the treatment of this afftction. \\y <he
aid of the laryngeal mirror one electrode is placed in contact with the
vocal cords, the oilier being faotened to the outside of the larynx. \\y

a button in the handle of the interior electrode the current is turned on,

and the shock often causes the pa dent to instantly find the use of her
voice, perhaps for the first time for many months. The applications

should be repeated til! the aphonia entirely disappears. Sometimes nnc
sitting of a few minutes suffices, but more commonly several are required
to insure that no return occurs. The Faradic or interrupted current
should be used, and conta( l may lie made 5 or 6 times during each sitting.

Static electricity may be used; it is preferable to galvanism and its

:!!
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( II' cts are more lastinir. ft miy he used in a variety of wars, the simplest
l"'ng tiiat of passin^- ,i >. ri,'; ,.f sli.M-ks iliroimh .c,'Uuyn\ from a l.eydrn
jnr. As the aplionia is. h-w(mt, cnlv one of Uie many manifestation^
of the hvste -^al state, il will he advisahle to administer the static el,>.

tn.ify m a way that will afTeet tlie entire system. The simplest an.l
mildest method of nsin- it is i,. place the patient on an insulated st..,,!
or m an msnlatcd .hair, anrl I means of a metal foot-plate to eonnrd
her hody with the positive poK...; a Carre. Ifoltz. or a Wimshnrst maehin,

.

this rondilion of .-ontinuoiis positive clectrifieation is .ailed the stati.
l':ith. By chantrin- t! poles, negative eleetrifi. alion is prodiiofd arvi
a series of spark^ may in drawn by approaehinn a laroe i^rass electro.k
to the patient's body; or tlu static breeze or sprav mar he employed
by usinu' an electrode with numerous points.
Mcflure insulates the patient, and for th« first two sittin-s ,<dministe.^

the bath; afterwards by brin-ing a wooden ball close to 'the skin !nit
not close enough to produce a spark, he moves it in ali direction. ..,er
the bod%- U'hen the paralysed part or an area of aniisHiesm is api)roa. I,,.!
the hall I- laid aside, and sparks (light or heavv) are . xtra.trd bv mcar
of metal

. lectrodes. .\|>honia may be similarb tnat.d b\ dnnvin
sparks from the skin over the larvnx.

(lenerai karadisation may be employed in h\steria is static electri. ii\
IS administered by the tatic bath, in ord<T to brin- all parts . f the bo.h
under thr influence of the current. With her naked feet the patient
.stands upon a large metal dis- or moistenul spon-e electrode connccteil
with the negative pole of the battery, and the piivsicinn places himseU'
in ronncction with the positive pole through a wire held in one hand
wit!) the other he holds in conta.t with the patient's bodv a large metal
ball enveloped in a moistened sponge. The current thus passes throu-li
his body, and also through the patient as it passes from pole to pole.
In the same way Galvano-i'"aradisalion may be emplo\'ed as in- d.-
Watteville's method. High-frequency and sinusoidd currents and th,
hvdro-elertric bath are also employed; the effects obtainable are prob.iblv
due entirely to .sug^;estion.

r«/rt«,o«s- hyt^ercestheua is best dealt with by static dectri. itv as jusi
desrnbed by dr.iwin- sparks from the affected regions as in loral ana',
tiiesia: it also will yield to smart counter-irritation or the .aulerv.

I omilhig when purely hysterical may be suddenly stopped by a li-ht
application of the cautery to the skin of (he epi-astric region, and' hvsteri
f:al huTOHs^h yields readily to the same treatment. When either svmptoni
siiows a tendency to return a mustard-leaf or a cantharides blister may
be applied, or Faradism or static electricity mav be employed.
Anorexia Nervosa is best dealt with by a course <,f Weir Mitchell treat

T '
•' 'M- ilt Ot ,.,.,t;!,ate hvstcrir.u voniilinK the i

introduced into the stomach by the siphon may be retained and di-ested
thoroughly, whilst that administered in the normal way is usually iv
jected or nmains for a long time unch.^nged in I he or-an. Rectal
feeding is generally useless.
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Hystero-EpiJepsy.—Tho treatment of this nppnrrntl\- fdrniiJal)!'

li.ilady (major hysteria) is to be rarrir<l out upon 'lie same hnc- as arc
iiidiiated for the muna^'ement ef a patient -.iil'fc rinj,' nndcr a severe
ronvnlsive seizure. Nitrite of Aniyl in the writer's experi.ni ( s,imetinies

piMMS of (ieeided sahie in brinu'ini; the alta.i (o .1 sp,nlv ri^ni Insion,

...ill Pilocarpine has been credited witii similar pwms. |;ri midc > in full

doses. tliouu;h not ca)>able of eiTectini,' the -o..,l ;,.,nlls (li.servable in

epilepsy, occasionally may be found to lessen tlu- (endcn> \ lovviuds the
re| ntion of the .seizures. I'rolonued Weir Mit< hell treatment is i'h:n\\

i'l'ii' ' The various Continental methods of treatini; the nianif( sta-

tions 01 (^p severer forms of hysteria by the a])plication of magnets
(me. Ilo-therap ) and other a^'cnts need not be discussed; tlu v lan onlv
' xen 1 any benctit tlirough the influence of su;,',irestion, which may be

•ire rationally employed by other methods.

ICHTHYOSIS.

Local treatment is of chief importance in this con,2:enital and often
hereditary skm condition, thou.'ili IVintjle has reported ^ood rcMiIt^

from Thyroid feeding, and Jackson states that he has cured it In irri.M-

tion of tlu <()lon, and others at'tirm that I'iloi .irpine hvpoderniicallv is

;ilways of use. t'od-l.iver Oil is certaiidy benetici.il in all cases, and
(Specially in the mild type of the condition known as Xn-nHvrmia or
Kiialosis pilaris the.se a-ents may be advantaneously em|)loved to siij)ple-

nunt local treatment.

The .scali or plaques the result of the keratini.sation of the epithelial

cells inust tirst ' j removed by prolcm^ed immersion in a warm bath,
with gentle crubbing and the use of a .Superfatted Soap, Hora.x, Re.son in

or Salicylic .\cid. Often a weak alkaline bath mcts all the require-
ments if sulHcient; prolonged and assiduous friction be emploved by
means of hair glove.-..

\fter drying the surface a bland, unirritating animal oil or fat should
be gently rubbed in till the .skin is brought to the natural suppleness.
Lard Oil or Neat Oil is the best, hut any vegetable oil may also be used,
and Olive Oil is free from objectionable odour. Vaseline or Glvcerin
may be used for the exposed parts of the body, but U|)on the whole the
face and hands are best treated by jmre Lanolin, which should be gentlv
rulibed in till it disapi)ears. Suet or Cacao Hutter answers well in some
cases, and I'ringle i)refers the olticial (.ilycerinum .\invli. [amicson uses
an ointment consisting of the followin-:

K. Rcsorcini T,].

Olei .Itnvt^daifr .^j.

f.uiio/ini .^it]. .l/^^•(|;.

The bath ^hould be used once e.ich d,i\- for loni; periods, but the inimc
lions shouhl be perhmned twi<:e a day. When the skin has bed) bidiinht

to Its natural feel and appearance, a hot bath on< e or twice a week and

'
fl

t*«(r

#1'
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a daily application of the oil will keep the subject of simple ichthyosis

in a tolerably comfortable and presentable condition. Mild cases get on

with one thorough inunction in the week. In a case occurring in a

weak, thin boy the writer had an excellent result from one thorough

application of Cod-Liver Oil every week, but the odour of the oil is a

great drawback to its employment.

Flannel should be worn next the skin, and in snme cases great comfort

and benefit may be obtained from chamois or wash leather undcr-gar-

ments. Where eczema exists the weeping surface or fissures must lie

treated by emcllients before resorting to the alkaline bath and friction.

In Ichthyosis Uystrix, where there is much hardening, the callosities

may be excised or gently .scraped with a curette, or dissolved by the

application of a lotion consisting of one part of the B.P. Liquor Potassac

in two parts of water.

Sodium Ethyiate Solution or Salicylic Acid dissolved in Collodion may

be more conveniently used to destroy the growths, and will not cause

injury to the underlying skin. After the removal of the cakes, an oint-

ment containing lo grs. of Iodide of Potassium in solution rubbed up

with I oz. Lanolin may be used with advantage. Resorcin (lo per cent.)

or Naphthol (5 per cent.) ointments may be tried in the lafr sUigcs of

treatment, or i dr. Resorcin added to each ounce of Glycerin. Amyli.

IMPETIGO.

Under such names asPorrigo, Ecthyma, and Iiitpftif;o contagiosa, this

iutanc(>us coccic infection is recognised as identiial with the so-called

Football Impetigo and other epidemii- types of impetigo. Adamson has

shown that the streptococcus produces dear blisters or vesicles, whilst

the staphylococcus causes a pustular eruption, but generally the primarv

infection is soon mixed with stapliylococ( i.

Impetigo cannot exist or flourish upon a perfectly healthy person,

hence the importance of looking after everything which improves tin

nutrition of tlu' body. As there is always f,(»me departure from the

healthy standard, feeding, fX'-n i.se, fresh air and absolute i leanliness

must be attended to.

The firsl step in the treatment consists in the removal of the yellow

crubls and the exposure (.. the raw oozinp surfaie upon which the co(
.

1

are multiplying. Bathing of the parts in warm water should be followed

by a Itorii Aiid poulti< e, after which the ai)pli(ation of any nrah anti-

.septic as Ungt. Ilydrarg. Ammon. diluted with twice its weight of lan-iliii

or of /.in<- oinlnKnt sutVn es. When small pat 1 lies exist, these, after

thorough cleansmg, may be painteil over with a 20 per (cnt. solution of

Nitrate of Silver. Where the eruption involves a considerable arta of

th, liodv, warm 'laths (ontainin^ IVrmanganate of I'ota^h or a trui e ol

lVi>lilori(le of Meniirv sliou!'! I)e adniitii^ti nil. The inner clotl.inj;

^holll(l be (arefully sterilised, and care taken to avoid scrateliing with

the (ingcr-nails, whereby the cocci are ir.msi intedjfroni one region «>(

the skin to another.
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Porrigo is the usual term applied to impetigo of the scalp and the

condition is generally complicated with pediculi .n.as.on The scabs

should be soaked with Paraffin Oil; warm bread and water poultices

will be often required in addition to persistent spongmg till the crusts

ue removed, after which the hair should be cut .lose, the entire scalp

washed with saturated Boric Aiid solution, and an ointment consistmg

of one part of White Precipitate ointment and two parts of Zinc ointment

should be freely rubbed in.

An autogenous vaccine may bo resorted t<, in inveterate cases, which

may simulate Sycosis, but local treatment always suffices when carefully

carried out.

mPOTSNCE.
Mechani. al impediments to the sexual act should be met by appropriate

surgical measures.
i i

•

Functu.nal causes supply the majority of the cases seeking advice

and many of these are in recently married indivi.luais to whom mu< h

mis<hici' may be done by the administratis.n of drugs. The situation

iiises from ignorance and nervousness, and produces sometimes a dan-

gerous depression of spirits. The majority of cases of this nature right

lliemselves in -i sli.-rt time if left alone, and all that is generally necessary

is a little sound advice and no drugging. The stereotyped instruction

i„ rigidly abstain for a time from ail attempts at se.xual inter.-oursc is

I mi take unless under special circumstances; nature generally sin.n

sels ii.alters right. I'his is especially true in those cases where emission

oc.urs before penetration has taken place, and then a successful .oitus

may take place when the act is attenipte.l again a short time alter failure.

Mural treatment is all that is necessary in most cases where the incapacity

is imaginary.
, ,. ^

In paralvlic cases where impotence arises from previous re.enl ex-

cesses, but' where the generative organs have not apparently sufiered

structurallv to any obvious extent, total abstinence fn.i.i all allempts

at intercourse must be rigidly advised till evidence is forthcoming that

nature means to assert herself. During this period vigorous exercise,

witii good living and abstinence from alcol-.l, with the . ai y use of the

,„ld siiower hath or sea-batiiing and tonics, are very useful. Of tonics,

Iron in full doses of the tincture of the perchloride in .onihinalion with

Stry. hnine is tlu' best, and Kaston's Syrup of the plmsphales is a valuable

nrepaialion given three times a day in doses <.f at le.ist i dr.

\,.hro.iisiars as a rule do harm, an.l sh.mld not l.e prescribed in these

cases The mere produ. ti..n of tn erection is a ditferent thing from

power to perform the sexc.d act sue, cssfully, an.l these artilu lal a., s

'

cneially fail, and alter e,o h failure the position of the patient is deci.lcdly

worse For this le.ison he shoul.l Im- urged not to attempt the a. t till

he fe. i that he has r.'ason to helieve that tlu attempt will be more success-

ful th in the last, ami tlu patieiifs own sens.ition. will he hri best guide.

When this ire.amenl huU, otiiei measures lemain, ind these may at

'I-
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once be resorted to without waitinji in those cases occurring after middle

life, or in those who have indulged in sexual excesses or in masturbation

to the ixtint of causing' atrophy of tlie testicles or penis. In such patients

there is often weakness of sexual desire, but sometimes it is not dimin-

ished, and the physician finds liiat the mental depression associated

with tlie ini])otence is so serious as to call for active treatment in order

to prcxint h\ pdi hondriasis or otlur hjrm of mental disease.

l'le( tiiiity in the treatment of jiremalure loss of virility comes next

ill value to abstinence and the general hygienic measures just mentioned.

This remedy may be used in various ways. The writer has observed

til, It the best results follow from the emjiloyment of a moderately strong'

(iiiitinutius lurrent. One large sponge-electrode being placed over tin

liMMr end of the spine, the other is a|)plied to the groin, spermatic cord,

Itslidcs, penis and jierineum in succession. The sitting should last for

.'o niiiuiles, and may lie repeated twice a day. The internipted ( urrciil

may be employed occasionally with advantage U)X the space of about

a week, during whicli the continuous is suspended. Benefit may some

times be obtainid from the wearing of a good Pulvermacher chain batter\

round the pehis or luins.

.Massage or gentle kneading of the scrotum and testicles, followed by

free sponging of the parts with culd sea-water twice a day, has a deiidtd

influence in impro\ing the tone and nutrition of tlu' generative organs,

and sliniild alwa\s be tried in i onjunt lion with electricity.

if the f.iilure is a purely funt tional one arising from .some defiiienc \

in the apixiratus neies.sar) for eredion, authorities speak highly of

Caniliaridin in .small doses ,? n\ins. of the M.l'. tine ture- or of I'hos-

pliorns. The writer has never presi rilied tliesi' remedies for this pur|)o^^,

and i (louliiiul oi liicir utility. I'an.ana has proved itself to be iiii

.iplucidisiai of lonsiderable power without doing harm in most case-,

ol lo.-,s of \inlily due to early sexual excesses or premature weakness ot

the gtnito-uiin.iry ( cnires in the (urd. It may be advantugioii>l\

Minibinid \\\\\\ Str\clinin(' as in the following;

U. / \l. Duiniuiiu I h/. (I ill I) ,%iis!».

/ I III I. .\ Hi is I (illlh X ,",vj.

Stiiiiiuilii till 5iv. .l/(Mi'.

//. ini^l. ('af'liil "ij. ter in die />(>.s/ tihits e\ aijiiu.

\ iiliiiiibini ll>di'" liliiidi I, a more powerful though > ompaiativrl>

s.di dm.; iibt.uiii'il Immii \ ojiiiiiot h,' b.irk. It is proiiiialilc in /.^i-

t.ilili t ' <^i vsliicii 'Mil to tliiii ni.n \n- :;i.iii tliriic daiK or lo iiiin^, ol

I |i> I iin). "illiuoii iil.i \ br .i<ililini>l( 11 i|. I I \ podt'llllli llljn llolls ol

{'ilil . ^ptitiiUi 1
1

-> nun ol _• pi i (inl. M^lntioiii .iiid ^ ^^r. do,es ol

(IiiIikIiii oi of I'liivnnii i<\ tin inoiiib ate iiii'lib II I <iintiHiuli il

\\ In ii (!:'• ihii'otiii' 1 "1
1 ur ,1 - till icsuli ol .oiiie oi_;jnii Ol Inin ti' n il

di>e,i ( it 111. I) 11 l^.ll.ll.l^ be e\p(i|ed lo p,(^> o|f wtuli the altei lloli \-
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riiiioved, and it is needless to say that aj)|jropriate treatment should I je

i!iio:tcd to the mischief of which it is symptomatic. Thus in diphtheritic

n.,r.d)sis, lead poisoning, renal affections, neurasthenia, diabetes and

ataxia, impotence may be the condition which first directs the ()atient's

attention to some departure from health.

In impotence foHowihg head or spinal injuries the liest hope of su( cess

will lie in the judicious administration of small doses of iVn liloride ol

.M.ivury (,'„ gr.), or of .}, gr. of the Chloride of Gold and Sodium, or ol

:; grs. of the Iodide of Potassium. Phosphorus and Stiydinini' should

iK'^uscd with the greatest caution in such cases. After a few weeks or

Mi.mths of this treatment the use of a weak continuous . urrenl, ])asscd

ihiough the cerebrum for a few moments and followed pcisisteiitly with

ilvanism of the spine from the head to the sairum, uill accomplish

all ll.at drugs lan be expected to achieve. It has been noted in locomotor

ataxia tiiat after suspension treatment in some cases impotence for a

line disappears. The writer has, however, observed the si)oiUaneoUs

tviiiiViiary disa])pearance of impotence in one very advanced ( ase where

this symptom had lieen mtirked for many years.

INCONTINENCE OF URINE, AND ENURESIS.

hnlargeimnt of llie prostate is the ( ommonest cause of urinary m-

,Miuinencc in elderly subjects, and must be dealt with by radii al surgical

measures. The physician must always be on his guard against mistaking

the dril)l)ling overflow from a distended bladder for incontinence, a con-

dition whicii is very liable to arise during the course of prolonged fevers

and other affections where neglect of cathelcrisation will tend towards

a fatal result; when any doubt exists the catheter should invariably l)e

ii.cd. Incontinence due to vesico-vaginal hsiiila, lo the presence of

pniHatic or urethral com retions, or to structural bladder or urethral

ili>eases or deformities must i)e dealt with surgically.

{'he neurosis known as iwiUomtl iiiaiiiliniiur or nnircsi.-: is ( <iinmon in

nule and female children as the result of the survival of tiie purely rillex

nature of the micturating act in tlie infant. Tiierc is usually uolliing

aliiiormal during the waking hours in the functions of tlie bladder in

th.^e .as. s. and liierc is no dribbling away of llii urine at mi;lit, whi>h

I. jMvscd in a full stream during sleep.

The fust step in tlie treatment sliould be the removal of any cause

\\]\'u\\ tends to keep up periplieral stimulation or irritabilitv
,
\%lien any

11. 1, is disc.tvcrable; it must not be forgotten that (he causal a^;<nl may

lu located at a long distant e from the bl.idiUr, as tin i>iescn( e of adenoids

I- been freipieiilly demonstrated lo be an ellc tiv. lactor in ciiuu as,

ilioiith there mav not be increase in tiu' fiicnun< v of miitiiiitioii dinin;'

lie w, iking lioiiis.

i»t the sounes ol stimuli .irislllg within the gelilto uiinaiv lia> t H-y\i

I lie mo,i fii.|ii.|il iiie pmhol. opeiiinu ill a iiariow torckin. a 'en Ioiil:

,1 adheiini piepii.,., ,11 a bladder .aluil.i^, tliouJi the laltu 1 iU:e will

laiil.abb also h.id to \csieal dlMuiliam e diuiii- llu u iklllL; luairs. and

t»t'
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the same remark holds true for hyper-acidity, hypor-alkalinity, and

Bacillus colt in the urine, all of which should be met by appropriate

remedies in every instance where the urine is abnormal. The presence

of threadworms should be - 'ight for, as these migrate from the anus at

night and may set up smart vulvar irritation and anal pruritus; obstinate

constipation acts in the same manner.

Often, however, no obvious source of peripheral irritation can bo

detected. Before resorting to drug treatment the physician should

supervise the arrangements of the patient's meals, sleeping hours, &c.

The diet should be plain and unstimulating, late meals and espet ially

fluids before bed-time being forbidden. A careful nurse or mother soon

finds out what articles of food or what beverages are followed by any

aggravation of the symptoms, and these can be avoided. As a rule a

strong animal food dietary is objectionable, but some children are worse

upon a pure farinaceous diet, with slops. The bedclothing should not

be too heavy, and a hard mattress is preferable to feathers. The child

should be taught to lie upon either side, and sleeping upon the back may

be prevented by fastening an empty cotton-reel or bobbin or spool by

means of a tape round the chest. This will awaken the patient when

he turns over upon his back during the night, and feels the hard substance

pressing against his spine. It is certainly the case that some ciiildren

will not suffer from nocturnal enuresis unless they turn over on Incir bark

in bed.

The great secret of the successful treatment of tiiis condition lies in

lareful and conscientious nursing. The writer speaks from tiie e.xperieni e

of several hundred cases treated during the last 40 years in a lar^e in-

dustrial sciiool where the complaint was constantly met with in a lon-

siderable number of the younger girls residing in the institution. After

the child has emptied the bladder he should be made to go asleep upon

iiis side, and he must be lifted out nf bed witiiin a couple of hours and

made to pass urine again, the operation being repeated in 3 or 4 liours

and again before the usual time of getting up. A sensible and reliable

nurse soon learns the |)eculiarities of each jjatient, and discovers the

hours and number of times when such awakening is necessary as the

intervals are gradually lengthened. The great majority of lases will

respond to this plan of treatment alone without drugs, though in every

case these may be judi( iously employed to siiurlen tiie duration of the

period of nursing.

.\ny form of punishment is reprehensible; even the Ihreateninj; ol

punislunent may seriously aggra\ ate the (ondition in hypersensitiv(

ihildren Suggislion may be legitimate!) tiitd in patients olil enuUL:li

to be imprisMil strongly by the phy.'.i. ian's c onlident assertiim that tluy

will icrtainly ^et over the liai)it ol lied-witting.

Uelladonna, pushed till its physiological aition is oi>tained m a niild

form, is the most reli.ililc drug. It can only lie of us'' in doses capaiili nl

parti. illy p.ir.' . ng the liladdir, t'hildnii bear bill.idonna vscll, .md

some show remarkable tolerance of the drug, but tiiere is diliu ulty in
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proportioning the proper dose, and no rule can be given to fix the (juan-

tity exactly for any given age. A child 3 or 4 years old may get 3 mins.

of the B.P. tincture in the afternoon, and again in the c ."ning before

lud-time. This may be gradually increased till 10 mins. arc reached,

if dryness of the throat and dilatation of the pupils are not observed .

It is this great difficulty in arranging the dose of the drug which has led

to failure. The physician must be careful not to leave the increasing of

the medicine in the hands of incxpcricmed nurses. There is practically

no danger in keeping up the action of the drug for two or three weeks,

after which it may be gradually diminished, as the bladder soon recovers

its normal rhythm when the micturating habit has been thoroughly

broken for a short time. Atropine as a rule should be avoided, since

tlic tincture of belladonna has been standardised, but some physicians

recommend the hypodermic injection of i min. of the licjuor in the case

of a 4-year-old child Ijefore bed-time, the quantity being doubled for a

child 15 years old, but these doses sometimes produce delirium.

Hyoscyamus may be substituted for the belladonna tincture, and it is

especially indicated where the bladder is irritable during the day-time.

As a rule the belladonna sho' Id not be administered in the forenoon

hours. Bromide of Potassium lia^ now and then given good results,

liiit is very much inferior to belladonna. It may, however, be c()mi)inc(i

with it advantageously. The following mixture may i)e prescribed for

a child 7 years old

:

B. Tindmcc Belladonmc ,">iij.

Polassii liromidi ,"v.

Svnipi Siniplicis ?,].

AquiC I'loris Aiirantii ad ^iv. Stisce.

J'ial inistiira. Ciijiis itipial cmhlcarc iiitiim miiiintuin, imiisitrd,

!',\/)t'n! I'l hora somni.

i '

The combination of Stryi hnine with bclladuima has i;iven excellent

l^^ulls in atonic cases; 2 mms. li(|uor .jtrychninie may l>c combined wilh

t .11 ll dl>:>C.

t liloial Hydrate has been highl\- re( onmiended the writer has found

It to iiii rcase the niisijiicf; hkt Caniabis indiia. ()|iintii, rodcine, and
nthcr nariotiis, it woulil appe.ir as if the (In.ii'iing whiili follow-. th<

,i(lmiiii.>,tralion of nanotit s is very liable to vm itc the bladder, and ofUn
III intelligent i hild will st..'.'. that he aKvays drc.uiis that lie is mi» luratiim

before he wtis the bid.

.Sumach {Rhus unmiatiia) has gi\in excillent rc.sull>. I nna staler

I hat it acts upon the muscular lilne of the l)la(l<ler. I'lie writer has used

n in the case of a young adult with considerablf .imtlioration of llu'

^>in|)ti)ms. The fluid cxtra< t (1 in 1) iua\ be ni\iii 3 liiiio a da\ in

iloies of 5 mins. lo ( hildren under 2 year'*, and 10 mins. to cliildnn ot

1 years old. Rhus Toxicodendron {I'oimiii Ivy) in sin.dl do.ses has been

»»
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found to dieck incontinence of urine, but in no way is it superior to tlic

Rhus aromalica, and it may cause irritation of the stomach and bowels.

Antipyrine has been proved effectual by Phillips, who gives 8 to 10 grs.

to children 7 years old and increases the dose, continuing the drug for

3 or 4 months without injury. Lycopodium and Ergot have also occa-

sionally proved useful in atonic cases, and Cantharidin in minute doses

has sometimes given good results.

Some pnysicians advise blistering the sacral region, and Harkin re-

ported good results from painting the upper cervical spines with Liquor

Epispasticds. It is just possible that these methods act by preventing

the child sleeping upon the back.

Painting the orifice of the urethra over with Collodion, or encircling

the penis with plaster or an elastic band, are generally futile procedures.

Electricity when there is an atonic condition of the sphincter has

proved useful in some cases, i)ut its effects are transient. Picard applies

one pole to the membranous part of the urethra in boys, and to the

entire urethra in girls, and places the other pole above the pubes.

Cy.sloscopic examination of the bladder is seldom quite negatise in

tiiese lasos, and it should therefore always precede local treatment.

The writer has found tuberculous disease more than once labelled in( nn-

tinence. At other times, especially in women, axlcmaious patches arc

found around the internal meatus. Tiicy are often associated with sonic

uterine nuM hief, to which treatment must be directed.

\\ hen ( on.scientious nursing in combination with belladonna. hyos( y-

amus or rhus fails, a trial may be made of passing a graduated bougie

or -ound into the liladder in order to stretch the posterior urethra. If

no result follows, a few drops of Nitrate of Silver solution may be lodged

in the prostatic portion of the lanal by means of a suitable syrini;c

attached to a rubber catheter. In girls the solid nitrate may be applied

to the entire urethral passage.

Ob.stinate enuresis in young wmen may be treated by injecting 3 tn

K, grs. Nitrate of Silver di.ssoi\i(l in 2 drs. water into the empty bladder

at intervals of a week or 10 da\s. and Simnis recommended dilatatiim

of the organ by fcmilile injections of warm water up to the extent d

joctz.

Gerbsman's method of treatment consisted in pL.cing tiie patient in

the knee-c lust po.sition and applying massage to the vesic al nei k throui^li

the rectum for two or thn e miniito at a time.

The most ubstinate and long < (inlinued cases are In In nut with in

female patients, when the iiu ontineiic may luMonie < (unplele both iti

nii;ht and da\- time, tarsuny's operation may then be tri!il; he disMi i>

the urethra from its surroundings for ^ inch, .seizes its outer freed bordt r

with fonep^ and put^ nii a twist of liidf .1 i inle, fixing it in tliis i)ositi.it,

with utiires; immediate continence resulls. i-n>eh. in a case whii li

relapsed, di.jsected the urethra again, and made i further twist of hall

n circle, and he iiolds that thi.s is the best of '.ll operations for imcu'.

lineiue. litfon pjoiiinj; to llii:- heroic procedure the urethra may bt

lite
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»

gradually dilated by the passage of a series of large sounds till the finger

can be finally introduced into the bladder; this method, though not

likely to effect a cure, can do no harm, since the incontinence is already

complete: it has been followed sometimes by good results.

The after-treatment of nocturnal incontinence will consist in the

administration of tonics like Strychnine, Iron, Quinine, and Arsenic,

with sea-bathing, open-air exercises and attention to the dietary, strong

tea or coffee never IxMUg indulged in after the early evening hours

INFLUENZA.

Preventive treatment in the presence of a giciit pandemic is imprac-

ticable; all the individuals in the affected zone bemg apparently en-

veloped in an ocean of the germs, ordinary isoi.iticn measures are useless.

In sporadic cases this is different, and the aged, the feeble and tlie dis-

eased should be kept away fnjm any patient suffering from even a mild

attack of influen/a; full doses of Quinine and Eucalyptus are believed

to afford some protection. A point in prophylaxis of vital importance,

and one usually overlooked, is the necessity for the rigid isolation of an

influenzal patient who is suffering from the pneumonic com[)lication.

Kariy in the great epidemic of 1890 the writer observed the higlily con-

tagious nature of the influenzal pneumonia, and witnessed many instances

where a pneumonic case infected a number of convalescing patients who
had escaped lung complication.

Wlien the first symptoms of influenza show themselves the patient

bluiuld be immediately ordered to take to his bed; there are few diseased

conditions in which the mortality is su notably influenced by rest and

prutcction i.i>m exposure. The bronchial surface is left in such a recep-

tive condition that any change of temperature in the surrounding atmo-

sphere is liable to lead to serious infection fmm other micro-organisms,

against which the healthy patient is usually inunune. My compelling

the victim of influenza to remain in his room for at least a week the

t amplications of the disease are largely prevented. His strength should

he maintained horn the onset by judicious feeding with milk, soups and

other licjuid tmtritious articles of diet.

The intense headache and pains in the back and limbs, even when
\iiy little fever is present, should he relieved by .Nntip^rine (5 grs.)

administered at the beginning of the attack, and ln'lf this ([uantity gi\eii

every j hours generally affords very sjieedy relief. The action of the

liru); upon the skin nastens the chmiiiation of the pois,.n a. id cuts short

the '(lurse of the atferiidn. it appears also to niiitralise the tuvin, and

It should be combined with j-gr. doses of Citrate of Caffeine.

Quinine is slated l>v \'eo to be the be.^t of all dnij'.s in influeti/a; he

I" lieves jt tt» be really an antilo,\in, and he recommend.^ from 1 to 3 grs.

dissolved wiili 20 grs, citric acid to Ik- taken every
J^

or 4 h(>urs in an

.ilkahne mixiuie of t'arbonate oi \innionia and Hicarbonatc- of I'otassiiitn.

This treatment, he states, prevents c omplit ations nnd se(|uel.e, Inil the

writer believes tike action of .\niipyrine to be more reliable, and it is

I
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surprising how tTnull a dose is necessary to procure complete relief from

all the symptoms. Rarely will an initial dose oi lo ',rs. be necessary

even when the headache, muscular pains and levor are severe.

The complications are liable to tak ; on an asthenic type, and they often

demand stimulating treatment, hence the usual depressant expectorant.^

as antimony and ipecac, should be avoided. The feeling of prostration

which often follows upon the departure of the fever, headache and

muscular or joint pains is best met by withdrawal of the antipyrine un<l

the administration of full doses oi Quinine in a tcaspoonful of Sal VoliUik

and a small quantity of whiskey, brandy or port wine. Rectal fccdin-

may l)c necessary to supplement the generous strengthening diet. The

followint; is a safe and efficient stimulant in such cases:

a.

b'iat inisliira.

Tindtira Cinchonce 5iss.

Arimonice Carbonatis Jiv.

Spiritus Ammonite Aromat.

ad 5xij.

cum Sss.

Dccocti Cinchomv

Ciijus capiat Sj.

,"iv.

Miscc.

sued limonis d;iin

eJJerth'scetUia quarlis horis p.p.a.

Vomiting should be relieved by sinapisms to the stomach region aiul

.small (juantitics of iced champagne. Rc( la! feeding is essential.

Rheumatic symptoms such as sivere j )int pains, if net relieved by th^

early doses of .\ntipyrine, may be treated by 15 grs. of t'le Salicylate

of Soda every four or si.x hours.

The abdominal type of the disease is characterised liy u ji.iinf'ii diar-

rhoca, wliich sliould not be intt rfered with unle:jS it become^ e\(essi\i',

when the Dilute Sulphuric .\iid (.50 mins.) may b- given in 1 umbination

witli Tincture of Opium (10 mins.) after each loose motion. Si'.ou'.d tin

motions still continue fre(|uent and excessive 20 grs. Tannalbin with

1, grs. .Salol may be order';( .n combination with i gr. of Opium

I'neumonia re(iaires a free administration ot stimulants, and tin

dinger of cardiac asthenia must be met bv large dusus of Slrviliniiv

cmnlnncd with Digitalis, and Oxygen inhaialiuns, und the renndit

detiiiled under Pneumonia.

iMupyciua sometimes creeps on insidiously; it may follow alter tii'

disippcarante of the pneuinmia, :'n(l -.'loulil be nut b\ prompt iiui.sion

of the chest wall and ivai^ualion of llu' pi.ruUiit (ontint^.

Ikomhial irritation is not really a maiiilestaiion of inliucii/a, liciii:

in the majority of lases the result of mixed infection, and sluniid llicit

fore l<e regarded rather as a complication ih.m as a ty|)e of the dise.iM ,

Hronchial irritation without secretion i> best met by the usi' of atiodym

inhalations as Suecus Conii, Tr. licn/.oiii, Co., .\Urith.;!. Thymcl ut

I'.ii' alyplus a<liled to l)oilinf watci 01 roniiiiiud vsitli a spras of steam

friiM! liie bmnchitis kettle. Menthol or I'.iu alvplu^ Oi! dissolved in

Liciuid i'arallip ma\ be used m an .itonnscr, and is \iiy iiiit aci(»ii.s wluii

^ill
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the irritation is confined to the upper air passages and nasal sinuses.

Tl-.e writer's routine is to aiidint the dust ;iml throat freely with Euca-

lyptus Oil twice a day, or to sprinkle it upon a layer of dry cotton-wool

inside the nightdress, so that the vapour -iven off from the skin and

inner clothing may be continuously inhalid in a diluted state. Wiicn

ihc incessant coufihinj; emharrasscs the heart, internal ,:cdaiives lo the

respiratory centre are indicated; the best of these is 11. roin Ilydro-

, liloridc in doses of .}„ gr. As the ilry state of the bronc lual and laryngeal

mucosa tends to keep up the irritation, much good ran he accomplished

hy combining with the latter drug moderate doses of Sodiiun Iodide.

Bronchitis will be also relieved iiy the above remtdics. but when the

secretion is jjrofuse morphine and even heroin must be used with great

laution, i Uance being chiefly placed in Ammonia combined with Iodide

and diap .etics like Mindererus Spirit in full doses. 5 grs. Iodide of

Sodium added to the effervescing mixture mentioned on a previous page

is a relial)le stimulant and expectorant. Counter-irritation is always

heneficial. Any signs of cyanosis should \w met liy Oxygen, and Ucliie-

nrss in the act of expectoration may be ihecked by a hypoderniK dose

lif Str\'chnine..

The most serious complication of influenza is tlv (ardiac weakness

induced by the action of the toxin on the heart musde
;

it more fre-

i|uently uppears as a sequela. Rest, prolonged and absolute, is im-

peratively demanded in addition to generous diet and inmkrale stimula-

tion. Whether previous valvular disease or other )rganic hear', affeetion

has existed the treatment in the main is to be that of failing compensa-

tion or dilatation, as detailed in tlie arti.le on Heart Disease. The only

reliance on drugs must be placed uixm .Strvi Imine adiniiiistered hypo-

dermically in conjunction with moderate dcses (f Digitahs or .S(ro-

iihanthus.

Of the nerve < oiu'plications ('.currin^ during the at'iik, the most

-.1 lions are the prcseno- of delirium and eoma, whiel, iiave given tiic

n.ime of tiie ttemmt type of in(luen/a to the condition. Su( i. symi)toms

re I.) be carefully dilferentiated from those of :il>seess of the br.iin,

Muus involvem< nt or me.iingitis whi( h arise fnmi extensicm of the middle-

e:ir disease liable to o(cur at a later stage. Tiie best trc.iiment to inirsuc

lor the relief of delirium is to ai)|;'y the i<e .ap to the head, aiiminister

.1 lirisk >aiine purgative. ;ind .outinuc the .\nlii!\rine internally without

' alfeine

Coma if asso'.i.ited with iiigli teinpe-aiure will re(|uire the wet pack

..r assiduous spongin^i and a 10 gr. lose of the At id Ilydr.x hluiide of

(Hiinine aihnin'ster<'d h\ podermieally in .-onjunetion wiCii Mistering of

the '..ahi or iMii h;>.

Ment.i' .\tnploin-. may deveii'p suiiiu'ls (l".iMig ccnvalexi n. e, and

•i.iri.lal tetiiiim ies must Im- care^uliv w.ai'icd.

Neuralgia, penpiiiral or sohlary neu;!;!-, and saricni- spinal svinptoms

.innil.ilini; sv^tem-le^ioiis of the r,)rd and los-- of the sen e= .>! taste and

„.^.^,|j .„,.,...)r;,... ;ift.. !onv:descen:e. si,.;.''.. i)e treat'jd up .11 geiie'ul

I
i
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principles. The best routine agent in these cases is the administration

of small doses of Anli]jyiinL in combination with Salic) lales to promote

elimination and to counteract the influence of the toxins lii;uering in

the bldod and tissues. The anosmia yields in time to Strychiime liypo-

dermically, and long-continued profuse sweating should be dealt witii

by the same drug.

Insomnia is often a troublesome sequela, which .should be treated not

by opiates, but by Trionul, Sulphonal, Paraldehyde or Veronal.

INOROWINa TOE-NAIL.

The cause of this condition should be avoided; it consists in the habit

of paring the nail scjuarely so as to lea\e a sharp angle under the skin

edge, which is foiccd into the skin by the pressure of a tight l)oot witli

a narrow, tapering cr srl.ooner-shaped toe.

In tri\ial cases the (lipping of the free margin of tlie nail, so r.s to

leave the angle of nail projecting beyond the skin, and si raping of the

dorsal surface with the edge of a hi' '.f glass or with the knife .^o as tn

reduce its thicknc-is and to produce a tendency to c urling upwards (ir

ba. kwards of its lateral margins, and tlie removal of any cuticle accunui-

laUfl under the ingro'- -ng edges of the nail, are all that are required to

gi\'' relief and prevent further progress of the condition.

If ulceration has already occurred a minute roll of ,^auze or of tinfoil

sliould be neat''_ packed down between the tender o\ erhanging skin and
ingn wing edge jo as to insinuate itself under this edge and cause eleva-

tion of it. Strajjping si.ould be then applied, so as to retain the roll

in its position and at the same time to drag upon the overhanging integu-

ment and keep it p'llied awav from tontact with the ingrowing edge.

In a .short time the roll of tinfoil can be easily jjacked well under tin-

inturned edge, so as to secure ils iIh.rough clevat'ar. : it should not It

removed for se\ eral days, after which the space ma nc filled with Korat ic

A< id, .Nitrate of Lead, ;\ium. Oxide (.f Zinc, or with the foil' .\ .il -

H. I'ulv. I odojonni 3iv.

Calami luv Praparat. ~)^ Mi^(<'-

Niuate of Silver, Sulpliate of Copper, stronji .solution of IVr. liloride of

Iron, pure ('arl)olir Acid, and Ai id Nitrate of Men ury are useful fur the

de-l ruction of exuberant granul.itions, and occasionally they •'. stroy the

>.\r\r\) inner edge of the nail whiih is bevonrl the reach of tin knife ami
s' i vS(-rs, but mere paring of this mar-in of the nail is u.-eless. I'iin hauer
softens tiie nail by several applications of a 40 per cent, solution ot

Caustic Potash, scrajnng its surface after earh ai?plic:ation till the nail

becomes a mere film in thickness, after whidi it ma\ be- lifted ii|) wiin

fore eps and c ut as e.isily as pajHr.

When the ul. eration does not disappear, under cocaine or ether s|)ray

the o\erhanKin^; ^ranula'icns and intej;umcni may be shaver! dean off

b)- mean- of a sharp scalpel and the wourd left tc hial under antiseptic

I
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dressings. If Cotting's modification of this method be pursued excellent

results are obtainable; he extends the incision backwards so as to remove

all granulating tissue together witli a slice from the side of the toe, takmg

care, however, not to interfere with the inner margin of the nail. This

method, if skilfully performed, often gives better and more lasting results

than those following the operation of avulsion.

A more radical operation is to carry the incision through the nail,

removing a considerable longitudinal strip of it, and then to excise com-

pletely the matrix Ijelonging to the portion of nail removed, and the

overhanging skin.

Where the ulceration process has luosencd the entire nail aviilston is

necessary. This is accomplished, when the patient is fully under the

influence of an anesthetic or under loral an;eslhesia, by inserting one

l)lade of a pair of dressing forceps under tlie centre of the nail to its root

und securing a firm grip as the l)laclis are closed, and by firm traction

the nail is removed.
. . .

One-half of the nail may i)e removed, after previously cutting it in

two, Ry inserting one blade of a pair of fine and sharp pointed scissors

under its centre and pusliing it down to the root. The loosened portion

may then be easily rei^.Hjved by tlie forceps. Powdered Horacic Acid

hfing freely applied, tlie wound may be en\eloped in lint moistened with

Spirit I.uiion and surrounded with oiled silk. .Should troul'le arise after

the growth of the new nail the entire matrix must be dissected out after

a second avulsion has been i)erfornied.

INSANITY.

The increase of insanity during late years has directed mui;h attention

to preventive measures Obviously the most important of these should

M.nsist in the prevention of the marriage of all individuals possessing a

marked family history of anv degenerative psydiosis, since in a large

proportion of cases tlie malai'ly is hereditary. Marriage need not, how-

cv. i, be forbidden when tlie family history clearly indicates that tlie

insanity of tla |.arent w.is obviously of the acquiiT<l type, though here

tliere is often room for tiie suspicion of an underlying deep neurotic

t.int which ;.ssiste<l 'he onset of :iientai aberration. Tlie marriage ()f

individuals wiiose laimiy iiistory on Ixith sides shows a strain of insanity

should be n garded as liule short of . riminal unless the female be bey(md

the child-b'aring period.

In the u[>bringing of the oltspring of parents of neurotic type much

may lie done by moral and educative treatment, and as stated in the

article on llvsteria tlie ( hildren of a mother suffering from the graver

degrees of tiiat neurosis should, when possible, be removed from her

inl?uen(e and sent to a boarding-school at a distance. The unstable

psyciii.- or neuropathic inherited . ondilion being liable under ^evere

strain to cross the boundary-Une between an ordinary neurosis and a

(onfirmed psy. hosis, everv form of severe mental application and all

profound eouHloiial strain and r.cx;;.! vXcitement -hould be guarded

i\
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against as far as possible. The part played by syphilis and alcoholism

in the production of insanity must always be borne in mind. Though
the pernicious habit of self-abuse is often the result of mental deteriora-

tion, it may ceitainly become the cause of it in youths with a well-marked
neuropathic taint. Therefore in such a close investigation should be

pursued regarding the liabil, and moral treatment should follow.

The treatment of tlie different types of insanity- dementia, mania,
melancholia, paranoia, idiocy, moral mama, monomania and their

varieties—would require for a proper description of the necessary details

space very far beyond that at our disposal. Moreover, the.se details

can only be carried out in institutions spctially designed for the purpose,

and furnished with elaborate machinery for isolating, watching, nursing,

dieting, exercising, amusing and instructing the victims of mental dis-

orders.

Early removal to a suitable institution is of the utmost importance,

and as a rule it may be said that in acute ca.ses every day's delay dimin-
ishes to -some extent the chance of permanent restoration. To under-

take the care and management of insanity in the patient's home would
be in th" majority of cases a serious mistake and a cruel wrong to the

patient, whose chances of reco\ ery would be therebv seriously diminished.

Where the patient's ailment is such as does not prevent his travelling

and mixing with the public, his early removal from home under the

watchful care and close sur\eillance of a physii ian during a prolonged

lour b\ .-ail or sea may be fairly tried wiiii some Iiojh; of success before

resorting to the restraints of an asylum. Su( h cases are, howev er, upon
the whole rare where this method of treatment is available or warrant-
able. Only in a well-equipped asylum can rest, isolation, feeding, moral
treatment "jjsycho-therapeutic or suggestive l)e properly carried out,

and the objei tions of the friends of many patient.s have been met by the

introdu( ti(m of the villa system into most of the modern |)lanned insti-

tutions.

Feeding is an all-important elem(nt ki most cases, and often it must
be carried out by the niisal tube ami siphon. .'\dam advocates the open-

air treatment as in the .Nordrac h system, with very generous feeding.

]5eyer recommends the use of a bath at i)-;" V. for hours at a time, the
patient spending his day in the bath, where he takes his n als, and is

moved from the bath to bed at night. The dru<; treatment of the various

forms of insanity resolves it.self into the ju(n( ious administration of

remedies, with the \ iew to correct the many deviations from the normal
l)hysiological state whiih may exist either as the cause or as the result

of the abnormal suite of the mind. Thus tonics for loss of a|)ix'lite, and
tod-liver oil, iron, and other restoratives are indicated when emaciation
or an.Tmia exists.

Sleep should. s|Making generally, be msured. Narcoticii should be

avoided, ex(e|)t when ]iure hypno'iis fail; the favourite drug is Chloral.

Ilyoscinc has uiwn excellent resul's in K'.vera! \::ryf :\fi\hif:t"-, nnd !!)•

hypodermic injection of
,,',o

gr. of pure llyos(ine llydrobromidegener.illy
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produces the most desiral )le calm and sleep. Veronal, Sulphonal, Trional,

Paraldehyde, Chloralamide, and oUier hypnotics may i)e used according

to their recognised indications. Opium and its alkaloids are <;enerally

objectionable. (See following article.) Bromides are xaluable in acute

maniacal states, i)ut their administration in all melancholic forms of

insanity should be avoided. A favourite hypnotic in many asylums is a

mixture of Sodium Uromide and Chloral Hydrate.

INSOmNIA.

The different types of insomnia are difficult to 'assify. Secondary oi

symptomatii- and primary insomnia are accepted as embrai ing all cases

of sleeplessness. The primary division imludes the insomnia due to

pmhic causes such as mental excitement, grief, worry, brain fag and tiiat

to" be met with in the neurotic and psychopathic strains whidi manifest

neurastiienia, hysteria, hypochondriac tendencies, or other latent affinities

witli melancholia and the different types of insanity. This i)rimary class

will also include the large group of toxic insomnias. This group, however,

o\erlaps those included in the secondary or symptomatic division of

sleeplessness in which the insomnia is the result of some primary disea.sed

condition as fever, pulmonary, tardiac or renal di.sease where the exciting

cause of the wakefulness is often toxic. Hence in the treatment of

insomnia little aid is to lie expected from a rigid c lassifK ation of its different

tvjies, tile wisest course in each case being to institute a careful search for

tiie primary cause upon the removal of which the success of all rational

treatment depen.ls. It must also be remembered tluit in a neurotic

individual a trifling symptomatic or secondary (ause may induce severe

insomnia, whilst tiie sanv factor is harmless when i)rescnt in an individual

possessing a moa' stable nervous system.

Thus severe insomnia may be produ( ed in some neurotic individuals by

a cup of tea taken late in tiie evening, by the prcNcnce of some trivial

personal discomfort as coldness of the feet, or by any sudden change m tiie

hours of diet ; some patients cannot steep after a late supper, whilst others

fail to get any sleep if they retire to rest with their stomachs empty.

Sleej> may only come to those who retire to bed immediately after wearying

tlie brain witli active e.xerci.se. Others may be wholly unable to .sleep if

any previous mental acti\ily has been indulged in. It is a common

experiince to find amongst active brain w.>rkcrs that sleeplessness follows

after taking a dav of rest anil calm, and often the freedom from (are and

Ih- repose of the Sabbath result in the loss of sleep for the night, wiiilst

insomni.i ofti'ii seizes the dergym.in alter iiis severe day of exciting inent il

strain.

A common variety of sleeplessness described by the writer undir tin;

name of Aa/'/V insomnia is met with in which no immediate cause i> discover-

able, the affection having been originally produced by an exciting cause

long sin( e removnl, and the patient has ac.|uircd the habit of lying awake.

'!'!•.!• v.iiTP dreail of nist sleepini: is a nnwerfiil fa( tor in such I ases when the

idea presents itself to the mind of the patient after retiring to rest. The
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rhythmic nature of the natural sleep process must always be kept in mind;

when this rhythm is broken by any serious change in the hour of taking

rest a troublesome habit insomnia may develop; the individual lies awake

till the usual sleeping hour arrives, and the conditions being then so

different from those associated with his former regular ; leeping hour that

sleep does not supervene.

Under the different headings in the present volume the sleeplessness

associated with each disease is referred to amongst the complications of the

affection. The aim of all treatment should be the removal of the primary

cause as dyspepsia, gouty conditions, cough, pyrexia, pain, pruritus,

dyspnoea, failing compensation, obstinate constipation, &c. This should

be undertaken in every instance before resorting to the routine administra-

tion of hypnotics, though the use of these in some cases is imperative when

the cause is not capable of being removed, and in many cases even after the

causal factor has been dealt with, should habit insomnia have developed.

A word of caution is, however, necessary in dealing with narcotics; when

pain is the immediate cause of insomnia ordinary hypnotics ire useless, as

sleep will not supervene till the pain has been relieved by morphia or opium.

Prohibition of these drugs is necessary when the cause of the pain is irre-

movable, as the opium habit is certain to become established if the drug is

employed as an hypnotic, and the same remark applies to alcohol.

The cause of primary insomnia being discovered and remedied by strict

obedience to the violated health law, the conditon may be expected to

gradually pass away without drugging, unless a confirmed habit of sleep-

lessness has become established. There are minor aids which in such cases

should not be despised before resorting to hypnotics.

Thus change of scene, a sea voyage, free open-air exercises ..ear the

sea, indulged in till a decided degree of fatigue is felt, the avoidance of all

mental overwork, and, as far as possilbe, of anxiety and worry, should be

advised. A long, smart walk just before bed-time is an excellent hypnotic,

if the patient upon finishing it retires immediately to his room, undresses

without sitting down, and goes to bed.

Cold feet must be warmed and rubbed till tingling is produced. Robust

patients can dip their feet for a few seconds into cold water, and restore

the local circulation by having them rubbed briskly with a coarse towel.

I'ceble folk must generally fall back upon night si» ks and the objectionable

hot-water bottle. Cold-water bandages to the forehead or scalp seldom

do nnicli good, and may keep the patient nwake by causing discomfort

locally. A hard bed is l)ettcr than feathers, and a hop pillow may have

a good moral effect. Where the patient tolerates it, elevation of the bed's

head : a decided advantage, especially where there is wai.t of vascular

tone. Some fam y titat tliey can .sleep belter when their bed is pluceddue

north and .south.

Various plans are rei ommended for wearying the brain, such as counting

up numbers, reneutin.L' poetry, &c. The influences of monotonous noises

or vibrations to whii h the jtatient has been long familiar, as the hum of city

IratVtc, the sound uf machinery, of running water, &:c., arc often productive
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of good. The writer knew of an instance of protracted and dangerous

insomnia in the wife of a blacksmith, which, after failure of all hypnotics

and absolute stillness, yielded to the music caused by the loud hammering

on an anvil in the forge beneath her bedroom. He has witnessed an

liospital patient who could not sleep till she got a small and rather noisy

clock from her home and placed it by her bedside. It is as common an

experience for sleep to become less sound in individuals who have slept

for years in the centre of a noisy city after they move into peaceful

suburban districts as -n ihr-, opposite change from silence to noi.se.

A large warm or a cold-w-iter draught before lying down occasionally

soothes some patients. The halit of reading oneself to sleep by the aid of

some uninteresting author, though not to be recommended, is often

efficacious. The absence of light is generally essential, and the morning

sun should be shut out by double blinds.

Nhissagc is a powerful hypnotic, and sometimes very wakeful and

neurasthenic patients fall asleep during the performance of it. Sometimes,

however, massage may excite. Eccles advises thorough rapid massage of

the abdomen, thighs and legs, so that a temporary ana*mia of tiie brain may
be produced by the blood flowing into the dilated vessels of the manipu-

lated regions. A warm or hot compress to the abdomen tends to prolong

the dilataliun of the abdominal bloodvessels, and sound, refreshing sleep

often supervenes.

Hydropathy is occasionally valuable, and in some cases gives permanent

relief. A warm bath should be taken till the patient is almost beginning

to focl weak. 1 fe ma> tiien be enveloped in a flannel bath-sheet, and when

lying on his bed upon the top of the i)edclot!ies his boc'y should be persevcr-

ingly rubbed down by an attendant with a linen Turkish towel till a

grateful sense of drowsy languor is felt, after which he should get under

the bedclcithes. The Wet Pack may be employed for 45 minutes with

a(l\ antage, iiut it will be better to use a sheet wrung out of tepid or warm

instead of cold water, as generally recommended. Friction with a rough

warm towel should be afterwards employed, and the amount of over-cloth-

ing should not be such as to encourage profusepersi)iration,whi(h may keep

the patient awake. The local pack to tlie trunk may likewise be employed

with advantage, and after getting to bed its good effects may be kept up

by giving a hot drink, (iellhorn uses a piece of calico, 18 indies wide and

nearly 3 yards long, rolled up like a bandage, and a third of it wrung out of

cold water. With this he bandages the leg, the wet portion being carefully

covered up by several layers of the dry part as well as by u la} 1 r of gull >-

perchu tissue, and a stocking drawn over the whole; the dilatation o; M.e

vessels which follows diminishes the amount of cerebral blood and induces

sleep, especially where there is any cerebral congestion. The Cold Douche

is valuable in allaying the cardial excitement upon which the insomnia

may de|)cnd.

I'.lei tricit\ may be used in many ways. The writer empl.'vs a weak

((instant (urnnt ol 5 cells o( a l.edanche battery, witii one elcttrode tm

the forehead and the other on the occiput for 5, 10 or 15 minutes. The
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interrupted current to the spine, alone or in conjunction with massage, has

I "n used in some cases with satisfaction, and Faradisation of the head has

often proved useful.

Static electricity gives best results. After insulation of the patient

upon a glass stool, his body is brouglit into connection with the conductor

ol a ('a;.c or Iloltz machine, and when thoroughly electrified a fine metal

point is held op|X)site seven 1 spots on the scalp and forehead not near

enough to produce a spark. The .sensation is us il a . Jit wind or breeze

was pleasantly playing over the region, and Mcflure has found sleep come
on whilst this form of electric soufHe was being employed. The production

of heavy sparks is not neces.sary or advisable, but the use of the metal cap

and static insulation gives the best results which can be obtained from

electricity. The high-frequency current is less .satisfactory.

Drugs must be employed when the above-mentioned remedies fail, and

there is little danger of the formation of a drug habit if the narcotic be only

employed for short periods in order to break the habit of lying awake,

es|K'cially in cases where the insomnia has been of recent development.

Alcohol is of great value when used with caution and d' cretion in tem-

porary insomnia. The various spirituous beverages have very dift'erent

therapeuti<; a( tions, which cannot be explained by their alcoholic strengths.

Thus for insomnia wines are inferior Uj whiskey, and brandy does not

produce as good results as whiskey. Strong ale is highly hypnotic, and

so is porter or stout. To obtain the best hypnotic effect from alcohol, it

should be given in one full dose just as the patient has undressed and lain

down in bed. It acts more certainly if given warm, but not hot. One
wineglassful of good whiskey, made into punch, and swallowed as a draught

—not sipped in spoonfuls— is a most invaluai)le soporific. Where the

physician has reason to dread the formation of the alcoh(,l habit it may be

m .\.ed with a bitter, or may be forbidden altogether after a short time.

The danger of intemj erance is much greater when alcohol is ordered to be

taken with meals; nut this danger, when the drug is used in simple

insomnia, should r.c\er be l.)St sight of. It is surprising to notice, when
till- ])atient ai)stains from the use of alcohol at all otiier times, how the

same dose may continue to produce its iuncficial iiypnotic effects without

re(|uiring augmtnlation for I'.ng periods. Ileadadie and malaise seldom

follow, anil when they ilo f iiey n>a\' be preventeti bv using a more nintured

sjjirit. The produi't of the jjatent or silent still should be condemned; the

writer has satisfied himself tiiat it is more liable to lead to tlie alcohol

lui')it than a mature pot-still whiskey, especially if swallowed in con-

centrated form.

( )piutM or Morphia is the most certain in its action of all sleep producers.

It [Missesses the |K)wer of relieving pain l)y preventing the conduction or

perce|)tion oi lainful impressions, and sometimes this can be done by

employing sn^ 1 doses wliich would have no soporific effect in ordinary

st.ites. As sli plessness is so ofien caused b>- jjain in the innumerable

diseases coming constantly imder the noti( c of the physician, it must be

used often to induce sleep as in neuralgia, sciatica, pleurisy, cancel, angina,
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&c. In simple chronic insomnia, whether produced by mental overwork

or occurring in the insane, and when not caused by or complicated with

pain, opium or its a.lcidoids should not as a rule lie employed.

Where the insomnia is of very short duration, and caused by mental

worry or overwork, wliich is not at all likely to be repeated or iieconie a

habit—in short, where the cause is fleeting, or has already fled—opium is

an invaluable hypnoti'-, and may be employed in such a case with great

ad- antage. The dose should be a full one, 1 j or 2 grs. of opium, or t,^ mins.

of the solution of morphine. The dose should be given as the patient lies

down, and darkness and quiet should be maintained. If sleep docs not

result in two, thiee, or four hours, the same <iuantity may be again

administered.

When morphia is administered hypodermically as an hypnoti'- for the

first time a dose of alcohol may be given a few minutes before it, or i min.

of Solution of Atropine should be inji^cted along with it. When severe

pain is present larger doses of opium are recjuired, and it is as a rule

better in such cases to repeat the dose at a shorter interval than to gi\ e one

very large dose. In chronic b'-onchitis with profuse secretion, in the late

stage of phthisis, in congested states of the brain with contracteu pupils,

in renal affections and in all ailments of childhood or mfancy, opium is

contra-indicated. In the insomnia of delirium tremens it may l)e t^iven

in large doses. In tiie painful insomnia of cardiac distress hypodermii:

injections of morphia (} gr.) often give great relief and sound sleep wiien

every other hypnotic has failed, but Paraldehyde should always be tried

first.

In acute melancholia or mania, morphia is still sometimes employed,

but llyoscine and the newer iiypnotics are generally far better. Codeine,

Marceine, Pantopan )r Omnopon, and the various preparations of opium,

as Black Drop, Battley's Sedative, Nepenthe, &c., may i)e tried where the

after ill-consequences of opium have been barriers to '»s use. Codeine is a

verv feeble hypnotic. Opium or morphia may be combined with most of

the new hypnotics, and the writev ha.^ often relie\ cd |)ain with small doses

of morphiu, and afterwards iiiiluced sl-ep by 15 grs. of Trional. Tlie dose,

even when the minor ai tion of morphia only is r"]uiied, will generally

need augmentation, and this is one of the iliicf objections to tiie use of

opiates in insomnia and all i hronic conditions assoi iated with slccpKssness.

I'iunin or etliyl-morphine hydrociiloiide is also useful, especially in the

insomnia of tiie morphia iiabit. U may be given in Igr. d-ises. II roin

llvilrociiloride has similar a( lion, and is prcfeialile to other opium

derivatives when the cause of the iiiMnniiia is diu to Indncliial irritation.

Indian Hemp is open t< the oltjeclions to winch opium is liable, ami

hen'c it is not a suitat>li' <ln; in the treatnieni of simple chronic insomnia,

and verv often fails entirely. It does not, however, di.sturb digistion or

cause headaciie. CannalMU Tannate is an excellent form for prescribing

the drug in doses of 5 to 10 grs. in the insomnia of mania. Cannabinon is

also recommended in siiiiilai coiuiilioiis, "hUt the dusc shuuid n<(i exceed

Igr.

fl#
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Antipyrine and other analgesics by relieving pain may assist in the

induction of sleep, and should always have a trial before resorting to

narcotics.

Hyoscine H}drobromide in doses of .^^u to ,^jj gr. administered hypo-

dermically is a powerful soporific, producing deep, quiet sleep in 20 minutes

which lasts 6 or 8 hours and leaves no ill-consequences after awaking.

In acute mania and other conditions of grave excitement with motor
disturbance it is a most rapid and certain hypnotic. Krauss states that

after its administration the maniac collapses as if struck by lightning,

but the calming down of the general paralytic is gradual, his restlessness

soon settling into peaceful slum! ^x. It is obvious that a remedy of such

potency is not one to be employed in a routine way in the treatment of

simple chronic insomnia. Some authorities have reported sharp depres-

sant effects and wild delirium from ,(V gr., and it will be wise to regard

valvular disease as a contra-indication to its use. In insomnia associated

with or depending upon a latent strain of insanity it is the most efficacious

of all hypnotics. The drug may be given by the mouth, but it is less

certain in its action than when injected.

Bromides are the least harmful of all hypnotics. In insomnia following

prolonged mental activity and overwork full doses (30 to 60 grs.) of the

sodium salt produce calm, deep, refreshing sleep. In severe cases it often

fails, but failure aoes not leave the patient in a worse condition than if he

had not tu'<en the drug. It is indicated where sleeplessness is caused by
mental over-activity, a state not of simple wakefulness, but where the

brain is unusually active, as often occurs on the patient retiring to rest

immediately after some mental effort or worry, without permitting a

period of rest, during which the mental faculties should have been diverted

into other channels. In this state there is some flushing of the face, and
throbbing of the carotids and pulsations are felt in the cranium; it is a very

frequent experience in public speakers and debaters. If 30 grs. of bromide

produce no effect in an hour under these circumstances, the dose may be

repeated, and if sleep does not soon fillow, a full dose of warm whiskey

punch will rapidly produce sound slumber. There is a state of restlessness

of a cJiflerent sort often observable in highly nervous patients after getting

into bed, in which the slightest external stimuli rail forth incessant and
ineffectual attempts to dispose the limi)S, head or trunk in sui h positions

as will give a sensation of comfort and trancjuillity. This, which might be

called " acute fidgets," is controlled effectually by a few doses of the

bromide, which probably acts by diminishing reflex excitability.

Insonmia shows itself (tften by the patient falling asleep almost imme-
diately on retiring and waking u]) thoroughly soon afterwards, and lies

tossing abi ut till morning. These types of sleeplessness must be always

kept in mind whilst selecting the most suitable drug f(jr administration,

hilt bromides are suitable in holii varieties. .\ fair dose if given before

bed lime will prevent the waking up, or a fuller dose may be given after

the patient has got his brief preliminary sleep. The first-mentioned plan

is, however, a better course to pursue, siik e it tends to break the habit of
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awakening. Bromural and the other bromine compounds and combina-

tions will be mentioned later on.

Thebromid' maybe taken for long periods without hurt. In one patient

with a bad family history of insanity who suffered from insomnia, the

Bromide of Potassium combined with a small dose of Tincture of Ilyoscya-

mus (20 mins.) was steadily taken almost every night for 25 years with

most satisfactory results, and with no necessity for augmentation of the

dose, and with no ill consequences. In acute mania McLeod induces

" bromide sleep " by administering 2 drs. of Sodium Bromide in 5 oz.

water every two hours during the day until i oz. is taken, and this quantity

is repeated during the second day.

Chloral Hydrate has been extensively employed as an hypnotic in

simple insomnia and delirium trem-ns. It is perhaps the most efficacious

soporific which we possess when pain is not present. It is open, iiowevcr,

to two objections; the«p ,rf *\e dangers of establishing a chloral habit,

and the depressing in
' ch the drug exerts upon the heart. It

directly affects the - .clc, dilates the arterioles, and may in-

juriously affect respi ntrplly sleep is profound and refreshing,

and the after ill-conscv, .^re tri-'u. It acts rapidly, and the slumber

may be prolonged to ten or twelvi lours. Its depressant action should

prevent its use in cardiac disease, in emphysema, and bronchitis, and in

the late stages of typhus and typhoid insomnia, and in the sleeplessness

following influenza, when the cardiac muscle is always weakened; it is

likewise a dangerous hypnotic in ordinary senile insomnia for the same

reason. In the insomnia of insanity its soporific virtues are so uniformly

experienced that it is employed in a routine fashion in many asylums.

Though patients have taken it without any ill-effects in these diseased

conditions for many months, there is always a remote possibility of a

lethal action upon the heart.

Whilst the victim of the opium habit may increase enormously with

safety to life the dose ul his narcotic, gauging its amount by the effects

which he can measure by his own sensations, when he attempts a similar

practice with chloral he may have no warning till fatal paralysis of the

cardiac muscle ensues. This is the explanation of the many deaths " iiy

misadventure " in medical men who have become victims of the chloral

habit. It is useless to combine it with digitalis with tlie view of

lessening its evil action of tiie heart, as is often advised. The digitalis

has no cardiac tonic action for some hours after beint; swallowed, whilst

the chloral may act injuriously within a short time.

Chloral acts rapidlv, and sliould be given immediately before retiring to

rest, and as some patients are very susceptible to its influem c- it is wise

never to begin with a larger dose tha 20 grs.

It has been combined with Morphia or bromides with advantage, and tiie

writer believes that i or 2 oz. of whiskey given at the same time greatly

increase its efficacy, and materially diminish its power of depressing the

heart. Some authorities strongly condcinn the combination of chloral

and morphia as the most dangerous of hypnotics. The writer cannot

* .i:i

^\¥
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confirm this judgment. The value of the oromides wlien given with

chloral is above dispute, as a smaller dose suffices.

The following combination is very efficacious:

B.

Fiat hausiits.

postea, si opus sit

Chloral Hydralis gr. xx.\

Poiassii Brotnidi ^r. x.xxx

Liq. Morphiiue Bimecon. mm. xx.x.

Syrtipi Aurantii Flor. 3iv.

Aqua: Destillatce ad Siij. Miscc.

Sumat dimidiiiin hara somni et residutDii lioras trcs

Bromidia and Liquor Bromo-Chloral Co. contain h\ oscyamus and Indian

he np in combination with chloral and bromides; tliey may be given in

tcaspoonful doses.

Butyl-Chloral Hydrate possesses many of the good qualities of chloral

and is less dangerous, but it is a much weaker hypnotic. Chloretone

—

a derivative—is given in 20-gr. doses in cachets, but has feeble hypnotic

powers.

Chloralamide, now official as Chloral Formamide, may be given in 30-45

gr. doses. Sleep comes on in less than one hour. It seems less powerfully

hypnotic than chloral, but there is no dilatation of the arterioles or fall of

blood-pressure. It is indicated in the san^e class of cases as chloral in

simple insomnia, and has been used as an hypnotic in heart diseases and
bronchial affections, it is claimed for this drug that it is safe and that fur

very long periods the dose need not be increased, and that it tends to

establish a habit of sleeping after its administration has been suspended.

Chloralosc has given excellent results in doses of 4 to 10 grs., and it is

claimed for it that it causes no digestive derangement, and that it is less

dangerous than chloral, but it is decidedly less reliable as an hypnotic.

llypnal or monochloral-antipyrine is vaunted, but it is heir to all the

objections raised against chloral in the ordinary hypnotic uose of 20 grs.;

it is periiaps tiie most depressant of the chloral compou'-ds.

Isopral or tri(hlor-iso|)ropyl-al. ohol is anotiier chloral product suital)le

for administration in the enema form, in 30-60 gr. doses, wiitn there is

gastric irrit,il)ility or as a preliminary to chloroform narcosis.

Sulplumal may be given in doses of 30 grs.; it is the t\i)e of ii pure

hypnotic, possessing no anahjesic pro|)erties. In in.sonmia uncomplicated

with pain it acts with tolerable < ertaint)-, and it is free from any u^pressaiit

action on the heart, and does not tend towards the formation of a habit.

It is veiy slow in its action; sometimes tliree or four iiours elajjse hilore

the soporific effec I begins to manifest •'self. It has a ])rolonge(l deferred

action, which sometimes causes a drov* is, which may last lor a consider-

able part of the day following its adr. .ni.;iration. ir has been very often

noticed that this drowsiness extends into the following night, and some

patients who use tiie drug constantly find that it produces better effects
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upon the second night without taking any more of the drug in the mean-
time. It is especially suitable in the insomnia of individuals which shows
itself by a waking up after a brief period of sleep on first retiring to rest.

Ataxia or muscular inco-ordination, vertigo, giddiness and confusion of

thought have sometimes been noticed after its prolonged administration,

and ha2matoporphvrinuria and all>uminuria have occasionally resulted.

It is a good hypnotic for children, and it is tasteless and inodorous. 30 grs.

jiartially dissolved in a little warm beef tea or hot water may be given
about an hour before retiring to rest. When some alcohol is combined
with it the dose should be given as the patient retires to i)ed, and its

effects are very rapid when it is dissolved in hot punch.

Trional has largely taken the place of sulphonal as a pure and unol)-

jectionable hyp.iotic, being less cumulative and more rapid in its action

and not likely to cause prolonged drowsiness, headache or other nervous
sym^ -ns. It may be given in dc-es of 20 to 30 grs. just before retiring

to rest, ind it is very suitable for c )ildren. Upon the whole it maintains
its position as the safest of all the newer hypnotics, though occasionally

neuritis has been observed after its prolonged use, and very occasion-

ally haematoporphyrinuria has been noticed. Tetronal, another allied

sulphonal compound, acts like trional, but it is cumulative and less reliable

than either sulphonal or trional when given in its usual dose of 15
to 20 grs.

Veronal is now official under the name of Barbitone. It should never be
given in larger doses than 10 grs.; 7J grs. in a>iy hot liquid at bed-ti .ic

should seldom be exceeded. It is decidedly in the writer's opinion i. less

safe and reliable hypnotic than trional, anc" r ny deaths have ulready
been caused by its use when the drug was not prescribed by the physician.

Paraldehyde must be pronounced to be the most vah ible of all simple
hypnotics, as it is undoubtedly the safest and has t\v largest range of

usefulness. It is the drug which the physician should always employ in

the insomnia of patients whose hearts are in any way damaged, whilst in

mania, melancholia and other mental states it is as rapid in its action as

chloral, and witiiout any of the drawbacks which follow the use of that

drug. The sleep rapidly induced l)y paraldehyde is sound and refresliing,

and seldom followed by headache, malaise or gastric disturbance, 'i'he

ordinary dose is i dr., but treble thi.; amount can be given with safct\-;

it may be administered in a little whiskey, and given in this way it is by far

the best routine hypnotic in delirium tremens. In very intractable cases

of insomnia it may lie given upon the second niglit after sulphcnal ad-
ministration, when a small dose will greatly intensify the prolonged
deferred action of tiiat drug. The only ( ontra-indication of its use is

pain, >',s II jjossesses no analgesic action.

It may be prescribed in the following draught, which is very suitable

in those cases of insomnia where the patient is liable to fall soundly asleep

on lying down, i)ul may awaken in an liour or two ar.d renia' iwake
during the rest of the night. The draught may be rescrx- ,. fur juch
emergencies.

30

!*•
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It . Paraldehydi 3iss.

Tr. Aurantii 7M\.

A >ice Cinnamomi 5j. Misce.

Fiat haustus hora somni sumendus p.p.a.

Amylene-Chloral or Doriiiiol is given in doses of 20 to 45 mins. in capsule

and has been much praised in mania, melancholia, hypochondriasis, and

functional neurosis. It combines the properties of both chloral and

paraldehyde. Amylene Hydrate produces reliable hypnotic effects in

doses of about i dr. It is best given in capsules or in claret or any weak

wine, and it appears to act like chloral, without exerting dangerous

depressant action upon the heart in ordinary doses and it acts very rapidly

Hypnotism has been resorted to when all measures have failed -> induce

sleep in neurotic individuals, but 't is a remedy which should only be

employed by those who have made a dose study of its operations.

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION.

Cases of obstruction of the bowel are usually grouped into the acute and

chronic forms, but a large ])ercentage of acute cases occur in patients who

have been suffering from jume chronic obstructive lesion which suddenly

causes complete blocking ol the intestinal canal.

In acute obstruction, before any form of trcatn, .t can be thought of,

the physician's duty is to exhaust every m ans o' hnding out the cause of

the blockage, though he is never justified in delaying treatment till he has

satisfied himself about the diagnosis of the cause. To do so, in the

majority of cases is to abandon the patient to his fate, as the only hope,

speaking generally, lies in early operation. The possible causes of the

obstruction being recalled to his mind, he rapidly eliminates each till he

arrives at the conclusion of the most probable and that the abdomen will

require opening.

The rectum should be at once explored, and if impacted faeces are

discovered these should be broken up by a scoop or by the fingers of the

gloved hand, and the colon flushed out by a large enema of tepid water.

Even when the bowel is found empty one copious enema should always

be administered slowly, with the patient lying upon his left side, the pelvis

being raised and the head depressed. If possible, 4 to 6 pints or more

should be slowly injected with the hope that if any obstruction exists in the

colon (scybala*, intussusception, &c.) it may be passed by the stream of

watir and the whole of the large intestine distended by the fluid. If no

resuli follows the enema should not be repeated; the physician should

abstain from passing the long tube, and purgatives must never be

administered.

A malignant growth or a stri ..e in the rectum affords clear indication

for a rectal operation. The hernial regions sir uid be carefully explored

both at the usual sites and at the sciatic notch and obturator foramen.

The presence of a hernia at once demonstrates the nature of tin; attack,
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and (lemands the relief of the strr.iiirulatcd knuckl of bov \. If an old

empty hernial sar he discovered the indications t^ per." on are almost

ciiually clear. The surgeon should cut down upon i*- ..ad fully explore

tlie peritoneal openinjf witli the hope of finding and relieving any internal

strangulation in the immediate neighbourhood of the internal ring.

When the above examinations fail to reveal a removable cause of the

obstruction, the pain, vomiting and abdominal distension continuing,

without waiting for a confident diagnosis the physician should decide upon
c.illing in the aid of the surgeon in order to have an exploratory incision

made. Whilst awaiting operative procedure intense pain may be relieved

by hot poultices or ice to the abdomen and a single hypodeimic injection

of Morphia. The objection to Morphia as a routine is a real one. It

relieves pain and paralyses peristalsis, and thus nasks the sympton. nd
misleads the judgment of both the physician and surgeon regarding toe

gravity f the case, and so tends to the postponement of operative pro-

cedures till the patient has become poisoned by the toxins which accum 1

late above the seat of obstruction.

Lavage of the stomach should always be carried out before ,
,
"rating,

and it often affords considerable relief to the vomiting whilst arr ments
are being made for opening the abdomc .

The abdomen should be opened in the middle line between the umbilic us

and pubes (unless when it is considered desirable to explore an old hernial

sac). The incision should be adecjuate, and the first point which the

surgeon should make for after exploring the hernial rings is the c;ecum.

This must be thoroughly examined, since it found empty the block is likely

to be in the sm.-ll intestine, whilst its distension will signify that the

obstruction is somewhere in the great bowel. -Should the ciecum be empty
the fingers are to be directed into the pel\ is, and search made there for any
loop of bowelwhich is not distended; sucli an empty coil must obviously be

on the distal si le of the obstruction. The intestine is next passed between

the fingers bit by bit till the obstruction is reached; the same process is

applied to the colon .-liould the ca;cum be found full, the fingers being

pasNi d along the large liawel till the site of obstruction is reached. .Should

there be any great diftkulty in following the intestine, the incision in the

abdominal wall must be enlarged with scissors so as to admit the entire

hand; the surgeon should a\oid drawing out the intestines througli the

al)dominal wound if possible, owing to tlie difficulty often experienced in

returnin„' tliem. When eventration or evisceration is al)solutely necessary

the protruded bowel should be enveloped in cloths .saturated with hot
saline solution, and cosered o\'er with a layer ol thin mackinto-,!).

The obstruction is then to be dealt with aciording to its waIuxc -Bands,

Meckel's diverticula, strangulations caused by internal hernia at theforamen

of Winslow, apertures in the Hiesentery or fmches in the peritoneum must
!« divided as in externa! hprni;p.

Intussusception should he reduced after firm pressure has l)cen made on

tlie tumour to dissipate oedema; the sheath must l)e compr^ ssed from

below upwards so as to squeeze the intussu-sceptum backward., avoiding
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traction on the entering loop, as rupture is lial)le to occur. Should the

bowel lie found to be dead or if redut tion is impossible owin<; to inflamma-

tory adhesions the tumour must be excised along with a portion of the

dilated bowel above the intussuscept' jn. Occasionally it is possible to

assist reduction by gentle dilatation of the opening through which the

intussuscepiens enters.

Volvulus is most commonly met with at the sigmoid flexure, and the

coil of bowel must be untwisted after emptying it; when this is found to

i)e imp(jssible, or when gangrene has already occurred, the twisted coil of

i)owel must be excised or an artificial anus estaijlished above the volvulus

by colostomy.

Adhesions causing matting together of adjacent coils of bowel should,

if possible, be separated so as to remo\e all kinking. Cicatricial contrac-

tion of the mesentery is also often |>resent, and the gluing together of the

intestines may be so intimate as to prohibit all attempts at separation,

especially when malignant disease is present. In this latter case there is

no resource left but to establish an anastomosis between the bowel below

and above with or without removal of the occluded mass.

Stricture of the bowel, malignant or cicatricial, if found to be the cause of

the obstruction, must be relieved by resecting the stcnosed area, cutting

wide of all diseased tissue, the operation when performed upon the small

intestine being known as enterectoniy, and wlien on the colon as colectomy:

the divided ends of the bowel are brought together i)y end-lo-end suture if

in the small intestine or side-to-side if in the large intestine. Enteroplasty

is only applicaiile to rare and very circumscribed cicatricial strictures

where there is no suspicion of malignancy.

Where the stricture is malignant and acute complete obstruction has

oci urred, the best procedure is to open the bowel above the seat of occlu-

sion, and to insert a Paul's or other tube, and after the relief oi urgent

symptoms has i)een achieved and tiie patient has recoveretl from tiie shock

oi the attack, a second operation siiuuid be undertaken within a week.

When the mass is found to be irrenio\able the onl\ (ourse left to the

surgeon is to make an anastomosis l)y connecting the divided end of the

interline above the growth witli the colon, or to make on artificial anus

when the malignant tumour is situated in the pelvic portion of the (olon.

In rare cases the abdomina! oi)struction has been found to be due to

thri'inhosis or cinholisin of the superior mesenteric vein or artery, in which

case if the main trunk has not bt'cn involved the gaii-rcnous portion of

the intestine may be resected.

Gall-stones or Joreign bodies wiien found to be the cause of intestinal

obstruction should be removed bv a free incision made in the bowel

opposite to its mesenteric .ittU' liiiunts, l)ul above the site of obstruction;

this latter should be larefuUy examined, and if ulceration or gangrene is

present a piece of the bowel should be completely excised after removing

the ralculu;^ of foreign htnly, "ni;H h iiitiuld nr-.i-r be pli.-iicd onwafds.

Idiopathic dilatalinn oj the stgm. id and colon (Hirschsprung's l>isease)

is more likely to cause chronic than acute obs'ruction. When the
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accumulated faeces cannot be removed by massage and enemata the dilated

colon must be excised after the establishment of an artificial anus, and an

anastomosis made between the lower part of the small intestine and the

pelvic portion of the colon.

In every operation for acute intestinal obstruction the contents of the

distended bowel should be removed by intcrotomy. An incision bcin,;;

made into the distended coil, a long gla vs tube attached to several feet cf

rubber tubing is inserted, and the contents siphoned off in order to pre\ ent

the poisoning liable to follow on the absorption of the toxins produced by

the b.^rilliis coU. The opening into the bowel should be dosed after

thorough sterilisation by the insertion of a double row of sutures liefore

returning the intestine into the abdominal cavity.

In all desperate cases where the cause of the obstruction cannot be

sought for, or when found cannot be dealt with owing to the critical

condition of the patient, the only thing available is to perform an Enter-

ostomy. The surgeon seizes the first distended coil of bowel which presents

in the abdominal wound, draws it out, and whilst an assistant damps it

with his fingers an incision is made into the put and a Paul's glass double-

fliinged tube inserted and tied secureh in position. After the bowel has

been emptied into a receiver by siphoning through a rul)l)er tuliing

attached to the Paul's tube the coil of bowel is returned to the al)domcn,

a portion of its circumference ! cing attached by sutures to the ])arielal

wound to prevent the t ibe falling back into the abdominal ( ivity. .\fler

some days, when tl)e condition of the patient warrants a furtncr oiicratioii,

the cause cf the obstruction may be again -sought for and removed, the

wound in tlu- intestine being closed by a double row of suturi'S.

The older methods of fle.ding with acute intestinal obstruction by

jxiuring in (juantitiesof metallic Mercury into the sloniaili, intlaling the

((lion by ])umping in air, lorcible massage of the abdomen, inversion ol llie

patient's body, dosing with large amounts of Morjihia or Atropine to

paralvse jH'ristalsis, and the continuous use of i(i])iinis enemata and

U'lSeirne's long rectal tviiie, have bctn aliandoned for the direct surgical

procedures already mentioned.

The tre.itnieiii nf cliroiiir intestinal iibstru( tio.i should be undertaken

b(>f()re acute symptoms supervene; in tiie nuijoiity of cases the cause is

malignant disease, fa'cal impa( tion or the kinking of the bowel caused by

inllamn.atory or tui)erciil()us mis( liief. The treatment ((insists in the

removal of the cause after laparotomy when this is possible, or by tin,'

establisliment of entero-anastomosis or of a fiical fistula by ( nloslomy,

or i)\' e\i ision of the rectum when tlie obstruction is within reach from the

iinus or by the .sural route.

The after-treatment ol intestinal obstruction is almost as important as

the surgical methods (inployed for the immediate relief of tlic symptoms.

The danger of shock is to lie minimised by external warnilli and l.irge

inii:jiiin>-; iif warm Sidinp solutiiin inli! th.i' rcitiin'.j or Murphy's meti'.'x!

of (ontinuous re( tal infusion or intrai illular injection may be resorted to.

Strychnine or Piluitrin liypodcrmicully is usually indiculid. When the
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precaution of a thorough wash-out of the stomach before operation has

been seen to there will as a rule be no necessity to repeat tiie lavage, and
when the bowel has been well emptied before concluding the operation

meteorism will seldom supervene, but should abdominal distension show
itself a Saline purgative—3ij. Sodii Sulph.—should be given every 2 hours

or small doses of Calomel may be administered. Severe abdominal
pain may be relieved by one hypodermic dose of Morphia combined w.tli

, Jo gr. Atropine, but morphia when possible should be avoided in order to

minimise the paralysis of the inflamed intestine so liable to follow. No
food should be permitted for the first 24 hours, but the mouth can be kept

moistened by teaspoonfuls of water at short intervals.

INTUSSUSCEPTION -see preceding article on Intestinal Obstruction.

The physician will be wise who refrains from making any attempt at

reducing the invagination; he should without delay requisition the ser\i<es

ol the operating surgeon. Should surgical aid, however, be not imme-
diately a\ ailable, he will be justified during the delay in administering an
anx'sthetic and gently squeezing or kneading the sausage-shaped tumour
through tiie abdominal wall as an assistant elevates the pelvis. Failing

to dissipate the tumour by this gentle manijjulation, he may try the effects

of a large enema of tepid water, or he may distend the colon with air bv
means of a Higginson's syringe. Unfortunately, the ])artial reduction of

the intussusception whi« h often follows is liable to lead him to mndude
that the blockage has been oven ome, so that postponement of djieration

is decided upon with disastrous results, as the only hoi)e for a satisfactory

issue from operative procedures lies in their being resorted to without an
hour's unnecessary delay.

IRITIS.

Tiie most important element in treatment of acute primarv iritis

consists in the instillation of .Atropine solution (i in 100). Tlie patient

may be irdered to bed in' a darkened room and a smart saline purgative
should be administered, but when the symptoms are not very acute he may
avoid bed by wearing dark goggles, I'ain, winch is generally a prominent
symptom, may be allayed by hot, dry compresses, by hot stuping, or by
adding Cocaine to the atropine drops. If all other means fail, li\ poderinic

injections of .Morphia may be rcfiuired. When there is much ((ingestion

three or four leei lies aijplied to the margin of the orbit or tem|ile gi\e

great relief, Hlistering is still employed by some surgeons, but little

benefit may be expected from it. As a rule, if wide and .uiiform dilatation

follows the u.se of atroi)ine, the case will soon yield. If there be much
plastic exudation, and the atrojiinc fails to enlarge the i)U|)il widely, it

must be pushed, a drop being distilled every five or ten minutes for six

times witii the view of dragging upon the adhesions. If this fails, the eye

may be covered for t!:^ nig'il \\n\i a pkrc i.f lint, r-nuarcd witii iuropinc

ointment.

Mercury sliuuld be freely given where the adhesions do not yield to
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atropine dilatation in order to prevent complete posterior synechia or

adhesion between the iris and the anterior capsule ot the lens, which may

so increase the tension in the eye as to produce secondary glaucoma. In

syphilitic cases a few full doses of Novarsenohllon should he administered

or the action of mercury must be kept up till there is evidence that the

constitutional effects of the drug have been produced, after which the

dose may be diminished. Salivation is seldom necessary, and should be

avoided. Mercury is essential in most cases of iritis with much exudation

of lymph, but in non-specific cases its action may be suspended as soon as

this disappears. The influence of atropine should be maintained till it is

clear that the danger of adhesions has passed away. In all ordinary cases

the instillation of a drop may be repeated twice daily after the full effects

have been produced.

In serous iritis, if a deposit form on the posterior surface of the cornea,

it is sometimes recommended to tap the anterior chamber by inserting

a fine cataract knife into it in front of the iris, and this may be repeated

if the fluid accumulates again.

With a distinct rheumatic history, Salicylate of Soda may be given in

full doses, also where mercury is indicated but cannot be tolerated.

Better results may be obtained by Aspirin, which is also useful in gouor-

rhreal iritis.

TuiuTculous iritis is best treated by rest and atropine without mercury;

fui)erculin by the vaccine method has given excellent results. Turpentine

in full doses internally (lo mins. every 4 hours) has been proved to possess

rcmarkaiile power in causing absorption ot exudations. Pilocarpine,

Cdlchicine, Homatropine, and Physostigmine have been recommended,

iiut the general management of a case of ordinary iritis may i)e sunimeil

up in the words -Rest, Atropine, and Mercury.

(iood results have been obtain-d i)y injecting about '1 gr. Calomel,

suspended in glycerin or weak mucilage, into the tissues in the neigiibour-

hooc! of the margin of the orbit.

Cyclitis or inflammation of tiie ciliary l>ody is always present, and the

atropine favours its resolution also, but should the ciliary bixiy iKconie

muih congested by the blood driven out of the iris in wide dilatation tiie

instillation must be suspended.

In chronic iritis and cydilis the same measures are indicated, and these

may In .lided by sul)conjun<tival injections of saline solution.

Suppurative iritis and suppurative irido-choroiditis are genendly the

result of septic wounds, and little can lie done to save sight, save by the

evacuation of pus and irrigation with weak Perchloride of Mercury

Soluti n. Pain should he relieved by Morphia hypodermically and

Cocaine locallw

Sympatiietic iritis is part of a sympathetic ophthalmitis. If the vision

of the primarilv alfccted eye be very poor, promiit excision of this eye may

l)e successful in itieiking the syiiipaiiieln |>n)ie.s.->. iUii if its visi. n be

good, excision should not be rashly imdertiiken, as the originally injured

eye may eventually prove the belter of the two.

,i'4

fi«r."i
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Treatment by salvarbun lias jiiven encouraging results.

In ordinary iritis where, in spi e of atropine and mercury, or wliere the
rase has been neglected from tne first and adhesions have formed which
refuse to yield to atropine, they nay require to be treated by ojjerative

measures. After the subsidence of the iritis an iridectomy should be
performed when the posterior synechia is complete in order to restore the
circulation between the anterior and posterior chambers, but it is most
undesirable to operate whilst the inflammation is active owing to the
exudation of lymph which is sure to follcv.

JAUNDICE.

The treatment of this sign or symptom is discussed under Gall-lUadder,
Gall-Stones, Liver Discises, 6cc. .\\\ forms of jaundice are obstructive,
whether caused by a gross blocking of the main duct as in catarrhal and
gall-stone cases or in the more obscure <ases as Weil's 1 )isease and icterus

gravis, where some toxin exists in the blood which renders the bile so
viscid that it block ihe finer biliary passages. The appreciation of this
etiological factor is a considerable aid in assisting therapeutic al methods.

Catarrhal jaundice caused by .swelling ol the mucous lining of the
common duct is rclievable by the measures detailed in the article on
mllanimatiiin of the bile ducts on p. 205. The jaundice produced by
gall-stones, strii ture or cancer of the ducts, malignant disease pressing on
the ducts nutside the liver, or in the head of the pancreas, can obviously
only be nn t by surgical mea.sures when these are praiticable.

The jaundice due to the li' patic congestion caused by mitral and
tricuspid disease can only be relieved by cardiac tonics aided by saline
purgatives and rest.

Ideriis iicoitalonim usually passes off when attention is gi\en to the
condition of tin bowel and to measures calc ulatccl to ini|)ic)ve digestion
combined with the admission of ;i liberal supjily of pure air, being either
the result of catarrh of the due ts or of .some temporary blood condition
which renders the bile more vi.siid. It is to be distinguished from the
rare form of ccmgenital jaundice c' le to al)scnce of the ducts, which is

be\')iid the reac h of remedies.

In the grou|) of cases formerly known as luematogenous, and now
recognised as luenioheiiatogenous jaundice, where no obvious gross
obs(ru< tioii exists, the indication for treatment is tlic' presence of the
tcix.Tmia, which should be met by eliminatory measures as saline purga-
tives, diurc tic s and diaphoretic s. 'J'he sourc e of the pcpison being probablv
intestinal, sue h disinfectants as Calomel in small doses, .Said, Naphthalin
and otiur bowel cintiscjities may l>c' tried. Free la\age of the colon in

such cases may be safely persisted in; the recent craze for feeding with the
Lac tic .\cid bac illi may l.c' indulged in, but little is to be expee te irom it

even if the toxins are the result of mie robic changes. (Jood ac id butter-
milk or liohie-Miade Kouiiii.-.s is,liowever. an I'xceiieni (iieletic article in all

cases of jaundice.

Search should be made for inorganic [joisons as phosphorus, antimonj'

ilj^j^^
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or arstniurctted hydrogen, and ordinary obstructive jaundice may be

eliminated by a aireful examination of tiie urine, which si..nvs no increase

of the Lnlc acids and salts; these may be entirely ent. and the stools

will contain bile pigment and the Protfus fluorc . .'is bacillus of Jaeger

may be detected. In most acute forms of this type of icterus gravis the

high temperature will re<iuire to be checked by sponging or cold packs,

and the dangers of renal congestion or albuminuria averted by counter

irritation oxer Jie loins and intracellular injection of saline sol nion, in

addition to purgation with Mag. or Sodae Sulphas. Though the treatment

of every form of jaundice is thus to be directed by an assault upon its

primary cause, and nil methods of treating the icterus as if it were a diseas';

and not a mere symptom or sign should be regarded as quackery, never-

theless several empiric remedies may be Icgitiniately employed when the

cause is found to be irremovable.

Salicylates are regarded as possessin;^ the power jf rendering the biliary

secretion more fluid or less viscid, and the soda salt may be given in full

doses (15 grs.) thrice daily. Ragwort (Siti.^cio Jacohaa), Carlsbad,

Vichy and other alkaline waters, Chloride of Ami.ionium, small doses of

Calomel, Kuonymin, Podophyllin, Iridin, Oil of Tuipentine, dilut..d A(

.

Nit.-llyd., and many other empiric agents are .sonu'limcs employed with

success, but it is manifestly irrational to jjrescribe drugs which are bcliev ed

to stimulate the function of bile formation whc the common duct is

blocked by a calculus or by a malignant '"-owtli. Occasionally the

absence of bile in the intestines in tiie markedly olistructive types of

jaundice may be remedied by the administration of dried Ox Hile in

keratin-coated pills, which will pass unaltered through the stomach.

The value of Carlsbad treatment apparently lies in the powerful climina-

tory effect of large (|uantities of fluid wnich remove out of the system bile

pigment and bile salts by the urinary, i.itestinal, and cutaneous tracts.

I'ilocarpine is a ilrug of much value; it possesses the power of diminisl^-

ing the intolerable itching of the skin caused by the influence of the

reabsorbed bile upon the terminal sensor>- nerves. It may be given once

in every 56 or 48 hours in ' -podeimic doses not exceeding ] gr. in both

the olwtructive and ha-mohepatogenous types of icterus, and by some it is

even claimed to jkisscss spei ific action in the latter form of jaundice. The

injection should be preceded by a hot pack or hot bath to induce

sweating.

Iodides in large and fully diluted dosage sometimes relieve itching, so

also does Antipyrine, and a prolor^^id immersion in a strong Sodium

liicarbonate bath old n affords a . onsiderable degree of relief.

J'^'NT DISEASE.

The term is a wide one, and embrac < a number of affections who^e

treatment will be fouml under the I 1 of the primary alTci tion as

klieumati.sm, Rheumatoid Arthritis, (lout, A< tmomvcosis, Locomotor

Ataxia, I'y.emia, \'<\

When the inflammatory process is (iinfined to the synovia' membrane
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the term " Synovitis " is employed, and under its own heading the treat-
ment of this form of joint arfection will be detailed.

Arthritis is the name usually employed as a synonym for Joint Disease,
and implies the condition in which periostitis with osteomyelitis affectinj,
the ends of the bones entering into the formation of the joint coexists
usually with s>Tiovitis. It may be acute or chronic.

Acute arthritis the result of a septic infection, either caused by penetrat-
mg wounds or bv Staphylococcus or Streptococcus pyogenes carried by the
blood-stream, must be promptly treated by absolute rest for the joint
and the entire limb. As disintegration of the articulation is liable to ensue
the limb should be immobilised in the position in wnich a permanent
ankylosis will insure the least inconvenience. Cold water, ice, Leitcr's
Tubes, or evaporating lotions should be applied as in the treatment of
ordinary synovitis. Occasionally pain yields more promptly to the
application of Spirit Lotion covered in by oiled silk—a method which
places a superficial joint like the knee in the position of an internal part,
encouraging the natural resistant powers of the tissues to have fullest
scope in their struggle for re'.lution by permitting a free flushing of the
parts with arterial blood. The metho'd of causing an artificial passive
hyperajmia acts in the same manner. An elastic bandage is applied
above the joint to cause such a degree of pressure as will retaro the venous
circulation without diminishing the aiter'al supply. The hyperemia
may be kept up for long periods, but the most modern method is to apply
It for only an hour or two at a time, after which the bandage is removed
and the limb elevated to dissipate anasarca. Klapp's suction-bell ads
in the same manner, but is only applicable to joints like those of the fingers.
Leei lung may be em|)loyed when jjain is severe, and any local anodyne
application like Belladonna may he used. Hlislering is seldom of much
use.

Tlie weight and i)ulley may be employed where the tendency towards
flexion is present.

Should fluid accumulate in the joint, the hypodermic needle may be
employed for diagnostic purposes, and if its purulent nature is evident,
aspiration should not be performed, but the joint must be freely incised
without delay to completely em|)ty the purulent collection, after which
the cavity is to be flushed by a stream of warm Saline solution mopped out
by a strong antiseptic and thorough druinage provided. Some surgeons
inject a stream of Hydrogen Peroxide, others leave the joint filled by
Iodoform emulsion as in the treatment of tuberculous arthritis. When
extensive general destruction of the synovial mvmbrane is found involving
the capsule of the joint 1' ntire cavity and any pockets connected with
it may be gently ])acke( ,i Iodoform gauze. In most instances much
good may be ac ( omplishi d by vaccine treatment after the spei ific microbe
has i.ren detected in thi- y.^^n^ -crretion or pus.

The treatment of early joint infe. tions reached a high degree of perfec-
tion in France. Here the joint was thoroughly explored for any foreign
body in the form of metal or cloth, or loose fragment of detached bone.
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Such were removed. Thorough disinfection of the joint cavity was

cariied out by normal sahne soluti ' and ei.ier. The synovial cavity

was then closed completely and drainage was provided for down to but

not inside the cavity of the joint.

Where the operation of incision is resorted to early, a good useful joint

may be fairly hoped for. Secondary abscesses in the neighbourhood of the

joint must be promptly incised, and these should be flushed out -nid

injected with the hydrogen peroxide or otlier antiseptic. In severe cases

ordinary drainage will often fail, and the method of continuous drainage

must be carried out, by means of which the circulation oi Euso) or 1 )akin's

solution through the joint is kept up.

In cases coming late under observation, hopeless 'destruction of bone

and cartilage may be discovered which will require tin radical surgical

measures suitable for the treatment of chronic joint disease : even amputi-

tion of the limb may be demanded to save life.

In mild cases the rest should not be too pro'onged, and when the more

acute symptoms have been thus combated, and all pain has disappeared

for a time, passive motion may be carefully commenced, the surgeon

feeling his way cautiously. Many joints have been hopelessly destroyed

by rest prolonged long after the inflammatory action had subsided. It is

this mistake which enable the unscrupulous bone-setter to thrive.

Getting a joint affection in which all inflammatory action has long ceased,

owing to treatment by some surgeon whose timidity prevents him lieuinning

passive or forcible movements, the bone-setter pronounces the limb to be
" out of joint," and after a few forcible movements he assures the pa'ient

that he has " put in " the joint, and the moiiility and painlessn'ss <>i the

limb which follow apparently corroborate his statements. When the

value of early massage and movements of a passive or forciMi- • ,ture are

universally appreciated, the principal occupation of the boi,. jtter will

be gone. The arthritis which sometimes follows typhoid, influenzal and

l)neumococcal mfection usually yields readily to the above measures.

Thickening from exuded inflammatory products outside the joint or

effusion into the synovial sac may be dissipated iiy strapping or by the

uniform continuous i)ressure of a Martin's rubber bandage. Any old

sinuses in the neighbourhood of the joint should be injected with Bismuth

Chronic j(Mnt disease, when rheumatism, gonorrha'a and rheumatoid

arthritis are excluded, nearly ah\a)s is tuberculous, (omment ing either

in the synovial membrane or in the bones. In the former case the ( linical

type of the disease is recognised as " white swelling," which, if neglected,

passes into the type in which the articular ends of the bones become finally

invaded, causing destruction of the joint and abscesses.

The treatment of tuberculous joint affection has been descril'ed under

Ilip-Jiiint j'.nd Knee-joint Dise.ise. nr\i\ is in the main .Tppliia!!!!' to ;'.!! the

other articulations affected by the lul)ercle bacillus. Tiie principles to be

carried out are in the first plaie those indicated in all other forms of

localised tuberculosis—viz., (i) Rest, (j) oi)en air, (3) improved feed-

'f
•
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w

ing with abuntlaiKO of fats (Cod-liver Oil, &c.), and (4) a carefully carried

out course of Vaccine treatment by the injection of minute doses of

Tuberculin regulated by a series of ooservations on the opsonic index

and temperature. Tuberculin R. (human) should always be used.

Local treatment consists, as in acute . rthritis, of absolute immobility

of the joint surfaces for a very prolonged period in the most suitable

position of the limb should ankylosis liecome established, extension l)y

weight and pulley to diminish intra-articular pressure and the induction

of passive hyperemia, together with the application of soothing lotions for

the relief of pain. Seldom are leeching, blistering, the actual cautery or

severe counter-irritation in'hcated in tuberculosis of joints. The aim oi

the surgeon should be to a ist the natural efforts towards resolution by

these conservative or preventive methods, perseveringly employed for

many months or a couple of years without any attempt at passi\e motion

or operative procedures as long as hopeless disi tegration of the joint

structures has not occurred. The injection of Iodoform emulsion (10 per

cent, in glycerin) is a valuable method of sterilising the joint after this has

been washed out through a small canula by a stream of saline solution,

and where the disease is limited to the synovial membrane a speedy

improvement may be expected, and the X rays applied to superficial

joints have been produt'tive of good. Some surgeons publisii excellent

results from the injection of 5 mins. of a 10 per cent, solution of /inc

Chloride.

When disorganisation of the joint has occurred the operation 01 incision

suitable in acute arthritis is contra-indicated unless carried out in a more
radical manner. The whole cavity must be freely opened by a large

incision, and tlie operation of arthrcctniny or evasion performed. Alter

freely ()[)ening the articulation, and it necessary doing it in such a manner
as will cause disarticulation, the diseased synovial mcnii)rane is to be

completely removed by scraping or disseition, and any diseased cartilage

cut away at the same time. The joint is next swabbed firndy with a strong

Antiseptic, and the skin-wound sutured without any pro\ isiou for drainage

if the surgeon is satisfied that he has been able to remove every scrap of

the diseased structure.

Where the exploration of the joint reveals disease alreatly alTecting the

bones, a more radical o])eralion than^arthriclomy is lieailv indicated.

If the bone disease be limited to the layer beneatii the synovial membrane
gouging should be resorted to. Excision or resection of the joint may be

dem.mded, the affected bone lieing cut away along with the articular

cartilages and synovial mcmiirane in nniiT to establish firm osseous

ankylosis in such joints as the liij) and knee and a fii)n)us union with a

movable joint when the wrist, elbow and shoulder are operated upon.

No erasion. arthrectomy or excision 01 a tuberculous joint should be

undertaken unless llie jmiil be in a "oiidition of ([uiesieiK c, otiierwise a

return 0I disease is likely to oicur.

Rarely will uinpulalimi be necessary, and it should only be resorted to

when the above measures fail or where secondary suppurali\e infeccion
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threatens to exhaust the strength of the patient.orwherc amyloid disease is

supervening. The introduction of the treatment of long-standing sinuses

by the injection of Bismuth Jdly has considerably lessened the necessity

for amputation, as these often heal uj) ( oini)lutoly after resisting scraping

and dissection and the introduction of powerful antiseptic solutions.

It is h.'-dly necessary to insist upon the importance of the rest cure

being persevered with for a long period and of the dangers arising from

any attempt to move the joint by active or passive motion till all evidence

of the subsidence of tiie tuberculous inflammation has passed away.

Disascrous results are more liable to follow premature movements than in

the case of the more acute forms of arthritic infection after the subsidence

of inflammation.

KALA-AZAB- see under Piroplasmosis.

KELOID.

This term is usually applied to the hypertrophic changes which occur

in scar tissue, and the " true " keloid found in the skin without any

evidence of previous wound is believed to he due to the same unknown

causes operating upon minute abrasions.

Since most oi the keloid growths tend to disappear they should not be

interfered with till watclied for a considerable period: all that is necessary

is to protect the growth by a layer of adhesive jjlaster s[)read upt)n soft

( haniois or where pain or itching is present to paint the scar tissue over

with a layer of Salicylic Collodion.

Should the keloid be upon any part of the body where unilorm elastic

pressure can be applied 'len a rubber bandage put on fairly tightly will

often cause its disappearance. Finsen's Light and the X-ray treatment

have in recent years afforded some very satisfactory results.

Fibrolysin should be tried in every case before resorting to operative

treatment, twelve to fifteen injections being made at some distance

from the scar tissue. As return is so often observed to follow excision,

this should ije avoided as long as no obvious disfigurement results; a

number of deep linear scarifications may be made so as to divide tlie

vessels feeding tiie keloid, and when this method has been combined with

' Icctrolysis, iil)roly.-;in, massage and the X rays the best has been dt)ne

the case. Shoukl the claw-like processes continue to grow outwards

into the surrounding skin the surgeon must treat liie case as ii it was a

filmi sarcomatous growth, and excise the hypertrophied cicatrix witii its

numerous prolongations, cutting dear of all lilmjus structure and fdling

in the gaps in the skin with numerous Tliiersch graft'*. Caustics should

never be employed for the destruction of the growth, as return in an

aggravated form is vers liable to follow their use.

KERATITB -see under Cornea.

KERATOSIS.

This term is api)lied to several distinct skin affections characterised

by an accumulation oli the horny cells of the e[)idermis, .such as occurs

Ii
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in the milder forms of ichthyosis. The treatment of this latter condition,
known as Keratosis Pilaris, has been already described under Ichthyosis'.
It consists in repeated bathing and cleansing with soap and friction, and
the contmuous inunction of the affected parts by an emollient ointment
or oil.

Keratosis resulting from chronic arsenical poisoning usually affects the
palms and soles, and yields naturally upon stopping the administration
of the drug and keeping the thickened skin well moistened by any greasy
omtment. If the accumulated cells fail to disappear under such simple
treatment a paste of Salicylic Acid will speedily remov" them.

Keratosis Fcllicclaris (Darier's Disease, Ichthyosis iebacea Cornea) is
the result of mfection by psorosperms, and is refractory in its treatment.
The crust-topped papules should be removed as soon as they appear by
the application of the thermo-cautery, and after cleansing and mild friction
in a warm alkaline bath to remove the nodular masses a paste of Salicylic
Acid (r part in 8 parts of gb c-nn) should be applied.
The last-mentioned treatment is also the most suitable lor Keratosis

Nigri ins, but should the wart-like accumulations continue to grow in
spite of salicylic treatment they may be excised.

Keratosis afTecting the palms and soles, when not of arsenical origin, is
rebellious to treatment. After thoroughly softening the cells with alkaline
soap and prolonged immersion in hot water Salicylic Paste (1 in 8) should
be applied perseveringly, or the same agent may be employed in double
strength in the form of plaster or as a solution in ether (i in 10).

KIDNEY DISEASES—see under Bright's Disease, Pyelitis, &c.

KIDNEY, MOVABLE-see under GWnard's Disease.

KNEE-JOINT DISEASE.

The treatment of simple inflammatory affection of the synovial mem-
brane of the knee is dea't with under Ssnovitis. Arthritis of septic
nature, when involving th.e joint, is treated'as described in the article on
Joint Disease by immobilising the limi), by inducing hypenemia, and when
extensive suppuration occurs by freely laying open the joint, thoroughly
cleansing the cavity with normal saline solution and ether, and providing
for drainage by tubes which, however, ought not to penetrate the join't
cavity.

Chronic disease of the knee-joint in the great majority of cases, when
rheumatic affections are excluded, may be accepted as of tuberculous
origin. The measures detailed under llip-Juint and Joint Disease are to
be carried out in addition to open air, improved feeding and perfect
hygiene.

Local measures, as already mentioned, will embrace prolonged ^i-solute
rest by means ot splints and extension to correct any abnormal position
of the limb. Whilst active mischief is present the entire limb should be
rendered immovable. Pain is to be met mainly by rest, but also by cold
or warm applications, counter-irritation by means of blisters o.- the
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cautery iron, leeching, or anodyne liniments, or lotions. As the more

active symptoms subside and abnormal position of the limb is rectified it is

of the very greatest moment that the patient should be rescued from the

atmosphere of his bedroom and tempted to spend as large a portion of the

day as possible in the open air. By means of a Plaster of Paris casing or a

leather splint this may be managed without much danger, but the applica-

tion of a neatly fitting Thomas's Knee Splint is much better. When it is

in use the joint is open to daily inspection or to the conv;:nicnt application

of local remedies, as strapping over Scott's dressing, Iodine, &c., or the

application of a Martin's rubber bandage. With an accurately fitting

sphnt and a thick sole on the boot of the sound foot the patient can be

permitted to move about.

When the disease is confined to the synovial membrane a good result

in young subjects may be expected without resorting to operative

measures.

When signs of abscesses occur these should invariably be incised before

the skin is allowed to become infected ; rigid antiseptic precautions being

undertaken, the joint should be opened and a stream of warm liquid

employed to thoroughly cleanse and sterilise the cavity. Eusol or other

hypochlorite solution is very suitable for this purpose. After its use the

wound should be carefully sealed uj "'ithout drainage.

Where evidence of cor.oiderable disintegration of the joint exists the

best procedure is to resort to arthrectomy or erasion provided the disease

is inactive. An elastic bandage and tourniquet being applied, the joint

should be freely opened by turning up a rectangular flap, the tubercle of the

tibia being divided without separating it from the patella and without

cutting, if possible, the liijamentum patellae. Every recess in the cavity

being thus exposed, the synovial membrane is dissected or curetted off

the bones and from the lateral and posterior ligaments; the crucial

ligaments together with the semilunar cartilages are next removed, and
the surfaces of the bones scraped or gouged so as to leave no trace of

diseased tissue behind. The tubercle of the tibia is fixed in position, the

joint is sealed up by suturing without any provision for drainage, an''

immobilisation being secured by a suitable splint, firm ankylosis ma^
expected within a period of about 12 months. Occasionally some deg

of mobility of the joint may be obtained, but as a rule it is not wise to try

for this, as recrudescence of inflammatory action is liable to supervene

after attempts at passive movements. The best results as regards mobility

are obtainable in those cases undertaken early, before the destruction of

the crucial ligaments has occurred.

If upon opening the joint by a free semilunar incision the articular

surfaces are found to be extensively and deeply diseased, the best pro-

cedure is to resort to excision of the joint. The patella, if found to be
sound, is turned upwards, or sawn across, its cartilaginous layer being

afterwards sliced away, the lateral and crucial Hgaments are divided, and
the saw being laid on, a slice of hone is removed from the lower end of the

*emur and from the upper end of the tibia, taking care that the sections

^%^
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are made in the horizontal plane, so that ultimately firm osseous union will
occur lx>tween the femur and tibia in a straight line. To facilitate this
desideratum some surgeons resori to the use of ivory pegs, steel nails or a
thick silver wire suture in order to avoid angular deformitv bv keepinii
the leg in exact line witli the thigh; where deformity already Jxists the
hamstring tendons should be divided. Complete immobility must be
secured, as after the operation of erasion, by the use of a long back-splint
or a plaster or a leathern casing, which must be worn for at' lean a year
in order to prevent the yielding of the new os.seous tissue. The best
results are obtainable in operations undertaken after puberty and before
the a,-e of about 30 years. Excision of the knee-joint will shorten I yalmost a year the tre-:tment of a case of tub'-rculous disease of the knee-
joir £.

Amputation will be the only course open to the surgeon when the above
methods have failed; or when, during past middle life, septic infection has
been added to the tuberculous.

Genu Valgum (knock-knee) and Varum (bow-knee) are described uoon
p. .?28.

^

I uformities arising from ankylosis in the semifie.xed position must be
met not by forcible extension, and as a rule the weight and pulley cannot
be rehcd upon. The best procedure is to excise a wedge of bone from the
region of the deformed knee-joint, including the articular surfaces of the
femur and tibia, and bringing the sawn surfaces into contact so as to main-
tain the limb in the straight position.

Loose Cartilages may often be dealt with successfully by transfixing
them with a strong steel needle, after which thev can be cut down upon by
a deep incision and turned out. More frequently, liowever, it will be neces-
sary to perform an arthrectomy, and after opening the joint by an incision
at the side of the patella the cartilage should be dissected out, the joint
washed by a stream ot sterilised .saline and sealed up. It is worth while
in the case of adults to try the effect of a suitable apparatus applied to thehmh which will prevent all movements save those of flexion and extension
before resorting to arthrectomy.

iMorison has pointed out that the chief cause of internal derangement
ot the knee-joint is not merely loosenc. .,, but fracture of the semilunar
cartilage, whicii must be removed by operation when an active life is
necessary, and he emphasises the great dangers of sepsis followin- all
operations on the knee-joint.

"

LABOUB.
The practitioner should never forget that nine out of every ten women

in labour would deliver themselves safely if left alone, and that an atten-
dant vyho IS unable or unwilling to approach the Ijirtli canal with surgicallv
cleaii !i;inds merely adds a considerable element of danyer to these^a'ses
while in the small minority where interference is required safety from the'
risks of labour will be dearly bought if the hand which brings it introduces
into the vagina the germs of puerperal fever.

lUl
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In iht first stage of labour the practitioner should accustom himself to

maki out the position of the foetus and the amount of progress by abdom-
inal palpation. A vaginal examination is only required to discover the

degree of dilatation of the os and possible prolapse of tlie cord. Before
making it the hands should be scrubbed with soap, warm water and nail-

brush for 5 minutes, special attention being paid to the naih, which should

be kfpl 'arefuUy trimmed. Methylated spirit (70 pei cent.) is tlien

swabbed on with cotton-wool, and the hands are finally immersed in

1 in 2,000 Perci. oride or Biniodide of Mercury for 2 to 5 minutes. The
vulva is then washed with warm water and sterihsed liquid soap and
sponged with plenty of i in 2,000 perchloride or drachm to the pint lysol

solution. The hair on the labia, unless very scanty, should be clipped

short. The examination is made with the hand dripping with antiseptic,

and no other lubricant is necessary. Rubber gloves are now very com-
monly worn for vaginal examinations. It is quite true that one cannot
guarantee an aseptic skin, and that one can guarantee an aseptic glove.

Considerable experience of students and nurses has taught me, however,
that a rubber glove gives a dangerous sense of security to those who are

not perfectly familiar with antiseptic methods. It is at once recognised

that the bare sterilised hand is contaminated and must be reimmersed in

antiseptic i' it has accidentally touched the bedctothes, the patient's

thighs or on . own person. The same fact is not so easily grasp i when
one is relying on a rubber glove; one even sees well-meaning individuals

after a cursory sterilisation of the hand.) carefully transferring all the

surviving microbes on the skin of the left hand to the surface of the right-

hand glove in the lengthy process of fitting each finger into place, and then
proceeding to inoculate the vagina with them. There is only one way of

safety for the obstetrician, and that is to develop an aseptic conscience.

If he has that, he will be perhaps a little safer, and certainly easier in

mind with gloves on ; if he has it not, gloves may make him more confident,

but they cannot render him less dangerous to his patient. The gloves
should be fresh boiled in a batiste bag, and shaken out of it into i in 2,000
Perchloride .r Biniodide. They should be put on wet with the aid of a
gauze swab dripping with the lotion, and never with the bare hand. The
hands should be as carefully sterilisf'd as if gloves were not to be worn, and
the gloved fingers should be kept in sight from the time they leave the

lotion basin till they enter the vagina so as to avoid the possibility of

contamination. Gloves must be worn if the patient is suffering Irom
syphilis, or if the doctor's hands are rough, chapped, abraded, or have
been recently exposed to septic substances

—

e.g., pus or faei.es.

After makixio; out tlie size of the os and observing the frequency and
force of the pains the doctor can make up his mind whether or not to
leave iiis patient for the time. If the first stage is slow and the patient is

becoming tired and fretful he is Ukely to be pressed to give some relief.

Chloroform should not be given unless there is a prospect of delivery

within two hours at most. Ergot is totally inadmissible. Quinine is

unreliable as an oxytocic. I' s at this stage tiwt the doctor will have lu

tit'

; i
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consider the advisability of the use of morphine and hyoscine injections,

known so widely to the lay public as " twilight sleep." As used at first

the metiiod consisted in the giving of Morphine Q. or { gr.) combined

with Hyoscine (t^u gr.) repeated in an hour or two if necessary, and in this

method the results were rather haphazard, some patients being greatly

relieved and eased and others being apparently unaffected. The more

modern method is to give the initial injection and to follow it up by one to

three doses of Hyoscine (^l ,
or .^^ of a grain) as required, usually at

intervals of one or two hours. The room is kept perfectly quiet, lights arc

lowered and every disturbance of the patient avoided. Most authorities arc

agreed that while this method is l)eing carried out the medical man should

remain in constant attendance. The results claimed for this method are

more uniformly successful. Tiie pains are not interfered with, and may

even increase in force and frequency. A certain percentage of the

children do not cry out vigorously at birth and breathe at first very quietly,

but r 'ter considerabU experience of the method, I must say I have never

seen a case of asphyxia or stillbirth which could be fairly ascribed to the

influence of the drug, and I believe those who have tried it most extensi vel>

are of the same opinion. Chloroform may be safely given in the second

stage, and these patients take it well. In my opinion, the method is ot

great value in the case of nervous, highly strung an<! excitable women, but

should not be used indis- 'iminately. It may be remarked tliat some

patients wliile under the inHuince of the drug become restless and intoxi-

cated, and will endeavour to get out of bed unless restrained.

Light nourishment should be given in a tedious case, but no alcohol.

It is a mistake to keep a piitunt walking about too much. If she is tired

she .should lie down in bed and rest as much as possible. During this

stage the b(jwels should be well tleared out by an enema, and everything

prepared for the deliver)

.

In the second stage, the ciinmiencement of whic h may usually be diag-

nosed 'ly the altered (luuacter of the pains without vaginal examination,

thlorolorm may be given on a Skinner's mask with each pain, but avoid-

ing full ana'stl" sia with loss of retlc.xes, which delays the pains and tends

to jiiodui e atony of the uterus, with t onse(|uent post partum ha-morrhage.

The anieslhetic may be given nmrc freely when the head is on the ]K'niuum,

and should be eased otT when delivery has ociurred. If the menilmmes

are siill intact tlu y "'^ould be ruptured with the finger during a pain, or a

sterilised metal sti )r hairjiin may be used. As the head comes down

on the peimeum tlie attentiim ot tlie a( ( oui lieur is direi ted to the preven-

tion oi a ru|)ture. Many methods have been at ilifhunl times lecom-

mended to attain this desirable end, and the impartial critic who has

faithlully tried them will i)e inclined to say that all are equally disappoint-

ing. That most in fashion at present, and as good as any, is to pass the

left hand between the patient's thighs as she lies on her side and keep tlu

tip:, wf tiit hn^vis ijrr?-r(! t-n thi * hild':- vertex. ^^- ds X^- kcp h i" =-=n!=>=

!

with the puks and to retard its progress t<i some extent. I'he fingers ol

the right hand nia\ Ix' u«'tl .it the same time to resist the progress ol the
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head if the pains are very violent, but no direct pressure should be put on

the perineum. The mother, if const ious, should be told not to hold her

breath or bear down during the final painj. When the head has been

delivered the accoucheur should always ascertain whether the cord is

round the child's neck, and if it is should slip it over the shoulders if a long

tnoujih loop is available, or cut and damp it with forceps if it is very

tight and unyielding. Care must be taken in the delivery of the shoulders

lest a partially lacerated perineum be still further injured. The cord

should not be tied until it has ceased to pulsate.

Forceps in Non-Obstructed Labour, -h should be the general rule that

forceps are not to be used before the os is fully dilated. Until that stage

l- reached the prolongation of labour is practically unattended with risk

to either mother or child. It is now recognised that a prolonged second

stage is dangerous to both, and the classic indications for forceps are a

rising pulse and temperature, heat and dryness of the vagina, and exhaus-

tion of the mother, or a marked alteration in the foetal heart or the

passage of meconium. The wise obstetrician will intervene long before

such symptoms appear, and, speaking generally, the question of forceps

allies whenever the second stage has lasted for 2 hours and shows no signs

of speedy termination. If the head is not steadily advancing ; if the pains

are small, weak and inetlectual; if the mother is a primipara of over 30;

or if the first stage has been lengthy and trying, the tuuely application of

forceps will save the patient from a prolonged st'cond stage and its effeds —

a fatigued and more or less atonic uterus, and an exhausted nervous system

which may take months to regain its normal elasticity. Added to this is

ilie fact tiiat delivery by forceps, skilfully conducted, is probably safest

for the perineum. In applying forceps tlie practitioner should remember

til Lioil the instruments, to sterilise his own liand> and the ])atient's vulva,

to pass the tathetu", and to deliver very slowly and witli frequent pauses

so as to avoid laceration of the perineum, lie may safely disreg.ird the

]iresince or absence of pains. I formerly douciied all cases in which 1 had

put on forceps, but lor several years past 1 have omitted to do so, and I

iiave never had any reason to regret it.

In everxday practice tiie use of forcep.>> has been to a great extent

superseded by the use of pituitrin. livery practitioner is familiar with

the case which drags slowly on with weak and ineffectual pains, and it is

in such a case that pituitrin is of the greatest service. It should not be

given until full dilatation of the os has been reaclud, but if 1 i.e. of the

drug is then given hvpodermii ally into the gluteal inusdes, the labour

urminates as a rule with iiiagKal quickni ss, the whole secoiul stage being

olten [lassed through in ten or fifteen minutes.

Tliird Sla^e. After the delivery of the latus no attempt sliould be

made to knead or compress the uterus, as the resuU is likely to be a partial

.md irregular contraction whu h will probably delay instead of hastening

.1... .,..»„,„;.,„ ,.1 tl... ,.\ ....... ^., '\'\::- !l.!!!!! !!!:!>. ri'^l ill-'htlv 0!1 tllC !UndU"«:

SO ihat warning m.iv lie "t il the organ be( oims distended with bl 1

Iri , post partuin hitmurrhage It is as well to roll the patient over on her

r !

1
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back, as in that position air embolism is even a rarer accident than in tht

left lateral position, and expression of the placenta is more easily carried

out. While waiting for the placenta to separate ir is advisable to mtro-

duce any sutures that may be necessary in the perineum. This is most

easily done with a large half-circle needle, held either in the fingers or m ii

needle-holder and threaded with silkworm gut. The suture should pass

through tiie skin and under the surface of the laceration, emerging in the

middle line, to be reintroduced and brought out through the skin on the

opposite side. Two or three such sutures suffice to unite even the most

extensive lacerations. They may be tied immediately or secured with

a single knot, which is completed by a second after the delivery of the

placenta. The expulsion of the placenta from the Uterus into the vagina is

shown by the rising of the uterus liigher in the abdomen, while it becomes

smaller, firmer and better defined, and by the fact that on lifting it up-

wards the cord is not pulled on. Usually this occurs in 5 to 20 minutes

after delivery of the child, but the placenta need not be treated as

" retained
" and manually removed unless it is still in the uterus at the

end of an hour. When the placenta has left the uterus normally the

fundus should be grasped firmly and pressed downwards and backwards

so as to drive the placenta out through the vulva. It is received in the

hand, and the membranes pulled away by gentle traction. They should

not be twisted into a cord, as this is likely to result in tearing off of part of

them. The expressed placenta and membranes are then examined to see

that everytiiing is complete. The vulva is sponged clean with antiseptic

solution, an antiseptic pad is put in place, and the binder applied. When

a Uk cration iias been sutured the nurse should be warned to sponge the

perineum with 1 in 2,000 perchloride every 4 hours for the first 3 days,

every lime llie bowels or bladiler at I, and every night and morning for a

fortnight. The attendant should not leave the patient's house lor hall

an lH)ur at least after delivery. Before leaving he should examine tlie

uterus, and if it is not firmly contracted a drachm of Ext. Ergot. 1 iq.

should' be given or an injection of i c.c. of Pituilrin. If the patient's

pulse is above 100 and tne uterus (lab'.y it is well to wait a further half-

hour for fear of postpartum luemorrhage.

Diet should be light and consist mainly of slops for the first 2 days.

\n aperient should be given on the second night, and alter the bowels

have ai ted the patient ma\ have boiled tisli, .1 little chicken or a lean chop,

anil gradually return to ordinary tare. .She may rise at any time Ironi tlie

seventh to ihe (ourteenlh day, according to her condition; but 1 .an see no

possible adwinnge in loicing her to rise on the second day, as some

German autiioniies have been advising recently. In this us m many othei

thin^i;s it is as well not to lave a hard and-last rule, but to i)e guided by the

patient s (ondition and to some extent by her inclination. R. J. J.

obstkucted labour

The pr.ii titiuntr will diaunoM- obstruction wiien slrone. rc^;ular and

irequent pains are present, and yet the head ejlher reluses to eiigmjc in th.
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pelvic inlet, or, if it has engaged, ceases to advance. Treatment will

largely depend on the diagnosis of the nature of tlie obstruction to its

progress. If assistance can be ' rocured it is wise to obtain it, as it is not

easy to manage a rase of obsti jcted labour single-handed.

I. Malpresentation with a Normal Foetus andPdvis.—k common cause

of delay is the persistence of an occipito-posterior presentation. Rotation

of the occiput forwards would probably occur in the majority of these

cases if left alone, but when labour has already lasted a long time and the

patient is becoming exhausted with her efforts, it is good practice to

interfere. An attempt should be made under chloroform to rotate the

head by means of a hand introduced into the vagina, and forceps may be

applied immediately before the hand is withdrawn. Should the attempt

fail, forceps may be'applied and traction made downwards and backwards

at fi'st. The head mav be delivered with the occiput posterior, but the

perineum is very apt to suffer extensive laceration, and traction should

be made as gentlv as possible so as to save it. As the head is brought

down the normal rotation often occurs. When this has happened the

forceps must be removed and reapplied.

Breech presentations are normally slower in delivery than vertex

presentations, and plenty of time should be given. If it is decided to

attempt to hasten matters an attempt may first be made to bring down a

foot if the breech is not fixed. If it is fixed the forefingers of both hands

should be hooked into the child's groins, and traction made. I f this fails

forceps may be apphed over the trochanters. A fillet may be passed, or

in the last resort the blunt hook may be used. The after-coming head

often gives trouble, especially if the pelvis is rather narrow. After the

arms are brought down, it is always wise to take the child by the .shoulders

and carry the bodv strongly backwards towards the mother's perineum,

so as to unhitch the occiput from the pubes. When a certain amount of

descent of the head has thus been gained, delivery is easily comi)ieted by

carry-ing the l)odv of the child forwards over the motlier's abdomen.

Face presentations often cause delay through persistence of an occipito-

anterior presentation. If the head is not fi.Ked, an attempt should be

ma.le to convert this into a vertex presentation by pushing up the ( liin

with two fingers in the vagina, while the child's breech is carried towards

the chin, so as to i)romi)te llexion. If the ciiin cannot be dislodged jjlenty

of time should be given, as the chin often rotates forwards (luite suddenly

at the last and the laboi-r is speedily over. Failing this, an attempt may

!.( made to rotate th .cad with forceps, and should this fail perforation

must be done.

In brow presentations un attempt shoithl he made to convert into a

vertex or mento anterior face presentation, wluctu-ver is easiest, it tlie

head be not lixed, and, failing this, version should be done provided

the waters have not drained away and the uterus is not retracted.

ii the head is tixcd, ati aitrinjil .il furcrjjs dcii.cry may \w uv.inv. I iuit

failing, the onh- resource is perforation or symphysiotomy or Ctpsarean

section.

I
'.y
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2. Want of Normal Proportion between the Fmtus and the Passages.—
This may be due to an abnormally large or deformed fcEtus, or to a narrow

pelvis, and much less frequently to tumours blocking the pelvic cavity,

or to stenosis of the natural passages caused by inju.y or disease. In tiu'

treatment of these cases it is important to recognise the cause and degno

of obstruction.

If the patient is a multipara, the history of her previous labours is of

importance in deciding on the proper measures to be taken. If she is 11

primipara, an anaesthetic should lie given and the dimensions of the

passages ascertained either by the aid of a pelvimeter or by the introdui

tion of the hand into the vagina. It is hardly necessary to say that tin

strictest antiseptic precautions must be observed both during thi amina-

tion and subsequent treatment.

The practitioner should first decide whether Caesarean Section is

indicated. The indications are

—

(i> A history of embryotomy in previous

labours
; (2) a contracted pelvis, with a true conjugate of less tha.i 3^ inches

if the child is alive, or less than 2J inches if the child is dead; (3) the

presence of an ovarian cyst or a myoma blocking the pelvis, or of a

carcinoma of the cervix, or of dense cicatricial adhesions narrowing the

vagina. When the operation has been decided upon, no further vaginal

manipulations should be made, for fe^r of septic infection. The patient

should be prepared for operation (see Operations, Treatment of). Tht-

operation may be done without an assistant other than the chloroformist.

An incision is made from the umbilicus to the pubes, exposing the uterus.

A 6 to 8 inch incision is tlien made through the uterine wall and the foetus

pulled out by the legs. The membranes and placenta are tlien peeled off

the int'TJor of the uterus, which is brought out through the abdominal

wound for ccmvenience in suturing. A continuous catgut suture unites

the mucous membrane, and a second row of t atgut sutures is employed to

close the remainder of the wound. The ha-morrhage from the uterine

incision is not excessive, and may be neglected, even if the placental site is

opened ; the sutures completely control it. The abdominal wound is then

sutured with silkworm-gut; some operators recommend t' ..t these sutures

should in<ludc tlie .sufM-rticial layer of the uterus so as to fix that organ to

the Imik of tiic anterior abdominal wall and prevent general inritonitis

should the uterine wound K-come infected from the vagina. The whole

operation may be completed in about 15 minutes. In favourable (a.ses,

where the patient has not been allowed to go on to the point of exhaustion,

and where repeated vaginal examinations and attempts at delivery ha\c'

not been made, the mortality is very low and the results very good.

Th"' second (jUestion that the pradifioner should settle is whether

pubiotomy or symphysiotomy should be <lone Tlu\se operations arc

eminently useful in the type of case where contraction exists to such a

degree that delivery has been previously effected through the natural

passages, but at the cjtpen.se of the life of the fcEtUs. The incrcu.sc m the

conjugate gained is iisuallv enough to jn'rmit of the delivery of a living

child. The operations arc easy of performance, but the after-results

k^^ _i
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depend so much on the nursing that they cannot be recommended to tlie

I'eneral practitioner, and are better left to specialists.
''

In the minor degrees of contraction above 3}^ inches the choice of the

practitioner lies between forceps and turning. If forceps are chosen,

plenty of time should be allowed for the head to mould, as many failures

are due to . 't of this precaution. Walcher's position, with the patient

iin her back on a high table "nd the thighs hanging down over the edge of

it, with the feet clear of the ground, is of great assistance. It may be

used at intervals during the period of waiting to assist the head m

entering the pelvis. Should the head refuse to enter, the idea of applying

forceps^'must be abandoned and some other means of delivery adopted.

Turning permits of the head moulding itself more easily to the pelvis. It

exposes the child to verv considerable risk, increasing enormously with the

degree of obstruction, as the delivery of the after-coming head becomes

more dithcult and lengthy. The practitioner should be prepared to apply

the forceps on the head the instant the body is delivered, as the usual

methods are fairly certain to be ineffectual and only waste valuable time.

Turning should not be attempted when labour has been in progress for a

long time and the waters have drained away.

Finally, perforation may be called for. It should be looked on as a last

resource', and a confession of failure on the part of the obstetrician. It is,

of course, the best method in a contracted pelvis when the child is dead,

unless the degree of contraction absolutely indicates Cesarean Section(true

conjugate under 2I inches). It is also indicated after repeated and m-

effectual attempts at forceps delivery, or when turning has been done and

the head cannot be brought through the pelvis. It may be the only method

open to a practitioner who is confronted with a case which he cannot

deliver and who is without the necessary assistance or appliances for a

Caesarean Section. If perforation has been decided upon after a fruitless

attempt at forceps delivery, it is wise to leave the forceps on the head and

allow the nurse to hold them, as in this way the head is steadied and the

perforation made easier. The perforator should be tiuust into the most

prominent part of the head, anr" -nd^avour need be made to find a

suture. The after-comiiu head c perforated through the occiput or

through the roof of the mouth. .irain is wu:,hi -vay with a stream

of sterilised water, and tiie crai.iotomy forceps applied. The smaller

blade goes inside the skull, the larger over the face or occiput. The blades

are screwed tight and traction made. It is well to keep a finger m the

vagina while this is being done, as a piece of the cranium may l>e pulled

away and laceration of the vagina may be caused by the jagget'. edges

unless the accident is noted.—R. J. J-

LACHRYMAL GLAND DISEASE.

This rare affection, when not due to malignant disease .ir syphilis, is

caused by the adiiilssioii ..f .septic orR.-.ni.sms whi: h may nuise •'^"'t'-

suppuration of the gland requiring a f-ec incision for the evacuation of

pus. 'he indications for treatment arc local applications for the relief

M
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of pain—Cocaine, leeching or hot fomentations; the pus usually finds its

way into the lachrymal sac, with speedy relief of the swelling of the eyelids

and all tension.

The writer has met with a hitherto unrecognised acute enlargement of

the lachrymal gland which pushed the eyebr.ll downwards and forwards,

causing an alarming degree of lagophthalmos without any inflammatorv-

action. The condition occurred in a male adult soon after an attack of

weeping. The gland tould he easily made out by it- .smooth outline and
firm elastic feel. Resolution suddenly set in after about 6 weeks without
any «^reatment, and in a few days the tumour entirely disappeared. He
has observed a somewhat similar condition of the salivary glands super-

vene in a physician who had placed a hypodermic tablet of Piloca'pme
under the tongue, great enlargement of the salivary glands setting in on
the day following. The sudden resolution in each case pointed to some
temporar}' obstruction of the duct which spontaneously yielded.

Mikulicz's Disease is a rare chronic inflammatory enlargement of both
lachrymal and the salivarj' glands on each side of the body, and yields to

Iodides in full doses with Arsenic, and also to X-ray treatment.

The treatment of Dacr>-ocystitis or inflammation of the Iachr\'mal sac

and of the deformities which arise from stricture of the nasal duct are

dealt with in the article on Epiphora.

LABTNOISHTJS STRIDULUS.

The primary cause—rickets, infantile convulsions, status lymphaticus,
tetany, &c.—should be treated between the intermittent attacks of spasm
of the glottis.

The i>est thing to do is to dash a little cold water against the face and
chest, or to apply a hot fomentation to the neck and draw the chin for-

wards, and afterwards plunge the patient into a warm bath if seen during
the attack, which is seldom, as the onset is alarmingly .sudden and its

duration exceedingly brief. A whiff of chloroform may be administered.

Faradisation of the recurrent laryngeal or the forcible pulling forwards
of the tongue may be resorted to if the physician should happen to be
present at an attack which does not yield to a dash of cold water. Am-
monia or .Amyl Nitrite to the nostrils may also be tried. There is generally

no time for the action of an emetic, unless in thos.- cases where successions

of attacks follow each other. Artificial respiration shouM be tried and
persevered with in every case which does not yield to the above agents.

Seldom is tracheotomy indicated.

Chloral, Bromides, Mu.sk, Morphia, Emetics. Nitroglycerin, Succus
Conii, and Belladonna internally have beeii recommended in recurring

cases. The writer has obtained the best results from full doses of the

Bromide of Ammonium, of which 2 or 3 grs. may be given every 3 hours
or c'.f.teni-r to a rhi'd r yp.^r <M, with J gr. Chloral Hydr.Hte. jlenoch
speaks highly of Morphia, pushed to the extent of causing drowsiness,

b\it this treatment cannot be free from serious d mgers, especially as the
disease rarely, if ever,'occurs except between the fourth and twenty-fourth
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month. Lanring of the gums may be tried, but there is Httle benefit to

be expected. Antipyrine in small doses (i gr. every hour for a child i year

old) has been reported as successful in preventing the return of the

paroxysms; Watkins administers \ drop of weak Tincture of lodme every

J hour at first, and then every 1, 2, or 3 hours, but as a rule treatment

directed to the rachitic condition meets all requirements.

LARYNGITIS.

Acute catarrhal laryngitis demands as absolute rest as possible for the

larynx. The patient after a brisk saline or mprcurial purge should be put

to bed ill a warm room (65° F.), the air of which is kept moist by the vapour

of hot water from a bronchitis kettle or steam spray. Compound Tincture

ot Benzoin, Hemlock Juice, or a small quantity of Carbolic Acid should

be added to the boiling water or to the water in the spray apparatus, so

that the atmosphere in the neighbourhood of the patient's bed may be

made to contain a small pi rcentage of the volatile ingredients.

A Mustard poultice, wa'-m fomentation, or Spongio-Pilinc wrung out

of warm Carbolic Lotion or hot water, should be applied to the larynx—

the latter is the most convenient and soothing. Cold may be tried where

warmth is found to aggravate, and freezing the skin over the thyroid

space where the internal laryngeal nerve enters sometimes cuts short the

attack. Warm demulcent drinks should be freely administered and

perspiration encouraged. The following mixture for an adult is .suitable

:

E. Liquor. Amnion. Acetatis

Vint Antimonialis 3vj.

Spt. .€theris Nitrosi 5j-

Sued Conii 5j.

AqucE Camphorce ad 5x.

Sij-

Misce.

Fiat mistura. Capiat cochlearium magnum quartis horis.

In the case of children an emetic of Ipecac, and the remedies mentioned

under Croup should be administered.

Where pain and dyspnoea are present the soothing eflects of the warm

moist atmosphere may be intensified by causing the patient to hold his

head over a basin of hot water to which the Friar's Balsam, Conium juice

or Carbolic Acid lias been added, a sh- ct being loosely applied so as to

confine the concentrated vapour within the temporary tent so formed

about his head and neck. This method is more reliable than the use of

fancy inhalers, which must be placed .

'

• the patient's mouth.

All ordinary indications arc usualh i by the use of a hand-spray

apparatus into which the following liquid should be put:

li. , Acidi CarhoHd ',).

Glycerini Rorads ",iv.

Aquce Rosa ad Sxij. Misce.

I

tlf
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It is unnecessary and undesirable to place the nozzle of the spray inside
the patient's mouth; it should be held a few inches from his face, and he
should be directed to inspire deeply during the spraying process, which
need only last for a few minutes at a time at hourly intervals. A 15 per
cent. Menthol solution in liquid paraffin or paroleine used in an atomiser
is also very soothing. Rarely are scarifications or caustic applications
to the interior of the larynx ever justified.

Acute (edematous laryngitia demands the promptest and most energetic
treatment. The patient must be surrounded by a warm atmosphere
saturated with steam. The opening of the larynx should be freely
scarified after cocainisation by a sharp-pointed curved bistoury, and I'f

immediate relief be not obtained intubation should be performed or
tracheotomy resorted to without delay.

A spray consisting of i in 2,500 Adrenalin when employed early may
obviate operative interference; 5 to 10 per cent. Cocaine can be combined
with it; the danger of laryngeal spasm may be minimised by a rectal dose
of 2 or 3 drs. Bromide of Sodium. When active catarrhal symptoms have
been combated by the above soothing remedies the patient should use a
spray of 2 per cent. Tannic- Acid before leaving his room.
Chronic catarrhal laryngitis shows itself in impairment of the voice and

hoarseness. The treatment should be directed to the primary cause, and
as this is nearly always due to excessive use of the vocal cords in public
speaking or singing vocal rest is essential.

Though every constitutional disturbance or error is to be corrected by
improved hvgienic surroundings, including change of residence for a time
to a bracing or mild atmosphere, nevertheless the most striking results
are always to be obtained by local remedies when at the same time
restriction is placed upon the use of the voice and tuba( co and alcohol are
abandoned.

Nitrate of Silver in solution (30 to 60 grs. to i oz.) should be applied to
the interior of the larynx ever)- 2 or 3 days. Tliis is a very severe and
painful remedy. Often a weak solution (20 grs. to 1 oz.) brushed daily
over the interior of tlu; larynx gives better results than the stronger
.solutions, which can only '.w used at consideralile intervals. Chloride
of Zinc (3 grs. to i dr.) is the best remedy when a purely astringent effect

is desired.

Where the cords are thickened a 40 per cent. Luetic Acid Solution may
be usi'd, and it may be necessary to excise a portion of the hvperlrophied
tissue in the inter-arytenoid spate. Singer's nodules may be excised,
hut as they are usually due t. faulty voice production the best plan to
pursue is to correct this after a prolonged rest to the larvnx.

Strong local applications can only he made liy the surgeon—a serious
drawback in the treatment and management of a chronic disorder—and
h.cnce the irreat v.alue of sprays nv,(\ inh;(!;!ti»n-, wlii'h •an Ik- used by the
patient as often as deemed desirable. •

Of the astringent spray solutions ihe following are the best: Alum
(5 grs. to I oz.i, Tannic Acid (5 grs. to i oz.), I'erchloride of fron (5 to 10
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mins. of the weak liquor to i oz.), Sulphate of Zinc (2 grs. to i oz.),Sulphate

of Copper (i gr. to i oz.), and when an alterative effect is desired weak

Tincture of Iodine (5 mins. to i oz.), Chloride of Ammonium (to grs. to

I oz.). Bromide of Ammonium (5 grs. to 1 oz.), Eucalyptus Oil (2 mins.

to I oz.). Fir-wool Oil (2 mins. to i oz.), Perchloride of Mercury (. gr. to

I oz.), Ipecacuanha Wine (100 mins. to i oz.), Sulphurous Acid (i dr. to

I oz.), may be employed.

In subacute rases where dysphagia, pain, and irritable cough are

distressing, the spray which the writer has found most useful is that

formulated upon a previous page, containing Carbolic Acid and Borax;

Cocaine is often prescribed, but it tends to keep up the disorder if persisted

in. Menthol, 5 per cent, in paroleine, is much better where cocaine or a

markedly local analgesic effect is desired.
. > u

Inhalations are useful when a soothing titect is desired, though other

actions may be obtained bv using various volatile substances m this form.

Conium inhalations, hot water containing Eucalyptus, Terebene, Fir-wool

Oil Creosote, Menthol, Carbolic Acid, Iodine, Benzoin or Friar s Balsam,

ma'v be each advantageously used as an nhalation. Good results may be

obtained from the Chloride of Ammonium Inhaler. Pmus Pumilio Oil

I q mins. to i pint water at 160° F., is a grateful inhalation.

Insufflations employed by blowing finely pulverised substances, such

as mixtures of powdered Starch, Bismuth, and Morphia, are seldom

followed by much relief.
. • j

The constant current. Faradisation, or static electricity may be tried

with benefit in some cases of chronic laryngitis, and Cathcart attaches

great value to the use of the electric vibrator combined with massage of

the necK.

Inveterate or rebellious cases must be sent to a warm, equable, dry

climate like that of Egypt. Mont Dore, Ems, and Aix-le.s-Bains have

gained considerable repute, and Braemar at home suits many victims

suffering from the effects of vocal strain.

Goulv and rheumatic laryn^itn arc often vcr>' intractable, and only

vield when the underlying diatheses are vigorously attacked by Sali.\lates,

Aspirin, Colchicum and Iodides combined with rest to the larynx and tlie

use of local sprays and astringent applications. In most instances

eliminatory treatment at a spa will be advisable.
•

, ,
,

MemhraruAis larvngitis mav be accepted as synonymous witli diph-

theritic larvngitis, the treatment of which is dealt with under Diphtheria.

Tuberculous laryngitis in the great majority of cases is secondary to

tuberculosis of the lung, but this fact should not deter ttic physician from

attempting to relieve and if possible to effect a cure of the laryngeal losmn

in all cases where the pulmonary mischief is limited and not actively

progressive.
1 * u

(-,^„^f.t,,,,„,;^l fre.itinent is of sreat importance in all cases, and must oe

condiK-ted upon the same lines as in other forms of tuberculosis. Open-air

life is essential, ami except in verv rare cases tlie laryngeal condition is not

.a barrier to sanatorium treatment. A difliculty in swallowing should not

Vi*;^'» -
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if possible be permitted to limit the amount of food, and resort to the soft
rubber oesophageal tube may be justified when the dysphagia cannot be
overcome by t'^e use of anodyne or soothing sprays and other local
methods of treatment.

Semi-solids or thick liquids as a rule are more easily swallowed than
fluids, and Barwell recommends finely minced raw beef free from all fat
and gristle mixed with egg-yolk. Often the patient can be got to follow
Wolfenden's plan of lying upon his face on a sofa with his head hanging
over the side, in which position he can suck up milk or thick soup through
a glass or rubber tube from a vessel placed just below the level of his
mouth. Sometimes dysphagia disappears whilst a bolus is being gulped
down when a nurse standing behind the sitting patient presses firmly
with each of her hands upon the side of the larynx.

Cod-liver Oil and Creosote, Guaiacol or Hetol internally are always
beneficial. Vaccine treatment by Tuberculin injections should be tried,
but it must be confessed that less is to be expected from it than in other
forms of localised tuberculosis.

Local Treatment.—The most important factor in all cases is rest to the
larynx, and this should be when possible absolute if ulceration of the cords
has occurred, the patient being forbidden to speak except in a low whisper.
In early cases where the lesion consists of a diffuse inflammatory swelling
without breach of surface, laryngeal rest with the above-mentioned
measures may effect a complete resolution without resorting to surgical
methods when soothing sprays are judiciously employed to relieve the
catarrhal symptoms.
The method of Bier, which consists in the establishment of a passive

hyperemia, has been adapted to the larynx by employing a Kuhn's
mask in order to cause a negative thoracic pressure through partial
obstruction of the inspiratory current passing via the nasal route.

Pain, cough and dysphagia may be relieved by the inhalation of Creosote,
Menthol, Thymol and other local sedatives. In mild cases the continuous
use of the common perforated zinc mask in which a few drops of a solution
of creosote or menthol in spirit are sprinkled on a little cotton-wool meets
all requirements, or the following formula may be used:

S. Creosoti Purif. 3j.

Acid. Carbolic. 3ij.

Spt. Chloroformi 3ij.

Thymol gr. xxx.

Aquce DesHll. 3xv.

Spirit. Vint Reel, ad Jiv. Misce.

Fiat solutio secundum artem.

Reflex cough may M)metimes be prevented by sucking a Carbolic lozenge
or painting the upper part of the larynx with Cocaine or Menthol solution.
Some patients by the use of these remedies immediately]^before food are

1
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enabled to swallow without pain. The best routine method of employing

menthol is to use a lo to if grs. per ounce solution in liquid parafhn

sprayed by means of the atomiser. A (i in lo) solution -n o lye oil may

be used as a paint, and the strength may be doubled or trebled after a

time when pain or dysphagia is very severe. Cocaine should be reserved

for the worst cases, and an aqueous spray of 5 to 10 per cent, inust be

used with caution by a trained nurse a few minutes before meals. Dundas

Grant relieves dysphagia by injecting Alcohol into the superior laryngeal

nerve (2 grs. eucaine /i to i oz. 80 per cent, alcohol).
*

Insufflations may be employed by Leduc's auto-insufflator, and the best

a-cnt for use in this manner is Orthoform, 10 grs. oi which may be diffused

utcr the ulcerated surface before attempting to swallow. Iodoform,

l]oric A id, Tiismuth, lodol, Aiistol, Chinosol, Resorcin, Thiocol and the

innumerable host of iodoform substitutes and many other antiseptic

drugs have been employed as insuffiitions, but orthoform is the best of all

though its analgesic properties are nil unless when applied to a breach of

surface. Cocaine should never be employed in this manner, and the use

of morphia or codeine is irrational.

As a preliminary to all local applications or surgical procedures, an

aqueous spray of Carbolic Acid (1 in 100) or of Borax or Sodium Bicarbon-

ate (s grs to 1 oz.) is advisable for cleansing purposes. Simple inhalations

of steam act in the same way, and are soothing when the distress arises

from a difiused catarrhal state.

Intratracheal injections are indicated where cough is incessant and a

drv state of the laryngeal m.x^sa exists with ulceration; by their use the

sputum is sterilised and the kmygeal ulcers are shielded from irritation

by the < urrents of air passing over them in coughing and breathing. Tlie

most suitable for all purposes is the daily injection through the laryngeal

perture of 4 drs. of a warm solution of Menthol in liquid paraltm (20 per

cent.) as the patient is made to take a slow and tuil mspiration after

cocainisation; 2 per ce-.. Guaiacol, CreoUn, Izal Naphthalene and

Eucalyptol, and a i per cc.it. Oil of Cinnamon are also employed.

Submucous injections of a few mmims of a solution of the above

substances or of o-i per cen\ Perchloride of Mercury, 60 per cent. Lactic

Acid Acid Phosphate of (. ..Icium, r are now seldom employed, and can

only 'be recommended in very e. .eptional cases under the skill of an

experienced operator. ,,•.•. 1 i

More radical surgical procedures are, however, clearly indicated when

th» ul( crating process fails to respond to rest of the larynx, soothing and

antiseptic applications and intratracheal mjections employed every 24

to 48 hours.
, .

, , c

The laryngeal surface having been brushed with a solution of cocaine

IS per cent "applied on cotton-wool tiri.ily fi.xed upon a suitable holder,

Ih.. ulccrai.d spot should be airetted carefully and tlioroURhly and the

raw surface rubbed with a 60 to 75 per cent. Lact.c Acid.

Manv surgeons, howex cr, content themselves with a thorough applica-

tion of' the pure acid without previous curetting, since this substance has
t»f
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marked penetrative power and effects the destruction of all diseased cells
without injury to the healthy elements in the mucosa. Fo-malin is

employed in a similar manner (5 to lo per cent.), and strong Carbolic Acid
is someti.-nes used.

Barwell's caustic pigment consists of 50 per cent. Lactic Acid, 7 per cent.
Formalin and 10 per cent. Carbolic Acid, and he insists upon the importance
of its being well rubbed in. Protargol and other silver salts are also
employed.

Various types of cutting or punch forceps are used for excision of the
ulcerated spot instea^] of curetting. Many laryngologists prefer the
galvano-( auten-. This may be employed for the^ removal of ulcerating
tissue or it may be used for the destruction of tissue before abrasion has
occurred, in which case the method of procedure is to make one or two
deep punctures into the indurated spot.

When the disease is limited to the upper part of the epiglottis the best
procedure is to excise it by means of the punch forceps, liarwell removes
the entire organ in one piece by krge cutting forceps, having previously
been in the habit of employing the galvano-cautery-.

I I I
^"'^" operation of thyrotomy is practically never justified, and tracheo-

'-'" *' tomy or laryngotomy is reserved for those cases where urgent dyspnoea
immediately threatens to cut short " life of the patient.

Perichondrial abscess will require irompt incision fro'n without, and
though excision of the lar\ nx is seldom if ever permissible, it may be found
necessary to remove a portion of the diseased carti'age.

Syphilitu Laryngitis.—Ihc treatment siiould consist of constitutional
remedies suitable to the stage in which the syphilitic affection is existing
at the time. In the later part of the secondary stage of syphilis raj)id

mcrcurialisation should he carried out by inunction of Mercurial Ointment
and Saharsan should be administered. Laryngeal mischief occurring
during the teitia>y stage oi the disease is best met by vocal rest, perfect
h>gienc. nutritious h)od and heroic doses of Iodide of' Potassium—30 grs
three times a day after meals. When the case does not respond to the
iodide, and the symptoms increase in gravity, a course of mercurial
inunction may be cautiously tried. The local symptoms (an be best met
b\- the \ari()us anodyne and astringent sprays and inhalations previously
mentioned. A weak solution of Corrosive Sublimate (J gr. to i oz.) is the
best spray to use in such cases.

Oithoform, lodol. Iodoform and the newer iodotorm substitutes may be
employed by insufflation, and arc of the greatest use in many cases where
much ul<eration exists. In the late stages of the disease Menthol or
Cocaine may enable the star\ ing patient to swallow with i onilort.

Nitrate of Silver (i dr. to 1 oz.) or the solid stick or Argyrol may be
freeh' applied to ulcerations, or a solution of Corrosive Sublimate (khx^.
to I (iz.) ma> be used, with the aid of the laryngeal mirror. Sulphate of
Copper (15 to 20 grs. to i oz.) is a loial remedy of much value.

(i:d('ni;\ or-ummatous infiltration with sprouting vegetations ma\ at anv
time demand tra( heotomy, and some laryngologists resort to this in order
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to secure absolute rest to the larynx in intractable cases. Before, however,

deciding to open the trachea or larynx it will be well to attempt curetlmg

„r excision and the application of Perchloride of Mercury solutio" '• he

cautery must be used with caution, as the danger of a permanent stenosis

of the larynx must be always kept in mind.

The treatment of chronic laryngeal stenosis consists in the daily intro-

duction of a Schroetter's dilator passed into the cocainised larjnx through

the vocal cords after incision of any webs of cicatricial tissue. The dilating

tube will soon be tolerated in the stricture for half an hour at a time.

U'Dwyer's tubes may be advantageously employed and worn for a month.

When these measures fail tracheotomy should be performed., and the

stenosis dilated from the inside or by means of instruments introduced

thiouLi. the tracheotomy wound.

LEAD POISONING- -see Colic, Plumbism, and Poisoning

LEPROSY.

It cannot be stated that any known drug possesses a specific action on

the maladv; much can be done to stay its progress and make the life of tlie

leper tolerable. In a few cases complete resolution has been known to

occur, but the cure has probably been either spontaneous or has been the

re.-^ult'of agents which have acted by increasing the natural resistance oi

the tissues to the bacillus in mild forms of the disease.

Preventive measures have succeeded in stamping out the disease m
various localities. These should consist in rigid isolation of al! lepers and

the separation of children frc m their leprous parents; the leper should be

excluded from occupations which allow of transmission of the disease,

as it is decidedlv contagious.

By the judicious and persistent use of certain remedial agents tlic

disease may be retarded, and suffering may to a very considerable exicnt

he alleviated. Good food, moderate exercise, free ventilation, and as rnuili

pure open air as the patient's surroundmgs will permit, may be indulged

in to advantage. Agents which improve nutrition, as tomes and t od-

Liver Oil. are always useful.

Of empiric agents there are two which have met with results whii h

warrant their recommendation as valuable palliatives. Some athrin that

in mild cases thev are curative. These agents are fhaulmoogra Oil or its

active principle—Gynocardic Acid and Gurjun 1 alsam. Both remedies

are applied externally and taken internally at the same time. Both are

as repulsive as copailm, and ns liable to ui)set the stomach.

Gvnocardic Acid in doses of 2 grs. may be given in the form of j.ills

alter each meal, and the Chauln-.oogra Oil may be administered in the

form of capsules (10 mins. in each), two 3 tmes a day, or as an emulsion or

mixed vvitli fresh cream. The dose should be gradually increased till the

patient can bear no lurtner addition, alter winch the in<tximum amount

may be persisted in as long as the patient remains able to . wallow it without

sulTering diarrhoea or vomiting. 100 ruins, daily may oHen be admini.v

lered without much gastric disarrangement, 4 ^r^- ^'^'h ^V ^I'c rectum

t
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may be employed when the stomach rebels, or it may be given hypo-
dermically, but the long period (several years) during which its use must
be persisted in almost prohibits the hypodermic method. Rogers injects

hypodermically 2-4 grs. soluble Gynocardate of Sodium, and recently he
lias injected into the veins ,'„ gr. increased to J gr. twice weekly with
excellent results.

The oil should also be freely and forcibly rubbed into the affected regions
alter being diluted with twice as much pure lurd, or with an equal amount
of lime water in an emulsion. The friction should be repeated several

times a day for 1 5 or 30 minutes each time, and a cloth or dressing saturatc( 1

with the (jintmcnt should be left in contact with the diseased surfaces.

From the beginning of the treatment the skin should never be ])erniit;te(l

to get free from this greasy application, except for the short time during
which the patient is getting cleansed from time to time by hot soda baths.

Gurjun iJalsam, Wood Oil, or Dipterocarpus Balsam as it is also called,

is likewise used both externally and internally, and some Indian physicians
prefer it to the chaulmoogra oil. It may be given in the form of an
emulsion in doses of 15 to 30 mins., or in capsules. In India a table-

spoonful of an emulsion made by shaking up 2 oz. of the oil with 6 oz.

Lime Water is given twice a day.

Nastin, a crystallisable fat obtained from tiie leprosy bacillus or from
Streplolhrix leproides, has been employed by Deycke hypodermicallv,
who found that it attacked the leprosy bacillus wliich disintegrated, an
active reaction taking place similar to that which tuberculin produces in

phthisis. By coml)ining it with a 2 per cent, solution of Benzoyl Chloride
the preparation known as Nastin B is obtained, which is injected into the
subcutaneous fatty tissue in doses of 15 mins.

Collargol intravenously and the newer Arsenidil preparations hypo-
dermically are being tried.

Ulcerations are to be treated upon general surgical prinri|)les. b hthyol
and Resorcin Ointments (25 per cent.) are good dressings to use after

applying concentrated Carbolic Acid where the ulcerated surfaie is

limited. Iodoform gauze may be emjiloycd in some cases, but Oakum
teased out carefully may make a cheap and very valuable dressing superior

to all others where expense is an important object. .Morris uses an
ointment consisting of 30 grs. Mercury Oleate, 30 grs. Ichthyol, and 20 gis.

Salicylic Acid to 1 oz. Vaseline.

Inua regards the disease as curable, and emphys warm iron-ink baths
to act upon tlie tally substance secreted by tlie bacilli; he rccomiiuntls

un ointment containing Sahcylic Acid 2, Ichthyol 5, I'yrogallol s, and
fatty basis hH jjarts, and he gives Ichthyol intcrnalK , and advises exi ision

of the tuber( ies and the use of Chiysophanic Acid where the skin lesions

are in ihe early stage.

Nearly cvi:ry known antiseptic and germ deslro\er has been employed,
and iif rectiit vears tlit X i .t) j \ij.\ c hecii i xlolkd and .soiin curi .> i> pui inl

a'ter t!u \r prwifnged use, and Radium emanations are also being employed
with I'opcjul result* in mild cusea. Ner\e streU hing ha> been ad\an-
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tageously employed for the relief of anaesthesia in non-tuberculous

leprosy.

Serum therapy and vaccine treatment have given no definitely satisfac-

tory results. All that can be hoped at present from the use of remedies

is best obtainable by strenuous use of Chaulmoogra Oil internally and

locally for a period extending over several years.

LEUCODERLIIA, OR VITILIGO.

Treatment is unsuccessful in removing the anomalous distribution of

the skin pigment in this disfiguring condition. An attempt may be made

to diminish the dark coloration surrounding tli< white pat( lies l)y applying

A strong solution of Permanganate of Potash followed by Oxalic Acid

solution, or by bleaching with Peroxide of Hydrogen or by the local use

of Mercury Perchloride. To cause a deposit of pigment in the white

patches, blistering with Cantharidin may l)e tried. A cosmetic elTect

may be kept up by painting the white areas with Walnut Juice daily in

order to mask the marked contrast between their colour and that of the

surrounding pigmentation.

5 per cent. Chrysarobin in gelatin has been recommended. W. Evans

maintains that the pathology of the ailei tion is not due to local nerve

lesion, but is tlic result of a toxitmia originating in the intestinal tract,

and he recommends as the only useful treatment tlie disinfection of the

alimentary canal.

LEUCOPLAKIA—lee nnder Tongue Diseases.

LEUKOPLAKIA VULViE—see under Vulvitis.

LEUCORRHCEA.

The term " leucorrhcea," or " whites," is often applied indiscriminately

to every form of vaginal discharge not sanguineous in character. A little

observation shows that these discharges fall naturally into the following

groups, differing markedly in etiology and treatment:

1. A true hucorrluva, or white discharge, varying in consistence from a

thin milky fluid to curdy semi-solid masses, and consisting mainly of shed

ei'ithelial cells from the vagina in a watery albuminous medium. This is

found often in ana-mii young women living amid poor hygienii surround-

ings, and should be combated by l)ctter hygiene as regards food, fresh air,

clothing and rest, and by drugs directed to the relief of ananiia. Local

measures should be a\(«ided if possible, but if the discharge persists in

spite of general treatment a vaginal douche should be given. It is well to

get a nurse to sliow the pntient how to use the douche, which should i>e of

the fountain type with a strong glass nozzle. 2 to 4 quarts of wa- 1

saline solution (drachm to the pint) nuiy lie u.sed every evening before

retiring to bed. If this is ineffectual the following may be tried: Hoiic

.\cid or Borax (dr. j. to O. j.}. Zinc Sulplialt (dr. j. 10 (). ij.), i'r. iui'i i

(n\xxx. to (). j.), Cupri Sulph. (gr. x. to O. j.). The practitioner should

be on the watih for threadworms and the possibility of masturbation

>%¥
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should not be lost sight of. A verj' soothing and useful form of douche

in all cases of vaginal discharge is the following

:

B. 01. Menth. Pip. 3iss.

Acid. Carhol. 3iij.

Alum, Pulv. 5j.

Acid. Boracici Jiv. M. ft. pulv.

Sigtia.
—" A teaspoon/ul in a quart of hot water to be used as a

douche."

A curdy white discharge associated with intolerable itch is found

sometimes in pregnant women. It may be treated by doui lies as suggested

above. Again, a thin milky secretion is found in me women at the

time of the menopause, and is due to the condition of atrophy of the

vaginal mucous membrane associated with superficial loss of epithelium,

known as " senile vaginitis." This condition may also be treated by

douches, and if intractable by painting the reddened patches in the vagina

through a speculum with Nitrate of Silver solution (gr. xx. to 5j.), or with

pure Phenol.

2. A sero-purulcnl discharge, yellowish or greenish in colour, and
consisting of an albuminous fluid containing numerous leucocytes and shed

epithelial cells. This discharge is usually produced by the gonococcus,

commonly accompanied by p secondary infection of staphylococci or

streptoiotci. This complaint is often very dilhcult to cure completely.

The (liiuihcs already mentioned may be tried first, repeated twii e a day.

It is well to supplement douching by swabbing out the cervix, which is

ufleclcd in most cases, with pure carlxjlic acid, saturated solution of picric

a< id in alcohol, 40 per cent, formalin solution, or Tr. lodi. The vagina in

troublesome cases may be swabbed out with 2 per cent, solution AgNOa,
or with a saturated solution of Picric Acid. Tampons soaked in lioro-

glyceride, .Subitol (10 per cent, in glycerin) or Iodine (i per cent, in

glycerin) may be inserted overnight once or twice a week. In cases whii h

resist these methods ionization with a zinc salt may be tried. A purulent

discharge may also l>e found in patients who are wearing a pessary with

neglect of the usual precautions to insure cleanliness, or who have become

infected through the introduction of septic matter in the course of an

examination or operation. Such u discharge usually disappears on the

removal of the pessary, and tiie institution of regular douches. If

persistent, .swabbing with the Nitrate of Silver solution just mentioned

will c|uickly cure it,

3. A unlery or serous discharge, often foul-smelling and stained blackish

or brownish. .Sui !i a discharge is very suspit ious, and instant measures

should Ik; taken to ascertain whether the patient is suffering from cancer

oi the tervix or body of the uterus. A siniilar dischaige ia Miiiu-liiiie.'>

noted in the case of a sloughing fibroid, and in cases of a foreign In/dy

retained in the vagina or uterus. The treatment is, of course, tlie remuviU
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of the tumour causing the discharge (see under Cancer of Uterus and

Uterine Fibroids).

4. A clear mvcoid discharge hke white of egg. This is almost pathogno-

monic of the condition commonly known as " erosion of the cervix."

Tlie treatment is the removal of the erosion by cauterisation, or better

by shaving off the affected part as described under Dysmenorrhoea.

5. A muco'purulent discharge, consisting of stringy mucus, yellowish

or whitish in colour. This is pathognomonic of inflammation of the

cervical or uterine mucous membrane. The treatment is thiit of the

inflammation (see under Endometritis, p. 267).—R. J. J.

LEUKiEMIA.

The treatment of leukaemia, leuchaemia or leucocythemia, whether of

the splenic, bone-marrow, or lymphatic types, still continues to be merely

palliative.

Perfect hygiene, with rest of the body •

i, an easily digested

dietary and open-air life when possible shou.- stituted.

In the chronic splenic or spleno-meduUary ^ype of the disease life may
be prolonged by the idministration of Arsenic, out in th^acute forms of

the affection little I ;nefit mu.st be expected from any known method of

treatment. Arsenic should be given in gradually increasing quantities

till the maximum amount tolerated by the patient is reached. 5 mins,

Kowler's solution thrice daily immediately after meals should be com-

menced with; after a few days the dose may be steadily increased till

15 mins. are n ached. Occasionally, but not often, tfie addition of a

small amount of Iron is beneficial and, as m pernicious anx'mia, the

arsenic course should not exceed a period of 4 to 6 weeks at a time.

('acodylate of Sodium hypodermically often gives better results and

should always be resorted to when the stomach is irritable; it may be

^iven in i-gr. doses by the rectum daily. The cacodylate course in |-gr.

daily doses should not be continued for more than 10 days, to bo renewed

again after an interval of a week. The drug may also be administered in

keratin-covered pills, each containing \ gr. to be given thrice daily.

Many observers extol Benzol; the pure liquid may be given in capsules;

up to 25 mins. thrice daily may be given in Olive Oil.

X-ray treatment of late years has proved beneficial in cases especially

of tlie chronic myelogenous or spleno-medulla-v ty|x'. The acute

Ivmphatic torm of the disease should notbesubmitteo >v> the Riintgen rays.

Under the use of this agent the spleen has been found to rapidly decrease

in size, and sometimes even to become imjialpable, and the liver also is

diminished in bulk. In the acute lymphatic cases, severe toxicmia may
result. The rays may be applied to the splenic area when this organ is

manifestly enlarged. The l)est method of exposure, however, is that

suggested by l'an< oast, in whit h eight or ten iwne-marrow regions of the

l)ody are submitted systematically, one alter the other, to tiie inllucnce

of the rays for a few minutes at a time every three days, dermatitis l)eing

carefully avoided. The blood during the X-ray treatment ibowt

tM
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remarkab' ; i luin^es, all the granular types of leucocytes and the myelocyte

cells disappear, the lymphocytes alone remaining as before, and the rid

discs increase in number. It must, however, be accepted that this

treatment, like the arsenical, is but palliative and not in the strict sense

curative, though results in mild cases have been sometimes obtained whit h

would apparently warrant the statement tiiat the disease was cured; such

cases, however, relapse, an;' the rays afterwards c{uise to have any goofl

eff''ct upon the blood or s icn. Radium emanations are also being

• cd with promising resu -.., and the results are better than those obtained

by the X rays, but they must be regarded as only palliative.

The tendency to hiemorrhages can be much lessened by the administra-

tion of ('hloride or Lactate of Calcium, which increases the coagulahle

power of the blood. Blood Transfusion may be resorted to with advan-

tage. The complications which arise, such as syncope, fever, peritonitis,

pleuritis with effusion, dyspnani, anasarca, &c., are to be treated upon

the general prin-iples detailed under the head of each condition. Removal
of the spleen is certainly to be condemned.

LICHEN.

Lirheti urticatus being a variety of urticaria, its treatment will be that

of the primar;- type of disea.se. /.. simplex being but the papular stage of

impetigo or eczema, and L. lircumscripttis, L. circiuatu^, or /,. serpiginosiis

being a variety of seborrhoea, these conditions yield to the remedies

indicated by the underlying alTection. L. pilaris is a variety of keratosis

affecting the upper part of the follicles, and L. spinulosus is almost cer-

tainly of the .same nature, and will yield to the treatment detailed under

Keratosis anfl Ichthyosis. L. tropicus is prickly lieat or miliaria rubra

allied to strophulus or red gum, the treatment of which will l)e detailed

under their own headings. L. hccmorrhagicus am! /.. Hindus are the

result of minute htemorrhages into the region of the hair follicles which

yield to the remedies indicated by the blood condition- viz., purpura.

There remain after tne elimination of the above two cutanciais affections

to which the name Lichen should be restricted—viz., L. planus and
L. scrofulusoruiii.

The treatment of L. planus is always tedious and often unsatisfactory;

improved hygiene, regular hours of work, rest and sleep and dieting must
be msisted u|)on. Mental overwork and a neuroiu' strain being found

in a considerable pen entage of i a.ses, it is obvious that the intense pruritus

must be relieved at night, otherwise a severe form of insomnia develops.

Internal treatment .should never Ih: omitted. .Arsenic holds the first

place as in the treatment of psoriasis, and it must be given in full doses for

some months, with |>eriodical breaks in the course of about a fortnight

each. In acute cases Tartarised Antimony should Im administered, and
when this HL'cnt fiius in makini.' a distit^rt- ininrPHKiiiii io.—n t!'*' *ri?!i?ion

of fiatt'.ned purplish-red papules Men ury in the form of y\ gr. doses of the

pen iiloride or biniodide should In- fried, but salivation must be avoided.

Phosphorus has also some power, but its best effects may he procured
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by s'^-gr. doses given in the intervals during which arsenic is being

suspended.

Local treatment consists in Alkaline Baths and the use of Tar prepara-

tions to relieve the severe itching. When the eruption is extensive the

best application is one like the following

:

B. Liq. Curb. Detergens 3iv.

Liq. Pltimbi Fort. 3ij.

AqucB Destillatee 5xx. Misce.

By substituting Bicarbonate of Sodium for the lead in the above che lotion

may be freely employed for long periods without the possibility of harm.

Chronic cases require stronger preparations, and the formulae for tarry

ointment'j are numberless; on^ of the best is that found so suitable in scaly

iczema, consisting of 3 drs. of Liq. Carb. Deterg., 20 grs. Ilyd. Amnion.

Chlor., and 2 oz. Lanolin. Unna pr 'ers Carbolic Acid to tar, an ' his

lichen ointment consists of 30 mins. Carbolic Acid, 4 grs. Corrosive

Sublimate, and 2 oz. Zi.ic Ointment, the different ingredients being

increased or diminished according to the requirements of each case.

Thus for an old but small indurated patch he has increased the perchloridc

to the strength ci 10 or even 20 grs. per oz.

Sal' ylic Acid Ointment, . part to 20 of lard, may be applied in chronic

cases, and Pyrogallic Acid or Chrysarobin can be used of the same strength

when the lesion is limited in extent and of long standing. A good effect

in the latter class of case may be obtained by covering the indurated

patch with Soft Soap or with Emp. llydrargyri or Emp. Salicylici. Some

dermatologists do not hesitate to destroy small horny areas with the

galvano-cautery. X rays have proved most valuable in the treatment of

old indurated pat( lies, and are more efficacious than the cautery.

Sometimes relief to the itching follows in a surprising manner. Trichlor-

acetic Acid may be ajjplied to small patches after thorough cleansing

of the skin; Vaccine treatment is usually of no value. Some rare acute

forms of lichen, in which the papules are sharp-pointed •'rom involvement

of the hair follicle as in llcbra's Lichen ruber acuminatus and Unna's

L. nniroiinis, are liable to end fatally, and should only be treated by sooth-

ing applications of Olive or Carron Oil. Some chronic neurotic types

only respond to hydropathic treatment by facquet's method of forcibly

projecting a douche of warm water (98' F.) ;'. linst the skin on each side

of the spine, followed up by a dash of cold wat' 1 , and Fordyce has obtained

good results from a course of sea-water baths. /,. scrofulosarum is believed

to he always of tuberculous nature. The internal administration of Cod-

Liver Oil, Creosote and Iodide of Iron with Arsenic should be combined

with lo<al applications of Salicylic .\cid Ointment, 2 to 5 per cent., or

Creosote Ointment (B.T.), and if these fail the X rays may be employed.

LIOBTNINa AND ELECTRIC-CURRENT INJURIES.

Burns and local injuries tn nerve-trunks are to be treated on general

principles by appropriate dressings and at a later stage by massage, &c.

fU
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The shock or collapse is to be met by the remedies already mentioned

upon p. 166. Thus warmth and friction to the surface of the body with

the hypodermic or rectal administration of diffusible stimulants such as

Alcohol, Ether or Ammonia and the ("old and Hot douche alternately.

Artificial respiration must be resorted to in all cases where unconsciousness

exists, and the operation should be persisted in for at least an hour or

more should the slightest sign of returning animation show itself

Great danger exists to the rescuer in electrical-current ac ;dents in

separating the victim from the live wire with which he is in contact.

The hands must be enveloped in thick woollen gloves or other dry non-

conducting media, and the live wire should be cut by a properly insulated

apparatus.

LITTLE S DISEASE.

The treatment of this form of spastic paraplegia which shows itself

soon after birth has been practically regarded as beyond the reach of art,

but the introduction of Abbe's operation of resecting the posterior roots of

several of the spinal nerves has brought it within the group of organic

nerve diseases capable of being alleviated considerably by surgical means
when the mental condition is not hopeless, as educative methods are to be

persisted in (see under Paralysis, Spastic).

LIVEB, Abacess of.

Multiple or pya;mic hepatic abscesses are always fatal.

Tropical or simple abscess of the liver is seen in this country amongst

returned Anglo-Indians, and is regarded as a sequela of dysentery,

though Sir Havelock Charles has proved that the suppuration is %ery

often independent of dysenteric infection.

Preventive treatment in Europeans suffering from amoebic dysentery

consists in absolute rest 'n bed, a mild liquid diet and the use of Ipecac, or

Emetine in large doses to combat the organisms to whose presence the

dysenteric svmptoms arc due. An important factor in all treatment is

the cleansing ot the alimentary canal by Saline Purgatives. Rogers

maintains that the hepatitis in its pn-suppurative stage may be effectively

dealt witl> by large doses of Ipecac, or Emetine, which prevents abscess

formation as soon i.j marked leucocytosis with little or no polynudear

increase has demonstrated its presence. Some attach value to Ammonium
Chloride.

Aspiration succeeds in a small percentage of cases when pus has formed.

Man.son's method ( onsists in tapping with a full-sized tnx har and c.inula

and introducing through the canula a long rubber tube through which

the pus is sipiumed off after the witlidrawal of the canula.

The danger of pus welling along the track of the aspirator needle and

infectmg tlie jK-ritoneum is always a real one, hence most surgeons m
superfi( iiil or deep abscesses recommend a free abdominal incision under

strict antiseptic precautions; after the abdominal cavity has Iwen carefully

cut uf{ by sterile gauze packing a, large truchar is plunged into the abscess

I
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and the track of the nunctiiru seared by the Pacrielin cautery and the sac

washed out through a rubber tube with warm Sahne or weak Quinine Solu-

tion, the tube being kept in position for drainage by gauze packing. Or

the li-'cr may be sutured to the edges of the wound made in the parietal

peritoneum. Statistics afford evident e of tlie frequent subsequent septic

infection of the abscess cavity, and the most stringent antiseptic precau-

tions are necessary. Free incision and drainage are the best means of

obviating these dangers.

Rogers after aspiration injects Emetine into the sac in all amoebic cases

and gives the drug hypode.mically as well. Where the abscess cannot

he reached through the abdominal route the pleura must be opened, and

it may be necessary to resect a portion of one or more ribs as in the opera-

tion for suppurating hydatids.

LIVER, Acute Atrophy of.

All attempts at curative treatment have hitherto failed in this rapidly

fatal affection. Cases of reported cures are considered to be examples

of mistaken diagnosis.

Life may be prolonged by a thorough flushing out of the intestinal

tract by Saline Purgatives preceded by Calomel in small doses to disinfect

the intestinal contents and to minimise or counteract the effects of any

toxin generated within the bowel.

Intravenous injections of Saline or large amounts administered hypo-

dermically in several areas, together with hot packs to stimulate the

sweat-glands as in uraemic conditions, may be tried when coma or stupor

threatens.

LIVER, Amyloid Disease of.

The primary cause should always be dealt with, and any focus of sup-

puration must be surgically treated unless the serious condition of the

pat. nt's health and the presence of some incurable malady prohibits

operative proced ires. Even after marked signs of amyloid degenerat- -n

have appeared in the kidney, liver and spleen, resolution may be expected

if diseased bone can be removed or a chronic abscess can be obliterated

by operation.

In phthisical cases with exten-'ve cavities obviously little improvement

can be expected, but remedies—Creosote internally and antiseptic inhala-

tions, &c.—which diminish pus formation, will retard the progress of the

amyloid process.

Iodide of Potassium in large doses for long periods should be given in

syphilitic cases, and Iron Iodide is valuable when the anaemia is severe.

(See also under Bright's Disease.)

In such hopeless cases as those occurring during bronchiecte.iis, chronic

empyema, etc., liie may be prolonged by a residence ia a dry, bracing,

elevated region near the coast; a long sea voyage is sometimes beneficial

or a sojourn at a spa where natural Iodine Waters may be freely

used.

f»#
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LIVER, Cancer of.

Treatment in most cases can only be palliative. Thus pain is to be

relieved by Opium, constipation by enemata or mild cathartics, vomiting

by Ice, Morpliia Perules (yV gr. each) and counter-irritation, and the collec-

tion of fluid in the peritoneal cavity must be removed by tapping when the

symptoms become urgent.

As the growth is seldom primary and not often seen till considerably

advanced, operative procedures are rarely indicated. Many cases are

now on record where small and circumscribed malignant deposits in the

liver associated with gall-stones have been successfully removed during

operations commenced for the relief of other symptom P"or the various

forms of treatment suitable to inoperable cancers, see under Cancer.

The frequency with which cancer of the gall-bladder is found associated

with the presence of calculi in the viscus is a strong argument for early

o[)erative procedures, especially since the total mortality in all gall-

bladder operations has been reduced to about i per cent.

LIVEB, Cirrhosis of.

A history of spirit-drinking is obtainable in nearly all cases, and if the

disease is detected in the preliminary sta enlargement a confident

hope may be expressed that permanent cure wiil follow upon the removal

of the exciting cause.

Change of occupation is necessary in dealing with cirrhosis in publicans,

barmen and waiters. It is almost impossible for such rr.'.-n to abstain

once they have become enslaved to alcohol unless a new sphere of labour

be opened up to them.

Active open air exercise or lab'iur is of great importance, and the diet

should be plain and nutritious. .Attention sjiould be paid to the amount
of liquids imbibedi Where there is as yet no sign of effusion into the

peritoneal cavity a liberal allowance of liquid food is very desirai>le. Milk

may be taken in large amount mi.xcd with an equal quantity of aerated

water, and the best diet is a liberal fish dinner and breakfast. i\ few

months of vegetarian living often give excellent results. In Ireland

buttermilk or the home-made Koumiss mentioned upon p. 19 affords a

most valuable dietary. Koumiss or Buttermilk mixed with Kali Water
and Kali Water willi milk are invaluable as an aid in overcoming the

desire for alcoholic drink.

The bowels must be kept in the healthiest state possible. Purgatives

are useful at all stages of cirrhosis, and saline cathartics as Epsom
or Carlsbad -Salts and the variou.^ purgative mineral waters are the best.

Where the patient's means jiemiit, a sojourn at Carlsbad, Vichy or any
alkaline spa is very valuable. By an occasional dose of Blue Pill given

at bed-time, followed by a morning saline, the portal system is very

powerfully influent ed. Mercurials mu.st be used with great caution where

there is any renal niisc iuei associated with the hepatic lesion. I'odophyllin

or Iridin miy then be (•mi>loyed in such cases advantageously. .\ fu'l

dose of any natural purgative water every morning with an occasional
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mercurial or podophyllin pill given the night before soon tells upon the

hepatic enlargement and induration.

Mercury may also be given for about a month in small doses, alternating

with large doses of Iodide of Potassium administered for a similar period.

This latter drug is of great value in syphilitic cases; syphilis and malaria

are the cause ox cirrhosis in a small percentage of cases, and every case of

cirrhosis, whether in the stage of enlargement or contraction, where a

history of indulgence in concentrated spirits is absent should get the

benefit of a course of large doses of Iodides on the possibility of a syphilitic

foundation being the primary factor in the disease. The Wassermann

test should never be omitted.

When malaria is suspected Quinine and .\rsenic should be persisted in.

Murchison attached importance to the action of the Chloride of Am-

monium and Green Iodide of Mercury in ordinary alcoholic cirrhosis (J to

I gr. three times a day). These remedies in the great majority of cases

cannot be pushed with safety, especially as most of the victims of cirrhosis

are suffering from gastric troubles. Many of them are debilitated from

want of common food, having long since ceased to live with regularity

and prudence. In such cases there is no remedy -> frequently applicable

as the Diluted Nitro-Hydrochloric .>cid in full u^.^es, combined with a

vegetable bitter in small amount. It may, moreover, be given at the

earliest, and is often grateful during the later stages of the disease. The

Nitro-llydrochloric Acid batli is prepared by mixing i oz. of strong Nitric

and 2 oz. of Ilydrocliloric Acid in 2 gallons of warm water. A local pack

may be administered by soaking flannel cloths in this mixture and applying

them to the abdomen and lower part of the chest. The writer, howe\er,

prefers to apply the acid mixture in the above strength upon spongio-

l)iline worn under a bandage over the entire hepatic region. As socm as

any eruption appears the acid may be eii.scontinucd, but in some cases

tlie mild counter-irritation produced by covering the acid lotion with an

impervious tissue is productive of benefit.

The following is a good combination; it acts directly upon the liver,

and It the same time tends to relieve the craving for alcoholic stimulants

:

B. Acidi Nii.-Hyd. Oil. Jss.

Sweet Taraxaci J'j-

Tinct. \uc. Vomicce 3vj.

Extract. Cinchona Liq. 3iiiss.

Infus. Chiral<e ad Sxij. Misce.

Fiat mistlira. Signa.—" A tablesf^oonfiil in a wincglassjul of water

to he taken four times a day before food."

In a few cases Chloride of Gold has licen credited with causing absorp-

tion of tlic new filmius growth, and injections of Fibrolysin iiave been

recommended.

Castaigne advocates opotherapy by feeding on (resli pork liver, and
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recommends the injection of Adrenalin into the peritoneal cavity.

Methylene Blue has been used in the same manner; it is rapidly absorbed
and eliminated by the urine.

When ascites sets in notwithstanding the change in the patient's habits
and the use of the above remedies, these should be continued. Cure is

still not absoK'^oly beyond hope, and the writer has a few times seen
recovery follow where tapping had been deemed necessary.

The treatment of ascites will be found fully detailed under its own
heading, where surgical methods and th" Talma-Morrison operation of

omentopexy or epiplopexy for the cui -f cirrhosis are referred to—i.e.,

the suturing of the Hver pnd omer^ur the abdominal wall with the
view of readjusting the circulation through the new vessels formed in

the resulting adhesions.

In hypertrophic cirrhosis (Hanot's Disease), alcoholic abuse plays no
causal part; httle can be done save the administration of palliatives to

relieve the symptoms which are common to it and to atrophic cirrhosis,

i orto-caval anastomosis has been recommended. Removal of the spleen

has been successful in some cases. Cumston, believing that some cases

of hepatic cirrb; .is are caused by infection of the biliary tract from the

intestine,, recommends that the gall-bladder should be drained by chole-

cystostomyin all cases of hypertrophic cirrhosis with jaundice not yielding

to medical treatment.

Vomiting may be met by counter-irritation over the gastric region,

with Ice and effervescing mixtures internally. Bismuth, Alkalies,

Hydrocyanic Acid, Creosote Capsules and Morphia Ferules dV gr. in

each) may be tried. Papain or Pepsin is useful m some cases, and pepto-

nised food often may be very valuable when the condition of the gastric

membrane is much deranged. Haemorrhage from the bowels, haemor-
rhoids, diarrhoea, and other complications are to be regarded as more or
less conservative, and not to be interfered with too soon ; the only avail-

able treatment when the loss of blood is serious is to administer Calcium
Chloride or Lactate in full doses.

Haematemesis will often yield to large rectal doses of the Calcium
salts in combination with Adrenalin by the mouth in urgent cases, but
death may take pla'e from the rupture of a dilated oesophageal vein near
the stomach in spite of all treatment.

LIVEB, Congestion or Inflammation oL

The treatment of the passive congestion caused by valvular disease

will be found mentioned under Heart Disease.

Active hepatic congestion is usually the result of indiscretion in eating,

the error being most frequently the indulgence in too much highly seasoned
food, over-spiced curries, along with alrnhnlio liquors when Tittle exercise

is taken, especially during tropical heat where chills are common.
Preventive and curative treatment consists in the removal of the

casual factors; the use of a simple spare diet of diluted milk or weak
vegetable soups, and the avoidance of all forms of alcohol. C^ilomel in

: i
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a series of small doses or one large dose, followed by a brisk Saline Cathartic

every morning to relieve portal stasis, and lo to 20 mins. Diluted Nitro-

Ilydrochloric Acid thrice daily constitute the best routine. The pain of

llie swollen liver may be relieved by 'eeching, cold local packs, warm

poultices or counter-irritation. When the affection has followed the

habitual bleeding from piles which has suddenly stopped, leeches may bt

applied to the perineum and the bites should be encouraged to bleed by

the application of a warm antiseptic poultice. Any accompanying

catarrh of the stomach usually yields to Calomel, Podophyllin or Euony-

min followed by saline purgatives; if not, Bismuth Carbonate in 20-gr.

doses or a simple effervescing mixture may be ordered.

In chronic cases the diluted N.-II. acid is the best agent, alternating

with short courses of 10 grs. Ammonium Chloride, or in tropical cases

with Ipecacuanha in doses short of producing nausea. A local pack of

the diluted acid is also very- efficacious, alone or combined with more

energetic hydropathic measures as cold douching, etc., and the adminis-

tration of Quinine in malarial cases. A course of Carlsbad treatment is

advantageous in all chronic forms of portal congestion.

LIVER, Fatty Disease ol.

The treatment of fatty degeneration need hardly be considered, since

this condition is beyond the reach of drugs save in those rare cases due

to poisons, such as phosphorus, picric acid, arsenic or antimony, in which

the degenerative change will slowly pass off when the poison has been

eliminated by the bowel or kidneys.

FaUy infiltration is usually a part of the obesity due to over-feeding by

farinaceous and fatty foods in conjunction with absence of exercise and

indulgence in alcohol. The treatment is that of obesity, and consists in

the regulation of the diet, which should contain a moderate amount of

lean animal food administered at regular hours, with abundant open-air

exercises and only a necessary amount of sleep. Saline p'-rgatives are

always indicated. The fatty infiltration which sometimes accompanies

pulmonary phthisis and profound cachexias demands attention to the

primary condition and a readjustment of the dietary and measures which

improve the aeration of the blood and the deficient metabolic processes

by which the fats and carbohydrates of the food or of the tissues are

transferred to the liver.

LIVER, Functional Affections of.

The treatment of the condition known popularly as " sluggish liver
"

or " biliousness "
is that of a mild active congestion of the organ, it

consists in a strict regulation of the amount and quality of the food to

be administered, active open-air life, and the avoidance of alcohol. The

intimate relationship of functional hepatic derangement to the condition

recognised as lith.xmia was insisted upon by Murch'son. Whether tlie

hepatic insufficiency be the result of errors in diet or of the production

of toxins generated in the stomach, bowel or elsewhere, the treatment

>»'
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should be directed to eliminatory measures which stimulate peristalsis,

relieve portal congestion and increase the activity of the kidneys. Occa-
sional doses of Calomel, Podophyllin or Euonymin and a brisk morninj.;

saline purge should be steadily administered. Salicylates as in the true
gouty condition are always useful, alcohol and excess of carbohydrates
must be forbidden, and a free open-air life with abundance uf active
exercises should be insisted upon. A course of hydropathic and spa
treatment, as at Harrogate or Carlsbad, which is so valuable in the tre.a-

ment of chronic hepatic congestion, may be advantageously recommended.

LIVER, Inflammation of.

Perihepatitis is often the result of syphilis, cirrhosis, or is part of an
adhesive peritonitis arising from gall-bladder troubles. The treatment
of the primary condition in this affection is of secondary importance,
since the mechanical impediment to the circulation cannot be removed
by drugs.

Ascites being the chief sign calling for relief, tapping is clearly indicated,
and when alcoholic cirrhosis does not complicate the case this procedure
may prolong life indefinitely through repeated operations, in marked
contrast to the results obtainable by tapping in cirrhosis.

Omentopexy may be resorted to with a fair hope of diverting the cir-

culation in selected cases where there is no evidence that a cirrhotic state

of the kidney coexists even though mcdiastiiio-pericardial adhesion be
present. (See under Ascites.)

LIVER, Injuries and Rupture of.

The shock and collapse should be met by absolute rest m t' c horizontal
position, and it is wise to abstain from Morphia till the duignosis of a
rupture or laceration of the liver can be made certain where there has been
no penetrating wound. As soon as evidence of hepatic; injury has been
rendered probable by the symptoms morphia =hould then be given and
the abdomen should he opened without delay. H.-cmorrhage should be
promptly controlled by clamping the portal vessel between the fingers

while all clots are being removed. Wounds in the hepatic substance
should be ligatured by catgut sutures of tho mattress type passed deeply
into the hepatic tissue and drawn tightly so as to stop hajmorrhage even
should the gland substance be partially cut by them. Where a ragged
rent continues to bleed after deep suturing, the best procedure is to firmly
pack the chasm with sterile gauze and bring the tail i»f the packing into
the parietal wound, if the main bleeding trunk cannot he seized and
ligatured separately. The peritoneal sac should be sponged with gauze
swabs moistened with saline solution.

Penetrating wounds are treated upon the same lines, and after the
passage of deep tuattrcss sutures to arrest ii.emurihage the rent in the
capsule should be closed by superficial stitches. Van Buren Knott's
liver suture is designed to avoid tearing of the hepatic tissue, and may
be employed as a preliminiiry to the removal of a portion of liver tissue

containing a tumour.

,^U,
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Bayonet or dagger wounds involving the liver through the diaphragm

should be dealt with through the pleural route and the thoracic ra\ity

isolated by suturing the diaphragmatic wound to the lips of the inteirostal

incision.

LIVER, Syphilitic Disease of.

When the Wasscrmann test is positive trenf ^ such as is indicated

in late syphilis should be commenced—i.e., Mercury and Iodide of Potas-

sium, the latter in large doses. Complications as pain, peritonitis,

jauniiice. vomiting, or ascites are to be dealt with upon the ])rinciples

already mentioned. Under exceptiimal circumstances gunmiata mav be

excised, as when they are pedunculated and have resisted iodides, etc.

LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA.

The demonstration of active SfirochcBta pallida in the central nervous

svstem in parasyphilitic cases has opened up a field for the activity of

physicians where formerly all such cases were regarded as liopeless. The

tr}'panosomes entrench themselves in the cerehro-spinai fluid, where they

cannot be reached by specific agents such as salvarsan or mercury because

the cells covering the choroid plexus do not permit these substances to pass

out into the spinal fluid. Hence their failure formerly t' > make any change

in the dinical symptoms of this type of parenchymatous syphilis. But

by the administration of the specific drugs through a lumbar puncture the

therapeutic results are greatly intensified, and various plans have been

devised for carrying this out. Thus it is established that if we wish to

get the best result from Salvarsan it should be given botli by the spine

and by the veins, and this is true also of Mercury. Saharsan, however,

cannot be injected into the spinal canal without certain precautions being

taken. The patient receives intravenously 0-45 grm. neosalvarsan. One

hour later blood is allowed to flow out of a vein and 15 c.c. of the serum

of this blood is injected in the lumbar region. The serum may be injected

undiluted or mixed with half its bulk of saline solution; it has been

demonstrated to be powerfully spirochnfticidal, and may be repeated

weekly for six or more times. The injection of salvarsan direct into the

spinal subarachnoid has Deen followed by grave symptoms, hence the

substitution of it by auto-salvarsanised serum. Ogilvie simplifies the

method by mixing the salvarsan in vitro with human blood-serum before

injecting.

Mercur>^ is used in the same way ; the .serum of the mercurialised p:itient

is injected into the spinal subarachnoid alone or with the addition ot

3\,
gr. mercuric chloride. Good results have also followed the spinal

injection of Benzoate of Mercury mixed with human serum. Under this

treatment in many cases all the symptoms have improved, hghtning pams

have dis.anpeared. ataxia rapidly improved and anaesthesia diminished.

The injection of the salvarsanised serum may be carried out whdst

mercury is being administered by the veins, mouth or skin. Early cases

have been reported in which not merely arrest but .nre of t!ie disease

has been achieved. Suspension treatment is now al:mdoned.
^^.^
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Whilst spinal and oral treatment is being carried out the older methods
of procedure should be persisted in; improved hygiene, sexual excess,

abstinence from alcohol, business worries and high pressure of all kinds
and as mu( h muscular rest as possible should be duly considered.

Of drugs employed with the view of diminishing the tendency towards
the sclerotic changes in the (ord, alteratives like Arsenic, Chloride of

Aluminium or of Barium, Phosphorus^ Chloride of Gold and Sodium and
Nitrate of Silver ha- e been from time to time extolled. The latest

addition to the list is Fibrolysin administered hypodermically.
Gowers recommended arsenic and aluminium chloride; the latter drug

may be given in 3-gr. doses alone or in combination with Fowler's solution,

but alternating courses of about a month each are preferable. The dis-

coloration of the skin liable to follow nitrate of silver administration is a
serious drawback, and if the drug is employed at all it should only be for

short courses in doses of not more than i gr.

Strychnine is a commonly prescribed drug; any beneficial action which
it possesses is probably due to its general tonic action. In full doses it

is liable to aggravate the crises and lightning pains, but it certainly is

useful when bladder troubles are present. Erb's tonic pill contains i gr.

Lactate of Iron, i| grs. Extract of Cinchona and ' gr. Ext. Nux Vomica.
Iodides to be of value should be given in full doses and in courses not
exceeding a month at a time.

Symptomatic Treatment.—The main hope in helping the tabetic patient
must lie in the skilful use of agents and drugs to be employed upon
generally accepted principles for the relief of the various symptoms
present in cadi individual case, thus:

Ataxia can lie greatly improved by the method introduced by Fraenkel
in which by a careful education or retraining of the muscles the inco-

ordination may be greatly lessened. The first step in this plan of treat-

ment IS to teach the patient to ignore or forget the old movement memories
of his former healthy state and to turn to advantage a new series of

memories which he can only learn by means of exercising his muscle groups
with patient and persevering efforts at first guided by his eyes. Many
afferent neurons have already perished, and the impressions which lu

receives through the surviving ones convey to him wrong sen.sations

causing inco-ordination. He begins to practise standing Iwtween two
nurses with his feci apart, and gradually narrowing his base he soon
learns to maintuin himself in the .red jiosture with his feet close together,

after whi( h he Uarns to stand upon one foot, and practises the placing of

the suspended foot slowl\ and atcurately down till he bc(omes able to

stand upon his tots while his eyes are shut.

Walking with one foot upon a straight line or with both feet between
two lines I i inches ai^rt ( balked on the uncarpetcd floor is to be practised
several times a day for { to i hour at a time, ..topping before physical or

mental fatigue is induced. Afterwards <urved lines are employed, and
finally complii atcd figures should be practised with numerous turning-
poinU. Before getting up and after retiring to rest various musi ultr
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movements may be practised whilst he hes upon his back in bed, such

as touching with each toe some object suspended above the bottom of

the bed, or slowly and accurately flexing his leg first and next his thigh

he steadily extends the elevated foot and leg till his toe touches the object,

after which the limb is gradually brought again to the horizontal position.

No new exercise should be tried till the former one has been accomplished

with accuracy and comparative ease or alacrity. At various times during

the day he should practise slowly sitting down and steadily rising up,

commencing this exercise in an armchair with long arms. Climbing an

easy stair with an attendant upon one side without hauling himself up by

means of his arms on the handrail should be daily practised.

Massage and Electricity are always of use when the muscles are wasted

and flabby, especially in long-standing cases where exercise has been

neglected.

The continuous current is the most satisfactor>' for all purposes. One

pole may be placed upon the upper part of the spine in tiie cervical

region and the other one over the lower lumbar spines, and the current

from fifteen to twenty Ledanche elements should be allowed to pass for

about 5 minutes twice daily. A current from three to four cells should

also be passed through the brain for a few minutes. A very good method is

to place the positive pole upon the upper spines, and drop the negative

into a warm or tepid foot-bath, in which both lower extremities are

immersed for 5 or 10 minutes. Where the continuous current fails to

afford any signs of improvement in the patient's condition, Faradic and

static electricity have also been employed.

Radium Emanations applied to tiie spine have been reported upon by

Fabre and Max to have produced remarkable improvement in all the

symptoms of the affection, lessening pains, spasticity, &c.

A course of hydropathy is of use in some ca.ses, and may be carried

out in conjunction with massage or Kraenkel's method. Cold pa( ks, the

combination of doui he and massage, or spray and needle baths, with

frictions and manipulations applied to the spine and lower extremities,

may be employed. Hot baths must l>e forbidden, though Leyden

recommends the free use of baths at 86° to 95" F., and aKso of brine i)aths,

and Luke recommends the peat and fango baths.

Counter-irritation applied to the spine is only indicated 'n those cases

whi( h exhibit marked spinal tenderness or where the ataxic symptoms

have rapidly followed after a fall or concussion.

Bladder Troubles.- The-se are tiie most serious of all the symptoms of

tabes, since they very often cause death from rttention, cystitis and

secondary kidney infection. The irriaibility of the bladder in the early

stages of tlie disease, as evidenced by trecjuent attempts at micturition,

passes at a later jwriod into retention or the constant dribbling from a

distended bladder, or ends in a purulent cystitis with a large amount of

residual urme. It is tiie duty of the pliysicmr in every msc 10 l.Kik

closely after the state of the bladder, ami if any doubt exists alM)Ut the

patient's ability to completely empty the viscus the tathcter should be
Hf it
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passed after micturition in order to ascertain tlie amount of residual
urine. As the main source of the mischief lies in the insensibility to
stimuli from the distended bladder, preveniive treatment is important,
and should consist in compelling the patient to make water every couple
of hours and to insure that the last drops are voided. Where any amount
of residual urine is detected the patient must enter upon catheter life,

the most scrupulous care in sterilisation of the instrument being exercised.
The plan of waiting till a purulent cystitis develops before resorting to
catheterisation is a mistake. When decomposed urine is voided or drawn
off, the bladder should be freely irrigated with wa-"i Boric Acid solution,

a portion of which should be left behind after .'ath washing. Internal'

antiseptics are clearly indicated in every such ca.si ,
- mins. Creosote in a

capsule twice daily is a valuable method for keeping the urine sterile, or

5 grs. Urotropin may be given in i dr. of Sanmttto. The tone of the
bladder may be improved by full doses of Strychnine provided lightning
pains are not present, and it may be further increased by a weak con-
tinuous current passed from the pubes to the sacrum, but the most
elTicient means of all to restore lost tone is to prevent dilatation or dis-
tension by repeated catheterisation.

Lightning Pains.' Rest in bed is essential, and the new analgesics for
the relief of pain should be employed in preference to narcotics on account
of the danger of establishing a drug liaiiit. Antipyrine 15 grs., Phenacetin
20 grs., Aspirin 20 grs., Methylene IJIue 4 grs., Pyramidon 10 grs.,

Antifebrin 5 grs., Salicyl-te of Soda 30 grs., Exalgin 3 grs., may be
accepted as maximum doses. Morphia hypodermically and Cocaine
shou'd only be resorted to under most exre|)tional cin umstances. Cowers
n'commended 3-gr. doses of Chloride of Aluminiui thrice daily to prevent
recurrence, and Miiller has reported permanent relief from Fibrolysin
injections. When the pain is superficial it may be relieved sometimes
by smart counter irritation, a spray of Etliyl Chloride or Ether, Chloro-
form liniment, Menthol or warm packs.

The Continuous. Faradic, Static and lligh-fretiuency currents have all

proved of some value in relieving severe lightning pains. Nitroglycerin
and Amyl Nitrite are occasionally useful, but they need only be tried
when the arterial pressure is high.

Crisfs.—When these are only moderately severe the agents useful for

the relief of lightning pains .should be tried, but severe attacks will

recjuire morphia h\podermi(ally. Amyl inhalations sometimes relieve
form ol visceral crisis when the tension is liiyh. Gastric crisisanv

demands rectal feeding, smart counter-irritution, or a hot poultice over
the stomadi, and small doses of J gr. Cocaine with Hismutli or 3-min.
capsules of Creosote. Obstinate gastric crises have within the last 2 or \

years been treated su(cessfully by operati\e measures after the failure of
all medicinal auents. The rj'sectinn of t|ic iw.wii.rii.r p<.rw<.--'..<.>~ (>..™

the seventh to tiie tenth on each side in order to interrupt the reflex
nervous an upon the integrity of which the symptoms depend has
afforded relief.
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Laryngeal crisis may be first treated by Amyl inhalation or a whiff of

Chloroform or the upper part of the larynx may be brushed over witli a

solution of Cocaine. Bladder and rectal crises yield to Morphine alone

or with Belladonna in suppository form.

Joint Troubles.—Little can be expected from treatment once acute

symptoms of Charcot's trophic change have manifested them.selves, and

these may appear with almost incredible swiftness enciing in rapid disin-

tegration of all the arthritic tissues. Absolute rest to the aflectcd articu-

lation is necessary, and the application of carefully padded splints to

minimise the dangers of di:=Ii)cation. Sometimes incision and irrigation

of the joint have done good when loose bodies and irregular masses of

new bone have formed around the margins of the articular cavity.

Perforating Ulcers.—These are common in the foot about the head of

the metatarsal bones of the great and little toes. The best treatmer" is

rest, and llie careful scraping away of any diseased bone, and the ])aring

down of liiickencd skin and granulations. The writer has frcciuently

seen complete healing follow the patient application of a weak continuous

current, one pole being applied over the (high and the other dro|)pc'' -tito

a warm salt-water foot-bath in which the affected limb is immer.sed for

{ hour at a time two or t'- .'e times daily. As soon as the patient is able

to move about pressir "M be taken off the skin over the a: -cted

area by the use of a le of spongio-piline perforated opposite the

site of the lesion.

Uyperwithesia is n ' ss common in \arious skin areas than the

opposite condition; sonietiines it shows itself by a wellmarked girdle

sensation. The best routine in such eases is to administer Antipyrine

and to apply a weak continuous current to the spine. The ai tual cautery

with a light touch and at a dull red heat has been successfully employed

for the relief of spinal pain, but the dangers of slougiiing must not be

lost sight ('.

LUMBAGO.
Rest in bed between blankets sl-ould be at once insisted upon: dry

warmth when applied immediatelv may abort the attack. The best

form for the apj)lication of heat is ^ india-rubber bag only i)artially

filled will) as hot water as can be borne and ' id aiross the back. This

is much bette'- than hot |)oulticcs, which ^lould lie avoided. In the

absence of the rul)l)er bag or between the periods for its refilling a single

layer of course brown pajjcr being laid upon the seat of the pain, tlie part

may be smoothed or firmly pressed with a h«it smoothing-iron, .such an

appliance as is used in l.iundry-work answering; well. This meets c%cry

reiiuirement which can be achieved by the at Uial cautery, and does not

produce severe smarting.

.\i iipnn( tiiri' bv driving .several needles deeply into the atTci teil muscles

often gives s|)eedy reliel.

A(iuupiin(lme mav be tried, the musdes lieing deeply punctured l)y

. stout hollow needle and a lew drops of sterilised water inserted Inifore

33
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withdrawing tin; iKcdle after each stab. This mctliod may be advan-

tageously coinliined with Cocaine or Morphia injections if these sub-

stances are added to the water as in thewriter's plan of treating severe

sciatica. Antipyrine, Amyl Nitrite, Carbolic Acid and other drugs may
be employed in the same way, but their use is followed by severe pain.

Jlaig's manipulative trejtment consists in making deep pressure with

the thumbs on the lumbar muscles close to the spme, whilst with the

upper part of the truiiK ,'ie patient is made to perform acute fle.xion,

rotatory and lateral m . cments, the lower part (jf the spinal column bemg
kept immovable.

Of local anodyne applications there is no end; the most popular of

these are liniments or plasters which contain Belladonna, but they should

be used with caution. The following application may be applied upon
lint covered in with oiled silk, but its effects must be closely watched:

li. Liniment. Hdlailonna Jij.

Liniment. Aconiti Jiss.

Liniment. Chloroformi ad Svj. Miaci

The Chloroform of liclladonna {Squire) is a ])owcrful local anod_\nc.

For routine use the Kmp. Menthol is safer than that of belladonna. The
variety spread upon jjcrforated felt may be applied i)\('r a ' rgc surface

or the ordinar) rubber adliesi\e plaster may be ajjplied so as to partially

fix the spine. In very acute cases severe pain may be relieved by the

spray of Ethyl Chloride or of JCther; cold applications are to be avoided.

Counter-irritation is more suitable for chronic or recurring cases when
these do not yield to anodynes or to a thick layer of .\ntii)liiogistine or

of Cataplasma Kaolini (U.S. P.) covered in with maiidntosh slieeting.

The Cautery, Hlisters, Chili paste, Capsicum, Thermogene or Calorific

Wool, I'ry Cupping, C'roton Oil l^iniment, Tartar Emetic Ointment,

Strong ludiiic, &c., have all been highly recommended in ciironic cases.

One of the best counter-irritating liniments is the Lin. ( amph. Ammon.
or the Lin. Tereb. .\cetic.

In very < lironii: cases a llannel i)indiT sprinkled witii Sublimed Sulphur

may be continuously worn around the loins, and the use of the various

appliances for producing rapid vibration are often very beneficial.

In obstin.ile cases where the attai k has originall)' followed sprains or

injuries of tiie lumbar muscles it may be necessary u nler Chloroform to

forcibly Ilex and extend the spinal (olumn with the peh ic and the thigh

muscles in order to break d"wn adhesions the re.iult of the long standing

tibrosilis.

Electrinl treatment is of considerable value in lumbago. Oi lasionally

speedy diNap[)earanre ol all pain lia> luen lound to follow the early applica-

tion ol a niuderateiy strong continuous current, it is the best routine

treatment in i hionu or recurring t ases win n combined with massage and

the judicious use of douches and hydropathic measures at resorts like

lialh, I'roitwiih, Nantwidi, .Matloik and Harrogate. Statit and high-
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frequency currents and I'iiradism arc abu \aluable, ana Xray and

Radium emanations have been extolled.

Internal treatment, though mentioned last, is of equal importance,

and is to be carried out concurrently with local measures, it is to be

pursued upon antirheumatic and el.:i;.natory principles.

Salicylates are the most frequently employed of all internal remedies.

Before resorting to them the writer's routine in all severe cases is to

administer a wineglassful of unsweetened Gin made into hot punch after

the patient has been put into a warm bed between blankets; this dose

sometimes succeeds in cutting short the attack with promptitude. 20 grs.

Sodium Salicylate, 15 grs. .\spirin, 10 grs. Salol, 10 mins. Methyl Salicylate,

15 grs. Salicylic Acid, 20 grs. Salicin, 15 grs. Salacetol, 10 grs. Salophcn,

or 10 grs. Novaspirin may be given thrice daily.

Rarely will Morphia internally be necessary to combat pain, and before

resorting to it local anodynes and the coal-tar analgesics should ..c tried.

Wlien urgently indicated 15 grs. Dover's Powder or i gr. of the hydro-

chloride hypodermically may be administered.

Diaphoretics and diuretics are always useful, but as all the siUicylates

act in tliese ways other emunctories are seldom employed. Mindercrus

Spirit, Citrate of Potassium in large doses with Spirits of Nitre or small

doses (5 grs.) of Nitrate of Potassium may be used alternating with the

doses of salicylates, or the hot-air or thermo-electric bath may be resorted

to in order to excite free skin at:tion.

Colchicum in combination with full doses of Iodides is most \alual)le

in gouty subjects; Dr. S. B. Coatcs has obtained excelkiu and speedy

results in tiie ordinary rheumatic type of lumbago l>y administering

Tincture of Iodine, and many physicians still adhere to the use of 30-min.

doses Tincture of Actica Raieniosa.

Ill chronic cases Guaiacum still holds its place, and a course of the

I helsea Pensioner which contains Sulphur and Nitre in addition is a

la\ ourite remedy. Arsenic occasioi .dly does good, and Quinine Salicylate

in debilitated sul jucls may be advantageously employed.

The bowels will refjuirc free purgation by salines with an occasional

previous (lose of Calomel or lllue Pill, and the diet sluaild be SU( h a.-, is

.suit.iljle lor gouty and .hcUiiiatic subjects with a .>parm;; allowaiuc nl

red meats and purin>. .\clive but not laligiiiii,^ iiuiv ular c\ci( i.^es

should be regularly indulged in after convalescence to minimise recurrence

ol attacks.

LUNQ, AbBcess o^

'The management of the case should be that suitable lor iiuliiioiiary

phthisis or lung gangrcm , as improved feeding, open-air file, &c., and the

administration of volatile aiui.->cptit s liy the stoiii.ich and by inhalation

in order to dimmisli the tendency towards Ncromiaiy -.cptic mie-. tion

from germs in the respired air.

Surgical procedures arc available in a considerable ptrccnUgu ol cases,

and where the abscess is situated near to the lung surfac e a satisfactory

1.
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result may be achieved by pneumonotomy. After localising the abscess

cavity by X rays, bronchoscopy and by the insertion of an exploring

needle a free incision is made under local anaesthesia; portions of tlie

overlying ribs having been excised, the lung is fully exposed. When
complete adhesions shutting off the pleural cavity are found present it is

only necessary to incise the lung substance with a scalpel or to open tlie

abscess cavity with the thermo-cautery and after evacuation of the pus

to insert a large drainage-tube without any attempt at irrigation, as in

empyema. But in the absence of adhesions the pulmonary and parietal

pleurie must be carefully stitched together by a ring of sutures introduced

through the lung tissue before opening the abscess,

.Some surgeons operate in the air-tight cl amber of Sauerbruch under a

negative pressure of lo milligrammes Mercury with the head of tiiu

patient projecting through an aperture in the wall of the cabinet, whilst

others raise the atmospheric pressure in the lung l)y pumping in air

through a helmet apparatus applied to the patient's face in order to

prevent collapse of the lung by air entering the pleural sac. Neither of

these precautions are necessary if the suturing of the two pleural layers be

accomplished with thoroughness. It is advisaliie, however, to perform

the operation in two stages; tiie wound after suturing the parietal

pleura to the lung having been carefully plugged with gauze, the abscess

cavity may be opened after 48 hours with the aspirator, by inserting a

trochar and canula, incising with the knife or entering with the thermo-

cautery and leaving in a drainage-tube.

Some surgeons have achieved occasional su'-ccss ljy making an artificial

pneumothorax. Pneumonotomy is nut admissible for the treatment of

tuberculous cavities, but is clearly indicted in tliose cases of pulmonary

abscess following pneumonia and hejjatic suppuration.

LUNG, Collapse of.

This condition is a ( omp'-'cation of acute bronchitis in children, and its

treatment is detailed under Bronchitis (p. 108).

The pulmonary c(;llapse liable to supervene in ojierations and injuries

to the pleura may be prevented by the methods ot o])erating under

differential pressure referred to under Abscess and Wounds of the Lung.

See also under Pneumothorax.

W. Pasteur has sh<,wn that massive collapsL' of the lung may occur

from muscular paralysis after diphtheria and alulominal ojierations. In

such cases Strychnine hypodermically and artificial respiration are the

best measures.

LUNO, Congestion of.

In active engorgement of the pulmonary substance the treatment

slioulil be directed to tlie primary cause, and in all urgent cases reiici

niu^t l)e given to the distended state of the right heari by ojiening a vein

and letting out at least 15 07.. blood.

The treatment of piissive or mechanical congestion is that of tne
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valvular disease and failing compensation which cause it, as detailed

under Heart Diseases. The form of pulmonary congestion recognised as

hypostatic and met with in prolonged fevers and in old bedridden patients

who have long remained in an unchanged physical posture, producing a

rravitation hypertemia, is a serious condition. It should l)e always

prevented and (once it has appeared) treated by promptly altering the

patient's position in bed and maintaining a constant succession of such

changes by turning him over from side to side, sponging or doucliing the

chest°with cold water, compelling him to take deep inspirations, and in

urgent cases performing artificial respiration iiy S-hafer's method.

Strychnine hypodermically may be resorted to in all c js, and a diluted

oxygen atmosphere may be inhaled with advantage. Smart counter-

irritation of the chest wall is usually beneficial.

The congestion which follows gas poisoning caused by high explosives

and exposure to barbarous asphyxiating shell fire are fortunately exper-

iences never to be again witnessed.

LUNG, Diseases o!-see Phthisis, Emphysema, Pnemnonia, Asthma,

Hydatids, Bronchitis, etc.

LUMO, Qangiene ot.

The treatment is identical almost with that of bronchiectasis detailed

upon p 10?. Thus whilst every means is being employed to keep up the

patient's strength and to improve the state of his nutrition, measures

should be taken to diminish, as far as possible, the decomposition of the

bronchial secretion and the foetor or stench which surrounds him. Ihis

may be attempted by the administration of volatile antiseptics internally,

iind by the saturation of the surrounding atmosphere with similar agents.

Creosote in doses of 2 to 5 mins., in an emulsion or in capsular form, is the

best. Turpentine, Myrtol, Oil of Santal or of Kuc alyptus or of Pepi)er-

mint, are also useful. Carbolic Acid cannot he given internally for any

ninsidcrahle period of time with safety in doses sulhciently large for this

purpose Sulpho-carbolates have been found to dimmish tlie abominable

odour from the perspiration. Herliner inje. ts into the gluteal region

S c c every 7 days of a 25 per cent, solution of I'.ucalyptol m ( astor Oil,

The Creosote Chamber, if available, is the iiest of all methods for disin-

fecting directly the decomposing pulmonary tissue; in its al)senn- the air

of the room may be kept saturated with Oil of Turpentine. This may be

accomplished by periodically pouring some ..f the oil upon the surface of

very hot or huiling water, i)ut ilie rapid evaporation or vaporisation of the

turpentine soon ceases, as the temperatnn' of tlie water falls. The writer s

plan is to use metallic trays or pans half full of <'ry pine sawdust, upon

which the oil is to be freely sprinkled from time to time. A unilorm

degree of evaporation mav be lliiis oiilained. A gOod method wl.u h !u-

has also tried with satisfacf.ry results is to make a muslin or gau/e coverlet

and fill it with freshly teased-oi oakum. This may be kept ujxin the

patient's bed, and the oakum can be easily renewed, or sprinkled over

N
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from time to time with Turpentine, Eucalyptus Oil, or other volatile

antiseptic.

Chlorinated Lime, Creolin, Sulphurous Acid, (Commercial Terebene,
Sanitas, or any of the innumerable cheap disinfectants may be used for

the same purpose, and a spray a|)paratus may be employed to diffuse the

disinfectant through the atmosphere.

The use of antiseptics by the ordinary eartlienware inhalers is not to be
relied upon. Where a very tliorough disinfectant action is required, the
volatile ingredient may be poured upon boiling; water contained in a large

wash-basin, as the patient holds his head over it. whilst a linen sh.eet is

thrown loosely over him, so as to extemporise a tent, under which the

concentrated vapour may be freely breathed at int-rvals of a few hours
during the day. During the rest of the day and night he will be breathing
the more diluted antiseptic atmosphere, unless when in bright warm
sunshine he can be permitted to go into the open air.

Oxygen inhalation is often very ser\iceable, but to be of use it must be
employed for long periods.

Atomisers containing Menthol, Kucalyptol, kv., in oily solution may
be employed, and sprays are of considerable use, and arc less troublesome,
though of le.ss efTicacy, than the steaming under a sheet; bv their use
particles of a solution containing non-volatile ingredients may be jirojected

in a state of minute subdivision, so that they may (ome into contact with
putrefying secretions about the naso-pharynx, larynx, and larger air-

tubes. The following solutions may be used;

5 per cent, solutions of Chlorinated Soda or Lime, or Sulphurous Acid,
about I in 20: Bichloride of Mercury, i to 2 grs. in 10 oz.; Creo.sote or
Carbolic Acid, i dr. in 10 oz.; Biniodide of Mercury, i to 2 grs. dissolved
with Kl, in 10 oz. water; Creolin, i to 5 per cent, soluticms in water.

Veo's ])erforated Zinc oro-nasal res[)irator may be worn for considerable
portions of the day. the wool being kej)t moi.stencd by diluted solu-

tions of Carbolic Acid, Iodine, Creosote. Ter])inol. Teqiinc. Terelicne,

Eucalyptus, Iodoform, Thymol, Menthol, &c., as in t'.ie following:

K. Menthol 3ij.

Creosoti I'ltrificati ,"iij.

Thymol .5ss.

Spirit. Vini Red. ad 5iv. .Miser.

Intralaryngcal injections of Menthol, as mentioned upon p. 403, may
be trii'd. The injection of antiseptics through the chest wall into the
gangrenous cavity has not been satisfactory.

The expei loration siionld be passed directly into a spitto(m, containing
some powerful disinfectant and deodoriser like Tiirpentine, Isucnlyp'.us,

Chlorinated Lime, or rermanganate of Potassium in .strong solution. It

is only by rigid attention to these details that the aiiominable Icetor (an be
so diminished as to pi .mil the nurse and attendant to a])proach the patient
closely.
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When the physical signs, aided by the use of the X rays, bronchoscopy

and the exploring needle, reveal a gangrenous abscess cavity, the operation

of cutting down upon it, performin- pneumonotomy with the galvano-

cautery or scalpel, evacuating its contents !md establishing free drainage,

as described in a preceding article, gives .xcullcnt results, and may be

performed without resorting to the method of operating under dit!urcntiai

pressure.

LUNG, (Edema oL

This is secondary to valvular disease of the heart, artcriosc Icrosis, or to

Bright's disease, or merely as a local result of a general anasarca, and its

treatment is deUiled under the name of the primary affection. The chief

indication in the majority of cases is to stimulate the licart w.:th Strychnine

and Digitalis. As much as lo mins. of the 15. P. I-i<luor of Strychnmc may

be injected in a desperate case. In the acute form associated with

dilatation of the right ventricle a large vein should be opened and 15 oz.

blood removed, or wet cupping over the back of the chest if rapidly carried

out may save life in apparently hopeless cases. Nothnagel advocated

one large blister, and the hypodermic injection of Camphorated Oil. Tins

may be administered in 15-min. doses ter die of a 20 per cent, solution in

Olive Oil, but in all urgent cases a vein should be opened.

LUNG, Syphilis of.

The primary cause, obviously, must give the key-note to the treatment

in this rare condition. Mercury is, however, seldom indicated owing to

the late period at which the tertiary pulmonary implication appears, but

it may be given as in other cases when the liistory tluit meicurialisation

iiad been previously omitted during the .secondary stage of tlie syphilis.

Main reliance must be placed in large doses of the Iodides administered

for periods of several months. These drugs always assist in the linnging

up of the muco-purulent expectoration caused by the accompanying

bronchitis. In many cases the clinical picture is that i)roduced liy

bronchiectasis, and it may be complicated by the presence of tubercle.

Volatile antiseptics, the Creosote Chamber, antiseptic miuilations, open-

air treatment with over-feeding, and the exhiliition of remedies indicated

in pulmonary phthisis will then be clearly indicalid.

Recently the Wassermann test for syjjliilis has demonstrated that a

very considerable percentage of cases of i)htlusis are comi-iicated with or

induced by syphilis, and Potter urges tlie routine administration of Salvar-

san in all such.

LUNG, Wounds of.

Perfect rest in an easv position, with the patient lying upon the wounded

side or propped up in bed Is essential, together wilii tiie a(ll^ml^trallon

of such stimulants or restoratives as will combat the acKimpanymg

symptoms of shock. Wheic l)lood is present in the pleural cavity the

procedures detailed in the article on Ihemothorax are to be carmd out.
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and where air has been admitted the treatment described under Pneumo-
thorax is indicated. Surgical emphysema will demand little interference;
its management is detailed under Emphysema (General).

The recent advances made in thoracic surgery by the introduction of the
differential pressure methods as carried out by the Saucrbruch negative
pressure, and Brauer's positive pressure cabinets enable the surgeon to
open the cavity of the chest without the dangers of pulmonary collapse.

By these methods he is now able to deal directly with wounds of the lung
substance after demonstrating the exact site of the lesion by the stream
of air issuing from the wounded spot under the altered p -sure; the
suction of the air from the cellular tissue under the negative pressure
speedily reduces general emphysema. The cabinet also renders operation
as safe in dealing with wounds of the heart and great vessels as in cases
of lung wounds, foreign bodies in the bronchi and bullets lodged in the
pulmonary substance or mediastina.

LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS.
The treatment of this affection is most tedious and unsatisfactory, and

must remain so as long as its pathology is unsolved.

Oral and intestinal sepsis have been suspected. Any departure from
the healthy standard is to be carefully remedied and every means utilised

whereby the general nutrition of the body is to be improved.
Internal drugs are useless as curative agents. Arsenic, Salicin, Phos-

phorus, Ichthyol, Quinine, Iodides, Ergot, Iron, Mercury and a host of
alterative and antiseptic substances have been from time to time vaunted
as remedies.

Probably the best results have been achi ed by Quinine and Ichthyol,
and these should be given in combination with Cod-Liver Oil, which always
is useful as a nutrient. In acute cases accompanied by much erythema
Chloride or Lactate of Calcium may be tried in order to increase the
coagulability of the blood and check the accompanying hyperemia.
The local treatment is a difficult subject to discuss in the limited space

of a short article like the present, especially as a survey of its literature

would almost lead one to conclude that nearly every known inorganic
remedy had been recommended for its destruction at some time or other.
This is the more remarkable as the affection is a comparatively rare one.

Another inherent difficulty, apart from the extraordinary multiplicity of
so-called remedies, is the task of giving a clear idea of the agents indicated
at the different stages and variations of the disease without a minute
description of these stages, which vary in almost every instance. The
treatment of erythematous lupus is that of the milder forms of lupus
vulgaris, stimulating or soothing applications generally taking the place
of caustics, cautery or the curette.

Soothing lotions or ointments are indicated to relieve congestion and
pain in the early or erythematous stage. Speaking generally, cases at
this periiul of the disease may receive the treatment most useful in acute
eczema. Thus a bland, unirritating ointment, such as the B.P. Ungt.
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Zinci, to which Liq. Plumbi Fort, (i in 20) is added, or a cream or paste

made by rubbing up the Oxide of Zinc with Ohve Oil, may be smeared

over the parts with a brush several times a day. A weak Lead lotion

(i in 20), and Calamine or Zinc Oxide lotion (i in 25) containing a little

Alcohol may be applied and allowed to evaporate. Adrenalin m weak

solution may be painted over congested areas.

The best routine local application for the relief of hyperaemia and

itching is Ichthyol made into a cream or paste (i in 3) with lanoline, but

beiore this can become efficacious it will be necessary to remove the

scales, especially in the seborrha-ic type of the affection, by the applica-

tion of a solution of Soft Soap in Alcohol (i in 2).

Flexile Collodion painted constantly over the part and permitted to

dry causes comprt-si on of the vessels, and, provided one layer be added

before the peeling 01 the former one renders its action void, a continuous

r Mon may be kept up which, with great care and patience, rnay starve

i the small-celled growth and promote absorption of effused inflamma-

ry products.

Stimulating applications at a later stage may be tried, but in this

sometimes a difficulty presents itself, one part of the patch being dis-

tinctly erythematous, whilst the other shows infiltration or scarring.

Tarry compounds are valuable, and, if employed with skill and caution

at this stage, may give good results. The most suitable is an ointment

varying in strength from i to 2 drs. of the Liquor Carbonis Detergens

to I oz. of Lanoline. When this fails the next best method of treatment

will consist in the application of the I^.P. Unguentum Ilydrargyri, or a

10 per cent, ointment of the Oleate of Mercury upon lint, which should be

kept in contact with the part constantly.

Caustics must be used with great discrimination, and are only admissible

for very limited patdies, and deep corrosives like Chloride of Zinc must

be avoided, but a superficial caustic like pun Carbolic or Lactic Acid

may be cautiously applied to a circum.scrib.'d area. Pyrogallic Acid

ai)plicd in the forni of a 10 per cent, ointment for 3 or 4 (la\ s till the brown

eschar forms, after the separation of which I()doft)rni oiniment and gauze

are used, is advocated by Veiel. MacLeod recommends the painting on

of a spirituous solution of Resorcin i in 10.

Carbonic Snow has given excellent results when employed by MacLeod's

method of collecting the snow in a small vul. unite funnel and pressing it

upon the part to be acted upon by a piston iiitrodui ed into the funnel.

Liquid .Air has been employed In- Crocker.

Good cfT-^. ts were formerly obtained by Sciuire's linear multiple scari-

fications nu.de by a suitable instrument. With great care these incisions

may be made with the point of a fine, very sharp scalpel or tenotomy

knife, Mj as lo leave the healthy skin untoudied. The object is to c^-ise

destruction of new vessels, and so starve out the growth and cause its

absorption. The i)unctures should not exce-d \ inch in depth, and they

should be as close together as possible. Tl.c previous iiypoderniic injec-

tion of Adrenalin with Eucainc renders the operation painless and blood-

''m
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less; afterwards a sirong Iodoform ointment umild bu r./ibe J in - Iodo-
form gauze applied under slight pressure.

Cataphoresis or lonisation has driven , be-t result- :\ the hands of

Grr.ham Little and others in dealing with sniiili patdics .' ti disease.

Ultra-violet light, X rays md Finsen-Light treatment, Hi^f. Frequency
currents and Radium emanations are still being employed, but Cata-
phoresis promises to supersede them, as thi ions from zinc suii)hate or
chloride, having the [Xjwer of penetrating the diseased cells, ctlect re-

solution without scarring; this method mav in suitable cases be com-
bined with linear scarification or photo- therapv.

LUPUS VULGARIS.

Conslitutumal treatment is indicated, as tht disease in all its f, pes is

due to ti\e presence of the tubercle bacillus in th, cells of the skin. This
should proceed upon the lines indicatxl in pliihisis—as overfeeding,
cod-liver oil, open-air life and improved hygiene.

Vac( me treatment is useful, though \ery rarely, if ever, curati\e when
used aione. In conjunction with various plans of lo( al treatment it is

often invaluable, and in a considerable number of cases wj. h have
resisted all local methods, cure can only be a- hie\ed by the judii lous

employment of tubermlin in combination with these, so tliat, notwith-
standing the popularity of light treatment, .accine therapy in lupus
must always be recognised as an agent "f unquestionable value.

Thyroid feeding in some cases appears to act in a similu! manner, but
in less satisfactory degree, and is also well worthy of a trial where f.mni

any reasons tuberculin injections are inadmissible. For similar rea.sons

the internal u.se of such agents as Iron, Arsenic, Phosphorus, Creosote,
Iodine or Iodoform, Iletol and Ciimamylic Acid occasionally proves a
u.seful adjunct to local treatment by strengthenmg the depressed vita

=

resistance of the tissues.

Iodoform has been employed with success by Pewar, who inject

15 mins. intravenou.sly of an ethereal solution with liquid paraffin ever
second day, the local uli crating lesions being simultaneously treated I

Hydrogen Peroxide.

The writer, before the introduction of [; therapy, witness,.!
striking results in th hands of Fournier and Ri' hct from the injeiticn .,

the blood-serum of healthy dogs.

Sea-water injections have been extolled by i<r,i 't-Sim''*i. who siaii

that he has observed cure follow after ll\i failure of ail otlf i ^nstitutiona!
and local treatments.

Local Treatment. -Thii will vary with the site, type "f 'he affectior

amount of irritation or ulceration present, activity of t disease, &.
.\ destructive agent may be indiiated at unc pari ol t!ie lu|nis patci
whilst a soothing ointment mas be indicated another Dart.

Light Tifatinent.—Vimm^ light is the nio-i reliable routine method
of treating luijus of the face, .md the best results a'-e obtainal>l, n nodular
and ulcerating lupus. The great .idvantage <ner the ohi^r .sursi. .d
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be operated upon each time at longer intervals, and it possesses the great

advantage of penetrating to the diseased nasal membrane, which Rankin
has emphasised as being almost invariably affected in facial lupus. There
are great practical difficulties in the way of submitting the nasal mucosa
to Finscn light, so that when this latter method of treatment is persisted

in it is always necessary to resort to the galvano-cautcry, curetting or

caustics. Many observers point to the danger of cancer supervening
after prolonged X-riy treatment, and some highly recommend alternat-

ing courses with Tinsen light; during the intervals tuberculin injections

may be also employed.

Radium Treatment.—Emanations of radium have hitherto failed to

produce results comparable to Binsen light and X rays. Injections of

water submitted to the emanations of this marveli' 's agent, Wickham's
method of injecting solutions of radium and the application of radium
ointment are all being tested. Thorium Paste is extolled by Bulkley,

who states that its radio-active properties reinforce its caustic action.

Electricity has been employed in the form of the static brush by
Suchier's method, and excellent results have been recorded. The appli-

cation of Hot Air (300°) by Hollander's method under anxsthesia has
few adherents.

Cataphoresis, or lonisation (using Zinc solutions), after linear scarifica-

tion, has recently become a favourite method with some dermatologists,

but this line of treatment is better suited to the erythematous type of

lupus. Reyn has reported successful cases treated by Iodine ionisalion.

Surgical Treatment.—Excision of the patch of lupoid tissue and the
supplying of the lost skin by grafting afford the most rapid and complete
means of getting rid of the disease, but this method of treatment is mani-
festly inadmissible where th.e face is affected and where any considerable

patch on the body or limbs is present, especially as the incisions must be
carried far outside the active margin of thf disease. It is really only
applicable to the smallest patches outside the face and neck, and there-

fore needs but to be mentioned.

Curetting or scraping is a futile procedure in most cases, but never-

theless it is often a valuable ad;uvant to light, X-ray, radium or caustic

treatment by preparing the diseased surface for the reception of these

powerful agents.

The Galvano- or Thermo-cautery is more reliable when thoroughly
employed, but the great objection to its use lies in the disfiguring results

following cicatrisation. It is, however, a most valuable metliod of dealing
with lupus of the nasal mucosa, which should be treated by numerous
fine punctures made by the galvano-cautery, and this latter method may
still be advantageously employed in selected cases in (i)njunction with
tiic light treatment where the nodules in the ulcerated surface areobstinatc,

ea( h nodule being separately dealt with by a fine-pointed terminal.

Scarilication by iuiear mcisions, as in lupus erythematosus, is some-
times resorted to in titijimnion with the application of caustics and
otiier methods, but it has » very hmited range of usefulness.
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Caustics.—Every known form of chemical destructive substance has

been employed in the treatment of lupus, and though these agents have

been largely discarded since the introduction of the light and X-ray

methods, nevertheless in selected cases, when skilfully employed, ex* client

results may be obtained, especially when they are used m conjunction

with photo-therapy in face lupus.
, , ».

Arsenic is the most powerful, but it should never be employed on the

"^

Lupus on the hands, body or feet may be tr-ited by llebra's Paste :-

B. Acid. Arsenios. gr >:v.

Hydrg. Sul/yhid. Rub. gr. xlv.

Ungt. Rosee 5vj. Misce.

This spread on lint may be applied for 48 hours to the put. li

Salicylic Acid is invaluable as a caustic in venucose or 'varty lupus, and

may be applied as a paste, i dr. to i oz. Glycerin, when large surfa. ci

are involved. For small patches a paste consisting of equal parts Sah-

cylic Acid and Creosote may be applied, or preferably Unna s Salirv lie

Acid and Creosote Plaster Mull may be laid on the patch twice dail:-

after brushing it with cocaine, till the nodules are converted into small

whitish sloughs. Another convenient method is to apply the acid m the

form of an ointment-Creosote 2, Salicylic Acid i, simple ointinent 2-

which should be spread upon lint and covered with oiled silk, llus

must be applied for a considerable period, according to the evuU nee of

its destructive action on the nodules, but the physician and patient must

reconcile themselves to the slowness of the process and to a considerable

amount of painful smarting after the acid has been at)le to penetrate the

lupoid tissue, but the resulting scar will repay the exercise of patience,

since it is much less unsightly than that following surgical procedures.

Pure Lactic Acid acts in a similar manner, and exercises its selective

action upon the diseased cells. It is most suitable in the ulcerating stage

and may be used in various forms; that of a paste, consisting ol about

equal quantities of the syrupy acid and kaolin, is the method most le-

commendcd. It is also painted on witii a brush or injected hypodcrmically

(i in 2) into the ti.ssue in tiie diseased area. The simple method devised

by the writer, and from which he has never seen any ill elTe. ts, is the

following -After previous cleansing, paint the ulcerated surfa. c over

with a 15 per cent. Cocaine solution before applying the a. id, and wipe

it quite drv with absorbent wool immediately L.torc the acid is lirought

into contact with it. Make a little map of the ulcerated .surfure, so as

to cut out neatly and accurately a f.^lded piece of lint (2 i.hes) of liie same

size and shape as the patch. These should be soaked for some minutes

in the pure con.entrated acid, the surplus acid being remove.l by gentle

pressure before being accuraSdy >pp!ie<l t.. the p itch w>ih a pair o

forceps; the margin ol healthy skin around the ul. crated p.it.h should

be smeared over with lanoline bel.ire api)lying tlic a. i<l.

iki
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The pain is often severe, and lasts some hours. The lint may be
covered with oiled silk, but the writer does not do so. lie applies some
more acid to it with a brush after a few hours, without disturbing its

position. It may be left in contact for about four hours. Authorities
diller, somw directing an application of 15 minutes, and others recom-
mending one of to hours, after which ^:pirit Lotion on lint may be applied
under oiled silk. The number of applications required in ;'..iy given case
can only be determined by the effect. Afte- three or four days the surface
should be very minutely examined, and any suspicious portions subjected
from time to time to the action of the add, a{)plied upon little 1 jcular
islands of lint, for 6, 8, or lo hours. The tre;Ument will extend over
several weeks or months, and as parts of the original patch become
healed, others may be discovered in which the diseased action is in full

swing.

Lactic Acid is one of the most reliable agents for the destruction of

lupus in the nose and palate. The syrupy acid may be applied with a
brush after carefully drying tiie cleansed part with cotton-wool. Hoth
these acidb may be advantageously emph)ycd in conjunc tion with light

and X-ray treatment when the patient's means will not admit of

continuous attendance at a iiospital far from home for long periods.

I'yrogallic Acid has like selective action on the dist.iscd tis.sue, and
may be applied as a 25 pei' cent, plaster, hut it is an agent not free from
danger. Veiel uses I'\rogallol diluted with (y parts ol \ascline.

Zinc Chloride should be I'lntined in its a|>pliralion to cases where
scraping or curetting has been performed, and \ienna Paste should never
be used at all on the fii( e.

Carbolic Acid, though very superficial in its action, is a most eli' lent

caustic when skilfully applied. It may be employed by two diilerent

methods. Dreuw, after freezing the patdi with Kthyl Chlcride spray or
Carbonic A(id Gas, rul)s in the strong acid most thoroughly <iver the
whole surface of the patch by means of a stout slick whose t aremity
is covered over with cotton-wool. The cauterised surface is dres.sed with
dry Kuguform. Carbolic A(id applied in this manner is not tree from
danger, as it seems pos.>ible that a large slough niiglit follow which would
cause serious (ktormity.

A thoroughly legitimate method of using this caustic has been already
mentioned «.?., by thrustmi; u piece ol pointed niatchwood dipped in

the acid into each nodu'e and turning il n.uncl so as t.) well ap|>ly the
caustic to the lupoid tissue. Hutchinson employs the Licj. Ilydrg.

Ternit. in the same manner, and these may l)e used to expedite llie light

or X ray treatments.

Permanganate of Potassium may be emplcivxd like the carbolic acid;
thus the dry powdered sail may I"' sprinkled over an e.xtensive patch
after this bus been c leansed and liglitly scraped, or a c rystal may Ihj

thrust into each nodule alter puiu luring with a linels pointed piece of
wood.

Perchloride of Mercury is applied b) Cnna to each punctured nc^dide
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in the follov.ing solution :-Perchloride 60 grs., Creosote 4 drs., Spirit.

Todine Paste, prepared by triturating equal quantities of pure metallic

iodine and tincture of iodine together, and adding to the mixture an

equal amount of glycerin, is a manageable and efficient caustic in the

ulcerating stage, and effectually destroys secondary infective organisms.

A minute quantity may be also thrust deeply into each punctured nodule-

Nitrate of Silver was a favourite remedy with Ilebra. It may be used

as a solution (60 grs. to i oz.), or as the soUd stick, which is better. 1 h.s

may be thrust into the papular or tubercular elevations after puncture

with a lancet, and, though terribly painful, it is very efficacious.

Chromic Acid has been recommended to he used m the same manner,

but it should never be employed about the face, as it often penetrates

decplv,andmay cause very unsightly scars.

Iodoform rubbed in deeply a.a : linear scarification is still employed

with success by some dermatologists, who report that the resulting

cicatrix is very satisfactory.
. , .1

Fthylate of Sodium Solution is an excellent caustic where there is

little tissue calling for destruction. It may be daily brushed over

the diseased patch (which should be dried with blolt.no-paper)

hv means of a glass brush till a scab forms, which fal s o!f in a few

days, after which the applications are to be renewed. If pain is sen ere.

a drop of Chloroform may be applied. This converts the Lthylate into

F ther and Chloride of Sodium. The scarring is comparatively sliglit.

^

Carbonic Arid Snow, tlu.ugli m..re useful in luj.us erytluniatosus, ha;

l,c..n reported as giving satisfactory results in ordinary lupus also, the

resulting scar being flexible and of good tdour.

The various treatments for lupus may be summarised m the tollowmg

list in the order of their value:

1. Finsen Light.

2 X Rays, Radium Emanations and Cltra-Violet Rays.

,' A combination of these methods used alternately, es|KTially vhen

the nasal mucous membrane is deeply involved. In the uUeraiive stage

the Finsen light may i)e empl.)yed for the periphery anil the X rays lor

the centre of the patch.

4. Vaccine Therapy in all .ases not readily y.ekhng to above, if ni-

ploNcd m conjunction witli their . onliniance, but of little value when

""^5.
Excision when the patch is small and .s situated U|)on any part

except on the face and neck.

6 Scraping, Thenno- or C.alvano-Cautery and Scant,. ati.,n or Multiple

Puncture when . oinbmed w.tli the f-.rmev methods or used m conjunction

with caustic treatment, or alone when employed for the disease in mucuu.

mcmbr.ini's.

7. Catphoresis or Electrolysis wlun tlie diseased action 1^ vcr> ,upcr-

'"I Vausti.s (i) when the di«a« «* l"eated in the mucous membrane,

4- I

nil
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scraping having been previously resorted to; (2) when the patclies are
not on the face; and (3) in lupus verrucosus; (4) in conjunction with \\'^\\i,

X-ray, radium, and vaccine therapy, co expedite these methods, tlie

caustic being applied to each nodule separately or more extensively to a
freely ulcerating surface on the face.

In a simple case of nodular or ulcerating lupus on the face th ,rc is no
necessity to resort to any form of treatment save I'insen liglit when the
opsonic index is not low, and when the patient's means permit of a pro-
longed sojourn at the place of installation. It should he regarded as the
most efficient routine and the only one which is absolutely free from all

danger of making the patient's case worse even in those r;;re cases which
are refractory.

Scrofulodermia is to be treated upon the same lines as lupus verrucosus;
the epithelial casing of the patch being first removed by Salicylic paste',

the underlying lupoid tissue may Se atUcked by Finsen light, X ray.;,

caustics or the cautery; small patches may be excised. Verruca necro-
geni(^ is to be treated ujwn the same principles; excision is preferable to
caustics.

LTMPHADENITIS.
AcuU and subacute lymphadenitis being almoft always due to the intro-

duction of septic organisms through a wound or abrasion, the cocc i findinj,'

their .ly along the lymph stream till blocked by tiie nearest glands, the
first iiidi<alion for treatment will be found in the disinfection of the woun(i
and the relief of pain and pyrexia. Endeavour should be made to prn'oit
suppuration ; the part ( ontaining the acutely inllamed gland must be jjut

into a state of rtst as complete or absolute as possible. The best routine
application to the gland is a warmed antiseptic solution, as Carbolic lotion

(i in 40), Saturated Uoric Acid solution or Spirit lotion (i in 4), and these
should be covered over with oiled silk and band.iged lightly under wool,
the idea being to give the region all the advantages of an internal part and
sr. increase the natural resistance by diminishing tension and bringing a
fuller blood-supply to the inflamed gland. Upon the same prin(i|)les

Bier's method of inilti-ing passive liypera;mia by the pressure of an elastic

bandage or by Klapp s surtion-bell is employed by some surgeons.
Various old-fashioned niethods appear to a( t in a similar manner, such

as counterirriution by bKline or Iodised Phenol, s'rong Nitrate of SiKcr,
I'ernitratc of MerLUry,and even by blistering, i)ul no application ne( essitat-

ing friction or rubi)ing should ever l>e employed. Some surgeons prefer
to employ tounttr-irritation in the form of the thermo-cautery passed
lightly over the skin in order to prevent suppuration.
The plan of injecting a few minims oi Carbolii .Acid or Tincture ol Iodine,

lienzoate of Mercury, &r., into the gland and .surrounding tissue is advo
riitffl. imH riijjv b'' iiiiiilnv'"' "^^lu-i-o ili.. 1.. (....>:,... ; ., ,1. .«....-...,.. ..„ ;,,

tjulM)ni( plague, but :,uppurafi()n is more liable to be determined limn
prcvtmtcd by such measures.

Strong lixhnc Tincture applied in a broad line over the inflamed
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lymphatic vessels between the wound and the gland always gives

siitisfactory results, and frequently relieves pain in a marked manner and

diminishes the Ijmphangitis.

The best abortive remedy is a cream made of Ichlhyul or (Ircen E:;tract

of Belladonna and Glycerin. (See also under Abscess and I'ubo.)

Hot and cold applications have each their advoratis. ;ind tlie same

result—J. <•., resolution without suppuration—may be secured liy eitiier.

l!y ice, evaporating lotions, cold compresses, or Leiter's tubes the tension

arid arterial supply are soon markedly lessened, and the inflammaticn as

evidenced by pain, heat, redness and swelling soon dimini>hes or disappears.

When hot or warm compresses or poultices arc applied, the capillaries of

the collateral circulation are dilated and the current is di\crted from the

inflamed \ essels. Up to a certain point both metiiods of t eatment tend

to prevent suppuration; and the writer has satisfied himself liiat, contrary

to the popular notion, warm poultices prc\cnt suppuration li\ reducing

the tension of an inflamed glar.'l if applied at an early stage, the general

relaxation of the tissues sometimes speedily relieving the ter.-ion which is

fatal to the life of the organ. Ai a later stagf. 1)\ kccpmg up a cimtinuous

moist warmth and reducing the tension ol the skin. poiiUiccs hasten the

pointing of the abscess.

Compresses at a very high temperature are recommended liy NasilofT.

He drops several plies of linen into iKnlmg water, sciueezes them out

quickly, and applies them directly over the inflamed gland and envelops

the part tor 15 minutes in a thick pad of cotton-wool. A large sponge

squeezed out of very hot water and covered with mackintosh makes a

, ood application. The best L'uide to the .selection of hot or cold ajiplita-

tions is the sensiUion of comfort or pain produced
.

t he application from

which the patient derives tlie greatest use being alwa\ s preferred.

Once the pus has forn\c<l there .should be no delay in its evacuation.

If the collection of matter is lar^c, as wlitn .1 group of glands and their

loose surrounding ti.ssue are converted into an ai)scess, a f'-ce in< ision

sliould \k made and the blades of a dressing fiirce[>s inserted deeply and

opened to secure free evacuaticm without the danger of wounding large

vessels as in the axdla or ne( k (Hilton's method). Warmed s|)int lotion

or bone compresses may be applied to the ojien wound.

A free incision usually does away with the nercssiiN of in.serting a

drainage-tube, but where a small wound is necessary to avoid visible

siarring.as wh-n the adenitis follows .some irritation about the jaws, the

m< ision shoul.l be as limited as possible ( ompalible will- e\ai nation, and

a fine «lrainage-tulw' or a few shreds of carbolised tow or horsdiair will

estubliih the removal of all pus as it is secreted. (See uniler Alistess,

where the aseptii treatment of acute abscesses is detailed.) ,\fter the

free removal of pus und llie applicatiim of spirit lotion under oiled siik, the
, I ....-;„ J "iif ti-'if^' .i.'i".'' C.l.K.y*..* .. Chilli i..n ff.i»>-» *,f*if. i.\

cavit'" TTi.iy nr r.ynn^cti i.-Ut \\^iti- Aliir. —i-.i.'?-. > '• " !.>

time as it heals up from the Imttom, or it may be pa< kcd with sterdiscd

Some surgeons prefer to aspirate and inject the abscess cavity with

•^

»

m.
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Iodoform Emulsion, but this is more suitable for chronic cases. Whilst

others make an incision just large enough to admit a fine spoon, with whiih

they scoop out any remaining portion of the gland which has not become

converted into pus. Curettage is, however, not a safe proceeding in acute

inflammations.

Upon tiie whole, the best routine for glands about the ncrk is to make

a small incision with a tenotomy knife and then to ap[)ly a Klapp's

suction-bell over the wound. The bell may be used 2 or 3 times a day till

the cavity is thoroughly cleansed, the wound being dressed every 3 hours

with Boracic Fomentations; healing is rapid under this treatment, and the

scar is small.

In recurring septic lymphadenitis Vaccine treatment should be re-

sorted to.

TUBERCULOUS ADENITIS.

Chronic inflammation of lymphatic glands may for all practical purposes

b*; regarded as of tuberculous origin. The writer has endeavoured to

show in his Cavendish Lecture for 1908 that the main source of the

tubercle invasion is through the lymphatics and vessels of the intestine,

the glands being ultimately reached by the main stream, and he has been

able to eradicate the disease and successfully to protect the inmates of a

large indu.strial school where tuberculous adenitis was always rife by a

simple process of sterilising the milk-supply. Though protection of the

intestinal route is of primary and vital importance, the physician will be

wise before dealing with cervical lymphadenitis to examine the mouth for

carious teeth, the middle ear for suppurative disease, and the pharynx for

enlarged tonsils and adenoids. These conditions must first be remedied

by surgical measures, and in a consider able percentage of cases resolution

of the swollen glands may be expected. The infection under such circum-

stances is probably of a dual nature, and will subside upon removal of one

of the infective agents. The constitutional treatment indicated in tuber-

culosis must be followed out. Where the cervical glands remain indolent

with no tendency towards suppuration, various local procedures have been

advocated.

The plan of applying a strong solution of Iodine (<njual parts of the weak

and strong tinctures) has still some advocates, and though now condemned

by most surgeons it never can do any real harm, and in conjunction with

other methods may well have a prolonged trial. The Lin. Pot. lod. c.

Sapone is not open to the objection of producing unsightly discoloration.

Rest to the head and neck should as far as possible be secured. Injection

into the glands of antiseptic solutions and pure Carlwlic Acid should be

avoided, as little benefit can follow and often .suppuration results.

Vaccine treatment by minute (li).ses of Tuhcn ulin affords unquestion-

ably the best routine m all such cases, and it should be patiently employed

in conjrnction with the internal administration of Iodide of Iron and

Cod-Liver Oil with open air life and imjiroved hygiene. Treatment by

tuberculin has almost alwlished from surgical practice that most disagree-
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able of all operations-removal of tuberculous lymphatic glands of the

neck The writer accepts entirely Dr. Nathan Raw's view that surgical

tuberculosis is the result of infection. by the bovine bacillus, and hence

Koch's Tuberculin R. (human) should be employed commencing wiih very

small doses slowly increasing up to a maximum dose of i milligramme.

The writer has had very extensive experience of the results of excision

carried out in the most skilful and thorough manner, and he has kept in

touch with at least 100 cases where the operation has been faultlessly

i)erformed, and he has become convinced that the ultimate results are

worse than have yet been realised by surgeons, who often lose sight of

the patients after the immediately successful operation.

It cannot be denied that the danger to life occasioned by the presence

of indolent tuberculous glands is a trifling one. The percentage of cases

in which phthisis and bone involvement follow is very small. A somewhat

parallel condition is observed in the graver condition of hip-joint disease

which is followed (when not treated by excision) by an astonishingly small

percentage of lung involvement. The same holds true, but in a more

remarkable degree, when the natural course of lupus is studied. 75 per

cent at least of all cases of excision of the cervical glands which the writer

iias watched over a period of 7 years has succumbed to pulmonary tuber-

culosis and he believes that the time has come when this formidable

operation should be abandoned unless under very exceptional conditions.

The only permancntlv successful cures which lie has witnessed have

occurred in cases where the tuberculous adenitis was of a very circum-

scribed nature, and where the disease was of very long standing. Lnder

these conditions, combined with a high degree of unsightly deformity,

there need be little hesitation in recommending a radical operation, but

where the entire glands of the neck are enlarged on both sides, and

especially where there is axillary adenitis in c(mjunction with them, the

operation should never be undertaken. Partial operations should also

never be attempted; once the operation is commenced, every enlarged

"land found present should be excised.
_

""

When suppuration occurs there can be no room for differences of opinion

regarding the necessity for surgical interference. To wait till the abscess

spontaneously perforates the skin is certain to lead to the infection of the

, utaneous tissues and the abscess cavity with pyogenic organisms intro-

duced from without.
., , • •

As the contents of these abscesses are often sterile there is ample .scope

for successful aseptic surgical measures. Vari.ms procedures are followed,

and in the main these are such as have already been detailed in the articles

on Abscess and Ilip-Joint Disease. The common situation of the suppural-

inu gLads at the angle of the jaw or anterior aspect of the neck introduces

the problem of cosmetic effect, and the surgetm's endeavour should be to

evacuate the contents and leave as siiiall a s. ar as p()3:^i!)le.

The skin having been sterilised, an incision is made with a tenotomy

knife and an endeuv.ur made to remove the i;bs< ess cavity inlai t. 1 his

will usually fail, and then a curette is introduced to scrape tlie wall:, of
n¥

-y^^^^
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the abscess cavity in such a way as to leave no tap;s of infected tissue,

if the <;nrgcon lias succeeded in this he may close the wound completely,

proviui.ig only for escape of blood within the first 24 hours after operation.

Tiie plan of apf)Iyinf< a Kla|)i)'s suction-iwll over a .smuJl incision as in

the treatment of acute septic lynii)liaclcnitis is sometimes resorted to.

Any of t.ie methods described under Abscess may be followed. When
the sicin has already become involved the best procedure is to pack the

cavity with Iodoform gauze after scraping with the sharp spoon. It may

be necessary to clip away the infected overlying skin margins.

Sinuses may be most satisfactorily healed by injecting Beck's Bismutli

Paste (warmed) into the openings, but this preparation should not be used

for filling the ..bscess cavity before sealing up the wound in the skin.

Tuberculous lymphadenitis is rare in the groin glands, but many years

ago before excision was introduced the writer successfully dissected out a

mass of chronical!}- inflamed glands in tiie interior of which was a large

calcareous deposit. Tiiishadled to the case being regarded for years as

one of disease of the femur, since a probe introduced through any of

the numerous sinuses struck upon the calcareous mass.

Lymphadenitis involving the mediastinal glands is as a rule only to i)e

dealt with by open-air life and improved hygiene combined with minute

doses of Tuberculin. Mesenteric Gland Disease is referred to under its

own heading.

The acute non-suppnrative cervical lymphadenitis of Dawson Williams,

like that present in German Measles, requires no active interferen'^ , as

spontaneous resolution always occurs.

LYMPHADENOMA.
This peculiar enlargement of the lymphatic glands is also known under

a variety of names, as Hodgkin's Disease. Pseudo-Leuksemia, Lymphatic

Anxmia, Lymphadenia, &c.

There is still considerable reservation in accepting the iiacillus discovered

liy Fraenkel and Much as the casual agent; and that it is not is probable

from the failure of vaccine treatment.

The local treatment has up to the present proved most unsatisfactory.

The few cases in which early exc'sion of the glandular mass was followed

by cure are suspected of being cases of mistaken diagnosis, and it cannot

be doubtcil that in the latc-r stages of the disease removal of the enlarged

glands is worse than useless, and should be attempted only when by their

mechanical pressure on vital parts life is seriously threatened. The

injection of the glands by antiseptic solutions has not led to any benefit.

X rays have Ixen much extolled; they certainly possess remarkable

power in reducing the bulk of the tumours, and therefore have been pre-

maturely pronounced upon as a curative agent. But careful oi)servation

has demonstrated that this treatment is powerless to prevent the extension

of the disease to the liver and spleen even when the glands shrink greatly

in size under its inlluence. Better results have been obtained from

Kadium emanations.
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Arsenic internally is the best routine in all cases, and it can be employed

in .oniunction with Radium or X rays. The drug may be given hypo-

dermically in the form of Cacodylate of Soda or by the mouth as I'owler s

Solution; in either case the dose must be increased till physiological

effects are elicited. Less than 15 mins.of the liquor arsenicahs t^iricc

daily need not be expected to make any impression upon the glandular

enlargements. ,. ,
...

Vaccine therapy with minute doses of Tul)erculin has proved curative

in se%'eral cases which have obviously been of tuberculous nature, and not

instances of true Ivmphadenoma or Ilodgkin's disease. Likewise early

excision is the only hope in those almost cUnically identical examples of

true lympho-sarcoma starting in an accessible lymphatic gland.

LYMPHANGIECTASIS.

The treatment of dilated or varicose conditions of the lymphatic vessels

is detailed under Chyluria and Elephantiasis. When the diseased area is

a small one it may be met l)y ex< ision. as in the cord, groin or scrotum.

Sometimes Handlev's operation of lymphangioplasty may be resorted to

when extensive areas of tissue are involved, but to be oi any use the

operation must be preceded by Vaccine treatment to free the tissues of

whatever infective organisms (staphylococci) are present.

Lymphan^iomata (cystic or cavernous) should be dealt with on the same

principles as are utilised in the treatment <.i the somewhat similar con-

dition affecting the l>loodvessels and constituting nxyi When the

Towth is small and circumscribed complete excision is indicated. Hie

Farger cystic lymphangicmata constituting hydrocele of the neck are

better
'

't alone, as thev are often so large as to be diflicult oi removal,

nd it : ^^id they sometimes spontaneously disappear. When by their

.nechani 1 pressure they interfere with respiration an attempt must De

made at excision. Should the < ontcnts become purulent from secondary

infection tiie hydrocele shouM be treated by free incision and drainage.

LYMPHANGITIS, OR ANGEIOLEUCniS.

Inflammation of peripheral lymplatic vessels is always septic, and

must be treated upon the lines followed in acute adenitis or lymphadenitis.

\ttention should be at once directed to any injury or wound which has

"been the starting-point of the affection. This should be treated by

antiseptic poultices (Spirit or Boric under oiled silk), and t'..' free evacua-

tion of any collection ol pus bv proper incisions. Where the lymphangitis

is superficial, and the red. .• nde,, nainful and swollen lymphatic vcsselscan

be discerned extending fro^u the wound in the direction of tiie lymphatic

glands, benefit -an be ,:..t by painting over tiie inflamed area with strong

Tin.'tur.> of To.line. and pr.s, ribing al)Solute rest to the aflected limb.

Extract of IKlladonna anu Clycerin may l)e employed wlien iiie pain is

very severe, followed afterwards by an evaporating or a warm si)irit lotion

.

Where tension and pain are prominent, a large hot poultice n. ly afford

relief and even diminish the chance .;f suppuration, but the moment signs

5f •<-

fM'
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of pus make their appearance, incision must be resorted to to allow the

escape of pus or to lower tension.

Bier's elastic ligature or Klapp's suction-bell sometimes cuts short the

inflammatory- action by bringing about an increased blood-supply and

flushing the part with a healthy lymph stream bearing increased amounts

of the natural antitoxins.

In chronic and recurring lymphangitis a vaccine prepared from a culture

of the causal micro-organism should be resorted to.

The remote result of a severe lymphangitis sometimes shows itself in

the presence of a permanent solid or brawny oedema owing to obliteration

of the peripheral lymphatic vessels. This condition may be successfully

met by the operation introduced by Ilandley, which consists in the

introduction of sterilised thick silken threads which are made to traverse

the oedematous region, being embedded permanently in the tissue of a

contiguous region whose lymphatic channels are healthy. The strands

of silk drain the affected area by capillary attraction, and thus act as new
- lymphatic \ essels, and will withstand absorption for many years.

Lymphangioplasty has also been employed with success in elephantiasis

in conjunction witli vaccine therapy, and in the great oedema which

sometimes follows the operation of total excision of the breast.

LTMPHATISH, OR STATUS LYUPHATICUS.

Till there be some means of diagnosing this serious condition of the

thymus and entire lymphatic system the discussion of treatment is futile,

since the affection is only recognised by the sudden death wiiich it causes.

Moreover, its pathology is unknown. Some cases of so-called " thymic

asthma " have been dealt with by tracheotomy and a few cases have been

successfully treated by X rays and a few have been treated by thymec-

tomy.

Cameron describes an external configuration of the child in which a

characteristic physiognoi v witli an appearance of fatness and wateriness

of the tissues is evident. His description reminds one of the so-called

"scrofulous temperament" descrihcd by former observers: it includes

adenoids, subnormal intelliiicnce and violence of temper, &:c. He associ-

ates its causation with her iity and abnormal cn ss of starchy food. If

the latter conclusioi be correct it gives some chic to tn itment, which

should obviously consist in the correction of all dietetic errors.

MADURA FOm OR MYCETOMA.
This affection i common in some parts ol India where the natives

employed in agriculturr work in the fields wilii bare feet. No known

drug exercises any spei itic action upon the fungus, which gains admission

to the dce!)er tissues tlirouL'h some slitrht cutaneous abrasion usually

caused iiy treading on millet stubble. Iodides, so valuable in the allied

condition of acimomycosis, are useless. The only trt .itment of any

value must be surgical, and if the affection be radically dealt with in its

early stages by free excision of the fungus-invadt 1 tissues, thorough

diiL
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scraping or curetting and the free application of caustics, the disease may

^'Amputftion of the foot above the ankle-joint is the only procedure

in neglected cases, and sometimes the hand will also have to be sacrificed

when the fungus has gained an entry in order to prevent marasmus and

death from necrosis of bones and prolonged suppuration.

In this connection much interest has been aroused by the researches of

Raymond and Parisot, who have succeeded in isc .ting the same fungus

in cases of Trench-Foot occurring in the late world-war. 1 he peripheral

neuritis and swelling rapidly disappeared under rigid cleansing with mild

antiseptics of the Boric Acid and Camphor type.

BIALARIA.
, J r .

Prophylaxis.-The most important and efficient of all methods of stamp-

ing out the disease consists in the destruction of the st^cmmt pools of the

swamps which form the breeding-ground of the mosquito. Improved

drainage, by levelling and planting the soil with trees in t!io neighbourhood

of dwellinus and the covering over of all collections of water by a film of

kerosene or tarry liquid, cause the suffocation of their larvee.

Those suffering from malaria should be isolated by fine netting m order

to prevent the insects becoming infected with the parasites, and the

healthy can effectuallv protect themselves with similar netting from the

bites of the insects, since Anopheles is always nocturnal in its feeding

habits in bright weather.
,

As their range of flight is limited, a high degree of protection can be

obtained by sleeping as far above the level of the ground as possible.

Minor aids may be employed, as smearing the skm over with Eucalyptus

Peppermint Oil or Tincture of Pyrethrum, which prevents the insect

biting, and also the tjurning of aromatic substances in the sleeping apart-

ments once the mosquitoes have obtained admission.

Quinine internally will often entirely protect the healthy individual for

long peiiods from malaria, though bitten by infected insects, but les^s than

a daily dose of 5 firs, cannot be relied upon. Plehn's method of double

prophylaxis" consists in the administration of 8 grs. every fourth and

fifth or everv fifth and sixth day. Koch's plan was to give 15 to 24 grs.

upon two consecutive days at intervals of 8 to 10 days, and is known as

the
" long-interval prophylaxis." When employed as a prophylactic

the insoluble Sulphate should be used, but when qu.n.ne is administered

as a curative agent the Acid Hydrochloride should be selected. ( hundia

saturates the system with Calcium Sulphide.

Once an attack of malaria has shown itself the patient should immediately

be nut to bed. and hot-water bottles and wann clothing reely ^"I'P 'bi-

llot drinks or wanned stimulants are useful. Nitrite of Amxl and other

nitrites ven' olten stop the chill promptly, but do not appear ;•;"••"'"' '1

r succeeding stag-s. Pilocarpine hypodermi- ally and a full dose of

Chloroform by the mouth act in the s.,me way. The 'opodcrmic inje -

ton of Morphia often gives great relief at this stage. Moderate

';»»
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purgation slioul'l LicnL-rally he prescribed, as it urKlouhtcdly increases the

efTicaiy of the rt iiicdifs to he afterwards uiven in the later stages.

In the Iiot staj;e considerable relief ma\- he obtained by removal of the

extra clothini; and the free sponging of the skin with lold or tepid water.

Cold compresses are grateful. Coma and hyperpyre.\ia should be met by
the cold bHth or cold pack as in sunstroke.

In the sweating stage gentle friction with hot towels and changes of

underclothing may give some relief. After this stage is over, the patient

may be permitted to get up and move about in the regular forms of inter-

mittent maiana.

For the treatment of malaria in all ils forms and types Quinine is the
sovereign remed\, and should always be resorted * '. Much interest has
been taken in its action upon the parasite in the blood, md we now perhaps
know more about the therapeutic action of this drug than is known of

almost any other internal remed\ employed in disease. l',y withdrawing
small quantities M blood at different stages of the malarial attack it has
been df lermined that the young brood, when showered free into the circu-

latir.g plasma, are inuch more susceptible to its lethal influence than are
the intracorpuscular forms. A single large dose (15 grs.) when given
shortly before a paroxysm of the benign intermittent fevers will effect the
destruction of the great majority of the young parasites, but the rigor is

not prevented by this treatment, thouuh another attack may not occur.

The parasites causing the malignant types of malaria are still less

susceptible to quinine when in the intracorpuscular stage of existence.

Though there cannot be any doubt about the ideal time for the full

therapeutic .. t^.n of the dru_ l^eing ,:; to 5 hours before the rigor, this

should not dunmate the -ituation. Quinine in all cases should be given
as soon as the patient comes under observation, without waiting for the
advent of any panie ular stage in the parasite's cycle of de\eIopment.
The ohjcf t should !h to saturate the jjatient's l)lood with the drug at once
and to continue its administraliun for 3 or 4 weeks in smaller doses.

For the regular interriittent t\ pes of the disease (tertian and quartan
ague) 15 grs. Quinine Hydrochloride should be given by the mouth, though
often a smaller dose is sulTicicnt, and 5 grs. twice a day afterwards meet
the indications in all lascs.

The irregular intermittent, the rcimttenl, the coviiniwus and peniidous
types will require a more prompt and thorough .saturation of the blood.

15 grs. of tlie Acid Ilydrochlnride should be injected deeplv into the

buttock, or, Ik tter still, into a \ein, and 5 grs. gi\ en by the mouth every

4 hours after. Rarely is it necessary even in the worst cases to exceed
a daily dose of 45 grs. A man of 140 Ihs. weight who has receixed an
intravenous injection of 15 grs. will have sufficient quinine in his blood
to correspond fo p. siih-.tion of >, in ^p^o, nnd t in 50,000 is quite sufficient

to destroy the allied amoeboid organisms in Imy infusiuu.

When even double the above amounts of the insoluble sulphate of

quinine are administered by the mouth they are slowly absorbed by the

gastric mucosa, and the constant elimination of the drug by the kidneys
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prevents anv hi-ili dc'^nv of suluration of the l)lo()d liy the dru.u. so that it

is quite possible for tlie victim of iKinicious malaria to perish with u lar};«

amount of unabsorl)ed (juinine in iiis stomaeh; henee the nceessity in all

grave and urgent cases to plan- the whole dose at once in his eirculatm-

fluid.

Quinine has apparently no infliienre over the uametocytes, hut as these

bodies onlv appear after the asexual forms hav( rei)r()duccd themselves

in the blood, it is probable th: t early resort to treatment diminishes the

chance of their formation and tenHs to prevent the spread of the disease

bv the mosquito.

'Cohen advocates the deep iny ti..n of 15 grs. Quinine-lrea. which, like

the acid hydrochloride, is solubi m • ^ own weight of water, and he states

that after a single injection there is <pyrexial period of either six and a

half or thirteen days, which is of impoifant diagnostic significance.

Upon the whole'the best injei n for intravenous use is the followmg

formula

:

». Quinua Hyarochior. Acidi gr.xv.

Sodii ( hloridi gr. j.

Aqtice Peslillata oiij-

For intramuscular or deep injection, 15 grs. of the acid hydnK-hlonde

should be dissolved in i dr. watt r and .^thninistered after the solution has

been sterilised by boiling in a test-tube.

The " Koch "treatment of malaria is carried out In' commencing with

a preliminary dose of 5 grs. Calomel, followed by a saline purge in 6 hours.

If a blood-fil'm shows parasites 15 grs. sulphate of quinine are given by the

mouth, and this dose is repeated each morning for 5 days. 15 grs. are

giveiT on the tenth, eleventh and twel- 'i day. and repeated every tenth

day for a period of 13 weeks.

Whichever method or plan of emplo\ mg the drug is to be aicepted, the

guiding principle should be to produce a rapid saturation of the blood and

to keep up the effect till all traces of the parasi • have disappeared from

blood-films taken periodically. When this latter tc.hnitiue has to be

dispensed with in practice, the drug should l)e continued for long periods,

since its administration can do no harm save in some cases of lilackwater

fever (which see).

It is useless to print the long list of drugs which ha\ e Ijeen, a id still are,

recommended for the treatment of malaria. The action of ^luinine must

be regarded as of the nature of a true specific. Ivnesol or Salicyl-Arsenate

of Mercury, Metliylene Blue, Tartar Emetic, Arsenic, Salvarsan, various

I'inchonine salts, and I'.c Cacodylates and Warburg's Tincture may be

tried when from any reason quinine cannot be tolerated.

If, tlip treatment of the so-called Malarial Cachexia Quinine is often

of little use if given alone ; Arsenic and Iron are always indi( ated, liil they

should be combined with quinine. A pill containing the following .uiswers

most ea-ses, whether of enlarged spleen. an;cmia, neuralgia, or cardiac

weakness supervening upon old attacks ot malaria:
t|#
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R. Ferri Arsenatis gr. \.

Ferri RedacH gr. j.

Exl. Nuc. Vomica gr. ss.

QuiniiKB Sulphatis gr. iij. Misce.

Sf. unant ter in die post cibum.

The splenic enlargement, like most of the otlier ser;i:el;e, often resists

every form of treatment till the patient is removed from the malarious

district. A long sea-voyaf.'e or a sojourn at a spa where hydropathic

measures may be employed with the internal use of a weak arsenical water,

as at Bourboule, Vals, Mont IJore, and Plombires, or at Woodhall in

Lincolnshire.

KALIONAhT PUSTULE AND WOOLSORTER S DISEASE.

The first name is a synonym for Charbon, oi Cutaneous Anthrax, whilst

Woolsorter's Disease is the title given to the pulmonary type of anthrax.

The treatment of the pustule should be promi)t and radical; excision,

cutting wide of the infected tissue, is advisable, after which the wounded
surfaces should be thoroughly disinfected by I'crchloride of Mercury
solution, Carbolic Acid or the cautery. The injection of a few minims
of a I in 15 solution of ("arboiic Acid or 2 })er cent. Iodine at several s[)ots

arouiid the basis of the swelling should be performed whether exc ision be

done or not. .Some surgeons recommend powerful caustics as Chloride of

Zinc, Nitric .\cid, Caustic Lime or Potash; but Hraeni discards all surgical

procedures, and treats the local lesion by a|)iilying a i in 50 .solution of

Acetate of Aluminium on lint, whilst the part is c'.evaied and the patient

ordered to bed. It is claimed by several authorities that excision is liable

to lead to the introduction of the spores or bacilli mto the blood; hence
when operatix c measures are resorted to strong antiseptics should always
be freely used locally.

Owing to the danger of the bacillus entering the blood, serum therapy
should ihvays be resorted to. The extent of the local lesion and the

mildness of the (onstitutional symptoms gi\e no indications of the gravity

of the 1 ase. Si lavo's .Serum is prepared by mimimising assis by injections

of attenuated virus gradually increased in (juantity and \ irulcni e. 30 i-x.

.should be injected intravenously or hypo<lermically in all cases and
rejwateil several times during the three weeks necissarv for recove-y.

Carliolic .\:i(l in full di>MS is adNocuted by the mouth.
it is wwrtlv r 'nil inbt ring as ^•^ important point in jMopliylaxis and loi .d

lieatnient that thuu.'h the anthrax bacillus is speedily destroyed by most
antiseptics, when the organisms are allowed to dry up by the evaporation

of the Mood or serum contain. p>.' •hem, spor s forn; in tin presence of

atmospheric oxygeii, and these .ire piai tiially indestru< lililc.

Woolsorter's Disease occurs in o|)eratives employed in woollen fai lories,

the dried spores fmdiiiL' their way into the lungs from the dried lleeces which

arc employed in the manufai ture of mohair, alpaca, &c.; hence projjhylaxis
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should consist in the thorouf^h disinfection of the hair or wool (oming

from all foreign countries where splenic fever is endemic. Once the

symptoms have shown themselves the only hope lies in the intravenous

injection of 30 c.c. Sdavo's Serum. This preparation preserves its efficacy

unimpaired for 2 years when kept in sealed tut)es in the dark.

The cardiac failure, high fever and dyspnoea will also require the prompt

use of such agents is Strychnine hypodermically, Ammonia and Whiskey

along with Oxygen inhalations. Pleuritis and oedema of the glottis m\ist

be met by appropriate agents.

The rare intestinal type of anthrax is to be treated on tde same lines,

the poison in these cases reaching the alimentary canal through contami-

nated milk or food or by swallowing the saliva wiiich has l)ecome infected

by the accumulation of the spores in the naso-pharynx. Muskett strongly

recommends large doses of Ipecacuanha as in the treatment of tropical

dysentery, and he employs this dnjg as a dressing for malignant pustule.

A paste made with Quinine and Turpentine appears to possess the same

antibacterial properties.

MALTA OR MEDITERRANEAN FEVER.

Prophylaxis is easily secured by boiling the milk of the goat, as the

disease is always caused by the micrococcus found in this licjuid, if it Ir-

rwt transmitted by a carrier as in typhoid fever.

Once the agglutination test has revealed the presence of the disease in

any chronic obscure febrile attack, the patient should be nrdiTcd to bed,

and the general routine indicated in typhoid fever mu.-^t be patiently carried

out. Thus a purely licjuid diet is essential, ulceration of the intestine being

frequently present. No known antiseptic drug exercises any s|x'cific

action upon the causal coccus; hence the treatment, as in typiioid fever,

must be purely symptomatic. Tever must be reduced by eold packs,

sponging and occasional doses of Quinine or full amounts of .Sjit. .Kther.

Nit. Diarrhcra, cardiac weakness, constipation, joint pains, neuralgic

symptoms, cephalalgia and ana-mia in the later stage must be met by the

remedies indicated and employed upon rational prim iples.

Vaccine therapy has been successfully employed, and though inadmis-

sible as a rule in tiie acute and severe pyrexial forms of the disease, it lias

achieved marked success in the chronii type of t'lc alTection. The

importance of the .success of vaccine treatnurU in a (Iiscim- which in.iy

linger on un<heckcd for a period of 12 monliis is obvious.

The best etTects are obtained by injei tions of re[)eated doses of (\ to 7

million, which bring the temperature down speedils' and iiicie.ise the

agglutinins in the blood.

MAMMARY GLAND, Inflammation of.

Adite indiiiimalion of the maniinary glaml may be r« gardi d pr.u ik ally

as a disease of nur.-ing women, ami in nearly every < ase its ( ause will be

found to be infection through a (racked nii)ple. The wise practitioner

will •'.lercfore make ii his business to stjc that any complaint of pain while
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the child is suckiiifc is folluwcd hy ;i careful examination of the nipples

and by the proper treatment of any track, fissure, or abrasion that may be

present (see Nip|)les). Unless he is confident of the ability of the nurse to

carry out that treatment, he should insist on a dress rehearsal of it being

carried out under his own eye.

]t is common to find about the third day after delivery a condition of

engorgement of the breasts, which are hard, swollen and tender, and there

is often some rise of temperature and pulse. If the baby can suck

vigorously, this conditioii cjuickly yields to its efforts, but if the proper

emptying of the breast is not attained, owing to ineffectual attempts by
the suckling, measures should be taken to relieve the congestion, as if it is

allowed to persist some degree ot mastitis will probably be the result. In

these cases a good breast-pump is very useful, and its use should be

accompanied by the ajjplication of a binder around tlie breasts, whic h may
be covered with a layer of damgee tissue or 'otton-wool so as to equalise

pressure and give some elasticity. In this way the breasts are supported

and engorgement is prevented. Insu'ad of the breast-pump the nurse

may be directed to massage the breasts. This operation should be

performed, for the first time at least, under the eye of the ])hysician. as

nurses are prone to massage loo xigorously, and in this way are likely to

do harm rather than good. The nurse should anoint her hands with olive

oil, and should make stroking nii(\ enients, comnnni ing from tiie i)eri|)hery

and working towards the nipple. The stnn-tli may i)e gintly in<reased

as the massage goes on. Pain felt by the patient is a sign that ttm nun h

fo-ce is being used, and the operation should in- at ron,|iani((l b\ a sins.i-

tiin oi .elief and by tuc cxacuation nf a cnHNideralilc .iinount of milk.

S'louid the i(ini;estinn of the brea he followed by the lit \ elopnuiu of a

firm, l.anl. tender salge-shajHd liea in the gland, correspondini, to a

lobule, with reddening of the skin over the area.tiie [)ractitioner will

recognise that he has to deal wiih a ma litis of mild form. The breast

must be enijitied periodirallv b\ ilu- piimp, as it is unwi-.c to allow su( king

of the affeited breast for tear ut the inlant b(iomin;j inlet lid ,\fter

I niptying, a thick l.iyer of < ottoii-wnol is plat i tl uxtr ilie yland ami a titm

binder or bandage appli« -i, Ih. txt* rnal ..pplic ation of poultices, lotions

and MintmeiUs in such a condition is usi K -.s. I'niler the tre.itment

tccomnunded nearl\ every case ol .Mni|)le tn stiii^ nt this ii.iture will get

well in u dav or two. anc' su< khiiu may tluii lu resuiriKl,

In the . w lases t>f this (Ia5> which do rmi resi)l\'e under tnatment,
and iri the more strinus class of ( ases wlm h ii-uli Irom inltc lnii tln'oimh

( ra< k<d nippli s. anil uhiir .stldmii develdp until a wick or inuic after

ile!i\ir\ , the inll.immat.irx iss atlai k^ 11"! oiiK the jjlaiid ti-sui- itsil!,

but the i<.nneiti\i tis^n. hiiwiin and .iionnil the lobules ,iKo, ami the

ndcllcv ol till proic-s i-, ',(i\\,ni|s the liil lii.illun >i\ ,|li^ii si^. 'l'\\r

intlamination is not Imul. d to a \m il'.:e •liapi <! lulmle . ;it i inure ^r It vs

r-iunded aiea o( inlilliatioii. wliiili iikiv ;ii\tii\i' tin vxlmli tirgan in bad
cases, IS to be made ul, Ihis at i i^ liiin ami t\i|uisittK tendtr; tin

whole breast is enlaiged and lends to hang down; the skin is reddened,
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and when pus has formed becomes oedema*)us and pits on pressure. The

baby sliould l)e at once taken off the inflamed lireast and engorKement

with milk relieved by a breast-pump.

Weaning; need not i)e n%sortc(l to unless botli breasts are aflfected,

unless sucklin;,' with the sound breast ( auses ^'reat pain ami engor^'ement

in the inflamed one, or unless suppuration persists for a lonj,' time in spite

of treatment. Any cracks or fissures about the nipple should be treated

at once by painting with cocaine solution and then with Tr. Henzoin. (^o.,

Nitrate of Silver (gr. x. to 5J.),
or pure Carbolic Acid. To the breast

itself warm applicaticms are soothin;,', and may do fiow] by promoting the

flushing of the part with blood. Cold applications and c\ aporating lotions

should be avoided. A poultice of lint wrung out of hot saturated boracic

acid solution, with a few drops of laudanum sprinkled on it and covered

by oiled silk, makes a very good a|)pli( ation. Warm lead and spirit lotion

under oiled silk mav lie used, i.insccd or bran [loultiics are not to be

recommended, as they an- too heavy and liulky, and rapidly lose heat.

The most instant cry of the inflamed breast, huwcver, is for supjxirt, and

this .should be given by co\ ering thi( kly with cotton wadding and bandaj,-

ing or applying a binder firmly. Tiie wadding may be put on over tlie

poultice, and will assist in n taining heat; or the breast may be painted

with Cilycerin of b htiiyol (10 per cent.), or with Liniment of Chloroform

and Lin. Helladonna c(iual parts, and the cotton-wool then applied.

Quite ;! satisfactory nielluid is to warm the wool in the oven and apply it

tliickly over the lireasl with a fi.m birder over it, using no mediiaments

at all.' Antiphlogisline warmed and spread thii kly over the inflamed area

is recommended. Hier's hypenvmic treatment applied by the aid of a

special larue-si/cd cui;pinL;-glass to im hide llie entire breast has 1 .i n very

well spoken of. Constitutional treatment should not be neglei led. ,\

smart saline purge (Magnesium Sulphate or Ro.hclle .S.dl in waiin water

or lemonade in tlic moriiin- on a fasting stomach) should be gi\en. The

diet ^liouitl be light l)iit nourisliing, and fluids should be restri. tcil to

prevent too copious a secretion of milk. If there is much pain and sleej)-

lessness a small dose of morphia may be reciuired.

Whatever method be adopted, the practitioner should make a careful

d.iily e\.amination of the bnast for the (vdema and pitting of the skin

which warn him tliat pus las formed, and one dr.iwbatk to tlie use of

coloured ointments and appliiations is that they moie or less hide the .skin

and mav prevent the i.irly detei tion cf this imi)orl.int si-n. .\s soon as

pus has formed it is ncitlur kind nor fair to the p.itient to del.iy incision.

There is no liope of its bemming alisorbcd. and if tempted to allow

eviden< e of poiiilmg of tlie al>si\ss to prcsi-ni ilstll befor
'
,in im i>ion is

tr.ade, tlie pr,i. tilioner should remetnber lh.i< while the suppuniti\e

jirocess is apDroaching the skin surface it is -preadmi; at an even uiori'

lapid rai<' fliroii; h the less rcMstanl tissues in the depths of the gland,

so ttiat ,ui on-mallv small pot ket of pus is being cunvcr'ed into a large

brandling and loculated (,t\iiy wbi' !i ms\\ t.ike in hiiding weeks or even

months in plaie of a lew days.
f*<r
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A suppurating breast should always be opened under an anaesthetic

and with strict antiseptic precautions. The incision should be an inch to

an inch and a half long, and should lay the abscess cavity open and not

merely puncture it. It should run radially from the .. lie, and be placed

preferably at the most circumferential part of the abscess. The finger

should be introduced through the incision and should break down any
septa that are found so as to throw the cavities into one. If there is

extensive suppuration it is more satisfactory to make two or three openings

rather than to attempt to drain the whole area through one incision, no

matter how large or how favourably placed. The cavity should be washed

clear of [)us and debris with i in 2,000 Perchloride or drachm to the pint

Lysol, or Creolin solution delivered from a douche can through an ordinary

vaginal nozzle into the cavity. When this has run off, the whole of the

cavity and its recesses should be loosely packed with iodoform or double

cyanide gauze wrung out of antiseptic solution, a thick layer of cotton-

wool put on over the entire breast, and a firm binder or bandage applied.

The packing should be removed next day and a fresh one inserted, and

this should be repeated until the cavity has granulated up, a process

which takes place in a wonderfully short time as a rule. Sometimes the

breast itself es( apes infection, but an abscess forms behind the gland This

should be incised early along the lower border of the breast, otherwise its

spread in the loose retromammary tissue will be ver)' rapid.

Chronic mastitis is found occasionally as the result of injury. More
commonly it arises in women who have nursed children, probably as a late

result of an indolent infection during laitation. The breast is hard,

knntty and tender, and the axillary glands are usua"y enlarged. The
<ondition may l)c confounded with scirrhus, but on compressing the breast

between the flat hand and the chest wall it is evident that a true tumour is

not present. The most s;itisfa( tory treatment is to strap the breast either

witli adhesive plaster or with a mercurial plaster. This usually effects a

cure if persisted in for a few weeks The plaster should be removed and

the breast restrapped at least once a week.

A tuben ulous mastitis is sometimes observed, and such cases seldom

recover without am|)utation oi the brca>t. It is always worth while, how-

ever, to try the elTects of small doses of tuberculin (say onooo "^t!)»

coupled with the usual hygienic treatment adapted to tuben ulous lesions.

In some cases of chronic mastitis occlusion of one or more ducts takes

place with the suliscfjuent development of a cystic swelling (galaitocele).

If the cyst does not subside under straj)ping, it should be punctured, or a

piece ot its wall excised and the ia\ity parked.

MANIA.

The treatment ot the different lorms of mental diseflse, as mentioned

under Insanity, can only be carried out in spetial institutions possessing

the nunii iiHis rcimiremcnts whii li are now i onsidered nn essjuy for the

succisshil tiianagi I'li'nl of the insinc. Thi'- nark applii s also to ordinary

acute m una, but it will be necesiar) to bi.^ily refer to the management of
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acute delirious mania, a serious and often fatal disease loming on with

surprisini; suddenness, and requiring treatment Ijefore the necessary

removal to an appropriate asylum can be determined upon or carried out.

The first point in the management of sucli cases after isolation from

friends and relatives is to look closely to the feeding, and as the patient

almost always refuses food, forced feeding should be commenced without

delay, and steadily insisted upon in spite of all obstades every third or

tourtli hour during l\w. day and night. Strong l)rolhs, beef essences, milk

and eggs, and a small cjuantity of stimulant in most instances should be

introduced into the stomach by means of the India-rubber tube. Nutrient

cnemata should be also given.

Sleep and quiet must be secured, and Sulphonal, Trional, Paraldehyde,

Bromide of Potassium, Ilyoscine or Veronal is called for. Hydrobromide

of Ilyoscine subcutaneously in doses of ^i,-. gr. every hour for three doses

is relied uixin by Savage in severe cases. Opium is to be avoided, unless

other hypnotics fail. Chloral is the favourite drug, and with many

specialists the treatment of this affection is summed up in the words

" feeding and chloral." Peterson advocates the use of the hot wet pr.ck

as the best sedative in this condition, and the patio i (who often falls

asleep) may be kept in it for hours.

\V. Graham recommends the warm bath (y6' to 98 ) in anite mania, the

patient biing immersed for several hours at a time, during whicii food may

Ut administered. There can hardly be a doubt about the advisability of

removing this class of patient to a properly e<iuipped asylum as soon as

arrangements for his admission and conveyance can be completed. The

danger of sending such cases on a sea- voyage as soon as the first outbreak

of delirium or impulsive excitement has subsided is obvious, though in

ordinary acute h>sterical mania in its later stages a ( hange of scene under

the skiltul control and close attendance of a trained nurse is often advan-

tageous.

MARASMUS.
This condition must be regarded as a symptom and not as a disease.

Only the infantile form need be considered. The primary cause of the

error in nutrition should l)e carefully soug' '. for before treatment upon

rational grounds can be tommenced; thus the malnutrition or marasmus

accompanying congenital syphilis on being recognised will > ield speedily

as a rule to the administration of Mercury.

Pyloric obstruction (congenital) is another primary cause which yields

to operative treatment, and obstinate constipati-n, wiulher fun tional

or organic, is of the same order, i )i^ease of the mesenteric glands following

the ingestion of tuben le-infected milk and congenital heart lesions are

(auses not to l)e Inst sight of.

In the great majority of cases, however, infantile marasmus and

malnutrition an- due to i atarrhul or other sl.itts of the alimentary i anal,

the result i>f improper feeding. The unsuitable food in the first instance

seu up diarrhoea and gastritis, and the irritated inutosa is still further

1 !
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outraged by a continuance af the improper feeding. The infant may
perish from starvation with abundance of food in the stomach or intestines,

whicli no longer are able to digest proteids, fats or carbohydrates.
The condition is very frequently the result of feeding with cow's milk,

in which case the diild's napkins will reveal tough, putty-like masses of

curd which shake off easily almost without soiling the linen. Few
therapeutic results are more striking than that which may be witnessed by
placing the wasted infant at the i>reast of a healthy wet nurse, and when
such an aid is procurable the problem is at once solved, but in the absence
of the natural nourishment the complex question of artificial feeding must
be faced.

The mischief may be caused by giving the milk undiluted or over-
diluted; thus I part of cow's milk to 2 of water or barley water, which is

suitable for new-born infants, may produce marasmus if continued till the
child is 9 months old; by that age a child fed on cow's milk should be
getting the lifjuid diluted with not more than one-fourth part of its bulk
with water.

The addition of .Sudium Citrate, i to 2 grs. to each oz., permits of cow's
milk being given in an undiluted form to wasted children who cannot
otherwise digest milk proteids. and if cow's milk is to be given this should
be added to it after Pasteurisation at a temperature of 140 V. for 20
minutes, and this food is often digested when weak boiled cow's milk
cannot be assimilated. Sterilisation by boiling is unneccsssary under
ordinary circumstances, and often is ol>je( tionable.

Wiien the marasmus isdue to inability of the infant to digest fat, the curds
found in the motions will be small an(i soft, and consist of saponified fats.

Under thes^e circumstiuices the milk must be skinmied before use. Maras-
mus may be the direct outcome of feeding with cream, especially when
the cream is separated i)\ < enlrifugalisation and contains anv preservative
like borit at id or salicylates. It is a <nmuion mistake to add cream to the
milk used for feeding as soon as the child is observed to be wasting, the
wastingbeingsometimesdue to the already high pen entage of fat contained
in the milk. More than

.^ i)er cent, of fat is, as a rule, injurious. Ass's
milk is sometimes resorted to when cow's milk cannot be tolerated,

iluttermilk, wiien strupulouslv prepared, meets all retiuircments in such
cases, and is decidedly preferable to the innumerable new-fangled hu tic

acid rompounds in whidi various strains ot the b.icillus are added to (ow's
nulk. (iirpi titer's mdhod of pro(uring pure buttermilk for infant
feeding is simple and easily carried out. .\ qiiautity ol fresh clean milk
is pcrmittid to stand for 24 hours in a ulass vessel at 70 V.; the cretm is

skimmetl off and the sour nulk i luiriv,! |,ir 15 minutes, after which it

should lie kept on lee To e.n li pint of thi; buttermilk
J tiaspoonful of

wheaten flour and 2 tablespounful.- of granulated suyar are added before
the mixture is bioui-ht to l!ie l".ll'n;.;-point.

Where nulk prUtids lanpol he <lij'e:.ted, bcei-juice, < Icnr soup or veal
broth tliuketud with iiarley may be substituUd till the gastro-intestinal

catarrh is (oml>ated, alter whiiii pe|)tonis.ition of tlu' milk with a pan-
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creatic preparation, or the addition of i gr. Papain to each bottleful of

cow's milk diluted with barley water, may be commenced. Desiccated

milk food, Benger's, unsweetened condensed milk, Mellin's, Allen and

Hanbury's No. i.Clay Paget's and Vacca milk may be tried. Starchy

compounds should as a rule be withheld till after the sixth month, though

barley water as a diluent may be employed at all stages of infantile life.

The writer believes that one of the most valualile methods of improving

the nutrition of the body in infantile maiasmus is inunction with Cod-

Liver Oil and the application of a binder s nrated with this drug and

covered with mackintosh sheeting, as dc .ibed in the treatment of

Mesenteric Diseases.

Drugs are admissible only in as far us they may be useful to <ombat

the gastro-intestinal catarrh,andGrey Powder in minute doses ocrasionaDy

is a valuable intestinal disinfectant. Thyroid Extract has been extolled,

but its modus operandi has not been made clear. Lavage of the stomach

and colon has been employed in some cases with advantage, but as a rule

it is impracticable as a routine. Diarrhoea will call for the exhibition of

Tannalbin, or minut" doses of (Calomel and the various agents mentioned

under Diarrhoea.

Sea-water injected hypodermically has proved of great value in tiic

hands of Robert-Simon of Paris, who states that after a single injection

the child may be able to retain and digest a normal meal of cow's milk.

Other observers state that ordinary saline injections are equally valualile.

MASTOID CELLS, Suppuration of—see Ear, Diseases oL

BIASTURBATION.

The [physician's advice is often sou.iht for by parents who iiave tktec ted

their children in the act of practising this degrading habit. A careful

examination of the genitals should be made, and any source of irritation

removed if possible. Thus an adherent prepuce is a common cause which

should be remedied i)y forcibly drawing back tiie foreskin so as to expose

the glans thoroughly. .\ pinhole prepuce should be dilated or slit, and

a long prepuce will demand circumcision. The operation removes a

constant .source of suggestive irritation, and, moreover, makes a long

break in the habit., whicu should be followed up l)y dose supcrvisidii :inil

moral treatment.

In girls anv unhealthy condition of the genital organs may lead to the

I stablishment of tlie habit, and at)solute c-leanliness. with close supervision,

may lead to a removal of the trouble, With older girls, who have b.cen

educated by others mto the practice, only moral treatment will lie of use.

These ca-es are most unsatisfactory, as too o^'cn the habit of musiiii h iiion

gets hold 01 tliose in w!»om tlu- moral sense vs but feebly developed.

It is some unes a symptom of mental deticiency or the lirst indication

of some psych.:al disturbance, and has loo often been regarded even by

specialists as the came i'lStead of the r,-siill n{ insanity.

Wliere moral treatmmt fails, resort to nu-thaniol meth.)d-> ol prevent-

ing the act mav be tried In t\ ini; tlu hands atti'i undressing ,it bed-tinv
,
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prid by arranging that the patient shall not .-leep alone, or when the habit

IS [ractisi'd during dreaming, liy lansing 'in ])atient to sleep with a hard

body like an empty cotton-reel fastened over the spine, so that when he

turns upon his back during sleep its pn'5.surc awakes him. The plan of

blistering the penis or labia is a severe and almost brutal meth jd,open to

serious objection, and not even likely to be followed by any permanent

benefit.

The regular emptying of the rectum by laxatives and the removal of

threadworms or anal irritation from whatever cause are not to be over-

looked. The haf)it has been known to arise from the irritation caused by

tlie presence of a stone in the bladder.

Precocious se.xual excitement is to l)e minimised by the avoidance cf

bad companions and indulgence in filth)' conversation and impure litera-

ture. Free open-air exercise, pushed to the extent of inducing fatigue

before bed-time, i)lain, unstimulating food, change of scene, of amuicments

and of .surroundings, and attention to e\ery measure calculated to

improve the physical tone, should be ad\ ised.

Drugs are not to be depended upon when moral treatment fails, but

where there is a continual struggle helween an unhealthy, precocious,

sexual appetite, and a weakened will, vi( tory may be won for the latter

o(ca.'=ionall) l)y the adininistriition of llromides in conjunction with (old

baths, lili.-lciing nvir the on i|)Ut and u[iper verviial spines is oecasion-

ally useful in alliuing the ex( itat)ilit\ ol the sexual centres.

The plusii'ian is olt(n consulted by i)hysically healthy patients who
li.ive practised ih'' habit of nuisturiiation for a time during bo) hood, .ind

wlio ln-onie hy[)ui hon.'iiiacal or alnicst in.>anc after the perusal of some
sample ot [iernicious (|uack literatu.-e on the -luljject. In su( h ca.ses the

firm assuranie dI the physician that the habit has Kit no injur) behind it

generally restores the patient's mind to a health)- state.

Regarding preventive In .ilnunt . it is a debatable i|uistion whether

bii)s should be warneii again:.t llu e\ils of a prariiif (,t \vlii(h the) ma\
l;n(iw nothing, and there cannot be .\ duulil but that in some few ( ases su( h

warning ma) prmluic the nppositi- eMn t, though ni iv authorities wlu;

l,a\ < lia 1 1 niisi(k labk i xjniicncf (i| tiie tr.iiniiir ut bo\ s lolluw (In |)iai ti( c
(if sciuiulinu .m ;daini ,ts a matter ot routine. 'I'o he free lioni objec lions

such warning must be mo^t juclh musK administererl to innotint and

sensitive youths.

I'or the (lire ul ma tii'batioii in insane oaliciits, Cl.irke has sufiessfulh

l)erlormed iicurciloiii). reiiio\ing .^ inc'i of lai li of the nerves on the

dorsum of ti;e penis tliriai<;li ;" transverse incision i iru h from tl.e root of

the organ.

MEASLES.

riic mncral livuiciie, nursing .uid Inding are pi.u lu.illy uUntii.d with

llioNs- indii.ilid 111 the iii.inaui 111. Ill 'it tin- ntlur iSmHIIh in.itous fcviT"-

>".irl,ilinii, I oil II In, tv plioi'l. Iv j.jiu^ .iml vaiiol.i.

i'ropiiv laxis is ol vital inijj'.irtaiue, the inlec lioiisncss of ilic disease is
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intense before the rash appears, hence the importance of the recognition

of measles at the earliest possible period. The diagnosis will be helped

by the presence of Koplik's spots on the buccal membrane, and these

must be always sought for. Rigid isolation should be carried out at the

earliest moment.

No convalescent patient should be permitted to mix with the healthy

till a period of 21 days.

As soon as the attack declares itself the child should be put to bed. A

wire spring-mattress, upon the top of which a thin, hard hair-mattress is

placed, and a moderate amount of bedclothes should be provided. The

temperature of the sick-room should not be allowed to exceed 60 F.

Certainly, in the absence of special reasons, such as laryngeal complica-

tions, the atmospheric temperature should not exceed 65" F. Thorough

ventilation should be secured, ai J a continuous supply of pure warm air

is essential. Owing to the irriti ' 'ity of the respiratory mucosa it will

generally be found necessary to huve some arrangements for moistening

the air; the ordinary bronchitis kettle answtrs all requirements. Where

the physician ha.s the choice of rooms for the treatment of any of the

exanthemata, he should select a large, airy apartment, with an open grate,

and, 'vhen possilile, with a ventilator optning into a Hue. The bed can

be surrounded by a louple of screens in a large room; thib will enable the

..ost l.Jiough ventilation to be carried out without subjecting the patient

to draughts of cold air. It is very desirable to have two beds in the sick

room, one for the day and the other for the night, and, when possible, it is

an even better plan to have one bed for the night in an adjoining room

which ( ommunicates directly by a door with the day-room. When two

c hildi.n are to be treated, they should each have a separate bed, and tiic

V .iiilalion of the room must be most thorough.

In a case of mt isles it is customary to have the light subdued by partially

drav,inii the bKnd. , ! ut the complete darkness so viften insisted upt^n is

unntces.sary, and ihe pauent'.s own tetlings may be takci as a guide in

this mutter. Urigiit >unligii( should, when possible, \w atimittid into the

mcrn and be allowitl I' do)d every part of its atmosphere save that in the

immediate neighb-Mirhood oi the patient's eyes, whi. Ii may be shaded by a

oirt.on, suec;i or liV the drapery (»t the bed; but the fewer bed hangings

fhu bitter.

Every unnecessary article of furniture should be citiired out ol the room,

ami nothing must iJe left in it wiiii li afurvards i.mnut U sulniiitted L.

thoniugii fumigation or dest ruction. In tfutin;' inf;-ctious disca.scs in

tlicpiiticiusliunic. It isagodd plan to p!,uea large vessel filled witii water

and fond) s Fluid ^.iljout i in ^v) outside the do(,r oi ilie sii k room. Into

this \e.ssel all artit les leaving the room may be dipped. In the tase ol

scarlatina and .mallpo.v, a sl;'.et moisttned oKasemalU n a solution ot

( aiboiic '..
i

'

(1 in Ho) o. ( hlorinafed 1 inie (• in 200) may be su^tiendnl

outside th> • .>r. in orde. to niou '-ffei taally cut ot! the room iroio f'le

otiur p.nis ol llie iiouse; tli" s.iiiu' l)lan should he carried out ill iiieasu-

when Jlhtr children are residing in the household. Lrine and ia:cc^

»t::

i,
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should be passed into vessels containing a small quantity of some disin-

fecting or deodorising substance. Terebene, Eucahptus, Carbolic Acid,
or other volatile antiseptic may be diffused through the atmosphere
occasionally by a spray apparatus.

The treatment must be entirily symptomatic; no known drug exercises
any specific action over the causal morbific agent.

The following old-fashioned mixture can do no harm, and often affords
some relief by encouraging the action of the skin; it may be administered
till the decline of the eruption in doses of a teaspoonful every 2 or 3 hours
to a child 2 to 5 years old.

a. Spiritus .Ether. Nitrosi 5ij.

Liquor. Ammon. Acetat. 5j.

Syrupi Croci 5j.

Aqtice Destillatce ad 5iv. Misce.

There is no difficulty d.> regards diet when the patient ran take milk
freely, as milk alone or diluted with half its amount of Lini'-water, or
aerated water may be gi'.-in in any quantity. Where the patient has a
natur.-\l dislike to milk, weak soups, beef tea or any liquid nourishment may
be given. It is, however, a mistake to force nnuri.shment under these
circumstances. Often a child who refuses milk can be tempted to take
tea, and this may ronsist chiefly of milk flavoured with a little tea. In
this liiscuit may be soaked, d; toast may be added.

Thir.st inc reasi with the temperature, tnd diluent drinks may be freely
gi»en

;
it is wrong to refuse cold water when the patient craves for it. It

shouhi only be temporarily withheld in those in.stances where it is taking
the place of nourishment. Weak barley water, to which lemon-juice and
a littl esugar have been added, or home-made lemonade may be freely
given. VVhen thirst is very great, ice may be administered in small
quantities.

Very high temperature must be checked, and, as there is a strong
objection to the cold bath before the appearance of the eruption, when the
thermometer remains abt)ve 104 an intipyretic should be administered.
Quinint is the -tfest ainl ! .'.st of the.se, and may be given in d-ises of about
i gr. (or each yar uf the child's life every 4 or 6 hours ; higher temperatures
will lequire doses o; d iiiiilc the abo, c.

I'he newer antipyretics ma> be emploxed but only for short periods.

1 gr. Antipyrine may be given ever> 3 hours to a child from one to two
years old. When hyj)' rj'yreNia oc( urs after the rash has 'tmw well out
and where the temperaune leaches 106 or more, a tepid bath or cold
pack should he at om e given, and tin patient kept in it till the temperature
falls to noi

.
-al. V\ ith a good nurse, sponging oJ the bodv in detachments

answers most requirements, and the water at first ni,i\ bu tepid and after-
wards cooled down. The bowels should receive one moderately smart
clearing out by a saline purgative; further purgation is unnecessary unless
constipation .set in, Diarrhaa. if |)resent. should not be interfered wiiji
unless it threaten to exhaust the patient's strength.
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Coryza requires little interference, as it rapidly subsides upon the decline

of the eruption, and is generally relieved by cutting off the supply of

bright light. If congestion of the conjunctiva remains a
i^

grs. per oz.

iJoric eye-wash may be used.

Cough is often severe, and in some cases almost alarming, and is liable

to resist drugs till ti\e eruption begins to fade. The diffusion of steam

through the air or an inhalation of Hemlock Juice or a very weak Carbolic

spray to the fauces, and Ipcc acuanha Wine internally and warm poultices

externallv generally aflford relief. In adult patients Tartar Emetic

(20 mins. of the wine, with 5 mins. of Liquor Morphia) may be given with

advantage to loosen the expectoration, but drenching witli nauseating

expectorants must be avoided when possible.

Laryngeal irritation, like the bronchial mischief, is best treated by warm

inhalations.

Severe cephalalgia should be met by a small dose of Antipyrine and a

sinapism to the nucha. A smart purge is inc'icated for the relief of tiiis

symptom if the bowels have not been already well moved.
'

Vomiting is relieved by mustiird to the gastric region, small quantities

i)f iced soda-water, and peptonisation of the milk.

Itching, when the eruption is well out, may be a troublesome symptom.

It is generally relieved by sponging the limbs and face with a warm or tepid

solution ot bicarbonate of Soda, and by anointing the skin with weak

Carbolic or Eucalyptus Oil (i in 40).

In the early stage, .should convulsions occur, or where stupor with

marked exhaustion is ob.served before tht appearance ot the eruption over

the entire body, especially when traces of it ho.vi !>een observable for one

or two days about the head, a hot bath should be given, with the view of

causing a smart determination of blood to the cut.ineous surface, and when

in the batli cold affusion to the head is very \ aluablc. After such a bath

the body should he prcperly rubbed dry with warm towels, and the patient

wrapped up in flannels and put to bed before the possibility of a chill

occurs.

I )elirium in the early stage is due c. the intensity of the fever, and yields

to antipyretic 1 1 eatnicnt ; at a Inter >,tage it may indicate meningeal trouble,

and slu)uld be treated bv closely clipping the hair .md applying the ice-cap.

convulsions at ,1 later stage, like dehrium, gcnerallv indi( ate the (mset

of some serious complication, su( h as pneumonia or 11 ningitis, which is to

he met Uy the administration of such remedies as are indicaced in these

afi'ei tions.

The onset of anv serious symptom, if accompanied by the sudden fadmg

or recession of the rasii, mav l>e met by a i)riel immersion ot the child's

hodv in a hot hath obtaining mustard, but if this treatment is adopted

<()ld should be appli-.d 10 the head during the bathing.

Pneumonia is a most serious complication, usually taking on the type

of capillary bronchitis or bnmcho-pneumonia ; it often runs a slow course,

and must be met by poultices and stimulating exiK'ctorants, as Ammonia,

&c., described in the article on p. 108. Strychnine for symptoms of heart

rtf
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failure may be indicated, along with small doses of Alcohol, and Oxygen

inhalations should be resorted to if cyanosis supervene. As the pneumonia

of measles, like that of influenza, is infectious, a child suffering from this

complication should not be treated in the same room with other measles

patients.

Troubles in the middle or internal ear, ophthalmia, adenitis and other

complications are to be met by the rerhedies mentioned under the names

of these affect ,jns, and since the microbes which cause many of thr-

complirations of measles are always to be found in tlie mouth, Dawson

Williams points out the necessity of disinfecting mouth-washes and sprays.

These latter are of great value in prevsnting otitis, and they may be

supplemented by careful syringing or washing out of the naso-pharynx.

immediately after which gentle Politzerisation may be occasionally carried

out.

Alcoholic stimulants are seldom necessary in ordinary uncomplicated

cases, but where serious complications as those just mentioned are pre.sent

they must be judic iously administered. Wine whey is the best form for the

administration of alcohol, and it is usually readiiy taken by children. \

wineglassfui of Sherry added to a pint of boiling milk causes curdlinis and

the curd should be strained out or permitted to settle down.

In the presence of ^flionping-cough as a complication of measles stimu-

lation is usually neces.sary. Any suspicion of a diphtheritic membrane
on the throat should be immediately met by serum-tlierapy.

The exhau lion and serious drain made upon the system by a severe

attack of measles often lead to a fatal issue, notwithstanding the popular

notion that the disease is generally a trivial ailment; hence, after the

decline of the eruption, every care must be taken to keep up the general

strength by large quantities of easily digested and easily assimilated food.

The after-lrcatinrnt is sometimes of much greater importance tlian the

management of the case prior to the decline of the fever. Tonics may lir

needed to improve the appetite, and Iron to combat the anaemia whi( h

often results. These objects may be accomplished at the same time hv

givin^; a mixture containing Quinine, with small doses of the Tincture of

Iron. Coil-Liver Oil is very valuable at a iater stage.

As branny desf|uamation sets in the skin may be anomted, after a warm
bath and drying, by ()li\e Oil i iilainint' 5 per (cnl. I'ucalyptus Oil; this

relieves all itching and tends to dimiaish li.e s|,read ui the disease to others,

The patient may gcniTally be permitted to leave his bed, in the absence

of complii iitions. though still to reiiiain in his room, after the lapse of a

week. It is (lifrn ult to kee|) those who have just passed through a mild

attack of measles from exposing themselves to the variations of letnpera-

ture outdoors. I'he cluliiren of the poorer class nm about in the open air

often before the eruption has entirely faded, ind the result is that numbers

of them perish from secondary bronchial or pneumonic trniibles. The

dans^crs of '"xi'ixure sliould be insisted upon ti> iian'nis. .'inH tlu' bodv

sliduld l)c well cint loped in flannels, even in tlie summer time. In winter,

a child should not be permitted to take ojMn air exercise for at least a

I )

i
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month after che seizure. Drives should not he pcrmitteu till the patunt

has been allowed to move about.

To all who have had much experience in the extern dc])artnunt of a

children's hospital, it is evident how numerous arc the cas( if phthisis and

severe visceral and bone affections, whose orijiin can be traced to the

shattered ;tate of health following measles, which depresses the natural

resistance to the omnipresent tubercle bacillus, and permits of its unop-

posed progress. These grave .sequela' arc certainly more common .ifter

measles than after the other members of the exanthemata, ^nd this con-

sideration points to the real necessity for prolonged careful feedmg by

highly nourishing foo<' md by milk, sterilised or Pasteurised, together

with every form of improved hygiene possible.

UEGRBH, MIGRAINE, OR HEMICRANIA.

Upon the first approach of a seizure, even before the advent of pam.

when the eye svmptoms give warning of an attack. 20 grs. Phenacetm or

10 grs. .\ntipvrine in solution should be given. Sometimes this tr-atment

prevents the headache coming on and cuts short the attack; more fre-

quently it results in so minimising the severity of the pain that, though

conscious of its presence, the patient will be able to move about and attend

to his ordinary duties. A second dose in 30 minutes will usually suflice

to dispel it altogether.

As tliese largo amounts are not free from the danger ()f depressing the

heart it is advisable to have a routine i)ain-r<licver which can in- admin-

istered without hesitation as soon as the warnings of an attack are felt, or

immediatelv after the patient awakes in the morning with a severe head-

adie. The following is a good combination

:

B. Phcnaznni gr. x.

CafTciiKV Cit. gr. vj. Misce.

Ft. pulv. s.s. et reptt. secundis hnris.

5 grs. Hydrobromide of Quinine may lie added to eadi powder, which

sometimes jirolongs the analgesic effect.

Difference of opinion exists regarding the relative p.iin-relieving power

of the diiTerent coal-tar derivatives, as the analgesic which best relieves

one ])atient mav possess little influence over another. There cannot be a

doubt that each (me of them gradu.dly loses its effect when fre<iuently

resorted to; the writer believes that for all purposes the combmatum of

\ntipyrine and Caffeine is the b"sl routine. It is, however, absolutelv

necess,iry in treating severe and oft recurring attacks of megrim to change

from one drUL' to another from time to time to obtain the ben re-nlis and

to prevent the most .suitable drug or combination of drugs from losmg its

effe(ts. ....
The physician has the choice of the following series in their ajiproximate

, :„t- ..-„,. ,^ t,,
..- .-rrc V.-rf-.nlhdi- nr Anlifebrin. 4 L'rs -.

Pnlv.

Acetanilidi ("o. (Antifehiin. 7; rafleine, 1 ;
Mirarbonate of Soda. 2). 5

to

4i
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It

6 grs.; Ammonol, lo grs.; Antinervin, lo grs.; Phenalgin, 15 grs.; Exalgin,

2 grs. J Lactophenin, 15 grs.; Phenacetin, 15 grs.; Citrophen, 5 to 8 grs.;

Acetopyrin, 12 grs.; Migrainine, 15 grs.; Migralin, 15 grs.; Aspirin, Sala-

cetin, Saletin, Acetysal or Xaxa, 15 grs.; Novaspirin, 12 f;rs.; Salophen,

12 grs.; Apolysin, 20 grs.; Aspirophen, 15 grs.; Methylene Blue, 3 grs.;

Guranine or Caffeine, 5 grs.; Euphorine, 5 grs.; Triphenin, 15 grs.; Salicy-

late of Soda, 25 grs.; Phenoroll Hydrochloride, 10 grs.; Phenosal, 8 grs.;

Salocoll, 15 grs.; l.'eurodin, 10 grs.; Cryofin, 10 grs.; Phesin. 20 grs.;

Pyraniidon, 5 grs.; Tolypyrin (Tolylantipyrin) and Tolypyrin Salicylate,

15 grs.; Salipyrin, 20 grs.

Morphia should never be employed for the relief of migraine, and the

common practice of heroic purgation by calomel and large doses of salines

produces no good results either in relieving the pain or in preventing the

attucks. In gouty and rheumatic subjects A.spirin or the Salicylates arc

decidedly advantageou...

Cannabis Indica in \ to J-gr. doses of the extract is of value for the '•elief

of the continuous headache of mild degree whi'h sometimes remains
between the acute sei.^ures.

Xitroglyc erin is useless in the ordinary type of the disease, but in a small

number of cases where the atta( ks arc closely as.sociated with high blood-

pressure it is a valuable preventive, and succeeds when all the analgesics

fail even during the acute seizure. Amyl Nitrite may be tried.

Bromides are useless for the relief of the acute attack, but where the

attacks become almost continuous

—

i.e., in the so-called " status hemi-
cranialis "-—bromides are of great use. They may be advantageously
combined with antipyrinc.

K. 3vj.I'otasxii Rromidi

Phenazoni '

j.

Caffetna Citraits 7,].

Spirifus Chlorofoi mi 3ij

A<jiue Catnphorce ad %\. Misce.

Fiat mistura. Signa.-" A larf^e tablespoonfid for a dose when the

attack 'if headache comes on, and a dessertspoonful every morning and
evening between the attack.'^."

In most intractable cases where analgesic s had lost their effects and life

had l)ec(ime unendurable, Whitehead states that he never failed to secure

lierfec t relief by the intnuiuctiun of an ordinary tape .seton into the tis.sues

at the ba( k of the neck. The skin is transfixed by a scalpel, and into the
wound is inserted 9 inches of household tape

(.J
im h wide); the free ends

arc lied, and the seton is moved i little e^eiy day ;nul worn uninterruptedly
tor a [)eriod of 3 months.

The treatment in the intervals between the attai ks is an important duty.
That there is a strong hereditary or congenital fa( tor in most cases which
establish' s what may be regarded as a migrainous diathesis is beyond
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doubt. This permanent condition in the absence of an exciting cause may

rarely or never manifest itself, hence it is of the greatest consequence that

in every case a close investigation of the exciting cause of the seizures

should be made. When this is discovered and remedied the attacks may

he entirely prevented, and never return unless some other se\ -re unavoid-

able stimulus be brought into operation.

Eye-strain due to errors of refraction (astigmatism. &c.) is a very

common exciting cause, and when by suitable glasses these are corrected

complete relief follows; but a violent emotional disturbance such as a

sudden outburst of passion or grief, or a prolonged mental strain, will

Dreiipitate a seizure. Deprivation of sleep and physical exhaustion act

iike anxiety and grief, and when po.ssible should be avoided. All reflex

sour:es of irritation in the mouth, naso-pharynx, ovaries and int< stmal

tract should be dealt with. An open-air life with free exercise, and the

avoidance of heated, ill-ventilated rooms and irregular hours for rest,

must be insisted upon.

Dietetic errors should be corrected, but the part played by the intestinal

tract in megrim has been greatly exaggerated. Every migrainous subject

discovers that the atta( ks are as liable to supervene when the bowels are

a< lively working as when constipation exists; nevertheless constipation

sliould tie avoided for general hygienic reasons. The toxic effects of

certain artii ies of diet, when not imaginary, must be ascribed to idio-

syncrasy, as one migrainous subjei:t can live upon a dietary which anot'.ier

considers to be most injurious. Eggs are an example of this, and it is not

unusual for a patient to affirm that this article of diet invariably brings

on an attack, whilst investigation elicits the fad from her relatives that

the patient often partakes freely, without knowin it, of puddings and

dishes containing eggs in large amount, and no harm results.

Strong coffee as a beverage is always useful, and many patientr; un-

accustomed to its use are enabled to ward off mild attai ks by drinking a

large cupful of the strong infusion on awaking in the morning with pre-

monitory symptoms of a seizure. The diet during the seizure is a simple

matter, as the patient is u.sually unable to take any kind of food; a cup of

weak tea may be permitted.

Insomnia lietwcen the attacks should be guarded against, as a sleepless

night is almost certain in migrainous subjeits to be followed by an attack

of severe lieadaihc next day. A large dose of Hromide with 15 grs.

Chloral llvdrate is the most suitable hypnotic; caffeine shou'ci not i>e

prescribed for this (lass of patient unless it be administeiet. early in the

morning.

No drug is known which excfises a sp-cific preventive action, but

many authorities regard Arsenic in ,\-gr l.)scs as of value. It may be

gnen in pill in combination with i gr. Extract of Indiun Hemp, and Little

adds to each i gr. Ext, Helladonna and 2 grs. Valerianate of Zim .

One of the best routine methods of treating megrim between the attaclfs

is to administer ,^0 urs. Bromide and 20 grs. Salicylate of Soda every 1
' t

before retiring to bed.

't

tu"^
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Electricity in every form has been vaunted in static, galvanic, Faradir

and high-frequency currents; the writer has observed good effects by
passii:g a weak continuous current through the head, using 3 or 4 Leclanclie

cells with one moistened pole over the occiput and the other on the fore-

head.

In some cases a complete change of environment, with a long holida\

in a bracing, mountainous district or a sea voyage may be necessary.

The first step is to fin.; out the cause of the bleeding and to remove tiiis

when possible. Under Hxmatemesis the agents indicated in bleeding

from the stomach are enumerated.

The melaena of duodenal ulcer is a clear indication for surgical proce-

dures, and very copious and repeated gastric haemorrhages should be also

met by gastro-enterostomy.

The drenching of the patient with tannin, vegetable and mineral

astringents, turpentine, ergot, &c., is useless, and should never be resorted

to in intestinal haemorrhage. The only resource is to rapidly saturate the

patient's blood with Chloride of Calcium by the mouth or rectum, and this

is also the best procedure in purpuric conditions.

In gastric or duodenal haemorriiage Adrenalin solution often proves

useful by its local action, but for bleeding low down in the bowel it is

worse than useless, since increase of blood-pressure favours the escape of

the blood from the opened vessel. Gelatm liy the mouth is alwRvs

admissib'e in internal bleeding, and the hypodermic administration of

Normal vSaline solution to make up for the bulk of the blood lost. .\

small quantity of Calcium Chloride can be added to the serum injected.

The black motions due to iron, bismuth and manganese and those

sometimes occurring in a raw-meat dietary and after eating spinfch should

be distinguished from true melaena.

Melana neonatoium is a serious and often fatal form of intestinal

haemorrhage which usually occurs within 2 or 3 days after birth, and is due
either to microbic causes or to the result of ligature of the cord inducing

hepatic or intestinal hyperaemia. Chloride or Lactate of (lalcium should

be administered in small quantities (2 to 5 grs.) in milk, and external

warmth employed to counteract shock. Hypodermic injection of Nomial
Horse and Rabbit Serum ard direct blood transfusion have all been

successfully employed. A less formidable and etiually reliabh inetiiod

of treatment in this serious emergency is tiie hypodeimic injection of

carefully sterilised Gelatin solution, l)y which Kngclman'i saved 40 out of

4.^ cases of this affection.

MELANCHOLIA ~ see Insanity and Hypochondriasis.

Iff^NH^RE'S DISEASE see p. 245. and under Tinnitus.

HENINOrns, Acute Cerebral, of Childhood.

( ntining this title to the simi)le non-suijpurotive i!:flanimation of the

pia-arachnoid involving chiefly the base of the brain, which is synonymous
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with Posterior Basic Occlusive Meningitis, the treatment indicated is that

common to all forms of cerebral leptomeningitis.
. * „«

Absolute rest in a cool, darkened and thickly carpeted room shut off

from noise and all source of vibrations is essential. The child may be

nursed on the lap with the head kept slightly elevated, when rest in bed

is not tolerated. An ice-cap or Leiter's tubes should be continuously

appHed to the scalp.
^ , . , „, „,

Diet is of more importance in the management of this type of cerebral

meningitis than in the other varieties, since the affection often runs a

chronic course, and the maintenance of life may ultimately depend upon

the successful administration of food from the onset. Henre srr^

quantities of diluted milk or suitable infant food shov d be a 'ou.iy

administered at short intervals, and resort to early reccal feedu y be

required if the stomach is irritable, but soups or -animal food in any torm

should be prohibited.
, • 4.„„

A smart purge, i gr. Calomel or 2 grs. Hyd. cum creta given in a tea-

spoonful of Syrup of Senna, may be administered in order to thoroughly

evacuate the bowels.
, , , • j ^l„<,.

The treatment must be mainly symptomavic; cephalalgia and restless-

ness may be relieved by Bromides, with i or 2 grs. .\ntipyrme added to

each dose. Leerhing of the temples and a mustard poultice to the nucha

often afford considerable relief.

Vomiting may be controlled by rectal feeding ond a sinapism over tlie

epigastric region ; thougli the latter agent is nore suitable for the relic

of vomiting of gastric origin, it occasionally answers in cerebral

irritation*
. . , , „, •„„

High temperature must be treated by patient tepid or cold sp"i m
,

and .sleeplessness which does not yield to broi, les should be relieved by

a small dose of Chloral.
, _,

Lumba: puncture is a valuable agent for the rehef of most of the urgent

head symptoms, but it i=. more clearly indicated in the later stages when

accumulation of effused inflammatory products is causmg increased cere-

bral pressure.
, , , „ „

Though simple acute ba.i;. meningitis is w dely accepted as h.-ing a

sporadic form of epio.mic cerebro-spinal meningitis, and due to the

presence of tli. Diplococcus intnuellularis, information is still la.king of

the valu • of intraspinal injections of Flexner's serum in the .imple .vpe.

In the opinion of the writer the serum should always have a fair trial in

every sporadic ca.se where the diagnosis of tubenle -an be excluded

especially as it cannot do harm if the cerebro-spinal fluid be first permitted

to drain away throu-li the needle before injection.

As the ftccumulition of the inflammatory fluid in the cerebral vcntri.|,.s

.cads to their .li^fnsion owing to blocking of tlu- iter and the opei.ings

from the fourtli ventricles, hydrocephalus is liable to supervene. Lumbar

puncture is clearly indicated at this stage, though its effe. is are

usually but temporary. _ ,

Incision of the tympanic membrane on both sides sometimes affords

M'
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marked relief to pressure symptoms, and it should always be resorted to
where there is any otitis present.

Mercury unquestionably is of great value in aiding the absorption of the
effused liquid, but it must be pushed by inunction till its physiological
effects show themselves. This should be resorted to in every case of
simple meningitis. The writer has so manv times witnessed most striking
recoveries from full doses of the metal by the skin after profound coma
had almost obliterated all hope of improvement that he believes it to
be unjustifiable to abandon the patient to his fate without resorting to
vigorous treatment by this dru<r.

Iodides may be employed alone or in conjunction with mercurial treat-
m»^nt.

Where chronic hydrocephalus follows and the case does not yield to
lumbar puncture, the measures discussed under Hydrocephalus must be
followed.

The term cntjutc meningitis is sometimes applied to the cases of simple
basic meningitis which run a slow course of months, and these are identical
with those somewhat rare examples of cerebro-spinal meningitis where the
same obstructive factors are at work in inducing acquired hydrocephalus
by obliterating the passages between the ventricles and the posterior
lymph cistern. The only treatment from which any permanent benefit
can be expected after the failure of mercury and iodides lies in the drainage
of the ventricles.

The acute idiopathic internal hydrocephalus oj Quincke, being due to a
chronic inflammatory condition of the lining membrane of the ventricle
with serous accumulation and no blocking of the iter, yields to lumbar
puncture in conjunction with mercurial treatment.

HENINGITIS, cerebrospinal (Epidemic).

Prophylaxis.— },]\id\ light has been thrown on the spread of this epidemic
disease by a culture of the coccus from swabs taken from persons lately in
contact with a victim; these carriers, though in good health, nevertheless
harbour tlie germ of the disease in their naso-pharynx; these carriers may
also convey the micrococcus to other carriers v ho have not been in contact
with a person suffering from the disease. Moth these kinds of carriers as
well as patients in the acute and convalescing stages of the malady spread
the disease amongst the members of the <ommunitv. By the serum test
the potentiality of a <:arrier maybe determined, and by the use of antiseptic
sprays, ( hlorinated Soda, Zinc Sulphate, Carbolic Acid, &c.,an attempt
should be made to sterilise his throat after lie has lieen isolated Vaccine
methods of dealing with the carrier's infe. ti\e powers cannot vet be said
to have proved .successful.

The treatment of a patient suffering from the disea.se is to be conducted
upon the lines laid down for the management of simple basic meningitis.
Rest in a darkened room, with the head elevated and ice ap[)!ifd to the
sliayen .scalp, are clearly indicated. The cerebral symptoms - cephalalgia
restlessness, insomnia, &c.-call for palliatives as Bromides, Antipyrine,
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and an occasional dose of Chloral or Trional. Leeching behind the ears or

over the occiput may be employed ; mustard to the nucha or the application

of the ice-bag to the spine may afford relief to the acute spinal symptoms.

Blistering over occiput or nucha should never be employed owing to the

danger of sloughing. Morphia, though generally contra-mdicated in

other forms of meningitis, may be safely employed to relieve vio ent

spinal pain, and is especially indicated hypodermically, when the vomiting

is uncontrollable by other methods. Fever should be reduced by con-

tinuous cold sponging, or in the case of children by tepid bathing.

No antiseptic drug possesses any specific action upon the growth and

development of the Diplococcus. The only hope lies in Lumbar Puncture

which should be immediately resorted to, and after about 30 c.c. of fluid

has been drawn off the same amount of Flexner's polyvalent serum should

be injected by gravity. The injection should be repeated in 6 or 8 1- s

if the spinal fluid has been noticed to be turbid; a dose every day or t
^. '

srcrnd day for 6 or 7 times may be necessary in severe cases if the turbidit

s Mild cases will be met by I or 2 injections. Acute fulminating

iles of the disease terminate sometimes in a few hours, and will

blv prove invulnerable to the serum, but when possible they should

c the uvantage which the serum alone holds forth.

Some . .thorities rely upon lumbar puncture alone repeated every day

till the fluid loses all traces of turbidity. There is also difference of

oDinion about the relative values of the different sera, but Robb, who has

had much experience in two epidemics, insists upon the great superiority

of Flexner's. The theory of the necessity of an autogenous serum is

certainly true, but before such can be prepared the patient is beyond the

reach of treatment, as the time element is a vital factor in every case.

Halahan after puncture washes out the spinal canal with i per cent.

Carbolic Solution before injecting the serum.

Vaccine treatment by living and sterilised cultures has yet to be proved

of any real value; most of the cases hitherto so treated have also been

subjected to repeated tappings.
, , ^ , .u . .u ^of;„.,f'=

The suggestion of tilting up the foot of the bed so tha the patient s

cerebral vessels become congested (a modified Bier s Method) has been

tried' it is useless unless combined with puncture and scrum treatment.

Where acquired hydrocephalus has commenced to manifest its presence

through blocking of the communications between the interior of the

ventrHes and the posterior lymph cistern, lumbar puncture cannot be

expected to exert any hut the most temporary relief. At tlus period alter

the cessation of fever and toxaemia, a trial of Mercmy and Iodides is

clearly indicated, and as in the hydrocephalus which folh. simple basic

meningitis, when these agents fail, resort to dramage of t..c ventricles as

described "ider Hydrocephalus should be gravely considered.

MENDiaiTIS, Cerebral (Purulent).

The ireatmenl i.. in the first place that of the priniary conditiun causmi:

il Wounds of the scalp, injuries and disease ol the cranial bones, ery-

J,t

^

.>*>-
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!*'-!

sipelas of the face and scalp, admit of easy iccess of the pus-forming
organisms through the veins of the diploe. General infective processes
as typhoid fever, pneumonia and smallpox, ulcerative endocarditis
pyaemia, &c., may bring the pyogenic microbes to the meninges through
the blood-stream. But the great proportion of cases of purulent meningitis
IS caused by of^-s media, carie? of the petrous bone, sinus phlebitis
disease of the mastoid cells, nasal I ssae or na-o-pharynx, frontal sinus or
orbit, m which cases the infective meningeal inflammation is liable to be
complicated by cerebral abscess.

From the consideration of the above causes the solution of the problem
of prevention is obvious. Free evacuation of all purulent collections in
connection with the scalp, bones, ear, frontal sinuses and orbit should be
promptly executed. Trephining of the mastoid cells and incision of the
tymi)anic membrane will secure immunity when practised early. The
rigid disinfection of all scalp wounds and the establishment of efficient
drainage once pus has shown its presence is essential, and this is equally
imperative in erysipelas when the signs indicate that suppuration ^eati.
the aponeurosis has supervened.
Once the meninges have become in\ olved the treatment must be mainlv

symptomatic and carried out on the lines indicated in the other types of
acute cerebral meningitis.

A smart cathartic—Calomel followed by a valine or i min. Croton Oil--
should be administered. The patient should be placed in bed with tiie
head elevated, and ice applied to the shaven scalp and leeches applied
behind the ears. Fever, cephalalgia, vomiting, delirium, restlessness, in-
somnia, &r., are to be treated by agents employed on recognised prhriples.
The presence of any of the primary causes above enumerated should be
carefully sougiit for and promptly dealt witii if this has been previously
overlooked. 1 )epressed bone should be elevated or removed and subdural
ab.scesses evacuated by trephinin-. Mastoid trephining or gouging, in-
cision of the t>mpanum.and the surgical procedures detailed under Ear
I )iseascs arc t.

.

he carried out when the signs indicate otitis media. When
localising symptoms are present the methods of opening the skull for the
rehef of cerebral abscess or sinus phi. bitis are clearly indicated.
Lumbar pun* ture may be resorted to in all cases where the cerebral

pressure is high, and the spinal fluid may be allowed to flow till the rate
of Its exit through the needle demonstrates that the pressure has been
reduced to the normal, and the operation may be repeated from time to
time with ad\-antage. Where lumbar puncture fails to relieve the high
cerebral pressure, some surgeons recommend even in the absence of
localising symptoms that the vault of the cranium should be trephined
and the dura mater freely incised, _s has been done with temporary
advantage in rapidly growing cerebral tumours to reduce the
tension.

Mercurialisation by inunction should be resorted to in all cases where
operative

,
duics aie nut indicated, in order to give the comato.se

patient any beneht which may possibly be obtained by hastening the

i
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absorption of effused fluid outside the cerebrum or in tfie interior of tfie

ventricles. Occasionally life may be saved by this procedure.

Autogenous Vaccine may be tried in cases running a slow course un-

influenced by surgical measures.

MENINGITIS, Cerebral (Syphilitic).

This is a chronic ailment affecting the membranes usually at the base

of the brain, and since it forms the chief feature in the clinical picture

recognised as Syphilis of the Brain the term is usually accepted as a

synonym for brain syphilis.

The treatment will depend upon the length of the interval which has

elapsed between the primary symptoms of the origmal syphilis and the

advent of the cerebral signs. When the latter appear towards the end of

the secondary stage or soon afterwards, vigorous mercurial treatment

will very p-obably cause complete- resolution of the small-celled inflamma-

tory giowih infiltrating the pia mater and extending along the arteries.

Inane ion should be commenced [.romptly. i dr. of the B.P. Ingt. Hyd.

shoulu be rubbed in daily till the effect of the metal upon the gums becomes

evident, after which the inunctions should be suspended for several days,

to lie again renewed as soon as the signs of salivation fade. Salvarsan

is clearly indii atcd in su(h cases, or Bacelli's intiavenous method of intr(.-

ducing the Cyanide of Mercury into the circulation should be resorted lo;

15 mins. of a i per cent, solution should be injected, and ihe elTects kept

up by inunction with mercurial ointment for a period of o weeks or by

the intravenous administration of mercurialised serum.

As the disease shows a constant tendcni y to relapse, mercurial treatment

must be renewed in short courses every v, to 1 2 months ; during the intervals

Iodides in large d es should be steadily administered.

When meningeal signs and ocular paralyses, &c., manifest themselves

in the tertiary stage, Merci y should also be employed, as spirochetac have

been found in the brain k jions even after the lapse of several years from

the primary attack. It cannot, however, be pushed as fearU'^sly as in the

early ( ascs, and reliance must be placed on large doses of the Iodides,

which to be of use must be given boldly and for lorg periods.

Much advance has been made by the new method of administering

Salvarsan or its substitutes and Mercurial salts by the spinal canal route.

These havel)een enumerated under Locomotor Ataxy, where the technique

ot Auto-Salvarsanised Serum administration has been described. The

danger of salvarsan in the presence of advanced degenerative hanges in

the kidney, heart or brain must not be forgotten, but when the symptoms

and signs become grave even in sypiiilitic meningitis it should have a trial,

but always in conjunction with mercury and iodides.

In a case under the writer's care, where a well-marked early attack of

cerebral tumour 15 years previously yielded to inunctions of mercury, a

^Viwt: sciziiri' nccurtcd accompanied by hemiplcgic symptoms with aphasia

ind followed by coma of several days' duration. As the power of swallow-

ing was lost, 40 grs. Iodide of Sod' .. dissolved n 2 oz. water were admin-
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560 MENINGITIS, CEREBRAJ. {TUBERCULOUS)
istered by the rectum e ery 8 hours for a month, mors than i lb. of tlie
salt bemg mjected and retained. The rectal injections were continued
alter swallowmg power returned because they gave rise to no irritation •

the patient's condition steadily improved and the paralysis and aphasia
gradually disappeared.

Even in the most chronic cases a short course of mercurial inunction is
always clearly indicated, though the iodides must be persevered with as
long as ther." is any possibility of gummatous formations being left un-
resolved. While gummata may remain quiescent in the periosteum of the
long or fiat bones and in other structures, their pre.^.ure is destructive to
the delicate tissue of the brain, and treatment must be prompt, vigorous
and long-continued.

MENINOins, Cerebral (Tnberculous).

Prophylaxis.—There cannot be a doubt that primary cases of tuberculous
meningitis often arise in children fed upon the milk of infected cows but
this source of infection is more likely to operate at a later date thr aiirh
infection from the mesenteric glands. The fine meshwork of these glands
in very young children filter out the bacilli and protect the blood-stream
for an mdefinite period, till some softening or breaking-down of the gland
tissue causes a secondary infection which may suddenly manifest itself in
the meninges or in an attack of acute general tuberculosis. Hence the
importance of sterilisation of the milk supplv of children brought up
mainly upon this fcod :•< detailed under Mesenteric Gland Disease
The disease occasi..nuuy shows itself after partial surgical measures for

the relief of lupus, bone and gland disease: such operations should be
condemned unless complete removal of the tuberculous foci can be carried
out. When once the cerebral symptoms have shown themselves, the
treatment must be entirely symptomatic and palliative. Vaccine therapy
IS powerless owing to the rapiditx of the progress of the disease, and if the
meningitis is but a local manifestation of a general invasion this form of
therapy only precipitates the final issue. Rest in a thickly carpeted and
darkened room free from all noise and vibration is essential. The hair
over the scalp shouH be shaved or chpped close with scissors, and the ice-
cap, Leiter s coil or iced cloths kept continuously applied. Headaone may
be further relieved by leeching the temples or mastoid region and by a
sinapism to the nucha, but blistering this region or the scalp should not
be practised, as this interferes seriously with the c(,n.f.)rt of the patient as
he usually lies upon his back. Antipyrine combined with Bromide- -
large doses may be pressed in the presence of severe restlessness, intense
cephalalgia and photophobia, and Chloral Hydrate mav be given to induce
sleep, opiates being contra-indicated. A full dose of Calomel for the
clearing out of tlie alimentary canal is a usual routine.
Only lini'id nourishment as small amounts of diluted or peptonised

milk si he administered at brief intcr-.als, .uup^ an.! animal foods
being ..early contra-indnated. Fever must be .ontrolled In" assiduous
cold or tepid sponging, each portion of the bods bein- .ubmitled to the
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treatment seriatim. The movi ment of the body entailed by immersion

in the cold or tepid bath, excer . in the case of young childrer, should be

avoided.

Lumbar puncture can be . the best but palliative; nevertheless as a

means of reducing cerebral pressure and agonising headache it may be

resorte-i to when the suffering is extreme. When lum' ; puncture has

been followed by recovery, probably the attack was one of simple basic

meningitis.

Mercury has been universally discountenanced in the treatment of an
obviously tuberculous meningitis, though unquestionably it possesses the

power of diminishing the cerebral tension during the later stages of the

diseases by causing the absorption of serous or inflammatory fluid within

the ventricles or in the arachnoid space. The writer does not hesitate

to advocate inunctijn in every case v' »re there is a 'asonable doubt

about the diagnosis, and it cannot be dem.d that in {. iice such cases

are numerous. The rubbing in of weak mercirial oir ent causes no

discomfort, and cannot possibly do harm in a di.«\a::' which is practically

always fatal. He has insisted upon inunctior, vra when the diagnosis

seemed to be fairly certain and the ise anpca i ;o he hopeless, and has

seen recovery follow; the diagnos. i such can- . was almost certainly

in error. B' where as in the greai inajority of ill examples of accepted

tuberculous meningitis the fatal issue of the disease was not averted, the

suffering was alleviated and never increased by mercurialisation.

Iodides in large doses appear not only to relieve headache, as they

sometimes palliate other forms of pain, but they assist the action of

mercury, and may be employed in conjunction with inunction in slowly

progressive types of the disease.

Tapping of the ventricles alone or accompanied by drainage, trephining

and other operative procedures appear to only hasten the fata' issue, often

without affording any temporary relief.

HENINGrnS, Spinal.

This is rarely met with as a primary affection, being generally an ex-

tension along the spinal membranes of the mischief due to the tubercle

bacillus, to the Diplococcus intracellularis or to the pyogenic organisms

causing a septic cerebral meningitis. Occasionally it may be tlie resalt

of the direct infection in carbuncle or bedsores without involving the

cerebral meninges.

The treatment is that already detailed under cerebro-spinal fever and

the other types of meningeal inflammation. Absolute rest in bed on the

side or with the face downwards and the application of the spinal ice-bag,

free dosage with Bromides and Iodides and m riurialisation. Lumbar
puncture should be resorted to early, and may be repeated at intervals

as long .as the flii'd is ejected under iihnnrm.'illy high pressure through the

needle. Counts '-irritation of the spinal region b" blistering or the

cautery has its advocates.

Where the affection has resulted from punctured or gunshot wounds
36
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involving the spine (external pachymeningitis) the surgical procedure

should be carried out on the lines indicated in septic cerebral meningitis.

Chronic spinal meningitis is generally a manifestation of syphilis, and

is allied or identical in its treatment to syphilis of the brain, already

detailed. Horsley regards the affection as a pachymeningitis, in whicii

a history of syphilis is not always to be found. He advocates laminec-

tomy, incision of the sheath of the cord and flushing with a i in 1,000

Perchloride of Mercury solution, as recommended by Gushing, the skin

wound being sealed up without drainage. Inunction with mercury or the

intra\cnous method of Bacelli should be resorted to in all ca.si

Tiic method of administering Auto-salvarsanised Serum or Mercurialised

Serum by the spinal canal as described under Locomotor Ataxia has

proved successful m many cases of late years which otherwise would have

been hopelessly invalided.

The treatment of chronic internal or hypertrophic pachymeningitis of

the cervical region is as unsatisfactory as is that of the allied cerebral

affection known as llaematoma of the Dura Mater. No drugs exert any

specific action over the peculiar ha;morrhagic tendency in the spine or

cerebrum. The only hope lies in rapid mercurialisation and counter-

irritation, as a percentage of the cases show a syphilitic history.

The treatment of the chronic external pachymeningitis which sometimes

forms a part of tuberculous softening of the spinal column is identical

with that of the compression myelitis present.

HENORBHAGIA.
An iiicrciiscd loss at tiie menstrual epoch may take tiie form either of

a prolongation of tlie normal period of haemorrhage, a more jirofu^e

discharge while the period lasts, a shortening of the normal interval or

of a lombinalion of these. In the worst cases the normal periodicity is

masked and the bleeding comes irregularly, the interval being shortened

or practically absent (metrorrhagia).

No treatment of the condition is satisfactory which does not take

account of the cause and aim at its removal, and there are few complaints

in whicii the routine use of a stock remedy, before a prujier diagnosis is

made, is so likely to lead to disai)])ointment and disi redit to the prac-

titioner. It should be always remembered tliat uterine lucmorrhage ma\

be due, not to any fault in tlie uterus or pelvic organs themselves, but

to interference witii tiie \enous return, as in mitral disease with Inu k

pressure or in lu'patic disease such as cirrhosis with portal obstiuctimi.

Ana;mia, scurvy, phthisis anil tlie infectious <iiseases may cause excessi\ c

menstrual loss. The treatment of any of tl'ese conditions, whicii will be

found under the approjjrialc JKatlings, is, of course, mm li more iniporlatit

than the treat inetU ol tiie iiunorrliagia, and really includes it.

In most cases, however, a local cause is to be found for excessive

menstrual loss, and in considering the treatment I propose to group these

cases as follows:

I. Menorrhagia in Puberty and /l(io/«««<:«r.— Excessive loss in young
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women just after puberty may be due to defective development of the

uterus associated with chlorosis, or in rare cases to an excess in develop-

ment of the uterus. Later on the haemorrhage may be caused by some

form of endometritis, either a hypertrophy of the endometrium associated

with dilatation of the capillaries (haemorrhagic endomitritis) and often

with erosion, or less commonly a thin and atrophic endometrium. A
mucous pol) pus may be present, or the ovaries may be the seat of follicular

or lutein cysts or of a dermoid cyst. The possibility of the hemorrhage

being due to an abortion or to an extra-uterine pregnancy should not be

lost sight of.

In treating menorrhagia at puberty the practitioner should be warned

against being too hasty in making local examinations or in applying local

treatment. One of the most important remedies is rest, and the patient

should be warned to abstain from all violent exercise, dancing, bicycling,

long walks or active games for two or three days before the period is

expected. If this measure does not restrain the haemorrhage she should

rest in bed for two or three days, beginning, if possible, before the onset of

the flow. Such treatment continued for six months to a year often results

in cure. Proper hygiene in regard to food, clothing and sleep should be

insisted on, and measures should be taken to insure a proper evacuation

of tlie bowels every day. For t'nis purpose nothing is better than a

saliri aperient mineral water first thing in the morning, or, what is mucli

ch< aper and as eiTicacious, Epsom or Rochelle salts in a tumbler of warm
water. Tiie dose should be gauj.' d so as to give one free motion i)er day.

.As regards drug treatment, Iron should be avoided, as it does not suit

tlKse cases. Arsenic, Quinine and Strychnine are valuable remedies.

They may be combined as in the " Tabloid ":

E. Quifi. Sulph. gr. ;.

Add. Arsenios. gr. jV-

Strych. Sulph. gr. 3V

.

Signa.—" One three times a day after meals."

Ext. Viburni Prunifolii in drachm doses is a useful drug. Styptol is

recommended in grain doses thrice daily during the intermenstrual

interval, and in i|-gr. doses every three hours during the period itself,

lodal in i gr. doses three times a day may be given. Calcium chloride

seems likely to be of service in cases associated with ( hlorosis; it may be

given in 5-gr. doses thrice daily during the interval and more frequently

during menstruation. Ergot and Ergotin are not very suitable for these

cases and are best avoided. The injection of Pituitrin (i c.( .) has been

iiighly recommended, and in cases iissociated with obesity small doses of

thyroid gland extract may be tried. Injections of normal serum up to

200 c.c. have been given witii good effect.

If the hiemorrhage is excessive in amount or continues in spite of a

faithful trial of the remedies indicated above, a local exammation should

be made. An anaesthetic should always be given, boUi to spare the
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patient's feelings and because anything like a thorough pelvic examination

is almost impoisible in a virgin who is not anaesthetised. The practitiom i

should obtain permission and should be prepared to carry out at the tinn

any minor operative treatment which the examination may show to Ik

necessary. In most cases which have reached this stage it is advisabli

to dilate and curette the uterus (see under Endometritis: Curettage), ami

this may have to be repeated on one or two occasions before a permanent

cure is attained. An erosion of the cervix may require to be shaved off,

or a mucous polypus of tiic cervix may be ^rrasped by the base and

twisted ofi, the site of attachment being then i. jroughly curetted. It

cysts of the ovary or dermoids are present, the position must be explained

to the relatives and suitable measures taken to deal with the ccmdition.

It may be well to warn the impetuous that because a slightly enlarged

ovary is to be felt it is not always necessary to arrange for its immediate

removal or mutilation, and that it is well first to try the effects of curetting

and resuming general treatment for another three months or so.

2. Menorrhagia in Virgin Adults.—Most cases coming under this

category are caused by the presence of a tumour, either ovarian or uterint

fibroid or a cervical erosion, with, as age advances, increasing probability

of a malignant growth of the body of the uterus, though in a minorit\

tuberculous or hiemorrhagic endometritis may be responsible for tlit

bleeding. Such cases are not, therefore, likely to derive much benefit

from general or drug therapy, and a local examination should not be too

long delayed, otherwise permaneni damage may be me to tiie system

by the continued drain of i)lood. The treatment ill depend on tlic

finding at the examination (see Ovarian Tumours, Uterine Fibroids,

Cancer of Uterus, Endometritis).

3. Menorrhagia in Married and I'arous Women- \n this group (»f

patients, which includes, of course, those who have the misfortune to he

neither maid nor wife, a large number of causes may give rise to menor-

rhagia. These may be divided roughly into three main classi-s, and as

no possible objection to an immediate vaginal examination tun be urged,

the practitioner should lose no time in deciding what is really the matter

with his patient.

(i) Menorrhagia as the Result oj Infammation.-—Voremost in this

group is gonorrhocal inflammation, and the haemorrhage mi'y be asso( inted

with acute or chronic endometritis, with salpingitis or pyosalpinx, .n with

ovarian abscess; indeed, its development may i)e the first sign which

brings the patient under the notice of the physician in cases ol involve-

ment of the uterus, tul.js or ovaries in an attack of gonorrluta. The
treatment of the menorrhagia is subordinate to that of the disea"> whic h

is its cause; it lonsists in an endeavour to lessen congestion and to pro-

mote the elimination of the microbe by iiot douc lies, swabl.ing the

uterus with antisepti(b such as phenol, and the use of glycerin and
subitol tampons, to he followed by surgical measures ii rnjuircd, su> ii as

curetting, removal of pus tul)es, &c. (see under Endometritis, Gonorrhcra,

Pyosalpinx). Puerperal inHanunution is more & ute, and clears up more
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completely than gonorrhoeal. It may leave sequelae in the shape of

ovarian or tubal suppuration which sometimes give rise to menorrhagia

and which should he treated by the drainage or complete removal of the

suppurating foci. Finally, menorrhagia may be due to a tuberculous

inflammation of the endometrium, whit h is practically always secondary

to tubal tuberculosis, and should be treated as detailed under Endo-

metritis. Much lienefit may l)e looked for from the administration of

Tuberculin; .^nadn milligramme should be injected and the result carefully

w itdied. The initia' rise of temperature should be allowed to subside,

and a full fortnight should elapse after the first injection l)efore a sccof.d

is given. If the reaction is excessive, the patient l)eing made extremely

ill and her condition not improved after a few days, too large a dose has

been given and half the (juantity should be injected on the next occasion.

On the other hand, if there is no rise of temperature and no reaction, the

dose is probably too small and a larger one should be given, or a mistake

in diagnosis has been made.

(2) Menorrhagia due to Puerperal Causes.—1\\k uterine hsmorrhage

may be due to abortion threatened or inevitable. As a rule this is recog-

nised by the patient herself, and the treatment should follow the line* laid

down under Abortion. The presence of moderate loss lasting for a con-

sideral)le time, say 10 to 14 days, and appearing slightly before or after

the usual time in a patient who is otherwise perfectly regular, should put

the practitioner on his guard against a possible extra-uterine pregnancy.

If examination shows that the fear is well grounded, the appropriate treat-

ment should at oi.ce be instituted (see Kxtra-uterine Pregnancy).

The incomplete expulsion of the ovum from the uterus, either before

or at full term, is a fruitful source of both menorrhagia and metrorrhagia.

A fragment of jilacenta left adherent to the uterine wall undergoes

hv.iline degeneration itself and induces in the neighbouring endometrium

a condition of vascular dilatation which makes its presence felt both by

increased flow at the normal period, and by anomalous and frequently

profuse hicmorrhages at other times. For such a condition there is only

one remedy—the removal of the retained fragments by the curette.

I'he use of ergot, iron and other drugs is unjustifiable, as it simply expose*

the patient to the risk of developing a jirofound secondary anicmia with.mt

affoiding the slightest hope of removing the cause of the trouble. In

( uretling for retained fragments of placenta, cimsiderable car-- is necessary,

espt( ially if the retention is of old standing, as the uterine wall at the site

of the attachment is often much thinned, and may easily lie perforated

by injudicious use of force. After curetting, the uterus should be pac ked

with iodoform gauze, to be removed next day, and douches should be

tiivin for a week. Sometimes the retained fragment is of t (tnsiderable

size and stands out from the uterine wall forming a placental polyp, which

mav be twisted off with forceps and the base curetted.

A pjst-puerpera! .-onditi'-n whi=!', gives ris." to mennrrh.i; is chronic

inversion of the uterus, most likely to be lonhninded with a fibroid

polypus, but distinguished from it by the fact that per rectum the fundus
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of the uterus isfelt to be absent, anda dimple is made out in the abdominal
aspect of the cervix. For the appropriate treatment, see Uterine Dis-

pla' , r.ients: Inversion.

A fairly common cause of haemorrhage is the condition known as sub-

involution of the uterus. The organ is enlarged and firm. If the con-

dition is recognised within a few months of the labour, Ergotin in J-gr.

doses three times a day may be given, or Ext. Hydrastis Canadensis,

30 mins. in water three times a day, or a pill

—

B. Aloin.

tlxt. Nuc. Vom.

Pulv. Ipecac, da gr. \. Misce.

Ft. pil. Opt. i. t.i.d. p.c.

may be given. If these measures fail to produce involution, tiie most
satisfactory treatment is to curette and pack with iodoform gauze, to he

followed by daily warm douches, and the administration of ergotin or

hydrastis canadensis.

We have, finally, thecondition known as " fibroid metritis " or " arterio

sclerosis of the uterus," which causes a most intractable form of menor-
rhagia. The uterus is enlarged, very firm and feels gritty to the curette.

A good deal of evidence has recently been accumulated tending to prove
that this condition is syphilitic in origin, at least in a large number of

cases, and cures have been reported after the use of iodide in large doses.

Curetting and packing with gauze should first be tried, but in established

Ciises of this disease the only treatment which affords relief is the removal
of the uterus.

(3) Menorrhagia due to Tumours.—The form of tumour which is the

most common cause of menorrhagia in the middle decades of sexual lif(

is uterine fibroid and the allied tumour adcno-fibroma, which is responsible

for some of the most inveterate cases of menorrhagia. It should be

remembered that the amount of bleeding bears no relation to the size of

the tumour, and that quite a small submucous or polypoid fibroid, causing
an inr nsiderable amount of increase in the size of the uterus on bimanual
examination, may give rise to profuse and even dangerous hxmorrhagc.
With a patient aged over thirty the practitioner should be on hi.s guard
against the possibility of malignant disease either of the cervix or bddv
of the Uterus, and it is as well to have a microscopic examination of the

S( rapings made by a com})etent pathologist in every case in which ( urettinu

has been done for the relief of menorrhagia. Sometimes the symptom
is caused by ovarian or tubal tumours, dermoid cysts almost invariahh
giving rise to increased loss, probably through their proneness to inflam-

mation with consequent pelvic congestion. The treatmen* this group
of cases of menorrhagia resolves i If into the treatment appropriate to

the form of tumour present (see under Cancer, Uterine, Ovarian Tumour,
Uterine Fibroid).

4. Menorrhagia at the Menopause.— As it is from the fortieth year
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onwards that cancer of the uterus is most commonly found, and as the

disease is a very common one amongst women, who are doomed by it to

a certain, a painful and a di. ' ressing death, from which their r ily hope

of escape lies in early * ster' tomy, I should ' ':e to impress on every

practitioner the folb, .nd even the criminalii >f prophesying smooth

things in regard to haemorrhage at the time ot tiie menopause without

making a thorough examination of the patient. Only too often a patient

is deluded into the belief that the loss is a normal occurrence at her time of

life; only too often she wastes mon'hs drinking ergot while a cancer of

the cervix is growing, until operative removal is futile and hopeless.

When a woman over forty complains oj hemorrhage, the wise practilioner

assumes that the hemorrhage comes from a cancer until he has proved that

it does not. To prove the point, lie will make an immediate vaginal

examination, and will curette and have the scrapings microscopically

examined. The curetting will cure a senile endometritis, which may l)e

the cause ;f the haemorrhage. Other causes, such as a cervical polypus

or a fibroid, may be present about the time of the menopause, and will be

discovered in the course of a routine examination. The treatment of

these several conditions will be found under the appropriate headings.

In summing up the vhole question of treatment, it will be seen by

what I have already said that not much faith ran be put in drugb. fhc

most useful are Ergotin (} gr. in pill). Ergot (15 to 30 mins. of Liq.

Ext.), Ext. Viburni P- unifoh. (30 mins. to i dr.), Styptol (i gr.), Hydrastis

Canadensis (15 tr 30 mins.) or Hydrastin (J gr. m pill). Locally, swabbing

with a caustic such as iodised phenol, pure carbolic acid or pure formalin,

the glycerin and ichthyol tampon and the hot douche are of service in

inflammatory cases. Of general measures, rest is most important, and a

smart saline purge is useful. Iron should he looked on as a rernvdy to

combat the resultant anaemia, not as a measure for checking the hrcmor-

rhage.

When the loss is going on and is profuse enough to be alarmmg m
spite of rest in bed, it may be necessary to check it for the time, and this

may be done by packing with icidoform gauze. The most effectual

method is to pack the uterus, which must be done with careful antiseptic

precautions. This can, however, rarely he done wi» .out dilating the

cervix, and if the cervix be dilated it is wiser to curette before packing.

When the cervix i- not sufficiently dilated, the hiBmor ^ge can usually

be stopped for the lime by packing the vagina firmly witii ga-'ze or cotton

swabs as described under Abortion. In the majority of cases the curette

is the simplest, safest, and quickest method of stopping the hiemor-

rhage. After it has been used, the uterus should be packed with iodo-

form gauze, whicli is allowed to remain in place for 24 hours. The treat-

ment of tumours causing haemorrh.age usually requires the assistance of a

specialist.

Radiot. apy in Menorrhagia.—A very large amount of work has been

done within the past few years in connection with the treatment of

various forms of menorrhagia by means of X rays 01 of radium emanation.
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The therapeutic effect seems to be due to the " hard " or gamma rays in

which radium emanation is specially rich, while the X-ray tube by the
use of suitable metal filters may be utihsed as a source of them. Tiie

primar>- effect of the rays is probably in most cases the production of

ovarian atrophy with consequent menopaus. . out in the ca'-e of tumours
such as myoma or cancer a destructive effect is also produced on tiic

tumour cells, sufficient in most cases to lead to the diminution in size or

even to the total disappearance of the tumour macroscopically. The
details of the treatment should in all cases be left to an expert radio

logist, and it is advisable that the advice of a gymecologist should abo
be taken lest an error in diagnosis be made and valuable time be wasted.
Generally speaking, the cases most suitable for radiotherapy are those m
which fibroids or inoperable cancer are the cause of the bleeding. Cases
of so-called " haemorrhagic endometritis " which fail to benefit by ordinary-

methods of treatment should also be gi ^en a course of radiotherapy before

the last resort of hysterectomy is decided upon. The cases unsuitable
for this form of treatment are those occurring in young women, on account
of the likelihood of bringing on a premature menopause with consequent
st:-ility; those in which inflammatory disease exists, especially if asso-

ciated with suppuration in the tubes or ovaries; cases of degenerated,
gangrenous or submucous fibroids or cases of early and operable cancer.

The best results are attained in ,^atients who are already approaching
the menopause. The principal ill effect that has been observed is

an increase of the haemorrhage immediately after the commencement
of treatment.

Where the hjemorrhage has been severe enough to cause collapse,

saline transfusion or injection, with other measures necessary to combat
the collapse, will be required. (See under Haemorrhage and Shock.)—
R- J- ;.

MENSinUATION, Disorders of—see under Amenorrbcsa, Dysmenorrhoea,
and Menorrhagia.

HE8ENTERIC-0LAND DISEASE.

This may be regarded as being practically always the result of tuber-
culous invasion thiough the gastro-intestinal tract, caused by the u.seof

uncooked milk from infected cows. Pathological research has demon
strated abundantly the fact that the tubercle bacillus may rapidly pass
tiirough the intact intestinal epithelium without leaving any local evidence
of its j)oint of entry. Thus the writer in his Cavendish Lecture (1908) has
sliown that the bacilli when injected into the stomat h of the guinea-pig
ire dete( ted by Symmers and himself in stained sections of the lungs a
w hours later. Calnielte and Guerin in a highly important research

claim to have established the fact that when a similar experiment is

performed upon a very young guineu-pig the bacilli arc arrested li\ the
niesenterii glands because thi mesh or network in these organs is much
closer than in adult animals, liehring advances the view that these
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filtered out and quiescent bacilli may yeurs afterwards find t!!oir way into

the lung and originate phthisis.

The J we researches demonstrate the vital importance of preventive

measures which may be easily and efectively carried out by sterihsmg

the milk-supply.

Once mesenteric-gland enlargement has been detected, the treatment

becomes clear and imperative. Open-air life, overfeeding and the im-

proved hygiene which constitute tlie essentipls in the treatment of every

form of local tuberculosis should be perseveringly carried out. Mescntenc-

-land disease has Iven demonstrated to l)e more amenable to such treat-

ment than are the ordinarv forms of tuberculosis. Even where involve-

ment of the peritoneum and bowel has already 0( cur d the results of

abdominal section have j-oved how readily luben le in ius portion of the

body may be successfallv overcome, as detailed under Peritonitis, iubcr-

culous Ever\' aid, howevir, should be pressed into the service of the

phvsician in the struggle ag linst the encroachments of the bacilli once

ihey have entrenched themsrlves in the mesenteric glands, especially m

view of the theory of Behring just mentioned. Cod-Liver Oil, Malt

F xtract and Creosote internallv should be employed. For m ny years

the writer, in mesenteric disease and other affections associated with

marked wasting empluvs cod-liver oil by the inunction method at the same

; ,me that he administers the drug b- the mouth. This can be earned out

in the following manner:-After a warm bath, the skin being thorough,

v

dried l)y fp'Mon with hot towels, a tablespoonful or more of ( od-Liver Oi.

is rubbed bv the palm of the hand into the front and the sides of the

abdomen, especially into the skin in the inguinal regions. A flannel roller

is bound round the abdomen, reach-ng .rom the pubes to the middle of the

sternum. Over this, and covering it in at all points, is applied a liroad

piece of moderatelv strong mr.-k-- osh sheeting. The fri.tion should be

. ontinued night and morning fo. e first four or five days, t.ie same soiled

flannel being reapplied each time. Soon this becomes saturated with the

„il under the impervious sheeting, and as the little patient twists, cries or

c.-.ughs during the dav and night, the oil is ru!)bed in incessantly. After

the saturation of the flannel onlv one fresh and free application need be

made in the day. The patient's clothes or linen are not much soiled, but

the odour becomes very objectionable f o the patient's friends, though he

soon appears to become insensible to the discoml. rt himself. The binder

need not be changed oftener than once in ten days.

I'he writer in 187^ first became satisfied about tlie value of cod-hvcr oil

inunction, after observing its eiTects in one instan(e m an emaciated,

scrofulous child, whose abdomen seemed distended with lurd almost to

bursting, the umbilicus being protruded like the finger ot a glove. 1 he

p.irents, believing the case to be hopeless, refused to permit tapi)ing. The

inunction was, however, perscNcred with, and after many weeks the

patient recovered. A mass of enlarg.d glands, around whuh tl.c ^reat

epiploon was ,)robablv matted and adherent, slowly and steadily dis-

appeared. This child became a strong, healthy man, but died 25 years

U

i
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afterwards from acute pulmonary phthisis, affording an illustration of the
probability of Behring's theory already mentioned.

Vaccine therapy by injections in small doses is clearly indicated in all

forms of abdominal tuberculosis, the Human Tuberculin being selected.

HETKITIS.

Metritis ana endometritis are most frequently found occurring together,
the most rational view being that metritis as an idiopathic affection dujs
not exist, but when present is always secondary to endometritis. The
modern view is that metritis is a combination of endometritis, myome-
tritis, and perimetritis, with the endometritis as the essential factor.' Tlie
chief indications for treatment are identical in each case, and as these have
')een already detailed under Endometritis they need not be repeated.
The condition known as " fibroid metritis," in which haemorrhare is tliu

main symptom, and the uterus is usually hard, firm and enlarged, is

probably syphihtic in origin in most cases and should be treated witli

iodide of sodium or potassium. If these fail to relieve it, hysterectomy
may be called for owing to the uncontrollable bleeding.

MiaRAINE -see Megrim.

MILIARIA RUBRA.
This affection is known also as Lichen Tropicus or L. Papulosa, or

Prickly Heat, and is closely allied to or identical with Strophulus Infantum
of Red Gum, which affects overclad infants soon after birth. The disease
is clways the result of excessive warmth, usually affecting the cutaneous
parts which are covered by the clothing.

The treatment consists in removal when possible to a cooler locality and
the substitution of open-meshed cotton or silk fabrics for closely woven
woollen or flannel under-garments.

In the tropics the best fabric is one made of large-meshed material
consisting of a mixture of silk and woollen fibres; alcohol and excessive
exercise should be forbidden, and muscular work should be performed in
the early morning or evening hours. Too much bat.i-'ng and soap are to
be avoided, and it is a good plan to anoint the skin every morning with a
pure animal fat or olive oil as a prophylactic. In the case of infants the
free use of a dusting-powder, as Fuller's Earth mixed with one-fourth its

weight of Boric Acid and Zinc Oxide, or any soothing evapora -ig lotion
such as is suitable in acute eczema may be applied to part severely
irritated; thus Diluted Liquor Plumbi, with 2 per cent. Liq. Carbonis, is

very efficacious, or a weak Spirit Lotion, i in 10, witli Calamine, may be
employed to check sweating.

Miliaria or Sudamina—the sweat-rash which accompanies excessive
perspiration in various febrile conditions—usually passes off without treat-
ment.

MOLE HIEGNANCY.
When the diagnosis has been made clear by the escape of some of the

characteristic vesicles or fluid contents of the uterus, and there is any
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evidence of hemorrhage, the physician should proceed to remove the

uterine contents without delay by dilating the os by means of meta

dilators or Barnes' bags. At the same time Ergot should be given m lull

Where hemorrhage is copious, plugging may be performed till the canal

or OS is sufficiently dilated to admit the dilator or finger ; m some cases rppid

dilatation may be necessary. After the dilatation has been accomphshed

in the absence of uterine pains following the internal admmistration of

Ergot, Ergotin should be given hypodermically, and the uterus emptied

by expression from above, after which the case may be treated as one of

premature birth or abortion.
, , ..

It is highly desirabk that all the diseased products be removed from the

uterus, but in using the curette for this purpose it should be remembered

that the uterine wall is invaded by the mole, and great care should be

taken to avoid a perforation. Curetting may have to be repeated if

hemorrhage recurs. The prolonged administration of a mixture contain-

ing Ergot, Quinine and Strychnine may be indicated with the view of

producing steady contraction and hastening involution.

Extracts Ergotce Liq. 3vj.

Tinct. Nuc. Vonticce 3iv.

Titict. Digitalis 3ij.

rinct. QuinincB ad Svj. Misce.

Capiat cochleare medium quater in die ante cibos ex

».

Fiat mistura.

paululo aqua.

MOLES.

These when causing any unsightly deformity should be excised by a

clean cutting operation, which will permit of the edges of the wound being

brought together in a line with any skin curves or markings to mmimise

the effects of the cicatrix. The removal of extensive growths will necc-i-

tate skin-grafting by Thiersch's method. The plan of excision by cauMus

and corrosive substances is now abandoned. Babcock infiltrates the skin

by a fine needle, injecting a few minims of Quinine and Urea Hydrochloride

(^V-^o per cent.), which causes necrosis of the affected tissues.

Where a large hairy mole on the face cannot be removed without

causing dcformitv the hair, by being constantly sliaved, may minimise

the unsightliness, but the irritation or stimulation of the hair bulbs Hi

lead to increased growth of the shafts tlirough continual shaving; hence

electrolysis should be resorted to, but in very extensive hairy moles the

prolonged use of the Rontgen rays gives much more satisfactory results by

destroying the bulbs.
. , t^, ^u •

Prolonged exposure to the rays in conjunction with Electrotherm.c

Coagulation or diathermy should be the routine treatment M all cases ol

degenerating moles. Rodent ulcer, melanotic cancer, and neuromata

sometimes owe their origin to moles, and this is a strong reason, apart

U
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'
ITIES USSWM-MOLLUSCUM CONTAGIOSUM

from cosmetic considerations, for their excision in every case where they
show the least signs of activity, and large pigmented moles on the dorsum
of the foot are believed to be especially prone to induce melanomata and
should be excised by the knife during childhood.

'

MOLUTIES OSSIUM, OR OSTEOMALACIA.
Boss], finding that the removal of one suprarenal capsule in the sheet)

was followed by softening and brittleness of the bones, has tried Adrenalin
injections in human osteomalacia and reports complete cure. If this
result be confirmed much of the mystery in the pathologv and treatment
wi

1 be cleared up. Phospiiorus has been extensivelv tried and found
valueless ex( ept as a palliative when employed with Cod'-Liver Oil in cases
where the disease occurs during prolonged lactation. The disease is often
associated with pregnancy, as in Puerperal Osteomalacia, so frequentlv
seen m its endemic form in the Valley of the Rhine, and the question o'f
inducing very early labour will often thrust itself upon the physician
t i.;..gh the fact must not be lost sight of that where the disease is' still in
progress the pelvis is almost certain to be dilatable. Unfortunately
however, if the gestation be permitted to go to full time the pelvic outlet
may be found dilatable, whilst the brim is unyielding, in which case
Caesarean section may be demanded. After deliverv it has been recom-
mended and successfully carried out that both ovaries ..hould be removed
in order to arrest the disease which is certain to rapidlv advance if preg-
nancy again occurs. By performing Porro's modification of the Ctesarea'n
section the body of the uterus and appendages are removed after the
extraction of the child, the placenta being taken away in situ alon- with
the body of the utenis, so that a sc(-ond operation is unnecessary.

'

Oophorectomy has been occasionally successfully performed' indepen-
dent of pregnancy when the disease in a well-marked form has attacked
girls at puberty, but often it has signally failed under such circumstances.

M0LLT7SCUM CONTAGIOSUM.
When upon the face, a small incision with a fine tenotomy knife and the

thorough evacuation of the contents of each little tumour bv pressure of
the thumb-nails suffi( e for their entire destruction. Upon the bodv thevmay be snipped out by sci.ssors or the knife, or when verj- small and
numerou.s they may be destroyea by Ethylate of Sodium solution, pure
Carbolic Acid, Xitric Acid, Trichloracetic Acid, or other caustics VVhen
very large a free incision into the tumour mav be made, the contents
squeezed out, and the casity curetted.
By injecting a few drops o'f any strong antiscpti. solution through a fine

needle introduced into the minute opening at the apex of each tumour the
growth may be caused to shrivel up and finally to disappear without
scarring.

Where numerous clusters of small tumours exist close together a lo per
cent. Salicylic Acid Collodion may effect their destruction.
When the tumours are numerous a short exposure to the X rays is
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sufficient to effect their dispersal. Isolated gr.wths may be easily dealt

wTh by electrolysis. It may be worth rememb.r.ng that, as .mpl.ed m ,t

name'^his affecLr. is contagious, and a child suffenng from .t should not

be permitted to sleep with other children.

MOLLUSCUM FIBROSUM.

This is a different affe.aion from the preceding, often being of the nature

of a plexiform neuroma, or forming folds or wattles (pachydermatoceles)

simulating elephantiasis. . i *»

»

Excision by the knife, by the elastic ligature, by scissors, or by the

.alvano-cauterv, is the best practice. Where the tumour is .urge he

ecraseur may be necessary. The method of electrolysis by usmg the

needle, as in the destruction of small na^void growths, has been found to

succeed without causing any mark after the shrivellmg up of the tumour,

but it is only available for small, isolated growths.

MORPHIA HABIT—see Opium Habii

MOVABLE KIDNEY—see undff Glenard's Disease.

MOUNTAIN SICKNESS.

The -roup of symptoms to which the above name has been given only

occurs .u mountain climbing after an elevation of over 16,000 feet has

been reached. The obvious treatment will be to reach a lower leve as soon

as the physical condition of the individual warrants h's attempting the

descent! but relief will not be experienced till a lower level is reached than

that at which the first symptoms of theattackwere experienced. Absolute

rest is essential till the temporary dilatation of the heart has had a chance

of relieving itself. A hypodermic of Strychnme, if available, would be

"ndkated. Stimulants should be administered cautiously and ice employed

to relieve vomiting and intense thirst. Cxygen inhalation affords rehef

Ind Hill's method of generating the gas from Sodium Peroxide may l>e

employed at high altitudes with benefit. The form of mountain sickness

known as Puna in Peru and Bolivia yields completely to rest in bed for

5 or 7 days.

HUMPS. , , ,

The disease is very infectious from its onset, and even before the

swelling of the jaws appears, and as the incubation stage vanes from

ZL as days and the contagiousness may last for a month after
:

wen

convalescence, a prolonged period of isolation is necessary to pievent the

^TstttdtriTew days and a milk diet are all that ordinary cases

.quire, but owing to t^ie da^g. of ™mpl.^^^^^

rule, not be permuted tu leave ni3 room lor 14 U'i>-. •

is to keep him protected from draughts, and the swollen region .ovmd

bv warm dry dressings. A pad of absorbent cotton-wool covered b> a

!2ye^ oToiled silk is alUhat is necessary in most cases. Where the tension >»r

tfiMH^
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gives rise to great pain and inability to open the jaws, a hot fomentationor warm poult.ce may be applied, but cold lotions should not be emploved

JhImr ^^"' °^ Belladonna may be smeared over the poul i eShould the pam contmue, with much throbbing and local increase lltemperature, suppuration may be feared, though this event is exceedinJv
'^"^1"^°*"'^^ mouth-wash (weak Boric Acid or Condy's mlshould be frequently employed.

^ '

Fluid nourishment is essential for s.-veral days till the swelling subsidesWhere there .s much increase of temperature and constitutional disturb-"ance, Antipyrine or Salicylates or a mixture like the following may l^

Spt. .Elher. Ait. 5iv.

Tinctura Aconiii II[xij.

iiyrupi RoscB 3iv.

Liquor. Antmon. Acct. 5j. Misce.

Capiat coch. tnin. secundis horis.

E.

Fiat mistura.

Orchitis should be treated by a suitable splint on which to rest, as on ashelf the swollen testicle. Belladonna is the favourite local applicationbut the standardised official preparations made from the root shou""never be employed, owing to the real danger of absorption through thdelicate cutaneous covenng of the scrotum. Any evaporating lotln orSpirit I m 4 may be applied under oiled silk. Where pain is Ive .andcontinuous the Green Extract of Belladonna rubbed up withT partsGlycerin may be applied.
^

"* ^

Meningeal symptoms must be promptly treated bv the use of the ice-cap, Bromides with Antipyrine and a smart Calomel purge, and thoiehcounter-imtation to the parotid region bya sinapism may bfan unsc entilemethod of treatment m such metastatic conditions, neverthelessTcan do

relief"™"
" '" *'' ''"'''''' °^ '^^'^'"^ *^^ ^^ -" -J«o alrd

Pancreatitis may produce intense vomiting and abdominal pain whichw,l require poultices and Morphia hypodermically in conjunction wh
rn;:tTnJ-;^'^

^^-^^'^-^'^— --^— freqintly t^nt

HiraCLES, Affections oL
Under Cramp, the treatment of painful tonic spasm will be founddetailed. The <lon,c spasms known as Myoclonia or ParamyoclonusMultiplex are usually beyond the reach of remedies, but mild cases Zvbe relieved by Bromides in full doses and the use of a weak contbuTus

rCw c'^'ni? ""t?^ '''""r
''" *^^^^"'"'^ "^ ^- ^-^'~nt Myoclonia Cungcnitu urThomsens Disease, which can also be minimisedby^the application of continuous warmth, muscular exercij^sTd gym

The treatment of Muscular Contracture will be dealt with in the descrip-
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tion of the treatment of the primary- joint disease or spinal affection to

""'^SdeVFractufe^the treatment and prevention of traumatic myositis

"'MyosSSro-myositis or Fibrositis may be regarded as a manifesta-

tion of M> algia or Muscular Rheumatism affectmg the mterst.tial fibrous

t ssue in whic'h the muscle spindles are embedded, or mvolvmg the shea hs

ofthe nerves distributed to the muscles. Its treatment w.U be detailed

in the articles on Rheumatism, Muscular, Lumbag...&c

Muscular Atrophy of arthr.tic origin is to be met by the treatment

suitable for the primary joint affection, as .nassa.^e, passive movements,

ekctrical stimulation and measures calculated to restore the motor

function of the articulation.
. ^ u

The treatment of the various types of muscuLr atrophy or dystroph:,

of spinal, neuropathic or myopathic origm will be referred to under their

'%!S^S^s is a progressive malady usually cc -d.ed be^r«l

the reach of medical and surgical art, though long periods of ^^1* m its

nrcx^ress may be noticed. Morley recommends excision and grafts the

d.,.p fascia on the exposed fresh surface of the bones.

MYASTHENIA GRAVIS.

The profound muscular exhau.don which follows upon the mildest

voluntary .novements in this rare and mysterious affection is not relievable

by the ordinary measure:- which are suitable for the restoration of muscular

function in other weakened conditions of the fibres, as massage, resistance

movements, Faradism, Strychnine, &c. By careful avoidance of al

muscular actions which are not necessary- to hfe and by the removal of

mental excitement and by rest in bed, with warm clothing when the

patient is able to move about, Ufe may be prolonged for many years.

^Calcium salts, testicular, thymus and ovarian extracts have provxd

useless but good results have b^en reported from Thyroid feeding.

Bramwell emphasisesthe importance of careful feeding, and as the muscular

exhaustion is greatest in the evening hours, when the muccles which move

iTLs are involved, the feeding should be pressed in the morning and

fore part of the day. Liquid dietary is essential m such cases, and should

be supplemented by rectal alimentation.

Difficulties in breathing should be met by artificial respiration and

drawing forwards of the tongue by traction upon its apex.

MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES.

The growth and progessive fungation of the tumours whose presence

characterise this rare cutaneous malady are unmfluenced by .nternal

Ldication, though Arsenic, Iodides and preparations made from Thuja

Occidentalis have been vaunted.
. , . . , ^ t

It h earliest stages the local treatment is identical with that of acute

eczema, soothing lotions and ointments being indicated for the relief of

the burning itching which banishes sleep.

•M,
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The only routine lies in the use of X rays, under which the tumours
usually wither up and the health improves, though relapses are almost
certain to occur. This treatment, liowever, if postponed till the later

stages wlicn the lymphatics have become involved, may do harm in some
cases.

MYELITIS.

Rest, as near to being absolute as possible, should be insisted upon
from tlie onset of the first symptoms. The best position is the horiz<mtal.

Most authorities insist upon the danger in permitting the spine to become
the lowest part of the body, and recommend the lateral posture with
occasional change to the prone. TIk' nursing is of the utmost importance

:

a water or air bed is of great use, and in some instances it i.i essential for

the prevention of bedsores, which often are the cause of death in this

affection.

The primary cause must be sought out and treated; thus syphilis will

demand Mercury and Iodides and the intraspinal measures indicated in

brain and spinal meningitis when these affections arc the result of the

spirochetoe.

The treatment of the compression myelitis, which is the .serious factor

in Pott's curvature of the .pine, will be found detailed in tlie article on
Caries of the Spine. Myehtis arising as tne result of wounds and fractures

of the spinal column will he descriiied under Spinal Injuries.

The worst forms of myelitis coming under the care of the physician are
those which arise during the i()nvales<ent stage of typhoid fever, influenza,

dipluheria, malaria, gonorrhoea and other inicrobic infections. A milk
diet is the most suitable in all cases, and attention must be paid to the
condition of the bowels and the bladder.

In acute cases cold to the spine by means of the spinal ice-bag is the
safest remedy which our present knowledge can supjjly. Where there is

great pain and tenderness a dozen le<!ches may be a|)plicd in two or three

places on eai h side of the spine, and, after they fall off, cupping-glasses

mav be applied over the bites with great advantage in some cases. Dry
cupiiing has its advocates. The cautery or blisters are sometimes re-

commended, and occasionally good has resulted from hot sand-bags,
poult icin;; and hot fomentations. (Jowers pointed out that both cold

and heat act in the same way by lessening the tendency to stasis of the
blood, and unless where there is danger of hirmorrhage he preferred hot
appli(ations, but in the api)lication of heat the danger of sloughing and
bedsores must never be forgotten.

The course of aiulc diffuse < iiitral myelitis is uninlkient ed by any form
ol treatment.

Drugs are of little value in most i ases, but even in non svphilitic mvelitis

Mercury has been found to do };ood. It should lie uiven in small doses,

and the pirchloridc is tiie best preparation. Saliv.ilion by mum tion is

4 (intra indicated in the great majority of cases. Ergot, though thrnrcti-

eallv indicited, has rarely proved useful. Iodides in the latei li'ues arc

bill
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often valuable, and many authorities combine with them small doses of

Belladonna.

Vaccine therapy may be tried in chronic septic cases where the meninges

are extensively involved, as in compression myelitis.

After the acute symptoms have passed off, galvanism may be employed.

The continuous current from 15 Leclanche elements may be used l)y

placing; one large moistened electrode over the cervical spines, and the

other over the lower part of the spinal column. The electrodes siiould

be not only thoroughly saturated with li(iuid, bu^ they should be warm.

A strong solution of common salt in hot water answers perfectly. Ten

minutes will be long enough for each seance. The electrodes should be

moved up and down the spine, and the applications should be made once

a day.

Faradisation and Massage of the wasted muscles, with Phosphorus !)y

the mouth, and Strychnine injected into the muscular substance or sul)-

cuUneously. may be of the greatest benefit, but this latter drug should

never be administered during the acute stage when great exaggeration

of the tendon reflexes exists. Counter-irritation is occasionally bene-

ficial, and in the chronic form of the disease is often most valual)le when

combined with Massage and Faradisation in those cases where the muscles

are flaccid and wasted. The writer has seen best results from the

judicious use of Corrigan's button applied lightly at a dull red degree of

heat.

The treatment of bedsores, which are so prone to occur, is of the utmost

impi)rtance, and the numerous remedies whit h are available will lie foimd

under Bedsores. The state of the bladder will requiri' llie dosest altm-

tion, and rigid sterilis;ition of the latheter is imi)erative; fielor of the urine

should be instantly met by the internal administration of lo-gr. iloscs of

Urotropin. With this remedy the washing out and injection of the

Idadder by antiseptics is often unnecessary. The soft rulibcr callictcr

lubricated with (ilycerin of Borax should i)e used to relieve retiiition of

urine, which sometimes occurs without the jKitient being aware, and the

physician .should be upon his guard lest he mistake the (lribl>ling of an over-

distended bladder for incontineme of urine.

The treatment of contractures and spastic conditions of the tegs is to

Ik' pursued under re.-ognised orthopx-dic principles. The operation of

resecting the jjosterior roots of several of tlie spinal nerves in the cervir.il

or lumbar region has given most satistadory results, espe( iaily wlien

combined with tenotomy, tend<m implantaiion and ot!\cr orlliopaMlic

measures, Bv these means bedridden patients huv( be. n enai)led to

move about and live in c.imi)arativi- ((.mfort. the contra, lures and in-

voluntaiy spasmodic movements being entirely removed liy the root

section, though the paralysis has reniained.

UYOFIA.

When the myopic eye is quite healthy a fair amount i>f exercise of the

ciliarv nuts. h> will lend to keep up it', uonual tone, but the duninuliou ol

J7
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the angle of convergence at near work by the cmployniint of suitable

concave glasses certainly tends to prevent the myopia increasing, and

diminishes the danger of the supervention of organic disease so liable to

occur in high degrees ^i shortsightedness.

Even when the myopia is fully corret ted the habit of reading in bad

light must be guarded against, and the patient should be encouraged to

wear his glasses constantly for near work and to keep the print as far from

his eyes as possible. The clearest type, the best light and the most

suitable form of writing-desk should be selected. Special attention should

be paid to the position in which school-work or reading is done, and the

common habit of bending over a tal)le corrected. The head should be

thrown well back, and all tendency to congestion of the eyes avoided.

If more attention was paid to the printing, type and paper entering into

the ordinary school-books, and if the result fee system was done away

with, there probably would hv less myopia. Where pain or aching

follows the use of the eyes all school work should l)e given up entirely

for a short period, and after the comiilete rest has removed these

symptoms, shorter S( hool hours, better print, and clearer light should

l)e provided.

Experience pronounces in favour of a full rather than a partial correc-

tion of the myopia. Suitable concave lenses fitt'>d in a spectacle frame

are preferable to folders or pince-nez. In the higher degrees it is a good

plan to disorder the accommodation by instilling Atropine, so as to prevent

the otherwise powerful efforts at accommodating. In very mild cases,

resulting from overwork, especially when the eyes ha\e been long and

persistently fixed upon minute objects, and where myopia may be said

to be iiimmencing, the profur treatment will be to insist upon proper

rest to the eyes and the instilling of a drop of weak Eserine solution

every night for a couple of months.

In high degrees of myopia, operative cure should be considered. The

practice of removing the lens has given satisfactory results, the resulting

acuity of vision being greater without the aid of lenses than tiiat attain-

able by glasses. It causes a lessening of the myopia by from 12 to 20

dioptres, so should only be done in cases where the myojjia is over 20 i),

exiept in (hildrcn with progressive myopia of 12 D or more In tliese

last cases tiie best results are obtained. The lens is needled, and after

some time what fragments remain unabsorixd can be removed by ex-

traction. Swanzy advises that, owing to the possil)ility of tlie supir-

vention of detaciiment of tiie retina, one eye only should be oiierated upon,

this being kept for distant vision, whilst its fellow ( an be employed for

near work. The recent statistics from Leii)7.ig and Cliessen demonstrate

that detac hmcnt of the retina follow( d in .+4 cases out of 400 oj)erated

upon lor a high degree of myopia, but considering that in a fair pert ent.ige

of these cases detachment would luive supervened v ithout operation the

removal of the lens is more than jiistilied. .Mi authorities agree that the

operation shnuld be performed only on otherwise healthy eyes, and that

the risk of l.iiliirc following operation oftcr 30 is very great.
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MYX(EDEMA.
Thyroid feeding is the sperific for this condition.

ihe only diiViculty to be met with is the problem of dosage, smce it is

•

ipossible at first to determine wh.ether any portion of the gland is still

fumtionin-. Murray has shown that in ordinary routine practice lo mms.

of the old'"!!. P. Licjuor Thyroidei daily for 6 out of the 7 days in every

week constitute a sufi'icient amount for most cases, once the signs and

symptoms have been combated by larger or smaller doses. This dosage

,if I dr per week may therefore be taken as a good practical guide to tlie

amount necessary to maintain a healthy standard of metabolism durmg

tlie remaining life of the myxoedematous subjeil, though in rare cases

doul)le this quantity mav be necessary.
, . ,.

2 grs IM' Thyroid are accepted as equivalent to 10 mms. of the liquor

bv Murrav" so that the ultimate weekly dosage of the drug m the tablet

f.'.rm sliould be about 10 grs. It is necessary to point out that the luiuor

should not be used if more than a montli or six wcks old, though the dried

It.l'. powder will keep for long periods if pre.T-ved in stoppered

"it '.I'ocs not yet appear that any of the numerous preparations made

from the gland, as lodothvrinc or Thyro-iodin, Thyroglandin, Thyrocol,

\c are in any way superior to the ofTicial preparation. Kendall has

isolated the pure alpha-iodine compound in crystalline form winch

promises to lie an advam e.
, ,

. . , •

,

\s soon as a case of myxd-dema presents itself to tiie physician, thyroid

f,cdin<' should be commenced without waiting for any preliminaries. If

(l.-enerative changes have occurred in the cardiac muscular fibre, the

patient should be (mlered to bed or to rest upon a sofa. The only danger

lies in the over-anxiety of the plnsician to make a too rapid impression upon

the abnormal metabolism; everv <asc is one to whidi the maxim " Hasten

slowlv
"

is ai^piicablc. Tiie best plan of procedure in advanced cases is to

"ive i min. of tiie liquor after ea. h meal tlirice daily for about a week, then

^ mins twice dailv for the next week, after which 5, 6, or 7 mms. may be

.'i ven at bed-hour'onlv ; the patient in about 6 or 8 weeks should be getting

w mins. nightly. If the dried thyroid be usd. 10 to 12 grs. weekly meet

tlu rciiuiremenls in most cases.

n,c i.nlse-rate increases under full doses, and any v. rv marked eliv ..lion

is a dear indicati.m tlial the dosage should \n re.hiced. In a similar

niannir the cmplovnuni of the drug may be regulated iiy periodically

wei"hing the iiatient, anv ra|)id loss (.f weight being taken as pro(,f that

the thvroid fe.'ding is exercising a loo active inlUience over the ;.Hly

nutal'ohsm. When the am.aint i.. much beyond the needs of the pc
'

lenv

it is a common ociirrcn.c for the body-temperature to rise aix.ve the

normal and tlic steadv advance trom the subnormal to the healthy

t.n.periunre is a fair indication that the treatment is pursumg a satisfac-

tory ((.urs.'. In overdosage, .symptoms ol exophtiiaimic g.airc Ueveiop

and shoiilil be alwavs wati ^'-d for.

The heart should be wal. lad ,any tcndciu y towards syud.pe or dyspna-a

}%¥
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upon exertion should be met by restriction of exercise or absolute rest for

a time and a reduction of the dose. Active exertion should be prohibited

during the first few months of treatment, though mild cases may be

permitted to pursue thfir ordinar>' avocations.

As the skin becomes moist, the solid cedema passes away, the intellect

brightens, and tiiougiit power becomes more active, the physio; my

changes and tiie myxoedematous patient, like the cretin, emerges Ir-.m a

lower to a higher plane of existence. The hair, as a rule, does not show

any marked changes for some months. By the time that the above

improvement has hcen effected the physician will be in a position to lay

down the dosage of the thyroid preparation which will be required to be

maintained through life, and about • fluid dr. (lo to 12 grs. dry) weekly,

as already mentioned, will usual!; found sufficient. Some patients

get along quite satisfactorily by dividing this amount evenly over each day,

whilst others manage to take the requisite (juantity e\ery second, third

or fourth night, and some do well on half this amount. The excessive

clothing which was formerly necessary to maintain the reduced body-heat

may then be gradually diminished.

NiEVUS.

Before deciding upon the question of operative interference for the

removal of these congenital capillary or venous growths, the fact must be

realised that, whilst the purely cutaneous forms (cxcnii)lifie(l in " Port-

Wine Mark " and nievoid moles) show little, if any, spontaneous tendency

to disappear, the subcutaneous and mixed types in at least half of the cases

wither away as tlie child gets older.

Port-wine marks, formerly treated by the method of multiple scarifica-

tion, are now generally dealt with by Radium emanations. Wiien the

mark or so-called stain is a small one, a button of radium should be fastened

on the site with strips of adhesive plaster and left on for iialf an hour, the

number of exposures and the duration of each being determined by the

effect produced. Lewis Jones finds that these marks are more resistant

to the radium treatment tlui" the more .severe types of n;evi because the

<clls entering into tiie affected tissue are normal cells. This ni( thod of

treatment leaves little, if any, dcf. rmity, the trifling supertit ial war bring

smooth and wiiite. X rays luui' given good results, and are preferable

where the mark is extensive, but after both these agents sometimes a

stellate visible congeries of small vessels develops later on in some piirts

of the srar; these can, however, i)e dealt with successfully l)y the one-polar

method of electrolysis.

High-frequency curreiit.s and tlie wiiiiiiniwal of sparks have given good

results in some cases, and the ele. lri< al nu tiiotls emi»lo\ed in the removal

oi the suiKUtaneous na" > are reconiniended by Morton.

'pv.^ (,!;! ,i!an (>f uaintinnwitheaustii s, as Ethvlateof .Sodium, &c., is now

generally abandoned, owini; to the dangers of sloughing and disfiguring

scar formation; i)Ut recently (.'arbonie Snow has been employed with

marked suness, and promises t<^ mjmu into routine use, as it., scarring is
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trifling wlicn skilfully handled, not more than 30 seconds" application of

a crayon shaped to the size of the mark lacing necessary.

The form of cutaneous nacvi known as the nacvoid mole, as in the case

of the port-wine stain, if occurring on parts covered by the clothing, requires

no treatment. When its site is the face, it may be treated by Radmm,

X rays, Klectrolysis or Carbonic Snow. When small, the speediest and

most satisfactory treatment consists in excision with the knife, but before

resorting to excision puncture with a finely pointed thermo- or ele.tro-

cautery may be tried.

The treatment of subcutaneous and mixed nmvi, as already mentioned,

should not be decided upon without waiting till the hopes of a spontaneous

disappearance liave passed away. But where the site of the growth is u\

the vicinity of the eye, where expectancy may probably render a radical

removal more difficult when the child gets older, it will be advisable to

operate without delay. When the nocvus is progressing or keeping p: e

with the body development, delay is no longer justified.

Growths on parts of the skin covered by clothing are best treated by

complete excision; the dangers of haemorrhage arc but trifling except in

the case of very extensive and deep ncxvi. The old-fashioned method of

strangulation by ligatures applied below pins transfixing the base of the

growtii, the injection of strong iron and other corrosive fluids, alcohol,

carbolic acid, &c., setons and cau; tics should never be resorted to. and the

practice of vaccination upon the site of the nsvus has been completely

abandoneu.
i 1

The gap left by excision can l)e filled u], by undenutting or by skin

grafts on Thiersch's plan.

Subcutaneous and mixed n.evi on the face can .dso be treated l>y the

methods used for the removal of the purely rutaneous type. Many will

yield to Radium, some to X rays, some to Carbonic Snow, wlun small.

;\n excision must lie followed by scarring, even when Thiersc li grafting

is employed ; it is seldom indicated. The following surgical methods may

be resorted to: 11,
Th h caustics and escharotics an- inadmissible, owiiii; to the detorm-

iti h they are liable to produ. .-. in very small and circumscribed

sharply •,)or |)ieceof firm wood dipped in strong Carbolic

or N aic .\ci(l may l)e i.uide to imncture a miniiK^ fai ial na'vus with the

view of obliterating the small vessels, and sometimes excellent results

follow.

Ciion tlie same i)rincii)le into larger na-vi a number of jiunctures may be

made bv a line thermo- or elcctro-caiUcry. ra(iuehi."s instalment i' tlie

best appliance for tliis purpose, and if skilfully used little d.fonnity

follows.
.

Klectrolysis i; often the only successful method of dealin;; nsMi large

subcutaneous or mixed fa. iai n evi. It mav be u^d fnr minute navi also,

in whi( h case the one-polar plan may i)e resorted to as in the removai oi

superfluous hairs. The anode being placed on the sternum or neck, the

. urreiit from 4 to 6 small portable cells is turned on. A line platinum

>*#

* I
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needle mounted on a handle is attaclied to the kathode and thrust into the

ncevus, and permitted to remain till the discoloration spreads from the

puncture for about I inch, after which the cells should be cut of! seriatim

before withdrawing the needle.

This plan suits well for " spider " or small stellate ntevi.

For all facial niEvi over I inch in diameter the bipolar method must be

employed, and large Bunsen's cells (4 to 6) should be used. Both needles

are thrust into the naevus, the one attached to the positive pole being kept

stationary, whilst he negative is moved from one portion of the growth

to the other before the needle is withdrawn, in order to cause coagulation of

blood and sealing up of the vessels. When the growth is large, a number

of sittings may be necessary, the noevus being dealt with in detachments.

Skill and e.xperience are required to aetermine the duration of the elcc-

trolysisj the contents of the growth become discoloured or li\id around

the frothing negative, while at the positive electrode the tissues i)ecome

firm and bleached.

By employing the bipolar needle-holder of Lewis Jones, in which

several parallel needles are attached alternately to each pole, a much

more uniform and satisfactory result is obtainable, and a fair-sized n.xvus

may be destroyed at a single sitting of about 20 minutes, little scarring

being liable to follow, if the needles be on. • partially withdrawn and

moved about so as to reach the different pi ts of the growth withciut

making unnecessat)- puncture marks.

Chloroform anocsthesia is necessary, as the operation causes a consider-

al.'le amount of pain, and before inserting tlic needles the skin should ije

thoroughly sterili.sed. After the withdrawal of the electrodes a dry

sterilised gauze pad should be bound over the site of operation by

strips of adhesive plaster or by painting with flexible collodion.

Bleeding at the punctures is easily ])revcntcd by slowly withdrawing

the electrodes before shutting off the lurrent. Where tiie entire navus

cannot l)e operated upon at a single sitting, an interval of about four

weeks mav be permitted before tlie next insertion of the needles, but as

cicatrisatiim goes on .slowly a longer interval should elapse iictween

subsequent appli( ations.

Cirsoid aneurisms or arterial angiomata of the .sc alp, when small, may

also l>e treated sm <es.sfully by the electrolytic nKtlKuL it complete e.xcision

be not decided upon.

Cavernous .\ngiomata are best removed b\ a careful dissection after

ligatuii of the main vco.sel supplying the growth.

NAILS. INGROWING see p. 464.

NASAX CATARRH- see under Catarrh, Hay Fever, Rhinitis, and Ozaena.

NASAL POLYPUS see Polypi.

NECROSIS OF BONE.

The treatment of inflammation of bone ending in nee rows will be found

detailed in the unities on Osteomyelitis and I'eriostilis.
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The treatment of caries occurring in bone will be found detailed m th«

article on Caries and on Caries of the Spine. (See also under Hip-Joint

Disease and Knee-joint Disease.)

NERVES, Gunshot Injuries of.

See under Neuromata, where the operations of nerve transplantation,

nerve anastomosis or nerve transference are enumerated.

NETTLE-RASH—see under Erythema.

NEU^-ALGIA.

Probably no such condition as a purely functional neuralf;ia can exist,

and the tendency to regard the majority of cases formerly labelled as

neuralgia in the light of a neuritis is a growing one; ncverlhelcss, a group

of neuralgias remain which present symptoms different from those typical

of neuritis.
.. 1 »u ^

In neuralgia of the fifth nerve it has been long demonstrated that a

point of irritation situated anywhere in the sensory path without revealing

its location by pain or even tenderness may excite severe paroxysms of

pain alon- distant branches of the nerve. Thus a diseased tooth in the

upper jaw which does not ache may cause severe reflected pain in the

lower maxillary region, in the supra-orbital branches, the eye nose

temple or lips. Hence in every case of neuralgic pain the first duty of

the physician is to make a diligent search for any point of irritation in the

course of the numerous branches of the affected nerve, and upon the

dis(-ovcry of such a focus, measures should be employed for its removal,

after which the neuralgia may be expected to disappear.

F ich tooth is carefullv examined, the condition of the gums investigated,

ind'the ear, the frontal and nasal sinuses explored; the sight must be

tested for errors of refraction and the glolic submitted to examination in

order to exclude glaucoma, iritis, foreign bodies, &c.

In neuralgic pain in otlier regions the presence of such fon must be

soU"ht for, otherwise severe pain in the testicle may be treated as a

neuralgia of the nerves suppKmg this organ when the mischief may be

due to a stone in the ureter; or a case of liver disease, aortic or heart

affection be treated as one of l)r.Hhial neuralgia. The .letection of tcmder

points mnv be taken as strong eviden. e of the functional nature of the

pain, and the presence of an;csthesia and muscular w.isting are suggestive

of inllamnatorv condition of the nerve.

\fler Ihe elimination of everv possible source of local irritation a con-

siderable uroup of cases remain, to which the title of idmpnt'nc neuralgia

nriv lie a' 1. The first step in the man.agemenl of such niscs >houUl

l,c" an in ,ation into the possible constitutional causes, .\nainia is

the most lUMM-rtant of these, and especial'v that form of se.-ondary anamia

.sWuU nrises from exliausting diseases like diabetes, ami continuous

suppurations, fn.m prolonged lactation, Ire.iuenlly recurring preui.un. k;.,

severe mental strain anil l.mg-continued anxiety and emotional (iis-

turban. rs There is a dearlv defined group of toxic causes as the iwisons
t»#'
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of lead, alcohol, arsenic, copper and mercury, and the organic toxins

produced in influenza, malaria, gout, rheumatism, Bright's disease and the

eruptive fevers. The cases in which trauma and exposure to cold figure as

causal agents are probably examples of neuritis.

Any such causes having been discovered, the indications for treatment

become clear, and the causal elements, together with every other departure

from the healthy standard, should be met by suitable eliminatory treat-

ment. Improved hygiene, open-air life, overfeeding by a diet rich in fats

and easily digested proteids, should be instituted, the digestive functions

being aided by peptoniscd foods and gastric tonics when needed, or by

massage and Weir Mitchell treatment in cases where anortxia and wasting

are present. The hours of rest should be prolonged and those of mental

work or close application shortened. The physician should see that

sleep be encouraged by natural means, and when insomnia exists simple

hypnotics should be administered, narcotics being avoided when
possible.

Such rational treatment in no way interferes with the various methods

by which pain is to be relieved. It cannot be too strongly stated that

though the temporarj' relief of suffering should play an important part in

the treatment of the various neuralgic conditions, it should not be regarded

PS the chief or sole principle upon which the physician should approach

the management of a case of severe neuralgia, though it is true that he

may find m some cases no other indication for treatment.

A smart neuralgia may for a time persist after the removal of the cause

wliidi, in the first instance, induced the neuralgic condition in the nerve

trunk or its i)ranches, and this consideration should prevent the very

common mistake of fl} ing from one remedy to another in quick succession

without waiting a sufficient time for that steady and continuous action of

the drug which may be crowned by permanent success. It is only after

the evident failure of such rational treatment that the scientific physician

will feel justified in resorting to tlie various empirical methods which

experience leads him to hope as likel) to prove useful.

As regards the routine use of drugs, it is the experience of every physician

that ansemia and neuralgia often occur together, and that sometimes no

treatment will give any permanent benefit till the ana-mia is removed,

lunce in every such < ase Iron is indicated. The .scale preparations, the

tincture, saccliaraled carbonate, Blai'd's |)ills or other preparations may
be given according to the .special indications present. Occasionally,

indeed, it may lie ncessury to give one preparation for a time, and follow

i; iij) !>\ andtliir until tlic .s\sUni is saturated with iron.

The following pills may be given for a considerable period:

II. Fcrri Rcdacli gr.W],

Fcrri A rsenialis ^'r. I

.

Quiniitcc Sulphalis f^r. ijss. Misce.

Fiat pilula. Mittc tales xxiv. Sumat unam tcr in die post cibos.

li
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i

Arsenic is another routine druR of great value in neuralgia, especially in

the very chronic or obstinate forms. Like iron, it must be given in full

doses, and l>e continued for a considerable time after the painful paroxysms

have passed off. It is, moreover,, useful in cases not characterised by

marked anaemia, and the writer generally gives it in combination with

iron or during the intervals when the administration of iron is suspended

It must not, however, lie forgotten that the prolonged admmistration of

arsenic in full doses when prescribed for other diseased conditions is liable

to be followed by neuritis or neuralgic symptoms; hence the arsenical

course should not be a prolonged one. ... 1 k„...

Phosphorus in the free state or as the glycerophosphates has been

employed as a routine drug, and often with much benefit.

Rheumatic, .jouty and malarial conditions of the system should be met

by Alkalies, C -chicum, Salicylates, Iodides, Salol, Quinine or othe

recognised agents. Syphilis is to be met by Mercury and Iodides. Lead

poisoning, which not infrequently is the cause of neuralgia, calls for

^propriate management by Iodide of Potassium and purging with

"^"Kralgil olXrin^^ glycosuric or diabetic subjects is a clear indication

for a strictlv regulated dietary.
,:„.,i,n

The next indication is the urgent demand for the relief of pam, the

selection of the most suitable remedy for a given case is little mfluenccd

by the site of the neuralgia. Hence in the following des.nptionof the

value of the drugs ordinarily employed as pain relievers, except when

specially stated, the dosage and method of administration may be taken

as applying to facial neuralgia. The local treatment will be considered

^%\Zm or Morphia is the most reliable of all drugs for the relief of pain

but though it must stand at the head of the list it is practically banned

in the treatment of the affection under consideration owing to the very

obvious danger of the establishment of the opium habit. Whilst it never

should be prescr.hed for the reHef of neuralgia of any lengthened duration

H may unde. rigid restrictions be employed with advantage m a small

percentage of cases when the first symptoms of a severe neuralgia abruptly

manifest themselves. Even then it must be resorted to with the distinrt

understanding that its administration is not to be repeated after a few

doses The hypodermic metliod gives the speediest and most satisfactory

results but the rule must be laid d.nvn that never under any .-onsiderat.on

should'the patient himself be permitted to use the hypodermic syringe.

Fxpericnce shows that in a small percentage of cases pain does not retuin

after being once .subdued by a pood opiate, and there are strung reasons

for believing that this is the result of the opiate, and th.U the cessation of

pain is not owing to the natural decline of the disease. ...
This desirable re.ult i=, more likely to b.appen when the opiate has been

inictcd into the immediate vicinity of the affected nerve than if admin-

istered bv the mouth. In .losely examining this statement it may be

fairly supposed that the a< upum ture is an important element m the treat-

1

1-

tut-
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ment, since excellent results have sometimes been obtained l^y simple

puncture of the affected nerve trunk by a stout needle, and aquapuncture
has also a beneficial effect, and the advantages of counter-irritation are

in some cases also beyond doubt.

By combining all these methods of treatment the writer has sometimes
been able to cut short a severe attack of neuralgia in its early stage. The
advantage of his plan is best seen in acute neuralgia of a large nerve lik'.

the sciatic, and it may be carried out as follows :—A hypodermic syrmge
of at least 30 mins. capacity is needed, and the dose of Morphia (say ;', gr.)

in solution is diluted with the syringeful of water; the course of the nerve
being marked out on the skin, the stopper of a bottle containing concen-

trated Carbolic Acid is applied to the spot about to i)c punctured. The
needle is plunged deeply into the tissues at right angles to the surface, the

aim being to puncture the sheath of the nerve and inject about 5 mins. of

the Solution into the nerve substance; 5 or 6 punctures are to be thus made
between the trochanter and the heel along the course of the nerve in the
thigh and its main branch in the leg; some of these insertions can hardly
fail to strike the sheath. The anaesthetic action of the cariwlic acid renders

the puncture almost painless, whilst its caustic or vesicant action affords

marked counter-irritant results afterwards. By this simple method all

the advantages oi)tained by the narcotic are combined with acupuncture,

aquapuncture, counter-irritation and parenchymatous or hypodermic
injection. This plan is not suitable for the treatment of facial neuralgia

except under special modifications.

If the pain returns the operation may be repeated after a few days'

interval, and the sleeping hour is, for obvious reasons, the best time for the

injections. By employing morphia in this way the risks of the opium
habit are decidedly less than when the drug is given by the mouth or by one
dose injected under the skin; should the result prove to be but *^emporary

or palliative, the morphia should not be continued after a few trials, but
other measures should be resorted to.

Unfortunately treatment must be mainly symptomatic and empirical;

the drug (narcotics being excluded) which relieves smart neuralgic pain

in one patient may have little or no effect in another case.

Cocaine is preferred to morphia by Gowers and others, who maintain
that the drug not only relieves pain, but that it arrests the local trans-

mission of impulses which cause pain. Unfortunately, the danger of

establishing the cocaine habit is a very real one, and the drug should only

be given by the hypodermic route and never by the mouth for the relief

of neuralgia.

Next in value to narcotics come the host of new analgesics—Antipyrine,

Phenacetin, .\spirin, .Salicylates, (Caffeine, &<-., whicii possess some power
of relieving pain without acting on the cerebrum, as narcotics do. The
list of these drugs continues to increase, as new ones are created from day
to day in the lalvoralory, and the reader will find all the most important
and reliable members of the group mentinncd uixm p. 551, in the article

on Megrim, the relief of migrainous pain being carried out on the .same

principles as in neuralgia.
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liutvl Chloral Hydrate is believed to exercise a sclec live analgesic

^~tl?ove tie different branches of the fifth nerve. It ofter cnt.d

ailsexcept in verv mild atta-^ks, and it is of no use in the S^ave so-ca led

enileSm type of tic douloureux. Nevertheless, it is a useful and safe

o'Se atTne cLmencement of supra-orbital neuralgia, and m n.M ca.

of involvement of the twigs supplying the alveoli in the '"^
"^

^^j
^hc

drug, moreover, possesses some hypnotic power. It may be combined

with the following remedy: •

.
i :. „f tiin rlontil

Gelsemium has been vaunted as a specific m neuralgia o the dtn al

bSeTofThe fifth nerve; like almost every other ant.neura g.c rem .1

kslet mes acts most satisfactorily, whilst at other times ,t fai s to produc e

he sTghS: result. A good combination will be found in a P^^
-ntammg

gelsemium and butyl chloral, to which Cannabis Indica is added.

B. Ext.Gehcmii Alcoholici gn ss.

Butyl Chloral Hydr. gr. iv.

Ext. Cannabis Indicce gr. \. Mi^cc.

Ft. pil. Mitte xii. Sumat i. teriiis horh.

Gelsemium may be pushed in maxillary n ural.ia

J'"
P^^^J^^^

evident and some giddiness is experienced; the writer has vMtnis.cc it^

abso u e faUure in a case where the patient had taken an c.verc .,se which

SS^l^ml^g symptoms of poisoning-staggering ^-M-ub^ -o",

t The drug ts worthless in all forms of visceral neuralgia. 1 ht Indian

llemon the above recipe appears to exert a very desirable unalg .u

acS in those ases where the pain is slight and almost continuous, but

asTthe use of opiates the danger of a drug habit must be always kept in

''^'u^opine or Belladonna internally has been often found successful,

Trousseau treated facial and othc, '™™ll"»« ''>"•;''";""•
"%;:,,S, tie

,e i P « ut° m m«v be added i» the morphia when the dee,, pareneh,-

l^Zlo. alr^dj. deserihed has heen ^^^;;l^^::^
dose of Hvoscine Hydrobron-'de (,,„ gr.) rtiuACb i^u

'tH^rrt'^ther and .Mcohol in full doses will relieve all f.rms of

,^^rZ- pni^. but their use is obviously contra-.nd.cated own, to the

dinner's which are liable to follow tlieir repeated adunnistratum.

^ Sr mvl inhalation occasionally cuts short a ^vcre paroxism
Nitrite 01 .\m>i

neuralgic conditions involving

tr:S; n:aVhe\e»;tedT:;e;,.edl> . .he routine „, .,„.e „hp,e,a„,

-. f

t»r
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is to administirTiinitrin till the tension of the vessels has been markedly
reduced.

Two drugs have been so often found to he efficacious in the relief and
cure of neuralgia affecting various nerves that they rccjuire special mention

,

though their use must be regarded, like tiiat of many other substances,

from the empiric point of 'iew. These are Quinine and Chloride of

Ammonium.
Quinine in malarial neuralgia can hardly be regarded as an empiric agent,

since the pharmacological action or tho drug has been so clearly demon-
strated on the parasites in the blood but it exerts specific influence over
the neuralgia which supervenes in malarious patients long after the
amoeba; have perished.

Quinine stsms to act best in those types of neii'algia in A-hicb 'ntcr-

mittency of tlie paroxysms is best marked, the inter\uls between the
attacks being prolonged. One large dose of lo grs. of the sulphate or

6 grs. of the acid hydrochloride should be administered before the expected
parox> sm or as soon as this comes on. It may be combined with a small
dose of Morphia or with lo grs. .Vntipyrine, 5 grs. Caffeine, or a corresponil-

ing amount of any of the new analgesics. This form of treatment is often

highly efficacious for the relief of ordinary supra-orbital neuralgia.

]?rachi.', cervico-occipital, .sciatic, crural and intercostal neuralgias
(which arc often, strictly speaking, forms of neuritis), usually yield to

quinine combined with Aspirin; the following formula may be enii)lovcd:

B.

rt. lachil.

QuiniiKv Sulpli. i^r. viij.

Ashirin gr. xv.

Morphicv Hyclrochlor.

St. i. ftj's in die, p.c.

Kr. h Miscc.

Chloride of AmnKjnium ma\ be employed in the same empiric lashion,

and as in the ca.se of quinine, if relief be not ex()erienced after a lew doses,
the drug should be discarded. 20 grs. may be given in soluticn every
2 or 3 hours, or the same amount may be prescribed with 5 to 10 grs.
Quinine in cachet form, and this latter method of treatment is a good
routine in facial and sciatic neuralgia, and sometimes proves effectual in

the visceral types.

Iodides should constitute the main element in the treatment of neu.algia
occurring in syphilitic patients, but the iodine salts undoulitedly possess
marked pain-relieving pn)|)erties in some forms of neuralgia in subjects
who have never suffered from syphilis. Iodide of .Sodium in 5 to 10 gr.

doses may be tried in ciironic, intractable types of neuralgia affecting any
nerve. When relief and ( ure follow, the phvsii ian will probalilv conclude
that the case was one of chronic neurit is of rlu'iimatic oriuin or of a neural- ia

of syphilitic nature. The drug may be coinl)ined advantagcouslv with
full doses of Bromides, which, though possessing little if any analgesic
action, will nevertheless assist in procuring sleep and diminishing restless-
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permit of its being moulded « 'he hape ot t

^,^^^;;„.,,e,tric

. ,^^° K Ci !>,° C) can be safelv borne.

a^it ».»• !« paintid ..:> the Ain oxer .he |..uncd nerve. tkr
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01. Mentha Pip. 7,\'\.

01. Caryophylli 3ij-

Chloroformi 5ij.

Li aim. Acvniti ovj. Misii

Kalaphurcsis.—Electric Osmosis or Ionic Medication is now extensively

resorted to in order to cause certain anodyne substances to penetrate the

unbroken skin, which under ordinary circumstances offers an efftctive

barrier to absorption. The electrol) tic drug in solution is placed upon the

skin and a galvanic ( urrent passed through it to dissociate its opposing
" ions," whicii arc ( arricd througli tlic skin and reach the affc( ted ner\e

terminals. The base ajjpears at the negative pol« or kathode; the acid

radical is attracted to the anode. I'.xcellent results have been obtained

in facial and other neuralgias b\ applying the negative pole over the skin

moistened with Sodium Salicylate solution ; the jxisitive .salicylic ions arc

drisen inwards. Coiaine, Murpiiine, Aconitinc, Atropine and Quinine

arc applied under the positive pole, like all metallic substances. A ( urrent

c (immencing with 15, increasing to _^o. milliam[)eres should be emplnxcd

and so mani|)ulate<i by gradually turning it on and swit( hing it olT after

about 30 minutes' action that no .shock need be felt.

Hypodermi<' or deep parenchymatous injection is employed for the

local effects of such drugs as Cocaine, Morphine, Atropine, Chloroform,

I'lther. Aliohol, Antipyrine, Mentiioi, (iuaiaml, Osmii- A(id, ^-c. When
W'atM alone is injeited the method is known as A(|uapuniture.

Alcohol has been injected with marked .success in severe tic douloureux;

I or 2 c.c.ofiSo per cent, aliohol produce considerable pain of short duration

when injected into the affected ner\es; this is followed soon by anaesthesia

which lasts fjr several days; usually man\ months' and in some ca.ses

se\eral years' respite is obtained. Stewart employs the .solution recom-

mended by Patrick and llecht, which consists of 3 drN. absolute alcohol,

I dr. water, i gr. (diaine hydrochloride and 10 mins. 1 hloroforni. The
inje( tion is made with a s|iecially devised strong needle containing a blunt

stilet, whit h is ])uslie(l lionie alter the skm has been punctured with the

needle.

Tlu supraoriiital (li\i-.ion of the ner\e is oi)erated upon as it emerges

through tile s|)iuiioidal fissure by entering tiie needle at the outer mar)^in

ol tiie orbit, and pushing it liome lor about i| inthes; the third di\isi(.n is

attacked at the foramt n ovale by thrusting the needle dee|)ly through the

< hick behind ihc last molar and guiding it upwards and backwards till the

li.isc of the ptirygoid plate is reached. The siionil (li\ isii.;'i is injei tt'd as

the mr\c cmirucs through the foranu'n rotiindum by entering the needle

posicriiir to the lower border of the zygoma till the lloor of the jitervgo-

m.ixillary fossii is readied.

The injection is usually repeated upon the sei ond and ti.ird days and
in some cases at later pcriiid:^, ;i dcii:cn being usually necessary for a

course,

Osmic Acid (1 per lent. solulimi) has been injected in exactly the same
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the s.iatic with great -d^-nta^
^,.^,, ^^„^^^ practitioners;

(.o«;(/cr-zm/amw.-in^*^'i"ltr> isai.ivuu
rML'ulatin" the

water or heated gently oNcr a spini uu.
1

sn.i.ping the bulla, an> «''^^'"'"' ' „,„. i„ dusted ..ver the al>n..l..l

MoiDhia «T t oeaine in minute amount, ma> m tiu:^^
^

'or this may be dressed by an ointment eontamin, the alkalmd.

similari) umu. i.<.>. ^
, „ , „ ,, ,. „, where the nerve issues Ironi a

eases when ai.phed over a ten.Ui p it or w urc ui

.K-nse las. ia or through a bony eanal; probably the .as s
^ ^^^

^ ^^ ;^iiiii,-.v r-
1 . ,,, ,,,.,,»,. nr>iiritis and not ot true luin iion.u

! .,. ,.1,-1 in "I lite niiirakia. fM
»-*

,
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Barker, or Granville machines. By a suitably shaped applicator laid

over the skin a series of minute regular strokes may be employed to set

the nerve and underlying tissues into vibration without causing pain or

jarring effects. The benefits obtainable are comparable to those effected

by massage without the danger of irritating the nerve.

Electricity has been employed in endless ways. As a rule the best

results are obtainable from the continuous or galvanic current of low

tension produced l)y a battery of several cells, and the Ledanche element

is the most convenient. A large wet-cell battery may be easih' rigged up

in the patient's house by any intelligent bellhanger. The stabile anodal

method of application is the must soothing and sedative, and by a careful

attention to the switching i>'- and off of the current no shock or painful

sensation need be e.xperienicil. The negative pole (kathuclf) should l)e

attached to a large moister-d rhcophore and api)lic(l to tlic skin over an

indifferent part and the positive ele<trode placed over a sensitive or tender

spot in the course of the ner\e. When thus employed the nerve in the

region of the anode is in a condition of decreased excit.i!)ilily after the

current is slowly turned on. 3 to 8 milliamperes may be permitted to

pass for 10 to 15 minutes, and the applications may be repealed daily for

a few weeks, care being taken to keep the skin and the electrodes quite

moist throughout the whole of eat ! seance. The labile method may be

employed in chronic cases, the anode l)eing mo\ ed along the course of the

nerve, without, however, breaking contact.

In .S( iatic and brachial neuralgia the kathode may be dropped into a

bath and the anode applied as i)efore. or the 4-cell bath of S( hncc may lie

used.

The interrupted current may be tried when the conliniiniis f;iils, but as

a rule it should not be used in acute (ases. \ strong current in chronic

cases may be employed as ;i cdunter-irritant.

Static eledricity is used in various wa\.s. The l)est is to place the

patient in an insulated chair connected with the positive pole of the

machine, and after he has been charged with electricity, the oiKTator

approaches a conducting material towards the affected region, so as to

produce " the electric breeze " without withdrawing sparks.

High frecjuency currents may be einployed in a manner simil.ir to the

abo\e and the condensing elec Irode (a pointed electrode- cm losed in a

glass lube and insulati >\ by a glass liancllc) may be permitlcci to approac h

closel) to the skin over the affec ted ner\e so as to produce a " bree/e
"

without sparking.

The l.igh-frec|ueni v c urrent is used in the method known as Diathermia

or TliermojHnetratinn in whic h the temperature of the tissues is raised.

Thus one dec Irode is ai)plied to the nuc ha near the o< c iput and the otln-r

over a thick f)ad ol cotton well soaked in salt .solution over the iiiiper jaw

or eye for } to 1 hour, 700 ma. being employed. X-ray exposure has la-en

ined and sometimes iias proved i)eneticiai, tiie ac-tion in-in;^ proiiaitly

similar to that following radium and thorium emanations.

Surgical Trfatmrnt,—Some of the methods alreaily clescrilnd fall under
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this heading, as the local injection of Alcoliol, Osmic Acid, Water and other

substances into the nerve. Acupuncture or needling, u lierel)y the nerve

is stabbed in several plates with the view of temporarily injuring or

destroying some of the filires, is an old method seldom now emplo\cd

except in the treatment of sciatica. Several long steel needles are thrust

into tiic trunk of tlie nerve at the buttock and along the thigh, these

being left in situ for alwut 20 minutes. As already stated, these surgical

methods are combined with the medicinal in the writer's plan of treatmg

sciatica with diluted morphine solutions.

Nerve stretching may be carried out in two ways. Hilroth's plan does

not involve section of the skin. The patient, under Chloroform anaesthesia,

is placed upon his i)ack with the hip flexed to a right angle, when the leg

is forcibly extended so as to be brought into a straight line witli the thigh

and the ank rfully flexed and the entire limb maintained in this

posili<m for tes, after which vigorous massage is applied. Any

nerve, includm i iatic, may be reached by a skin incision, after wiiich,

i)y inserting a Dlont hook under its trunk, powerful steady traction may

be made upon it with the fingers for a period of to minutes.

Wliere tlie pain has been due to adhesions (a condition different from

true neuralgia), tliis plan is often serviceal)le; occasionally it has proved

effectual in functional cases, probably by causing some molecular change

in the fibres of mixetl nerves.

Neurotomy has pro\ ed of little value, tlie pain being uninfluenced as sooi»

as the di\ ided ends of the nerve unite again.

Neurectomy, resection or excision of a portion of the nerve, has been

performed with successful results alone or in . onjundion witii the follow-

ing operation: " Avulsion " and " Neure.xaresis " are the names given to

the procedure, in which a sensory nerve like one of tiie branches of the

(iflli is torn, wrenched or forcibly detached hon\ its central connccticms in

order to destroy its fumtiims, the foramen thru gh which it escaped being

afterwards plui^ged with an ivory peg or siKtr screw. Kanavel aftir

curetting the foramen doses it by a periosteal ll; ; made from the adjoining

bone or pro( urcd from the tibia.

Removal of the whole or a part of the Gas.,irian ganglion has been

successfully performed many times for neuralgia d the lilth nerve, as will

be presintiy dctaile ' md success I. ',s followed ii aany cases by injei ling

Alcoluil or Osmir .Vio into the ganglion.

No description of liie treatment of neuralgia wo ild be complete without

special meiUiiin of -

Tic Pouloureux.or epileptiform neuralgia, whi h is perhaps the most

painful of all the alTcctions Irom whidi a human iteing can suffer; when

this IS cstal«''-lied in its lypiially severe form, mternal medication is

lioprlcss ;,nd rcMirt mu^t be hail to >ur,i;ical mc.isure->.

The injei fiiiu of Alfolwil into the trunk or root in\i)l\'il mav be first

tnci S'Ut n lirf !ir-t- -'Ulv f-=r ;!!in!!! ;l t Wis. iiui! !-irr [jnn a>

TIk.three years, even when a do/.en injertums li.i\i: beiii . iiploved.

average duration of relief is un<ler nnc )c.ii, Oinm .\i iil iiijei imiii

f*r
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carried out in the same manner are more painful and apparently afford

no longer immunity from suffering ^
It the pain is limited to a smglc d.v.sion of the "^^^^ "7^,^^

resected and avulsion performed, hut m early eases ]''''' ^-IrX
i:ud hranch may be successful ;

thus the
-^^^'f^^^^l^^^

1 , l^ranches of the first division may be excised or the ^"f-^;^'"^
^'^'^^If ';^^^

of the second division may be resected as the nerve.s traced alo. g jt

canal in the floor of the orbit, or the mam trunk along ^^.th Meckel s

mnolinn mav he resected dose to the round forai.ien.

'^S'mSr Cental branch of the third division i^

J

-ost^cj^;;;onl>

i,u oh ed single nerve. This may be readied by ^r^'
-"^j^;-; ^ ^^ ^^

onnos.te the last molar, and by cutting the nerve at the mental ^^'^"'^

allusion should be resorted to in order to draw out the trunk of the nerve

lnmi the inferior dental canal. . ,

When the entire trunk of the third diMsion is invoKed. a. in the case

of tile" c".d"livision, resection of the trunk and adjoining part of the

Gasserian ganglion will be reiiuired.
,• „ .r.. involved

W hen the branches of two or of the three main divisions arc '"^»'^^^'

th o^k lie of success lies in the -".oval of the entire .assc^iangan-

lion will, the trunks of the second and third ^'•-^"7-
,,, /;^ > /uT th

carried out by various methods; the '"^--7.";;^' ^
'

.^ S; , ^^
temporal bone is the best, and though the operation itself is a '""' " ^

""

:::^u:;,ne owmg to the necessity of freely op--;.
^^ ^^^ ^^^

exposing the ganglion on the upper surface ..f th

J""
' ^w

mortalitv is slight. Thus Mr. Hutchinson s series ot 31 operations snowea

";. hitatiu and he recommends leaving the ophthalmic division of the

nerve untouched, whereby all eye complications are "^'^ "' "

,

Verv important elements in the treatment of neuralgia <"•'- '"^•^"'y

and climatic change, but it is obviously irrational to send from home a

^U;,!::;!;;; il suffering very severe pain in.'-l--J-;;:;-;r';;: ^
Iks is 11 desirable to submit him to promiscuous hxdropathu "^^'^"'^^^^

t:ZX:^, cold packs, S:c. A drv warm dim.ae "---;;>^^^
works wonders after the neuralgia has commen. ec to id to t k me "a

|,cl,.re nunlioncd, and in chrome cases it may c the hrst agent to

upon the pain and sleeplessness.

NEURASTHENIA. . ,

Thoud. the treatment of tlie hysterical condition and that ot neuras-

Ihe, o e run 0.1 line, which are nearly parallel, mud, .onlusion and

o^u^nt failure results from lack of appreciation o. tl-'- -^
j;

;^

"

Icrcnces between the two states. If the essential element in m urastlienia

^bidn: nel^ous exhaustion or nervcus debility in an a norm^^

in.lividual. be prominently kept in view tlvre will be '""'^
' "^;;

"'

'
'

! ,-^^. ..t .n-.<.iv."< "" •!" neurasthenu patient whuh,

U;™!;.;^;; Snal in hvsteria,may be traugiU with m.sch.et w.^

^;S toone whose reserve ot vital energy has been -j "I'^j;^--

exhausting mental occupation or prolonged application lo a ^^uu^.ng
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routine struggle against time and competition in some strenuous walk

in life.

Prophylaxis is a problem of vital importance. The xnajorit) ot patients

who succumb to nervous " breakdown " are middle-aged males inhentmg

a weak nervous system from parents who have continuously drawn too

freely upon their own store o£ vital energy in the battle of life. The recent

war has produced a type of neurasthenia which may be seen m the mi.\ed

condition described as Shell-shock.
,

The prophylactic measures indicated in other neuropathic conditions

have been mentioned in the article on Hysteria, and should be earned out

in the case oi neurasthenic sulijects. Of all the e.\citing causes none is so

freijuent ;'nd powerful as competition, especially competition agamst

time. This is seen in its most typical form in literary men, especially m

those iiursuing creative work. -V labour which could be achieved in

leisure.y ease and safety if pursued u..dcr the stress of a time limit often

causes a serious breakdown from which the aml)itious author never

completely recovers. In tlie case of clergymen this is a common factor,

if the preparation of their seventh-day work be crowded mto the last day

or two of the week. Even the mere " compiler," whose literary achieve-

ments are not in the creative realm, is liable to succumb to neurasthenia

when he wilfully .sets himself a <laily task whiHi must be accomplished.

All such performances should be avoided by every brain- worker and i.jver

attempted under any circumstances !)y the neurasthenic.

Neurasthenia, like other neuropathic tendencies, is often found

associated with ambitious and philanthropic desires, and even the hard-

working clerk may l^e frequently found struggling in the arena of cluirch

work c. politics during every possible opportunity when not confined to

his ledger.

In every case it will be the duty of the physician to search lor eviden.e

cf the inherited tendency and insist when possible upon a change o

occupation when this is at all practicable. In the same way he should

investigate the eause ni the a- quired type of the diseased condition and

act accordingly. . .

When on.e neurasthenia has manifested itself mental rest is imiJcralive;

physi. al re-' is, however, seldom necessiiry and is often harmful, as few

cases of this w ndition arise directly from excess of luulily fatigue, th(nigh

in the spma 'vpe of neurasthenia marked muscular exhaustion lollows

the most trilling degree of exercise or bodily exertion. There are few

situations

«

ailing lor more skill and tact than in the presi riplum of a rest

cure tor the vu tin. ut neurasthenia. There is, however, no dilhculty in

the grave tvpe of the disease where the breakdown is comi-lete and a!

intellectualexer. ises are impossible or accompanied l)y profound nienla

exhaustion. Here a W eir .Mitchell course is dearly indi. ated, and should

be carried out as described in the article on Hysteria, tlic usual elements

, 11,, . { t....l.. .....I ..<inil iv;iil:ll'iin. forilMJ
III liie lic.tunent, as ausoiutc rest jI u:!x\j a,vi •.n.i..,. ^^ --. -

-

feeding, massage, electricity, hydropathy and ,:.L'e,stion. «U bemg re-

.iui>ui>.iud loi a period of a .ouple of months, tolluwed alurwar.ls by a

»»

i

i
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long holiday in which physical exercises should play a prominent

^It'is in the milder types of the disorder that the difficulty .'"ises in

carrying out treatment. Cessation from all the '"-'^^-^^ ^'P.'^'-'^
'""^

?!^^^^^

have preceded the breakdown must be insisted upon, but absolute mental

rest is as undesirable as it .s impra.t,cable. A constant *-"[«-;';

symptoms being not only the exluvust.on which follows ntelke ua

exercise, but a constant restlessness and a burning desire {"^ fa tUr

mental work, any rigidly enforced system aiming at total 'ntdkctuai

.nertia onlv aggravates the condition. These P/^'ents are frequ ntly

possessed with the dread of becoming demented °^ ™bj".''-\?,"f,,, '

n.'idlv enforced commands for mental idleness drive their though s

inwards upon their abnormal sensations and phobias. 1 he neurasthenu,

patient usually is in.-apable of taking mental rest, and t^e tactful physician

on recognising the indixidu d peculiarities and tastes of the patien
,
should

direct his mental exercises along new channels whereby introspection and

concentration of his mind upon his former labours are averted. It is in

these cases that the bad effects of tiie so-called " rest cures are evident

properly adjusted physical exercises, as shown by the results obtained by

Kigg's method of graduated exercises and calisthen-cs at Massachusetts,

go a long way in bringing about a complete re-education of the P-^tient.

Nothing is so successful as a prolonged holiday amongst unfam.ha

scenes, and the effects of a tour in a strange country should be sought

when the patient's means afford him the facility of travelling. In tUc

threat majority of cases this is much more desirable than the usual recom-

mendation to loaf about some secluded seaside spot or health resort where

sick folk will be his only companions. Often a sea-voyage with an agree-

able associate is most beneficial. ,11 1 ;„

Games and sports, when the season peimits, may be freely 1 ' uigcu in,

but severe muscular exercises are to be avoided. Fishing to chose who

formerly enjoyed the sport and even to those who are strangers to it is

often lielpful;' yachting is an ideal only within the reach of a few. Uoll

is upon the whole the most easily procurable open-air pastime, ana l..r

those beyond middle life it supplies everything desirable in the tieatment

of neurasthenia. ,
,

When tiie physi. ian has possessed himself of the entire conhdence ol the

patient by a tliorough investigation of his ailment and by gning a sym-

pathetic ear to the recitalof his abnormal sensations he shouldutilise to the

fullest extent the element ..f suggestion, pronouncing calmly and lor.iWy

his assurance of a certain and .-omplete recovery. Till th.s confidence has

been gained and the assurance of a iccovery insisted upon httle progress

will Itc miuie under anv system of treatment.

Secondary or traumatic neurasthenia is so frcMiucntly complicated will.

the worrying experiemes oi law piv.f.iuus fnat hllle impn>vc!n=nt nc...

be e.M.ected till the patient gets free from his legal anxieties An mtclh-

gent individual may be assured that h.is ailments arc mainly due t<. the

severe shock received by his nervous .s ->teiii in the l^riel moment l^elween
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the perception of his formidable danger and the reception of bodily injury;

and that as the latter plays but a minor role in the production of his illness,

complclc rcrovorv may be confidently expected. This appears to lie

Ills.) the determining cause in most (ases of shell-shock, and hence the

obvious value of iihvsical exercises.
_

Sexual neurasthenia occurs as a rule in younger subjects, and in addition

to moral treatment active exercises, as cricket, football and mountain-

rlimbini; mav be permitted.

The worst form of neurasthenia is that allied to and frequently comlnned

with hysteria which follows the long and tedious nursing of some relative;

in such cases probnged phvsical strain is often associated with anxiety or

grief; the resulting breakdown is complete and profound, and can only be

met by Weir Mitchell treatment.

It is difficult to lav down a rule for the duration of the treatment i ill

cases ; it is a common mistake to make it too short. A period of six mo 'is

at least is required if the patient is to hope for a complete recovery, und

often a year may be necessary. Amongst those whose spare means

prohibit a long holiday the wisest procedure is to insist upon a total

change of occupation.' This may be recommended as a temporary

expedient, and if the patient takes to his new avocation he may be en-

( ouraged to permanently adopt it with advantage.

Drugs should play a secondary role in the creatment of neurasthenia;

they cannot, however, be discarded in any case. Though quackery is to

be contemned, the moral effect of a course of medicinal treatment is

always of value, and the physician as a matter of fact will never meet with

a case in which he cannot conscientiously find indications for the admin-

istration of remedial substances. Tiie beneficial results of suggestion have

luen already referred to; these may often be obtained without any .sacnhce

to principle- through skilfully prescribed drugs; many patients become

depressed and anxious when informed that medicines will do them no

good. .

I'hosiihorus as a routine drug gives the best results, but ordinary

phosphates possess no power or influence over the nutrition of the fagged

brain and nervous system. Free phosphorus is always of use when given

in minute doses (,'„ gr.); organic phosphates, as in Phytin and the Syrup

of the (llycero-iihospliates, or the Sanatogen compmind of sodium glycero-

phosphate with casein may be administered. The prei)arations of

phosphates and hypo-phosplutes containing strychnine .should be avouled.

As in iivsteria, strychnine oftjn aggravates the patient's misery, making

iiim feci more acutely his abnormal sen.sations and increasing his insomnia

and nervous excitability; phosphorus will produce the same effects if

given in full doses. During convalescence, the syrup of triple phosphates

with strychnine may be advantageously prescribed, as Iron is always

belicfKial.
. , . ,

lie and mav be combined with iron and quinine
.\rsenic is often servi

in*a pill. Valerianates may be presc TIlH •d as a routine in all cases ex hibit-
t»r

ing much nervous irritability or fidgetiness. A pill conuining i gr. each
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of the zinc, iron and quinine salt may be taken for long periods without

'Xsoli. is a symptom usually c allin, for thorough treatrr^rvt as little

improvement is to be expc.tcd as long as sleep is markedl> d..turbid

oTt sTre contra-indiraled in this condition. Brom.des may be gne .

r -elv in the e^ening and at bed-time, but they should be suspended a

ntervals and the routine drugging Nvith large doses of these salts several

ties a dav for a long period i. productive of much m.sch.e
,
smcx; brom.sm

creatlv increases the menta, ,.nd physical depression of he patient

^
Trional or Paraldehyde or one large dose of Alcohol o.eas.onally at

be 1- ime will act satisfactorily. Veronal is extolled by some nerve

speciah>'^, but the writer has frequently observed untoward results from

doses un.ler 10 grs. Sulphonal is especially to be avoided as .t cause.s a

depressing drowsiness upon the day followmg its admmis ration. (
hloral

Hydrate should be only administered occasionally. A long w^alk imme-

diatelybefore retiring to rest is the best hypnotic for * - neuras heme and

if to this be ad ' ' a small (5 grs.) dose of trional which will :u t ma n >

by suggestion, ex . !lent results may be expected. Tea and ( ofiee should

not be permitted except at the morning meal.
, • ,, ,i,,j

Anorexia and digestive disturbances figure prominently in the .so-, ailed

"
^•isceral

" tvpe of neurasthenia, and these .all for gastric torn. ;s and

digestives, a: no real progress can be expected so long as the pat.en
1^

un .ble to take abundance of nourishment and to digest the same w th

m

the normal period. Papain. Pepsin and Trypsin are yaluabk am the

latter substance may i.e utilised for peptomsation of the foor. before its

administration when ne. essary.
, , . „„i Ai.turh

In the cardiac visceral tvpe c haracterised 1 y much funct onal disturb-

ance 01 the heart's action and abnormal sensations in the pre.;ord.al

region, Strophanthus in 3 min. doses of the tin. lure is dcirly ^r^dM,

or V gr. of the extract mav be combined with the triple valerianate pill,

or Ihe tincture mav 1h prc's-ribed with Sumlml and liromide^-.

Electri.-.tv. massage and hydropathy are valuable '^^";«1';»'; f"\
J

and, as ahead v stated. . ..nMitute important elements in the \\ e.r M. .he I

treatment. All the.se adjuncts may, however, be employed by patient.s

whose svmptoms do not wairant such a rigid course. Hence the value

„f a sojourn at a suitable spa or lualth resort wlicre the servi.es ., .a

trained masseur .an be ..btained, and if a suitable natural mineral wale

is available which will , x. ite the eliminatory organs so mu. 1. tlic

'^Thcre are few more potent factors in completing the c ure of neurasthenia

than open-air sea-bathing for those who take the full - "^; ""
/;

swimming exercises under the best .surroundings. Put thi. powtrtul

remedial agent, like ele.trictv, d.mchinK and high altitude treatment is

too stimulating in the earlier stages of the ...n.lit.on. Penefi may be

obtained by the administration of tin triphase form of smusoidal currents

as carried out by Ilersciiell.
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NEURITIS.

Treatment depends upon the local or constitutional cause: in many

instances where only one trunk is affected (mononeuritis) a careful mqu.ry

win reveal trauma, pressure or compression, as when one or mo e of the

Trm nerves become inflamerl after a heavy sleep dunn, wh.ch the ne

uTnks have been compressed against some hard body by the wei.du o he

upper extremity, thorax, or head. It must always be remember<^ ll-

in such cases the first results are those of neunt.s, whuh ^^^^f^^
followed bv paralysis and wasting. This is seen m so-ca led irutch-

palsy" and in those cases ot tumour pressure and contmuous strong

muscular action as in hammermen. The treatment consists of absolute

Test to the affected limb, the application of dry warmth by ''^ht 'urub^m,

over a thick layer of cotton-wool, and when the pain is severe he mU nal

administration of an analgesic or the hypodermic use of -^I^'-P'-;
^ '^

^j

cessation of acute pain, electricity, massage and passive movements vmU

be indicated for the restoration of function.
.

. ^ ^ „ .

VVhere an attack of acute neuritis (perineuritis) ollows exposure to

cold, especially a am of cold air playing upon a lo,:alised area o

k n the same treatment is indicated combined with ful dose, o he

usJa anti-rheumatic agents, as Salicylates, Aspirin. &c. A go.,d routmc

is the following:

B. Acid. Acetylsal. gr. x.

Salicin. Purif. gr. viii. Misce.

Fiat pulv. Mitte tales xviij. St. i. tcr die post cibim.

Blisterin;; =s clearly indicated in such cases where the symptoms fail to

vield rapidly to the above measures.
, ,

^
In Sy chronic examples of mononeuritis, the inflammatory change

are of an interstitial character, and in addition to the indication for the

Sef of pain , the wasting of the muscles and loss of power call for electn ity

and condnual gentle ma.sage combined with the interna admui.stration

o? large doses of L.dides and repeated blistering, as m tSe treatment of

''Tn' every case a search must be made for a constitutional cause; thus

gout, rheumatism, diabetes, alcoholism, diphtheria, malar... syph.l..

inrtuenza and mineral poisons, like those of mercury, lead am ar.eiiu

; V be the underlying aiuses, though these factors are "-re hah e to lead

to the peripheral type of neuritis. The presence of each of the. "u.

Clements affords clear indications for treatment, ^r cno-.cleros
.

s

another well-recognised cause and is an indication for the free admui.s-

'^t;"u.^;iJt of a neuritis involving a single nerve or any of the

euXu v n off hv a l.uge plexus a. th- cervical, brachial or lumbar, niav

as a rule be carri'ed out^u,;:>n the lines laid down for neuralgia, but >a the

, . .
. _:.: . !,„...,;.. ,r.;«A,ro vprv hot ai)»lications,

earlv acute staiic of neuritis, hcroi." massage, very hot appl >%*
cautery, acupundure amJ electrieitv are n rtainly contra-indicated.
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Leeching the skin over the trunk of a solitary inflamed nerve near to its

exit from a bonv foramen or from a fascial openmg is often productive of

excellent results, as in acute neuritis of the facal as it emerges from be

stylo-mastoid foramen. In acute neuritis of the sciatic nerve in thin

patients the leech l.ites may he covered over hy a cupping-plass with

For the 'relief of ppin locallv and constitutionally and for the various

means of can - this out. the reader is referred to the article on Neural,u.a.

-"lie troa\.u- i the rcsultin- paralysis and muscular wasting will be

detailed in the articles on Paralysis.

NEURITIS, Peripheral

This is usually of the multiple degenerative type, and commonly caused

by alcoholism alone or in combination with arsenic, as in ^he memorable

Manchester epidemic of iqoo, but other causal factors as diabetes, rheurna-

tism, influenza, malaria, syphilis, gout, gonorrhoea, diphtheria, erysipelas,

beri-beri, leprosy, mineral poisons, as copper, lead, arsenic, mercurx',

carbon disulphide and dioxide, naphtha, &c., rnay be present. The

condition has been observed to follow typhoid and other exanthematous

fevers, mumps, puerperal fevers and various forms of tuberculosis. I he

above causes should be sought for, especially as multiple peripheral

neuritis of an intractable type may in any given case arise from a combina-

tion of anv two or even more of these causal factors, treatment being

unsuccessful till the removal of all the primary elements has been accom-

plishcd. . , , I •

\\-hilst treatment of an eliminatory character suitable to each primary

toxremic condition is being pursued, the patient should !_>«
pl^*^«»^^t rest

in bed. The limbs, generally the lower ones being first and chiefly affected

may be enveloped in a thin layer of cotton-wool and a light bandage, and

where a marked degree of heat does not exaggerate the pain and iv

comfort, the wool may be covered in by a layer of oiled silk. Warm

fomentations are often .soothing, but hot baths and all forms of counter-

irritation, friction, massage and electricity in the early stages o pain and

tenderness are distinctly contra-indicated, as sloughing may be readily

excited by these agents. In advanced cases first coming under obser-

vation, a water-bed should bo procured, and from the first attention

should be directed to correct by .suitable and well-padded splints any

faulty position of the limbs caused by the contraction of unopposed

muscles. ,. . i i
•

During the early stages of treatment, the dietary and general hygiene

are those indicated in the treatment of chronic alcoholism, and as the

condition of the digestive organs is unhealthy, .atarrh of the stomach

being nearly always present, a great ditf.cuHy unses in combatmg the

nausea, anorexia, yomiting and craving for stimulants It is unnecessary

to say that alcohol in every form must be strictly prohibited
;
rectal feeding

may 'be necessary. (Sec under Al.ohohsni.)
, , ,-

i •

Severe pain rarelv calls for Mori)hia. and the danger of establishing
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another drug habit must never be lost sight of. This remark also applies

o the treaTrient of the insomnia which i. almost always present, andw.^

niust he relieved by simple hypnotics. Tnonal .-s ^''^Muent ,
n plo> d

for this purpose, but the writer has several t.mes observed a > - ^ P
,'

pheral neuHtis deveh.p under the contmuous use of this 1^> '"'^
T^".

employed for the relief of insomnia in other comht.ons; lunce. .f adm n s

tcred "durin- alcoholic neuritis. ,t should only be pven occasumalU

.

i;;omid"s in^ large doses or Paraldehyde may be safely gnen to mduce

''
m. pain mav be relieved by small doses of Antipyrine, ^^^T:^

Aspirin or anv of the analgesic drugs mentioned m the hst unde. Mc gr.m.

One of the best routine con.binations for most cases is the foUowmg.

B . Phenazoni 3i j
•

Ext.CoctB Liq. 5j-

Tiud. Cap-iici Siv.

Glycermi el Aqua; ad Jiv. Miscc.

Fiat misliira. Cpt. coch. min. ter iti die ex aqua.

S-vlicvlates are alwavs useful; in addition to their slight analgesic action

they act diu tic s and aid in the elimination of the toxms by the k.dney

td skin and are dearlv indicated in all rheumatic and gou y types o

neur li Iodides are valuable in all forms of the d.sease, and n.nst.tute

the best routine in the treatment of the neuritis followmg lead, copper

tJu^- and arsenical neuritis, and are especially md.cat.d m syph.ht.c

"1:tn ^s S'^ain and tenderness have been overcome by the ah<^

=:SuSS'=e::i=^
^"l^^h^cS'Seeted cases, in those examples '^^^^^^^
disease arising from the operation o more than '^^^^^{^^^^
the peripheral neuritis following prolonged and 'n^eterate aUol .1 txccs

which fails to respond :o ab.stention and rest, mu«h wastmg and a high

d.^^^- a al si result, often with contractures of muscles and defornu y

'in Is and secondary arthritic .omplications.
J'- r"^^"'f

" /;' ";f
isesresolves itself into active Faradisation of t he affected mus.les long

.

on-

\^^ ^^Lveringly employed, large mo^Jened electrodes In.ng used

with a current strong enough to produce m.ld contraclu.n. of as U g a

nlber of fibres as possible in the partially degenerated "^"scks S

nine which is contni-indicated in the early stage, mav be mje. ted d P

Z^'L centre of the muscles. Hot air or U.e eh^.t.o- he^mu bath o

T.llermann-s apparatus may be en.plo) c^
-here ti--

;;,-;;; ^^^^^^^^
Anmni.before bi

exercises. Surgical procedures may be necessary to di\ idc tc.Jons and y%¥
overcome adliesions
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NEUROMATA.
Treatment is only called for when the newly formed nerve and ganglionic

tissue of a true neuroma assumes such bulk as to mechanically call for

excision -an extremely rare condition : these tumours cause little if any

pain, and may safely be let alone.

Fibro- or false neuromata, when cinumsci.bed and situated on the

trunk or cutaneous branch of a nerve, should be excised or thi -rowth

turned out of its capsule. If the nerve trunk is found to be deeply involved

in the growth, the best procedure is first to stretch the entire nerve and

then excise the part connected to the tumour, bringing the divided ends

together by sutures. The superficial painful nodules springing from

cutaneous branches should be dissected out, along with the involved

branch. The same treatment is demanded for the neuromata occurrmg

on stumps after amputation, though sometimes it may be necessary to

resect a portion of the nerve trunk higher up, or c
.
en to perform a fresh

amputation when the pain remains intractable.

Malignant neuromata should be treated like other forms of sarcoma by

amputation of the limb well above the seat of the new growth, as return

generally follows resection. The diffused neurofibromata consti'utmg

Recklinghausen's Disease, and usually of con-eiiital origin, should not be

interfered with except when after trauma they cause severe pain and

become liable to take on malignant ai tion, in which case the only hope

lies in amputation as far above the seat of the tumour as practicable.

The plexiform neuromata or nei' ofibromata should be let alone unless

situated upon some nerve trunks m the neck or face causing deformity,

in which case the mass mav be dissected out. The treatment of the

cutaneous neurofibromata is described under Molluscum.

In operations where a considerable portion of the nerve has to be

removed and primary suture of the divided ends is impracticable, the

operations of nerve transplantation or nerve grafting and nerve anasto-

mosis may be resorted to. In nerve transplanting a portion of considerable

dimension of a nerve from a recently amputated limb or of the radial nerve

of the patient is sutured into the hiatus between the divided ends of the

trunk from which the tumour has been removed. Or the ends of the

divided nerve may be connected by a number of fine strands of loose

catgut suture surrounded by a long decalcified *:hicken-bone in order to

permit of the gradual growth of the axis cylinders without these being

involved in s( ar tissue, or tubulisation by means of Cargile membrane or

hardened arteries may be carried out to bring tlie divided nerve ends

together, as after gunshot injuries to the nerve trunks.

Nerve anastomosis is accomplished in several ways; the most satisfac-

torv is the one known as complete peripheral anastomosis, in which the

distal end of the divided nerve is mserted mto a vertical silt or gap in a

sound nerve trunk. In central anastomosis a sound nerve is divided

across and its proximal end .sutured to the distal end of the nerve from

which the tumour has been removed, or the proximal end of the divided

sound ner\ e may Ijc implanted into a vertical slit in a paralysed nerve

mtm
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trunk. Stookey points out that in nerve transference, if the fi'^res are

mainlv sensory at the point .electe.l in the healthv ^7
.

^ '^'^.^^^^

tran.fcrcn. e is ne^ossar^'; both the proximal and d.stal ends of tlu >^vered

trunk should he = ^med to the nerve selected. These -P"''^'''";
; f

employed in th. x,. ment of .^imshot injuries to nerve, an.l for the relat

of \arious types of paralysis.

NIGHTMARE.
^ ,

Preventive treatment is often successful; a close scrutmv of the causes

which were at work in former attacks will generally ,.ve the clue t„ tie

management of the patient's feedin,., sleeping or mental work, wh.ch
,
dl

prevent the recurrence of the disorder. As a rule .t is
P-'f- ^ '

^^
presence of a considerable amount of undigested or indigestible food ing

n the stomach, ond this is very often produced by late suppers m thos

who dine early. The ha' at of occupying the mind by
^'^^'';Y''^'<^!^

the moment of Iving down may be the -f the --attacks Sc ere

business worry, prolonged grief or anxiety
•

r-'^''^"^'i7T:'"'L"^''
.

'

\

the cause. Some patients are liable to expenenc:e ""'^'^^
.^^J. ^

turn over upon their bacJcs in sleep, or when the weight "f the^b;'dy.

sinkinu gradually into the depths of a soft feather bed. causes the head to

slip ofT the pillow, or when the feet get cold.
u,,h h^ir

Late dinners, which do away with the necessity for supper, a hard ha

mattress, and a contri^ ance which awakes the patient the 'n^tant hat e

Turns over upon his back, such as the tying of an empty coton-r el a ro

the back (..I.., over the spine), and the avoidance of -dulg.ng n --
mental labour before retiring to bed. will genera ly prevent t^h a

t
.u k

\ full dose of Bromide of Potassium or, better still, Paraldehyde, Tr.onal

or Sulphonal will be worth trying when there are special reasons for

susi)ectin<' an attack, and the feel should be kept warm.

wlen the attack comes on. the sooner the patient gets roused tlioroughly

the better. There is not much use in prescribing remedies ^v^ul c .s to

use himself, as by the time he would be in ^P«-f
",
^^ ^'^^ij"^

\7, [
't

attack would have entirely passed away. le should ''^^ ^^v is 1 to g t

ranidlv out of bed as soon as he is able, and dash some cold water upon

f . c or dip his head into a basin of water. When the attack tends tc,

tu ;lm the patient-, again lying down, he may induce vomitmg, and

insure lu' complete eNacuation of the .cntents of the stomach. 1
he

fr nds of a patient who is subject to attacks of nightmare may be

Instrmted to Administer a cold doiche, a whifl of Nitrite of .Vnv.l or strong

Ammonia.

NIGHT SWEATS-see under Phthisis.

NIGHT TERRORS.
,

This condition occur, m children and resembles the nightmare o adult.,

with this essential dnfcren.e, that in night terrors ^»-' -^^^^^J^^^
some digressing vision, whibt the niuhtmare is the result ui a ^ v.d drcam^

The exciting causes should always be sought for. bomeu.nes they are

•i
>^#'
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associated with delayed dentition, worms, adeno ds, ^^o" ^'P^^mn and

indioestion, but aften in neurotic children an exciting ff
^or cannot be

found Tie moral surroundings of children so affected should be closely

studied The ghost and witch stories and appalling tales of the nurser>-

2n Lbin d^vith threats of boding evil and future punishment,, should

irdlcountenanced. Overwork at scl,ool and crammmg must l>e strictly

'"NeSc children who dread the darkness arc sometimes injured for

lif^^ hv being shut up in dark rooms as a punishment for some f'v.al offence

A night-li.ht in the bedroom often acts like magic m preventing attacks,

especially in those cases caused by punishment in the dark '"l^-"!'-

The removal of adenoids is often followed by a complete disappearance

°^ottinat?constipation and dyspepsia should be met by a powder after

each mlal containing a few grains of Bicarbonate of Soda and a small dose

of powdered Rhubarb, with i gr. Papam.
^ , , , ,^u:uu^^ . the

As in the prevention of nightmare, supper should be prohibited, the

last meal a kw hours before bed-time should consist of some easily

digested food of a liquid or semi-hquid nature.
u„,^ „„

Druus are of value, especiallv in the so-called idiopathic cases where an

exck^ng -use cannot l^ found; they are useful in all cases after the

removal of such causes in order to prevent luiure attacks

Zmides of Potassium. Sodium an<l Ammonium afford the best means

of accomplishing this. One good dose, aca,rd.ng to the age o the ch Id^

mav be g vcn at bed-time. Sulphonal or Chloral may be also g. en^ he

a ter drug is, however, not so suitable, as patients often dream un

nlcsintly under its influence. For this rea.son Opium >s also unsuitable

t aUW.vde is very efficacious, and Claus claims th.t Tr.ona is curative,

(uneraliv it will be found only necessary to administer these drugs for one

or tw^ weeks at a time. The attacks tend to disappear naturally alK.ut

the t»nth or twelfth year. „ „,i

hiring the attack .'little can be done save by lighting up the room and

soothing tlK. patient's excitement and calming h.s tears by assuring him

; his present'safcty. though often this w.U be of little use, as t-re appear

to be delusions and hallucinations which . anm.l be d.ss.paled until s p

,„. urs Punishment, cold dou. lies, or any treatment which could l.ossibl)

add to the little patient's distress is to be strongly ccndemnecl.

The following mixture may be administered at bedtime every n.ght

to a child of two years old:

11. Sodii Bromidi 3ij-

Chloral llvdrat. j,'r. xx.

Phenazoni p,r. xx.

Svrupi Simplicis l\.

Aqiuv Menih'C I'ip, ad Xij. ^'i^ce.

SuHUtl cochU'arium minimum omni tmie hora somm.

t
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NIPPLE, Paget'B Diiease oL
. , ,

This disease, if not primarily of a malignant nature, ulumately becomes

a true epithel oma which invades deeply the mammary gland. In ll>e

earWstages the treatment is that suitable for eczema and only soothmg

cmed es'as Vaseline, Lanolin or Cold Cream should be apphed under a

roX nipple-shield which will effectually protect the mpp e and arco a

rom the pressure and friction of the dress. All treatment '^ useless m

trying th^e slow and steady progress of the affection, and s-h soo h ng

measures should only be persisted in as long as the d.agnus.s admits of an>

"ce the inveterate nature of the apparently eczematous state of the

niSc and areola demonstrates itself, operative mterference afford, the

S hope of a cure. Unfortunately it is but seldom that the patient seek.

TdviceTn thirearly stage, when an incision around the c-r.ated tissues

midit be expected to entirely remove the disease so that as a rul tlu,

NIPPLES, Sore.
, ,,

The treatment of sore nipples begins during the P-^";^"^^;,^;; »; .^
natienfs breasts, especially if she is a prim.para, should b. exam. u.

.
an.l

'"sorenesr;s almost invariablv due to cracks or chaps on tlu- su.fa, e of

the n lie, and the nurse and doctor should be on the lookout fur ti,

amc inc- of these, as they are only too frequently tiie orerunn.rs of

ma tiutan. mammary abscess. To prevent their formation tlu nipple

Tu d K s mH with borac^c aci.l solution, washed off with wan., water

Se nurs ng, and after nursing it should be again sponged a"< -
a fu ly

nviuUh a s^.ft dean rag. Some authorities re.-..mmend tiial the l.al
>

s

m"^ h . ul In. . .ed out with a clean rag wet with borac. lo.ioi, before

Tis ve the breast When the era. ksor fissures have enveloped apiece, f

U s iWe in ituratcd boracie acid solution should be kept on the n.p,.le

'ZZO^ 1:;:,. between the times of nu^ng and tl. ...s, s,.ng.

,,.an of the solution with warm water l.e.ore the bab> .s mu
^

« '
\;; ',

n-ppk-shield should be worn.and great care should be tak ..at. I.i I.

i, .leansed after using, and kept lying m boranc acd '" ' "" ' '^ ;"";

required, Ihc lotion txing washed away with boiled water bclou use. It
t*#

-7<;4-
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it is dilticult for the child to obtain enough milk through the shield, the

perforations in tiie rubber teat should i>e enlarged by passing a hot wire

through them. If the fissures refuse to heal up under this treatment, tlie

nipple should be painted with a 5 per cent, solution of cocaine and then

with Friar's Balsam, glycerin and tannin or nitrate of silver (10 grs. to

I oz.). The chemical used must be washed off the breast with boiled

water before the child takes it. Sometimes acute pain is complained of by

the mother when tin > hild is .sucking, and no fissure or crack can be found

to account for it. This usually occurs in neurotic women, and can only

be combated by moral influence. Patience, time and a placebo will often

overcome it. u t 1

.Should it becom necessary for any reason to remove the child from the

breast, measures must ',e taken to relieve the engorgement of that organ

and to put a stop to the secntion. Nothing gives more relief tlian the

judicious employment of massage, as detailed under Mammary Gland,

Inflammation of {q.v.). Failing this, a breast-pump may be used occasion-

ally. The breasts should l)e firmly bandaged, l)ut many patients find this

irksome, and there is no objection to the application of tiie time-honoured

belladonna plaster except its messiness. A circular plaster should be ( ui

to cover the breast, with a ho'e in the centre for the nipple, and the edge

nicked deeply to allow of the plaster lying snugly over the wliole organ.

A smart purge of Ep.som salt shiwld be given, and it is well 10 follow this

up by giving one or two teaspoonfuls of the salt every morning on a ,

fasting stomach for a week. The amount of fluid taken should be re-

stricted.--R. J. J.

NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS see under Spermatorrhoea, Hypochondriasis,

and Masturbation.

NOSE, Affections of see Adenoids, Ozeena. Polypi, etc.

NYSTAGMUS.

The lateral, rotatory, or vertical oscillatory movements ol the globe

of tlie eye to whidi this name is given are but a symptom or sign of various

cerebral or visional defei ts mostly of organic nature and beyond the

influence of treatment. Thus the condition oc< urs in alxiut 50 per cent, of

all the cases of disseminated cerebro-spinal .sclerosis, cerebellar tumour,

hereditary aUxia, in some instances of spastic and of ataxic paiajilegia,

and in albinism.

The nystagmus eau.sed by congenital delci ts of virion and eye troubles

arising during infancy may entirely disappear under suitable treatment

directed to the jirimarx malady, as in the ca.'ie of congenital i ataracl and

dense opacities ol the cornci, \ i

.

Nvstagmus assonaled with ' lua.l nodding:, " o. . uirinn in inl.im \ .mil

not dependent upon visual ddeii.. uHUiily < Icirs up without trealiiicnt

bv tin- end oi tlie third year.

The iy\»: of nystaijmus iiiel with amoiU',-.t miners is due to working in a

stooping or constrained posture in di let live light, and laii only be niel
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bv a chaniie of occupation, wl.ich if resorted to early will be entirely

suUssSrelving'the er'ror m eo-ord.nat.on, th-. aficct.on bemg of the

nature of a craft-palsy.

OBESITY

The treatment of obesity or corpulency cannot be
l'^^^'^'^J'J\l

satisfactory state, as of the various so-cal ed ^y^t.^'-";,

,
^ T..'^^

founded upon erroneous theories at var.ance -^ ^'"''"1
be r ed

laws, whilst othe.s, though based upon sound theo^v, cannot be c. ncd

out ;s a routine owinj; to individual pe.uhant.es. 1 he P';>-'^- ^"'
'

'^J^^,^^

adopting anv system, mu.t carefully investigate the causal factor in each

ca e Thus; in the 1 ereditar^• type, which may not, how-ever, show .t.elf

Ul middle le, the obese condition flourishes upon a dietary which >s

ihtuflu lent to maintain a healthy standard of nutrition ,n ord.njy

ind V duals, whilst in the ac,,uired type of obesity, -er-eatm, with

Insuthcent physical and mental exerJse, are the causes which -an be

'tJu^s^rtle should be discarded in every case; the only ^ .stance

kno ™n to possess anv specific action is Thyroid Gland, which posses, s a

nSwerful influence over the body n. Uil)ohsm, causing serious reduU on

K^U amlntof fat along with wasting of the nitrogenous tissues wan

given inTul doses. 1 lence, if thyroKi feeding be pressed into he sc.v^ o

theTherapeutics of obesity, it beco.nes absolutely necessary to 'xl"^'"^^
'^^

arg amounts of proteids to make up for the increased mtrogenou. wa te

S more than 5 grs. twice a day of the dried gland substance should be

administered , and never for very prolonged periods.

FucuTveSculosus is the basis of several patent or proprietary nostrum,

{or tl cure of obesitv. The writer knows that this- the comm-.i bladder

eiwed or wrack-has been used in the North ..f Ireland as a ood for

it en ng pigrand owing to the physiological relationship existing between

man and'flt despised animal, as shown by the dentition '»n^lo--™ -

dianu ter of the h.od, it might l>e reasonably expe. ted that it would lend

111 increase instead of diminish corpulency.

Vmeuar and alkalies have been resorte.l to from time to time to cause

dnm tion" fat. but this effe. t can never be obtained without dangerous

dcu -lion of the general health from .senous blood change.

itnc Kl now%erv extensively used, alone or as a part ot some

. „ . .h,. West that can be said for it is that, though not so

!;;;S:;:j;.,,:;M^a ' -t. ;; "r-- "'-o-^ "•• ""« "»'

"'"L'l '::i' i;';i,':'-,i„. ..m,., , m .„,,.,,. .i« .«.... «„,.,,.»> i.

nstitute the 1

brietlv referred to, as

svstems o

these two agents mu>

f treatment for the redm tion of obesit\ .\s inaetiN :tv ( if bodv

due to indolence. laziness or sloth is a rommon faetor in the a> -luircd and

a freciuenl adjuvant in tl,e hereditary type ol ol,esity, the opposite

ondition may be rationally expei ted to effed a reduction o t fat.

Mus< uiar (.xcmxtrciNc slitiu'd alwit; -; be associaird with some plan ot inc reasm^

M
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mental activity, and no system of treatment should be pursued for the

reduction of obesity whicli does not include the fullest possible degree of

physiidl combined with mental exercise. An important detail in this

connection must not be lost sight of—in order to get the best results from

physical exercises these must be carried out systematically in the open air.

Mountain climbing is a part of Oertel's system. The best results are

obtainable from swimming exercises carried out in the open sea or in

some inland lake or large river, and a very considerable degree of obesity

may be successfully removed by this form of vigorous exercise.

When the physical condition of the patient contra-indicates active

open-air exercise's, much benefit may be obtained by a prolonged course

of vigorous general massage, and this may be combined with Sandow's

or other form of gymnastic exercises, followed up by the Turkish Hatii.

The Electric Light Bath, in which the entire surface of the body, e.xcluding

the head, is exposed to powerful arc lights, as in the Winternitz cabinet

and horizontal electric light baths, is a most effective method of increasing

oxidation , improving metabolism, and diminishing fatty deposition. The

open-air Sun liaths at Peebles and Battle Creek effect the same results.

Dietetic Treatment—The. older plans were erroneously based upon the

theory that fat was only formed out of certain articles of food, as hydro-

carbons (fats) and carbohydrates (starch and sugar), whilst it is a well-

known fact especially seen in hereditary obesity that proteids also contri-

bute to the forma .ion of fat. S me individuals manufacture and store up

their fat chiefly from some one of these classes of food, whilst others may

chielly store up their iat from another dass, and hence no one system can

be expected to suit all the cases of obesity. By a careful study of each i ase

the physician can soon find out which plan is best suited to it. Often tiic

most suiUible treatment will not lie in hard and fast adherence to any

recognised plan, but in such modifications of it as may Ijc rationally

decided upim after frequently weighing the patient and watching which

class of food best nourishes the body and maintains a higii state of vigour

without adding to the deposition of adipose tissue. Unless there are

special reasons for the contrary, it will be desirable to make the changes

slow'- and gradually at first. Sudden and marked re<hn uons in the body

weight (annot l)e safely made, and, moreover, the attempt often leads

to the disarrangement of both appetite and digestion. .\s a rule a reduc-

tion 111 more timn 8 o/,. daily in body weight should not be p. rmitted in the

early sUiges ol treatment, and aUjut i lb. per week in the later

months.

lUiUiliK's ilut uonsislM <if ; |lr.;ikl,ist --4 to ^ <>/. ol ,iuilii,il fuod, coiisistiiin

ot iK'if miiUnii, kulii'V, b.u<>ii, Iv.ilrd lisb, i.r hot or cold iiuMt ot any kind,

,-xc«'l>t vimI ,111. 1 jMirk. A little l.is.iiit, or i oz. dry lo,iM. A l.irnc .111. ol

UM or ..ollrr, withoul siiK.ii .ill. I iiidk. Dinner- ^ to t. oz. ol ,iny lisli. ex. 1 ft

^dtn.'ii ii'ls or Imiihiks. or ol uiv nie.il. tx-ept (xirk or ve.U, 01 ol any

po.dlrv or K.lliie Any veKel.il.les, e-o epl iH,t,il.»'s i.,irMiil). . .irn.ls. I" el

root or turnips. 1 0/ ilry lo.isl Cooked liiill out ol .1 puddiiiK .iiid iin-

... .^.......1 .... .,i iKiril. vc'.xl -lieii V' 111 iii.ideir.i. Tea- 1 to 1 o/.. lookid

frmt .md .i ru U or two. .»iid •) <>,.. le.t willioiit milk or siiK.ir. hupiH'i- j ur

J Ol. lisli or me.it. as .U dinner, witli 7 <</.. cl.irel or slurry and w.iler.
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The normal amount of calories is calculated at 3,000; the Bantmg d.et

conuins only 1,100, and is not capable of maintammg hfe for any con-

Sle period without inducing dyspepsia and gout, and, it .s stated

,ko renal disease There is often unconquerable abhorrence of animal

tdTnduced and the patient feels compelled to abandon the system
food mducea

^/^ .^ntains only 1,100 calories; the meat is

Suced to 04 oz and the brU increased to 4* oz. Salad, fresh vege-

abks fruit and pou are permitted to the extent in all of 19 oz. da, y

Ebst n ecognises that fat is formed from albummous ^oods, especu lly

if carbohydrates are freely administered at the same time, and that tl .

ran orZon takes place independent of the administration of fats.

The DresTnnf fats in the food he beUeves tends to prevent its deposition

in he bodv and hence fatty substances enter into this dietary; their use

pretnts th; c^avdng for hydrocarbons and they give a feeling of satiety

Which never experienced under the Banting system in which fats.

Ttarch and sugar are omitted. T>^e diet is made up of the following:

BreaUfast-1.76 o. white^read ^^^^ £^^1:^ "^^^ ^^
«.« o.. tc- without sug^a o mUk^ ^ r^Vca.Lgc'^^.sp.uagus. spuia.h,
marrow-bone. 4 to 5 o^;,/V'^,

"J^^;^' ^^^x .^ or ? rUsscs of light wino. aii.l ,1

VMS or be Ills in moilerato quantity .imi
"^ "\,- *'

, ^^A. cup of to.i

l.tllc stcwcHl fruU wUhoutsugar. Uite in t, >,a^^^^

r'^!:"eLrl^^::!^r^d u:^^'^'S^rZor..^<^.n,
bulk of fat h..n,

r,; n.aHt meat or cheoso, with fresh fru.t. No alcuhol.

This diet gives good results in many instances, but as it contains

Jbohydrls in qutntity insulficicnt to susUin life, it cannot be continued

Seep for short periods. Wood, contrasting it with the Banting d et,

no n s out that the food of an average healthy man should conUm 30 dr..

'prot d" 2 drs. fat and 92 drs. starchy carbohydrates, whilst he ^'J^fng

det supplies 4^ drs. proteids, 2 di . fat and si drs. starchy carbohydrates,

td the Ebsttfn syst'em giv^s ^si drs. proteids, ari drs. fat and xii drs.

"iSK^^S'ovides for a moderate redu^ioi; of carbohydra.s

and a great diminution of fluids; it was at hrst in roduced for the treat-

ment of corpulemv associated with valvular lesions. 1 'O"^' "
^

pniaicallv discarded for the treatment of heart affections, this d.ct. y

fs often used in simple obesity. The amounts are varied accon'.ng to

ircumstances there being a maximum and minimum; the average figures

Xe r.c^d io king metn. It differs from the Banting system in the

S:reL':;1ar:nd carbohydrates and f m the Ebstem by the diminution

of the fat and the doubling of the carbohydrates and proteids.

•'he amount of water is not to exceed 35 oz.. but a vital element m tlic

Oirtel pbn is the .noantau, dmbtng, by which there .s rapid elim.naUon

o water from the blood. He calculated that 40 oz. wen- .Im.mate.l mm
c!nt of 1,000 feet during four hours' walking, the skm an. lungs getting

rid of the most of tins, the urine being -.t slightly augmented.

V-iff" r ^arl* w.th a dietarv supply in, 3.000 cal.rie,, whu u is eqnu ..lent

to tiie' normal demands, and this " luu.nlenanee diet 1. to b. mo.u>

t
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diminislied, each element being reduced as the pecuUarities of the case

indicate.

Van Noorden's dietary consist^ of the following:

Breakfast- i
d/. loan meat with i oz. I)rt'ail and a cup of un.swcctentti

Collee or tea containing aliont i oz. milk. 2 hours later an egg is taken,

and 2 hours alterwards a cuji ot strong clear soup. Dinner follows in i hour,

and should consist of a small ciij) of clear soup. 5 oz. tisli or lean meat, and
3^ o.^. potatoes, and the same amount of fresh fruit with some green vege-

taliles. 2 hours later a cup ot strong cofUe is permitted, followed in an hour
by 7 oz. fre.di fruit, and 2 hours alterwards by n tumblertul of skimmed
milk Supper foUowin.i; 2 hours kUer and consisting ol .)J oz. cold meat
witliout fat, I oz. wholemeal bread, and i or 2 oz, oi unsweetened cooked
fruit.

The daily intake in this system represents nearly 1,400 calorics, being

250 above the Banting and 200 below the Oertel maximum, and slightly

ex( ceding the Ebstein.

The \V eir Mitchell plan of treating obesity by a simple dietary of skim-

milk is often satisfac lory and is easily carried out. It consists in giving

a tumlilcrful of milk with one egg every three hours whilst awake for three

wet ks at a time. The objection to this plan is the large amount of milk

su.uar ingested.

In all the trciUments of obesity sugar should be discarded; where a

sweetening substance is demanded saci liarin may be permitted. Green

and fresh \egetables are unobjectionable; they may be freely permitted

no matter what jilan ol Ireatnitnl be pursued, and they proiiucc a feeling

of satiety w hie h is greatly to be desired when the bulk of the diet has to be

seriously curtailed.

The Salisiiury system consists of a diet of beefsteaks and iiot water, and
is now only emplo>ed in the toim modified by Towers-Smith, who gives

for tlie first i.; (lavs for breakfast and lun( licon, i lb. of lean steak; for

dinmr, 1 11). of grilkd ( od and i lb. of lean rump steak; and at intervals

dm in;; till 24 hours, one gallon of hot water; and the last thing at night,

hall a winejihisslul of whiskey in ( old water. 1 )u'-ing the next 21 days the

diet is mole Naricd.and the liot water isreduieil to 4 pints. Mutton (hops

witliout fat. turliot. wl'iting. sole, green \(getables, and rusks are allowed.

Diirin;; flu ne.M ,;i (la\s tlie amount of hot water is further redu(ed to

1 (iiiart. and lea is pciiiiitt((l with ( aplam"s bi.si nit, the bottom crust of a

stale loal, li.sli, ioul. L;anie, joints of any kind, with a little light wine and
sclt/.er water; 5 ^;rs. of iiiiarbonate of Pota.sh are to be taken night and
morning. .Alter thtsc periods, whi(h amount to about t) week , the

ordinary diet is indtilgid in.

Wlun so (niplo\((l tlun is not mu< h distaste against the sameness of

the animal lood; should this ari.se, beel tea or beel e.s.seme ma\ be substi-

tuted. 1 f a sli( e of fresh lemon be infused in each cupful ol hot water, the

clo>u( r o! ;an si.<jil>u* ( (cndition arisini' is prexintid. .A serious nbjf!-

lion to the oiiginal S.iiisliury lu.itnunt was the abaeme ot fresh vegt-

lubles lor long periods.

The " lti\ ( u.> "
1: .n ii.,.iKc(' MH.tiast to tla aliovc .sy.stim astarried
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out by Schroth and Uancel. The diet consists chiefly of dry rolls, two or

three days old, a little thick gruel, and a small amount of light wme. It is

a method to which even the most resolute patients will not long submit,

and it is unsuitable for gouty subjects owing to the restrictions placed upon

the eliminatory organs. ,. , c ^

In the use of i^ny of these dietaries the carbohydrates should be hrst

restricted, next the fats, proteids and fluids. Once the excess of fat in the

patient's body has been consumed by the demands made upon it through

feeding upon a starvation dietary- and the increase of metabolism by open-

air exercises, the lo of weight should be stopped by a cautious approach

towards the ideal n.aintenance diet. The total and relative proportion

of proteids, fats and carbohydrates necessary to keep the individual

permanently at ihe reduced body weight and in good vigorous health can

only be ascertained by frequent weighing and judicious changes m his

dietary till the physician finds the minimum of each class of food necessary

to meet the requirements of the case.

AU of these dietaries except Ebstein's contain more proteids than are

necessarv to sustain life under normal conditions, and this dietary only

affords less than one-tenth part of the ideal amount of carbohydrates

(15 oz ) It also should be kept in mind that it supplies over 60 per cent,

of necessary fat, containing as it does more than ten times the Banting.

These considerations demonstrate the serious dangers which are certain

to follow a rigid adherence to any system of reduction except for com-

paratively short periods. .

The rare form of localised deposition of fat known as Adiposis Dolorosa

or Dercum's Disease, and whicl is often associated witli neuritis, is best

met by thyroid feeding and local sedative applications.

(EDEBIA- see under Dropsy, Heart and Bright's Disease, etc.

(ESOPHAGUS, Cancer of.

The treatment of this condition has been already described in the article

on Cancer upon p. 124.

(ESOPHAGUS, Diverticula of.

The form of pouching of the gullet which is due U, pressure from withm

acting upon a , ..ngcnital local weakness, is caused by abnornu. persistence

or irregularity in the position of a visceral deft It is usually met with

amongst those who rapidly bolt their food in large mouthluls without

clltiWillLl

The pouch in these . ases is situated near the pliarynx, and its exact

position and size shoul.l be outlined by filling it with H.snnith emulsion

and exposing the neck to the X rays, or h Mummer s method of causmg

the patient to swallow a long skein of sii. When the mouth of the sac

is wide and the case comes under ea ,
observation, mud. may be done

hv idorming the i-atients habits a.> regaids ecdmg. 1-Oud shoulu ,h

thoroughly maMicalcd and .wallowed in small amounts, .r the patient

may be led lor a time throujih a rubber tube passed beyond the pouch t»#'

m^i
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into the stomach or fluids may be administered in small amounts by the

mouth.

Where the pouch becomes distended with retamed food its pressure

upon the oesophageal tube may cause a considerable degree of dysphagia

and rupture of its walb is liable to occur. These cases are best dealt with

by Butlin's operation, which consists in cutting down upon the diverticu-

lum as in an ordinary cesophagotomy for an impacted foreign body,

dissecting it out and closing tiie wound in the gullet by a triple row of

catgut sutures. As deep cellulitis of the neck is likely to follow this

operation it may be done in two stages: (i) Exposure of the diverticu-

lum; pack the wound for two or three days; (2) complete the operation

bv removal of diverticulum and suture of oesophageal wall in layers.

Stetten divides the neck of the diverticulum with the cautery between

a strong catgut ligature and a distal clamp, after which the stump is

thoroughly sterilised by the cautery and covered over with the muscular

layer of the gullet by catgut suti.. .s.

(ESOPHAGUS, Foreign Bodies in.

The fluorescent screen, a skiagram or tiie oesophagoscope should be

employed to determine the position and nature of the impacted object

when the history of the case and the signs do not afford sufficient data for

treatment. Small angular oljjects, fish-bones, pins, &c., are best dealt

with l)y the umbrella probang made of horsehair, which is gently coaxed

past the oliject ; on withdrawal, the expanding brush entangles the foreign

bod\-, which is brought up in its meshes. Cheatle's steriliser forceps are

frequently successful in withdrawing coins or other similar objects lodged

about the level of the larynx.

Coins can be extracted sometimes in the same manner, as they are

easily passed by tiie instrument, since they generally lie edgewise in the

gullet; but the instrument known as the coin-catcher or money probang is

more suital)le. In tiie absence oi a suitable probang a skein of thread

attaclicd to the end of a flexible i)ougie makes a suitable substitute, in

which the body may be entangleil as it is withdrawn. Cregny advises in

such cases tiiat a skein of thread rolled up in a globular h)rm, to wiiich a

piece of stout ligature silk is attadied. should be swallowed in jam or

butter, and alter the f(jreign body lias been ])assed tlie thread may be

pulled up b\ dragging upon the silk. .\s it is withdrawn, the foreign body

may be found entangled in its meshes. Swallowing a large bolus of bread

may ca ry small hsii bones and bristles befon^ it into the stomach. Where

the foreign body is soft, it may be gently pushed down by the point of tlie

probanu or 1a the tube of the stomach-pump until it enters the

stomal li.

t)ria.~ionall\ the ait nl Munitnii: ma\ be made to dislodge impai turns.

Tliib iiiay lie iiiuU'cd by ti- kling •!:- iiiu- t-i Of by giving Apomorphine

(,'j, gr.) h\ podernii(ali\ . It is not, however, a safe prai tice when the

body i> ol suttii ii'nt dinu nylons to completely block up the tube, as a

rupture below it might possibly take place. .\ smart slap with the open
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hand, applied between the shoulders, is a popular, safe, and sometimts

successful procedure when the body is lodged higli up.

If a b^Tfd angular body be pushed down into the stomach in the efforts

used foi its removal, purgatives should not be administered, but firm

pultaccfjus food or dry liiscuits may be giver witli the view of enveloping

the ol)ject and sliielding the intestinal and gastric walls from its angu-

larities. A diet of hard-boiled eggs is, in the writer's opinion, the best

means of carrying out this object.

A hard angular body should never be pushed downwards by the probang

or bougie. A careful attempt may be made to extract it by using a

suitable curved forceps guided by the cesophagoscope or the X rays, but

no considerable degree of force should be applied, otherwi.se dangerous

laceration may iw produced. This is liable to occur with the sliarp liooks

or edges of dental plates, and as a rule, when such have entered well into

the gullet, they should be removed by tlie operation of resophagotomy.

If the plate has become impa<ted in the pharynx or entrant e of the gullet,

it may be possible to extract it by the fingers of tiie surgeon, as a jjrctty

accurate estimate of the danger of laceration may be made by the degree

of resistance experienced. Before any attempt at ccsophagotomy can be

made the presence of urgent symptoms of suffocation may demand a

prompt opening of the larynx or trachea in order to admit air to the lungs,

and even artificial respiration may be necessary.

The operation of oesophagotomy is performed by an incision 3 J to 4 inches

long made immediately in front of the interior border of the left sterno-

mastoid muscle. The gullet is reached after retracting the carotid sheath,

sterno-mastoid and omohyoid outwards and the depressors of the hyoid

bone and the traiiiea inwards. The tube is opened in its long axis

over the end of a soft stomach-tube introdu<-ed through the mouth, care

being taken to avoid injury to tlie recurrent laryngeal nerve which lies in

front of it. The foreign body is then cautiously extracted with gentleness

and the wound in the cesopliagus sutured with catgut and suitai)!e drainage

instituted for the skin wound. No food should be allowed for 3 or 4 days,

and then liquids may be introduced into the stomach througli a soft

rul)ber tul)e, rectal feeding being instituted in the meantime. This

o|)eration, like that for an cesophageal poU( ii, is often done in two stages

as des( ribed in last article.

Where the foreign liody has lodged in tlie lower end of the gullet near

the stomacli, the operation of gastrotomy should be performed, and the

object extracted through the gastric ojiening. When its remo\ai is found

impossible it should be left in situ and the patient fed tlirough the gastric

opening with the hope that after the subsidence of si)asni the body may

drop into the stoma'ii. from whit h it lan afterwards lie removed through

the original opening. Mediastinal (xsophagotomy is almost invariably

fatal, and the best procedure is to leave the case to \ature and patient

feeding through the gastric opening without attempting to pull the foreign

body upwards through the mouth by probangs or coin-catchers.

Torek's operation for the resection of the thoracic portion of the gullet

:if.
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in cancer by the transpleural route by an incision throuRh the entire

length of the seventh intercostal space and the division of the fourth to

the seventh ribs has demonstrated the possibility of reaching any foreign

body in the lower part of the gullet.

(ESOPHAGUS, Inflammation of.

This is generally due to the swallowing of corrosive liquids or to the

irritation caused by the use of the stomach-pump, bougie
-,
&c. In rare

cases it may be caused by the ex^-nsion downwards of aphthous conditions

of the mouth and pharynx.
• . ,

A weak acid mav be permitted when the oesophagitis is due to the

irritation of an alkaline substance like ammonia, caustic soda, &c., and a

mild alkali such as Magnesia or bicarbonate of Soda may be administered

to counteract the effects of acid corrosives.

In the first instance shock will ha\ e to be combated,am all cases the

use of the stomach-pump is centra-indicated. As soon my free acid or

alkali has been neutralised by the antidote the best rou e is to administer

small quantities of any bland unirritating oil.

Strong carbolic acid is a form of poisoning met with often, and here the

rule regarding corrosives does not maintain ; the rubber tube should be

passed and the gullet and gastric mucosa must be thoroughly irrigated

with glycerin. Afterwards oil should be administered in small quantities

and frequently.

Dysphagia is always present in irritable i inflamed conditions c t the

gullet, and. save a tcaspoonful of oil, cream, melted butter or liquid

paraffin, no .ng should be given by the mouth, the feeding being for days

entirely rectal.

The after-consequences of the mischief may be expected to show them-

selves in cicatricial stricture, in order to prevent the formation of which

the occasional passage of a large sound will be advisable before waiting for

symptoms of narrowing to show themselves.

(ESOPHAGUS, Spaam of.

aisophagismus is usually met with in neurotic women and alcoholics,

and is sometimes accompanied by marked emotional disturbance arising

from the complete temporary obstruction of the gullet.

Drugs are not to be relied upcm to control the spasm, though Hromides

and Belladonna are generally recommended as a routine, and they are

harmless. Electricity often aggravates the condition. Remedies suit-

able for the hysterical condition should be persevered with. Tl* .mly

satisfactory form of treatment is the pas.sage of a full-sized bougie, pre-

ferably of a large tapered firm gum-elastic instrument, which may be

kept irt situ as long as the patient can tolerate it at each seance, which

should be repeated every or every other day foi a few weeks.

Where the obstruction occurs at the termination of the gullet in the

stomach, the condition is recognised as Cardio-spasm and is associated

with a considerable degree of (Esophageal dilatation, as demonstrable by
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the X rays and Bismuth emulsion. There are pood {grounds for reijard-

ing this as the result, not of spasm, l)ut of in.-o-ordinating power. Mikulu z

has carried out an operative procedure in these cases which proves

satisfactory. An openinfi is made into the stomach and the narrowed

cardiac orifice is dilated by mar.ual pressure or by introducin.c; a houp;ic

surrounded by a rubber jacket which is capable of beinir distended by

fluid pressure. Jordan treats this condition by causini,' the patient to

swallow a long roll of li.iiature silk with a leaden shot at its extremity;

this passes down the intestine to the anus; an acorn-shaped Ix.uitie is

iiireaded or puided throUf^h on the end of the silk protrudinij; fmm the

mouth, apd by this means the contracted part of the .^ullet is freely dilated.

The opposite condition of paralysis of the "^'ullet is usually a se<iiiela

of diphtheria, and is associated with loss of power in the -onstrictors of

the pharynx. It is to he met by fcedin- throui,'h the soft rul)her tube

till the return of muscular power.

(ESOPHAGUS, Stricture of.

Spasmodic stricture has been dealt with in the preceding article, and

the treatment of malignant narrowing will be found detailed in liie

article on Cancer.

Cicatricial stricture is nearly always the remote effect of swallowmg

corrosive liquid, and is to be met by mechanical dilatation.

The patient should be fed upon liquid diet to minimise catarrh and

spasm in the neighbouriiood of the stricture before resorting to ^lilatation

where the narrowing is very advanced. Various f,)rms of bougie are

recommended. Whilst the olive-headed instrument mounted upon a

whalebone stem is preferable for fliagnosis, the writer believes that a

graduated firm gum. clastic l)ougie is better for dilatin-j purposes. This

should be passe-! tlirough the stricture two or three times a week, leavmg

the instrument .-> situ for the brief moment during which its presence

can be tolerat d, employing a larger instrument every time till the fullest

size is reached.

The passage of the instrument must be resorted to once cverv 4 or 6

weeks as long as the patient lives. Where the stricture whilst easily

dilatable shows a tenrlencv to c(mtract rapidly between the operations,

continwuis .lilatation may be emploved (as in the treatment of resilient

strii;tures of the urethra) by inserting a Synionds' tulic. .\fter 2 .>r
,?

days the tube is withdrawn and rejjlaced liv a larger till the larg<'st si/e

can be left in, but tliis method is obviously unsuitable wliere the narrowing

is situated hiLdi up near to the pharynx. The writer successfully em-

ployed partially dried sea-tangle as a dilator in an obstmale narrow

( icatricial stricture as long ago as 1870.

Internal oesophagotomy was an unjustifiable operation till the intro-

duction iii llie pcrfccicd ocsopuagoscupr , !•;. mem- (.t ^m- <>'

and .select r ises good results will be doubtless forthcoming.

Various devices may be emploved when the narrowiii
.

will not admit

anv form of dilating 'bougie. The simplest procedure is to perform a

i! I

:i i

}%¥
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^:\

''i'^'. ^C:'

ihe ariificial opening in tlie stomach wall to

laindtr of his life.

gastrostomv, aii'i inr

feed the cm for th

In some case;, after v- > i..' days' < omplete rest to the gullet lias been

secured by th'' gastrostomy, i will l>e found that the spasm which has

been added to the organic na-rowing has subsided so as to permit the

passage of a line bougie. Abh ".> operation may then be carried out;

he introduces the bougie, armed with a st.iut thread, through the stomach

opening, and directs Tt from below into the guild and through the stric-

ture till it appears in the pharynx. The siring or thread is employed to

drvide the stri< ture by pulling it up and c .-.t to imitate tl.e acti n of a

saw. As soon as the narrowed portion hu , .-°en cut by the string a

series of gradu^ted bougies may be passed down the gullet throu.i:h the

mouth, after wh^h the opening in the ston^. h should be closed and a

Symond^' tube worn for a iime.

In some case.- it -nay be possible to carry out .Abbe's method by gcttinu

the patient to swallow a few yards of fine silken cord where the gulkf

cannot be entered from below. If a steel bead attached to the end (

the thread (an be got to pass t ou<:h the stricture, after a prelim inai

gastrostomy the head will be ea-ily .ittraded to the s'omat h i -ling b>

a magnet. Having now got the thread in situ, it ma\ either 1- used as

a saw or as a g-.ide by which bougies can be drawn up fr^ <m belo-^ througli

the stomach till the requisite di -ree of dilatation has been se^ ; red. In

a ca.se of impassable stri<tiire where gastrostomy had beer jierformed

four year- previously, and the patient was living on nourislun^ni injected

throuLdi the fistula, Bcmays cut down upon the site of the strii ture at

the inner edge of the sterno-mastoid and opened the gullet above the

strii ture. Later on he [)erl.>rated the tricture hy a p.'inti "luuie

introduced from below through the gastn

a funnel, through which the patient w

entered the >tomaeh for the first tr

gullet.

Strii lures at the lower end of the gulK .y be i! lated

of treating can! -pasm, and impassably la re.win in thi in

promise 'o fall . r the method of posterior aicdiasiinal c -op

carried out in Sauerbru- h's chamber ut ier mcrea^-d atm^^sph

sure or by ''
rek'- of)eration metitiimed on p. • 3. Le.

ceeded in suppl\ : . the ;i uient with . —w extr.' - - r- '• gu

elaborate asophagoplasti operation n whi'

transposed and fixed undti ihe skin o; e thnj.

the i^rcai curvature of tiie fumach in imilar

listula, and eventual! rted

; able to swallow i>.. , .vhich

in live years through the

th. eth

jeji.

!ui:iu ha

nne

OLFACTORY NERVE, Disease of.

iT«_.irt^ Arir.-mia th.e treatment of !os^ ^f

nerve will be found detailed. Hypero. mia

and Parosmia, or perversioi of the sense of

assoeiation witls the hystei il condition, and

treatment directed against the pr 1 .r) under!

first cerebral

condition--

. aally found in

oral and general

irosis.
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ONYCHIA AND PARONYCHIA.

Acutt nflammation of t ussuv >

tlif nail of septir origin '1 !.

parnnyclii t when the end ilic f,

llie treatment of -he mild suhcuth

in tli. ap iication an ev oratin;

iie matrix or soft ^arts siirror, riding

vn as I

is in'

!ar or i

lotion

uw orIlia, and as

- ed.

! superfirial foi ronsists

! elevation of ^ he ]> irt.

As soon :i pus appeal - this ;. v be let out l>y ; prick of a sharj lan< ft,

small h!>t 'ary, or sharp scis-^rs- an operatiois which requires -o form

of ana-sUifcjia owing to the very superficial position of tht small abscess.

Tn !iie form . whitlow which is cau.sed by tiie presence oi .septi- u -

flainniution wh.re the nail is c.vered by the overlapping fold "f >kii

near its root, the pus collecting under the nail mi -t be evacuai.v mder

cai anaesthcM,! (Eth\ i .spray) by excising the foi-. of om pping skin

and removing when messary i small porti- or th.e wLmi. i the nail

itself. W); -( the infe. live n erial has foui its v v in h -. '-ide of

the nail Hn i.sultnm pus wr. ^ a small portion o!

kcned epidermis

ssors.

, of paronychia

the fingi ind n

should 1 n moved and the ti

sliced oti wiiii a siian alpel oi

The orchnary sub- i;

a I'unctur*" ' wound in

• ^ Tdcr t prevent t

Si th or p :; 'cum.

h<' i->pli' iiti";,s, both

,iu- th( ate ^c ing. As soon as pu

in ! be ia' into the swollen [ju

^\ aiiT-; netic, as the i

ithsr nfis freezing 1

ne -ide ol

1 overlaji

nail

^kin

••OIT

pi

septi( inflamm,.

' c acute pain P^a\

. which tend t-. n

Ti e:

nsen
,\t-.

,r \ .V >! m
uti II cnt

,^r f he ilon

ither mid or

tension which

liirmed a free

e hngcT. when possible,

nni])anied t>y intense

f producing local

onycli

sheati

4.- rtant pom
is <ontined t

)* the tend^

infected '.issues, will <

and onv'.'t :i sub< ut

for indue; . omfiieti

of thedepi lot themci

examining th

As long as t

that the par

iniured. N"

should not )

til.- :>ulp the Si

)therwise the

the septic or;

ous into a thi

insf'^!* undi

•itin can i

s! Tit < IS long as the par-

i\oid opening the

ssing through the

vnovial membrane

lence a further reason

I more accurate gauge

ined ; ioore< ^ t r. under local anaesthesia

the patient is certain to pull his linger away vigorously trom the knife,

when the ts ndon itself may be divided or only an incision elTected whidi

is too small to provide free drainage.

A valuable -uide to the rciiuisr depth of the incision is afforded by

K)wer of flexion < rht ' ,t joint of the affected finger.

patient can freeh !« nis it may be taken as prool

chia is still subcutanetais and the .sheath should not be

irettasze is permissible for fear of opening fresh ti.ssue to

infection.

The best procedure after incision is to place the hand with its freely

incised finger in a deep basin of very warm antiseptic liciuid. in which it

may be kept for several hours if the pain is severe, after which compresses
t»«^'
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of warm saturated Boric Acid solution mav be applied under oiled silk

for several davs, wlu'n dry dressin-s or liori. Ointment may be applied

to relieve the' sodden condition of the superficial tissues and to hasten

the healing process. Any exuberant granulations sprmgmg from the

wound during healing may be rubbed with a large crystal of Sulphate of

Copper or touched with a piece of matchwood dipped in Carbolic Acid

but this latter substance should only be applied by the surgeon himself

owin<' to the danger of producing gangrene when too freely applied.

The treatment of tendinous whitlow should br prompt; it is a mistake

to wait for evidence of pus formation, as the greatly increased tension

caused bv the inflammatory process is fatal to the integrity of the parts,

and is liable to lead to destruction ol the flexor tendon and a useless

finger, or the mischief may extend to the bone and cause necrosis, or it

may extend up the arm as a dangerous cellulitis.
, , <

Some surgeons recommend that in the early stage the method of

indu. ing passive hyper.-emia should have a trial in order to abort the

septic inflammation. Hot antiseptic poultices act m a similar manner

but they should be discarded after a short trial if the ordinary signs of

severe inflammation fail to subside rapidly.

A fr-e incision under general anesthesia, Nitrous Oxide or hthyl

Chloride should be made in the middle line of the finger opposite the

seat of maximum tenderness and tension. Where the inflammation has

extended bevond the finger a further incision may be necessary, m the

case of the thumb and little finger in the wrist, and in the case ol the

three other finuers in the palm.
, , i j

The after-treatment consists in free flushing or immersion of the hand

and forearm in a vessel of warm antisepti. s.,Uition -lionc Acid (satu-

rated), weak Perchloride of Mercury, or IVrmanganate of Potassium-

and the gentle removal of all sloughs. Afterwards the wound should be

dressed with warm Uorii .\< i<l compresses.

Whilst in the subcuticular and sub. utancous forms of par.mychia it

is advisable to keep the hand elevated, in the deep tendinous variety

.'lis must l,e avoided in order to prevent the pus burrowing along the

tendons. Owing to the danger of matting of the tendons and stilTening

of the joints, passive movements. ma>sage and voluntary exercises (.f

the fingers shouhl Iw , ommenr.-d as so..n as signs of active inflammalion

have subsid'd.
. ,

Where ankylosis of a j<.int or total destmctioi. of Us tendon results,

there may be'no resource l.ft to the surgeon but to amputate a porti<m

or the whole of the useless finger, but this should never lie undertaken

till long after the active mischief has disappeared.

Sub,Kriosteal paronychia is to be treated like the thecal by a deep

incision, which, however, must be carne.l down to the bone. As a rule

no attempt shoul.l be made at the remo\al <.f any diseased or dead hone

till after the subsiden< e of all active iiillamiiiaiion.

In the . hronic forms of onychia due to injury, tuberculosis, syphilis,

etc., where adive pyogenic organisms play but u sei.mdary part, the
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best treatment is to surround the finger with a double layer of lint soaked

in Spirit or Boric Acid lotion, and rover this by envclopin;j: it with oiled

silk, which should be tied tightly like a Christmas cracker beyond the

finger-tip without including the lint, forming a perfectly impervious

finger-stall.
, ,. . u a

After subsidence of any active inflammation, the wet should be changed

for a dry dressing such' as Boric Acid powder, or powdered Nitrate of

Lead. Exuberant granulations which do not yield to these dressings

may be caui >usly treated by a light application of pure Carbolic Acid

or a daily application of Sulphate of Copper or Nitrate of Silver, after

which anv astringent antisentic ointment may be used as a dressing.

When the above treatment fails, removal of the nail and dressing of

the raw matrix with finely powdered Lead Nitrate should be resorted to.

Should the onychia return with the growth of the new nail all the tissues

on the dorsal surface of .he last phalanx, including the nail and under-

lying matrix, should be shaved off by a sharp scalpel. Or the new nail

may be removed with its matrix or the matrix may be destroyed with

strong Carbolic or Nitric Acid or Pen.itrpte of Mercury solution.

Some cases of mild chronic onychia yield to a number of X-ray expo-

sures which obviate the necessity for avulsion of the nail and prevent the

irregular growth so liable to follow when this has been forcibly removed.

Syphilitic onvchia is best treated locally with a weak Perchloride

of Mercury lotion. Yellow or Black Wash, or by the application of dry

Calomel or an ointment of this latter drug.

The onychia which results from tinea and favus must be treated on

the lines laid down in the articles on these ailments.

Tuberculous onychia must be met by removal of the nail, scraping

away the tissues down to the bone, and, if thi be found to i)e diseased.

It should be amputated in order to arrest the oread of tlie disease along

the medullary canal of the adjoining phalanx.

Lateral onychia is the term applied to inflammation following on in-

growing toe-nail ; its treatment is described under its own lieading.

OPERATIONS, Treatment of.

As the general practitioner is often saddled with the preparation of

the patient and tlie treatm.^nt after operation, the following suggestions

are offered. Surgeons differ, of .ourse. as to the treatment they prefer,

but if one has to act on his own resources these hints may be useful,

espe( ially for abdominal cases.

Preparation kor Operation. -The practitioner should make 11 his

business to see that a suitable room is prepared for the operation if jxissil.le.

Where there is a dioice the room should be large and uiry; there should

be a good light, north by preference ; if the operation is to be done at night

a supply of artificial light slu.uld be seen to. If suffi< lent time, say

=4 iiuurs. is uvuilithh, wV, h-\r\-j\n-J9.._ pictures and supeiflnous furniture.

rari)ets and rugs should be removed from the room, the floor and wood-

work dusted with damp cloths, a fire put on to reri ^vc dampness, and

= 1

' i''
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the windows well opened to secure ventilation. If the operation is one

of urgency, it is best to disturb tlie room as little as possible, since the

dust set in motion will not have time to settle and to content oneself with

the lighting of a fire and opening the windows to sec ure ventilation.

As regards furniture, unless a portable operation table is available, a

strong plain wooden tabl- , such as a kitchen table, .-^houkl lie provided,

and covered with a clean folded double blanket, then a mackintosh

she'-t, and finally a clean linen or cotton sheet. Two half-blankets

folded in clean sheets should iu provided to cover the patient during

the operation. If the Trendelenburg position is likely to be required,

a table with cross-pieces between the legs should be selected, and a strong

kitchen chair provided on which one end of the table may be elevated by

resting the cross-piece on its seat. A smaller table will be required for

instruments and dressings, and either small tables or kitchen chairs as

stands for hand basins and lotion basins. Three hand basins, one for

antiseptic lotion and two for ]>hun water, will be required for the operator,

and two more if he has an assistant. A c hair and a small table should

1 J provided for the ana;sthetist, and if the operation is a vaginal one a

chair should be provided for the operator, and a suitable nail or hook

fixed at a height of about 7 feet from the floor in order to support a doui he

can, with an additional basin for antisejilic lotion in which the end of

the'douche tube may repose. Tic basins should all be scrubbed with

soap and water and scalded with butling water in readiness for use.

At least « to 12 gallons of water should be boiled and set to ccjol in

clean .scalded jugs or buc kets, covered with dean towels to protect the

water from accidental contaminatDn. It is a good jilan to boil i gallon

to I gallon of water with Iwo teaspoonfuh of common salt to the pint.

This can be used after the necessary dilution as normal saline for trans-

fusion, &c ., if recjuircd. It h,i "cen shown by liayliss that a much more

effectual solution for the tre.itu.cnt of shock l)y transfusion is one which

c ontains 6 pei cent, of gum arabic, or 2 per cnt. of gelatin t(. the pint

of -i^ per I cnt. saline. The gum is dissolved in the saline solution, filtered

through dean tlannd ami sterilr>cd by boiling. The advantage cif this

solution is thai the thud remain-. i>ernianently m tlie circulatory .system

and does not rapidly lease the vessels as normal saline dcus.

Soap, boiled nail brushes and clean towels should be in readiness; a

bottle ot good brandy or whi>key should be at hand in < ase of need, and

turpentine, methylated spirit and a (isii-kettle aiv very useful a.
.
essories

in ca.se of any ace ident or omission in the surgeon s kit.

The patient, if time iicrmits, should have an aperient, in the c a.se of

jin abdoir.inal ..perati..n repeated for two or time nights in succession;

an enema of soap and water should be administered about two hours before

the operation, and lor tour hours beforehand solid food, including milk,

should be prohibited, but beef jui- e, c Uar soup or beef tea. or a c up ot

ten may be allowed up to within an liour ot the operation. The skin of

the operation area should be shaved, wU washed with soaji and water,

swabbed with mcthylntetl .spirit, and i.fter being allowed to dry, painted
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with weak tincture of iodine, or with a saturated solution of picric

acid in water or preferably in spirit. If the operation is to be a vaginal

one, the vulva should be washed and shaved and a vaginal douche

administered. Thirty minutes before operation the patient should be

given i gr. of morphine with ..".o gr. of atropine, unless some contra-

indication exists, as such an injection materially facilitates the adminis-

tration of the aniESthetic.

Treatment after Operation.—The following symptoms may

require treatment:

Shuck and Collapse—Nothing is so effectual in warding off or in treatmg

shock and collapse as the administration of normal saline solution or,

better still, of Bayliss' solution as described above. If the collapse is \ cry

profound, the intravenous method may be used and about 5 pints trans-

:u-<cd. In performing this operation, the strictest antiseptic precautions

must be observed, the whole apparatus sterilised by boiling and tlie

patient's skin and surgeon's hands carefully sterilised also. The vein

selected is usuullv that crossing the bend of the elbow. It should be

made prominent by pressure on it above the elbow and should then i)c

exposed by an incision along its .ourse. Avoiding any wounding of its

wall, the vein is then cirifuUy dissected free from its bed for the distance

of 1 incii, and a ligature, preferably of iodine catgut, is placed under it at

each end of the freed portion. The lower ligature is tied to prevent flow

ot blood from the distal end. A nick is then made in the wall with

scissors or scalpd, and through this the canula attached to the funnel and

rul)ber tube is pusiied into the proximal end of the vein beyond tlie

ligature there, wliich is then tied around the end of the canula. Care

should i)e taken that tiie funnel and tube are full of saline soluticn, which

sliould 1.0 welling out of tlie canula as it is being pushed into the vein,

otlierwise ihcrc is risk of introduc ing air-bubbles into the cin ulalion, with

ii possibly rital result. After the rcfjuisitc amount of fluid lias iu-cn

transfused tlv; canula is withdr.iwn and the l.,L;ature tied so as to <h elude

tlie utiiHT end of the vein. The operation may be repeated if necessary

on the ojiiiosilc arm.

Should there be insuflieienl time, facilities or assistance lo carry out the

rather elaborate te. hnique whi< h is necessary for successful saline trans-

fusion, sa'ine solution may be transfused under the breasts, ,ipd in women

this affords a fairlv satisfactory ..nd rai)id method of increasing the

.]iiantitv of rtuMJ in the .irculalion. ITie apparatus required . onsists ol a

lioUow needle or needles attached to rubber tubing which is eonneded

with a elean jug or reservoir full ot sierilised saline .solution. (Down Uro.v

make a verv satisfa. lory .ippar.itus.) riie ^land nIiouIiI be lilted up trom

the .best wall with the left h.uui, ami tlie needle Ihnisl ahiiost pai.ditl

with the (best wall into the suhmammarx tissue. II this preeaution is

observed, the unpleas.uil sequela ot mammary gangrene will be obviated.

ji,;. ji.jj.j j.. ;,|h, ....;,! !,, (I...II into ilie c onnei live tissue by i'.ravit\- from a

height ol about 4 lo (. leet al)o\ e the p,i tienl ,
ami lioiii 1 to .• pints may be

;>ot in at a tune.

. i

ii)
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These measures are suited for sudden emergencies, but normal saline

gives excTS results in most cases of collapse and
f«Jj^^^^^^^^^^

istered by the rectum. The method of

^«f™^,^^!J™',*;^^^^^^^^^
orooerlv carried out, is certainly the most satisfactory. The apparatus

^ red "Ivessel t'o contain the raline with a thermometer s^aml.ng n

it on which the temu-rature of the fluid can be easily read. This vessel

houldl; nV n a water-bath which is heated by gas or a spirit lamp a„d

he heat should be so regulated that the thermometer reads about 105 F.

From the vessel the saline is conducted by a glass siphon to an mdia-

ubSr tube on which is a s.rew-down Up, and which is terminated by a

i:; pte of lead pipe bent to -o-modate itseU to the curve of t^^^

anal canal The Up should be so adjusted that the fluid issues ver^
anal canal. ^ "^ "l*

j^ ^ { ^^e leaden tube which is passed

nmctSlv a7good results are obuined from the administration every-^ wo

othee hours of from 4 to . pmt of saline, according to the amount of

ol ratTon Town by th rectum, through a rubber catheter to which a

gtrfulel is atuched, the fluid being allowed to flow in very slowly.

I to 1 ofof brandy may be added to each injection with benefit. Bicar-

bonate of soda solution {2 or 3 teaspoonfuls to the pint) is much used, as a

Stion of acidosis is alleged by some to be a -'"^^^^1;^- ^^^^^
''^i.^t

thou^'h this theory is far from proven, the results of mjeUion ol b.car

bonate solutW)n are quite equal to those of normal sanne

In combatin-' shock, warmth is m.)St important. The bed to whu n ine

n.tieitTs removed after operation should be well warmed with u.t wafr

hot es Xn he or she has been put into bed a blanket should hrs be

nla.d over the trunk and limbs; the bottles should then be disposed on

r,
. sidls so as to supply abundant external heat -d siiou d be^re-

">crr;;:r;;;;Li;^^^^ ..n amount of .e

i uium
"

•). wl.i>l. should be injected d- eply into the mus<les, and

i^lorph." a to i gr.), whuh is very useful wiien the patient is restless or

•"';-!;I:;;::^:Kr"rhe. are two ..f tl. mos, unpleasant .equel. of

ou ra n Tan convinced that much o. the distress caused by them is

Z^a It" d bv the prac tice of restricting flui.l by the mouth to an oc. a-

Sal !Xrul ol w^uter lor the first .4 hours. If a putant 1. allowed to

,lnnk /m/v of warm .aline solution ^irachm u. Uk ,.ml) ..r o u^urin-n.-...

mhI It.on (.-, dra. hms to the pmt), the result is m the nm.n nciv

1"
a U

•

IH stoma. U is, ol cour.se, ex. ited to vomit, but the bringing

Tp ; rie volume ol bknU fluid wa..l.es out that organ, and so tend.
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to lesst-n its irritability and the effort required to empty a full stomach is

far less trying to the patient than repeated attacks of retching followed by

the ejection of small quantities of mucus and bile. If the sic! ness persists,

the patient may be allowed to repeat the procedure. A handkerchief

wrung out of toilet or ordinary vinegar and placed so that the fumes can be

inhaled often assists in checking nausea. In some cases u mustard poultice

over the epigastrium is useful. Some surgeons are in the habit of admin-

istering chloretone for some days before operation with a view to lessening

the after-sickness.

Pain.— Post-operative pain varies enormously in different individuals,

even after similar operations. If it is affecting the patient's general

condition, inducing restlessness and preventing sleep, it should be met with

small closes of morphia. It is better to give i gr., repeated, if necessary,

m three or four hours, than to give a larger dose at first. In the ca.se of

operations on the pelvic organs there seems to l)e some advantage in giving

the morphia in a suppository. Pain in the wound persisting or returning

after the first two days should be looked on as suspicious, and demands a

redressing ol tlie wound to make t ertain of the presence or absence of

sepsis.

Flatulence and Abdominal Distension.—These complications are

especially likely to occur after a prolonged abdominal operation in which

there has been much handling or exjio.sur j of ihe intestines. I find nothing

more satisfactory than a warm soap-and-water enema containing a

dra4 hm of turpenttne. This may be given on the evening of the oi)e.-ation,

anci may be repeated after a few hours if necessary. The hypodermic

injection of Pituitrin (i v.v.) is exceedingly useful in tases of persistent

metcorism, and may be repeated after an interval of 6-12 hours with good

effect. If the condition is very persistent, it is well to administer calomel

in grain doses repeated ever) hour for fi\ e doses. This may be followed

by a saline aperient should the effect be long delayed.

First Movement 0/ Dowels. - I'nless some contra-indication exists, the

patient should have the bowels moved 48 hours after operation. The best

time to give the aperient is on waking after the second night's sleep. If

the patient's stomach will stand it, nothing is so satisfai tory as 2 oz. of

Hlaih Draught, which gives a single good motion as a rule in from three to

si.\ liout witlioiil pain or griping. Other satisfactory puigati\es are

Castor Oil, \ to 1 oz., especially useful alter ret tal operations; Pil. Colo-

cynth and liyoscyamus, 10 grs. ; Vegetable Laxative i)ill (IJ.W)., 5 to lo

grs. ; Cascara Sagrada is rather slow, often recjuiring to be followed by a

saline. The at tion of the apeiient may reiiuire to be assisted by an enema
in from six to eight hours.

Fond. I''or the lirst 24 hours the patient is better if allowed to fast from

all solids including milk. If appetite has returned, a cup of tea or beef tea

may In given, or some Valentine's meat juice or IJrand's esseme. I"i the

:.w iifid ;4 h.ilir:», .: r.lii c ul dry luii.-l or wf tlltri iiftad J.::A :;uUtr liluy be

.KJdfd. .\fti r the Imwels ha\e been nio\ed more lalitiltle ma\ be allowed,

and lla patient's ap|>etite niav be toUovNed as a guide wliivh will seldom

lead the physician astray. Care should be taKcil that frtsh fruit, either

m

ti^r
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raw or cooked, is given. I have often found great benefit result from the

giving of the flesh of ripe grapes or the juice of npe oranges m cases of

'"rtrJ.r7H-«<i.-In an aseptic case the first dressing need not

Uke place till three days after the operation, unless pam m the wound

or a nse of temperature leads to a suspicion of sepsis The patieut will

be more comfortable, however, when the soiled and hardened dressings

a e removed and fresh ones substituted. This should be done under

strict antiseptic precautions, and the wound should
^^^^^^r Z'x!

serum or blood-clot with an antiseptic solution and painted with Tr. lodi M.

b™ the fresh antiseptic dressings are put on. Should everything be

in order, the next dressing need not take place till the twelfth or four-

teenth dav, when the sutures may be removed.
.

, , ,
,

,

l" a drainage-tube has been left in the wound, it should be removed

at the end of 24 to ^6 hours, and if its reinsertion is required it should

be washed and sterilised by boiling. If drainage by gauze was instituted

the uauze must be withdrawn, and the cavity or sinus may be packed with

esh gauze if necessary. This is easily done when a suppurating area

L been drained, but it the gauze has been introduced into an abdominal

wound in contact with a fairly healthy peritoneum and bowel, it will be

firmly held m place for from 7 to 14 days by coagulated lymph and

could only be emoved by unjustifiable force and at some risk before

the expiry of that peru.d.' It will do no harm if k^t till it loosens.

Should suppuration have occurred in the wound the best plan .. to

romove as many sftches as will give free exit to the pus and allow of

the intlamed parts being thoroughly cleansed and dressed. A borac.c or

rchloride poultice, which should be changed every four to six hours,

wi clean up the wound, and may be applied for the first two or three

Ivs As soon as the sloughing surfaces begin to show healthy granula-

ti.ms the ravily mav he loosely packed with iodoform or cyanide gauze

hm'ed twice a day until the amount of pus has become minimal and

'ali^ng has begun, and afterwards once a day. Each time the wound

dressed it sl'.uld be sluiced with , in 1,000 perchlonde lotion to wash

.,wiv the discharges, the lotion dried out with sterile wipes, and a drachm

'"wo of 20 vob. solution of Ihdrogen I'eroxide should be poured mto

it and allowed to remain. The same treatment may be a.lopte.l with

iibstess cavities which have been opened.

Tn-atment of Rectal ll<;««Jy.- Kach lime the bowe s are opened, tile

.nus and surroundmg parts should be first . arclully -
Icansed w.th mops

^,1 roiton soaked in boraoc ac.d solution, and then dried with .otton

or gau/.e. 11 irritation is complained of, an ointment consist ng ot-

U. Ilydrarg. Subchhr.

liismuth. Oxycltliir.

Mml'liiu '!<' v,*. )•

Lanoltn 3|.

may l)e used Nvilh good effect.
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Treatment of Vaginal and Perineal Wounds.—When an operation has

been performed on the uterus through the vagina, a douche should be

administered once or twice daily, consisting of i in 4,000 perchloride or

drachm to the pint lysol or cyllin. A perineal wound should be bathed

with a similar antiseptic solution every four hours for the first two days,

and afterwards night and morning. It should also be bathed each time

the bladder or bowels act. The sutures may be removed at the end

of ten to fourteen days.

Convalescence.—Aher an abdominal operation the patient should keep

to bed for at least two or three weeks if all goes well. This time must

be extended if any complications have set in such as suppuration, cystitis

or the like. The patient may get up first for an hour or two after tiie

midday meal, and the time should be gradually extended. It is a go"d

plan to allow the patient to get up for a few hours in the morning, then

to lie down in bed for two hours after dinner and to get up for a few

hours in the evening. After a serious operation the patient should be

warned that some months will elapse before normal health is restored,

and that full recovery will be hastened by a due amount of rest not only

at night, but in the middle of the day, by careful attention to the bowels,

which are often constipated, by exercise in the open air and by plain

nourishing food. A tonic containing strychnine is often most valuable,

and when the patient is anaemic iron should be administered. The

motto, Festina lente, should be dinned into the ears of such a convalescent.

The use of an abdominal belt is often prescribed as a routine after

abdominal section. In my opinion it is merely a costly and useless en-

cumbrance. Ventral hernia grows rarer as technique is improved, and

it can certainly not be prevented by wearing a belt. Women find, how-

ever, much comfort in the wearing of a belt-corset after an alxlominal

section.—R. J. J.

OPHTHALBIIA see Conjonctivitia.

OPIUM HABIT (Horphinism).

The treatment of clironic morphinism is a serious undertaking which

ran only be expected to prove successful when the patient is removed

from his home and thoroughly isolated from his relatives and environment

in a proper nursing institution provided with an experienced resident

pliysician and a staff of highly trained nurses.

After removal tiie (jucstion of the method of withdrawmg the narcotic

must be decided upon. Unless the drug is to be replaced by llyoscine

in the plan of treatment to be described later on, the withdrawal must

not be either sudden or very rapidly accomplished.

The rapid diminution of the ordinary daily amount is justified m those

rare cases where the progress of the morphinism iias been acute, and even

then the reduction of a daily dose must be spread over at least ten days

or a fortnight.
, , , •

, , , .

By the majority of physicians tiie gradual method of withdrawal is

accepted as the best, the last attenuated do:ie being administered about

^ 1
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the fortieth day from the beginning of the treatment. The dose of

morphia permitted to the p.tient will depend upon the amount which

he has been able to consume before submittmg himself for treatment.

About three-fourths of his previous daily allowance may be administered

during the first few days, and this should be evenly «Pjea«i/^'^^^^
24 hours. The quantity should then be so gradually reduced that by

the end of six weeks the dose is practically nil.
i,»„ th.

It is best to administer the narcotic hypodermically, and when the

routine of the nursing home or institution permits it should be given by

the physician himself, and when this is not always practicable the

physician should measure out the next dose and name the exact hour at

which it is to be injected by the nurse. Schroeder stoutly mamtams that

the onset of severe and threatening symptoms is never the result of sudden

withdrawal, and he affirms that such dangers are purely imaginary; the

drug is always stopped in the Breslau clinique on admission.

No matter what method of treatment is adopted the sufferings of the

patient are always most agonising, and he must never be trusted for a

moment during the course, as he will bribe his friends to procure his

narcotic surreptitiously if these be permitted to visit hin, notwithstanding

his most solemn promises and protestations to the contrary.

Weak and attenuated individuals should be kept in bed during the

first few weeks of treatment, but in ordinary cases the routine of permitting

the patient to be up in his room or cv°n to move about in the open air

under the close surveillance of hirnuise may be permitted.

Feeding should be as liberal as the weakened gastric organs will permit;

a modified Weir Mitchell treatment may be resorted to in =ome cases;

rarelv will rectal feeding be needed; strong soups f'^-uld .
<;ely ad-

ministered at short intervals. Baths and douchings i aluab; adjuncts

;

the hot-air . thermo-electric bath may be administered as th patient

lies in bed; the portable Turkish is more soothing and gives better results

than the ordinary warm or hot plunge bath.

When the latter is employed it should be immediately followed by a

tepid and cold douche to counteract any depressing effect upon the heart.

The general moral discipline is strengthened by arranging that the bathing

douching, feeding and such exercises as are permitted should be carried

out at stated hours, to fill in as far as possible the wearying day of the

patient.
, . / i t-

Next to tlic difficulty in minimising the terrible cravings of the victim

of morphinism comes the serious problem of inducing sleep. The in-

somnia is ivlwavs most distressing, and it is a judicious routine in pro-

portion ig the 'amount of the narcotic and the times for its administra-

tion to so arrange that the largest dose should be permittted to fall due

just before bed hour. It need never be expected, however, that this will

sutticiently meet the requirements of the insomnia; hypnotics are alwjiys

demanded.
. ,• j

Under Insomnia the reader will see all the various drugs mentioned,

any on« of which he may try which docs not contain opium or morphia.

1
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The writer has tried almost all of tluni in the condition under notice,

and he finds that either Paraldehyde, Trional or Sulphonal is the best.

It is a good plan to abstain from chloral and Indian hemp, as there is

much danger of a habit being established by the use of these drugs, and

the administration of trional and paraldehyde upon alternate nights is

free from any objections. ,,^5 gr. Hyoscine and Hydrate of Amylene

(60 mins.) have given excellent results. Mattison gives gradually in-

creasing doses of bromides till 90 grs. daily are taken, when the morphia

is entirely stopped, after which 30 grs. Trional are given nightly for seven

days, the dose being then diminished to 15 grs. nightly for another

week, after which Paraldehyde and Chloral in small doses may be

given. .

Macleod gives 2 drs. Sodium Bromide every two hours durmg two

days- and i dr. during the third day. 3 oz. suffice, and the sleep lasts

several days, from which the patient may awake with the craving greatly

diminished, and some physicians induce this deep bromide sleep and

keep it up for several days at intervals as a routine method of treatment

for doing away with the use of morphia.

Many drugs have been recommended as substitutes for the opium

during the day-time, but, speaking generally, there is little advantage in

replacing one vice by another. The exception which may be made m
the case of alcohol will be presently referred to. oome authorities sub-

stitute Heroin for the morphia or opium from the start; thus Ahlborn

systematically commences with J gr. heroin by the mouth for each grain

of morphia which the patient had been in the habit of indulging in, and

111 4 weeks he states that he has found the craving to have disappeared,

after which the drug is gradually diminished. It has, however, been

proved that heroin is as dangerous a drug as morphia is in establishing a

craving, and there appears to be little if any advantage in employing it

as a routine treatment for morphinism.

Cocaine has been recommended and tried, but the cocaine habit being

a more serious vice than morphinism this drug should never be employed

as a routine. Occasionally, however, a full dose of the Liquid Extract

of C.ica may be administered when the collapse and restlessness are

extreme.

Lott's method of substituting Hyoscine for the opium or morphine is

one of the best routine treatments. It consists in the hypodermic

administration of the Hydrobromide of Hyoscine, commencing with a

single dose of ^l,, gr. and following it up with half of this amount every

iiour for 24 hours till a marked degree of hyoscine poisoning has become

established, as seen in mild delirium, hallucinations, dilatation of the

pupils, drvness of the mouth and skin, &c. These efiects are kept up

for 12 or 24 hours more by graduated doses sufficient to prolong without

intensifying the intoxication. Strychnine being combined with the

hyoscine should any sign 01 cardiac exhaustion appear. After the

patient has regained his normal mental condition, Pilocarpine is adminis-

tered hypodermically every hour in doses of i gr. till copious sweating

)

fit
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and elimination of the hvoscine occurs. During this latter stage of the

treatment the condition of the heart will require careful wat( hmg, and

a full dose of Strychnine hvpodermically must be administered promptly

should cardiac failure threaten. Diarrhoea, which is liable to follow the

action of pilocarpine, should be controlled by appropriate astringents

combined with Bismuth.
( 1

Carhsle's method consists in the hypodermic administration of ^ .^j gr.

Hvoscine with J gr. Morphine, which is repeated ever)' 6 hours during

the first day. On the second day the injection "s given every 8 hours,

and on the third day at inter^als of 12 Iiours, the last dose being ad-

ministered at bed hour on the fourth day along with 15 grs. Trional by

the mouth, active purgation being kept up ail the time.

In one case with verv exceptional environments the writer substituted

large doses of Alcohol which kept the patient in a state of mild intoxica-

tion for several days, but such a plan obviously cannot be recommended

as a routine owing to the danger of establishing the alcohol habit.

Many patients are found to be the victims of both opiates and alcoholic

stimulants. If the phvsician should succeed in weaning them off their

opium, he will probably find it will be only to receive the credit of having

made them inebriates.

In those cases where for any special reasons removal to a nursing

institution is impossible, a trial' may be made at home of reducing the

daily amount of the narcotic; but if such be attempted at all the diminu-

tion must be most gradual, the reduction being accomplished by small

fractional proportions. Failure generally results in chronic cases by the

physician's haste or anxiety to make progress, and sometimes the patient

is also to blame, being tempted to curtail to an extent beyond his power

of endurance. Moral treatment, in such instances, is of the greatest

value for a time, and every change in the patient's environment may be

a' benefit, such as the selection of new companions and occupation, and

change of scene and habits. Alcohol is especially dangerous, and on no

account should chloral he prescribed. The greatest difficulty will be

from insomnia, and Trional or Paraldehyde combined with a diminished

dose of the opiait at bed-time is the lie.st rcmedv. In cases treated at

home Jennings's plan of r Auction may be tried, whilst the patient is

permitted to carry on his usual avocation, the period of treatment

extending over 3 months. He takt . the case of a patient injecting

20 grs. morpliia 'dail\ . The syringe is given up, and an initial drop of

3 to S grs. is made, and a dailv drop of 1 gr. for some days till this becomes

irksome, then J, 1, and finally ,\
!;r. is daily dropped. The real difficulty

begins when tiie daily amount injected is lessened to about 2 grs. After

tiiis period, for everv \ gr. suppressed he gives twi< c as much by the

mouth or rectum till in ai)out 12 days the injections are reduced to zero,

after winch the dose i)y liie mouth is giaduaily diminished to nothing,

and if the " progression " is properly carried out the cure is effected with

only a night or two of restlessness requiring hypnotics. No suffering

need ever occur. Sparteine hypodermically or Digitalis by the mouth
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forms an essential part ot the routine, and must be commenced as soon

as the heart becomes feeble or sluggish.

Whatever form of treatment is selected, supervision should be carried

out for a period of several months, as the weakened will-power of the

patient requires a long time for recuperation, during which he cannot

be trusted.

Certain synij cms are liable to occur during the early days of the

treatment; the most important of these have been already dealt with.

Next to the insomnia and cardiac weakness the most frequent is nausea

and vomiting; these are host met by large doses of effervescing waters,

which, if not retained, will aid in washing out the stomach. A copious

draught of tepid water containing a teaspooniul of Bicarbonate of Soda

may be occasionally administered for the same purpose, and this is also

believed to diminish the craving by keeping the stomach contents alkaline.

The Cocaine Habit is lo be treated upon the same principles as mor-

phinism, and the same details may be applied and carried out as if the

patient had been addicted to opium-eating; unfortunatel\ , both vices

are not infrequently met with m the same individual, and when associated

with alcoholism the case may well be regarded as hopeless.

OPTIC NERVE DISEASE.

Inflammation attacking the terminal portion of the optic nerve is

known as optic neuritis or pajillitis, and its treatment must be directed

to the removal of the primary cerebral cause, as tumour, internal hydro-

cephalus, sinus thrombosis, cerebral abscess, meningitis, &c. Trephining

is urged by Horsley and Risien Russell in every case of cerebral pressure

in which choked disc is present; afl r the removal of bone a free incision

should be made in the dura mater. In this way blindneos may be pre-

vented even when the primary disease is incurable.

The treatment of the optic neuritis following various blood ( onditiuns

as seen in Bright's disease, chlorosis, lead poisoning and diphtheria, which

is more amenable to drugs, will be found discussed uivi'-r the heading of

the primary affections.

Retrobulbar neuritis oi secondary nature is due to the action of toxins

oi)erating \i\wn the nerve behind the eyeball .md lausing pallor of the

temporal half of the disc witii some atrophic change. This produ( es

amblyopia with a central scotoma for red and green or a central loss of

vision from a.xial neuritis. The treatment of tliis toxic amblvopia is

discussed under its own heading, and i onsists mainly in the removal of

the exciting > ,\uses—viz., tobaci-o, alcohol, lead, salicylates and quinine.

" Reflex " amblyopia arising from irritation of the fifth nerve causing

trigeminal neuralgia yields ti> remedies directed to the primary cause as

discussed under Neuralgia, and the various t>pes of disturbance of vision

met wiiii in ii).-.uiid yield to agents directed ic the general neurotic con-

dition.
" Primar\ " atropliv of the optic disc, as .seen in tabes, general paralysis

of the insane and disseminated cerebrospinal sclerosis, like the " consecu-

t^r
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I
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tive
" atrophy which follows optic neuritis (choked disc), is usually beyond

the reach of remedial aj^ents. The same remark unfortunately holds with

regard to disease of the chiasma and optic f u-t producmg the various

forms of ht^mianopia, unless when the prim.try cause is syphilis and

energetic antisvphilitic treatment is commenced at an early stage

Retinitis -The various forms of retinitis demand measures suitable to

the primarv blood or bloodvessel conditions. Thus the treatment of

albuminuric retinitis is tha- ,f the underlying type of Bright s disease,

often associated also with arterio-sclerosis.

Syphilitic retinitis ,s usually complicated with choroiditis, and yields

when energeticllv attacked by Mercury. Retinitis pigmentosa is a

congenital affection occasionally met with in hereditary- .vph.lis, and Ix-ing

of a degenerative type is little influenced by mer. ury, though hypodermic

medication with Strychnine and the application of a weak continuous

current may retard its progress, and Doyne reports good results in.m

the administration of the uncooked retina of sheep with oxvger

inhalation.
, ,. •

1 „;

.

Hiemorrhagic retinitis independent of renal disease oc.urnng in chn.nu,

valvular disease and arterio-sclerosis can only be met by remedies directed

against the primary cause-as saline purgatives and vaso-d.lators vvhen

the tension is high, and large doses of Iodides in the ab.sence of high

tension. The retinitis occurring in diabetes and leukcemia calls for agents

indicated by the primary disease.

The " Blinding of the Retina " by strong sunlight, the electric arc or

the reflected light from snow is preventable by the use of dark smoked or

coloured glasses. Powerful electric light should be cut off by several

livers of red or bv a combination of red and blue glass.

When the exposure to strong electric light has already occurrt-d absolute

rest to the eye in a darkened room is essential, after which Strychnine

hvpodermically, foUowir- cupping of the temples and subconjunctival

saline injections, should be resorted to. At a later stage the use of a weak

continuous current is indicated.
, . j , ^, .,.„

Snow-blindness speedily yields to rest in a darkened room or to the use

of smoked glas.ses, but the pain and smarting of the conjunctiva call lor

Cocaine instillation and astringent eye-washes.

Detachment oj the Retina.-TUti treatment of this serious malady, which

often ends in blindness, is still in a most unsatisfactory condition.

Rest in bed is essential in all cases, and the recumbent position should

he maintained as long as the patient can be got to submit to it Bandag-

ing of the eves is desirable, but few individuals will tolerate this for any

len-th of time; hence a darkened room or one with a subdued hght

witli a couch to which the patient may be gently removed must

sulTae. Cough, if present, shmild be relieved, and str.aining at stool

Drevented by avoiding constipation.

Iodides may be administered in (ombination with mild diaphoretics,

Pilocarpine injections administered with the intention oi producing

copious sweating were formerly much relied upon, but the absence of any
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real evidence of their value has led to the abandonment of this form of

treatment as a routine.
, a

.

Puncture of the sclerotic for the evacuation of the subretinal fluid, when

skilfully performed, always permits the retina to come again into contact

with the choroid, and in some cases thr fluid does not reaccumulate, but in

the great majority of cases this desirable result dots not follow, sn that the

effects are as a rule only temporary, even wb-m pressure Ijandage is

n wted to after the operation. Scleral pun. ture may, however, be em-

ployed in conjunction with the following procedure:

Subconjunctival injec tions of 4 to 8 per cent. Saline Solution—these

al' or with the addition of a small amount of Cyanide of Mercury or

I ijt cent. Quinine—may be made beneath the conjunctiva, 10 mins.

•very 5 or 7 days. Gelatin has been employed likewise in combination

w • h weak saline .solution.

, ,T advises cauterisation with the view of cementing the retina and

choroid; after puncturing to withdraw the fluid the galvano-cauter>' is

introduced into the scleral wound.

Deutschmann's method of treating the detachment is bolder than any

of the preceding plans, and he claims to have cured over 25 per cent, of

267 cases. His operation consists in introducing a narrow two-edged

knife through the sclerotic, detached retina and vitreous to a counter-

opening in the sclera on the opposite side; this bisection of the vitreous

and retina he repeated in some cases as many as ten to twenty times at

fortnightly intervals, only 38 per cent, of the cases proving failures, the

remainder being improved or cured.

ORCHITIS AND EPromYMITIS.

In dealing with acute inflammation of the testicle, it is worth while

remcnibering that when the infective organisms are conveyed in the

blood-stream the body of the testicle is found to "le the seat of inflamma-

tion as in the hitis of mumps, typhoid fever and gout, whilst the infec-

tion, extending from the urethral mucosa usually produces epididymitis

as in gonorrhcEa. In gonorrhoea the testis proper does not wholly escape,

hence" the term gonorrhoeal c-pididymo-orchitis. In chronic tuberculous

affections of the testi.le, on the other hand, the epididymis is most fre-

quently the first part affectfd, though the bacilli reach the gland by the

blood-stream. These facts have an important bearing upon treatment.

The treatment of acute orchitis and of epididymitis is in the main identical.

Rest in bed in the horizontal position, lying on the back, is to l)e

prescribed. A small board should be placed across the front of the thighs;

upon this the scrotum can be supiwrted as if resting upon a shelf. A

board about as thick as the sides of a cigar-box, only longer, with the upper

edge bevelled in the middle, where it may be hollowed out, so as to get well

under the scrotum, answers the purpose. A piece of broad strapping

may be used in the same way, but it soon becomes permeated with

moisture, and pillows are open to the same objection.

In mild attacks where the patient must move about, a different method

.'r^
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of obtaining rest for the inflamed gland should be sought. Any of the

ordinarj' suspensory bandages may be tried. As a rule they are much
inferior for this purpose to one which the patient can extemporise for

himself. This he does by tying a handkerchief bandage or girdle round

the waist, to which another handkerchief (three-cornered) is attached

behind in the middle line, brought down between the thighs and fastened

again in front to the waist girdle. In this way not only is suthcient support

given to the testicle, i ut whatever local application is selected it can

thus be easily kept in contact with the scrotum, and at a later stage

moderate continuous pressure may be kept up. Patients are found to

devise various methods by which the suspension can be carried out by
attaching the bandages to the braces or shoulders.

As soon as the patient comes under notice a smart Saline purgative

siiould be given i oz. Rochelle Salt in a bottle of aerated lemonade is an
efficient and palatable dose. In very plethoric subjects Sulphate of

Magnesia may be given often, in teaspoonful doses, so as to keep up brisk

purging for a time.

Where there is much constitutional disturbance a diaphoretic and
antiphlogistic mixture like the following may be given:

11.

Fiat mislKra.

hora.

Tindurce A coniti Vl[xxxij

.

Liquor. Ammon. Acel. Jij.

Vint Antimonialis 3vj.

Aqua CamphorcB Jv. Misce.

Capiat cochlearium unum magnum secunda quaque

Aspirin or Salic ylate of Sodium in lo-gr. duses every 3 hours alone or

with 2 grs. .\nti|)) rine is also a valual)le metiiod of treatment when the

constitutional symptoms are marked.

The diet should consist of milk and kali water or whey, rennet and

niut ilaginous drinks, solids and animal food being forbidden. One large

opiate at ninlit willi IJromide of Potassium is a valuable method of giving

ease and relii\in^ p.im. Local treatment is of importance. Where tlie

putitnt is seen earl), ari ice-bag or a cold evaporating lotion continually

iluingcd is the best applii ation. A canibrii handkeri liief, dipped iti iced

water, with small piens of ice laid in i)elween its folds, is an ellicient

mctliud nl applying lold, or Leiter's tui)e»> nia\ be enipl(i>ed.

Seliloni ar^' iioullites or warm lonicntations mdicated. The most

pdjiuiai and I in\e honoured local application is the (ireen Extrad of

IJcll.uJiinii.i luliiiid up with three times its weiyht of (ilycerin. I'he

I indardiM'd li 1' i)ri|i.irati<itii ol !)i'ltadi)nna slmuld ne\ir be enijiloyed

oAinj; to the likclihdod of ahsi rption oc< iirnnn Ironi tlie thin si rotai skin,

and the hnuiient is es|« t iall\ dangerous and is < irtain to cause po'soning

wiici) t ii\( rid with (idcd silk. 1 in <S ol li lith >! and (ilN< crin is also a \erv

satislai lory applx almn. An uindnetil ul 5 |>ci < cut. Guaiucol in \ .silmc
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has most marked analgpsic action. The belladonna cream is the best

local routine in the treatment of the orchitis of mumps, in the epididymitis

due to gonorrhcEa, and to the inflammatory condition following catheteri-

sati'^n and stricture dilatation.

When the pain and high tension fail to yield to cold and belladonna,

Leeches may be applied, a large scrotal vein may be opened, or a number

of small incisions may be made into the oedematous skin. A more reliable

and speedy method of reducing tension is to make a number of punctures

in tiie epididymis or testicle by a sharp Glover's needle or a fine tenotomy

knife. If any quantity of fluid has a-cumulated in the tunica it should Ix-

evacuf *:ed with a fine trochar and canula when the tension kc -ps high, f)Ut

as a rule the swelling will be found to rapidly subside without making an>

breach in the cutaneous covering.

The rule laid down for the treatment of gononhoeal epididymitis is

rigidly to suspend all local treatment of the gonorrhoea as long as the

testicular inflammation exists, though the writer has often seen good

-esults follow the gentle washing out of the anterior uretlira with tepid

water injections stained with t^ondy's fluid, but posterior uretliral instilla

tion should be suspended.

Vaccine treatment in gonorrh(ea is often unsatisfictoryand disappoint-

ing, but it unquestionably is efficacious in the encapsuled lesic is as

epididymitis and arthritis, and may be resorted to in chronic or bilateral

affections of the epididymis. Should pus form, which is rare, the ai>scess

must be promptly evacuated by a free incision and the cavity (lushed with

normal saline solution.

Hagner in acute gonorrhoeal epididymitis makes a free incision int<i the

tunica vaginalis, oppt site to the junction of tiie testicle and epididymis,

followed by multiple punctures in the tunica albuginea; should pus esc ajie

from any of the punctures, these are enlarged and the ( avity injected with

I in 1,000 Perchloride nnd the tunica suiured after flusiiing wilii the same

solution.

,\fter the subsidem e of active intlaminat(>ry mis( hief, induration and

thickening may be dissipated l)y the application of the Lin. I'ot. lod. c.

Sapone or by inunctions of L'ngl. ilvd. (Meat, combined with iodides

internally.

I'ressure l>y means of strajiping is a Miluai>Ie means of efTct ting tlie

al)S()r|)tion of effusctl ptoduc ts, and this agent has been employed in the

treatment during tlie a« ute early .stage when tiicrc is liigli tcnMon. Tluuigh

often relief follows this proc edurc, it < aiiscs at lirsl severe pain and (listless.

.Some surgeons ufiply pres.sure bv means of a laied suspen .ory lian(la;;e

whii h can In lightened over the swulleii ^land.

An ordinary suspensory lmnila|;c shuuld lie worn lor several weeks .itter

the patient is enabled to lea\i Ins bed.

(idUiv orchitis, or epididyn.itis, V'elds to rest, warm tomenlaticms or

hilt poulliKS. ,md liic- ;i(lministratii)n of lull doses of Cdlc hie uiii Wine

< ..:iiliin«tl \Mlli N.dii \ l.itc lit Siida and the m c asum d use ol li'lliartu dous

ol Sulphate oi Magnesia as in Scudumore'.s Mi.xlure.

H
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Chronic Orchitis.—When not of tuberculous f^rigin this is nearly always

syphilitic, and will require both constitutional and local treatment. The

constitutional remedy is, of course, Salvarsan, Mercury or Iodides or a

combination of these.

In weak cachectic subjects who have suffered from syphilis for many
years previous to the appearance of the orchitis, and who have been

previously broujjht well under the influence of mcrcur)- at least once

before, it will be wise to begin with at least one dose of salvarsan or one of

its substitutes, or if this Ic contra-indicated by 20 to 30 grs. of the

iodide of potassium three times a day. In all other ( ases, mercury may
be given in amount and in tlie manner indicated by the symptoms and

history of tlie case. Thus in comparatively recent cases the [Kitient

should be brought under the influence of the drug without unnecessary

delay by inunction or by the administration of moderate doses of any

mercurial preparation. It will never Ik- necessary to cause salivation. l)ut

the drug should be pushed till the gums are slightly touched, after which

the effect may be kept up for long periods, without injury to the patient,

till the induration in the testicle melts away.

The iodide may be combined with mercury and prescribed in a mixture,

eucli tablespoonful of which can i)e made to < ontain 20 grs. Souium Iodide,

and ,V gr. Penhloride. Donovan's .Solution in tht maximum dose of

20 mins. may be given thrice daily. The orcliitis occurring in congenital

sypiiilis is best treated by f 11 do.ses of drey Powder.

Local treatment will consist in the use of mercurial applications and

[iressure applied to the enlarged testicle. Where hydrocele comi)liiates

the rase- a very common ok urreiK e -time will be saxed liy first tai)ping

the lunica vaginalis, and. after the evaluation of the fluid, applying lint

smeared o\er with ['nut. II 'burg. 1 1>. and then a|)plying firm pressure to

the 'wollen gland by strips o ^tout adhesive pla.ster.

When the jMitient is alrea. > well under the influcmc of mercury, the

mer< urial dressing may !«• omitted and plain soap plaster applicii direct

to the shaven scrotum I'his is often the only treatment necessary in

deahng witi. a rhronic on hitis whieh is not syphilitic, sui h as where

. onsi(leral)li induration or enlargement follows the subsidence of an a( ute

aftaik of oreliitis 01 pididsmitis. or follows upon an injur) . WImh- the

induration '^
' m alised in a portion of the e|iHli<l\ mis or l)o(i\ of the testii le,

or in those cases where pressure cannot be tolerated, a little mentirii-l

ointment mav be r,ibb d in with the finger.

The men uri.il rireparution may l)e diluted witli an i(|ual amount of the

I'ngiientum ( onii.or 10 or 15 percent, of the ('.rem l.xtnn I of Helladonna

may be (omliined with it Alien |)ain or tenderness exists. The Ole.ite of

Men ury with 'oniuin may Im- employed witli Ixiufil.as m the lollowmg:

K < ,.'alis U ..Irare^vri ',\\\.

I'nguenit Conii 5Jv.

I\lraili lU'Jludofiiiii I'ir. .'j .l/iscc.

/"Id/ Vtmuentiim
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After a few weeks' treatment the organ generally diminishes in size and

in consistency, and the true testicular sensation returns. Rarely will

castration be called for, unless in neglected cases where the surgeon may

find the testicle hopelessly destroyed by abscesses or softened gummata.

During the treatment by mercurials and pressure the patient can generally

be permitted to walk about or pursue his usual avocation, all sexual

indulgence being prohibited.

"'ose attention to diet and to every means by which the general health

can be improved must not be neglected, and at a later stage ("od-Liver ()il,

tonics. Chloride of flold, or Arsenic and Strychnine in combination with

Iron and sea-bathing will be very valuable.

Tuberculous disease of the testicle affects the epididymis, and is usually

secondary to kidney and bladder infection. Inlcss it is proved to be

primary by examination of the urine and cystoscopy it should ne\ cr be

treated by castration. When this is done the disease invariabb spreads

rapidly to the testicle on the opposite side. When there is a prospet t of

removing a primarv focus from a tubcn ulous epididymis then operation is

not only allowal>le but imi^rative. Secondary infections should i)c treated

by removal of the primary focus, usually the kidney, and symptomatic

treatment for secondary lesions. Where breaking down (xcurs tiie pus

must be evacuated and tlie cavity closed, otherwise rest, tul)enulin and

general antituberculous metluxls are to be resorted to.

Where a chest lesion also exi.sts there need l)e no hesitation in rcniov ing

the entire gland if ileeply involved and the lung atfct lion is not in an

advanced stai;e, provided the urine is free of tulicnlf liacilli.

OSMIDROSIS see Perspiration and BromidrMis.

OSTEITIS DEFORBIANS.

This condition, also known as Paget's disease, is beyond the reach of

remedial agents. In the early stage of tiiis mysterious malady something

may he. done by relieving the yielding long bonts from tlic weiglit of the

trunk, as in rickets an<l osteomalacia, but the permanent deformit\ and

the sijnomatous growtiis. when these are present, cannot be dealt with

surgicallv. The respiratory embarrassment whii h supervenes owing to

tiie tiioraiit deformity may be palliated l)y Oxygen inhalations.

The treatment of the Osteitis Deformans of Von Recklinghausen

(Ostfomvelilf; librnsa) is ei|U.dly unsatisfac tnrv, tlioiK '1 in a few t ascs

benefit has fi.ll.iwcd the .ipcnition of trephining ami ( nrttting tlie nudiil-

lary canal when the disease was limited to a sinule long bone. The liability

to fr,i. lure mav l»e lessened i)v tlie us*' of a leather casing or .piint .ipplied

t.) the (lisc.iM'd l)()ne, l''ra< tures whi. h occ ur are liable to be (oilnwed

by great defornnty unless treated with mu( h skill and patience, as union

is verv slow.

The treatment ol lly|R-rtrophi( I'ulmomuv Osteo Artiiro|)athy or

Mann's Distase otnsisis in the u-ic of agents ilirei ted against tlir primary

maiadv cni|>vcn)a. lilnnid philnsis, ( nngiiiital hcait disca^.e, bronchiec-

tasis, &c. As all but the first mentioned affection are incurable, this form
tM'
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of trophoneurosis must be regarded as beyond the reach of art, save

when the disease is controllable by a radical operation performed for the

removal of chronic empyema.

0STE0-ARTUUITI8—B ' under Rheumatoid Arthritis.

OSTEOHALACIA—see Mollities Ossiom.

OSTEOMYELinS.
Acute inflammation of bone may originate either beneath the peri-

osteum or in the .medullary cavity; the modem view tends towards the

acceptance of the theory that in most, if not in all, cases of acute osteo-

myelitis involving the shaft of the long bones formerly known as acute

necrosis the diseased process originates in the medullary cavity by the

introduction of pyogenic organisms carried in the blood-stream, the

periosteum being invaded later on.

Absolute rest in bed and the usual palliative remedies to minimise

pain, fever and constitutional disturbance are clearly indicated.

As soon as diagnosis has become established there should be no delay

in relieving the abnormal tension of the tissues. A free and deep

incision should be made over the centre of tension and tenderness. This

incision should extend freely and should open the periosteum. If in

24 hours the pain, rise of temperature, and general mala'se have not

subsided, then the medullary canal must be opened up. There should

be no hesitation in cutting out by the angular gouge a strip of bone, so

as to make a long deep channel or gutter in the diaphysis in every case

where pus is found on trephining the cavity of the bone. After the free

evacuation of all pus and shreds of sloughing tissue, the medullary cavity

siiould be flushed with warm saline solution or cleansed by the application

of Peroxide of Hydrogen on wool or swabbed witii solution of Eusol or

Biniodide of Mercury (i gr. to i oz.). The cavity may then i)e freely

drained by tiie insertion of one or more tubes, or it may be paiked loosely

with gauze. No stiti iiing of the wound is reciuired or permi.isible.

.\s a rule it is not (onsidered a safe procedure to strip back the [leri-

ostcuiii at liiis early stage of the inflammatory action and to resect the

whole 01 an> part of the shaft, because it is usually iin|)ossible to ileter-

iiiine ihc exleni to wliii h resolulion may be aided by the incisions, hut

il the entire diapliysis is obviously dead and lying free in a large abscess

lavity resedion may be tarried out alter such delay as will allow a (inn

in\olui rum to be formed and to maintain after removal of the sequestrum

the normal 1 ontigiiration of the lirnl). In all cases wiurc the opening

up ot X\\v medullary i an.il lias been delayed till the dise.ise lias been

permitted to advance, any loosened and deatl iiont' mIiouIiI be removed

.It the operation, unle>s \n the 1 ase of the (enuir or humerus, where it

will be .al\l^al)le to postiHine M-(|iiestrotoniv in order to encourage the

outgrowth of new bone from the periosteum, so as to provide a strong

1 asini; loi h;'"re .>upport ot tin- limb.

.Should tl ;.iiscliief be found to have invaded the neighbouring joint,
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which is especially liable to occur at the hip owing to the intra-articular

nature of the epiphysis, the jomt will require to be opened and the de-

tached and dead epiphysis will require removal.

After operation the limb should he fixed upon a suitable splint and

antiseptic dressinfjs applied, and every means employed while waiting

for the separation of the sequestrum whereby the natural resistance of

the tissues may be stren^tiiened ajiainst the Stapliylococais aureus, wiiich

is the chief agent in the infc( tion. In addition to open-air treatment,

improved hygiene, and i arelul feeding, Vaccine therapy may be employed,

the lulture used being ol)tained from the secretion of tlie wound.

In hopeless cases amputation may he demanded, but tiiis should not

be undertaken in the presence of symptoms indicative of a general in-

fective or pya-mic state. In acute cases it is more likely to be required

when the inflammation lias led to extensive joint disorganisation; at a

later stage the exhaustion caused by prolonged suppuration in the soft

tissues and the jilugging of important veins or where a tlail-like liml)

lias resulted from total destruction of the shaft of a long bone, amputa-

tion will be called for.

When evidence of se]i ration of the seque.strum is .>btainable liy pa.-ising

a probe into one of the sinuses and striking upon loose dead bone tiie

operation of sequcstrectomv should be considered. This should not be

resorted to in a hurry when all is going well, for two reasons- the dead

piece of bone, if small, being constantly submitted to the erosive action

of the living phago(ytic cells, may in some cases be entin '

, dis.sohed or

disintegrated piecemeal without furtiier operation; and, again, delay

may he wise when a large [lortion of the diaphysis of tiu- fcnuir or humerus

has iieen destroved in order to enable tiie periosteum to riianulac ture a

cylinder of new iione (the invoiucruw) from the osteoclasts which have

escaped destruction before perhirming any exlcnsive cutting operation

for the release of the dead sliaft. It is, however, a mistake to procras-

tinate too long till the sheath of new Inme beiomes hard and thick.

Considerable lielj) may be olitained from a skiagram, especially if taken

.stereoscopiially, and interpreted skil(iill>, wlii( h will show the magni-

tude of the .sequestrum and tiie tiiickness of the invohurum. The

operation of : questrectomy will be de.scribe<i later on.

Chronii or subacute osteomvelitis, like the so i alleti " (juiet necrosis
"

of I'agtt, niav cummeni insidiously and terminate in the separation of

the .se(|uestrum, or eventuate in 11 cir< umscribed collerlion ul pus (l!ro(h( "s

abscess) at tin- epipliysial junction or in .my portion of tlie lione. Ilicse

(ases are alhed t(. clapsine osteomyelitis wiiere a po< kel ot pyogdiit

infection from the original stajihyhx ok ic m\asion or ironi the typhoKl

ba( illus may remain latent hir many moi tlis or years in such t.i.Ms

there is usua'iv a <onsideiablc degree of thickening ol the periosteum,

hyperosto.sis and .sclero.sis, and mudi mechunical dilhcuity may he ex-

perienced in setting free the t losely imprisoned secpicstruni.

.S((|ue.stre( tomy is perhumcd after niKlering^thi limit liloodless iiy

clastic bandaging and the application of lismarcli's tournujuei. A fret

\i
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incision should be made down to the periosteum guided by the situation

of the sinuses and the information obtained by a skiagram. The perios-

teum is to be freely div ided and elevated from the shell of new bone by

a stout elevator till the cloaca is laid bare. The chisel, gouge or trephine

will be required to remove enough of the involucrum to permit of the

removal of the sequestrum. .Sometimes the old-fashioned plan of tre-

phining at two spots, including in each disc a cloaca, is the best, a Ifay's

saw l)eing employed to connect the trepliine openings so as to remove a

small rectangular plate of bone through which the piece of dead bone

may be delivered entire or in two portions, after being snipped with a

cutting bone forceps.

After the removal of all dead bone the velvety granulations which

line the cavity in which it has lain are to be scraped away with a sharp

spoon and the bony walls swabbed with a disinfecting liquid—Eusol,

Carbolic Acid, Hydrogen J'eroxide or Perchloride of Mercury i in i,ooo.

The cavity is then packed with gauze and permitted to heal from the

bottom by granulations. Mosteig-Moorhof's plan allows of the sealing

up of the wound without drainage, the cavity having been sterilised by

a jet of hot air and filled with a heated mixture of powdered Iodoform,

Spermaceti and Sesame Oil.

Acute osteomyelitis affecting the flat bones of the skull is to be treated

upon the same principles. This is liable to follow infected wounds of the

s(alp with depressed fradures; tiie presence of pus between the dura

mater and bone (Potts' Puffy Tumour) calls for an immediate incision

through the pericranium and the application of the trephine. Syphilitic

lesions of these bones may recjuire similar treatment; commencing often

in the periosteum, gunimata may break down and lead to suppuration,

involving the diploe or dura mater, the inflammatory process being

further intensified by fhe iniroduction of pyogenic organisms.

I'nder I'enostitis will be desc ribed th^ tieatment .suitable for those cases

of acule and ( hnmic mflammation in which the periosteum appears to be

primarily affcited. Some ol these ca.ses are doubtless exam|)les of

ostCDmyelitis, the mis( hief ha\ ing originated in the medullary cavity and

the pus ultimately finding; its w.i\ beneath the periosteum. lUit since

tliere umnol l)e an\ diHiiulty in ai i eptin^ the freijuem \ of injury

(contii.^ions, &i .) as a direct cause of a sim|)le periosteal inflammation,

either i'cute or i hronii-. and of syphilis and rheumatism attacking the

periosteum witliout invadinjr the medullary cavity, the treatment of

periostitis will !» <iesi ribcd under it'^ own heading.

The so-i alkd "liruwing Pains," or (irovvth lH'ver,o< i urring in childl!i)od

• an liai.lly Ik- regarded as having a septic origin, thimyh .some surgeons

consider tlie condition as allic<l to a mild fi)rrii of ost imiyclitis and due to

the nii( rc-organisni of rheuii\atism. 'I'lic affection may eventuate ."^

increased growfii of the long Ixme^, but when si p[iurativr results lollow

the dia);ni)sis nia\ be considen-il us in error. .\s a rule rest in becl till the

tenderness disi,|ipeais is all tluit is nei essary in the way of treatment.

Should the pilin^ continue severe, small doses of Aspirin may be admin-

istered
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OTALGIA AND OTITIS—see under Ear Disease.

639

OTOBBH(EA.

The treatment of purulent discharge from the ear will depend upon the

removal of the cause when possible and the carrying out of a rigid anti-

septic system. The subject has been already dealt with under Ear

Diseases (p. '!42).

OVARIAN TUMOURS.

At the pn it day it is scarcely necessary to say that the treatment of

ovarian tumours may be shortly stated in the words—compltte removal

as soon as practicable. No drugs, whether adninistered per os or applied

locally, can have any beneficial efle't on the tumour, and short of com|)lete

removal, surgical interference such as tapping does more harm than good

by inducing inflammatory changes in the tumour or in its surroundings,

with the certainty of forming adhesions and the possibility of setting up a

fata! peritonitis or giving rise to a dangerous collapse.

Ovariotomy in an uncomplicated case of tumour, whether mulilocular

proliferating or papillary cyst, dermoid cyst, unilocular cyst or fibroma

of the ovary, is one of the simplest and safest of major operations. The

results are almost uniformly satisfactory, recovery is usually speedy and

uneventful, and unpleasant after-effects are almost unknown. The best

time to choose for the operation is about a week or 10 days after a

menstrual epoch. The patient should ije prepared beforehand by a course

of aperients administered for 3 or 4 nights in succession, so as to empty

tiie bowels thoroughly. She should have a vaginal douche of 1 in 4,000

Penhloride of Mercury on the 3 nights preceding the operation, and if

there is a purulent or muco-puruient discharge measures should be taken

to get rid of it before she is operated on (see under Leurorrhcea and Endo-

metritis). The preparation of the patient and ol her surroundings are

detailed in the article on Operations, Treatment of, which should I>e

consulted by the practitioner in default of sfKJcial instructions from the

operating surgeon.

The steps of the oi^eration consist in an int ision through the abdominal

wall between the umbilicus and llic pubes just to the Icfl of the middle

line. The earlier ovariotomists made a short incision of about ,< im Iks in

length, tapped the ( yst with a Irochar, and after evacuating most of its

fluid (ontents drew the tollapscd tunioui throu;;h the incision and pro-

ceeded to set ure the pedii K . The trend o! modern tilery is in tiic dire(

tion of dispensing with tap|)ing altogether and enlarging ilu' ini isjon so as

10 p'-rmil of the cyst being delis er(d intai t tlirougii I he ibdoiiiinal wail.

In this way tliere is no possibility of the abiloinen bi'ing soiled with

the cyst contents, and there is therefore no possibility of uraiting on the

peritoneum living tancer cells, should the growth turn out to (ontain

ma!i;'nant elements. With the modern tit hni(|Uc of closuie of the abdom-

inal wound the risk of subsc(|uint ventral hernia is ttdui ed to a iiiinimuni,

and as it is possible to operate more rapidly and to deal more easily with

'i
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adhesions by tlvls method, it seems likely that it will continue to gain

adherents. In several instances in which I have inc'sed the abdominal

wall from the pubes practically to the ens>form cartilage, convalescence

has been a^ rapid and the after-resuKs as good as with a 3-inch incision.

When the tumour has been delivtrsd it will be seen to be attached to the

pelvis by a pedicle consisting of the suspensory ligament of the ovary with

the ovarian artery, the Fallopian tube and the ovarian ligament with the

anastomosis between the uterine and ovarian arteries, enclosed between

the peritoneal layers of the broad ligament.

The classical method of dealing with the pedicle is to transfix it with a

pedicle needle, avoiding the large venous trunks. The ligature with which

the needle is armed is divided into two halves, which are interlocked, and

each half is then tied separately. The pedicle is then cut across between

the tumour and the ligatures, leaving an ample button of tissue on the

stump above the ligature to prevent slipping. Many operators reinforce

tlie ligature by picking up the vessels on the face of the stump and tying

them separately. A few points of suture may be inserted so as to lessen

the raw surface of the stump, and after the peritoneal cavity has been

sponged clear of blood, the other ovary inspected to make sure of its

healthiness, and the stump finally looked at to see that all blee'ling is

controlled, the suturing of the abdominal wall is begun.

This method of securing the pedicle is in my opinion inferior to that

about to be described, first because it is difficult to tie a sufficiently tight

ligature en masse witli catgut, which is now almost universally employed,

so that there is distinct danger of the ligature slippi"^ after the catgut has

been softened by the peritoneal fluid; and, secondly, because such a

stump can scarcely be covered in with peritoneum so as t" avoid Icavmg

a raw surface. Both these drawbacks are avoided by securini; the severed

pedicle with a continuous suture applied ciS follows A curved needle

threaded with catgut takes up the ovarian artery in the first stitch, which

is tied around the artery and suspensory hgamcnt. The pedicle is then

cut through with successi'e snips close to the tumour, and the needle takes

up each successive portio.i of the broad ligament as it is F';Vf red, the final

stitch being tied around the P'allopian tube anJ utero-ovarian arttria'i

arastomosis. The stiU:hes cannot slip off. and practically no raw surface

is left; I ."'H the lini >if suture can be buriud for the most part by bringing

the suspensory ligament and tiie stump of liie tube together with a single

sVit< h. In suturing t!»e abdominal wull the peritoneum should first be

united with a continuous catgut suture, then interrupted silkworm )fut

sutures should be inserted through all tiic remaining tissues of the abdom-

inal wall at intervals of an im h, and before these are tied the anterior

wall of the rectal sheath should be brought together with ;i continuous

( atgut suture. \ much neater s< ar will l)e obtiiined if a continuous cattrV

suture either sul)cutii'ular or through the skin t-dges is adcicd.

The after-treatment of an ova'-iotorr.y differs in no respect from that of

any other operation, and will be found in detail in ti>e article on Operations,

Treatment of {(;.v.). It may be mentioned here that the inaiiility of
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patients to pass water after operations such :is ovariotfjmy is often due to

want of traininj; in the use of a l)edpan ; it is well to see that such training

is given in the days during; which the jjatient is being prepared for opera-

tion. If any real difficulty exists, no luirm will he done by allowing the

patient to go on for 18 to 24 hours before tlie ')l;ul(kr is relieved; failing

the well-known expedients of warm water in the bedpan and the application

of a warm sponge to the vulva, the catheter must be passed with proper

aseptic precaution and under the guidance of the eye.

Ovarian Tumour with Complicalions.—Ovarian tumours are liable to

certain complications. Of these, the most common is superficial injiani-

ination, which .shows itself by pain and tenderness in the area aflecUd;

thfre is often some interference with the funi-tion of the bowels, and some
ri of temperature and pulse-rate. Such a condition is best treated by
re: 1 bed with hot applications to the affected area. If tlic pain is si\ ere

Lin. Belladonnaj and Lin. Chloroformi in equal parts may be sjjrinkled

on cotton-wool and applied to the skin. It is very seldom that morphia is

required, and if it be given the dose should be very small for fear of still

further encouraging constipation. The bowels should lie carefiillv

regulated by the daily use of an aperient. As the inflammation almost

invariably causes the formation of peritoneal adhesions, whi(h are suit

and fragile at first and becomi firmer and more ligamentous witli timi;,

operation should be undertaken as soon as the temperature and puNe-
rate have come down to normal and the acute sym|)toms ha\e
subsided.

Another fairly common complication is axial rotation or tnnion nf the

pedicle, which is accompanied by obstruction to the venous return,

(ausing rapid increa.se in the size of the cyst, with partial n'-rrosis of its

walls; this is followed by adhesive peritonitis, causing adhesion . to develop

between the cyst and its surroundings. The accident is ncomp.tnied hy

pain, which is more acute tb.e more tightly the pedir!;; is twisted, and may
tuuse collapse and \omitin«. The sudden increa.se in size of the tumour
often leiids to its detection for the first time, antl "s tin- symptoms in a.T

acute case are those of an " abdominal catastrojjhe, ' these < use;. ,ire oiten

operated on at on-e under the mi.staken diagnosis of acute appendicitis,

ruj)ture of a viscus or the like, ("a-ses .so treated .is a rule do vcrv well,

l)ut if the true diagnosis i-, arrived at it is as well to tide over the initial

siiock .aiu 'oll.q.'Se bv gis mg small doses of Morpliia with ri'ctal injci tions

of saline .solution (<)j. will lirandy ,^j.), rcpe.ited every ^ or 4 hours, and to

opi'rate at leisure on the Tollowir,; day. If operation lie jjoslponed for

some W'cks or months tlic tiirr^ur will lie found surroimdcd witli dense

adliesions.

Rupttin- uf the Cyst may otcur with disappear anrc of ihr tumour and
escape ol its coiuents into the aixiominal .i\ it v. .\!iv shoi iv or collapse

caused l)y the acci<iciit shonld be ire;i!ed id the r\ -,1 r-jrii'^*' d ,"!s . oon as

this liiis passed olt.

Suppuration ,>f the cyit i-^ a dangemu; and Ir inM.sn.ie ( ntnpli' ati(m,

l>nt fortnniicly n^-t --fMnmon. A ::=f-;)urat:ng cvr^l i .dw^-, deti .;!_,
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adherent to its surroundings, and in many cases its cavity communicates

with the bowel, bladder or exterior. It is hopeless to attempt to cure such

a case unless the cyst is excised, but it k permissible to make an endeavour

to improve the general condition before operating if the p;aient is much

worn out and emaciated. P'or this purpose general hygienic measures,

fresh air and sunlight, good feeding and rest may be tried. It is possible

that vaccine treatment might assist, but in view of the difficulty of deciding

what particular microbe is causing the suppuration such treatment had

best be handed over to a specialist, as the injection of a vaccine in the

dark is likely to do harm rather than good. The attempt to impro\ e the

patient should not be too prolonged, and if after a week or two no strength

has been gained it is well not to delay operation lest her condition should

become so low as to put it out of the question. In desperate cases where

a ])rolonged operation would evidently be fatal an attempt might be

made to drain th'j suppurating cavity through an abdominal incision, and

so to relieve the patient to some extent from septic absorption.

Ovariotovty with Coiiiplicatiovs.—While few operations are simpler than

an uncomplicated ovariotomy, there is probably no abdominal operation

which demands more skill and resource than the removal of a cyst with

dense and short i»dhesions, especially when on the posterior and pelvic

aspects of the tumous. Adhesions to the anterior abdominal wall, the

omentum and the transverse c<'lon may be dealt with by wiping them off

the tumour surface with a gauze sponge if soft and filamentous or by

ligaturing .md dividing if tough and stringy. When the bowel is closely

and firmly adherent to the cyst a careful dissection should be made, the

outer fibrous layer of the cyst wall being peeled off it and left adherent to

the f)(>wel. If the tumour is densely adherent to the pelvis it may be

impossible to remove it, and the adherent outer fibrous layer of the wall

may be left behind, the epithelinl lining being dissected off or destroyed

by the cautery; drainage must bt provided in uch a case. Communica-

tions with the bowt;! or bladder, if present, ULmand thv Futuring of the

viscus. which may also he called for in the event of a ^'r
> r- Mh'.ng f om the

incaut'ous use of force in separating adhesions.

Ovarian Cysts in Pregnancy and Labour.—When a patient with ovarian

cyst becomes pregnant, or when a pregnant woman is found to have an

Dvaiian cyst, the proper treatment will depend upon circini.stances. The

ri.sks of such a condition are, first, that the tumour will interfere with

delivery by becoming impacted in the pelvis; and, secon^llv, that torsion

of the nedide of the tumour will occur in all probability eilher bef(ire the

labour or shortly after it. If torsion ius occurred, 11 the tumour has been

disci'vered before the middle of pregnancy, 01 is of such a size that it and

the enlarging uterus arc likely to cause dangerous pressure symptoms, it is

wise to remove it, as recovery is usually good and the pregnane} often

continues without interruption. On the other hand, if the tumour is not

discovered until the latter half of pregnancy, and il it is not causing

symptoms, I should wait and see. If it obstructs labour, fasarean section

and ovariotomy shouhi be duoe at an caiiy 3i<ige; ii torsion occurs.
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ovariotomy maj' be done at once; if labour passes otf without incident,

ovariotomy can be done in the later weeks of the puerperium.
Follicular and Lutein Cysts of the Ovary.—Many rases of what may be

called clinically " ovarian trouble " are due to the presence of cysts

originating in distension of a Graafian follicle or lutein body. These cysts

may be single and attain a considerable size. They are more usually

multiple, forming what is known as a " small cystic ovary." Pain is a
prominent symptom, a point of distinction from true ovarian tumours,
which only cause pain through pressure or when complicated liy inflam-

mation or torsion. The pain is sometimes relieved by treatment on the
lines laid down for chronic inflammation of the ovaries {q.v), but in most
cases resection ultimately becomes necessary. The ovary is delivered

through a 5 to 4 inch abdominal incision, or through the anterior fornix of

the vagina, ;ircording to the preference of the operator, and a wedge
running in the long axis of the ovary is excised. This portion sliould as

far as possible contain all the cysts, and if any arc cut through tlie portions

left in the stump should have their epithelial lining remo\cd by wiping

with a gauze swab. The gap in the ovary is then united liy a continuous

catgut suture and the ovary dropped back into the abtiomen. Large
solitary follicular or lutein cysts may be treated as an ovarian cyst and
the whole ovary removed.—R. J. J.

OVARY, Inflammation of.

Acute ovaritis occurs as a rather rare complication of certain infectious

f>vers, scarlatina, smallpox and mumps. It is more common as an
extension of an milammatory process in the uterus or tubes, either

gonorrhoeal or puerperal. The inflammation may affect the surface of the

organ (perioophon *. is), leading to the formation of adhesions between it

;;nd its surroundings, or may invade the Graafian follicles and result in the

formation of an ovarian abscess.

During the acute stage the most prominent symptom is pain, and this is

u'Juaiiv referred to the front of the abdomen above Poupart's ligament, the
" ovarian spot." For its relief hot applications, poultices or blisters to

the lower al)domen may be tried, and al)solute rest ordered. The warm
applications may be reinforced by the sprinkling of a few drops of Lauda-
num or of a mixture of equal parts of Lin. Chloroformi and Lin. Bella-

donniF on the surface, lut if the pain is severe Morphine niust be given

either in |-gr. doses hypodermi( ally or in the form of a ^-gr. suppository.

-A iniart saline purge should be gi^en at the onset of the affection, and care

should be taken to keep tlie bowels active during its course. The ovarian

troui)lc is usually an incident in the course of a fairly general pelvic

inflammation, and the .same treatment that is applicable to the one is

indicated for the other. Copious hot vaginal douches, mildly ami -.cjjtic (say

Tr. lodi M., n\xxx. to Oj., or Poracic Acid, half-saturated solution) should

be given twice or thrice daily, 4 to 6 c|uarts of solution at a temperature

of no to 1 14 h'-'ng used on eaih occasion. This relieves the pain and
promotes resolution of tlie inllammation. As tl>.' acute stage subsides.

1 I
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Glycerin of Ichthvol (lo per cent.) or Boro^lyaTidc tampons may be

introdutcd into tlie vagina every other night and allowed to remain for

8 to 12 hours, the hot douching 'being resumed on their removal. At the

same time measures slu.uM be taken to eradicate the infection from the

endometrium (see under Endometritis), as there is no doubt that persis-

tence of the endometritis will tend to perpetuate the ovarian mischief,

In a number of cases the ovaritis does not resolve, but terminates m
supt)uration, and the resulting abscess may form either in the substance

of the ovary through infection of a Graafian follicle (ovarian aliscess) or in

such a position that the ovary forms part of the abscess wall. Such an

abscess causes more or less constant pain and disability, and forms a focus

from which a renewal of the acute inflammation may arise. When there

is evidence of its presence it is sound i)ractice to evacuate the pus as soon

as possible, as full restoration to liealth cannot be lioped for until this lias

been done.' The abst ess may be attacked either from the abdomen or

from the vagina. When the pus is encysted in the substance of the

ovary, and it is desired to remove the organ entire-the most satisfactory

plan— it is best to use the alidominal route, as the adhesions which are

certain to l)e met with can be more easily dealt with from above. On tlie

other hand, where coUec lions of pus e.xist outside the ovary or tul)e, the

l)etter plan is to incise tlirough the posterior vaginal fornix and to make a

lilunt dissection witii the fingers until all the pockets have been opened

up. Gauze drainage should always l)e provided through the j^sterior

fornix of the vagina; if an abdominal operation has i)een done, and tlie

peritoneum inu( h soiled, it is well to provide drainage through tiie lowir

uniile of the aixlominal wound as well. (See also Pelvic Inflammation.)

Chronic iiijlaiiimation of the ovary is found as a secjuel to acute inflamma-

tions. It may be associated witii a gonorrha-al salpingitis or pyosalpinx

;

it may be found in connec tion wiih a torn and chronically inflamed cervix,

or with a retroverted and congested uterus. The afTectcd ovary is enlarged

and almost always prolapsed; it gives rise to pain in the hack and hip, an.l

is markedly tender on |)ressure. Consideraljle relief will i)e given by

adopting measures for tiie relief of the pelvic longestion and for the

treatment of anv (hronic endometritis tliat may be present. Thus tiie

Uterus siiould be swal)l)ed with iodiseii I'lunol or Formalin, liorogly eride

or Glycerin of Ichthvol (lo per lent.) tam|. !is shuuM be inserted in the

vagina twice a week and a daily liot dou. he instituted. 'I'he bowels .should

|)c ( are'ully attended lo, and l)enefit will be found from tonics lending to

improve tlie general health. Many of lliese caws ate anamic and run

down, and should have a mixture (ontaining Iron. An i .seelltnt general

tonic is the old-fashioned:

R. Dennt. A loos Co.

Mist. Ferri Co. M Jiv. Misce.

Fiat misturi. St. Sss. Icr in die ex aq. p.c.

Arsenic, Stry< hnine and Nux \ unnca are aiso ver> useful. A valuable

conibinati'on o't tried remedies is the Syiuj). Ilyi«'p'ios|>h. Co., which may
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be given in I to i <lr. doses thrice dail)-. llydropatliic treatment is of

considerable benefit in many of these rases, and probably the change of air

and scene plavs no inconsiderable part in assisting to re-establish the

general health,' and so exercise a favourable influence on the local trouDle.

Practically all the leading hydropathics now cater for female pelvic

disease, and the patient should be sent with a note to the attending

physician from her own doctor.

in many cases of chronic inflammatory disease of the ;idnexa I have

found considerable benefit to follow tlic administration of small doses

(say 2,000,000) streptococcal vac ine repeated at intervals of a week.

This form of treatment is -.ery eful when adhesions are likely to be

present, whether due to the disease or as a result of operation.

Rest forms an important part of the treatment. .\s the symptoms are

always aggravated bv the pelvic congestion attendant on menstruation,

rest in bed during the'period should be insisted on, and complete abstinence

from sexual intercourse should be the rule while the symptoms persist

unabated. ,,11
When the ovarian trouble is not relieved by general and local treatment,

or when it returns as soon as treatment is intermitted, the propriety of

operative interference may be considered. What is to be done will viry,

of course, according to the individual case. The operation should have

us its aim the complete ( ure of any outstanding endometritis by curet-

ting, suturing a torn cervix or removing part of a hypertrophied cer\ i\,

and in- dosing a gaping vulva by perineorrlwphy. If a retroversion ol the

uterus is present, measures must l)e taken to remedy it by some form of

suspension. I.astlv, the ovary itself may be resei ted, a larger or smaller

portion of the oi.phoron being removed. Complek udphoredumy should he

discouraged, as tlie effects of total removal of the ovaries on a patient's

mental and phvsii al healtli are apt Xo be d.sastrous, and the remo\al of a

portion of the ovary will be as bene..(ial as its complete excision. (See

also under Ovarian Tumours and Pelvic Inflammation.)

There is, lastlv, a group of cases in whidi there is complaint of pain and

Undcrness uferrcd to the ovary. In some of these the pain is truly a

referred one, and is due to some condition, such as erosion of the cervix,

totally unconnected with the ovary. In otliers the ovary is Miuiller and

firmer than normal, and is (l<(ply scarred a londition described as

sclerotic ovarv, and assumed to be due to fibrous inflammatory changes.

In others tlie' presence of small . y^ts either of the C.raafian folli. les or

lutein bodies mav be den.onstrated. Where any obvious lesion, sudi as

erosion, exists, it's removal should be the first treatment adopted. In the

class of cases wliere no sudi le>ion is found the affeetion is often a very

intractable one. It is often more or less ncurastiienic in type, and should

be treated on tlie lines laid d..wn for ndu.istliciiia (./.*.). It is a moot

(lueslioniiow far local tiealmrnl is likdy l(. be ol l.i n. fil. In the majof ,iy

of cases it seems to do no permanent goad, and may do harm by establish-

in.r a five 1 idea of incurable ovarian trouble. Operation is not to be

rceommen<leil, and above all removal of the ovaries should never b«

iil
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practised, as this operation never relieves the pain and exposes the patient

to the risks of a premature menopause. Some of these patients do well if

taken into hospital, operated upon, and then put on Weir Mitchell treat

ment, with the assurance that the root of the trouble has been removed

and that any persisting pain will rapidly disappear. In others no good

effect whatever is produced by operation, and in others the relief of the

pain is merely transitory, and lasts for no more than a week or two. My

feeling is that the good effect of operation m most of the cases where a

good effect has been produced is due to the strong mental impression

caused by it. On the other hand, the patient must not be allowed to get

the idea that no treatment is being given to the ovaries either throngn

carelessness or despair of doing good. The battery may be used. It

strikes the patient's imagination, and there is no need to make use of

intra-uterine or intravaginal electroaes, often very objectionable in these

cases. One pole may be placed over the sacrum and the other over the

ovary in front, and the constant current allowed to pass for 10 to 15

minutes. —R. J. J.

OXALUBIA.

Excess of oxalates in the urine is determined by various causes, the

appreciation and detection of which will afford indications for tlicir

removal.

Temporary oxaluria sometimes of a severe type is well known to follow

the ingestion of certain vegetables and fruits, as rhubarl), sorrel, straw-

berries, tomatoes and spinach. Such oxaluria is promptly arrested by

discontinuing the offending article of diet.

Oxalates constantly appear in the urine when no article of diet contain-

ing oxalic acid has been ingested. This type often requires prolonged and

rigid dietetic treatment. Tiie formation of oxalic, like that of uric, aci<'

is believed to be derived from the oxidation of the purin bases of the food

Hence the diet should be as free from purin bases as possible, and milk,

cheese, eggs, butter and rice, with a limited amount of red meat, fisli or

poultry, constitute a suitiible regimen. Milk is especially valuable as a

staple food, since it contains no oxalic a. id.

The mere selection upon c licmical principles of a dietary does not,

however, meet all tlie difiiculties of the case. Rose IJradford drew

attention to the fact that the origin of the oxalates in many < ases is due

to fermentation of the food in the stomach usually caused by diminished

production of hydrochloric acid, the carl)oiiydrates, especially sugar,

being the most prolific factor. In this connection arises the consideration

of the intimate relationship of oxaluria with several neuroses of the

neurasthenic, hypochondriacal, dyspeptic, neuralgic and s|x'rmat()rrhceic

types. Vv'licther tlicse are tlie cause or tiie result of the perverted meta-

bolism still requires investigation. In either case the indications for treat-

nient are ecjually cl'>ar; the underlying neurotic condition will demand

suitabie lietiirnent.

As the litomach suffers in all such depressed conditions of the nervous
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system, the digestive process should be hastened, and Hydrochloric Acid

or Nitrohydrochloric Acid administered in conjunction with Pepsin,

Where organic acidity is a prominent symptom this may be aggravated

by mineral acids, in which case Alkalies—Sodae Bicarb, or Magnesia-

should be administered with s-gr. doses of Papain 2 hours after eating.

At the same time any violation of the established health laws, as irrecfu-

larity in the hours of meals, curtailment of sleep, mental pressure, absence

of physical exercise, &c., will require corrc< tion.

Not onlv will it be necessary, therefore, to rearrange the dietary on the

scale already mentioned, but the eating habits of the patient should also

be changed.' Thus the heavy dinner indulged in after partially fasting

all day may be the cause of oxaluria, and by getting the patient to dine in

the middle'of the day, and to take a light meal in the evening, the oxalates

rapidly diminish. Large eaters should take simple carbonated or aerated

water instead of tea or coflee; concentrated soups are not to be recom-

mended.

Free open-air exercise is a powerful corrective of the perversion of

metabolism, and a change of life in this respect may lead to the speedy

disappearance of oxaluria when the ill-ventilated office or workroom is

abandoned for the fresh breezes of mountain or seaside resorts. Sleeping-

room ventilation should be looked after, and the bedroom window left

open all night. For the anxious, over-worked city clerk who drives to his

small otTue in the morning, and drives home again in the evening to spend

the hours till bed-time in the close atmosphere of a gas-heated room,

cyclin-; is a good practice. Sleep should be sound and natural, and all

conditions interfering with this must be attended to, neuralgia ii.somnia,

overwork, or high pressur. being remedied as far as this is possible.

Sea-bathing and the Turkish bath, or a good shampooing after perspira-

tion has been induced by brisk or even violent exercises, are of use. The

morning shower l)ath is to be recommended, and the clothing should be

warm and light.

Bicarbonate of Potassium should l)c prescribed wlien the signs pomt to

gastric irritiition, and the Mineral Acids when atonit- dyspepsia is present.

.\ coml)ination of these methods is more rational, the acid witi\ a little

popsin l)eing administered immediately after meals and the alkali given

when symptoms of aciility follow from fermentation owing to delay in the

digestive function. Hagge advises that plenty of water should be taken

in the morning fasting, and he extols Urotropine as the JMJSt of all druj, .

OXYURIS VERMICULARB—iee under Threadwom).

OZiENA.

Chronic foul-smelling purulent discharge from the nose, acco.,ipanied

bv the formation of clTensive crusts, is almost always the result of an

Atrophic Rhinitis whi.h has commenced in early life. Though the atrophy

which has widened the nasal passages and cuised the destruction of the

ciliated epithelium can never be expected to disappear, nevertheless a
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ri"idly conducted plan dI continuous cleansing with mild antiseptics will

procure freedom from the intolerable fcetor of the patient's breath, of

which, however, he is usually himself un( onscious from atropliy of the

terminal nerves of smell.

In dealing with ozrena the essential point is to remove the thickened

secretion upon whose presence the fcetor depends. Every crust should be

washed awav, and no mucus be allowed to accumulate. As lonfj as

secretions ar • permitted to remain, do. omposition speedily sets in, and the

diseased surface is never free from irru.ition. Hence the necessity for the

persistent use of the nasal douche, which consists of a soft rubber tube,

with a nosepiece at one end and a lead-sinker at the other. This latter is

dropped into a jug of warm water, in which a teaspoonful of common Salt

or Bicarbonate of Soda and Borax is dissolved, and after starting the

fluid to run siphon-wise through the tube, the jug is elevated as the end of

the douche is inserted into one nostril. By keeping the mouth wide open

the soft palate is raised and ihe posterior nares cut off from the moiuh and

pharynx, and as the water flows in through one nostril it courses round the

nasal chambers and flows from the other nostril. At the start of treat-

ment till the nasal passages have been fi^ed from all old crusts it will be

desirable to u>. the ordinar>- rubber Higginson s enema apparatus, and

any adherent crusts which withstand the strong stream of saline solution

must be removed by friction with cotton-wool on a stout probe. The

patient soon learns to use the syringe or douche himself, and he should be

directed to resort to it at least thrice daily till an impression is made upon

the case. He should be made to blow forcibly down each nostril lo clear

away all septic matter from the P^ustachian orifices.

La( k advises after eaiii thorough cleansing of ihe nasal passages by tiie

syringe that the nose be lightly packed with a strip of Cyanide Gauze about

1 inih wide and 1 foot in length. This is to be done twite daily and the

p.-king maintained day and night for several months, after which it may

onlv be resorted to at night.

'.(lost sur cons rcs« content with thorough cleansing by the Borax and

.-loda solution followed b\- the use of a stream of any of the antiseptic

solutions to be presently mentioned.

The most eflkient deanser and deodoriser is Peroxide of Hydrogen,

swai)bed over the diseased iiieml)rane iiy totton wool; the brisk effer-

ves<ence whidi follows when the li<iuid is brought into contact with i)us

assists greatly in the detachment of crusts and reaches hollows inaices-

siblc to fluids.

Alter each tiionnigh i Icansing the interior of the nose may be smeared

over with Diluted Citrine Ointment or sprayed with an oily solution of 1 dr.

of the strong ointment or 10 grs. Menthol dissolved in 1 oz. Litjuid

ParafTm.

The following anti.septiis in the unantities mentioned may each be

dissolved in i pint of tepid water and used as a disinfecting douche after

syringing with the alkahiii buiax solution:

Carbolic Acid, i dr.; \m[. Soda' Chlorinata', 2 drs.; Sulphurous Acid,
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4 drs.; Pennanf,'anatf of Potash, 5 grs.; Jeyes' Fluid, 2 drs.; Sanitas, i oz.;

Glycerin of Borax, i oz.; Chlorate of Potash, 1 dr.; Tincture of Iodine M.,

4o"mins.; Boric Acid, J oz.; Perchloride of Mercury, i |,'r.; Zinc Sulphate,

I ur.. Zinc Chloride, 5 grs.; Nitrate of Silver, 10 grs.; Chloral Hydrate,

10 grs.

Dry insufflation of Iodoform, Alum, Tannoform, Boric Acid, Calomel,

Bismuth, Aristol, or any of the iodoform substitutes may be employed

when tht discharge is excessive, but as a rule antiseptics either in powder

or in strong solutions should not be employed, the aim being to keep the

diseased membrane moistened so as to prevent the spread of hard crusts,

and this is best effected either by packing or the use of oily .solutions;

hence also astringents are not advisable as a routine. Lowenstein, how-

ever, uses msufflation of Aristol and claims excellent results. A good

method for keeping a moist and antiseptic condition of the nasal membrane

is to plug loosely with cotton wool saturated with equal parts A water and

Glycerin of Borax, \hen for any reason oily solutions applied by the

atomiser cannot be tolerated.

Rault employs ;8-naphthol, using a teaspoonful of i' solution consisting

of I dr. dissclved in i oz. strong alcohol, which he adds 10 each pint of the

alkaline borax wash, and after irrigation he inserts plugs moistened with

12 grs. of the iS^naphthol, 90 mins. Tincture of Quillaia and water to i oz.

After irrigation the surgeon should occasionally use tl e speculum and

touch lightly any ulcerated spot with a strong antiseptic, as Nitric Acid,

Iodised Phenol, Carbolic Acid, Solution of PernitrateofMerury, solid Silver

Nitrate, or any of the organic Silver preparations, or with the cauter\

.

1 lunter Mackenzie advi.ses the scraping away or curcttmg of the diseased

membrane with the view of its being rcplac ed by new t'ssue.

Ozxna due to syphilis is not, strictly speaking, to !)'. .'gardcd as an

atr'_,phic rhinitis; diseased bone will often be found present. This must

be removed by seizin',' the loose sequestrum by stout forceps and delivering

it through the nostri! When this is not pr.K ticalile Rouge's operation

sliould be performed; this consists in turning up the lip and dividing tlie

mucous membrane and all the tissues above the front teeth '^y a horizontal

incision. After detaching the rartikgvious septum fron the anterior

nasal spine, the fing-'r may lie pa ,; d into the nasal cavity, and by the aid

of suitable forceps iny diseased structures may be removed along with the

sequestrum.

Penhloride of Mercu-y (i gr. in 1 i)int) sliould be freely used as an

irrigation and Mercury with Iodides freely adminisicred.

Atrophic rhinitis is often associated with a marked degree of ii;i;eniia,

and Iron is then clearlv indicated, and in every case the general health is

to be ma'i.iained by good food, pure air, tonics, Cod-Liver Oil, Iodides,

Arsenic, Qu'nine, sea-luithin^, &c.

Carreras has recently proved that high-fre(|uen( > currints have a

po-erful effect upon the diseased membrane, and his results show that

when thev are employed with other local measures rapid and permanent

results are olUainable.

• 4f
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lonisation has proved successful in many cases. Vaccine therapy has

been of undoubted benefit in loosening the crusts and diminishing the

fcetor,

PANCREAS, Diseases of.

Cystic disease of the pancreas is comparatively rare. It is usually a

false cyst and is due to traumatism often of a severe character. The fluid

is therefore blood-stained and the swelling follows the outlines of the lesser

sac of peritoneum. Excision is therefore not possible, but opening the sac

and drainage is generally followed by rapid and complete cure. The

operation is Utile if at all more dangerous than the average abdominal

section. The writer has seen several cases which were diagnosed before-

hand, operated on, and cured completely thereby.

In one case where a large tumour closely simulating an aneurism

formed after a severe localised injury to the abdomen, the writer tapped

the tumour, the contents of which were found by Professor Matthew Hay

to consist of pure pancreatic juice. Gallons of thi« fluid were removed

from time to time, but the patient did not suffer from any of the symptoms

supposed to alwajs follow the arrest of the secretion of the gland, though

the enormous quantities of fluid possessing in a very active form all the

physiological qualities of undiluted pancreatic juice continued to i)e

removed by the aspirator for many weeks. The tumour, after one of the

Uppings, rapidly filled up with a bloody liquid. Symptoms of peritonitis

supervened, but the patient made a rapid and complete recovery, and

remains perfectly well, now 35 years since the tappings.

Acute pancreatitis, whether of the hsemorrhagic, fat-necrotic, parenchy-

matous, gangrenous or suppurative types, must be met by opening the

abdominal cavity as soon as the stage of shock has passed away. Any

free fluid in the abdomen must be removed and the exudation and blood

cleared out from the smaller peritoneal sac and surrounding areolar tissue,

and free drainage provided. The pancreas is reached through an anterior

incision in tlie abdoniinal wall after freely incising the gastro-colic omen-

tum. When the stomach is retracted upwards and tie colon pulled

downwards the peritoneum forming the small sac lying on the anterior

surface of the gland is to be divided. The important point is the provision

of the freest possible drainage, and the route to be selected for this purpose

will depend upon the conditions found present. A large tube as well as a

gauze drain should be passed down to the gland, and in some cases it may

be necessary to incise the capsule in order to lodge this in the pancreatic

tissue. Tiie drains may be brought out through the wound in the abdom-

inal wall, or a counter-opening should be made in the loin communicating

directly with the lesser sac of the peritoneum. When a gangrenous

condition of the organ is found, the dead portion may be removed by

curetting and the cavity parked with sterile gauze, but the outlook is

usually hopeless.

Chronic pancreatitis being nearly always associated with blocking of the

common duct by gall-stones or of the pancreatic duct by calculi, the
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indications for treatment are usually clear, and this will consist in the

removal of the obstruction and the establishment of free drainage of the

bile-ducts. Where the surgeon finds no such obstruction present, or if

any irremovable constriction or tumour is found, the proper course to

pursue will be to establish free drainage of the bile-ducts by performing a

cholecyst-enterostomy. Operation should not be delayed till the inflam-

matory action has invaded the islands of Langerhans; when such has

already occurred, the only resource left will be the administration of

pancreatic extract in a Keratin-coated pill or tabloid to supply the absent

or diminished internal secretion of the cirrhosed organ in order to prevent,

if possible, the advent of glycosuria.

Some cases of chronic pancreatitis are of syphilitic origin, and rapid

relief of pymptoms follows the exhibition of anti-syphilitic remedies. One

such case demonstrated at operation in a young congenital sypiiilitic

reactHf' it o" ce to mercury and Iodide of Potash, and regained good

heal
'

t once.

C- Pancreas.—The last-mentioned operations afford the only

pra .

.

'hcd of dealing with malignant disease of the gland. Since

remv ..le ne^^- lasm is as a rule impossible, the surgeon must content

himself with relie ig the jaundice by draining the bile-ducts.

Coffey suggests that the operation of pancreato-enterostomy should lie

performed when the duct of Wirsung is found occluded, as gastro-enteros-

tomy is employed in pyloric obstruction. He advises that the cut end of

the pancreas should be implanted into a loop of intestine, as it was found

impracticable to implant the stripped pancreatic duct directly into the

intestine.

PARALYSIS- see under Hemiplegia, Apoplexy, Meningitis (Spinal).

Myelitis, Caries of Spine, etc.

PARALYSIS AGITANS.

Though this disease must be regarded as progressive and incurable,

nevertheless much may be done to relieve the rigidity, to minimise tlie

tremors and even to arrest the progress of the muscular weakness.

As soon as the diagnosis is certain, the patient should be urged to give

up active business pursuits if these involve much brain-work or the worry

of finance and competitive .struggling. A quiet and retired life, such as

has been sketched for the victim of arterio-sclerosis, should be recom-

mended. 15y these means there is every prospect of at least lengthening

the periods during which the degenerative process tends to remain it a

standstill.

The only drug of any real value is Hyoscine Hydrobromide, and by its

judicious administi Jon the wearying oscillating tremors may be reduced

in intensity, and in the later stages of the disease the writLT is satisfied

that life may be prolonged considerably by its use. As regards dosage,

a good ro'Uiup is tn eommence with ._. \ ,-, gr. thrice daily by the mouth : this

may be gradually increased till double the amount is taken, and some

patients can tolerate three times the above dose {i.e., g'o gr.). It may be

f%¥
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combined with liroiiiides, which are often of some vaiuf, but us the eltVrt

of the hyoscine tends to diminish after a time it is advisuljle to suspend its

administration periodically for several days or a week. The druj,' is liable

to vary in purity, and when a '^rge dosage has been reached it is a wise

procedure to diminish the dose when a new spec! en has been dispensed

by the chemist in order to insure uniformity of result.

The effect of hyoscine appears to be intensified by the additiim of a

moderate amount of Antipyrine, especially when the general rest ••sjne.-.s

is very distressing, and the following mixture may be prescribed in courses

of about 14 days at a time:

B. Hyoscince Hydrohrom. gr. \.

Phenazoni 5ij.

Aqu(B Chlorof. ad Jxx. Miscc.

Ft. mistura. Cpt. 5ss. ter in die post cib.

(The dose of hyoscine in the above mixture is jiy gr. in each table-

spoonful.)

Arsenic has long enjoyed some reputation in the treatment of paralysis

agitans, Imt there must be room left for doubting any truly specific action

of this drug. It may be given in full doses (5 to jl mins.) of Fowler's

Solution ter die, and Gowers combines Strychnine and Indian Hemp witii

it. Parathyroid gland feeding has been recommended strongly l)y

Berkeley and the injection of Pituitary Extract is on its trial; a host of

agents have been from time to time recommended, but they ire all

valueless. Formic Acid is stated to have a very beneficial effect upon the

tremor; 5 to 10 mins. may be gi\ en, or as many grains of Sodium Formate

many times a day. Massage, resistance movements, jiassive excn ises

and electricity have been recommended. If the latter agent be emi)l()ye<l,

it should be in the form of a weak continuous current. Friedh.nder

advocates a systematic attempt on the part of the patient to restrain tlie

oscillating tremors by a strong mental effort twi" c or thrice daily.

Danzer urges the ad\antages obtainable 1>\ prolonged immersion

(2 hours daily) in a bath at 90 -98' F.; th" rigidity rapidly diminishes, and

the tremors are markedly lessened, the improvement, though tjmporar\

,

being superior to results obtainable by drugs. In the type of the disease

where the tremors are entirely absent, the writer's experience lias been that

the rigidity is greatest, and persevering massage and passive extension

movements should l)e performed in order to pyevent the ap|)rc)acii of tlie

chin to the sternum, liy c areful practic:e of exte... ion mo\ enunts tending

to counteract flexion of the neck and spine, and liy walking very slowly

with a wide stride, the patient may l)e able to consideralUy alter his

festinating gait.

PABALTS£i, Alcoholic ^cc also onder Neuritis.

The treatment of peripiieral neuritis with its paralytic phenomena has

been already discussed upon p. 600. In the alcoholic and aiscnical types
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of the affection when seen early, if indulgence in the toxic agent is strictly

prohil)ited, paralysis need not result. The regulations introduced in the

preparation of pure beer have rendered the incidence of alcoholic paralysis

much less fiequenl, and it appears c ertain tliat nian\ of the typical cases

of alcoliolic neuritis of the past were cases of eombined alcohol and arsenical

poisoning. Recover}- may be even expected where the disease has lasted

over a year. If, however, the muscles fail to respond to the interrupted

current, and the reaction of degeneration l)e present, Suckling points out

that treatment must be ver>' perseveringly tried before benefit begins to

appear. Treatment in all cases will consist in total abstinence from every

lorm of alcohol, rest in bed, the judicious use of the continuous and

interrupted curren;s witl daily massage and counter-irritation by moans

of a scries of flying blisters over the course of the affected nerve. Strych-

nine is the only remedy to be relied upon, ;ind it should be administered

hypodermically. The general management of the case may l>e carried

out upon the lin s mentioned in the article luUowing.

PARALYSIS, Diphtheritic.

This condition is due to a peripheral neuritis, as in the case of poisoning

by alcohol and arsenic. Though the patient is certain to recover the use

of the paralysed members, prox ided he can be kept alive till the poison

is eliminated, nevertheless the danger of sudden heart failure from in\oi-e-

ment of the cardiac nerves and muscular filjres adds gravity to this type

of paralysis. In the veiy c>nset of the paralysis, occurring sometimes

within a few days after recovery from diphtheria, or during tlie coUr.se of

the disease, the heart muscle may be the first to sutler from weakness, and

when the first symptoms of i^ arc overlooked hy the physician, sudden

death may unexpectedly follow.

As soon as the pulse and temperatu of the chilled extremities show any

evident e of weakness of cardiac muscle the patient must be treated with

promptness. lie should be put to bed and warmth with friction applinl

to the limbs, whilst a small sinapism is applied over the lieart, and whiskey

or lirandv given in warm milk, l)oth by the mouth and by tlie rectum. A

full hypodermic dtse of Strychnine (,'. gr.) should be given without delay,

and Ammonia, in the form of strong litjuor, may tx- applied to the nostrils,

and Sal Volatile in full doses, well diluted, may be administered ever)'

15 or 30 minutes, wliilst Faradisation of the priecordial region may be

resorted to in severe cases. Where paralvsis of respiration threatens,

artificial respiration and I)uchenne"s i)lan of reflex stimulation of the

re |)iratory centre by Faradism of the back and diest may be resorted to.

When the paralysis, as is usually the case, begins in the lower extremities

or in some of the peripheral nmscles, as in the eye or palate, tlie paralysis

comes on at a later period during convalescence; though the danger of

sudden cardiac failure is much less, these cases are apt to be very tedious,

and befurc rcovcry almost cvet\ muscle in the Iwdy may b.emme para-

lysed. Feeding should be rigorously attend .0, and as soon as swallow-

ing becomes difficult or impossible rectal anmentation or feeding with the

f
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nasal tube must be instituted, and the hypodermic administration of horse

serum may be resorted to in desperate cases where vomiting persists. In

every way that is possible the nutrition of the body is to be improved, and

when the a. ptite is weak, tonics, such as the well-known combination of

Quinine and uJuted Nitrohydrochloric Acid, are to be resorted to. In the

later stages of the neuritis moderate exercise may be indulged in, but

absolute rest in the early stage is essential. Where walking is difficult, the

patient should be carried out to sit or recline in the sunshine, or be pushed

in a bath-chair. Where these are impossible, as in the middle of 'vinter,

indoor exercise and general massage may be tried, and the appetit j coaxed

in other ways, as by unusual variety of choice and carefully cooked foods

administered often and in small amounts at a time.

Where the gastric function gives up, all food must be peptonised or a

small quantity of Pepsin with Hydrochloric Acid -hould be given after

each meal. Rectal enemata should be peptonised before administration,

or Pepsin, Trypsin or Papai.i may be added to each dose immediately

before its injection into the bowel. The patient should always be wakened

during the night for nourishment at least once, and in the case of children

two or three times. When fluids regurgitate through the nose or cause

choking sensations by trickling into the larynx, pultaceous food as blanc-

mange may be easily swallowed.

By the above measures (feeding by the nasal tube, rectum and hypo-

dermic use of horse serum) life csn b^ aved when nearly every muscle in

the body has become paralyse' and ^vhen artificial respiration and Oxygen

inhalations may be necessary at times to keep the blood aerated.

Drugs are of secondary importance to feeding. As already stated, in all

urgent cases threatening life by cardiac paralysis Strychnine should be

giv'en hypodermically without delay. In ordinary peripheral diplrtheritic

paralysis it is not considered advisable to give strychnine in the early

or acute stage, and though this may be a wise precaution, nevertheless the

drug should be promptly administered upon the first suspicion of cardiac

failure. It is at least doubtful if strychnine possesses any reliable cardiac

tonic action when given in ordinary safe doses by the mouth; for the

treatment of an emergency, like the one under consideration, the drug must

be given hypodermically. In very chronic cases the advisability of inject-

ing strychnine into the paralysed muscles has been seriously questioned,

since it is argued that the alkaloid had no action upon the muscular fibre

unless through the spinal nerve cells. The subject need not be discussed,

since in any case the injected drug will ultimately reach the anterior

comua of the cord.

Next to strychnine come Iron and Quinine, and a combination of the

three drugs, as in Easton's Syrup, affords the best routine method of

prescribing these ag' m the later stages of all types of diphtheritic par-

alysis. Arsenic is ..ommended, but the peculiar dangers of the case

should prohibit its administration, -nee this drug of itself produces a form

of peripheral neuritis akin to the diphtheritic.

Belladonna is supposed to counteract the action of the poison on the
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cardiac nerves and muscle, and may be g iven in full doses alone or with

strychnine.

Electricity is valuable, but, .''a mas ,ge, exercise and strjxhnine, it

should not be resorted to in the very f ly stages of the neuritis. It may

be used in different ways.

(i) A weak continuous current may be passed from the spine i the

affected muscles. (2) The healthy contractility and irritability of the

muscles should be maintained by placing the kathode of a continuous

galvanic battery upon the skin over the motor points, and then rapidly

making and breaking contact by alternately applying to and withdrawing

ihe anode from the skin over some indifferent place near to the affected

muscles. (3) Local Faradisation of the muscles may be practised with

beneficial results. (4) A weak continuous current may be sent through

the peripheral nerves of the a'fected limb or regie The applica ins of

electricity should be only made from 5 to 10 n inutes one lily.

(5) Static electricity may be employed. Massage and e>-t rcises ' be

resorted to in chronic cases where the wasted muscles fail to ruspond to

electrical treatment. The best results are obtainable, as •>
. ill ither forms

of muscular wasting, by resistance exercises, tv - resistance. ( i ig gradually

increased till true hypertrophy is made to taK ; e place oi ;' ony. These

exercises may be carri- out in conjunction vyiin electrical treatment and

small parenchymatous doses of strychnine.

Counter-irritation by Chili Paste, or other suitable skin irritant, may be

tried, and some practitioners believe in repeated blistering by Cantharides.

PARALYSIS OF FACIAL AND OCULAR MUSCLES—see under Faialysis,

Peripheral.

PARALYSIS, General, of the Insane.

The close association of this incurable malady with a previous syphilitic

invasion leaves no doubt that the preventive measures accepted as

operative in syphi!.-; should be maintained as regards gc leral paralysis.

As in tabes, there are good grounds for believing, according to the

views of Edinger, that the organic lesions are the ultimate result of over-

exertion of certain nerve paths in the tertiary stage—hence in the consider-

ation of preventive measures in a subject who has suffered from syphilis

the dangers of high mental pressure and prolonged intellectual strain

should not be overlooked. Whilst the treatment of the primary disease

by Mercury, Salvarsan and other reliable agents should be prolonged and

thorough with the view of effecting the destruction of the spirocha;ta, the

possible advent of general paralysis—especially in those patients whose

family histories supply evidence of instability of the • Tve centres

—

should suggest to the physician the desirability of recommending the

syphilitic patient to select, when possible, a non-strenuous life.

The early removal of t'-c patient tn a properly equipped lurcnio asylum

is necessary' in the majority of cases in order tc protect the victim himself

and his family from the serious consequen' es liable to follow from the

i,
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permitted to be spent amongst his friends when careful nursing is within

the reach of his means.

PARALYSIS, Infantile.

This affection, which is also known by its old name of Poliomyelitis

Anterior Acuta, and liy the newer and still more cumbrous title of Polio-

encephalo-myelitis Acuta, has of late years been surrounded by much
interest since the recognition of its frequent appearance in se\ere epidemic
form.

Preventive measures, in the epidemic types of the disease, consist in rigid

isolation of all affected children and the thorough disinfection of the naso-

pharynx, througii whose discharge the mirco-organism is comnmnicated.
Prophylaxis is, however, rendered most difficult if not impossible by the

fact that " carriers " are numerous since these show no evidence of the
disease though they may disseminate it extensively.

Tiie disease has i)cen produced experimentally in monkeys, and com-
municated from one animal to another by injection of the spinal fluid.

The outcome of these researches has demonstrated that monkeys can be
rendered immune when injected witii small and rapidly increasing doses

ol tlic cercbro-spinal fluid of affected animals. Tiie serum from such
immunised monkeys has the power of neutralisini; the toxin in vitro and of

rendering a he ilthy animal immune to large doses of the virus. The
blood-scrum ot liuman patients who iiavc recovered from an attack of

infantile paralysis has been proved to con it immunity upon monkeys.
Tiiis serum, like the antidiphtheritic scrum, is belie\ed to ha\e marked
tiierapeutic properties and has been extensively employed in recent

epidemics, being more readily obtainable than the monkey serum. As
only a small (juantity of such serum can lie injected by the spinal canal

route it has been given by the veins at tiie same time m doses up to 50 o.c.

It must be given as soon as the diagnosis is cleared up. Normal Human
Serum has been similarly employed and good results have been claimed
but Ulrich maintains that these injections are valueless, as are also injcc

tions of the patient's own scrum once paralysis has supervened. Adrenalin
Chloride (2 vx. i in 1,000 solution) lias been injected intraspinally by
-Mcltzer after relief of tensi(m i)y allowing escape of the spinal fluid with
the view of contracting tiie bltiodvessels and preventing congestion,

exudation, and hiemorrhagc in the canal.

-Vbsoiute rest is essential from the onset, and whilst it would seem
advisable from some points of view to k(ip the patient upon liis lace, ^o

that the congestion of the inllanietl spinal lonl might be reduced to a
minimum, it is wiser not to enforce such a routine unless this jxisture

should 1)0 naturally assumed by the reslls ss sulTerer. .\ water-bed is a
desideratum in treatment. The various herijic measures sometimes advo
cated in thisslageof thedisease should be abandoned, such as dry-cupping,
blistering the spine, a])plying leeches, the thermo-eautery, spinal ice-bag,

&c. liif child should i)e permitted to rest in whatever p<isiiion gives mo.st

relief, and small (piantities of milk should be given at short intervals.

4-!
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Fever may be reduced by small doses (i gr.) of Antipynne or twice as

much Salicylate o£ Soda, alternating with cold or tepid sponging. Any

simple diaphoretic mixture may be administered, as the time-honoured

conlbination of Mindererus Spirit with Sweet Nitre such as is suitable in al

cases of febricula whilst awaiting a positive diagnosis. One smart dose ot

Calomel ( 2 grs.) followed by a mild valine purgative should be given as soon

as possible, but repeated purging is contra-indicated owing to the restless-

nesV^ which is always aggravated by the frequent changes of posture

cau^d by the bowel disturbance. The repetition of the antipynne at

short intervals if combined with Bromides will relieve pain and 1
.

tlessness

and do away with the necessity of administering morphia or opiates, which

are contra-indicated when the cerebral motor centres are involved. t.rgot,

Belladonna, Iodides and a host of internal remedies have been commended

with the view of diminishing the congestion or inflammatory action m the

cord but there is no real evidence that these drugs exercise any such

action. Upon the dissipation of the fever, usually some decrease in th.

extent of the paralysis may be observed, and the flaccid paralysis often

will be found confined to certain groups of muscles, though the entire

limb may appear to be paralysed; this may be demonstrated by a careful

examination of the Faradic irritability.

Massage must not be attempted till all tenderness has disappeared.

This should be combined with passiv e movements and voluntary resistance

exercises, gradually increased when the age of the patient pe™its of an

intelligent appreciation of the employment o! this valuable m. .is ol

strengthening the muscular contrac tions.
, • , ,

Many cases do not come under observation until the paralysis h.. been

thoroughly established, and as the remedy to be relied upon in the treat-

ment of infantile paralysis is Electricity, the question at on.e crops up

What is the earliest period at which the use of this agent is justifiable ?

Gowers advises the end of the third or fourth week; the writer has with

benefit applied a weak current earlier. The current has no effect upon the

cord but upon the muscles, wliich rapidly waste and suffer from degenera-

tion of their nerve fibres. When nerve .ells and fibres are destroyed the

agent can be ot no use, but where ..nly Jamaf;e has oc. urrcd it is most

valuable It ads by its infiuence on the muscular tissue, and only voltaic

electricity can .-stimulate this tissue after the reaction of degeneration has

become established. The Fu.adic current only causes pain and irritation

and the paralysed muscles do nut respond to it; those muscles whuh

respond to it, however, will in.prove by it, and should be brought into

action occasionally h\ its application. „ , a

The constant or galvanic current should In- applied to the affected

muscles by plann^; the anode on the spine or upper part of the muscle

whilst the kathode is passed .ner the muscles, conta. i being made and

broken frequently i^y a gentle stroking process forty to sixty times per

minute. >omeume> iuumU.-, Aivuh fail to contract by thr, mi-t!v«l may

be brought into action by reversing the {H)sition of the electrodes. At

first a few minutes daily, gradually extending to 10 or 15 .ninutcs daily
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for many weeks may be carried out. Excellent results follow even when
this treatment has been delayed for many months, and some authorities

have reported great improvement even after 12 months, but the greatest

perseverance and patience must be exercised and the current must not be

strong. Gowers advises as many cells to be gradually used as will cause

the affected muscles to swell up in slight contraction as soon as the sponge

is placed upon the skin. He only acts on those muscles in which Faradic

irritability is lost or lowered. The others recover perfectly without

stimulation. At a later .stage the continuous may be suspended for tiie

Faradic current from time to time, and this applies also to the treatment

of the chronic form of atrophic paralysis as well as to the acute, whether

occurring in children or adults.

It is a mistake to actively stimulate the flexors of a limb when these

readily respond to faradisation whilst the extensors are considerably

weakened : the treatment should l^e perseveringly applied to the restora-

tion of the atrophied extensors in order to minimise the danger of per-

manent contra :tures, and the use of electricity should be psrsevered with

for a period of 2 yea-^s or more. 1 during the intervals between the applica-

tions of the current, douching and vigorous friction should supplement

the massage and kneading of the flaccid muscle groups, after which the

limb should be carefully protected from cold and kept warm by cotton-

wool or a lightly applied flannel bandage. Mechanical vibration may often

be advantageously employed to sii])plement or take the place of the

petrissage, effleurage, fulling and tapdicment mana'uvres of massothcrapy,

but there is no m^'thod ol iu.proving tlie tone and strength of the weakened

muscular fibres equal to voluntary exercises carried out systematically

against a resistance which is gradually increased from day to day till a

genuine hypertrophy is established.

Lovett insists upon the vital necessity of Muscle Training. The ol)ject

aimed at in this rational method of treatment is to establish a new route

between the nerve centres and muscles through the partially destroyed

centres, since cai h mu.scle is always in connection with .several centres.

The patient is taught to bring a particular muscle into action by the aid

of his instructor, wl>o places the limb in ilie most favourable position before

the attempt is made, care being taken never to indu( e fatigue. Stry( h-

nine is undoultlcdly of service, though its reputation has sufTered nun li l>y

the injudicious laudation of its advocates. Whilst it is held to be irrati ma!

to inject the drug deeply into the paraly.sed muscles, since it is maintained

that its only lu'nefn ial at tion can be upon the cord, nevertheless its

influence is unmistakable when so employed, and is more marked tiian

when given l)y the moutli; ,',, gr. may be administered daily, half the dose

being injected morning and niglit into different weakened musi les. Like

electricity and massage, it should never be employed in the acute stage of

the disease.

Whil.st thi^ above details of treatment are be'mii carried out the gene lI

nutrition of the Ixidy sliould be stimulated by a lil)eral diet, open-air

treatment, witii llie administration of Cod Liver Oil with Malt Extracts,

. 3
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PARALYSIS, INFANTILE

Iron, Arsenic, Quinine and other tonics when necessary. But it must

never be furgotter i aat the most important element m the recovery of a

paralysed muscle is the prevention of overstretching. This is msisted on

by Sir Robert Jone^- the greatest living authority on the care of sufferers

from Infantile Paralysis, who by splints or other appliances keeps the

affected muscle shortened and the normal opposing muscle elongated.

The treatment of the deformities caused by the contraction of the

unopposed muscles must be carried out upon generally accepted ortho-

pedic principles. From ^Mc start the position of the affected hml), the

influence of gravity and the weight of the trunk on the weakened leg

muscles and relaxed ligaments must be carefully watched in order to correct

any faulty attitude which would eventuate in permanent contracture.

lleavv 'mechanical supports when possible should be avoided, as they

always interfere with the action of the weakened muscles, and if used con-

tinuously during the period in which recovery is slowly taking place their

application is certain to do liarm. In chronic hopeless cu..cs where the

inu:>ov,s are destroyed an appliance may be necessary to aid locomotion

or enable the patient to stand. When a mechanical appliance or splint is

necessary to prevent deformity from faulty posture of a limb its adjust-

ment should never be permitted to interfere with the fullest exercise of the

weakened muscles.

Where the power of performing certain movements is lost and the

affected muscles are past recover)- the operation of transplantation of

tendons is often useful in restoring to some extent the lost movements.

Certain points aiust, however, be kept in mind: (i) The muscle trans-

planted must he sufficient for the new work required of it. (2) The

tendon must be transplanted into a groove in bono cut with a t hisel and

the periosteum sewn to the tendon. (3) The line of pull of the tendon

must be in the line of movement of the attachment. (4) Deformities

must be corrected by tenotomy, tendon lengthening, &c. (5) Movements

of the limb must be prevented until the unions are sound.

The achie\ement of transplanting the pectoral muscle by liildebrand

IS an example of ..hat may be accomplished by surgical methods. In

1905 he sui)stitutcd an uni)aralysed pectoralis major for apaialysed deltoid

by loosening the great pectoral muscle from its thoracic attachments,

at the same time preserving the anterior thoracic nerves and vessels

>upplying them, and by turning the muscle through an angle of 90 degrees

he sutured it to the acromion and adjoining end of the > lavide so tiiat it

ultimately functioned as a deltoid. .Sadis repeated this pro. edute with

success in infantile paralysis; Hosse and Rosenberg have in this manner

treated a ' ase il Krh's paralysis successfully.

PARALYSIS. Landry s.

The treatment of this malady will be that of tlie acute stage of infantile

paralysi.i 01 of liiycli'^is, which sec on p. Sl^-

PARALYSIS, Lead—IM under Plombism.
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PARALYSIS, Peripheral.

The treatment of the toxic paralysis \v,ii<h affects the peripheries of the

motor ner\es has been discusse thi article on Ncuri Peripheral.

The prefrnt article deals with ....> local paralysis which ilows injury,

pressure of disease affecting the trunks or chief branches of tiie various
cerebral and spinal nerves.

Diligent search should be made in every case for any compression of

the nerve in its course. Tumours of various kiiids and abscesses may, by
pressing upon the nerve trunks, produce both sensory and motor paralysis,

and in r.uch cases removal of the cause must be accomplished before any
improvement can be expected. Reflex causes as carious teeth are to be
treated upon similar principles. Blows, over-exertion, exposure lo cold

and damj) and other common causes will also afford obvious indications

for featmcnt.

The routine management of the paralysis is such as has been already

mentioned under ParalyMs CDiphtheritic) and Paralysis (Infantile)— viz.,

massage applied to the affected muscles, counter-irritati;)n to the nerve
trunk and entire limb. Strychnine hypodermically in the later stages of the
affection and Ele( tricity.

The most suitable method for the application of galvanic electricity will

be found in placing the anode over the nerve trunk on the skin above the
lesion or over some indifferent r.irt, and applying the kathode over the

motor points as contact is -apidly made and broken. The " labile"

method may be used with great advantage by placing the anode over an
indifferent part, as the kathode is slowly moved over the skin covering the

affected muscles and nerves, or the " stabile " method may be Irled.

Large moistened sponge eleitrodcs should be used. In any case the
Faradic current may be occasionally employed, and it may be used
throughout in those cases where the muscles respond to its application.

At a later stage many apparently hopeless cases o." local paralysis may
be improved or entirely cured by resorting to the operations of nerve
anastomosi'- or implantation (p 602).

Paralys" )f tlv first and second cerebral nerves leads to anosmia ."r ,1

blindness, the treatment of which is detailed in the artides on Olfa.-tory

and Optic N'erve Disease.

Paralysi- following disease of 1 lie third, fourth and sixth nerves is n . Iv

always due lo syphilis and must l)e met Ijy Mercury in the earlier stages or
Iodides in large doses iidminislered during the tertiary period.

Facial or Hell's Talsy will require treatn.-nt suitable for the primary
cau->. Thus, when this nerve suffers in svpliilis, which Is seldom, the
proper treatment will be found in Mercury and Iodides. When the
|)aralysis is due to suppurative disease of the middle car involving the
nerve, active surgical n- vsures arc indicated, and in < lironii ca^( s nerve
implantation liould lu ., 'sorted to, as will be described lartlier i).

Paralysis ol the ner\ " caused by lra( ture ol the skull and by hainorrhagic
or other lesions causing hemiplegia r<'(|uires no consideration other than
that necessary to meet the indications for the primary serious londilion,

ill
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When the nerve is cut across in wounds of the face and in stabs behind the

angle of the jaw, suturing ol the divided ends should be performed without

"^'hfthe great majority of cases facial paralysis is due to posure of the

side of the face to a current of cold air ; this constitutes the rheumatic

tvoe of Bell's paralysis. , ^ ^u

In the early stage leeches may be applied behind the ear and to the

auricle. One large blister applied over the mastoid process is, however

likelv to be followed by better results than local blood-letting. Hot

fomentations and poultices are to be avoided, as are also sinapisms. After

leeching or blistering a very large and thick pad of absorbent co ton-wool

is to £ applied over the side of the head, and kept m its place by a

bandage or night-cap with strings. One large saline purgative having

been administered, Aspirin in 15 gr. doses or the fo:iow,ng mixture should

l>e commenced if there is much pain present:

B. Phenazoni gr. Ixxx.

Potassii Bromidi gr. clx.

Syrupi Attranlii 5iss.

Aqua CamphorcB adlvii]. Misce.

Fiat mistura. Cc Siat Jss. ter in die ex aqua post cibos.

In the absen.e of pain, Iodides may be substituted for the antipynne,

and this may be continued during the first 3 weeks of the affection. This

is also the best routine treatment in the small percentage of the affection

recognised as " Relapsing Cases."
, u i . • 1

Difference of opinion exists regarding the time at which electrical

treatment is to bt commenced, and also regarding the form of electricity.

Tiic writer belie\es that the best results are olitained by commencing

early (within the first week). He bases his conclusions upon a limited

number of cases, but of one of these he was himself the patient, having

suffered from a severe attack after exposure in a snowstorm.

Faradism does good in improving the nutrition and preventmg atrophy

of muscles Tiie positive electrode should be placed below the zygoma

and the muscles stroked with the negative. When from paralysis of the

chorda tvmpani and the filaments going to the stapedius and palate

muscles it is shown that the seventh nerve is affected high up, the weak

cc.ntinuous current may be passed through the head by placing an elec-

trode over ea< h mastoid process.
, . , ,

The V iety of current to be adopted is that to which the muscles

rcspon The sinusoidal current may be advantageously employed, since

it pro(i V. no pain or irritation. Faradism is believed to produce " over-

action
"

if persevered in for a long time, and it should certainly be sus-

iwnded when mu^iukr contracture doliires itself.

Massage of the facial muscles in comuination with mechani( al vibration

may l>c Advantageously carried out during tlie intervals of electrical treat-

ment.
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Strychnine is of value in all cases -.vhich do lot resolve within 6 or 8

weeks; ^xs g^"- daily niay be ini»cted into the substance of the muscles or in

the neighbourhood \.^ t'le chief branches of the nerve in the face whilst

10 gr. doses of Iodide of Soda with ^^.^ Rr. Pcrcliloride of Mercury are being

administered by the moutii.

When the paralysis persists for many months, operative procedures

are clearly indicated. Such cases are, however, most frequently met

with in association with diseased bone from middle car disease or after

recovery from fracture ci the cranial base, but they sometimes are the

outcome of a severe so-callcu riicumatic attack of Bell's paliv.

Two operations have been recommended, one of which consi'^ts in

exposing the spinal accessory nerve, and whilst avo'ding the brand ;oing

to the stemo-mastoid muscle, the nerve to the trapezius is cut across and

its proximal end is connected with the ficial trunk. The objection to this

procedure is that afterwards when the s'loulder muscles are brought into

action there is a corresponding contract! m noticed in the facial muscles.

Hence the method of reinforcing the seventh nerve by forming an anas-

tomosis with the hypoglossal is preferable. This is accomplished by

dividing the hypoglossal at its bend and the facial close to tlie stylo-

mastoid foramen, the proximal portion of the ninth being secured end-to-

end with the distal extremity of the paralysed seventh nerve. The

wasting and weakness of one-half of the tongue which follows causes as a

rule little if any difficulty in speech.

Paralysis of the nuclei of the eighth and ninth cerebral nerves occurs in

conjunction with a portion of the seventh in glosso-lab'O-laryngeal or bulbar

palsy, and its treatment will be referred to in the succeeding article.

Paralysis of the various spinal nerves is to be treated upon the general

lines already indicated. The most serious fo. ti of spinal nerve paral) sis

is that affecting the phrenic which supplies i diaphragm. When the

nerve on one side only is paralysed, as fro; i the pressure of tumours, or

wounds involving the fourth cord of the cervical plexus or the trunk of the

nerve, little interference with the breathing results. Where both nerves

are paralysed the case becomes a very grave one, but if tlie cause be a

removable one treatment if promptly and judiciously applied may save

life. Thus, in bilateral phrenic paralysis which is a part of a general

peripheral neuritis of toxic type as in diphtheria, a fatal is'ue may br

averted if the patient can be kept alive by judicious feeding till the poison

is eliminated, wliilst the constant current is frequently applied to the nerve

trunks and diaphragm and Strychnine is perseveringly administered

hypodermically.

When the diaphragmatic paralysis is tiie result of a compression myelitis

due to tuberculosis or fractures of the bodies of the vertelir.x laminectomy

may be resorted to.

PARALYSIS FROM PROGRESSIVE MWGULAP ATROPHY.

As this form of wasting palsy is due to a sdcrotii' degeneration of the

entire motor tract, especially of its lower segment, little can be expected

TI
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664 PARALYSIS FROM PROGRESSIVE MUSCULAR ATROPHY

from any form of treatment. Nevertheless, by general attention to health

laws, careful feeding and judicious nursing the fatal issue may be retarded.

Gow'ers believed that by the hypodermic administration of Strychnine the

degenerative process may be arrested for a considerable period, and the

writer has satisfied him-^elf of the truth of this statement, though the

ultimate fatal issue is alwaj-s to be counted upon. In the spastic type of

the disease massage and passive or resistance movements are sometimes

beneficial, though useless in the atrophic form of the disease.

Progressive Bulbar or Glosso-labio-laryngeal Paralysis, showing itself

as a primary degenerative process commencing in the buUiar nuclei or

appearing as an extension upwards of the disease in the motor tract which

aftcrward> nvadcs these centres, is practically beyond the reach of t-eat-

ment. The degeneration attacks the nuclei of the hypoglossal, spinal

accessorv, vagus, portions of the seventh and sometimes of the fifth nerves.

An immediate danger to life is a'ways present owing to the difticulty in

deglutition, whereby food may find its way into the air passages. Hence

the necessity of the most careful attention to the feeding of the patient;

pultaceous food should be skilfully administered, solids and liquids being

more liable to enter the larynx and produce suffocation or aspiration

pneumonia. When liquids are necessary they should in the advanced

stages of the disease be administered through the nasal tube.

Str\-chnine hypodermically and a galvanic current applied to the

medulla by placing the electrodes over each mastoid process sometimes

improves the power of swallowing, or the positive pole may be placed

over the nucha and the negative applied to the affected muscles. Atropine

or Belladonna checks the secretion of saliva, but generally produces much

discomfort from drying the mucous membrane of the mouth and

pharynx.

The treatment of Acute Apoplectiform Bulbar Paralysis .should be

conducted upon the same lines as apoplexy or cerebral ha-morrhage. This

remark also applies to the treatment of pseudo-lmlbar paralysis seen in

lesions of a bilateral type attacking the motor path in the cer- .iral iiemi-

spheres and leaving the medulla intact.

PARALYSIS, Pseudo Hypertrophic.

The treatment of tliis form of primary muscular atrophy, like that of tl

other types of progressive muscular dystrophy—viz., the Infantile, th.

Juvenile, Facio-scapulo-humeral and Hereditary— is practically hoi)eless,

though Duchenne, Henoch and Bourdel believed that they had seen a few

cases where the disease was permanently arrested by electrical treatment.

Both forms of current may be employed, and the weakened muscles

should be assiduously massaged and exercised voluntarily as long as they

are capable of acting. The course of the atrophy is always greatly acceler-

ated as soon as the patient takes to his bed permanently, hence it is

advisable to correct the contracture of the calf muscles by tenotomy so as

to enable him to walk about as long as possible.
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PARALYSIS, Spastic.

This type belongs to the group of cerebral or centric paralyses which
include a number of different organic lesions produced by disease of the

neurons in some portion of the upper motor tract, though the lower

extremities are most frequently the seat of the tonic spasm!
The treatment of Spastic Paraplegia (primary lateral sclerosis), which

may be taken as the most typical example of this group, until recently has
remained in a most unsatisfactory state. Rest is essential whilst the
disease is passing through any of its stages of severe spasmodic activity.

Massage is desiral)le, as is also passive movement. Both these agents
must, however, be most gently applied, and never to the extent of inducing
fatigue. Electricity and Strj-chnine, so useful in the treatment of the
flaccid and simple functional types of spinal paralysis, are as a rule harmful,
and should be always avoided as a routine in the treatment of the cerebral,

type of palsy with spasticity. As primar\' spastic paraplegia is of long

duration and does not tend to shorten life, the various deformities which
arise from contractures will require treatment by approved orthopaidic
methods as tenotomy, tendon transplantation, the application of splints,

&c., to enable the patient to keep moving about as long as possible. This
remark especially applies to the type of spastic paralysis appearing soon
after birth, and known as Little's Disease, in which the primary lesion is

probably a cerebral meningeal haemorrhage, which eventually may cause
a spastic condition of the upper extremities in addition to cross-legged
progression and athetosis. Well-regulated gymnastic exercises with
passive movements and massage may for a long time stav* off <^*-

j necessity
for severe orthopaedic or root resection operations in such ca

The i ondary spastic paralysis which supervenes upon chronic /elitis,

caries of the spine, ataxic paraplegia, disseminated sclerosis and .njuries

of the pyramidal tract must be treated upon the above-mentioned plans,

electricity, strychnine and active gymnastic or resistance movements
being avoided.

In severe degrees of spastic paralysis two methods of k*e years have
been practised which promise to afford relief in what has been hitherto
regarded as a condition practically beyond the reach of curative agents.
Schwab and Allison inject strong alcohol into the nerve trunks going to the
spastic muscles—a plan of destroying the conductivity of the nerves which
has proved successful in the treatment of severe neuralgia of the different

divisions of the fifth. The results in several cases have been satisfactory
hut transient.

Spiller's operation of resecting the posterior roots of the spinal nerves
has given satisfactor>- results in Little's Disease and in other forms of

spastic paralysis as in primary lateral sclerosis, and the spastic paraplegia
which follows myelitis and spinal caries, and the rigidity which sometimes
accompanies long-standing hemiplegia and other cerebral lesions.

The operation is most clearly indicated when there is evidence that the
degenerative process has already reached its limits as in Little's Disease,
and where locomotion is impossible or when severe involuntary- spasmodic

n
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movements (athetosis) exist.
^^-^^'''^"ll.'\''Z\}S.Zl'^^^^^

resection of the posterior roots of the second,
^^''-'i^^f.f^^J^J^j^" ^^^^^

is earned out in cases of paraplegia, and resection of the posterior roots o

™l of the cervical nerves when the upper -tremUies are i^^^^^^^^^^^^

orthopedic measures are at the same time
<i^™^ °"JvP^*^^^^^^^^^

been unable to stand or walk for years may be enabled *» ""^^^ ^^""'^"^^

the"pasticity has thus been removed by the division of the posterior roots.

PABAPHIHOSIS. ., ,
^. .

The sooner the strangulation is reduced the easier -^^ ^^e ^erat^on
^^^^

and if attempted immediately after the foreskm has been drawn back a

ntsSro^.-S rhfpTnLTiind the glans between the midd.

an!tSn e^s o? hL interlocked hands pulls the foresk^

whilst at the same time he presses back with both thumbs the swoUen

dans till it -V ins behind the constriction. This is the usual method. 1
he

wSer pre er to^asp the penis behind the glans, between the index and

SKgers ofVleft h'and, near to the -etacarpo^phalarig^^^^^^^^

whilst with the index finger and thumb of the nght ^and, or
w^jf^f̂ ^^^^^^^^

joints ot all the fingers of the right hand, he surrounds thejwollen^

ind patiently reduces the swelling by gentle '^""^muous pressure t.H^^

bulk becomesgreatly reduced,when it generally slips through the on^^^^^^^

ing band, sometimes painlessly. The success of the ordinary method is

chlfly due to the forcible traction of the prepuce forwards, and in the

atter'method to the reduction of the glans through the s^nctur d n

almost by the same gentle mampulation as in ^emia. The cause

j^
difficulty in reduction is the oedema of the glans. When the .edema

disappears under pressure reduction follows.
, •„„ i„^„ppd the

When reduction by taxis fails, chloroform narcosis bemg induced the

opSn maTbe again tried, and if reduction is not ea.,y ac.ornphsh d

the surgeon should divide the constricting orifice of the tight prepuce upon

th Sum of the penis by a vertical incis;on close to the g
-J

b^h'nd^^^^^^^

swollen collar of preputial tissue, after passing a fine g^^^^J^^^^;";

imder it, which prevents the risk of injuring the penis or of dividing any

of the large subcutaneous veins.

The dans should be forcibly depressed by the tip of the left thumb as

thJincufon is being made, and as the narrow preputial onfice is divided

"Th?g\V-tl.rtnS^^ liable to lead to some deformity of the

prlpucHnTsome^urgeons always remove a ring of the -fleeted
^^^^^^^

membrane with a thin circle of skin, after which the skin of the prepuce 's

sutured to the ring of membrane surrounding the corona. This method

of circumcision also prevents a recurrence of the strangulation, and is

generally done at the time.

PARAFLEOIA

As this is usually the result of inflammation of the
^P^^fj^!^

^he

treatment to be pursued is that described in th. article on Myelitis.
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The treatment of Spastic Paraplegia and of the various spastic conditions

which are found associated with diseases of the upper motor path causing

paralysis of the lower extremities has been detailed under Paralysis,

Spastic.

Ataxic Paraplegia, caused by a combined degenerative sclerosis of both

the pyramidal tracts and the posterior columns of the cord, may be

regarded as beyond the reach of remedies, and the allied condition known
as " Putnam's Disease " must be rega'-ded from the same point of view,

but the resulting spasticity may be dealt with in some cases by operative

procedures.

The varieties of ataxic paraplegia known as " Pellagra" and " Lathy-

rism," which are supposed by some observers to be caused by a specific

infection or to the toxic effects of certain farinaceous foods, yield when the

patient is it once separated from his unhealthy environment, but if tiie

use of the poisonous maize or vetch has been long continued the sclerosis

of the lateral and posterior columns ends in permanent destruction of

their function.

Senile paraplegia, as its name implies, is a slow degenerative disease

beyond the reach of medicine, though by careful nursing and attention to

the sphincters life may be considerably prolonged during the bed-ridden

stage.

PARATYPHOID FEVLH.
The treatment is for all practical purposes identical with that of

Typhoid Fever. Little can be said in favour of vaccine treatment even

when this is carried out with a vaccine made from the specific virus, and
probably the same amount of success follows prophylactic injection as is

.seen in the preventive treatment of typhoid when the specific organisms

for each disease are employed, and much ran be said for a mixed prophy-

lactic vaccine made from tvphoid and tlie two paratyphoid bacilli,

A and B.

PAROTITIS—see Mumps (p. 573).

PEDICULOSIS, OR PHTHEIRIASIS.

The ordinary body louse is seldom seen upon the sl» .as it resides

in the seams and creasjs of the clothing, it cannot be destroyed until the

garments are subjected to the action of heat or reagents which kill the

parasite, ft must also be kept in mind that agents which are destructive

to tlie pediculi may have no effect upon their ova; and since these are not

hatched till after the expiration of nine or ten days, the case car at be

regarded as cured till after this period has elapsed. After the total

destruction of the parasites and their ova it may be necessary to treat the

eczema, impetigo, dermatitis, &c., which the scratching by the finger-nails

has produced.

Pedicidus Capitis.—In mild cases which have not been long neglected

there is no necessity to cut or shave the hair, but in hospital this must
often be done, and when once thoroughly accomplished there is no trouble

if;

if

i
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afterwards, as the ova are also removed adhering to the hair shafts.

Shaving is, however, almost impossible owing to the numerous crusts and

scabs. Close clipping by sharp scissors answers every purpose, and a

good washing with soft soap completes the destruction of any straggling

vermin or adhering ova.

A local remedy should be prescribed which, though capable of destroying

the pediculi rapidly, should not be of such a nature as to injure the patient,

even if injudiciously applied. This is a matter of vital importance in

charity schools, where mercurial preparations should not be used. The

favourite, old-fashioned remedy is a safe one—viz., the Ointment of

Stav sacre B.P. This, when rubbed into the roots of the hair or u.sed as a

non...de. effectually destroys the lice, hut does not destroy the ova con-

tained in the nits. If the applii ..lion be continued for a fortnight ever}-

trace of the vermin is removed, the young pediculi being killed as .soon as

they are hatched. Where there are many crusts a soft linseed meal poul-

tice, smeared over with Carbolic Oil (i in lo). speedily destroys the mature

parasites; a few minutes under the Carbolic Spray is still more efficacious.

If common Lamp Paraffin mixed with an equal amount of Olive Oil be

employed as an ordinary hair oil in charity schools, pediculi soon disappear

from the hair, and from the clothing and body. The objectionable odour

of crude paraffin may be overcome by making it into an ointment or

pomade with lard or vaseline, and adding some Balsam of Peru.

Where a rapid effect is desired and where skilled nurses are entrusted

with the management of children, as in a children's hospital, a weak

solution of Perchloride of Mercury may be employed; but one of the

best of all applications is the Ointment of the Ammonio-Chloride of

Mercur\- or White Precipitate (i in lo), as it not only destroys the parasite,

but effectually relieves the eczema or impetigo which has resulted from

the .scratching and irritation caused by its presence. When there is much

secondary skin affection present, the crude petroleum should be largely

diluted with oil.

For the removal of the nits or egg-cases, the hair may be well soaked in

Methylated Spirit after washing with soft soap, or Vinegar or Solution of

Borax may be applie "
, and after they have become loosened from their

moorings by these solvents, a ven- fine comb, followed by a stiff brush,

easily clears the hair of them.

Many other agents are employed, such as Naphthol, solutions of Tobacco

and Cocculus Indicus, Chloroform, Dalmatian Flowers, Peppermint,

Cajuput, Anise or Clove Oih, Decoction of Laurel Leaves, Quassia,

Pcllitory, Creolin, &c., which pos.sess no advantages over the more

commonly used remedies.

Pediculus Corporis can be abolished by cleanliness. \s a preventive

measure for pcdiculn^j*; in cldorly persons, it is a good plan to du^t a little

Flowers of Sulphur over the inside of their flannel garments, and these

should be changed frequently. As the parasites live and deposit their ova

in the seams of the clothing, the most effective method of dealing with

them is to place the clothing for a few hours in u i:ot chamber or disin-
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fecting-room, so as to thoroughly bake the pedituH and their eggs. Boil-
ing the (lothes answers equally well. A dry heat of 125° F. is quite
sufficient. JJatot impregnates the clothes with a 5 per cent, solution in
water of a compound made by heating equal amounts of Soft Soap and
Crude Carbolic Acid.

In treating school children for itch by sponging their bodies over with
the Solution of Pentasulphide of Calcium, the writer found that pediculi
also d'Si.ppeared when the clothes were immediately put on again. Tiie
White Precipitate Ointment may be s.meared over tiie shoulders and
armpits; and if it does not speedily cure the accompanying ei zema or
prurigo, other measures, such as Alkaline baths and inunc Jons v' Oilve Oil,
may be prescribed. Sometimes the nits of the Iwdy louse are found
attached to the fine hairs on the front of the chest, and in such cases the
ordinary Sulphur Ointment may be freely applied.

Pidkitliis Pubis or the Craij Louse may prove ver)- difficult to eradicate,
especially when the parasite infests the various regions of the bod) n
hair\ men. When confined to the pubes a few applications of sti^ng
Carbolic Lotion (i in 20) may destroy them, but the eggs are not likely
to be affected jjy this. The writer has seen them effectually a>-olishcd
by painting the parts once with the Glycerin of Carbolic Acid, but tiiis is a
severe remedy, and only applicable where the parasite is limited to a
small area. Solution of Corrosive Sublimate (i t. to i oz.) may be freely
applied where the beard, whiskers, eyebrows, or chest are affected. The
most manageable application, however, is an Ointment of White Pre-
cipitate (25 or 30 grs. to 1 oz. Lard), This may be frequentlv smeared
over the affected regions, and if a little Paraffin Oil be added a most
efhcacious parasiticide may be obtained. A 5 per cent. Calomel Ointment
is also generally efhcacious.

! ! 9|

B . Hydrarg. Amm on. C/ilor.

Olei Fetrolei ."iiv.

Bah. Perimani 5ij.

Lanolini ad ,^ij. Misce.

I'ial Ungucnlum.

gr. xwx.

Bernbeck advises a bath of 4 drs. of Corrosive Sublimate in 30 gallons of
water as a remedy for all pediculi. Of all the mercurial preuarations, the
speediest and at the same time the safest is that of Broc(I. Ut' uses a
solution of 1 gr. of Corrosive Sublimate dissolved in i oz. Vineuur. and
state- that this kills both the parasites and their ova at the stime time.
The common practice of rubbing in the strong mercurial ointment over
extensive regions of .skin is objectionable and dangerous.

Iodoform Ointment, ur even llic application of Iodoform gauze, is often
effective. Chloroform destroys both the parasite and ova by one thorough
application, but it is hable to cause serious cutaneous inflammation or
irritation, '^ther spray is eflicacious and very much less irritating, and it

^»r
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may be applied over tlie tront of the chest and pubes without danger if no

light is near.

PELVIC ABSCESS AND PELVIC CELLULITIS-Hjee ioUowing article.

PELVIC HiEMATOCELE—see under Hsematocele.

PELVIC INFLAMMATION IN THE FEMALE.

Acute Pelvic Inflammation.—W'htn an infection of the {genital ori;iin>

spreads beyond the organs themselves to the peritoneum or to tiie i onmc-

tive tissues in their immediate neighbourhood, the resulting innummation is

termed broadly pelvic inflammation. In most cases such u ( ondition arises

from the spread of a gonorrhccal or puerperal septic infection upward?

through the uterine cavity and along the tubes to the fimbriated abdom-

inal ostium, and septic fluids escaping thence cause a pelvic peritonitis by

direct extension. In other cases, especially in puerperal sepsis, the invad-

ing organisms spread from the infected surfaces by the lymphatic channels;

and the connective tissue around the neck of the uterus and in the base

of the broad ligaments is infected—/)ffcjc cellulitis. In most cases, which-

ever be the original mode of onset, botii pelvic peritcmeum and (elkllar

tissue are ultimately involved together, and the cardinal symptoms of

pain, rise of temperature and pulse-raie are presen* in both.

The course of the infection varies with its virulence and to some extent

with the tissues which bear the brunt of the attack. TiiUs in pelvic

peritonitis more or less serous or sero-purulent inflaminalory exudate is

poured out and accumulates at the bottom of Dituglas's pouch, while

fibrinous lymph glues together the ovaries, tubes, uterus and loils of

intesti.ie above it. Should tin infection be a mild one this exudate may

become absorbed, and the onl\- sign of the infection left may be sonu'

adhesions around the ovary and tube. More commonly, however, the

exudate persists as loculated collections of .serum or pus {pelvic abscess)

shut in by dense adhesions. In most of itn m; cases the tube is o( eluded

and disti'nded with pus or serous fluid (jno- it iiydiu-salpiiix).

When the cellular tis.sue is mainly alTedcd, the inflammation first shows

itself as a brawn}', tender indurated mass, which may surround the cervi.x

like a collar, or may extend out into the base of the broaii ligament. The

tendencv of such an exudate is to sitread in tlic tissues at the side nf the

pch I id it may overflow into the iliac fos.sa, or pass forwiirds between

the ute.us and the l)ladder i.r bv the side of the vagina. .Sometimes the

exudate Ihm onies absorlxd, leaving pei ha|,s tender ( i. atric ial bands which

may <ause some alteration in jHisition ol the uterus. In otiier cases the

mass breaks down in the centre and an abscess is formed, which may

])oint in t!ie vagina or above the pelvic brim in the groin.

The extension of the mflammalion either to the [KTitoneuiu or to the

connective tissue is marked by the patient lic'coming distim tK wor.se, and

hv « rise in her temperature and imlse-rale. Heroic measures a-> a rule are

entirely out of place, and ihe indications for treatment are to relieve

symptoms and to support her stren^;th.
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For the relief of pain warm applications are of the greatest value.

External applications such as hot stupes, an india-rubber hot-water bag,

or a shaped hot-water tin, if the pressure can be borne, or hot poultices

over the lower abdomen are useful. Sometimes an ice-bag affords more

relief. Intemallv, a copious vaginal douche of hot saline solution (drachm

to the pint), lasting for 15 to 20 minutes, and as near 120° F. as the patient

can bear, may be given three times a day. If vaginitis or endocervicitii,

is present the douche may be made faintly antiseptic (Tr.Iodi .M. Tl\xxx.

to Oj., or half saturated Boric Acid solution).

Small doses of Morphia mav be required at first to control the piiin, l)ut

it should be given with the greatest discretion and its use discontinued

as soon as possible. Absolute rest should be insisted upon, as movement

seems to encourage the spread of the inflammation. The bowels should be

opened bv a saline aperient (Black Draught 5ij- «r Mag. Sulph. sss. m

L'in<Ter-ale first thing in the morning). It should not be forgotten that an

appendicitis may simulate or be associated with pelvic inflammation.

Should this be suspected on account of the pain and tendern. -s being

right-sided and situated rather higher up in the abdomen, aperients

should mt be gisen at this stage (see under Appendicitis). Plenty of

nourishment should be given- -milk, milk-puddings, whey, eggs, l.cel tea

and beef juice, strained chicken or mutton broth. Rise of temperature

above 103° F. should be met by cold sponging.

If rigors occur thev should lie met by the administration ..1 warm

stimulants and external heat, hot-water bottles, &c. For .sleeplessness,

give Sulphonal grs. xx. to xl., or Paraldehyde oj- m Aqua t liK.rof. Jij.

If sickness and vomiting arc marked it may l)e necessary to giv e nutrient

cnemata liy the return in order to keep up the i^tient's strength, .stimu-

lants should be reserved for use if the patients strength is failing and the

cin ulation is i)eginning to flag. In such a condition halt a glas> <.l cliani-

na-ne or a tablespoonful of good whiskey or old brandy ma> be ^ut.i

everv three or four hours. There is no drug treatment that can be rehed

on to influence the inflamitiatnry i.rocess. Quinine in 3 to 5 gr. doses

everv 4 to 6 hours enjoys a certain reputation and sometimes stems to do

POod' Salicvlates and Aspirin promoU sweating and ha\e some inrtuen( e

in -edu< ing the temi)erature, but it should not be forgotten that profuse

sweating may give rise to collapse, and measures should lie taken to guard

against su< h an efiecl.
, ,^- •. , 1 111

When the pulse-rate is above no, Strydmine and DigiUihs should lie

gi\en as in the following mixture (S. Blakely);

B. Tr. Digitalis 3ij-

Jr. Ami. Vvm. 5ii).

Spt. .Ether. Nit. 5j.

Sf>t. Chlorof. 5ss.

AqiuT ad 5viij. Mi^ff.

Fi,it mist. Cpl. 5ss. 4/15 horis ex aquA.

..i-

^H
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In puerperal cases benefit seems to lollow the injection ol 20 c.c. ot

Polyvalent Antistreptococcic Serum 1 think the best results are obtained

by waiting 24 to 48 hours before repeating the injection, and I believe that

I have seen harm done by neglecting this precaution. It is quite possible

that the next few years will see great advances in the treatment of all

forms of acute infection through the use of vaccines. At the present

time, however, there is so much danger of doing irreparai)le damage by

vaccines during an acute attack that the administration of them should i>e

left entirely in the hands of a specialist in the subject.

Lastly as regards operative measures. Probai)ly the l)est thing for the

practitioner to do is to avoid all operative interference, including even the

intra-uterine douche. If vaginal examination shows the presence of a

foetid fragment of placenta or membrane in a puerperal case it may be

removed as gently as possible with a i)lunt curette and a copious douche

of warm sahne given afterwards, but if there is no fcetor I think that

interference with the highly absorbent and easily abraded surface of the

uterus should be taboo, on account of the grave risk of inoculating the

patient with a further and possibly fatal dose of virulent bacteria. In

gonococcal inflammation there is aljsolutely no indication for curettage.

The one form of surgical interference which has seemed to me to give good

results is indicated in early ca.ses of pelvic inflammation, which on examina-

tion gi\e evidence of tlie presence of a fluid exudate in Douglas's pouch.

In these cases an incision through tlie posterior fornix gives vent to a

iiuanlily of sero-pus; drainage is instituted i)y a loose gauze pack, which

is removed e\ ery 48 hours, and tlie result is usually to cut short the attai k

and to inaugurate a speedy ionvalesceni e. The method is most likely to

be successful in gonorrhocal cases.

Siihaade Pelvic lnJiami>talion.~\\\wn the acute symptoms iuive sub-

sided, the patient is left with masses of inflammatory exudate in her pelvis,

and \ery probably with collei tions ol pus in the tubes in the ovary or

Ionfined' between adlu;renl pelvic viscera. The indi( ations for treatment

are to restore the genera' health as far as possible, and to promote resolu-

tion ot the exudate. When pus is present, an operation for its removal is

l)racti( ally inevital)le, but it is seldom a matter of immediate urg-ncy.

The (onvalescent patient should lie encouraged to be in the open air

for as nuuli ot the day as possilile, but rest should be stric tly enjoined

anil all ai ti\e movinicnt?. forliidden, .is these have .1 great tendemy to

keep up the inllaniinalury pio< e>s. I,it;ht nourishing diet >lioul<l bi' gi\ en,

and general Unws are advisable. There is nften a lonsiilerable degree of

an.emia in tlicNc patients, so tliat a (ombination containing an easily

digested I jrni "I Iron is ot serviie - f.^. :

U. pi-rn ct Ijuin.ttt. 7a\.

Spt. ChluroJ. .jij.

Inj. Calumbic aU 3x. ,1/rscc.

fiat mislura. St. 5ss. ti'i' in die ex aqua post libos.
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Locally th< administration of prolongedhot douches should be continued,

and Borogbceride or Glycerin of Ichthyol (10 per cent.) tampons should be

inserted ir..o the vagina every other night and allowed to remain in situ tor

8 to 13 hours. It is recommended to paint tlie vaginal vault with Iodine

in order to promote absorption, l>ut this is a measure of doubtful utility.

Small doses of Mercury and Iodide of Potassium seem to do good in many

cases. Hot sitz baths or radiant heat baths applied to the lower part of

the body are also useful in promoting absorption. Pelvic massage has at

different times been recommended, but it is a remedy that is l)est avoided

l)y the practitioner. There is a strong probability that it will do more

harm than good by lighting up tlie process again, and it is objectionable

from other points of view.

Chronic Pelvic Injiammalion.—Cases of chronic pdvic inflammation

may l)e divided into two classes. In one, the presence of pus and visceral

adhesi(ms causes a constant aciiing and jjain with menstrual ( xa< erbations

;

in the other, extensive adhesions and large collections of p.i may be

present without causing any marked discomfort. In both, h.. ver. the

general health suffers and loss of weight aniemia, and a more or less hectic

appearance show tliat septic absorjition is taking place. In addition to

this a patient with tender adhesions or i ollections of pus is always liable to

an acute recrudescence of the inflammation, so that even where symptoms

are practically absent and the disease has been discovered almost l>y

accident, measures should be taken for its cure.

A thorough trial may be given to the remedies .suggested in the last

paragraph on subacute pelvic inflammation. In addition an attempt

should be made to eradicate any chronic endometritis that may be present

by swabbing out the uterus with lodi.sed Phenol, pure C'ari)olic or Formalin

(40 per cent.). In doing so the practitioner should avoid anytirlng but

the most gentle traction upon the uterus, and he will be well advi.scd to

leave curetting, if indicated, t(} a specialist, as rough handling ol the

uterus is very likely to induce a return of acute inflammation and may

possibly cause ruptiire of a pyosalpinx or pelvic abscess into the i)eritoneal

cavity. A change of air either to the seaside or to a Ir dro where pehic

hvdrotherapeutics i an be carried out is often \ erv servn cable.

Dperative Treatment 0/ Chronic and Subacute I'elvic lnJlamiiuition.-\n

most cases the (juestion of operation arises sodner or later. It mav be

postnoned while symi)toms are improving or are in abeyance and if tiie

pi .It is improving in general health or maintaining her improvement.

I arises at once if there is noimprovement or if tlie ])atient is losing ground

utter a fair trial of non operative measures; if it is important that she

should be put in a j)osition to resume active life as soon as possible, and if

her (iriumstan<es are not sue h as to permit of her recei\mg the carelul

nursing and the opportunities for rest that i an alone make non-operative

measures successful. It need scarcely be said that when an abscess or

jivosaipmx iia^ rui:ni:rii mt-- \:<f p "'•>' -t---.- ^i.i.i.^i-t. . .c— n-..

indicated to save the patient . As regards the cjuestion of operating while

rise ol temperature and |>uIm rate slmw tliat th. mfe. tion is still active it

43
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may be laid down as a general principle that if a collection of pus is present

and is in such a situation that it can be easily reached and easily drained

it should be opened at once. This ''ondition is most commonly fulfilled

in the case of pelvic abscess arising in the connective tissue or in Douglas's

pouch. On the other hand, where operation means an extensive separation

of adhesions leaving large raw absorptive surfaces, as in the removal of a

pus-tube, all signs of active inflammation must have ceased for some time

if the operation is to be safely undertaken. An excellent method of

judging on this point is tc make a careful bimanual examination in the

morning and take the temperature the same evening. If it is raised,

operation should be postponed. The two mc*' ds may sometimes be

combined with advantage; a large pus-tube ( civic abscess may be

incised through the posterior fornix and drained,and when the temperature

and pulse-rate have come down to normal, the radical removal 01 the

infected pus-tube may be undertaken.

What the actual operation should be in a case of pelvic inflammation

depends so much on the condition actually present, which is often only

disclosed when the pelvic viscera are in view after the preliminary incision,

that nothing like definite rules can be laid down for its performance.

One or two general questions may be briefly discussed

.

Should operation be carried out by tiie abdominal or Ity the vaginal

ri.jte ? It maj' be broadly stated that where the opening and drainage

of an abscess cavity is alone aimed at the vaginal route is best, except in

the case of an abscess in the iliac f(»ssa, which must be opened above

Poupart's ligament. Where the. aim of operation is to break down
adhesions, to remove disorj^anised ovaries or tubes distended with pus or

when there is a suspicion that the appendix may be imphi alcd, it is better

to operate through the abdomen, as adliesions can be dealt with under

the guidance of the eje and injuries to bowel or ureter can be more easily

dealt with. Siiould the abdominal route he chosen, drainage through the

posurior fornix should be secured, otherwise tiier« is grave risk of disaster.

.Should an attempt be made to save "varies and tubes? If at all

possible it should be the aim of the operator to save at least one ovary, or,

if that be not possible, a portion of one o\ar\ and tiiis can usually be

accoinpiisiicd. If there is one moderately iiealthy tube it should be saved,

even it upon tlie opposite side from the ovary that is kept. If both tubes

are diseased, there is little use in attempting to save one, as even if it does

not gi\ e rise to trouble afterwards it is unlikely to become capable of per-

lorming the fun( lion of an o\ idui t. Speaking generally, the younger tlie

patient and the mon ea.^y her (in umstaiu es the larther may one justifiably

go in the direction of conse.vatisni, while in a patient a[)proa( hing the

menoi)ause or under the nei essity ol working for lu r living it is foolisii

to imperil the success of the operation from a sentitia-ntal desire to siue

an organ which will iirobai)ly remain functionless. If both ovaries or

tUiKs have tci be rciriuvcd it is wiser to rcmc'VC the uterus a.s well, as in

nearly tvery ca.w it is already diseased and will probably give rise to

further trouble, while its function under the circumstances is gone.
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Lastly, before closing tlie abdomen the appendix should be examined, and

if it has been involved in the inflammation, it should be removed.

In tliis field of pth ic surgery the method of hypertonic saline treatment

introduced by Sir Almroth Wright has materially simplified and bettered

the position of the surgeon. In eases where the peh is has been unavoid-

ably fouled with pus in the removal of pus-tubes or the treatment of

ovarian uosi ess, 1 iiave had excellent result;; by abdominal draina.ne, the

tube being blocked at the lower end with a strand ot gauze, and two or

three sodium chloride and citrate tablets lieing inserted above. Such

patients, formerly always an anxiety, have recovered under this treatment

without a bad s\ niptom.

It should be remembered that these patients, half poisoned with pus as

the) are, require \ ery careful nursing, good nourishment and plenty of

rest and fresh air to enable them to make a satisfactory reco\ery after any

operation that may have been done.

Tuberculous Pelvic Iiifammatiou.— 'ruherde starts as a rule in the tube,

and spreads to the surrounding organs. In a case of some standing the

tubes are moderately enlarged and filled with caseciis tubercular material,

the ovaries are superfiiially involved and tuberculous peritonitis has

usually ( aused more or le.ss extensive adhesions between the original lo( us

and the coils of bowel lying in < ontii( t with it. Tiie (nunsel ol perfection

in these cases is to remove the affected organs, but operation for ll.is

purpose is nugatory or dangt rous when the ne( essitj arises to brei'k down

firm adhesions witii bowel whose wall has been weakmcd by tuberculous

infiltration, sin( e jR-forations, which it is almost impos.sible to suture

salisfai torily, are practically certain to lie made. 1 should therefore be in

favour of giving a \ ery thorough trial to general antituberculous treatment

Cdmbinedwith theinjei tion of small do.sesof tuberculin in every case beh)re

resorting to the aid ol surgery. The dose to be injected .should be .,„'„,,

milligramme at first, and if this jirotJuees too much reaction and makes

the patient worse, half the quanlit\' may be used at the next injection,

whicii should i" -^o case be given at shorter inter\als than a fortnight.

Durii - the i ., at least for the first montl. or two of the treatment,

the i>atient . rest absolute', ind afterwards .shouh' have absolute

rest after each .i...,ulation until ti.^ reai tion produced by it has passed off.

Nottiiifrclivc Pelvic Ihflaunnaliov.— l^esidcs the inflammations aheady

desiribed, the practitioner not unconuiionl) meets with tiie mminlcttive

adhesive infiainmalion which is .set up in the |)el\ ic cavity around a blood

etTnsion, whether resulting from tlu rupture ot i'n extra uterine pregna.K y

or of a lutiin i\st, or from the tearing of an adhesion. Ver> dense and

firm adhesions are formed between tiie \ iscera .surrounding tite blood-< lot.

and if this should chance to become intei ted a true suppurative intlamniii

tion .supervenes, whidi must be treated on the lines laid down above.

Where no inhction ha> occurred, the condition sli(ad<l In treated as

described under Kxtra isterine I'reiinanLy and Ila^nuitn'. eie. Pelvic—

R. Tl t*f
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PEMPHIGUS.

Pemphigus neonatorum is now regarded as being of the same nature as

impetisio contagiosa, an infection commencing possibly as a streptococcic

invasion, but which rapidly nasses into the staphylococcic; doubts are

licid about pemphigus vegetans being a true ])emphigus.

Pemphigus Vulgaris -'V\\t treatment of this affection, in which bullse

arise Ufjon otherwise healthy skin, should immediately be commenced by

the administration of Arscni<- in gratlually increasing doses till the maxi-

mum amount tolerated by the stomach is reached. Where there is any

rastric irritability, Cacodylates may be administered hypodermically or

by the rectum. In the majority of cases the drug appears to jjossess a

specific action over the diseased process.

Cod- Liver Oil, Malt Extracts, Quinine, Iron and other tonics, together

with nutritious feeding, are always indicated in a disease which shows

remarkable tendency to become chronic.

WiuTc arsenic fails a host of internal agents has been recommendeil,

as Iodides, Phosphorus, Antimony, (Juaiacum, Belladonna, Mercury,

Chlorate of Potassium and Strychnine, but there is no real evidence of the

value of any of them.

Lot al treatment at the best is but palliative and symptomal c. In acute

cases citaraiterised by great tension in the bullae these ma be pricked

with a sterilised needle or lancet and dressed with Uoric, weak White

Precipitate, or Zinc Ointments, or any bland unirritating antiseptic salve.

Powders freely dusted over the weeping surface are in some cases better,

especially when excoriations are present. Amongst dr\- applications of

this sort are finely powdered Fuller's Fartii, Bismuth Carb.. Oxide of

Zinc, Chalk, Star.li, Prepared Calamine, Oleate of Zinc, &c., either alone

or mixed in su< h proportions as the appearance of the parts indicates.

The following paste is a convenient appliiatiim botli in simple chronic

and in tlie foliac cous variety of tiie disease:

a. Zr«i (hidi

Cretce Prcrparatee

01ei Litii

Aqu(e ('('lets ana ,^i, Misce.

It is advisable to employ lotions at intt rvals so as to effei tually sotten

and cleanse awav an crusts or cak s which are liable to form when

powders or ointments have been used for a long period. One of the be.st

of these is a 1 per (ent. Carbolic Solution applied over the excoriated

surface im compresses; 1 per » ent. Borax may lu- added to it. Carron Oil

with 2 per cent. ( arl>oli( .\cid relieve-: iti hing and smarting.

Pemphigus Fiiliiheiis. In the treatment ot tliis most ( hronic and

nh.stinate disease, .\rsenic is usuallv of no value. Whilst lonstiluti' .
.'.

auenls are re(]Uired to combat ana-mia, dyspepsia, constipatum &:c., highly

nouiLshmg food should l)e pressed in order to meet the long drain upon

the patient's sir. n^th. Local treatment simuld ( onsist, as in the simple
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chronic variety of the disease in snippin;,' the flaccid bullse and dressin,"

the raw surface with any of the bland antiseptic preparations already

mentioned.

The best plan is to permit the patient to lie in a tepid ixith lor several

hours daily, after which the excoriations may be dressed with Zinc

Ointment to which 5 or 10 grs. of Calomel per ounce may be added.

I drm. of Corrosive Sublimate may be added to 30 galls, of water as a

Mercurial bath, but the patient should not rest in this for any considci able

length of time. Baths are fitlcd up in which the patient can eat and sl.'ep,

and these are of the greatest benefit in very chronic cases asso( iated with

much prurigo or itching. Pii ric Acid, Gelatin, Carbolic .\cid, or Perman-

ganate of Potassium may be added to tliem. Miillcr's Fluid, wliich consists

of 2 J per cent, of P.ichromate of Potassium and i per cent. Sodium

Sulphate, has been recommended as an agent for hardening the skin.

The constant use of the Glycerin of Bora.x gargles of Chlo.ate of

Potassium, or tai)lets of the Chlorate with Borax are the best local ajjplica-

tions when the mucous membrane of the mouth is affected.

Pemphigus Vegetans is invariably fatal. The only treatment available

is the svmptomatic, and will consist in the continuous application of anti-

septics to the warty ulcerating surface and of constant disinfection of the

mucous membrane of the mouth and throat.

Pemphigus Neonatorum is to be treated as Impetigo contagio.sa with a

bland anti.septic as Boric. Zinc or weak Calomel Ointment. In sypiiilitic

cases .Mcicurv is clearly indicated, and the most s< rupulous ( leanliness

must be maintained in all cases by frecjuent bathing iti weak Permanganate

of Potassium solution.

PERFORATING ULCER OF THE FOOT.

The primary disease, which is usually either lo( omotor ataxia, spina

bifida, peripheral neuritis, diabetes or leprosy, should receive due attention.

Mild cases may be made to heal < omplctely by a persevering use of the

continuous or galvanic ( urrent ; this i.-, best applied by dropping one

electrode into a warm foot-bath wliilst the other is placed over the sciatic

region. -\ large corn-plasirr with llie perforation over the sinus of ih.e

ulcer should be worn and the fool should be rested.

The thiikened rnar;:ins of the ulcer should be jjarcd, ami any tlabliy

granulations s< raped away, after whicii the sjmis may be filled with

Bismuth jellv or injicted with I'Viar's Balsam and tiie vtie dres-.d with

anv ^timulatinL: ointment, as the Inguentum Retina', or li\ very weak

Nitrit Acid, i'ercliloi Mercury soiulinn or Spiiii lotion i>y nu\in^ of a

piece of lint covered tinfoil or thin sheet lead. Rest during the slow

healing j)rocess is CNMruial. Stretching the posterior tibial and plantar

ner\es has given excellent results in many cases.

Diseased iione should be removed by the gouge or forceps, and if the

wound is very siug^isii U may lie oc c aiiorially iiiu.-iiied >i\ei v^itli a strong

solution of Nitrate of Silver, or touched with strongest Nitric .\cid, or .\cid

Nitrate of Mercur\ Solution or even brought info light contact with tiie

. i|
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tliernio-cautcry, ur sciupeU thoroughly with a Volkmann's spoon, and the

thickened cuticle round the edge of the ulcer sho-dd he frequently pared by

u sharp s^alpel or corn knife. When all these measures fad and the

sinuses refuse to heal, a Syme's or a Teale's amputation may then be

seriously t onsidered, but the incisions must be made above the level of any

anaesthesia whidi ma\ be present.

PERFORATION OF STOMACH AND BOWELS
Peritonitis, and Typhoid Fever.

see under Gastric Ulcer,

PERICARDIAL EFFUSION.

The treatment of hydro-pericardium in ordinary (ases is that oi the

primary disease causing the dropsy. Thus, in Bright's 1 )isease 1 »iaplujre-

tics. Saline Purgatix es and, to a lesser extent,, Diuretics will be indicated.

Large fibrixo-serous or simple effusions are the result of inHamniatory

action in acute rheumatism or in the terminal stage of renal disease. .\n

attempt may be made to cause the absorption of effusion by the admin-

istration of the diuretics mentioned under Pericarditis.

When the diagnosis of great distension by fluid has been established

by the recognised signs aided by the X-ray screen, and the detection of an

area of cardiac dulness to the left of the apex-beat and below it, an

exploratory puncture should be made with the long needle attached to a

large hypodermic syringe. The needle should be inserted through the

sterilised skin o\er this dull aica in the fifth or sixth space outside the

. ertical line of the nip])le slightly upwards and to the right in the direction

of the apex-beat. Some .surgeons advocate puncturing the sac close to ttie

Sternum in the fifth spate on the left side, or i to 2J inches beyond it in

order to avoid wounding the internal mammary arter}-.

Epigastric Pwictiire.— 'SladanA site is in the median line below the apex

of the ensiforni lartilage whilst the patient is placed in a semi-sitting

posture, and the trochar is directed upwards \ery close to the posterior

surface of the ensiform.

The sill, selected for the iircliminary puncture, if fluid has been struck,

should lie rigidh adhered to for llie paracentesis. .\n aspirator needle or a

Hat Curscluuann's troi bar and ranuia should be inserted, and the tluid

slowlv siphoned off till about 30 oz. are withdrawn. Tlic needle or canula

should be iield steadily by the fingers whilst the fluid is flowing in order

to avoid injury to the ventricular walls.

Pyo-pfru-a:diiim. Should the preliminary pun( ture reveal pus, ihis

may be diawn off by sii)honage as in simple effusion, and in the ia»e of

children there is a hope that it nuiy not reaccumulate. It is, however,

always better to provide drainage, for wlii( h purpose a flap of skin should

be turned up exposing the fourtli and filth left costal tartilages. The fiftli

cartilage should then !•' = :ir. bdly exrised, opening of the lett plenni beine

avoided, and the internal mammary having been secured the peritanhal

sac is freely opened, and after the removal of the purulent accumulation

a drainage tube is inserted. Owing to the difficulty of breathing general
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anaesthesia is usually contra-indicated, and the incisions can be made

under cocaine.

Where a left empyema complicates the situation the pericardial sac may

sometimes be opened and drained through the incision made for the

empyema.
Injuries as stab-wounds of the heart may be also reached and sutured

through the above-mentioned incision, but usually it will be found necessary

to remove the fourth or sixth costal cartilage in addition to the fifth in

order to thoroughly expose the wounded organ, and these operations

should when possible be performed under differential pressure in a suitable

chamber.

HtBmo-pericardium.—Blood in the pericardium when the result of

wounds is best treated by '^ee incision of the sac and ligature of the

injured vessels. Blood-stained fluid, the accompaniment of disease of the

membrane, may be removed by paracentesis, but the blood effusions

occurring in purpuric and scorbutic conditions are best left alone surgically,

Chloride of Calciurr bein j; administered freely by the mouth.

Pneunio-pericardium. -As this never occurs in the absence of fluid,

blood or pus in the cavity, the treatment will consist in aspiration or

incision, with provision for free drainage.

PERICARDITIS.

Inflammation of the pericardial sac is usually associated with endo-

carditis, and is only a part of a general rheumatic carditis, the special

treatment of which is deUiled in the article on Endocarditis. This may

be here briefly summarised for convenience : Absolute rest in bed in tiie

horizontal position, changed to the sitting posture should the sac become

distended with effusion. Ice should be applied to the praecordial region,

and if this does not afiord comfort poultices or warm compresses should be

applied. Leeches, cuppmg (dry or wet) and blisters may be used, Morphia

being occasionally necessary to relieve severer pain. When the ice-bag is

used its application should not be continuous. Wynter strongly recom-

mends the local application of Salicylate of Methyl (i in 4 of oil or

lanolin).

Internal'^ Salicylates may be continued in moderate doses combmed

with Alkalies, and many authorities recommend inunction with 15 per

cent. Mercury or Crede's Colloid Silver (Collargol) Ointment. This silver

salt (i gr. in 100 mins. water) may be injected intravenously or given

per rectum where there is any reason to suspect that ulcerative endocarditis

complicates the case.

When extensive effusion has occurred, diuretics like Iodides in .'o-gr.

doses, Agurin, Diuretin or Uropherin in 15 gr. doses or the su.mger

Theobromine derivatives—Theophylline, Theocin, Euphyllin—may be

administered in 5-gr. doses.

if the effusion i;untinue3 to increase paracentesis of the s;ir should he

carried out by the methods mentioned in the preceding article.

Poynton has drawn attention to the fact that very rarely, if ever, does
'^%¥
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the distension of the sac require tapping in simple rheumatic cases, the

dyspnoe?, &c., being caused by the f;reat dilatation of the heart, which

should be relieved by Digitalis or Strophanthus, 01 by Strychnine hypo-

dermically.

Adherent Pericardium.—When this condition can be diagnosed and the

hypertrophied heart can no longer continue to carry on the circulation

against the serious handicap of the adhesions the operation of cardiolysis or

thoracostomy should be resorted to. It consists in the removal of a portion

of the overlying ribs with their costal cartilages, and sometimes of the

lower part of the sternum. The operation has been rendered less fatal by

the method of performing it under differential pressure, which reduces the

dangers arising from opening of the pleura to a negligible quantity.

PERIHEPATITIS.

This condition is always secondary to some chronic disease of the hver

as syphilis, cirrhosis and hepatic abscess, or it may be due to the extension

of inflammatory mischief of an adhesive nature arising about the gall-

bladder. The indications for treatment in the earlier stages of the condi-

tion are clearly those suitable for the primary malady. The perihepatitis

which is the result of a previous attack of peritonitis will seldom require

treatment.

When the condition has become established, ascites will demand relief,

and periodical tappings will enable the patient to live for years in compara-

tive comfort, a result in marked contrast with that experienced in the

treatment of ascites caused by ordinary alcoholic cirrhosis, m which a fatal

issue usually follows within some months after the first tapping.

Omentopexy may be carried out in selected cases with some hope of

successfully diverting the circulation of the blood into the systemic veins

as described in the article on Liver Cirrhosis.

PERINEPHRITIS.

Inflammation atUuking the areolar and fatty tissue surrounding the

kidney is nearly always of the infective type ending in suppuration, and

constituting the affection usually known as Pcrincpliritic Abscess. Pre-

ventive measures directed to the primary condition are clearly indicated,

as in pvonephrosis of septic or tuberculous origin, pelvic cellulitis, appen-

dicitis, intestinal ulicration, psijas abscess or empyema. As soon as the

presence of local oedema and doughincss of the tissues raises the suspicion

of suppuration, without waiting till tliepus has declared itself afree oblique

incision should be made in the luml)ar region posteriorly sufficient for the

admission of the finger t«:' explore tlie condition of the kidney and to break

up isolated collections of pus. Free drainage sliould be established.

When the kidney is found to be involved in the infective process it

•hould be freely iniised and drained, ;in.-J a varrinc prei'-irf-H from the

Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, or Biuillua coli may be resorted to with the

view of strengthening the defensive resistance of the tissues, and Urotro-

pine should be administered by the mouth.
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FERINEUM, Roptare oL

Lacerations of the perineum at cliiHljirth should be immediately

sutured; this may be done w'-ile waiting for ihe placenta to be expelled

from the uterus. When the rupture is an incomplete one

—

i.e., not extend-

ing through the sphincter ani—the torn surfaces should be carefully

sponged dear of blood with mops of cotton-wool soaked in i in 2,000

Perchloride of Mercurj' lotion before suturing. A large half-circle needle

is th>- most convenient to use, and three of these, threaded with strands

of stout silkworm gut, should be boiled and in readiness. The first

suture is introduced near the anal end of the tear. It passes through the

skin, takes a deep bite under the torn surface, and emerges just short of

the apex of the laceration in the vagina ; it then passes in the rever.se order

underneath the other h:ilf of the torn surface and pierces the skin opposite

its point of entry. Further sutures, if required to close the wound, are

jiassed in the same way at successively higher levels. Before tying the

sutures, the wound should again be sponged clear of blood and clot, and

care should be taken that a fragment of membrane is not included in the

loop of the suture. If the rupture has been a complete one, extending into

the rectum, the rectal wall should be sutured with a continuous catgut

suture, just missing the mucous membrane, and special ca.e should be

taken to bring together the two ends of the sphincter ani, which can l)e

readily identified on either side of the anal margin. When that has been

done the remainder of the laceration is sutured with silkworm gut exactly

as in the cas' :* incomplete rupture. It is easier to insert the sutures if

the patient is 01. ner back with the legs held well apart, but the operation

may be done quite well with the patient on her side, provided an assistant

holds up the right leg and buttock. If for any reason the suturing of a

torn perineum is omitted at the confinement, it can be undertaken with

fair hope of success during the first days of the pucrperium, provided the

torn surfaces are neither sloughing nor suppurating.

The suc( . sful result of a suture of the perineum depends as mucii on

the nurse as on the operator. Bathed as it is in a highly albuminous and

decomposable fluid—the lochia^and exposed to constant risk of con-

tamination 'om the 'Ws, only tiie strictest attention on the nurse's part

can insure tlie absei j of suppuration. Tlie nurse should be specifically

told to keep in the room a basin of i in 2.000 Perchloride with a dozen

cotton-wool mops lying in it. Every 4 hours fur the first ti)ree da) s the

genitals should be exposed and the wound washed free from lochia with

the mops dripping from the solution. The same precaution should he

repeated each time the oladder or bowels act. V\.n\ the fourth da\ to ttie

tenth the wound need only be bathed night and moining, and after

defecation or micturition, (yn the tenth day the sutures may lie removed.

There is no need to hobble the patient by a bandage round the knees,

whi'-h has n" effect in prnrnuting uni'm.

It is a mistake to i)ind up tiie bowels in these cases. An aperient should

be given on the second night, even where the tear has extended into the

rectum, but special care should be taken in this case to cleanse away all

>%¥
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panicles of fffices from the anus with mops of cotton-wool soaked in

""Smperineum which has not been sutured or which has failed to unite

leaves the patient with a gaping vulva and some protrusion of the anterior

and posterior vaginal walls, if the levator ani has been injured, as is usuahy

the case. If the tear has been a complete one the discomfort of the

patient is increased bv more of less loss of control over the bowel. The

operative treatment of these injuries is a large question, the discussion o

wh-h would be out of place here. I awsouTait's operations forthe relief of

incomplete rupture and that forcomplete rupture may be briefly described.

Perineorrhaphy (Lawson Tail).-An incision is made along the skin

margin of the scar m the perineum. This mcision is U-shaped when

I ompleted, and corresponds to the junction of the lower hah oi the vulval

ooening. The posterior wall of the vagina is then seized with forcep. ant,

is dissected up with scissors from the anterior wall of the rectum for a

distance of i to 2 inches, care being taken neither to buttonhole the vagina

nor to cut into the wall of the rectum. The oval-shaped raw surface thus

produced is united by silkworm-gut sutures which pass transversely across

it being introduced through the skin margin on one side, passing deep

under the surff- ; of one half of the raw area to emerge just short of the

middle Hne, whci . they are immediately reintroduced to emerge again on

the opposite side at a point corresponding to their point of entry. About

four silkworm-gut sutures are required, and the wound is treated as

described under immediate suture. This meth' d provides a skin apron

which protects the exposed vagina' walls.

For complete rupture, an incision is made along the line of scar at the

iunction of the rectal and vaginal mucous membranes, and the incision is

carried backwards on either side of the anus, and thence upwards on either

side of the vulval opening. The vagina is dissected up from the rectum

for an inch above the apex of the tear in its wall, and the dissection is

.arried backwards to expose the torn ends of the sphincter am whose

position may be identified by two small dimples in the skm on either sid.

Lf the anal margin. The rectal wall is then sutured with catgut, and

soecial care taken to insure apposition of the ends of the sphincter. 1 he

operation is then completed as described above for Lawson I ait s perin-

eorrhaphy. The after treatment is as for immediate suture. -K. J.J.

PERIOSTITIS. . .

Under Osteomyelitis is detailed the treatment of acute septic inflam-

mation of bone of which periostitis is always a part, so that the affection is

known sometimes under the names of •' Acute Infective Fynostit.s or

" Acute Necrosis," though probably the causal organism {Staphylococcus

aureus) first starts tlie inflammatory mischief in the medullary cav.ty.

Pcriustcal infl^mm^ition does, however, oc.nr and remains fixed in the

membrane or layer of immediately underlying bone without manifesting

any tendency to spread to the medullary canal.
• ,- ,

,

The treatment in all cases .should embrace the internal agents indicated

tor the primary cause, as syphilis, rheumatism or tuberculosis.
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Acute localised periostitis is usually the result of blows, kicks or violent

contusions, and should be met promjitly by local measures. Absolute

rest and immobility ol the limi) should be se<ured by a suitable splint

\shicli will permit ol lo( al api)li(ations Ijcing made directly to the skin over

the inflamed memljrane. The limb should be well elevated on a pillow as

the patient lies in a comfortable position in bed. The surgeon has

the choice of told or warm applications; these should lie selected by the

sensations of the patient. The pain, tenderness and swelling which usually

follow direc t trauma of limited or circumscribed extent, as in kicks or

blows on tlie crest of the tibia, are best dealt willi by Spirit lotion (i in 3)

applied upon a double layer of lint covered with oiled silk and held in

position by a light bandage or stocking.

Sc.ercr cases will require hot or warm fomentations or poultices, and

wlien these fail to afford relief ice, Leiter's tu'x-s or evapor iiing lotion may
b( tried, or leeches may be ajiplied, and bleeding encouraged by fomenting

the bites afterwards. Should these measures fail to relieve pain, one or

two imall incisions may be made through the periosteum down to the bone.

This plan effct tually prevents tlie injurious effects of prolonged high ten-

sion, and thus minimises the after ill-effects of the inflammation, and may
prevent necrosis.

It is a mistake to wait for signs of fluctuation in severe cases when pain

and tension are excessive. Strict aseptic precautions should be taken,

and if pus is present the same treatment may be adopted, but the in<ision

should l)e a bold and free one, and the knife should be felt to reach the

hard bone beneath the inflamed periosteum.

The wound should be lightly packed with gauze; antiseptic poulticing

should be continued. This may be simply carried out by dressing the

wound with boracic fomentations, covered with oiled silk upon the

top of which large deep pads of cotton-wool may be secured by a light

bandage.

Internal treatment will depend upon the severity of the case and the

symptoms present. Where there is much fever a simple diaphoretic

preceded by a brisk saline cathartic as i oz. of Rochelle Salt is a good plan.

Where syphilis exists, large doses of Iodides are most eflicacious in relieving

pain and cutting short the disci'se, and the older surgeons still employ

Calomel and Opium in e\ery c .se. The iodide often relieves the dull

nocturnal pains in cases which aic not specific, and there is generally no

reason whv it should not have a trial in every case. The following is a

good (:oml)ination in tiie early stages; at a later stage the aconite may be

omitted:

B. Sodii lodiiii 5ij.

'rinct. Aconiti ll\xxx.

Liquor. Amnion. Acet. sij.

Syr. Auraniii ,^iss.

Aqua Camphorte ad Jviij. Misce.

Fiat mislum. Ca/>iat Jss. post iibos ter in die el horu somni.

^^.^
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When the temperature runs high, large doses of the iodide as a rule are

not well Ijorne, and then a mixture containing 5 grs. of Antipynne and

15 grs. Salicylate of Soda may be given every 4 hours. It often relieves

the pain markedly.

Where the periostitis is diffuse it invades the entire length of a long bone

;

the serious tension which supervenes rapidl> may terminate in the death

of the bone unless prompt measures ijc taken to relieve the local and

alleviate the constitutional distur!)an( e. The first step in tlie treatment,

as soon as the diagnosis warrants, is to make a series ot deep and free

incisions parallel with the sliaft of the affected l)one. These siu.uld pass

through all the tissues and periosteum down to the hone, and should he

extended into tlie medulla if the temi)erature does not fall within 24 hours

by gouging or In inserting a lley's saw into the wound as in osteomyelitis.

'Acute diffused periostitis or ostitis may be by these means prevented

from running into ac ute necrosis, and the shaft of the bone may be saved

and the patient', life rescued. The constitutional treatment will consist

in absolute rest, a highly nutritious li<iuid diet, and large doses ()f Quinine

with alcoholic stimulants. After the making of the incisions warm

antiseptic poultices should be applied every few hours, and as the progress

of thecase indicates theformation of newcollec ticms of pus further incisions

from time to time mav be required. Where the death of the shaft .« curs

in s|)ite of free and earlv incisions, and it becomes separated from Us

epiphyses, the mca.sures indicated under Ostc.myelitis, to whidi .ategory

.such ca.ses belong, are to be carried out. Se<|uestie( tomy will lie indicated

later on unles.s where an obviou.sly dead shaft of tione is found lying loose

in a bed of pus under the inflamed periosteum, in whi< h case it may be

removed at the primary o|)eratioii.

Siihatule periostitis following muscular exertion, and most (ommonly

met with in athletes, espeiially footl)allcrs and < ricketers, is best met by

the application of a series of thhvj. blisters.

Chronic periostitis is generally syphilitic. It is to he tr<al. d ujum the

same general principles rest, (ounter-irritants, and Mei. ury with

iodides in very large doses, and int isiims when these measures tail. It is

not unusual to lome a( ross jiatient.. sulfering from < hronic and painlul

jjeriostilis 01 nodes who have bun taking men ury or iodides in a desultory

wav tor months without benelit. Such cases generally yield rajiidly to

large <loses ot the iodide (.'o to ,^0 or 40 grs.): full doses ot Men ury just

sliorl ot saliv.ition may be also employed during the intervals in whii h the

iodiiic is suspended.

When' sviihiliiic nodes tail to nspond to tlie .iliovc measun >, tiie thick

ened periosteum should be freely incised and a piece ot the dense .
ompai t

l)one removed liy the gougt ,
tre|)hine or liev's saw.

The treatment ot tulx n ulous periosliti.s is to he carried out upon the

lines descrilied under Caries.

PERITONITIS.

,\( ute dilTtiM' inthminiiiticin of the peritoneum is seen in its most typu al

form after perforation ot some portion of its gastru-intcstinul tract, and
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must be treated on the basis of its being a septic process. Even w hen a

perforation does not exist the inft'( tive nature of the inflammation must

be accepted.

.'\s soon as a diaj;nosis has been made the al)d()men should be itpened

with the least possilile delay, as the result of innumerai)lc statistics |)rove

that the mortality rises with each hour ol dela\-. Morphia should not be

administered, Itecause of the masking of ti r symptoms wiiii h in\arial)l\'

occurs, i'nd results in procrastination of operative pro( edure till too late.

Xothin^r must be f;iven by the mouth wiien possible, ;ind the re( tum
should be washed out 1)\ a <( pious warm enetna. The lil.iddcr should be

evacuated, and if foul-smcUmu matter has been \omilcd liie stomach

should be irrigated and a large hypodermic of normal saline administered.

A general anaesthetic may be em])loyed when tlie patient's condition

|)ermits. Some surgeons |)refer to operate under spinal aniesthesia, and
the operation has been often performed under the local auiestiiesiii

produced by hypodermic injections of Stovdne or other local ana'stlutic.

Where the exact diagnosis of the primary lesion is cloul)lful. the best

plan is to make a median incision midway between the unii)ilicus and

pubes, and to proceed at once with an exploration of the abdomen in order

to di.scover the site of perforation, beginning in the right iliac fossa.

Should the appendix be found to be the septic focus, this is to be dealt

with by the measures descril)ed under Appendicitis. Perforation of the

stomach or intestine will retjuire closure by the methods detailed in the

articles dealing with these lesions, evisceration being when possil)le

avoided. Should the intestines require to be drawn outside the abdominal

cavity, they must be i arefully protected by compresses soaked in hot

saline solution. The utmost expedition comjiatible with eftit ieni y should

be aimed at in order to minimise shock, and all uninfected regions of

the jieritoneum should be protected from infection b}- gauze tampons.

The toilet of the peritoneum is carried out in various ways according

to the fancy and experience of the operator. The practice of scrupulous

moppmg out of all traces of exudation and scrubbing off lymph and
Hushing the entire abdominal cavity with weak antiseptics or sterile saline

solution with the view of afterwards sealing up the abdominal wouml r^

steadily giving way to the more rational method of rapidlv rcmo\ uig

exudation by gentle fri( tion with gauze and the establishment of eflicient

drainage.

Thi^ latter routine has un(juestionablv reduced the mortalitv enor-

mously when lomliined with the postural method of drainage introduced

by Fowler, and rectal >aline aliuR'ntation as carried out b\ .Mur|)hv. In

localised peritonitis the introduction of a wide rubbci t>'iewhen this (an be

introduced directly and ke(>t in siti4 at the septic loi u>. a^ in ajipendii itis,

answers all the requirements of efficient drainage, es|)eciall\ when > om-
bined with gauze or " cigarette " drains. Ikit in most < uses of diffused

septic peritonitis the best pro( edure is to place the patient in bed imme-
tliately after operation supfM)rted by jjillows in the Fowler jwsition

—

I.e., in a half-sitting iwsture—so that all fluid gravitates into the pelvi,s,

tl^
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from whit h it can effectually escape through a large drainage-tube passed

down into Douglas's pouch. In pelvic peritonitis the peritoneal cavity

may be drained through the vagina.

Murphy's method oi continuous proctoclysis should be employed; this

has reduced the mortality to about one-eighth of its former rate. A

reservoir or fountain syringe capal^le of holding about 3 i)ints to which is

attached a rubber tube with a long rec tal nozzle is all that is required. The

nozzle on being inserted within the sphincter is left in situ for a few days,

and the reservoir is elevated from 6 to 12 inches above the level of its

extremity in the rectum and the iluid is permitted to trickle into the rectum

at the rate of about 30 oz. in the hour. )iy putting tliis charge into the

fountain every 2 hours it flows into tl' rectum within 60 minutes, which

gives the bowel a rest of over i hour uetween the fillings and secures the

administration of 18 pints or 360 oz. ''uid in the 24 hours, all of which may

be absorbed. Tlie liquid should be at a temperature beyond the normal

body heat to allow for cooling as it flows through the tube. Patcrson's

irrigator is provided with an electric heater, which secures a tem|)crature

of 100° F. in the Saline solution as it enters the bowel. Murphy's lUiid

consists of 90 grs. each Ciiloride of Calcium and Chloride of Sodium to tlie

\o oz. water; ordinary normal saline 80 grs. Chloride ol .Sodium to ladi

i)int of water is generally employed. This c, ^tinuous rectal infusion with

saline flushes *\\v skin and kidney, and promotes elimination of the toxins,

at the .same time seiures restoration of the blood-jjressure and retardation

of the absorption of toxic produi ts by the peritoneal surface. Beef tea

may be added to the saline after the expiration of 24 hours in many lases

with advantage.

Should a nurse trained in the techni(}ue of Murphy's method of procto-

i lysis not be available to superintend the operation, very good results may

be obtained by rectal injections of J to 1 pint of normal saline every 2 hours,

the injt < tion being given slowly througli a rubber catluler and funnel so as

to avoid inducing reflex movement of tlie rectum.

When for any reason tlie rei lal route is not permissible, the saline

should lie .idministered liypoderniically or in urgent cases intravenously.

If vomiting (ontinues after operation, the stomach should be washed

out, and as pai.ih sis oi peristalsis leads to great distension of the bowel

with gas it is often necessary to empty tiie cohin by a series of doses of a

saline purgati\e (i dr. sodium sulphate every hour) jireceded by a full

dose of Calomel. In tiiese cases of distension the injection of Pitnitrin

(1 c.c.) is often of great value.

Some >urgeons recon.nuiui llie routine ])erform.ini e of ii/>/Hi!(iiio\tomy

in diffuse septit: peritonitis liitorc suturing thi .ibd.iniinal wound. The

.ippcndix liavinu been remo\ed, all but the sphincter ,it its liase. .iny

(luantily of salini' solution tan lie injei ted through .t s\ringc introduced

into the stumj) so as to flush out the entue colon sevt r.d times a ilav. This

method is cspet ially valuable m the 1 ase of ( liililien vvliose restlessness

prevents the satisfactory adoption of Murphy's rectal infusion.

In some cases ii will be ne(essiiry to ini ise a diiiended coil of bowel
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when there is much difficulty in returning the intestines within the ab<'om-

inal cavity, and it may be imperative to insert a glass T-tube with an

attached rubber tube, which is to be secured in the abdominal wound in

order to permit the accumulated flatus to escape slowly from the paralysed

bowel, especially when the diffuse peritonitis is the result of intestinal

obstruction.

After operation, pain and restlessness may be so severe as to call for

Morphia hy|)odermically. When this drug is employed, it is a good

routine to < (mibine Strychnine with it, and some surgeons in the after-

treatment of perit(mitis aflirm that the action of stryt hninc is of itself

quite as satisfactory as the results of a narcotic when the symptoms are

those of severe restlessness.

As little fluid as possibl' " id be administered by the mouth for the

first day or two. The rect >n usually eticctually rilicves thirst, but

when this remains intense }uantities of ice or hot water may iu"

permitted.

In cases where the desperate condition of the patient does not permit of

im nediate oi>eration saline should be injected hy]>odcrmically by the veins

or by Murphy's rectal method, and after an attempt at lallying or rca( tion

hasoccurred the abdomen can ])v opened with a better prospect or recovery.

Deaver, whilst acknowledging tliat the only hope of saving a patient

sutTering from perforation of the stomach, duodenum or intestine or from

rupture of the gall bladder, lis er and .spleen lies in immediate operation,

Ijclievesthat the peritonitis (au.^cd l)y cholecystitis and pani natitis should

not be immediately subjected to operation; he ])refers, if tlie patient has

been already ill for 48 or 50 hours, to wait fur lo( alisation of the signs.

Pneumocorcal I'lritonilis. This form of aiute inflammation of the

peritoneum is conmumly seen in ciiildhood, and is often part of a general

infeition associated with pleuritis, pneumonia or ])eri( ardit ^ the micro-

organisms reaching the abdomen tlirough the blood stream or 1 y extension

from the diaphragm. Tlie treatment .should lonsist in speedy 1 qiarotomy

and the evai uation of the copious amount of fluid usually pri - nt, irriga-

tion of the c avily with hot saline and the introduction of a free rain down
deep into the pouch of Douglas.

I'ost operatire Pentonilis.- Tlie form of acute peritonitis w T li some

times supervenes upon abdomin. operations as ovariotoni\
, gastro-

enterostoniv, &c., must also be treated as of septic origin, bein)' as a rule

either tlie result .)f leakage into the sa« of intestinal contents or of

ai rjdintal adinis^-ion of septic organisms owing to imperfei tici in tlie

techniiiue of the operation.

The treatment will consist in tlie emiiloyment of rei t.il infusion by

Mnrphv's method, and .ift r alle\iation of the symptoms of shock the

abdominal wdund shouhi lie opened u|i. irrigation of the sac with licit Sidine

solution and the introdui tion of a drainage tube deeply into the [louch of

l>ouglas should lie eflei »"d, and su( h other proiedurcs as the loial (oni'i-

tions assotiated with the piimarv operation demand in order to preve.u

further leakage and soiling of the perittmeiim.

t»t
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Acute Localised Peritonitis.—\S\icn this is obviously of septic nature the

best rule is to act upon the Siine principles as in the diffuse form of the

disense. The ur;.'encv of operative interference is less exacting than in the

diffuse form, and when the local conditions warrant delay, the wisest

course rtill l-.e to closely watch tlie pro^jress of the case, leaving to nature

the limitatio'- i the infective process by adhesions which shut off the septic

focus fi Jie general peritoneal sac. Afterwards operative procedures

f(,r tiie evacuation of i)us and the establishment of etficient drainage will be

indicated bv the nature of the local conditions present, as detailed under

Appendicitis, Gonorrha-a, Gastric Ulcer. Gall-lJladder, &c.

Subphrenic Abscess.—Ihh form of localised acute peritonitis may be

due to duodenal .r gastric ulceration, appendix trouble, pancreatic, renal,

pleural, pulmonary, hepatic or gall-bladder suppuration, Fallopian tube

or pelvic abscess, iSrc.

The treatment is modified by the site of the abscess, but the prmci|)le

of earlv incision and t!ie evacuation of pus and the establishment of

efficient drainage is to fie applied in all cases. The diagnosis should when

possible be assisted l>y the X ra>s, and before attempting incision an

aspirator or %'ery long hypodermic needle should be inserted under the

influence of a general anaesthetic, the surgeon being prepared to proceed

with the evacuation of the pus as soon as liie presence of this is detected

bv the needle. The needle may be entered at any spot where pus is most

likelv to be found; the best routine, however, is to penetrate the ninth or

tenth intercostal space in the mid-axillary line, traversing the pl'ural

cavitv as the needle is thrust iiome till pus is reached. To prevent

infection of the pleural sac, w.ien the pus must be evacuated and the

abscess cavity drained through the transthoracic route, some surgeons

resect a portion of a rib, and pack the wound with gauze for 30 hours to

insure .dherencc of the parietal and diaphragmatic pleura as in operating

for hepatic altscess. As a rule, however, thi urgency of tiie case demands

completion of the operation at a single seance, which must be accomplished

bv carefully stit- hing the diaphragm to the intercostal muscles. When

the case has been one which has lasted several days the chances are that

the pleural cavitv has been already obliterated by adhesio* s, and the

subsecjuent |)rocedure is much simplified. Kach case must, ..owever, be

dealt with a( « ording to the local conditions found to be jiresent. Often a

subcostal incision meets the difficulty, and in the cxtra-peritcneal variety

of abs< ess the subhepatic and kidne\ pouch can be reached and drained

without opening the p<'ritoneal "^ac.

Subphrenic abscess on the left side is usually due to posterior gastric

ulcer, and the peritonitis s,ion invades the lesser Siic of the pi ritoneum
;
if

the pleura is not involved, the best routine is to ojien he aiidonien in the

middle line in the epigastric region. When the pleuia is already the seat

of an empvema, it may lir jmsaihie to remove a portion n{ the ninth rih

iind drain the subphrenic abscess through this ofx-ning. Abscesses of

splenic , duodenal and pancreatic origins are to Ik- treated upon similar

lines.
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Chronic Diffused Peritonitis.—This when of the suppurative type nust
l>e treated by laparotomy and drainage as in the acute variety. Adnesive
or Prolifera:i7'e rlironic peritonitis, whether diffuse or iocahsed, is best left

alone unless the pain caused by adhesions becomes unbearable, or \\\vn

the functions of the stomach and bowel become seriously interfered with,

in which cases it will be necessary to open the abdomen and break down
the adhesions, or to perform an anastomosis operation in order to remedy
the resultini; obstruction. Occasionally jiood results have been obtained

!)> injections of Mbrolysin, and this agent may be tried before laparotomy
is undertaken, when the symptoms are not urgent in tlie loc:i!ised adhesive

peritonitis which so frecjuently occurs as a sequel to abdominal o|)crations.

In those cases of chronic peritonitis arising from loni,'-standing inflam-

mation s[)reading from the capsule of the Ii\ er and spleen, and in the type
of affection occasionally seen in arterio-scierosis Bright's disease, gout
and other clirmic toxrcmic conditions the main indication afforded for

treatment will be found in the removal of the accompanying ascites.

Counter -irritaticm by flying blisters or Iodine may be tried when the amount
of fluid is not great. Purgatives, diuretics, diaphoretics and alteratives

like Mercury and Iodides are useless except when the ascites is i)art of a
general •"-opsy; these agents cannot be counted upon for the removal
of fibrino-serous or true inflammatory fluid. Paracentesis should be

performed at suitable intervals as in the ascites of cirrhosis and mitral

lesions.

The treatment of the chronic peritonitis caused by tubercle is considered

in the article following.

PERITONITIS, Tuberculous.

Under Mesenteric Gland Di.sease the treatment of abdominal tuber-

culosis has alreaily been discussed in some of its aspeits. Two facts

stand out in the etiology and pathology of tlie disease wliit h should be
clearly realised by the phvsician, as they have important bearings on lrc.it-

ment. The first is that in tuberculous peritonitis, mesenteric glaml
disease or abdominal tul)erculosis seldom do the bacilli reach the peri-

toneum through the blood, as has bei'n hitherto supposed. Thev enlir

the intestine in tuben ulous milk or in svxallowed sputum, and |)ass readilv

through the intact mucou;. surfa( e withftut ne( essarily causing any injury

at the site of their abso-n ion. After being filtered out by the fine

meshwork in the lymphatic glands they remain in these organs till tlie

gradual infection of the peritoneal sac occurs. This fact has its bearing on
jnevenlive treatment; if all milk were sterilised primary tuben ulous

peritonitis would be rarely seen. IMithisical subjects should be taught not

to swallow their .sputum.

The second fact to be kept in mind In tliat once the b.u illu> lias become
lodged in the ai)dominal glands or peritoneal membrane it is placed at a
great dio;idvantaK'^ ii^ reg.irds it-, future dcvciopmeni. il-> tiivii.iiiniujii

i^ in marked contr.isl to that which is alTorde<l by tlu' pulmon; . tissue,

.111(1 the natur.il tcudeni y of abdominal tubeiculoNis is ioward< reci.verv.

Hence the ,iiysician should approach the problem ol tre.itiiKoi m a i a'

t*t'
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more hopeful spirit than is justifiable in the case of phthisis. Probaoly

the natural tendency towards recovery is even greater in abdominal

tubercuio.is than in ordinary tuberculous adenitis affectmg the cervical

Ivmphalio glands. .

'

Constitutional treatment should be identic:al ^^ilh that pursuc-d in

phthisis: open-air lite day and night when weath. permits, over-fec.:r.^,

Cod-Liver Oil, Malt Extract, and Creosote aiv all clearly indicated.

Obviously since milk must enter largely into the diet of the tuLerculous

patient this fluid should be sterilised in every case where the anir lals sup-

plying it huN e not been proved to be free from tubercle by test injections.

Vaccine treatment is unquestionably, as in cervical adenitis, of great

ben'Mit in all chronic cases. The human tuberculin should be used.

Where the infection of the peritoneum and of the abdominal glands ib

but a part of a general miliary tuberculosis, vaccine treatment is clearly

contra-indicated, and little can be expected from open air or any other

form of therapeutics. ...
In addition to the previously mentioned constitutional agents various

local methods of treating tiie disease have proved useful.

The X rays have been demonstrated to possess an inhibitory action upon

the growth of the bacillus, and should always be pressed into the .service as

soon as the diagnosis has ben made clear, and they should be long

persex cred with in the adhesive form of the disease which does not lend

itself to surgical measures.

Cod-Liver Oil inunction, when carried out by the continuous method

described under Mesenteric Gland Disease, is an agent of great value,

especially in the case of children. Wilcox dissolves Iodoform in the oil

and repo'rts favourably of its use; hi^ formula (onsists of 1 dr. Iodoform,

10 drs. Ether, and Cod-Liver Oil 21 drs.

( ount:T-irritation by Iodine has still its aihocates. Ichthyol, Oleate

of Mer.ury, Iodoform, lodol. Jothion and lohydrin have been used as

local applications, and Iodide of Sodium or Potassium has been employed

bv Kataphoresis to drive the iodine iorts into the abdominal cavity. The

intravenous and intraperitoneal injection of Iodoform and other iodine

preparations is open to serious dangers, and should be abandoned.

\i<rj,ual Treatment. Whi-n the disease has withstood the above-

mentioned .(.nstitutional and local treatments for several months the

question of surgi. al interference should lie seriously considered. Two

tvpes of tuberculous peritonitis are recognised- viz., the dry or adhesive,

an<l the .cW or a.uith forms. The latter type is much more amenable to

'l)otii medical and surgual treatment than the dr\ variety.

Surgi* al treatment consists in a simple laparotomy o|)erati(>n performed

under chloroh.rni or ether, the evacuation ol any lluid present, and the

separation ol such adhesions as can i)e readily broken down l>y the lingers,

uilei wiii.h the ahdoinina! wound may !«• "-v.Umd^ no drainage being

usually neiessiirv . Some surgeons insist uix.n a thorough irrigation of the

peritoneal cavit> witii warm saline solution, whilst others entirely disix-nse

with all flushing .ind seal up tlie wound.
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The explanation of the excellent results obtainable by abdominal
incision is yet to he supulicd. Some surgeons rei ord 75 per cent, ot

permanent cures after the biin|)le [jrocedure above mentioned. In rev iew-
ingthe statistics of any kn^thened series of successful laparotomies one is

struck with the fad that llie only element common to all the cases, in

addition to the simple incision, is the condition of more or less prolonged
aniEstiiesia induced by the chloroform or ether administered. The writer
some years ago was led to the conclusion tliat this element in the emi)iric

surgical treatment could not be ignored as a thcra|)eutu (actor in the
satisfactory result. Without accepting any theory of the lethal ac lion

of the anx-sthetic on the l)acilli, it aj)pears to be c|uite possiltle that the
saturation of the blood by chlcjroform, ether or ethyl chloride may effect

such changes in the blood serum or phaguc:ytes as is sutiicicnl to turn the
scale against the development of the bacillus already severely handicapped
in its struggle lor existence within the abdominal c avity. Simple tapjiing

is of little use, and, moreover, tliiugh aljcloniinal im isiofi is only clearly

indicated in the ascitic type, sometimes the ojjeration aas been undertaken
in the adi.esive form of the disease, and the surgeon U|)on realising the
danger of attempting to separate the numerous adhesion.-> hiuncl to be
present has abandoned the operation and sealed up the wound l)\ >uinrcs,

to find that ultimately the patient has been permanently cured.

To test the influence of the anaestiietic the writer has I ad chlorohmii
administered after tuberculosis in the abdcjmen of guinea-i)igs had been
induced experimentally, but the results were always unsucc csslul, bcc ause
it was found to be impossible to limit the tuben ulosis to the abdoinc n in

these animals which are so susceptible to the invasion of the I'acillus.

Though the routine resort to abdominal incision in the dry or adhesive
type of tuberc ulous peritonitis is to be disc ciuntenam ed, it will sometimes
be necessars to open the abdomen lor liie relict ol urgent svmptoms as

acute abdominal ob.struc lion, sup[)uration, cite. The danger of tearing

the attenuated and friable i)o\vel in the attempt ' .j break down lirm

adhesions renders it necessary to overcome the obstruction b\ slior'

circuiting the bowel above the seat ot the kinking to a coil below the bloc k.

.Sacculated abscess and collections ot tuberculous detritus between
adjacent c ciilso, IhivviI arc tobc' c leared out and drainage piovided. Where
a localised tubeic ulous ulc craticpii cieepiv ipvoKc.-. a knuckle ot bowel ihi-,

may so'iutuucs be sue c e',;,lull\ rescclcd. Kadical opciation-, should not
be undertaken when the lungs are alii'ady diMased. I'ain, diarrhaa,
lever, profuse sweating, constipation. \i .. niu.st be met a> they arise by
drugs admini.stered on reecignised prine ij^lc >. The most reliable astriu.'cni

is Tannalb.n in 10 gr. doses with 2 to s grs. of Dover's I'owder admini.s-

tered in e ac het loriU.

.

PERLfiCHE.

This is t\\v nanie applied to the condition cominonly seen in children

who have contr.ii ted the- habit ol lickini', their lips, whuh leads to an
invasion of the macerated surface by staphylococcic organisms. The

t*#'
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bc.l luatine is the application (.1 a ,5 per cent, solution of Nitrate of

Silver daily followed bv smearin- the parts with Zinc or Boracic Ointment.

\ L Smith in ..hstinate cases characterised by excessive amount ot

salivary secretion administers Belladonna till marked dryness of the

mouth'is kept up for several days.

PERSPIRATION, Excessive.

riiis usually will be found to l)e secondary to some primary affwtion

which reiiuire^ treatment, as phthisis or other form of tuberculosis, j.) a-mia,

s,ntica_>mia. < hronic alcohoHsm, inHuen/a, obesity, acute rheumatism,

i.'ue \c rhe various druus lound suitai.le for the control of the profuse

perspiration, often so distressing; a symptom in pulmonary tuberculosis,

may as a rule be employed in all other allied septic stales, lliey are

enumeratedin the article on Phthisis.

Where lu perse.retion ol the sweat glands occurs, independent of any

other affection, some abnormal condition of tiie vaso-motor nerv.^ supply is

urobablv present and mav re(,uire treatment. Tiie dothmi; should be li^ht

and absorbent, thin Hannels bein^ the best fabric for wear ne.xt the skin

W lure then' is no elevat 1 cutaneous temperature, the skm sliould

b. bathed in very hot water b whi, 1, vinegar is added. Cold douchinu

alone or followinu hot sponging often i. useful, and sm.irl liiction is aller-

wir.N to be emploved. Innii tlien advise.-, an ointment c'ontaming

b hllivol and l-mpentme to be rubbed in beh.re lied-time. This is to be

washed off in the inornii... very cold water is to be u.sed and tliorough

friction altei .-, hi. h a poude. cntammg musta.d is to lie dusted over the

skm In case. >^ liere the- .kin is warm he advises the use ol the Ichttiyol

Omtmeiit or Soap. Of the- various (x.wders the best c„nMsts ol Starch

I. parts Tannolorm 4 parts, I'.ora. ir .\c id .\ parts, and Salicylic .\cid

1 part This effectually deals with the miliary eruption or numerous

sudamina often pn^ent." Some autiiorities recommend the iminc lion ol

the entire bodv witii Sweet or Neat's Foot Oil.

Of internal methods ol treatment, tlic writer beliews that a very dry

diet with the least amount ol lluids uu- - the best results <
ombined with

-> "IS. sulphonal tiim t daiK .

"
Tineture ol i;elladonna ^ iiims. or Atropiiu ,,!,„ to

, \„ gr. three times a

day alone Ol with . ; lo V-^
nuns, ol the Liquid I'.xtiact ol Krgot may he

tried Sulphuri. .\. id. Tannin, Oninme. Sirv. hnine, .\garir. minute doses

of l'il„carpine. Sulphate or Oxide oi Zmr. and nearly every remedy louiul

usrful in diminishing the night sweating of phthisis have '•^'^n "^^d,

but their ett, rts are verv transient. I rocKer uives a teuspoonful ol .Milk

of Sulphur iti a httle milk twiee a dav. I'lie employment ol the c.mstanl

, crrent along with the administration ol StrNclmine or Nux \ omica may

lie tried. „ ., ,, ,
• , .- . 1, _ 1 i;.,..l ,,.11 .11> i,r,^i-nis iiself for

E.\<essive j)i.TSpir.aiun. v.!;v.n n- a.^sc i-.-
1

'l- 1-

treatment in tho.se ca.ses accompanied b> unpl-asant odour or pronoun, ed

foetor, in which examples the local !)> peridro.sis is known as - liromi-

drosis." The tre.it'iunt d this i^ detailed under its own luadint;.
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PERTUSSIS, OR WHOOPmO COUGH.
Prei>eniion.— An the mortality lessens markedly with the a<;e of the

patient isolation thus becomes a ([uestion of \ital importance. This is to he

decided upon hy the peculiar nature of the patient's surroundin;;s,and as it

uenerally will he rc'|iiired for S or 10 weeks under ordinary circumstances,

there is no use in l)ei;innintf a system of isolation in a iialf-hearted wa\-.

nor is there any use in insisting; upon it where it is almost <'ertain to break

down in a few weeks. Moreox'er. no plan of isolation should lie accepted

wliich will ( onfine the patient to one room during the entire illness. As a

rule in this country the patient's parents, who generally think that they

know a good deal hefore'.iand about .such a common disease, refuse to

carry out a system of ri;_'i(l isolation. The writer's practice is to warn the

paticiit's relatiyes of the danger which might arise if some weakly member
of the family were to catiii the contagion, and to urge upon them the

adyi.sability of placing two rooms in the house at the dispt)sal of the invalid,

and adyise that the others should be sent away.

One large well-yentilated sleeping and one play-room, especially in the

winter-time, and at all times 'len possible, should be provided for thi5

in\alid. This is i matter of nuire importance than nurses and parents

can he made to see. As will be mentioned later on, disinfection lieing

necessary during as well as at the termination of the illness, everything

capable of being injured by the fumes of burning sulphur siiould be

remo\ed. The air of the room can be medicated by the methods to be

mentioned later on; the temperature of the chamber is an imjiortant

matter. In severe cases rccjuiring to l)e kept indoors the temperature of

the room siiould be kfpl :it 60° F., but it is a serious mistake to do this and
permit the child to g out into the (old air. The second room in these

cases can be used as an " intermediate " chamber.

Open-air treatment is of \ital importance later on, and when the season

permits it may be started as soon as the disease de( lares itself. Moder-

ately strong children, c\en in smart attacks, not only are safe, but are

nuich better for being out all through the attack. Plenty oj frfsh air is

really of more im|)ortance than medii ine in the long illness. Of course . in

se\er( weather, with rain and cold, or during the prevalem e of the spring

east winds, or in the presence of any i)ronchial complications, outdoor

exercise must lie forbidden. Cushing, whilst insisting that rest in bed

gre.ith lessens the r<iui;li during thi' early stage, and as the paro.wstns are

more fref|uent at night, which he lonsiders to be due entirely to the

\ itiaied condition of the sleeping-room, urges that the best sedative to the

cou^h :!nd paroxysm is cold winter night air. which should be freely

admitted through th(> wideK opened windows of the beflroom. It would
be both irration.il and dangerous, however, to surrountl the patient in the

daytiiTie with an atmosphere at 60° I'', and expose him at night to one below

hic/mg pomt. The best roiituic pro( (Inre is to open the windows and
door of the adjoining second room to their fullest extent in order to keep

the air at night as pure as possible, an<l at the same time to temper it b\ an

open fire in the stepping apartment. I'he most thorough and complete

\

>^.¥
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ventilation must be always carried out, no matter what the temperature

of the room, direct draughts hein-; avoided.

Fecdin<- is of threat importance, and in the management of weakly young

rhildren will turn tlic scale for or against recovery. The usual fluid diet

wi.irh experience has proved to agree best with the child is to be continued,

provided it be wholesome and highly nutritious. A varied diet does best

with grown-up children. After the paroxysms liave liccome thoroughly

established and the appctiu- begins to fail, the i)atient must be coaxed to

take milk or other nutrit lluid nourishment as i)eel juices, beef jelly, or

clear soups .xtween ine
• • i

• j

When the paroxvsms become attended by vomiting, the critical period

in the dietinu arrives. The nurse should be directed to withhold food for

a short time in the presence of a threatening attack of coughing, and to aim

at having the child feed soon after an attack, so as to permit the food ta be

as long as possible in the stomach before the next turn of vomiting. By

attending to this hint lives may be saved by tiding the patient over the

dangerous exhaustion which follows frequent acts of emesis.

A-Avd, indicestible food in the stomach as nuts, green fruits, bread-crust,

&c., will increase the laryngeal spasm, and portions of unchewcd beef and

potatoes may give serious trouble during the act of vomiting. Hence,

upon the whole a liquid or semi-solid farinaceous diet is to be preferred for

small children, or the ingredients should l>e carefully comminuted by using

a mincing-machine for the meat foods.

Clothing should be warm, and so arranged as to prevent over-heatmg

at one time and (hills at another, an even temperature and the avoidance

of draughts being desirable. Light flannel underclothing is essential,

except in very warm summer weather. Combinations should be avoided,

owing to the frequency with which the urine and sometimes the fa;ces are

voided during severe paroxysms of coughing.

During the paroxysms young children should be lifted on to the nurse's

knee or lap, and everv constriction about the neck or chest should be

removed. Naegeli states that the paroxy.sms may be arrested by simply

pulling the lower jaw downwards and forwards, and this is effective also

dunnu sleep. Abrams attaches a pleximeter over tlie lower ( ervical spine,

and has this tapped for 5 minutes at a time thrice daily in order to arrest

or diminish the paroxysms. Kilmer recommends that a laced belt with

rubber gussets should be worn round the abdomen in order to «ompress or

firmly support the \ istera. and thus prevent vomiting and diminisli the

severity of the paroxysms of coughing. Voelcker ap])lies a Martin's

rubber handa-e around the alulomen after friction of the chest walls with

the view of aiding the thoracic respiration by impeding the abdominal

muscles in weak ricketx' ( hildren liable to suffer from undue >ielding of th<'

n:'.rietes of chest .ind consequent pulmonary coUajjse.

Ice to the larynx by compresses or I.eiter's tubes and blisters to the

nape of the neck or along the (ourse of the vagus have been Iried^to

moderate the sj)asnio(iii rdughing, bill the\ are generally useless.

The present e of adenoids should bt st)ught for, and removal ol these in
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the early stage of the disease should be recommended in all cases, and ilie

necessary operation may be safely carried out even in protracted cases.

Drug Treatment.- This resolves itself into the local applications of

sedative and antiseptic sprays, vapours, inhalations, siarfrlcs and swabs
and the internal administration of substan(-cs which are believed to inhibit

the growth or development of the specific micro-orp:anism which causes the

disease, or of agents which influence the respiratory centres and act alsc

on the bronchial mucous membrane.
Inhalations are extensi\ely employed, and provided that the heating

appliances necessary for their production are not permitted to vitiate the

atmosphere of the room, much benefit may be obtained from their use.

The Phenol compounds are the most effective. Cresolin allied to crude
carbolic acid, being a mixture of the three isomeric cresols, is the favourite.

It is volatilised by the heat of a small lamp, the vapour being permitted

to saturate the atmosphere of the sick-room, and it is less poisonous than

pure Phenol and less irritating than the vapour of Creosote.

When pure Carbolic Acid is employed, however, it is best used as a hand-
spray I in too dissolved in rose-waterand sprayed in the immediate vicinity

of the patient or at a short distance from his open mouth. Yeo, in addition

to the volatilisation of the acid by heat, recommends that a 5 per cent,

warm spray be also diffused through the air of tlie room, while a i in 40
spray is played before the face and nose. Godson employs Creosote liy

the method of continuous inhalation, the drug being sprinkled upcn ( loths

hung up in the sick-room, and he states that it produces an immediate
effect upon the paroxysms, which are rendered less frequent. It may also

be diffused by the steam of the bronchitis kettle. •

Oil of Eucalyptus or Eucalyptol is a most grateful antiseptic, and the

following spray may^be diffused through the room several times a day, or it

may be sprinkled on cotton-wool and placed in conla t with tiie patient's

chest, or poured into boiling water for in" alation:

E. Oiei Eucalypti 5ij.

Olei Terebinthince ^].

Thymol 3j.

Creosoti Zh
Spiritus Lavandulce ad 5vj. Misec.

The air of the room can be rapidly purified by pouring a tablespoonful

of Oil of Turpentine into a basin filled with hot water, or the oil may be

sprinkled on vessels tilled with dr>' sawdust so as to continuously keep the

air saturated with its vapour. Terebene may be employed in the same
manner.

Local applications to the fauces have been largely used, but there exists

much scepticism about their real vai je. Any of the ])reviously mentioned
unirritating antiseptic sprays may be dirci tly concentrated im the interi ir

of the throat, as the i per cent. Carbolic. Masland employs a weak spray

of pure Quinine directed to the interior of the nose. Dawson Williams

tM'
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strongly advocates a 2 per cent. Resorcin spray. Peroxide of Hydrogen

has lieen formerly much praised.

All of the substances used as sprays have been also employed as na.sal

douches and gari^les for irrigation of the na.so-pharynx, and in nnich

stronuer solutions they have been brushed or s\val)bcd over the mucous

membrane. The painful and l)arl)arous routine of applying strong

solutions of Carbolic A<id in Glycerin, Nirate of -Iver, Corrosive

Sublimate and other powerful germicides is as irrational as it is dangerous.

Insufflations of dry powders as Quinine, Boric Acid, Iodoform, Ferrier's

Snuff, Tannin and a host of other drugs are etjually futile and di.scomfort-

ing. and the same may be said of ointments of all kinds for lubrif ating the

no'strils. The least objectionable is an ointment which consists of i part

of Iodoform and i part of Eucalyptol in 16 parts of Vaseline, Should any

irritable condition of the upper air-tract exist which is not relieved ijy the

I in 100 Carbolic spray it may be coated over by means of the nebuliser

with a film of pure liquid Paraffin contaming a few grains o! Menthol or

Thvmol per ounce.

Cocaine sprays, solutions or swabs should never be employed owmg to

the dangers of absorption and their tendency to induce a dr\' state of the

mucous surface.

Stimulating liniments are rec mmended to keep u\> !;> peratmia of the

skin over the chest. If volatile antiseptics like Camphor and Eucalyptus

be compounded with these, and the parts covered over after friction with

cotton-wool, the child may thus he made to breathe an antiseptic atmos-

phere continuously. Garlic poultices are unqnestionably valuable.

. The writer's routine application is the follow ing:

B. Old Eucalypti i^iij.

Olei Cajuputi 5iv.

Old Mentha Pip. Ta].

Linim. Camphorce. ad .^,vj. Misce.

Of internal drugs for administration the list is practically an inexhaust-

ible one, but it may safely be affirmed, notwithstanding the host of vaunted

specifics, that no known substance exen ises any It thai or inhibitory action

upon the causal microbe when administered in safe doses by the mouth.

iSefore referring to the commonly employed so-called spec ifics it may be

pointed out that the most unobjectional)le routine in most cases is to order

a simple expectorant mixture to combat the bronchial ( atarrh which is

invariably jiresent, and wlii( h usually declares its presence before the

characteristic whooping paroxysms iiave settled the diagnosis. The

foUowmg mixture may be prescribed for a child ol '> to 7 years:

B. Vini Ipecacuanha 5v.

Tiiici. Sdllu r.ij.

Tinct. Camphorcr Co. 3iv.

Syrupi Tolutani Jiss.

Aqim Chloroformi ad %\v. Misce.

Siitnal ")j. qtialcr in die ex paululo aquce, post cibitm.
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Such a simplf conibinatiori will do somethiriii to ward off chest complii

;

tions, as the administration of ipet acuanha appears to exert some influence

in preventing; further catarrhal trouble when the open-air treatment is

( arried out from the first.

When the hronchial mm u nains touijh and adhesive, there is im

expectorant equal to Iodide oi Sodium or Potassium, and its administra

tion certainh will in such case> minimise tin- tendency towards collajis.'

of the air c ells through pluirtiinL' of the smaller hrom hial tubes b\ \ iscic!

secretion; i dr. of either >alt can be added to the abo\c -mentioned

mixture.

(jarlic is a most invaluable expectorant, ancl Mine hin has demonstrated

its action in a number of respirators' conditions. Many authorities regard

it as a specific vermicide in pertussis. Teaspoonful do.ses of the juice may
lie fiiven to children, and .some attirm that by placinji a few bulblets inside

the patient's socks the absorption i*- -^o rapid that in :' few hours it is

eliminated freely by the pulmonary tract. As the j)i'- .is become

severe and frequent— say up to twenty or more in a day .u .vnen their

intensity beidns to tell upon the patient's strength, several drugs ha\e a

claim upon the physician's attention. These are ISromides or Uromoform,

( hloral, Antipyrine, Iklladonna. Heroin, Conium, Quinine or Euquinine.

The writer names them in the order in which they will, in his opinion, be

likely to proved of value.

Bromicles are certainly not as cfTicacious as chloral or antipyrine in

diminishing the frecjuency and intensitx' of the paroxysms, but they

possess the advantage of being practically free from danger when given in

moderately large doses; 5 grs. of the Ammonium salt may be added to each

dose of the expectorant mixture, or 3 mins. IJromoform may be adminis-

tered in syrup. The best combination is bromide of soda with the next-

mentioned drug.

Chloral possesses marked power over the spasmodic element in the

disease. The usual rule for do.sage is r gr. for eac h year of the child's age,

but it is bc'ttcr to give half this amount, and more frcciuently— say e\ cry

2 hours— and e\en then a still smaller dose suffices when bromide is added.

It should, however, be always remembered that 1 hloral is a dangerous

drug in the pre.senc e of cardiac v cakness, and in c cimplic ated ca.ses it must

be used with caution. Chloralamidi- and Chloralose have been aNo

vaunted: they are probably not less dangerous when gi\c'n freely.

Heroin is certainly preferable to morphia as a respiratorx sedative,

though Henoch extols mc)rphia in pertussis abo\c all other narc otii s. The

dose of heroin should not exc eed
, Ij-,

gr. for a child 5 \ cars old. ll> advan-

tage over mv>rphia lies in its not drying up the sputum. Rec ently Trihoulet

and Boye have revived the morphia treatmc nt. and reiommend the dose of

.-';, gr. morphine hypodermic allv to infants under a } ear old, anrl double

this amount to older infants. The v\riter believes that such treatnunt

would probalily lie fatal where extensive brom hial catarrh is present.

Belladonna has been long claimed to be a spec ific ; it is useless alone

unless when given in do.scs sufficient to produce? the physiological action

/ r i\

>*#'
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of the druo but xvhen pushed to this extent it often exerts a considerable

influence over the severity and frequency of the paroxysms. In many

cases it fails to exert any beneficial action, and must be abandoned owmp

to its tendency to drv up the sputum. Some authorities prefer Atropmc,

others the allied alkaloids—TTvoscine. Hyoscyamine or Duboisme. These

powerful mydriatics should not be given to infants at first m doses

exceedincr ,U gr-; alter watchinp; the effects the dose of atropmc may be

increased to .,i^ gr. till the pupils dilate in the case of a child i year old.

When the full effects of the drug have been produced the dose should be

lessened and though children bear belladonna or atropine much better

than adults, nevertheless the use of such a powerful agent is always a

source of anxiety to the conscientious physician, and unless in hospital

practice, where the effects can be watched from hour to hour, this form o

treatment is better avoided. Atropine may, however, be safely combined

with several of the before-mentioned drugs as in the following recipe for a

child of 12 months of age:

R. Liquor. Atropine Stdph.

Sfldii Bromidi 3iss.

Chloral Hydratis ^^s.

Heroini Hydroch. ^r. J.

Syrupi et Aqua ad Jiv.

Fiat mist. Cpt. 3j. quater in die.

Antipyrine is a less dangerous drug than atropine, chloral or morphine,

and it often proves useful in diminishing the number and the seventy of

the paroxysms, but falls far short in the efficacy reported when first

introduced as a specific for whooping-cough. A child under i year may get

I gr. every s hours, and it may be combined with bromides. Eolatm,

which is a benzoin-antipvrine compound, has been recently extolled; it

may be given in doses of \ to } gr. 4 times .l.iily to a i-year-old child, and

possesses marked influence in diminishing the tendci.ry to vomit. Phena-

cetin and Antifebrin possess no .i.ivantages over antipyrine. Antipynne

may he given in the following combination to a child of 2 years of age.

R. Phenazoni 3j-

Atnmonii Bromidi ?lj.

Sodii Bromidi 7i]-

Svrupi Chloral 7,v'].

Aqua Chlorofonni ad ^iv. Misce.

Fiat mist. Cpt. coch min. terliis horis.

Conium is now seldom employed. In-ing the least reliable ol the rem<<lies

already mentioned, and lieing useless in all cases, unless, like iH-Uadonna.

it !)c "iven in di'^---- >':i|»."-1'!p 'if !?r('dui inL' it< olivsitilooical elTects.

Ouininr is held by many authorities to possess spc. ilic bHcterici(l«l

powers in pertussis. Its bitter taste is an insurmountable barrier to its
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internal administration to children, and the writer has ceased to employ it

on this account, except in cases where there is a high temperature, and

where the previously mentioned remedies have faded. It tends to dry

up the secretion of the bronchial tubes, and in this way ,t mcreascs the

difficulties of expectoration, and hence it should he very .aut.ously given

where there is much bronchial catarrh. The sulphate, munate, or tanna e

mav be given per rectum in two full daily doses. A child three years old

mav get 4 or S Rrs. in this way in the 24 hours if the paroxysms are vexy

frequent and severe. The.>>e doses appear to diminish reflex excitability.

Baron gives li grs. for each year of the chihl's life three times daily. It is

most useful in the later stages of the affection. Tlie plan of spraying the

nostrils and fauces with a dilute solution of the drug has been alread>

referred to. Euquinine is nearly tasteless, hut weaker than the sulphate

Butler extols Iodised Calcium (i to 2 grs.), ^ nd Rothe uses a solution of

Iodised Phenol for internal administration. The following is a modifica-

tion of his formula: . .„ m- ...

Acidi Carbolic! Purif., gr. xv.; Spiritus Chloroformi, IRxv. ;
Tmcturae

Belladonna, IRxxx.; Tinctura- lodi M., nix.; Syrup, et

^^^^^^Jj-
Misce. Fiat mistura. Of this he gives a teaspoonful every two hours to

. hildren between 2 and 12 years. Of carbolic acid the dose «eems a large

one, an<l of belladonna the amount is too small. There is no doubt that

small doses of carbolic acid are useful, i min. of the gly.enn may l^e

given every 3 hours to a child 2 or 3 years old. Creosote and (.uaiacol

are favourite internal remedies with many physicians.

Richardson advocated the administration of Pen^x.de of Hydrogen in

the form of Ozonic Ether as almost a spe.ifi.' for whooping-cough, and

Oxvgen inhalation is recommended by Weill when the paroxysms are

severe, and he maintains that il prevents the advent of broncho-pneu-

""yco advocates a mixture .-onsisting of Benzo«tc of ^oda 72 prs.;

Bicarbonate of Soda, 48 grs. ; Chloride of Ammonium, 24 grs.
;
( hloroform

Water, . oz.; Anise Water to 3 oz., of which i to 4 drs., according to age,

is niven every 4 hours.
, , ,

Alum, Sulphate and Oxide of Zinc Chloride and ( arb.mate of Ammonia.

Camphor, Valerian, Asafcetida, Krgot, C.rindelia, Indian lUmpReson in.

are but a few of the host of internal a.ents now s.-hlom re led upon

Indeed there is a .litVicultv in collectinu any great number ot the ..Idtr

.irugs whi.h have not at some time or other been vaunted as spc il.cs for

^
oS-rsJenfic was Ouabain- a crystalline .lucoside from ouabaio

woo.i allied to strophanthin. When one reflects that its dose is only ,
,

gr

(or infants tlie d;mger of prescribing such a p<.tent agent is obvious. .\. ua

Fluoroform (2 J per cent.) is a suppose.! s,«cific: it apparently is of httle

use even wiien given in dm. hm doses everv I :)Ur.

Chloroform may be empi..yed ... indu.e ligh. -'n'-thesu wh-n he

paroxysms are verv formHlai.le. and Nitntr of An.yl 0=-....naUy ban been

lound to .ut sh.iit.a Ncvcic seizure ..( ...Ughmg.

' ij

W

^*#'
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Berguete discards all drugs, and relies upon the efficacy of the hot bath

(102° to 107° F.) everv 6, 8, or 12 hours, and maintains that this not only

modifies considerably the severity of the paroxysms, but that when

freely resorted to in the .-atarrhal stage it may cause the disease U>

almrt. , <

During the de<lining stage of tlu disease with its protracted convales

cence the most potent agent for hastening recovery is a change ot air.

This was fullv recognised in the past when . l.iUlren were brought in

numbers to the ^as-works in order to inhale the odours of sulphuretted

lime. The sulphuretted hvdroge , may have ha.l some benefi.ial a. tion

since it is a valuable expectorant, r.nd possesses ba.tencidal properties,

but probably the mere removal from the unhealthy, ill-ventilated sleeping-

room was the more potent factor.

Various plans are in vouue for carrying out this treatment at home;

the inhalation of coal gas and ll.,S is attended with deadly peril, since .oal

gas is now charged with water gas.
., , •

The safest procedure is the method of Sulphurous Acid fumigation, as

carried out by Mohn. This consists in removing the patient from his

sleeping-room in the morning, after which Sulphur is freely burned in the

room (H drs. per cubic metre of air spa.e), with the door and windows

doselv shut for at least five hours. After opening all outlets an<l inlets,

and ventilating the room till the air can be safely breathed, the patient,

with clean linen garments, is to be brought back in the evening and put tu

bed, and Molin maintains that he often awakes . ured next morning.

Ccrtainlv, sometimes the paroxysms appear to rapidly dimini.sh after tl.i-

procedure. Some authorities bum small .piMntities of sulphur constantiv

in the sick chamber all through the attack, but this must be done witl,

threat caution owing to the irritating a.ti.m of the fumes on the brotichu.l

membrane unless so largelv diluted with air as to be useless, and this

remark apphes to Formalin fumigation, which is sometimes sul)stttutc.l

for the sulphur process when the room is emjuy.

Vaccine treatment is still ui)on its trial, the vaccine being prepare, 1
hy

,ultiv;iting the mi. robes isolate.l tw Mordet and (ienuon, and Heming

reports favourablv of this. The treatment of the various .
ompications

as broncho-pneumonia or cipillary bn.nrhilis, ..,ll.,,.se ol the puhnonarv

tissue «fc., must be promi.tlv carried out on the appp.vc.l prim ip es laul

.lown in the special artidi^s dealing witl. the treatment of these conditions:

Oxygen inh.d.itions mav be freely um.1 in all . ascs in ad.liti.m to the

other remedies indicated.
, , • 1

Convul.sions o,-currin« durini; the disease mav be treated by Lumbar

Puncture on the re. ommemlati.m of Kckert, wli.. at the same lime ..ives

( hloral Ilvdrate bv the bowel. During con\ahs,ence the diet mu.st he

most gen.Tous. (\xl-l.iver Oil, Malt IMracts, Svr. Fern lod. may be

t-iven, open air life should be insisted up..n. ;ind th.' .langers ol phthisis or

^
, ,. I ! ; ,„;_.. .,0 .. .;,.j.ij,.l I niii>il lie I'ljiirdeil aL'ain^l

.ilh. r forms of tuiuTi iihi-iiini liirm- 1- -> .!!i!»i-i! -j

bv everv auent which tends to improve nutrition :.nd strengthen t
•

delensive mechanism ol the body.
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PHAOEDiENA. .

This rare condition is to be treated on the same lines as gangrene and

aan^renous stomatitis.

PHARYNGITIS, Acute.

\cute catarrlial sore throat is probably always a mixed microbic

disorder. Local treatment is in the majority of cases only required,

though the constitutional symptoms may in severe cases require le

administration of Antipynne, Aspirin or Salicylates, and the ^-ve ^^.c

or phleumonou. forms of the diseas. will demand large do.es of Qu ninc

and Iron with stimulants. A weak solution of ( arbolic A<id an^trs

most of the indi.ations. The following may be employed as a gargle or

spray, and used every 2 or 3 hours:

a. Acidi Carbolici 5j-

Coiuinu! Hydrochlor. gr. iv.

Clycerini Boracis ^ss.

Aqiue Rosce ad Ixi]. Mtsc'

is severe, between the applications of the above spray or

:.t mav be steamed bv causmg tho pal > nl to hold his iiead

'

J with boilint; water, with a large Muet throvMi looscK

volatile sedative may be added to the water as ( onii ni.

iiiviu • ,s IJalsam. .Menthol, iV(.
• , ,1

\s so.... as pain or dith.ultv ..f swallowing is relieve.! the .
o.a.ne shoul.l

iH. st..ppe.l. as It fn.ls t.. keep up a ...ngestive state ..t the membrane:

vvl,.re it lails to s,H-e<iily relieve the distress ,1 shouh be , iscarded tor a

, per cent. Menthol solution in i.ure parattin. After the .subs,.ience o ai

acute svmptoms the throat may be painted with Mandl s 1 igment, which

. ,.nsi.st; of l.Kline 6grs., K.I. 20 grs., 01. M. Pip. 5 mins.. Cdycerm to .
../.,

or with 1 i.er .ent. Formalin solution, or anv aslringent gargle (as lannin,

, ui so) mav be used to t.me up the relaxed memlmuie.

In the a.ute phlegmonous types ol pharx ngitis the mllammat.on causes

n.u.h a-dema of the m,.. ous membrane, whi. h spr.a.l> to the tonsib and.

Hua.i.n, the larvnx, 1.. .•n.du.e asphxsia. The appli- atmn oi strc^nu

S.trate ol S.Keiis .lan.eious. n.c be^t pi.Meduie 1. to Ir.ely s. anty the

v.v.,llen membrane Us a line ,
...nlnl bistmirs prote. te.l loNsilhin about

1 in.h Iron, tlu' point. Tra.heotomy or laryngot..nn may be needed.

Abbesses sh..ul.l be ..i.ened as soon as they a|.pear. In the grave

M„ti,' dis.,rder known as l.uduH^i's .lu^,mi. or submaxillary .ellulitis.

caused In strepto. o. . 1. invasion, anl.sireptoco.u. >crum or ^a..lne

.hould be" inje. ted and the brawny swellm^^ m the neck and about the

jaw, .houl.l Ik; in-ised and lurther o|Kned up bx thrustmg a dre,smg

lor.eps down into the w ound ..nd ..penmu the blades.

Uelruphury,.„al An.us.s 1. liable to ai-pear in these grave lorms ol m,-

, ,1U,,1 .-rvsip. !.i!on> phurvn^tis. The absce.s mav be .•aut...n«lv opencil

.
t '

. . . , ... . over the end 01 li.e

Where [uv

L^.irtile.th'

.)\er a " c.

o\ir al

( reoxitv

mi

#*^
lr..in witiun, the patient's head being brought lan^ini
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operating-table in order to avoid asphyxia by the pus entering the larynx

and tradiea. A safer procedure in Ludwig's angina is to make a short

indsion in the upper patt of the neck, and by the blades
f

.^
forceps reach

the abscess cavity from without behind the stemo-masto.d muscle as m

dealing with the collections of pus in the retropharj ngeal tissue which are

caused by caries of the cervical vertebrae.

PHARYKGTxlB, Chronic.

Tiie ti ; tment in the first instance will consist in the removal of the

primary cause. Gouty, rheumatic, ,„nstipative and dyspeptic conditions

should be met by the remedies indicated in each case. Alcohol, arid to-

bacco especially in the form of cigarette smoking, should be prohibited,

and an open-air occupation when possible selected. As tiie conditum is

auuravated and perpetuated indefinitely by the patient s voluntary efforts

at hawking up the scanty adhesive secretion which keeps the relaxed

membrane in a state of -rritPble un.cst, the best routine is to employ a

weak Carbolic gargle or spray, i in loo, whi.h produces a considerable

degree of local anaesthesia, putting a stop to the necessity of hawking and

performing needle.s efforts at swallowing. A similar effect is producible

by sucking Carbolic l.o.enges ar.d to a feebler degree by keeping some

and emollient jujube or pastil.e in the mouth. When the irritability

is great and interferes with rest Bromides -ntemally exercise a local

aaa-sthetic action over the pharyngeal membrane after ^^ "=«
""J^^";;;

but < ocaine should never be employed, as it invariably renders the relaxed

membrane more irritable.
.. ^ i .

Where the pharyngeal membtane is constantly dry and crusts tend t..

remain on it, the best treatment is that so efficacious m atrophic rhinitis-

, , to swill the nas;d and pharyngeal cavity several times a day by sniffing

up a solution of ,,o grs. each of Chloride and iiicarbonate of Sodium wih

Borax in halt a tumblerful of tepid water or by thoroughly washing out t u

throat with thi^ cleansing lotion employed as a douche spray or gargle

Mucm M.lulion, s gr,. tu . o/.., will, an equal amount of the Bicarbonate ol

Soda is also verv ..ivantageuu. and keeps the membrane moist tor hours.

Where the condition is s.mply that of relaxation ol the membrane with-

out irrUabihty, one ot the best routines is to paint the ^"^'^'^^
'"'^ ;;''

'

Nitrate of Silver ^olutum, 20 grs. to i oz.. or with ( hlor.de of /.m u, h. ll

tins strength. I'amling «.th the (ily. erin of tannin or ot Alum -an be

safely and ea..ily carried out by lia' 1
itient tvsi.c a da>, and .son. time.

affords I on^'iderai)le relief.

Ihc loliowm.. .argle i.- . iV.cauous, and olteu enubles the M-Uni ol

relax, d M.ic Ihroa'l to ehe. tually get throUgh a ^peakmg or Mnging engage-

ment witlioul undue strain;

11. Acid. Tannici ."jij-

(ilyurini Aluminis ?,iv.

I tin I. Crt/'sU* ;jj.

lnjii!>i lioM Aiit/i uii 5xij.
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Mandl's pigment, Glycerin of Carbolic Acid (i part in 2 of glycerin and

water) or Weak Tincture of Iodine with Glycerin of Alum (i m 6) may be

nainted on the relaxed membrane night and mormng.

Granular Pharyngitis.- The treatment of this form of chronic pharyngitis

is most tedious and >li .appointing. Cathcart attributes it mainly if not

entirely to faulty voice production, and the writer has witnessed its entire

disappearance after a course of lessons by a good mus.c-teacher

As the condition is frequently met with amongst public speakers and

cleruvmen it is sometimes called " clergyman's sore throat, but it is

better to confine the use of this term to chronic laryngitis, with which,

Imwever, granular pliaryngitis is often found associated.

No treatment will avail much until the patient is made to rest his voice

l,v abstaining from smg.ng or public sjieaking. Alcohol smokmg and

over-eating must be forbidden, highly seasoned or spiceu dishes being

'''

\ residence in a dry warm climate, a sea voyage or a sojourn at a bracing

,oast with daily l)athing in the open sea are all most l)eneficial.

Wliilst every known means of improving the general health is to be

persisted in, the internal administration of drugs is of little moment,

Ixcc-pt in so tar as it assists general building i.p of constitutional vigour

iron is usually indicated; it may be given alone or in combination with

Quinine, Arsenic, Phosphorus, Iodine or Cod-Liver Oil.

Free purgation by means of any of the natural mineral waters, or a

sojourn at Ciarlsbad, Aix, Kissingen, Lms, or Harrogate may be beneucial,

especially in gouty subjects. ... ^ r... • ,„

Main reliance must, however, be placed m local treatment. This is to

be carried out upon the same lines as in treating .hromc pharyngitis,

soothing Carboli,: lotions or sprays being employe 1 where there is much

lorul pain or irritation. Any of the astringent gargles, sprays or swabs

iiuiv be tried, but as a rule little may be expected from these measures in

verv chroni.: cases associated with much hypertrophy or numerous

^;r uilations. These must be destroyed if a radical and permanent

imwrovement is to be aimed at.
, . , 1

The best metliod of treatment is to apply tlie galvano-cautery to each

granule and at the same time cause obliteration of any large veins m the

.liseased membrane, or Meyer's ring knife may be used

Nitrate of Silver fused upon the end of a strong silver probe may be

eniploved to destroy the granulations, only a few being -erated upon at

each sitting. A strong s..luti..n of the nitrate (i dr. to i oz. of distilled

water) is a favourite means of carrying out this object; bui it is a mistake

to mint over anv c.mMdcrable area of the pharynx with this at one sitting,

owing to the irritation which may ensue, unle.s-s much ulceration i. |.resenl.

Iverv Mvond or third day is oft.n enougii, and the Carboli. Lozenge or

si.rav mav be lrc<|uenllv used before and after ea. h ap: •alum.

In Kauifs method ol
" Graltage " the i.harynx is painte.l with co. ame

;

a iMr.l biuM. Nviih the hair. cUt short i'. dipi-d inf. a 10 {..er -nt. sohitu.n

o( Iodine and L.didc of Potassium in water, and the mucous membrane is

1>ft*'
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vigorously rubl,ed with this till bleeding occurs. After this has subsided,

a softer brush is used. At the end of about five days, when the inflamma-

tion has subsided, the operation is repeated once, and these two s.ttmgs are

reoorted to effect a cure.
. . , , r

Ehrman employs pure Crystallised Trichloracetic Ac,d by means of a

probe and cotton-wool. This effective caustic destroys all diseased

membrane without producin;i any pain or inflammation it cocaine be used

previouslv. It can be applied to the nose and behind the palate. A

solution (t in 3) in Glycerin may be freely painted or swabbed over the

L'ranular surface.
, , , i- j •

^
Chloride of Zinc solution (15 to 20 grs. to i oz.) may be freely apphed m

n 4d diffused cases after local irritation has been soothed by any of the

gargles or sprays or swabs already mentioned. As a rule however, it may

be said that the gargle is the least satisfactory of all the forms of local

auplic ation in the management of chronic pharnygeal affections.

Weak Tinaure of Iodine with Glycerin of -Mum is a very excellent

solution for dailv application witli lint or a large brush (i in 6). It acts

ke Mandls Pigment, and may be employed after the destniction of the

granules l)y the cautery. Strong alcoholic solution of Guaiacol has been

''Bnideol Ammonium soluti.,n (20 grs. to 1 o/..) has been found useful

in sub.luin, the irritability of the pharyngeal musdes, but the writer has

hid better results from its internal administration in lull doses, the eflftas

,>;in.. mu.h less transitory than wIhu its local exhibition is relied Upon.

The Cliloride of Ammonium inhaler is ot servi.f m the later stages ol

treatment, and sometim.-s all through the ailment it affords relief,

espe. iillv when laryngeal irnlation is a prominent feature.

WhcrJ enlargement of the tonsils exists, this should be reduced by

puncture with the cautery or by removing the hypcrtroph.ed organs with

'^'VMuM.>rynf>il<s is t., be treated by remedies directed to the primary

lesion-.Mercury in the earlv staL'es and large closes of Iodide of Potas-

sium ('o or ;o LTS. three times a day) in the tertiary ulcerations.

( hlonite of Potassium 4 drs., Carboli. Acid i dr. in 20 01. Ros.- Water, is

an excellent application or gargle for habitually cleansing the surface o

Syphilitic ulceis in this region. They may be hghtlv touched w.h a small

T'lmel's hair brush moistened (but not dripping) with a htile LiM- Hvd.

IVrml., care bciny taken not to approarh the entninrr to the larynx.

The solid Slick ..f .\rgenl. .Sit. may be applie.l, or Iodised Phenol niay be

„sed. (.r the ul.ers, when well within reach, may be in.>ufflated with

"The'iollowing luiuid max' l>e scabbed oxer the th.oat upon cotton-wool:

11. Hydrari^yri PoMor. i^r. j.

Atnntonii ChtnriU. ^'r. vij.

CIvcmni Alumnis Sj- ^/»st;c!.

luui Sidulio. M. J. II-
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Where great pain and difficulty of swallowing is experienced, the

pharynx may be sprayed by a nebuliser, using a 5 to 10 per cent, solution

of Menthol in pure paraffin.

PHIMOSIS.

When the orifice of the prepuce is very narrow or the prepuce itself is

very long, and when from the accumulation of secretion attacks of balanitis

occur, the phimosis must be dealt with by surgical means. The irritation

of a long foreskin may lead to the establishment of masturbation. The

foreskin should be capable of being dra > back so as to completely un-

cover the glans in every hoy, but in the great majority of cases where this

cannot be easily accomplished it does not follow that a cutting operation

should be decided upon. By forcibly pulling back the skin of the penis

the glans mav be gradually exposed and the narrow preputial orifice

becomes dilated in the act, so that after a daily pcrformanc e of this

process, unless the foreskin is at the same time very long, the narrowing

soon disappears and the prepuce shortens so as to leave the glans bare.

During the retraction for the first time it will be often necessary to peel

back the layer of epithelium lining the interior of the prepu.e which has

become adherent to the surface of the glans and to remove old accumula-

tions of smegma around the corona.

In cases which do not readily yield to the above simple procedure

surgical measures must be considered. These are (i) mechamcal dilatation,

(2) slitttnn of the foreskin on the dorsum of the penis, and (3) circumciston

.

The writer for many years has advocated a more frccju'-nt resort to dilata-

tion than is usually considered to be orthodox. When practising as

surgeon to a children's hospital he was surprised to find liow seldom a

cutting operation was necessarv to remedy a congenital phimosis, and often

has he been able to effectuaJly deal with the acquired variety of the

affection in adults by the same means.

In the case of a child whose narrow preputial orifice scarce admits a

stout probe, a few sittings suffice to dilate the contracted opcnmg by

inserting the blades of a verv fine forceps in the closed state, and gradually

and ver^' gentlv separating the handles till Mie tissues are thoroughly

stretched. The ordinarv old-fashioned phimosis forceps, openmg by

means of a finely threaded screw, answers all purposes. It is surprising

to find to what extent dilatation may be pushed without causing pain,

cracking or tearing of the prepuce. Once or twi. e a week is often enough,

and frequentlv in voung children the prepuce may be painlessly shpped

over the Hans after one or two trials with the forceps. When tins lias

been accomplished with such ease as to render paraphimosis unlil -Iv, the

child's parents mav be safely entrusted to periodically draw th epuce

bac k, and in the case of older children they sec to this their 'vi .. In a

comparativelv short period the elongated prepuce shortu,
.
and the

writer has seen sev. al cases where a long ii.hm.w prepuce after cii!;itatian

has been found vears subsequently to have almost disappeared, leaving

the glans bare as U circumcision had beei, skilfully performed. In scNcral

43
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cases where an extremely narrow opening had existed from the time of

birth, and caused no inconvenience till marriage, dilatation was found to

effect a permanent cure in a few weeks.

Enuresis and symptoms of bladder irritation and of stone, depending

uron the condition of the prepuce, rapidly disappear after gradual

dilatation by the phimosis forceps. These symptoms, however, are

rarely caused by the constricted orifice, as generally stated. They arise

from the irritation produced by the partial or complete adhesion or

growing together of the mucous surfaces of the lining of the prepuce and the

covering of the glans with retained secretion, and this cannot be remedied

till the orifice of the prepuce is dilated so as to permit of the foreskin being

drawn back and peeled off the glans by forcible scraping with the finger-nail

till the head of the penis is completely bared. Occasional drawmg back

of the foreskin in the act of micturition effectually prevents any further

adhesion of the contiguous mucous surfaces, and tends to cause gradual

shortening of the foreskin.
^ ^ , , , .u

Circumcision as performed by the Jews upon the eighth day before the

parts are developed would be a wise law for universal acceptance, but it is

questionable if the surgeon is justified in chloroforming and performing

a by no means trifling operation upon older children or adults when good

results in many cases may be obtained by painless gradual dilatation.

Slitting of the prepuce is as a routine the best procedure in acquired

phimosis? Though good results may be obtained by dilatation, this

cannot be attempted in the presence of any acute inflammatory state of

the foreskin or where there are warty growths or chancres. A sharp-

pointed bistoury- being passed under the prepuce by the aid of a director,

it is split up to the corona in the middle line of the penis on its dorsal

aspect, and the mucous membrane and skin along the margins of the

gaping wound are united by fine sutures; sometimes it may be necessary

to snip away any redundant tissue with the scissors. This has the dis-

advantage of leaving an ungainly dewlap.

Circumcision is the more satisfactory operation in congenital cases, and

especially where the prepuce is long. It should be performed, like the pre-

ceding operation, under a general anaesthetic owing to the great sensitive-

ness of the parts. The elongated prepuce is pulled forwards and clamped

by the blades of a pair of forceps applied by the Davies-Colley method in

an oblique direction forwards and downwards, after which the prepuce is

cut off t>y the sweep of a sharp bistoury in front of the blades, as the

glans lies safely behind tne latter. The lining membrane of the remaining

prcinire is next slit up on the dorsal aspect of the glans almost as far as the

corona and neatly trimmed, after which the remaining narrow frill or

collar of mucous membrane is stitched by a continuous or by interrupted

sutures to the skin margin. When the original incision is skilfully made,

^ pQintcH 'vpcp of skin remains, whirh can be sutured over the triangular

area i)e'..)W the frenum. The surgeon frequently uses a subcuticular suture.

Rapidity (ii liealing depends on accuracy of suturing. With the sub-

cuticular suture the edges are brought together neatly, and as the suture

^
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is not tied and therefore " runs " there is no fear of oedema of the

J-'lans.
. . . • ^ c ^\

Some surgeons substitute a Clover's cmumcision tourniquet for the

blades of the dressing forceps which are Halile to shp, and scissors may

advantageously be employed in the removal of the prepuce and m the

slitting up of the mucous membrane which will be found to still co /er the

tilans after the foreskin has been cut away in front of the tourniquet.

In very young subjects sutures are sometimes disi)ensed with, the edges

„[ the sk'in'and mucous membrane being brought into apposition and held

bv a narrow strip of lint or gauze wound round the penis. All bleeding

vessels should be ligatured, and if the orifice of the urethra is found to be

very narrow it should be enlarged by an incision directed for a short

distance through its floor. Care should be taken that the frenum suffers

no injury during the circumcision operation. Sterile Vaseline or Boric

Acid Ointment makes a good dressing. The practice of sealing the wound

up with collodion is a mistake, owing to the difficulty of removmg the

dressings When these become caked with exudation or blood, the best

plan is'to place the patient in a warm bath till the lint or gauze becomes

thoroughly soaked and softened.

PHLEBITIS.

Rest of the affected limb as the patient lies in bed is essential. Where

the veins of the leg are involved, the entire limb from the toes to the trunk

should be kept in a state of repose by sand-bags or, if necessary, by splints.

The limb should be elevated by raising the foot of the bed, the mattress

or palliasse. In mild cases strong Tincture of Iodine brushed over the

course of the inflamed vein often affords speedy relief. In severe cases

Iodine in weaker solution may be once brushed over the course of

the affected vein, after which hot fomentations a few hours later

on may be tried if the pain be very acute. The best routine method of

treating severe cases of extensive phlebitis, arising out of varicose veins,

is to envelop the entire leg in warm absorbent wool, over which a layer of

thin mackintosh is spread so as to cover completely at every point the

wool from the toes to the groin. This dressing is kept in accurate position

by the even pressure of a many-tailed bandage, and once in every 24 hours

is (luite enough for changing the dressing.

l'(,ulti( es and fomcnUtions are certainly much inferior to this method,

and should onlv be applied when suppuration occurs. When the pam

remains severe, much comfort may be obtained l)y painting the skm on er

the inflamed veins with a cream made of Green Extract of belladonna

rubbed up with twice its weight of Glycerin. Friction and massage must

not be employed, the great danger in simple non-sei)t.c cases being

detachment oi the thrombus, which may be swei)t onwards to the heart.

Fisdier applies Zinc Gelatin, and over this a bandage is very firmly

apnlie.i. I-mi.oiiMn du.ing the application of the bandage is prevented

by pressure of the finger on the vein. He states that notwithstanding

the enormous pressure of the bandage it is astonishing how it is borne

:il
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The patient
without pain, even where there had been great tenderness,

is ';ermitted to move about next day.

Ammonia possesses a solvent power upon the blood-clot, and it may be

given in the following form

:

B. AmmonicB Curb. 3ij.

Spiritus Ammon. Ar. i\.

Potassii lodidi 3ij.

Hazelini Jij.

Glycerini et Aquce ad Jv). Misce.

Fiat mistura. Signa.^" Two teaspoonfuls in a large wine-

glassful of water four times a day, after food."

In the case of simple phlebitis of the leg where an operation is indicated

otherwise, it mav be underUken after the inflammation has settled down

provided the removal be begun by a ligature of the internal saphenous vem

and that no instrument be used within the lumen of the vessel.

Where the phlebitis is septic the great danger is that of pyaem.c mfecfon

from septic emboli. To prevent this the vein should be hgatured well

above the inflamed spot. This having been done, the diseased patch may

be excised, or if this be inadvisable it may be opened and the septic clot

removed Abscesses must be freelv incised as they appear and attention

should be directed to the antiseptic management of any ulcer, wound or

injury to which the phlebitis is secondary. Amputation of a h j may be

the onlv resource open to the f -eon in order to save life.

After 3 weeks' rest, oedema a. . local tliickening may be removed by the

pressure of an india-rubber bandage. This is mu.h to he preferred to the

ordinary elastic stocking. Strapping the limb with Mercunal I aster

hastens the absorption of effused inflammatory products, arid benefit may

be obtained from the internal administration of large doses of Irrrn,

Ouinine or Iodides. The rubber bandage should be worn till long after the

disappearance of all thickening, and in the case of varicose veins it sh.Kild

be used daily for the remainder ..f the patient's life, unless .> radical

operation for the rem.nal of the veins be carried out long alter the

subsidence of the phlebitis. .

In phlebitis of the lateral sinus from suppurative disease of the middle

ear the first stei, must always be the ligature of the internal jugular vcm

and then the mastoid .ells should be freely opened up and all diseased

tissue and thrombi removed.

PHLEGMASIA ALBA DOLENS.

This should be regarded as a septi.' phlebitis with pluggmg of the

femoral vein, wliich n^n^.t he tr-^ated on the principles mentioned in the

nreceding article.
, ^ , .,

It i- usuallv met with as a compli. ation .)f the puerperal stat.'. and the

general ( ondition ol the lying-.n patient should receive careful attention,
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and no harm can come of the physician insisting upon thorough irrigation

of the vagina, and in special cases of the uterus, with some mild and un-

irritating''antiseptic solution as weak Condy's Fluid or Boracic Acid, if

such have not already been employed, provided always that its application

does not interfere with the chief measure— /.c, rest. Tliis is to be as

complete and thorough as possible. If the patient has already got up and

moved about she must be put again to bed, and kept lying on the back

with the limb elevated by raising the foot of tlie bed with blocks.

Fever should be met by full doses of Quinine, or a diaphoretic mixture

containing 3 mins. ui Tincture of Aconite and 3 or 4 mins. of Solution of

Morphia, with Spirit of Nitre and Mindererus Spirit, should be prescribed.

A good routine treatment will be to put tlie patient upon a pill consisting

of i ; r. Extract of Opium, and 2^ grs. of Quinine every six or eight hours.

A smart Saline purgative should be administered from time to time, and in

severe cases the child should be weaned.

Local treatment should not be too active; any method of treatment

necessitating frequent manipulations or changes of posture of the affected

limb is to be condemned, owing to the danger of dislodging clots or thrombi.

The best method to pursue is that just mentioned under the head of

Phlebitis. The limb is to be carefully covered fiom the toes to the grom

with a uniformly thick layer of absorbent cotton-wool, after which one

large piece of thin mackintosh is to be used to cover the entire liml), so as

to permit of no part of the wool being visible. Over all a broad, soft,

many-tailed bandage is to be evenly applied. This dressing need not be

disturbed for several days if the effect of a poultice be desired, and when it

is removed the skin of' the limb will be found moist and wrinkled ,is if

after long immersion in water. As a -ulc, where pain or tension is not

very great, this maceration of the limb ii not necessary, and the wool may

be changed daily. In the gn-at majority of cases the above treatment

is all that is required, and if commenced at the earliest stages much pain

and tension will be prevented. V h';n the case is not seen till the swelling

and discomfort are at their height, relief m; y be more quickly oijtained

l)y enveloping the limb in a double la> tr of dannel bandage wrung out of

liot water, over which the mackintosh may be adjusted and kept m
position by a light calico or stocking-web bandage. Belladonna, Chamo-

mile, decoction of Poppy heads, or other anodynes may be added to the

hot water, l)Ut thev are seldom required.

As the acute stage passes off the wool is to be retained, imt the miwkm-

tosh covering may be dispensed with when the firm, painless, doughy

swelling has become established, the wool being firmly but comfortably

bandaged l)y a woven fabric.

At a later stage, a soft dry flannel bandage may be applied and renewed

morning and night, the limb being occasionally sponged o\cr \v,th a little

tepid water, but friction with oils or liniments is to be forbidden for the

reasons already mentioned. l"ie patient may now be peraiitted to leave

her bed for a comfortable coui li, but exercise of the affected leg is to be

very cautiously permitted till all danger of detaching clots has passedaway.

M
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After the patient begms to ve ..bout, if iv: swellms remains, there .s

no remedy so valuable u. the India- ui)ber barui., ap;.bed every mornm,

before getting out of bed, and taken off after si,. ,, s to l>ed at n.ght, when

a thin flannel roller may be substituted. This contmunus elastu: pressure

will be found to speedily and permanently remove ,1 u^hy swelhng whu ,

had existed for many months, fhe rubber fmnda.e ,sm.. re valuable

than the old-fashioned elastic stocking, which should be d.sra.ded, Ihe

woven rubber bandage ma;,' be used to great advantage m preferen. e t.,

the pure India-rubber bandage.

The continuous current is now of considerable use, and Massag'^ .
av De

most valuable, with the occasional -seof Iodine apphca.,on- for a cw days,

while the patient keeps her bed. . "'iction, w.th the l.uv. Pot. !
d. cum

Sapone, is also of great use (Vvasionally a weak mercurial application

mav be tried, under a finn bandag.

Douches, sprays or other form of hydropathic treatment and sea-bu Jung

are suitable in ver\' chronic cases.

PHOSPHATURIA.

This term should be reserved tor those serious . ases sometimes called

Phosphatic Diabetes, where -he d. ily elimination of pnosphate is much m

ex ess of tlic normal (.o to So grs.), and where the . ,!. lum great y exceeds

She potassium and .odium phosphates. The mere presence o msolui,le

ea thv or other phosphates in the urine doe. not constitute true phos-

phatiiria; these may exist when the total output of phosphates is redu, ed

below the normal, as when the urine is markedlv alkaline.

The urine in the ureters may be <iailc normal m ever^• resp. t, but upon

entering the bladder a may be subm.ite.i to fermentative .
•""'- -t-h

render it h.-hlv alkaline with the deposition ot triple phc

obvious treatment in such cases is the remedying of the ves

by cathcterisation, irrigation of the organ, .-ombmed wit

administration of such am . ^eptic dm.'S as Urotropine, Bone

Salol, &c., and such surgical measu ^ as will rectify the o=>

urinary outflow.

Whr .t it is easy to indu- e a high and constant degree -

urine bv the administration of .^ikalies, it is often ii

its acidity bv the administration w icids. Acid 1

is tiie oniv reliable drug, and it ma> be given m its pure

mges which

hates. The

1 coniiitions

the in; mal

Crer.sote,

.: ion ti' !ie

y be giv
in water; as much as i o? in 50 oz. water

keep the urine acid and t:> dissolve phosphatic deposit.

calculi of calcium oxalate.

The treatment of the mild < ases, where phospluites coi

in the urine ii, nervous. dysiM-ptic subjects, ^"'^^^'^ts m^

of the diet as wiii <aiiea Uie iisturlicd iigestivr pro^'"^'^ toi^.

attention to health laws which provide for a snfhe.ent amount oi

exenise and mental rest. The total intake - u.od must be re;^

normal re-iuirenunts. ex, e.ss'of vegetables bein: espc. :
dr eurta.k

animal food and liciuids may be ireely i)ermitted

dinity of the

10 incri'.;i=*

of Swiium

i.ate d:

n 24 I

:id e-

uatlv

>-ich di

mai

iiisomnia n 1st be
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relieved by any of the simple hypnotics, and ovt rwork nf <^' e brain and

worry avoided when possible.

The best routine drug treai lent consists in • ' dos. the D'

Nitro-Hydrochloric Acid with ^nall doses of Str;. mine Glyn

Pepsin administered imiacdiatei after or .long with the t. d.

The treatment <- the true ty e of phosi.iiaturia unsatisfactory, id

sometimes the con .ion ends f imIIv. The ases in -hich it is associ.. d

with saccharine diabetes ar- . )e(ially rebellious to treatment, i he

diet is to be planned on thv re^ognis^i lines and excess of food cue off;

should sugar He also preseni with th. phosphates, a diabetic diet will be

clearly indicated. The measure- suit.ble for the treatment of the milder

forms of the disease are indicated, r nental rest, outdoor life, hypnotics

&(., and when the i al amount oi urine voided is greatly increased,

Codeine or Morphia in .=mall amo^ it should bt^ admini .tered as in dia '
es,

and tonics lii<e . .dd. Nit.-ilyd. )il. with Strychn e should be t en.

Hap;-' recommends Urotropin*

FH"iSISIS.

One-se ,th of ali the deaths throughout : vorl • ae to tuberculosi ,

and ir 3 out of ever\ 14 of th -e the lung .re ed. It atom

obvi n thatre prevention and i atmentof t-berculosisof thep. lona

organs =ecome the most important )hlem ii nractical medicine.

Prr,- itive Measures- T'p first \ance nuuic in the pn '

therapeutic fphiustsw' inaugurated > lenry MacCorm..' ,o;

oefore the middle of th; - ry an J pnnr to the oripinaila! .n

MacC ormac maintainc

iitabh in- the individ

.i< ork i the " Nature, re^

Tiption,' .= oiished in 185 .
bt

< .cY^ted as tiie
'

- mav be taken

pulmonary ph-

i nearly half a •;

; form ! o be u

oen anv

t pht?-T<ts

eathi

Ai\ ai!-

aid iowr

)ow unnersai

losis. llisv.

51S

1.,-

f!

the same direction of nc

was in eve y single inst-uio

pure r^'^osphere, ami in i^i
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Cobbett in his classic work "On the Causes of Tuberculosis" (191 7)

maintains that when the bovine bacillus attacks man it does not in Ute

Turse of the disease in any one individual become changed into the baaUus

or human type. But if we accept the theory that puhnonary phthisis m

the adult iJ often the result of an intestinal infection in infancy the

evidences of stabUity of type derived from laboratory researches are not

conclusive, and the atypical forms found in lupus are regarded by some

Z evidenc; of unity of type. The writer, however, accepts Nathan Raw s

view and regards surgical tuberculosis as alway. of bovine origin, whilst

phthisis is almost always caused by the human bacilhis When th.
;
.ovine

bacillus in gland or joint disease invades the blood-stream an acute

Srtlosis'supervenes in which the ' mgs will suffer This, however

does not minimise the importance of the general law. Especially is thi

distinction of value since it gives the key-note to treatment. All surgical

cases (bovine bacillus) must be treated by the tuberculin prepared from

the human bacillus, and phthisis must be treated by the bovine tuberculin

as the two types are anUgonistic. Without further dwelling upon the

nature of the difference between human and bovine tuberculosis it must

be recognised that the bacillus is ubiquitous, certainly in cities and

probably also in rural districts, and that it is constantly finding its way

in minute quantities into the human circulation by various channels.

Under ordinary circumstances the defensive mechanism of the human

body is quite sufficient to deal with these stragglers, but once this natural

resistance has become broken down by illness of any kind, by the constant

breathing of impure air, survation or even by local trauma, the bacillus

is enabled to increase and multiply itself.
, , . . •

The nati'ra! resisunce, or, in other words, the defensive mechanism,

being weak in many individuals owing to hereditory or congenital causes,

these succumb to phthisis or other form of tuberculosis when their

companions, submitted to the same environment, remain healthy. Hence

the necessity of open-air life and good feeding as a preventive m a 1 in-

dividuals whose family history shows numerous examples of tubercu osis.

Probably no pcson is immune to the bacillus, whether this be of the

human ,,r bovine variety, if the organisms gain admission to the body 11.

such numbers as cannot be effectually dealt with by the natural defens.ve

mech nism. The question of infection therdore resolves itself practically

into that of the dosage of the living virus.* In order to rationally carry

out a successful preventive treatment it is necessary to recognise the

channels by whi. 1. the bacillus finds its way into the human organism.

The intestinal surface is the most important of these channels as the

writer has endeavoured to prove in the Uvendish Lecture (Bnttsh Medual

Journal, July n, 1908)- ^pace does not permit of a rt-pelition .){ the

experimental results obUined by the conjoint researd. earned out by

Professor Symmers and himself; suffice it to say that by introducing

• This sentence stands us printoJ «" the lornu-r .-.liUon ..I tl... pr(>>ent w.,rk

ana its !m,t.rt.iiioc .s mo.t cWrly insisUnl u,..n by CcI-Ik-. who h.ts rt-contly

<l.Mn<mstr,itfd its truth exiioriment.i!!'/
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large doses of living hacilli into the stomach of guinea-pigs by the oeso-

phageal tube the micro-organisms were found to have penetrated the

intact intestinal surface and a few hours afterwards were demonstrated

in the lung tissue of the animal. Sohd carbon particles, when administered

in a similar manner alone or mixed with tubercle bacilli, were likewise

found in the lung tissue, having passed through the large-meshed reticulum

of the mesenteric glands (without discolouring these organs), to be

filtered out of the blood by the fine pulmonary capillaries. These results

demonstrate the possibility of the production of pulmonary phthisis

through the gastro-intestinal surfi- f without any intestinal or abdominal

lesion, as erroneously denied by Koch, especially if we leave out the

question of the type of bacillus.

Calmette has demonstrated that when the bacilli are introduced into

the stomach of the guinea-pig the cervical lymphatic glands becons also

involved, thus showing that the theory of th- tonsillar route does not

always hold true.

When the universally recognised prevalence of tuberculosis in cattle

is kept in mind, the bearing of the above facts on prophylaxis becomes

obvious. Milk from tuberculous cows, rich in the presence of thv. infective

baciUi, especially when the udder is involved in the disease, supplies the

ideal conditions for charging the human organism with large doses of the

specific micro-organism, and it must be accepted as proven that the

invasion by this route may eventuate in a primary acute general tuber-

culosis in which the lung suffers with the lympiiatic glands of the entire

body, though there may be no intestinal ulcers found after death.

Milk, therefore, as an artii le of food, should be obtained from cows

which have been demonstrated to be free from tubercle by testing with

tuberculin injections, otherwise it should be sterilised by a heat sulTicient

to destroy the bacilli. It is the firm conv-ction of the writer that when

uncooked milk becomes recognised (as it should be) to be more dangirous

tiian raw pork then human tuberculosis will l>ccome a comparatively

ran disea-e. One more pathological consideration bearing upon the pre-

vention of phthisis and abdominal tuberculosis must be kept in min«l by

the physician who tries to guard his patients against tubercular invasion:

V(m Hehring maintained tliat the phthisis of adults was due to liic

tardy evolution of intestinal tuberculosis contrm ted during the early

year's of life from infected milk, and V ansteenberghe and Grysez claim to

liave proved experimentally that the tubercle imcillus when injected into

liie stomacl; ot the very young guinea-pig is filtered out after entering

tiie lacteals by the fine reticulum of the mesenteric glands. wlii« h ai ts

at this stage of the animal's existence as an eflec tive barrier to the further

tnlrance of the mii ro-organisms, and the results of Calmette and Cuerin's

experiments on young goats i)rove the same ; no involvement of the lungs

occurred till after the abdominal glands iiad casc-.tted. These tacts

demonstrate the importance of sterilising all milk employed in infant

fe<!ding as well as the milk used as tood m c hiilhood and adult hie. liider

Lymphadenitis the experience of the writer is detailed in which upon a
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large experimental scale he has conclusively satisfied himself that scrofula

may be stamped out by this means.
,

The important question of inlection from breathing the air conf^mmated

by the dried, dust-laden sputum from phthisical patients remams to be

considered. Whether the bacilli directly gain an entrance mto the air

cells in this manner (as denied by Calmette end his disciples), or whether

they reach the lung after bei.^g swallowed with the saliva and enter the

pulmonary substance through the lacteals, is probably only a problem of

academic interest. Whilst it would be unwarranuble to conclude in

either case that phthisis cannot be produced in this manner it is obvious

that the risk, the imporUnt question of dosage being considered, is mucli

less than in the case of the ingestion of uncooked tuberculous milk.

Hence, whilst ordinary wisdom would suggest the advisability of destroy-

ing all sputum as it is expectorated, and of avoiding close intercourse of

the phthisical with the healthy, these precautions should never be per-

mitted to interfere with a rigorous surveillance of the milk supply.

The physician should recognise the fact that in the case of even advaiiced

tuberculosis in catt e the animals often present none of the ordinary signs

invariably present in phthisical patients. The condition of the animal

may appea.- to be normal, and even a large amount of adipose tissue may

be obviously present with a shining coat and a capacity for the production

of a large amrunt of apparently healthy milk, thougl the internal organs

and the mamn>ary glands may be studded with tubercles and the milk

laden with bacilli.

The regular inspection of dairies, the scrutiny of the meat supply, tne

enforcement of the State regulations regarding wo-kshops and factories

where unhealtliy occupations are carried on, the destruction of lU-lighted,

badly ventilated, and imperfectly sewered tenements, and the erection of

healthy houses for the poor and artisan classes ' ive already materially

reduced the mortolity of this dread disease. A sirictly regulated munici-

pal control of the milk supplied to city residents would go a great way

towards stamping oui the different forms of tuberculosis.

Therapeutic Measures.—Once the diagnosis of tulwrcle of the lungs

was established in former years the physician approaclied the problem

of treatment with a sen.se of therapeutic powerlessness. In recent years

the fact has been so frequently demonstrated of various forms of localised

tuberculosis showing a marked tendency towards spontJincous recovery

that the treatment of phthisis in its early stage is now approached in a

totally ditfcrcnt spirit, with the result that numerous lives are saved

wliich in former years would liave Iwen allowed to glide into a fatal ending.

Yet it cannot In.- said that any new dru^ or new system of treatment is

answerable for this improved state of matters if we except vaccine therapy,

whii h is (xcasionalh resorted to. The advance consists mainly in the

tardv reiounition of the value of MacC.rnui. 's method of preventing ant!

treating phthisis by living in the pure open air day and nigiil, l.tgciner

with a l)etter appreciation of the value of sunlight, and a clearer knowledge

of dietetics and of the laws of health.
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As summed up by Cornet, " the present-day treatment of phthisis is

essentially nothing more than a heightened hygiene of the body and

mind." No single element in the ( ure, neither air, nor food, nor hydro-

tlierapy, nor medicine, affords any guarantee of success, this result being

only ol)tainable by the satisfaction of all the physiological and hygienic

demands of the humr.n organism from the gravest to the least significant.

The condition of a patient detected in the first stage of phthisis should

lead to a close scrutiny of his environment, hab-ts, occupations, food, &c.

Clothing.—As a. rule the amount of clothing worn by phthisical patients

in this country is too abundant; they usually select heavy garments, and

wear too many of them owing to the insane craze of the dread of draughts,

riie result is that even moderate exercise is followed by copious perspira-

tion which soon saturates the clothing, and after rest the clammy moisture

induces a feeling of (.iiilimess which drives them indoors to ill-ventilated

and warmed rooms.

Thin woollen garments of open texture should be worn next the skm

in summer; these should be replaced in winter by thicker ones of the same

material, which should be frequently changed. In severe winters a

perforated chamois vest may be worn outside a light merino under-shirt.

The absorption of perspiration is thereby provided for, and it is decidedly

1 letter to guard against moderate extremes of temperature by suitable

(iverdothing whi( h can be readily put on or ofl as requirements demand

ihan by heavy layers of under-garments which always keep the body

surrounded by a layer of moist atmosphere. There is not the same

difficulty regarding foot-wear ; the f'-et and legs should always be protected

by thick-solcd boots and woollen stockings in both summer and winter.

Wiiilst outer wraps are essential when reclining in the open air or when

driving or motoring, these should always be discarded in walking.

Oral Asepsis.— The condition of the mouth should he looked to, the

teeth should be constantly cleansed, and the oral cavity kept in as aseptic

a condition as possible. It is very remarkable how often numerous

cariou.s teeth arc found present, and too often the physician considers it as

not worth while to submit a phthisical patient to s radical dental operation,

since he is already suiTering from what is very likely to prove a fatal

disease. In every case in its early stage all suppurating stumps and hollow

caserns should be extracted, cerU"inly life may be prolonged by this

means in iiatients who have passed beyond the early stage.

In children tlic air-way should ov explored, and in all suspected cases

adenoids and disciised tonsils should be removed.

lirtalhinf- Kxf'cises.-ln assoiiation with the condition of the mouth,

thr.mt, and nose there aiises a subject which has very rarely received the

attention that its importance demands, and it is one whi( h in the opinion

of the writer is of really vital moment. In auscultating the (host as part

of the routine examination in many diseased (oiulitions the observant

phvsii ian rannul fail tn noti-r !;ow '^VUm he meets with an individual

who is < apahle of taking ii full and deei» in'«piration even after allowing for

the inhibitory nervousness asscM'iatcd with the unusual sensjition of a
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medical examination. One is sometimes almost driven to the conclusion

that such individuals have never in their lives flushed out their air cells

properlv unless involuntarily during some rare violent mecnanical exercise.

In many instances, therefore, the very first step to be taken in the thera-

peutics of an early phthisis is the education of the respiratory muscles,

as without such instruction the patieni ^vill derive the minimum of beneht

from anv form of open-air treatment, just as he will experience the maxi-

mum of danger when living in an atmosphere containing a deficient

proportion of oxygen. This important subject should also never he

neglected in the preventive treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis; freeing

the upper respiratory tract from nasal and pharyngeal obstruction is not

sufficient; deep respiratorv^xercises should be constantly insisted upon.

Singing lessons under a teacher who thoroughly understands the mechan-

ic, n of breathing is often of far more vital importance than drugging.

Dietetics.—The next consideration is that of food. As already laid

down in the treatment of dyspepsia and other allied conditions, the fallacy

of writing out a routine cut-and-dried diet table has been insisted upon.

In the treatment of phthisis this fashionable error is especially to be

avoided. Whilst it will be always necessary to carefully supervise the

diet, the individual tastes of the patient should be most scrupulously

considered, and, unless predilection be shown for worthless or unsuitable

articles of diet which take the place of nutritious food, he .should h,.

permitted within generous limits to feed according to his fancy provided

he takes sufficient nutriment to fully meet the demands of his oiganism.

Food as a rule is of far more importance than drugs, and practically

there need be no limit set to itr amount. As much as the patient can be

tempted to swallow mav be administered. A well-mixed or varied diet

is the best for a consumptive patient in the early suges. It should be

carefully cooked, and served in the most tempting fashion, and a good

, ook IS often of more importance than a therapeutist. Fats should, when

iMjssible, form an im-)ortant item in the daily food, and abundnn.e of

milk cugs, and butter is generally within the reach of all, and they do

not demand in their preparation much scientific kuv.wledge of cookery.

When the temperature is elevated and ilie digestive organs weakened,

the patient mav iiave to relv entirely upon a milk diet, and experience

has proved that this of itself is a most valuable dietary in all stages of

phtliisis. Some patients can take cream. To live upon milk, 4 pmts at

least in the 24 hours will be required to meet the demands mu.le upon

the system; but, as the great aim in dealing with phthisical patients is to

atlmi'nister more than is recjuired to meet the waste, and to so improve (he

nutrition as to considerably add to tiie body weiglit, a larger quantity

will be necessary, and in some of the sanatoria more tiian double this

amount is given.

|,v.^j^ ^,j,^» has been stated under the head ol prevention the ne( essity

of .-teeing that the milk is free from tuben le bacilli cannot be exaggerated.

It is not enough to see that the udder of the animal supplying the milk is

free from disease; the f'il)erculin test should be employed. If we regard
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the liuman and bovine barillus as antagonists, thcorrtically the milk of a

tuberculous cow might within certain narrow limits be advantageous to a

phthisical patient who is suffering from the human bacillus, but here the

vital question of dosage is the important factor. It is a sad reflection to

think that the milk of a tuberculous cow has been supplied to the extent of

several pints per day to a patient in the ecriy curable stage of phthisis

when this milk itself has been deeply contaminated by the specific bacillus,

which consequently was given in such large doses as to render the escape

from a general tuberculosis impossible, yet the writer has known this to

occur in at least three instances. If carefully sterilised, the patient should

he unable to detect anv difference in the milk.

Buttermilk made in the process in wliich the entire milk of the 'ow is

churned for the production of butter (not buttermilk made when only the

cream of milk is churn-d) makes an invaluable article of diet. When

taken 48 hours after churning, it is fairly acid, and is often appreciated and

swallowed in large quantities by patients who cannot tolerate fresh milk.

jMilk warm from the cow is believed to l>e more digestible than the cold

li(iuid. A little good rum added is a great improvement. Jaccoud

ad\ised phthisical patients to repair twice a day to the cowhouse to

drink the milk warm from the milking pails, and to inhale the moist

sedative atmosphere of the place for some time, m as to have laryngeal

and branchial irritatitm soothed. Most patients ( ould not to) -rate such

a tepid draught.

The milk of the mare. ass. goat, and sheep may be used, and the hrst

two kinds of milk are easily digested. The Koumiss made from the

fermented milk ot the mare is a iaghly prized Russian remedy tor phthisis.

.\s des«Tibed in another part of the pre.senl xolume a palatable and

hmhlv nutritious be\erage may be jyrepared by mixing 1 part of shghtly

add buttermilk and 1 part ot water with 8 parts of cow's milk, putting

the mixture int.. a loosely corked gallon jar. leaving it in Awarm, but not

hot, pla( e, where it mav be freiiuently and briskly shaken, and in t,1> to 4K

hours it is readv for use as a jjleasant, sharp-tasted. thi( k liquid, whidi

s!ightl> effervesces, Some little skill and experience are re<iuired in

producing a uniform result, and the patient should not ^'ive it up if the

first and second results are unsatisfactory. After the first bate h ;.i this

artifiiial koumiss has been su( essfully prepared the use ot buttermilk

may be entirely dispensed with, as an e(iual bulk of the koumiss liquid

can be used instead in the preparation of each sul)se<|uent quantity.

Where a phthisical subject takes to this home-brewed koumiss, as a rule

all ditTicully in feeding is overcome; b'lt the article commonly known as

buttermilk'in Knglan<l will not make koumiss. Whatever advantages are

procurable from tin- present e in the stomach and intestines ot tlip lactic-

acid-produdng oiganisms are obtained by the use of this home-made

liquid in a mu« h higher state of activitv than is possible by the use of the in-

numerable prepanUiuns placed on tho trarkH, m^my nf which are usele-s*.

The milk mav lu- pejitonised wh^n the digestive organs are weak, but

as a rule it ti'nnut be tolerated in large amount when so treated. Ren-

'W'-
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netted milk is much preferable, and cream can be used along with it to

great advantage.
_ ^ •

i

A raw-meat dietary is recommended by Richet, and m some Lontmental

sanatoria this system is carried out under the name of Zomo-therapy.

The uncooked muscle fibre is held to possess a distinct immunismg or

protective power which disappears on cooking; in othei words, large

doses of raw meat in some way increase the defensive mechanism of the

body. The juice may be expressed from fresh meat by a press, and may

be swallowed from a ruby-coloured drinking vessel by fastidious patients.

The meat is passed through a mincing machine, scraped with a knife,

pounded in a mortar, or rubbed through a sieve, or rolled into pellets and

covered with chocolate.

Fish, poultry, game, raw or cooked eggs, and oysters m abundance,

and, in fact, every food which is considered easy of digestion and highly

nutritious maybe allowed without stint.always provided that farinaceous,

fatty, and fat-forming stuffs are allowed a good place. Weber objects to

potatoes and all foods which contain potash salts, which, he argues,

encourage the growth of the tubercle bacilli.

Four staple meals in the day is ihe best division of time for the phthisical

patient when his digestive organs are in good condition, and the meals

should be ser\ed up and consumed when possible in the open air. Some

patients do best on three meals, and others who cannot take solid food or

raw meat can get along on the milk or koumiss swallowed every two

hours.
. . ,. ,

Debove's sur alimentation method consists, as its name implies, of

"overfeeding"; he recommends that this should be commenced by

forced feeding, the food in a liquid form as milk, strong soups or broth,

dried raw muscle fibre mixed with milk, raw eggs, &c., being introduced

into the stomach by a soft rubber oesophageal tube. It is claimed for

this forced feeding plan that the food is reUined when everything swal-

lowed in the ordinary way is constantly rejected by the patient. Soon

the tube can be dispensed with and the equivalent of 3 lbs. of meat can be

swallowed daily without inconvenience. Heef tea is of little value in any

form in the treatment of phthisis, and is better replaced by broths or by

strong clear st)up in all rases. Many phthisical patients may be advan-

tageously sent to a good farmhouse in the country or near to tlic sea,

where their diet consists of poultry, fresh milk in abundance, butter,

cream and fresh new-laid eggs consumed in the raw or lightly boiled state,

the meals being all partaken of in the open air, which usually powerfully

increases the appetite of the city dweller.

As a rule it may be said that alcoholit- stimulants are not advisable in

the early stages, except where experiment proves that they increase

appetite and assist digestion. Thcv should always be administered along

wilh the food, and any good, sound, li^tit wine may h« permitted: but

the best form for the administration of alcohol is a little good brandy or

whiskey largely diluted with fresh cow's milk, ("laret, Burgundy, hock,

stout and beer should l)c avoided; these litjuids often set up acid fermen-
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tation when mixed food is being administered in large quantities, and

Champagne should be reserved for very occasional use when the stomach

becomes irritable.

Whiskey may be allowed in the later stages of the disease in fair

quantity, and if mbced with the patient's milk any reasonable amount

may be allowed without danger of doing harm. By giving it in this way

cough may be eased, diarrhoea checked, sleep produced, fever diminished

and waste retarded. It is obvious that in the class of case referred to a

fatal issue is most likely to be the outcome of the disease, and therefore

the moral objection to creating an alcohol habit is not serious.

Cod-Liver Oil still holds a place in the treatment of phthisis, though

not so frequently employed as formerly. Its use will be referred to later

on under the head of Drugs, though the substance must be regarded in

the li^ht of a food. It is best given in combination with Malt Extract.

Opeti-Air Treatment.—This has already been referred to in discussing

the prophylaxis of the disease, and it must be accepted as the most potent

factor in the treatment of the estblished affection, though not mentioned

first on the list. The poorer class of patient, who must needs work at his

daily toil during the earlier suges of the disease, should be induced to

spend every available moment in the open air, and never, v. hen possible,

even to take his meals under cover. His occupation should be changed

for one which gives him the maximum of fresh air and sunshine when this

can be accomplished, and when it is impossible he must have the freest

possible ventilation in his workshop.

His sitting and sleeping apartment must be constantly flushed with

fresh air, and he must be taught that the danger of " draughts " whilst he

lies warmly clad in bed is a fanciful one. Legislation has placed the advan-

tages of sanatorium treatment within the reach of the poor, and indirectly

enormous benefits will arise from this, since it will inculcate habits of open-

air livinj, amongst a class of the community which dreads pure air and

ventilation as deadly dangers.

The ordinary routine open-air life ot the sanatorium should be enforced

from the start with those who can give themselves entirely up to treatment.

In the daytime the patient should spend every moment in the open air

regardless of cough, pyrexia or other complication. When unable to take

exercise he should be upon a couch in the most open type of shelter,

whether the sun is shining or a drizzling rain is falling or the atmosplierc

is fog-luden, winter and summer alike, provided suitable protection by

warm < lolhing and wraps is afforded. By the use of the rotatory shelter

he avoids the direct effects of the wind and rain, and when tliis is not

available a temporary screen may be utilised for the same purpose.

Soon the patient becomes able to sleep entirely out of doors in his shelter,

and after a short time he refuses to spend iiis niglit in any otlier way,

thougli lie may find occasionally some snow on iiis coverlet in the mornings.

It is, hcwever, a constant dilhnilly to get patients to larry out this

radical » hange in their mode of living at home, and tiie practice of the

writer is to insist upon all cases going for a time to a well-regulated
^%¥
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sanatorium in order to get acclimatised and thoroughly introduced to the

routine of open-air life, which they afterwards carry out enthusiastically

upon their return to the homestead. One of the first effects noticeable

by this treatment is the great stimulus to the appetite and the improvement

in the digestive power, which soon shows itself by a marked increase

in weight; cough, sweating and pyrexia diminish, though often little

change may be noticeable in the physical signs in the lung.

Rest and Regulated Exercises.—The effects of these valuable therapeutic

agents and the indications for their employment will be discussed when

dealing with the treatment of pyrexia in a subsequent page.

Climatic Treatment.—Since the esublishment of the various open-air

sanatoria in different parts of Great Britain, climatic treatment may be

said to have been relegated to a lower place on the list of therapeutic

agents. This is not to be wondered at, because there are good grounds

for believing that often better results can be obtained by means of the

superior equipment and the scientific knowledge which guides the routine

of these establishments than can be procured in foreign climates where

the patient is permitted to eat and drink, live and sleep under sanitary

conditions often much less satisfactory than those which prevail in his

own home where the disease has been contracted. Even in our own

climate the locality in which the sanatorium is situated is believed to be a

much less important matter than the nature of the supervision, feeding

and routine maintained within it. A dry sandy is, hovever, prefer-

able to a moist clay soil, and exposure to east and north winds is not

desirable.

In the earlier editions of the present volume issued before sanatoria

were established, the writer, in dis<:ussing the relative value of the variou

climates in the treatment of phthisis, laid down the following law

—

that there being no region on tlic globe free from tuberculosis, no climate

could be regarded as possessing a specific action on the growth of the

bacillus, and that the climate which afforded the greatest facilities for

spending the largest amount of the patient's time in the onen air was the

one from which the best results were to be expected.

Though bright sunshine and the so-called " sun-bath " are desiderata

which can only be enjoyed for a brief portion of the total year at home,

nevertheless their absence is fully compensated for by the greater home

comforts and ihe avoidance of the fatigue and dangers which a long

journey entails upon patients in a pyretic condition.

Home sanatorium treatment has almost completely removed the

highly reprehensible practice of sending patients away in the advanced

stages of the disease to perish in a foreign land, far from friends and

removed from the comforts of home life.

A long journey when the patient is suffering from a continuously

elevated temperature is a decidedly dangerous procedure even in the early

stages of phthisis.

It cannot, however, be denied that there are more suitable climates

than that of Great Britain for the treatment of phthisis, but the drawbacks
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as regards travelling and sanitation must always be considered, as already

mentioned.

Sea Voyage.—A long journey in a good sailing-vessel was considered

to be the ideal climatic treatment, and doubtless it would remain so but

for the fact that steam as a motive power has almost rendered the sailing-

ship obsolete. It is seldom poi->ible to arrange that the patient can spend

his nights on board ship otherwise than in a small confined space, which

it may be impossible to ventilate properly. Thus the unrivalled benefits

obtainable on deck during good weather by day are vitiated during the

sleeping hours, and the noiseless, dust-free atmosphere of a good sailing-

ship is now replaced by an environment in which the cea iless throbbing

of powerful machinery and occasional clouds of coal-dust are frequently

perceptibly blended with the characteristic odours peculiar to moaern

marine propulsion.

It is, moreover, worse than cruelty to consign a phthisical patient to a

long voyage when previous experience of a marked tendency to seasickness

causes him to dread the trip.

Sea-Coast Resorts.—These are often most advantageous, and by careful

selection a bracing or a sedative atmosphere of great purity and equability

suitable to the individual wants oi the patient may be provided. At

home, Bournemouth, Ventnor, Torquay, Rothesay, Nairn, Rostrevor

and Glengarifi are much appreciated. Of these, Torquay affords a moist

sedative atmosphere well suited to those cases exhibiting marked bronchial

irritability, and it m. y, like Rostrevor, be selected as a winter resort.

The sanatorium in the Irtter resort, situated on an elevation sheltered

by high surrounding hills, is one of the most favoured spots in the British

Isles, i)eing cool in the summer and equally warm in winter and free from

and-storms. The dry >:andy soil of Bournemouth, which is sheltered from

the prevailing winds, and the advantages of its surrounding plantation

of pines make it ;i valuable substitute for the more templing climates

farther afield.

Arcachon and Biarritz are excellent autumn resorts whicii tan

he vacated as winter sets in. wlien the patient may with advantage

move on to any of the sheltered sites on the Riviera; Taormenia, Algiers,

Mentone and San Remo are probably the best resorts for winter m tiie

Mediterranean, the first-mentioned being the most sheltered and freest

from the dr>' biting mistral wind. Madeira and .lie Canaries arc easily

reached, and h\ some patients are much prized as havens of winter rest,

the former bein. especially valuable for its moist sedative atmosphere

when extensive ijr.m'-hial irritability is present, which is often aggravated

by the more bracing climates.

In California, Loj Angeles is an ideal winter resort, and the writer has

often been able to Siive the lives of patients whose means have iieen

limited by sending them out in a vessel plying to Mcxi'a'i |>nrts, from

which they can reach the orange groves of California, whore open-air work

is easily procurable.

High Altitudes.—Tha treatment of phthisis by residence in regions

41J
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situated at great elevation above the sea-level is one of the many modern

adaptations of the open-air method. Such resorts are to be found in

various parts of the globe, as Denver and Colorado Springs in the Rocky

Mountains, Bloemfontein and Pretoria in South Africa, Davos Platz and

Saint Moritz in Switzerland, where the altitude ranges between 4,000 and

6,000 feet.

The extraordinary purity of the air and the low barometric pressure

tend, with other considerations, to produce a most beneficial effect upon

the lung tissue, which is the seat of disease, as well as to produce hyper-

trophy, and even vesicular emphysema and expansion of the chest, as

believed by Williams.

Davos Platz is the most desirable of these mountam resorts, .vitli ts

splendid sanatoria and the excellent hygienic arrangements of its modern

hostels and pensions. The stillness of the cool air, its great purity,

rarefaction and dryness, the absence of fogs and the prevalence of ozone

and warm sunshine, renders Davos a favourite resort of the victims of

phthisis. Even in the depth of winter the patient can safely sit or lie

out in the still pure atmosphere in bright sunshine, when the thermometer

is below freezing-point, and at night he can sleep with windows wideh

open in safety.

The appetite increases, the lungs expand, night sweats and fever

subside, ha;morrhage is less likely to occur, and many patients return

without any symptoms of the disease, having also left their physical signs

behind them. The rarefaction of the air is, of course, a most important

factor in producing these good results. Professor Lindsay lays great

stress upon thf inadvisability ol sending patients to Davoi who are not

capable of supporting and responding to the highly stimulating climatic

conditions prevailing there. Where sedative measures are indicated,

low-level climates should be selected.

By the maj.>rity of authorities, the following classes of cases should not

be sent to hig; -level resorts:—Patients with serious cardiac or valvular

lesions, much hronchiiis or emphysema; where the symptoms are acute

or the fever hi;,'h; where there is larvnueal or intestinal ulceration; where

the disease is ^ far advanced as to ,
revent exercise. Also the old and

very yo. ng had better remain in iow-levcl regions. Those of very

excitable temperaments, in whom insomnia is marked, and those suffering

from ulbuininuiia, should not try the high altitude unle^,^ ihey have had

previous experience of it.

Sepumber is the best period for reaching Davos, and it is nften ( xpe-

dient that the ascent should not be abrupt. After the expiration of six

months the patient may safely move towards the sta-level, to return to

Davos again in the early winter, if necessary; he may spend his summer

with u:reat advantage in the Engadine, or in some of the districts above

the Laivc oi (jciievu.

Camping out in the Peruvian Andes, in Santa Fe de Bogota (Granada),

amongst tin Ulue Mountains in New .Si ith Wales, as well as in various

parts of the Ko( kies.Tran.svaal an! Orange River Colony, may be resorted
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10 by male patients whose strength and vigour are but shghUy impaired

bv the early inroads of the disease.
^ , ., i

Inland Climates.-Ih^ value ol each must be estimated by the above-

mentioned law regarding the amount oi daily time which the dimat.c

conditions permit of comlortalile outdoor life in the particular district.

To Ihcsc siiould be added the greai adv^mtages which sometimes can b-

obtained bv living in the midst of plant ions ol different conilera; wheu

tl.e air is purified and saturated with aromatic, lesinous or leref)intlunate

uioducts exercising a most beneficial action upon ilie diseased bronchial

,urtace Manv such spots are available in the Austrian 1 yrol and black

Foie.t The dry warm climates wheie the clear pure air is Hooded with

sunshine and where the rainfall is so shght as to interfere little if at a 1

with outdoor life are most beneficial, and when the patient can travel,

li.rypt about Assouan and Luxor is highly prized as a winter resort.

Such privileged invalids whose means will permit them to spend the

winter in the vicinity of the Libyan or Nubian deserts can on the approach

of summer have the benefits of a long Mediterranean cruise amongst

the- islands of the Greek Archipelago or a summer resi.lcnce m any ol the

(ooler resorts on its norttiern shore.

Drug TreaUHent.- It may be safely affirmed that no antiseptic can be

safely administered by the mouth in such quantites as will exercise a

lethal action upon the baciUus in the tissues of the bod>-, and it is scarcely

necessary to emphasise the fact that drug treatment must take a very

subordinate place in the routine treatment of phlhiM. But when this

has been said a plea must be put in against the abandonment of m^any

useful agents, since the open-air treatment has obtained such a hrm

position in the minds of the profession and of the laity. I nfortunately

in many ^materia the idea seems to prevail that to resort to any form o

drug administration is to belittle the virtue of the open-air method of

*"to mention the innumerable local methods of reaching the diseased

puhnonarv tissue bv the loutine means of inhalations, sprays &c., must

be to condemn them. It is idle to imagine that the bacillus cun be

destroyed in this way. But it must be conceded ,n some cases that where

the benefits of a pure atmosphere are not obtainable, ster.hsauon of Uie

air breathed by the phthisical patient must prove benehcial, especially

in earlv cases, and in some advanced cases where there is extensive bron-

chial mischief and mixed infection. The old form of oro-iiasa respirator

containing a space for cotton-wool or a sponge saturated with alcoholic

solutions of Menthol, Creosote, Phenol, &c., ,s now sel.lom employed.

One objection to its use is that it interferes with the lull inf atmn of the

luiiKS with air. Coghiirs tluid consists ot Creosote .
.

Phenol .-, hthereal

Tincture of iodine 2, Rectified Spirit 3- The Bruinplun lo.mula is

^Ye„.r.tc f ^=--irit o! Mcutlio! (20 per (cnt.) 1, Spirit of thloflorm 1.

The solutions ol these and other volatile antiseptics m oil> fiquiUs tur

use by the atomiser or nebuliser are mu. h preferable to aqueous or spirit-

uous solutions. They are of very decided utihty m laryngeal phthisis

I V.

t»f
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(see p. 492). Continuous inhalation ol Tliloride of Ammonium, Eucalyp-

lus Oil, Chlorine, Formalin, 0/one, and a liost ot volatile substances has

been extolled from time to time.

Somewhat allied to the [)receding methods of combating thi bacilli

111 the lung bv the administration of volatile antiseptics is the plan ot

intratrat Ileal injection. This has been already described under Laryngeal

f'ubcrculosis. This method must not, however, be confounded with that

ot inhalations, sprays, &c., the intention beinu that the intratracheal

injection after its slow absorption trom the brom maland tracheal mucostt

will enter the blood and exercise its beneficial ai lion in this fluid.

Tuberculin.—F.'i'.R. Tuberculin (bovine type) is the vaccine to be

selected for injection; it is, however, now "'ily used by a few and at most

sanatoria iu use has been abandoned. Incipient cases of apical phthisis

without fevt-r are perhaps the only suitable exiunples for this method of

treatment. The initial dose should not exceed what corresponds to

TsooTJ mgm. of the dried substance.
'
Cod-Liver UU has long maintained a high reputation in all forms ot

chronic tuoerculosis, but by common consent it is (though still prized) to

be regarded as possessing no specific action. Its great value depends

upon its being an easily assimilated form of food which by supplying fat

enables the patient to resist the emaciating actions of the toxins of the

bacillus, it moreover assists the assimilation of other foods which woi.ld

not be absorbed e.Kcept in its presence, us the increase in body weight is

often more than the amount of oil consumed would account for. It is

ht^st idministered in combination with Malt Extract soon after meals,

but lis use should be suspended during pyrexia.

The ( \rellent and sometimes surprising results obtained by abdominal

inunrtioii in mesenteric gland disease have been mentioned on p. 569.

Creosote — Oi the host of antiseptic drugs employed from time to time

in the treatment ot phthisis none have stood the test of experience so

firmly as pure beechwood creost)te. Guttmann found that the tubercle

bacillus grow.-, but feebly in a i in 4,000 culture with . reosote. and he

calculated by giving 15 mins. daily the blood would be so charged with

the drug that the growth 'A the bacillus would be inhibited. Clinicians

have constantly observed how the temperature falls, sweating ceases,

cough lessens, sputum diminishes, and the appetite improves during a

course ot the drug. -Ml these eft'ects are, however, probably due not to

any bactericidal action, but to the drug neutralising the e\ il ctTects of the

tuljerde toxins on the different organs. It has been frequently noticed

that though weight increases and nearly every symptom improves, the

number of ijacilli in the sputum may remain undiminished, but ultimately

by the cessation of fever and the increase ol appetite the protective

mechanism ol the body is strengthened.

The antiseptic action ot creosote is more remarlcabie in the living bodv

than III vittu; this may be seen 111 its stenli-ing power over the uruiary

secretion, but such effects can only be obtained by full dosage— lo to 15

mins. daily. The drug is best given in capsule form 3 mins. 3 to 5 times
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a day, and some physicians recommend up to 60 mins. as the daily dosage

of pure beechwood creosote, which is rich in Ruaiacol. Pinewood creosote

rontains a large amount of Oeosol and is not so suitable for internal

administration.

(Tcosote may be given l)y the mouth, alone in capsular form or in

combination witii cod 'iver oil; it has been injected hypodermically when
mixed with oil or vaseline. It is very advantageously adminisiered by '.he

rectum; 20 to 30 mins. mi ed with i oz. cod-liver oil and the yolk of one

egg, J oz. whiskey and 1 oz. water may be injected once or twice daily.

I in 10 of oil may be fre^ .y nilibed into the skin, and inhalations or sprays

ma\ heemployed at the .san ne, the latter methods exercising a marked
sedati\c action on the tnicheai ani Itronchial surfaces. All the above-

mentioned routes may b "mployeu in a single case— a plan advocated

by Hcargct under tin- title 'he " intensive method," by which as much
as f fluid drachm of t le drug may be daily introduced into the blood.

Modifii itions of th( creosote treatment are carried out, the chief of

will' li is the administniiion by the mouth and hypodermically of (luaiacol,

!is' many regarded as the acti\e principle of the drug. It is given in the

^um< doses as ncosote, the routine being a 5-min. capsule 3 or 4 times a

day. A favourite Continental 'nethod is to inject a mixture of Guaiaiol

and Iodoform in sterilised Olivr Oil and Vaseline, each c.c. of which is

made to contain r eg. of iodoform ,ind 5 cgs. of guaiacol, i to 3 c.c. being

injected into the supraspinous fossa. Such a dose rapidly reduces fever

temperature, l>ut like the appli( ation of the pure drug to the skin for the

same jmrpose it is not free from danger, as serious collapse has followed

the smearing over of a patch of in not larger than the palm of the hand

with guaiacol, when oiled silk lia^ leen used to cover the surface. Duranl's

guaiacol injection resembles tin- iodoform emulsion, but contains free

Iodine i. 10 of iodide of potassium mixed with 5 of guaiacol and 100 of

iilive oil.

Duotal or Guaiacol Carbonate is a wiiite crystalline powder without

laste; it may be given in 5 to 8 gr. cachets or capsules. Guaiacol Ren/oate

(ISen/.osol) and the (^amphorate—Guaiacani|)hol—are -imilar compounds
iiiven in lo-gr. tablets. The ( 'innamate of (uiaiacoi (Stryacol) has its

warm advocates; the drug is given in cachets of 10 to 15 grs. Thiocol

(Potassium-guaiacol-sulphonate) is a favourite remedy in 15-gr. cachets,

(^uite a long list of other guaiacol compounds and derivatives are also in

use, none of which, however, appear to possess any marked advantages

over the pure dnv.'.

.\ favourite modification of the creosote treatment is the administration

of Crcosotal (Creosote ('arl)onate), whii h is a syrupy and almost odourless

li<iuid, wliii h may lie given in J to i dr. doses. The Valerianate (iM)Sote)

is aisi) vaunted: it is an oily licjuid best administered in 5 min. capsules.

The Cinnamic .\cid compounds liave not maintained their reputation.

Tliey have been found to [lowerfully stinuilatc leucocytosis, and are

iielievcd to greatly aid the defensive meclianism of the body in phthisis.

Metol is the cinnamate of sodium, and is administered in 5-gr. doses in

;ii
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cachets. It has also been employed, dissolved in normal saline solution

as an intravenous injection, and glowing reports have been furnished of

this method, which, however, is obviously not free from danger. Equally

satisfactory results are obtainable by the injection hypodermically of the

I in 10 glycerin solution, which may also be administered m drachm

doses by the mouth. Landerer commences with a dose of , , gr. of hetol

by the veins, and increases the arpount in subsequent injections to \ gr.,

claiming a cure in 85 per cent, of cases.
, . ,

.

Cinnamic or Cinnamvlir Acid, whose dose by the mouth should not

exceed 1 gr. and bv t>^e veins .},-, S,r., is now entirely replaced by its sodium

salt-hetol. Cinnamal -the aldehyde from oil of .innamon-is^ given

iu i-min. capsules, and the allied Coumarin salts and Martmdale s Tyl-

marin are also in use, but probably Oil of Cinnamon in s-min. capsules,

or dissolved in cod-liver oil, will achieve all that u claimed for any 01 these

derivatives.
, ^ , . u 1 j

Oil of Cloves and Oil of Eucalyptus and Camphor have been emp'oyed

extensively and appear to act in the lame manner as the cinnamon oil

and its compounds. Menthol and Oleum Mentha Pip. are now usually

restricted to the cure of laryngeal phthisis by local application or by the

method of intratracheal injection. Nearly every known volatile antiseptic

oil has been tried and has enjoyed Mme briet reputation in phthisis.

The volatile sulphur oils contained in the onion, garlic and leek are of

unquestionable benefit in relieving cough and altering the sputum. Tin-

Allvl sulphide given off by the pulmonary surface lias marked antiseptic

action acting like the II ,S which is eliminated after the administration of

Sulphur McDufiie's testimony with that of Minchin and others gives

Garlic a very high place as a germicidal in phthisis and all forms ot

tuberculosis. The blood should be saturated with drachm doses ol the juice

by the mouth, inunction by the skin as by poultices, applying it between

the skin of the feet and the stockings, eating it in .soups, mhalmg its vapour

in hot water .\11 these methods may be emfiloyed simultaneously.

Ichthvol owing to its ccmUining sulphur, has been also freely admin-

istered 'in cai)sules .onUining .^0 mins., and VVitherle advocated the

saturation of the blood with sulphur by administering J-gr. doses of

Calcium Sulphide every iiour. Sulphites and Hyposulphites have been

recommended upon similar principles.

Compounds of Nu<;leinic Acid derived from yeast Nik leins—have been

extolled in phtliisis upon the same considerations which have made iietol

popular -viz., that thev stimulate leucocytosis and exert a bactericidal

action in the blood and tissues. 15 grs. nil- Icin (Sw\vo\) may lu- utven

hv the mouth, or 15 mins of the 5 per .enl. solution ot the acid may be

iniecti'd Ir pcdermically.

The iwwerful .omiioiuuls of Arsenic and Menu, v have been extensively

employed, upon the theory of destroying the bacillus m the blo..d and

tissues There is no doubt that small dos«-s of Arseiu .is pointed out by

Unmton arc Ivnefic iai in the early stages of phthisis, |,n,l.ahl> l.v their

power in rapidlv breaking up tfe diseased epilhch.d products in the

I
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alveoli, but there is no evidence to justify the assumption that in safe

doses the drug has any action on the bacilli. Mence the employment

of the Cacodylates and the more toxic new arsenical preparations as

Soamin, Arsamin, c" Atoxyl are unjustifiable.

Mercury has been reinstalled as an antituherculous agent, and were it

not for the serious objections which maintain against the drug after its

loi i use it would be a good routine. The writer believes that mercury

is not borne by the phthisical patient in the same manner as by the

syphilitic, in which latter case the meUl seems to form a harmless com-

pound with the toxins of the spirochetes. B. L. Wright maintains that

excellent results are obtainable by deep muscular injections of ,'., gr.

5uccinimide of Mercury into the buttock region every second day till

symptoms of mild salivation appear, after which the dose is lessened and

longer intervals between the injections permitted. The treatment extends

with occasional hieaks over a year.

Iodine and Iodoform have already beer, referred to incidentally in

connection wit^ injections of Guaiacol; there is no evidence that any

bactericidal action can be produced in this manner. I'lie writer has seen

phUiisis supervene under enormous dosage by Iodides in Tufnell's treat-

ment of aneurism, and also sometimes in tertiary syphilis where thn drugs

had been employed in very large doses.

The drenching of the patient with large doses of Tannin, Verbascum

Thapsus.and 'he host of inert vegetable substances gave way to the routine

administration of coal tar products, such as Methylene Blue, wliich in

their turn have proved useless.

The Hypophosphites still enjoy a considerable amount of popularity;

probably the various compound syru;^s owe any virtue which they possess

to the calcium salt contained in them which increases the coagulability

of the blood and still is believed by some to favour calcareous degeneration

in caseated tuberculous products.

E/ertriVi'/y.—This agent has been pressed into the service in niimerous

ways; thus the X rays have been utilised in the diagnosis of phthisis n. its

earliest stage, and some also attribute a curative power to them when

applitni over small localised apical deposits. The ravs certainly have a

marked influence for good in the various forms of cutaneous tuberculosis.

The liigh-fre(iuency current has been extoll<?d as an antituherculous

agent in phthisis, and is employed by those wlio believe that it powerfully

excites phagoi ytosis, weakens the virulence of the toxins, promotes

oxidation and hastens elimination.

Surgical Treatment.— 'V\\\i has been tried, and the results of pneumon-

edomv or removal of a portion of lung injured by tuberrle have been

almost invariably disastrous. Pneummotomv or incision of the lunp with

tlie knife or thermo-cautery in order to ev.u uate cavities and establish

drainage has so frequently been followed by fatal r'-sults that the opera

tion has j>a^sed into discredit and should seldom if ever be attempted.

As recovery af^er a spontaneous pneumothorax in phthisis hns several

times been observed, various attempts have been made to put the diseased

'

n*-
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lung at complete rest by producing pneumothorax. Thus Forlanini

opens the pleural cavity and injects into it without injuring the lung a

quantity of compressed nitrogen gas till complete collapse is effected,

several injections being usually required. When skilfully performed

there is but little risk, and the reports are more favourable than after other

surgical procedures.

Mvltiph rih resection and Clwndrotoiny of the first and second ribs have
been several times performed with the view of mobilising the upper portion

of the thoracic wall in apical phthisis and permitting the contraction of

cavities by slow cicatrisation.

The injection of antiseptics through a fine needle inserted into the seat

of tlu- lesion in the lung has been recommended and practised, but the

metiud has been abandoned.

Symptomatic Treatment.—Though the open-air, overfeeding, tuberculin,

f-reosote and other methnds mentioned should constitute the main routine

treatment of j)ulmonary tuben uiosis. \arious symptoms usually arise

demanding the di.^icriminating j-kill and e\perien( e of the physician.

Cuugh is the most comm(m of these symptomatic phenomena, and often

its unscientific treatment leads to disa.strous results. The ( ough necessary

to bring up the purulent or nun o-purulent secretion should never be inter-

fered witli The practice of drcndiinj; phthisical patients with nauseating

expect<irants like tartar emetic, squill, hippo, senega, &c., is most repre-

hensible, espe< ially when there is no neral bronchitis pres«:nt. These
(lnij.'s I anmit alter the 1 ontenis of thi >uppur,itinj; pulmonary cavities,

l)i't till y have the power ol arresting the digestive function and of destroy-

ing tie ; ppetite.

Still more s<'nous is the mistake of administering respiratorv sedatives

'ike morphia and opiates w lien tli» tci- (aofuse sti retion. as it is astonishing

how small is th' dose of tliest- suflic leni ••> stop the nece.s.sary (ough and
produce a fatal asphyxiation during tin later stage of the dis«'a»e. It is,

however, otherwise in the \ erv early stage of phthisis before softening

has set iti, wiicn the patient may he liarassril 1>\ a iir\ ini essaiit hacking
<ough whii h ki tjis till Ivings in a state of unrest, and tends i.^ produ^ e a

degree of pyrexia and prevents sleep. Here Morj>hia or Fleroin is i learly

indicated in small and repeaii! dosis Mithi ient to slightly influence the
respiratorv or couuhii centre, and the lojjoning combination will be
fotiiul to l)c' a valuable one;

R. l.iijiior. .\fiirf-liiiiu' Hinienni. ',].

/'«/«ssn liiidrliDihilis .^vj.

I(//M l.ai(riH,'ra\i "ij,

.!<//'<' Ih'slUlaliv lid .^iij. Misir.

Ft. mist. Cpt. \\.(um ^- '^ucvi l.imoiis iimirtts lioris.

Heroin Ilydroi hloride niav achanta^cou^lv i e cniplovc'd whei' there is

a mode late anioni;! of m., retion ind a c ciugh nuic h beyond v« hat is nee es-

sitry to clear the brom liial tulies. as it may be given in do.scs (,/, j(r.)
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sufficient to soothe the cough centre without rendering the secretion more

adhesive.

Laryngeal cough may often !)e relieved iiy the i in 100 ('ari)olic spray or

by a 5 per cent, solution of Mentiiol in Li<]uid ParafTm employed by the

nebuliser. In some cases inhalations of Creosote, Friar's Halsam or

Conium may be advantageously employed. Cough which, resists all drugs

sometimes yields speedily on the «stal)lishnu'nt of the ojjen-air treatment.

Dyspnoea also generally is cut sliort by resort to the open-air method,

and its presence is a clear indication for the suspension of morphia or

other narcotic. Karely will oxygen inhalation be recpiired: when due to

an accumulation of pus in the tubes from tiic overflow of a large cavity,

an occasional emetic may i)e required, and Ammonium Carbonate is the

safest of these. Hy the administration of leaspoonful doses of Sal

Volatile in an ounce of water to wliich a tablespoonful of fresli lemon

juice has been added, as recommended in former editions of tiiis work,

the bronchial tubes may be relieved and the cardiac (lepres>ion 1 ombated

in the advanced stages of plitlii^is. Partial aspliv.\ia nui, iic relieved

promptly in some cases by ,00 gr. dose oi I'ii rotoxin. uhii h ads by

stimulating the respiratory i entre.

Htemoplysis siiould be promptly met by the various methods described

in the article under this heading. The former plans ol drugging with

tannin, ergot and the mineral astringents should never i)e resorted to,

the only reliable proiedure being to saturate .he blood with Calcium Salts.

Insomnia is often due to incessant coughing, and when this sym])lom

is ( au.sed by unnecessary .stimulation of the respiratory or cough centre,

in the absence of abundiint secretion, one dose of Morphia, Codeine,

Heroin or Dionin may be siifely administered at bed-time. Simjile

insonmia may be met by 20-gr. doses of Trional.

I'ain is often due to lotalised pleurisy or to pleurodynia induced by

incessimt t DUghing; in the ab.sence of free secretion it may be relieved by

Morphia. Local applications are usually sufficient, and Chloroform

Liniment on lint under oiled silk is a reliable routine Helladonna Lini-

ment should never be employed in thi> mannc-r owing to the danger of

abMirplion, ^inc e phthisiial patients are very su.sieptible to the action of

atropine. \ small lanthandes lilister, which was the former routine

treatment of localised tuberculous lesions in the < best, may be often

employed with advantage. In thin subjects this ad-* like Hier's meli' 'd

and relieves underlying longesiion ; moreover, after absorption minute

c|uantities of lantharidin appear to posst-ss some specific action, as

maim. lined bv Liebreic h, who injec ted the drug with the v iew of causing

exudation ol scium from the capilLiries in the \ic inity ol the luluTcles.

Seven- thoracic pain in phtliiMs can always be markedly relieved bv

strapping the- 1 iiot witii adhesive rubber pl.tster,

Pyrexia The treatment of thi-. symptom has undetgoiic- many c lianj.,t s,

as its caUNition has become better unclcrsln'-d. Spcakiim rcncrailv

,

the most relial)le of all agents is ah.uiliite nst ol tlie body as the patient lies

in the hori/ontul position in the open air. The fever is tlic result of aufo-

1', a
• ifl
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inoculation with the toxins elaborated by the bacillus, and may he

regarded as a phenomenon in most if not all respects identical with the

reaction which occurs after a dose of tuberculin. The influx of the t( xins

is usually due to physical exercise mental excitement, and Wright has

quoted instances where the opsonic index has fallen from over i to 0"i2

after moderate exercise.

Sometimes the increased flow of lymph through the infected areas in

the lung may be accounted for by the persistent coughing which floods the

blood with the tuberculous toxin, and hence the importance of minimising

ail unnecessary cough, especially in pyrexial cases. By absolute rest of

body and mind the auto-inoculations are stopped and the case is brought

back to the condition of purely localised infection, and Wright maintains

that this desideratum is hastened by the administration of Calcium Salts

to increase the coagulability of the blood.

It must, however, be remembered that the rest treatment of pyrexia

must not be overdone, and as soon as the temperature has been found to

remain permanently normal, graduated exercises should be cautiously

commenced. M. S. Paterson has demonstrated the importance of these

as a curative method in order to induce such a degree of auto-inoculation

as will not raise the temperature or lower the opsonic index. When
graduated exercises or moderate manual laiiour is rommenced it becomes

tliercforc, absolutely necessary to determine freijiicntly the rectal tempera-

ture, and when this is found to rise above 100'^ the patient must be placed

in bed again.

Wright also considers that as soon as the antibacterial pressure in the

blood ha^' been Siitisfactorily adjusted by prolonged rest graduated

exercises sliould be <ommencefi, the blood-()ressure controlled and the

coagulability of the circulating fluid reduced by Citrates so f.s to irrigate

in 11 methodical manner all the foci of infection with a lymph rich in anti-

l)a( terial substances.

This scientific treatment of pvrexia aims at the removal of tlic exciting

cause, and should take the pla<e of the empiric methods of reducing fever

In till' udministration of such agents as ilie coal-tar products antipyrine,

&c. The thermic centres in tuberculosis are in a condition of most

unstable e(|uilibrium. and though the pyrexia can be ensjly redu'cd by

antipyretic drugs the effect of these speedily passes off, .ind is liable to be

aci ompanied by great sweating and prostration and to be follo<ved l)V a

greater rise in the tcmpenitun- Quinine is not open to the same objec-

tions, but it often fails entirely to reduce fever heat, though it is a valuable

antipyretic drug in the 1 ase of children.

The most objcitionablc and ilani-erous of all n\elhods of reducing the

pvrexia of iitithisis is that of applsin^ (luaun oi to the skin under oiled silk,

as serious collapse is iiahle to supfrvenc

Cold '^pontjing or even the tepid bath may be resorti'd to when the

degee o! level is high and n innins refractory lo absolute rest. When the

pvrexia is due to gast ,i or intestinal disturbance a saline purge and a

return to a milk diet are clearly indicated.

M
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Heim's Pill is a routine remedy for the control of moderate and persistent

fever in phthisis; it contains i gr. Digitalis, i gr. Ipecac, J gr. Opium and

I gr. Quinine. Niemeyer's Pill has been long used for the same pu. pose

;

it contains i gr. Digitalis, J gr. Opium and i gr. Quinine.

Strychnine is valuable in the markedly fluctuating temperature which

is due to a toneless state of the thermic centres.

Night-Sweats.—This symptom seldom requires special treatment; the

full establishment of the open-air treatment usually effectually meets the

condition provided that the bed-clothing l)e not e.xcessive. In refractory

cases the best routine treatment is the following old-fashioned pill

:

E. f^xt. Bdladonnce Vir. gr. ^.

Zinci Oxidi gr. iiss.

Ext. Hyoscyami gr. ij. Misce.

Fiat pilula. Miite xij. tales. Sumat unamam hora somni.

Atropine or Helladonna is the most reliable of all drugs for the control

of profuse sweating, but after the full dose ( , ;„ gr. atropine) the dryness of

the throat, cardiac excitement and (Kcasional vi.sual disturbances are

serious barriers to its usefulness, and sometimes it increases the cough by

drying up the sputum. Hyoscine acts in a similar manner, and may be

employed when an hypnotic effect is al.so desired.

Agaricine is free from these objectionable qualities; the dose of this is

1 to ]
gr., and may be given every four hours in rebellious <:ases. Mu

,

carine acts in the same manner, but it is a body of varying composition,

.ind should not be relied on. Strychnine in small and repeated doses

(
,'., gr.) is often useful, especially in those cases where the temperature

keeps fluctuating during tlie sweating.

Picrotoxin (,,',!; gr-) checks sweating without in any way diminishing

the bronchial secretion, by stimulating the respiratory mechanism, as

pointed out by (Aishny.

(amphoric Acid in doses of 10 to 20 grs. is a favourite anhydrotic with

some physicians when given before bed-time.

Dover's Powder in minute doses (i gr.) is sometimes ellicacious, but

often it aggravates the (ondition. When given in the form of Helm's

Pill, in which it is combined with Quinine, it proves useful botli in steady-

ing the temperature and reducing the swialing, and Niemeyer's Pill acts

iinhe : amc manner. Quinine l)y itself may be tritd in larger doses when

other measures fail; sometimes ll>c combination of thi.^ drug in full doses

with tlie IIyi)"phosphites is ethcacious. though Yeo reconmicnds the

ordinary mixed hypophor.phites as the mo:it reliable routine.

Sulplional in 5-gr. doses often proves valuable in reduiing sweating, and

the amount may lie doubletl wlien a slight degree of insomnia is asst)ciated

with the profuse perspiration. Chloralose and Chloralamide ,i< t in Hie

same manner.

.\h>n,, ,.r in asstx iilion with any of the above iiutliods, sponging fin-

ikin with diluted Viaegar or Alcohol, or water containing a small amount

i.

I
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of Chloral, or sponging light!;, with hot water may he tried. Tannoform
and other dr>' astringent powders may be dusted over the skin with

advantage, but the internal administration of tiie vegetable or mineral

astringents is useless and usually destroys the appetite and causes

obstinate ronstipation.

The ke-Bag applied to the abdomen for several hours durmg tiie night

is advocated by Rossenbath in obstinate cases.

Diarrhcea.—When this is due to temporary disturbance of tlie functions

of the bowel, the remedies detailed under Diarrhoea should be resorted to

after the exciting cause has been discovered. The obstinate and persistent

diarrhcea caused by extension of the disease to the intestinal surface must
be met by the methods of treatment described in the article on Tuber-
culous Peritonitis.

V(Uniting, Anorexia, Anamia and other complications are to be treated

upon general principles. The involvement ol tiic larj'nx, mediastinal or

mesenteric glands and the supervention of pleuritis or pneumothorax and
other complications are to be met by the remedies lietailcd in I he s|)ecial

articles dealing with these conditions.

Fibroid Pklhisi<i.--Vor the treatment of this afTection, see under Pneu-

monia, Chronic.

PmOPLASHOSIS.
TIlis disca.se, common in India and the tropics, has been known as

Kala-.\zar, Leishmaniasis, Dum-Dum Fever. .Sahib's Disease, Tropical

Cachexial Fever, &c.

It is prol)ai)ly i onveyed by a bite of some species M l)ug, tick or other

insect. The treatment of Kala-,\zar was most unsatisfai tory till the

introduction of intravenous injcc tions of Tartar Kinetic, whi<li may be

claimed almost as a specifi<' remedy. As .soon as puncture of the enlarged

spleen by a fin<' needle demonstrates the presence ol the parasitt; treat-

iiu'nt should be commeni cd. Kogcts regtdate- the dose l>\ the bo<iy

weight, I I-.' . of the 2 |>er (cnt. solution per eai h lo lbs ol boiK wi-i^ht

should be the maximum, beginning gradually with halt thisamounl. The
injections mav be gi\ en e\ ei\' other dav I ill the fc\ cr disujipciir^ I inscs

1)1 I yr. by the mouth ha\c also proved ( urati\e, but are not so reliable.

The compli(ations cuncrum oris, dysenterK symptoms, pncumoni.i,

skin eruptions and tpistaxis -arc to in treated upon generallv rei-ounised

|)rin' i|)les.

PITYRIASIS.

TIlis n.tine ha^ been iDplied to (|uite a iiuiriber ol loialiy dislinrt ^kjn

affci liens the ni im or oinious sion ol vvliieji is (leM|ii,onalioii. TI.e

treutineiit of these will be lound under their appropn.ilt lieadiiiLis. I'liiis

/'//vr/ijv/v sini/'lix is now regarded as a firy .Seborrluea. vvhii h trei|iienll\

manifests itself as a pityriasis ( apitis, though it ma\ attack tne fare and
boilv, and it;. Ireaimeiit will be lound 'inder Dandril'f an<l .'^cborrluea.

/V/v^«'Jv/v Huhra I'llart^ i re^.arded as li< hen [>ilaris or li< henai unii.iatus,

i h :

i t
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and is usually known as Keratosis, under which heading and under

Ichthyosis, to which it is closely allied, the treatment will be discussed.

There remain three skin affections to which the term " Pityriasis " is

still applied; the treatment of each will be detailed under their appro-

|)riate titles in the following articles.

PITYRIASIS ROSEA.

The )f thi )rt-lived .iffec tlv tendstreatment

to resoK'e naturally after . rw weeks. Any bland unirritating ointment

or weak alkaline lotion ni.. lie ajjplied in order lo lessen the pruritus or

it< hing which usually accompanies the rash. Those who believe in liie

parasitic theory of its origin recommend antise])tic appjivations, and

Jamieson states that the affection may be cut short in 7 to 10 days by a

daily bath stained deeply with Potassium Permanganate, after which

a s per cent, ointment ot Salicylic .\(\d should be rubl)ed in.

PITYRIASIS RUBRA, OR EXFOLIATIVE DEIUHATITIS.

Constitutional treatment is of little il any value in this formidable

afltection. whiih Ilebra wrongly regarded as m\arial)ly fatal Arsenic

should not be given in the early acute stage, even in those cases known

as of " secondary " type where the disease originates in the vicinity of a

|)atch of lichen, psoriasis or eczema. Many dermatologists still recom-

mend small and irequently repeated do.ses of Tartarised Ant'mony alone

or ( ombined with diaphorctii s and diuretics in the early stage.

The best hoi)e ot i ure lies in local treatment, and this after the patient

has been |)ut to beil will do much if loiisi iciitiously cartied out, the chief

indicatiiiii being Ic pnitei t the alfericd piut (the entire lutiineous ( o\ei iiig

(il the bo(l\ ) Irom the iiritation produteil by contact with the air and

variations in temperature. Where the disea.se is sec on(iar\ to seme other

cutaneous alfection, the primary lesion nnist receive attention. S[HMial

svniptoms will (all for endless modifications ol detai s.

.\ weak alkaline bat li.iont.lining Hran or Stan h should be administered

lor 0,1c or two hiuMN daii\ ; where itching is very troublesome a little

C.irbo'ii .\cid nia\ be ad<lcil. S. .Macke!izie reconuncnded tlu' following

baths: Starch. 1 lb. ; or bran. 2 to (1 lbs. : or linseed. 1 lb, ; or gelatin, 1, lbs.

;

or gluten (size). '» lb--., to ^o gallons ol water; or ,^ o/. borax. c)r H o/.

bicitrbonate of Mxfa, to ;lie smie amount o', >»ater. Most ri'liai\( c is to be

1)1.11 ed in inunctions h\ an animal or \egelable lat. These slioiiM be

carried out several times d.iily by an expv'ricni ed liospit.il nurse i ild off

lor the piir))osc, {"resh l.an!, deprived of e\cry trace ol saline ni.itler,

.iiiswers the purpcisc well, .\boiit 2 oz. of the simple Liniment ot Caniphor

tiia\ be .icldcci lo eac li piaind of the hit and in suiimiei Suet mav also be

.icjcleil 'This niay lie rubbed in i.:enll\ and patiently, .liter the st ales have

Imiii icniii\ei| l>\ jiio|ini-id miriii'ision in the vv.iiin biitli. or b\ veiy

-liril' mc tiiin .V III. ii -oil iiaij.:!i utiiMi lowil. .\ Miixiun <<| ri|ii.il p.ii 1 -.

Ill l,.inoli!te and "siili I'.iiidiin iim\ be -iil'-tituled foi ihi l.ird. Zinc

(Jintiueiit, to win. h 5 pei '_>iii. ol Liq. taib. lieter{;ens and the same

.il
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amount of Camphorated Oil have been added, is to be then smeared over

the limbs, 'vhich should be covered with lint or old linen, alw well coated

over with the ointment, and comfortably bandaged, tJ.e body being

several times anointed with the lard during the day, whilst the limbs and

face need be only dressed morning and night with the ointment.

Strong tarry preparations must, however, be used with great caution,

especially in the early stage, trorker envelops the patient in bandages

soaked in a cream consisting of i} oz. Zinc t)xide, i| oz. Calamine, 2i oz.

Lanoliiic, lo oz. Olive Oil and lo oz. Lime Water. Mackenzie preferred

watery applications, and he put the patient into clothes made of lint, and

kept saturated day and night with a lotion consisting of 8 oz. Glycerin of

Suba( ctdte ot Lead, 8 oz. pure Glycerin, and water to i gallon. Cod-Liver

Oil and Olive or Almond Oils may be also used. Some cases have been

successfully treated by i uusing the patient to live in a warm bath for

man}' days or e\ en weeks at a time.

Ttie nutrition of the l)ody should be maintained by a generous diet, and

Cod-Liver Oil may be given after each meal in the later stages of the

disease.

PITYRIASIS VEBSICOLOR, OR TINEA VERSICOLOR.

The clothing should be light and the under-garments loosely fitting;

linen or silk is preterab'e to wool, and frequent changes are necessary.

Where the er'iption does not yield to absolute cleanliness with soap and

water followed by a daily bath of tepid water deeply stained wit'> Potas-

sium IVrmanganate, the following elegant lotion may be applieo:

U. Hydraf^. PcrcliluriJi gr. x.

Ammouii C.hluridi gr. .\v.

Spiritus Lavanduice 5vj.

Misturtp. Amygdala; ad !?x. Misce.

I'iat soltilio. Sigtia.
—

" To be f>"'ely sponged over l/ie discoloured

spots I'vcry night."

Any antiseptic ointment as Diluted (jtrine, weak Wliite I'recipiiate

or Salicylic .Vi id spcilily destroys the parasite {Microspvron furfur).

Carbolic Lotion or a stron^. Carbolic Soap will remove it. In phthisical

p;i,tienls the afleclion is ( umnion, and is sometimes entirely removed by

the appliiation of Iodine which is used for purposes of counter-irritation,

or by Eucalyptus or Creosote Ointments applied with other objects in

view.

Suli»'iurous A(id .Solution (i in 6), Sulphites (Hyposulphites of Sinla,

1 in zo). arc speedy and i leaiily ap| liralions.

PLACENTA PRiEVIA

riic piai lilioner should never for|;et, in (h'( idiiig what i- io be the

treatimiU n :\ ui\en < um- first, that a woman wiih plaienia pravia is in

duu^er as long us ;;he i; undvlivercd; ^emndl), that the best results uie
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got by totally disregarding the interests of the child; thirdly, that it is

loss of blood that kills most of the fatal cases, and that even a small

further loss in a patient already bled white may prove fatal; fourthly, that

the fatal cases that do not die of loss of blood die of sepsis. The trump

card in placenta prsevia, which should always [n: played when in ihc

slightest doubt, is

—

turn, bring downajoot and let the patient delivif her self.

The operation of turning can always be [>crlornu(l when the o^ is

sufficiently dilated to admit two fingers, and it is seldom, indeed, that this

condition is not fulfilled when the sym|)toms ol placentii pr;e\ ia have

made their appearance. Should the practitioner lie unfortunate enougii

to meet with a case where it is not, he should tightly plug the vagina with

iodoform gauze or cotton-wool pledgets wrung out of lysol solution (drachm

to the pint), an(. \d\t for foui hours, when the plug should be removed,

and the os will u . 'lly be found to have dilated >uf1iciently. It not, UK-

plug should be reapplied for a further period of four hours. When the

OS will admit two fingers only, bipolar version must be done, since forcible

dilatation of the os is bad practice, and is almost certain to result in

tearing the placental site and so giving rise to a form of ha;morrhage

which is e.xceedingly difficult to check.

In carrying out bipolar version the patient should be under chloroform,

unless urgent necessity to stop the hasmorrhage or the absence of an>

reliable assistant puts it out of the question. The patient should lie on

her back, with the hips at the edge of the bed. The physician's hanus and

the patient's vulva must be carefully sterilised—the hand:: by scrubbing

with soap, rinsing witii 70 per lent. methylated spirit and immersing (or

2 to 5 minutes in 1 in 2,000 Ferchloride or Biniodid- the vulva by the

removal of redundant hair, washing with cotton-wool mops soaked in

t.Ki^ and water and sponging with mops dripping from lysol solution

(i !r;i.;hm to I pint), lloiled india-rubber gloves may be worn, and must

!ie worn if the hands are rough, chapped or abraded^ or have been recently

in contact with pus or faeces; they should be long enough to reacfi aalf-way

u^» the 'orcarm. The whole hand is introduced into the vagina and two

finders inserted through the os. If the margin of the plarenta can l>e

easily .eaclvjd in any direction rupture the membranes at the margin. If

it cannot, go through the placental substance.

The head will now he lelt resting on the lingers, and it is to be tiushid

away by them from its posi':i3n over I'oe internal os, while at the ."^iime

time t!ie left iiand on the abdomen puslii;^ the child's breech in the contrary

direction, .so as to get itj body transverse witii its legs und teet towards

the OS. When the cnild has been got into tins position it is an easy

matter to get hold of a knee or a foot, aixl .m) to get the toot bitwoa .he

•wo Imgcrs. It i.i not ('a>y to bring .1 toot li, rough lli" os with two lingers,

and the i.est thing to do is to pass a pair ol sterilised \ iil^Uun- lorccps

up beside 'lie two dngers in the os^iiiid to .seize the toot un er tluir goidjuv e

and dniw it •lowii. If a liand has been misliil.cn tor .tfuot, pll^ll it up

ui'ain imd go b.uk for a foot. Whin it has hci-n br.'OMhi down ;> ^trjji ^f

gauze or a broad tape wrung out of antiseptic lotio- lould l)e tad round

•^i*^"^
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the leg, and left hanging from tlie vagina. Slight traction on this will
at once stop any further bleeding that may occur. The patient is now
allowed to come out of the chloroform, and to deliver herself. Delivery
usually takes place in from two to six liours.

When the os is sufficiently dilated to admit the whole hand unipolar
version in performed, the whole hand bemg passed into the uterus and ;i

foot seized and drawn down. The after-treatment is the same as with
bipolar version. It is especially in cases of this kind that the practitioner
is tempted to effect forrible delivery by traction on the Ifj, partly in the
interests of the child and partly to save time. The weight of authority
is almost entirely against so doin^, on account of the danger of lacerating
the cervix or even rupturing tiie uterus. The only justification that can
be alleged is the improvement of the chances of life for the child, so that
before even thinking of forcible extraction one should be convinced that
the rhild is still alive, and that if born alive it will be likely to survive.
To expose an exsanguine mother to the increased risk 01 a tear through the
placental ;iite or through a branch of the uterine arteiy with the attendant
lia;niorrhage, for the sake of a premature infaiu which must liave already
been weakened by the maternal anaemia, is quite out of the question.
On tlie other hand, it must lie remembered that some laceration of tiie

cervix bj tiie altercoming head is .tracticallv inevitiible. even if the ( ase
is left to nature, and when the os is already fairly well dilated, the mother
has lost hltlc- blood and is in good condition, and the child is alive and
there is a lair pn)Sj)ect 'f its survival, I think tiiat it is juslili.ible to take
die extra risk of immediate delivery, provided tiie |jractitioner is prepared
to control bleeding from the cervix by suturing the rent at on< c. In the
cases where this method is justifiable imly a very slight aimHitit of ion e
is required, ll much exertion is needed to piill liie cliild through the os,

dilatation is n(jt sutHciently advanced tor tiu manauvre to he performed
without the certainty of a deep laceration, ami the practitio :or should at
once desist.

File melliod of Ireatiiu.nt by the inserliun oj a plug with.in tlit , c; , ; 1 .as-

next be considered. One form of this treatment, in which a ga -/> p.ug
is pi-' kcl into the lower uterine segment and into the cervical anal after a
preliminary separation of the placenta around the internal os as hi-h as the
tiii.;i r ; all reach, tannot be regarded as coin|)arai)le in point of ethriim. -•

to versiim and bringing down a loot. It may, however, be useful,
comiiined with a vaginal plug, as a temporary measure in those rare rases
where !ia;morrhage is going on and the os will al once admit one finger.

The meiiiiid ol plugging with a dilatable hag has, however, many advo-
cates, and is recommended by them in preleren(e to version. The advan-
Ugesol tliis method are that tl:e bleeding is i becked as effe( tuallv by the
bag as by the i hild's breech, that dilatation is as rapidly and .1. ethcientiv
carried out, and that finally the presentation is not iiueiieied with and the
child escapes the dangers of a pelvic presentation. Tlie di.>advalltage^
are more likely to be felt in general practice than 111 a hospital. I'ht

method requires tor its performance a certain amount of perishable apji.ir-
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atus, which is apt to be found out of order when required at long and

uncertain intervals, as is certain to he the case in private practice,

where years may elapse without a (ase of placenta praivia being

encountered. Time is required to sterilise the apjwratus, and its intro-

duction into the uterus. esi)cciall\- if no assistance is at hand, will take

decidedly more time than tlie performance of podalic or even of bipolar

version. And, lastly, it is quite possible for a hurried or inexpert o[)erator

to fail in lodging the bag securely within the uterine cavity, and in

consequence to fail in stopping, or, what is worse, to succeed in masking

the hemorrhage—objections which must weigh against its use in urgent

cases, except In the hands of experts. Either Uraun's bag, which is

clastic, or, better, Champetier de Ribes', which is not, may be used, and

a large size is preferable, so that when the bag is expelled dilatation will be

practically complete. The bag is l)oiled. rolled up tightly and grasped

in special' introducing forceps. The hnger is !)assed through the os and

the membranes ruptured or the placenta i)ore(l throu:4h. Partial escape

of the waters is rather favourable than otherwise.

The bag is then introduced above the ])lacenta and tiie forceps removed.

To the india-rubber tube of the bag the nozzle of a liigginson's syringe is

then attached, and the bag is pumped ful! of weak 1> sol solution, a liasin

of which should be in readiness. When the bag lias been fdled the rubber

tube is clamped with artery forceps or a piece of tape is tied around it to

prevent the fluid from escaping. The finger should be then introduced

into the vagina to make sure that the bag is properly in position within

the cervix and above tlie placenta, as, if it has escaped from the cervix

and is lying in the vagina, hccmurrhage may go on aliove it unobserved.

The patient is then left alone till the uterus expels the bag; if there is any

sign of h.-emorrhage, traction is i-iade gently on the rubber taiie; indeed,

some autliorities advise inteimittent gentle traction even in tiie absence

of hicniorrhage in order to hasten dilatation. When the bag has been

expelled the head follows it into the cervix, and when it has passed through

the OS, forceps should be put on and delivery completed unless the progress

is verv rapid.

It ,nay be mentioned that should the practitioner, on his first arrival,

find the os fully dihued ami the [/..icenta marginal, his best plan of action

is i.» rujnure the membranes and complcle delivery with fon eps.

During the third stage there is a I'-d deal of risk that tlie piiUiiita

will be slow in separating and that llierc will be bleeding either from a

laceration or fn:).i the placental site. The placenta should not be waited

for more than .ibout hve niinuto. when the sterilised h.uid >iiould be

introduced and manual removal <arried out. In all cases a hot intra-

uterine douche of dia< hm to the pint saline solution should be given with

the i>atient (m her Ivack and I'iluitriM (i <.-y.) given hypodermicallv. If

bleeding of any conse<|uence continues the n: vix sliould be drawn down

with volsella and inspected. If the blood comes from a lacer.uion, it

should be sutured with catgut, the whole ihi-kncss of the (crvix bring

taken up. ?vA the hiidu-sl stitch being in irl'ij
i

l at the <i/><:k <>• the 'Lar.
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If the bleeding is from the placental site, the uterus and cervical canal

should be plugged with gauze wrung out of drachm to the pint lysol

solution. If the bleeding is severe, the vaginal vault should also be

packed wth cotton-wool pledgets wrung out of lysol solution. Plugging

may be done for a laceration if proper suturing cannot be carried out for

lack of materials or assistance, or through obscuring of the parts by

copious hremorrhage.

The practitioner may find his patient faint and collapsed from loss of

bhod on his arrival. In such a case the bleeding has usually stopped of

itself for the time, and if the collapse is very extreme it is wise to take

measures for combating it by saline transfusion, &c., before attempting

the treatment of the placenta prauvia.

A certain amount of support has l)een aciorded to treatment by

Ca^sarean section, and the tendency of the day is in favour of a more

( xtended use of this method of rapid delivery in any case where delivery

per vias naturales is likely to be more than usually dangerous to mother or

child. This is, of course, a method which is only available for hospital

patit us and for those who can afford surgical nurses and specialists. It

( annot be Siiid to offer a greater chance of s;ifety to the mother than

version or plugging with the bag, and is therefore only applicable to cases

where the child is alive and viable, the mother is not greatly weakened by

h.xmorrhage, and attemi)ls at trcatmc nt have ni.t already been carried

on. It is the best method for the raic cases where the os persistently

refuses to dilate.— R. J. j-

PLAGUE.
Prevetition is of vital importance. The flea is the medium by which the

disease is conveyed to man from infected rats Hence the importance of

exterminating these rodents by trapping, by poisoning, by cats, by

asphyxiation with sulplmr and otlur methods. Of all the means of em-

ploying poison none is so ellicu ious and less dangerous to man than the

emplovment of the Danysz virus. It must be remembered that though

all the species of rat-fleas do not bite man, the fleas which infest the

iiuman subject and many domestic animals will also bite the rat and

become infected, thus conveying the pestilence to the hcnan being.

The parasites leave the body of the infected rat and may travel ni

clothing or merchandise; hence the importan(e of the disinfection of all

baggage coming from infected potts.

In pn<'umoni( i)lague the infection is direct from one human being to

another, and therefore the rigid isolation of all sufferers is of more vital

importance tiian in tlie buixmic type.

To iMilatc the shore rats from those arriving in infected ships the system

of placing etiective shields or guards on all (allies should be rigidly carried

out, and when possible the vessi-ls should tu' prevented from coming in

dose to tfie laiuling-stage. It is needless to state that every precaution

i..;,.u .^3j^j^..j.,. cj.ji.iji.o i ;.n suL'uest for the itniirovenient of hygiene, tiie

Jstablislmunl^'f cleanliness and the protection ol all food supplies from
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being soiled by the excreta of infected vermin must be established m sea-

norts liable to be exposed to the dangers of invasion. The bodies of all

raptured or poisoned rats should be cremated without delay.

Vaccine therapy as a preventive is ot unquestionable utd.ty. Haffkine s

rla..ue Propi>yla< tic consists of a six weeks' culture o the bac.llus, killed

bv heat and preserved by the addition of i per cent phenol, i c.c of the

lister Institute preparation shouhl be injected subcutaneously and may

he repeated in about .2 days. Immunity is ...nferred a ter 7 d^s and

lusts for many months; this is not, however, complete or absolute but tiie

proportion of
" protected " individuals who afte- .rds contract plague

s a small one, and tlie m.)rtality amongst them is comparatively trifling.

rhe va.cine is, however, -f no value as a curative agent once the disease

has appeared in an unvaccinated victim, notwithstandmg that the saving

of life is enormous in times of the pestilence by resorting to early inocu-

'Thc treatment of the established disease remains at present mainly

symptomatic, Yersin's curative serum having to a large e.xtent faded m

fuiniling the high expectations anmsed upon its introduction. Ihis

serum is prepared at the Lister Institute from horses ,njectc<l intraven-

ouslv bv virulent . ultures of the plague bacillus. Ihc d..se is 50 c.c.

injected into the veins of the patient as soon as the first symptom of plague

1 ows itself, .00 c.c. being at the ^tme time injected subcutaneously and

repeated in .. to 24 hours, 250 c.c. being injected withm the first 24 hours.

Dixon states that this dosage is much too small and .e injects .ntrasen-

ouslv up to 130 c.c. until a rigor is produced. Though many observe s

^ai tain an .atitude of scepticism about the curative value of \ersin s

^.rum, others afTirm that when administered in full doses upon the>./

Jar of the disease the entire clinical aspect improves, .^s regards the

evidence of its curative virtues, there is still a wide dP jrgence of opinion.

iHit perhaps the most significant fact about its value lies in '^ •-•^";.--

U.dg d lailure as a prophylactic, and its use essness when resorte.l t.. alter

iH^ first or .second dav of the established disease. In mild cpideni.cs

where the serum has I'.een administered as a routine, the mortality it ,s

laimed has been markedly reduced, but these are obviously the circum-

Zc.s under which a low mortality is to be expectec
.

I he intravenous

n ie t on of Tin.ture of Iodine has been recommended lately bu further

rroboration of its virtues are awaited. The symptomatic- treatment o

plague must tiierefore be resorted to in every case, whether or not \ crsni s

„ the Vcr>in Koux antiplague sc«rum has been injected.

The most ...nstanl and formidable of the symptoms of pl.guc i> tic

orotound card.a.: depression ami weakno. an.l this ftuist be promptly

r 1 bv fn-cpientK- repeated hypodermic injections of ^trv hnm-, and

this drug has been'., .osulcrcMl by some observers to ,,osscss a specific

inllucnce upon the iirogress of the disease.
, . , n . . Uc

P needing upon simil.v lines. lh..k.'- has obtained ex.ellent results

(rl Suprarenal (daml prep.irations administered l.>^'^-m..% an.1 by

the moull. alone, or ailcnaling with injections of Strv.hnmc ,, gr..

Hi
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Sparteine Sulphate i pr., and Atropine ^^t; gr. Thornton reports most

satisfactory results from 30-min. doses of Adrenalin Chloride with lo-min.

Weak Tincture of Strophanthus every four hours by the mouth in routine

cases and iiypodermically in very severe cases.

With the view of destro) ing the bacillus in the blood, every known

antiseptic has been tried, Imt even those whi h can be administered safely

in large doses, as Quinine, Arsenic and Mercury, h:nc proved useless.

Oxvgen inhalations give some relief in the fatal pneumonic type of the

disease. The local treatment of the l)uboes should consist in antiseptic

or i' e poulticing and free incision as soon as suppuration lias shown itself.

Thorough drainage must be provided, and some autiiorities recommend

excision or curetting when the tumours are few.

The injection of antiseptics into the swolk. glands has produced no

benefit, but Thornton recommends the injection of Adrenalin Chloride

Solution (20 mins.) into the vicinity of the tumours when these are large.

Alcoholic stimulants and feeding by concentrated soups are indicated

in most cases. In the hremorrhagic type of the disease, Calcium Chloride

may be administercl in order to control the Ijleeding from the mucous

surfaces. Peitis Minor or the condition characterised by slight enlarge-

ment of the inguinal lymphatic glands without any malaise, which some-

times occurs in individuals before the advent of an epidemic, reciuircs

no treatment, and the same remark holds true of the mild typ:; of 'ailio

which is met with at the termination of an outbreak, and which is known

as Pestis ainbulans.

PLEURITIS, Acute Fibrino-serous.

The patient should be at once placed in bed on a hair lattress in a

well-ventilated room. Tiie first indication for treatment in all cases is

the relief of pain. When this is .severe tiiere is nothing so reliable as a dose

of Morphia hypodermit ally, but in the majority of cases the drug by the

mouth meets all requirements, or after one hypotlermic dose of | gr.,

mouth administration may be employed to keep up the analgesic effect i)y

small an<l oft-repeated doses. As soon as the severity of the pain is

alleviated the narcotic should be suspended, but ougliing being an un-

necessary phenomenoti it may be resorted to again should this symptom

become troublesome.

Local measures should be always i)referrcd for the relief of pain when

this is not se\ ere and uitcnsc, and they should be resorted to in the most

severe cases iiciore the a< litm of the nircotic has been allcwed to pass olT.

A time-honoured routine which still holds a high place in the treatment

o* the earlv stage of pleurisy is |)oulti> ing the aftectei" side of the thorax

with liot linseed. The first i .itajjlasm may advanla^;tously consist of

half-crushed linseed and Ivdf jviwdired mustard, linseed only being

cmjiloNed afterwards till the fwin disappears. There is no advantage in

pcrsevrrinL' with any fdrin of ] oultice once the presence of fluid effusion

lias seimraKd the two iiiilanied lajersof the atTecteil pleura. A convenient

method ot appl) iiig a unitorm soollung hca; to the surface of the chest is
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to cover the skin with a thick layer of Antiphlo-istine or of the U.S.

Cataplasma Kaolini, which consists of kaolin^ boric acid, thymol, methyl

salicylate, and peppermint oil, made into a paste with heated Kly^erin.

Spongio-piline^ or a thick layer of cotton-wool or Gamgee tissue covered

with thin mackintosh dressing, acts in the same way. Poulticing is

preferable to Turpentine or other forms of stupe or fomentation, which

are liable to produce vesication if not skilfully emplovxd. Often an

excellent pain-relieving application may be extemporised by causing tlie

patient to lie upon a rubber bottle [jartially filled with very hot water.

Cold applied in the form of Cold Compresses, Ice-bags, Leiter's Tubes,

or Ether Spray may be employed when heat fails, and some authorities

maintain that this treatment should always be preferred to hot applica-

tions, but the feeling of the patient may be safely trusted in all cases to

decide the routine merits of the two plans. Lin. Chloroformi, Lin. Bella-

donnae, Lin. Aconiti, &c., are preferred by some physicians ;
when employed

they should be covered with oiled silk, absorption of contained alkaloids

being watched for.

Blisters have been employed as a routine for the relief of pain much

more commonly in tlie past than in modern practice. Though their

beneficial effect is undoubted, they interfere with the u-.e of other applica-

tions or nuthods which may afterwards be indicated, and they prevent

accurate phvsical exploration of the chest. At a later stage they may

advanugcously be employed to hasten the absorption of effused fluid,

and they should always be resorted to early for the relief of the pain of

dry pleurisy.

Leeching, like blistering, was formerly resorted to freciuently for the

relief of pain, and it may be employed still with advantage in severe cases.

The effect can be heightened '..y the application of a cupping-glass over

tlie bites. .

Some physicians adhere to the old routine of dry cupping, but tins is

often impracticable in [latients with thin chest parietes.

Venesection is now seldom resorted to for the relief of pain in acute

plcuritis, but in some very severe cases it ma> be the only means of saving

life. In the acute traumatic form of the disease, often complicated with

a fractured rib, there should be no hc^ilalion in freely opening a large

Venn in the forearm and permitting to to 20 oz. blood to escape. Cupping

over leech bites is generally a futile procedure for the relief of pain and

urgent dyspnoea in such cases, and when Mood-letting is clearly indicated

venesection should always be selected. A brisk saline pun-- intensifies

the action of th.c operation, and may with advantage be substituted ;n

mild cases.

Strapping the affected side of liie thorax at once alleviates the intensity

of the stabbing pain and prevents cougliin- by securing inimtHlialo rest

to the inllamed ojiposing lavcrs of the pleur.d nicinl>rane. Stout strips

of adhesive rubber plaster should l«e applied to the skin on th • sound side

of the chest beyond the sternum, and tliese must be brought round the

aflectcd side whilst the patient makes a fyrtibie expiiatiou, UiQ extremity

W4' ii*
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of each strip of plaster being fastened on the sound side of the spine so us

to fix permanently the inflamed half of the thoracic cavity as in. a vice.

Not only is the pain usually speedily alleviated by this procedure, but

rest to the diseased pleural membrane is so completely effected that the

sujsequent effusion is often rendered scanty and the duration of the

attack shortened. Firm bandaging of the entire thorax is mfenor to

strapping. . i i j i

Whilst the above measures are being employed the patient should he

placed upon the diet suitable for most acute febrile affections. Milk

diluted with a plain effervescing water or liquor calcis meets all require-

ments; farinaceous foods need not be withheld, and soups or bed essences

may also be permitted. Whatever advantages m.iy follow the use of a

strictly drv diet in the stage of effusion, none will accrue by adopting tins

system of treatment in the early inflammatory period of the disease, and

the same remark applies to the unscientific routine administration of

saline purgatives with the view of preventing eflusion.

Drugs which control fever heat and cause free elimination of deleterious

products bv the skin and kidneys may be employed in moderate doses;

one of the' best routine (ombinations is the following, the amount of

Morphine l)eing determined by the presence of persistent pain, continuous

unrest, or incessant coughing:

B. Tinct. Aconiti 3j.

Sodii Salicyl. 7^\

Spt. Mindcrcri Jij.

Liq. Morphia IIyd. 3j.

Aqiuv Camph. ad Jviij. Mhcc.

Fiat mi.'ura. Cpt. 5ss. terlia q. hora.

Where the fever tends to keep high the amount of Salicylate may he

douUled. or a dose of j grs. Antipyrine every four or six hours may be given,

but no real benefit is to 1)C expected from continuous drugging with the

coal-tar antipvretics in full doses. Rarely will the pyrexia call for cold

sponginu or baths. Quinine is not to be relied upon for the reduction

of fever, and some physicians, on the theory of a rheumatic .ifhnity being

present in acute pleuritis, recommend the routine of 15-gr. doses of pure

Salicylic .\cid administered in caciiel form.

When effusion has occurred in mild cases, u.sually tlie pain and fever

have disappeared, and the al)ove-mentioned drugs should be stopped.

In severe cases the fever may, however, <onlinue, and their susjjension is

e<iuallv imperative, since no remedy should be administered wliidi

exerci - - any depressant ac lion upon the overburdened licart in extensive

effusio

Tlie i c.itment of effusion then ronies to be the (luestion of vital imp')r-

tance. The tendency of modern prai tice is to resort to tajjping without

delay, but this must not i)e accepted as a routine method for the treatment

of all effusions following inflammation of the pleura, as many such when
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of moderate extent tend to disappear spontaneously or under the influence

of medical agencies, especially in children and young subjects.

The physician should therefore pause before immediately rcsortmg to

thoracocentesis, when the amcunt of fluid is small and there is no undue

pressure upon the heart or embarrassment of respiration, till he sees that

there is no marked tendency towards absorption, since be possesses

a'^ents which undoubtedly exercise a considerable power in hastening the

^^iiStering is the most reliable of these agents, and is often successful

in removin- sluggish accumulations of fluid when these are nt moderate

amount. One large cantharidin plaster (4 l)y 6 inches) may be applied

to "the thoracic wall and left in situ for 8 hours till thorough vesication

takes place, or the latter result may be hastened by the appli^.ation of a

warm poulti.:e after a shorter exposure of the skin to the vesicant. A

better plan, however, is t.. employ s-veral small blisters to different parts

of th6 chest w ill for a period of three hours each. These flying bbsters

should be of about the size of a crown-piece, and 3 or 4 of them mcv be

applied at the s.me time at different spots, though a better plan is to use

only one of larger dimensions (3 l,y 3 inches). This fWould be placed over

the lower part of the affected side near to the diaphragmatic attachment

for alM)ut 3 hours; on its removal the same blister is next applied higlnr

up for 3 or 4 hours more, after which it should be attached for 6 or 8 hours

about the upper level of the fluid. , i .

The effect of this treatment is often so marked that the writer has

satisfied himself that the stimulating effect upon absorption cannot lie

entirely explained by the theory of counter-irritation. The canthandm

of the plaster appears to exercise some specific action ox-er the lymph;u .

cells or else to possess a lethal effect upon the cocci or bacilli which are

invariably present in the effused fluid. An effect akin to this is often

observed when a hvpodermic neeale has been employed in exploratory

puncture and only a small quantity of fluid has been extracted.

Nea-'y every known counter-i-ritant or rulicfar.ont appli ation hiv.

been employed, but none is so efficacious as Ca..liiaridin; the mo; t

frcquentlv u.scd is Strong Tinctue of Iodine.
, , , „

\uents' known as Resolvents or Disc iilients are also employed locally,

•IS weak Tincture of Iodine, J
01, ion,, Lin. Pot. lod. cum Sapone, Oleate

of Mercury &c. The best results fr^m such drugs may lie obtained by

applyin.. weak Mercurial Ointm.'ot or tiie Uleate on lint and firmiy strap-

pinu'ovur it with ruiiber plaster a> already described.

Internal ad- Mnistration of powerful diuretics like ( alomel, Squill,

Diuitalis, Sail, vlates, . -luretin, &c., is generally useless, and continuous

dosa.'o bv strong saline purgatives like .oncentratcd solution of Magnesia

Sulphate seldom produces any diminution of the effusion, though when

this is of lar^. luilk the last mentioned drug sometimes api)ears «>

markedly reduce tlie amount of fluid if given after a long fast

.jn,p ,,:^],,,. „f :, firv diet su<'h as bis( uit, old cheese and stale bread has

been greatly exaggerated; it has been stated to possess .ome power in

^»r
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large effusions, hut this is ver>- doubtful, and some physicians report that a

purely fluid diet (6 to 8 pints daily) should be administered.

Speaking generally, it should be kept in mind that the drug or diet

treatment of an inflammatory effusion is much less satisfactory than is

the dissipation of a passive dropsy in serous cavities.

Whilst the above measures— blistering, &c.—may fairly have a trial

for a time in the instance of small effusions, there should be no doubt aiiout

the imperative necessity of surgical interference in all cases where the

pleural cavity on one side ''ontains fluid up to the level of the third ril). If

thedulncss extends to near the clavicle when the case first comes under the

care of the physician, some fluid should be drawn off without any delay.

With a dulness extending above the angle of the scapula which has lasted

for three or four weeks the same rule^ applies. Immediate operation is

demanded in the presence of marked d'isplacement of organs, though the

breathing is not interfered with and the signs on examination fail to show

that the sac is greatly distended. In a double pleurisy with each pleural

cavity only half filled with fluid there should be no procrastination.

Two dangers confront the physician in all such cases if tapping be

deferred— one is the remote liability of sudden syncope, the other is the

risk of perniitting the compressed lung to become hopelessly bound down

by xtcnsive adhesions.

Thoracocentesis should always be preceded In" a verification of fluid by

means of the hypodermic syringe; when this precaution is undertaken

the site of the asi)irating puncture becomes a matter of minor importance.

Before inserting the hypodermic needle a little sterilised lifjuid should he

left in the s\Tinge, a few drops of which may be injected should the needle

become blocked-

The best site for puncture under ordinary circumstances is the lateral

region of the thorax in the mid axillary line in any intercostal space from

the fourth to the eighth; a cmmon mistake is to go below the cigiith

space. Many operators prefer the neighbourhood of the angle of the

scajjula in tlic seventh or eighth space. The patient should be in the .ymg

posture on the sound side and partially on his back. Some surgeons

recommend the sitting posture, but this is not advisable. The needle or

trochar and canula should be pushed smartly into the centre of the inter-

costal space or close to the upper border of the rib, so as to avoid the inter-

costal artery. A spray of Ktiiyl Cliloride may be employed to freeze the

skin and render the puncture painless. Aspiration should i)e gently lind

dcliberalcl\ performed, only a slow withdrawal of the piston of the syringe

beinu nccessar}-. When Potain's instrument is employed the exhaustion

of the air in the liotllc should never be complete at tiie beginning of the

tapping. Only about half of a large effusion should be drawn off, and as a

rule I quart of fluid is enough. If the plan of siphonage by means of a

fine .'^outhey's tube l)e employed the entire fluid may i)C safely evacuated

owing to the i.lo-.vnciS witli which the fluid i- withdrawn.

Should coughing occur the flow must be stopped till this passes off, the

needle or canula being left in situ; but excessive or continuous cougiiing,
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one of the rarest

serious sequela is

of pulmonary oed>

has been too anxi

After the within.

dyspnoea or pulmonary embarrassment is an indication that some hyper-

aemia or aucma of the lung is taking place, and the operator should

withdraw the canula and trust to nature for the removal of the residual

fluid, or repeat the operation after the lapse of several days.

Tapping when carefully performed is seldom accompanied or followed

by any untoward event, but very occasionally air has been permitted to

enter the pleural sac, which, however, need excite no anxiety when

sterilisation of the instrument has been thorough, nor need any emphyse-

matous condition of the tissues in the immediate vicinity of the site of

puncture cause alarm. Syncope is only likely to occur when the fluid has

been drawn off too rapidly under a complete exhaustion of the cylinder

or exhaust bottle; it ':iay be anticipated in weak and nervous patients

by a small dose of alcohol. Pneumothorax from puncture of the lung is

-io'-iS, and if let alone will resolve. A more

nee of albuminous expectoration the result

-obably never occurs unless when the operator

^^e all the fluid at a single tapping.

...w. I the c Jla a small pad of Iodoform gauze or u

pledget of Tint soaked in Friar's x>alsam should be placed over the puncture

and secured by a strip of adhesive plaster.

When the remaining fluid fails to disappear as already stated a subse-

quent tapping will be necessary, and this may require repetition. Some

authorities recommend, when several tappings fail to prevent reaccumula-

tion, that the pleural cavity should be freely incised as in empyema, and

drainage established though the fluid remains free from pus. The appear-

ance of pus in any subsequent tapping is a clear indication for the major

operation.
, u ci •

Barr strongly recommends that after the evacuation of the hbrino-

serous fluid in acute pleuritis Sterilised Air should be injected. He

advocates the employment of siphonage, and after the withdrawal of

about half the fluid the air is injected in <iuantity equal to the removed

fluid. The siphonage is then continued till the entire fluid is evacuated,

after which 4 c.c. Adrenalin Solution (i in 1,000) diluted with 8 to 10 c.c.

normal saline is injected into the cavity, and in old patients more air is

also introduced so as to make the total amount equal to half or three-fourtlis

ol the bulk of the fluid removed.

Nitrogen is preferred to air by Vacjucz, being very slow of absorption,

and he employs this gas alone without injecting adrenalin. It is claimed

for these methods that reaccumulation of fluid never occurs, and < he

dangers of pulmonary oedema and dysjincra are avoided though the fluid

is all drawn off at a single operali ..

The operation is simplified hv Arhard.who allows ordmars air to enter

the pleural cavitv through the tube used in tapping at intervals during

the withdrawal, trusting to the sterilisation of the air by permitting it to

fl.nwovor the moistened interior of the rubber tubing. He admits almost

as much air as removed fluid, and has never met with an instance of sepsis

occurring.

.:;^t
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Griinbaum and Pitt slowly inject into the pleural cavity 20 c.c. sterilised

Liquid Paraffin after the evacuation of the fluid; the paraffin diffuses itself

over the surface of the pleura, effectual.', preventing the formation of

adhesions.

The treatment of pleural effusion must not stop with the removal of the

fluid. The researches of past years have demonstrated the frequency
with which the disease is associated with the presence of the tubercle

bacillus in cases which formerly were accepted as ul pneumocoi cal,

streptococcal, or other microbic infection. Even if the theorj' be accepted
that in many if not in most ( ases the supervention of phthisis is to l)e

explained as a secondary- event due to the injury of the pleural memlirane
by some simple inflammatory action, still the indications for further treat-

ment must be regarded as imperative. Open-air life, improved hygiene,

and good living must be rigidly enforced as in every case of tuberculosis,

and the earliest and fullest expansion of the compressed lung and of the

retracted side of the thorax must be expedited by resorting to pulmonarv'
gj'mnastic or vigorous breathing exercises carried out perseveringly and
thoroughly for a long period. The best of these consists in blowing water
from one Wolfi bottle to another.

The treatment of acute pleuritis ending in empyema will be found
detailed under Empyema.

Chronic pleuritis is to bf treated upon the same lines as the acute

affection, and the probabilify being that the infection in these cases is of a

tuberculous origin, it is ne:essary to take active steps regarding open-air

treatment. The opsonic index should be determined, and in suitable cases

tuberculin should be employed and repeated trapping performed as the

fluid reaccumulates, or one tapping followed by air and Adrenalin injection

should be carried out.

Chronic dry pleuritis is best treated by blistering, and after the relief of

pain respiratory gymnastic exercises may advantageously be employed.
Iodides in large doses may be given.

The acute pleuritis of children runs a more rapid course than tliat of

adults, and it must always be remembered that the"'; is a greater liability

of the effusion becoming purulent owing to the greater frequency of the

pneumococcal infection. This is very likely to occur in those cases of

pleuritis which follow upon pneumonia. Hence the necessity of an early

resort to exploratory puncture. When pus is found the aspirator should

be employed without delay, and there is a very fair chance that in a child

a purulent pleuritic effusion may be successfully treated by capping once

or twice without resorting to the free incision and drainage necessary in

the case of adults.

Though the purely fibrino-serou'-" "fifusions of childhood are prone to i)e

absorbca quickly without thoracc esis, the same danger of dclaving

operation as maintains in the case of adults must always be ko])t in mind.

The physician who puts his faith in blistering and drug administration vvill

usually have his patience rewarded by seeing resolution finally set in. but

too often this will be at the cost of finding permanent retraction ol the
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chest wall, caused by the imperfect expansion of the lung through im-

prisonment by adhesions. Therefore the risks of procrastmation in the

evacuation of the fluid in every case of serous effusion must be always

kept prominently before the attendant's mind, and where there is the

slightest doubt about the rapidity of absorption the decision should be

made in favour of early tapping, whether the patient be a child or adul .

In the form of pleuritis which attacks patients suffermg from Bright .

disease the same line of treatment should be pursued, but blisters, if at all

employed, should be of very small dimensions, and the effects of the

absorbed cantharidin upon the kidneys carefully watched. The risks

of full doses of Morphia by the hypcdc-mic syringe must be avoided, pain

being mor" safely relieved by strapping or local anodynes.

The acute pleuritis which sometimes complicates rheumatic lever is

-St treated by Salicylates in full doses.

PliEURiODYNIA •

The treatment'of this affection must be carried out on the lines indicated

inchronicmuscularrheumatism. The relief of pain isthechief mdication,

but obviously in a conditio* liable to chronicity, opiates arc not to be

employed at' all, or only to be reserved for the relief of rare and severe

exacerbations. , ,, . .

Drug treatment is generally most unsatisfactory save for the alleviation

of suffering, the usual routine remedies possessing but slight curatn e

action. Salicylates and their derivatives-Aspirm, Diplosa), balol,

Novaspirin,Glycosal, Salophen, Salac-tJ Saloquimne and Benzosahn-

are much vaunted. The best of these is .. spirin, owing to its s ow absorp-

tion and more continuous action. The powdered drug may be given in

cachet form; if administered in tablets, these m .t be broken up by the

teeth before being swallowed, and 30 to 40 grs. may be safely arimmistercd

in divided doses during the day. Antipyrine and Phenacetin are more

speedy but much more evanescent in their action Perhaps the most

ksting' results are obtainable by full doses of Iod.de of Sodium (,o U

I c grs ) ter d,e in association wi.h 5 to 10 grs. Guaiacum Rcsm in cachets or

lo/enge. the iodide being swallowed in solution after meals.

Anemic patients often derive much benefit from Iron and Arsenic

combined with large doses of Quinine.
• ,• , j n„.:n„

Local measures for the relief of pam are always indicated. Durng

acute exacerbations due to a concurrent neuritis whic .
results rom the

fibrositisha'ing involved the sheath of the sensor>' nerves the best pro-

cedure is to secure as complete rest as possible by strapping the side. 1 lis

i. .Iso efficacious in those cases whe're an clement of true neuralgia exists.

Blisters are of undoubted value in many cases; their lre<iucnt applica-

tion hastens the removal of the fibroid indurations which are the mam

pathological change in the white fibrous tissue. ( un.har.dm slu,., Id

always be pieferred to mustard or cp.psi.-un. prepan- ..s. w mh ofan

tend to excite neuritis. Any of the anodyne p asters may be applied

when the cuticle is perfectly restored after blistering, or the Liniments ol

i

l^f
*

t
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Chloroform, Aconite or Belladonna or undiluted Methyl Salicylate may be
selected, these agents being applied on lint and covered with oiled silk.

Menthol, Chloral or Cai -''^or in oil or as ointments are favourite applica-

tions.

Much good may be obtained by systematic hydropathy and a change
to a warm, but not hot, dry and stimulating inland climate. Flannel

underclothinp to prevent sudden changes of temperature is essential, but
the constant error of wearing heavy garments and of over-clothing should
be guarded against.

Massage is valuable in the treatment of all forms of fibrositis. This is

less easily carried out in pleurodynia than in lumbago or where the limb
musc'es are involved, but nevertheless careful and persevering strokiiig

and effieurage movements and gentle tapping or tapotement lould be
employed asriduously for about 15 to 20 minutes at a time. Mechanical
Vibration is also most useful, and can be employed with advantage, as

kneading of the intercostal muscles is impracticable. Electricity may be
freely resorted to; the Farad ic current gives best results, but the static and
high-frequency currents are also useful ; these may be employed in conjunc-
tion with douching. Brine baths and other hydropathic agents.

Aqua- and Acu-punctuic have been extolled, and even tiie cautery has
been successfully pressed into the service. For immediate temporary
relief the Ethjl spray may be resorted to.

PLTTMBI5M.

Acute poisoning by the soluble salts of lead will be referred to under
Poisoning.

Chronic poisoning by lead is known as Plumbism or Saturn ism, occurring

in painters, plumbers, glaziers, and pottery operatives, and sometimes
amongst the general community through contamination of the water
supplied by leaden conduit pipes.

I'rophylaxis.—The most effective ]ireventive of chronic lead poisoning

lies in absolute cleanliness. The condition usually arises from tiie intro-

duction of lead salts in minute (juantitics into tlie stomach by the operative

eating his food without careful washing of his hands, and it is a well-

recognised fact that cleanly workmen very seldom suffer from plumbism.
As it is also likely that absorption may take place through the skin, those
coming into contact with lead should systematically see to the tliorough

cleansing cf the entire skin liy a bath in which soap and friction are
empliyed at least once in every week.

Tlu worker .should nc\cr start liis lalxiur until after a morning meal,
and a diet of milk and c-gs possesses special prupb.\ lactic virtues. Where
dry dust laden with leaden ro- inds exists in rooms in which the
operative works he should be di .ed to keep iiis mouth shut as much as
possible, and learn to breathe through his nose .hilst working, or else to

wear a re-'^piralor. lie siiould ne\ er eat his meals in his worksiiop.

Lemonade acidulated w ith Sulphuric instead of citric or tartaric acid is a
commonly used prophylactic. A daily small dose of free Sulphur is,
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however, of more value in loz^-nge or electuary- "-rm. '. .lis latter plan also

will insure against constipation, whicli must '• cart .lly avoided, and if

the sulphur fails to cause slight puriiing a morr:.,^ dose of Magnesium

Sulph ite should be instituted.

Cider drinking is an.s\vt'ral)ie lor a proportion of i.ises of lead-poisoning

owing to contamination of the beverage by passing through lead pipes,

and this and the water supply should be investigated upon the first appear-

ance 01 suspicious symptoms.

Once a worker has become affected with well-marked symptoms and

relieved by appropriate treatment, he should be advised to change his

occupation as a preventive of future attacks, since the process of eliminat-

ing the poison is a verj- long and tedious one, and he is almost certain to

return to his work before a complete cure is effected.

Ciiralive Trcatmnit.—This consists in the administration of Iodide of

Sodium or Potassium in full doses with the view of dissolving out the 1 .id

salts accumulated in the muscles and other tissues. The soluble lead

compound so formed enters the circulation, and is mainly eliminated uy

the mucous membrane of the bowel, and in order to eT^ t its remv, I

from the body Sulphate of Magnesium should be conjoin • employed
;

•

order to form the insoluble sulph .. of lead, which is spe<kiily swept out

by the purgative action of the saline, otherwise, as pointed out by Oliver,

the patient may be repoisoned by lead which has become dissolved out

of his own tissues.

Sulphur baths and the drinking of large quantities of natural sulphur

water are also highly recommended. Stephens extols J-gr. doses of

Permanganate of Calcium in pi'ls.

The symptoms of chronic lead poisoning will require special treatment.

Colic is the most urgent of these; it is usually associated with obstinate

constipation. A large enema of tepid water should lie slowly administered

in order lo thoroughly wash out the colon, or a pint of warmed 01i> • Oil

may be injected when thefffict.= are hardened, and, as stated in the article

on Colic (p. 163), large doses of oil by the mouth arc useful. The enema

should be followed immediately by a full dose of Castor Oil or of Epsom

Salt. Very severe abdominal pain will call for a full dose of Morphia

hypodcrmically or Opium by the mouth, and it may be found that the

opium acts siimetimes as a laxative in these cases, and tven vvhen

co-^'inned with Alum it may purge slightly, probably from its action in

preventing irregular peristalsis. Belladonna also exerts a specific action

upon the muscular nerve supply, and may be advantageously iomi>incd

with the saline purgative. Poultices applied to the abdominal surface,

if verv warm and of large bulk, usually afford considerable relief.

Paralysis < auscd by lead poisoning should be treated locally l)y I'.lec-

tricitv conjointly with constitutional neasurcs as Iodides and Sulphate of

Magnesia for the elimination of the luetal. The Faradic current gives the

best results, and the Schncc 4.ce!l bath may cor.vcniently be employed.

as only the forearms and feet need be immersed, and liv this means the

interrupted, galvanic and sinusoidal currents may be u cd from time to

^<-

1^
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time according to the results obtained in each case. But the entire hydro-

electric bath is a more valuable means of promoting elimination of the

poison.

Massage should be assiduously employed to the " drop-wrist '" muscles,

and care should be taken by suitable splints to minimise the overaction of

the unopposed flexors.

The parenchymatous injection of Strychnine, though on theoretical

considerations condemned by some authorities, is of undoul)tcd value in

restoring the tone of the paralysed muscles. The best results are obtained

by injecting i min. of the official solution, diluted with lo mins. of water

at 4 or 5 places deeply into the muscle substance.

Hrain symptoms as intense headache and convulsions should be reli<jvcd

by small doses of Antipyrine combined with Bromides in full amount.

Albuminuria should be treated on the lines indicated in the cirrhotic type

of Bright's disease and arterio-sclerosis.

PNEUMONIA.
The patient should be put to bed at the earliest moment in a large and

thoroughly vehtihitcd room. A real advance in the treatment of the

disease during late years has been the wider acceptance of the necessity

of a supply of pure air, as the danger of draughts and chills has become

recognised as a bogey. The window s of the sleeping apartment should be

kept as widely open as in the trea' ment of a case of phthisis by the open-

air method. By this means the degree of toxaemia may be minimised

within certain limits, and it is somewhat surprising to observe that whilst

some authorities extol Oxygen inhalations for this purpose, they overlook

the importance of the freest possible supply of pure air. In the pneumonia

of children this fresh air method of treatment has been abused by some

physicians, who insist upon the patient being continuously kept in a

draught of cold air.

The bed clothing should be light, and there is no objection to a moderate

degree of warmth from an open fireplace, which aids ventilation. By
causing the patient's bed to be surrounded at the distance of a few feet by

screens covered with coarse muslin, doors, windows and ventilators may
be left constantly open. The crowding of the si( k-room by the patient's

relatives should be strictly forbidden, and it is a good rule when the

apartment is small to prohibit a third person from being constantly

present.

Ity limiting the amount of bed-clothing, cold sponging may lie rendered

unnecessary save when the degree of fever is high. Constant rinsing of

the mouth by a weak Permanganate solution is a wise procedure, by which

further toxivmia from swallowing the infe( ted sputum is prevented.

The diet should be such as is indicated in most febrile ( ondilions, small

(juantities of licjuid nourishment being adniinistereU at short intervals.

Milk answers all reriuircments, but this should not be poured in as is often

dune in umounts bcvond the (Hilient's assimilative power*. R-urclv

should the limit of ^ or 4 pints of milk daily be exceeded. There is a
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temptation to overfeed, owing to the anticipation of weakness of the heart

supervening at a later stage, but as this cardiac asthenia is mainly due to

toxsmia it may be precipitated by lari:e amounts of food. There is also

a special reason why milk in unlimited (juantity should be avoided, since

its richness in lime salts increases tlie coagulability of the blood, which is

• enerally at a high point in the disease. In some cases where calcium salts

are indicated milk may be pressed, but as a rule it will be wiser to restrict

it'^ administration to 2 pints daily, and gi e small (juantities of clear soup

01 . nicken jelly at intervals, and to dilute the milk with effervescing potash

or soda water or with barley water. Ice and pure water may be permitted

in moderate amount to allay thirst. Lemon-juice is indicated theoretically

as tending to minimise the coagulability of the blood; when it is added to

the dietary the milk may be administered in the form of whey. Alcohol

should never be employed as a routine, but kept in reserve for the treat-

ment of later symptoms.

Blood-letting, formerly employed as a routine with the view of lessening

the amount of to.xins in the body, is now not resorted to unless in the

presence of certain serious symptoms which will be dealt with later on.

Drug Treatment.—The less heroic this is the better, but tlie practice

of absolutely abstaining from the administration of drugs in pneumonia

is a weak practice, usually h;: , ing its basis in ignorance or scepticism of tiie

scientific action of many remedial agents, and it is (juite as reprehensible

as was the polypharmacy and wholesale drugging of forn.cr years.

Toxctmia may be diminished within certain restricted limits by the

judicious administration in the early stages of an occasional saline

purgative following a moderate dose of Calomel. Hy the employment of

mild diuretics and diaphoretics elimination of injurious products can be

assisted through the kidneys and skin, and the pyrexia may be sensibly

reduced without risk of harm being done. Though such agents are prolxibly

useless in severe cases showing a high degree of pyrexia or toxa-mia (these

may be accepted in pneumonia as synonyms), nevertheless in other cases

tbcv may be able to turn the scale m favour of recovery. The following

combination tlierefore may be employed usually with advantage:

B. S/)/. .Ether. Nitrosi Jj.

Liq. Ammo>t. Acel. Jij.

Polassii Acdatis Jij.

Aqu(e Camphoric ad Jviij. Misce.

Ft. mistura. Cf>l. cock. tnaa. qiiartis horis.

Some physicians recommend Aconite in small doses in the early stage;

it certainly acts pmmpfly on the skin and kidneys, redui ing the fever heat

and the puNe-ratc, hut in a disease so likely to exhibit symptoms of < ardiac

asthenia and fall in hlood-piessurc this drug should be restricted to the

earlv st.ige of liic disease in sthenic individuals, and the same remark

a'sMiii's t!) Tartarutod Antimonv formeriv employed as pari of the routine

in every ciisc of pneumonia.

^m
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Quinine in moderate or full doses is another routine method of treatment

recommended in the early stage and applicable in the later phases of the
disease. Whilst the previously mentioned diuretics and diaphoretics
rather aid than embarrass the expectoration, which is alwavs adhesive in
character, quinine tends on the other hand to render the expulsion of
bronchial mucus more difKcult, and therefore its routine administration
may do more harm than good.

Nearly every drug possessing antiseptic properties has been tried,
but Salicylic Acid, Calomel, Chloroform inhalations, Phenol, Creosote,
Guaiacol, Arsamin, Protargol, and a host of others have proved valueless!

Siebert gives hypodermic doses of 12 c.c. of a i in 5 oilv solution of
Camphor (this corresponds to the B.P. Liniment of Camphor), and he
states that the drug destroys the pneumococcus, a fact which he has
demonstrated by experiments on rabbits. The camphor also undoubtedly
acts as a powerful stimulant to the heart.

Pneumococcine or Di-Iodide of Terpine has been vaunted as a specific
destroyer of the pneumococcus when administered hypodermically in
30-min. doses, but no convincing data are as yet forthcoming.

Ethyl Hydrocupreine, known as Optochin, a quinine derivative, has been
introduced by Morgenroth, and Sir A. Wright has demonstrated its

germicidal power in the pneumonia of mice, though as yet its specific
action in human pneumonia lacks confirmation. Chesney maintains if

given in one initial dose of 6 grs. and 2 grs. every 3 hours during the first

3 days a mortality of only 5 per cent, results.

Symptomatic Treatment.—'Pain will be the first symptom calling for
relief; as this is due usually to the accompanying pleuritis, the remedies
detailed in the article on Pleuritis will be indicated.

A large hot Linseed poultice may be applied every three or four hours.
It is best to redden the skin well at the start by Mustard, and to keep up
the effect afterwards by plain linseed. The poultices should be spread
upon flannel, and should extend from the spine to the sternum on the
aftected side.

Where poulticing fails to relieve the pain in the chest, a dose of Morphia
may be given hypodermically, but though this pain is probai)ly owing to
some plearitis which is constantly present in pneumonia, the sam( freedom
in the use of anodynes is not admissii)le, owing to the danger of interfering
will) the expec toration and its evacuation. With care, however, pain at
this stage can generally be entirely relieved by opiates. Mitchell Mruce
has drawn attention to the net essity of mor|)hinc for the relief of pain in
pneumonia, and has shown that it often is of the greatest use and niav
save life. Hut it may be Siifily affirmed that opiates in any form should
net<fr be employed in the late siaj.es of the disease.

Hot fomentations are less satisfac tory than -ataplasmata, since the
heat in the latter is more uniform. A rubber bottle partially filled with
hot water so that it may fit in closely to the convexity of the chest often
.,.,.,v-.,s „!! p,,rp,...j., ^^, J5, tf-p tre.^tment of picurif i.i, ( old Comprcss*s,
Ice and Leitcr's lubes have been employed; they should only be applied
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when hot poulticing fails, though the practice of applying a large ice-bag

to the thorax in order to produce an antipyretic as well as an analgesic

effect may be tried.

In mild cases any of the local anodyne applications mentioned under

Pleuritis may be effectual.

Leeching may be employed in sthenic patients for the relief of local

pain, and cupping over the bites may he resorted to, though, as a rule,

when blood-letting is indicated for the relief of severe paia and distress, it

is better to open a vein.

Pyrexia.—This may be taken as a measure of the degree of toxxmia

present in the early stages of the disease, and when the temperature rises

to 104° or upwards, measures should be employed to reduce it. Autipyrine

and other antipyretics of the same class, including Salicylates, will effec-

tually depress abnormal temperatures, but their effect is so transient and
liable to be followed ijy collapse or other untoward r-isults that their

administration appears to in:rease the mortality of the disease, and

their use in pneumonia as a routine should l)e abandoned. Quinine is less

objectionable, but as already remarked it often fails, and sometimes

seriously embarrasses the respiration l)y drying up the sputum.

(.'old sponging is always safe, and should tje assiduously practised when

the temperature reaches 103" or upwards. The cold or tepid batli is more

reliable, but owim; to the difficulty of employing it systematically it is

better to resort to "Cradling." Tliis is carried out by placing a large

i surgical cradle over the naked or gauze-cov i-red body of the patient ; from

the interior a number of ice-bags or [jails filled with crushed ice aie

suspended, and the wiiole covered in loosely by a large thin linen sheet

extending from the neck to the foot of the bed. This plan is very suitiii)le

for children, but any approac h to hyperpyrexia is best met by the prompt

use of the cold pack, over which cold water may lie affused freely till the

temperature falls. The cold douche should be reserved for those grave

cases of hyperpyrexia in which cyanosis is threatening from retained

bnmchial secretion or from 1 wllapst- of the lol)ules in broncho-pneumonia.

Digitalis is recommendedl>y ( 'out inentalpliy sic ians, who (juote statistics

in which the mortality has been reduced to about 2 per cent. When it is

remembered that the dose for antipyretic purposes consists of the daily

administration of 60 to iHo grs, ol the dried dif;italis hvif, it is not to lie

wondered at tliat the treatment is rarely employed in this lountry. not-

withstanding liie strong statements made that the drug exercises a spccilic

action in neutralisinji the toxins of the disease.

The vaunted atuipytctic action of digitalis in piuunionia is

not to lie (oiilounded with its cardiac tonir properties. Thns iTainkcI,

wlu> extols ilseflicacy, states that it should never In; uiven in rases wliure

cardiac weakness is jjresent; his daily dose iorri:s|ioiHls to 1 o/. li.l'.

tincture, and Iiirv,ens(.'n j;i\es 15 -rs. of the leaf at one dose to iiilanls

under a year old, and 77 grs. to adults. I'lif writer 1 onlesscs that he has

never p<}s--««H'd tlic = -irira^c t=> prc^Tib-c

therefore cannot speak of its efficacy.

di^'itnb <l

:,1
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The action of digitalis as „ cardiac tonic in pneumonia is most dis-

appointing. W hether tliis .i,^ult be due to the high temperature or to the

depressing action of the toxins on the cardiac muscle or nerve apparatus

remains to be proven by tiie pharmacologist. Nevertheless in full

cardiac tonic doses it can do no harm, arid may be combined with any drug

prescribed for the relief of other symptoms. Alaragliano states that when

a preparation of digitahs is mixed in vitro with a virulent culture of the

pneumococcus the resulting combination is quite innocuous.

As a rule it may be said that little good is to be expected from the mere

routine reduction of the fever heat in pneumor ia unless when hyperpyretic

temperatures are reached, and then the excellent results of the cold bath

are attributable to its inf.uence upon the heart and eliminatory organs.

It is usually only necessary to keep the patient in the bath or pack till the

rectal temperature falls to ai)out loo", as the reduction of temperature

proceeds after his removal to bed.

Dyspnoea aiu^ Cardiac Failure.—Thtse symptoms must be considered

together, as tlie first evidence of cardiac weakness may show itself by

blocking of the right heart causing urgent respiratory embarrassment.

When this occurs the best procedure is at once to open a vein, and when

the pulse is full and bounding 15 to 20 o/. blood may be permitted to flow

out. As the engorgement of tlie ventricle has i)een relieved by venesec-

tion, remedies intended to strengthen the action of the muscular fibre

should lie administered.

Aliohol should not i)e withhe'd under these circumstances, and though

still much diflercnce of opinion maintains regarding its value as a routine

agent in pneumonia, nevertheless it cannot safely be denied that in

emergencies like the one under consideration this drug may be the means

of saving life. It is wise, therefore, to reserve alcohol during the first

three or four days of the disease till the first symptoms of cardiac failure

threaten, and as soon as increased frecjuency with leduced tension of the

pulse is ai)parcnl Whiskey or iJrandy should i)e commenced in divided

doses amounting to 5 or 6 oz. ''uily. Tlii)se habituated to its use may be

permitted to take halt the above amount from the start, but when in them

urgent cardiac weakness supervenes, a daily quantity of 10 oz. may some-

times be necessary.

The action of ali ohol as a food in pneumonia need not be considered iis

in the case of typhoid t)r other protracted continuous fever where a long de-

mand is made upon metabolism. The confusion of these diflerent actions

accounts to a large extent for the conflii ting opinions upon the value of the

drug in pneumonia. 1 n this latter disea.st the effects of alcohol as a cardiac

slimulanl should only be ke|)t in mind, and it should never be depended

upon alone as an agent for strengthening or increasing th tone of the

cardiac muscle, a cardiac tonic being always necessary to supplement its

H( tion. In the presence of proftiund toxamia or a full bounding pulse,

alcohol in full doses is worse than useless, since it only increases the

poi.->onirig of the ncrv c ccnircs, respiratory and cardiac.

The writer is satisfied by prolonged observation and clinical study that
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the alcohol which has been produced by the pot-still pr' -ess and permitted

tr iuu.lure for a period of at least 4 or 5 years i-^ 'setter for medicinal use

than the patent-still product, and that, tV ..ore, a blended spirit

whether whiskey or brandy, into which the latter form of alcohol largely

enters should be avoided. The stimulant should be given mixed with

milk and as already implied in the statement regarding dosage, a table-

spoonful should be given every 3 hours, and in severe case;; every 2 or

every li hours. Considering tliat the period of free stimulation does not

usually commence till the third or fourth day, these doses will only need

to be kept up for 3 to 5 days.

Strychnine should always be resorted to i.. combination with the alcohol

treatment. The divergence of the views regarding the value of this drug

may be easily accounted for by the fact tliat some physicians who invari-

ably give it by the mouth seldom observe any marked cardiac tonic effects,

whilst those who resort to hypodermic medication in full doses are satisfied

about its strengthening the power of the -.entricular contractions. It is

difficult to explain this difference in the action .'f strychnine, but the wri'.er

has long been convinced of the trutli of the above observation. The drug

is moreover, commonly given in doses which are useless ; the tablets for

hypodermic injection usually supplied vary from ^00 to
-,V,

gr.; less than

,,',5 gr. should not be relied upon, and often in emergencies ,'„ gr. may

be necessary.

Digitalis, as already remarked, is a most disappointing drug in the treat-

ment of cardiac failure in pneumonia. 1 1 may, however, be injected along

with the strychnine; the B.P. tincture in 1 5-min. doses may ue given by the

mouth, whilst the strychnine is administered hypodermically. Notwith-

standing the writer's scepticism re,;arding the value of digiuhs in pneu-

monia, he always administers it as a routine in every case when the pulse

is failing in tension and becoming inure frequent, though he never depends

upon it. It is almost impossible to conceive that it can do harm, and the

best routine is to commence with a combination like the following in

which the dose of nux vomica is so modi i ate that it does not prevent

resort to 1'-, or ,',, gr. s..yclmine hypodermically as soon as the symptoms

of failing lieart power become unequivocal; when the nux vomica or

strychnine is given by the mouth the effect of the fuller hypodermic dose

is more certain.

B. Tr. Nuch,VomiciB 3ij.

Tr. Di<^italiii o^sa.

Spt. Ammon. Arotn. 5j.

Aqua ClilorcJ. ad Jvj. Miscc.

Ft. mislitra. Cpi. 5ss. ex a na quarta q. hota, p.p.a.

As in the case of the adminis traiion of alcohol, str>'chnine medication

should not be commenced during the first lew days unless specially indi-

cated, some aullioiitiea holding that the prcmaturi; rcurt ti! :,lfy: I-.ninc iri

liable to induce a condition of cardiuc irritability, I'ut the writer has never

::i!

••M
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witnessed such result. -jV gr- in severe cardiac weakness may be injected

three times a day, but when these large and frequently repeated doses are

necessary the mouth administration of nux vomica should be s! <ped.

The above mixture may, however, be continued, the night and morning
doses being substituted by a i- gr. dose by the needle.

Sal Volatile is a reliable cardipc stimulant and may be given in i-dr.

doses freelv diluted instead of or in combination with the alcohol.

Sparteine, Caffeine, Cactina pillets, Strophanthus, and other cardiac

tonics have been from time to time emplo\'ed, but they possess no advan-
tage over the remedies already mentioned.

Normal saline solution has been frequently administered with advantage
by the bowel, hypodermically or by the vtms. 20 to 80 oz. may be given

by any route. It is obviously contra-indicated when t'.ere is great

distension of the right heart from blocking of the circulation in the lungs.

But even in this case it may save life if certain precautions arc taken.

The benefits obtainable from serum injection are not immediately due to

any tonic action upon the cardiac muscle; the serum dilutes the blood

appreciably, and thus diminishes the amount of toxins going to the

l)oisoned heart and nerve centres. The rational use of this agent will

therefore be found in its power of washing the blood, a. d in cases where
severe or profound toxaemia domi,-.ates the dinical picture it is the only

remedy to be depended upon. By opening a vein 20 to 25 oz. blood

should be withdrawn and twice as much serum injected either into the

open vessel or by the hypodermic method. In this way a large enough
quantity of the toxins may be removed from the body to turn the scale in

favour of recovery. The heart is immediately relieved by the diminution
of the amount of poison circulating through its own vessels, and the

elimination of the toxins is farther increased by the powerful stimulation

given to the skin and kidney.', to throw out the superfluous serum injected.

When large amounts of the saline are injected without bleeding having
been previousl) performed, much toxin may ne simultaneously removed
by smart purging with Magnesium Sulphate two or three times a day.

In those cases of dysjmaa often associated with cyanosis where the

embarrassment ot the breathing maylje mainly due to the obliteration of

the large amount of lung substance l)y the process of consolidation, even
before the heart begins to fail. Oxygen inhalations are most beneficial.

The somewhat puerile objection to the use of oxygen—that it cannot reaih
the blood through tiie blocked air cells of tiie solid lung—may be dismissed ;

a large amount of the ^as will l)u absorbed by the blood circulating through
the unaffected pul' ary tissue. A free supply of o.xygen is also a
powerful factor in iralising the toxins and in stimulating the hciirt.

The gas should thciclore lie used earl) and not kept in reserve till too late.

It is inadvisable to employ it by a mask or inhaler; it may be permitted
to escape slowly from the cviinder througii a rub')er tube of moderate
calibre held several iniii.es from the patient" moiitli. and when ^^n .-^dtv,!!!-

istered there is no necessity for heating the gas by passing it through a
bottle of warmed water.
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Cough should seldom be inter, ed with, it can be quickly silenced by

the administration of narcotics which lull the respiratory or cough centre

—a practice fraught with disaster in the later stages of the affection,

though occasionally justified at the onset of the disease when the cough is

dry and painful, the result of the local pleural irritation. The routine

practice of drenching pneumonic uaticnts with large doses of the naurea^ing

exp^ctcants is most objectionable. The presence of an abnormally

adhesive or tough secretion in the bronchial tubes is best met by 5 to 10 gr.

doses of Iodide of Sodium comliined with3o-min. doses of Sal Volatile well

diluted with water When opiates must lie administered for the rcliei

of painful cough, Strychnine should at the san t™e be injected to

stimulate the respiratory centre.

Much has been written of late years about the advisanility of givmf

Citrates to decalcify the blood in order to limit or prev( it the spre-d of the

consolidation in the affected lung, and enormous doses of Iodides are

recommended to increase the fluidity of the circulating lluid, but the

practice cannot be said to have proved of use. Brunton recommended

Calcium Chloride as a powerful cardiac stimulant and tonic when the heart

power is failing, notwithstanding the hyperfibriiious state of the blood.

Delirium.—This may. hke high temperature and other svmptoms, be

regarded as a measure of the toxaemia present, and it should be met when

the temperature is higli by the use of the ^old pack and ice to the head,

saline solution hypodermically, and saline purgatives in sthenic cases.

Alcohol may be tried often with l^enefit, but its effects must be vatched

and the drug stopped if the delirium does not speedily yield

Insomnia is often associated with the previous symptom, and in some

cases it may be the cause of the delirium. Smart count.-r--- tatipn at the

nape of the neck is often useful. When sleeplessness res.'- the ordinary

antitoxic remedies already mentioned, the serious question of the selection

of an hvpnotic arises. This is often best met by the administration of a

full dose of Whiskey at bed-hour; a small wineglassful (2 oz.) may be given

provided the general toxrcmia is not severely marked, but insomnia accom-

panied bv a low muttering delirium is liable to pass into coma if alcohol in

large doses is pushed. The best all-round hypnotic is a full teaspoonful

of Par' Idehvde administered along with J to i oz. whiskey diluted with

water. Trional is also comparatively safe, but sul[)honal and chloral

should be avoided. Morpliia, though recommended highly by several

authorities, should be reserved for cases where alcohol and the simple

narcotics fail, and even then it should be avoided in the late stage of the

disease, as undoubtedly lives have been sacrificed to the injudicious use of

the hvpodermic syringe.

Coma is usuallv'a terminal symptom, i>ut nevertheless sometimes if the

pulse is not too low in tension and very qui.k the letting of blood followed

by the injection of 3 or 4 pints or normal saline by the veins or skin may

htue life. ( ountcr irntulum tu the c.Mi''.ii.n< ; ...n. w— t-. -

present luml)ar puncture, should be emplox ed.

Abdominal distension in some cases becomes a prominent symptom

J

t*f
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from the onset, and seriously embarrasses the heart's action. The best
treatment will consist in flushing out the entire colon by large enemata of
normal saline solution followed by a small dose of Castor Oil and one full

hypodermic
(f\, gr.) Strychnine, a large sinapism over the transverse

colon may also be applied, but the ordinarj' carminatives are useless, as
they never reach the paralj'sed bowel unless when given by the rectum.
The use of the long tube in these cases only aggravates matters; the best
procedure is to get up as much fluid as possible by the ordinary enema
apparatus, pausing at times to inject a few drs. of Oil of Turpentine mixed
with Tincture of Asa! f'tida by placing the terminal tube of the apparatus
in the mixture without withdrawing the nozzle from the anus.

Vaccine Therapy has failed, and probably there is no hope for it in a
disease of such short duration and complex causation as pneumonia.
Nevertheless some physicians believe they get good results by injecting
a stock polyvalent vaccine as soon as the case comes under observation,
following this up afterwards by using 20 million of the killed autogenous
cocci obtained by lung puncture or from the sputum.
Serum Therapy, on the other hand, holds out some prospect of a success-

ful method of treatment. The first fact to realise in this connection is the
mixed nature of the infection in severe cases. Four different tj'pes of
pneumococci are now identified: types 1 and 2 supplv the majority of cases.
By immunising horses w-"th the first type a serum has been obtained and
utilised in the Rockfeller Institute by Cole which reduced the mortality
from 30 to 6 per cent.

The treatment of complications as empyema, ulcerative endocarditis,
joint suppuration, &c., is to be carried out on general principles, and here
vaccine treatment should always be resorted to when possible, autogenous
pneumococci being injected.

After the crisis has occurred and the temperature has fallen and the
immediate danger seems to have passed, the greatest care should be
e.<ercised,as the heart may still require assistance. Stimulants should be
continued for a little time in gradually diminished amounts, but all anti-
pyretic or dei)ressing remedies must he carefully avoided, and the horizon-
tal position maintained during convalescence. The most liberal diet is to
l)c kept up, and the following tonic, or anything poss-.sing similar action,
may be safely administered. Fellows' and Easton's Syrups are \aluable.

B. Liquor. Strychnince 3iss.

Acid. Nitro-hydrochlor. Dil. .^iv.

Quiuince Suiphatia .'^ss.

Infitsi Cahtmba; ad Sviij. Misce.

Capiat cochleare magnum ex paiilulo aqua ter inFiat viistura.

die ante cihos.

The treatment of the acute pneumonia occurring during inflrenza will
be carried out on the aiiove lines .-is mentioned in the article on Influenza.
As there can hardly be a question about the contagiousness of this type of
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pneumonia apart entirely from the infectiousness of the mfluenza rigid

isolation is imperative. Nothing has been said above regarding the neces-

sity of disinfecting the sputum and isolating the patient in ordinary

pneumonia, as the disease cannot be regarded as infectious in the ordinary

sense. In some epidemics of pneumonia the disease is highly infectious,

and at the commencement of an outbreak this type cannot be distinguished

clinically from the purely pneumococcal form; it is always wise to take

precautions, and common cleanliness demands that the sputum in all cas^

should be passed directly into a vessel containing some disinfecting liquid.

PNEUMONIA (Broncho-Pneumonia).

This affection, most frequently seen in children, is known by a variety

of titles as Catarrhal Pneumonia, Lobular Pneumonia, Vesicular Pneu-

monia, &c. From the pathological standpoint it is really Capillary

Bronchitis, and its treatment is to be carried out on the hues detailed in

the article m Bronchitis, Capillary, on p. io8. These run in the main

parallel with thoseofacutecroupouspneumonia,bui owing to thefrequency

with which collapse of the pulmonary vesicles occurs the closest attention

must be "iven to the nature of the sputum, and agents which possess the

power of rendering it less adhesive should be administered. Expectorants

like Ammonia, Squill, Senega, Iodides, Ipecac, and Antim.Tart are indi-

cated, and Opiates in all forms should be discarded or used with extreme

caution. The respiratory movements must be assisted as regards the expul-

sion of the mucus by emetics, friction to the thoracic walls, hypodermi.

administration of Si '-hnine, cold and hot affusion, and even m some cases

artificial respiration may be necessary. The temperature of the sick-room

should be kept about 60° to 65° F. and the air should be moistened with

a spray of steam. . •
. , „

Oxygen inhalations are very frequently indicated, and it is a mistake

to wait till a high degree of cyanosis supervenes before resorting to the gas.

Whilst the usual routine emploved in acute pneumonia in addition to thi.t

necessary in the treatment of acute bronchitis is clearly indicated, sight

must not be lost of the primary conditions to which the pulmonary'

affection is secondary, and as these are often measles and whooping-cough

or influenza a tonic or stimulating dietary- with alcohol and strong soups is

necessary In infants alcohol will often save life in this affection, and the

best form for administration of the drug will he found in wine-whey made

by adding a glass of sherry to a pint of boiling milk ami allowing the curd to

settle. (See also under Measles and Pertussis.)

The after-treatment of broncho-pneumonia should be conducted upon

the principles now recognised as the routine in pulmonary t.-lierculosis--

open-air life as in a sanatorium, with improved hygiene and forced

feeding if necessary*.

PNEUMONIA, Chronic.

In the majority of cases this is but a type of Fibroid Phthisis, though

ne examples may be seen where the affection arises from a prolongation
some I
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of an attack of catarrhal or broncho-pneumonia, or even in rare cases the
cirrhosis may directly supervene upon an attack of true croupous pneu-
monia in which resolution has been long delayed.

In all cases, whether there be reason or not for the suspicion of tuber-
culosis, the lines of treatment are clear. The cirrhotic process is beyond
the reach of drugs, and the management of the case resolves itself into the
treatment of symptoms and the maintenance of the highest ideal of
hygiene as in the open-air life and forced feeding methods indicated in
phthisis. The patient may advantageously be sent to a properly conducted
sanatorium for six weeks to learn the routine of living there, aft( r which
he should, when his means permit of it, be sent to a bracing seaside spot
where he can live almost entirely in a pure atmosphere with a large degree
of sunshine.

The first aim in every case should be to prevent the cirrhosed lung
becoming infected secern iarily by the tubercle bacillus omnipresent in the
air of cities and where indi' iduals are crowded together in unhealthy
orkshops and factories.

The main indication for symptomatic treatment is afforded by the
degree of cough and the nature of the expectoration. The promiscuous
administration of sedatives to stop cough or of nauseating expectorants
to bring up the sputum more easily is to be discountenanced. Seldom if

ever will narcotics be indicated for the relief of unnecessary coughing, and
the best drug for liquefying the sputum is Iodide of Sodium in 5 to 10 gr.
doses, prescribed with Ammonia. The iodide is likewise employed by
those who believe that it exerts some specific absorbent action upon the
pathological fibrous tissue, and it is trebly indicated where the cirrhotic
process has originated in syphilis. The most important point regarding
the management of cough and expectoration is the appreciation of the
fact that the cirrhotic change tends in all cases to eventuate in bronchiec-
tasis. The sputum retained in the dilated tubes soon oecomes foul from
decompusition, and the main treatment of every case of pulmonar\'
cirrhosis due to whatever cause becomes the treatment of the resulting
bronchiectasis. Hence the value of volatile antiseptics internally and by
inhalation. The best of these are Creosote and Oil of Eucalvptus by the
mouth, and the vapour from heatnd Tar or Oil of Turpentine. (See
article on Bronchiectasis.)

In those rarer cases where pneumonia becomes chronic, and eventuates
in suppuration or gangrene of the pulmonary substance, the proper treat-
ment will be foimd in the articles on Lung Abscess and Lung Gangrene.

PNEUMONIA, Deglutition or Aspiration.

This type corresponds pretty closely with broncho-pneumoiiia mentioned
in a preceding article, but as implied by its name the condition arises from
the aspiration of infective orL'anisms whiih are drawn into the hmnchi
from the mouth usually during a paralysed state of the tongue aud larynx
or in the violent inspiratory efforts made during drowning.
The treatment should be mainly prmenlivc. In all paralytic vonditions
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and the position ofattention should be scrupulously given to oral sepsis,

the patient's head and neck should be such as will permit easy removal

of all secretions accumulating in the mouth. In submersion cases, death

not rarely follows long after rescue from the admission of infective

orcanisms in the impure water aspirated . hence the importance of inver-

sion of the body before resorting to artificial respiration in the case of an

individual who has been submerged in sewer-contaminated water such as

always exists in the neighbourhood of crowded wharfs, &c. After the

free establishment of normal respiration it is a good routine in each case

to administer an emetic so as to pump out all the bronchial mucus in the

patient's chest, and Oxygen inhalations may always be resorted to in

such cases.

The after-treatment consists in the meeting of all symptoms— fever,

pain, dyspnoea, &c.—upon the lines laid down for the treatment of pneu-

monia and broncho-pneumonia.

PNEIJMONIA, Hypostatic.

This is the name given to the final stage or splenisation process which

follows hypostatic congestion of the bases of the lungs of bedridden

subjects, the treatme^* of which . ^s already been detailed on p. 516.

PNEUMONOKONIOSIS.

This unwieldy title is given to the chronic pneumonic process induced

by the inhalation of air laden with particles of dust of various kinds, and

therefore includes the Anthracosis of coal-miners, the Siderosis of metal-

grinders, and the Chalicosis or Silicosis of stone-cutters.

Anthracosis with its black expectoration seldom leads to serious injury

of the pulmonary substance, but the inhalation of particles of metal and

silicious matter eventually terminates in a chronic inflammatory process

in which localised pneumonia, bronchitis, emphysema and bronchiectasis

play their separate parts, generally to be followed by a tuberculous

invasion of the affected pulmonary tissues.

Preventive treatment consists in the use of respirators and ti

ventilation of the air in the mine or workshop in which the un. -../

occupation is carried on, and the occasional spraying of the air by jets of

atomised water to lay the dust.

Once the symptoms of bronchial irritation with the characteristic

sputum manifest themselves, the patient should becompilled tochangehis

occupation. The after-treatment will be that suitable for the most

prominent symptoms—bronchitic, emphysematous or Inonchiectatic

—

which dominate the clinical picture.

Aspergillosis is a condition closely allied to the above, in which a chronic

pneumonic process is set up by the inhalation of the spores of Aspergillus

jwnigntu^ existing in varimis kinds of grain. It is met with in pigeon-

feeders, and in hair-sorters who use rye-flour in their work.

The treatment is to immediately stop the possibility of the further

entrance of the fungus by a change of occupation, and to administer the

t

if.

I
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agents already aetailed as indicated for the relief of the localised pneu-

monia, bronchitis and emphysema present.

As for the somewhat similar condition of Actinomycosis of the lung

caused by the entrance of the ray fungus, Iodides have proved of un-

doubted value when given for long peridds in full doses; these should be

administered also in aspergillosis, alone or in combination with moderate

doses of Arsenic. Recently deep masiular injections of 5 c.c. of Sterilised

Jiilk have ueen recommended, and Vaccine treatment has been employed,

25 million fragmf :its of the fungus being injected.

PNEUMOTHORAX.
In the majority of cases of this condition there should be little done

to interfere with the natural process of resolution, as the opening in

the pulmonary pleura tends spontaneously to close and the air to be

absorbed-.

When pneumothorax occurs in apparently healthy individuals, usually

after some severe muscular effort, the shock may be so great as to require

free stimulation by a dose of Alcohol or Sal Volatile; pain and distress

likewise may call for a full hypodermic of Morphia, and should any

distension of the right heart occur and the ventricular action Ijecome

feeble, Strychnine hypodermically may be clearly indicated. With a full

bounding action of the ventricle accompanied by much dyspnoea the

usual advice to apply leeches should be discarded and a vein should be

promptlv opened.

Dyspnoea and cyanosis or asphyxia are, however, most frequently the

result of mechanical pressure of the distended pleural sac (with air under

increased pressure) causing great displacement of the heart. Tlie best

procedure in this condition is to thrust between the ribs a fine trochar and

canula, or the hollow needle of the aspirator, and permit the escape of the

imprisoned air, but aspiration should not be employed. After air ceases

to escape spontaneously the affected side may be firmly strapped, but

resort to this procedure without r -.vious tapping can only aggravate the

patient's distress, and sometimes, even after tapping, the pressure of the

air still escaping through a valvular rent in the pleura will necessitate the

removal of the plaster or bandage.

When the mildness of the symptoms permit, undoubtedly the best line

of treatment is to place the patient at absolute rest in bed, and refrain

from tapping in order to encourage or hasten the sealing up of the puncture

in the pulmonary pleura, after which the air will become slowly absorbed

and the collapsed lung expand again.

Some fluid nearly always accumulates in the pleura, and for the reason

just stated this had also better be left alone for a considerable time; after

the spontaneous closure of the pleural wound it may, like the air, become

absorbed, but if after the expiration of a few weeks the fluid remain and

there is displacement of organs, aspiration should be performed. Frequent

aspiration is tn be avoided; when a considerable quantity of fluid continues

to reaccumulate it is best to freely incise the thorax and provide for the
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drainage as in empyema, and this should be done at once when the fluid is

^"in ^traumatic cases where the wound in the pleura can be located

Macewen advises the resection of a rib and pressure over the abdomen and

f hf t to bring the two layers of the pleura in contact, when they will then

l>e held in no'sition bv capillary attraction as soon as the lung expands.

Pneumothorax occurring during the late stages of phthisis is very

liable to be immediately followed by purulent accumulation, and when the

condition of the patient permits the cavity should be opened and dra.ned.

POISONINa.

After the accidental swallowing of any strong poison life may some-

time" be saved by the patient immediately drinking a great draught of

water or milk to dilute the poison and retard its absorption, wh.Lst

measures are beinir taken for evacuating the contents of the stomach. At

the earliest possible moment the stomach should be emptied. This may

be accomplished by emetics or by the stomach-pump, or by tickling the

fauces when these agents arc not at hand. In poisoning by the strong

mini 1 acids and all corroMve substances the stomach-pump is contra-

indic. ed, but in the case of mild corrosives like carHohc^ acid t us

may be used cautiously if a soft tube be employed. Indeed, the sott

india-rubber tube of the stomach-^ump can scarcely do any harm except

in the most destructive instances of poisoning by concentrated sulphuric

or nitric acid, and the pump should always be fitted with sudi a tube in

at least two sizes. When at hand the pump, or a soft rubber tube with

funnel attached, should be preferred to every other means of emptying

the stomach, and except in the limited number of cases just mentionexl,

it may be used even when there is room for considerable douot in the

diagnosis of poisoning in patients found in insensible or comatose con-

ditions. The coroner's court will justly censure the practitioner who has

been in attendance upon a patient picked up in an insensible condition if

the evidence afterwards produced proves that a narcotic poison had been

swallowed, though when ^een by the physician no such evidence had

been forthcoming and the symptoms pointed to head injur>-, urscmia, or

apoplexy The cautious use of the pump with the rubber tube or the

siphon apparatus, when scientifically carried out, can in no way injure

the patient'?, chances of recovery should the case ultimately turn out not

to be one of poisoning; and as every minute's delay may be serious for the

patieu^ and as there is thus short time for counsel and debate, he should

be prepared to act accordingly and make his error upon the safe side.

The first time of using the stomach-pump or lavage tube is sure to be a

bun"ling affair if the operator feels timorous or hurried.

Tnc tonriie beimr depressed by the left index-finger as the patient is

seated in a chair, with the head well steadied by an assistant, and the t;ag in

position, the tu!)e is ; i be pushed steadily and rapidly through the mouth,

phnrvnx and oesoph us till the stomach is reached. Though it is more

difficult to pass t - Jt rubber tube, the confidence m its perfect harm-

i 1
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lessness will be of great importance to the novice. He should not be

deterred by the sound which may be produced by air passing through the

tube as its extremity glides past the epiglottis; this ceases as the rubber is

passed home into the stomach. An intelligent patient can assist the oper-

ator by a voluntary effort at swallowing, and he should not be rushed

unless in cases of desperate emergency. During the pumping, by reversing

the action of the levers, a little water may from time to time be sent into

the stomach to dear the tube of any solid obstruction, and before with-

drawing it finally, tepid water, well ( oloured with Permanganate solution,

should be injected into the organ, and this should be pumped out again,

the operation being continued till the washings return clear. The
antidote may be mixed with the water, and in many instances a quantity

of this should be left in the stomach. In pumping opium or alcohol cases,

after the washings return clear and free from odour the stomach may be

partially filled with strong infusion of tea or coffee.

.^'l these manocu'. res can be equally achieved by using the soft rubber

tube with its attached funnel, such as is employed in ordinary lavage of the

stomach.

As it is now known that most of the alkaloids are eliminated by the

mucous membrane of the stomach, in poisoning by these substances the

washing out of the organ repeatedly during trentment is necessary. If

the patient remains cons'-'ous he may be able to wash the stomach out

himself by drinking copiously of tepid water. The writer has frequently

pumped and washed out the stomach of young infants by using an ordinary

soft rubber catheter attached to the nozzle of a metal or glass syringe.

The best routine emetic, and one which the physician should carry in his

emergency case, is 7,0 grs. .Sulphate of Zinc. This may be given dissoK cd

in half a tum!)lerfui of tepid water; the mistake is often made of diluting

the emetic too much, as this retards its action somewhat. 10 grs. Sulphate

of Copper comes next in value, and may be administered when dissolved

in a tnmblerful of water.

.Xpomorpliine when injected hypoderniically in dose-; of ,',-, gr. is also a

most valuable Irug, and possesses the advantage over all other emetics in

being available when the power of swallowing is lost and the patient is

insensible. .\ laruer dose should mrer lie given by the ^kin, thoii-h i gr.

and even i gr. has been given l)y the mouth without depressing the

heart.

Mustard is ne;M dways at hand, and is a most ellicacious emetic.

Hy giving a large dessert-spoonful in a pint of tepid water soon after the

poison has been swallowed the absorption of the latter is instantly

retarded, and tlie emesis will liring up the greater portion of the poison

along v'ith the mustard.

Antimony, Iperaciiiinha, Sijuill. Carbonate of Ammonia, Alum, ^c,
are too slow in tiieir action to be depended on, but the physiiian must

employ whatever agent he (an lay his hinds upon in the emergency.

SoinetiniOH a copious draiiglit of water in which vegetables have been

boiled may in- within reach, and by adding butter or grease of any kind

"- «—
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to this a highly nauseating and effective emetic combination can be

nrcDared in a few seconds.
,• o i .•

'

Tona has demonstrated that if a full dose (i oz.) of Adrenahn Solution

I in I 000 in dilution, be promptly administered after a lethal dose of

strychnine, the blanching of the gastric mucosa will present a reliabe

birricr against alxsorption for a considerable period, and this gains N.iluablc

time in the treatment of such swiftly acting po-sons as the cyanides and

powerful alkaloids. Perhaps an e.jually ellicacious method is to administer

promptly a draught of water containing 5 to 10 grs. Permanganate of

Potassium which will rapidly oxidise all alkaloids. ,.,.,, .

The antidote suitable for each poison will be mentioned in the following

paragraphs mainly reprinted from the last edition of the author s work on

Materia Medica. .-j , , 1, ,.: i,,.,,..

In the case of a poison of unknown nature a general anadote has I ten

recommended consisting of c<iual <iuanlities of Calcined Magnesia 1 ow-

dered Wood Charcoal and Hydrous Peroxide of Iron-ii oz. of tins

mixture may be given in a tumbler of water every 30 minutes till three

doses be taken.
. , . . ...i,.^

It is often necessar%- for the after-investigation of poisoning cast, that

the stomach contents should be preserved for analysis in a .lean vessel

which should be sealed up by the physician himsell, and this procedure

is also necessary in fatal cases after opening the body.

Acetaailid or Antilebrin.
, , , , ,

The st,.m,ich-U.lK- or an ou-tic ..t C.vrl...naU- ..f .Vnimo.u.i M>\ >«•">;;;;•;

cy.mu.is IS miriiol, inluilaliuus of Oxygen m.iy he K>ven, .uul Ji.
.
stmuiMU

\rivli Alcohol,

Acid, CarboUc-see under Carbolic Acid.

Acids, Mineral.
, ^ , , ,,

liilseea te.i .iiul while of eggsjniy be freely given.

Acid, Oxalic -lee under Oxalic Acid.

Acid, PruMic (or Hydrocyanic)

riu-sUMuuh. If ,...Mhle, sliouUl lK>emi>Ue.l hy U.e luU- or 1 y .i M
,1 ,lr S.ili.liUeol /.nu); liypo.lennu injeetionsol .Uropine (j„ kr .

„
. m .00 Soluliou of Atropine miy be g.ven .Ln. rei-e.i e, in ,

e-essirv Uniuo.ui or Wlii^key. iul..il.ino,. ol Oxygen^ A.n

l-.lonne eol.l .iiul iiot athisious .iltern.Uely ,iii.l ,i>h}uuii n-^t"'"'

I) 'st iiULMlls lo resort to ., , , ,, .,

•V-stly ,,ree.,>.t.ae>l OxMle of Iron, followe.l bv .1 solution o

Potls.ium IS to' so.ne extent ,1 elieinie.il .uitnlote but f,.r stnuuM,.^

..v.uMi,itioii of the stoin.uh must be alone rehed upon,

koherl'sinrtliodottre.itmenteoiisists iiiUk ,.yp."iern... .i-.y -' ••

^ "
I'eroxi.l.- of Hyarogen every lew •iinut.'s,

,

1>1. i enu tic

mils o|

inlll'lles ll

Ml' iiiiii or

i>ii ,iie the

lb. >n,ite ol

n . liter the

&

mh

•lU
IwiiJts of a i

pit I eut

.

tii'l l.ivage
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of the stomach with a 15 per cent, sohition in order to change the prussic aciti

into oxamide in the blood and stomach.

Aconite and Hellebore and Veratrine.

The stomach-tube or ometics shoukl Ix; used; ,'4 gr. Aiioiuoijihino hypo-
dcnnicaliy, or a tablespooiiful of mustard in warm water, or Mo i dr. Sulj'ii.ilr

o( Zinc should be given as soon as possible. Stimulants—Whiskey ami
Ammjiiia hypodermically, with 20 to 30 miiis. of Tincture of JJigilaln. ci

2 mins. Liquor Atropine should Ix- then administered. Strychnine may be
given (,V gr.) by mouth, rectum or hypodermically.
The p.itient should Ix; kept on his back with his head lowered, and in a slate

of absolute rest, and sinapisms apphed to the heart and e.xiremities; and tlry

heat, friction, and artificial respiration kept up unceasingly with occasional

inhalations of Nitrite of Amyl.
When the patient is seen in time, Permanganate of Potassium (5 to 10 grs.)

in solution should be given immediately.

Alcohol

The stomach-lube slioiild be used, and the stomach afterwards tilled llirou;jh

it with stpin;; coffee, to which a little Ammonia should Ik.- added; or a hypo-
dermic in;eition of 10 mins. Ajiomorpliine Solution may te given in the

absi ;ice of the pump or siphon; sinapisms, cold alfusioii. Nitrite of Amyl
inhal.ition, 01 ICIectncity may 1h' tried, and in (Itsperale ( ases where respiiatoiy

paralysis is threatening life boiling water m.iy Ih- used to cause immefliali

ve.-iicatioii of the skin over the soles of the leet. 'I'he liypodeniiic injection ol

,'5 gr. Strychnine is of uiiquesliuii.ible value, .iiul Miiideierus Spirit in 2-0/,.

doses may lx> given if power of swallowing is retained. Warmth to the

surface is essential. (See also p. 21.)

Ammonia and Alkalies.

The stoin 11 li-liilx- should nul l)e used. Wcik acitls (.Acetic preferable) may
bd given, largely diluted and follnwed by di. nights of Almond or Olive Oil or

of melted butter and deiniiKent dnnks.
Tracheotomy m.iy Ik- required for the cedema of the glottis, and Morphine

hypodermically fur the shock.

Aniline.

The stomich-tulx" should Ix! used and free washing out of the organ .u um-
nlished. att^r which arlilicial respiration and Oxygen inhal.itiuns and Slrydi-
nine injected hypndermiially (.,',. gr ) 10 to i 5 oz blood m.iy Ix' extracted
from a vein, after which 30 o? Nnrinai Salim- sliould U- injected.

Antimony (Tartar Emetic).

Tlie stonm li-tulH- or enietiis are nut geiier.illy required, ar. vomiting setb

in soon T.iunin, strong ic.i or lotfee or aiiv astringent tincture or iidusion
cont.uning t.mnin, m,iy Ik- Iriely given lollowed up by the hypodermu oi

ri' l.il administration of .McoIkiI, io which siitil! do^es of |)igit,dis or Strvi hiiine

in IV be adiled. White ot egg, b.irley water, or linseed tea may Ix' given freely,

anl the pmeiit kept in the prone («isition.

Hiitlcr nf Antimony. The treatment ui poisomng by this ))rejiaration ot

.\ntiinonv should lx> \\v - uiie as for Miner.il .\i ids- viz., Magnesia, Soa]) Suds,
Chalk Potash or Soda, 1..1|,)w.hI bv (Jil and Mdk.

Antipjrhne.

hyp 'dermics of Stryi hninc (,', gr.). lixtcrnul warmth and Oxygen inhalations
where there is much i yanosis.
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Afseoic. Ill
The stomach-tube or emetics or 10 mins. of Apomorphinc .njcction shouU

be employed eleu when vo.nrmg has already taken p ace. l'^^;='^<'y l'";P;",^;'^^

mo^sT Peroxide of Iron {prop ucd by adding Soda or Amm.m.a to th. L. uor

rio thcTniUirc of Iron .nd filtering rapidly through muslin or cambric)

m.V Wive n t^Wespoouful doses frequently. D.aly.sed 1^"" '" .""";«

doses diluted, or, m th, absence of these, Magnesia reely or A'^'^f .^. ;"^~;'/^

iliveOilor Lime Water must be freely p yen; 'le^n^'-^f ''""'^\'\"^;,
'"^"e^^^^^

by mouth or rectum are also indicated Large doses of Castor Oil arc essential

to clear out the intestin U tract and to i-revent further absorption.

The foUowing method ol using the iron antidote is

'''^^'^Z^-,^'^^
^trnnir Lio I'crri Perchloridi is poured into a pint measure, which is tilled up

wUh ia er; I , . of C.kined Magnesia is then mixed wrth another pm of

waterT both solutions or mixtures are then to be thoroughly shaken together,

and a dose of l tablcsi>oonful should 1^' given every 5 to 10 minutes.

Atropine and Belladonna.

The stomach-tulK- or emetics, and afterwards ^he following are to Ix^gucn^.

Tannin very strong Coffee or Tea, Charcoal, Morphine 4 gi
.) ^Y f"be" ;\"';;'"''

inlcttion or LuuUnuni by the mouth or I'.locarp.nc (i gr.) subcutaneo«sl>

.

*°'^rj::^r"^lnr-reted by the kidney, the bladder s.u>;;Ui l:--.£;J
bv the c.itheter to prevent realworption. Lserin.' in small doses us iH^ui

aLo ated as au ant'agonist. but pil<K:arp.ne is iH-tter.
^^^J^'^^^^^'l^Zi^.

Alcohol, hot and .„ld douching alternately ^l-'''' '^ ^'^^^ ^ ,Xnt ^

irntUion and artili. lal r.-.^piralion may be neccssaiy. \\hen "» !'•"'" '^

•en nmediitelv atter swallowing the alkaloid. Permanganate of Potassium

5 g?sXn at hind in solution should be instantly swallowed U-fore using the

pump or tulx;.

Barium Salts.

After the us. of the slomach-tulK- or emetics 1 07 doses of GlaulK-r s or

Kpsom Silt should IH.- given dissolved m a tumblerful of wa ei A baiium

kills by p.iralv.ing tin- he.irt muscle. Strychnine hypodermically and Alcohol

'^Wlnte of e^g'ln mil^ ^i::?!. freely administered, and wannth with friction

applied to the skin.

Cannabis Indica.

The stomach-tulK-

(10 mins. of HP. iiije-

present theinselv
stim il ite.

or emetics, esi*. iaily Apomorphinc hyp-dernm .illv

lion) ate to \k' given, and the symptoms tloLcl as tlirv

It will eiierallv U' lound nec.ssaiy to both iniige aii.l

Oils
Cantharides.

Stom.i. i. tulH. or eiiutics. mu. ilaginous drinks, <.r in th.ir •'I"',"";

Clialk. . little Opium by the iiuiuth and a Morphine suppository by tin ncium

Bhouhl U> used.

Carbolic Acid.
.

.

A stoMiach lulM- of solt rublK.r should Ik- used, alter which llie uV^M .hvUiia

be thoroughly washed out with Soluble Sulphates as Epsom or (.laiiUT s Salt in

f
:,T.

•»»#'
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moderately strong solution, Schobert gives Sacch.arated Solution of Lime il

the poison is still in the stomach, and follows it up with siilph;itcs after emt-sis.

Give oils, egg albumin and warm mucilaginous drinks, with any soluble sulphate

and finally, freely stimulate, counter-irritate, and inject ,,';, gr. of Atropin".
Though there is no reliable antidote, the writer—in case where half a cupful
of the strong acid was taken in a fit of drunkenness—after the contents of thi

stomach were evacuated, washed that organ out repeatedly with pure Glycerin,
using i gallon of it, the Glycerin dissolving the excess of acid out of the swollen

m icons membrane, and the patient made a good recovery. He ha:, since

satisfied himself that this is the best treatment whenever the strong acid 1ki>.

I)een swallowed; it does not interfere with the administration of soluble

sulphates. The shock may be combated by Alcohol in full doses by the rectum,
and external warmth applied by hot bottles and warmed blankets.

Iodine is said to be a true antidote, and i oz. Iodised Starch may be added
to the water used for lavage.

Carbon Dioxide (Carbonic Acid).

The treatment of this form of poisoning and of Act lylene gas should be

conducted upon the same lines as for the following poison.

Carbon Monoxide (Carbonic Oxide).

Water-gas and coal-gas owe tlieir poisomnis properties to the amount of this

agent in their composition. Artiticial respiration must l)e kept up after the

removal of the p.itient from the poisoned atinospliere, and this must Ik- con-

tinued fill hoiirs when necessary. Inhalation of ().\ynen is to Ix- used at tlie

same time freelv. and if the heart shows signs of failure Strychnine may be

given and haradisation of the phrenic nerve and rhythniic traction of the

tongue should Ik- resorted to. When the p.Uient's c.ise ap])e,us desjieiale.

venesection shoi J Ix' resorted to, and after the removal of jo to 30 oz. blodd

as much N'ornial Saline should Ik- injected into the vein or twiie as iiaich

hypodermicilly. and warmth should be apphed to the surface of the Ixidy.

Chloral Hydrate.

The stomach-tube or emetics, especially lo-min. injecliim of Aiionmriihine

Sokiti 11. should Ix- used, and these must tx" fcillowed l)y injeclionsol Stryi hinne

(iVgf )orof .\lropine(.j', gr ). Calfeine (5 grs.). <ir tree stimulation with Amnuinia.
Whiskey or lather, and Sinapisms. IClectruity and artitu ial resinratioii

;

inhalation of .\iiiyl Nitrite may Ix- tried. The patient should Ix' rcnised and
prevented from sleeping, and as de.Ltli may occur from the diminution ol tln>

body he.it vxtcrnal ...irmth is r^scnlinl. ,inda pint of strong, icurmcollec injei ted

into the reitum. Dougall pointed out that I'otash is an antidote to ihloral,

J dr. comiiletelv <iecomposing So grs of chlor.d. He rec umenils dr.uhin

do.ses of 15 P. Lnpior I'otassa', l.irgely diluted, every hour for several doses.

Chlorine.

When this g.i'i h.is Ix-eii inh.di-d the tre.itment will loiisist in inh.il.ition of

.\mmom.i 01 Snlplniielled Hydrogen If the pois.iii li.is Ixeii sw.Ulowiil it

sIkmiIiI 1m' neiitr.dised bv large i|u.intities ot .Mliniiim and nun il.iginons diiiiK^.

riie routine 111 (|iloriiii' 111 uiul.u tones is resoi t to very liot diiiiUs of strong

te.i, coltee, or milk; as a f'uVtHliVe the Hy|X)sul)iliite of Soda mask.

I-^

Chlcaform.
Wlieiisyiiiptonisol .111 . 1 1,inning 1 1 iter (erem e with ; he I r,i,lhliig nr 1 in iil.iiion

come on dnriiig aii.rstheM.i, the tongue should I >e di.iw 11 IM w.ird. and ,iriiin i.d

respir.ilion cold .illusion, free vfilliLitiiii by a i nrieiit o| ,m
. tn ruing im i the

•iit'esil i!'H>!! h.!S Icll siile or ill ver-ioii o( tlic boilv in. IV lie tried Tile Konig-

>raas method of st irtiiig respir.ilioii is i.irrieil out by jiLn mg tin- b.'ll ol the

tluimli of the oix-r.itor's right oix-n li.md upon the patieiifs chest Ixlweeil

theajx'\-lx'at region and the sternum and pressing rapidly (120 per minute) tho
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thoracic wall mth considerable force, so as to cause direct pressure upon the

'^''in LaSe'^- method the tongue is forcibly pulled forward and rhythmical

of Nitrite of Amyl may be given. Strychmne .s "nq"^?*'""^ y '^^^ ^'

rZ ^"' Ss^ nSuffi'^lTtt'^chrorTorrh^fb^e^n^^°a=

irst"n.a.iS"orVt"io "nlias. of Apomorphinc Solution, and proceed as

'^

Ch';onlc Chloroform Poisoning (Acidosis, Acid Intoxication. Acetonemia.

,V;elonuria) is described under Acidosis.

°*^rthe u.e of the stomach-tube or emetics fi'lf«
«f

^["-^'^j
'"^.l^ symptoms

Hotfcc and a little Alcohol, and give ^ gr. i^trychmne. If 7^^^^"??;°'?^

c^nt nue ChVroform inhalation may be necessary to <1"'«^^^°"7,
'^^^^i^,! ^J^"

stomach by prompt administration.

ColcliicniQ> _
stomach-tube or emetics, mucilaginous drinks Albumin or stronp Tea or

Tannin should be given, and these should be f"""^^,,,^/
Xntoms met as

which free stimulation with Alcohol may be required f^^^y^P*""^™,,^
tVey arise.lheart failure being relieved by Strychnine

1 Ĵf .) 'yP"^""""^*"^'

and severe colickylpainbylMorphine or large doses of Olive OH.

is eliminated.

^?rst^!ch.tube or emetics must be resorted to if free vomiting has no^

occurred; ^'ellow Pru.siate of Potassium, egg
'V*'-Z?s drinks and wheatcn

to allay irritation are called for.

Corroiive Sablimate^ aee V

CreoMte.

The same treatment as for Carbolic A' id.

Pminll OIL

The general treatment for irHtant poisoa, rna^be .jse.1^^^^

if in th. early stage, the gentle
;>;^

"' tlu> soft
;;•

'l^/
^^,\'^,'^' [^ , ,„, ,pp,i,,,„„n

drinks soothing enemata and Opium. .''"^,
:''",*'.'' Morphia Suppository and

of a large poultice to the abdomen, and the use of a worpnn . u
extenuU ^^rmth to comlwt shock may be necessary.

Cyanide of PotMrima. ^ ^ , ,_^ .^.allowed, and.
Poisoning is to t>e li^al.^l as U "T^"^':"};;,.", ,„";"> .._,i „so the altt-rnat.-

if «een at once. Pvc ^lurion of ferrour, Sulphate ,,OKrM,^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^t

hot and cold donrhe whilst Atropine i« given by hypocurniic ini
^^

. .^ .t

•^It
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Ammonia inhaled by the nostrils. Artificial respiration should be persevered

with. Whilst the poison is in the stomach Permanganate of Potassium may
be given, or its absorption delayed by a J oz. AdrenaUn solution (i in 1,000) till

the tube can be introduced.

Digitalis.

The stomach-tube or emetics, especially Sulphate of Zinc (| dr.), or 10 mins.

of Apomorphine solution hypodermically, Tannin or animal Charcoal, free

stimulation and the hyjxjdermic injection of ^j,, gr. Aconitine, and the free use

of Opium, are required. Muscarin (J gr.) is antagonistic, and Alcohol should

be given. The patient should be kept absolutely juiel, and in the horizontal

position.

Eserine, or Calabar Bean.

Emetics or the stomach-tube, with Tannin or any Tannin-cor.i.aining

liquid, may be employed, but hypodermic injections of Atropine {-^ gr.)

till the pupils widely dilate affoid the best chance. Strychnine and Chloral

have been recommended. Artificial respiration should be assiduously tried,

with friction and warmth externally. If seen immediately give 5-10 grs.

Pot. Permang. in solution.

Ether (Inhalation).

Pull forward the tongue, give free current of air, commence artificial respira-

tion, .md try the Konig-Miwis method, and treat as if Chloroform poisoning.

Formalin.

Ammonia is decidedly antidotal. I'ormaldehyde is changed into t> •

comparatively harmless urotropine upon the addition of free ammonia. Tlu
teat method to pursue in poisoiung is to give small doses of ammonia largely

diluted with w.iler, or 2 oz. Liquor Ammon. Acetatis every } hour.

Fongi, or Mutcarin.

Emetics or the stomach-tube should be u.sed, and Atropine given hypv
dermically

(,'d
gr.). and rei>cated till the pupils dilate, or Digitalis or Morphine

may be givon. Free stimulation, .sinapisms, and friction may bo required.

Gelnmiom.
The stomach-tul)e or emetics are to be used, and Bicarbonate of Potassium

anil Tannir. freely given; warmth, free stimulation with Alcohol, electricity

anil artificial respiration are to be kept ii •.

Hypodermics of Atropine or Digitalis are partially antagonistic. The best
result will follow 3 mins. of atropine suluiionb and if signs of hea.rt fiiiluro show
themselves ,», "r. Strychnine should lie given bj' the needle.

Hyosoyamus.
S.uue as for Atropine.

Iodine.

Emetics or the cautious use of ihe rablx;r stomach-tube should be empl'nTd,
together with the free ailininistration of starch, arrowroot, bread, JKuled

potatoes or flour, lime water and demulcent dr.nks.

Sodium Hyposulphite is believed to be preferable to saccharatcd Lime
sohitiuii.

Iodoform.

Emetics or the stomach-tube, and large diluted doses of Hirarbonatc of

Soda, followed by free stimulation and a hot pack. Saline solution injected
hypodermically in largo doses is recommended by Kocher.
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Th.. st..mach-tubc if possible, should bt- always used, even if vomiting has

,rrPd^^Crt ons of s^ds &c .
, may remain in the stomach .

Free stimu a-

^ n fnd 'InCl case" inject on of Ammonia by a vein, may be resorted to

r nwlrritU on Tiction and the cold douche are necessary, and a smart

pu^gatTveThorbe administered afterwards to clear out the intestinal tract.

^e stomach-tube or preferably a large emetic oi Sulphate of Zinc, which

lun m antidote Vlo.dd be given and followed by milk, white of egg^dilu ed
,s also an ^"^.''^"iP^^^""'''" p"i^.*?u^ Salt or Phosphate of Sodium. Sulphuretted

u'i'JrnJ^n o^Ham gSe wTter U^^^^^^ drinks, with mild Opiates to allay

^.'^f and spasm X l^ administered. See also under Plumbism, where

Cnic !eac?poTsoninJby treatment with Iodide of Potassium is described.

Lime. ,

Carbonic Acid—any Aerated water, as soda-water or lemonade--is very

7^,1 n^we Ik Acetic- Acid Vinegar or Lemon-juice diluted, and folh.wed by

Od or demukent'drink may be' freely admii^istered. The stomach-pump

should not be used.

Lobelia and Tobacco. ^ .^ , t.
,- . .. (>,,. ctf.mirh-tulie should be employed, as should also Tannin,

lalVdoLToTopium should be adminisxered. The patient must be kept

strictly in the horizontal position.

Mercnry (Conosive Sublimate).
, „ u a

Pmetirs or the very cautious use of the stomach-tube wll be required

whites of '"V-\ ;'"',,
S^*^;^,i Morphine subcutaneoiisly and Alcohol by the

r'^^tfim! wh'istW "s \o iTie^tl^ the surface of the iLly by means of hot-

water bottles.

Morphine—see Opitun.

Nttro-Benzene. ^ ,

The stomach-tulx^ should ho used, and a stream of warm ^ter passed

Poisoning.

Nox Vomica—lee Strychnine.

ODiom* or Morphine. . ^ . . , <

*»*'
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that the stomach l)e repeatedly washed out at short intervals during tho

treatment.
Permang mate of Potash has been demonstrated to be a chemical antidote

to morphine, weight for weight, and as it can do no harm it should be given

immediately without waiting for vomiting (sgrs.in 50Z. water). Thestomarli

should be thoroughlywashed out with a weaker sohition after it has been emptied

by the tube, and at a later stage the washing may be repeated to get rid ol any

of the alkaloid wliich has been excreted by the gastric mucous membrane.
Caffeine, Atropine or Strychnine hypodermically is to be admiiustered.

This latter should be repeated frequently as long as there are dangerous cardial

or respiratory symptoms ; j'„ gr. maybe given every 2 or 3 hours. Flagellations

cold and hot affusions alternately, electricity, extensive sinitpisms or very ho;

water to cause vesication in desperate cases must be employed to rouse llu-

patient, and when once roused he should never be allowed to fall asleep again,

but should be kept continually on the move, though every care must be exercist il

lest this should bo carried too far so as to induce exhaustion, as is, unfortunately,

often done. Artifirial respiration may be required. The dose of Atropine

should not exceed 2J mins. of the liquor, and should not be repeated, as a

larger dose only reinforces t.je action of the morphia.

Oxalic Add.
The stomach-tube or emetics must be used. Lime (saccharated lime water,

putty of lime or chalk) is the best antidote; one good dose of Castor Oil,

counter-irritation, 'free stimulation by Strychnine hypodermically and by
Alcohol per rectum, and the treatment for gastroenteric inflammation should b«'

followed.

Phospboma.
The stomach-tube or emetics will be necessary. Sulphate of Copper, 5 grs.

every 15 minutes, is both antidote and emetic, and the stomach afterwards

should be freely wiished out with a weak solution of this salt. Permanganate
of Pot.issium, 5 grs. in 2 oz. water, will act as an efl&cicnt antidote, or Peroxide

of Hydrogen may be given if at hand, f'rench Oil of Turpentine or any old Oil

of Turpentine, purgatives and demulcent drinks containing Magnesia and
Albumin should be swallowed. Oils and butter shntdd be avoided.

Pilocarpine.

The stomach-tube or emetics will be required, together with the f-'^e admin-
istration of Tannin and the hyp<jdermic use of its antagonist— Atropine—in

T^s to ^ gr. doses.

Potash, Caustic.

Emetics should be r Iministered; the pump or stomach-tube should not Ix;

used. Weak Acids (Vegetable preferred, and largi ly diluted), as Vinegar or

Lemon-juice, Oils and Butter may be freely administered. The after-treat-

ment will consist in rectal feeding, and, after the danger of perforation has

nassed away, the free use of barley water, linseed tea, and other demulcents.

Potassium Cblorate, and Nitrate.

The stomach-tulx' or emetics and profuse Jemulcent drinks and purgatives

are indicated, along witli iiot-blanket baths and the treatment for Acute
Bright's Disease, as the immediate danger is in the acute inflammation of the

kidneys.

Ptomaines.

In poisoning by the ptomaines contained in decomposing food, if vomiting
ha>. not already occurred emetics or the use of the stomach tube or pumji
should be resorted to, and the organ should I* thoroughly washed out with
\v.irni weak I'ernianganiile Solution. A brisk saline sIiomM Ik- given In clear

oui the inlesliues, and the colon should !k' flushed with normal sahne solution,
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iw hfaeedle or D°gHaUs or Atropine ; shock will mdicate the use o stimulants

'll c™i wLmth and Alcohol; p.un should be reUeved by Morphia and

Poaltices; intestinal Antiseptics are worthxss.

Sewer Gas. . ^. , m
After immediate removal to a pure atmosphere artificial

"i^^.Pff^o^Xryne
l«resorted to Oxygen inhalation or a small amount of much diluted Chlorine

,.s miv be used Stimulants arc freely to b*. admimstered, and the rectal

^outrmay^ employed when swallowing is lost, Warmth to the ^"r^jce by

horbl^ikets^ water-bottles and friction is essential, and htrychmne hypodcr-

mically should the pulse become weak.

SUver Nitrate, or Lunar Caustio.

L.rgc doses of common Salt or Sea Water should be
f^^'7;;^

^^^^^ the

soft ubber tube of the stomach-pump being r -ed, the wliites of half a dozen

n°^ should bo iuiected into the sto aach after the poison is removed, "tolk °|

elf w^aten floir? or milk mixed with water should be freely admimstered

afterwards as demulcents.

Soda, Canstic.

.\cids and Oils will be required as for Potash Poisomng.

Strain^"'""'

-

Pmetics or the stomach-tube, Tannin, fr'se stimulation, and hypodermic

us^lTf MorpWne are the necessary treatment (same as for Atropine and Bella-

donna)

.

Strychnine.

If seen .mmediatcly 5 to to grs. Permanganate of Potash *« s"!"*'"" "inX
Condy^ l-W shoul^be promptly swallowed to d-troy the poison in tl^

stomach and the stomach-tube or emetics should follow. A *-oz aosc 01

MenaUn solution (I in i.ooo) may be used if at »^jnd to retard a^orpt on

«hilp steos are being taken to evacuate the contents of the stomach, ine

stmal'lould'L Lu washed out with the
P«^--«-t^^^,f„t f thfS

the convulsions permit. Apomorphine 10 mins. B.P. Injection is tue oesx

^Tn'^hrXr-tr^tiient the writer has found by -P?"-- ^^j^^,^^^^^^

doses of Alcohol afford the best treatment, gi-.en b.^th by
'"°"*,';^"'i^f"""'-

Scial respiration may be tri.a. Chloroform inh.-ilat.on may be kept up as

long as the convulsions are severe, and i oz. Bromide of Potash with i ar.

Chloral may be given by the rectum.

Salphorets and Salpharel.jd Hydrogen.

Inli il vii.-n of OKVgenor air containing a small percentage of Chlorine, and the

tret" alninst at.on of a very weak solution of Chlorinated Lime or Soda

'unsntuTeU.e necessary treatment, with the additional measures numtumcd

under Sewer Gas.

Solphorio Acid—see under Acids, Mineral

Tartar Emetio.

Tannin, Strong Tea, &c.

Tobacco.

(See Antimony.)

Finetirs or the stomarh-tubo. Tannin, free stimulation and hypodermic

uje^Uonof Strychnine (^ gr.)are indicated, an.l the recumU'iit rosit.oi, must

be strictly maintained (as for Lobelia).

"^i^

-^If'
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Varatrine.

The ^.omach-tube or eraetici must be used, and lavage witli PormanganiiU-

solution afterwards thoroughly carried out, followed by Alcohol, Opium, &c.

(as for Aconite, which see)

.

Vomin Killere.

The treatment will depend upon the nature of the poison in the compound.
Some of these contain Arsenic (Hammond ami Simpson's Kat Paste) or Stryi b-

nine (Gibson's, Battle's, and Butler's), and some consi^t of free Phosphorus.

Zinc Salts (chiefly the Chloride, as Burnett's Fluid).

The rubber stomach-tube should \k: used with caution, or erne tics, especially

Apomorphine ,<^ gr.), injected hypodermically. Egg Albumin, Tea, Tannin,

Milk, Alkalies or their Carbonates, demulcent drinks and soothing enemata
containing a little Laudanum are to be administered.

FOUOMYELinS, Acute—see under Paralysis, Infantile.

POLYPUS.

Polypi may be removed by various means according to the situation

of the growth and the presence or absence of a pedicle.

Nasal mucous polypi may be removed after painting the region about

their bases with Cocaine solution. The cold wire snare may be gently

coax^ round the pedicle, and the loop tightened so as to cut through the

attat-liment of the tumour. The galvano-cautery snare is preferable, as

haemorrhage is absent and pain is slight. The point of attachment after

either method of removal should lie well cauterised with the point of the

hot wire to prevent the growth sprouting again, or it may be touched gontly

with Chromic Acid.

Sometimes there is much difficulty in getting the wire round the base

or pedicle, in which case the tumour may be firmly grasped by stout

forceps and twisted till the base gives way. As they are frequently

multiple, several sittings are necessary, and there may be much hemor-

rhage, which should be controlled by the cauter>' ; Adrenalin may be neces-

sar)-.

The medical treatment of nasal polypi is unsatisfactory, but occasionally

a soft gelatiniform polypus springing from the turbinated l)one may be

caused to shrivel up and disintegrate by tlie continual use of a snuff

consisting of finely [wwdcred Tannic Acid. Parker lias employed

Salicylic Atud with advantage in the same way, and powdered Sulphate of

Zinc or Alum is sometimes successful. Tlie si)ray of strong Ak ohol may

be used, or various astringent solutions may be applied willi a large

camel's-iiair brush, or the same solutions may be injected by the hypo-

dermic needle into the growth, or, in more dilute solution, tliey may be

used as nasal douches. Clycerin of Carbolic .A.cid and Solution of Per-

ciiloride u- iron niay be tliu:. u.sed. ICthylate of Sodiuin So!uti.->n may !^e

e^icaciou.^ if brushed over soft or even moderately fibrous pol) pi. Chromic

Acid fused upon a roughened probe is the best of all agents for touching

small polypi.

Though these methods of deahng with nasal polypi must be considered
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as anything but satisfactory in the first instarc,:, especially where the

SowthT^e within easy reach of the snare or forceps, nevertheless they are

of '^reat value as auxUiaries to the surgical oieasures.
, „^.

F^fibrous polypigenerally spring I.om the roof of the naso-pharynx

theirTemoval is attended with severe hemorrhage and the approach is

oftTn difF.cult, sometimes requiring division of the soft and sometimes of

Se hard palate, with plugging of the pharynx after a preliminary laryn-

^°AfT/r" applying Cocaine to tlie nose and lip, Bara« makes an incision

through the Hp immediately to one side of the middle line, and carries i

up through the fleshy part of the nose on one side of he sep um as far

L the nas'al bone. If the growth be very large, he cuts the nasal hone and

Sms it aside with the flap of the skin which, upon being forcibly retracted

pewits of the nasal aperture being somewhat enlarged by bone forcep •

(fpon introducing one finger into the nostril and another be-d t^«

^,f^
palate, the polypus can be enucleated by the finger-nail. He tates that

by thi plan of operating, the entire nasal cavity, as far as he base of the

sku 1 can be reached as effectually as in the more formidable operation o

LangCbeck. There is little hemorrhage, and upon brmgmg the edges of

the wound accurately together, only a linear scar remains

Firmfibro-sarcomatous polypi, when exposed by ^^ °f/'^;;
"^fj^^^^^^

should be removed by the ecraseur or raspatory, and the base should be

thoroughly destroyed by the cautery before plugging of the naso-pharynx

""'^Spolypi may be rer.oved by the ligature torsion, snare, ecraseur,

galvano-caute'S wire or excision by knife, according to the P-uliar co..

ditions maintaining in each case. Small polypi can generally be easily

tSed Jby grasping the pedicle in a pair of stout ovum forceps. VVhen

Ee firm pofypi grow from the ceiling of the uterus, rough or strong

traction upon theif pMicles, especially if these are short, may caus a

nort on of the uterus to , ecome inverted, and this might be included m the

cTeur If the surgeon was not upon his guard. T^e b-t pioc.dure . to

dilate the cervix under strict antiseptic precautions with a series ot

g aduated metal dilate s, and .-nly the wire of the
f

Ivano-cautery to

the pedicle of the tumour, after .uch the uterus may be curetted and its

cavity firmly packed with sterile gauze.

POLYURIA—see Diabetes Insipidus.

POST-PARTUM H2EM0RRHAGE-see under Puerperal Hsemorrhages.

POTT'S CURVATURE—see Caries of Spine.

PREGNANCY, Disorders of.

The troubles which afflict the pregnant v.-om.ri may be 'merely an

aggravation of some common complaint, they may be caused by he

mechanical effects of the uterine enlargement, or. lastly, they may

Suit ?rom a reflex neurosis due to the extraordinary stimulus actmg on
-^Ir
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the genital tract, or from that interesting and little understood interference

with general metabolism—the toxsemia of pregnancy. I propose to

consider the treatment of the diseases peculiar to pregnancy, and to

review briefly a few of the more common conditions of disease as aggra-

vated by pregnancy.

I . ToXiEMiA OF Pregnancy.—Whatever view oi the cause of this condi-

tion be taken, the practitioner should be always on the lookout for the

symptoms of it, and should be prepared to waste no time in adopting

suitable treatment for it, since it is commonly the forerunner of that very

dangerous complication, 'juerperal eclampsia. To obtain timely warning

of its onset the practitioner should make a point of examining the urine

every 4 weeks up till the enO of the sixth month, and every fortnight

during the last three months of pregnancy. The first sign of danger is

given by the appearance of albumin in the urine, and when this has been

detected, a 24 hours' sample of urine should be obtained and the quantity

of urea estimated. Should this have fallen much below the normal

(20 to 24 grms. per day) treatment should be commenced at once, and the

appearance of such symptoms as headache, disturbances of vision, or

oedema of the feet and legs give the same signal. Another sign of toxaemia

often present is intense itching of the skin generally or of the feet and

legs.

The patient should at once be put to bed. Should the symptoms be

severe or the urea much diminished her diet should be restricted to milk

alone, of which 7 quarts per diem may be given. She should be encouraged

to drink plenty of plain water or of Imperial drink (Cream of Tartar i dr.,

the juice of one lemon and sugar to taste, dissolved in a pint of boiling

water). A simple diuretic mixture of Pot. Cit. and Liq. Ammon. Acet.

may be given if desired, and the bowels should be kept acting by means

of saline aperients. It is worth while trying the effect of dried Thyroid

gland in 2-3 gr. doses at bed-time, as in some cases it seems to be of con-

siderable benefit. When the symptoms have passed off and the quantity

of urea increased, as usually happens after a few days of this treatment,

or where symptoms and deficiency of urea have been not very marked at

the beginning, more latitude in the way of food may be allowed. Bread

and butter or toast, a cup of tea, fresh salad or stewed fruit may be

allowed in addition to the milk. Should treatment fail to control the

symptoms, daily hot packs may be given to stimulate the skin, and if

matters get steadily worse labour should bt induced. (See below, under

Pernicious Vomiting, and also under Puerperal Convulsions.)

2. Pernicious Vomiting.—The normal " morning sickness " of preg-

nancy usually passes off in the course of the first 3 months and never

threatens the patient's well-being. Where it continues on into later stages

of pregnancy, and when it is so severe and so continuous as to prevent the

assimilation of suflaient nouri-ihiiienl, it is known as '"pciaicious vomil-

ing." For this condition three causes are assigned. It may be a pure

neurosis, it may be a reflex from genital irritation or it may be toxjemic

in origin.
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The range of treatment in this complaint is practically endless, and as

many cases are undoubtedly neurotic in origin it is at least probable that

he gooTresults reported from time to time through the adoption of var.ou

nethods are due, in great part, to suggestion. Th.s statement is not

ntended as an adverse criticism of the remedies; indeed, suggestion is an

indispensable element in the treatment of all cases of pernicious vomiting

\n which there is a neurotic element, and the physician must imprests h.s

patientwith his confidence that he can check the symptom and ^"^ ^^ih y

to conduct the case to a successful issue. It is rather intended to warn

the practitioner that he must not despair if his favourite ^^^^^^^ P™^^^

unaccountably useless, for the only measure which will put
^^^^f'^J^^

condition in every case is the drastic last resort of ^"^Py/^^^^
"'tTen

vhnh should never be attempted until after a consultation has been

^Where the patient's condition is not very serious, dru^; treatment

should first be tried. A gastric sedative may be given, such as

E. Bismuth. Curb. gr. v.

SodiB Bicarb, gr. x.

Mag. Carb. Pond. gr. x. Misce.

Fiat pulvis. Signa.^" One powder stirred up in half .i teacupjul

of warm miik three times a day, Mf an hour before meals."

This has the advantage of acting to a certain extent as a j^^^^iv^e, and in

all cases of the kind care should be taken that the bowels are kept well

opeSd At the same time the diet should be varied to suit the case.

Thus some patients do well on fluids, milk, mutton broth beef juice, &c

wMe d.y, solid food seems to suit better with others. It is usually a good

plarto make as complete a change as possible in the dietary. A patient

So has been vomiting slops for days, will often, ,f given encourag -e^^^^^

be able to take and retain a broiled chop and potatoes, oi a slice o roast

n^e!t quite lately an obstetrician h^s been declarmg the virtues of roa^

nork which has cured all the cases he has mat with for some years back !

f the patient is moving about it is a good plan to get her to lie down for

an hour after each meal, which in itself often checks the vomiting, bhould

Sese measures prove unavailing the prac itioner has a wide choice of

dmgs,"!! of whidi have been highly recomn ended. Any of the following

may be given

:

E. Acid. Hydrochlor. Dil. 3iv.

Inf. Gentian. Co. Jviiss. Misce.

Ft. mist. Cpt. 5ss. ter in die ex aqua.

Tr Nuc. Vom. in .^-min. doses may be given, or Aci J. Hydrocyan. Dil.

in 2-m'in. doses. Pepsin and Ingluvin are sometimes useful, or a mixture

of several remedies may be administered.

'^^.^'
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B. Acid. Hydrocyan. Dil. 3j.

Liq. Morph. Hydrochlor. 3iiss.

Liq. Bismuthi {Schacht) 5iss.

Vin. PepsincE ad giv. Misce.

Ft. mistura. Cpt. 3j. ter in die ex aq. post cib.

Oxalate of Cerium in 3 to 8 gr. doses may be given as a powder, ('ap-

sules containing i or 2 mins. of Carbolic Acid or Creosote, Salol in 2-gr.

doses or Menthol may do good.

Cocaine (J gr. in solution) given every 2 or 3 hours h;us been recom-

mended, and Bromide of Potassium, 30 grs., with Chloral Hydrate, 30 grs.

dissolved in 9 oz of water, and administered by the rectum has been

found very useful. Opium by the rectum is also advised. Tr. Opii

(15 to 30 mins.) may be given, combined with Bromide, or a .Morphine

(i gr.) suppository may be administered every 4 or 6 hours.

Cases which r&sist all these and other remedies are often cured by

complete abstention from everything by the mouth, with rectal feeding

by nutrient enemata for a day or two. The bowel should be washed out

once a day with a copious enema of warm saline solution, and every

4 hours an enema is given of 4 to 6 oz. of peptonised milk, alternating

with 4 oz. of unsalted beef tea, part of which may be replaced by one of tiie

numerous preparations of liquid predigested food now on tlie market.

The nutrient enema is best administered through a large rubber catheter

with a glass funnel, and should be allowed to run in very slowly so as not to

excite the rectum fo reflex contraction. After a few days of this treat-

ment the patient usually recovers appetite and is able to take and retain

her food.

With a view to eliminating the reflex element in the vomiting, a careful

examination should be made of the genital organs and any abnormality

should lie corrected. Thus a lacerated and inflamed cervix may be

swabbed over with Nitrate of Silver (grs. xx. to 5j.), or if ectropion or

erosion is present a P'ergusson's speculum may be passed and the silver

solution poured in and allowed to rem.iin in contact with the cervix for

10 minutes. A retroverted gravid uterus should i)e replaced when possible

and a pessary inserted, and a careful examination should lie made to see

whether the size of the uterus corresiionds to the rcjmted duration of

gestation, as some cases of vomiting are due to a molar pregnancy.

Good results have been recorded from the insertion of a pessary or of a

Barnes's bag, even when no malposition of tlie uterus was to be detected,

and a manoeuvre wiiich has been successful is the dilatation of the cervix

with Hegar's dilators up to 12 or 14. Copeman's treatment, wiiich may also

i)e tried, is to follow up dilatation by inserting a finger within the os and

gently separating the membranes from the uterus. It need scarcely be

said that the latter two forms of treatment are not very suitable in tiie

early months of pregnancy, when abortion would probably result, and tiiut

even ir. the later months the greatest care must be taken lest the mem-
'•.aiic-. be lupturcu.
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Cases in which a toxajiuic element is marked will probably go on from

badTworse in spite of the trial of any or even of allc.f these rmed.e.

in succession, and it .s most important that the pract.t.oner jhouW be on

his "uard against continuing his therapeutic experiments so far that even

the^'emptving of the uterus will come too late to save the P^^^ient. Um.^

cully when the pulse-rate is 120, the temperature 100 I when the

^t'jnt is becoming emaciated and haggard,, and when the sigh or sme 1

of food or mere movement in the bed is enough to cause vomiting it

time to end the pregnancy, lest further depletion ot i.cr resources should

^e the patient'so low that even the induction of labour would on y hasten

death There is considerable dilticultN in judging on this pomt, and to

.void possible re. rimination afterward, the practitioner is strongly aa-

;lS tc°call in a consultant before deciding it. Williams oilioston has

drawn the attention of the profession to the value of estiniatmg the

"
ammonia coerticicnt

" oi the urine in deciding on the proper treatment.

Normally the greater part of the nitrogen ehminated in t^e urine appears

as urea or uric acid, and only about 3 per cent, as ammonia compounds

hi severe .ases of perni. ious vomiting the percentage passed as ammonia

es to .0, 20, and even as high as over 40 per cent., and it is laid down

as a rule that when the percentage goes over ro any unfavourable symptom

^u h as ris. of pulse-rate or temperature should be the signal for empl> ing

the uterus. Williams's conclusions have been criticised by otlier ob-

servers who have pointed out that a high ammonia per. entage is to be

und in other .onditions, and have attributed it to tlu. hut that he

'

tient is starving and so is living on her own proteid, and WiHuims ha

iniself now a.lmitted that an absolute .'ondusion '-"'-\''%^^;^^^"/ ""^

he ammonia . ..etii. ient of the urine taken by itself, but hat it must be

heciTd by clinical observation. Stress has been laid also on the con-

l.tion of ''a. id.,sis
•• which is present in these cases, i here is no d.ndr^

that an examinati.m of the urine by a competent biochemist is likely

to throw light on a doubtful case. If the pra.t.tioner wishes to ava 1

himself of this metho.l, he sliould take a sample of unne in a o"k ^tcr

.iised bv boilin,, shake it up with a few .rystals ot thym..l, and orward

it to achenii.-al lab.iratory with a statement ..t the investiga ion re^

quired, unless he is possesse.l of the ne.essary chemual apparatus and

skill to make the cstim.ition liimself.
, ,,.,1, month

I,nl,ut,on ol .UorUon and Labour. -Up to the end .>t the tourth n^ n h

,l,c operati.in mav usually be .-o.m.leted at a sitting. ^^^ ^^'^^
vulva is .areluUv steriliM.l, all superllu.iu. hair is rem.,ved, the part,

washed with soap .md water, an.i d..uciied plcntdul y with . in 4.000

l>er,hl..ri.ie, or -Irachm to the pint I.ysol or ( re.,lin s.iluti.m. Th. hands

are stenhscd by s.rubbing with soap and water, nnsmg in 70 per -xnt^

Methvlatcl Spirit an.l immerMUg for . to 5 minutes m i in .,00c «>-. 'lo.de

or Hiniodide,' The patient lies on her back across the bed and th leg

are held up hv straps .,r by attendants. Tl.e call.eter is passed .nd he

bladder einptie.) The cervix is tlien dilated until it will adm. tla__ inge

which is passed into the cavity and used to peel off the ovum, whiU the yH'
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other hand on the abdomen grasps the fundus and pushes it down within

reach of the intra-uterine finger. When the ovum has been separated

it may be removed by ovum forceps. If the operator is skilled in the use

of the curette he may use it to separate the ovum, but the finger should be

passed into the cavity after the uterus has been cleared out to make sure

that no tags of placenta have been left behind. An intra-uterine douche

should then be given.

When the cervix is firm and not easily dilatable or where the operator

has any doubts of his own asepsis or manual skill, the safest plan is to

pack the cervix and lower uterine segment with a narrow strip of gau/e

sterilised by boiling, and then to pack the upper end of the vagina firmly

with gauze or cotton-wool wrung out of an antiseptic lotion. The plug

should be removed in from 1 2 to 24 hours and the ovum w ill often be found

lying in the vagina. If not, the cervix will be dil cd and no difficulty

will be experienced in completing the removal.

After the fourth month the foetus is of such a si^e tiuit the cervix can

no longer be dilated sufficiently for its passage without tearing. The
requisite dilatation is therefore obtained by inducing labour. For this

purpose several methods are employed, and more than one may have to

be tried in tue same case. The simplest consists in perforating the mem-
branes and allowing the water to drain away, but it is very uncertain,

and not to be recommended. A favourite method is that of Krause, in

which a sterilised gum elastic bougie is introduced through the cervix

and insinuated between the membrane and the uterine wall. If this fails

to bring on labour in 24 hours, a second and even a third may be intro-

duced. A very good method which may be comiiined with the foregoing

is to dilate the cervix to a 12 or 14 llegar, and to pack the lower uterine

segment with gauze. The upper end of the vagina may also be packed

at the same time. Closely analogous to this method is the introduction

of small india-rubber bags, Barnes's fiddle-shaped bag, T.inier's prmio-

cateur uteri'i, Horrorks's bag, or a child's rubber toy l)allo()n, into the

lower uterine segment, and the filling of them with antiseptic fluid.

When the ( crvii al canal can be dilated to a diameter of an inch, a tham-
petier de Kibe's bag may he introduced and distended. To this the uterus

usually res])onds in a few liours.

In any case where induction of labour is decided on, I have found it

an excellent plan, as suggested by Hlair Hell, to give a hypodermic of

I'ltuitrin (1 c.c.) for j days in succession before the actual induction

is attempted, when labour quickly follows un any of the methods de-

scribed.

AlthouL'h delay in the onset of labour may u.sually be regarded with

equanimity, as the measures for its induction just detailed commonly
suffice to put a st< ;^ to tiie vomiting, it may sometimes be thought advis-

able to empty the uterus as soon a.s possible. Tiiis can be done by the

method of anterior hysterotomy, often dignified with the name of

vaginal Cxsarean Section. A transverse incision is made in front of the

cervix, and the bladder p^^ up off its anterior .surface M hiirh a-^ the
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peritoneal reflection. The anterior lip of the cervix is then incised in the

middle line as high as may be necessary to permit of the extraction of the

foetus and placenta, after which the incisions in the cervix and vagina

are united by catgut sutures. The operation is an easy one up till the

sixth month; after that period it is rather more difficult and is attended

by considerable haemorrhage.

% Pyelitis and Pyelonli-hritis.—Sometimes m pregnancy as well

as durinu the puerperium the pelvis of one kidney, almost always the

riulit kidney, he.omes inflamed. Rigors and high temperature, with pam

in the affected organ, usually usher in the attack, and on exammmg

tlie urine it is found to be acid in reaction, to contam some albunun, and

to be cloudy from the presence of pus cells or opalescent from the presence

of Bacillus coli, the organism responsible for the condition.

The atuck usually yields to rest in bed with abundant bland fluids

milk, whey, barley water, and home lemonade with a tea^poontul

of cream of tarUr to the pint. At t time the patient should be

put on the following urinary antiseptic.

.H. Urotropin. 3j-

Pot. Citrat. 3iv.

Tr. Hyosc. ^v.

AqucB Chlorof. ad 5vj. Misce.

Ft. mistura. Cpt. Jss. qmrtis horisex aq.

As a rule when the urine has been made alkaline by this mixture, the

infection dies out and the bacilli disappear. When"the condition refuses

to yield to medicinal measures, a sample of urine should be taken m a

sterilised bottle, and sent to a competent bacteriologist in order that a

vaccine may be prepared. The administration of this has usually the

desired effect. ,_ .

4. Incarceration of the Retroflexed Gravid I ierus.— lis

accident may be due to a pregnant uterus becoming retroflexed in the eaily

months, or to a pregnancy occurring in a uterus already retroflexed. /•

a rule no symptoms arise until the close of tlie third montli, when ti

.

uterus fills the pelvis and in the ordinary course of events should commence

to rise out of it. This it often does, even when retroflexion exists, but

in some cases it fails to do so owing either 'o adhesions or to some sligl :

anatomical pcculiaritv in the particular insta,.ce. In the further course

of events the patient may abort, she may develop retention of urine

with tremendons distension of the bladder, or rarely pregnancy may go

on till term, the anterior uterine wall stretching and accommodating the

major part of the ovum.

If alwrtion is threatened, the patient should be at once put to bed and

treated as tor threatened abortion {q.v.). At the same time an effort should

be genUy made to replace the uterus manually, and if successful a pessary

may be inserted and worn for a few weeks. In effecting manual replace-

ment it wiii be found most convci.icnt to have the patient on her left side

•^U'
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with the left arm behind lier back and a hard pillow under the left hip

so as to elevate the pelvis and allow the abdominal viscera to fall away

from it. Two finders, carefully sterilised, of tlie right hand are intro-

duced into the pasterior fornix, making' ;i;entle pressure on the fundus

uteri so as to raise it from '
' mt^las's pouch. This manoeuvre is often

sistcd by seizing the " .x in a volsella and drawing it down towards

the vulva with the left hand. When the fundus has been raised, the left

hand is placed on the abdomen and an attempt is made to steady and pull

forwards the fundus towards the abdominal wall, while the fingers of

the riulit hand in the vagina are now transferred to tlie anterior surface

of the cervix, pushing it back\ ards. Should the attempt fail at first,

it may be repeated next day under chloroform.

If the patient is suffering from retention her bladder will be greatly

distended and " incontinence of overflow " may be observed, the urine

leaking away drop by drop. The condition should be relieved at once,

and it is wise to pass a male catheter tj do so, as the urethra is pulled upon

and considerably lengthened, so that a female catheter may be too short

to enter the bladder. There is sometimes a little dilTiculty in finding the

urethral orifice, which may be drawn in under and even behind the

symphysis. After relieving the bladder a gentle attempt may be made
to replace the uterus, as described above. According to Herman there

is no need to do so, all that is necessary being to put the patient to bed

and empty her bladder twice a day, as under this treatment the uterus

will speedily rise from the pelvis of its own accord. It i.; recommended

that when adhesions tiinding down the fundus r. j diagnosed, the abdomen

should be opened, the uterus freed and secured in proper position.

If the retention has been neglected, the prolonged distension of tlie

bladder may cause sloughing of part of its walls, the result being an

exfoliative cystitis. This may be treated with urinary antiseptics and

washing out the bladder, but tlie quickest method of relief is to incise the

vesico-vaginal septum, renio\e the slough, and drain the bladder.

Lastly, when the condition jiersists till term, the thi( kened posterior

wall of the uterus forms an insuperable obstacle to labour, and rupture

through the thinned anterior wall of the uterus i> very likely to be the

result. The indications are either incision of the posterior wall from the

vagina or the simpler and more satisfactory operation of ( cesarean section,

followed by the freeing of the uterus from its adhesions.

5. pRoLAi'SK.- A pregnant woman feels her prol.ijise worse during the

early months, and as a rule less during the later months than if she were

not pregnant. A pessary should be put in for the first 4 or 5 months,

but great care should be taken to use daily lukewarm doui hes of salt '.nd

water (drachm to the [)int) to got rid of dis( harge. Prola!)se of the vaginal

wall-, occurs, but nothing can be done to cure it, though the condition

is r^!iev?d bv rest in bed=

6. Pendulous Abdomkn and UterIiSK Antkvkrskin. The discom-

fort arising from this^condition may be met by thi wearing of a well-

fitting alKiominal belt. In uriJer to prevent tlie separation and loss of
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tone of the recti muscles, which are the main factors m this complaint,

care should be taken after each confinement to examine the pat'ents

abdominal wall at the end of 10 days, and if the muscles are very flabby

to persuade her to perform exercises daily for the purpose of strengthening

them While Iving on her back in bed with the pillows removed she

shoul. .aise her head and shoulders from the bed without the aid of her

hands, and should repeat this movement from 5 to 20 times as she gams

strength. She should either alternate with or follow this exercise by re-

pcatedlv drawing up both knees as far as possible, so as to touch her chest.

In this 'way a surprising effect is soon produced on a flaccid abdominal

wall and the patient's comfort and her figure are both benefited

7
'

Constipation and H^MORRHoiDS.-Patients suffer much from

both of these complaints, which are fre<iuently associated and aggravate

each other. For the constioatio.. regulate the diet, giving fi -,h and

stowed fruit, oatmeal porridge, wheaten bread, plenty of green vegetables

and salad when in season. Encourage the patient to swallow plenty of

fluids, and to take a walk every day in the open. Medicinally, she may

have a salin^. aperient in the morning, half an hour before breakfast

the dose being gauged t" secure one good motion per day. In aggravated

cases an excellent plan is to give—

B. Aloin.

Pulv. Ipecac.

Hxi. Nuc. Vom. da gr. i. Misce.

Fiat pil. Cpt. j. ter in die />. cih.

If this does not control the constipation two may be taken at n.ght in-

stead of one. I f it acts too powerfully, leax c off the midday pil
.

When

the piles aie very troublei.ome it is recommended to give an electuary:

B. Confect. Sennec

Confect. Snlph.

Confect. Piper, ad 5j. Misce.

Sig„a.~-" A teaspoonful as re/jmred."

locallv for the piles the patient shouV be told to wash the anus with

tepid wa'ter after eadi motion and to dry it with a soft rag. It there is

much irriution the Gall and Opium Ointment of the U.F. may l>e pre-

scribed, or

—

a. Hydrarg. Subchlor.

Hismuth. OxycfUor.

Pulv. Opii dd gr. j.

Lanolin. 5j. Misce.

Ft unet.

Either should be supplied in a collai>siblc tube with an anal nozzle.

abo under Constijiatioi ;

(Sec '^^. f
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8. Sleeplessness.—An endeavour should be made to relie\e this

complaint without giving hypnotics. Plenty of open air and a walk

in the afternoon or evening will often be all that is necessary. If sleep

obstinately refuses to come at night the patient may be encouraged to

rest and sleep during the day if she is able to do so. Sometimes a tonic,

such as Ferri et Quin. Cit. with a bitter will do much good. W lien driven

to hyf.n'/tics as a last resource, avoid morphia, and give Sul[)!ional (20 to

30 grs.), or Paraldehyde (3j- in Aqua Chlorof. 5ij-)-

9. Vaginal Discharge.—When a patient complains of a large amount

of vaginal discharge, often associated with itching or scalding, an examina-

tion should be made. The normal vaginal discharge consists of whitish,

curdy or cheesy masses of macerated epithelium; sometimes, on wiping

it away, the mucous membrane is seen to be reddened or injected. When
this condition causes trouble, a lukewarm vaginal douche of normal

saline may be used, and any reddened or injected areas swabbed through

a duck-bill speculum with Nitrate of Silver solution (gr. xx. to 5j.).

When the discharge is yellow and purulent, gonorrhoea may be suspected,

and every effort should be made to cure the condition on account of the

dangei to the mother in the puerperium. Douches of sulphocarbolate

of zinc (3j. to Oij.), sulphate of zinc (3j. to Oij.), or permanganate of

potash may be prescribed night and morning. Any reddened and inflamed

patches on the vagina or cervix should be swabbed with the Silver Nitrate

solution, and if sexual intercourse has been indulged in, it should be inter-

dicted. If such a discharge is present at the time of labour a copious

douche of i in 5,000 perchloride or drachm to the pint lysol should be given

before and after delivery and daily afterwards. Great care should be

taken that the infant's eyes are washed clean after birth with boric lotion,

and that a 4 gr. to the ounce Silver Nitrate solution is dropped into them.

10. Abdominal Pain.—This is a frequent complaint with oiegnant

women, and the pain is often referred to the right side of the fundus uteri.

The pain ".s often relieved by measures adapted to remove constipation.

When these are ineffectual, rest in bed, with the application of warmth

to the affected part for a day or ttvo, usually gives marked relief, and the

employment of an abdominal belt afterwards will assist in preventing its

return. If rise of temperature and pulse-rate accompany the pain, the

physician should be on the lookout for appendicitis, which is fairly

common as a complication of pregnancy, and is a very dangerous one,

and no time should be lost in obtaining an opinion as to the propriety

of removing the inflamed organ.

Other causes of abdominal pain which should be kept in mind are

tumours such as fibroids or ovarian cysts (possibly strangulated). (See

Ovarian Cyst and Uterine Fibroids.)—R. J. J.

PRESBYOPIA.

Tills ( (wdition depends upon a gradual loss of elasticity in the crystal-

line lens, increased in older subjects by a loss of power in the ciliary muscle.

Its correction should he effected by the use of the proper convex glasses,
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which will enable the patient to read with comfort at about 12 indies,

but the strength of lens required wiU depend upon the nature ol the

oralnary eye work pursued by the patient, it is a mistoke to order strong

lenses at first, and as the patient gets older the convexity ot hi^ glasses

mav be increased till he reads with comfort at 9 inches, it may be neces-

sarv to correct both eves for the same distance; many patient preler to

use stronger glasses when working by artificial light. Any hypermetropic

astigmatism present should be corrected at the same time by the addi-

<;ion of a cylinder lens.

PRICKLY HEAT—see under Miliaria Rubra.

PROCTITIS.

The cause of the inflammation of the rectum is most Ircquently lound

10 be an extension of the dysenteric process from the colon, and m Uie

aises of females it is often of gonorrhceal origin.

The first step in the treatment is to remove when possible the.oxcitmg

cause, and a search should be made for foreign bodies, fissures, polypi,

r.iles. ulcers, stricture or wormi.
. , .

In the acute stage, warm poultices, hot fomentations or hot sitz baths

nnv l)e tried, after which, or whilst sitting in the bath, the rectum may

he irrigated bv a stream of warm water. If arrangement is made or the

return of the' water, the injection can be carried out for considerable

periods without dilating the inflamed bowel or exciting spa^m in the

suhincter. Iced water injections may be thus used, and at a later stage

antiseptic solutions, as Boracic Acid, and at later stages still astringent

auents may be injected. .... , , r „,i

Tenesmus, which withsUnds warm or cold irrigation, must be leheved

bv enemata of Laudanum and Starch, or by a J-gr. Morphia suppository.

•

,nost reliable local anodyne is the late B.F. Ungt. ton., applied by the

finger or by vn ointment introducer. The bowels must be kept Iree by

Castor Oil administered by the mouth.
. r^ 1

The chronic stage of proctitis is best treated by dilatation of the anal

sphincter and a thorough brushing of the mucosa by a 5 per cent solution

of Nitrate of Silver or 25 per cent. Argyrol. (bee also under Anus,

Fissure of, and Pruritus of, where a list of local anal sedatives will be

^""Tumation of the rectum is often present in the chronic stag.'s ul

dvsenteric, tuberculous, or syphilitic inflammation, and tiiere is liltle

hope ot relieving the accompaming proctitis as long as an ..per sore

remains. The best procedure is to forcibly dilate the sphincter and

, urette the surface of the ulcer, atter which Nitrate of Silver may be applied

in strong solution or used as the solid stick. When the ulcer can he

easily r^ched the speediest and most satisfactory method of treatmcn

is excision bv the kni.e. In severe cases heaUng will not take place till

a temporary opening is made In the colon to divcit the fi.cc^ thro,u;h an

artificial anus. The proctitis and ulceration which is caused by lonh-

i mpacted scybala; generally resolve soon after the evacuation of the la ces.

'1

**lf
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PROGRESSIVE MUSCULAR ATROPHY—see Paralysis.

PROLAPSUS ANI et RECTI—see under Anus.

PROLAPSUS UTERI—see under Uterine Displacements.

PROSTATITIS. 4
Acute inflammation of the prostate gland is generally the result of

gonorrhoeal infection or of traumatic causes, as after catheterisation. It

is not rare as a sequel to prolonged sexual excessr especially when the

congestion of the prostate has been fanned into activity by jolting exer-

cises as horse or bicycle riding, or driving in springless vehicles over rough

roads.

Absolute rest in bed unless w hen the patient is sitting in a hip or sitz

bath is essential, and the lower extremities should be elevated above the

level of the trunk by raising the foot of the bedstead. The bowel should

be cleared out by a large warm water enema, and towards the end of the

operation a stream of very warm or of \ cry cold water may be employed

to irrigate the lower end of the rectui Hot fomentations or poultices

applied to the perineum give relief; when these fail ice may be tried, and a

large smooth piece inserted occasionally within the sphincter.

Leeches applied to the perineum and bleeding encouraged from the bites

by the application of a hot poultiic or small cuppint^^-glass are a very

rehable means of subduing pain, tentv^mus and painful micturition.

A full dose (i gr.) Mi^rphia as a suppository- may be in.->erted into the

rectum or a small Starch and Laudanum enema may be administered.

By combining 10 to 15 grs. Ichthyol with the morphia and J gr. Ext.

Belladonna a very soothing suppository or small medicated pessary may

be devised.

Retention of urine commonly results; tliis sliould i)c met l)y prolonged

inunersion in tiieliot hip bath, during wiiicii tlie patient attempts lorelie\e

tlic bladder without making \iolenl c.\pul»i\ c efforts. If tiie retention

resists this, a smart saline purge nia\ be tried. II it becunies neccsiary

to drav. off the urine, a few drops uf Cocaine solution liaviiig been injected

into the urethra and massaged backwards through the comjiressor uretline

must le a soft rubber catiieter may be gently i oaxed through the narrowed

prostatic urethra, but when th.e pain is intense this may not be possiJile,

and a general aniesthetic may be needed, and the instrument should be

left in situ. Sometimes it will be found neie^sary to aspirate the

bladder above the pulns.

Siiould an ab.sce.-is fui ni in tlie inflamed prostate, tiie rin;;er being inserted

into the rectp.m, a free and deep mcision should tie made in the perineum

over a bougie or staff intr()du<ed througli the urethra, and dramage must

be provided. Tiiuugh a prostatic abscess may sometimes spontaneously

l»urU 'nt!! the, rcctuni it is not now oj.'ened from the bowe! hv t!>e surgeon.

Clironic Prostatitis.—This is often a sequel to the acute attack caused

by gonorrhtea, and it is sometimes most rei)ellious to treatment; it ib

sometimes due entirel) to sexual excesses. The glairy fluid or muco-
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purulent secretion which escapes from the meatus, especially during or

after defecation, leads the patient to believe that he is suffering from

discharge of seminal fluid- -so-called " spermatorrhoea "—and as this is

usually accompanied by profound menUl depression or hypochondriasis

moral'tr atment is also' indicated, and will be found discussed under the

latter heading.
, • ,

Sexual excitement must be avoided, and though there is notliing but

harm to be got from sending the patient to bed, as thereby his melancholy

and introspection will be increased, he must be warned to confine his

pliysical e-.erciscs to quiet walking, cycle and horse riuing and driving

being forbidden. An open-air Ulc or a oca voyage is \ ery beneficial, and

alcohol should be strictly a\oided. Though some surgeons condemn all

local treatment it is generally necessary when a history of gonorrliaa is

present to pass a full-sized solid sound in order to dilate the urethra to its

fullest extent, after which the application of Nitrate of Silver to the

prostatic urethra should be made as described in the articles on Gonor-

rhoea and Gleet. The acute symptoms which may follow should be treated

by rest in bed and the agents suiuble for tli clief of acute prostatitis.

In very chronic cases nothing is so successiul as massage of the prostate

through the rectum, which should be repeated at intervals of every 4 or 5

days. When the discharge is indicative of the presence of an abscess in

the prostate or of a suppurative condition of the seminal vesicles, the best

procedure is to evacuate the pus by a free and deep incision into the

perineum, curette the cavity and pack with gauze. Search should be

made for the presence of prostatic calculi in all acute or chronic cases,

and these should be removed through the incision for abscess. Alexander

of New York strongly advocates th- -emoval of the lateral lobe containing

the pus, as the abscesses are generall)- multiple ; he ojierates by the median

perineal route.

PROSTATIC ENLARGEMENT.

In the eurlv stages of enlargement of the prostate there is no prix c.lure

of so mudi importance as the effectual emptying of the bladder by natural

means. The i)atienl should be instructed to < arefuUy exjiel every drop

of urine without making violent expulsive efforts, and often after the

urine has .eased to flow, i)v a further attempt a few minutes later when the

i.moiiiit ol residual urine is small he may succeed in comiiletely evacuating

tiie .oiUenls ol the organ. lie must also be taught that under no rircnm-

stances in the davtime should he permit a jieriod of four hours to pass

witliout voluntary emi>tying of tlie bladder, and at night nii< turition

should l)c performed at least once lietween bed-time and getting up.

Thouuli there have lieen few departments of surgery in whidi so >,alis-

faclory advani es iiave been n.ade as in the ojierative treatment of enlarged

prostate, still a note of caution is necessar>- since a percentage of cases

reach a standstill in tiie progress ol tiie eiilargemeni wiii* h is < onijiatiblc

with a prolonged life of toleiable Kimfoi t without operative interference.

This satisfactory result, in the writer's opinion, is more likely to occur

f
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in tliose cases of moderately small fibrous prostates which occur at a

comparatively early age, say about 50 years, where an inflammatory

element enters into the condition. Such cases may be recognised by

rectal exploi •'ion with the finger and by cystoscopic examination, which

will reveal a trifling intravesical protuberance, liy careful attention to

tiie emptying of the i)ki(ider and by the patient employment of rest and

vesical sedutises during acute exai erhations, tiie secondary change^ in

the bladder may sometime?, be indti-
'

"ly postponed, e\ en when < atheteri-

nation has been deman-'ed at s< th m for temporary retention. Tin

following bladder .sedative is often of dislitu I \alue in controlhn^ tin

irritability about the vesiial neck and prostatic portion of the lanal:

B. Ext. Saw Palmetto Liq. Jiij.

Tinct. Jlyoscyami ">i\.

Syr. Auranlii 5i\'. Misce.

Ft. mist. Cpt. 3j. quater in die ex 5ss. aquce.

The combination with Santal known as Sanmetto and WooUey's I'^hxir

arc lioth excellent drugs.

\\ liilst such palliative measures are recommended by tlie writer as a

mild protest against immediate and indiscriminate resort to prostatec-

tomy, it should be understood that a septic state of the rrine should never

be permitted to develop. Ammoniacal urine, severe cystitis, h;emorrhagc

or retention setting in siiould be a clear indication for radical operation.

The normal bladder should empty itself when moderately full in about

30 seconds after the flow of urine commences; a period of 45 to 60 seconds

should be regarded as pathological.

Catheterisation is permissible in those ciises in which the instrument

is only necessary before retiring to bed: regular " catheter life " should

only be recommended in very old and otherwise diseased patients where

an operation is strongly contra-indicated, and it is hardly necessary to

emphasise the warning that the catlieter should never in a case likely to

require operati'm be put into the hands of a patient who cannot be

depended upon for the carrj-ing out the most rigid asepsis.

In inoperable cases wiiere a septic condition of the bladder has already

occurred, urinary antiseptics as I rotropine or Creosote by the mouth and

washing out the diseased organ by saturated \Umv Acid solution must be

resorted to. Somelimo it ma> Ik' necessary to drain the Ijladdcr by

regular catheterisation 01 by retaining the catheter iti stlu, and when this

( annot be borne i v>t(itom\ may he ne( essary for the pro\ isioii of 1 omplcte

drainage.

In operable cases where the ijladder lias already become infected tiic

same measures will be necessary to diminish sepsis as far as possible before

lesoi ling to the removal ui llic enlarged prostate.

In the use of the catheter lor retention from enlarged prostate some

important pointa must be remembered. A soft rubber instrument with

ct)ude end ol size 12 E should always be used when such can be passed
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into the bladder; failing this a large gum-elastic coude should be gently

tried- a small or finely pointed i Urument should never be employed:

in difficult cases before resorting to suprapubic tappmg a large ami long

silver prostatic catheter may be tried, but this should not be p acod m the

hands of the patient. .\. li. Mifhell has proved that suprapubic removal

mav be safely carried (.ut in acute retention without waituig for temporal

y

relief by the catheter with two provisos: (,) That the urme is sterile, and

(2) that there has 'oeen no dilatation ot iheureters will. bacK prc?-.sure on

the kidnevs. This is indicated bv pain in the inguinal rc-mn passing

upwards along the ureter and a plentiful urine of low specific gravity

\nother important point regarding cathetcrisation whi.-h should be

remembered in rases of enkrgcd prostate where the instrument is em-

nloved for the first time in an examination with the view of dttectmg the

amount of residual urine- if the whole of this be removed by the instru-

ment the surgeon should be prepared to inject a quantity of warm Bone

solution and leave it in the bladder so as to prevent the collapse which is

'""The^va^rSus'procedures of a palliative kind such as castration the use

of thermo-cautery puncture, permanent perineal drainage, Mc.,.l s

suprapubic partial operation, section of the vas, &c. have been all finally

abandoned for prostatectomy in every case where the disease is progressing

and causing mechanical obstruction to the emptying of the bladder.

Age is no barrier to the operation, which has been often successfully

performed on patients beyond 90 years of age.
, u , i,„pn

After as complete a state of bladder asepsis as is possible has been

obtained by irrigation, the administration of antiseptic drugs and, when

mu-h purulent cystitis has been present, by suprapubic drainage ot .he

bladder, the operation of prostatectomy should be undertaken.

Sin<e the introduction of Freyer's brilliant advance m prostatic surgery

where,.V enormously enlarged prostates may be removed suprapubically

by an operation only extending over a few minutes the perineal route n

this country has been nedected. There cannot, however, be any doubt

about the superior advantages of the perineal operation in "^fcted cases

as practised bv Young of Haltimore, who has rcdu ed »'^<^,
^"[t.^''^>

"^,^
J'^

operation to under 2 per cent.; the reports of the Jch.ns Hopkins Hospital

in ,.jo8 show that q, , onsecutive perineal prostatectomies were performeo

without a single death. Freyer's last statistics published in Drtttsh Medical

Journal of February i, igiQ. of the suprapubic operation sl-.owed m Ins

skilled hands a mortality of 3 per cent, in the last 200 cases. It seems

probable that bv a careful adaptation of each method to individual cases

the mortality of prostatectomy in skilled hands should fall below .
per

cent, when malignant cases are excluded.
, f 11

The suprapubic method is undoubtedly the best for the removal ot all

large prostate.s bulging into the biadder^ and the perineal operation for

smaller fibroid enlargements which project downwards, and in which tl e

sheath and prostatic capsule are fused together. Mahgnant enhirgements

are more completely removed by the lower operation. The drainage is

km ]i
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\\

complete, the urethra is not torn, sexual powei is seldom destroyed, and

the patient may be permitted to leave his bed for a couch in the open air in

24 o- 48 hours after operation. It is, however, agreed on by al! authorities

that perineal prostatectomy should only be undertaken by the skilled and

experienced surgeon, being a difficult and complicated operation.

Freyer's suprapubic operation consists in opening the freshly irrigated

bladder above the puhes iiy a small incision capable of admitting the

forefinger; the mucous membrane over the projecting tumour is torn

througii h\ the finger-nail or a blunt-pointed scissors so as to admit the

entrance of tlie forefinger between the capsule of tlie prostate and tlic

sheath formed by tlie prolongation of tlie recto-vesi( il fascia. Hy insertinu

a couple of fingers of the other hand into the rectum so as to make the

tumour project farther into the bladder the enlarged gland is shelled out

en hliii or in two pieces, the enucleation lieing commenced at the sides and

terminated dose to the pubes as the prostatic urethra is torn across at the

junction with the membraneous portion of the tube. The enucleated

gland is next delivered by the finger, scoop or forceps through the stretched

suprapubic opening and the bladder irrigated by a stream of hot sterile

saline solution. .\ rubber tube of large calibre is then inserted tlirougli

the skin wound into the bladder opening and ( onnected with a .uction

appa. ..Lds, or the wound is covered up by several thick layers of absorbent

cellulose wadding which are to be removed at two-hourly intervals to

minimise the excoriation of the skin caused by the urine continually

welling up through the tube and trickling over the surf.: c. The tube is

removed from the 4th to the 7th day, a.nd some surgeons drain the bladder

by a catheter left in siiii for 14 days to expedite the healing of the wound.

The patient in about two to three weeks commences to pass urine by the

urethra and the bladder wound is sometimes completely healed in about

a month, though a pin-hole opening may remain for a much longer

period.

It is needless to say that before tearing through the mucous membrane
a careful exploration of the bladder should be made by the finger for the

discovery of a calculus or phosphatic debris, whicli should be extracted

before attempting enucleation of the prostate when the suprapubic

o[)eration is selected.

In feeble patients, especially if there be renal insufficiency, and in

emergency prostatectomies it is preferable to perform the operation al

two stages, the l;ladder being opened and drained through a small supra-

pubic incision under local ansesthesia; after the patient has regaineil a

further degree of strengtii and the renal functions have become re-es-

tai)lished. a general anaslhetic or spinal anicsilu;sia being selected, the

etuK leation can more safely be proceeded with i)y enlarging the bladder

WsjiijU:1. oome surgeon- advocate spinal anesthesia in every case where

severe l.roncliitic or heart tiouble increases the risk of ( hloroform or ether

nar( osi^.

Mahf^naul disease of the j^rostate is much more coniUKjn than has been

hitherto rei ognised; once the stony hardness so characteristic of the disease

MUM
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has been detected there should he no time lost in waiting tor further

developments. The best operative procedure is the auovc-mentioned

perineal method of removing the diseased gb.nd. In moperablc cases

much relief may be ohuined by drainage o^ ' ' bladdei through a supra-

pubic incision and frequent flushing out oi i.ie vesical cavity by mild

antiseptics. Cases formerly reuardcd as outside the pale of operation

i,ave been successfully dealt with by Youn-. who removes the entire

prostate and seminal vesicles with the portion of the bladder below the

ureters, afterwards suturing the membraneous urethra to the remaining

part of the bladder wall.

PRURIGO.

Much confusion still exists regarding the recognition and nomenc ature

of this affection, which, acording to Crockerand Comby,startsas a liruon

urticatus or a papulose urticaria, but afterwards a. the wheals disapp •"

nothing is left but an intense pruritus accompanied by a papular erup -n.

The sesere form of the disease known as Hebra's Prurigo or I rurtgo /. ...

is generally fatal, being little influenced by treatmt nt; the common type-

Pr^ungo /«tft'5-though seldom capable of permanent cure, can be so alle-

viated by suitable treatment as to cause little distress. The term Prurigo

senilis should be confined to cases of phtheiriasis, the treatment ot

which consists in absolute cleanliness as described in the article on

^
The" treatment of prurigo mitis should include ever)- agent capable of

improving the general hygiene and raising the standard of health and the

body nutrition Cod-Liver Oil is decidedly beneficial. A host of internal

drugs has been recommended. Amongst these Arsenic, Phosphorus,

Iron, Ouinine and Thyroid Extract have been advocated; each of the.se,

whilst^pparently beneficial in some cases, aggravates the condition in

others Of drugs administered with a view of alleviating the intense

itching Cannabis Indica, Antipyrine, Carbolic Acid and Pilocarpme have

often proved of considerable value. The writer has often succeeded in

the early stages of the disease in subduing the pruritus by sh.r.t courses of

Calcium Chloride in 30-gr. doses. .•..•„„(
Local treatment is of more importance than the administration of

dru.^s,and, if carried out with patience and perseverance, the disease may

be kept in check in the worst cases, and even in severe cases may be ulti-

mately banished. In children the management and removal of the disease

are, for the most part, not so difficult.
„„ju;„n

Scratching should be avoided as far as this is possible since the condition

is greatly Aggravated by the dermatitis caused by the finger-nails^

Children should have woollen or cotton gloves tied on at the wr.s.^

before going to bed. Variations of temperature should be guarded

^T^m baths should be given frequently, and these may be made

alkaline by adding about half a pound of Bicarbonate .f Soda to a large

bartih^ of water, or Soft Soap may be used when the skin is much infiltrated.
*tir
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the object being to get rid of the increased growth of superficial cutaneous

cells which have become dry and dead. After each warm bath, and as

much gentle friction as will, without increasing the irritation, cause the

removal of the loose layers of the cuticle, the patient's body should be

dried , and an animal fat should be thoroughly rubbed m. If this be earned

out every night for a considerable period, it is sometimes surprismg how

soon the prurigo will show signs of yielding. Lard, Cod-Liver Oil and

Lanoline are the best substances for inunction. The latter is preferable

if the patient can get over its disagreeable stickiness. Cod-Liver Oil is

valuable, but its disagreeable odour, which increases after it has become

mixed up with the dried scales on the surface of the body, is a great

barrier to its use, but in the case of children it certainly is the best remedy.

Naphthol in the form of an ointment (i to 20) is recommended by Kaposi

;

it may be rubbed in after the alkaline bath.

After the skin has been brought into a more healthy condition the

animal fats mav be replaced bv an anointing oil consisting of 19 parts of

Olive or Almond Oil and i of Oil of Cade, and with this treatment general

massage may be advantageously combined.

Whilst the bath and inunction methods are being carried out the

patient may be provided with a lotion or ointment for application to any

part which is hypersensitive; any of the formulae in the article following

mav be employed for this purpose. As a rule opiates should net be

employed for the relief of insomnia. This is best treated by prolonged

immersion in a warm weakly alkaline bath. Any eczema or dermatitis

caused by the trauma of scratching should be treated by weak antiseptic

ointments. An occasional sponging over with i in 40 Carbohc lotion

prevents secondary infection of the skin and relieves itching.

PBUnrrus.

Accepting the term " pruritus " as a sensation of continual itcliing,

without the presence of the papules characteristic of prurigo or of any other

visible cause, the first step in its treatment will be to remove any blood

condition which may be irritating the peripheries ot the cutaneous nerves.

Diabetes, gout, Bright's disease, jaundice, dyspepsia and other ailments

may be the direct cause and will afford the true indications for correct

treatment. Local sources of irritation must, howe\ er, not be overlooked,

and a search should be diligently made (or minute fissures or cracks in the

skin, scabies, pcdiculi, ringworm, and the possibility of the pruritus being

the result of certain dycstufTs in the clothing next the .skin must not be

forgotten. In the local varieties of pruritus there is always a local cause

to be found if rigid search be made. In other cases the pruritus appears

to depend upon a neurosis, and must be met by remedies which will tend

to depress or blunt the exalted sensibility of the fine nerve endings in the

skin as Bromide of Sodium in large iloses. Cannabis Indica, Carbolic Acid

(3 grs.), Ichthyol (10 grs.), Antipyrine (10 grs.), 1 »u lure of GeWmium

(10 min's.), Pilocariiinc (i gr.). Atropine, Digitalis and Krgot.
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The following may be found useful:

B. Ext. Cannab. Ind. gr. J.

Acid. CarboHci gr. iss.

793

Cocain. Hydr. gr.

Ext. Gelscmii ry. .
Misce.

Fiat pit. Talcs xxiv. St. unam omni node.

Excellent results have been obtained by Shoemaker in cases character-

ised by anx-mia and debility, from Cod-Liver Oil, in daily doses of i to 2

drs., injected into the subcutaneous tissues of the back. At the same

time, and in all cases, electricity and massage may be relied upon to

improve the general condition and afford comfort. Mild local Faradisa-

tion with central galvanism he finds most effective in nervous, prostrated

patients.

Warm or tepid baths are always serviceable, one containing from

I to 2 lbs. Bicarbonate of Soda to 30 gallons water usually affords temporary

relief, and if used before a good half-hour's general massage its effects are

often very marked at bed-time, inducing sleep. Sulphuret of Potassium

has been used, though the writer has generally found it to aggravate

matters, owing to the very common traumatic eczema induced by previous

scratching. Nearly every one of the numerous sedative baths used in

the [)ractice of skin therapeutics affords more or less relief from the

sensation of itchiness. The starch bath is a favourite, and after coming

out of It the skin may be dusted over with the dry powder, mixed with

4 to 5 per cent. Salicylic Acid.

In many cases the careful employnient of a soft hair-brush when

in the bath in order to remove dead epithelial scales i.^ followed by

relief.

Menthol is one of the most reliable drugs for local use. It may be

dissolved in oil or spirit; Saaifeld dissolved } dr. in i \ oz. of pure spirit of

wine, and this may be painted over the affected region in the same way

as the writer has bru^hed on the Oleum Mentha- Piperita- with a camel's-

hair brush. The menthol (one may be rubbed on the ^l\n, after moist

ening the latter with spirit. 2 drs. ot Mentliol rubbed up with i oz.

Olive Oil and i dr. Chloroform may be made into an ointmcnl with 24 oz.

Lanoline, but in order to influence a large tract of skin a solution of i in 50

of ohve oil should be employed. The H.P.C. Liniment onsisting of

Menthol 3, Chloroform 4, Olive Oil to i6, may be brushed over the skin in

localised aretxs.

Cocaine has been extensively employed, hut should only be relied upon,

even in localised ji^uritus, as a temporary agent. Porritt u>es a rone of

cacao butter impregnated with 3 per ( ent. of ( 01 aine. As this is rubbed

over the irritating patch the warmth of the skin melts the butter,

which forms a soothing, emoiliint sliiiid <'\»i lti«- iiiilabie nervi

endings.

'1
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The following is an elegant and valuable formula where the itching is bad

at night:

B. CocaincB Purif. gr. iv.

Hydrargyri Ammon. Chloridi gr. xv.

Zinci Oxidi 3j.

Vaselini Albi 3x. Miscc.

Fiat Unguenttim.

Carbolic Acid is often useful. A i in 60 loti<v , aay be sponged over the

skin at night, or carbolic oil (i in 20) may be smeared over the body at

bed-time, or any firm ointment may be employed. Lanoline, which alone

is an excellent sedative in pruritus senilis, may be coriibined with the

carbolic acid. Creosote is better than carbolic acid, and the following

combination is excellent: Creosote (Beechwood) i dr., Lanoline 2 oz.

Yor Pruritus vulvce Machiavelli recommends the following: Carbonate

of Sodium 25, Eau de Cologne 75, Glycerin 100, Distilled Water 300,

followed in bad cases by compresses soaked in the following: Hydrochloride

of Cocaine j, Alcohol 100, Distilled Water 300, but the free use of cocaine

in the long run always aggravates every form of local pruritus.

Startin\ lotion consists of ij drs. each of Horax and Carbonate of

Ammonia, 1 oz. Glycerin, 3 drs. Dilute Hydrocyanic Acid, and Water to

16 oz. To be diluted with 2 or 4 times as much water before application.

Julien uses the following in pruritus vulvae:

B. Aa il Salicylici 3j-

^inci Oxidi Purif. ^,11j.

Glycerini Amyli Jiij. Misce.

Fiat Unguentum.

Chloretone (i in 200) is a valuable application, but as pruritus of the

vulva is always due either to lot al causes or to glycosuria or dial)ctes, a

careful searcli should be made for tiie < ausal element.

The writer has found that Ungt. Conii alone or mixed will) 10 per c;nt.

Creosote or Carbolic Acid is the best routine. Dry Hismulh Carb. and

Oxide are often most soothing and Zin( Oxide may i)c similarly dusted on.

Pruritus Ani can only be treated after a careful search for and the

removal of the exciting cause as des( ribed under Anus, Pruritus of, on

p. 5°-

Tar, Liquor Carbonis Detergens, Calomel, Camphor, White Precipitate,

Friar's Balsam, Borax, Ciiloral, Corrosive Sublimate, bhthyol, Iodoform,

Naphthol, Petroleum, Bismuth, Nitrate of Silver, Sulphur, Salicylic Acid,

Alum, Zinc Carbonate, Tannin, Lead Salts, Acetic Acid, kv., are examples

of drugs whi( h have been found useful in lotal and general pruritus, and

{(^rm!!!!r m!i.'ht he multiplied to the extent of the present volume. Enough

has been given to show the principles upon which relief of the itching may

be obtained by the use of locul and constitutional iigenu.
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PSOAS ABSCESS.

This may be regarded as practically always of tuberculous origin, the

disease starting in the vertebral column. The treatment of the resulting

abscess has been already described in the article on Caries of the Spine and

the general principles have been discussed under Abscess. For conveni-

ence of reference the operative procedures may be here summarised,

but it must be remembered that a psoas abscess being devoid of the

presence of the ordinary pyogenic organisms in a small percentage of cases

it may, under proper r^st. open-air and antiiuben ulous treatment, slirivel

up or wither without surgical interference. Tliis possibility should ne\ tr

tempt the surgeon to wait till the skin over a pointing abscess bee omcs

involved, as the aim in all procedures must be to prevent tlie sac of the

abscess liecoming infected from without by pus-forming microl)'-s.

The abscess should therefore be incised through healthy skin when

possible, and after tlie evacuation of its contents the sac must be thorougiily

irrigated by a stream of hot normal saline solution, and all semi-solid

caseous products mopped out by sterile gauze, and the cavity '"'led with a

10 per cent, emulsion of Iodoform in glycerin or a lo per cent, solution in

ether. After perm""ing the excess of emulsion to escape, the lips of the

•"ine sutures, and the utmost antisepti' precautions

. of suitable absorbent wool dressings or iodoform

ng provided. It is usual in these cases for refilling

it, however, with pus, but with serum. Repeated

fluid through one angle of the wound will suc» eed in

ini ision are secnr

taken by the a

gauze, no drair

of the sac to oc •

aspiration of thi

causing complete recover)- provided general methods of treatment are

applied at the same time.

In any case. Barker's method should be tried before resorting to drainage.

It consists in opening the abscess by a small incision at its most dependent

part, through which a flushing curette is introduced and the cavity

thoroughly scraped out, the d6bris detached from the walls of the sac being

washed away by the continuous stream of warm saline passing through the

curette; tlie walls of the absce s track are further mopped l)y long strips

of gauze and the wound sealed "o without a drain. It may sometimes i)e

possible by a free incision to re., ab loose carious bone, after which the

sai may l)e filled from the bottom iiy pif ' ing it tightly with gauze to stoj)

all ha-morrhage; when this has been accomplished, after waiting lor some

minutes, the gauze is gently withdrawn, and the walls covered with dry

powdered Iodoform before sealing up the wound, or the cavity having been

paiked with Iodoform gau/e, this is left in silt4 to encourage healing by

granulation.

Some surgeons advocate and carry out a more radical operation by

freely exposing the diseased vertebrae and removing the lamina; and

spinous processes.

Wiien secondary infec tion has already occurred there is no resource

but to f.=jll hii'k r,n drainage, .nnd the surger-n will -•--mctimc- ''<" <i -.mi
>!•!!!•'!

to drain when the ( avity continues to refill though no external organisms

have been admitted.

V
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A marked advance has been nade by Beck's method of dfealing with

old sinuses and long sinuous tracks, which consists in injecting a paste of

Bismuth liquefied by heat (Bismuth Subnitrate 6, Soft Paraffin i, White

Wax I , and White VaseUn 12). This of the consistence of cream should be

forcibly injected into the sac so a-s to fill up all sinuses and pouches con-

nected with them, and the injections should be continued every second day

till healing is accom; lis' "A. It must be tioticed tiiat this paste is un-

suitable for injection -"to the abscess cavity in the absence of sinuses, when

the wound is to bv icaied up, as after the use of iodoform emulsion.

The after-treatment of psoas absces-^ must be conducted upon the

generally recognised principles of dealing with every other form of localised

tuberculous lesion. In some cases Vaccine treatment has been proved

serviceable. When urgent symptoms due to psoas abscess have disap-

peared it may be advisable to pre\ -jnt spinal deformity by the introduction

of an Albce's Hone Graft. This acts as an inter-.al splint; and when the

patient begins to go about, prevents the undoubted tendency to recurrence

of signs and symptoms of the caries and abscess.

PSORIASIS.

Of the two methods of treating this obstinate affection—the constitu-

tional and the local—the whole trend of opinicn is towards the recognition

of the importance of the latter. Though no investigator has succeeded in

isolating a specific microbe, the belief in the existence of such is becoming

general. However, some authorities still regard psoriasis as evidence of a

gouty or scrofulous diathesis, and recommend treatment accordingly, but

as a rule such drugging, based as it is upon a wrong hypothesis, only leads

to disappointment and mischief. Diet should be such as will be best

calculated to maintain a perfect standard of health, and the fancy dietaries

insisted upon by .some specialists are as useless as they arc irksome to the

patient. It is nevertheless a good practice to alter the patient's diet

periodically, and a few months' ( ourse of vegeUrianism is often most

l)eneficial in those who eat too much animal food. Several authorilie,',

in rcicnt years maintain that excess of proteins is an important fudor

in tiie disease, since nitrogen retention is always marked, especially

wlien the eruption is extensive; wood results often follow restriction of

the intake of nitrogen.

Arsenic is the only drug whicii has any claim to the possession of a specifii

action in chronic i luses. In a< ute severe < ases it should not be employed.

It must be (ommemcd in small doses, say 2 mins, of Fowler's solution,

which should be steadily ini reased till 5, 7, or even 10 mins. are given

three or lour times a day, diluted with water, immediately after or along

witli food. The dniu rnay l)e puslied till the physiological effects are

ni>t.:<'d, and after redness oi irritation of the conjunctiva the do.se may

be diminished or suspended lor a sliort time. This treatment may be

((intinned for many weeks, and slioiild not be stopped upon tiic removal

of llic cruptiiin. The .\siati(|iills,cai h'ontaining ,', to ,*.. ;.'r.. the Litjuor

Soihi Arsenati^ or tlie l,i<iu»r Arsi.i.. i Uydroi hlorici in the same do.ses as
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Fowler's solution may be given. jV gr. of the Arsenate of Iron tfuee or

four times a day may be prestribed in the form of i)ill.

Cacodylates possess no advanuige whatever over Fowler's solution, and

are open to the objection ti.M' they cannot be pushed for long periods;

and tlie newer organic arsenical preparations are more dangerous than the

official liquors. When arsenic has been long administered hyperkeratosis

of the palms and soles may be induced as evidenced by great warty thick-

ening of the skin in tliese regions and pigmentation of the affected spots

of skin, and sometimes peripheral neuritis results.

The much-vaunted Phosphorus is of little use; it is very doubtlul if it

has any influence save by its action as a restorative.

Iodides unquestionably possess remarkable powers over tlie affection

in a small percentage of cases, when given in heroic doses (2 to 4 drs.

daily), but like the following drug their use is entirely cmpi c, and we have

no means of determining beforehand in any given case that improvement

is to be expected.

Thyroid Extract is open to the same objection, and hke iodides its

action is rapid when it acts at all, but it must be administered in doses

which border on the dangerous, and the results are iis evanescent as those

of iodides. The drug may lie combined with arsenic.

Perhaps tiie best routine for internal administration is a combination

of Iodide witii Arsenic as the following:

li. SoJii lodidi sij.

Liqmr. Arsenicalis 3iv.

(.Ayccrini Purif. siss.

Aqiue Camphiira; ad sviij. Miscc.

('ul^iul .",ij. u'r in die ex cyatho viimrio aqutc post cihos.

i'^acli dosp of the above w-U contain .1 dr. of the Iodide, and the total

daily allow nee will fall short of 100 grs.

Turpentine is recommended by Crocker, who gave it in an emulsion or in

capsules till 30 mins. were reached three times a day.

Copaiba, Antim.ony, Salicylates, Colchicum, Carbolic Acid, Creosote or

Tar, Mercury, Sulphur, Alkalies, Cantharides and various diuretics,

purgatives and alteratives have been vaunted, but beyond (orrei ting

some temporary or accidental complication tliey cannot lay ( luim to any

spec ific action. Malcolm Morris has ol)taincd e.st client results from Tartar

I'.metic in the early ^lage and in acute \ arietiesof the disease where arsenic i^

contra-indicated, l>ut tlie drug should onlv be giveti lor a few weeks at most.

Cod- Liver Oil always does some good in llie treatment of the affection m
children, and in lean adult subjects it often appears to assist the action

of arsetuc and other drugs.

Local treatment must be employed assiduously, whether internal

medi< ation lie resorted to or avoided, and ot ail the iiost of drugs applied

to the diseased p.itches none have stood the test of time and experience

Ilk* the following:

flf
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Chrysarobin.—This drug should be employed in every chronic case,

whilst in very acute cases it will be well to wait for a few weeks, keeping the

patient on slightly nauseating doses of Tartarated Antimony or Salicylates

before resorting to vigorous local chrysarobin treatment.

The best routine method of applying the drug is that recommended

by Norman Walker and Graham Little, and now usually followed. The

patient should have a warm bath in which he hes for half an hour till the

skin is thoroughly soaked and the scales softened; by using a hair-brush

or coarse piece of flannel on the thickened patches much dead epithelial

debris may be removed. After drying tlie body, an ointment consisting

of 1 oz. Chrysarobin in fine powder blended with 15 oz. VaseUn should

be rubbed ovir the entire cutaneous surface, the head and neck only being

left alone. It will be observed that this 7 per cent, (or I dr. to the ounce)

ointment is much stronger than the B.P. preparation, which is only of the

strength of i in 25 or 4 per cent.

Walker now uses a 5 percent, ointment, and it will be wise to select this

in all individuals with fine or deUcate skin; he uses it in the same manner

as the stronger preparation— i.e., the ointment is to be well rubbed in over

both the healthy skin and the diseased patches, and a layer of lint covered

with the unguent should be left in contact with each patch and when

practicable fastened by bandaging.

The applications should be made twice daily, and a warm bath taken

every morning before the first inunction. The skin becomes rapidly

stained, and an ervthematous inflammaticn or dermatitis attacks llie

general cutaneous surface, being much less marked over the diseased

patches, which at first present a white or ana-mic appearance. It will

often be necessary to apply a stronger preparation to the patches by apply-

ing it on the lint after tlie general rubbing-in of the weaker ointment. In

the carrying out ot the above plan of attack the patient must take to l)ed

and give himself up entirely to the treatment, owing to the deep staining

of the skin and linen by tlie drug. The fa<e must be carefully protected

bva hnt or hnen iiia.sk, and it is a wi.ie precaution for the patient to we.ir

cotton gloves in order to prevent the chrysarobin being Iransferred b\ tlie

fingers to tlie eye. The above treatment will require at least a fortnight,

and where the erythema is severe the I!. I'. I ngt. Zinc i or a powder ot

Calamina and .Stan h or I'uUer's I'.arth or any bland oil may be applied

over the skin, the pate hes being still treated by the c:hrysarol)in cm lint

till every trace of the disease disappears on the trunk and limbs.

In chronic cases where the thickened patches arc few, large and well

circumscribed, the best proc edure is lo make a hard cerate in the form (il

a .salve-stic k ciinsisliii- or Chrysarobin .^, Wax 2, and l.anolin 5 ;
this may

lie well rubbed in over each patch, which can then be covered with a layer

of Traumaticin or a piece of rubber plaster. A pigment consisting of

I jHtrf "f < hrv'-Jtrnisin dissoKwl in 9 parts nf (hitta I'ercha solution is often

employed. The writer hiis sometimes obtained exc client results by paint-

intj over, alter ttie scales have been removed, very indolent patches with

the powdered 1 hrysarobin reduced to a creamy consistence by rubbing
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with a little water in a mortar j after drying, the patch may be covered

with collodion, traumaticin or rubber plaster. The drug may also be

obtained in the plaster form for application to the skin.

There seems little doubt but that a portion of the chrysarobin rubbed

into the skin is absorbed and aids in the reir^val of other patches of the

disease to which the drug has not been directly applied. When any

alkali has been used in the bath to soften the scales, before the application

of the ointment this should be washed away, otherwise some decomposition

occurs in the chrysarobin.

Of the above two methods of local treatmenv ..hat in which the entire

cutaneous surface (except the face and head) is submitted to the drug is

certainly more efficacious and speedier tha:^ the plan of confining the

application to the diseased patches. The selection of the metliod is

determined by the patient's circumstances—if he can give himself entirely

up to a few weeks' treatment in bed, the inunction should be general, but

if he must continue in his usual avocation the partial method can only be

carried out. Tarry compounds may be tried with advantage in these

cases.

The treatment of psoriasis of the scalp is one of great importance but

also one of much difficulty. Walker maintains that as long as the eruption

is left untreated on the scalp it is certain to again spread over the entire

body. Chrysarobin cannot usually be employed owing to its power of

staining the hair and causing severe irritation about the eyelids and
conjunctiva. It must therefore be treated by other methods, and there is

no use in smearing ointments over the thick crusts amon^ ;t the hair;

these must be first removed by prolonged washing and scrubbing with

Borax or with a solution of Soft Soap in spirit, after which an ointment

(i in 20) of Salicylic Acid may be rubbed in twice daily.

Oil of Cade emulsified with a few minims of fluid extract of Quillaia and
diluted witli an equal bulk of Glycerin of Starch is employed liy Graham
Little. Wliite Fre< ipitute Ointment to which 15 per cent. Litj. Carbonis

is added is another excellent application to tlie scalp.

A radical method is to shave the scalp and apply Sualtield's ointment

(("hrysarobin and Salicylic Acid of each 10 parts, Green Soaj) and Vaselin

of each 25 parts) or a solution of Chrysarobin (i dr. in 1 oz. of equal parts

(, iiloroform and Glycerin.

As substitutes for the application of Chrysarobin, innumerable

compounds have been advocated in the treatment of psoriasis of the

L-ody.

Anthrarohin, a powerful deoxidising agent obtained hy roduiin,"

alizarin, is employed as a 1 in 8 ointment and does not slain.

i'yrogallol (Pyrogallic Acid) is a powerful antisej)tic introduccl !>>

Jarisi h in the form of a i in 8 ointment, but it is a dangerous rt ." Jy;

the writer hits seen slouyhinij follow its iippliratjon in psoriasis, LeruL'allol

is (juite safe but of Uttle us . Mugallol, another ilerivatix e of pyrogallol,

is a most \ aluable drug ; it may be brushed <u er the patrhes niter diluting

it with an cipial bulk ol Acetone. Saligallol is used in the same manner.

<«.***)
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Pyrogallol Oxide (Pyraloxin) and Gallacetophenone, i in 10 ointments,

are also efficacious applications, but it cannot be said that these compounds

are able to hold their own with chrysarobin, and the same may be said of

Eurobin and Lenirobin, which are acetates of chrysarobin and do not

stain.

V^arious antiseptics ha\ e been combined with chrysarobin in the routine

treatment of psoriasis carried out as before described ; the most frequently

employed of these are Salicyhc Acid and compounds of Tar. Unna's

Compound Chrysarobin Ointment consists of Chrysarobin 5, Salicyhc

Acid 2, Ichthyol 5, Vaselin 88. Another very valuable formula of Unna's

is Chrysarobin 10, Sahcylic Acid 5, Birch Tar (Oleum Rusci) 10, Soft

Soap 12-5, and Vaselin 12*5. Tliis latter ointment should not be used as

a general inunction owing to its strength in chrysarobin and soap, but it

may be safely rubbed into isolated patches of the disease. Many derma-

tologists advocate the addition of Sulphur to the tarry ointments especi-

ally for the treatment of the scalp.

Tar Ointment B.P. has been much used formerly, but the Liquor

Carbonis is more cleanly and equally efficacious. It may be used as a

1 in 4 ointment with lanoiine and vaselin. or brushed in its full strength

over tlie patdies and allowed to dry, or used as a i in 10 lotion with spirit

and water and covered over with oiled silk.

Juniper Tar Oil, Huile de Cade or Oleum Cadiimm is a favourite still.

It may be mixed with Ungt. (^etacei (i in 4) or diluted with 2 to 5 times

its volume of Ohve Oil, or made into an ointment by heating it with its

own weight of Yellow Wax. Vidal makes it into a soap with an equal

amount of Glycerole of Starch by adding 5 per cent. Green Soap, which

should be rubbed into the diseased patches at night and washed off in

tlie morning.

Hutchinson's Ointment combines the majority of the most reliable

agents together in one compound

:

B. Chrysarobini gr. x.

Liq. Carbonis D. \^\.

Hydrg. Amman, gr. x.

CreosoH Tf(xx.

Adif>is lienz. 5j- Miscc.

Oleum Fagi Pyroligneum (Beech Tar) and Oleum Kusci Pyroligneuin

(Birch Tar) may be employed as substitutes for the official Pix Carbonis

Pneparata (Coal Tar), from which tlie B.P. Liquor is prepared, and tor

the offiiidi Pix Liquida (Stockholm far) prepared from Scotch Fir.

WluUever ointment or other form of applitation made from any cf the

agents mentioned in the above list is employed, it should only be used

after prolonged soaking of the skin in a warm bath to remove the accumu-

lation of dead epithelial scales. Their removal may be hastened by the

hair-brush with or without the aid of Green Soap, Borax or Sodium
Bicarbonate. The patient after brisk rubbing with a towel to dry tiu-
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skin should remain rolled up in a thin blanket for several minutes till the
cuticle loses its retained moisture, after which the ointment should be
well rubbed in.

The chief cause of failure in the treatment is owing to the cessation ot

the applications before the diseased patches have been entirely eradicated

.

This is even the case when the more radical method of general inunction
by Chrysarobin ointment has been carried out. After the patient begins
to go about his usual work he should be directed to inspect his skin every
day, and all suspicious spots should be rubbed with the salve-stick of
chrysarobin or any of the stronger ointments already mentioned, the
treated patch being bandaged or covered over with rubber plaster or
traumaticin.

There is no end to the formulje recommended for the treatment of
psoriasis, as every known antiseptic or antiparasitic agent has been
vaunted from time to time, and the young physician will be wise who
selects any one remedy and adheres to its use till he becomes a thorough
master of its action, instead of flying from one preparation to another.
By this way alone he will become familiar with the conditions which
indicate an increase or diminution of the strength of the preparation which
he is employing, as in the treatment of chronic eczema, which is vitiated
by the perplexing multiplicity of its unnecessarily complicated formulae.
There remains one other agent to be mentioned ; in former editions of

the present work the use of electricity in the forms of the constant, inter-

rupted and static currents was mentioned; now the high-frequency
current and the X rays are advocated. The latter but for its dangers
would be an ideal treatment for psoriasis of tlie scalp; at present its use
should be confined to very obstinate patches on the body. Radium
emanation has also given good results.

PTYALISM.

Salivation in adults is generally due to the administration of mercury,
iodides or pilocarpine. In children the various forms of stomatitis are
the common causes. In all cases ptyalism or salivation should be regarded
solely as a symptom, and the primary cause searched for and removed,
after which as a rule the amount of secretion and the secondary changes in

the mouth will soon disappear.

In mercurial ptyalism the drug should be temporarily stopped with
promptness. In tiic modern treatment of syphilis salivation is never
aimed at; tiiough the surgeon often pushes mercury to the extent of pro-
ducing a slight spongines.", of the gums, he is content to permit the physio-
logical action of tiie drug to go no farther, and he only allows it to proceed
so far in order to sa.isfy himself that the system has become safely
saturated In- tlif metal. As the first symptom of ptviijjsm mav be the
precursor of u .severe .snhvation it is necessary to stop the adminis-
tr-ition at once, and as the condition of the mouth becomes normal the
drug may be ( ontinucd after a few days in smaller doses.

Severe sali\ ation must be promptly dealt with. The best local applica-
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tion will Lie Chlorate of Potash (i in 40), which should be used as a mouth

wash every hour, after first cleansing the buccal cavity with a weak

Solution of the Permanganate of Potassium. Before and during a course

of mercur>^ the greatest attention should be paid to the state of the gums

and teeth in order to prevent ptyalism. This is most carefully attended

to at Aix, and is one of the details upon which the success of the treatment

there depends.

When in excessive mercurialisation the gums become m'- h swollen and

ulceration has occurred, astringents will be required. ...am (i in 40),

Chloride of Zinc (2 grs. to 1 02.), Tannic Acid (i in 40), Decoction of Oak

Bark, or other vegetable astringents may be used. The overwhelming

foetor may be met by weak solutions of Chlorinated Lime or Soda, or by a

mouth wash consisting of Carbolic Lotion (i in 80) or Iodine (i of weak

tincture in 80), or weak Condy's Fluid. The Glycerin of Borax is a most

efficient local application, but it must be used almost continuously.

Internally, the Chlorate of Potassium may be given with advantage,

and if combined with a Mineral Acid or Iron preparation containing a

free acid, a better effect will be obtained.

Stimulants may be needed in bad cases, and only liquids or pulpy food

can be permitted.

Though the amount of the salivary secretion can be checked by the

local use or by the administration of Atropine, Belladonna, Hyoscine or

Opium, it is most undesirable to proceed upon this routine, since 'e

salivation is an effort on the part of nature to eliminate the poison. But

when ptyalism is evidently the result some local reflex^as an ulcer of

the mucosa, such a plan may be sometimes safely resorted to. There is,

however, no such objection to astringent applications, which increase the

tone of the mucous membrane and prevent breaking down of the gum

tissue.

Iodides have sometimes proved useful, but occasionally they have been

()l)served to seriously aggravate the condition, and they should not be

resorted to till the mercury has been suspended for several days.

Bromides combined with small doses of Belladonna are suitable in the

ptyalism which sometimes is tissociated with pregnancy.

The ptyalism caused by stomatitis must be met by the use of the agents

indicated for the primary disease, as described in the article on Stomatitis

and Pyoriluea.

The opposite condition—Dry-mouth or Xerostomia— is best met by the

frequent use of Glycerin; the local use of Pilocarpine may induce marked

swelling of the parotid glands.

PUERPERAL CONVULSIONS.'

'iiic Ueatnuiil ul eciaiiiusia oi puerperal convulsions should whene\er

possible be begun in the pre-edaniptic stage, and should be directed to the

prevention of this very dangerous comphcation of midwifery. It is

seldom that the fits come on without warning in a patient who has been

pre\ iously in good health, and the practitioner who is on the lookout and
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warns his pregnant patients to be on the lookout for the symptoms of
toxaemia of pregnancy—headache, disturbance of vision and cedema—
especially if he makes a point of periodically examining their urine, will

have no reason to consider his precautions a waste of energy if he is able
to avert by suitable treatment an attack of this justly dreaded affection
—threatening to the life of mother and child alike. The treatment of this

pre-eclamptic condition is dealt with under Pregnancy, Disorders of—
Toxiemia of Pregnancy. It may be summed up here as strict confinement
to bed, milk diet and saline purges. When the toxicmic symptoms are
very prominent, or when the treatment indicated fails to relieve them,
I have seen ex iUent results after complete starvation for a few days,
the patient being kept in bed, her bowels induced to act freely, and
copious draughts of water given. After a few days of this regimen the
urine often clears up and milk diet may be again begun.

Before actual convulsions have set in it is not uncommon to see pro-
dromal symptoms, which are a warning of imminent danger. The most
common of these are—violent, headache, sudden loss of sight, pain in the
epigastrium, often s.' severe as to lead to suspicion of a ruptured viscus or
some similar abdominal catastrophe. When such symptoms are noted
in a pregnant woman, a sample of the urine should be obtained at once,
and if albumin be found present, as is usually the case, energetic measures
should be taken without delay. These measures sliould have for their

object the rapid elimination of the toxins which are causing the symptoms
and are soon to cause even more serious ones. The patient should be
put to l)ed, and warmth to the skin by blankets und hot-water bottles
applied. It is probably a mistake to induce profuse sweating, as elimina-
tion of the toxins is not effected throujjh tli'; skin, and excessive loss of
fluid in this way will only tend to increase their concentration in the blood.
At the same time there is a pretty general c n^^ent that external cold tends
to increase the incidence of eclampsia, and it would the- efore seem rational
to apply external warmth with a view of preventing it. If the symptoms
are severe it is wise to wash out the stomach either with the tube and
plenty of warm water, or if that is not available by giving an emetic such
as mustard and water in cuiantity, or by (giving large draughts of water and
tickling the fauces. When the stomach lias been washed out, a purgative
should be administered, and it does not matter mudi wiiat purgative so
long as it is sure to be effectual. Croton Oil (2 mins. rubbed up in a pat of

butter) li:<s a considerable vogue, but if that is not at hand an ounce of
fastor {' 1, with a few drops of brandy to disguise the flavour, or J ounce
of Kpsom Salt dissolved in lemonade may be given. If the stomai b-tube
has been used, the purgative may be poured down before it is withdrawn
and allowed to remain in the stomach. Having thus attended to the upper
cml oi liic intestinal tract, trie lower end of 't is next attai ked, and repeated
enemata of water, in whii h a drachm to ihe pint of Sod. Bicarb, has been
dissolved, are administered. The usual result is to l)ring away a con-
siderable quantity of scybala, and the lavage should be continued until

a free ;'i lion of tlie bowel i.^ obtained. If the .symptoms are Jiute it i-^

#ilw%¥
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advisable to leave J dr. of Chlora' n solution ir tiie rectum. Hefore

tucking up the patient after these eueigeti proietkif - .' linseed poultice

may be applied over her loins for the purpose oi yncu'ir •. ;ing tLc kidneys

to act. Food, including milk, should be interdicted, 'ut she may be

encouraged to drink freely of plain water, or home-made lemonade with a

tcaspoonful of cream of tartar to the pint. If the symptoms subside

under this treatment, and the urine increases in quantity with diminution

in the amount of albumin, the patient may be put on milk diet and
treated as for Toxiemia of Pregnancy {q.v.). If labour comes o it

usuall}- terminates rapidly, but if the second stage is slow the forct.

may be applied as soon as the os is dilated. If the sv mplom ^ grow worse

in spite of treatment, the onset of convulsi, ns may be regarded as inevii

able, and treatment as for convulsions nic y i--> commenced without delay.

If convulsions have already occurred wht n the practitioner first sees

the case, he should carry out the meiisurej just advised

—

stomack lavage

with the administration of a purgative, preferably Croton Oil as the most
potent, rectal lavage, and the application of external vv,rmth. It l^

questional)le whether Chloral /ler rectum should i'e given. \ ac tiiiemative

is a hypodermic oi Morphine (i gr.), which has the advantagi of being

quicker and more certain in its action, it is l.urly certain that the

morphine, especially if it be followed up by J-gr. doses every 2 hours up
to 2 grs., as many authorities recommend, will kill the ( hild, but this is not

a valid objection, as in most cases of severe eclampsia tiie child is stilil)orn

no matter what treatment is adopted. A more serious objection is that

the mor[)hine is not elimmated u\ the disabled condition of the kidneys,

and may produce poisonous eiTerts, slowing the respirations and conducing

to cyanosis and coma. These symptoms may have to be met by arti ; ial

respiration and the .idministralion of ox\ gen, so that I think the j icti-

tioner who has not the resources of a hospital behind him will b( veil

advised not to increase the total dose of morphine abo\e li grs. the

24 hours unless he has skilled ass 1 tame at hand. With this limii-. a

he may safely employ it. The ne.xl que.-' -n that faces him is ii&* lo

deal with the fits as they arise. Practical '^.c only thing that can !"

done is to treat each fit as an epileptic fit, have a piece of stick or

wrapped arouna with linen to place beUv, en the teeth as th-- lit

on in order to prevent the patient l.)iting iier mguc. -ee that ail i

are loose at the neck, and lake care that she . mnnt jure herself i

clonic contractions. Chloroform lias l^een recommen led, but r

I think, be unhesitatingly condemned, unle-s as administered b

the fits for some procedure, such as passing the stom:: h-tube. Th*
mortem in fatal cases shows a condition of the liver identical wit

found in acid intoxication. ,ind a precise!,- similar condition is fou: 1 i

rasps nf delayed ciilvroforni-poisoning. Full chLruIorn; anie:.ihe.:;; u
therefore inadmissible on account of the danger of prodf ing or assisting

in a degeneration of the liver which will lead directl) j a fata! result.

The partial chloroform an.isthesia often recfnmiended, which jiiiists in

clapping on the mask at llie beginning of a paroxysm, is usei' ior 'he

jines
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which
s not

, half

effcf t in limitin;_ the du ion ot

witnessi* the on>'t of repeated

thetised vv;th chl 'form for the

^n full surLioal ana-^thesia is not

reason that th<> initi, I stage of the fi' consists of a to! spasm
the ruspiratory muscles share, so t it the chlorofon 1 \apo^

inspired, and therefore cannot In ah /rbcd until the ,^ ah
over. It is therefore praclicall; .vith('

the seizure. 1 may say that 1 hav

c()n\ulsions in a patient lo wa> an.

performance of an operation, so that

always capable of inhibit; : them.

The method recommenued by Sruijanoft (\e been so successful over

.1 long -eries ot cases liat I add his own summarx of his procedure:

r. A . oidance of al! < xternal irritation. Room to be kept quiet and
dark: all examination linii' d to what absolutely necessary. All

mani|)ulations, catheterisatio; rectal iniections, hypodermi' setc, to be

earned out inder slifzht iiloroiorm anajs'hesia (15 t.^ 30 m ^.).

2. Control of fits f)v morphine and chloral hydrat given > follows:

I St I ur: Mr.rphine(|^pr.)hyj (dermic.

2nd iour- 'iiloralTlydrate (_^o ers.) by mi

3rd liour 'orphini {', lv.) hypudefmir.

7th h>' < hiural (30 j:^.).

13th iiv :<:: C! oral (2 ^ ^rs.).

2ist noi- Chloral (25 - -V

H or rect

ed.

-it.)! «rocc

iL lose

at

nd throat; pure

rectum; digit.

;s till propnet'

ugh it is true

^t-partum as a.

ian ihat whi

' is lun;: !ed,aii-

^. Lai)our is ssist'-d, but not to;

4. W'ar'hing and muiatme '

(r) Respirati-i . Posture:

air; Nvi.'en after his.

(2 ni Milk and saline inur

weal- e.

(3) kidneys ^hin.—Warmth .ind .-.ilini infu-

Ajiother •• " inch thepractiti- ner will const':

•ndtiitay Li rapidly emptytni^ tae uterm. \.

Li ' juitc as sever a form intra- ot

i
,irti • the expcrien' e of ^lost oiistti

tits O' =ab(iur they usually ceas as soon as

1 e, the e'. idence would be in favour of ' lie empi\ . ,;,' of the

nil In deciding this point we must recollect that labour

onii arly every case of eclampsia of its own accord, and that it

i'.sual esses rapidly, so that a wait of a very few hours 1 ertain

mo to put us in possession of an\- 'tierapeutic advant _e th 't

comj )n of labour confers. We hav( consider further tiiei

it ire iu.i in an accouchement force— 1, acion of the cer\ i\ wuti
e.it probability of sepsis, to which eclamj); patients fall an easy prey,
id in anv case a considerable amount of shjck. The interests of the

atient will best, in my opinion, be consulted by confining interference to

the application of forceps when tlie os is fully dilated if delivery is slow.

I ha\ c come to this conclusion after an experience which includes all the

methods of rapidly emptying the uterus, such as Cesarean section,

"Ifit-

J
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accouchement forc6, "nd the use of Bossi's dilator. I am now satisfied

that if the modem methods of elimination are faithfully carried out the
patient's chance of recovery is quite as good undelivered as delivered, and
there is nothing to be gained by taking the risk unavoidable in an attempt
to deliver before labour has set in.

It is at least possible that the improvement sometimes following
artificial delivery or other operative procedures is partly due to the
coincident loss of blood. Bleeding was formerly a routine method of
procedure, and it seems to be indicated when the patient is plethoric ani
cyanotic. The vein at th*' bend of the elbow or one of the veins on the
back of the hand may be opened and 12 to 2-^ oz. of blood taker.
The principle of saline transfusion for the purpose of increasing the

volume of fluid in the circulation and so both diluting the toxins and
stimulating excretion by the kidneys is almost universally admitted to
be sound. The only drawback alleged to its use is the possibility of
encouraging the onset of pulmonary oedema. So long as large volumes
of fluid arc not rapidly added to the blood this danger is probably a
negligible one The technique of saline transfusion is fully described
under Shock and Collapse and Operations. Treatment of. It is sufficient

to say here that the most satisfactory method in eclampsia is to use the
submammar>- method. The breast should be lifted up and the needle
thrust in at the lower margin of the gland into the loose submamnar>'
ti.ssue to avoid the risk of producing abscess or gangrene of the ^iand.
.\ pint to a pint and a half should be injected, and the same quantity
may be given again at the end of 2 hours. Xormal .Saline solution
(drachm of common salt to the pint) is commonly used, but some authori-
ties recommend a solution of sodium bicarbonate (drachm to the pint)
with the object of combating the acid intoxication.

In the worst cases, in spite of all forms of treatment and in spite of
deliver)' being completed, the patient grows steadily worse, and finally

sinks into a state of coma vi hich ultimately ends in death. In cases of this

kind it is proposed to attempt to resuscitate the kidney functions by the
operation of decapsulatit, •. The kidney is exposed, but need not be
raised from its bed. It is steadied by grasping the t apsulc with tootiicd

forceps, and an incision is then made through the capsule with knife or
scissors. The finger is then introduced through the in( ision and sweeps
round between the capsule and kidney substance the two l)eing very
easily separated. The wound is then sutured with a small gauze or tube
drain. The operation is neither severe nor difiicult. and n view of the
numerous good results whi( h have been reiorded it seems worth while
to give it a trial when delivery lias taken place and other treatment is of
no avail to control the condition.

Veratrone has been highly recommended, hut should be used with
caution, as the drug is a dangerous one.

Tweedv has pointed out that many fatal cases die of suffocation durinK
a m. He urges the importanie ol skilie<j assistance being at hand, and
advises that when symptoms of suffocation arc noted the patient should
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be seized by one ami and by the hair of the head and dragged across the

bed, the body being turned over, so tliat she is thrown on her face with the

head over the edge of the bed. He says that this manoeuvre is followed

by the discharge of a quantity of hloiuly mucus and fluid from the mouth

and nose, and claims that patients may in this way he saved from

imminent danger of suffocation. lie also deprecates very strongly ttie

giving of anv food, including milk, until convalescence is well estahlisncd.

R.j.J.

PUERPERAL FEVER.

Prophylaxis.—The obstetrician should realise that in every case of

normal 'abour an attendant who does not understand 1 will not trouble

to carry out the principles of antiseptic midwifery is a further element of

danger added to the ordinary risks of childbirth. It may not be out of

place to say here that this fact is already recogniseri ,jy many of the laity,

and is bound to be recognised more and more as scientific education

spreads. The midwife in England must now by law be ut least possessed

of the necessaries for carrying out her ofTice under antiseptc conditions,

and for the sake of his professional reputation, if for no higher reason,

it is incumbent on the practitioner not to leave it in the power of anyone

to say that in any case of confinement a sinule precaution whii h he ought

to have taken was rwt taken. I am far from suggesting that every case

of puerperal sepsis is to be laid at the door of the attendant. Infection

is a matter not only of the seed, but of the soil where it is sown, and I grant

at once that virulent septicemia or peritonitis may arise in a case where

everv possible precaution was observed, and that, on theother hand. apatient

exposed to all the dangers of examination or of instrumental delivery in

the absence of any attempt at asepsis may ne\ er develop a bad symptom.

But the.se cases are the exception, and not the .ulc. and it is as illogical

to doubt the value of asepsis because of theone as it is dangerous to presume

on account of the other. Experience shows that while it is impossil)lc to

conduct a confinement under absolutely sterile conditions, the precautions

which can and should be taken redu( c the number of pathogenic microbes

in the field of operations to such a point that the resistance to infect ion of

a normal woman is able to prevent them from obtaining either a lo( al

or a constitutional mastery over her tissues. .\n increased dose of

microbes or a diminislied resistance leads eiiually to infection, but this

fact should only make us the more /,ealou> tn insure by antiseptic methods

that the bacteria available for the attack shall be redut ed to the numbers

of a forlorn hope instead of being sutTere<l to remain masserl as an in\ ading

army on the patient's genitals and on the examining finger.

The precautions whii h should be olpser\e<l have been already detailed

at length under the heading of Labour (^r.?.). and it is unnecessary to repeat

them here. It will be suHicient to emphasise the f<illtuv ing warnings:

He sure to see that the patient's vulva and perineum have lieen thoroughly

washed an<l disinfei led before making a vaginal examination or intro-

du(ing instruments. IJoiled India riiblier giovi's niiisi be worn lor any

vaginal examination or manipulation if the hands are chopped, rough

^I'M'
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or abraded, or have recently been exposed to contamination by septic
material—e.^., pus or feces—as under such circumstances it is impossible
to sterilise the skin. No one, whether doctor or nurse, should have any
thing to do with a woman in labour while suffering from an active infection
on the hands, such o^ a pimple, suppurating wound or sentic finger. Make
as few vaginal examinations as possible. Do not hasten the third stage
by kneading or massaging the uterus, and wait at least an hour before
attempting manual removal of a placenta which has not left the uterus.

In regard to prophylactic doiuhitig, whirli is sometimes advocated,
statistics do not show any ver>- marked in.,jrovcmcnt from its use, and
the opinion of the best authorities is that in normal cases it is unnecessary
and probably harmful, except after such operations as manual removal
of a placenta, or v.hen the liq. amnii is stinking and probably infected in

a prolonged labour.

In giving an intra-utitine douche the patient should be on her back
across the bed, with the hips over the edge and a mackintosh below them
to Sd.\t the mattress from being soaked. A double-current uterine tube
should be used—either Budii s, liozemann's or, what I find best of all,

Gibson's. The tube should be a lart;e size, at least \ inch in diameter, and
the douche receptacle should be raised onjy 2 or 3 feet above the patient,
so that a plentiful stream of fluid is delivered without much force. At
least 4 tiuarts at a temperature of 105° F. should be used, an(i the best
solution is one of common salt (drachm to the pint). If an antiseptic is

used it should be very dilute (i in 10,000 Penhloride or Hiniodide, or
drachm to the pint Lysol or Creolin). It is well to keep a hand on the
fundus, lest the uterus should dilate suddenly, and after the douche has
been given the uterus should be examined to make sure that it is well
contracted and that no solution is retained in it; it should then be pushfd
down into th<- i)elvis so as to expel the fluid from the vagina

If the patient has a purulent vaginal dis( harge a vaginal douche should
be given before delivery, and should be repeated twice a day after delivery.
Tare should be token that the vulva is wasiied clear of lochia with antiseptic
lotion night and morning in all cases, and oftener if anv laceration of the
perineum or vauina has occurred (see under i'erincum, Rupture of).

Treatment.—l\tmy distinct lines of treatment i!a\e been advocated in
puerperal fever, ranf,'ing from a policy of absolute non-intervention to
the recommendatioi. of such heroic operative measures as ligature of the
pelvic veins and even ( omplete hystcrei tomy. The di(li( ulty in deciding
iH'tween the rival < laims of different methods jirs to n large extent in the
very (loulitful and uncertain prognosis in many given ciises of puerperal
infection. Kvcry obstetrician of exjK-ritnce ( an recall |)atients desperately
ill who recovered, and cases seiiningly mild whi( h went >tea(lily from bad
to worse, the event in neither being much influenced apparently by the
treatment adopted. Such experiences as these lead one to con.^ iderable
scepticism with regard to the results publishinl from time to time in favour
of any particular method.
The practitioner should first exclude general or systemic diseases ntcom-
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panied by fever as possible causes for the rise of temperature. He should

make sure thathehas not to deal withamastitisorphlebitis, and ifabdominal

pain be present he should exclude pyelitis, appendicitis and torsion of an

ovarian cyst. When he has satisfied himself that the rise of temperature

is due to a uterine condition, he should keep clearly before his mind the

possibilities. The fever may be due to septic absorption, and this may be

from lochia retained either in the vagina or in a ute'us which has become
acutely anteflexed or, less commonly, retroflexed. In such a case the

symptoms usually arise in the first week, commonly about the fourth day.

The lochial discharge becomes scanty or disappears, and if the uterus is at

fault the fundus, which could be felt a day before well up in the alidomen,

has become lost to the touch or is felt just behind the pubes. In these

cases the rise of temperature and pulse-rate is slow and not very marked,

and the gsneral symptoms are comparatively slight, unless the case has

been allowed to run on for some time without being diagnosed or treated.

A vaginal examination discloses the presence of a pool of foetid lochia in

the vagina or the kink in the uterus. It may be said here that in

examining or giving local treatment to any case of puerperal fever the

practitioner should always wear boiled rubber gloves, unless he is prepared

to give up attendance on all other midwifery cases until the septic patient

is out of his hands. These are the cases which are often cured by a smart

purue, especially if the patient is encouraged to sit up for the movement of

the bowels. They are always cured by a hot (110° F.) douche of saline or

very weak antiseptic solution, vaginal or intra-uterine as the case may
be. To prevent recurrence of the symptoms the patient should be

encouraged to sit up in bed. A mixture containing is-min. doses of

Ext. Ergot. Liq. and i to 2 grs. of Quinine may be given three times a

day to promote involution and firm contraction of the uterus, and for

the .same purpose a hot vaginal douche may be given night and morning.

In other cases septic absorption is going on from fragments of decom-
posing placenta, membrane or retained blood-clot. Here the lochia are

copious, very foul and often blood-stained. The samo methods of treat-

ment may be adopted as for retained lochia, but in addition it is wise to

explore the uterus with the fingers and to peel off the wall any adherent

fragments of placenta whi( h can In distinguished. The curette may be

used to remove fragments which arc firmly adherent. It sliould be

remembered that the placental site is uK\.iys rough and shaggy, and it is

better to err on the side of cautiim. The intrauterine manipulation

sliould be followed by a copious hit inlra-utcrinc douihc of 1 in 10,000

Perciiloride or Hiniodiijc, draibni to tiie pint Lysol or Ocolin, or drai lim

to the pint common salt. It is rtiommended to pack the uterus in these

(ases with iodoform g.iuze wrung out of 70 per cent, alcohol or Hydrogen
Peroxide solution (10 vols.). Tbc cervix for this purpose is seized with

volsella, and tlu; i)a( k is carefully applied with uterine dressing forceps

up to the fundus. It is alhiwed t{i rcmHin for 12 to 24 hours, anii its

removal is followcil by an intra-utrrine dou( he. The douche may 1 e

re|)eated once or twi(e a day as circumstance;- dictate until the tcmpera-

"fii
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ture comes down to normal. Drug treatment may be on the lines of the

Ergot and Quinine mixture mentioned above. If the pulse is rapid and
weak, Tr. Digitalis (IRv.) combined with Tr. Nuc. Vom. (n\x.) should be

given. The diet should be sloppy but nourishing. Milk, egfts, beef tea,

chicken or mutton broth, with arrowroot, cornflour or some other light

and easily digested form of starch.

Again, the septic absorption may be taking place from a puerperal ulcer.

the name given to a sloughing, inflamed or suppurating wound of the

perineum or vulva. This condition is recognised on inspection of the

vulva, which is swollen and inflamed. On separating the labia the

laceration may be seen either covered with an unhealthy slough or with

red and angry-looking granulations. No vaginal examination should be

made, nor should a douche be given for fear of carrying virulent organisms

up to the cervix. Any stitches present should be removed, the wound
should be swabbed with pure carbolic acid, and a light iodoform gauze
pack introduced between its lips. A compress of i in 2,000 perchloride

under oiled silk may be applied to the vulva and perineum. The dressing

should be repeated twice a day until inflammation has subsided and
healthy granulations have sprung up. The perchloride compress may
be nnewed each time the bladder or bowels are moved.

1 e hues of treatment in a case of septic absorption, whether from re-

tained lochia or placenta or from an infected wound of the vulva, are easy

to lay down, and may be followed with all human assurance of success. In

dealing with a septic infection, on the other hand, we are face to face with

one of the most difficult problems in obstetric therapeutics, and too often

the event proves how complete has been our failure to solve it. Nor is

the difficulty confined to cases which from the beginning .show signs of

septic infection. Only too often a case of sepiic absorption is combined
with (ir develops into infection. The headache and slight fever due to

retained lochia are suddenly succeeded by the rigor that marks systemic

infec tion, the staphylococcus or streptococcus is invading the endometrium
or the [)lacental sinuses while a piece of decomposing placenta is inducing

a flow of putrid locliia, or a streptococcal inflammation is making its way
along the vaginal lymphatics to the parametrium before the slough has

disappeared from the surface of a puerperal uh er Rememlirance o' such

facts as these should make the firactitioncr very watc hful for the first signs

of fever. The temperature at night should always l)e taken and re( orded,

and a rise alwve ioo° F. should entail on the part of the attendant at least

an inspection of the vulva and an abdominal examination for evidences of

pelvic or uterine tenderness. The custom of making visits in tlie morning
often leads to a nightly rise of temperatui-e being overlooked until the

condition has become serious enough to produ( e general and continuous

symptoms, and it is remarkable how often in practice one finds on making
inquiry that a patient who is supposed to have taken ill only a few hours

before has had heudai iic, liuiimess, u flush of lieal 01 even a rigor fur a

night or two previously. Had the temperature been taken in these ca.ses,

an early warning would have been iven that all was not well, and muiy
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patients would be saved from a long illness, and not a few from death, if

the earliest symptoms of sepsis were noted and suitable treatment
promptly instituted.

The course and the physical manifestations of infection may vary
considerably. Thus, in the cases already considered under the catejjory

of septic absorption, the onset of infection may be marked liy the occur-

rence of rifjors or there may lie only a progressive rise in the temperature
and pulse-rate, with a coincident change for the worse in the aspect of the

patient. When the case is one of infection from the first, the rise of

temperature is usualb- rapid, and the puis' becomes correspondingly
quickened. Rigors usually occur, but arc not infrequently absent in the

worst cases, in which the temperature also mav be comparativelv low
(lOO° to 102° F.).

The local conditions are also very variable. In very bad cases the
infection may be a systemic one from the beginning, and theremav be little

local disturbance. In others the uterus itself may be inflamed, tender
and flabby, or the connective tissue around it or the peritoneum covering

it may be in\ olved (sec under Pelvic Inflammation). The uterine discharge

may be fanid or sometimes purulent. The fact that it is quite sweet does
not exclude sepsis : if anything, it rather increases the probability that the
infection is of a virulent type. Not uncommonly one result of tne fever
is that the lochia becomes much lessened in amount or ceases altogetiier.

Of the various lines of trtatment that may He followed I shall first

consider the expectant treatment, becau.se in the first place it has a large

and increasing weight of expert opmion in favour of it; secondly, it is pre-

eminently the form of treatment which can be carried out as efficiently

by tl'i' practitioner as Ity the sjjccialist, and as readily in an average
comfortalile home as in a hospital; and. lastly, because, whatever the

result, it least exposes the practitioner to the impiitrtion or to the con-

sciousness that ti)c measures he adopted had only the effect of lessening

his patient's chances, and in so deadly a disease as puerperal infection our
motto should be first and foremost Minime ne uocttere. The rationale of

the treatment is to support the patient's strength and to assist her con-
stitutional resistance in the hope that her tissues will be able to conquer
and kill of! the invading mii ro-org misms. She is to be kept absolutely

at rest in a warm and well-ventilated room. Her strength is sustained

by aiumdani fluid and easily digested nourishment. Milk, warm or cold,

and with or without dilution; eggs raw, whipped or in iistard; milk and
egg puddings made with arrowroot, cornflour or tajiiota; beef tea, beef

juiie, chicken broth, chicken jelly or mutton broth may be given every

a hours, ft is a good plan to draw up a list, marking down some article

of food to l)c given at a specified time, and let the nurse administer it like

medicine.

Stimulants seem to have little effect on the disease, but may be given in

doses of half a glass of champagne or a tabiesponnful of brandy or whiskey
every 4 hours if ihc patient's «p|H'tite seems to be improved or if th«

administration of the dose is followed by refreshing sleep.

11.-^ _
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If pain is a marked symptom a hypodermic of Morphine (J gr.) may be

given, but should be discontinued as soon as possible. A prolonged hot

vaginal douche (iio° to 114° F.) of saline solution should be given night

and morning to induce temporary congestion of the pelvic organs and pro-

mote the flow of lochia. For the same purpose Citric Acid (30 grs. in

solution every 4 hours) may be given, or the patient may be encouraged

to take lemon juice or drink home-made lemonade. She may drink as

much plain water or other bland fluids as she likes, as the fluid assists in

washing the toxins out of the circulation. If the bowels are confined, an

aperient should be given. Often diarrhoea sets in, and should not be

hastily checked, as it is probably due to irritation of the intestines by
poisonous substances excreted into them. If it is causing much irritation

or exhaustion, an attempt may be made to check it by a large enema of

normal saline solution, or, that failing, by a starch and opium enema.

Distension is common. It may be relieved by hot stupes to the abdomen
and by soap-and-water enemata with a drachm of Turpentine in each.

Insomnia may be met by the administration of Sulphonal (20 to 30 grs.)

or Paraldehyde (3j. in Aquas Chlorof. 5ij.). The patient should be

sponged if the temperature rises above 103° F. The onset of rigors

should be met by external warmth and the administration of hot brandy
or whiskey.

The general medicinal measures recommended are Quinine, either alone

or combined with Ergot. The Quinine seems to have a certain amount
of influence on the fever, and the Ergot tends to produce involution of

the uterus, but care should be taken that the drugs do not do harm by
interfering with the patient's appetite. If they do, it is wiser to stop the

administration. When the pulse is over 120, the following mixture may
be given

:

B. Tr. Digitalis 5ij.

Tr. Nucis Vom. .^iiss.

S/)/. .FJhcr. Nit. r,iv.

S/>/. Chlorof. rti).

.Aqua ad .^viij. Misce.

Fiat misttira. Sss. quartis horis ex aqtui.

If the temperature is above 102" F., .Aspirin maybe given in 5-gr. doses

every 4 liours, but it should be remembered tliat tlie profuse perspiration

induced by Spt. .Ether. .\it. and .\spirin may cause some < (iliapsc, and the

practitioner should be on his guard to stop tiie drug on tl>e first warning.

.\gain, meu-sures may l)c taken to supplement or to stimulate the natural

meiluinism by which the body protects itself against infec tion. One of

these me".sures is the injection of antistreptococcic serum, which presumably
contains anti-bodies cap.able of neutralising a certain quantity of the

toxins produced by the streptococcus, the organism causing the vast

majority of severe anil fatal cases of septicaemia. Whether these l)odies

are present in an amount too small to have any effect or whether the
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appropriate bodies are not present at all, the fact remains that the adminis-

tration of antistreptococcic serum is disappointing. If does not cure, as

diphtheria antitoxin, for instance, cures diphtheria, and there is even a

difference of opinion as to whether it has any effect at all on the infection.

I think that I have seen good done by injecting 20 c.c. of the serum under

the skin of the abdominal wall, and repeating the injection at an inter\al

of at least 24 hours. The effect seems most marked, as one would expect,

in mild cases and near the beginning of the illness. In bad cases it is

practically useless. Attempts have been made to improve the condition

by the use of vaccines, but the administration of these must be left to a

specialist, as the possibilities of doing irreparable damage by injecting

during a negative phase of infection render the most skilled supervision

absolutely necessary. It is unlikely that the treatment will ever be of

value in fulminant cases. It appears more likely to be of service when

the infection is subacute, subject to exacerbations with intervals of com-

parative freedom from symptoms, or establishes itself as a lingering

inflammatory condition.

Measures have also been adopted with the view of fostering leucocytosis,

in the hope that increase in the number of leucocytes will be followed by

increase in the amount of phagocytosis. Quinine is credited with the

power of calling forth a leucocytosis, and part of its reputation in cases of

infection may have been earned by this quality. A more direct effect is

produced by the administration of Collargol, either by inunction of a

drachm of Crede's ointment (Collargol 5j., adipis prseparat. l\.) into the

skin of the thigh or axilla daily, or by the injection into a vein of 10 c.c.

of a I or 2 per cent, solution. Nuclein or Nucleinic Acid has been given

by hypodermic injection (i to 2 drs. of a 2 per cent, solution) for the same

purpose. It must be confessed that, though both these drugs produce a

leucocytosis, the effect upon the infection is very doubtful. Another

method is the " abscess of fixation " produced by the injection of a drachm

of Spirit of Turpentine under the skin of the abdomen. It is said that if

an abscess forms the effect on the general condition is favourable, but if

no tissue reaction results a very bad prognosis may be given.

Good results have been reported after the intravenous injection of

Eusol solution in normal saline (i2oc.c.) and also of Chloramine-T solution,

but sufficient data are not in hand to be certain whether this method will

prove to bo an advance in tiie treatment of puerperal infection or not.

When tlie ia.sc has passed the acute stage, open-air treatment, tonics

and judicious feeding will be required. Any inflammation persisting will

he localised, and may be treated as described under Pelvic Inflammation

{if. I'.). In some cases a chronic pyicmic condition becomes established,

and abscesses form in different parts of the body. These should be opened

as they form. It is in these conditions that vaccine treatment is likely

to prove of much service.

Operative Treatment—l\\\f. line of treatment is not incompatible with

that just described. The same measures i>s to feeding, drugs, etc, arc just

as applicable and as necessary even if operative measures have been taken
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or ar-j contemplated. The advocates of the expectant method rely,
however, entirely on the patient's powers of resistance, reinforced it

may be by appropriate treatment, to deal with the invading microbes,
the advocates of operation hope by their interference either to diminish
the number of invaders or to seal against them the port of entry. As
every breach of surface, including even the abrasions caused by a blunt
curette or the point of an intra-uterine douche-tube, opens up a fresh
avenue of infection, interference to be rational must be so thorough as to
do away with all or all but a feeble remnant of the invading cocci at the
same time that the door is so widely opened to them. It is true that the
inoculation ox fresh raw surfaces made by' surgical means may be taken
to represent a vaccination, but it is with a vaccine of which we do not
know the strength and in a patient of whose resistance we have no precise
information, and therefore the chances of good being done on tiie lines of
a vaccine are infinitely less than the probabihty of harm. We have to
consider further that no surgical intervention can touch the cocci which have
already invaded the circulating blood or lodgcci deep in the tissues, and
that the power of these to multiply is still present. Lastly, we must
remember that septic patients are notoriously bad subjects for anesthesia
and for prolonged operations.

To my mind, the lessons to be drawn from these considerations are, first,

that if operation's contemplated it should be done in the initial stj res oi
the attack, if possible while the infection is localised, and certainly not
when the patient is already exhausted by fever, pain and want of sleep.
Whatever operation is done—and this especially appHes to curetting -it
should be as thorough as possible, for the fire is not to be stirred, but
to be raked out. When the patient is already in a dangerous condition,
with rapid pulse, looking very ill, with t} , ^anites or vomiting, operation
is a desperate resource, and is more likely to shorten her life than to save
it. Other things being equal, the shorter and less severe the operation
the better.

I shall briefly describe the more important operations recommended for
cases of sepsis. I shall not consider those adapted to the relief of Pelvic
Inflammations and their sequcLx, which the practitioner will find fully
discussed under that heading, further than to say that wiiere there is

evidence that a collection of infective fluid, serum, sero-pus or pus is

present, nothing but goou (an follow its free evmuation, always provided
that good drainage can be estal)lished.

Tlie most common form of surgical interference is tlie curetting of Hit:

uterus with the object of remo\ ing the infected endometrium. This tan
only be done with a sharp curette, and as the uterine muscle is friable and
easily perforated in many of these cases, the practitioner will do wisely to
avail himself of the services of a specialist unless he has had a good deal of
experience of the curette. The curetted uterus should be douched with
abundant warm saline fluid, and a gauze drain should be carried up to
the fundus or an india-rubber drain-tube may be introduced through the
cervix if there is likely to be any hindrance to the free flow of discharges.
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If light gauze packing is used it might with advantage take the form of a
" saline pack" in which tablets of sodium chloride and citrate are buried

in the folds of the gauze, and by gradually dissolving in the secretions

provide a hypertonic saline solution which will increase the amount of

discharge.

The curettage should be preceded by digital exploration. If there are

masses of debris adherent to the uterine wall, and not removable by the

finger, there is an indication for curettage. When the uterine cavity is

smooth, it is highly improbable that scraping it will dn any good.

A similar form of treatment is icmtvillonage, in which the debris is

removed by successive scrubbings with a set of bristles mounted on wire

somewhat like a lamp-brush.

It may be mentioned that the intra-uterine douche must be looked on

as an operative measure on account of the impossibility of giving it with-

out abrading the uterine mucous membrane. C^linical experience bears

out this view, for its use is often followed by a rigor, showing that it has

caused an inoculation. I think it a useful adjunct to treatment at the

commencement of an attack, but its continued use is likely to cause more

liarm than good in a case of septic infection. It is in its proper place in a

case of septic absorption.

Another simple operation is that of opening the posterior fornix and

draining the pouch cl Douglas. It is very useful where a jxsritoneal

exudate of sero-pus or lympli has formed. The operation may be done

without an anaesthetic. The cervix is seized with volsella and held

V wards. A transverse snip with scissors is made \ incli behind it through

vaginal wall. The peritoneum presents in the wound, and may be

ci' or torn through and a gauze drain inserted into the pouch of

Douglas.

Tlie major operations have an appaUing mortahty, and are truly

desperate operations. Incision of the Abdomen, lavage and drainage for

peritonitis has been carried out, but the results are in no way superior to

those obtained by posterior vairinal incision, though of course most of

the cases operated on were already desperately ill. Removal of the

Uterus has been prac tised. It should be confined to cases in which a local

cause—sloughing fibroid, abscess of the uterine wall or ruptured uterus

—

is present, and it seems wiser to wait until the first burst of the infection

has blown over, unless one removes the uterus as a prophylai tic measure

before infection hu> iiecomc estalilished. Ligature or Resection oj the

Pelvic Veins has a coiupuatively sm.'.ll sphere of usefulness, as it is only

indicated in py*n^^ir cases, m which the primary focus is evidently situated

in the uterus.—R. J. T

PUERPERAL HMMORRHAGES.
The consideration of one of the commonest and most important of

puerperal haemorrhages—that arising from the inevitable premature

separation of an abnormally placed placenta—has been already considered

under the heading of Placenta I'rievia. The remainder fall naturally
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under two headings—those occurring before and those occurring after the

birth of the foetus.

I. Ante-Partum Haemorrhage.— Excluding as of no moment the
slight loss which may occur during the first stage from laceration of the

cervix, we have to deal in this section with haemorrhage arising from a
single cause—the premature separation of a normally situated placenta.

To this form of bleeding the name " Accidental Haemorrhage " is very
commonly applied. The blood, at first effused between the membranti
and the uterine wall, may find its way almost immediately to the os and
appear externally (Open Accidental Haemorrhage), or it may accumulate
in quantity within the uterus, causing it to become distended and corre-

spondingly hard, and only after some time appearing externally (Concealed
Accidental Ha:morrhage). In rare instances the blood maices its way
through the membranes into the amniotic cavity. The accident is a
comparatively rare comphcation of midwifery, and many obstetricians in

large practice have seen at most one or two cases. It is most likely to

occur in a multipara. There is no method of prophylaxis known. The
cases fall into two groups—in one (open accidental haemorrhage) the

haemorrhage is not very marked, and the general symptoms are slight

or absent ; in the concealed form the amount of haemorrhage is considerable,

and may be excessive, and general symptoms of shock and collapse arc

marked, and intense pain over the uterus is a prominent feature.

In the mild cases there is little necessity or scope for treatment. The
patient may be allowed to dehver herself, but it is advisable to terminate
the second stage a.s rapidly as possible, for fear that with the descent of

the head and consequent retraction of the uterus further separation of the
placenta may take place and the child's hfe be endangered if its passage
through the vagina l)e delayed. It is advisable to put on a firm binder,

which at least support the uterus and makes the mother more comfort-
able. Whether it has much inSiuence in checking the bleeding is doubtful.

When the practitioner is confronted with a < ase of this kind he should
first make quite certain that he has not to (h d with a case of marginal
placenta prsvia, and in he second place he should not leave his patient,

for fear of tlie hasi : i orrhage increasing in amount.
In the severe cases several different lines of treatment are open to the

attendant, an' a good deal of controversy has taken place as to which is

the more satisiactory.

There is first of all the treatment suggested by Barnes of applying a
firm binder and rupturing the membranes with a sterilised stilet, or by
introducing a pair of bullet forcei)s closed tiirough the cervix, opening
them, and closing so as to catch the membranes, and then withdrawing.

Secondly, there is the Rotunda treatment, which is carried out as

follows: A l)owl is filled with small balls of cotton-wool as big as the top
joint of the thumb sterilised by boiling and soakcil in draclim to the pint
solution of Lysol, The patient is put in the cross bed position, and her
vulva shaved, wiished and douched with Lysol solution. The fingers of

the left hand arc introduced into the vagina, and serve as :i pei ulu:n^
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and the right hand packs in the cotton balls, which are wrung out of the
lysol solution as they are wanted. The forniccs are packed first, so as to
form a collar around the cervix, and the remaining plugs are tightly packed
into the vagina so as to fill it completely. When the vaginal pack has
been applied a tight binder is put on, and a i. )kin pinned to it is stretched
over thi vulva so as to prevent any bulgit.,' downwards of the va-ina!
plug. The plug IS allowed to remain for 4 to 6 hours, and measures for
the rehef of collapse, saline transfusion, etc., are meantime instituted if

required. When the plug is removed the os is softened and rapidly
dilates, whereupon delivery is completed. If bleeding comes through the
plug, it should be removed a>id reapplied.

Lastly, there is the method of immediate delivery either l.v rapidly
dilating the cervix manually or with metal dilators, and then extracting
the fcEtus by forceps or version or by operative deli\ erv, whetiicr tVesarean
section or vaginal hysterotomy.

In deciding which procedure should be adopted in any ^ en (ase. ihe
two most important factors to be considered are, first, the amount of Jjlood
that IS being lost at the time; and, secondlv. tlie amount of collapse
that IS present. When bleeding is going on rapidly it is absdlutely
necessary to stop it. On the other hand, when collapse is extreme it is
in the highest degree unsurgical to attempt operative measures whi.h must
make the condition more grave by added hemorrhage, even though slight
in amount, and by the production of a greater or"" less dcL'ree (rf sh(Kk
Fortunately, when collapse is extreme the hiemorrhage usually ceases for
the time. Lastly, we must remember that until the uterus is emptied the
normal mechanism for stopping h.x'morrhage from the placental site-
retraction of the uterus—cannot come into action.

Rttpliire of Ihe membranes is indicated when the os is dilating or well
ddated, as in these circumstances it ai(derates deliver>-. It is also
indicated when the uterus is distended by a ( oncealed or partiall>- con-
cealed haemorrhage, as the escape of the waters i)ermits the overstretched
uterine muscle to contract, and the lessening of the uterine distension
reheves the acute pain which is a considerable factor in the . ondition of
shock from which these patients are usuallv suffering. When the mem-
branes have been ruptured and the binder applied an injection of cr-otin
should be given. If the patient is collapsed, saline transfusion either'into
a vein or beneath the breasts (see under Haemorrhage or Operations
.\fter-Treatnicnt) should be practised. If the instruments for transfusion
are not available, the patient should be en- ,>uraged to drink hot water
warm milk or milk and soda-water in small -niantities at frcju^nt inter\ als'
and an injec tion of i pint of saline witli i oz. of whiskev max be given bv'
the rectum, and repeated in an hour. The lu-a.l should be kept low and
the feet and legs elevated, and external warnitli should be applied by
means of !;;;t water bottlcs.

Plugging the vagina is indicated when labour ha ; not (oinmenced or
when pains are feeble and the cervix not taken up or the os not dilated
as it is a powerful stimulant to uterine coi-iraction, and when properly

5i
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applied the vaginal plug by its pressure produces softening and induces

dilatation of the os. It is also indicated when lupture of the meni

branes lias failed to check the h;emorrhage, as it is undoubtedly a powerful

means el securing liicmostasis when tiic plugging is carried out thoroughly

as dest -ihed abo\ e. When this method of treatment is adopted, J gr. of

morphia h\ podermically may be given, and if collapse is present measures

should be laken to combat it while waiting for the plui to produce dilata-

tion. If on tli^ removal of the plug at the end of 6 hours dilatation does

not rapidly take place, the vagina may be plugged again for a further

period of 4 to 6 hours. If the os is dilating, I nit bleeding recommences,

the membranes should be ruptured and if that d( ts not stop the haemor-

rhage a second plug should be inserted.

Accoiichemefil force by rapid dilatation is to be condemned. In those

dangerous cums where the patient is already suffering from profound shock

and collapse the inevitable additional shock and hamorrhage entailed by

this method is likely to ha\ c the worst possible effect. When the symptoms

are less severe, al least tvjually good results may be got b>- Harnes" or the

Rotunda method with infinitely less risk to the patient.

The results that ha\ e been obtained by Abdominal Csesarean Section,

followed In- supravaginal hysterectomy, are so good that when the services

of anyone competent to iierform the operation are available, it should, in

my opinion, be given the preference over other lines of treatment in

concealed accidental ha-morrhage. The operation should be preceded

by saline transfusion and injection of morphia, and in my experience the

rapid disappearance of shoe k and the speedy convalescence of patients

after thisoi)eration are Iwth surjmsing and gratifying. There is little objec-

tion to the sacrifice of the uterus, as in most cases the patient is a multi-

para, and in all probabilir\ the condition of the uterine muscle is such

that another pregnancy is neither probable nor desirable.

A final word of warning may be given. These cases are very apt to

suffer from h;emorrhage after delivery, and the practitioner should be on

the watch for it, as a small additional loss of blood may prove fatal. A
careful watch should be kept on the uterus even after the placenta is ex-

pressed, and it should not lie waited for too long. If it has not left the

uterus at the end of 5 or 10 minutes it is best to eflect manual removal.

The hand and forearm must he carefully disinfected by scrubbing with soap

and water, rinsing in 70 per cent, spirit, and soaking in i in 2,000 per-

chloride. The whole hand is introduced into the uterus, and the placenta

peeled off the fundus, which is pressed down by the other hand on the

abdomen. It is recommended not to pull the freed placenta out im-

mediately, but to wait for a contraction of the uterus to expel it and the

hand together. In all these cases dots are certain to be left in the uterine

cavitv, and to remove them as well as to induce firm contraction it is

advisable to give a copious hot (110' to 114" !•.) intra-uterine douche

through a double current intra-utcrinc nozzle (Gibson's is the best).

Pituitrin (i c.c.) should be given hypoderniically. and a careful watch

kept on the uterus for at least J hour after the placenta has come away.
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2. l'nsT-l>ARTr\f II.FM„RRHA.;K.-Bleedir.- after deliver/ may arise
trom several causes, and the appropriate treatn.-nts differ arcordingly.

Thus a steady flow of bright red blood immediateK following the birth of
the foetus comes from a laceration either of the \agina or cervix. Dark
venous blood pours away from the open sinuses of a placental site which
cannot retract on account 0! 1 partially adherent placenta. The ,udden
gush of a river of blood or iood and dots from the \ai;ina after the
placenta has separated mcins that the uterine muscle has relaxed and
suffered the placental sinu- s t-> rgopen. Sudden ha;morrhage with pain

_
and symptoms of shock lead suspicion of inversion of the uterus—

a

very rare accident- and t'le diagno-is is usually completed hv the
appearance of the mverted . nn at the vulva. Secondary haemorrha-e
commg on more than '. hour^ ter delivery, means, in practicallv e\ erv
case, a piece of retained

j lacenta.

Pro '>hylaxi<. -Women « ho gi%e a historv of h:emorrhage at previous
. onincnients should take .pecial ca^e during the pregnancv to maintain
their muscles in good order by abundant plain food, regular and suflicient
rest and plenty ol (>(.en-air exercise. \ tonic containing strychnine may
begiviTi. Dr. Austin has had very triking results from the administration
of small doses of qumine during the pregnancy, and a mixture of ergot and
qumme has also been recommended.

Conditions predisposing to post-partum hu;morrhage are such abnor-
mahties as placenta prtevia, accidental luemorrhage, hydramnios and twin
pregnancy, or the presence of a fibroid in the uterine wall. Women who
have borne a number of children, specially if they are getting on to
middle Lfe, are prone to hicmorrha-

. k is therefore wise in such cases
to conserve the patient s strength as much as possible during the first
stage, especially if it is at all prolonged, anrl to terminate the delivery by
forceps as soon as the os is fully dilated,unle- rapid progress is bein- made.
Deep or prolonged chloroform amesthesia undoubtedly favours increased
loss, and should be avoided. It is a great mistak-; to hasten the third
stage, and unless the uterus is relaxing and filling up with < lots no attempt
should be made to knead or massage it. The p'la.rnta should be carefullv
exammed to see that no cotyledons are missing, and the mcml)ranes to
see that no hole is present indicating a placenta succenturiata. If the
uterus does not contract firmly and well after the placenta has left it
Fituitnn (i c.c.) should be injected into the buttock and massage should
i)e tried. If contract! n is still unsatisfactory at the end of i , to 20 minutes
I thmk it is good practice to give a hot (iio° to 114" F^) intra-uterine
douche, which m nearly every case has the desired effect. Finally the
warning may be given that when the pulse is over 100 the practitioner should
not leave the patient until he is absolutely satisfied about the uterine
cnnt.'actinn.

Treatmeni.-Whm the practitioner is confronted by a oost-partum
hemorrhage he should first of all put his hand on the abdomen If the
utenn IS either completely relaxed or imperfectly contracted an attempt
should be made to induce (ontraction by massaging and kneading the

tit • n

'Mi
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uterus so as to cause the expulsion of clots and to stimulate the uterine

mS Should this fail and the haemorrhage still continue pressure

ToSd be made on the aorta as it lies in front of the lower l^nibar verte-

bri The closed fist should be used and a fair amount of force exerted so

that tne circulation through the uterine arten^ will be cut off^ \V de

this is being done the nurse or attendant should be employed m gett ng

hot water ready for a douche. As soon as th.s has been dcme^ the

obstetrician hands over the contracted uterus or the '^""^l^^^Je aorta

-whichever method of haemostasis he is employmg -to the nurse and

proceeds to sterilise his hands. This is a most necessary pre-u -n
^
lu-h

should never be omitted, as these patients are very prone to •n^'-^ tion and

the saving of a few oun.es of blood by omittmg the time rc<,u.rcd for

teri Sii'the hands will l>e dearly purchased at the pru c o h dangerous

llness death from puerperal sepsis. >Vhen the hands have been

washed in soap and water, rinsed in alcohol and immersed >r . m 2.000

nerchloride or biniodide solution, the whole hand ,s introduced mto the

S us if it remains uncontracted, and all clots, f^^^n^'^^^^J ^J [

\"„^;

and placenta are rapidly removed. If the placenta is adherent in ans

part.t peeled ofi^he uterine wall with the ta//. of the fingers, never

w1 n he nails. The other hand should rest on the fundus external

and should press down the uterus to meet the internal hand. H the

u erus does not commence to contract as soon as these measures have been

"a ned out, the clenched fist should be held in the fundus, and the othe

ban 1 should keep up counter-pressure on the abdomen so as to compress

he pacW ind stop the bleeding. I'nder this treatment firm

contStion of the uterus usually takes place To hasten it the nurs. may

be directed to administer a hypodermic of I'.tuitrin (i cc
)

Anotht

method of controlling the uterus, which has the advantage o bemg mo c

eaMly carried out, perhap., is to place the clenched fist in tlie post nor

fornix and to crowd the uterus down on it with tiie outs.de hand, for winch

the hands of an attendant may be substituted when fal.gue sets .n.

When the uterine muscle has begun to contract a hot douche a. near

,30^ F. as possible, should be given. Saline solution (drachm to the p.nt

is the best fluid, and a large double-current ^"'- (^''^^ :• ""^;":;;

Hozemann's) should be used, ^hc receptacle shonid not l,e ^^t a ^.r .aer

height than 2 feet al>ove the patient. The use of X'-;- '''^-^^l'^,?;
I'

vinegar and Tr. Ferri I'en hlor. is to be avoided. N.me of tlienr, is a belter

ha-mosUtic than the hot saline solution, and all of tliem are like v to be

*''lf' tTruteruTJduses f. remain contracted, and relaxation and bieedin,

re.-ur .n spite of thorou.^h emptying of the -avitv. n.assuge an. ho

douches with the admini... ration of I'.tuUnn, recourse nu.st be ha.it.. a

uterine ,m.k, whi.h, wi.cn properly applied, is an ab...lute '-n-^;' '
•

For this purpose gauze or bandage, boiled in water for 5 mmutes and then

wrun« out of drachm to tho pint Ivsoi soluti-n mav l>e used. I he p-e. es

of .au/e ..r bandage sb,...i.i be firmly kn..tte.i .>r se«.. L.^etber t- .n.ke

one l..n.' strip for case in removal, and should be ola.cd m a .lean basm
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which is held near the vulva by uii altendunt. The patient is in the

cross-bed position, with the legs held up by straps v> assistants. The

cervix is seized with volsella and drawn down to the vulva, where it is

held by an assistant. One end of the parking is then taken up with a pair

of uterine dressing forceps and carried up to the fundus, which must be

carefullv and methodically packed. To insure this the left hand grasps

the fundus throu^h the abdominal wall, and the packing is done under its

guidance. The i)ack may be left in for 24 hours, and its removal should

be followed by a hot intra-uterine douche.

When the uterus is felt frmly contracted and hcBinorrkage is going on,

it is evident that the blood is coming from the lower genital passages,

usually from a laceration of the perineum, vagina or cervix, or in rare

cases from a ruptured varicose vein. Th-: best method of stopping it is

by suture. The patient is put in the cn.js-bed position, and her legs held

apart. The perineum is examined first, and if the haemorrhage is coming

from it, silkworm gut sutures are introduced and tied (see under

Perineum, Rupture of the). If the haemorrhage comes from a ruptured

vein, it will be seen on the inner surface of the labium, and a suture should

be introduced deeply at each end of the rent and tied moderately tightly.

If the blood is evidently coming from the vagina or cervix, the cervix

should be seized with volsella and drawn down to the vulva, and any tear

ill it sutuied witli catgut, or silkworm gut if catgut is not availal)le.

The first suture should be introduced deeply at the apex of the tear, and

the remaining sutures sliou'.d take a deep bite of the cervical tissues.

The (ervix may tlien l)e released. If hsemorriiage still continues, either

the cervical sutures were not properly placed or tied <ir the bleeding comes

from a vaginal rent. To establislt the diagnosis a Sims' speculum should

l)e passed. If the blood comes from the cervical tear the sutures should

bo removed, reapplied and tied more firmly. If it < "mes from the vagina

the tear sliould be sutured.

When the bleeding tomes from a fibroid /wmoMr in the wall of the uterus,

the correct diagnosis will l)e arrived at when the hand is introduced into the

cavitv. In this case the uterus should be plugged as already described

Wlit 11 the h;cmorrhage is due to inversion uf the uterus, absence of tlie

liiiuhis will be noted on abdominal palpation, and the hand in the vagina

will re. ognise the jjrosent e of the tumour. An attcm|)t sliould be made

at immediate rc|)o>ition by taxis. To effect this the nc. k of the inverted

uterus is grasped with one hand and an endeavour nia<le to reintrodiK e it

throuuh the cervi. al canal, whi. h is steadied by the other hand on the

ai-dcmicn. If rephu ctmnt iif the inversion tan nn.e be begun, taxis will

probably sun ced ; il it docs not, a further attempt may be made under

full an;isi!H;,.ia. That failing, recourse should be had to repositors, whirli

keep up .1 nIckK elastic pressure on the inverted fun<his.

Secoiuiiirv I'o^H'iirliiiii HinHorrhagr. When bleeding i imies on nmrc

than 6 hours after dcliverv it is idmdsl invariablv .hic t<. a pie. e of .etained

pla. cnta. and the uteniie c.ivity should be explored at once, the fragment

rt;iioved with liii-ers 01 curette, and an intra-uterinc douche given.

A%%^
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General 7Vfa/««M/.—Though tlie tinst indication in post-partum

haemorrhage is to stop the bleeding, the practitioner must not overlook

the treatment of the immediate collapse and the profound secondary

anajmia which are the inevitable resulf; of a considerable loss of blood.

In the course of his manipulations for the checking of the flow of blood

he should remember to keep the patient's head low and her pelvis and

limbs elevated. A diffusible stimulant such as brandy, whiskey, Spt.

Ammon. Aromat. or a hypodermic of ether, is called lor in cases of syn( ope,

and in such a condition it is often advisable if little blood is hcint lost at

the moment to leave the uterus in the control of the nurse, and devote

one's energies to rallying the patient. At the first available moment

measures should be taken to replace the loss of fluid by saline transfusion

either into a vein or under the breasts, by injections of i pint of saline

every hour into the rectum, and by frequent sips of warm milk, beef juice

or hot water. The saline transfusion in baJ ca.ses should be repeated in

the course of an hour. To conserve the blood in the brain and viscera

the lejfs may be elevated for 5 minutes and then bandaged firmly from the

toes to the trunk (see also under lIa;morr!)age and Collapse). During the

convalescenc c a careful whk h should be kept foi symptoms of sepsis, to

which the lowered vitality of the patient renders her specially susceptible.

Abundant fluid nourishnnnt should lie given, and Iron in an easily

digestible form must l)e administt-red fo"- a long period (see under

Anicmia).—R. J. J.

PUExTPERAL MANIA.

.1 mam lases < i puerperal mania are due to M-psis, a careful scan h

sho.dd Im nude in each <a.se for m ii a 1 ause, and the appropnatt frcat-

mr it mstituted (see under I'mriHTal Fever). As regards the meni.il

I onditinn. there ;.. no doubt tliat the best (lium e ol the patient's < omplile

reinvcu is given by rdnmal to a -pc( ial institution. I <• relations not

unnaturally are otttn opposed to such a (ourse. owinu to the stigma

attadiing to one wlio lia:. lieen an inmate in an asylum, and it ix a matter

lor great regret lliat we have no properly e<|uipped mental i^^l^pital^ for the

reception of iuute mental < .i>es witli t.iii prosiu-t tsof speedy and complete

reco\er\ >u< h as these. I'lic pra( titiiincr shoiili! use liis In-t endeavours

to overcome the reluf tarn e of the n-lalivcs in tin patient's own interests.

The care of a ca.'^e o.' mania nwoivis itself into nursin- an.! feeding.

The p.itient must ne\er be left alone even lot a few minutes, as iiomiiidal

or suit idal tendencies may sliow themselves at any moment. Her own

. Iiild is specially in dang-jr from lur, iind .should be removed entirely from

her presence. Overfeeding must be carried out, ii .-•cctssary through a

nasal tul)e. and if firnmiss 1 shown at (ir-it the patiem v.ually betciincs

ijuitt doiile iind takes what .she is given. Milk, eggs, : :>ups and jellies

tnay be gixen at first, and may be supplemented .'ter a few days witii

more .olid food.

No drug is of any avail in iniiurncing the disease itself, but if sleep-

lessness is marked Sulphonal may be given in 30 to 40 gr. doses, or—
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B. Paraldehydi ."j.

Pot. Brotn. Tt]-

Aqiue Chlorof. ad Jij. Misce.

Fiat hanstHs, Hora xomni sttmeiidus.

An aperient is usually required at regular intervals.—R. J. J.

PURPURA.

As regards treatment, the best view to accept at the present time is

that in the confused group of ailments lal)elled " purpura " many causal

factors arc probably at work of which the purpuric symptoms and signs

are the chief manifestation, and since these factors are in most instances

unknowable, treatment resolves itself into an attempt to alter or impro\ e

the blood condition and relieve the varied symptoms as they arise.

Septic foci, as in gonorrhoea, tonsillitis, caries of teeth, rheumatic

infection, etc., should lie looked for and dealt with. In the large group

recognised by Osier as possibly anaphylactic, in persons sensitised for

certain proteins, further research may demonstrate valuable preventive

measures.

Simple Purpura (Purpura Simplex) oicurs mainly in thildren, and

usually without any arthritic manifestations; its natural tendency is

towards resolution after a few weeks in bed. Rest in the horizontal

pos;tion is an essential in the treatment of every variety of purpura, and

its importance is demonstrated iiy the speedy return of the petechia in

most cases on resuming the vertical position before the complete disap-

pearance of the hicmorrhagic spots.

The diet in simple purpura, as in all the other forms, must be of the most

diuestible and nourishing kind, and every article liable to favour gastric-

and intestinal fermentation or decomposition must be avoided. Hence

nulk siiould largely enter into it. and in many cases an exclusive milk

diet meets all requirements, supplyirg a large penenlage of lime salts.

lUitlermilk, by supplying the la« tic-acid-forming organisms, is especially

indicated. Constipation must be guarded against by the occasional use

of saline purgatives.

Drugs in simple purpura are seldom cUarlv indicated; the best routine

will be IS to 20 gr. doses of CaMutn Chloride or Lai tate; where these have

been enii)loved. the tendeni y is to award them thecredit of a (urative

action. i)ul.as already remarked, tin- natural tendemy of the (onditicm is

toward-, rex.hitinn, and it i. nnieworthy that the •symptoms are not likely

to recur alter the patient has been kepi for a lew weeks in liie horizontal

position even when drugs )ia\ c luen withheld.

Purf>iirit H.oiwnliaeiai (WerliioCs l'uri)ura, Land Scurvy or Morlnis

Maculosus), as it^ n.inic implies, is ( haracterised by a marked tendency

towards hiemorriuiiie from tlie niiuons and serous surfaces and into the

planes of areolar tissue. 1 hough the septic nature of this . ondition is

higlily probable, it aHord . no help in trentmcnt, since we cannot do more

than guess u» the origin or site of the sepsis, and though an attempt might

-^
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be made to hasten the elimination of the toxin by stimulating the

bowel, kidney or skin, the danj^cr of powerful cathartics and diuretics is

obvious wlicre a tendency already exists towards intestinal and renal

haemorrhage.

The only available treatment in such cases is to .icrease the coagula-

bility of the blood as rapidly as possible by the administration of such

drugs as Calcium Salts in full doses. It has, however, been maintained

by several authorities that this is useless, since the small vessels are always

diseased in purpuric conditions. This should not deter the physician from

attempting to save life by stopping the haemorrhage by such means as he

knows have often saved life—by lime salts when the bleeding has been

due to the rupture of an internal vessel.

Gelatin sterilised and dissolved in water or saline solution (40 grs. in

5 oz.) may i)e injected into the deep tissue of the buttock; 10 oz. of a

10 per cent, solution may be injected into the rectum, or gelatin in the

form of a flavoured jelly may be freely given by the mouth, and is un-

doubtedly advantageous in bleeding from the gastro-intestinal tract.

Adrenalin Ciiloride solution has been indiscriminately employed in this

condition. Whilst the li(iuid may be advantageously applied to a

bleeding spot, as on tiie gums.moutl) or interior of the nose, or swallowed

wiicn the iiamorrhagc is proceeding from the stomach, its internal

administration can only do harm in severe hicmorrhage in other regions by

raising tl>e l>lood-pre>sure and increasing the tendency towards es( ape

from the vessels. When these drugs fail, others may still be resorted to

iipiin purely emiiiric grounds. Turpentine has been largely employed;

it may be given in lo-min. cH|)sules every 3 or 4 hours, and sometimes

a|)pears to exert a markL'ii luemostalic action.

.\ntipyrme and Nitrate of Silver internally have been extolled as

possessing powerful action over the internal hiemcrrhages in this and other

Unins of purpuia.

\\luitt\ei (lillcrtiiic 111 opinion may exi^t about the v.ilue of the.se

empiric agents, there sliouM be none iis regards the worthlessness of such

drug^ as tannin. tTi;iit, alum, lead salts, and all other vegetable and

mineral .istniiri nt-

Some striking re^ult.N lia\c been ie|M)rlcd Irom tiie cmi)loyment of

lai.;;c tli)>e.-, of i'olyvalcnt .Xntistiepliuotcic Serum administered by the

rectum in haninrrhagii and otliei forms of purpura; 30 c.o. may lie

injc( led. and repeated daih' in half this dose.

The Iiisn of blond will recpiire in some cases large doses cf Ntirmal

Saline iiv ihc skin. Im.vncI i>r vein^. and it should be kept in mind that this

tre.itnunt ijiliui-. the toxin in tli'j blood ami therefore does good even

wiirn tlic amount of li.i niorrha'jc iia> been sni.ill,

Iri.n and Arsmii an' always clearly indiratcd iiv the alter treatment,

and some expericmed observers co.isidi r that ( hloratc of i'otash added

to the tin< tore of the penliluride of iron }M>sscsses almost a specific action.

The following rmitine may be ad^)ini^• -ed in all cases of purpura ol

m lii Ivpc;
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11. Tr. Fcrri Pcnhlor. 3iv.

Potassii Chloratis 7)]-

Glycerini 5j •

Aqiuc Chlorof. ad Jviij. Mis

lutl misliiru. Cpt. gss. for die ex aqua post ctli.

niood Transfusion is clearly indicated, hut with the hamorrhaf^ic

tendency tliere are obvious ditliculties in carrying it out. in desperate

cases the procedure successfully inaugurated by Kmsheimer may be

resorted to. He injected deeply into the gluteal region 20 c.c. of fresh

whole human blood with highly satisfactory results. Tissue Extract,

prepared bv Hess from fresh brain, liver or placenta, promises to be ot

value in increasing the coagulability of the blood when injected into

the veins. Coagulene, a substance prepared from mammalian blood-

platelets, has been injected intravenously by Fonio; 2oc.c.ofa5 per cent,

solution inav be administered.

Purpiirn Rheumalica (Schonlein s Disease, Peliosis Rheumatica).—The

verv close relationship of this type of puit)ura with acute articular

rheumatism would at once lead one to expect that Salicylates should

prove \ aluable, but though clearly indicated for the primary disease they

exercise httle if any action upon tiie state of the blood and »he extent of

the extravasations.

Whilst tiie anti-rheumatic treatment is being pursued and the patient

is kei)t at absolute rest in bed httle else as a rule need be done, sin.dike

sin-.plepuriHira, this type of the condition tends naturally to resolve it.scll.

Should, iiowcver, the cxtrava.sations become formidable or bleeding occur

from tl e mucous or serous surfaces, Calcium Chloride should be freely

given. Tiiis drug has a very decided influence on the group of rhcumatu

cases which has been styled Purpura Uriicans, and in which extensive

wheals or urti- arious and erythematous skin lesions (ompUcate the

cutaneous eruption, as in the next variety to be mentioned. The rational

treatment of rheumatic purpura would be a \a(( ine obtained from the

tonsil, blood or arthritic lesions; the Antistreptococcic Khcumatism

Vac inc. as p.cp.ired at the Wimpole Ins'-tute, might be employed in an

initial dose of 10,000.000 organi.sms, or Polyvalent Antistreptoiod ic

serum given by the rectum.

Ileiioili'sl'urpura, in addition to the symmetrK al petei hia- an<l arthritic

manifestation, i. always associate<l with marked gastro-intcslinal

symi)toms and erythematous or urtii arious erMjiiions. A.s the pathology

of this tvjK' is allied to that of tiic rlieuniatii variety of purpura. Salicylates

are 1 Icai K indicated in the presence o( joint pain and swelling.

Tlic pu-im I . intense inlislinal irrit 'ion points t(. the proliable ,.o\in e

of the tu>.in lieiH- in tlie luiwel. and henre most authorities lay stress u|)(in

the importance of intestinal antiseptu s like Calomel and Turpentine Oil,

but unfortunately, owing to the fre(|uent complii ation ol i;rave iiephnli.^.

such irc.ilnunt cunuot be pushed without serious danger. Saline purgu-

f«^
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tives and flushing of the colon with Normal Saline solution and the free

administration of Calcium Chloride and Gelatui by the mouth are not open

to objection. In all serious cases Saline solution should be given in large

amounts by the hypodermic or intravenous methods, and the presence of

nephritis and of angio-neurotic oedema is no contra-indication to free

saline treatment.

Uncmic symptoms must be met by the hot pack and other ajjents

indicated in the treatment of acute Bright's disease. Polyvalent Anti-

streptococcic Serum may be given by the rectum.

The long duration covered by the frequent recurren<es of the attacks

supplies a rich field for the treatment of various symptoms; the condition

of the heart must be closely watched, and Strychnine administered

hypodermically as soon as signs of cardiac failure show themselves.

PTSHIA.
Under the popular and misleading name of " Blood Poisoning " several

septic conditions are included, as SaprcEinia, Septiccemia, and PytBinia. The
treatment of these are best dealt with in a single article, since the minor

degree of septic intoxication—saprnemia—may easily pass into the more

serious condition recognised as septicaemia, and this in its turn may
sometimes terminate in the grave form of pyaemia, though each condition

may appear and remain throughout clinically as a characteristic entity

with the same causal pyogenic organisms present in all three.

Accepting Sapnrmia as the form of septic intoxication which ensues

when pyogenic organisms multiply in a wound or other local focus of

infection and remain outside the blood-stream, the soluble toxins only

being absorbed, the indications for treatment are obvious. The wound
should l)e opened up and the most thorough irrigation by mild antiseptics

carried out. As in dealing with the more serious types of septic infection,

tiie more freelv the intisions are made the l)cttcr; partial curetting or

aspiration should be avoided as tending towards tlie danger of converting

a comparatively innocent infection into one in whuh the pyogenit

organisms obtain an entrance througli the open mouths of vessels injured

by inelTectual scraping. The antiseptics employed should for similar

re.Lsons l)e such as will not dt.troy the liealtliy tissues or retard |)hagocy-

tosis. A warm saturated solution of Horic .\cid or a flushing of the septic

area by Ilydnigen Peroxide meets all the rcciuirements, and tlic freest

drainage must be jirovifled for.

In the chronic form of sapncmia rc(i)gniscd as Hectic lever the indiia-

tions a-e similar— the septic area should he opened up freely and tlie most

efficient drainauc established when this is possible. In some cases,

cs[H'cially in th<ise of tuberculous origin, the only procerlure availulile

may be to amputate the part in which the diseased process is going on in

prefercnio to attempting purti.il or conservative surgical operations.

A reiognitlor. of the pufhology of saprxmia is essential in the satis-

factory treatment 01 the rondition. The svmptoms being the result of

the absorption of the chemical or unorganised toxins, as in alkaloidal or
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ptomaine poisoning, eliminatory agents are always useful. Saline

purgatives to flush out the bowel and diaphoretics and diuretics to

expedite the elimination of the toxins by the kidney and skin are clearly

indicated. The ineffectual attempts of nature in this direction should be

assisted and not thwarted by the surgeon, unless such should become

so excessive as to endanger the life of the patient, as exhausting diarrhoea

or profuse sweating. No advantage follows the routine administration of

antipyretics in septic states with the view of continuously depressing the

body temperature. When this reaches a height dangerous to hfe tlie

wet pack may be employed, but such is rarely necessary. The ol)jcctions

to the newer antipyretics do not maintain as regards Quinine, which,

owing to its tonic and possibly to its restorative properties, may be freely

given in all septic states. The Tincture of the Penhloride ol Iron s»ill

holds a high position in the internal treatment of the various types of

septic poisoning, and it may be safely combined as a routine with Quinine.

From what we know of the effects of muscular exertion in raising the

temperature of phthisical patients, due apparently to the lowering of

resisting power to infection, the most complete bodily rest in bed is

essential in all forms of septii- poisoning.

The diet should be such as will permit of the least labour l)eing thrown

on the digestive organs, already weakened by the action of the toxins,

and it should at the same time be such as will encourage elimination by

the skin, kidney and bowel: hence a purely liquid diet is indicated with

abundance of diluent drinks.

Symptomatic treatment will consist in the administration of sucii agents

as will anUgonise the effects of the toxins on the different organs. Thus

vomiting may be relieved by gas'inc sedatives, ice and efferxesdng drinks;

profuse diarrhoea must be controlled bv astringents when it !)econies

exiiausting, but little good can l)e expected in this latter ( ase by drenching

the patient with the usual vegetable and mineral astringents, which urrot

gastric digestion and never reach the intestine. Tannalhin, Tannigen,

Tannoform and Tannocol in lo-gr. doses in cacliets all pass uni hanged

through the .,t()mach and exert their local astringent action upon the

bowel without upsetting digestion, and any of these drugs may be com-

bined with a small amount of Opium to check increased peristalsis.

Caniiac weakness should l)e met iiy Pituitrin or Stryi hninc hypoder-

mically.

Exhaustive sweating may be checked by any of the agents empiov id

for the relief of the niglit-sweats of phthisis as detailed jncicr Flithisis.

Normal Saline solution is an agent of great value in the treatment of

all .,>rms of sepsis, since by its empioxmcnt the mass of tiie lilood may lie

increased and the deleterious intluen: e of tiie toxins diminisheil tcmponirily

at least Whilst the rational ideal should lie to first perforn free venesec-

tion in on'er to " wasii " the lilood. this unfortunately is generally ( ontra-

indicated in sepsi,, unless in aKUtc cases (Kcuriing in sthenii suhjet ts.

The saline may be given hypodermic ally by the Iwwel or by the veins.

As in the graver forms of septic poisoning the action of the toxins, apart

'-»£
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irom h;i( teriirmia. is invariably present, tlic applications of the above

piinciplc of treatment apply to both septicaemia and pyaemia.

VVliere infection seems to be arising solely or mainly from a sing.e

focus, either in the wound or in the lymphatic glands draining; the area,

it may lie advisable to remove by excision either the wound or the glands.

Septica-mia, though theoretically recognised as that form of septic

poisoning in which the pyogenic organisms have found their way into the

blood and internal organs, [^ nevertheless clinically identical with severe

sapntniia, since the symptoms are m;iiniy those of poisoning by the toxins.

Septicaemia may be identified by finding the infecting micro-organism

on culture of the urine or in the blood itself. But the important patho-

logiral difference must be always kept in mind—in sapraemia the con-

stitutional signs and symptoms of poisoning pass of! rapidly on the removal

of the local site containing the microbes, whilst in septicamia thfi general

infection and continuous production of further quantities of toxins may
continue even after amputation of the entire limb in which the original

focus of infection was .situated.

Nevertheless in every case the primary lesion should be freely dealt

witli when possible, as in sapracmia, in order to minimise the dose of the

toxins. The treatment must be mainly symptomatic and carried out on

the lines alre.idv detailed, the aim of the :,urgeon being to assist elimination

of the toxins, maintain the strength of the patient, and to dilute the poison

by the introdui tion of large (juantities of Normal SaHne into the blood-

stream, whilst each symptom is met by its appropriate indication.

Weinitz states that the change observed in desperate cases of sepsis

treaicci by rectal injections of .Saline is almost incredible, as seen in acute

l)uerperal sepsis, in the summer diarrhrjea of children, in typlioid fever,

niali;:n;mt scarlatina and plague. His technique is to start with lavage

of the tiilirc i olon for ij hours, after which the saline is made to trickle

into the h()w<'l for about an hour at a time, during which ,^5 oz. will l)e

ali>orl>((l. and this is to l)e repeated every 2 or 3 hours; the effects are

uviu h more satisfactory, be t hinks, than when the fluid put into the veins.

Sfiuiii Treatment cannot be said to iiave held its own in this serious

loiidition: one thing. liowe\er. must l)e saiu in its favour — that it n<ay

s:ilel\ be regarded as harmless if it ta'ls to do good. The routine method
is to inject 50 rx. of Polyvalent .\ntistreptoroccic Serum and repeat tiic

ilosc daily or injcrt 10 i ,c. e\ erv s'xth iiou*".

\ aaiiif '1 r'-aliiient.'l'\n: above remarks r]o not apply in the method

of using a vaccine prepared from a culture of liie causa! streptocorcal

(ir-j.inism, and in this lies the future hope of tlie successful treatment of

se|)tic;cmia. Many authorities exi)lain the fai t that wlien improvement

unniistukal)ly follows die administration of the serum this only occurs

when the latter ai cidentaily functions as a xac-cine. The dose of tiie

Winipole Institute vaccine consists of lo.oco.ooo organisms, hut the ttcst

proreclure is inuiu'diatclx to adnlini^fer a full close cf antislrcptoi occai

.--erum or a close ol the abo\e \airiiie w hi 1st an autogenous vaccine is

being jjrepared from the patient's l^lcjod or tissues.
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Pycemia.—In this type of septic infection not only have the organisms

gained free access to the blood, but metastatic deposits occur in various

regions, and these continue by multiplication of their cocci and the pro-

duction of toxins to still further poison the organs and tissues of the body.

The indications for treatment are those already detailed ; though the

general infection has already been established, it is nevertheless imperative

that the primary focus should be prevented from supplying further

streams of the Streptococcus pyogenes to the circulating fluid. A radical

operation should be undertaken in every case in preference to a partial

one for the removal of the tissue in which the disease has started.

As the infective process spreads by the breaking down of septic emboli

in thrombosed veins, starting usually in the neighiwurhood of the primary

focus, it is obvious that the st procedure is amputation in such con-

ditions as compound comminus' I fractures. In lateral sinus thrombosis

or phlebitis in association with ear disease an attempt should be made

to prevent the further sweeping onwards of septic emboli b> tying the

internal jugular vein, and sometimes good results have been olttained in-

ligaturing the main vein of a hmb when amputation is impracticable.

An autogenous vaccine should be prepared without delay from the

bloou or from one of the metastatic abscesses and the killed organisms

(the, i\)se depending on the microbe) injected.

All metastatic or secondary abscesses should l)e freely incised and

drained as .soon as detected.

The symptomatic treatment should be conducted upon the lines laid

down for the management of saprsemia and septic;emia; free alcoholic

stimulation is always necessary', and during the severe rigors a mod rate

dnse of wliiskey made into punch by l)oiling water often affords proiniJl

relief. Quinine is always clearly indicated, and may lie freely given in s-gr.

doses. If comb ne<l with 15-min. doses of Tinct. Ferri Perchior., the best

routine drug treatment will be secured.

B. Tr. Ferri Perchior. 7,\v.

Quini'tui-, Sidphatis pr. Ixxx.

P.itussii Chloratis S].

Crlyiertni Piirif. 3].

Aqtici; Chkroformi (id 5\iij. ^fi^'c.

Ft. misdira Cpt. l^ss. e 1, 5ij. aiput qiiater in dw.

Many aiitltorities reeommend intravenous injections of anti-cpti*"

substan-.es, an<l t"ollar>.;ol has been aiKceated by CrciK'. .ind lor.c. of a

I per cent, sokilion may be injected without danger into the main vt in

in tlic fore.in. . I'^uso! and Dukin's solution have both Ik. 'n used. Whilst

thev m . : e introduced into the blood stream with safety. t!;cir . ui^om'

results \\ " not been f stabhshcd.

The administration of \ itriou.s antiseptio: iiy the nioutti !i;is noi ui^ en

the results whith theory had U'd the earlier observers to expect, simc it

is impossible to saturate the blood to sni ii an extent as will d '.uy ti^e

#1
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cocci without killing the patient. Creosote seems to be the safest druij

to employ in this way, and lo to 15 mins. daily may be administered in

the form of capsules.

Normal Saline solution should always be freely resorted to, and is

obviously of most use when injected directly into the veins, but pre-

liminary venesection is contra-indicated in a disease associated with such

extreme prostration and adynamic symptoms. For similar reasons

assiduous feeding by strong soups and other liquid foods is of primary

importance.

In the chronic stages of pyaemia, should the patient survive the acute

phase, open-air treatment and removal to the pure atmosphere of a seaside

resort should be insisted upon.

Obviously little need be said about /)rrt'e'(/jw measures, since the impor-

tance of asepsis in every case where the continuity of the skin has been

itroken is now universally recognised. In the i ase of compound fractures

wlierc disinfection of the skni wound is dilTlcuIt or imposril)le and in all

deep punctured wounds the application of Klapp's or Bier'. 1 ingestion

method is useful in order to flush the injured tissues with a stream of

healthy immunising lymph. Wright carries out the .same principle by

irrigating the injured tissue? with a Citrated Hypertonic Salt solution

(5 parts of chloride of sodium and half a part of sod um citrate dissolved

in 100 of boiling water).

The writer has had extensive experience in the surgical wards before

the advent of Li; terism, when septic poi'.oning and pyjcmia were almast

daily results, and he wtis satisfied about the pitventive value of large

(loses oi Iron administered for some days before operations of all kinds.

To prevent a saprsemia passing into a septicemia or py<emia, as some-

times occurs in erj'sipelas and puerperal septic intoxication, is an important

rn:Utcr. This may usually be accomplished by vaccine treatment, and
in ihc absence of an autogenous killed culture large doses of Polyvalent

Antistreptococcic Serum may be tried. The free and speedy evacuation

of all purulent collections, the establishment of abundant drainage and

the gentlest manipulatiim of compound fractures are essentials in carrying

out pi;vei.!iv( treatir.ent of pyemia in sapriemia and septicemia.

PYELITIS AND PYELONEFHRITIS.

When inflammation of i suppurative type is confined to the pelvis of

the kidney or the cal\ces, the term '"pyelitis" is applied, but more

frequently the renal pareni. 'i.ma is involved, this condition being recog-

nised in the term Pyeloncj-'iritis, and often both conditions exist together.

It may be accepted that all forms of pyelitis or of pyelonephritis must be

regarded a., of septic or infective origin, and this bears directly upon tlu-

treatment problem. The microbes may be deposited from the blood;

this hematogenous type really as regards treatment falls under the lines

laid down in the immediately preteding article on Pyemia, and in (bis

variety of renal si!;>i)uration tlie pelvis of the kidnoy rarely sutlers to any

extent, unless some obstru* tivc condition coexists witli the infectior..
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The organisms, however, usually rcarh the kidney from the bladder or

lower urinary tract, travelling along the lymphatics of the ureter and

not mounting against the downward current of the urint unless there be

almost complete obstruction to the free passage of the urine towards the

bladder, as demonstrated by the experimental researches of Kisendrath

and Srhultz. It is with this latter or urogenous type, which always at

first affects the pelvis and calyces of the kidney, that the present article

mainly deals.

From the above considerations it becomes the first duty of the surgeon

to make a search for the primary cause as soon as the characters of the

urine and the symptoms demonstrate the advent of pyelitis, for until the

source of infection has been dealt with little can be accomplished suc-

cessfully in the way of treatment. Thus calculi, enlarged prostate, growths

in the bladder, urethral affections and suppurative conditions of the

testicle must i)c dealt with when present. The most frequent of all

causes is the use of a septic catheter for the relief of retention of urine,

the pyogcnit: organisms being directly introduced into the l)liidder on the

instrument: a cystitis follows which eventuates in a suppurative pyelitis,

and if neglected this is very liable to terminate in pyelonephritis with

suppurative destruction of one or both kidneys.

The removal of the cause of the ol)structed flow witli free irrigation of

the diseased bladder Lv saturoted Boric Acid solution ami the internal

use of antiseptics afford the only chance of cutting short the suT>purative

inflammation of the renal pelvis.

A well-marked type of pyelitis is iiot uncommonly met witii in which

no breach of surface in the urinary tract i- found. The form of Bacillus

coli infection usually met with in childre.i is the most important variety

of this type. Witiiout discussing the route by which the bacillus finds

its way into the urinary system, whether by llie blood or the urethra, the

duty of the physician is to disinfect and flush out the unnary tract.

Thomson has show n dial the urine is always acid in these cases, and by the

administration of full doses of alkalies as the Citrate of Potassium (20 grs.

ter die) the growth of the bacilli s rapidly inlii.;ited, and the fever, in-

creased freinienc\- of micturition, pus in the urine and other symptoms

soon subside as the secretion becomes alkaline under the influence of the

drug. Normal aline by the bowel or hypodermically further aids recovery

by flushing the urinary tra' t.

Contrary to theoretical consider.itions, the writer has frcxjuently found

the lombination of He.xami; •. with an alkali do well, where both had

failed when used separately.

The pyelitis of pregnancy is of the same nature, but unlike the infection

in children it often fails to respond to simple alkalies alone. Urotropine

10 gri,., or other uiin.iry antiseptics as New Urotropine (Helmitol) 20 grs.,

Cystnpurin 20 grs., IletraUn 20 grs. or Creosote 3 mins. should be employed.

Ifanna Tiiomson points out that Urotropine, if given in comiiination with

Sodium Ik'nzoate, never causes irritation about the neck of the bladder, and

always proves effei tuid in ridding tiie urinary tract of the baci!!l. Abundant
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demulcent draughts or copious libations of weak alkaline waters, as

effervescing Poti:>h Water or Vichy, and the free injection of Normal Saline

solution should also be employed to wash out the genito-urinary system.

In chronic cases oi Bacillus culi pyelitis or cystitis resort should he hitd

to Vaccine treatment; an autogenous culture should he made, and

200,000,000 of the killed organisms should be deeply injected into the

buttock at least once a week. The Anti-Hacillus Coli Serum (20 c.c.)

may be injected in acute cases till a culture is made ready from the bacilli

obtained from the urme, and some surgeons corni>inc the serum and
vaccine treatments in the same patient.

Kretschmer and Gaarde employ Lavage of the pelvis of the kidney

through a ureteral catheter used through a cystoscope, by a 1 per cent.

Nitrate of Silver Solution, using 5-7 c.c.; at the same time alternating the

reaction of the urine by the administration of Alkalies and .\< id Sodium
Phosphate combined with Urotropine, an autogenous vac<ine l)cin:' alsc

injected.

Typhoid Fr^rr Pyelitis muat be treated on the above lines, and usually

yields to full doses of I'rotropinc, which cause liie typlioid inicillus to

disappear from the urine.

The simple inflammation of the renal pelvis which follows the adminis-

tration of such drugs as cantharidcs, copaiba, turpentine, etc., as a rule

rapidly subsides on the suspension of the irritating diuretic and the free

use of weak alkaline and demulcent draughts.

All chronic cases of pyelitis not yielding to the above internal antiseptic

treatment fall int«) the operative grou[). Some surgeons, howe\ cr, lieiore

resorting to nei)hrotomy or nephrectomy wash out tin; renal pelvis through

the ureter by a catheter passed through thei)laildcr.and then inject veak
Perchloride of Mercury or Nitrate of Silver solution.

The class of case requiring operation is usually one wiiich, beginning in

an infective cystitis, invades the renal pelvis and finally ends in a pyelo-

nephritis on one side. This is often described as an Ascending Suppurative

Nephritis or case of Surgical Kidney. Calculous Pyelitis, which is dealt

with under Stone in the Kidney, and the so-called Strim ous Pyelitis, w hich

is a ( hronic tuberculous condition of the kidney, Pyonephrosis and
Hydronephrosis also belong to the . ame category.

The surgt 'O, after satisfying himself by ureteral catheterisation,

phloridzin administration, freezing of tiie l)loo(l, or l)y Wright's method,

tliat the integrity of the opposite origan is sale. pro(ce(K to perform

iiffrhrotomy by making an incision in the lunib.ir region, exposing the

di^e.tsed organ, which is then freely incised and explored ami any calculi

present removed; it is then flushed out witii warm saline solution, the

wound in the kidney closed, and tiiorough drainage estabhslud.

Nephrectomy or entire removal of the diseased kidney is decided iijion

in acute cases where the organ is hopelessly in\adcd; the operation

usually is a seciuei to the preliminary nephrotomy made througii the loin

inei-iion; nnd affords in miiny ciises of acute infective uvelnneohritis the

only hope of saving life.
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PYONEPHROSIS.

In this condition there is added tc tlie infective pyelitis and pyelone-

phritis an obstruction of the ureter more or less complete which pre\ ents

the discharge of the pus into the bladder. Though complete obstruction

existed, the purulent contents of the sac or renal ' imour have been known

to dry up, and become inspissated and shrivelled so as to form a harmless

membranous bag. It is nevertheless unwise to count upon such a

possibility owing to the risks of general sepsis or of the rupture of the sac,

and [)erative interference should not be delayed.

A tree incision having been made in the loin (as for nephrolithotomy)

from the outer edge of the erector spinae extending downwards and

forwards to the anterior superior iliac spine, the kidney is freely exposed

and incised so as to permit free evacuation of the collected pus. The

finger is thrust into the renal pelvis and the entire organ carefully palpated

for calculi, which, if present, should be removed through the incised wound

in the organ. A sound is passed down the entrance to the ureter, and

if a stone is found there_it may be displaced upwards by manipulation and

removed through the renal pelvis. The suppurating cavity in the

interior of the kidney is next freely irrigated by hot Boric Solution,

dusted with Iodoform and thoroughly drained. Should the kidney bt

found extensively destroyed by the pressure of the purulent secretion,

nephrectomy is certainly preferable to nephrotomy, and when the sac

fails to jhrivel and the pus continues to be secreted after the operation

of nephrotomy, the major operation should be resorted to and the

diseased sac entirely removed, provided the opposite kidney is able to

function sufficiently. In some cases it may be necessary to perform a

double ne^jhiotomy and drain both kidneys from the loin. Under

Hydronephrosis the treatment of non-purulent collections of fluid in the

kidney caused by obstruction of the ureter is detailed.

:-^ii

PYOPNEUMOTHORAX.

The treatment of pus and air in the plural cavity will he that indicated

in empyema (I'yotliorax), and can only be carried out suc( cssfuUy by

evacuation of the pus through a free incision between tiie rii)s, with in

most instances the necessary removal of portions of the latter and th".;

establishment of thorough drainage.

PYORRHOEA ALVEOLARIS.

In all advanced cases it is useless to attempt the saving ol the tooth,

which should be extracted; this, moreover, will give freer admittance of

remedial agents to the neighbouring sockets which are beginning to bi-

mvaded by the microbes.

The involved tooth must be stripped for its entire length of its tart.ir and

a stnmL' antiseptic, as concentrated Carbolic Acid solution or Tincture

uf Iodine in minute quantity, should be applied to its surla< on a little

53 -^
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cotton-wool on the point of a fine probe; this will work its way between

the diseased gum and the tooth. The most absolute cleanliness is essential,

and one of the best cleansers is a little lemon-juice brushed with cotton-

wool or lint over the swollen gum at its junction with the tooth. Peroxide

of Hydrogen is much recommended, but the writer has recently obtained

better results by the application with a soft damp toothbrush of Perborate

of Sodium in powder; this gives off free hydrogen peroxide, and the result-

ing borax solution is also a good cleanser of the mouth.

Where pockets exist these must be reached by whatever antiseptic is

employed by injecting it with a fine s^ ringe, and free drainage should be

provided. It will often be necessary to excise the tag of gum tissue with

the scalpel so as to obliterate the pocket. Whittles claims that the disease

is • Table by the application of Protargol in glycerin on the electrode

of a primary interrupted current. All local treatment is, however, highly

unsatisfactory in most cases, and some mithorities strongly advocate

Vaccine treatment. The vaccine, according to Goadby, should be pre-

pared from whatever microbe to which the patient's blood exhibits an

abnormal opsonic index. The casual microbe has not yet been demon-
strated. Kolle claims the discovery of a specific spirochete, and he

states marked improvement follows a single intravenous injection of

Neosalvarsan, while two doses of o"-; ijrm. cured the disease in ten days

in several cases.

Preventive treatment affords the only hope of successfully dealing

with all septic conditions of the mouth, and as the importance of oral

sepsis is becoming more clearly recognised as a factor in mai.y grave

blood and stomach diseases, systematic and patient cleansing of the

teeth, gums anr" mouth will alone prevent the advent of dental caries

and of pyorrhoea.

PYO-SALFINX—see under Pelvic Inflammatioa.

".iri<Sr"

RANXJIA.

A free incision should be made under cocaine through the bluish mucous
coveriii: of the cyst, and its walls as far as possible dissected out. Often

a considLral)lc portion of the sac cannot be removed, in which case the wall

which is left should l)e scraped, dried and swabbed with a i in 12 solution

of Chloride of Zinc, strong Tincture of Iodine or jnirc Carbohc Acid, after

which the cavity must be firmly packed with Iodoform gauze and per-

mitted to granulate from the bottom.

llyoid cysts bulging into the floor of the mouth are best treated by a
free clissec 'on ( arricd out througit the skin of the neck i.ilow the chin,

and this route is sometimes selected for the removal of large sublingual

ranuliv.

When a ranula is met with in its very early stage it may be success-

fully dealt witii by snipping out with a scissors a small window-like piece

of nuiitiu:. nunifininc. inciudin^ rvit •.v.ill, >«.tbbinf; iht interior with dry

wool, and leaving in for a day a plug soaked in ecjual parts Wenk Tincture

-'«;§ !mt 1
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and Strong Tincture of Iodine, after which tiie cavity may be allowed

to heal up naturally without further packing.

A minute seton of horsehair is often sullicient to secure the witherinj^

up of a small ranula.

RAYNAUD'S DISEASE.

Much may be done to prevent the seizures by keeping the patient in a

uniformly warm* atmosphere, hence in all severe types of the disorder,

when means permit, removal to a warm equable climate for the winter

should be recommended. Body clothing is of importance; woollen

garments alone should be worn next the skin, thick woollen stockings,

heavy-soled boots and knitted wool or loose fur lined gloves should be

worn when the patient ventures out in the open air in cold weather. In

severe frost he had better keep indoors entirely when possible.

As an attack may at any time be brought on by washing the hands in

cold water, this must never be used for ablution; warm but not hot water

should always be employed. Gentle Massage of the limbs and Swedish

movements or regulated exercises should be carried out in cold weather

when the patient is unable to take walking. The diet should be libiral,

and in lean subjects animal fats may be freely used. .\s probalily the

attacks are of toxic origin, the eliminatory organs should be ke[)t in an

active stale, and this may be assisted by a generous use of licjuid articles

of diet and an occasiimal saline purgative.

Drug treatment should consist in the administration of tonic-, and

Cod-Liver Oil, and in the exhibit!' >n of agents whi( h tend to ( orrect any

underling condition with whicli the affection is sometimes found to be

associated. Thus in malarial patients Quinine may be freely prescribed,

and in syphilitic subjects large doses of Iodides are clearly indicated, and

ana;mic individuals should be saturated by a non-astringent Iron pre-

paration.

During an attack of local asphyxia (dead fingers) the parts should be

gently rubbed and enveloped in a layer of wool, liarlow recommends

Galvanism. He immerses the affected limb in a vessel of tej^id salt

solution, and drops one pole of a constant-current battery into tlu: li(]uid

and places the otlier pole in ( ontact with the skin of tiie liml) al)o\ e the

water level, using iis strong a current as the patient can iwar with frccjuent

breaks of contact, the patient being ah directed to make voluntary

movcmei. s with l»is fingers or toes, l.i ciironii- cases shampooing and

Swedish movemrnts are added to tiiis method.

When the pain is ex '."sive Opium will be indicated internally, but

.\nti|)vrine. .\spirin and Lu'ian lUinu may first be tried. One large dose

of Alcohol in hot water i> also elfica lous, but lor ol)V'ou> reason.-, i^houhi

only be resorted to very mcasionally. Vaso-constni tors and va (i

dilators have been tried with but little su( cess, but I' • olan of mterruptiii;,

the circulation b< applying a tourni(iuei lor a cou, o ol minutes to tin

al!<"tiv' liinl-- >!' "!"'! •! !" irrf.-.t t'le viLso-mutur 'occhanism lor two or thr< 1

times daily has been followed by good results.
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Gangrene, which is liable to occur and involve the pads of the fingers and

toes or the ears, must be met by the appropriate surgical measures

mentioned under Gangrene.

The treatment of the somewhat allied condition known as Erythro-

melalgia or Red Neuralgia must be carried out on the same lines, but

when the pain of the attack is at its lieight during the acme of t)ie bright

redness, the local application of cold water affords considerable reJet. An
impv-rtant point in the treatment is absolute lest in the horizontal position

and elevation of the affected limb. Sometimes this strange affection

occurs in patients subject to attacks of Raynaud's disease.

RECTUM, Cancer of— see ander Cancer.

BECTTUH, Inflammation of—see Proctitis.

RECTUM, Ulceration of-see under Proctitis.

RELAPSING OR FAMINE FEVER.

This disease is associated with starvation, over-i rowding, and bad

vcntihu.on, hentc the preventive indications are olniuus. Tliougn

distmct from typhus, its management may be briefly described as that

which would be suitable in a smari attack of that fever occurring ina broken-

down patient; in some epidemics both diseases may be found side by

side.

Al)undance of liquid and easily digested food, administered cautiously

at first : Alcoholic stimulants, to be given as indicated by the pulse and

collapse; Quinine, for the high temperature; and continued rest in bed

after the fall in the fever, and the steady administration of every sustaining

agent, so that, if relapse < '.curs, the patient may be well prepared for the

further drain upon his vital powers, were generally all that couid be done

to tide the patient over the attack.

The drug treatment of this disease has hitherto proved a failure; no

drug has been known whii h produced a lethal action on tiie spirot haHe,

but tlie remarkable effect of a single injection of Salva'san has introduced

a new era in tlicrapeulics, and by the use of this agent the disease can be

spetnliiy iin-l ( (fet tually < urcd by injei tions as in the treatment of sypliilis.

lirunor h;is had e<)ually brilliant su( < ess with Galyl in 04 grm. doses by

the veins; similiii results are obtainable from Sudyl; these are arsenical

compounds analogous to salvarsan.

RETENTION OF URINE.

Before treatment ran Ik; undertaken the surgeon must differentiate

( aretully between suppression and retention, and he siiould endeai our

to lind out the cause of the retention. wlii» h is but i> .symptom or resuit

of.several distinct diseased ( omiilions, as atony of the bladder or more

commonlv obstruction in tlie urellira from reflex ;pasm,stri(tur., enlarged

prostato, cai( uli, inflammatory swelling or spinal disease.

There is fwrliaps no condition in wliiih the novice is so liable to make

a grave mistake a mistake which is also not infrequently committed

'^4^{'.
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by the careless though experienced practitioner. This consists in over-

looking the serious condition, in which after a paralytic distension of the

bladder from retention the dribbling overflow of the greatly distended

organ is regarded a.s a simple incontinence of urine. The error is most

likely to occur in the profound toxicmia of long-continued fevers, where

it may be the cause of death.

The history of each case will almost always give the clue to the cause

and nature of the retention. Thus in a patient in advanced life with a

history of failing power in emptying the bladder, and i i the absence of

a history of stricture, enlargement if tht ,osta' . is almost certain.

Here, as already mentioned under Prostat ilargement oi (p. 787),

the surgeon should attempt to pass a soft vu. ised rubber instrument

of the size of about 12 (Englisi ) The catheter should not be passed till

the patient has been placed in a '.ot bath, ;>.nd often micturition occurs

in hospital cases especially after 20 or 30 minutes in the bath. When the

rubber instrument fails, a rare event, the gum elastic or French coude may
be tried. The writer, af i.'^r failing with the rubber, generally finds that a

large-curved silver instrument is the best in acute cases. With skill and

confident this will seldom fail in entering the bladder. The novice is

almost certain to try the smaller sizes, but a No. 10 (Enghsh) long silver

prostatic catheter with a wi.^.e curve is a good instrument.

The catheier must be rendered aseptic inside and out, and it should be

well lubricated with sterile vaseline or K.Y. Jellv , the greatest patience

and gentleness are essential, and sometimes the introduction of the left

index-finger into the rectum will greatly assist, but force of any kind is

never justified.

The silver instrument st juld be slowly introduced with its beak

pressing against the floor of the urethra till the penile portion of the urethra

is traversed in order to avoid catching the extremity of the i .strument

in the iacunte of the ceiling of the passage- the operator's hand beir.g

depressed as the prostatic urethra is reached, the openings in tlie floor

of the pftsaage are similarly ivoided. In old prostatic cases the intro-

duction oi me metal catheter is usually facilitated l)y pKn inij tlic patient

in the I'pright position, but this sliould never be attempted aftci prolonged

submersion in a hot bath owing to the danger of s^ ncope. Where there

has been much residual urine ])resent before the re.ention lias set in some

warm saline or boric solution siiould be injected to avoid the danger of

collapse, and ihe flow from the cathe er should tie rendered as slow as

possible for the same reason, tlie urine being only partially removed at

first l)y permitting to or 15 <>Z- to flow, wlien the catheter left «'// iz/M may
he [)higgetl for lialf an hour or more before removin" the ontire contents.

Wlierc tlie dilficulty of introdu( ing an instrument is very great, especially

wlien some previous operator has succeeded in making a number of false

passages, it will be necessary after its mtroduction to tie in tae instrument

for a time (the tying in of a silver catheter is, when ftnssihle, to be

avoided).

When the passage of an instrument is im[>osuible after reasonable

!
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patience has been exercised, and where the patient urgently requires

relief, his bladder may be tapped by the aspirator above the pubes—

a

simple and safe operation, owing to the distension of the bladder—after

which often a rublicr catheter can be passed through the urethra and tied

in for several days : or the bladder may be tapped ai)ove the pubes by a

curved trochar and canula, the latter being left in situ ; a long rubber

catheter or tube is passed through it, and the urine is continuously

siphoned off into a vessel beneath the patient's bed. (See under Prostate,

Enlargement of.)

In retentiitn from organic stricture of the urethra, it is necessary- to keep

in mind the pathology of the affection. In this lies the secret of successful

treatment. A few hours before the attack ,^f rete.ition probably the

patient passed his urine freely, though in a small stream. The element of

spasm and swelling of the urethral mucous membrane from som'" receit

chill or irritant becomes superadded to the organic narrowing,

the explanation of the .sudden blocking up of the urethra.

A hoi bath and a full opiate before resorting to the use of

should be administered; sometimes the patient will be able -is

urine in the bath.

After the failure of these the patient should be put to bed, and a No. i

or 2 gum-elastic instrument without a stilet should be passed down to che

stricture, if ne( essan,- under chloroform anaesthesia, and with patience

and gentleness it may be coaxed through. After the opening up of the

anterior portion of the stricture the writer has often succeeded in passing

through a No. i or a No. o. Where these fail a No. i silver catheter may
be tried, but in inexperienced and rough hands this is a dangerous

instrument, as every hospital house surgeon knows. When the bladder

is entered and the urine drawn off, the instrument should be tied in, and

the greater the difficulty experienced in passing it, the more reason is

there for tying in the catheter, so as to avoid further irritation vhen the

bladder again fills. After a few days a larger instrument may be passed

and tied in, and tiie routine treatment for stricture may be then commenced.

It will frequently happen that no hollow instrument will pass through

a stricture. Hefore resorting to aspiration or operative measures trial

should be made of filiform bougies of various shapes, bent, curved, angled,

etc. If one of these can be coaxed through the narrows and tied in it will

allow of the slow discharge of unne by its side. At the same time general

treatment, such as an opiate, aperient, hot bath, and other measures are

adopted. The patient after relieving himself temporarily from time to

time will ultimately empty the bladder. Should the filiform bougie be

also a guide to an internal urethrotome, it may next day be used for the

introduction of this instrument and internal urethrotomy performed.

Where the bladder cannot be relieved by the urethral route, it may be

punctured with the aspirator needle above the pubes, or a suprapubic

opening may !>e made by a long curved trochar and >anu!a, whi<h niity

be retained for a few days or the operation of Cockor Wiieelhouse may be

performed. (See under Stricture of the Urethra, Urinar>' Fistula, etc.)
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If the retention is caused by a small impacted calculus this should be

removed by suitable forceps, or if too close to the bladder, a gum-elastic

or silver catheter may be gently worked past it, when steps can afterwards

be undertaken for its removal. Where the gentlest possible trial of the

forceps fails, there is nothing left but to cut down in the middle line upon

the calculus; where the blocking is situated in the penile urethra it is best

to manipulate the stone backwards into the membraneous urethra, from

which it can be extracted by a median perineal incision. Where this

fails the penile urethra should be freely divided with a sharp knife, .and

when the stone is extracted the lips of the urethral wound should be neatly

stitched over a soft catheter, which should then be left in situ for a few days.

The so-called spasmodic stricture has gei Jy an organic basis,

there being nearly always some slight structural : ""rowing on which the

spasm is grafted. It yields to the hot bath and op .um, or to the passage

of a fair-sized catheter. The retention caused by reflex spasm following

operations yields easily to the passage of a full-sized rubber instrument,

and this is true also of the retention from atony of the bladder and spinal

paralysis, and of the form of retention occurring after a large dose of

morphia or in fevers.

Where swelling or inflammation of the urethra, as in gonorrhoea, is the

cause of retention, a very hot bath and a warm urethral injection of dis-

tilled water, or a drachm of cocaine solution (5 per cent.), with a smart

Saline purge, and if necessary leeching the anterior portion of the pt ;neum,

may be tried, after which a rectal injection of 30 mins. of Laudanum or the

introduction of a Morphia suppository may be resorted to. In un-

yielding cases a medium-sized soft rubber catheter may be introduced

under chloroform anaesthesia.

Hysterical retention should not be relieved by the catheter till a hot

bath or cold douche and other antihysterical remedies have been tried,

as the patient rapidly acquires the habit of desiring the catheter through

loss of power over the expulsive mechanism. But where a gravid or a

displaced uterus containing a fibroid tumour exists a male gum-elastic

catheter should be passed through the urethra till the bladder is reached

before attempting reduction of the displaced uterus.

Where retention is caused by clotting of blood in the bladder, as from

a villous or malignant growth or tuberculosis of the cavity wall, the best

procedure is to open the bladder above the pubes, wash the organ out

thoroughly and drain. In desperate bladder haemorrhage associated

with greatly enlarged prostate it may e necessary to remove the prostate

without waiting for the arrest of the bleeding. As a rule it will be advisable

to wait for the arrest of the haemorrhage before resorting to an attempt

to remove the cause. In villous growths in the female bladder causing

retention from large clots, the best procedure is to dilate the urethra

rapidly and reach the bleeding surface, which may be then operated on

by salvano-cautery or strong Perchloride of Iron solution. The treatment

of these cases will depend on the result of a cystoscopic examination of

the bladder.
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RETINA, Diseases of—see under Optic Nerve.

BETRO-FHABTNOEAL ABSCESS—see under Pharyngitis.

BHEUHATISM. \cate.

Rest in bed must be insisted upon as soon as the joint symptoms of

rheumatic fever appear, as evidenced by pain, heat, redness and swelling

with fever and perspiration. 1 lere is, perhaps, no other diseased con-

dition where absolute rest in the horizontal position is more clearly

necessary. Endocarditis followed by permanent valvular mischief is

decidedly less hkely to occur in patients who have taken early to bed
after the development of rheumatic fever and remained there afterwards

for a long period.

The sick-room should be selected upon the ordinary sanitary principles,

and It is better that it should not be upon tl -Tound floor. The air of

the room should be kept at a uniform temperature, and currents of cold

atmosphere are to be avoided by arranging screens at a little distance

around the patient's bed. The bed should consist of a good hair mattress

upon the top of a woven wire one or above a hard straw palhasse, feather

beds being objectionable, both on account of the patient sinking into

them and also because of his profuse sweating. Sheets (especially linen)

must be dispensed with, and it adds greatly to the comfort of the patient

if he be placed between light or thin flannel blankets. The bed-clothes

should not be abundant, eider-down coverlets should be discarded, and a

loose and thin flannel night-dress, which speedily absorbs the cutaneous

moisture, is to be preferred to linen or cotton, and it should be slit down
the middle and the sleeves treated in the same manner so as to permit of

easy access to the cardiac region and the joints. Loosely-fitting drawers of

the same material may also be worn. A bed-pan and urinal are essentials.

Diet.—This may with advantage consist entirely of milk, with farina-

ceous foods occasionally, and at a later stage beef tea, soups, chicken jelly,

or concentrated beef essences may be administered after the subsidence

of joint paina and fever. Latham insists upon the importance of a pure

milk die*^, and points out that soups and beef essences cause relapses.

Other writers do not agree with him in this. Thirst m^y be reheved by
small quantities of ice sucked in the mouth, or by the frequent adminis-

tration of a wineglassful of equal parts of iced Kali water and milk, or by
lemon juice diluted with three or four parts of water. Yeo's plan of

administering lemonade made by boiling a lemon in i pint water and
adding 20 or 30 g \ Bicarbonate of Potash is a good way to relieve thirst,

as it does not interfere with the administration of milk; the essential

oil of lemon contained in the rind is liable to upsi t the stomach. The
writer prefers effervescing Potash or Kali water to which a little fresh

lemon juice has been added just before administration. This will also take

the place of the 20 grs. Citrate of Soda recomniended to be added to each

pint of milk. When the patient is able to take 4 pints milk daily diluted

with kali water, all difficulty in dieting is removed.
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Unless in the presence of complications, Alcohol should be avoideu as

a routine; but a moderate amount— a wineglassful of whiskey daily

—may be permitted to those who have long accustomed themselves

to it.
. .

By the free use of the milk diet and alkaline drinks the elimmatory

organs are kept active and the bowel may occasionally be flushed with a

saline purgative. Constipation must be avoided, especially as the thoracic

pressure is liable to be dangerously increased when the constipated patient

attempts to use the bed-pan; hence the routine administration of a copious

enema every second day at least is a wise precaution, as much mischief

in cardiac cases may thereby be prevented.

Drug rreo/«e«/.—Salicylates should always be prescribed as a routine,

though some eminent authorities recommend a pure Expectant or

Peppermint water treatment, and publish excellent results from its use;

nevertheless it is highly probable that these savants would resort very

soon to the salicylic treatment should they themseh'es be unfortunate

enough to become the victims of an acute attack of rheumatism, with its

unbearable pains and discomforts.

Since the introduction of the Salicylic treatment its literature would fill

a small library, and volumes might be made up of statistics attempting

to prove its efficacy or its failure in influencing the duration of the disease

and its effects upon preventing or determining cardiac complications.

It cannot be denied that the salicylic treatment affords the most certain

and speedy means by which all the arthritic symptoms of acute rheu-

matism may be reli-ved,but it must be granted that it still remains to be

proven that this treatment has the power of cutting short the actual

duration of the disease to any considerable extent. As regards the effect

upon the card'ac complications likely to occur during the attack, it must

again 1 , admitted that clear proof is still wanting to demonstrate that it

lessens to any appreciable degree the occurrence of endo- or peri-carditis,

though these' complications are undoubtedl\- relieved by full doses as long

as the arthritic manifestations and fever still continue.

By closely watching the cas.s long after recovery-, the writer believes

that it may be possible to prove that of a number of patients who ^dve

suffered from rheumatic endocarditis, a smaller percentage of those who

had received salicylic treatment will eventually develop permanent

valvular mischief than of those subjected to expectant or other methods.

This is obviously a very difficult point to settle, but of 1? '^ years

the results of hospital and private cases (but chiefly the latter) have led

the writer to gravitate towards a conclusion in favour of the permanent

benefit arising from the salicylic treatment and of the drug possess-

ing some degree of specific action in neutralising the toxins of the

disease.

These remedies do not appear to prp-ent relapses, and indeed it would

seem upon the r^-^traxy that .elapses are. if anything, more frequent than

when the Al' ...le treatment is alone used. This is, however, owing to

the patient indulging in exercises or movements whilst the pains are in

. -.M
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coirplete abeyance under the influence of the saHcylates before the attack
has run its normal course.

The drugs embraced under the general term of Salicylic remedies
include Salicylate of Soda, Salicin, Salicylic Acid, Oil of Wintergreen,
Salol, Aspirin, Diaspirin, Novaspirin, Benzosalin, Palacetol, Saloquinine,
Salophen, and other new salicylic derivatives.

Maclagan recommended Salicin, some still adhere to the Acid, but the
great majority of physicians rely upon the SaUcylate of Soda, and, upon
the whole, it is from many points of view the drug best suited to the great
bulk of (.ases. Salol in full dos< s is dangerous, owing to its high percentage
of carbolic acid and its slower excretion.

Since Charteris isolated a substance from the artificial acid and its soda
salt, and experimentally demonstrated it to be the cause of certain toxic
effects noticed a**er large doses of these drugs, the sodium salicylate

treatment has become universally accepted as the best. Only the
" physiologically pure " acid or its soda salt should be used i.i medicine,
and much larger doses than those formerly employed may be given with
perfect safety.

One dose of 30 grs. of the purified salicylate of soda may be given as soon
as the patient comes under observation, and 20 grs. may be given everv
three or four hours afterwards. In twenty-four hours after the inaugura-
tion of this treatment sometimes all fever has disappeared, and the joint
cro- ' le may be noticed to have entirely given way. In the writer's wards
ihe students complain that they never sec " rheumatic fej>er," as the
symptoms of the disease are, as a rule, entirely removed by the salicylic

treatment before they get a sight of the patient.

Some physicians prefer to give 15 grs. of the soda salt every hour for four
or five doses, then every three or four hours, but each case may be treated
upon its merits, and as the temperature falls the amount and frequency
of the dose may be diminished. The best plan will be to proportion the
size of the dose to the length of time from the comnencement of the
patient's illness till he came under observation. Thus, given a patient
ill for several days with many joints affected, it will be well to save time
by giving 30 grs. of the soda salt immediately, and 20 grs. every two or
three hours, according to the effect upon pain and temperature. 15-gr.
doses three times a day should be given for a week after the subsidence of
the pain and fever.

It is a significant fact that in rheumatic fever p<»*= its the total excretion
of salicyl is markedly less than in non-rheumatic cases, showing the
probability of a chemical neutralisation of the salicylate by the toxin of the
disease. Lees regards the salicylate of soda as a specific in acute rheuma-
tism if given early and in full doses. He insists upon the necessity of
combining with it twice its weii^ht of Sodium Bicarbonate in order to pre-
vent respiratory symptoms; hegives 20 grs. of the salicylate every 2 hours
diiring the day and t:vcr>- 4 hours during the night. This dosage works
out at about 180 to 200 grs. in 24 hours, and half this amount he gives
to a child 6 to 10 years old, and increases it in severe cases to the adult dose.
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R. Sodii Salicyl. gr. cccxx.

Sodii Bicarbmiatis Jiss.

Syr. Aurantii Flor. 5ss.

A(]iue Chloroforini ad sxvj. Miscc.

Ft. niislura. Cpt. 5]. utdiclt..

The writer has never ventured to push the drucr in the above heroic

doses. Povnton. who considers that the salicylate should he administered

as a routine for the relief of thearthrit.c manifestations, apart from the

consideration of its specific action, recommends that -o grs. salicylate

with 15 grs. bicarbonate of scJa should be given every 2 hours for 6 doses,

every 3 hours for a doses, and ther every 4 hours. This dosage works out

at about 200 grs. u 'ng the first hcurs if given during the night, and

i20grs. on the succeeding days, a. appears to be a safe limit for a strong

adult as long as the join\ pains a j severe, provided the administration

is not continued duraig <';(: liight.

The salicylate of soda m^^'v be prescribed in 20-gr. doses as a powder

to be taken / t'er\ escirig iV .ash water. The advantages of this plan are

obvious—it i . . re palatable, and it combines the salicylic treatment with

the alkaline. The drug should be stopped or suspended for several hours

as soon as its full physiological effects as buzzing in the ears, giddiness,

deafness, etc., are established- but such results are now seldom witnessed

when the pure salt or acid is employed.

Pure Salicylic Acid is advocated ) y Latham, who insists that the natural

and not the synthetic product should be used. He gives 100 grs. daily

and sometimes 150 grs., often combining Calomel with it, and he main-

tains that it is a true antidote to the rheumatic poison and that when

the temperature falls 50 grs. daily may produce cerebral symptoms.

In the writer's experience of the disease he has never seen a case where

the ntw-fangled plan giving salicylates by a vein was indicated or

necessary. The same remark applies to the intra-muscular injections of

Magnesium Sulphate. Sahcin may be given in cacnets in doses of 20 grs.

every 4 hours ; it is less depressant but certainly less analgesic in its action.

Aspirin, though invaluable in chronic rheumatism and rheumatic

neuritis, is not well borne in the acute disease, and there is great difficulty

in saturating the blood with it owin^ to its interfering with the functions

of the stomach, through which it is supposed to pass unchanged. If

prescribed with bicarbonate of soda it is decomposed at once into sodium

salicylate and acetate.

Saloquinire is the tasteless quinic ester of salicylic acid, and its salicy-

late—Rheumatin—which IS also tasteless, may be given in 15-gr. doses

every 4 hours; both these substances are valuable in the treatment of the

acute rheumatism of children when the unpleasant taste of the soda salt

is bliuugly objected to. A c^ Id of 7 years may get 5 grs. They may he

advantageously employed in adult cases during the later stages of the

attack.

- -i ! • i
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Alkaline Treatment of Acute Rheumatism.—This was the routine before
the introduction of the salicylates, and though founded upon a probably
incorrect idea of the pathology of the disease, nevertheless it still maintains
its priority in every case where, from cardiac depression or other cause,
salicylat&s cannot be pushed. The almost universal practice of the best
authorities is showing a return to the old method of treatment by com-
bining alkalies and salicylates, and with our present knowledge this

must be accepted as the most satisfactory and safest plan for deahng
with rheumatic fever.

When the alkaline treatment alone is put aed thi Bicarbonate of
Potash is the salt generally selected, and it should be given in doses
sufficient to rapidly render the urine alkaline. 30 grs. may be given every

3 or 4 hours, and after the effect upon the renal secretion has been
thoroughly established, 15 or 20 grs. four or six times a day may be given
for many days, or even for several weeks, till the disappearance of pain
and fever indicates that the disease has exhausted itself. The addition
of Citric Acid or fresh Lemon Juice to each dose of the alkali in no way
diminishes its good effects, and where a more decidedly alkaline action is

desired the Tartrate or Acetate of Potash may also be given.

When the combined plan is employed, the usual practice, as already
described, is to combine soda bicarbonate with the salicylates, but there
is no reason why the potash salt may not be similarly administered as in

the following mixture:

B. Sodii Salicylalis 3iv.

Potassii Bicarbonatis 5vj.

Liquor. Morphina- Hydrochlor. .^iss.

.AquiT Camhhorcr ad 5xvj. Misce.

Fiat mislura. Capiat Ji. quater in die.

Or, as already mentioned, the Bicarbonate may be given in the form
of a strong aerated potash water (30 grs. to 10 oz.), to which the salicylate
is added just before swallowing, or 30 grs. of the l)icarb()nate may be
added to half a tumblerful of soda water, in which 20 ijrs. ot t t.c salicylate
have been dissolved.

Or the following plan may be adopted;

K. Potassi Hicarhonatis .")VJ.

Aqiae Iksttllatu' ^\i]. Misce.

fiat iHisliira. .Sii^iia. ' (hw "I III,' pmvdfrs (i.i\. 2(t i[rs. Saliiylate of

Soda) In he dissolved in twn lahlespmnfiils of t/iis mixliirr. after vh\,h a

fahlespiionfnl of Lmnn fuii e »\ /" /(-• addeJ, and llie wlntle In he taken during

effertwscfncc nieryfour hours.'

'

narrf>d's method of treatment t .,si-ii;itc(l in a rombinatinn of aJkHlie.s

with full doses of Quinine.

kccs's treatment by Citric A< i<l or Lemon Jui« e alone has fallen into
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disuse, but when combined with alkalies the resulting potassium or

sodium citrate is a most valuable agent as administered ir^ the above

recipe, and the amount of lemon juice may be doubled without diminishing

the alkaline effect.

The newer antipyretics -Antipyrine, Phenacetin, Exalgin, etc.—

speedily reduce fever and reheve the joint pains considerably, but by

common consent their employment as routine agents has been abandoned,

owing to the profuse sweating, depression and sometimes collapse which

often follow full doses.

Hyperpyrexia, which is so hable to supervene in acute rheumatism,

should never be combated by these antipyretic drugs, neither should

salicylates or quinine be depended upon. The only way to save life in

this grave complication is to r isort to the cold pack or cold bath, and

since movement of the painful joints usually prohibits the bath, the best

plan is to place the patient upon a wire mattress protected by a mackin-

tosh with a sheet around him and pour cold water over this till the hyper-

pyretic temperature has been reduced.

riie old routine of administering Opium luis entirely given way to tlie

salicylates, but (Kcasicmally it will be found necessary to resort to opiates

for tiie relief of unusually severe pains and restlessness or of insomnia.

The latter condition lannot be relieved by the simple !»ypnotics, since the

sleeplessness is nearly always due to pain, and hence opium or morphia

should be gi\en in one full dose at bed-time along with the last dose of

the salicylaU'.

The treatment of the cardiac complications, whilst mainly tiiat of the

primary condition, will be found detailed in the articles on Endocarditis

and Pericarditis.

Serum Trcattnent.—\'a.nous attempts have been made of late years

to treat acute rheumatism by a serum prepared from various strains of

streptococci. Thus Menzer, obtaining cultures from the organisms

existing in the fauces in the so-called rheumatic ore throat, has inje<ted

animals with these in increasing doses, and lie maintains that the scrum

from these immunised animals has a powerful curative intlucme in acute

rlieumalisin. Vai ( ines from Slnptuancus rhcumatti us have been employed,

and .Sherman reports most favourably <m the results. Otiiers liave employed

cultures of staphylococcus and of liactllus colt.

The initial do.se of the VVimpole Institute Sireptoioccus rheumaticus

vaccine is 10,000,000 organisms, Until the causal organism of rheumatic

lever has been isolated and pla< ed l)eyond the possibility of doubt the

methods of serum and vaccine treatment may be regardetl as a groping

in the dark, tiiough it can hardly be doubted that the strepto( ()i( if vaccine

has prove- 1 ol j^reat value in tiie treatment of Miine of the (omplii.i lions

of the disease.

I'he dose of Menzer's serum is 5 to 10 c.c, but mu( h larger doses iiave

been administered. It seems almost certain that this serum really

functions as a vacitnc, since marked exai erbations of the arthntis and

pyrexia supervene after each injection.
"'t»t
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Giirlich and Schichhold maintain that the primary focus of infection

in all cases of acute and subacute articular rheumatism is situated in the

tonsil, and the last-mentioned authority carries out as a routine the entire

removal of the tonsil. He shts up the lacunae and proceeds to remove

the portions of the tonsillar tissue between the incisions till the whole

gland is excised. This he claims to have done in 70 cases with great

success. Not only do the symptoms of joint trouble rapidly disappear,

but he claims that this method of treatment prevents relapses or return of

the attack, and so complete i^ 1 he disappearance of all the usual evidences

of the disease that salicylates are not necessary.

Local Treatment.—There are many agents which may be advantageously

employed to relieve the arthritic manifestations. Absolute rest of the

affected joints is the most important of these, but rarely will splints be

deemed necessary. The meddlesome plan of applying lotions, liniments,

counter-irritants, etc., is seldom justified, as these entail more or less

movement of the articulation.

Puller's alkaline lotion is still recommended in many textbooks: it

consists of I oz. Laudanum, i oz. Bicarbonate of Potash, 2 oz. Glycerin,

and 9 oz. Rose Water, which is recommended to be apphed round the

joints on lint. The opium in this preparation cannot effect any anodyne

result, and any virtue it possesses can be better obtained by sponjzing

the joint surface with a weak alkaline solution.

Painting or smearing the joint with the synthetic Oil of Wintcrgreen

or Methyl Sail' > late is often reso ud to. The plan of applying strong

Aconite and Belladonna liniments 1 ider oiled silk is a dangerous practice,

as absorption is hable to occur.

The best routine to follow is to envelop the affected articulations in a

layer of warmed absorbent wool fastened by a many-tailed bandage

without any impervious dressing, as the latter is apt to cause retention of

the irritating sweat. Some practitioners resort to the routine application

of Antiphlogistine (Catapiasma Salicylicum Co.) or of Cataplasma Kaolini

U.S., which contains Thymol, Methyl Salicylate, Oil of Peppermint with

Kaolin, Boric Acid and Glycerin.

Biliters.—'HmAC have been employed from remote periods, to i)e dis-

carded and a^iain Ijrougiit into use from time to time under the influent e

of suppo-sid advaiues in our knowledge of the i)atiiology of inflammatory

action. The late Dr. A. ilarkin employed l)li>luring in a different way

from any of his predecessors; influenced by his theory that the endo-

cardium and the pericardial sac were to be regarded in the light of large

joint surfates, his first step in the treatment of acute rheumatism in

every case was to apply a laige blistti over tic < ardia( area. The writer

saw many tascs wlmli II nkin treated in this manner, and was surprised

to find that a rapid and sometimes lomplete relief of all the classii

svmutoins of acute rheumatism hillowed, the joint pains, loial swelling,

redness and heat, together with the high leinperatute of the body, speedily

disajipearing. In some ia.ses the symptoms never returned or returned

in a minor degree, whilst in others after a few days salicylates had to bu
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resorted to, but the constitutional effects were unmistakable in most cases,

thou'^h the joints were never blistered. It seemed probable that the

absorbed cantharidin exerted some constitutional action. Caton after-

wards advocated the plan of preventing endocarditis through stimulating

the trophic centres by vesicating the skin between the nipple and clavicle

which is supplied by the first four dorsal nerves.

These methods are not to be confounded with the practice of employing

blisters as mere counter-irritants to the inflamed joints for the relief of

pain as advocated by Davies and many others, but the above considerations

seem to prove that when blisters are employed in this latter maimer the\

may effect far-reaching results and should be resorted to more frequently

than is generally practised. Osier recommends passing the thermo-

cautery over the skin of the joint for the relief of pain.

Another method of relieving the joint pains practised by Stromeyer

is to apply the ice-bag, and Lees strongly recommends this agent for the

relief of the cardiac pain and distress in acute rheumatism of the cardiac

type.

The convalescent period requires prolonged rest almost as rigidly

enforced as in the acute stage of the disease. The importance of this has

been alrepiy dealt with in the articles on Endocarditis as the most
powerful factor in the prevention of permanent valvular lesions, and it is a

significant fact that the period of rest after the attack has passed off is

being steadily lengthened till some authorities have recommended that

more or less complete rest should be maintained for six months. This

must, however, be considered unnecessary in simple cases, though it is

clearly indicated where the heart has been seriously engaged, and in most
cases occurring during childhood.

Massage, electricity, hydropathy, passive movements and the internal

administration of Iodides in full doses should in most cases be kept up
during the first month or six weeks of convalescence. A change to a dry

inland residence is most desirable when practicable.

Many authorities emphasise the importance of a minute examination

for any septic focus as pyorrhrca, otitis, enlarged tonsils, etc., whi( I1 should

be radically dealt witli in order to minimise the lial)ility to lurtherattac ks.

It is obvious that tlie greatest care as regards clothing and exposure to

cold and damp should be always maintained.

Acute Rheumatism in Children.— Great advanics have been made in

the diagnosis of this condition, which was generally overlooked in former

years. Tliough the disease is to be considered as idcnti<al with the

acute affection of adults, there arc several well-markeil differences to he

ohservcil wliii h have their beiiring on tliera|teuti< .^. The must ini|>ortaiil

of thi'sf is the far greater fretiuency of serii)us cardial inanilestatioiis anil

the minor part which the arthrili< manifestations play in the chnical

picture, so that Iht^ disease in children li been termed " Acute ( arditis,"

or " Cardiac Klieumat'sm." Not onl) do the endocardium and the

pericardium suffer severely, but the heart niu.si le is ra|)idly alfcrted. a.s

seen in the aiute dilatation of the lelt ventricle frequently loUowing
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the rapid myositis caused by the rheumatic toxins, and these grave
conditions may exist when the only joint symptoms may be so slight as
to be mistaken for the so-called " growing pains " of childhood. Sub-
cutaneous nodules may be found present in more than 50 per cent, of such
cases.

Absolute rest is even more essential than in adult cases, and though
the joint pains call for little interference, it seems advisable to commence
the routine administration of Salicylates, but theso should be always
combined with full doses of alkalies. In the presence of severe cardiac
weakness the salicylates cannot be pushed, but moderate doses (5 grs.)

of Saloquinine or Rheumatin may be administered in combination with
Strychnine.

For the relief of cardiac pain, which is often severe, a thick layer of the
Cataplasma Kaolini laid over the entire cardiac area may b3 used. The
warm-water rubber bott'c, the ice-bag and absorbent wool each has its

advocates. In marked dilatation of the ventricle, half a dozen leeches
may be applied and a smart saline purgative given by the mouth and a
dose of Strychnine hypodermically. At a later stage Digitahs or
Strophanthus will Ije indicated. It will often be necessary to resort to
a moderate amount of Morphia to quiet distress and promote sleep, and
it should be combined with a full dose of Sodium Bromide.

Pericarditis may require Upping. (See under Pericarditis.)

Menzer's Serum and Vaccine treatment have been also recommended
in the treatment of the acute rheumatism of childhood.
As already stated, the rest should be prolonged into several months in

order to prevent permanent damage and deformity of the cardiac valves,
and during this stage Iodides may be advantageously employed.
Much importance has of late been attached to the part played by local

septic conditions of the mouth, naso-phar)'nx and tonsils in the acute
rheumatism of childhood, and Schichhold even recommends the total

enucleation of the tonsils during the atUick. It certainly should bt the
rule to deal radically with these and with adenoids and suppurating gums
and carious teeth during or after convalescence in order to dimii ' h the
risks of further rheumatic seizures.

The child should be enveloped in warm woollen underclothing, and
should wear thick-soled boots and be long protected from the risks ol

cold and damp.

RHEUMATISM, Chronic.

The term is one most difficult of definition. This may to .• considerable
extent be removed by eliminating from the category ah cases of sub-
acute rheumatism belonging to the rf , .atic fever type of the disease.
As pointed ou" y Stockman, if the acute affection is of an itifective nature
caused by a specific micro-organism, it is quite as irrational to speak of a
chronic riieumatism as it would be to recognise a c hronic diphtheria or a
chronic typhoid (ever. But recent observation lias demonstrated the
existence ot the typhoid carrier, and the bacillus of diphtheria has been
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,

proved > remain for indefinite periods in t\ ; throats of adenoid patients.

Herce it is not so easy to f ''minate those cases of subacute or relapsing
• ^.natiMn which follow . ucceed upon acute attacks, but if we regard
tnese cases as sequelee of rheumatic fever, the air becomes cleared for the
recognition of a distinct entity under the name of " chron' rheumatism."

Since the introduction of the term " Fibrositis '• Ihis has steadily been
accepted as covering the ground of the pathology of chronic rheumatism,
the term implymg a hyperplasia of the white fibrous tissue in various
regions, the result of a low type of inflammator,' action. This Fibrositis

may involve the white fibres entering into the ligaments, periosteum,
insertion of the tendons and fascia, &c., about a joint; when at'.acking

the fibrous tissue of muscles it is known as " lumbago," " wry neck," &c.
When there is any doubt about the diagnosis between fibrositis involving

the structure entering into a joint and a subacute form of or a sequela of

acute rheumatism, the treatment suitable for the late or convalescing stage
of the latter affection is clearly indicated. The joint should be put - to .

zt&tA of complete rest and Salicylates :,hould be administered. Aspirin
is che form in which the salicylates are best administered. Though the
drug cannot be said to exercise anything like a specific action in the various
forms of fibrositis or chronic rheumatism, there 1 .in be no doubt about its

analgesic properties, whether the seat of the lesion be in the immediate
- icinity of a joint, in a mass of muscle or involving the sheath of a large

nerve like the sciatic.

The treatment of a true fibrositis in which there is no su' on of any
acute rheumatic origin is to be carried out at first upon simil es. The
physician must guard against any premature attempt to , .eak down
adhesions by forcible massaj^e, which may only increase ihe intensity of the
fibrositis, as he must also keep in mind the evils of prolonged rest, which
may cause a hopeless induration of all the fibrous structures entering into
the articulation.

The best routine treatment is during the stage of acute pain to administer
Salicylates, in conjunction with the hot bath, Turkish bath, or, better still,

with the radiant heat or electric arc buch. Tht hot-vapour or hot-air

bath or the dr>' heat from a rubber water-bottle or sand-bath is also

frequently employed.

Tallermann's metal cylinder, heate-- iike an oven by numerous gas jets,

into which the affected limb can be placea, is also a favourite method of

applying dry heat. Hot fomentations are to be avoided as being less

cfTicacious an J i.iore liable to be followed by relap.ses.

Anodyne applications innumerable are recommended; one of the best of

these is Methyl Salicylate or the artificial oil of winter-green; it may be
gently rubbed over the affected joint or Martindale's Methysal Balm,
which contains Sfenthol in addition, may be used. These applic iitions

^r,n W applied with advantage ::fter a preliniinary c.xpcjNun: tc. a mild
degree of dry or moist heat. Luff's Anodyne consisting of equal parts of

Menthol, (.'hloral Hydrate and Camphor is a most efl^icacious local analgesic

liquid p.eparat'on, wliich should be gently rubbed in with the fingertips
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after being painted on the skin following a warm fomentation. Some
practitioners employ the Oil of Peppermint or Liniment of Menthol, B.P.C.

(Menthol 3, Chloroform 4, Olive Oil to 16). The A.B.C. Liniment, consist-

ing of equal parts of I ; liniments of aconite, belladonna and chloroform,

is also much used.

lonisation or cataphoresis is a valuable adjunct to the use of radiant

heat. Luff employs a 2 per cent, sol'jtion of Iodide of Lithium in joint

cases, and a 2 per cent. Salicylate 01 Sodium solut' an in muscular rheuma-

tism; the iodine and salicyl ions being driven into the affected tissues act

as powerful local analgesics. In all chronic cases the value of counter-

irritants is unmistakable, and the best of all procedures is to apply at

intervals small blisters over the affecced joints.

A very valuable treatment consists in sprinkling Flowers of Sulphur

over the joint before enveloping in cotton-wool and an impervious dressing

and then directing the patient to expose the limb to the heat from an

ordinary fire.

Stockman insists upon the necessity of effecting the permanent removal

of the fibroid proliferations and, for this purpose nothing is so efficacious

as skilful massage. This treatment, however, should not be attempted

in the early stages. Commencing the process with gentle effleurage to

remove co.gestion and serous effusion, he advises that the oiled si in be

rubbed with increasing firmness till the indurations can be treated with

the knuckles pressed firmly against them, and eventually an hour's

massage can be tolerated, but the treatment to be curative must be perse-

vered in for weeks, and in old-standing cases for many months.

In joint cases especially, passive movements must be assiduously

carried out, and active muscular exercises when these cause only a moderate

degree of pain are to be perseveringly practised. The vigorous masseur

by forcible joint manipulations may seriously increase the mischief, and

when any marked increase of pain remains after massage or movements of

any kind, it may be taken as proof that gentler operations must be after-

wards pursued.

This treatment should be combined with hydropathic measures as the

Scotch and the Aix douche or massage douche, the horizontal jet, the per-

cussion column, needle bath, &c.

Electricity in various forms may be employe-i—the constant c'jr-ent

(stabile anodal applications) for the reUef of pain and the stabile kathodal

for the stimulation of muscles. Faradisation, sinusoidal currents and

static electricity are also pressed into service, and high-frequency currents

and the hydro-electric bath can be used when the Faradic current cannot

be borne.

Thermo-penetration or Diathermy is now on Its trial ; it differs from all

other methods of producing heat by the fact that the heat is produced in

the tissues to be acted upon. The Simon apparatus and Poulser lamp arc

empl )ycd, and currents from 400 to 800 milliamperes are made to traverse

the tissues.

Stockman recommends the excision of well-defined nodules by the
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knife or by the injection of a few minims of a i per cent. Chromic-Acid
solution. The value of injections of i per cent. Osmic Acid solution into
the indurated sheath of the sciatic has been long recognised.
The determination of a chronic rheumatic fibrositis t joints in the

vicinity of fractures is a well-recognisec condition due to prolonged rest,
and should be avoided by early massage and passive movements.

Whilst the abo-p vi-orous local measures are being carried out drug
treatment may be tried. It cannot, however, be said that anv known
drug of the thousands vaunted possesses a specific action over the fibroid
mduration. It is hardly necessar^• to agam affirm that tl>e temporary
rehef afforded by the entire grouj of salicylic preparations is due simply
to heir analgesic action. Aspirin may be employed for considerable
perioc's for the relief of pain. Guaiacum especially in the form of ihe
Chelser Pensioner, which also contains Sulphur, has been long in use and
does in nany case- ease pain and diminish somewhat the stiffness.
The oily drug which can claim to be reallv useful is Iodine, t!-ough i*

often fails; m some cases of short standing, it unquestionably appears to
aid in the absorption of the fibroid indurations, iodide of Sodium or
Potassium .-hould be given a trial in all cases, but it must be employed
in lull doses (10 to 15 grs.) three times a day. For the acute fibrositis of
lumbago, wr>' ^-eck and some types of so-called " scir.tica," fr'-e Iodine—
5 mins. of the weak tincture— is certainly more eff.'ctive than the iodine
salts, and in all cases in which iodine treatment is being tried a local
apphcation of the strong tincture may advantageously be employed as a
counter-irritant to .he affected region. The method of ^(iving targe dose',
of Iodides m t'^.e r.iorning followed b> Chlorine Water in the evening with
the view of setting the iodine free has much to lie said for it.

Fibroly ir vhich is a solution of sodium saUcylate combined with
thiosinnam.:

,
.las been extolled as an absorbent of the fibroid indurations

Ao mms. of the 15 per cent, liquid mav be injected deeply in the neighbour-
hood of the nodules. This has in some cases effected the cure of Dupuy-
tren's contraction, which Luff regards as a rheumatic fibrositis. When
this agent is employed, its use should be associated with massage and active
or passive movements to facilitate the absorption of indurations.

Colloidal Sulphur has been injected with success into tiie muscles by
Comrie m trench rheumatism and by Jeanneney into the veins in chronic
jomt cases. For the muscles 1 c.c. of a i in 1,000 solution mixed with
twice \is bulk of a 5 per cent, saline solution is used.
Much attention has of late years l)een uiven to the importance of the

observation that chronic rheumatism !ias been known to disappear in
beekeepers who have been often stung when working with these insects
Burton recommends that the method of administering the poison (formic
acid) of the bee-sting should be resorted to in the treatment of chronic
arthritic rheumatism and sciatica.

He describes in theB. M. J. for October, iqo8, the details of the method
which he practises in order to submit Uie rheumatic patient to tlic in(^ucn( e
of the stmg of the bee by applying the insect to the affected spot with
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specially designed forceps, and he publishes cases where a highly satisfac-

tory result has been obtained. The severe pain caused by the stinging

tends to become of much shorter duration in subsequent applications of the

remedy.

The dietary in chronic rheumatism, to which so much fanciful importance

had formerly been attached, should be dictated bv common sense. Whilst

excess of animal food is best avoided, there are no justifiable grounds for

insisting upon a rigid vegetarian regimen. The diet which is most easily

assimilated by the patient and which keeps the eliminatory organs in the

most healthy condition is certain to be safe . On the same principle the

bowel function must be carefully attended to, constipation being avoided.

In acute fibrositis, a smart saline purge following a moderate dose of

Calomel is always indicated. Intestinal antiseptics, at the best a doubtful

cbss of drugs, have been extolled, but Uttle if any benefit can be attributed

:o them in chronic rheumatism.

Clothing is an important consideration in a diseased condition in which

exposure to cold and damp and sudden variations of temperature play

such an important causal role. Hence woollen gLiments and warm
footwear must be worn, but the tendency so common amongst rheumatic

patients to overclothe themselves must be guarded against, being quite as

pernicious as the dangers of under clothing, since it exposes them to chills

after profuse sweating. The introduction of pieces of wash-leather into

the under-garments covering the affected joint is a good plan.

Climate to those who can afford to winter in a warm, bracing and

equable atmosphere is most desirable, but some patients affirm that the

effects of a hot climate are quite as trying on the joint and musr 'ar pains

as cold; this arises probably from their difficulty in regulating their clothmg

to the standard necessary to combat sudden variations of temperature.

Many patients do better in inland situations than at setiside resorts.

RHEUMATISM, Oonotrhceal.

The disease should be treatc d by local agents applied at the entrance

of the poison—the urethra, vagina, vulva, or conjunctiva—if such treat-

ment has been neglected or inefficiently carried out. Drugs are of very

little value in the treatment of the joint affection. In the early painful

stage absolute rest of the affected ar! ilation is imperative, but the

physician must ever be mindful of the remarkable tendency of the gonococ-

cal inflammation towards the formation of adhesions of a most obstinate

nature, and if rest be prolonged ankylosis is almost certain to become

intractable.

Salicylates may be employed to relieve pain, but as a rule their analgesic

effects are so slight that many authorities profess that a differential

diagnosis can be made between gonorrhoeal and ordinary rheumatism by

noting the failure of full doses.

Iodides even in colossal doses generally fail to make any impression

upon the arthritic manifestations. Mercurials, Quinine and agents useful

in other infections are also generally useless.

L
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The only reliable method of constitutional treatment consists in Vaccine

Therapy. This has of late years been proved to produce marked specific

results, though these plans of treatment have usually failed in dealing

with the acute urethritis in gonorrhoeal infection. Serum therapy may be

dismissed with a few words; the antigonococcic serum usually employed
is a polyvalent antistreptococcic preparation, and though Parkinson has

obtained successful results from the rectal administration of lo c.c. daily,

the best procedure is to resort to vaccine treatment. The serum obtained

by injecting animals with the gonococcus was proved by Uowson to be a

good medium for the cultivation of the cocci, but the polyvalent an'i-

streptococcic serum inhibited their growth—a fact which establishes that

the latter serum when injected possesses the power of either neutralising

the toxins or preventing the growth of the cocci in the tissues as believed

by Parkinson.

Vaccine treatment is carried out by the injection of a gonorrhoeal vaccine

prepared by cultivating the cocci obtained from a first attack of gonor-

rhoea! urethritis before local treatment has been started. The Wimpole
Institute vaccine is obtainable in sterile tubes containing from lo to i,ooo

million killed organisms. Many specialists advocate the superior advan-

tages to be obtained by employing an autogenous vaccine, though others

maintain that almost equal results may be obtained by using a stock

vaccine prepared from a dozen different strains. The ideal procedure

would be to start treatment with a stock vaccine and afterwards to prepare

a culture from the urethra' ''^schargewhen this is still procurable or from

the joint fluid, as many t , -ities insist upon the mixed nature of the

joint infection.

Eyre and Stewart in order to avoid a prolonged negative phase recom-

mend that a dose not exceeding 5 million organisms should be at first

injected at short intervals. These doses may be rapidly increased to 25

millions and in chronic cases to 500 millions at intervals of 5 to 7 days.

By early resort to vaccine treatment ankylosis may e effectually prevented

provided the urethral affection is at the same time skilfully treated locally.

When ankylosis has already occurred, the vaccine treatment alone is of

little or no avail.

With the vaccine therapy in all cases local joint treatment must be
assiduously carried out. Pain may be relieved by anodyne applications

and by counter-irritation with strong Iodine p narations or blisters.

The application of Bier's elastic bandage to induce hyperemia often

affords considerable relief. In the dry form of gonorrhoeal arthritis and
especially in the polyarthritic type which involves the small joints of the

hand and wrist, Tallcrmann's heated cylinder may be u ;ed with advantage
or any ot the hot-air or thermo-electric appliances mentioned under
Rheumatism may be resorted to. Af'..^r the .ipp!ir.<itinn nf he.-itj mas.sjige

and passive movements should be industriously employed to prevent

ankylosis, and some authorities recommend that tiie vaccine sliould be

injected directly into the affected joints or into the tissues in their im-

mediate vicinity.
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When much fluid has accumulated in the articulation, aspiration should
be performed or a free incision having been made the cavity is to be
thoroughly irrigated with hot Saline solution and a lo per cent. Carbolic
Acid or a i per cent, solution of Protargol injected.

When suppuration has occurred, free opening of the joint is imperative,
after which the diseased synovial membrane should be completely curetted
or dissected away as in the operation of arthrectomy or erasion. Drainage
or packmg with Iodoform gauze will be indicated in most of these latter
cases. After the rehef of the acute symptoms, the incised joint must be
treated by passive movement to prevent ankylosis, but in the knee, where
arthrodesis (removal of cartilages) or excision may be necessary, firm bone
union is desirable.

RHEUHATISM, Muscular.

This, as detailed in the article on Chronic Rheumatism and Lumbago,
IS now to be regarded as a fibrositis not having any necessary association
with acute rheumatism, though often relievable by Salicylates in free
doses. The various methods of treatment Ly massage, movements,
blistering, douching, electricity, etc., have been already discussed upon
p. 850, and the plans of acupuncture, aquapuncture and deep parenchy-
matous injections will be described under Sciatica.

RHEXTHATOm ARTHRITIS, Cbronic.

Arthritis Deformans, Osteo-arthritis, Rheumatic Gout, Chronic
Rheumatic Arthritis, Arthritis Sicca and Arthritis Nodosa are some of the
synonyms of this obstinate affection which is essentially distinct from
either rheumatism or gout.

The disease is too often regarded as invariably progressive and incurable,
but if taken in its early stage unquestionably arrest in its progress is

sometimes passible, and some observers are satisfied that a cure may be
accomplished, though others regard the cured cases as instances of
mistaken diagnosis.

The progress of any scientific treatment of the affection is necessarily
retarded by the diversity of the views held about its pathology. Whether
the diseased condition of the joints is to be regarded as the local manifes-
Ution of a microbic infection or of a toxaemia arising in the intestinal
canal or is simply the result of retarded eliminatory action or perverted
nervous function, all authorities agree upon cold and damp as being power-
ful etiological factors in the production of the disease.

Clothing and climate consequently become important preventive agents
as they also are by far the most important considerations to be attended
to in the treatment of the disease once the symptoms justify a diagnosis,
as no improvemo-.t need be expected unless the patient can be cnrnpletelv
removed Irom his surroundings and transported to a drier atmosphere,
where the v ariations of temperature arc less marked than in this ciiangeable
climate—a warm, dry, equable climate being acknowledged on all hands
to be an essential 1 actor in successful treatment.
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As a winter resort Las Palmas, Algiers, Egypt and South Africa are

suitable, whilst in summer Seville and other Continental resorts are

popular. In connection with these places the baths are of great impor-

tance, but these will be mentioned later on. As a rule inland resorts are

preferable to seaside places.

As regards clothing, the body should be encased in light woollen gar-

ments, worn if possible next the skin, but over-clothing is to be avoided.

The writer recommends a thin flannel vest and drawers, with a piece oi

wash-leather inserted inside the fabric next to the skin r r the large

joints, ao at the shoulders, elbows and kijces. The practict of piling on

garment over garment, so as to keep the patiunt always in a state of per-

spiration, is to be condemned. The foot-covering is not to be neglected,

and cork insoles or overshoes are essentials in wet weather. As pointed

out in the author's " Practice of Medicine," the monarticular cases are

especially liable to be made worse by excessive clothing, as it seems

certain that by keeping the other joints deeply enveloped in woollen fabrics

the resistance of the exposed articulations is reduced and the hands become

soon affected seriously. All undue exposure to cold and damp, or drying

east winds, it is needless to say, should be avoided.

If the patient's residence is upon damp, cold c'ay, he should be strongly

advised to change it fcr one on a dry, sandy, elevated well-drained soil,

and when this is impossible he should be advised to sleep and live as near

to his attic or as far from the ground level as possible. The worst cases are

observed in Ireland amongst individuals who live mostly on the ground

story of farmhouses with earthen floors.

' Diet.—As regards diet, everything which tends to improve nutrition

must be freely given. No matter which of the various views of the

pathology of the affection may be accepted, there is always evidence of

serious impairment of nutrition, and this calls for the most liberal and

varied dietary. Mixed food—fresh meat and plenty of fresh vegetables

—

with a very limited supply of malt liquor, or none at all, should form the

basis of the dietary. A Koumiss or fermented milk diet is often beneficial.

Celery, eaten aw -^d, is a popular remedy, and experience proves

that there is somt the belief, though the writer thinks that the

Spanish onion is th . of all vegetabes for constant use by the victims

of this affection. In Ireland, where the disease is so very common, it is

supposed that the excessive use of ill-cured bacon has something to answer

for in inducing the disease.

Fats are an important item in the dietary, and above all other foq-'s -

or drugs stands Cod-Liver Oil. It should be regarded not as a medicine,

but as a food, and, in conjunction with the Extract of Malt, should be

given at the termination of every meal. In hereditary cases, where

rheumatic or arthritic pains first show themselves in the offspring of .arep*^~

in whom the disease is well marked, this food or drug should be pushed.

Butter and Cream should also be freely adiuinistered, and excess of

starchy foods forbidden.

Sometimes an impression has been made upon the disease by a prolonged

1- ^^

i
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trial of a purely vegeUrian diet, but it is a grave mistake, as pointed out
by Garrod, to treat tlie disease as if it were a form of gout by the routine
exclusion of animal food. All dietetic measures which promote bowel,
kidney and skin elimination should be advocated, and constipation must
be avoided by the use of enough vegetable material.
Every error or departure from the normal standard of health must be

carefully sought for, and remedied as soon rs discovered. Thus prolonged
mental exertion, worry, super-lactation, menstrual disorders, frequent
pregnancies and renal disease may be found to be U. exciting causes.
Tne convalescent stages of such affection^ as influenza and typhoid

fever should be treated by prolonged good feeding, rest and change of air
in all subjects showing signs of joint trouble.

Open-air exercise except in the worst weather should be practised.
'i liere is nothing so deleterious at any stage of the disease, and especially
in the early period, as resting indoors. Walking, even when painful,
should be perseveringly indulged in, and exercise should be provided for
the muscles and joints of the upper extremities by gymna. tics or some
simple manual occupation as carpentering, but severe strain of the joints
must be guarded against. Even when the patient becomes unable to
walk he should be advised to spend as much time as possible driving in
the open air and sunshine, and when in bed he "^hould be encouraged tu
freely exercise his legs while lying on his back. Be n the day-time should
be strictly forbidden except in acute cases and in pi^dents wholly crippled;
but young subjects who suffer chiefly from the atrophic t>po of the disease
should be encouraged to go to bed at an early hour and to remain there
for at least lo hours, as advised by Tubby. The habit of sitting up late
and breakfasting in bed should be strictly forbidden in both the young and
old. The question of exercises will be fully considered later on in discussing
local treatment.

Drug Treatment.—It would perhaps be difficult to mention any active
drug which has not at some time or other been vaunted as a remedy for
this obstinate disease. Formerly the class of agents known as alteratives,
including Arsenic, Iodine, Guaiacum, Colchicum, Sulphur, Actaea Racemosa
and even mercurials were much employed. Later on. Salicylates and
their derivatives were extensively used, and as these agents were provint^
a disappointment the theory of the nature of the affection being a toxaemia
arising in the intestines came into acceptance and their reputation revived.
The salicylates are thus prescribed because empirically they have been
found useful in acute rheumatism, because they act as analgesics, and,
thirdly, the less soluble ones are supposed to act as intcsdnal disinfectants!
Hence Aspirin, Salol, Benzosalin, Novaspirin and ether derivatives which
slowiy yield free salicylic acid in the intestine are selected for tne treatment
of rheumatoid arthritis. Beyond the slight relief of pain which they
aouie times accomplish their administration cannot b- said to produce any
lasting benefit.

Guaiacol has been very extensively employed by Luff (3,000 cases),
and he affirms that when administered in sufficient quantity fo long
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periods it arrests the disease^ reduces the joint swelling, and relieves pain

probably by inhibiting the growth of the specific organisms in the bowel

and by neutralising its toxin in the blood and tissues. He gives 10 grs. of

Guaiacol Carbonate in cachets thrice daily, and slowly increases this to

20 grs., which should be continued for at least 12 months, and he rccom
mends that Iodide of Potassium in solution should be administered

in conjunction with the guaiacol carbonate treatment. From similar

considerations Bannatyne recommends Benzosol or guaiacol benzoate

(lo-gr. doses) and Quinini Sahcylate. Saloquinine or its Salicylate

(Rheun.atin) appears to be preferable to the simple salicylate of quinine.

As regards drug .,reatmp^t it therefore appears from the published

results of the last-mentioned authorities that the best routine in all cases

of rheumatoid arthritis is to persevere with full doses of Guaiacol Car-

bonate, changing from tin,e to time to Benzosol or Saloquinine in similar

amounts when better effects can be obtained.

There is no doubt that Sulphur >d Guaiacum Resin as in the Chelsea

Pensioner Electuary and also Ic. ..lyol often afford considerable relief

to the wearying joint pains, probably acting in a manner similar to the

guaiacol and benzosol treatm'^nt by neutralising the toxins in the blood.

Arsenic, Iodine, Iron and Quinine will always find a place in a chronic

ailment where anaemia and debility continually manifest their presence.

Fibrolysi" injections have been strongly recommended on the same
grounds as they have been advocated in chronic rheumatism or fibrositis,

with the view of dissolving nodular growths. This method should always

have a trial in those rare cases where an important joint like that of the

jaw becomes locked and where surgical interference is clearly indicated.

Vaccine treatment has been resorted to with doubtful success, but it

should have a trial in those desperate cases of acute rheumatoid arthritis

which constitute one of the most serious ailments that can affect the human
subject, rendering him absolutely helpless for life by locking all the joints

in the body and condemning him to drag out a miserable existence in

bed. The Polyvalent Antistreptococcic Vaccine should be injected in

doses of 25 to 50 millions of the killed organisms. Sherman advocates

the injection of a mixed vaccine containing 100 miUions each of Staphy-

lococcus aureus and S. albus, given alternately each week with doses of

30 millions of streptococcus. The hope of dealing effectually with the

grave type of acute case lies in the possibility of the preparation of an

autogenous vaccine from the joints, as everything points to the prob-

ability of the pathology of these examples of the disease being an infection

by an acute septic micro-organism and not the result of a toxaemia arising

from intestinal fermentation. Crowe, who has studied exhaustively the

bacteriology of the disease, affirms that the Staphylococcus deformans,

which he found in 90 per cent, of acute cases in the urine, is the true

( ausal factor, and beheves that a vaccine prepared from it gives every

hope of a successful treatment of the disease.

Local Treatment.— For the relief of pain anodyne applications innumer-

able are in constant use, nearly every physician having his own favourite

'5i
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liniment. Any of the local analgesics mentioned under Rheumatism

may be employed; the writer's routine is Methyl Salicylate gently rubbed

into the tender joint cither in its pure state or with Menthol as in Methysal

Balm of Martindale or as the odourless methylester—Mesotan—which

must be diluted with twice its bulk of olive oil. Bannatyne recommends

Guaiacol mixed with olive oil or with Tincture of Iodine.

Every known form of counter-irritation and every counter-irritant drug

have been tried, from Chili Paste and Iodine to Cantharides and the

cautery iron.

As regards the milder counter-irritants and anodynes it is probable that

a considerable degree of their bene*" is is attributable to the friction

necessary for their application.

Blisters.—As in the case of acute rheumatism, the accumulated evidence

regarding the value of blisters has led to the use of these agents in two

very different methods. Thus in one a marked general or spinal effect

is obtainable according to Midelton without applying the vesicant to the

affected articulations. lie applies a series of blisters 4 x
1 J inches along

each side of the spine over the lumbar and sometimes o\er the cervical

enlargement, and keeps the blistered surface raw liy dressing it with a

mixture of Savin and Resin ointments. This treatment is supposed to

act like Harkin's and Caton's plans, but probal)ly the good effects, of

which in some cases there can be no doubt, are, as the writer believes, to be

attributed to some antiseptic action of the absorbed cantharidin. The

other plan is to blister the affected joints one by one; i)y both methods

pain may be considerably relieved and often the swelling is les.>ene(l and

the range of motion increased. The thcrmo-cautery lightly passed over

the affected articulation is also useful as a pain reliever.

Bier's method of causing congestion of the limi) is employed in a

modified way by Kwart. lie applies an clastic tourniciuet to the limb

after stroking and elevation so as to produce local an;emia fur about one

minute, after which the pressure is suddenly removed so as to cause

arterial flushing and suctional drainage.

Mmiemenl of the Joints.—Oi all the local methods of treatment none

are, however, so ini|)ortant as passive movements. From first to last

during all stages of the disease the joints should not lie permitted to rest

except for short [)erio(ls during a( ute exacerbations of pain, as only in this

way can stiffness, rigidity and ankylosis or locking of the articulations by

osteophytic growths be prevented. It is a mistake to dread evil results

from passive movements, When these are carried out with skill and

gentleness, jjain is often considerably relieved and not aggra\.ited. The

chief obstacle in employing gentle ])assive motion is llie involuntary

interference of the patient, who usually antii ipates pain from the move-

ments. If the physician or nurse exercises sutilcent paliem c till all

spiism of the muscles has passed away and a complete passive condition of

llic liiiih hu'i iict:;i t;i)i;U:!tu iiy ^cntic rlfuiiin^, tsicil tiitr mo-. vlTiCnt- ";!"•

often be carried out without any pain r listress being produced. The

patient must be taught to neither attempt resistance nor assistance to the
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operator's manipulations. Tlie passive movements may be carri.d out

most advantageously after any of the thermal methods of treatment to

be afterwards described.

Active voluntary' exercises should follow the passive movements, and

the patient must be directed to persevere with these even when they

cause pain.

Massage is indicated in every case of long standing, and should always

be combined with passive r; jvements; at first gentle etifleurage or stroking

followed by petrissage or kneading and tapotement or tapping. The main

manipulation, however, should be friction massage exercised in the

immediate neighbourhood of the affected joint and at a later stage vibration

massage or mechanical vibra'.lon by the Ruk vibrator may be freely

resorted to.
,

Electricity has been employed in every form, but speaking generally

this agent may be regarded as useless unless when <()mliined with passive

or active movements, massage and other local procedures. The . onslant

or galvanic current mav lie employed to improve the tone of the muscles,

the stai)ile or lai)ile kathodal method being the l)est procedure. The

induced or interrupted i urrent is most used, l)eing c(mvenienlly obtained

from the ordinary chea]) indu. tion-coil battery, but it is painful and often

of little value. Tlie hydro-electric bath is in repute, and when employed

in conjunction with local lu.lropathic methods--dou. liing, etc.—should

be worth a trial. Some electricians prefer static electricity, and the

. ra/e for high-frequen( y and sinusoidal currents has extended to hydro

treatment.
,

The X ray.-^ and Radium emanations have also been extensively empi yed,

but with doubtful results.

Heat. -In almost everv conceivable form the thermal treatment ot

rlieumatoid arthritis has i)een elaborated. The late I'rofessor A. Cordon

utilised drv heat in its simplest form. The patient was directed to

partialis' undress and expose the joint before a strong coal tire as long

as he could comfortably bear the heat, after which the articulation was

lovered witli a layer of brown paper and an ordinary smoothing iron

heated to about 200 K. was passed over the joint, the paper intervening;

this still proves one ol the simplest and l)est methods of applying dry heat

when the hip-joint is affected. Some physicians api)ly the actual cautery

al a black heat. ,1
riic .-,and-i)atii. Tallermanns cvlinder, the various forms ol simple

hot-air and Turkish baths are all in frequent use. The I )owsing tliermo-

elci lri( apiiaratu. in which liiminoits radiant heat is applied to the joint

or to the entire limb or bodv without heating the surroundin- air is

perhaps the best of all forms, since esiieriinents as detailed by I.ukc

demonstrated that luminous radiant heat p.)sse-,es greater penetrative

i)ower than non-luminous heat. A temperature of a^o C. may salely

1.^ i)-.i;.!|
•:. '.\::- 1-ntirf !hm!v in m.eans ol this apparatus, and a heal of

260
''('.'

may be without danger applied to a limb or joint; the last-

mentioned temperature is equivolent to 500" F In the C.rev.lle cle« tro-

ilf'
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thermic generator the invisible rays beyond the red in the spectrum are

alor"? employed, and a temperature of 200° to 250° C. is easily procurable

from an electric-light main. The heat in the Tallermann cylindf may
be safely applied up to 300° F. (148° C).

Excellent heat effects are produced by Diathermy where by employing

currents 400 to 800 milliamperes from Simon's apparatus and the PouLsen

lamp the interior of the joint can be submitted to great heat for 15 or 20

minutes at a time; this method of employing heat is also known as

" Thermopenetration," and differs from other methods of using heat.

Moist heat in the form of poultices, fomentations, vapour, Russian

and hot-water baths is decidedly inferior to dry heat. Perhaps the best

form for the general or local employment of moist heat is the mud-bath.

The previous statement made about the value of electricity applies

almost equally to the use of dr>' and moist heat; these agents are of little

use unless when followed by pa.ssive movements and massage. The local

application of dry heat often renders joint motion possible where pre-

viously stiffness and apparent ankylosis had rendered the articulation

fixed, but a speedy relapse to the rigid condition is the invariable rule in

these cases unless when perseveringly followed up by exercises and thorough

local massage.

Hydrotherapy and Spa Treatment.—Though obviously this includes the

application of moist heat, it may be referred to at further length. The

list of spas where thermal and medicated waters are employed both

externally and internally is almost interminable. At home. Hath, Buxton,

Strathpeffer, Harrogate, Woodhall, Llandrindod Wells, and Llangammarch

are favourite resorts, and at .Matlock Bath every arrangement for the

treatment of tiie disease is carried out upon pure hydropathic and thermo-

therapeutic lines. Of these, Bath is decidedly the most valual)le on

account of the high temperature of its saline springs and the mildness of

its winter, and ever)- hydropathic, electric and massage requirement

can be obtained there as well as at Buxton, Harrogate and the other s[)as.

The brine baths of Droitwich and Nantwich, thougii more suitable for

chronic rheumatism or fibrositis, are also sometimes useful, but often

they aggravate at least during the time of their employment. The

thermal springs abroad arc very popular— IS.iden-Baden, Aix-la-l'iiapelle,

VVie>baden, Carlsbad, Dax, Wiibad, Vichy, Aix-les-Bains, et( . Many
other resorts devoid of tliermal springs are also in favour, as Baden,

Franzensbad, Pyrmoi\t. etc.

The advantages dcn\al)le from a course ol treatment , i<ny of these

places are due mainly to the bathing, massage, douihage, etc, though

the value ot the aikahne and sulphurous waters internall) ( unnot l)e

entirely overlooked, since metabolism anrl eliniiniit!,)!i become markedly

increased untlcr their use, but it mist be remembered in the .spa treatment

of rheumatoid arthritis that lowering or depressing agents should alwa)s

be avoided, and acute cases cannot be sent away.

I'he douching- horizontal jet, j)ercussion, needle and tililorni dtjuches

Nliuutd be combined with niaAsage. The St ot< h douche, which conm^t.^
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in the application of the horizontal douche with cold and hot water alter-

nately, is much emuloyed. The Aix douche is the most valuable form of

hydropathic treatment; it is also known as the 'massage douche in

which massage is employed under a warm douche whilst the spine is acted

upon by a continuous-needle spray, the seance being completed by a

wVrm needle sprav bath which is gradually cooled to the temperature o

the air. A modification of Aix douche is practised at Vichy, which starts

with a steam or hot vapour bath preliminary to the massage.

Electricity, passive and active movements, radiant hea
,
luminous

thermo-electric and GreviUe baths and the electnc-hght hath m wh ch

the body is exposed to the light from arc lamps, with but shght elevation

of temperature, may all be employed in conjunction with hydropathy

and massage or mechanical vibration.

Cataphoresis.-Th^. treatment of late years has been followed by

excellent results especially in the mono-arthritic type of the disease^

The joint in Sc.nerviUe's method is surrounded with niany layers of Imt

saturated with a weak soluti. : ' f Salicylate, Iodide or Chloride of Sodium

over tliis is bound a layer o. metal gauze connected with the negative

pole of a galvanic battery, whilst the positive electrode '^ pla^<=d «ver a

Lge pad of lint soaked in salt solution applied to any indifferent region

of the body. When the current is turned on, the salicylic, iodine or

chlorine ion is driven in through the s.in. The operation can be con-

ducted to best advantage after the application of radiant heat.

Surtitcal Treatment.-Whtn the joint has become distended with fluid, as

in the atrophic type of the disease, this should be removed by aspiration,

after which firm strapping over Scott's dressing may be applied^

Various substances have been injected mto the synovial cavity in the

drv and hypertrophic forms of the disease, but the results have been

generally unsatisfactory; cataphoresis will accomplish anything wh h

such a method can accomplish, and no danger
"'^f

^.e expected^ Bue-

dinger injects a small quantity of sterilised liquefied Vaseline -nto the

joint and .tates that by thisfplan a freerj range of motion can be

"^ThTbreaking dovsn of adhesions under chloroform anssthasia would

appear to be clearly indicated in m*t cases where the cnpplmg of he

joint is complete, but this plan has given sometimes disastrous results^

Owing to the erosion of .arulage in the advan.ed stage of the disease

little movement can be expected to return after such ^ J^^^'';;^'^,

fracture of the bones is easily produced owing to tlieir atroiih..,

""whertl.e locking of an important joint can be demonstrated by the

use of the X rays to be due to any osteophytic growth, it may oe rea ly

ne. es.sary to open the articulation and remove the bone, whether this be

loose or attached. , j i

Kxcision of the affected joint is generally a futile procedure in advan. ed

- ,1- arlif- ""..PC of ih*" nispji.se. but it

cases and an uiiiitcessar}- one Ui thf car!!C, -.,-r,f- m -'-

may become an imperative operation even in acute general cases when an
I*
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articulation of primary importance like the jaw becomes hopelessly locked.

It has been resorted to in acute cases with the view of eradicating the
disease, but with disappointing results.

deformities should bs guarded against through the correction of faulty

positions of the limb maintained during treat nt; contractures are
liable to occur necessitating tenotomy and secti.,n of muscles when a
considerable range of movement still exists in ihe joint. Oui,ii such
contractures can be straightened out by the application of a slowly
extending force operating tiirough a pulley and weight. In knee and hip

cases the Thomas Splint may be advantageously employed sometimes,
or a steel appantnis adjusted to a leathern pelvic girdle with hinge-joints

opposite the km lip or ankle, which will permit of a range of motion
short of producing .icute pain.

RHINITIS.

The treatmenc of acute and chronic inflammation of the membrane
lining the nasal passages will be found discussed in the articles on Catarrh
and Hay Fever.

Hypertrophic rhinitis in its recurring form is seen in hay fever, where
the various methods of treatment will be found detailed. Its typically

chronic and persistent form may be regarded as the sequel to chronic
nasal catarrh, and hence tlie treatment of hypertrophic rhinitis and of this

affection is identical.

When cleansing of the nose and naso-pharyn.x, the removal of adenoids
and the continual use of tiie alkahne Borax solution sniffed up several

times daily fail, the case should be met by operation.

The simplest operative procedure is to apply cocaine and reduce the
inferior turbinate bone by pencilling it with the galvano-cautery heated
to a dull red, which should be drawn in a horizontal direction over the
anterior surface. The operation siiould be repeated in about a fortnight,

when the posterior end may be similarly scarred, each bone being dealt
with at a separate sitting.

Should uie thickening of tiie membrane not show signs of brink'

after a couple i)\ ij)erations, a series of deep punctures mav be made ii

the mucosa by a sharp-pointed galvano cautery, .\fler laulciisatioi

a piece of Boric Acid ointment should be inserted upon cotton-wool.

This method is better and safer than the application of strong caustics

like Chromic or Nitric .\i ids, which are liable to be followed by adhesions
between the bone and septum.

When there is narrowing of the air-way, a more radical procedure is

necessary. The anterior end of the inferior turhiniitu bone should lie

reniov< 1 .ifter <m aini^atiun l>y cutting thiough its atlat liment by si issors,

pun( h lorceps or a stmng steel wire snare; after whicli the nostril should
be plugged for a few hours to restrain any lueniorrhage and the nasal

douche used regularly.

The posterior end of the bone may likewise lie removed by snaring;

after the introduction of the loop through th' nose the snare is guided
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into position by the finger introduced through the mouth and the mucous

and osseous tissue slowly divided to minimise haemorrhage.

In very aggravated cases with much narrowing the entire mtenor

turbinate should be removed by the spokeshave or ringed knife or it

may be snipped away piecemeal by the snare, scissors or punch forceps

applied at intervals.
,, .

The treatment of syphilitic rhinitis known as snuffles in the con-

crenital disease must be carried out by Mercury- or Salvarsan administered

Fnternally. In the type of syphilitic rhinitis occurrir;; in later years

diseased bone is usually present which must be removed and the local

measures described under Ozsna should be persistently employed.

Diphtheritic rhinitis calls for the serum therapy suitable to the primary

affection, whilst the local condition calls for free douching with antiseptic

^°Dr^°rhinitis {Rhinitis sicca) corresponds to the type of a dry bronchial

catarrh The treatment is that of atrophic rhinitis, since the most con-

stant feature in the affection is the formation of dry crusts. These must

be removed by swinging with a weak alkaline borax lotion, after which

the introduction of a small portion of Diluted Citrme Ointment (made

with lanolin) two or three times a day is the best routine. Any gouty

tendency, glycosuria or alcohohc habit will recjuire attention.

The treatment of Atrophic Rhinitis is fully detailed in the article on

Ozoena.

RHINOSCLEROMA.
This specific local infection, which leaus to complete stenosis of the

nasal passages, is onlv seen in individuals who have resided in foreign

districts where the disease has been prevalent. The best treatment

wh^re the disease has been recognised in its early stage is to excisj the

nodular growth and freelv cauterise its base with Salicylu Acid. A

Klycerin extract of the spec ific bacillus has been injec'.ed inu. the hard

masses and Salicylic .\cid solution (i in 50) has been similarly employed

With some si.xess. Politzer has succeeded in entirely removing tlie

.( ease by the employ riH,nt o.' the X rays during 20 exposure^ of h\e

...mutes each, spread over a period of six weeks.

RICKETS.

Whatever view be accepted regarding the pathology or etiology of

rickets, all a-ilhorilies are agreed '.hat the treatment must be mainly

dietetic.
, 1 j • u„

Other important agents must not, however, be overlooked in tne

management of all cases of th.e disease. These are abundance of open

air and as much sunshine as the seasonal ccmditions permit and suitable

clothing to prevent chills.
,• » ^

As regards prophylaxis, the same dietetit: provisions which are indicated

in the Ueatnieai ol the established disease are equally :>ucces5ful m its

prevention, and to these must be added the necessity of proper leeding
M
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and improved hygiene in the case of the mother during pregnancy and

lactation. Factors in the production of rickets which are constantly

overlooked are the food and care of the cow which produces the milk

for the infant's use. The animal requires good food, sunshine and

warmth, and as regards the former the practice of feeding milch cows

on the refuse grains from the distillery has, in the writer's opinion, much

to answer for; this food is often in a state of incipient putrefaction, and

ts use causes an abundant secretion of milk with a small amount of

cream.

The first duty of the physician, therefore, is to institute a careful inquiry

into every detail cf feeding and everything connected with the sanitary

surroundings of tlie child, and to have any violation of the laws of health

promptly rectified.

A too rigid adherence to some one particular artificial fr'od may be the

cause, and a change in this direction may be imperatively necessary. The

physician must bear in mind the sometimes marked peculiarities which

exist in young children, and any hard and fast lines for feeding must be

considerably relaxed. One infant will thrive upon the milk of a cow

which will be poison to another and apparently a stronger child. Patience

and discrimination in this n atter are, theref( re, of the greatest importance

at the ver\' outset.

It is too rigidly maintained that the cause of rickets must be due to

the absence from the diet of some particular constituent or constituents

essential to healthy nutrition. The deficiency has been supposed to be

either in the fat.s, carbohydrates, salts or proteids, but although the

disease is rare except in bottle-fed children it may supervene when the

usual substitute—cow's milk—is employed in such a form as to contain

the fats, salts and proteids in sufficient amounts. Moreover, the same

cow's milk in exactly the same form may be used as the exclusive food of

another child who remains healthy. The explanation of these contra-

dirtorv results probably lies in the theory that a serious error in the diges-

tive function is present whereby the necessary constituent (present in

suitable proportions in the milk or food) is not being iissimilated.

Various opinions have been heH, and still are held,' upon which of the

essentials is wanting. The absence of lime salts, proteid and fats have

all in tui n been blamed. The solution of the difficulty is not made easier

by the knowledge that the milk of a healthy mother contains proteid, fat

and salts in such proportions as prevent the possibility of rickets, and that

when low's milk is u-cd instead, with such additions as are necessary to

make it identical in composition, rirkets supervenes sometimes.

It is maintained that an insufficient amount of fat is absorbed, and this

is i)robably an etiological factor of the disease. Though ( ow's milk

contains quit? enough fat for the maintenance of healthy nutrition, the

Hipcrahundance of proteids in the fono ot rascin taxes the digestive powers

of the infant beyond their effective limits,with the result that both tats and

proteids ire assimilated in msufficient amount.
^

An obvious and simple ex|)cdient would be to dilute the cow's milk
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till the requisite amount of proteid prer t in human milk is provided,

but when this is so proportioned it will be found that the fat and sugar

have fallen below the standard necessary to insure healthy nutrition.

The difficulty is usually overcome by providing a healthy wet nurse, but

as this is often an impossibihtv for many reasons, the physician is driven

to the selection of substitutes, the most obvious of which must be the

milk of the cow in some form or otlie- associated with accessory feeding.

If the precipitation of the casein m indigestible curd is visible in the

motions much may be done by th(; employment of drugs which wiK

promote active digestion in the stomach and bowel. The following

mixture may be given to a child under 12 months old, and J gr. Ilyd.

cum Creu should at the same time be administered night and morning

for a few days:

B. Glycerin. Papahi. 3iij-

Syrupi Simplicis 5vj.

Aqiue Chlorof. ad li]. Misce.

Fiat tnisiura. Cpt. 3j • qt^ter in die post cihum.

Many physicians still adhere to the time-honoured combination of i gr.

powdered Rhubarb with 4 of Bicarbonate of Soda.

Predigestion or peptonisation of the milk is indicated when the in-

testinal or gastric irritation is acute, but this must not be pursued for

long periods.

The cow's milk must be diluted with water or hme water or barley

water i to 3 or 4 at first, according to requirements. A small quantity of

cream is to be added and enough beef juice to increase the amount m fat

and proteids; occasionally a little sugar may be necessary when the

milk must be highly diluted.
. , . • ,

,

Where cream is not well bornv,, no food or drug is so serviceable as

Cod-Lver Oil, which not only supplies sufficient fat, but unquestionably

assists in the absorption of the proteids and lime salt^ in the food, and in

manv instances its administration meets ever>' requirement in tlie

management of ri'.kets when the child is able to take cow's milk. Its

internal administration may often be advantageously supplemented by

inunction and the emplovment of the cod- liver oil binder i.pplied to the

abdomen under mackintosh where the wasting is extreme.

The use of hvpodermic injections of Sea-Water Plasma when the pre-

cioitated casein has caused gastro-enteritis is a valuaiile aid in some cases.

Later on starchy foods should be administered, but the promiscuous

use of these in young infants before the development of the glands whose

secretions digest an.vlaceous substances often leads to the dyspeptic

condition which produces r.cktts; hence the seriou-s objections to many

of the popular patent foods conUining starch. A little carefully boiled

,
'

li ,^r^ -v-iii I'-ie milk mav be tried at hrst. after which

oalei. Hour, tine sago or arrowroot may be permitted, and hnally well-

boiled oaten meal porridge can be safely used.
»f"
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A very valuable addition to the milk dietary may be had by permitting

the child to suck a large piece of undercooked or almost raw meat held

in the nurse's fingers; when carefully administered in this way, there is

no danger of the solid parts being swallowed. As soon as possible it will

be most advisable to vary the diet, and egg-yolk with a little stewed fruit

or a spoonful of freshly expressed orange-juice may be given. In the

case of the children of the poor a well-made mutton broth with the

vegetables strained out before use and the fat carefully skimmed off

affords a most valuable addition to the milk and farinaceous food.

Drug Treatment.—This must be considered as always taking a secondary

place in the management of rickets if we consider Cod-Liver Oil as a food

and not as a drug in the ordinary sense of the word. The pathological fact

of the deficiency of calcium salts in tlie softened bones led formerly to th:

admmistration of the phosphate and other salts of lime, but as these pass

unaltered through the system the practice has been wisely abandoned
by all who recognise the difference in the pharmacology of the mineral

phosphates and of the free element or organic phosphates.

Free phosphorus exerts a specific action on the growth of bone, and
by many authorities is regarded as the ideal drug treatment of the disease.

It should never be administered in doses exceeding ^
',,, gr. i min. of the

H.P. Phosphorated Oil is supposed to contain about loo gr. of the pure

substance, but owing to oxidation usually old specimens of the oil are

much weaker; nevertheless J min. is quite enough for a child six months
old, and it should always be prescribed in Cod-L;ver Oil as in the follow-

ing:

B. Oki Phosphorat. Il\. xx.

Old Morrkute Jiv. Misce.

Ft. mistura. Sumat 5j . ter in die post cibum.

The organic phosphorus contained in the Glycerophosphates, in

Lecithin and in the proprietary preparations known as Sanatogen and
Phytin acts as free phosphorus, and may be employed as a substitute for

the nauseous phosphorated oil. As pointed out elsewhere by the writer,

the undue prolongation of phosphorus treatment may cause the i)ones

to become finally hardened in their abnormally curved position, an event
seldom seen in patients wIkj have retovered from rickets unless where
neglect has permitted great deformity from pressure, etc.

Upor tiie theory that rickets is due to a faulty action in the ductless
glands Thyroid,.Sup-arenal, Pituitary and Thymus, Gland extracts have
i)een employed, and also a number of blood tonics as Arsenic, Iron,
Quinine, etc., and also X rays, but the dietetic treatment of the disease
is so certainly cffira< ious that the physician will be wise to direct his

entire attention to this and leave drugs. severely alone, unless for the
treatment of the dyspepsia or the gastro-cnteritis which is sometimes
present; complications as convulsions, laryngismus, pain and restlessness

will require the administration of Hromidcs, but \cry rarely of opiates in

•MiMMHI
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any form. Local applications to the bones and joints are not indicated,

though skilful massage in the convalescent stages always proves

useful.

Bathing, except in the very acute phase of the ailment, is always

advantageous, and the employment of a warm sea-water bath in which

seaweed or wrack has been boiled may be used. Whilst the child is

partially immersed in the bath and supported by the nurse's hands placed

under the armpits, the trunk may be sponged with water gradually cooled

to the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere. Later on the cold

water may be allowed to flow from a height over the child's body, whilst

the feet are immersed in the warm bath.

Sponging is continually inditated for the removal of profuse perspira-

tion, the skin l)eing mopped with a sponge wrung out of tepid water,

after which cold may be applied in the same manner.

Deformities.—Next in importance to diet comes the means of preventing

permanent deformities. The « bild should be lomijelled to lie in the

horizontal position in order to take the weight ol the trunk off the yielding

bones, and obviously this is a vital matter in temaie children to prevent

pelvic distortion, though in the great majority of mild cases the bent

bones tend naturally to unfold their abnormal cur\ es as the child advances

in years, this result should not be too conhdently tounted upon.

The children of the better-ofi da^^^es where an eltuient nurse can be

provided should spend most of their days lying flat in a perambulator as

they are wheeled about in the open air and sunshine. The children of the

poorer classes should be prevented from walking or crawling by tlie applica-

tion of a straight splint applied to the outer aspect of each lower ex-

tremity, and extending from the pelvic bones to 4 or 6 inches beyond the

foot. Spinal deformities as kyphosis and scoliosis are liable to be pro-

duced by permitting the child to sit ui) in bed or to be carried about on the

nurse's arm. Should these deformities be present when tlie case first

comes under observation they :'.ie a dear and imperative indication for

the maintenance of the horizontal position in all children under 5 or 6

years of age. A hard mattress and a double Thomas's splint extending

from the occiput to the feet should be used to enable the child to spend

a good portion of each day in the open air; at night and in the mornmg the

spinal muscles should be well massaged.

liending of the leg Ixme^, if the ihild Ije under 5 years, will probably

\ield to horizontal rest and assiduous massage, douching and electric

stimulation of the muscles.

Deformities in older subje' ts woere the rest treatment of rickets lias

l)een neglected will often reiiuire the operations ne( cssary tor the correction

of coxa vara, coxa valga, genu \alguin and varum, flat-foot. etc.

Laie Rickets. The treatment suitable to the inf; ..tile type of tiie

disease sliuuid be followed, whctlier the pathology of this condition be

ac cepted as a relapse from a primary rickets or of the nature of a com-

mencing osteomalacia. Prolonged rest in these cases, which usually

appear alter the age of 7 or 8 and before the advent of 17, is necessary,

J"
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as the deformities liable to follow are more serious than in the ctie of

the infantile type.

. Scurvy- Rickets.—This cannot be regarded as a variety of rickets, but

must be accepted as infantile scurvy which occurs in a rickety child, and

is usually the result of exclusive feeding on patent foods or on milk which

has been submitted to prolonged boiling with the view of sterilising it;

the disease oicurs nearly always amongst the children of the better class.

The treatment is that indicated for rickets with the addition of a small

amount of fresh vegetable or fruit juice, mashed potato and raw meat

juice. (See under Scurvy.)

BIOOB.

The main treatment must obviously be that indicated for the primary

disease, but during and immediately after the prolonged shivering fit

certain symptomatic treatment should be resorted to independent of that

of the malady causing the rigor.

Following up the natural instinct of the patient, who generally has a

marked desire to get as near to any convenient source of heat as possible,

the physician should insist that he take immediately to his bed, where

he may be surrounded by dry warm blankets, hot-water bottles and excess

of clothing. Stimulants may be freely given. One full dose of Brandy

or Whiskey •hould he administered as soon as possible. It is advisable

to give this with some very hot water and a little sugar. When tli I^eat

has been brought to the surface of the body the excessive clothing niav ne

gradually removed. As a rule it is not advisable to resort to cold sponging

during the hot stage, as this may bring on another rigor. In the sweating

stage much relief may be obtained by dr\- sponging of the entire cutaneous

surface.

Nitrite of Amyl and Chloroform sometimes cut short the atta'k; but,

upon the whole, it is advisable to maintain a position of neutrai. y, and

await further symptoms. Quinine often prevents or modifies the severity

of recurring attacks; but, owing to its slowness of action, it has no effect

whatever upon the rigor if administered during its presence. .'. is of

most value in tlie rigors of pyemia. The newer antipyretics do not give

any more satisfactory results. The old-fashioned plan of gi\ ing a speedy

emetic at tlie very out.iet, when this is feasible, sometimes appears to

modify the severity and duration of the rigors which usher in acute

inflammator)- or zymotii' alfections. When there is much constitutional

excitement or apprehension on tlie part of the patient, a Inpodermic

injection of Morpliia often is cf great benefit. It should. howe\er, be used

with caution if renal disease u marked. In the rigors following the use

of the catheter, if given immediately after the first f'>eling of chilliness, the

rigor may l)e prevented, but the patient should instantly be wrapped up
in warm bhuikets.

RINGWORM -see Tinea.

SB& Hi
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BODIiJlT ULCER.

This must be recognised as a form of true cancer and treated i^'cord-

ingly; a very considerable advance has been made within the past tew

years in the methods of dealing with this most obstinate disease. The

plans of applying caustics and the thermocautery have been totally

abandoned, and even the knife has been almost laid aside since the curative

powers of Radium and the X rays have been demonstrated. When the

ulcer is small and situated on the side of the nose, temple or cheek without

having involved the eyelids, complete excision by the scalpel is certainly

the most rapid method of dealing with it, but skin-grafting may be neces-

sary, and in all cases a more or less unsightly scar remains, since not only

the ulcerated surface, but its " rolled " or rounded ridgelike border must

be included well within the sweep of the incision, otherwise a return is

certain. As a rule also it will be advisable to employ the X rays in order

to insure a complete cure.

For early cases the X ray is the ideal form of treatment. Three or four

applications may be sufficient, and the subsequent cicatrix is scarcely

noticeable. For more extensive ulcers the treatment may run into

weeks or months, a very serious consideration with poor patients living

at a distance from the institution at which this treatment is carried out.

The period necessar)- for treatment depends on the thickness of new cell

formation, hence the duration of treatment may be much curtailed l)y a

preliminary' curetting, or excision, done under local anaesthesia; this aids

the action of the rays and shortens the period from months to weeks.

As the ulcer is usually situated in proximity to the orbit, great care must

be exercised in the protection of the skin of the eyelids and of the con-

junctiva by a layer of sheet lead or by the use of special focussing tubes.

As the treatment should never t>e undertaken except by the X-ray

specialist, it is therefore unnecessary to go into details regarding the

various forms of apparatus employed.

Recurrences are frequent, these being due to some portion of the

thickened margin escaping the full action of the rays, but such event need

not be regarded as a grave omen, since further exposure after curetting

will effectually meet the new requirements.

Neglected cases which were formerly regarded as outride the reach

of surgery may be successfully dealt with by the above method, but when

the cavitv of the orbit has become invaded the best procedure will lie to

enucleate its entire contents before applying the rays. When the bones

and cartilage of the nose have become invaded by the ulceration, the rays

afford the only means of checking the progress of the destruction in these

tissues.

Radium emanations have proved almost, and in some cases quite as

salisfaciory as the X rays, and \\ irkham states that their penetrative

power IS greater than that of the rays w!ien employed as an auxiliary

to surgical treatment. The emanations from a 5-milligramme sealed

glass tube or mica button may be easily obtained by placing ei .her form

»
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of appliance in contact with the ulcerated surface for about 30 minutes

at a time at intervals of about 3 weeks. There is less danger of injury to

healthy parts than with the use of the X rays, and the emanations have

been successfully employed for the ci're of the burns caused by the rays,

in mii.iy cases complete cure of rodent ulcer has been obtained by a.i few

as five applications of this agent.

Harris employs the rays in combination with Zinc Ionization, using

the rays after the zinc has penetrated the cells, thus utilising the secondary

radiations emanating (rom the zinc molecules. Roberts obtains similar

results by employing the secondary' radiations from thin plates of Silver

or Copper placed between the tube and the ulcer. The Finsen lamp,

Ultra-violet Rays, Fluoresre u light High ''r'^nuency currents, Cytolysis,

I'^ulguration and Cataphoresis have all been employed witn some degree

of success, but the results are in no sense comparable with those obtained

by the X rays and Radium. Carbonic Snow has been e nployed success-

fully in some cases and is easy of application. In small ulcers it gives

very satisfactory results.

ROSACEA.

Reflex irritation from the stomach, o\aries or nasal cavities is main-

tained to be the cause of this disfiguring condition of the nose by .some,

whilst others believe it to arise from invasion by the seborrhoea microbe.

The first step in treatment should therefore be a preliminary scrutiny

of the condition of the digestive and menstrual functions, ai.d any
departure from the normal standard will demand rectification. Though
the disease is not necessarily associated with alcoholism, it is made worse

by it.

The diet should be such as experience dictates to be freest from any
local reflex conse<juences. Leredde strongly advocates a purely vege-

tarian regimen, and undoubtedly fresh and easily digested vegetables

should form a large proportion of the dietary in all cases, with moderate

amounts of white meat, fish, and farinanuus foods, when the latter cause

no dyspeptic symjitoms. Strong tea and strong coffee and alcohol

should be entirely given up, cocoa or a weak China tea being substituted

for these. Exposure to cold winds incTcases tlie er>'thematous condition,

and this may to a certain extent be neutralised by the application of a

skin-coloured powder like Calamine (or the lotion about to be mentioned)
before the patient exposes himself in cold weather.

("onstipation should lie guarded against, and a morning saline purge
always affords some relief.

Sulphur internally is a favourite drug, but better results are obtainable

from the sulphur-containing Ichthyol in lo-min. capsules after °ach meal,

but even this treatment should not bo employed when dyspeptic symptoms
follow the administration ol the drug. In tlie presence ot a marked
gastric sensory neurosis large doses of Sodium Bicarbonate, Creosote in

capsule or small doses of Anlipyrinc with .'o niins. I.ir|uid Kxtrat t of

Coca may be administered.
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Local Treatment.—When the disease is found in the early or erythe

matous stage a simple drying lotion like the following may be applied as

often as convenient:

B. Zinci Oxidi Jij-

Calamince Preeparati 3iv.

Spirit. Vini Rectif. J,\\.

Aqute Rose, ad 5x. Misce.

Ft. Lotio. Siona.—" To he applied with a small spotce twice a day or

ofteuer to the affected skin."

When the skin is very dry, 4 or 6 drs. Glycerin may be substituted

for the snirit, or the same ingredients may be combined in an ointment,

as:

B. Calamine Prap. gr. xl.

Zinci Oxidi gr. xx.

Lanolin, et Vaselin. (in 5j- Misce.

As a rule applications such as are suitable in the treatment of acne

are indicated. Sulphur is a valuable application, especially when there

is much accompanying inflammation of the sebaceous glands; it may

be added in the amount of 2 drs. to the above lotion and 40 grs. to the

ointment, the precipitated being preferable to the sublimed preparation.

In cases of longer standmg, Rcsorcm or Salicylic Acid is indicated when

there is considerable induration of the skin, in order to hasten desquamation

and get rid of the horny layer.

The resorcin mav be employed in almost any strength accordmg to the

effect desired. A mild application like the following may be painted on

daily for 3 or 4 days, viz.:

Resorcini 3ss.

Ichthyol 3j-

Collodimn ad 5ij- Misce,

Lassar's Strong Resorcin Paste consists of Resorcin, Zinc Oxide, Starch,

of each i mixed with 2 of Liquid Paraffin {i.e., r in --; Ihle's Paste is only

I in 24, and from this strength up to i in 2 is empluyt'J.

The dilatation of the small vessels which causes much unsightliness

may be treated by electrolysis or multiple scarification and the application

of Adrenalin. Some dermatologists succeed by passmg the electro- or

thermo-cautery lightly over the congeries of permanently enlarged

vessels, and Abrahams injects a few minims of 95 per cc t. Alcohol around

the dilated vessels.

Good results have been obtained by exposure to Ultra-violet Rays,

When the condition known as Rhinophyma exists in which large tomato-

like or pendulous hypertrophic masses are present, these must b. dealt

with by the surgeon. Where much pustulation is present thr oxistmg

m
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acne may be considerably relieved by Vaccine treatment, but this cannot

be expected to influence the extensive excrescences or lobular tumours.

The most radical and only satisfactory surgical procedure in cases of very

great deformity is that of " decortication " practised by Oilier, who
dissects out the entire hypertrophic growths down to the osteo-cartilagi-

nous skeleton of the nose, leaving the raw surface to granulate under

Iodoform dressing. Skin-grafting when skilfully carried out shortens

the healing process and lessens the scar deformity.

ROSEOLA, OR ROSE-RASH.

This requires no treatment as a rule, save such as is suitable for the

primary malady to which the term " roseola " is loosely applied. Thus

it is sometimes wrongly employed as a synonym for Rotheln, and by
some authorities it is accepted as identical with the so-called " Fourth

Disease " of Clement Lucas, whilst many still apply the term to various

non-exudative erythemas caused by the administration of drugs and

sera.

In the absence of the disdiven.' of any exciting cause, the safest

routine will be to administer J-oz. doses of Fluid Magnesia ])receded by

a smart saline purge. If there be any itching, a bath or sponging with

Bicarbonate of Soda solution i oz. to the gallon may be employed.

ROTHELN, OR RUBELLA.
The treatment of German Measles is identical with that of an un-

usually mild attack of measles. The child should be put to bed in a

well-ventilated room or permitted to lie upon a couch when his temperature

reiiiains under Joo°. (Often the temperature never exceeds the normal.)

Save a restriction of the diet to milk and farinaceous foods, the adminis-

tration of a mild saline purgative and isolation to prevent the spread of the

disease to others, nothing else is necessary. The enlargement of the

cervical and other glands dots not as a rule call for any interference, and
friction, fomentations or poulticing should not be employed. A layer of

warm wool around the neck or jaws is all that is necessary when stiffness

or pain is experienced. .\s a rule the child feels quite well in a couple

of days, and may safely be permitted to mix with others in 3 weeks after

the commencement of the disease. It will be advisable, however, to

prescribe a few warm baths well stained wi'h Condy's Fluid to hasten the

desquamation and make certain against any possible s[)reiuling of the

disease. Urummond believes that a small (juantity of (innamon swal-

lowed daily with meals is a prophylactic.

RUPIA.

As one of the manifestations of syphilis, this must be treated constitu-

tionally as well as lot ally. Whether the limpet-^hell crusts appear in the

late secondary or in the tcrtiar>' period, the internal administration of

Mercury will always as a rule be neces.iiiry, -iii< e liu; .-.kiii icsioim respond

but slowly to Iodides, but Iodides are always dearly indicated in con-
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junction with mercurials. Rupial eruptions, according to llutcliinson,

usually occur in syphilitic patients after mercury has been given m too

large doses, and has disagreed and been wholly laid aside.

Donovan's solution is the best preparation for routine internal treat-

ment, and may be given in the full dose of 20 mins. thrice daily after food.

Salivation should be avoided and the mercurial administration must be

stopped as soon as the first signs of gum tendtmess show themselves;

then Iodides in 10 to 20 gr. doses may be given for several weeks. One

dose of Salvarsan may be injected before commencing mercurial treatment.

The crusts should be softened with a Boric Acid poultice and the

cleaned ulcers dressed with Calomel or weak Red Precipitate Ointment

or Black Wash. Very indolent or spreading sores should be curetted and

lightlv touched with the strcmg I'emitrate of Mercury solution.

Occasionally rupia will he met with in cachectic subjects which will tax

all the skill and patience of the physician. The writer has seen such ( ascs

in Fournier's wards which defied all treatment till the Serum from

healthv dogs was administered hypoilermically. He has had the recent

experience of one case where the ulcerations spread so deeply that death

from exhaustion was only prevented by the administration of a Vaccine

prepared from the secretion of the ulcers. All such intractable cases

appear certainly to be instances of a dual infection caused by the admission

of some destructive organisms to the ulcerated surface, and hence the

importance of the use of an autogenous vaccine and the continuous

disinfection of the ulcerated surface. Se\ ere rupial ulceration will demand

in all cases the most careful attention to the general health of the patient

and a diet as varied and strengthening as the digestixe powers of the

patient will permit. The liability to relapses will justify the physician in

recommending a long ocean voyage in severe cases.

8ACR0-ILIAC JOINT DISEASE.

As this condition is nearly always of a tuberculous origin, the treatment

will be based upon the general principles laid down for knee-joint and

hip-joint affections. Thus, absolute rest to the affei ted surfaces must be

rigidlv maintained for a long period. In children this can be effected

by a' double Thomas's splint and plaster bandage; in adults a large

leather splint may be moulded to the pelvis and leg. Abscesses should

be opened as soon as their presenc" is demonstrated ,and if these fail toheal,

all sinuses mav be opened up and any diseased bone removed, and the

cavity scraped and thorough drainage established. The greatest im-

porunce is to be attached to the prevention of the admission of septic

micro-organisi ; hence many surgeons advise, when rest and splint

treatment fail to effect a marked change, that the joint should be cut

down upon before suppuration is permitted. The strictest antiseptic

precautions Iwing maintained, the bone constituting the jwsterior angle

of the iliac crest should be removed and the adjacent diseased caseous

tissue liKiiougiiiy ^r/Uged out. after whicli the cavity :-' ' '-e p-uguet-

with Iodoform gauze.

l#
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The injection of warmed Bismuth Jelly into the sinuses in old-standing
cases has given better results than scraping and other partial operations.
The constitutional remedies and general directions as to diet, environ-

ment, etc., apply to this affection, and its consUnt tuberculous nature
will suggest many of the agents mentioned under Phthisis and Tuber-
culosis. In some ciises Vaccine treatment has proved valuable.

SALPINGITIS.

The treatment of inflammations of the Fallopian tube is in the main
the treatment of Pelvic Peritonitis, Ovaritis and Endometritis, and will

be found under these lieadinLjs. The special treatment of suppurative
infl, imation of the tubes will be found detailed under the headini; of
Pelvic Inflammation.

SABOOUA—see under Cancer.

SCABIES.

In mild cases of itch the use of almost any one of the innumerable
parasiticides will kill the acarus and its ova, but the most harmless to
the patient and the one most certain and i Icanly in its action is Sulphur
when properly used.

The speediest cure is Vlemingkx's solution, by means of which a sharp
attack of itch may sometimes be removed in a few hours. This solution
is prepared by boiling Lime or Lime Putty with Sulphur in a large quantity
of water, and after the sediment subsides a brilliant clear yellow solution
remains, which is the remedy under consideration. The proportions of the
ingredients are of little matter, but it is well to have them in excess, and
the water will only dissolve a small amount of the Pentasulphide of Cal-
cium. 8 oz. of Sublimed Sulphur and 4 oz. of Slaked Lime will make a
gallcm of the fluid, and with this a large school of children affe(-ted with
scabies may be efTectually treated when the ailment is not of long
standing. All that is necessary is to take a small sponge and swab the
solution freely into the skin. As the litjuid comes into (ontart with
the organic matter contained in the secretions of the skin it gives ofT free

sulphuretted hydrogen, and leaves a fine powdtrry resi<lue, tilling up the
furrows on the cutaneous surface. The patient may have a previous hot
bath with soft soap: little irritation is caused by the remedy, but when
there is already much traumatic eczema pnsent, and where the liquid is

rubbed in or applied fre(|uently. it may produce considerable irritation.

The patient may put on his clothes immediately after the sponging,
when the excess of the liquid will c ause destrui tion to any wandering
mule or young female insects adhering to them, but u|)on the whole it

will l>e safer to lumigatc the (lothes and bedding by burning sulphur
in the room or by baking them in a hot chamber. It is well to make
.-.evera! appluations to insure conipieitr liolrui lion to any young wiiii^ii

may have escaped the action of the licpiid owing to their deep position
in the burrows.
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Sublimed sulphur may also be applied in its dry state, and well rubbed

into the skin and sprinkled over the inner surface of the flannel or woollen

under-garments and over the bed-sheets every night. It can be rubbed

into the hands and between the fingers, after which a leather glove may

be worn. Tliis method, which is cleanly, is not at all so efficacious as the

.solution.

The most certain and reliable of all methods of using sulphur is to give

the patient a hot bath, in which the body ii- to be thorou!:iilv scrubbed

with a hair-brush and soft soap, so as to open up the burnn« s of the itch

insect, after which Sulphur Ointment is to be rubbed in for several minutes

with tlie palms of the hands into every part of the cutaneous surface,

except the face and scalp. This can be best done before going to bed,

the patient sleeping in a combination dress. This treatment must bo

continued for several day.s— three or four at least- to insure a thorongii

permeation of the furrows by the suljjhur. In patients with tender skins,

an ointment of half the B.'P. strength may be employed. The patient

should be directed to change his clothing every day whilst under treat-

ment, but not to wash of? the ointment by bathing in the morning. In

military practice, after the bath, scrubbing and rubbing in of the ointment,

or of a mixture in equal parti of Soft Soap and Sulphur Ointment, a

blanket, smeared over with the ointment, is wrappefl round the patient's

body, Bruce and Hodgson treat scabies successfully by cxp(jsing the

patient after a hot bath and scrubbing to the fumes of burning sulphur

for 50 minutes in a spe( ially constructed box which permits the patient

to breathe pure air during the fumigation.

Where much dermatitis follows this thorough method, a bath containing

starch gives great relief. Thorough disinfection of the inner clothing

by baking them in an oven or by boiling is necessary in all cases.

BeUi-Xaphihol, Peruv an Balsam, Storax, Tar, Stavesai-re. (Irecn

Soap, Cocculus Indicus, i'eosote, Oils of Cade, Cajuput, Anise, etc., have

been used from time t( 'ime, but Sulphur meets every requirement.

Peruvian Balsam and a 1 m 10 ointment of Betii-naphthol are very satis-

factory methotls of treatitig the dise.ise when it is confined to the han<ls,

but these applications are linsuitable when a large area of the skin is to be

acted on.

It may be necessary to treat the cc/ema and irritation, partly the

result of the parasite, and ;)artly the result of the remedy; some bland

unirntating ointment, lard or oil easily accomplishes this, but it is un-

necessary to remind the pr.ictitioner that dernuilitis cannot be renn.veil

till the destruction of tlie parasite has been effected.

SCALDS aee under Bonu.

SCARLATINA.

rh.piiwaxis. A tendency has b <n showing it-cH of ' ife year^ inwards

minimising the high degree of the infectioasness of the srnrlRtinal poison,

probably i)ecau.se the infeclivily of the desquamated epillieliuni had lieen

if
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greatly exaggerated and the comparative immunity of infants to the dis-

ease is now more fully realised. There are, however, few, if any, infectious

diseases in which preventive measures are so imperative, since the mor-

tality of the disease rises so unmistakably with the age of the child after

the first year of life, though it falls after the age of eight to ten years of

life. There are, moreover, good reasons for iielievin^ that if the individual

can be protected during the period of cliildnood and early adolescence lie

is likely to escape the disease altogether.

These considerations are of vital importance when the question of

idiosyncrasy as regards susceptibility in certain families is remembered,

many reported cases showing the obliteration of a family of young
children, only the grown-up members escaping.

Hence the importance of rigid isolation, and where the patient cannot

be at once remo\ed to hospital the other ( hildren should be sent awa-

from the home without delay. Tlie period of most intense contagiousness

corresponds with the acme of the erujjlion and fever and iiot with the

des(juamation stage; the disease should be regarded as contagious from

•he time that the first throat symptoms and fever show themselves. The
fact that the poison is often liorne in milk has betii abundantly demon-
strated in many epidemics, and is ol viously of great imj, jrtance in

prophylaxis. The part played by fomites must be remembered, and the

tenacity to life of the virus is most remarkable; an infected article of

clothing worn during the acute stage of the disease and locked up for more

than a year has often conveyed t'le malady in an intense form. Hence
also the vital importance of a subsequent thorough disinfection of everj-

nook and cranny in the sick-room, the rejiapering of the walls and the

destruction of all bedding and carpets and tlie rerno\ al of every unneces-

sary article of furniture from the sick-room before the patient is placed

in it.

The important question of methods of treatment which bear upon the

checking of the spread of the disease from the affected to the healthy

has occupied much attention of late yenrs. The plan of eai ly inunction of

the patient's body with F.ucalyi)tus Oil has been, in the writer's opinion,

an advance, but in the han sof many it has become a danger by leading

to the prai lice of |)ermitti..g the patient to mix too early with the un-

affected. The physician is wise who still maintains that complete safety

can only be maintained by a period of isolation extending over at least

six weeks, even when disinfecting baths, antiseptic throat applications

and eucalyptus inunctions have been carried out. and this period must be

prolonged considerably when any suppurative ear lesion exists.

Though the incubation stage may be a period of hours, it sometimes

is [irolontied to several days; hence a (juarantine of 8 days for those

known to have been expo.sed is necessary.

laccine prophylaxis has been tried on a large scale in Russia with most

satisfactory results liy {jabfitschew.iky, who a'lifriu. thai complete im

munity can be obtained by three injections of a killed culture of strepto-

cuc> obtained from a patient suflering from saulatina, the d ..e being
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J C.C. of a concentrated bouillon .:ultur It is still to be determined

how long this immunity will la^t, but a ..as been proved that it affords

almost complete protection during an epidemic of the disease.

The treatment of the established disease will ( ommence with the

sf lection, preparation, heating and ventilation of the sick-room and with

directions for the diet, etc. These may be taken as identi. al with the

requirements necessary for the preliminary treatment of a case of measles

as detailed in the article on Measles. A room as thoroughly isolated

as possilile from the other parts of the house siiould be chosen, and it

should have an adjoining .hamber or dressing-room for the nurse, who

should not be permitted to wander about and infect the other parts of

the house. It is unnecessary to repeat the caution already given of having

everything except indispensables removed from the sick chamber before

the patient's en --ance into it, nor is it necessary to i)oint out the impera-

tive need of a thorough disinfection of the room in wliich tlie patient first

showed the symptoms of the disease in case he cannot remain there.

A sheet should be fastened outside the door of the sick-room, and this

should be kept moist by a i in 80 Carbolic solution or a i in 200 of

Chlorinated Lime or Chlorinated Soda, and a large vessel contuining diluted

Condy's l-luid should be kept on the landing lor the immersion of all

drinking and eating utensils.

Civen a mild case of simple scarlatina without complications the less

officious the physician and the nurse are the better. A milk diet at

first, followed in'a few days by light farinaceous foods, bread and butter,

weak tea and thin soups are all that is required, fish and chicken Ijeing

permitted as soon as the fever entirely subsides and the throat congestion

has disappeared.

The temperature of the room may be kept about 60° F., and though the

freest \ entilation and sunlight are desirable, when the patient is permitted

to dress and sit up (by the end of a week), he must, owing to the possi-

bilities of icnal complications, be carefully protected from chills. Atten-

tion siiould be paid to the state of the bowels, and as a rule it will be

desirable to give a mild saline at the commencement of treatment.

Bathing is'^undesirable in the early stages, and unless the temperature

leinaiiis high, sponging of the entire surtai e of the body siiould be dis-

pensed With. .Vny simple diaplioieti. mixture may be jireMribed. and

as rheumatic pains are sometimes experienced in the joints even in mild

cases, the following may be ordered:

H. Sodii Siilicylalis 5iss.

St>mt. Mindcrcn Jiss.

Syrup. Aurant. I'lor. 5J-

Ai/iuc ad Siv. .UtMc.

Ft. iiiislura. Cpl. 5j. U^r in dtc.

In the ueatmcnt (if such a mild ca.-.e oi the disease as is under considera-

tion there will be iiu iioc.^.s".'. U> ui.U the tliroat l(M;<.lly
;
shouM, however,

H

%¥\
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any pain in swallowing be experienced, a Carbolic Spray (i in 100) maybe
freely employed. The use of this spray is urged as a routine antiseptic,

and much stronger solutions are recommended by Milne and others with
the view of diminishing the infectivity of the disease, and this is carried

out in conjunction with the following:

Inunction < 1 the entire body with Eucalyptus Oil, including the hair

and scalp, is started immediately the disease declares itself, the oil being

applied twice a day for the first four days and once a day for a week
afterwards.

Milne claims for this routine that the se%'erity of the disease is lessened

and that the scarlatina patient may freely be permitted to dress and move
about among healthy individuals by the end of 10 days from flie onset

though he be desquamating liberally. The results of this method are

challenged by Goodall and others.

I'.\ the end of 4 days after the temperature has become normal in the

coniinonly met with mild cases of the disease the patient may be per-

mitted to dress and sit up; before doing .so a warm bath should be ad
ministered, and the writer's practice is to order the water to be deeply

stained with tondy's Fluid. .After careful drying before the fire in the

hick-room an anointing oil consisting of i part Eucalyptus and 4 of C)li\ c

Oil may l)e rubbed over the skin. The bathing should be repeated daily

and the feet and hands may be two or three times a da\ well scrubbed witli

a hair-brush and soap to luisten the removal of the dead epithelium.

The child should be kept within doors for a month in severe winter weather,

but in summer he may be permitted to go into the open air in about 10

days or sometimes less.

Scarlatina Anginosa.- This will require active measures both con-

stitutional and local. The pyrexia, if only moderately severe, may be met
by small doses of the newer antipyretic as Antipyrine, etc., or full doses

of Quinine; but as a rule the effect of these is very transient, and in all

cases where the temperature reaches say 104" the only reliable method of

reducing the fever heat is by assiduous Sponging, the Cold Bath or Cold

Pack. Whilst cold sponging meets the ordinary severe form of this septic

type of the disease, the cold pack should without hesitation be at once
resorted to in all cases where the temperature reaches 105° or upwards.
Owing to the youthful age of the patient the cold pack is easily applied.

\ large bath towel saturated with water at about 90 "" should be loosely

wound round tlie [latient's body and after the lapse of 5 minutes water
at about 70' may be made to trickle over this till the body heat falls to

about \oi . The duration of the jiafk and its repetition w'll depend
u()on the effei i> produced as indicated by the thermometer used every

15 minutes; exceitt in the severest cases, when the j.yrcxia falls to 102'

in the pack it will continue to fall farther when the patient is taken out of

it. Kerley does not hesitate to apply the pack continuously for 4S or

even 72 hours, ice being applied to the head and the hot-water bottle to

the feet in the pr^jsence of the high lever acconipan\ ing .some of tiie

com|)li<ations of the disease. The jwick not only reduces the fe\tr,

\i^
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but It is the best remedy for the intense restlessness, delirium or

insomnia.

As regards the use of drugs internally to destroy the causal micro-

organisms or tneir toxins, no chemical substance is known which can be

re''arded as possessing any specific action. lUingworth's treatnient by

Biniodide of Mercury introduced with this intention has not stood the

test of experience, and the same may be said of Chlorate of Potassium,

Carbonate of Ammonia, Oxygen, Benzoates, Salicylates, and Sulpho-

carbolates.

Serum Therapy and Vaccine Treatment.—The results of injections of a

Polyvalent Antistreptococcic Serum prepared by inje( linj; different

strains of the coccus into the horse cannot be regarded as very satis-

factory. Given in the usual dose of 50 c.c. the serum, however, cannot

do harm, and may favourably affect general i trition. The intravenous

injection of 50-100 c.c. of tlie blood serum fi a convalescing scarlatina

patients has been successfu'.y tried by several phvsicians: tliis method

of treatment is obviously only indicated in serious toxic cases.

There cannot be a doubt about the value of an autogenous vaccine in the

treatment of some of the -rave complications, and whilst such is being

prepared from the secretion ol the patient's ear or throat lesion, a stock

Streptococcus conglomeralus vaccine should be injected in doses of at

least 25 millions. Great diversity of opmion still exists about the

value of routine Antistreptococcic vaccine treatment in scarlatina, and

the weight of evidence appears to be certainly against it.

Local Treatment.—In all forms of the anginose type of scarlatina the

application of local antiseptic solutions should be assiduously employed

from the start, since these may prevent or minimise suppurative cellulitis

and other grave complications; moreover, by destroying the virus at

the seat of its rapid production constitutional toxemia may be diminished,

since the throat secretions are being continually swallowed by children.

As a routine the following spray may be frequently used:

B. Glycerini Ac. Carbolici 5v.

Glycerini Ac. Borici 3iv.

Aqiue Rosa ad Jxij. Misce.

By older children this when diluted with half its volume of water

mav' be used as a gargle. Stronger solutions (1 in io) of Carbolic Acid

or even the Glyterin of this drug may be carelully applied as a swab

occasionally.

When the s& retion is foul and profuse, sprays should not be entirely

depended upon, but the throat and nasal passages should be syringed

twice a day with a i in 30 solution of Carbolic .\cid, i in 1,000 Perchloride

of Mercury or i in 50 Permanganate of Potassium solution. Warm

saturated Boric .\cid solution is an ethcient 1 leanser. and a 1 in 4 solution

of .Vrgyrol or 1 in 20 Collari;ol may be used as a swab, after cleansing with

Ihc boric- .aid ^olution, carbolic spray or 1 in 4 1 1ydrogen Peroxide solution.

*#
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Chlorine is one of the most reliable of antiseptics, and Caiger's method

of preparing a solution of the free gas for irrigating the throat and nares is

convenient. He pours loo mins. strong Hydrochloric Acid on 3 drs.

Potassium Chlorate in an empty pint phial, and after evolution ceases

water is added at short intervals till the bottle is filled up. This solution

may be used as a nasal douche and throat wash every 2 or 3 hours. lodme

(3 drs. weak tincture to 20 oz. water) may be used in a similar manner,

and 2 drs. Carbolic Acid may be added to this for a spray.

T the swelling in the neck cold or iced compresses and warm antiseptic

poultices should be applied according to the amount of comfort derived

from either class of application, but when deep fluctuation appears a warm

boric compress under oiled silk should be employed, and as the pus

approaches the surface a free incision should be made and the abscess

cavity thoroughly irrigated by warm Boric solution or Hydrogen Peroxide.

Abscesses in the tonsil should be opened early. When brawny swelling

in the neck appears, the pressure on the trachea must be relieved promptly

by free incisions without waiting for pointing.

Laryngeal symptoms are an indication for the use of the steam-sprav,

bronchitis kettle, and the agents useful in the treatment of diphtheria;

suffocative signs may demand the prompt opening of the trachea. The

appearance of a diphtheritic membrane on the tonsils or fauces is a clear

indication for the injection of the Antidiphtheritic Serum, and this should

be employed in all cases of doubtful nature, since no harm can possibly

follow from its use.

It is almost needless to emphasize the importance of feeding in all

septic cases; strong beef juices, nourishing soups, alcohoUc stimulation,

beaten-up eggs and rectal alimentation will be needed.

Malignant scarlatina is nearly always fatal. Though the rash may

show little sign of development, the hyperpyrexia must be promptly

met by the cold pack, and comatose symptoms should be attacked by

the ice-bag applied to the shaven scalp, whilst a mustard poultice is placed

oser the nucha. Normal serum may prove useful in some cases, but the

advisability of subsequent venesection has not been proven
;
neverthe-

less, the writer, in the presence of a profound and probably fatal comatose

condition, would not hesitate to recommend it. Lumbar puncture has

been proved to be useful in cases wherever meningeal congestion has

l)een present and the intravenous injection of ( oUargol has been recom-

mended. The hypodermic injection of Pilocarpine wh-re the rash is

suppressed is a treatment which is open to the gravest doubt, since the

heart is always profoundly depres.sed by the toxins of the diieasc.

Strychnine hypodermically will be often indicated, and it may advantage-

ously be administered before placing the patient in the cold pack. Poly-

valent .\ntistreptococcic serum should always be injected when pro-

curable.

Treatment of Complications-Some of these iiavc been already in-

I kientally dc.ill with. Rheumatic injtammation of the joints is best

relieved by full dooes oi .Salirylates and by enveloping the artK uiatiuns in
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dry cotton-wool without the application of any impervious dressing,

In all such cases a very vital point is to compel the patient to remain

in the horizontal position in bed all through the month or six weeks'

convalescence, and longer if necessary. There is quite as much danger

of the heart at some remote period suffering from permanent valvular

crippling as if the attack was one of rheumatic fever. Paine has, more-

over, demonstrated the presence of a minute diplococcus in so-called

" scarlatinal rheumatism " apparently identical with the Diplococcus

rheumaticux, and which is capable of producing arthritis, and cardiac

mischief when injected into rabbits.

Cardiac complications are to be treated as in rheumatic fever, and the

supervention of ulcerative endocarditis is a clear indication for the

administration of an autogenous vaccine prepared from the patient's

blood.

Otitis.—This is a complication which sometimes leads to permanent

deafness: it should be met by prompt treatment. The preventive

measures consist of continuous irrigation and sterilisation of the naso-

pharynx and a 25 per cent. Argyrol solution as a swab may advantage-

ously be employed after cleansing.

Earache may be relieved by Cocaine—the pure alkaloid 4 per cent,

dissolved in warm oil being instilled into the meatus, and leeches may be

applied over the mastoid behind the ear. The important matter is to

inspect the tympanum twice daily, and as soon as bulging manifests itself

to make a free incision. The after-treatment and that of such complica-

tions as suppuration of the mastoid cells and abscesses under the dura

mater must be met by the radical operation fir«t introduced by the late

Dr. Joseph Nelson (see under Ear Diseases, Otitis Media). Vaccine treat-

ment should always be resorted to in chronic cases.

Nephritis.—No importance need be attached to the slight albuminuria

which nearly always appears when the fever is at its height, but in the

later stages of convalescence the urine should always be closely watched

for evidence of glomerulitis, othenvise the first symptom of this grave

condition may show itself in a urajmic convulsion or a sudden attack of

coma. The treatment must be that approved of for acute Bright's

Disease or for uraemia—viz., a strong saline purge—as soon as the patient

is able to swallow and immediate resort o the hot mustard pack and the

administration of Pilocarpine hypodermically as soon as sweating is

established. Saline Solution should be injected and venesection per-

formed in comatose and convulsive cases.

Buttersack recommends the prolonged administration of Urotropine

up to the end of the third week as a certain preventive of nephritis.

Hemorrhagic manifestations as in the so-called " haemorrhagic type

of scarlatina " are a clear indication for the administration of Calcium

Chljrid« or Lactate.

Cellulitis and Rhinorrhcea.—Tht treatment of these complications has

been detailed in the description of the management of the anginose or

?cptic type of the disease.
5f'

*f
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Puerperal Scarlatina and the scarlatina arising during pregnancy are

to be treated upon the same lines as in the management of the ordinary

disease. Many cases of so-called " puerperal scarlatina " are really

examples of severe sepsis.

SCIATICA.

Before commencing treatment there should be a minute investigation

into every possible cause of local nerve irritation. There can be little

hope of successful treatment till such affections as sacro-iliac and hip-

joint or vertebral disease, and pelvic tumours of osseous or fibrous nature

are excluded. Formerly sciatica was regarded as a true neuralgia of the

nerve, and the agents supposed to alter or modify the nutrition of nerve

tissue were employed. By all clinicians during recent years the view is

accepted that the great majority- of cases of sciatica should be regarded

as examples of neuritis, and that the origin of the neuritis is a fibrositis,

involving the sheath or the white fibrous tissue of the nerve trunk.

The treatment of neuritis and fibrositis has already been dealt with

in the articles on Neuritis and Rheumatism, Chronic, and the treatment of

sciatica must be based on the same lines. For convenience the various

remedial agents may be here again enumerated as they apply to sciatica.

Rest in bed is essential in all cases. In the early stages of mild attacks,

though the patient may be able to walk about without much suffering,

he should be ordered to bed, as the action of the muscles tends to cause a

considerable degree of pressure on the inflamed nerve, and a mild case

is often converted into a very severe one by muscular exercise.

Acute pain and tenderness in the nerve are indications for t'lC applica-

tion of a long splint or a series of sand-bags so applied around the limb

as to prevent the muscles of the thigh or buttock being brought into

action. A dry heat should be maintained by the application of warm
wool to the limb, which should be kept in plare by a many-tailed bandage.

Sublimed Sulphur, sprinkled upon the wool before application to the limb,

is often useful.

Internal remedies embrace a long list of the agents in use for the

relief of pain; narcotics by the mouth must, however, be avoided in a

diseased condition so liable to become chronic. When Morphia is im-

peratively demanded for the relief of agonising pain, it should be reserved

for hypodermic use in the manner to be described later on.

Salicylates, or their derivatives, as enumerated in the article on Acute

Rheumatism, afford the most satisfactory results ; the best form for the

administration of this class of drug is Aspirin, which may be given in

cachets to the amount of 40 grs. daily. Bee stings have been resorted to on

the rheumatic theory of the disease ^nd some excellent results have been

reported by Burton. Iodides, in the later stages of the disease, are clearly

indicated, but must be administered in full doses; 60 grs. daily of Sodium
Iodide is not too large an amount, and this dosage may be tolerated when
smaller quantities are badly borne.

Where there are reasons for regarding the sciatica as a pure neuralgia
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of the nerve, Quinine in 5 to 10 |^r. doses may be tried, and it may be

rombined with Gelsemium, and in L'onty patients with Cokhicum or

Salicylates. The Salicylate of Quinine and Xaxaquin—the acetyl-

salicylate—are ^iven in 5-^;/. doses, and Saloquinine and its salicylate

—

Rheumatin—in 15-gr. doses. Phosphorus, a.s in Sanatogen or as free

phosphorus or as Glycerophosphates, is extolled in the neuralgia type

of sciatica. Cod-Li\er Oil is always useful, and Arsenic and Iron are

indicated in all anicmic cases.

Loral Treatment will consist in the application of heat by the various

methods detailed under Rheumatism, (,'hronic, as by the electro-thermic

bath of Dowsing, the hot-air, vapour, Turkish, or Russian baths. These

latter mentioned, as well as hot-water baths, are contra- indicated in the

acute stage of the disease, where the pain is alway.« aggravated by the

movements necessary in the application of thes'^ agents—hence the

advantage of any appliance for the local use of dry heat without neces-

sitating the patient moving from his bed. The radiant heat bath can be

readily emjjloyed, as the patient lies at complete rest in the horizontal

position, and when the electricity necessary for its production is not

available, a series of hot-water rubber bottles or of heated sand-bags, or the

spirit-lamp arrangement employed in the treatment of liright's l)i.-.ease

may be used.

As elsewhere described, a very hot smoothing-iron may Iv passed

for several minutes along the ( ourse of the nerve, the skin being protected

by a single layer of brown paper. This method of using dry heat for the

relief of pain is not to be confused wub the caustic or counter-irritant action

which is obtaina!)le from the actual cautery, which is also sometimes

advocated. At a later period hot douches are indicated; these should

be reserv ed for the chronic stage when the patient is able to leave his bed

and a-iil himself of the advantage to be obtained from the various

modific;vti()ns of hydropathy as the Scotch, Aix massage douche, eti
.,

carried out at Harrogate, Peebles, Bath, Matlock, Buxton. Biine bath

treatment is of great value; this is procurable at Droitwich and at the

more accessible Nantwich. At the latter resort the baths can be obtained,

» ith excellent hotel accommodation, on the level of the patient's sleeping

aii>'. living rooms a desideratum when walking is very painful or im-

possible. At both of these resorts massage and electrical treatment

can be obtained.

Miissage, as in fibrositis,^is an agent of great value when skilfully and

perse\ eringly employed. In the early stages of the disease it may
greatly aggravate the malady, and even in chronic cases its rough or too

thorough ad'ninistration may convert a mild chronic into an acute sciatic

neuritis.

Electricity has been employed in every conc^'-able fomi; the writer

has oiitained tiie Dest results from the daily use oi the (uii^lant current.

Luke speaks highly of the hydro-electric bath, whilst some authorities

extol static electricity and the sinusoidal current.

Blistering relieve:> pain, and in some instances effects changes in the

If

.
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nerve or its sheath, which unmistakably hasten resolution and the

absorption of fibroid thickening and nodosities.

i\s regards local remedies and anodyne applications, there is practically

no end, and the methods by wl>ich these have been employed are also

numerous. Thus Acupuncture, Aquapuncture, and Parenchymatous

Injections of Narc "-ics or local anxstiielics have i^een long employed.

The writer's routine method of loral treatment by Morphia (ombines all

these methods, together with that i if hlistering. and affords, in his opinion,

the best all-round plan of treating both acute and severe chronic case.-.

It consists in the administration of a moderate dose of Morphia by a

hypodermic syringe capable of holding about 2 drs. of liquid. The

rec.jisite amount of the narcoti< (j gr. to J gr.) in solution is added to

enough water or salme solution to fill the syringe. The course of the

nerve being mapped out on the surface, a series of four to six small

areas of the skin are rendered anrcsthetic by the application of strong

Carbolic .\cid ; this is accomplished by applying the stopper of the bottle

containing the acid to the skin for a few seconds, making four to six

small, circular marks, over the course of the nerve, between the sacro-

sciatic notch and the calf of the leg. The.-,c insure sterilisation of the skin

and sufficient lo-^al .anesthesia to prevent the needle punctures being felt,

whilst afterward.s they act as a series of small bfisters. Into the centre

of each spot the needle is thrust firmly at right angles to the surface and to

a depth according to the leanness or fatness of the patient, sufficient to

penetrate the nerve trunk, .\bout 20 mms. are injected at each spot,

and tlu. crve behind the head of the fibula may also receive a puncture.

In a sudden and severe attack of sciatic neuritis one such multiple

injection, given early in the disease, may sometimes cause the disap-

pearance of all symptoms ; but rarely will so striking a result be observed.

The injections should not be repeated oftener than once in two days, and

the danger of the opium habit being acquired should prevent more than

half a dozen of such operations ; but they may be continued for weeks

by omitting the morphia, and using only Normal Saline solution. Ne.xt

day, between the areas cauteri.sed by the acid, three or four small, cin ular

blisters, about the size of a penny-piece, may be applied, keeping in the

course of the line of the nerve.

Alcohol (70 per cent.) has been injected into the trunk of the nerve in

doses of I to 2 Pravaz-syringefids (16 to 32 mins.) by Schlosser, as in the

treatment of neuralgia of the fifth nerve, but this has been followed by

complete motor and sensory paralysis, whiih, however, passes of! after

the expiration of many months.

Lange's treatment is conducted on somewhat different lines to the

writer's method; he injects from 2 to 3 oz. Normal Saline solution alone

or containing o'l per cent. Beta Kucaine, and Sclilesinger injects 2 to 3 drs.

normal saline cooled to zero Centigrade. Tliese injections are only made

into the tissue around the nerve at one spot, generally close to the notch.

Cures reported after the use of various Vaccines are probably due to the

physical effects of the fluid injections.
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Cocaine, injected hypodermically or by the deep parent hymatous

metho'.l, is a favourite local treatment, and the drug Ik been injected

into the spinal canal after lumbar pum ture. Ether has been also em-

ployed like strong alcohol, but itii lUjcHUon is nut free Irom the danger ot

causing paralysis. Osmic Acid, in i per cent, solution, has been employed

by injecting 5 to 15 mins. hypodermically or deeply into the nerve. The

former method is probably a useless one. and if this drug be en ployed

at all, it should be used by injecting it into the nerve substance. Tbe

writer has seen some most intractable cases yield to this treatment, but

he injects half or one-third the full dose at two or three spot;, aloni; the

course of the nerve. Sometimes most severe pain and reaction lollow

the injections.

Salicylic Acid, Iodine and Cocaine lonisations have been employed

b^ the cataphoresis method, but these are useless in fat subjects owing

to the depth of the r-

The X rays and F i i. -emanations have been employed w ' h success

in some cases. The a rays have " cured," according to Babi. ki, when

e\er> thing else had failed. Mechanical vibration should always have a

trial, but it is usually futile unless when combined with massage and

other methods. Of local anodyne applications, those already mentioned

as suitable for the treatment of chronic rheumatism may be tried, as

Methyl Salicylate, Chloroform, Aconite and Belladonna. Liniments are

often useful. Pain may sometimes be rapidly relieved i)y Ether or Etln 1

Chloride spray, applied over the course of the nerve. Camphor, lodme,

Menthol, (luaiacol, and Salicylic Acid may be advantageously applied in

the liquid form, known as Oleogens. Mild and severe counter-irritants,

short of producing vesication, are mucli employed, and the most popular

of these is Chili or Capsicum paste. StrongTincture of Iodine apphed along

the course of the nerve seems to be beneficial in thin subjects.

Massage, electricity, mechanical vibration and douching or other forms

of hydropathy should be reserved for the chronic stages of the affection,

and the use of these agents is best carried out during the convalescing

period at a suitable hydro] )athic institution, where treatment is scien-

titii ally followed, and where the change of air, of scene, and of dietary will

be further augmented by the administration of natural mineral waters,

which promote the elimination of effete compounds. A change to a

warm, equable climate, like that of Egypt, is most desirable in long-

standing cases before the patient is permitted to resume his usual occupa-

tion.

Surgical Treatment.— \\htK, notwithstanding the persevering use of

the l)efore-mentioned list of treatments, the pain and lameness persist,

resort to surgical procedures is clearly indicated.

Acupuncture h.as alreiidy been incidentally mentioned; this consists

in so-called " needling " of the nerve l>y ])iercing it in se\ eral places with

a series of stout, sharp-pointed needle.- introduced deeply at right angles

to the surface; these may be left tn i.ui for 15 to 30 minutes. As any

benefits deri\ able Irom this painful operation may be easily obtained by

%¥
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using the hypodermic n','edle in the manner already described for the

administration of morphia, cocaine, osmic acid, alcohol or normal serum,

as a method of treatment per se it should be abandoned.

Nerve stretching has often proved valuable. This should be first tried

(without dividinj,^ the skin) l)y forcibly flexing the hip beyond a right angle,

the knee being afterwards gradually extended to a straight line with tlie

thigh; but the operation, to be successful, should be performed under

general anicsthesia. Failing relief by this method a free incision should

be made o\ ur the course of tlie nerve, starting below the border of the

gluteus maximus, the trunk of the sciatic slioul I be pulled out by the

bent finger or a strong blunt hook, and a considerable degree of force

applied steadily till the nerve is thoroughly loosened from its bed. Some

surgeons supplement the stretching by the procedure known as " harrow-

ing," in which a series of superficial longitudinal incisions are made into

the sheath to divide enlarged veins and any adhesions present, after which

the limb is put up on a long splint and allowed to rest for several days

before beginning passive movements.

Neurotomy (division of the nerve) or excision of a portion of the trunk

is abandoned owing to the paralysis and contractures which are almost

certain to follow.

SCLEREMA NEONATORUM.
This conditioHj appearing m new-born infants, is also known as Fat

Sclerema, and is often associated with or allied to (Edema Neonatorum or

Sderoedema, but must not be confounded with sderodermia.

There are good grounds for regarding the induration of the skin as due

to the solidification of the infantile fat, and the treatment is obvious.

The infant should be at oiu e removed from the unhealthy environment

with which it is nearly always associated, and it should be promptly j)laced

in an Incubator so as to mainUin a steady temperature at a little aliove

the normal. As sucking or even opening the moutli may be ditlicuit or

impossible, the child should be fed on pcptonised milk throughusoft rubber

catheter, which is an efficient :,ul)stitute (or the stomach-tube of the adult.

At a later stage gentle ma^sa}.'c and inunction with Cod-Liver Oil should be

persevered with. Some aulhoiities advotate the administratitm of mild

Mercurials, but owing to the asthenia present tiiese nni^t be used with

(aution. The treatment of (Ddema Neonatorum siiould l)e conducted

Ujwn the same fines, ius the body temjierature is always depressed, and the

fat is usually in an indurated or solidilied condition; the appliiation of

heat by an im ubator und resort to forced feeding are indicated. My these

means tlie life of the diild may lie saved, though deatli from asthenia in

both (onditions is to be expected in the majority of cilscs.

SCLERODERMIA.

In the diffuse hide-bound tyiK- of this rare affection, warm flannel

clothing siiould iie provided, and the patient must be |)roic( ted from aii

exposure to cold. The administration of Cod-Liver Oil as an adjum l
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to the most nutritious diet and improved hygiene should be persevered

with.

Drugs are as a rule not to be depended upon, but in those cases associ-

ated with rheumatic pains in the joints, Salicylates have proved of some

value. Vaso-dilators, as Spt. Alther. Nit., and Glonoin, have been

recommended, but their value is doubtful. Arsenic, Iron, Phosphorus,

Gold and Silver Salts have been tried and usually found wanting in any

specific action on the indurated condition.

Several cures have been reported from Thyroid feeding, though in other

cases this has signally failed. Some authorities, believing that the

pituitary gland is at fault, advise Pituitary feeding, and others recommend

mixed Gland treatment, using Martindale's four-gland tablets, one of

which contains i gr. each of Thyroid, Suprarenal, Thymus and Pituitary

substance.

Massage, hot douching, radiant heat and Turkish baths, combined

with the persevering inunction of an animal fat, afford the best routine

method of treatment. Passive movements and exercises are always

demanded for the contractures ( terodactylia) which tend to deform

the hands. X-ray and Radium emanations have been employed, and the

injection of Fibrolysin has been resorted to in order to cause absorption of

the proliferated fibroid tissue present around the sheaths of the smaller

bloodvessels and lymphatics. Cerebrin or brain extract has also been

recommended.
,

Circumscribed Sclerodermia, known also as Morphcea or Addison s

Keliod, is more common than the diffuse type of the affection. It should be

treated upon similar lines by persevering massage, electricity, douching

and X rays. Electrolysis has proved sucessful in the removal of small

patches, employed as for the treatment of na;void growths. The injection

of 5 to ID mins. Thiosinamin, 10 per cent, solution, or of 40 mins. Vibto-

lysin into the neighbourhood of the indurated patches should always have a

trial. Thiosinamin Plaster Mulls (10 per cent.) may also be employed over

larger patches.

SCLEROSIS, DiaMminatad.

This disease always progresses to a fatal termination, though some-

times long periods of spontaneous arrest are noticed, which formerly led

to the belief that the affection was susceptible to the action of various

alterative drugs which had happened to Iks administered. Chloride of

Gold and Sodium ,'0 Rr., in pill form, Nitrate of Silver, Mercury, Phos-

phorus and lodideshavo proved themselves futile in staying tlic pro(;ressivc

advance of the interstitial inflammation or degeneration of the nerve

elements.

Fibrolysin injections, administered with the view of causing absorption

of thp proliferated fibroid tissue of the neuroglia, have been recommended,

but unfortunately there cannot be said to be any evidence of their cfiit acy.

A toxic oiigin of the dir,ca:.c \i^ \m-^ been -.r-pcrtc<l, »nd Ha.-e authorities

ascribe to a microbe all the phenomena, with the inevitable result that

r'l
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a Vaccine has been prepared from the spinal fluid and a cure reported*

By skilful nursing, warm clothing, rest in bed after each acute exacerba-

tion of the disease, improved hygiene and careful dieting much can be done

to relieve the discomfort of the victims of this disease; a change to a

warmer climate in winter is generally beneficial. In bed-ridden subjects,

the prevention of bedsores will require attention, and when the catheter is

necessary, scrupulous sterilisation of the instrument will ward off cystitis

and prolong life. Electricity and massage and other agents useful in

paralytic conditions are seldom indicated; their energetic employment
may do harm.

SCLEROSIS, Lateral

This is the name given to primary spastic paraplegia, the treatment

for which will be found detailed under Paralysis, Spastic, where the newer

methods of injecting alcohol into the nerve-trunks going to the spastic

muscles and of resecting the posterior roots of the spinal nerves in the

cervical and lumbar regions will be found described.

8CLERITIB.

The treatment of deep inflammation of the sclerotic is s' ilar to that

of the choroiditis and iritis, which are usually associate' it. Rest

to the eye, leeches or dry cupping of the temple, foUowec' • fomenta-

tions, Atropine, bandaging of the eye and at a later st "ctomy for

the relief of any staphylomatous changes will be indica

Superficial inflammation or Episcleriiis is also a most intractable

though less serious affection. Pain may be relieved locally by leeching

and hot fomentations followed by Atropine instillations or Glycerin and
Belladonna applied over the temple. A smart saline purge should be

promptly administered, after which Sahcylate of Sodium or Aspirin in

full doses should be given internally and a h .t bath employed to secure

a thorough action of the skin. At a later stage Iodides in full doses should

be prescribed. Subconjunctival injections of Cyanide of Mercury (i in

5,000) have been extensively employed in the deep form,and for episcleri 's

a I to 2 per cent. Sahcylate of Sodium has proved very benefic ial.

SCROFULA.

This is the name given to tuberculous disease of the lymphatic glands.

Under Lymphadenitis the various methods of treatment indicated for the

enlargement of the glands about tiie jaws, in tlie neck and axilla have been
already discussed.

Constitutional is of more importance tiian local treatment. The mistake
is too liable to be made of regarding the enlarged glands as being always
the result of some peripheral lesion through wliich the bacilli have gained
admission. The author has shown in his Cavendish Lecture (1908) that the

cervical lymphadenitis is often caused by the introduction of the bacilli

throiij:h liie intestinal route. It is always of the iwvine type.

The constitutional measures to uc pursued are those which have l)eun

•^Ji—
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detailed in the article on Phthisis, and whilst open-air life, over-feeding,

and general hygienic measures and the administration of drugs are to be

persistently carried out, experience has proved that Vaccine treatment

gives much better results in scrofula than have been obtained in phthisis.

The remarkable tendency of the gland lesions to remain circumscribed or

confined to the lymphatic system, when not interfered with l)y efforts at

removal, is becoming more widely realised. The routine practice of the

excision of the glandular enlargements should be abandoned. The great

majority after operation die of phthisis or acute tul)erculosis. Only in very

special cases is the operation justifiable. These will be found in the very

chronic type of case associated with great indolence and marked hardness,

where the disease remains confined to a small group of glands, which remain

movable and without any tendency to implicate the neighbouring

lymphatic cha ''S. Partial operations should always be avoided, and

curetting condemned, save in the case of a solitary gland which has already

suppurated. (See also the article on Tt'.srculosis.) The Vaccine used

should be prepared from the human type of bacillus.

SCROFULODBRMIiV.

This is a true tuberculosis of the skin, and is to be treated on the lines

laid down f( r the management ol Lupus Verrucosus, Salicylic Acid being

first employed for the destruction of the homy layer, after whii h X rays

and surgical procedures should be employed, with a prolonged scries of

Tuberculin inoculations in small doses, according to opsonic determina-

tions.

SCURVY.

The scorbutus of adults, formerly very common, is now, owing to ad-

vances in preventive medicine, very rarely seen.

Prophylaxis.—The etiology of the affection shows that though the

absence of fresh vegetables is the usual cau:ie of the condition, life may be

maintained for indefinite periods without any vegetable juices if the

individual is provided with a supply of fresh animal food This has been

abundantly proved by Arctic explorers, who have been able to procure

fresh bear and seal flesh, whilst scurvy attacked their < ompanions living

exclusively on tinned meat and tinned vegetables. The ration of fresh

Lime J'lice- compulsory in the mercantile marine since 1867- and the

introduction of steam, which s" ortcns the voyages, have enti ely removed

the disease from the seagoing population. The best preventive is i oz.

frish Lime or Lemon Juice daily, or in the absence of these, any form of

fresh fruit or vegetable, and when these are not available, fresh under-

cooked animal food. Overcrowding, mental depression and physical

exhaustion are powerful predisposing causes. A bai illus is belie\cd to

\ye tiie final determining fiu tor. and that microbii- infedion is inhibited

by the free u,seof fresh vegetables, fresh milk and fresh n imal food.

The treutmrnt of the cstahlish'-d disease wiii rtm in ie,ii m bed,

with moderate warmth, Ircsh air and ..uidight, and an abundant supply

i!
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of fresh vegetables, diluted lemon juice, fresh milk and raw beef juice.

As the condition of the gums will often render mastication difficult or

impossible, the nutrition of the patient can be maintained by a good beef

or mutton broth, to which a large proportion of fresh vegetables is li-iiled

at the termination of the boiling process; these should be strained out

before serving up. Raw meat juice and lemon juice drinks should be

given between the meals of broth or soup, and as soon as the patient is

able to chew he should get raw or undercooked fresh beef. Haemorrhagic

tendency is rapidly controlled by such a dietary, and often drugs are quite

unnecessary, but Calcium Chloride and Normal Serum are clearly indicated

when the loss of blood is great, and Iron should be given later on to control

the anaemia. The spongy, ulcerated or sloughing gums will require

attention. In mild cases the use of a vegetable astringent is all that is

necessary. The following is a useful combination:

E. Tinct. Myrrhce 3iv.

Tinct. KramericB 5j.

Tinct. Catechu 5j.

Decoct. Qitercus ad Jxx. Misce.

When the gum tissue is ulcerated it may be painted with a 30 gr. to the

oz. sol tion of Nitrate of Silver, and foetor may be relieved by mouth

washes of weak Chlorinated Soda, Permanganate of Potassium, or a solution

(i in 40) of Chlorate of Potassium. Alum J oz. and Lemon Juice 2 oz.

to a pint of water make a very efficient mouth-wash under which ulcers

heal rapidly.

Excessive bleeding from the gums, when not readily controlled by these

applications, should be checked by Adrenalin Chloride, applied with a soft

brush, and excessive saUvation may be checked by small doses of Atropine.

{'or the cardiac weakness, which may cause syncope when the patient

assumes the erect posture, prolonged rest in the horizontal posit jn is

necessary, and Strychnine hypodermically may be required. Brawny

swellings, due to extravasations of blood in or around the muscles, should

l)e let alone till the general blood condition has been improved by the

dietary; afterwards their dissipation should be hastened by gentle

massage, douching and passive movements of the neighbouring joints.

Dysenteric symptoms, pK'uritis, pneumonia and other complications

are to be dealt with on recognised tlienipeuti( principles.

Infantile Scun>y, or Barlow's Disease, has been confused with rickets,

l)Ut it differs in no respect from scurvy of the adult.

I'ropbylaxis.-lXvi disease occurs in the infants of the better class of

the conmiunity, at the age of about 12 months, and is invariably due to

errors in dietary caused by the destruction of the antiscorl)utic quality of

fresh milk by prolonged boiling, Pasteurisatiim, desiccation or peptonisa-

tion, or to the exclusive feeding of the infant <>n jwtt-nt fo"ds. Preventive

measures obviously consist of the administration of pure fresli mil!: from

the cow, diluted as required, or, better still, of the services of a healthy

wet-nurse.
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The mere bringing of cow's milk up to the boiling-point or near to it

does not destroy the antiscorbutic (jualities of the fluid, but the craze

against microbes tends to prolong the boiling. A little raw meat juice

is a valuable prophylactic where the milk must be boiled.

The treatment of the established disease must be conducted upon the

same lines, and tlie speediest and most satisfactory remedy is the service

of a wet-nurse when procurable. Failing this, fresh cow's milk, diluted

with weak beef juice, should be employed as a dietary to the exclusion at

first of farinaceous foods, and a little fresh vegetable juice should be ad-

ministered. It is not enough to take away the patent food on which the

scorbutic infant has been living by substituting cow's milk for it, though

this latter of itself is a reliable prophylactic. Cheadle luid Colman's plan

of boiling potatoes without removing the skin of the tubers and passing

the mash-d potato through a fine sieve before adding it to the milk is a

most satisfactory method of treatment. Soup or broth, to which plenty of

fresh vegetables have been added at the end of the boiling process, the

latter being strained out l)efore the soup is added to the milk, is a valuable

addition to the food. Teaspoonful doses of fresh Orange juice, given

between meals, meet every requirement.

SEA-SICKNESS.

A light meal at least 3 hours before experiencing the ship's motion and

a large warm water enema to clear out the colon will put tlie patient in the

best condition for struggling against this distressing malady. As soon as a

susceptible patient gets aboard, he should He down flat upon his back, or

riglu side, with his knees up, with his head low and his eyes dosed. A

light abd minal binder or pressure applied to the q)igastrium is useful

in many cast#. The advice given, to keep walking about upon deck, is very

go'>d for travellers not markedly susceptible, and many such escape

-ckness in this way, but the very sensitive are sure to succumb if they

adhere to it.

Of prophylactics there are hosts recommendti', but few are of use to

patienLs susceptible to sea-sicknass. The saf;,st remedy, and one which

undoubtedly often succeeds in preventing the attack, is the Bromide of

Sodium, which should be given in 30-gr. doses for a day or two before

embarking. Hyoscyamine liydrobromide, in peruks .^ ',0 gr. each, appears

upon the whole o be the best drug, and the patient should take ont; a few

liours before g(.ing on board. Very susteptible travellers n ay bi. put

under tlieir inllucnce for 2 or 3 days l)efore starting on tlic voyage.

McDougallinjects hypodermi( ally , gr. Sulphat'. of Aln pine and 4 times

tiiis amount of Strychnine at the very onset 01 the nausea or discomfort,

and the results ol)lainal)le are very satisfactory. One dose of Chloral

(20 grs.) witli t' Hrtnuide may be tried when the voyage begins at night,

.md the lironude may be coml)ined with Antipyrii.c. t'hlorelone(io grs.),

I'iiioralamHle (30 grs.), I hiorobroni (J o/..), niomeione (5 grs.) and varuius

patent or proprietar> medicines as Hon Voyage, Vanatas, ett ., containing

Bromides, are mu< h in use.
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Pauly strongly recommends Veronal-Sodium, both as a prophylactic

and as a remedy after the advent of the mal-de-mer ; 8 grs. should be given

before the starting of the ship, and half this quantity may be given every

couple of hours for 4 or 5 times, when vomiting is threatening or present.

The best form for the use of the drug is a tablet, to be crushed by the teeth

before swallowing with a mouthful of water.

Nitroglycerin tablets ^la gx. are often useful; even when they fail to

prevent vomiting they usually greatly minimise the accompanying

depression and feeling of apprehension. Nitrite of Amyl is too evanescent

in its action to be of use. Cocaine in J gr. doses frequently repeated often

relieves the vomiting. Ice, or iced Champagne or this with Soda Water

may be prescribed for vomiting. Schacht's Liq. Bismuthi Sed. (Bisedia)

in teaspoonful doses is a valuable stomach sedative containing bismuth,

morphia, hydrocyanic acid, and nux vomica.

Validol (menthol in valerianic acid) in 10 to 15 min. doses, in capsules

or in wine, has proved useful, and Resorcin in 3 gr. doses has been extolled.

Creosote in the form of capsule (1 to 2 mins.) may be given every hour or

two, and lozenges of Eucalyptus Rostrata tide over many susceptible

travellers during short voyages. Hart recommends a mixture in i oz.

doses, each containing 2 mins. Strong Tincture of Iodine and Dilute

Prussic Acid: this is given every 10 minutes for 4 to 6 doses. The list of

so-called cures is so extensive and varied one is forced to believe that the

main element in their value is suggestion.

Sinapisms to the stomach, rectal feeding, and e%en Morphia hypoder-

mically may be needed in severe and prolonged vomiting.

The plan of preventing rolling and pitching movements by the applica-

tion of mechanical contrivances in the construction of the sleeping-berths,

when perfected, will probably secure complete immunity against this

distressing malady.

SEBACEOUS CYSTS.

These should be remo\ e(' before they become larger or suppurate.

When the cyst occurs upon the scalp, the hair over it should be cut close,

and the skin cleansed by washing with a weak sublimate solution. An

incision made with a fine scalpel suffices to permit of the shelling out of

the cyst with its wall intact, the dissection being accomplished by a few

strokes of the point or by the handle of the scalpel or blunt end of the

forceps.

Where the.se tumours are situated upon the face or forehead, a very

small incision into the skin and cyst wall may be made, and liy firm

pressure of the thumb the sebaceous matter can be squeezed througl; the

opening, after which the wall of the cyst should be forcibly dragged

through the incision. It is more satisfactory to dissect out small cysts

Without runture or extrav-osn tinn of their contents, and no portion of their

walls should be left behind. The lines of the incision should tal j the

direction of any natural lines, furrows or wrinkles so as to avoid un-

necessary marking.
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The hemorrhage being controlled and the wound rendered thoroughly

aseptic by the free use of Carbolic Lotion, the lips are brought together,

and every trace of moisture dried up by absorbent wool, when a few layers

of Collodion applied over the skin keep the edges of the wound in contact,

and exercise sufficient pressure after drying to prevent oozing or haemor-

rhage.

The injection of Ether or irritants to produce suppuration or to act

upon the sebaceous matter is an obsolete method. When suppuration

has already occurred, the best procedure is to make a free incision into

he abscess and destroy the cyst wall with strong Carbolic Acid, or to

jmploy the curette when the wall is fused with the surrounding tissues.

SEBORRH(EA—see Dandrifl.

SEFTICiEiBIIA—see under Pyeemia.

SHELL-SHOCK.

Few diseased conditions have given rise to so much earnest study and

debate as this symptom-complex. The kaleidoscopic picture in which

neurasthenic, hysterical and psychasthenic elements combine in be-

wildering complexity has only become familiar during the late world-war,

though surgeons have long been acquainted with its milder analogue in

the state following severe railway accidents and various types of spinal

and cerebral concussion. One of the most remarkable features of shell-

shock is its rarity in those individuals who have been severely wounded

by shrapnel in the same explosion which caused the shock to liih compan-

ions. No practitioner will probably ever see a fresh typical example of

this condition during the present generation or possibly ever after;

nevertheless, a short outline of the general principles of treatment is

desirable.

The first duty of the physician after placing the patient in a position of

absolute physical and mental rest in a ward by himself, or in company

with those who have not been severely wounded, is to make an attempt

to unravel the tangled skein and discover the prominent thread which

dominates his mentality. In many cases a history of mental or neurotic

instability may be obtained from his relations or comrade: , and the power-

ful agent of Suggestion should be wisely and firmly exercised by the phy-

sician. The calm assurance of the absence of organic or incurable disease,

coupled with the verdict that the victim will not be expected to return

to trench or other form of active warfare, often produces an immediate,

and sometimes a lasting benefit. In the hands of those who have given

special study to the artion of Hypnosis, this agent has been beneficially

exercised, when folic 1 up immediately by Re-education, continuously

employed till the nurjral functions are regained. In acute liiscs the

symptoms must ' treated on general principles. Mott recommends

jirolongcd immersion in the warm bath till restlessness and mpnt.'il

excitement or delirium is relieved.

Insomnia, if not overcome by this treatment, will require supplementing

a ?i
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894 SHELL-SHOCK—SLEEPING SICKNESS

by Simple Hypnotics. Headache should be relieved by cold to the head,

sinapisms to the nucha, and analgesics like Antipyrine and Aspirin.

Where the neurasthenic element is the predominant one the treatment

of this condition as detailed under its own heading should be carried out.

Hysterical phenomena may be treated at a later stage by Electricity.

Strong Faradic shocks or the sinusoidal current are often of considerable

value.

Strict discipline by most observers is considered an important element

in treatment, and, above all, such alteration in the environment as games,

exercises, and a change from pre-war sedentarj' occupations to gardening

or fanning.

Those cases where the psychic or mental phenomena are persistent and
prominent should be placed under the care of the specialist trained in the

treatment of the various psychoses.

SHOCK (see also under Collapse).

The conditions of shock and collapse are theoretically different, the

former being due to exhaustion of the vaso-motor centres with accumula-

tion of blood in the large deep veins, and the latter to the fall in the blood-

pressure from haemorrhage, causing a temporary paralysis of the same
centres. Th« whole subject is, however, complicated by opposing and

irreconcilable theories. Nevertheless, as both conditions often exist

together, as in the surgical shock and collapse following abdominal opera-

tions necessitating prolonged exposure of the peritoneum accompanied

by a large loss of blood, the treatment becomes practically the same,

and consists in the application of warmth to the surface and intravenous,

hypodermic or rectal injection of large quantities of hot Normal Saline

solution. In grave cases the limbs should be bandaged and the head

depressed and .Adrenalin added to the normal saline for injection into the

veins. Strychnine, though theoretically contra-indicated in pure shock,

may nevertheless be indicated in some cases where tiie heart is seriously

depressed. Artificial respiration witli the injection of Morphine and jjjy

gr. Atropine is preferable. For the prevention of surgical shock and other

details of treatment, see article on Collapse (p. 166). The treatment of

Cerebral Shock is identical with that of Cerebral Concussion, and consists

mainly in absolute rest, with elevation of the head and ice to the scalp

after reaction occurs.

SLEEPING-SICKNESS, OR TBTFANOSOHIASIS.

Every known antiseptic or antiparasitic drug has been tried, though,

as stated by D. Bruce, there is no al)solute proof that a single case of

recovery has ever occurred. In the second review published in the re-

ports of tlie Wellcome Research Laboratories at Khartoum (1911),

reference is made to the cure of Ker.^ndel, as reported !)y himself, after

taking a series of intravenous injections of Antim. Tart.

Atoxyl (Arsamin, Soda .Arsanilate, Soamin) has been extensively

tried, and appears to possess a specific lethal action on the trypanosomes
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of mice. In man the parasites are at first killed in numbers by the

arsenical salt, but some survive in the bone marrow, and these ultimately

develop a marked tolerance of the drug after they enter the circulation

again, and though the injections (10 grs.) be pushed till total blindness

results and other symptoms of poisoning occur, the disease progresses to

its final issue in death.

Many observers recommend the simultaneous injection of other

antiparasitic drugs to which the trypanosomes do not become immune;

hence the combined Atoxyl and Mercury treatment has been advocated.

This has been carried out in its simplest form by deep injections of

Mercury Atoxylate i gr. in suspension in v.uter, which have proved

curative in syphilis.

Antimony has been combined with the atoxyl treatment, and more

hopeful results have been obtained, though the deep injections of 1 artar

Emetic cause sloughing of the tissues. Hence the arsenic is given by deep

injection every 3 or 5 days, and the tartarated antimony is administered

by the veins once or twice a week. Antimony ThioglycoUate and Trioxidc

have been also employed.

Trypan Red has been administered alone or in combination witli

mercurials and antimony and with Trypan Blue, Parafuschin and other

dyes as recommended by Ehrlich. Salvarsan and many other arsenical

salts have likewise proved useless.

SNAKE BITES.

A ligature or tourniquet should instantly be applied to the limb on the

proximal side of the wound, and very firm pressure applied by inserting

a small stick under the cord, which, on rotation, powerfully compresses

the vessels and retards absorption of the venom, whilst the tissues around

the bite are freely excised and bleeding encouraged. By the application

of a rubber bandage close to the trunk and extending down to the spot

where the temporary ligature is to be applied the efficacy of the latter is

greatly augmented.

There is little danger in immediately sucking the wound whilst the

ligature is being rapidly adjusted if the patient or assistant washes the

mouth promptly with strong akoliol. The prompt injection of Adrenalin

solution woidd probably delay absorption.

After excision of the site of the bite. Permanganate of Potassium in

crystals or powder should be freely rubbed i.i. Solaiion of Chlorinated

Soda or Calcium, Carbolic Acid, Chloride of Gold, Chromic Acid or

Peroxide of Hydrogen may be employed to irrigate the wound in the

absence of the permanganate, but there is little use in recommending

injecting these agents into the surrounding tissues unless excision is first

performed. The ligature should not be removed for at least half an hour.

Any hope of success depends upon the rapidity with which these measures

can be carried out, owing to the swiftness of the action of tiie venom of the

most poisonous serpents. In the case of the cobra and the highly poisonous

serpents these measures nearly always fail, so terribly active is the venom
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and so rapid is i'.s absorption. The writer was informed by a friend long

resident in the East that he could obtain no evidence of recovery from

cobra bite (outside the circle of snake-charmers) save in one solitary

instance, and this was in the case of a man who, whilst chopping wood,

was struck in the finger by the snake. Recognising his danger, he

amputated the finger by instantly bringing down his uplifted axe.

In rattlesnake bites the prospects are brighter, as the action of the

venom is not so terribly rapid as that of the cobra.

Constitutional measures for combating the depressing action of the

poison the heart and nerve centres should be promptly employed.

These consist in the intravenous injection of Ammonia and Stryclmine

or Digitalis, and Alcohol should be liberally administered to combat

severe collapse.

Fraser and Calmette have demonstrated the efficacy of Serum Therapy

in the case of cobra wounds. T' .^erum is prepared by immunising the

horse with gradually increasing : as of the venom obtained from living

cobras, till the animal is able t<- ithstand a single dose corresponding to

the amount of poison extracu J from a score of these serpents. The

serum is prepared and standardised after the manner of the antidiph-

theritic sera. It is only specific for the venom of all snakes of the same

genus, but the dose originally proposed has been found useless, and

300 c.c. should be injected at the earliest possible moment into the veins,

a much larger amount being necessary if the hypodermic route is selected.

The use of the semm should be preceded by ligaturing the limb and

excision of the bite la all cases.

SPEBHATOBRHCEA.
Though the above unsavoury title is only to be met with in the nomen-

clature adopted by quacks and the class of unqualified or irregular practi-

tioners who prey upon the fears of sexual hypochondriacs, nevertheless,

in a volume on treatment this heading should have a place, since it is

almost invariably omitted in medical and surgical textbooks, because no

such affection as a paralytic flow or discharge of the spermatic fluid can

be said to exist. Moreover, some justification for the retention of the

term will be found in the fact that the physician is often called to treat

the mental state which has arisen from the dread of this visionary

condition.

Many of the individuals seeking advice for this supposed ailment are

those who suffer from involuntary seminal emissions during sleep; they

are for the most part chaste and nearly alwc. > unmarried, and have been

perusing some advertising pamphlet or other form of quack literature.

The calm assurance from the physician that the symptoms are purely

physiological and not due to disease caused by some early self-abuse is

i^enerally all that is required. Health laws should be enunciated which

have a boaring upon sexual excitement; free muscular exercises in the

open air should be recommended to the extent of producing fatigue, over-

eating and especially late suppers must be forbidden, and the amount

i_'>a
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of animal food curtailed. Literature, conversation and companionship

which tend to excite sexual desires should be warned against. Sources of

peripheral irritation as balanitis, elongated and narrow prepuce, thread-

worms, piles, or rectal fissure should be corrected.

Bromide of Sodium in one dose of 30 grs. mivy be prescribed at bed-hour,

and when the emissions have been found to occur when the patient lies

upon his back during sleep the method of preventin;; this posture, de-

scribed in the article on Masturbation, may be tried by fastening an empty

cotton-reel over the middle of the spine.

In those individuals who suffer from chronic prostatitis with the dis-

charge of a clear viscid fluid from the urethra, usually after defecation,

the dread of so-called spermatorrhoea may become a very serious mental

condition. The physician should ful'y explain the nature of the discharge

and the cause, which is generally due to the remains of an old gonorrhceal

attack or to some form of sexual abuse. The surgical management of this

condition is dealt with in the article on Prostatic Inflammation, and moral

or suggestive treatment will also be often necessary to combat the

hypochondria which may be present.

The injection of Spermin or other seminal gland preparations, electricity,

blistering over the spine and the administration of various drugs to depress

the activity of the centres in the cord are as a rule to be condemned not

only because of their futility, but they also intensify the introspection

indulged in by the patient, which is the only serious element m the

condition.

SPINA BIFIDA.

Tapping and the injection of Morton's Iodine Fluid are now abandoned.

Unless when the tumour is ruptured during delivery of the child or shows

signs of spontaneous rupture or causes paralysis, no att. mpt should be

made to deal with it by operation until the infant has lived tor a few years.

The presence of hydrocephalus is a distinct contra-indication to operation

in i' 11 cases. The tumour should be protected by a layer of cotton-wool or

cohodion, and a large shield of gutta-percha moulded to the part. Skilful

nursing and feeding having tided the patient over the early period of life,

the operation of excision may be undertaken with a fair hope of success by

the age of 4 or 5 years. The operation should be performed with the

child lying on its face over a pillow, so as to elevate the spine and prevent

loss of spinal fluid. The neck of the sac should be exposed by an elliptical

incision, which will provide skin flaps. When the type of tumour known

as a " spinal meningocele " is present, the sac is to be excised and the

opening sutured or liuratured before closing the skin v^ound.

In operating on a meningo-myelocele, after opening tiie sac the nerves

must be carefullv separated from its walls and gently i)ushed back into tlie

soinal canal before proceeding with the excision, after which the pedicle

is to be ligatured or sutured. In some cases it may be found po».Mi>le to

strengthen the opening by procurin,, ^-eriosteal flaps from the surrounding

bone. Baver uses two lateral periosteal flaps dissected from the canal
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of , ,,c sacrum to make a bony roof over the sewed sac. The wounds in

tbi; Jura mater, muscles and skin should be each separate!) sutured.

Wi.c r the surface of a rapidly increasing tumour has already broken

down u: i there is, therefore, no healthy material for the manufacture nf

the flap^ >ome surgeons still think that the sa<: should be tapped and abmit

30 mins. .\'»r ton's Fluid (Iodine 10 ur., Iodide of Potassium 30 gr'^ in 1 0/

Glycerin) mjected.

Hey Groves points out that the mortality is so great that peration

should never be undertaken unless enlargement and ui'tratit- of thi

tumour threaten rupture.

SPINE, Concossion and Injuries oL

Injuries of the spinal cord and spinal column must not be confounded

with each other. The weight of pathological evidence is decu cdly

against the assumption that the functions of the spinal marn w can be

arrested without some stru tural change—contusion, laceration, hemor-

rhage, or the secondary formation of f^ylindrical ivities. having taken

place in t^ nerve tissue.

The tre.t^mt'nt will consist in immediat esort to bed :• the hciizontal

position till the symptoms pass oil . The saiue measu^ < is tlearlv mdica red

in gross lesions of the cord and in sprains d injuries •:. the si.mal col'imn.

Pain may ]<<• so severe as to demand insr lion^ ot "'^ phine nr Cotamc,

and when painful spasms occur a luml ir pum ture ould b* ,)erformcd

and l.ucaine, Stovaineor Novocain-.^uprarenin injet ted -to th;- sfMaai

canal. The fluid otitained b\- iumbur puncture is a valuuule diagno*'

element; the fluid extracted relieves tcnsum, and in addiiion one or 1-

of the drugs mentio'ied may be intrciuce

Ire to the spine n I ly be employed for the ; ^'t of ptin.or hot foirit^nta-

tions and cataplasisn if these give better re -; is.

hfcmorrhage havir occurred, the appiiration

doubtful agent to inploy. Where the-- - ev

spinal puncture do*s aot afford relii :'. a rti>^ort
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is generally useless in inTra-niedullar
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fimct!..aal aifertion, and treated as such. The •; nptoms ber.^ ultoc;ethei

sub), ive and r the greater pa i referable to the cerelirum, t' only

ration ' line .e pur-;ii 1 in tieatme that clearly indi. Ued in

neura cilia shell- tck.

The _'reatesi iffi.-.ult cs in the inter, lation of tl

rritahiliiv whii !i often npts the phy>. ian lo susp

,"his sh... Id be re;^arded of the same nai ire .is th.

hysterica; or neurasthenJ. conditions, and houM b»

principle- which experience has proved to iic \ aUuii

Tliough the spinal pain ma> !)e due, in th first 'n>

of sprain in the muscles or fascia of the coluuic. jm

resolved itself, it is renders' permanent .av' real i
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in the ac ident, his dre; ' of he-om. ralysed, and

tracted ! /al proceedin. I..-"w'-nmi 1 rest may
iter the la;hvperiESti.esia and pain, liemc
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Dislocations mav be reduced under a general anicsthetic by skilfully

apiilied extension and ni<inipulation; as dislocation without fracture only

occurs in llic cervical region, it can l)e reduced when extension i> Is tiy

cutting dow on the vertcbne iind excising the articular process ot the

vertebra bel v th( 'isplaced one. The presence of a moderate dc, r<c ot

paralysis in sum. ictures is an indication for laminectomy, in or.icr 'o

reliex e the pressure of the fragments on the cord. As regards the ad-

visability of operation and the time to operate, Ilorsley advi.ses that the

surgeon sliouid vvait if tiic lesion is arute and in the cervical region hut

that there is no necessity for delay in lumbar cases. In injuries to the

Cauda ecpiina an exploratorv operation should certainly be undertaken

as soon ;« symptoms of ;shock have been ( ombated. Where the . ord has
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r :reated on general surgical principles.
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been severely crushed, operative procedures are useless; the only resource

in these grave cases is to place the patient on a water-bed, which, with

the aid of skilful nursing, will prevent the formation of bedsores. Aseptic

catheterisation, or the methods mentioned in the last paraciraph on

spinal concussion, will always be required to avoid the cystitis which is

so liable to supervene.

SPINE, Curvature of.

The angular curvature produced by tuberculous disease of the bodies

of the vertebrae is to be treated on the lines laid down in the article on

''aries of the Spiie or Pott's Disease.

Scoliosis or lateral curvature of long standing is always associated with

some rotation of the vertebne round a vertical a.xis. Amongst the

numerous causes of this deformity none are so important as long continued

faulty attitudes and obliquity of the pelvis, which produce an unequal

c()mprc.;sion of the intervertebral discs, and this is more likely to occur in

feel)le, toneless individuals soon after the advent of puberty.

If the case is detected in its earliest stages when only lateral deviation

exists, before the rotation has set in, correction of the faulty position

promptly removes the deformity. Every deviation from the normal

standard of health must be correc ted; good food, open-air life, lireathing

exercises, tonics like Iron, Strychnine, Quinine and Cod-Liver Oil should

be administered, adenoids and enlarged tonsils should be removed so as

to provide for an unobstructed air-wa\ , and the fatigue of standing must

be avoided. Myopia and errors of refraction will require suitable glassts

to prevent undue tlexion of the neck. The child should be taught to avoid

the faulty attitude and to maintain the corre< l jjosition when the body

is placed with the spine straighteneil.

In reading and writing the desk should be so adjustt.-d -about an angle

of 45 degrees—as to prevent ^itooping forwards, anti in fitting, a deep

chair, whose scat slopes slightly downwards from Iront to !)ack, should be

used; the back of the chair should slope backwards beyond a right angle

with the seat, and with a sli^lit forward curve opposite the child's lumbar

region. Obliquity of the pelvis in hip-joint ciises shouUl iie «orrected by

wearing a thick-soled or high-heeled l)oot.

(Ivmnastii exercises must be assiduously carried out for i or 2 hours

daily with slowness and precision, stopi)ing iis soon as latigue is ex-

perienced. Innumerable e.senises base been planned, the rationale being

to strengthen the muscles whose a( tions straighten out the curves of the

spine, and to educate the patient to understand what tlie normal position

of the spine should be and to nuuntain this position by a voluntary action

of the fnuscles for as long a period its ])0ssible at ea< h st'.ince. One of the

best routine exercises for simple lateral deviation is that so jllicient for

the treatment of rounded shoulders -\iz., to swing from a horizontal bar

iiv t!ie urm^. I'v -I'^pi";' "<' ''•" from t!ie h.ori'onta! ;i !)etter result is

oiiUiinable; thus in the treatment of lateral curvature with the ( onvexity

to the riijbt, the left end of the bar may be raised j,
or 4 in( hes higher than
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the right. When rings attiu hed to vertical ropes are used for swinging

a similar alteration of level can be adjusted.

Dumb-bell e.xercises are useful. Ridlon's method consists in plat ig

the patient upon a table lying on his back and exercising the muscles by

alternately raising al)ove the level of his iiead and lowering an iron bar

(10 to 20" lbs. in weight) whilst the eiijows are kept rigidly extended,

together with various flexion and extension exercises of the spine, swim-

ming and rotating movements and breathing exercises. The chief point

in the working out of all gymnastic exercises should be by manipulation

of '')e arms and of the spine to find out the " keynote " position— viz.,

that in which the deformity becomes reduced to a minimum. With the

spine maintained in iiis position as far as possible, the patient should be

Placed on the back on a table or couch with the body projecting well

uevond the end of it, falling being prevented by an assistant forcibly

holding down the legs, after which the body is alternately lowered and

raised by fle::ion and extension at the hip-joints.

Klapp's metluJ of treating lateral t urvature consists in the practice

of gymnastics carried out with the patient in the crawling position, after

the manner of a (piadruped, the keynote position being produced when

crawling round a circle with the head inclined at each step towards the

side on which the hand and knee are i)rought together in progression.

Roth, after finding out the keynote position in each particular case, places

the patient before a mirror or between two mirrors, so that lie may

thoroughly recognise and understand the normal jHisture when standmg,

lying and sitting. I5y this simple means in cases of lateral deviation the

perverted muscular sense is soon restored; as the patient endeavours and

succeeds in kee|)ing the spine in the normal position by voluntary I'lfort

he soon finds that iht easiest po turo is the old abnormal one which he

learns to a\uid, and a speedy and (omplele cure often results.

Douching, nuissage and electricity should form a portion of all treat-

ment in order to improve the tone and strength of the involved must les.

Many cases of spinal curvature due to muscular weakness, if recog-

nised early, can be rectified by the great principle whiih is adopted in

cases of Infantile Paralysis- -viz., tiie jKevention of over-stretching of

paretic muscles. This can best be airomplished by the application ol a

well-fitting plaster of Paris jacket, with a large window cut out over the

lower ribs on the side of the (on(avity. This allows the cbest to bulge

out on thi> side, and thus the patient's respiratory movement.-' toiitnbute

to the 1 ure of his deformity.

KxteiiMon ol the spine has been cniploved in various ways, im hiding

fonibli; (rat tion under general anirsthcsia and llie .Sayre's tripod. Jones

in sonic cases advocates the applitation of a (ilaster jat ket to tlie spiiu
,

whilst extension is made in th-; iiori/ontal or retunibent position, and

s.inous devil es and forms of apparatus June l>eeii eiiii)loyctl to effect a

pull upon liie spine. .Spiiiai supports should n.il be dcjtendeti ujHm fvT

luring lateral curvature. In the early stages, when a cure by suitable

gynuiastic exercises can be obtained with cerUinty, their use causes a
^1
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positive injury. Only in the hopeless cases with much rotation and

rigidity are steel support^ ever warranted, and even then they should be

removed daily whilst massage and exercises are being employed to pre\ ent

furtlier deformity and wasting of the muscles.

Th-; scoliosis of rickets is to be treated by tiie recognised re..iedies

mentioned under Rickets and by al>solute rest in the horizontal position.

The condition is usually the result of carrying the rachitic child about on

the arm of the nurse. If not comfortably stretclied upon a padded l>oiird,

when it can be conveyed into the open air. it should i)e placed in the hori-

zontal position on a firm mattress in a peramljuLitor sulliciently roomy

for the re(umi>ent posture. Massage and douciiing mav be utilised during

recovery from the rickety condition to stiengthen the muscles. Kyphosis,

or deformity of tlie spine caused by a backward convexity, resemi)ies ilie

displacement due to Pott's disease. It is usually the result uf rickets or

of faulty positions, in whidi latter case the deformity shows itself in an

aggravation of the " round-shouldered " condition freiiuently seen in

studious myopic subjects.

The treatment is olnious rickets must lie dealt with by suitable

antirachitic agents and rest maintained in the horizonul position with

a pillow opposite the convexity and the head kept low. In older children

myopia must 1 c 'orrected, anil the faulty attitude prevented by a strict,

attention to tliC normal posture and to suitable gymnastir exercises, the

best routine exercise being that of swinging on the horizontal bar or on

rings attached to two vertical ropes, or the judicious use of crawling as

already ment'«yned.

Lordosis seldom calls for special treatment; the condition disajjpears

when the primary cause hip-joint disease- can i)e removed; tlie de-

formilv, 1h ig a (omj>ensator)- one, is, in the majority of instances, best

left alone.

S|)ond,vlitis Deformans is nearly always |)art ol a general chronic

rheumatoid arthritis resulting in rigid fixation of the entire s|)inal column,

which is beyond the reach of treatment, medical or surgical.

SPLEEN, Affections ol.

IHsplaamcuii of the Spleen are to be treated upon tin; lines laid down

for the management of (llcnard^. l»i.-vea^e. ThcoperatKms ol si)lenope\y

(fixing tiie organ in its normal position) and of splenectomy (removal ol

the s|)k'<Mi) June been fre<|uentiy performed witiisuccos lor floating sjjleen.

.l/'.V(f.sv oi the spleen, wlien tiic result ol a necessarily fatal condition as

pyiemiu or advanced midignant endoi ardilis, is as a rule beyoml tlie reat h

ot treatment. Splctiii ab>ct;>s, theoiUi ome of hydatid cyst suppuration,

should lie ileah with pi(»ni|flly l>y cuttin- down upon the silt' ol tlie

abscess, reaihing il either throtiuli ilie pleural or abdominal route, and

alter e\acuation of the pus establishing tree drainage.

Hydatid ty>i^ wiicn dele* leti are a lieai iudi<uli<iii ftti the remov.ii c.

llic organ, and splenectomy lius like.vi.se been sucicsslully employe*! lor

a spleen the site ol a iarcottttUumt grimtli.
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Injuries of the spleen causing haemorrhage from rupture should be

promptly dealt with by opening the abdomen; the best subsequent pro-

cedure is to remove the entire organ, but if the laceration is found to be

trivial the splenic wound may be carefully sealed up by suturmg.

Infarction of the organ may be treated by rest and ice with Morphia

hypodermically, but for a very great haemorrhage the spleen should be

removed.
, • a u

Enlargement of the spleen such as occurs in Leukaemia, Malaria, Anthrax,

Cirrhosis of the Liver, Typhoid Fever, Valvular Diseases, Amyloid

Degeneration, Hodgkin's Disease, Kala-Azar, Gall-Stones, etc., is a

secondary event, and must be dealt with by the treatment suitable for the

primary disease as detailed under the heading of each affection. Fl •

chronic enlarged spleen of malaria has been successfully removed in some

cases, but splenectomy for the leukaemic spleen is nearly always fatal.

The primarv splenic enlargements as Simple or Primary Splenomegaly

Splenomegaly with Anaemia, Banti's Disease, Splenic Anaemia and

Infantile Splenomegaly usually pursue a slowly progressive course in spite

of all treatment. Removal of the organ in the early stages of the disease

has proved successful in Banti's, llanot's, von Jaksch's and Gaucher s

Diseases, and in some instances X rays have given good result; even m

congenital splenomegaly.

SPRAINS.

When surgical aid is immediately available the best procedure is to

apply a rubber bandage with a moderate degree of pressure commencing

at the distal end of the limb in which the sprained joint is located and

extending well above the articulation. The bandaged joint may then be

plai etl underneath a cold-water tap and held there as long as the patient

can tolerate the cold application.

Another immediate treatment is to surround the limb with cotton-wool

and firmly bandage it over this with an ordinary woven or elastic bandage,

after which the extremity is to be elevated in order to minimise any

tendency to venous congestion.

Whichever method is employed, it must be supplemented by rest lor a

few days, but should pain and tension supervene, the swollen sprain must

be treated lus if the rase had come under notice somt hours after the

accident. The bandage should be removed , and coU' applica
i

")ns
,
as Ice,

Leiter's tubes or evajwrating lotions applied in order 'o .heck further

effusion or hsemorrhagc, the entire liniL> being steadied on a splint or

rendered immobile by the use of sand-bags.

Swelling following injury, and occurrmu within 24 hours with distt r -i

o{ the joint, may be Uken as evidenv;e of hicmcrrhiigc into it, and is a clear

indication for prolongation of the application of cold and pressure.

Seldom will it be necessary to Up the joint; this should always l)e avoided

as lona as Dossible.
. ^t, _

When tiie pain is severe, and Uiere are no indications ol ritmartnrosi?:,

hot applications or fomenUlions are soothing. A good routine is to
%m
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surround the joint with Unt soaked in the following lotion, and apply oiled

silk under a bandage:

B. Liquor. Plutnbi Fort. 3iv.

Acid. Acet. Dil. Jj.

Spt. Vint Reel. 5ij.

Aqua Deslill. ad Jxvj. Misce.

This application will act like a poultice when covered with an impervious

dressing; if the latter is dispensed with it will serve as an evaporating

lotion. Laudanum may be substituted for the spirit.

Formerly a sprained joint was subjected to prolonged rest and fixation

with the view of favouring union of lacerated fibroid tissue; the resulting

stiffness, rheumatism anJ rheumatoid arthritis were attributed to the

effect of the sprain, and not to the irrational treatment. Now massage

and passive or active joint movements are started immediately after the

accident, and the patient is directed to commence the use of his limb

within a few days. This is the usual example of the swing of the p«i-

dulum; the safe plan is to strike a mean and abstain from massage till

tiie danger of h.x-morrhage and synovitis has passed away, but massage

should be practised in all cases before the end of a week. As the patient

is permitted to mo^e the joint, the elastic bandage should be left in situ

or strapping applied when there is reason to believe that a ligament has

been torn. jt.

Douching alternately with hot and cold water should be combined

with the massage, and where pain continues a local hot-air or radiant-heat

bath should be employed.

Sir Robert Jones has pointed out that the]object of treatment in ..prain

of a joint is to obtain a reformation of a sound ligament. He therefore

advocates such application of straj)ping as will prevent stretching of

the ligament during the process of repair. He allows only such move-

ments of the joint as will entail no strain upon the injured band. In the

case of the ankle, for example, he places two straps crossing over the seat

of the injury and thickens the heel and sole of the boot by ] inch undcr^the

corresponding side of the limb.

SPRUE. OR PSILOSIS.

In this obstinate catarrhal (ondition. which affei ts tlte entire intestinal

tiact of Juiropcans rc^>idlng in liot climates, drugs are of little \ aluc.

The best routine treatment, as determined by cxperiente, is a pure

milk diet, the fluid being administered in winc^lassful dnses every hour,

as in the treatment of gastric and intestinal ulceration, care being taken

that the patient at first ne\ ui gets the o|)portunity of drinking as large

an amount as will satisfy his hunger by filling the stomach with the

litjuid.

Another method nf treatment sometimes Nuicessful is h diet of raw

or sliglitl) -looked meat pul|), lietf juice, iietf jelly, and calves-foot jelly.
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By alternating the milk and beef dietaries every 14 to 21 days better

results may be obtained than by eitl'cr method separately.

Fresh fruit treatment has many advocates, and when fresh strawberries

are procurable all authorities recommend their administration in full

amounts. Grapes and ripe pears or even bananas or gooseberries may
likewise be given.

Constipation must be avoided after the diarrhoea has been checked,

and for this purpose nothing is so safe and satisfactory as small doses of

("astor Oil after the operation of a simple warm-water enema. The
Castor Oil often relieves the diarrhoea without a preliminary increase of

purgation.

The ulceration of the mouth should be met by frequently smearing the

tongue with Glycerin of Borax, to which a little Carbolic Acid or Cocaine

has been added, or tabloid.s containinj. Borax, Cocaine, and Chlorate of

Potash may be slowly sucked in the mouth.
The pathology of the atlection still awaits solution. Ashford believes it

i.'' due to a monilia ingested in the bread; tliose who believe in a parasitic

origin administer Ipecacuanha as in the treatment of dysentery or give

Yellow Santonin in 3-gr. doses in Castor Oil. Intestinal aniiseptics, as

Salol and ^-Vaphthol, arc extolled; the best of these, according to tiic

reports of Hartigan, is Cyllin— a phenol derivative—which m.ay be given

in 3 to 5 min. capsules several times a day. Ordinary vegetable astrin-

gents and opium are of little value; perhaps the iiest routine remedy for

controlling excessive diarrha-a is Gelatin made into a stiff jelly, which

ma\ be taken ad lib.

SQUINT.

The ( ause of the strabismus should be first ascertained—viz., whether

this i ; due to paralysis or to over-action of an ocular muscle after the

surgeon lias satisfied himself about which of the eyes is at fault.

Convergent, non-paralytic or concomitant strabismus in young people

is usually tlic result of hypcrmetroi)ia or hypermetropic astigmatism,

and in some cases it may be cured, for a time at least, by keeping the

eyes under the influence of weak Atropine solution, and so paralysing the

ciliary muscle and jjieventing attempts at accommodation and its accom-

panying convergence. In all cases, however, the vision should he care-

fully examined, and correcting glasses ordered. In young children these

glasses should ( orre( t the tottil hypermetropia and should he worn ccm-

stantly, while a drop of Atropine ( I gr. to the ounce) should he instilled

e\ery morning in botli eyes. n a large numl'ur of < ases, and s|K'cially

in those of recent origin, this ctTei ts a complete <ure. Tliis treatment

sliuuld l)e fjersisted in for several months, and then, wlien the atropine is

.stopped, weaker glasses will be n«»<essary. 'I lie s<]uinting e\e slioulii be

exercised for half an houi daily 1)\ covering the good eye. J aval's

orthoptic treatment is often successful; it consists in produciPi; di|)lopia

by exercises with a prism whose base is dri-i te^' downwards, after which

fusion ol the double images is remedied by ussuluoua exeicises with the

,li
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SQUINT

stereoscope. This instrument is also very useful to train the patient to

^Tnoti^olSSttus in one or both ey. must be r.ort«l to

where these measures fail. This should not, as a rule, be done fU about

the eighth vear. It mav he necessary to operate sooner if there are signs

of the vision becoming'affected, though by closing the good eye several

times daily and exercising the weak one this generally may be prevented

and operation put off till the age specified.
„,„rtinn

As it is often impossible to predict the exact amount of corrector

resulting from the operation, a second operation may be
•"e^'^^J' »;";

'^

is wiser not to divide both recti at one time. The ull effect of the

operation is often not seen for several months, and if too much is done

divergent strabismus may result. If vision is very poor m the squinting

eye L operation is not likely to do permanent good, though for a few

months it may seem to be improved. In such ca^es it is better to tr>

to improve vision by exercising the squinting eye before operation.

The tendon mav be easily divided without giving any pain after

thorou'^hlv rendering the conjunctiva insensible by Cocaine. 1 he first

step after" the introduction of the speculum is to nip up a Porfon of c

conjunctiva by forceps, and with the scissors produce an opening through

whicli the hook and the blades of a pair of fine scissors may be P^^^^^ and

as the tendon is caught up by the hook it is divided by the scissors close

to the sclerotic. ,, „„j- j u,,

Convergent strabismus, the result of myopia, is generally remedied by

suitable glasses, but where these fail, tenotomy should he performed

Wvergen?, non-paralyt- squint is more difficult to remedy; very m^
cases, lio;ever, may .sometimes be successfully

V;.«ff^/^^ Jj^^^^
concave glasses, which correct the myopia upon which the strabismus

often depends. When the consunt wearing of the glasses fails to remove

the squint, advancement of one or both internal muscles, with tenotomy

of the external, when necessary, should be performed.

It must alwavs be remembered that after operations the squinting

eye must be constantly exercised, otherwise sharpness of vision will

^tabismus the result of paralysis must be treated by remedying the

underlying mischief, which may be syplulit.c or rheumatic. Mci^^^-y ^"^

Iodides should be freely administered, and massage and (galvanism tried

It is a ^ood plan to act on the paralysed muscle by seuing the conjunctiva

nelr its^ conceal insertion ,.o as to move the eyeball in the direction in which

the affected muscle should act, but to a greater extent than the normah

Tlie double vision cau.ed by the strabismus may be remedied by weai m^

a ground glass oser the afle- ted eye, and at several times durmg the da

the aflectil organ should be exercised with the view of preventing wasting

ol the weakened mux ic3.
, , • . . „ ..,;ii

When the above measures fail after several months trial, operation w.l

be indicated ; this should c onsist in advan, ement of the paralysed internal

or external rectus with tenotomy of iu antagonist when necessary.
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STAMMERING.
The first step should be a careful investigation of the nasal passages,

pharj-nx and naso-pharj-nx in order to discover a cause for the reHex

spasm of the articulator)- muscles which produces the difficulties in

speaking. Adenoids, enlarged tonsils and ever)' obstruction to the

freest passage of air through the nostrils must oe eflectually remedied.

The individual must be taught to inspire tlirough his nose with the

mouth closed and to exercise his diaphragm to the fullest extent possible,

expelling the air forcibly through the open moutii. He must learn never

to attempt to plionate during insjjiration ; he should speak in a loud

resonant voice, with his chest filled to the fullest extent before speaking,

and in order to secure this full repletion, costal as well as diaphragmatic

breathing exercises must be steadily practised.

The usual chest-expanding exercises with dumb-bells and the swinging

back of the arms in a horizontal plane with the palms held forwards

should be performed for half an hour at a time 2 or 3 times a day, the

movements being executed in coml)ination or rhythm with deep breathing

tlirough tlie nose, and expiration through the open mouth.

The physician should always place the stutterer under the training of

an experienced voice instructor, taking care to avoid the advertisingquack.

Swimming exercises in deep, fresh water are also a very valuable means

of increasing the vital tapacity and of improving the general muscular

tone, and increiising the self-reliance of neurotic subjects, who are more

prone to fall into the habit of stammering than robust, healthy individuals.

Educative treatment must be pursued with the greatest patience till the

stutterer gradually learns to establish a voluntary control over the centres

which regulate the entire speech mechanism. He should re-.d aloud

slowly with a good teacher, practising over and over again the com.nna-

tions of sounds which give the greatest difficulty, with patience and

deliberation. In very bad cases a beginning may be made by singing or

intoning, after which, by repeated exercises in loud, slow reading, im-

provement will gradually show itself. The rhythmical cadence of .smooth

verse is more easily mastered than prose, and hence the exercise of reading

poetry is always better at the commencement of educative treatment.

By teaching the patient to direct his attention to the positioji and move-

ments of his tongue and lips and to the working oi his thoracic me< hani>ni

much lielp will be afforded to him, and often l)y practising befoic a mirror

he may learn much. He must l)c warned iuid taught to abstain from all

attenipt-s at phonation or articulation when under the influence of nervous-

ness, excitement or passion. Some stammerers have been ci.red by a

judicious and skilful api)licalion of hypnotic treatment.

STARVATION.

'i'he most cautious and discreet exhibition of aliment is essential in all

cases where the victim oi starvation has been long deprived of food.

1 )eatl) otten rai)idly supervenes where tlie sufferer is permitted lo .suddenly

I. '\
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satisfy cravings of hunger following a forced abstinence from food. The

most sasily digestible substances should be sparingly administered at very

short iiitervals, and milk, beef tea or meat juices afford the safest means of

supplving these. Rectal alimentation may always be resorted to m order

to supplement stomach feeding. Solids must be sparingly admmistered

for some time or entirely withheld until the digestive organs recover

sufficient tone. White fish, boiled, is the best form in which to commence

the exhibition of solids. Children and infants, upon bemg rescued from

a state of acute or chronic sUrvation, do best upon diluted warm pep-

tonised milk, with a limited amount of beef juice.

The state of the bodv temperature should receive attention. In starva-

tion this falls so low as' to cause death, and life may be saved in some cases

by a prompt application of dry heat to the body of the victim rescued

from starvation. In some cases heat is more urgently demanded than

food. It is advisable to apply hot-water bottles and warm flannels and

cotton-wool rather than at first to attempt friction or ma.sr,age, which might

possibly, under such circumstances, extinguish life. The hypodermic

injection of hot Saline solution will always prove useful.

In the voluntary starvation of lunatics the gag and the rubber tube of

a stomach-pump may be employed to convey liquid food into the stomach,

and where there is dilficulty in introducing the tube through the moutii,

it must be pass'.i^ into the pharynx through the nose.

STATUS LYMPHATICUS—see under Lymphatism.

STERILITY.

This condition must not b^ nfou:„ i with impotence, though both

conditions may exist together. Where u. ,
-otence is absent and the sexua

act is performed in the normal manner, but where there is absence of

spennatozoa from the seminal fluid, little need be expectc! from any

methods of treatment unless in those rare cases where the azoospermia is

caused by some temporary obstruction of the efferent ducts of the testicles,

as from recent epididymitis, when appropriate remedies may be of use.

Should this condition depend upon exhaustion from recent venereal

excesses, without impotence, abstinence will generally correct it m a short

time; but, where prolonged abuse of the sexual instinct has led to marked

atrophv of the testicles, no medication will be of the least use in cases where

spermatozoa are absent from the seminal discharge or in cases where

l)()th testicles are retained in the canal or abdomen. Exp< Mire for a long

time to the X rays neicssitatcd by prolonged lupus or other lieatment

may cause azoospermia, wliich, however, may pass off.

In Aspcrmia there is absence of the seminal emission :ii the time of

sexual intercourse, if tiiis defwjnds ui)un any meclianical impediment as

liviH)spadias, disease or concretions in the prostate, stricture of the

urethra, etc., it may be remedied effei tually liy remo\ ai of the urc.liral

obstruction. The sterilitv following ejiididymitis through dtr.arc of the

duct has been suci essfully dealt with by effecting an anastomosis between

the vas deferens and a healthy portion of the epididymis.
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When from psychical causes the discharge of seminal fluid is delayed

or absent, though the sexual act may he otherwise successfully performed,

treatment generally is of little avail, though in such comparatively rare

cases the remedies mentioned under Impotence (p. 455) as Phosphorus,

Strychnine, Ivlectricity, may have a trial. Curling and M'Carthy
recommend the application of blisters and irritants to the glans and penis

in those cases characterised by doficient sensibility of this portion of the

genital apparatus.

Sterility caused by the habitual use of alcohol, opium or cocaine may
entirely di.sappear after the cure of the drug habit; such cases are, how-
ever, usually examples of impotence.

In the female, sterility is more frequent than in males. When due to

excessive obesity and syphilis, constitutional treatment should be insti-

tuted. In most instanc-es the causes are local and often remediable, but it

must be borne in mind that not unusually more than one cause may be

present at the same time, and the mistake should not be made of stopping

short of correcting all abnormal conditions of the various parts of the

genital tract. Details of treatment here are unnecessary, as they arc

supplied under the different headings of the abnormal or diseased con-

ditions interfering with conception, as Uterine Displacements, Metritis,

Leucorrhcea, Ovarian Disea. j. Gonorrhoea, Vaginismus, Dysmenorrhoea,

Tumours, Salpingitis, Endometritis, etc.

STINOS.

The pain caused by wasp and bee stings may be effectually and promptly
relieved by the application of liquid Ammonia, if applied immediately
after the sting has been received. Sal Volatile answers the same purpose,

but acts less rapidly. Where the sting is left in it should be extracted by
forceps, and to the coarse skin of the palms of the hands or soles of the

feet the strong Liquor may be applied. Alkaline Carbonates may be
employed in the absence of Ammonia. Thus a strong solution of Car-

bonate or Bicarbonate of Soda or Potash may be tried. Chloroform or

strong Oil of Peppermint gives relief, and a little pure Carbolic Acid may
be applied on the end of a match to the puncture. In the absence of

Ammonia, an excellent remedy is Indigo used in the form of the domestic
" nii-.i Bag."

Ammonia may increase the irritation if erythema and swelling have
already appeared. In such cases a poultice with some Alkaline solution

as Lime Water, sprinkled over its surface, should be applied.

Peppermint Oil relie\es the pain and irritation of mosquito bites, and
Pennyroyal Oil or Tincture of Pyrethrum is used both as a remedy and
preventive. Camphor, Oil of Cloves, Oil of Cinnamon, and Oils of

Rosemary, Eu(alyi)tus or Cajuput act in the same way as preventives.

Poultices oi Ipec.icii.inha.infl Mint I.e.ives relieve mosquito bites. Scorpion

stings are also successfully treated by Ammonia and Chloroform, Alum
and Carbolic Acid.

Where sudden collapse follows the stings of bees, wasps or scorpions,

I.
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Ammonia and Brandy or Whiskey internally may be urgently required^

Sr^tes are best treated by Carbolic Ac.d and somet.mes a smal

Sno permit the entrance of the Acid into the immed.ate rc;4.on o

Son A ligature round the limb if applied at once m the absen, e

of remeS es willgive time for the destruction of the po.son by suckm,

wa^hTn7or cautmsing the spot in cases where a severe or dangerous result

;tht be anticipated
'

MuHer's method of mject.ng Strjc m.ne hypodc.-

mically in tarantula and venomous bites g.ves good results; ,„
gr. m.n

be injected every hour for 3 times. (See also Snake Bites.)

STOMACH, Diseases ol see nndet Gastric.

STOMATITIS.
_, , ,1 1

m all cases of stomatitis solid food must be stopped and a liberal

dietary of milk, soups, and pulpy farinaceous aliments administered.

2Zrkal StLaik--!^ primary cause should ^e .searched for and

removed, after which as a rule the inHammatory condition of the mucou.

mmb ai^e will rapidly subside without further treatment Thus carious

S delayed dentition, errors in diet, dyspeptic troubles, the specify,

ever^ indulgence in tobacco either by chewing or smoking and the action

If vSous d ugs as mercury, iodides and bromides will all require attention.

TheS routine local application will be a solution of Bon.- And to cleanse

the m^uth every few hours in order to hasten natural resolution after the

emra" of the exciting cause. Chlorate of Potash (i m 80) makes a good

eanling mouth-wash In infants, smearing the tongue and gumYr '

que; ly with Glycerin. Boracis or Bora.x and Money acts rapidly^ Adults

may be directed to suck slowly a tablet of Chlorate of Potash or one

Containing Borax and a Httle Cocaine, in addition to the ( h orat .

l/"na/ stomatitis sometimes takes on a severe form when theadmin. -

tra ion of the drug has been unwisely pushed, and the treatment of th
s

iariety of ^atarrhl.1 stomatitis is detailed at further length in the article

°"S«lt Vesicular, FoUuular or Herpetic St,matttis arises from causes

simi ar to thc^c which produce the catarrhal or simple type of stomatitis;

T. a>mmonlv ..et wi!h in infants and children suffering from gastri.- an.l

n esdnal disturbances, and is probably due to the presence of a m.cro-

orgtntm. in the early stage local treatment properly carried out will cu

short the disease and (.revent or minimise ulceration. The best mean, ol

Str aunent will .ons.t m frequent painting of the tongue and gums

w Glycerin ol I'.orax. which by the movements of the U,ngue is apph,

To the entire buccal surface. Three or four times a day the mouth should

'syringed out with a warm solution (1 .n:5o) of Chlorate ,) Potash ami a

cw -rains .»! the salt mav be advantageouslv administered every 4 or/'

hour; m weak solution When the ulcerative stage arnves a hne camel s-

hur pencil, moistened with li.,uef,ed Carbolic .Vcid or a (1 in 8) sdutio o

NUrate of Silver may be lightly applied to each minute ulcer. The soh.l

caustic i>omt is very effic.i. ious but painful.
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Bednar's Aphthte is a similar affection arising in the mucosa over the

hard palate, caused by the local tiressure of the rubber teat of the feeding-

bottle; it is to be treated on exactly similar lin'^s.

Ulcerative Stoniatttis, also known as Phagedenic Gingivitis, Putrid Sore

Mouth or Fatid Stomatitis, practically never occurs in infants, but often

is met with in school-children living under bad hygienic conditions with

insufficient food and imperfect ventilation, especiallyamongst those having

carious teeth. It was common amongst the troops in the late war.

The obvious treatment is to set right the unsanitary cause and take

immediate steps to improve the general nutrition of the body by the

liberal administration of strong soups, broths and fresh milk.

Local treatment should be thorough and employed assiduously, as the

afiection is very liable to end in shedding of the teeth and exfoliation of

the alveolar processes. 'Ihe mouth must be constantly cleansed with

solution of Permanganate of Potassium (J gr. to i oz.), saturated warm
Boric Acid solution, weak Chlorinated Soda solution or Euchlorine gargle.

This latter disinfectant is a powerful deodoriser of the foetid saliva. It is

made by mixing lo grs. Chlorate of Sodium with 30 mins. strong HCl

in a pint bottle, and gradually adding distilled water with constant agita-

tion till the bottle is full. Between the times of using any of the aoove

solutions. Peroxide of Hydrogen (10 vols.) or solution of Perchloride of

Mercur>- ; i in 3,000) should be occasionally employd as sterilisers.

As soon as the buccal cavity has been thoroughly cleansed, a mouth-

wash of I in 40 Chlorate of Potassium should constitute the main local

treatment, though ulcerated patches may be touched with strong Liq.

Ferri Perchlor.. Weak Iodine, Carbolic Acid, Nitrate of Silver (i in 8) or

Perchloride of .Mercurj^ (i in 1,000).

Internally, Chlorate of Potassium is held to possess specific power over

this variety of stomatitis, and in absence of renal disea.se its adminis-

tration should be pushed; Perchloride of Iron appears to intensify its

curative action. A child of 8 years may get the following mixture-

R. Potasses Chloratis gr. Ixxx.

Timt. Fern Perchlor. .liiss.

Glycerini .^iss.

.'iqua Destillatcr ad Jviij. Misec.

Ft. mistura. Capt. coch. lued. quater in die.

Parasitic Stomatitis, or Thrush.—Tliis form of stomatitis is constantly

met with in weak Ijottle-fed infants, the fungus being conveyed to the

mouth \)\ unclean feeding bottles. It speedily yields to absolute clean-

hness, includinn rigid sterilisation of all parts of the feeding bottle, and the

disallowance altogether of tlie old-fashioned feeding bottle with the long

rubber tube. When evidence of gastric or inte-tinal in-.asion by the

parasite is forthcoming, the milk should be sterilised and Resorcin \ gr.,

or Salol in i gr. doses may be administered.

Local treatment should consist in the smearing of the tongue and gums

'^i
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STOMATITIS-STONE IN THE BLADDER

with Glvcerin of Borax or Glyco-Thymoline the •"«~^
,f^^^^'^nf,'^

ton.'ue may be depend. 1 upon to convey the remedy to all parts of the

niucous suLe, and it ... not advisable to pursue the plan of -'''-^ ««

the small white flecks forcibly with lint or wool or the finger-nail.. U hen

ths i^done by the officious or over-zealous nurse, abras.ons are pn.du ed

Ihich may afford entrance to the micro-orgamsms wh.ch pro luce the

more i-rious types of stomatitis. . ,

When the phTrynx is involved a warm 4 per cent, spray of Bor„ c^

mav W employed, and difficulty in sucking or swallowing may be he ed

^y usin.. for a few seconds a Carbolic spray (i m roo), which prudu.;- a

miidTegree of an.xsthesia of the mouth and phar>^nx. When the carw..

^,rav is used the nurse should he directed to hold the infant v ah it.

Tub open and the head inclimng fonvards so that the condenseu .ay

will flow out and not be swallowed, but a small quantity p.t^Mng u -n

The ,u7et will do good, and there is no risk of causmg poisonmg when due

''aZ^^H^^^^iis, Noma, or Cancrum Ous.-Tin. form of stoma-

tiS^ much rare 'in recent year^, is usually fatal from septic absorption,

and gremlly affects weak and underfed children whilst recovering from

an atS of Lasles or scarlatina. Life can only be saved by -nied.tel

v

removing, under a general anaesthetic, the g-"^'-^""^:;;;^^'?
f^^'^t^Ji^

the knife or scissors till healthy tissues are e'^P^^^'^'^^^f^^^^^^^^^^"?

Nitric Acid must be freely applied on the smooth end «f
^ P'r^«

«J \7
wood or by means of a glass brush or rod^

^^'"%?,!,;!s mo^re dee >1

aDDlication of pure Carbohc .\cid. as this drug penetrates more deep!

^d reachrthe'specific bacillus which is believed to produce thenecrot.

''The mouth and wound must be incessantly cleansed with Hydroge.1

Pe oxidrEuchlorine gargle, weak Sublimate or Permanganate solut on.

C nTentraS soups. rL"beef juice and stimulants -e c e-'-ndica ed

feeding by the rubber tube being often necessary owing to the state ot

the mouth.

STONE IN THE BLADDER.
, ,, . u a ,u.

Once a calculus has been detected in tKbladder by the sound
^^

question arises: Should medical treatment have a ^nal r Notw. l^stan^^

in.' the views put forth by Roberts regarding the possibility of d.ssoKing

m\u uri! acid'stones by the administration of bicarbonate o Potassium,

all surireons recommend immediate resort to operation Th'^ advice is

t^^^tified by the great advances made in the surgery of the b adder during

reentye^s though undoubtedly small uric acid stones, if they have not

berdCo ved, have been so reduced in size as to permit o their passage

downte urethra, and the sam.e r.snlt I.as been maintained in the case

oxalate of lime calculi by the free administration of the Acd Phosphate

"'xhe'old'operation of lateral lithotomy has been entirely ^-V^^M

whilst that of median lithotomy is only used for stones impacted in the
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STONE IN THE BLADDER g^i

posterior urethra. In all other cases the suprapubic operation, which

alone allows of free investigation of the interior of the bladder cavity,

is chosen if cutting is to be done at all.

The choice of operation, therefore, in the vast majority of all cases of

vesical calculi lies between Lir.hoirity (litholapaxy or Bigelow's crushing

operation) and suprapubic Lithotomy. Tfie crushing operation should

be regarded as the routine method of dealing with vesical calculi, the

exceptions to its exhibition oeing found in (i)verv large and very hard

stones
; (2) where, owing to the stone being encysted or located in a saccule,

it cannot be grasped in the lithotrite; (3) where there is marked enlarge-

ment of the prostate ; (4) where a stricture of the urethra prevents that

wide dilatation of the passage necessary for the large-sized instruments

employed in hthotrity; and (5) where the bladder is so small and firmly

contracted that the blades of the crushing instrument cannot be sjfely

trusted to grasp the stone without injuring the coats of the ^!a^Jei

Lithotrity as now practised after Bigelow's method aims -r '.e ei.dre

disintegration of the calculus by mechanical pressure, ana the .:omplete

removal of the debris at a single prolonged seance. The anssthetised

patient being placed on his back with the pelvis slightly raised and the

thighs separated, about 5 oz. Boric solution being injected into the bladder,

the sterilised and lubricated lithotrite with its blades screwed home is

introduced into the urethra and allowed to glide by its own weight into

the bladder. On opening the blades the stone usually falls between their

jaws if the hthotrite rests on the lowest part of the bladder; the male

blade is then pushed home to grasp the calculus, and the handle of the

instrument is to be slightly depressed so as to elevate the blades from

contact with the bladder wall. The screw movement is now substituted

for the sliding one, and firm, steady pressure applied to break it into large

fragments. These are next individually seized by a repetition of the

original manoeuvre or by rotating the open blades to an angU; nf 45 degrees

to the right and left before screwing home. After each fragnunt ha.i been

crushed small, the instrument is withdrawn with the bia<lcs screwed

tirmly in rontact with each other, and the largest sized evacuating catlieter

i^ passed to which the lithotrity aspirator or evacuator is attached after

bein- Wed with warm boric solution. By alternately squeezing the rubbt r

bulirot the instrument and allowing it to relax, the debris is gradually

pumped out of the bladder and falls into the trap provid. .' for it. When

fra!.-menl^ (ease to return the catheter should be withdrawn and a small

lithotrite passed in order to sound for any remaining pieces of stone too

large to pa.ss through the evacuating catheter: if such are found they

slumld be sei/.ed bv the blade of the small instrument and cruslied till the

bladder is thoroughly cleared of all debris. Where any doubt of a

residuum exists the cystoscope may l)e employed, but the use of this is

handicappeil by the presence oi blood in the bladder cavity.

The after-treatment consists in rest for a few days in bed. When pain is

se\cre a Morphia snppositorv should be inserted into the rectum, which

should have been thon.u-hlv cleared out before the crushing, and when
5a

li.
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retention of urine occurs a sterilised catheter must be passed three times

a day till the bladder regains its tone.

The lithotrity instruments require a urethral capacity of 16 to 20

(Enghsh). and often some jjradual preliminary dilaUtion of the canal, or

division of a tight external meatus, may be necessary. Where a hard

stricture exists, lithotrity may be still advantageously performed by

resorting to Keith's peiineal operation, which may also le selected in the

case of the largest stones

:

Suprapubic lithotomy is the ideal operation for stone when enlargement

of the prostate complicates the Case, as the prostatic tumour can be then

removed after the extraction of the calculus, in which cases the after-

treatment is to be carried out on the lines detailed under Prostate. H the

operation is underUken simply foi the removal of a large stone, after this

has been delivered by the scoop or hthotomy forceps the bladder and

upper part of the skin wound should be closed u[) with sutures, provided

the urine is aseptic. In septic cii-ses a catheter must be tied in, and this

should be connected with a suction ajiparatus or else drainage may be

employed through the perineum. IJcfore making the abdominal incision,

the bladder should be washed out with warm Boric Acid solution, and a

(juantity of this should be retained sufficient to distend the organ till it is

felt b> the hand as a distinct tumour above the pubes. In order to insure

this distension during the tune when the cutting operation is being carried

out it will be necessary for an assistant to gras|) the penis lirmly, or a piece

of rubber tubing may be tied round it to prevent the escape of the Iniuid.

Most operators now disjunse willi the inlrodui lion of a rubber tube inserted

into tlie bladder througli tiie abdominal wound. Subsequent suture of the

iiladder is grcatlv facilitated bv tlie'l'rendcienburg (xisition.

Stone in the female bladder i> as a rule easily ren)oval)le under a general

anaesthetic through the dilated ureliir.i If very large it may l)e crushed

bv the lithotrile, or if soft and Iriable it may be broken up by the blades

oi a >luut (lioMMg or nei rusis Ion eji^. \ cry laruc stone . may be extracted

throU"h tile >upr.ipuli|i route ; the im 1 .no ol the \ auiiia i> now abandoned

owing to the danger ol tlie e.>labli>lniient ol a permanent vcMco-vaginal

fistula.

STONE m THE laDNEY.

Treatment will depend upon the symptoms pre cnt and upon the nature

of the lomret on and its exact site.

(iraiHl or the p.i.-^iiLe ol renal >.ind, wUm Ii i . ii-ii.dl\ t ompo>c.d ol .1 small

iitnulonieratioii nl tlii' cr\>t,ib ol iiru ai id or urate-. i-> ollin iinaltended

with pain orilistre:>. Thf Ire.itnient ol tlu> ronditioti i> purely midiial,

and slutulil r()i>>ist ii\ the I oirei lion.ol the error in nielaboliNm. whii li

leads to the tirii ai id tonii.ilion. I Mel i^ ol iiiipoi lam e red meat and

lood rieh in nut lem-. ,ini\ puriii Imm > >lionld be prohibited, and c\t es>es m
ealiu" lixjds ol all l»ind^ should be warnevi a-ain>t. liven i->e m the open

air must be .i^Nidiiiai K 1 .inied out , ,ind al' olio! m t\ "ry tovm torbidden

Mcdiein.il treatment vmII lon^i^l in the .ldnunl^tlallon ol diuretu.s to
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increase the amount of urino and diminish its concentration Alkahes

l,i<e Foi. Bicarb, given wan Lemon Jui.e in effervescence and combmed

with Salicvlatcs are valuable. A natural alkahne mmeral water is the

be>t ruutine, and ContrcxOville has lou^ sustained its rei)Utalion as a

resort for patient, suiferm;. from i;rax el. The tree tluslun^u out of the renal

tract with thi., mineral water, which is rich m Imic salt., often affords

marked rehef to those patients who continue to pa.s Mn.dl uri<- acid cal.uli

and re.ial sand.
. , „.

When the small . u,„ lelu.ns consist of phospluites, the above treatment

will only InteiiMfy the symptom. I)y iciidennf; the mine less acid Ihe

factor of mental strain which i> pre.ent in most of the.e cases w, 1
demand

serious attention. Chaiii;!. of air and ..ceiie with menta re.t and phvMc.d

exercise and regulation of the dietary a libera' .upply of ammal food

beinu neces.sary- are all dearly indicated.

Of drug's, none are so valuable as the Acd I'ho.phale ol bod.um which

Should be jiiven to the amount of i o/,. daily <l..M.Ued m .5
p.nt. ol water.

l!v this means the urine may be kept aci.l lor Ion. l-enods, and concre ions

of^phosphates and c en small ralculi ut calcium oxalate may be dissolved.

.Mineral Acids, especially the N.tro-hydrochlon- vM.h Stry. hmne. are also

always valuable. See the arti. le on I'ho.phatuna.

Renal Colu is the name applied to the painful spaMoodic .ei/ure w nch

accompanies die pa..aKe of small .tone, alon, the ureter he best

routine treatment con.sists in theadmmistral.on of a very hot bath as .oon

as the tir.t svmptoms of the attack .hu« liam.ehc. ihe I- '-'|\>. ;""
j

be kept ... the bath under the surveillance ol a d..creet attendant l.l lull

a..t..pas.nod.c action i. pro<lu>ed, hot water be..., Ir .... t.n.e to m.e

added to keep the le...perature of the lull, up to .04 or .05 .
I he el e. t

,.,,,v be i,ei:J.tc..cd by the ;uh.......l.atin., .,1 a la.,e hoi svaler e..e,..a when

inlhebath.irwh.l t Ih... I. iic..i^;^;ot!cads.

A. .ou., .c. a feel.., ol laoilne.. , p.odu-cd ihr -p...... o J.e
.
Uer

..He,, relaxes a,.d per.o.l. ihe lo.ie to l-a.. down ...In th. b!,,d. er. U hc„

,he pa... .o...,..ue. v.ole..! a lull do^eol Wh.skcv n.aUe .nto pun- h .hould

be .wallovNed. an.l lb., .a., l>c loliossed bv a hspode...... ol
.

'" ..^'

Morphia .omb.md vMlh . n..n. I'.-P. Noh.t.on ... \l.op,..e; Uu- h....:,

a., .L markedly the a. 1. 1 ihe ..an oU- . W he., the a,ony ,s unbea.abl.

lhlo.oh.r,n mav be adm..,i.lered, a.ul u.ider ihu a..aMl.es,a M.me ...-Kcon.

have sat,.fte.l themseUe. ihal pres.nre n.anipnlat.on over he nreler ....

,,,,,m,t„l ,bc .,a..a.e of , al. ..1. wh.., h bad b. nc l.xed. In he ab.en. e

ol the hoi bal'h, a h..l lu.k, hoi lomeotaUo..- .

.l..pe. an.l d.v .
upp.n.

over the loi.l mav be icorlcd to.
. 1 .1 ,,,. ,,.r

The t.ea...a.,t ol a .tu-.e vv h., h ha- be- o.ue l.r.ub ,,.,pa. led ... the u.cUr

w.ll depend upo.. .,- exa- 1 lo. „. wh.,h .l.udd be 'l'^';'';' - ''>

X-rav phoioraphv. an o,.a.,..e .Meter..l bou..e hav .n. bee pUul ...

nxeda..hc..n,i...co,l.,e...e.e.o.lo... a^^^^^

InicrplaM-.i 1.1 li.e ...uini.,,iid b\ MiHa!.! ..ppiuo pn ...

„,,, „;.n I.. .h.ve,. ...I., lla. bladde,, IL- ...an..uv.c la,!...,, .uprapub.,
%¥
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cystotomy shouki bo resorted to rather than an attempt at removal through

the perineum or vagina. For impacted calculi higher up, but within the

pelvic zone of the ureter an extra-peritoneal operation should be performed

through an incision which will permit the reflection of the peritoneum

from off the iliac fossa till the ureter is reached Ijehind the membrane.

Calculi in this situation ha\e also been removed by opening the ureter

through an incision giving free access to the peritoneum as in other

abdommal operations. The lube having been located, the posterior layer

of the peritoneum will also require division so as to reach Uie ureter lying

behind it.

The removal of most impacted calculi, however, is usuall) arcom-

plislied through the exlra-peritoiieal loin incision made for ncphro-

lithotoniv. IJy prolouL'ing ll»e lumbar incision downwards and iorwarda

the entire ureter can be e.\po.>ed without dividing the peritoneum. A

caK ulu> in the pelvii portion ol the ureter may llien be removed by opening

the tube o\ er the stone or by sciuee^ing this baikwards into the alidoniinal

part and opening the ureter tliere.

A calculus impacted at any spot between the renal pelvis and the bony

pelvis should be rea«iied and removed ihrougli the lumbar incision by

dividing the ureter ni its long axis, and alter extraction ol the stone closing

the ureteral incision by line cati^ut sutures.

Caliulvii\ .liiuna occurs witii the bladder enqjty when a i alcuius block.-,

the n ,il peK i--> or ureter, the opposite kiu:iey haviii:; been tormei ly

1 'locked in a ^miliar manner, and long rendered functionless, or Irom

^uppre>Mon in one kidney, the other ureter being blot ked b\ a calculus.

Tiie ton('itii>ii is alwavs an exieedm;^!) gra\e one demanding immediate

treatment.

I \|iri tint ticalmeiu luch a^ i-. iiiiliralecl lor acute uniniia as hot packs,

.^,lllne
I'

ali\ON and i'iliM arpiiie 'in podenuically w'lii Normal Saline by

the vein- has in some in>taiii cn proved elfectual, but obviousl) these

niea.Mire-. 'an oiil\' delay the ( en.iiiilx I.Hal is.iue unless, during the time

:ii wliK h llic) .ire bemij emplowd. the recently impacted ralciilus ( luuiccs

to travel onwards into the itl.nlder. I'lu: diagnosis onceest.iblished, no

tune -lioiiM be lost in > .irr\ iii" oiil .111 operation lor the leiiiova! ol the

tone, till ^liiiiild l)c done e\cM in t!ic ab^ciu c ol all iirainii ^vliiploiiis

xMlliin I
• iioiii ,iiid vNlieii lliis iiile li.i- been liiljowed the nioitalit) has

been Imiiid to I, ill to v\ell under 50 per <eiit It lime lui- been lo^t by

j\peciant trea!meiil llie ' liaiu e ol s.uiii;: hie lades witheach day ol dclav.

\\ at>on has adM'caled the iiece>sit\ ot not merclv removing the most

rc' eiit liloik ill the meter, but aKo ol perlorming at the same lime a

.nephrotoiiiv 01 iicphro-lithotoiny opiralioii on the opposite kiilne\ with

the \ WW ol >,i\ iiig every \cstige of secretini; slructuie. In ihis i a>e the

kidney is ex|»oscd, the peK is is opened, otlier ilire tl\ or ihroii^jh the

LJ.tex, and .1, tube inserted and brought out through the wound in the

loin,

The oniri.i v^hn h soiiu:limes iiperviuies as tlic risiilt of bin 1, followin'.:

A severe upeialioii upon one kidnev v\tien the op^xisili organ is ahead

v
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diseased or contains calculi must be treated upon the expectant method

when the condition of the patient does not warrant exploratory or

operative measures being undertaken upon the kidney whidi has not been

exposed.

Stone lodged in the kidney or its pelvis and causing pain, alliuminuna

or hiematuria calls lor prompt treatment, and the question at once arises,

Should this be medical or sur^'ical ? As le^'ards mcfiicinal a-ents toe ;.;reat

di.tii ultv presents itself of dcterniinini: the nature of the . al. iilus, sin. e the

reaction of the urine cannot always la' depended iiiioii to supplv reliable

evidence of its chemical composition. Shoultl tiicre, however, l>e i^ood

rea.son for believint' that the stone is a uric ik id one, Robert's alkalme

treatment may ha\c a trial, and the Micarbonate or Citrate of I'otash

may be administered for many weeks at a time to keep the urine .onslautlv

alkaline. A small stone of recent formatit)n in one of the caly( es may

undoubtedly be so redui ed in size as to fall into the renal pelvis and pass

on to the bladder by persevering wit!) the alkali.

The experience of Contrexi'ville treatment proves that often small

stones are passed into the bladder and through the urethra alter a six-

weeks drinking of the waters at tiiis resort.

Oxalate of lime calculi have, in a similar manner, l)een got .id of by a

course of the VVildungen waters, or by the steady administration of the

Acid Plms[)hate of Sodium, as already mentioned. I'rotropine is always

indicated where the presence of the stone has produced suppuration or

pyelitis, and this drug may be advantageously coml)ined with the a« id

.sodium phosphate. Pipera/in is much less reliable, though formerly

muiii extolled as a lithontriptic, and Piperidine Acid Tartrate in 15-gr.

doses is reiommended as a powerful uric acid solvent.

Rest in the treatment of renal cal< uli has ret eived much less attention

than formerly owing to the frccpiency with whiih operative trcaltnent

has been (ariied out. Absolute rest in bed has in many insi.mces been

followed by a (imiplete disa|)pearan( e of all the symptoms. prol)aiily by

.sei uring the stone in some fixed or enc ysled jiosition in one of the renal

calyces. It must always be resorted 10 when hicmaturia lias been

severe.

When, however tlie stone continues to produce severe wearing pain or

ha'tna.uria, and where its irritation of the renal peh it mcn'braiie keeps

up a suppurati\e jjyelitis. o|)er.ilist procedures should not l>e delave<l,

Tlic c consist of Ni'idiro lithotomy, Nei)lirotimiy, or Neplms tomy.

The ki(lne\ should be e\p<.^ed by an im isi. n in the loin fit.m the c\tirii il

bonier ol the eret tor spina below the l.i-f rib, eMcn.liii- .lownw.mls .md

lorsvards in front of tiie anterior ^n|nrior iliat .pine, riieoiu.m is bnni}.'hl

out throiiuh the wtmiid and t aretullv |>al|ialcil. ami an in. nit.n 1- nuule

tbrou-h Its .onvex maium or a stAiie. it ilclc ted b\ t..ii. h. i', direi tly 'lit

down upon ,ind removed. The renal Mib-tante is m \t < IosimI bvtatt/ut

sutures after Ai.shing the > ut -urf.u c^ with hoi I'.oii. i.liitinii Uliere

sup(>urati\e ton.lition^ e\bt the kithiuv it -elf m.n i',|i:.,< .liaiii.ir< .m-l

dramajic must in any <ii.se be provided for in the Ifin wound.

^
If
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If on exposure of the kidntv. the cal. uUk; is found to he lod-ed in the

upper part of the ureter it may he pushed back into theVenal pelvis and

-•emoved hv incisinjr this part of t ie organ (pyelotomy).

^f.ould the kidnev he found to be the seat of several stones which have

caused widespread suppuration or hopeless disorganisation of the entire

gland, the major operation of nei)hre.tomy or removal of the whole kidney

should he .arried out, but only if the other kidney has prev.ouslv been

found to he. functioning in a normal manner. Whether the surgeon starts

with the intention of performing a total removal of one kidney or not,

he should prexiouslv make a determination of the renal adequacy !>y

Kiimmel's or Wrijiht's method, or the ureters should be .atheterised from

the bladder. , .

,

i j i

After the removal of a calculus either from the kidney, ureter, bladder

or uretiira the probabilitv of a second formation occurnnp should not be

lost si.'ht ol. The composition or reaction of the iirme should be pcriodi-

callv altered for some weeks at a time by the administration of alkalies

when the stone is found to be made up of uri.- and or urates, and if of

oxalate of lime the acid phosphate of sodium should he };iven.

STONE IN THE URETHRA.

The pain mas be intense owin^: to the spasm of the mus.nlar fibres, and

no attempt should be made at the mechanical removal ol the stone nil

the uruencv of the vmptoms has been .somewhat relieved by a very hot

|,ath ..ml a h> pod.'rn.ic dose of Morphia. The spasm is mimediately

overcome bv the administration of (hloroform, but thl^ should be reserved

for case- wlieie operatise interferen.e is ne. e-.sar>-, and it is well to induce

the patient to wail ior the subsidence ot the spasm, when b\ a powerful

.xpulsis e effort he ma v b:^ able to <lrive the stone throii!;h the meatus.

When the ob-mi.ti..n is in the anterior portion ot the urethra, the

iMiicnt -l.ould be directed whtii attemi.tinL. 1<""-i"'<l«' '"
-^n'"''"- ''"• ^'""^

nn<l MiddenK let k<>.
reinforcing at the s^me time the contraction ..I the

blulder bv tiiat of the urethral musi levbv whi( h manceus re the stone may

b.- s.mirted throng;!, the m.atus, Ity a ^'enlle kneadinu of the perns the

stone niiiv be assisted in its prouress to the outlet. If the block is )ust

within the narrow part of the urethra immrdiatelv behind the meatus

or in the navicular hissa it should be delivered by slittinj: the meatus

under a lo( al ana-sthetic. and fon in^; it out by a jrentle S(]ueezin.L' of the

penis or bv the intr.idu' lion of a line scooji.

When located farther bai k in the penile jurt of the ( anal, a fme uielhrai

lor. eps mav b.- tried, but the attempt bv this method is so liable to .
ausc

laceration and subsciuent stri. tme that as a rule it will be betl.:r to - ut

down on the stone and r.niov.: it bv a. lean and free iii< .<con made into the

floor of the uiethra. A -tone in the fnembranous urethra should be e\-

tricted throne. h a medi.in p nm-iil incision, ar.d often it will be best to

push back a ja-^.jed lone in tlu |K:nik urethra and deliver it ihtcuph a

p.nneal wcnnd, as then a permanent fistul;. i- less hkelv to •dlow .Alter

exuatlion oi the talculus. the lips ot Uie urethral wound should be
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I losed, and ,\ soft
sutured, but the skin wound sliould not ho ti^luly

catheter tied in for a few days.

Before resorting to perineal section an attempt may he made when ti .

stone is situated far back in the membranous or P'-"^tat,c uretlira to

push it backwards into the bladder by passmiz a largc-s./ed b unt-tnde

bougie down the canal. 1 1 may then be seized in the bladder by a small

lithotrite and crushed, or dealt with by suprapubic cystotomy.

STRANGURY.

The <anse of the painful spasm at the nerk of the bladder should be

soSt for and rem<ned when possible. Stone in the '^'^'1-'-- "- -.-

urethra or inflammatu.n of these parts may ex.st, and the.r P-P; ^^^^

ment will be found detailed under their separate headings. {hCL Stone,

Cystitis, Gonorrhoea, etc.)
, ,• .i ,:,i:„ nr

Stran.uiry -aused by the external or internal us. of (
antharidin or

by the .;dministration of Copail.a. Sandal Wood or '•'"n-nt'ne ^ho^^^^^^^

met by the instan. witlulrawal of tiu- drug and the remoyal of the bhstt.ring

•iinlication if this has not been already done.
.

'r o ,a h or hot sitz bath, w -rm <l.luent drinks or ic. water, a Morphia

suppository in the rectum, followed In continuous ho h.mentations

^^no the perineum, and . in verv painful cases, a hypoderm. ij^um

o Morphia and leechin. may be tned. Blisters should be used wi

. eat a.tion on patients the subjects of ('.right's disease or l>lad ler

£,ions and in young or del.ii.ated lA^. When necessary in ties
.^

,hey should not be kept ..n fc-r mor- than . -r , l^.ulr,. and •«'
» '

removal a p.nilti. e shoul.l be applied. In liie pr.scnce of stiangury

t r t e t al applirat.on of cantl.andes, ,hc bleb sliould be :n. ised and

the blistered suJfLe covered with oil and a warm but not hot p..ult,ce

'^'\
useful method for the relief of strangury in . ases of painful

.

.mditions

.n the Lterior urethra is to inject . drachms of a s I-r ;-;t, solution o

n,. inrmto the urethra, and massa.e it backwar.ls ihroii.h the compressor

"eUira^ t!!.s manceuvre is also applicable before ca.hetensat.on or

passage of a cystoscO|)e.

STRICTURE OF THE GULLET.

rnde. fancer of the (li.llet (p. . m) the treatment of n^;;^^";;;^;;;;;;^;;;;

is described. Under (Ksophagus. Stn.ture of. upon p. f>.5. the treatment

of simple stricture is detailed.

STRICrrURE OF THE INTESTINES see under Intestinal Obstruction

(p. 488, and also on p. 126).

STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA.

Spamodic stricture ..f the urethra o.curs at some period '" "«"^ >' ';"

case of neglected or«anu' narrowing, the element of -'P«^-'''«'' ^ '

J

"

t^ddenly showmg itself by the pro.iu. .ion of retention of urine. Simple

%

M
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920 STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA

spasmodic stricture is caused by some reflex contraction of the constrictor

urethrae muscle, usually the result of an inflammatory state of the lining

membrane about the prostatic part, though the seat of the spasm is the

compressor urethrne muscle lying between the layers of the triangular liga-

ment.

The immediate treatment resolves itself into that of the resultmg

retention and the routine should be the administration of a hot bath
;
when

this fails a large, soft rubber or well-lubricated gum elastic catheter, about

No. 10 (English), should be passed and the bladder emptied. In ver>-

sensitive patients the preliminary injection of a few drops of a 5 to 10

per cent. Cocaine solution may be employed; a i gr. Morphia suppository-

may be administered if the retention symptoms are not urgent, and often

this will dispense with the use of the catheter. After the relief of the

bladder distension, th^ cause of the spasm—gonorrhceal urethritis, fissure

of the anus, urethral calculus, etc.—will require attention.

Congestive stricture is closely allied to the above, and is usually the

result of a gonorrhoeal inflammation of the posterior urethra. The

treatment is to be carried out on the same lines, by long immersion in a

hot bath, the injection of Cocai.ie with Adrenalin solution, Morphia by the

rectum, and when a large soft rubber catheter fails to pass, the bladder

may be aspirated above the pubes.

Organic or cicatricial stricture in the great majority of cases can be best

treated bv the method of

—

IntermitUnt or Slow Dilatation.— WaxiOMS, instruments arc used, and it

need hardly be insisted upon that, in the abseme of retention of urine,

catheters should not be employed. Differences of opinion exist as to the

preference to be given to soft or to solid meUil liougies, some surgeons

insisting upon the routine employment of one kinri to the exclusion of the

other. It will be safe to adopt, under ordinary circumstances, the follow-

ing practice, especially if the operator has not much experience— i.e.,

to begin with soft gum-elastic bougies from tiie filiform size up to No. A E.,

and always to use metal ones for wider strictures.

Tlicre is a considerable danger in passing small metal instrumenU

except by the most experienced. Heavy, solid bougies for all sizes of

stricture are better in skilled hands than gum clastic instruments for

interrupted dilatation, though it will be safer to begin with the latter

in narrow strictures.

.\ny of the modem short-curved, conical metal bougies may be em-

pioved. but the old-fashioned, \\v^\\\y polished hcllietl sounds of Sir Henry

Thompson are the Iwst. The actual ciilatation si ouid lo proclurul by ihc

shaft and not t>v the iioint of the instriimt;nt. The point should be

of such a size that it will r.adily enter the "-tnc ture. the thicker part

following and causing the dilatation. Tortuciis .s.-k turcs 1 annot be safely

treated wit'.i ritrid mstninicnts till alter partial diliitation b^ pliable ones.

Having- placed the patient in the l)cst possilik condition of health,

an'i having his bowels cleared out (and a warm t«:ith given in some cases),

he is sent to Ixsd a few hours earlier than UNual, atid the treatment may be

y^
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inaugurated. This latter precaution is a wise one if the operator lias not

had any previous experience of the patient's power of tolerating urethral

interference. It will be well to begin the treatment after he has got

wamied in bed, and where he cpn remain till next morning. In this way

rigors, etc., may be prevented till the patient gets accustomed to the use

of instruments. (See under Urethral Fever.) .\t subsequent dilatations

this will be unnecessary. It will, however, be always necessar\' to caution

the patient against walking or other exercise, and against exposure to

chills for some hours after the passage of instruments.

It will be well to put the patient upon a urinary antiseptic, such as

5 grs. Urotropine twice daily, though the most rigid sterilisation of all

instruments must be invariably seen to. The patient should pass water

a few minutes before the introduction of the dilating instrument.

The surgeon's first step is to locate the site of the stricture by passing

a large sound down to the constricted part; he then tries one size of bougie

after another till he finds an instrument which will just pass through the

stricture with slight difficulty. This should be withdrawn before its

presence excites spasm and the dilatation postponed for 4 or 5 days.

Upon the second and subsequent seances the same and thenex: larger

size of bougie are introduced, till at twice a week intervals the dilatation

is effected so as to admit the largest solid sound, say No. 16 E. Some

surgeons insist upon the importance of leaving the hist instrument used on

each occasion in situ for several minutes. P'orce, in the ordinary sense of

the term, is never justifiable, and the young surgeon is very liable to be

dissatisfied with the slow progress which always gives the best'resulls

in the long-run.

The best lubricant in the writer's experience is the K.Y. Jelly or the

H.P. Glycerin. Horaci? , which is a strong, unirritating antisci)tic, and does

not injure the coating of soft instruments. Sterilised Vaseline, Olive or

Castor Oil, to which 5 per cent. Carbolif Acid or 2 per cent. Oil of

Eucalyptus has been added, is usually employed.

Tie length of the intervals between the sittings is to be icgulated by

the amount of dilatation accomplished without bleeding, and by the tolei •

ance of the urethra. Every third day till headway is made, then even,-

seventh day is a safe rule, but whenever bleeding is provoked the next

dilatation must be postponed. In the ca.se of a ;.lri< ture whit it ( ontracts

lapidly, it may be safely .attacked twice a week.

The sittings should be conl;'Uf\" till a No. 16 I'liglish instrunurl

can be ea-silv pit.sed. To siop iit a No. 12 is a mistake, as inevitable

shrinkage soon follows. It is the non-o|iMrvan< c. ol tliis rule \v)iii h leads

to failure in the hands ot most men. Though the stri< tiirc (annot be

regarded as cured in the great majority of cases, nc\ertlu!lcss, by dilating

the urethra up to its fullest capai ity, the verv be.si results arc obtainable.

and in some c.ises no nariowing may in; dctt'i ted fcr years.

The patient should be taught to pass nt h^ast a No 1 2 I .nvlish gum-elasf-c

bougie every month for >, or 4 months, then every y or (^ month >. returning

I'm e a year to have the largest (No. 16) size introduced by the surgeon.

%¥
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esoeciallv i.i the neighbourhood of the triangular hgament When an

Sa^'fine bougie 'cannot be coaxed through the constnction one or

tw^rnlvres ly be resorted to. Thus the pafen
-J

^e rnad^ to

nass water and whilst the urine is flowing a ve^ fine instrument may

be lioued throu-^h the stricture. When this fails the "-"ethra may be

ouoie.Sandhavethepatientputtobed. Micturition m such c ,s

wSke p ace ab^ the bougie, and in 24 hours a larger -strumentn.
^

be ntroduc ed .\ftcr the first opening up of the narrow passage by eUhor

o hese mSis the method of interrupted dilatation may he resumed^

The e ^at^ow strictures are ver>- liable to contract speed.ly, and in many

instances when the treatment by the slow or interrupted ".ethod o

: r'^^oan^latationL the continuous
"-f

o.Ul.iU ^.^ de-n^-^

.,nd IS soon as the stri< ture had been oitcncd up t.. iidmit readilN .1 ino.

Cugte.ThenTo reLrt to the nterrupted plan ; this line of procedure ,.v cs

^^7^:^;!^;r;i/::t:--This ..thod . ..itabie ^^-^
-J^l;;:-

able strictures, and consists in pass.n. a
--'".f'^r'^^^"

:^
J^^^^^ , ^e,

the ronstri-tion into the bladder and t v-r. it m for
•

.^^; ^^.^^ ;^ [J

whirh it is to be withdrawn and the next si/.ed catheter, v^hi 11 reatiiy

;'ses th ouuh, s likewise to be maintained ,. sUu lor a --dar penod.

' L tilAhe urethra is dilated to a n.^era,= .Je,rce wh..^ m .

..ttentmethodmay^r^.;^- T^ ^^^,^^^

s Mce micro-oruaiusms ma Inid met. wa> mi" >>
, . • ^ • . . . »„

11 nan' ntisepti.s by the mouth must th-refore bead.nm.stered,... 50

oTs U o ophie or \ mins. Creosote in capsule 'er in d,e. and the .re I a

Zw b i u'hed out by a stream of weak
»'-->"'^'^^-^r'f. uLtef ^

to . 07 ) or of con.entrated Horic Acid solution before the fresh, a hcte is

e ?n eldi time. The chief objection to the ^^^-TT:^:^X
it keeps the patient in bed, but .t pro.luces excellent ^^^^j"'"'''-

intern^ttent method for one reason or .noUier\^^^^^-^^^,^
As .ilrpadv mentioned, the (ontmuous ui' -• ition ma, nc sus,

,

aftc tt tr cture h.s been f.iriy opened up ..k. vhe interrupted meihnd

omm;n.ed. The steady pre.ssure of the .
athetcr

'^f--^f^, ^^tUa,
ricatriciV. lissue of the stricture introduces a ne-,v elcme it into il e treat

rntwhicii hastens resolution, acting as hypodermic injections of
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Fibrolysin are believai to do in ail <.ru;ini( strii tun s. thoiiuh tliis plan of

treating urethral strictures is seldom resorted to.

Rapid dilatation was formerly murli employed ; it was carried out by

passing, under general anaesthesia, a series of graduated metal sounds

(Thompson's or Lister's) till at a single seance the urethra was dilated

to its fullest normal capacity. Relapses were the rule, and very often

dangerous e.xtravasation of urine, pcmianent fistula; and serious complica-

tions resulted from rupture o( the urethra, and this method, like that of

Ihviihion. which consisted in a rapid stretcliiiiii or tearing of the cicatricial

tissue by a double-bladed instrument has been abandoned for safer though

le.ss expeditious methods.

Internal Urelhrotomy.—Th'M^ has been successfully resorted to in the treat-

ment of resilient and bridle strictures in the penile portion of the urethra,

as this type of narrowing has a marked tendency to contract as soon as

dilatation has been suspended. It is the most suitable method of treating

very irritable .and bleeding strictures, and those in which the passage of a

itougie is always followed bv rigors and in narrow strictures where the

presence of a tied-in catheter cannot be tolerated by an irritable bladder.

The rationale of the method consists in a free division of the i icatri( lal

tissue in the long axis of the stricture, whidi is then kept open during the

liealing process by the regular passage of a solid bougie.

A number of ingenious instruments are in use, each operator select iii;.;

one which carries out some requirement that he considers cssenlu.l to

success. These may le divided into two (lii>st>-- /.<.. those doiiiued

to sever the stricture from before batkwards, and those which are first

passed tiirough the stricuue. which is then divided from behind forwards

as the instrument i^ withdmwn

For very narrow : trictun - of cartitauiCnis hardness the former kind ot

instrument is employed. A filiform guide-houuiu is first passed thnuvjh

the sfl< ture into the bladder. I'pon this the iiretiirolome is introdmed

down to the narrowed part, and by means of a prini: the concoali'd blade

of the instrument is protruded anu the constri. ted part is divided to llic

required depth as the blade is pushed a- linst tlio stricture towards the

bladder, cut»ini.' from before liackwards. Hill's instrument (an be used

when the stricture only .idmits a No. 3, Init Maisonneuve's luid Tevan's

instruments i'.re more 1 ommonly used.

Where the strictur;. can be dilated to the size of a No. 5 (F,ni;li-h)

in^irument the urethrotome of I'iviale or Otis is pa-sod throu-h it. and

as the iiistraneni is withdiawn the concealed blade ir. caused to imisc

the narnvved part for its entire leuL'th, the dejith of the iiK ision an<l tiio

'tautness" of the parts heir.- i,;gulatcd by various mechanical cou-

tnvi'ni es designed for the purpose. The stri( ture must be divided on the

floor of the urethra and throuL'h its enlire depth, but (are 1 nist he taken

t(i leave iiii.e. I iiic t -aitby v.u.cu'ar or .uvfle tissue l>in|.' external t-t it.

In usini: On '; nrcthrotome the opera'.or ;_cts great assislanichv feeling

tlie reM>tance oi t!ir tissue- i.cd ti;j (m^'e'-s (.f the blade, on inujiinr the

ptnis from the ci.side with llie finders cl the le!i hand.

'.V#'->5
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024 STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA

\fter either form of cutting oi-tration a lar-ie solid metal sound (No. 14

En-lish) is introduced into the urethra, and permitted to find its own way

into the bladder bv graviution. T!,is gives a practical proof of the

completeness with which the stricture has been divided, and should the

sound fail t.) enter the bladder without pressure a second mcision of the

parts, in a plane different to the first, may be considered adMsable.

Upon withdrawal of the .ound the largest-sized metal catheter is inserted,

and the bladder verv thoroughly emptied of ..11 unne. It is a mistake to

attempt to tie in a catheter unless h.Tmorrh.i^e has been severe. It.e

patient is placed in bed, gets a Morphia sui)pository and abstains from

drinkin" li(|uids, and is kept \ crv warm so as to uiuourage the action of the

skin, whilst a few bits of Ice arc used to relieve thirst. In 6 S or 10

hours, when he can hold his urine no longer, he is placed m a hot bath ami

permitted to micturate. Rigors are to be anticipated by a full Opiate

W i.iskfv and Quin,nc, and the bowels, which sliould have been purged

before oi,.ration, are allowed to remain unreliev ed for a few days.

The fnhuw.ng combination may be used to prevent rigors and septic

fever:

R. Urolropin. gr. vj.

Qiiinincc Siilplialis i^r. vj.

Piilvcris Dimri t^r. .\ii. Misce.

Fiat pubis. Mttte lales vi. Sifina.-' (hw to he >:iven immedialdy

after the operation, in a tahlcspoonfiil ofwhiskex. and repeated in three hours.

and a>j,ain in six hours if necessary."

For hiiTaorrhage from the deep portion of the urethra, firm pressure

and an b cbag or the crutch of Otis may l>c u.,ed. If very severe externa

urethrotornv should at - . e be performed, and the wound tightly packed

with -auze around a catheter, a-.r^ Adrenalin may be loci'ly employee .

If from the penile portion of i',e an.i'., a firm cntheter may bo passed,

and a band..ge placed arou u! t-; penis so as to compress the bleedm-

surface again.st the instrument

Fxlravasation of urine, urethral or septic fever, pyamia, <ystiti',

epididymitis, urethrilis or kidncv trouble must be dc dt with promptly

if thev show themselves. „ , , • ,1

About the seventh dav the i.ati. nt shoul.l have ;i well-lubricated bougie

(No I- Kn.'hsh) passed thr-.u-h the u.ctlu;,, and he should be corriiu.l

to bed till thi^ i=eriod. AlM.ut ex erv ;, <lav^ lor the next fortnight will -ullice

for the p.i>saL'e of the houuie. larger instnnncnt> up to No, th K. bein: used,

an.l at the (ondu^ion of the trcitmenl the patient i> uniL^ht to do tiMS

himself, the aftcr-m.maMcinent being esa. th the s;mic n^ it the operati.m

of in'ennittent dilatation ha<i i>c,n < arried out.

iTotropine or other urinarv disinfe. tant sbo.il.! be administen-d for

several davs before the operation, e>i.c. lally in all caM-s where tlic urine

is foul, and in bad septic eases the bla.l.ler ^houM be .bained ihrouj. a

perineal woiinu.
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External Urethrotomy.—This operation is indicated in rases of imper-

meable sficturu, in those in which urinary fistuhc exist, and where all

other methods have failed, and in traumatic strictures with extravtisa-

tion of urine.

Syme's operation is the most suitable when an instrument, No. 5 E., can

be passed through the narrow stricture into the bladder.

A staff, grooved upon the convexity of its curve, whicli is aoout the

size of a No. 5 English catheter, is passed through the stricture into the

bladder. The groove is in the middle of the curve, and this ends abruptly

in a broad shoulder which marks the beginning of the anterior portion of

the staff, which is about the size of a No. 12 English from the slioulder to

the handle. With the anx-sthelised patient in the lithotomy position

and the narrow grooved part of the staff through the stricture, the broad

shoulder being held against its face, the operator cuts down on it from

without by a median incision, enters the groove willi his knife, and divides

the stricture in its whole extent from behind li)rwards, alter which a

catheter is passed upon a probe a( ting as a guide into the bladder. A hnc

gorget mav be used to incise the urethra in the direction of the bladder.

A catheter is tied in through tiie perineum for the first 3 or 4 days, and a

bougie or sound passed e\ ery second or third day till the perineal wound

heals. By Syme's method a Syme's catheter fitted with a sto|Kock was

tied in through the external meatus, but this part of the method is not

much used nowadays.

Wheelhouic's operation is the one generally selected when it is tound

impossible to get any guide or instrument into the bladder through th^

stricture. With the patient in the usual lithotomy position, a staff is

passed down to the striclure and held there, the liutton-like point of the

laff bearing down against the face of the narrowed tunnel. A median

incision is made down to the staff, and the urethra fully divided tor \ im h

in front of the stricture. The edges of the wound in the urethra are held

a|)art l)v sutures or forceps, and alter careful sponging a sean ii is made

fen the opening of the mouth of the stricture. When this is obtained,

a -rooved director is passed through it into the liladder, and u[H)n llii.s

instrument the tortuous, iiaiiow siri< ture is ili\itltd for its whole extent

b\ a iiarrov\ knife Irom l)eioic backwards. A large bougie i- tin-n passed

down ;he ureilira, L:uided into theinu>cd part, and pushed gently intu the

bladiler. The bladder is drained through the perineum lor a kw (la\ s, m\(\

aftei wards regular passage of large bouuies is resnrled to.

Cu-h's periiiral opcralum is perlormed when tiie urethra is dl^ten(led

behind the stricture, no guide-staff being, employed, though the strictun

is iinpernieiible.

Ill the lilhotomv position, ihi' operator phu es IiJn linger in the rectum

upon the tip ot tiie prostate. .\ shari)-|)()intei!. tiiick bladed bistoury

is plunged into the middle line ot the perineum, i iii< h in front of the anus

with its back towards the bowel, so as to open the distended urethra in its

membranous portion, just at the tiji ol the prostate. When this hiis been

accomplished, ,1 guoved prcLv' is passed through ilie wound into the

'

4
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920 STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA

bladder, and upon this a Upering jjorget is ijuided. This was Cock's

operation, l)ut usually an attempt is made to deal with the stricture at

the same time as follow.,: Alter opening the bladder, a grooved probe

sliould be passed into the wound and made to enter the stricture from

behind, upon which the cicatricial tissue may be divided from behind

forwards or an instrument may be inserted down the urethra and its point

cut upon till it appears in the wound. Hlien this has been achieved,

a large catheter should be p;isse<l down the urethra, and guided into the

bladder, and the most patient dilatations by the passage of sounds must

be kept up long after the healing has l)eenestabhshed,ab such strictures are

\ ery |)rone to contract.

It may be only possible to effect an entrance into the bladder from

beliind the -stricture, without being able to deal witli the latter, and it is

astonishing to find afterwards how easily a narrowing, which had foiled

all attempts at catheterisalion, can be made to yield after a few days'

rest following perineal section. Hence, often the operation is divided into

two stages, the dilatation or incision of the urethra being postponed for

some days after the perineal section.

Kxiision or Rcseition ol the strictured portion of the urethra has been

tried, i)ut very generally witii indifferent results. Uolller found that the

mucoui memi)raiie Wiis reproduced upon a urethra troin which h*; iiad

cvciscd a nodular stricture, lie u.ses the mucous memljrane obtained

from the ' stomach of tiie frog, the bladder of the rabbit, or from the

(esophagus ol the pigeon, which arc all easily separable from the mu.-.cular

laver of the animal, and \\\wh all adliere in the iuiman suitjei t, and when

properly [jl.iced retain their vit.iiity, " A LTaft l.dvcn iiom llie mu< ou-^

iiicnibrane of the lip answer, eciually well.

Rcienlly .Xdam., ha.-> demonstrated a luelhod ol restoring damaged

urelhia li\ llic inliudui U-n of a lube id liaci s luembraiie. The author

lav. >lre>, oil bcini; able In >iip|>ly plenlv ot tissue .m» a. In lie lice ol

tension, on the pvovi^ntii ol >upia|:u!ii> li.tin.ijc.aiiii on llie reltiilioii ol

I .athelir uithm liir iie\\l\ loiiiied uicliua m> miportaiil cleiiieiii, 111 a

hcierogeiuou, iireihral gialt

riie iiiethud ol j-.ltrn oK si- ha, been piaillsed; lliiMu.i) i)e rimed out

b) u.singai urrent ol ,5 to 5 millianii)eres in the lollowing wa\ : The negative

elei node a metal-tip[)ed gum-elasiic bougie is pas.sed 'iiwn to»i elare

ol tiie .siricuirc, .igainst wluih it is held for 15 to 30 minutes, tiie lari;e

moist |io.-,ilivc ihrtride beiii;; in roiitac t wilii the lumbal -pine,,. I'lic

uirrciil ,olte!i, and uiu>c, dei oinpo,iiioii ol the ( u ain. i.d ii,,,ue, and

pcrmil, the negative cleitioilc to p.i.,, iiUo the bladder, ottcii in Joiiunuic,.

without pain.

STROPHULUS see under Miliaria.

STUMPS, AMPUTATION. Diseases oi.

-,.,,,. -iniMi.. ,,1, |,.iii;iu! ,iU.i ;iTr;iirfa;b-:-. ,-M-n wi^h \\^v -j- r,t

I, p< iloiiHcl 111 the idr.ilm.ouui ..;' . I.i,lran. and ( lion.nt Min|.ul,iti mi-^

arc MJcioin ( omplctclv ,ati,lai loi) . I'luv an ililluull to lit wilh .111
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artificial limb, and SDoncr or later n quire tonversion into a Svnie— the

ideal amputation stump.

Any of the tissues of vvliieh a stumjj is lom posed may yive trouble

and require treatment.

Skin.— {a) Scars may be painful, eitlier in parl> from nerve lil.iment

involvement or generall\-. Relief of |)ressure by suitable paddinji of the

liml) or excision of the scar or affected ner\t' will be required.

U)) I'lceration is due to unequal pressure of the artifi( ial limb, and can

fre{]uently be relieved b\ hollovvinL; out the socket at the point of pressure.

(() lsih(Binia, if unrelieved, will lead to ulceraii' It is due to tin

soft tissues beini; too short. This can be remedied by drawing; down tht

skin with straps of sticking-plaster to a splint, or in the lase of the leg to

a walking calliper, or by causing (jeiiema of the soft tis:;ues bv Thomas s

j)assi\e ((ingestion. If these methods fail, ream|)Utalion will l;c re(iuired.

{d) Eiuiitd hikitri^u is due to depressed S(ars, the (jpposing skin

surfaces persjjiring and eczema resulting. Lead lotion on lint placed

between tiie surfaces relieves, but cure can only be effected by excision

of the S(ar and the ec/eniatous surfaces.

Siijl Tissiu's. I5ulkystump> may be reduced b\- pressure of an elasti(

bandage or by the wearing of a laced bucket or a phister of Paris pylon. 1

!

these metiiods fail, removal of a wedge of cedemalous tissue is indiiated.

NerTes.— I'aiTiful bulbous nerve ends ma\- be relieved by hollowing out

the socket of the artificial limb, or by operation. This entails the re-

moval of the nerve bull), or, betterstill, the removal of lw( iiK lies bdiu tin

continuiivof the nerve trunk. This avoids .uiy interference wit ii the stump.

Itiii/r Caries or se(|uestra ni.iv re(|uire removal, but before doing

so -X-ray examination of the stump must be undertakm.
Sinii\ts mav lie due to (a) cariis or nc(r(isis of bone, {h, ir igiiunt.-) ol

metal, (,) silk ligatures, (fi) presence of Itipp, or (c) in an inlci ted tortuous

trai k. .Ml sui li cases -.hould be \ raved, tluti injc( ted vvidi l'ii>miith

|)aste and .\ raved aiiain. unless the lirst |ii( tiire reve.ils ( Ic arlv tlic (au-i

ol the troiil'li . The sc( (ind pi( lure should Ik sii leo--' npn , .md will (litre

tore reveal (I ( tri'( k ot the sinus and its relation to tin boiie.

Jiiiuls. Pelormilie^ ol joints ,uid painful juims luav be reiiuiiitd b\

splinting, lenotomv'. imt often tall for reamputation ot the limb at a

higher level.

STYE.

rill- I (iiiililKiii ii oltcii prodiHtil bv iiilei lion lidin the m ,lle^ o! ^ebt)l

rh la f idling down upon the ev cla>lits I nun .1 1 iirlv m alp. heni f pruvetuiv'

mea:>ure^ in all re< urring t ases should be diiei Veil lo the treatment ot tin

priiii.irv atfet lion.

In till earlv sl.ige^ epilation will gener.iliv ,it iin( t, remove the trouble,

liv pliii kin;' out llie evel.i.>li. .inv matter tli.il iii.iv li.ivi; alre.itiv ti)rineil

is 1 1 Ills It'll fiff III i||si hill;f It ell (liKiiii.Ji till' iiiiiliile opeiiiii II iii.iitt!)

Iia^ not loiliici!. till- lllilliiid ini plfvelll 1! \ iitedli 'hpptii ill pint

< .iriniiii \i 1(1 nui\ lit .qiplied In the spot altei the leinoval ot tin; hair

^#
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Poultice^ in tliu neighbourhood of the eye are very unsatisfactory. A

warm saturated Boric compress is the least objectionable method of

applying moist heat, though it is not advisable to cover this in with oiled

silk. Tlie relationship of the stye to boils gives the indications for general

and local remedies, and poultic es or any other applications, especially if

moist and warm, iiave a tenden( y to multiply ibc local gatherings of pus

if the retained vapour arising from such applications is not speedily per-

mitted to evaporate. I'uncture (after cocaine) with the point of a fine

narrow-hladed tenotomy knife or cataract needle generally gives im-

mediate relief when matter has formed.

Stves, like boils, have a tendem y to occur in crops. This, when estab-

lished, is a clear indication for the employment of an autogenous vaccine,

and hen(e the aa\isabilit\- of obtaining and p' .erving a culture of

llie infecting micro-organism from the first stye.

Ointment of Vellow Oxide of Mercury (6 grs. to i oz.) is the best after-

tieatment in all i ases, and it appears to prevent further formations if

properly used; or the following may be pre^ ribed:

B. HyJrut^yri Oxidi Rub. Rr. iij.

Cocainw Purif. ^r. iij.

Vaseliiti Alb. .jvj. Miscc.

Terc benv et fuit HH'^ucntiim. Signa.—" To be snicarcd mcr the mtrgiii

of the affected lid three tunes a day."

SUBPHRENIC ABSCESS see under Peritonitis.

SUDAMINA see under Miliaria.

SUNSTROKE, OR INSOLATION.

I'or l)oth the mild type ol tliis atlcction known as Heal-exhaiistiuii and

lor the ura\e lorm recognised as Theriiiie I'evir pre\entive measures aie

obvious. Tlicse indude alleiition to clot'.iing. which should l)e always

ii- liulit ami iiiol ii- pos-iblc. open-textured -.t'oolhii garments next to the

ikin beinu c->enlial. It i- alwas neccvsary that the spine and i raniiim

.should lie well protected from the direct solar "-ays. I.xie.s.ses in eating

;iiul drinkini:. iiululgeiu t \n alcohol, violent cxtniso iind constrirtioii^

about the throat must all be .;uanU:d against, atid in the i lose, hot nights

tree ventilation is ol grcit imiiortam e.

\\ lit'ii an altai k of licai cxh.iustion has already on urrefl, imnieiiiate

translerciii e to the shade m the open air, with removal of outer clothing

and all r (nistrictioiis about llic neck, throat and chest is ihi; first step.

The patient should he phiceil in the horizontal position as \r the treatment

ol svncopc, \^ith the head lowered and the \;ipour of Ammonia or Acetic

.\ci(l applied to the nostrils. The lace should be sprinkled with (old

water and the hands sponged, and il etTorts at bieathing do not at ont e

.tppear artihciu! rcrpiration niicruld le resortH to.

.\ severe iitiiik of theniiic fever or typiciil suiislioke will lU'iessitate

sinnlar pidinunury measures, but lile i an only be sav cd in sui li cases In ti
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free use of cold water. This may be dashed over the patient's naked

body or the cold i)a<:k or cold affusion should be freely employed. 11 ii e

is availai)le the entire body should be rubbed with larj^e pieces of it. .illcr

which iced water may be allowed to trickle over a wet sheet loosely apiilied

to the patient's bod\ till the rectal temperature has been reduced to aljout

102 . Further j^'eneral applic:ations of cold water or ice sliould not l)e

persisted in owinj^ to the liability of collapae '>uper\ eniny, liui the ice cap

may safely be kept to the head all through the attiick.

if there be evidence of cardiac failure, stimulants may be required, but

they should be used with great caution, and tlie horizontal position ri-idly

maintained. If removal in such cases is necessary before the urgent

symptoms have subsided, it should be accomplished upon a streU her.

Where the symptoms continue and repeated affusion is necessary to

keep the temperature from rising, the thermometer should be kept in the

rect jm, so as to enable the physician to keep the body heat a little above

the normal. Copious enemata of iced water have been found useful, and

they may be resorted to in conjunction with cold affusiyn or tlie cold bath.

Artificial respiration must be kept up when the breathing stops during

the hyperpyrexia; this affords .tl.^o the best aid to tlie enfeebled cardiac

muscle. Though Strychnine may be injected in desperate cases, it is

safer to rely upon artifu ial respiratory movements, as some authorities

maintain that coagulation of the cardiac myosin occurs. Convulsions

should be met by Chloroform, and this has been recommended durmg tlie

early stiige independent of the presence of convulsions. Thougii venesec-

tion as a routine is to b< i ondemned, when symptoms of asphy.\ia sliow

themselves there should be no hesitation in froely openi ig a vein, .\fter

the hyperpyrexia has been combated, symptoms are to l)e treated as they

arise. Headache may be relieved by the ice-cap, by sinapisms or lilislers

hind the ears or over the occipital region or neck, and ( on>tipation by

-^mart Saline purgatives.

In the after-treatment no animal food should be gi\en tor d,i\s and

absolute rest in bed must be maintained.

Meningitis and other troubles, should they follow, are to be met by

ai)propriate remedies. .Vs recovery is often imperfect, and followed liy ,iii

irritiible ( ondition ol the cereliral ( entrcs, I'.roinides will be indicated, and

in some ( a>cs, owioL; to tiie increased sum c[)tibility to licit, removal to ,i

cold or temperate climate may be imperative, with avoidance of nunt.il

work and all sources of worry for a considerable peric 1. I'rolonged

mu-cular e\t:n ise i> al.o to lie guarded against, and the use of d( ohol

stricth- forbidden.

SUPPRESSION OF URINE.

.\nuria, when liie ie>ult of degener.itive i bailees in tiie kidney, i^

u.Hially bevond the leacli ol art, but the form wiiicli sometimes ouur^

in ;i='!»e I'.riidiCs dise:is.e may be combated sue e^stuliy by iln' n^' ni ilu'

agents Hotail(Hl in the article on that disease.

.\iiuriu coming on ^ooii after e.xposure ol the overbialcd bod) lo

^ ^'



930 SUPPRESSION OF URINE
intense cold is due to acute congestion of the kidneys, and its treatment
IS identical with that of acu'e Bri-ht's disease, and the same remark
applies to Ih.e suppression which sometimes follows poisoning by can-
thandes, chlorates and digitalis. (. alculous anuria is discussed under
Stone in llie Kidne)-. The lorn, of sui)pression which sometimes follows
surgical ojjerations on any ()ortion of the genito-urinarv tract, as after the
dilatation of narrow sfictures of the urethra, and in catheterisation of
a greatly distended bladder in prostatic disease vhen the surgeon draws
off all the residual urine, recjuires prompt treatmuit in order to save life.

In such cases the best routine procedure is that which follows upon the
lines suitable for the pre\entioii and treatment of unemia. This may be
advantageously carried out in all cases of urinary suppression when the
diagnosis is uncertain. The renal organs having struck work," any
attempt to directly stimulate them will only increiu^e the active congestion
which is likely to be present, and the chances of saving life will be seriously
dmimished. llaua the administration oi irritating or stimulating diuretics
should be avoided in all cases.

The i)hysician should endeavour to act powerfully upon the skin and
bowels to effect vicarious elimination of the retained toxins. This should
l)e accomplished by the liot pack, hot mustard, hot water, hot air, or
vapour bath. Pilocarpine i)ypodermically is the most potent of all

diaphoretics, but if its ac tion is concentrated ui)on the kidneys or on the
bronchial surface death may follow the administration of ] gr. If, how-
ever, the injection be not administered till the action of the skin has l)een
stimulated l)y external warmth, then all the force of the drug will l)e

directed to the sweat glands, and furtiier diai)hore>is will i)e safely accom-
plished. Whilst the i)atient is thus swelling profusely in the hot pack
a large dose (i oz.) Sulphate of .Magnesium may be administered, a.id
repeated in half tiiis amount to keep up a continuous drain from the
b(/wel.

CupiJing 1)1 tl e loins and hot poultices applied over tiicse regions will
act beneticiallv not, 1 ov ever, by stimulating the kidneys, init by relie\ iiig

their congest' jn. Decapsulaticm of the kidney has been recommended in
desperate cases of eclampsia. Nitrites will al-o prove useful, as i-dr.
doses of Spt. I'.tlier. Nit.

A .econd iiuhi.ition is alwa>> present in tlii-^ conditi'in -/.,.. to dilute
tile amount ol th-, to .i, Mil.-,taii. c- ,ii the bki.id an.j thci(b\ i.. iniuiinisc
the iiitenMtx o| tlicir ai tioii on the lieaM and on tiie nerve centre-.. To
ac. oiiiplish thi-, i;IijlcI Normal .Sidmc solution should be injected Iivjh)-

dermically. by the liowel or by the \eiiis. .\> the amount introdii.ecl by
the skin has its liiiiii^, and as the bowel is being ai ted upon by the Mag.
Sulph., the \enotis route --hiiiilcl lie sclei led. I'lie at t ion ol tlie saline as
a diluent i- enormou.ly in< rtased il bli.t.d k-ttnii' is Inst peilormed; jo o/.
of blood ,iy theielore be |Hrinitted to How lioiii the median ImmIk belore
vei_\ >lov injiTtnig doiiMc thi ainonnt ol .ciuiii ot nioir.

liy dill n;j the poiMiiucI billed ilouMi- throu-li tiie kiditcv-. the viline
solution iPiteii art. .is .i poueilul bu! harmlc.-> diuretic . and sometimes
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the urinary iecretiim is almost inirnediately re-established. W liere riuors

uiiii se\ere septic symptoms with hi;;h lever heat are pieseiU, as in post-

operative rases, it is i>lj\ ious that tlie hot i)ath or p;n k lias its limitations,

and in such cases till the temperature ialls the sur;;eon must rely upon

saline ])ur,natives, hot lomeiuations lo the loins, and the intravenous

injection of saline solution, lilood-lettinj, will here ayain mimn^ise the

elTect ot to.xiiis [)roilucfd li\ the microlies whiih ha\ e gained admissioii

hy the employment of L.nslerilised catheters or other instruments intro-

duced into the urethra or bladder. Cardial' de[)ression should be met l)\

Strychnine hypodermi( ally, or by Ahohol by the mouth when ur-eiUly

re(|uired, but l)i;,;italis is to be axoided.

SWEATING -see Perspiraticii, Excessive.

SYCOSIS -see under Tinea.

SYMBLEPHARON.
Adhesion of the eyelid to the eyeball e.\ists in so iiiaii\- dc-njes a-id in

so many forms as to pre\ent any delinile line of operation l.eini: ajjplicabl''

as a routine tr'jatn'.ent. In mii''>r ilej^ress the ( undition ( an be easily dealt

with by se\ering the adhesion or band by scissors. In severer forms,

where the adhesi\e surfates co\er a larjie extent of the liil. Ihev must bt

carefully dissected from each other and a transplantation effected of a

small piece of mucous membrane from the h[)> or labia. I'he ((injuncti\a

ol the rabbit has been grafted >uccesslully. .Sub.sei|uent adhe ion of the

dissected surfaces nias >ometmies be prc\enled b\ tuimn- the i on-

juncti\al flap upon itself and rclainiui^ it in this |)o.',ilion by sutures,

Harlan's operation aims at providin;; a llap ol skin dissected from

below the e)elid, whii h is tumeil u[) under the maiL;in <n d" lid ami

su'ured to tlie raw surface on the iniernal aspet t of the lid,

SYNCOPE.

The |)atieni mu>t be placcil in the hoii/iMital position, with In. head

low- a little lower than the lc\ el ol in bod\ . All . oii>ii h li(jii> aboiii tll^

ne< k shouli' be remoMcl williout dela\ . and a uircni <>l pure i ol I air

should be allowed to blow o\li linn w I en possible. .\s s'. allowing i^ lor

the lime impossible, a da^h ol (old water in the fai c: i; a powcrlul reflex

stimulant to the heart, and m.iy be safe! \ reported to. Ammonia, .^mel In i^

Sab . ol Strong .VciIm .\( id to the in iinls, with llippiii;; the liar.d.^ by,

a wet cloth, may be Mied. Where the altai k willi>iaii<U lhi.>, and tin

patient is still unable to swallow, l.ther or .Nimiioni.i (.S,d \ olatili'. i part:

water. s)ma\ be mjeiled h> podeimn all>. , oi \\ hiskex and water, lirainls,

Wine, ni an\ a\aiki' le stimulant m.i> be iiijiitci! into the leclum. .\s

soon as the power oi swalli.v iiil; loluriis, s'linul.uit-- liias be ,i:i\eli by

the mouth.

Aminoiii.i. I.tlicr, m .'sir\ i hnim . in i\ be in de--per,ilc i.ihs injei led

diiectl. into a \eiii. a.,d I. Id tin it \ the iiilc i u| ilc d i iiinn; applied lo

the ithreiiii nei\ e or heait. Niiiitc nl \iii\ I iiihalalKin iiia\- be tried.

»#<

Wheie lueniorrhatic has been the au^e ot iIk iiiiitmi.

» <<
'"•>)
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follow tlio rapid ulc-vatiou ol the lower c-xtremities and the application
of a rul)l)er banda-e to drive the l)li)od whicli is ( ontained in them towaidh
tlie heart. Where these measures fail, transfusion or intravenous inje( tion
of Saline solutio.i should he resorted to without delay. Artificial respira-
tion, frictions, electric shocks throuuh the arms, and the application of hot
sinapisms may be tried whilst tfie more serious operation of transfusion or
intravenous injection of warm, weak Saline solution, Pituitary or Adrenalin
s f)eiii^ proceeded witli. (See under Collapse, p. i06.) Tlie Lahorde or
Konig-Maas methods, descrified under Poisoning Ijy I'hloroform, should
always be tried.

SYNOVITIS.

Simple acute inflammation of the syno\ ial membrane due to spniin or
other form of trauma should lie met by absolute rest of the affected joint.
This may be carried out in \arious way', as by the use of splints, sand-
bags, etc., and the joint should l)e fixed in the most useful position should
ankylosis unfortunatelv follow- r.°.. the elluiw should be placed beyond
a riglu angle, with tlie iiand well supinated, the knee fully extended. Such
a])piiances, howe\'er, are not t(j interfere with the api)lication of the
remedies about to be mentioned.

Cold, either in the form of e\aporating lotions, or, what is much better,
Ice applied freely round the joint, or l.eiters tubes is the most successful
"f all treatments. Leeching may be iesorted to when the pain and higli

tei. ion do not rapidly yield to ice-ba-s a])plied round the joint. Cpon
an intlair.ed knee-joint a dozen, or more leei lies may be ])laced, an>l

Iceding from the bites may be encouraged by the a])plication of warm
poultices or fomentations. When the pain does not yield to cold apjjhca-
tions, warmth sliould be tried and hot IJoric compres.scs covered in by oiled
silk are the best nieans of carrying out this form of treatment.
Green I'.xtract of Belladonna rubbed ii|) with twice its weight of glycerin

is a favourite lot al appiic ation for the relief of pain; the stronger il.V.

belladonna preparations should not be employed owing to th.e risk of
al>sorption. The method of prmlucing venous congestion is sometimes
followefl b\ extellent results.

Ojiium tor the relief of pain may lie tie' essary, 15 grs. I'oNers J'owder
with 2 grs. .\ntimoniaI |)owder every .S hours mav be gi\en.

Purgation by Sulphate of .Magnesia, followed by a diaphoretic < ontaining
small doses

(
,',; j;r.) of Tartar I'.nietic, .a short inter\ als.is the lie>t constitu-

tional treatment in ^tlieiiK .iiid Ir.uiniatic ( ascs occurring in the robust.
The lollowiiig mixture iiia\ be .idiiiim>tereil .

tt
. Mu'^ntsii .S/((/i//,///s

51J.

Aniimonn idrluru.i L;r. j.

Tiiu/Kru' Aionili .~,s.s.

SyrHjn Aunmlit f,'\.

AtfiM! Mentha' I'lperiiu ,i,i ,-,.\vj. J/zsn.

Fiat inistiini. Capiul nhhUaiia duo inu^na sauiuiis lions.
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Aspiration should be resorted to when the joint is distended with

Huid, strict nntiseptir preciuiions bein;; followed. Tf the fluid is found

to be purulei.L, the l)e>l plan is free inrision and drainage, tlit diainaLO

extendini: down to, but not into, tiie synovial cavity: the joint should

be ihoroughly flushed with an antiseptic solution, and in apparently

hopeless cases the method of continuous irritration with warm Saline or

Horic solution, and the occasional injeition of Hydrogen Peroxide may
restore tlie integrity of the arti( ulation. A vaccine prepared from the

pus should be em|)loyed to hasten resolution, and when septic inflam-

mation extends to ihe osseous tissue excision or rese( tion will be net es-

sary, and in some cases an amputation may be the only means of sa\ ing

life.

In rheumatic cases large doses of Salicylate of Soda should be given,

and where gout figures in the causation Colihicum may be safely pre-

scribed, with a padd'

then be enveloped in (

should be inaugura.

substitutes, and wii

<ourse of men urv ()•, i

""rlient wool round the joint, which should

1 synovitis in syphilitic patients treatment

or three full doses of Salvarsan or its

..ediatj effects of these have passed oil a

still, m ur\' and iodide should be prescribed.

The acute symptoms luuing subsided in an ordinar\ sim|jle synovitis,

he (|uestion of commencing passive movements arises. The mistake

is liisely to he made of prolongini: the rest treatment unduly. Massage,

friction and douches with radiant heat baths should b^ cautioush- com-
menced and persisted in till tiie function of the articulation has been

restored.

In ihroiiic synovitis the treatment is to be carried out on similar lines,

and if fluid remain in the joint after the subsidence of pain and local heat,

( lastic ])ressure, liy layers of ( otton-wool, beneath a calico bandage firmly

applied or by a perforated rubber i)andage, will be found \ery effeotive,

and in addition counter-irritants are to be employed. Small blisters

may lie ap|)lied in 3 or 4 plat es over a large joint like theknee.or the actual

cautery may be lightly pressed against the skin in a few places. Coimter-

irritation by means of strong Iodine preparations is a valuable routine, and
massage, douches and i>assi\e mo\ements may be carried out whilst the

iodine is being ilailv a|)plied.

Hydrops articuli.whi< h fails to vield topressuie and the above measures,

should he aspir.itcd and the elastic bandage reapjilieil. In other cases

strapjiing by adhesi\e plaster spread upon some strong fabric serves the

same puqjose, provided the |)laster be removed and reapplied at short

interv als as tiie swellinii diminishes. Scott's dressing or a mild Mercurial

lireparalioii spread upon lint mav b'j applied to the joint under the

stra|)|)ing. I'.y these me,uismu<h fliii .ludexen thickening of tli> s\ iio\ ial

membrane may he got rirl of, b\- the assistam e ot passive motion. uid gentle

exen ise ot the joint and the internal administration of Iodide of Potassium

m lull (loses.

Hydrops arti(uli is fre(|ucntl\ ol tuhen ulous origin. It must then be

treateti as tuben le elsewhere hy rest, pressure, tuberculin, suid on general

t ^'
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hygienic principles. In the case of the l-nee it will often be ad^ i^ahie to
apply a Thomas's splint and accept at once the disabilitv of a stiff

joint.

In ne.L'lected cases or when the rest cur' 'las been tliroiii;h undue caution
kept up too lony. ankylosis results; sliould an attempt iider nen"ral
luiaesthesia fail to break down adhesions, opcratix e procedures m.iv be
necess-iry to restore the nioi)ilit\ of the articulation. When the synovitis
isduetothejjresence of a loosecartilaue in the joint, it should be removed :

when due to imperfect repair of li^'aments after a spram, a thickened sole

01 .steel may be used to prevent further stretching of the injured li^'ament;
failing' this, it must be removctl b}- opening the articulation.

SYPHILIS.

I'rophyla vA.- As regards the preventi\e treatment of syphilis, the sui)ject
is in the main a question of morals, and may bi summed up in the sinL;le

word -purity. Hroi)hy!a\is becomes a practically professional i)rol)lem
in those cases where the marriape of an individual who has suffered from
sxphilis is contemplated. There is still much differemeof opinion regard-
ing the interval wiiich sliould ela])se between the time of contrai tinu the
disease and that at which marriage is permissible. The trend of .>pinion
is against the shorter period of hvo yt'iirs laid down liy Hutchinson, even
when the most energetir treatment has been carried out, and graduallv
the interval of three to /.//(/ years has .onie to be regarded as a sale
practical rule for the majority of ciises. Tiie |)resen( e ot the Wassermann
reaction affords some guide, i)ut cannot be said to be conclusive; thouah
tiie reaction may be aiisent in some cases, still the disease lan be jiro-

pagaterl by these indixiduals, whilst it has been found that patient:,
showmg a marked reaiticm may not fie ablr lo infect tiieir wi\ es and ma\
be capable of producing healtliv issue. \e\ ertheless. it will be wise in
all < ases where .i positiv e reaction is loi, nd to submit the |)alient to further
energetii' treatnient till a negative is substituted h)r a positive rc.iction.
In all. I.iubtful cases the other te^ts should be employed also, as ilie colloid
gold, and luetin reagents.

In ail cases of old syphilitic intec tion, the mother during pregnancy
shoukl ha\e several short mercurial courses to make assurance doubly
sure. The new-born intant, if syphilis exists in its blood or tissues, will
gue a |!o-,iti\c reaction as soon as tested, and sue h an infant sliould not
be put to the Icreast of a healthy wet innsc. It is claimed lor Sabarsan
that II has specific act ion. when administered durin- pregnane v. in |.re\cMit-
ing abortion and c iiriiU' Icie disease in the fcetus.

I he importanc e ol propliyla.\is is seen in those cases where tiie surueon
or ac c cue heur receives a finger wound in operating on a syphiiiti.- patient.
'J'liee.Nperimentsof.Metchnikorf have demonstrated the fact tiial a ,?o per
cent. Calomel Ointment, when rub' into the site of the iiioc ulatjon. will
ellectually prevent infection when the .ipplic ation is made witiiin an hour
alter receiving tiie woun-i. Hence any suspicious accidental wound or
alirasion should Ije promptly treated by a thorough local inunction.
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Calomel Cream, 53 percent., lias been employed in the Navy, anrl Toxvcr

reports that the ini iclence of syphilid is tliereln reihiced.

Abortive Trealitfnl.—This proltlem is intimatelv assoiiatcd wiili the

treatment of the priinar\- sore. Tiiere is no e\iden<e that ssjihilis has ever

been aborted l)y excision of the chancre alone. Tiie siic( cs^fid itistances

where operation has been carried out were always treated by active

mercuriah'sation at the same time, hence it is impossilile tu say that the

satisfactory result was not due to the druus emploved.

It is therefore advisable for the surgeon to content liimself with such

local treatment of the primary sofc as past e.xjierience has shown to

promote early healing and resolution of the induration. The best routine

application is lilack Wash a])plie(i Oii li^t which should be frequcnth-

rhanLred. When much moisture is present, as in sores on the female

genitals, the chancre may be dusted o\er with Calomel.

' doform is a favourite routine applicption. and but for its telltale

odou t would be universally cmi^.oyed. When the sore is situated inside

an elon^'ated ])repuce it may be advantageously selected, as the prepuce

prevents its volatilisation.

.Should healiu'j i<e slow, a slu,ut;ish (bant re may be li^iitly touclied

with strong Lit], llvd. Pernit.. and an\ tendency to sj)readinu may be

che'ked liy an a|)plication of fumini; Nitric .\cid. Mixed sores are best

treated by Iodoform ])owder. Hry ( hancres on the skin of the penis can

be most conveniently dressed by the a|iplication of a piece of F.mplastrum

Hydrarf,fyri.

' onstitutional treatment with the intention of producing aborfio.a of

the disease has attracted much attention, sin<c the possibility of eflectinu

this was stoutly maintained by Hutchinson. .Vhen a sinjile intravenous

injection of Salvarsan is administered duriuL; the earlv primary staLre, the

spiro( ha'fes often entirely dis ijipear fnan the secretion the chancre with-

in 24 hours and the influratiim betdns to melt awav. Tin' most remark;'!)le

|)roof of the abortifai ient ellicai y of the (Iiul: is alTorded by the experi-

ments on apes. When one of these animals was infected loi ally by the

sy|)hilitic virus and injected with S.iK arsan the s|)irocli,etes were so entirely

flestroyerl that it was found possible to estalilish a fresh attack of syphilis

4 weeks afterwards bv inoculatiiii; with the virus anai:!.

(.\ numlier of allied and possibly identical ((impounds have been mtro-

diKed during the war ])eriod owinu to the diilicidtv in proi urim: tlie

orij^inal salvarsan or neosalvarsan ;
these are known as No\ arsenoben/.ol,

(ialyl, Luar^'ol. Kharsixan. .\eokharsi\an.)

The permanency <<{ the cure in human syphilis by Salvarsan can onlv

be denlon^trated i>\ time, and e\ en its most enthusiastic advinates

reco:i I'll end that it should be in most cases sujiplementefl by .Mercurial

irei.tnioni. It seems almost 1 crtain that ])rimary syphilis can be aborted

by a few injections of salvarsan. but no suri;eon would venture to recom-

mend that any case should be so dealt with rinally. 1 here is always the

great risk of those spiroc lia'tus in the non-\ascular areas e^ ^linf,' the

lethal action of the drug ilencej even where abortion (.. die disease

^ ^^
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in tlie i)rim;iry stage lias apparently ocrurred. a six-months or longer
period of mercurial treatment slioukl invariahiv be instituted.
The routine methods of using Mercury in syphilis will he first described.
The aliortiv e treatment by mercury has been placed upon an unassail-

able footing, and . vances in pathology and diagnosis have simplified
the therapeutic proiUvm. The great objection to starting an active
mercurial treatment of i^yphilis in its primary stage was the (juestion of
uiK ertainty of diagnosis. At this early jieriod'it was impossible to be con-
fident that the local lesion was truly syphilitic, and the idea of commenc-
ing with full doses of the metal, which would have to be continued for a
long period in the blind bolief that the patien^ bad become infected, was
rejected by most practitioners.

By a careful examination of the secretion from the sore, the spirochscte
may be at once recognised by employing dark-ground illumination or
by mixing Chinese ink with the discharge before examining '

t under the
microscope. As soon as tlie parasite has been detected, abortive treatment
by mercury can be confidently commenced and persisted in till the patient
can be safely assured that the disease has been cured. Hutchinson stated
" that if treatment be faithfully carried out, syphilis may be wholly
suppressed, and the patient may never know anything about his malady
beyond its primary- symptoms. In many cases he may come to doubt
the diagnosis on account of the completeness of his cure." Of the truth
of this statement the writer is perfectly satisfied by clinical observation,
and he accepts the principles of the abortive ; . n, by aid of mercurials,
without any reservation as one of the m .st ce-tain and brilliant advances
in therapeutics.

As soon, then, as a patient presents himself with an indurated chancre,
he should be placed under small doses of mercuiv, as 5 L'rs. Plummer's
PiJl. morning and evening, 2 grs. Grey Powder in jJill three or four times a
day, or 2 grs. Blue Pill, or .;„ gr. Pert hloride, or ^ gr. Green Iodide thrice
daily.

The following combination has many ad\antages;

H. Ilydniffiyri ciini Creta i;r. iss.

Quuiina' Sulphatis gr. i.

Pulv. Opii gr. \. Misce.

Fiat pilttla. Mi/tc c. Smnat imam qmter in die post crtos.

In a fortnight or three weeks the chancre is markedly changed for the
better, and the induration is greatly reduced and rapidly disappears as
the sN .stem gets under Ihc influence ol the antidote. The treatment should
be ^teadily per.-isted in for aiiout 1 )ear, the gums being watched closeK,
anr the dose diminished upon any marked sporginess or ptyalism. fn
Aix. where the closest attention is gi\en to every detail that facilitates
the admission of the largest ar c of the drug into the system without
affecting tlic gums, great cai> e.\ercised i)v the 'use ol tooth-powders
and astringent mouth-washes to keep the gun... in a healthy condition.
The following is used e.xtensively at Aix-la-Chapelle:
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K. /,/(/. Muminii Aal. iI'.C,.)

Aqiup flor. Auruii/il ad f

Fiat lotto pro on', scppe iitenda.
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Ai percent, solution of Alsol (Aceto-tartrate of Aluminium) acts in

the same manner.

Where the writer has witnessed failures from mer< urial treatment fit:

has been generally able to trace these to the nervousness of theplnsii lan,

who was afraid to continue the drug for a sufticiently long period in

sufficient doses, or to tire carelessness of die jiatient, who ceased to take it.

Seldom,. if ever, has he chanced to see injury done liy overdoses, unless in

the hands of quacks or irresponsible persons. He is therefore led to con-
clude that much greater injur}' is done by withholding the drug than by
giving it too generously.

As long as the patient continues to gain in weight or steadily kee[)s
to hi normal standard of weight there is little diuiger to be feared froii
the action of the drug upon the system. Accurate weighings sho',!d be
accomplished once a week or once m a fortnight in the physician's stu'l ;

after the patient has been taking the drug for several montl . In.ier th:

abortive trea<^ment the nish may not a[)pear at all, or if it a as it is so
much modified as not to be easily r . gnisable. Tlie same may be said
of the sore throat and other phenomena. It is therefore advisable, if not
imperative, that mercury should be given as soon as an indurated chancre
comes under notice, without waiting for the appearance of the rash or sore
throat. Should mercury be given before induration appears in the sore ?

In other v.-ords, given a sore, which may not be syphilitic, are we justified
in waiting for -hanges to take place in it to settle our diagnosis before ex-
hibiting mercury ? Hutchinson thought it possible to cause abortion of
the primary stage itself. Whether this is correct or not need not deter l he
physician from beginning small doses of mercury when he considers
that such tri'atment cannot possibly do the patient any harm.
The detc tion of spiroch.Ttes ii. the secretion of the sore at once places

the diagnosis of the nature of the chancre beyond doubt, in which case
th ,re never should be a hesitation about instituting men urial treatment
after one or more injections of Salvarsan.

Duhot has published his results of the abortive method by injections
of Grey Oil; these show that when active mercurial treatmeut was
instituted before the twelfth day after the appearance of the cban're.
there .>cie no further symptoms in 95 per cent, of the lases and the serum
reaction was proportionally negative.

Wasienuivm Rendion.~l\\t jjcaring of the result of this lest on treat-
ment is a very important matter, and in its discussion it must be recog-
nised that during the entire primary stage of syphilis a positive reaction
is not obtainable in more than 40 or at tii^ most ^o per ( ent. of cases, anfj

in early chancres as a rule there is no eaciion. Tiierefore, ;is regards
early abortive treatment, the test must be regarded as practii ally useless.
probably because the spirochtetes are localised in the sor. and neigh-

^^^i*
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b(juriny lymphatic uliuids. In tlie sei ondary stage, before mercury or

SiiKarsan has been employed, a p siti\e reaction may i)e obtained in qs |)cr

cent, of the cases; this rcsnlt is. however, of little pr.K ti< al iiniiortaiicc,

as b\- tliis time tiie signs of tiie dise:ise are oii\ ions and unmistaka!)le.

Tlie presence of a positive reaction is regarded .i^ indication for active

mercurial or saKarsan treatment, c^ en when tlie>e drugs had been

l)re\iously exiiibited. thougli MclVinaglt alhrnis that tiie i)resence of the

reaction ordy signifies that the ])atient probai)ly has had syphilis, and
tliat it does not indicate active disease reijuiring treatment. During
active mercurial treatment, wiien i arricd out for several months, the

positive is usually replaced by a negative reactiim. but this must not be

regarded as evidence of a cure, sim e a short time after the suspension

of the drug the reai tion is liable to liecome again positive. Therefore,

before the final cessation of mercurial treatment, the iilood should be
again examined after u 6 or S weeks' suspension of the metal. durinL;

which iodides should lie ireely administered in order to secure elinunation

of any mercury retained in tiie sv stem, when, if a positiv e reaction occurs,

the men urial treatment is to be resumed. Tiie patient should only be

regarded as « ured when a negative leaction is obtained alter the lapse

ol ') or i( months from the cessation of treatment. I'.vin in these cases

bv ' reactivation "' that is. by a few men uiiai or colloidal men urv witli

sul|)hur injections- the rea< tion can often be made positiv e again.

TrealnieHt of Ibe Seonidary Sf(ii;r. When the case presents itself in the

first instance in the secondarv- staLie, the e\liiiiition of men ur\ in lull

doses continuously is 1 le.irly indicated for a period of () months at least,

toiiimencin'.; after an injection (,f saKarsan. .\nv mere urial pre|)anition

may be employed, as llydrag. cum Creta in doses ol about lo grs. dailv.

whii h mav be salVlv pn-hecl aN louj; as the gums show no sii:ns of

swelliiii; <ir iilc cr.iticm, cir ,'„ -r. I'ci< hlDridc mav bi- <^\\c\\ liircc timc^

a d.iv.

It will gcncrallv be lonnd iicc essarv after a minith cir ii weeks to c||nlini^ll

the dose slightlv lor a short tempiirarv period ui iiiMire that salivation

may not smidunly su|>ervene. but when pn^-iblc tiie men urial treatment
^hciuld ncit be entirely suspended. The aim c>f the ^uiLi'nn >li(iulci be to

intniclui ( idiiliniiinisly as time h ol the drug intct the ^v^tem a-> can ^alelv

be ac c omplisjicd witlutui alTecting tiie :llm^ maikedlv. and il a short

rest be I onipnborv Iodides mav lie adv am, ipeouslv administered. Tl,c>e

should aKo be I (Hiilmied willi the mere iirv alter the lap^c of ', 01
|
monll,-,

liom the appi.iraiH e ol the prmiarv ^oic, and il 1- a j^ood pi, in to >ii--peml

the iodides fur eac h .dtianate moiitli ol the treatment during llic later

stages of the seeondarv- p"riod wiiiUt mere urv alone i^ being given. .\t

the end cil e^ month--, il all goes on s.ili-t.ic torilv , a 5 inontli>" course ol

lodie'es 111 lull do>es mav bt Milistitiited lor the mere urv vvliie h should

alterwanis be prescribed m shoit e ouim-s from time to time till the end ol

tiie sec iinii year , ice onliiig to tiie melii .itioii-. oiiiained liv resorliiiL; to the

WasseriiKimi re.ie Imn. lly this time in onliiiaiv eases the cme mav be
e oiisidered as .n complished but it will often be iiec essarv to resorf 1..

MW mm
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mercurial courses for short periods lor .mother 12 to 24 months, and some-

times for even a longer time.

The entire period may lie pnsscd without the patient takioL' to hid or

i;i\iii,t; lip i)iisincss, and e.\posun'> to \ariations of wealhii. il nut \<\

nrdinar\' precautions, are harmless, ami need not iiitcilcrc willi the

treatment.

It is harflly nei essar\' to \minl out tliat the patient sinuild he plated

under the most la\ oiiraliht hviiienic conditions as le^ard^ 'ood. froh air.

mo-.t moderate exercise. ,inil alistineticc from aliohol in every h)rm. and

the avoidance of all mental and physical overwork. Sexual indulgence

ol)\iously must he strictly forbidden. If tohac(o he permitted at all it

must he sparinji in amount, and only when the mouth remains in a healthy

state.

Some surjieons helieve that the system soon becomes a<'( tistomed to the

iniiliiuiinis Use of the druj;. and they reronunend its sus|iensi()n for weeks

or moiiths. after whii h it is to he resumed in full doses. This is known
as the iiiterritpUd method of treatment. The writer iloes not hesitate to

advise tlu; (ontinuous plan, (hietlv hecause h(^ is satisfied that relapses

and tcrtiarv manifestation .ire less freiiucnt when it is employed.

Imiihliiiii u!ir|ii(>tionahc, is preferable to administralioii ol mercury

by the mouth, and the risults are more uniform and lasi ol; when tiiis plan

is s( ientiticallv carried out. hut there is considerable dilfK ultv in pursuing;

inunction tre.itment .it tlie patient s home or even in the htst I'.n^disi)

health resorts. Immction is nnuh in vouue as a routine treatment on the

Continent, especiallv at Aix, where tlie usual do^e is ,ibuut 75 iirs. of

Ointment (1 in i,) rubbed in once a day (or 20 immites over tlu- :.ides of

the rliesi anil abdomen and innir as|iects ol the arms .mil tliiLdis. These

doses would .ippear to be better borne there than at home. I)l(,ite ol

Menurv or the ('.dumcl liath mav he siili>iitiilcil. \\ here the ( linlnu 111

Is eiiiplov I'd it must he nibbi'il inio d liferent p.irts iil iju- 1 mmIv m >ni 1 ession.

otherwise In ,d uritation mav snpervrne. Where the patient is inm-

pelled to reiiuiin .it his business, immction is not easilv 1 .iiried oiil. hut

where he 1 an devote his lull time to the cure ol his disease, this mellmd

is prefer, ible to .ill olhers. Where a r.ipid elTci I is ilcsinil. ,is in 1 ases

ol iiCL'lei led s\|ihilis. or uheie press in;^ brain sv in plums ai ise in I he later

fornix ol the diMasc, this melhod mav he imper.iliv e. or w herev ei wc w ish

til iil>l,iiii the lull pliVsinliiLii.il ailio'l ol the iIiul; I .:o ^rs. in.iv be ihrll

liibhcil III tvMic dailv.

.\n ordinarv inunction Muiise usuallv cNtenib loi ibniii week*, but

this will alwavs iei|iiire lepetilion later on. .\IUiwaids the adminisli.i'

tion 111 meri iir\ iiv the mouth in modeiale dosis sJMnild he kept up at

iiilcivais. Ml which case a birther result to miiin tion IrealiiKiit mav he

.i\ oideil.

Welinders method of rausini; the p.itieni to wear a mercuiial shut is

based iipoii the enoncous idea th.it in iminrlion by the oinliiu iil ihi ilniL;

finds Its w,iv into tht lilood b\ inh.ilatioti ol the evapoi.iied mil.il It

mav. however, [irove .i li.indv plan ol treating the disease 111 .some 1 .i.^cs

e: ^^
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where inunction and secrecy are both neressar\'. Mercuriol, which is an
amalgam of mercury, magnesium, and aluminium, is a very suitable druR
for Welander's method, as it decom{)oses under the heat of the bo(]>\
leaving the mercurial vapour free for inhalation; it may be worn as a
sachet.

Injection Treatment.—The practice of most speci;i lists now is in favour
of abandoning oral administration, and trusting entirely to deep mus( ul.ir
injections, as a much smaller amount of the metal is necessary, the dose
can be scientifically gauged, and no stomach or intestinal disturbance is

produced. The best site is a point in the gluteal region midwav between
the anterior spinous process of the iliac crest and the cleft of the buttock.
and the liquid should be lodged deeply in the mass of the muscle. The
most scrupulous antiseptic precautions must be maintained at each
mjection. As regards the selection of the mercurial preparation to be
employed there is a considerable diversity of opinion.
-WwWf salts as the Hromide,(yanide,()xycyanide,Lactate,So7,oiodolate,

Succmimide, Asparaginate and I'ormamide have been emploved, but the
Sal Alembroth compound is the safest and most manaueablu of the sokibli;
salts. 1 1 may be formed by dissolving 16 grs. Perchloride of Mercury and
8 grs. Ammonium Chloride in 1 oz. water. The dose of this solution of the
double chloride of mercury and ammonium is 10 mins., w!ii< h represent
about i gr. pen hloride. 15lo.\am found that after two mk h doses the
physiological action of the drug manifested itself, and tiie effect (ould be
kept up by one injection every seventh day. His practice, however,
was to inject once a fortnight after decided mercurialism had once become
established, and to inject only once a month after the disajipearam e of
the throat and glandular symptoms, and this was coiiiinueci lor iS to 24
months, only « grs. perchloride bein.u emi)loved during the entire period
of treatment.

KagazEoni injects 5 mins. of a soluticm of Red Iodide of Mercury made
by dissolving i gr. with suHic ient amount of Sodium Iodide in i dr.
water.

Theoretically it would seem that if any of these soluble salts be injec ted
they should lie employed in \ery much smaller doses and more frecjuently

at least every second day. though in practice the above-meniioncll
mtervuls are said to be cjuite sutisfac tory.

/>Mc-/(,Wtf salts are, however, much more freciuentlv emploved. as, owing
to their slow absorjilion from the muse ular tisMic. a more unilorm effect
is continuously beinu exerted upon the spiroc hates. The favourite
injecticm is (irey Oil prepared ax ordn- to Lambkin's formula bv rubbing
up i oz. pure menurv with 3 oz. anlivdrotis l.molinc. and adding ir-
bolised (2 per cent.) lic|uid parafliii to 5 Ihiid o/. riai inaMinum dose of
tins comiM.und IS 10 mins.. whi.h .critam 1 ur. 11-. ami the injection
-Mould not be rc'peated at shorter interval, than every seventh or cndilli
day I.it?!e i! any pain folicnv , li.e inj,;, Imhi. L.iini.kiii s Men una!
(.ream is of the same strength (10 jier cent.), and ...iilain- a spc, i.dly
prepared fatty basis deriv ed from palm oil.
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('alomel in suspension in sterilised olive oil is also much used; it always
causes considerajjle pain; ,' t;r. in 17 niins. is tlie usual weeklv dusf.
liy addiny ( rcu.iute and Caiiiplior to llie injection |)ain niav l)e prevented,
it is claimed for thi.-, injection that it i-. much more active or speedy
in its et'fe'tS; and Lambkin - routine i;, to start the treatment with a
calomel injection every week lor a month, and then to resort to t!ie

mercurial cream.

httraveiiuus injections art' recommended in nudii;nanl or \ erv !.;rave

cases of nerve syphilis. The l)ebt salt for this i)ur|)ose is the soluble
("\ anide, which has been injected into a vein at the elbow in doses of I ^r.

-i.e., 20 mins. 1 per cent, solution. This salt is \ ery poisonous, and may
cause puryiny and albuminuria.

.Vs a rule the injection method of treating syphilis by mercury (and l)v

sah arsan) is contra-indicated in Hriji;ht's disease, in structural heart and
liver affections, and in alcoholic subjects.

S.tmntcu v.—As already stated, the universal practice in treating;

syphilis in its |)rimary and secondary ,'.tage-> consists in a comiiination
of tiie salvarsan and mercurial methods, thou^di the details of the routine
vary •;reatly in the hands of different e.\|)erts. Some prefer .sah arsan, tin;

majority use neosalvarsan, the intravenous route bein;.; always [ireferred

owing to the pain following intranuiscular injections.

Lloyd fones and (iib.sim describe the metliod carried out in the liritiNh

.\rmy. Two injections of 0-3 grin, salvarsan are given during the first

week and one of men urial cream; second week, one of salvarsan
and (me ot (ream; third week, (me of cream; fourth week, one of

salvarsan 0-4 grm. and one of (ream: fiftli and si.\th weeks, one of >al-

varsan o'5 grm. and one ol ( re.im ; se\ er.lh week, one of salv arsan o \s grin,

and two of (ream, liy the eighth week the disease has praiticallv (lis

appeared, but if a positive W assermann e.sists Iodide of Poliussium ,^0 grs.

daily are given lor a fortnight, and if still positive, three injec tion.s of

1 ream and three or four ol sah, .irsan (a total of 1 2 grins.) are administeied
duriiiL; the elevinth. twelltii and tlinteenth weeks. The treatment of
sypiiili> alfe( tin;.; the nervous i entres will be referred to later on.

Serum treatment has pioved a failure, but the writer has seen un
mi lakably l;oo(I results from the inje. tioii (if dogs mtuiii in teriiarv

ulcerations many years a^;o ( arried out in I'durnRi's wards as siii-iesleil

liv I'nitessor Kidiet m fans.

ComplK.itioiis ,uid 1(1' al inamle lation.s laiely ie.|iiire sjic iai Ireat-

mcnl. as ihce ii^u.dlv --leadilv disappear iindei ilic ,i( lion (j| mfr( iirv

\Mien skiltullv employed by anv (il the melhods ahiMily det.nled

^Uin eiupn.'iis on the lai e may he h.isieiiL-d 111 then di .ippe.uaii' e bv
the lo(al application of a mild iiicnnrial omlmenl .is ( alomel 01 White
I'rei ipitale :;o grs. to 1 o/. Laiioline. W here the skin eruption is very
lormidablc the calomel bath inav be icsoited to, the p.itieiit sjttjiig n|)on
a tuMc bylionicd i h.ur, or witii iii.s iiod) in a • hantbei devised hn the
piir|)Ose. .As he reieives a vajionr batii, (alomel is sublimed by the heat
ot the lamp which buds liie walei, and it is ilej.Ositcd m hue dust over the

* ^^
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surface of liis skin, after v :-,h he lies down in dry blankets. The Turkish
bath during the menurial course is also believed to hasten the disap-
pearance of the rash.

Mucous patches on the throat and moutli and ai)out tlie vulva and anus,
thou-li they yield in lime to the steady use of the internal mercurial, have
their (lisappeaiance hastened l)y a lijjht touch of the solution ol the
Penntrate of Men u;y, and the writer has often aj.plied this to the tonsils.

Warts upon the tongue may be si,i ilarly treated; in these cases anv form
of local irritation, as that induced by tobacco, will .greatly ai;g'ravate
matters. W here the ulcers are deej) a little ol the powdered iodolonn
may be l)lown into them with the insulllator. This substance may be
du ted over lon.lylomata, but a mi.xture of t'alomel and Oxide of Zinc
answers very well.

Throughout the mercurial course diarrhcea is to be avoided, and fcM this
reason a small (juantlly oi Dover's Powder or Laudanum is to be com-
i)ined with tiic men ury when any tenden(y in this direction is oi)served.
When ra|)id ai tion is desired, the patient should be advi.sed to give himsell
up to the treatment, and either to remain in bed or in a warm room, as
free e.vposure to the air retards the action of thedrug, probablv by hustenim.'
elimination.

In the tre.ittnent of the secondary stage with menurv it may lie

ne( c^sary to push iodides in large do.ses, especially when the temperature
runs hi.-h. when the bone pains are marked, or where the mucous mem-
brants are e.\tensi\ely in oKed in the ulcerative proiess.

In the later nionllis of treatment tonics are valuable, and they should
always be employed duriiii; liie .siispeiisionof llie mercurial. They are some-
times u.sed in the early stages too lieely. to the detriment of tiie ])atient.
CodLixer Oil often comes in well in tlie late stages in thin subjects.

i'otassiuin Chlorate is a dm- ol much use hir its local action upon tlie

mucous membrane of the mouth and throat, and when ptyalisin o< curs
it may be resiprted to at om e as a moulh-uash and gargle (i in 40).
It has no action 111 the i'lo ,d u|)oii the disea.se, as some have thouiihl.
I'iie idllowiiiL: inas' be used:

.".iv.

.•>i.

.l/;s,,

11. I'l'litssii Clilofdlis

(i/v.iriiil Jiiifiii Is

\i/ll<l A'mmi .-,w,

I'Uili.iir'iiii^nui. Si-^iui, " 1„ /„ „s<,/ ,i,s ./ -<u,i,7,' //,,//(, «//v. ,///,/ n;,.,-

!,ihl,s/>ii,iiiliii lo /., >.i\(/A',.V(/ (//,;• iiiuils. Ihnc liiius ,1 ,/,n'."

I'liiithiiiil „l III,' lalHiry Sliif;,.- The lertiar> maiulL^tations ot tin'

disease- «ill iei|uiie another dru- lor then destruction. ! nde of Sodium
or Potassium lia^ b(en.ihc.id\ r lerred to; seldom is it so , lc,,i|\ iodic .ucd
III the M. ipiichnv pel lod, but oil i ii,iiall\ it will bi loiiml necessary logivc
It uhirc the cul\ periosllli- ol licillc^ i.iii,i_, inl!' h !}.i!l!. .i'.::] '.'j.uyr i'..,.

nil cMiiiiii I.I tl.r tlircit ci.a> not reidiiv \ icM to meic'irc ,inc| it c eriaiiiK
ha., a marked inliuen^e o\ei the high temperature olteii met with duriiv

mm
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diciC'd in the seronH

iiiost specific action in

»''" secondary stage. As mercury ir, clear/^

so Iodides are to be regardefl as jjossessinj.

tertiary stage.

.Mercury, if administered continuoasly lor a Ion- time, verv material]v
diminislies tlie i hance ot tertiary symptoms. 1 1 lias its influence upon tlie

treatment of the sei|uehe in this way- that, given m irked iertiar\

symptoms in a patient wlio has had little mercury administered to liim
in his secondarv period, this drug uill be found to act verv rapiillv in

removing them.

Iodide of sodium or of potassium is g,\ en for c\ ery tertiarv svmptom.
Under its use large gummatous tumouis melt away, and nodes, whicii had
withstood all other agents, disappear as if by magic. Many atliim that
its etfects are transitory, and th; relapses always occur, and that in no
sense is it curative. This is (juite tiuf. if its use be not continued long alter
the apparent removal of the local al'fei tion ; but there is sulhcient clinical

evident e to show that in many cases withou, the use of any other remedy
the iodide has effected a removal whi<h had become permanent. In
dcilmg with tertiary manifestations and the effect of iodides upon them
one can i)e (|uite satisfied that when they disappear it is not sj)ontane-
ously, but by the re ult of the action of the d ug, as these affections, if let

alone, seldom show any tendercy whatex c: to resoKe.
It will be a safe rule for tlie physician to make for his own pra( tice,

notwithstanding these considerations, that in no case should the action ol

the iodide be depended upon unle-s folhiwed immediately before or after,
or used in r,)njun( tion with, sal\ ar-an md men ury in some form or other.

I'or the group of symi)tomskno\n a-> "intermediate" the best treatment
will be a combiiiiition oi the iodid.; with the ii>ual salvarsan and mercurial
dose. I'nder this jilan choroidiiis, testii ular san uc .'le, and \aiioiis earlv
cerebral affections disappear, and the spc( ific a' tion ot the iodide seems
to inirease as the affections hotome more and more sef)arated Irom the
(jrimary stages.

In a case ol real a..vl unmist.ikable tcrtiars nature the (|uesti(,n will

arise-Should the iodide be commenced at once without waiting lor the
action of men ury .' This will tlei)end upon \arious points m the historv
ol the treatment of the case, and also up(/n the e\a' t lorality ano gravity
of the lesifin. Where men uial trealmcnl had imt been |Kitiemi\ . arried
out in the Ml (iiid.uy -tagc, the b.-^. usiill. an tn be ( xuec led lidin it, it

IS III tlie>e I a>es that Men ir . injei tioiis do .,. '\ell. cv • n alter the failure
ol the diug by he moi'tli.

Il, then, the tertiar\ lesiim re^i>ts men ui\ . or it it appc.ii-. ^av . in the
lorm of ,1 lerebial tiiniinn, the iodide should be loimiiciiced .it onic. .\-.

a iide It is useless to be-in with sue diises.

The writer's |)lan is to begin \.ilh 5 gis. three nine, a da\ , and Liadualb
iii'ific nil JO -r^. ail' l.ikcn in larl, do.e. It 1-, "dl ,111 niiMinniMin
c\jHTU ii. I I" iiiid .1 |i,iiieni u liii ii.i-, i.ikeii iaii(liiM-, 111 liii' mdide liir mam
month-, Ini ium'c- willaml the |e.(., uMilt, II ;lie .!<im ! -nddeiiK in-

creased, -,,\ 1,1 .-Q „|- ;o ^,,.,, till. |„„|e- be;:iii Id (hsappeai a- d li\ maun .

^ii\

^ A^

^
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I dr. in the day meets the requirements of the great majority of cases
and It is remari<al)le how soon all coryza and otlier unple;isant symiJtonis
disa()pear when full doses aie Ljiven.

Wood laid down the law that where very large doses of lodidt-s are
tolerated it amounts to a proof that the disease under treatment is

syphilitic, so salislie.l nas lie of the great toleration of the drug which
this disease estal.lishes. This law is at variance with all chnical ex-
perience; one sees very large doses constantly tolerated even for Ion-
penotis in the treatment ot many diseases as psoriasis, diabetes, etc!"^

where there is no reason to suspect that the patient had ever contracted
syphilis. Hut if his remark had applied to mercury the truth of the
sutement could not be challenged. Syphilis, as pointed out by Hutchin-
son, IS a vital antidote to mercury, and in this fact lies the keynote to all
successful treatment of the disease by mercury. The dosage of the metal
must be arranged a( cording to the severity of the attack, and as long as the
syphilitic to.\in is present the patient can take doses which would be
highly injurious to a l.althy subject.

The law may be laid down that in tertiary syphilis the local action of
mercury and iodides is greater than in the secondary lesions, and just in
proportion to the remoteness of the tertiary affection fiom the secondary,
so does the importance of local treatnent in( reiise. This is demonstrated'
m cases of rupia, serpiginous ulcerations, lupoid growths and ozicna, where
iodoform or mercurial ap|ilications act speedily after failure of internal
treatment with both iodides and mercury.
Acid .Nitrate of Mercury solution very lightly and cautiously employed

and Iodoform applied in powder freely or as a strong ointment are the
best agents for local treatment. The internal administration of iodides
and mercury must be per.evered with at the same time, but oftener
menury is found to disagree with tertiary patients than with those suffering
from the primary or secondary stages of tiie disease. It is in such ( ases
that the Calomel bath, injections or inun( tion do so well wlien the dru;;
by the mouth appears to fail.

Variousformula-foraflministering mercury and iodine together in tertiary
sy|)hilis are used. The Hiniodide of Men urv in the form of i)ills ea( ii

coiUainnii. to
i>^ gr., is very cfTecti\e. Donovan's solution has loni

maintained it.-, reputation, and the H.I', formula (.ontainini; i in loo) m:iy
be given tor long periods in doses of 20 mins. I'eriiaps the best of all

"ombinations is Corrosive Sublimate, prescril)ed in Iodide of Potassium
solution. Its ^reat i.KaiUage lies in the facility with which the iodide or
the ineruiiv (an 1 reaped or iliiiiinishcil at pka>ure according to tlie

elfei t.-. reoiiiied:

^N

K. Jly.inir^. Pcrclilondi 1,0. j.

Potassii lihiidi ,"v.

U/itii Disitii. ,v\i|. yiisic.
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This mixture may be given for a mon'i at a time, when the mercury

may l)e stopped, the iodide beinf:; acministered without it. At the end of

the second month tlio mercury can l)e added, and so on ea'.li alternate

month. Tannate of Mercury is recommended in tertiary syphilis in doses

of I gr. twice or three times a day, but it has no advantages over other

preparations.

Iodide of Sodium should be selected where large doses of the iodide

are to be continued for long periods, its it has a less depressing effect.

Some authorities advise the use of a combination of the Iodides of

Sodium, Potassium and .Ammonium. For tertiary brain, cord, and vascuLr

lesions the combination of iodides with Nitrites is considered advantai.coiis,

and some authorities advise short courses of Th^'oid feeding in the in-

tervals of suspension of iodine treatment.

The new iodine compounds, as lodipin or lodinal (i o mins. 25 per cent.),

Sajodin (25 grs.), lodalbacid (20 grs.), lodival (15 j.rs.), etc, are much
praised.

Where iodides cannot iie tolerated In- the mouth. lodipin may lie

employed by inunction or by hypodermii injection, and by the latter

route Tiodine may be administered in 3-gr. .loses, and the older salts

have been used for their local action by the method of Cataphoresis.

When very large doses of the iodides are considered necessary, it is well

to stop the administration of mercurials for a time, and it appears prob-

able tliat a small proportion of arsenic diminishes the tendency to skin

eruptions.

The following combination may be used:

a. Sadii loiiidi ,")iv.

Potassii Uhlidi ,~,iss.

Ammonii lodidi ,3iss.

Liquoris I'tnderi 3>j-

Sf^iril. Amnion. Aromat.

Liquor. Sarsa Co. Cone.

Fiat misturu. Cafyiat cochleare magnum post

cochleare nmpio aqua.

The iodide treatment may require in some cases a longer period than

the original mercurial course Some patients may be kejit upon it. with

occasional breaks, for 2 years. It must be persisted in till every trace

of the local affection has long disappeared, (lowers lays great stress upon

the dangers of iodides when administered for longer periods than a few

weeks at a time. The writer has seen large doses administered for i to 2

years without a break, and no ill-effects whatever were observable. It

is well, however, to give a rest of 14 days every 2 or 3 months when the

symptoms are not urgent.

!t is hardly ne. essary to empha-i-e the ncT-ity for '!>-;?• attpntinn

to the state of the general health in tertiary syphilis. Change of air to

the seaside and a long sea voyage may be necessary in tedious cases.

no

ad .^xx, Misce.

cibos tcr in die cum

.!= ^^
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The treatment of tertiary syphilis has undergone considerable change
since the discovery of spirochetes in the seat of the lesion long after
these were supposed to have been destroyed in the system. Hence the
aclN'ocacy of a few salvarsai^ injections followed up by more active
mercuiial treatment. In this connection the following paragraph has
special significance:

^

Syphilis of the Nen,ous System.-A complete change in the treatment
ot syphilitic nervous phenomena has taken place since the discover)- that
mercury- and salvarsan reach the cerebro-spinal system in infinitesimal
amounts when administered by the mouth, skin, muscles, or veins
ihis has given ri^ to the treatment of these lesions bv injection of the
drugs into the spinal canal by means of Salvarsanised or Mercurialised
serum The procedure is described under the headings of Paralvsis
Oencral, of the Insane and Locomotor i^taxia.

Congevifal Syphilis.~\t is in this form of the disease that the most
marvelous effects of Salvarsan have been demonstrated, though death
has followed ,n infants suckled by the mother after receiving an injection
of the new drug Even when all goes well with the infant, the salvarsan
cannot be relied upon to prevent relapses, and Afercurv will always be
necessary. 0-075 to 0-150 grm. is injected into the 'veins of infants

owder
"" "' '^"'' "^^^ ^""""^ ^'^^ •'"'''' ''°'^' "P ''>' ™"'"'^' «^ ^'^y

Hy the judicious use of mercurials, as in ordinarv- syphilis, success is
l.kely t„ crown the efforts of the physician in the most unpromising
cases. Failure is too often caused by timiditv in pushing mercury
It must be i)orne m mind that children bear large doses of the dru" safely
and the writer elsewhere (" Pharmacy, Materia Medica, and Thera-
peutics, loth Edition) has pointed out that it is almost impossible todo harm with Grey Powder to infants poisoned by svphilis as long as their
tissues are saturated with the syphilitic virus, as this latter acts as a vit.,1
antidote to the mercury. Salivation is almost impossible, and it mu-
he laid down as a safe rule that it mav be pushed as long as the child
contmues to thrive.

I to
;
gr. of Grey Powderjmay be given three times a dav for several

<iays to a 3-months' old infant. Then the same dose once a'dav may be
continued for many weeks. If the physician have doubts abou't pu iiing
It further, he should make careful weighings of the patient, and any steady
diminution of weight will be a strong indi.ation that the treatment should
be suspended^ The writer is satisfied of tne truth of the following state-ment which he made many years ago: " Weak, emaciated infants bear

innln?r' '^ "^'7^'^ ^'''' '^'^^^' '^^"^ ''»^>' '^"^ ^^''«^" afterwards
apparently cured and fattened

; but if, after a period of neglect, svphiliticsyniptoms come on markedly, then they bear very large doses agafn."

round the abdomen. The movement, nf the l-,ody rub in the dm, a.. i„the ,.,clmary operation of inunction, but the physician has no guide to theamount absorbed. Tho writer has had excellent results by using a ro kr
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saturated with Cod-Liver Oil, to which a small quantity of the ointment
has been added. Over this a broad binder of mackiiitosli is applied, and
tiie oil renewed every morning or evening without changing the roller.

Marked increase of weight always follows this simple but invaluable plan.

Me. urial treatment may be suspended from time to time, but should
not be discoptinued for at least i year, t'od-l.iver Oil and .Svrup of

Iodide of Iron, to which a .small (juantity of Iodide of i'otassium has been
adiled, should be given at various opportunities during the ( ourse.

The mother may be permitted to suckle the child in most instances,

hut she should be always [jlaced on a mercurial (ourse, and in mild
examples of conf'enital sy|)hilis the mercurial treatment of the mother mav
meet all the uec<Nsities of the case, but it is much safer alwa\ s to sui)[>lc-

inent this by an inde])endent mild course administered directly to the
infant.

It is, of course, out of the question to put the child to the breasts of a
health)- we -nurse, owing to the dang'jr of infecting her through the nipples.

If hand-feeding must be adopted, unusual care will have to be taken
during the first 6 or 9 months, and beef juice should be given at iciist once
a day.

When syphilis is known to exist in either parent, the treatment of the

mother during pregnancy is of vital importance, and the writer hits never
seen a case of death from congenital syphilis where this w;is skilfullv

carried out.

Hereditary Syphilis.—Many recent reports prove that children first

coming under the no...,c of the physician at any age from late infancy uj)

to puberty suffering from the ef^fects of neglected syphilis, as shown
by the various stigmata, epdeptic convulsions and mental deficiency,

ma\- improve markedly under Salvarsan and Mercurial treatment.
If the mental condition is beyond the degree of feeble-mindedness, treat-

ment is of no avail. With the family history and a positive Wassermanu,
(iordon advises Mercury and Iodides under the a^e of five years, and after

this age the same treatment preceded by Xeosalvarsan. Salvarsanised

.Serum was injected intraspinally in those feeble-minded who had
reached the ages of fifteen and sixteen.

SYRINGOUYELIA.

Though this progressive disease, caused by the existence of cavities

in the s|>inal cord due to de^elojimental anomalies must be considered

beyond the reach of curative treatment, nun h may be done b\ relieving

symjitoms and by i)re\enting trauma antl sepsis. Radio-tlierapv has

proved of unexpe( ted \alue in increasing the jjower of the weakened
muscles and e\en restoring tactile sensibility, promoting the healing of

ulcers, and abolishing pain. .Man|ues gave sittings of 10 minutes' duration
with ;! h:;,rd t!!!!i', it^icli portion of (h.c '\<yM: lieing a'tcd npcn til! a ver-.-

light dermatitis was produced, alter which it was protected bv sheet

lead, whilst the neighbouring region of the sjjine was next irradiated.

Radium has also pro\ ed ol value emplo) ed in a similar manner.

!= ^^

m
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TABES KESENTERICA— see under Mesenteric Gland Disease.

TALIPES—see under Club Foot.

TAPEWORM.
Male P'ern maintains its supremacy as the best of all remedies for tin;

x'arious species of tapeworm tounii in the human intestines. The I!. P.

I,i(|ui(l Extract is the only reliable preparation of the (Irut^. ISy care in

its administration, and by a knowled^^e of the wav in whii h it acts, the

physician will \ ery seldom ha\e to resort to any other ai;ent. Its only

drawback is its very nauseous taste and its liability to upset the stomac h,

but these objei tions (an be o\ enome by imjjroved pharmacy.

The dose of this prejxiration should not l)e less than Oo mins., anil

never greater than i)0 mins. A very serious discrepancy in the dosage

mav be observe?! in the literature of the drug, one authority giving tlie

average dose as 6 drs. or 360 mins. This dose would he fatal if the ex-

tra) I had been skilfully prepared from an ai ti\ e rhi/om". The male fern

is of varying activity, according to the soil and climate in which it ha>

been grown, and the only way to reconcile tlr; above statement of dosage

is by assuming that an inferior preparation or a totally different rhizome

was em])loved. I'otain has pointed out that certain parts of \orma..dy.

for example. |)rodu( e male fern wliich has no effect. The writer thinks

that the various dis( repancics regarding dosage may also to a large

extent be explained by the difliculty in distinguishing the fronds and

rhizomes of Aspidiuiii Filix-mas, Aspleiiiiiiii Filix-fwmina, and others;

the Filix-mas exhibits eight fibro-vascular bundles on a transverse

.section of the petiole-base. The ide.itity of the fern should be carefully

made out before the extract is prepared, and the physician should be very

particular al)out the ])harmacist to whom the dis|)ensing of this drug

is entrusted. Of an active liijuid extract 4 drs. have several times caused

death. This preparation is now standardised in the last B.F.

In order to obtain the best effei ts of an anthelmintic several pre-

cautions are neiessary. Thus, the alimentary canal must be as empty

as possible, so as to permit the drug to exen isc its undiluted effect upon

the ])arasite. For this reason these drugs should be given after a long

fast, or, better still, after a "orisk saline cathartic. It is also advisable

to recommend the patient to maintain the recumbent posture for a few

hours, as vertigo. an<i even svnco|)e, may follow the action of a full anthel-

mintic dose of most of the agents emj)loyed in tapeworm disease. Then,

as many of these agents simply act i)y killing the worm, a ()urgative

should l,c given soon after or along with the vermicide.

The fragments of the worm must be very closely examined after

expulsion. Very often only a large numljer of the so called " joints
"'

are passed, and the head is left behind. Failure then, of course, results,

as the neck goes on growing, ant! tte;iliiiLiU .sliould lie repeated in such

a case after an inter\ al of rest. There may l)e more than one worm—an

c\enl more fre(|uenl tlian is usually supposed- anu only a scrutiny

ol tlie detached portion.-, will ena!)le the i)hysician to be sure of this.
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For the successful treatment of a ])atient suffering from tapeworm it

is advisable to insist upon a liquid diet for 48 hours before adniinislcrm^

the anthelmintic. The jjlan of administering alkalies with the view of

dissolvinfi mucous secretions in the bowel is prolnibly a useless one, as

these druLfs are absorljed rapidly from the stomach <ir neutralised so(m

after beinji swallowed. 1 1 is a wise precaution to c(jnfine the patient to liis

bed for the forenoon of tiic da\' in which treatment is bein;,' employed,

but there is no necessity lor a preliminary sojourn of several days in l)ed

as is sometimes insisted upon.

Very early in the morninji a dose of 4 to 6 drs. Sulphate of MauncM.i

dissolved in a tuml)lerful of effervesfiiii; Lemonade should be administered

to the fasting patient to cause smart purging. In a couple of hours

afterwards i to ijdrs. of the extract should l)c given whilst the patient

remains in bed.

As regards the form in which the l-cjuid extract of male fern is to !>-:

administered, there is mudi diversity of opinion. It may be emulsilied

by I dr. powdered Acacia or by Mucilage of Tragacanth, or the following

formula may be used

:

U. E.xl. Filia Liq. V\. Ixxv.

uvi VHelium 3.

Aqiue ChlorDjimni ft

Syr. Simp. q.s. ail ,^ij. Miscc.

Fiutliaushis, mane sumcinlKS.

The freshly pre})ared extract can now be obtained in soft gelatiii

capsules, eacii containing 15 mins.; 4 to 6 of these may be swallowed,

and as the stomach is (juite empty they may glide directly through tlie

pvlorus into tlie intestines before the gelatinous envelope is dissolved,

and in a concentrated condition the remedy is brought into direct (ontact

with the parasite. .Some authorities recommend that the dose should l)e

divided into two. the second half being given after an inter\ ^1
^'

Manson and others advise that one-quarter of the full dose shou! -n

every 15 minutes.

The writer's experience is against these minutiit, and lie believes that

the l)est effects of thedrugare to i)e obtained l)y a single large dose whereby

the full letlial action of the vermicide is secured.

1 f jHirgation does not h)llow in } or 5 hours after the administration of the

extratt (whiih is seldom the case when 90 mins. iia\ e l)een swallowetl

in a single dose), 6 drs. of Castor Oil may be prescribed. Some physiiians

add I dr. of Oil of Turpentine to the castor oil, but the writer h.as seldom

h)und it necessary to give any jjurgative after the dose of maie fern when

the drug was olitained from a reliable source. Jalap. Scammony. Calomel

and other piirg;tti\ e.i ale also recommended for following up t!i" aition

of the male fern.

Some authorities re( onunend that other anthcltnintic^ should be mixed

with the drug belore swallowing; if any sui li plan is adopted in order to

I

t ^y
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dislodge an obstinately fixed Tama solium lliu only drug to be selec tf

is Turp' "tine Oil in 100-niin. dose. Duchesne advises the following mad
into a firm jelly, which can be easily taken b\- diildren: I'.xt. Filicis Li(|

3j.; Hydrg. Sulxhlor., gr. vj.; Sacch. All)., 7>'\'].; Gelatin q.s. ut Iki

electuarium. This quantity would certainly be too much for a \er
young child. A boy 5 or 6 years old might take the half of it. Roth
recommends that Chloral ll_\dnite should be conil)ined with the mal
fern in (ombination with a smart cathartic in the form of a capsule, th
whole given together, thus avoiding subsequent pain and tlie admini-
tration of a purgative. His formula is— Chloral. iSgrs.; Extract ol .Mal

Feni, ^o ,rs.; Croton Oil, i or 2 drops. This is a severe dose, though h
liays it prevents pain and griping, and acts inside 3 hours. Chloroforn
and Kther have been often added to tlie anthelmintic draught to preven
griping; s grs. Thymol would meet such a purpose more effectually, bu
the Simpler the prescription the better, and the capsules of pure extrai
of male fern meet every requirement.

If a case comes before the physician with the history ol previon
unsu(<t:sslul attem])ts at treatment with male fern, the followin« modi
fuation of the above i)lan should be instituted: After 4X hours on licjuic

diet and a 10 hours' fast, the draught of Mag. Sulph. is administered
when the bowel has been c leared out by this means, four capsules of mal
fern extract (60 mins.) are then administered, and in i hour this dose is t(

be repeated. Should purging not follow, 6 drs. Castor Oil may be givei
after waiting for at most 4 hours.

When the head of the tapeworm is not found in the motions, it i

u'ually recommended that in a few hours another dost of male fen
should be administered. The writer believes that the \vi.-,er c our.se in sui 1

an event is to wait. If the minute head has esca[)cd observation in tin

mass of bowel evacuation nothing more will be heard of the trouble; if

howe\er, it has not been detached from its hold on the bowel the patieni
will find proglottides in the motions after the elapse of about 100 da\.-,

when the treatment should be again resorted to, a larger dose beiu),

emijloyed. A sesere or even fatal gastro-enteritis may be set up b\
repeated continuous attempts to expel the head of the worm, and a more
satisfactory result is to be expected by waiting till the ])roglottides lia\

c

de\elo])ed, whcrel>y a greater traction is exercised on the parasite.
U hen male fern has failed after a couple of trials, any of the following.

anthelmintic drugs may be emjjloyed.

Oil of Turpentine has long enjoye.! the reput.Uion of being a valual)lc

agent in killing tapeworm, but to lie of any use it must be given in doso
of at least 4 fluid dr.-.. (Thi-, (|uantity may exc ite strangury and .seriou^

symptoms.) Moreover, it is niost objectionable as to taste and smell, anci

now it is seldom employed for these rea,sons. If selected after the failure ol

male fern, it should alwavs be uiven with about 1 lluid oz. of Castor OjI
alter tastmg. The parasite is expelled dead.
Thymol, found .^o elTectual in the destruction of apkylostoma, has

recently been extolled in the treatment of Tauia solittm. rhedrug, to Ik

m
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of any use, must be administered in doses far beyond the usual limit-

so grs. should be administered every 2 hours for four times, after which

a strong dose of a saline cathartic as a oz. Black Draught must be given;

Castor Oil might act as a solvent for the drug and cause poisoning by

allowing the thymol to be absorbed; for the same reason ail oleaginous

substances shou'J be avoided, and Oil of Turpentine should never be

comb' . i with the drug.

Kousso may be given in doses of 4 drs. infused in boiling water, which la

swallowed without straining as s(jon us the infusion is cold. This dose

iienerally not only kills the worm,, but causes its expulsion in fragmi,'ii.s

without any further purgative; 40 grs. Koussin may be given.

Kamala acts in the same manner as kousso; 2 drs. kill and generally

e-xpel the worm when given suspended in syrup, mucilage or gruel.

.\nderson's Tincture is made by macerating 9 oz. of Kamala in 21 oz.

strong Alcoh( 1, the dose of which is a large teaspoonful. Large doscs may
purge very severely.

Punica Granatuin is one of the most certain vermicides, and is used

in preference to male fern in the East. It may be administered in the

ordinary decoction (4 *o 20 oz). Of this i to 2 oz. may be swallowed

e\ y hour for three doses after fasting. As the crude drug deteriorates

by Keeping, the following preparation is now generally employed:

Pelletierine—the alkaloid in the form of Sulphate or Tannate—is

given in doses of 5 to 8 grs., followed inside a couple of hours by a large

dose of Castor Oil. Man^-on point'5 out that the alkaloid should never be

administered to children under lo years of age. Schroder has demon-

strated that the one ten-thousandth part of this subtauce, when added to

the fluid in which a Uving tapeworm is placed outside the body, causes its

death in a few minutes.

The dried fruit of Embelia Ribes in doses of i to 4 drs. is a favourite

remedy in India and the East Indies. The seeds of the common yellow

pumpkin, Pepo, are employed in similar doses and are safe for children.

Areca has been long prized in veterinary practice. The alkaloid

Arecoline in the form of the Hydrobromide is given in a dose of xla gr.,

followed by a brisk purge.

Ether, Chloroform and Chloral Hydrate have been administered with the

intention of killing the worm before its expulsion by a purgative, but in

the doses cap'ctble of accomplishing this effect these agents are dangerous

and should not be employed.

Papain in 10 to 15 gr. doses has been given with the view of causiiig

digestion or disintegration of the parasite, but this result is very doubtful,

if, indeed, it is desirable.

Myrtol in doses of 5 to 15 mins. in capsules appears to act like Thymol,

but it is not reliable.

Naphllialine in 15-gr. « achcl-i has souielimea pioved eiiicacious. and is

practically free from danger.

Prophylaxis oj peuionn.—The measures to be employed for the

prevention of t;. ire obvious from a knowledge of the etiology and

»\'
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life-history of the parasites. The pork tapeworm is the variety most

commonly to be met with; the introduction of this jiirasite will he

effectually prevented by a thorough cooking (p. 980) of all food supplied

by the flesh of this animal—pork, bacon, hams, etc. The mere " curing
"

or smoking of bacon and ham is not sufficient to destroy the hladdir-

worms or cysticercus ccllulosa; which constitute the disease known as

" measles " in the pig. The close inspection of all pork before curing

should he carried out by every municipal authority; the cysticercus is

easily detected in the dead animal by its visilile presence in the tissues

under the tongue. Rigid personal cleanliness in every individual infested

with these parasites is essential for the prevention of cysticercus in the

human tissues. When this latter form of infection has been detei ted by

brain or eye symptoms, Renzi has shown that it also may be combated

by the administration of Male Fern by the mouth.

Similar precautions regarding the thorough cooking of beef and fish

are essential in the prophylaxis against the beef and fish parasites.

TELANGIECTASIS.

The treatment of capillary or plexiform angioma as ordinarily met

with in the cutaneous na.'vus has been dealt with unUvir the heading of

Na'vus. The com|)aratively rare form of Multiple Hereditary Telangiec-

tasis is associated with se\ere luemorrhages from the mucous membranes

which are invoked along with the skin, llanes has shown that the

coagulability of the blood is very considerably retarded in these tases.

This may be taken as a clear indication for the administration of Calcium

Salts to an est the episUixis or other bleeding. It is needless to remark

that the local londition, when visible aiul capable of being dealt with,

shoultl he met i)y the surgical mciisures already mentioned as suitable for

ntxvi. Iron, Arsenic and open-air life are regarded as the most reliable

of all constitutional agents by llanes,

TEETH. Diseases of -see under Toothache, and Dental Caries.

TENESMUS.

This paindil symptom is usually the result of j)roctitis or of some

irritation about the anal sphini ter, and must be relieved by the use of

remedies . ted .iisiinst the |)rimary cause. (.An exploratioti of the

rectum b\ tiie finger should never be otnifted, as the tenesmus may be

the result of the nreseme of s( \lialii'). Tdl this i an be tUall with, relief

may be temporariK obtained by lo( al anodynes, the best ol which is a

i-gr. Morphia >up|)ository or a small enema of 40 mins. Tim ture of

Opium in 2 ti> ,^ <>/. Starch nun ilage. An injection of be Water or the

inlroiiuction above the .>phin< ter of a smooth |)iece of it e or a large

enema oi hot water often gives east'. Cocaine should be avoided. The

\n;;!i'!;!'in- ('""ii :- :: -::!>• ;!"d l!!\: ;!. i:;;;-, !ti;:!! -.r:!:!! iv •

When the teiic^imr- i-. 1 ansed bv inflamed or enlarged piostat*' or

fis^uie^. a sujijiosil'ii-, ( iiii^i-tiriL' nl 10 li^. blilhvol with ( muuiti thiit

nieiit and caiao butter is mvaluable.

^
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(See under Proctitis, Hamorrlioids, Anus, Fissure of, ctr.)

Tenesmus of the bladder will lie relie\ ed hy the ajjents mentioned under

Bladder Affections, Stone in the Bladder, Strangury, etc.

TESTICLE, Diseases of see under Hsematocele, Varicocele, Hydrocele,

Cancer, Orchitis, etc.

TETANUS.

The mortality of tetanus has been reduced durinj,' the progress of the

late war to a remarkable extent. The in( idence of the disease amongst

the wounded has fallen according, to Bruce, from i6 ]ier 1,000 in 1014 to

under 2 in 1917, and the mortality in those affected has been still more

markedly influenced. All authorities agree that these results are due

to the prophylactic inje<tions of the Antitetanus Serum. The War OiTice

Committee ruled that as soon as pos.sible after the re<-eption of a wound

one-third of the ordinary phial should be injected subcutaneously (ir

intramuscularly; this corresponds to 500 U.S.A. units. Absorption being

twice as rapid by the latter route, this should be selected when any delay

has occurred. With this dose there is practically no danger of anaphy-

laxis; the immunity lasts for about 10 days, in extensive septic wounds

the injections were repeated every week for four times. When a secondary

o|)eration is necessary, a prophylactic injection should be given 48 hours

pre\ iously. When tetanus de\ eloped in spite of the injei tions, it was very

often localised, in which ca.se by treatment with larger doses of the .serum

its mortality was nil; when generalised tetanus ileselojied, the mortality

was reduced to 34-4 per cent. After the sujiervention of symjitonis

tiie daily dose should not b" less than io,ooo units, but three times this

amount is usually em])loyed.

There is still divergency of opinion alx)ut the best route. Dean re

commends the intra-venous method and minimises the danger of ana-

phylaxis bv the following plan; 5 c.c. of the serum arc mixed with 50 ( .c

normal saline, of which i c.c. is injected into the veins, after four miiuites

3 C.C., two nunutes later 10 c.c, and after another two minutes 25 c.c.

The desired full dose is administered half an hour later, sup|>lementcd by

further doses bv the s|)inal and nnix ular routes. The Tetanus Com-

mittee ruled against the intravenous route, and Leishman and others

( (indenm the spinal route. The intramusi ular and next the subcutaneous

have the greatest amount of support, the intracerebral and intraneur.il

being by 1 onimon consent resersed for tiie most dt'sjuTati cases.

Once the sniiitonis of tetanus have apjuarcd alter injmv 30,000

units should be mjec ted, and the patient sliould be put to bed upon

a good mattress, in a dark, cjuiet room, to which only the phv -n lan,

nurses unci one or two oi his most intimate friends are allowed ac cess.

Cotton. w.M'l i- !>!-;i'ecl m Ins ciirs to keeii out sounds, a thick carfiet

belli- sptcid upon tlie lloor, flic nnpoit.mcf ol ;iiis..lntc stillness ;ind

pi.itc. tioii li.mi ciil'l cit.uiuhts is doubtless \cry -real, and the p.iliitil

sliould oiiK bi pcMoitted to spcik when abolute nei es.sily dn tates.

«'
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954 TETANUS

Alimentation is of vital importance. Liquid nutritious foods are to be

poured into tht mouth. Stimulants arr i.idicated in full doses in the

majority of cases, and where swallowing is impossible or very difficult,

rectal feeding by strong, peptonised l)roths may be resorted to. As tliis

often proves unsatisfactory, Rose's method of giving Chloroform twice

a day may lie resorted to, and when complete ana;sthesia has been ob-

tained the stomach may be filled through a rubber tube with nutritious

liquid food. Hypodermic injections of Olive Oil and of solution of G'.ucose

have been employed to supplement others forms of feeding.

Upon the second and succeeding days, till all symptoms disappear,

10,000 units should be given daily, and in desperate cases twice this

amount, the routes being varied from time to time.

Constipation may be left alone, as purgatives do a great deal more

harm than good. Some authorities condemn hot baths, whilst others

extol their usefulness. Diaphoretics and diuretics are called for to hasten

the elimination of the poison.

Sterilisation by local antiscptiis and excision, thorougii and radical,

of the tissues around the wound have replaced the former practice of

amputating the limb in which the wound was located. It is also essential

that all periplieral irritation sliould l)e met by soothing or anodyne

dressings, to which antisejitii s should be added. .Some authorities speak

highly of the plan of dressing the wound with dry pulverised .Antitetanic

Serum.

Of drugs there is practii ally no end, every known sedative having been

at some time or other tried, and supjiosed to iiave turned the tide against

the microbe. They may be used to keep the patient alive till tlie |)oison

exhausts itself liy elimination, and in tlie very worst cases relief of

suffering mav be ol)lained.

Carbolic Acid injci ted liy|)odijriiiically in 1 per cent, solution was first

tried by Uaccelli. .\s inucli as 15 gr.^. pure acid have been iiijec ted during

the entire 24 hours without any symptoms of poisoning having a|)peared,

even wiieti tlie treatment has bjen |)rolonge(l over a week or more. Thus

30 niiii.s. 3 per cent, .solution ni.iy be given every hour for 16 iiours of the

waking day. Tiic toxaemia which causes the disease appears to prevent

any to.vic effects of the a< id. The use ol ( arlioii*' acid was disiounteiiancud

by the war authorities. Bromides and Chloral may be employed l)y the

mouth at tiie same time.

Magnesium Sulphate solution (1 in 4) lla^ been (reiiuently employed as

an iiijei lion into the spinal (anal; 3 c.t . produce spinal aiiastliesia and

prevent the spasms for many hours at a time. This reme<ly is (not-

withstanding soi.ie favoiiraiije results) [(a-ising into ilisu^e.

I'-ucaine alone or with Morphia lias similarly been employed, and

sometimes witti benefit. Cocaine is more to.xic ami should not be used.

liromide ot Potassium in lull doses generally somewhat diminishes

tiie sj)asiiis, and ;i few niiid (inomr cases have liccii rcpoiied as 1 unii

under its influence, but it need not be relied upon where tht; symptoms

are severe, unless it be given in 1 ombination with the next drug.
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Chloretone and CLloral llydnitu have been used in many lases which

have recovered, an*^" there are some f^rounds for believing that tliey may

save life oc( lusionui. -. Whichever drug is selected must be pushed till the

full physioiouiial effects are observed. 30-gr. doses being given every

3 hours, or 15 grs. everv hour or e\ ery second hour till some impression

is made u[)on the symptom
Opium by moutii or Morphia hypodermically may be puslicd with less

danger than chloral, whose de[)ressing influence upon the iieart may

make itself felt before drowsmoss appears. These drugs should be given

in proportion to the spasms and pain, no attention being paid to the

amount of the dose. In jjresi ribiiig narcotics in this disease, it must

be borne in mind that enormous doses may be given. Some physicians

combine i hloral and opium. Cannaiiis Indicamay be pushefl like opium

;

it is often given with ciiloral InU it is less relial)le llian morphia.

Al(()hol in 7<erv lar^c doses, Tobai 1 o in nauseating dos"s, Nicoline and

Tartar Ismetic have i)een pu.Nlied till sickness comes (m. Apomor])hi •.

Lobelia .md other depressants have been tried, and in a limited imml-'.-f

of ca.ses appear to have done .some good. Of the series, Alcohol is the

safest; most of them are useless as well as dangerous.

Chloroform or I'ther affords the only relief in very acute ca.ses ioming

on soon after the wound has been intli<ted. In tins group of casts

aniesthesia may be kept up h>r man\ hours at a time, and it may be pushed

even when death is evidently ajjproaching, us the only way of relieving

suffering.

Curara, after a fair trial, has likewise lost ground, and though now and

then < a.ses are reported whi( h seem to show that it has done good, just a.-,

often are those set aside b\ t ornplete failures.

Extract of Phy.sosti^nia has been pushed to tiie extent ol i i^r. every

hoiu- till paralysis ol the voluntary musdes has been produied. and good

results iia\e been reported in se\cral cases.

Choleslenn has been slated to |)iissess such an afrnutx for tin: tet.iiuis

toxin tiiat if iiijei ted it will (ix the (loison behire this attacks the ner\e

>.ul)stantu; 2-dr. doses of a 1 per cent, solution have beet injected

hy|M)dermi(ally every 2 or ,? hours, but tliu results have been di.ap-

|)ointing.

I'ihicarpinc, \ gr. hypodermically, may be tried wIkmi other agents ha\e

lailed. It proliablv at Is as a <iia|)horetic by hastening the eliminatiim ol

the poi^or

.\lropi .: itijei ted into liie muscles, or lielladonna and llyosrvanui -,

'ielseniiuni and (dniuni b\ the mouth, in ilose> sulli' leiit to j>roihire toxic

sMoplom-. Iia\e been rei ommended.
Nittite of .\iiivl possus>es the ]iower ol tninimi-ing or 1 hei kini; spavin

ol the glotli>, and Nilroglyi crin o< casioiiallv apiie:Ms to gi\e some relief

ac( (inling to several re|>oils; ami the former drug should be resorted to

iiie iiiohit;nt iiial a ^p.i^Mi liiiCaieii.->.

I'liMiiiis Xnntatiiriini inav be regarded as the same alfection ,1-. tetanu--

in the adult, and iinisl be met by the same remedies, Ue^tiott has

.41
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95'i TETANUS—TETANY

drawn attention to the danger of tetanus being conveyed by the use of

Fuller's Earth and other mineral dusting powders which are applied to

tiie stump of the umbilical vein and to sores on the nates of infants. In

addition to serum-therapy, which has i)een successful in a few cases,

Chloral is the only drug to he depended upon, and the writer has satisfied

himself about the great value of it when steadily pushed in the case of

infants, i gr. may be given by the mouth or by the bowel every hour.

The utmost cleanliness in the dressing of the stumj) of the umbilical cord

must i)e attended to. as this affection is liable to sjiread amongst new-born

infants. .Soltman recommends i gr. of Musk every 3 hi>'irs when hourly

doses of Chloral for 24 times have failed.

TETANY.

Little is to be expected from purely symptomatic treatment till the

underlying <ause has been discovered and removed.

Thus, when tetany is the result of thyroid remo\ il or disease, feefling

l)y tabloids of dried gland gives satisfactory results. Where the symi)tonis

supervene during pregnancy, they often cease after delivery, and when
they first aj^jiear during lactation there is a fair hope that they may be

removed by weaning the infant. In some of these cases thyroid feeding hiis

also pro\ 'i beneficial. When tetany shows itself during rickets, the

dietetic measures indicated in this disease may be fairly e.xpected to prove

satisfa( tory, especially when comliined with free Phosphorus and Cod-

Liver Oil.

(lastric Tetany.— Ihti most formidalile civses are those associated with

'lilatation of the stomai'h, especially when this is caused by the cicatrisa-

tion of a |)vloric or duodenal ulcer. Here the spasms are not rarely fatal,

and though the attack is often excited by the jiassage of the stomach-tube,

lavage must be resorted to. The theory that some {xiison is generated

in the fermenting bag whi( h has to do duty for a stoma( h is prol)ably

correct, hence washing out by a weak antiseptic solution or tlie free

administration of enieti<s is valuable.

In many cases the introduction of tlie stonuK h-tulie v.wxy be dispensed

with and its dangers avoided by making the |)atient drink lopious draughts

of lukewarm water till emesis occurs. This plan should always be

emplovcd behtre resorting to ordinary lavage. Though by either of

these means a fatal issue may be jireventetl for the time, the symptoms
are certain to re( ur and end fatally. Ciastro-enterostomy should theru-

lore Ik," invarial<!\ resorted to as soon as the con<lition of the patient

warrants an abdominal operation. an(' many lives have of late vcars been

saved by tlie surgeon. This is the only rat-Mial treatment of gastric

tetany. (See tiastric Ihlatation.)

Uliere the inte^tinal (anal lower down is at fault, the colon should be

f1ii^_)w;(t \i'if|» \v:ir!ii Siiline sf>!'.!!!o!i used (reelv aiid iollowed bv the

administratiiin of intestinal antiscpliis like Salol. Calomel or Naphllud.

The preseiK (• of tape- and round- vuirtns nuist be met by anthelmintics.

.Search :"iould lie made lor any lo\i« agent upon vvho.-'e pre^eiite the

wmm
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symptoms may be supposed to depend, and wliere tliis cannot l)e found

or remedied the rational indication is for such stimulation of the e\i letorv

or^,'ans—skin, urine and bowels— as will hasten chmination.

In one typical lase in a lady of 25 years of aj^e, where the mouth and

I o ,is were covered with small intractable ult ers, the writer had a Vaccine

pi-epared by l)r 'f. Houston from the secretion of the sores, and complete

recovery followed injections administered for several weeks; the spasms

had been present for six numths.

.Syiiiptoniatii Trcatincnt. For the relief of the spasms .1 warm hath

(go" F.) is often valuable, and the cautious administration of Chloroform

or tlie use of a hypodermic injection of Pilocarpine (| <^r.). In rachitic

tetany a dasii of cold water on the face whilst tlie ( Iiild lies in the warm
bath often stops the spasm. A hot sponge may be ajjplied over the

larynx, and a whiff of Nitrite of Amyl may be tried alone or in conjunction

with ice to the spine or cold allusion. Ilauber em])loyed Massage si'ccoss

fully whilst the patient was fully under the anastlieti(

.

In the (hronic form often met with, in which no ob\ ious ' ausi: tan be

detected, the best routine is the administration of I'romKles in large

doses as in epilepsy, combined with Chloral and Valerianates. ThNToi<l

feeding should have a short trial in all su<li cases.

Helladonna, Fserine, Asafa-tida, llyoscine, Cannaliis Indica, and nearly

every known general antispa.sm«»dic ha\e been tried, and Ciowers advo-

cated Digitalis in the nocturnal form. Protection from cold and all

depressing <'auses, as overwork, etc., must be insisted upon, whilst the

patient li\es an ojjcn-air life.

THREADWORM.
Once these par;isites ha\e gained admission to the intestinal canal their

o\a, which are invisible, yet under the (inger-r.ails in si rati iiing, and are

conveyed to th" patient's mouth again, so tiiat reinfection is constantly

occurring, .\bsolute cU;anliness is, therohire, an essential, and children

should be made to sluei nivnts whicii reivler this me'hod of infection

im|)ossible. It is also ile that as tlie v 'rins wander about the anus

and vagina they ma^ omniunii atea >n\ one ])erson to another

slee|)ing in the same bed. Their crigin in the human subject arises from

eating uncooked vegetables and fruits, and from drinking water containing

their ova. They chiedy infest the lower end of the great intestine, but

Cobbokl insists tliat their [)resente here is act idental, their real Iccality

being as high up as the cx-cum. The males and young embryos are fcumd

in the lower part of the small intestine, whilst the imjiregnated females

are found in liie ( acum, and desiend to the rectum to lay tlieir eg^;s there,

after which tl, v p.l^s out of the bod\ in the fa-ctjs.

The worms can be reached by enemata, and the addition of 1 oz.

ChUiride of Sotlium to each pint of water effci tually destro\ s tlie parasite.

The injeitions should lie repeated c\ery sciond \uA\i lur at Ictsl a month

or until (lie Wiinii- and I heir ova (lisa|>peai Ironi the motions. Infusion

of (^lii.tssia (I 111 40) IS also \ery etticieni, the HI' inln-io 1 (1 m 100) is

'41'
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too weak, and the i in 20 inlusion olten recommended is not free from

danger; the best result ])robiibly follows a combination of the salt and

infusion in one enema. Lime Water, solutions of Alum, of Aloes, of Ether

(in water), of Eucalyptus Oil, of Tincture of Iron, ot weak Carbolic Acid,

of Turpentine, of Vinegar, of Tansy, of (Jlivo (Jil, of Ciiloride of Am-
monium, and many other substasK es, are useful, and, in the ciuse oi

children, are f^cnerally successful after a few rc[)etitions of the enema.

A little weak Mercurial or While .'recipitatc Ointment just jilaced

within the sphincter keeps ihem from mi<^ritin^ at nif^ht.

Cobbold atta( hes most nnportance to internal remedie-, and he advises

Iron in tonic doses, with .\loes and Asafcctida occasionally, followed b)

repeated Saline catluirtics, as the Eriudrichshall and ilunyadi waters.

Others recommend large draughts of Quassia or Gentian in infusion,

swallowed lasting, and followed by a Saline; 2-gr. pills of Extract of

Quassia coated with Keratin and administered 3 times a day after a smart

aloetic purge have been extolled in chronic intractable cases.

Two Sulphur Lozenges thriie daily or a teasi)oonful of the Confection

at bed-time may be tried. Naphthaline has been given by the mouth.

A child two years old may get 3 grs., and a child of ten may get j to 6 grs.

with sugar four times a day for two days between meals.

SiUitonin is not be to relied ui)on, a.s the drug is absorbed before rt clung

the ciEcum.

The salt injections luive never failed in the hands of the writer when

persistently einpioyed.

THROAT, Sore—see under Tonsils and Pharyngitis.

THROMBOSIS - see PUebitis.

THRUSH -see under Stomatitis.

THYROH) GLAND DISEASES see Goitre (p. 3.v» ; Goitre, Exoph-

thalmic (p. 341). and Myxoedema (p. 579).

TIC DOULOUREUX see under Neuralgia (p. 5.S3).

TINEA, OR RINGWORM.
Tiiua Circtnala is llie name a()plied to ringworm of the glalirous skin

of the body. Whether due to the small or large spored tricliopltyton

this lv[ie of ihc di.sea>e is easily and speodilv tured by almost any anti-

parasitic application. Tlic i)est routine application in mild casc^ is a

mixture of equal parts of theStrong and V\(!al< Tinctures of Iodine brushed

o\er the diseased aicu. When the affection is due to tiie large-s|)ored

fungus received directly from the skin of cows, as is often observed amongst

rural iiiliabitant^ and those in suhurl)an distrirts who are employed in

byres, the p.irasite is more resistant anil tends to sprec.d over large areas

of the skin. Such cases reijuire mof' ii' tive troiitruenC and the write!

has found that tiie best a|)pliiation is the late li.l'. I'ngt. Sulpli. lod.

This ointment should, lu»we\er, be very cari'fully triturated; when
applied after bein^' f'^.hls made it is liable to produce cunsiderable
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irritation, whilst if it is kept for some time after preparation, the particles

of iodide of sulphur are partially dissolved in the fatty base, and though
less irritating to the skin the preparation is more destructive to the spores.

The thick skin of the a^rricultural labourer, exposed to the various

vicissitudes of an outdoor lite, will bear an ointment of i in 8, but the city

clerk or school-girl may suffer from the apjiiication of even quarter this

strength.

The Ointments of Iodine, llydrarg. \it., White Precipitate, Phenol,
Creosote, Chrysarobin and Salirylii: .\(id are all elHcacious wlion rubbe(l

into the affected paU lies. When for any reason a greasy ap|ili< ation is

objectionable, and when the soluble Iodine application already mentioned
is unsigiitly for exposed patches, a solution consisting of Corrosive

Sublimate i. Salicylic Acid lo. Carbolic; .\cid ro, witii 'llycerin <So, may
be painted over the rings. These agents, it must be remembered, are all

capable of produ ring eczema or dermatitis, which will persist as long as

the applications are continued, and the irritation whi< h they cause must
not be mistaken for the specific inflammation caused by the parasite.

Dr. J. II. Clark successfully treats all cases, including T. Sycosis, by
applying Sodium Carb. crystals liquefied over a spirit-lamp and covering
the part with lint.

Tinea Tonsurans, or Ringworm of the Scalp.—'The treatment of this

hitherto often intractable disease has been reduced almost to the simplicity

of that of ringworm of the body, since the introduction of the X rays.

The main dilhiulty existed in epilation, because antipanisitic remedies
are useless till they are introduced into the luiir follicles. Formerly
epilation by means of force])s was employed, ea<li hair lieing })uiled out
separately, but as tlie diseased hairs are rendered brittle epilation by
mei'hanical moans failed on account of the stumps being often left behind.
By exposing the scalp to the X rays after the hair has been cropped

with scissors, the entire area can be safely and elTeitually epilatcd after

half a dozen exposures. .\d,imson's plan of dividing the scalp into five

areas, by marking these with an aniline pencil, insurt.'s that no portion is

over-acted upon, and the entire seal]) (an be treated in ai>oul i^ hours,

allowing an exposure of 20 miiuitcs to eai li area, liy the usp of the pastille

of i)latinoryanide of barium, vvhii h rhanges by llie action of tlie rays from
a bright green to an orange colour, the proper dose of the agent can be
gauged without tiie necessity m protecting any part of tlie surfaie with
lead foil. Wlicn the rays are ajipiicd through a spec iai tui)f dcsigjicd for

this purpose, the trained expert m effect complete epilation of llieentire

scalp within 21 days without Linger whatever to the brain. The
overlying tissues, fiiirous and o ms, elYectively prevent the jienetralion

of the agent when the fcmtaiiellcs have closccl; subsu(]uent b.ildness

is not to be feared. Where only one or two isolated pate lies (-xist in the
earlier stuLres ol the? disc^asi;. it will lie (niite sijltii Icni lo linut ih" aM'slica-

tion of the rays to the vicinity of the cliseased area (or alioui 20 minutes.
.Mtcr the hairs cli()|) out, I lie old treatment by the tliorough a|)pli( ation of

antiseptic agents should be commenced, sine f it must be distim tl\ uiichr-

'iV^
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stood that the X rays exert no lethal action on the fungus, but the orifices

of tiie follicles, being freed from diseased stumps, are left patent for tiic

ntn)du( tion of the remedy, which must be well rubbed in by the fingers.

It will be advisable to freely swab tlie affected area or the whole s(alp

in all citses with Weak Tincture of Iodine in order to wash away any

lingering stumps which may remain in situ.

After the spirituous solvent has dried by evaporation, Ungt. Sulph.

lod. should be well rubbed into the affected areas. When the ointment

has been previously prepared for a month its irritating properties, as

already mentioned, are much lessened, and it may be applied vigorously

to large areas of the scalp with safety. Any irritation which it produces

will do good by further loosening and extruding any remaining stumps.

By a couple or three months, in most cases, the fungus may be entirely

eradicated, a result which often could only be accomplished after as many
years before the use of the rays.

A rapid method introduced by Sutton consists in washing the epilated

scalp with Weak Tincture of Iodine, wiping it dry and applying a i in 50

Perchloride of Mercury in aqueous solution, the resulting nascent iodide

of mercury being a most powerful parasiticide. The theoretical ol)je( tion

to this method lies in the difficulty of getting aqueous or spiritu(jus

solutions to penetrate into the recesses of the hair follicles. His alternativ u

plan consists in rubbing in an ointment containing 7 parts Iodine, 5 Iodide

of Potassium in 100 of Goose (Irease.

Sabouraud's routine consists of washing the scalp every morning, and

after drying it he paints with Tincture of Iodine, which is allowed to

evaporate, and each night Oil of Cade (Juniper Tar Oil) mixed with two

and a half times its weitiht of I.anoline is well rubbed into the skin.

Lfnna's Compound Chrysarobin Ointment is a good routine application,

but care must be taken to prevent any reaching the eyelids. It consists

of Chrysarobin 5, Salicylic Acid 2, Ichthyol 5, Vaseline 88 parts.

Dr. W. Calwell employs a mixture of e(]ual parts of the Ointments of

Chrysarobin, White Precipitate and Sulphur.

Hutchinson's method consists in washing the scalp witli a weak
solution of Liq. (^arb. Detergens twice a week, and rubl)ing in once or

twice daily the following ointment:

B. Chrysarobini Z^

Hydrarj^. Amnion. Chlor. f^r. \\.

Icinolin. Purij. 7)ij.

Adip. Henzoati 5"'^^.

Liq. Curb. Dekrt;. m. \x. .\[isce.

Any
usuallv

antiseptic ointment may !« used, and each practitioner has

lis favourite; thus tnc ointments of Kesorcin, Iodine, Carbolic

and Salii ylic Acids, Creosote, I'^ui aly|Jtus, Iodoform, and all the mercury

unguonts have been in use. The Lngt. Ilyd. Nit. is the best of these

latter. Copper t)lcate (i in 4 of Lard) was mud) used by Cnn kor.
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Croton Oil was formerly much employed, but since X-ray epilation there

is no justification for its routine use, and the same applies to blistering

with cantharides.

Some authorities, discarding oily or greasy applications, reiy upon
liquid preparations ; thus Morris dissolves Salicylic Acid 5 grs. in i oz.

Chloroform, and applies this frequently to the pati lies. If for any special

reason an ointment is not to be u.scd, the best routine liquid preparation
is the Strong Tim tnre of Iodine. Iodised Phenol, consisting of Iodine r,

liquefied Carbolic Acid 4, or similar amounts of Creosote or lluile dc Cade
and Iodine, are powerful destroyers of the fungus. If the patches are

soaked in Ether or Chloroform previous to the firm application of these

agents with a stiff, short brush the I- aid may lie made to penetrate the
follicles.

Quinquad's routine, like those just mentioned, is a severe one; after

shampooing the scalp he applies a solution of 3 grs. Biniodidc and 15 grs.

Perchloride of Mercury in 10 drs -troiig spirit and 7 oz. water. Strong
Acetic Acid like Strong Carbolic ,.iid Sulphurous Acids and concentrated
spirituous solutions of Thymol and Menthol have been successfully em-
ployed. In mild cases the Oleum Mentlue Pip., 01. Carvophyl., or any
of the essential 15. P. Oils except that of mustard, may be used.

Formuhe might lie given of many hundreds of so-called anti-ringworm
specifics, but the young practitioner who flics from the use of one antisep-

tic to another will make a serious mistake. Life is too short to make him
master of the action of more than a few of these, as close observation is

required to become familiar witii the amount of irritation which the

diseased skin will tolerate from each drug. As all of these antijiarasitic

drugs excite more or less severe dermatitis or e\en vesication, the tyro is

likely to mistake this for e\idence of increased activity of the fungus,

and by the practice of ringing the changes from one preparation to another
he soon ceases to have any confident e in himself or in the agents which
he employs. As Ilutchin.^nu states, " the secret of success consists in the

patient continuance of the some remedy. Tliosc wiio cliange ever\ few
weeks from one remedy to another find ringworm almost in<uralile "

;

and he lias never seen a >-d>G resist the persistent application of ('lir\saro-

bin. The writer usually begins and ends with the Cngt. lod. Sulpli.,

varying the strength of the ointment according to the amount of irritation

produced, sometimes suspending its use and sui>stituting a mild antisciitic

lireparation as I'ngt. Aciil. Horici till the dermatitis has subsided.

Oleate of Mercury(Ointment 25 per ( ent.) causes little irritation of itself,

and when in doubt whetiier the dermatitis is being pniduccd bvtlu- par^isite

or the remedy it may safely be resorted to. Shoemaker, who empiovs
this drug extensively, states tiiat he has nevurknown it to induce salivation

when vigorously rubbed in for weeks as an ointment of 5 to 20 per ( ent.

All through the durali(jii of the tie.itineiit tile .^(ai[) siiould iie periodi-

cally searched iiy a lens for broken or brittle stiinijis. and these should
be dealt with by further exposure to the X ray,- or by forceps epilaticm

wlien sparse in number. .\ny odil di ea.H:d hiur> after being [lulled out
01

i^K
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may have their follicles disinfected by thrusting a blunt needle moistened

with pure Carbolic Acid into the recess.

Kerion is a complication which is sometimes observed in ringworm

of the scalp. It is the result of a pustular inflammation of the follicles of

the diseased patches, whereby the areas become bogfry and stand out

above the level of the surrounding healthy scalp. The best way of

dealing with this is to apply a series of hot lioric compresses under oiled

silk, and after the evacuation of all pus and the removal of crusts a weak
ointment of Oleate of Mercury- (i in 10) or Boroglyceride should be applied.

When kerion results, the disease at the suppurating spot is already far on

its way to final resolution.

Vaccine Treatment.—Many attempts are being made to treat the

different forms of ringworm by vaccines prepared from the secretions

adherent to the hair bulbs. Various satisfactory reports arc forthcoming,

but, owing to the certainty of the newer antiparasitic remedies, it is very

improbable that vaccine treatment, if of any use, will ever be used except

as an adjuvans.

Prophylaxis.—This is of much importance in large families of young
children and in schools, owing to the highly infective nature of the disease.

The stops to be taken are obvious; the affected child should not be per-

mitted to sleep with others, and he should have the hair over the entire

scalp clipped close even when the disease is very circumscribed, and he

must he compelled to keep a loose silken or linen cap continually over the

head. His soap, towels, combs and hair-brushes must be reserved entirely

for his own use, and these should be kept in a state of the mcst absolute

cleanliness. Children coming into close contact with affected ones should

have the hair on the scalp cut short, and their heads washed regularly with

IJorax instead of soap, and they may use crude petroleum as a hair-oil

or the prophylactic pomade of Harrison may be used

—

11. Unt^t. Eucalypti

Utt'^t. Acidi Borici

Old Xiicis Coane ana 5ij-

Old Caryophylli n\. xxx. Miscc.

Tinea .Sycosis.—Ringworm of the beard or barber's itch is a most
intractable affection if not dealt with ])romptly on its first appearance.

The treatment must be carried out on the same principles as should be

j)ursucd in the case of ringworm of the scalp, though tiie i)arasitc is usually

the Trichophyton nicj^alosporon ectothrix of animal origin, which is lialjle

t(^ cause suppuration of the follicles.

The entire beard must be clipped short and shaving prohibited, tnough
Levin recommends sha\ing daily. Epilation is imperative; owing to

the strength of the hair shafts these can be more effectually plucked out

of U f diseased follicles than in the lase of tiie more brittle scalp i^airs,

but the process is painful and tedious. A score of affected hairs may,
however, be removed at a single sitting, and much more than this number
can be readily c.\tra< led when loosened by suppuration.

aMitiilltt ^gtm/mmm
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The X rays sh ,1(1 he resorted to ,vlien mechanical epilation is im-
practicable owinji to the extensive surface invadcJ.

Alter the removal of all crus's and of hairs visibly a.tered bv the funi^us

and of those with pus at their roots, any of tiie antiparasitic applications
should be well rui)i)ed in twice a day. A i in lo Iodine Ointment and the
Lni^t lod. Sul|)h. are excellent, but objectionai)le owinu to the unsi;;htlv

discoloration which they produce. The Tni^t. Jlvd. Xit. or the L'n^t.

Hyd. .\mnion. may be selected, as their ( olour is scarcely noticeai)le; the
same remark a[)plies to Carbolic, Calomel, and Creosote ointments, but these
are not reliai)lu. Whichever antiseptic preparation is selected, it should
be combined with a fatty basis, as acjueous or spirituous solutions cannot
l)e not to reach the bottom of the deep follicles where tiie fui),i,'us is

flourishing, and ointments to be of \ alue must be firmly rubbed in, pressure
iieiny necessary to force Jie fat into the bottom of the recesses, and a
lonsiderable degree of dermatitis is usuall\ desirable to get the best
results. Some authorities recommend blistering with Licjuor Kpispasticus
on tl:e theory of the value of counter-irritation. but it must be rememljered
that cantharidin is itself a powerful germ-destroyer. Vaccine treatment
witii a preparation of the spores after the method of Strickler ( ^oitrtial

i'ulaiteoits Disease, 1915) has been employed successfully.

CoaogeiiitS} -osis is a different affection, caused by Sla/'/iyloeocnts aureus
and albiis. and like true ringworm is a most intractaijle disease. It may
l)e suspected when the hairs do not loosen and readily fall out. \ rays
are therefore clearly .: -iicated for epilation, after which the I'ngt. liyd.

.\mmon. or Ingt. 1 1yd. Nit. must lie persistently employed. Repeated
|)oullicing will) wcll-boilcd .Starch will be necessary for the removal of the
crusts which continually form, and occasionally the puncturing of purulent
|Joints will be necessary, after which hot Ion: 'Citations should be applied.
Crocker's treatment consisted in slia\ing the i)art. using oil instead
of soaj), after v\ 'h he nibbed in a 3 per cent, cintment of Iodoform,
l'".urophen, Loretin or (Jleate of .Men ury.

The condition commonly occurs in weak debilitated subjects, and most
authorities extol Co(i-Liver ( )il administration. ]n chronic i ases a Vaccine
should be pru])are(l from , perifollii ular pus and injected; this treat-

ment has gi\in most satistactory results, and should always be resorted
to when the pus-forming cocci cannot be reached by antiseptics.

'/'nu'd I iis^uiinii. or ringworm of the nails, known al^o as (Jnychomvcosis,
is caused l>\- the larges|)ore(l fun^ius. Tiie bi'st treatment is to solt-n
tiie nail iiy appiyiuL: Boric >-,lulion on lint undiT mied silk, or jjaintiii"

witii c(iual parts of Li(|Uor Potassic and water, after wiiii h itsiiould be well
SI raped and enveloped in a r ir ;oo solution of I'erchloride of .Mercury
ap[)lied on lint and co\ ered wilii a ruiilier linger-stall.

TINNITUS AURIUM.
liu/zinL: or painful <ounds felt in I lie ear are l)iit subjective symptoms

of some irritation ot thu a( ou^tic ncr\c Tiie treatnieiit <if this symptom
will oiiviousiy depend upon liie \arious exrituig causes, and tiie treat-

.^l-
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merit of tlie different di^eases of the ear,, in which tinnitus is a prominent

symptom, will be found detailed under luir Diseases. Under the same
heading will he found the details of the treatment of Meniere's vertigo, in

which tinnitus is usually an important part of the symptom-complex.
Operative i)rocedures ha\e been carried oui; successfully for the relief of

tinnitus, as removal of the malleus or incus, division of the tensor tympani
tendon, trephining the cochlea, and total destruction of the cochlear

division of ttie nerve.

Symptomatic treatment is justifiable when the primary cause is irre-

movable; Bromides possess a sedative action on the affected nerve whicii

in many cases will caise the disappearance of tinnitus as long as the

patient is kept under tlie infu;';nce of the drug, llydrobromic Ac-d i often

recommended, has similar but: much weaker power, and 20-gr. doses 01

Sodium IJromide should always he preferred; this amount may be taken

three times a day for long period:, as in epilepsy. Strychnine is usually

combined with the bromide treatment advantageously, but the common
mistake is made of giving the alkaloid in full doses, which often increases

the tinnitus. Not more than ,V, gr. (2 mins. B.P. Licjuor) should be given.

Iodides in full doses may be tried alone or in coml)ination with bromides.

Some autiiorities adv.' ate the administration of Quinine and Salicylates

on the similia siiniUbin ii'rautiir theory, since these drugs in full doses pro-

duce tinnitus, but the result is as a rule most unsatisfa( torw
Pilocarpine hyjiodermic ally has been useful in .-.orne acute distressing

cases, but sue h an agent can only be employed at long intervals. .\ir

containing Chloroform \apour, when injected into the Eustaihian tube,

sometimes gives speedy but temporary relief.

Many patients witii incurable internal ear trouble suffering from
l)ersistent tinnitus obtain a considerable degree of relief bv rejieated

i)listers applied behind the ear.

The Ton-behandlun:; treatment consists in replacing the subjective

sounds by real ones produced by a tuning-fork, the ubjecti\e notes being
as far as possii)le remov ed in pitch from tlie subjective sounds.

A strong galvanic or the high-frequency current has gi\ en relief in

many cases, and some aurists ha\ e resorted to lumbar puncture when the
tinnitus is due to high blood-pressure.

The mental condition will refjuire attention, as the sounds often suggest
brain disease or insanity to the pnti^^nt, iiut even when subjective tunes
are heard he may lie assured that the trouble is a purely loi al one.

Such i)riniary and incurai>lc affections as arterio-s( k-rosis and renal

diseases when present will recjuire palliatives a.> Nitro-ghcerin or other
\aso-dilators and Saline purgati\ es.

Profound aniemia should be treated by Iron or .\rsenic or a combination
of these drugs, and it should not be forgotten that in some cases tinnitus

may be a retiex ]>hcnonienon due to carious teeth or to nasal trouble.

For the lormer condition e.xtradion is clearly indicated, and for the lattci

removal of the posterior half of the inferior turbinate or of anv oiiti^rowth'

from the vomer.

^m JlS
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TONGUE, Diseases olf.

tiVhir ul this ortiiin will lie IouikI doall with o.". p. i:;i,i in the arti( lu

on (lancer.

In/laiiuiiatiun of the loiimie is to he treated as desirihetl un<ler the

article tilossitis. upon p. .^^.S.

Siiperfhial ulcerations are to he dealt with as mentioned under Stoma-
titis, upon p. (>io.

Deeper ulceratiuii is commonly the result of injury caused by the or^un

coming into constant contact with jayi^ed stimips of decaying; teeth or

im[)erfectly constructed dental ilttinizs. The abrasion so formed through

the admission of \arious micro-oruanisnis alwa\ s present in the mouth, is

liable to bccotm, deep, with tiiickcncd and inflamed margins and a sh ughing

base. The treatment of these so-called " denuu ul. er-.
'

(i)n.i.-,;.> in the

immediate removal of the otfendini.' tooth or dental plate aiid the free use

of an\- antisei)tic mouth-wash after cleansing the surface of the ulcer and
swabbing it lightly with pure Carbolic Acid. A ciironii- indurated dental

ulcer should be thoroughly excised to prevent the super\ention of

epithelioma.

Tiihi rciiloiis iilar .-.houkl be e\ci^ed bv a A-shapcd incision cutting

wic'e of the affected tissue, after which the lii)s of the wound must l)e

brought together by deep sutures.

Syphilitir affections of the tcjngue are to be treated b\ the rule,> and

principles mentii ned under .'>\philis. aciording to the stage of the di>ease

at which they a[)])ear. 'I'he se( ondury ulcers are usually slight ai.d super-

heia!, yielding to .Mercurw When extensive, the drug shoukt be ailminis-

tere 1 h\- inunction. In the late tertiary staue dee]) uli er,-. mav result

from the breaking down of gimunat,!. and these inu.st be treated b\ \ er\-

large doses of Iodides internalK-. I'lcers occurring in the early teriiar\

or \ery late secondary period should be treated by both men ur\- and

consist in drying the ulcerated

\d. I'ernit., ; i)er cent, (hromic

iodides. The best loi al treatment il

surla( e and lightly touching it with Lin

.\cid solution, or .Strong Carlioli.- .\cid.

Uypvrtropliy of the tongue, or Musnilar Marrni^lossia. ha> been. w1u,mi of

limited extent, successfully treated '>y pressure in a few (ase>. .\uv

concentrated astringent solution whi. h does not jirodui e irritation niav

be ajjplied on stri])s of lint wrapped .uound the enlarged and prolruduig

o;-gan. ()\er these, strip.-, of Isinglass Plaster nuiv be ])laced so a-, to

exert moderate pressure in a uniform nianner.

In the condition known a.-. l.xuiiphaiii^ioiiialnHS Muir<ii;l<>ssi(i. .i> in the

simple musi ular form, when the enlargement is great, the (]Uestior'. of

operation will ha\e to be met. This mav be done b\- the kr.ile, .-.cis>or>.

('•cra>eur. thermo- or gahano-i auterv. .\ few stout needle.-i aie j.iassed

through the enlarged organ in front of the spot where the section is to

o( cur, the tij) being well ])ulled forward, the c ra.-eur is laid on. and the

anterior portion of the tongue renio\ed.

\\ here the deforniit} is not so great the lu\ouritc operation is to make a

•^1-
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A-shaped incision, and remove the wedge of tissue by the knife or scissors.

after which the edges of the incision may he hrougiit together liy a series

of deep and sii|)erficial wire sutures, after any l)lec(Ung vessels have heen

secured and twisted or hgatured witli catuut. When tiie surgeon has the

clioice of time, he may defer operation till about the end of the fourth

month, hut where feeding is rendered dirticult he must oixrate >oon(tr.

Xcitnilj^ia of the tongue is a rare and intrac lahle disease. The only

hope in this affection of any i)ermancnt relief will lie in the ])ersevjring

use of the remedies mentioned under Neuralgia, upon p. 5<S.^ Beginning

with large doses of Quinine, comhined with Chloride of .\mmonium and

a little .Mor|)hia, the various anlineuralgic agents should get a lair trial,

whilst. Iiv improved food, i liange of air. freedom f-oiii worry and other

ills, the general health is hroui;ht ui* to the highest standard. A weak

continuous ( urrent jja^sed through the organ gives good results if steadily

adhered to. and relief has been known to follow e\ en a few appliiation.s

of the battery.

Local treatment will consist in the employment of local an.ilgesits.

Cocaine dissolved in (dycerin (12 grs. to 1 oz.) may be tried, or tabloi(K

of Cocaine or lo/enges of Carbolic .V id may be frei|uenily allowed to

dissolve in the mouth.

The following combination is a \ cry etlicienl pain reliever:

U. Cociuiuv Ilxdraclilor. i^f. w.
(ilxrcniii nonnis rX] Miscc.

Fiat appliaitii'. Sif^na.-" A little "/ tins lii/iml to he hriishcd m<cr Ihr

toiii^Ut t-i'rrv liinir or lu-o hours ditriii'^ the day. und aheuys a short tunc Icjoic

laliiiiii tooil."

Menthol is thuhual anakesic recommended by lUitlin; it may 1" used

alternat'lv with the 1 01 aine treatment. To present the decomposition

of the sali\ ar\' and bu< c.d se< retions <hu' to the imiuobililx of the tongue

it will be ne'e-.iir\ to wash out the mouth fre(|uentl\ . and the bust w.tsh

hir this purpose is a weak C.irbolit \i id Lotiuii. I ondv > Fluid may be

tried when tlure is am dei oni|)osition. The sensitiveness til tlu tongue

interleres with the heding. ar 1 iiem e it is well to li.ne the food adminis-

tered in the liipud form, .^ectmn or stretching of the gustatory nerve

may be resorted to when the ordinary antineuralgii remedies fail, or an

attempt ina\ be made to injei t tiic nerv e with stroim Ali oho!.

l.cudiplahia or " Siiii,l:ir\l'tUiii " mav be regarded .is a Jim .tlised Imin ol

' lironic superficial glossitis dm; to the nritatinii of hot tob.K (d smoke or ol

.some other loi ,il iirilant. It is idso known b\ .1 vanetv hI l.iiu ilul ii.iiius as

'I'llu^is, Lcut oma. I.eukokeratnsis. I'soriasis. and b hthvosis ol the tongue.

It is most resistant to both |ih ,il ,iiid 1 oiistilutional aLjciUs, ,iiiil is very
1 II ! I...I; .1 \ 11 1... , 1... 1 ill 1 I,. ...Ill r. ..

:;,*:: I" tn e:ni in i jni ::t,-t; ti ;:;• ^ '

of the irritation has iieen removed Ibii' e tht estiai tmn nt am iint.itiiig

tuolh or tieth, or the lilmu down and polisning n| tin u 1 rowiis, and tot.il

ahatmeuie from toba< < ,» and akohol .liuuid be insisted upon. \'er\ hot

HUHKBilili
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liquids are likewise to he forbidden, and all spired foods and sauces

avoided.

Though strong Nitrate of SiK er. Lartic and Clironiic Acids, Pernitrate

of Mercurv. etc., have hecn advocated, all strong caustics should he

stri( tlv avoided, as they only eventually end in stimulating the growth

of the epithelial cells. The l)est routine is thai, athocated l)y Rosenlierg,

who hrushes a i in 5 solution of Iodide of Potassium over tlie pat< h and

surrounding tongue surface, hy which means sometimes the disease dis-

ajtpears. The constant use of a Chlorate of Potash, Horax or Carbolic

nioutli-wash may l)e tried, or tabloids of these substances may he allowed

to slowlv melt in the mouth A i in 50 solution of Hi( hromatc of I'otas

sium is also a favourite local application to the patch, l.eistikow applies

a iiaste of 22 J -rs. Terra> Silica, 45 grs- Resorcin, and i oz. I.ard several

times a dav. In syphilitic subjects, Iodides and Mercury should

lie pushed. The method of Diathermy has been used for the removal

of inoperable growths by llarmer. As soon as the failure of these agents

has been demonstrated, no time should be lost in resortinu to total ex-

cision of the diseased ei)ithelial tissue, as in a radical remo\ al lies the only

|)revention of malignant disease.

Toitf-iie-tie is remedied by the simple ojjcralion of snipping the franuni,

which is resorted to much more frecjuently than is necessary. The most

satisfai tory method of operating is to pass in the index-finger and tiie next

one under the tongue, the franum being put upon the stretdi between

th m, and. with a curved scissors, the point i)eing held downwards, the

constrirtin': luind is divided by a single snip, care being taken not to divide

the ranine vessels as the <hild struggles. (For the treatment of Raiuila.

sge under its own heading.)

Il'(;;(«'/.v of the tongue are usually due to biting of the organ flunng an

epileptic seizure. As a rule suturing is seldom neces.sary; the best

procedure is to direct the (ontinuous use of an antiseptic mouth-wash

to i)reveiit infet tion of the wound with inii ro-organisms. If hamorrhage

is profuse, the organ should be pulled well forwards under a .i;eneral

anasthetii and the s])outing vessel secured after enlarging the original

wound, whii h must then he < losed with deep sutures.

TONSILS, Diseases of.

In the tommon form of "Sore Throat," known as atute catarrhal

phar\ ni:itis, hospitil .M.re throat, angina sinifjlex. etc.. the tonsil.N are more

or U'hs ccin.slantiv iinoKed, thouf^h tlu' a (Tec t ion shoulc' le considered as

u septic intlaniiiiation starting originally in the niu' mis nicnihiam ol the

pharynx. and from thence iruadini; the toosih, mul.i, p.ilatc. fames .iiul

often the nasopharynx and even the larynx. The lie.iiineiu ol this

condilion has luen alreadv described under I'harv iiijitis

The present article deals with the treatment ol tlu: x.irious lortns of

tonsillitis, though these glands are .seldom found to he ouohed alone-, the

inflammatorv ac tioti usually extendmt; to the mucous membrane c ov ermu

cither p.irts of the throat.

4l<
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Acute Toitsillilis.-~\ iirious types of tliis affection have been described
and named, the two most common bein,<; that reco.^nised as acute catarrhal

and iicutc/ollicnlar tonsilhtis, which may i)e regarded from the therapeuti(

standpoint as practically identical with acute [jharyn^itis. Either of these

types may, however, pass into the more se\ere form of the suppurative or

pareitcliyiuatoHs tonsillitis or of the \ariety known as peritonsillitis.

Hence at first siglit the treatment of the various types of inflammutorv
sore throat and of tonsillitis appears to be as confusini; a problem as are

their diagnosis and pathology, but in practice this is not so difficult a

cjuestion as it aj)pears at first sight.

The first important point for realis^r m is to grasp the fact that all

these ty|H's mu>t be regarded as infectious, and isolation of the patient
shoul(l be insisted upon as soon as the j.-esenc e of the acute inflammation
has declared itself. The nature or identity of the specific infection need
not be considered, as prolnibly there is no specific microbe, the infective

process being inulli[)le. Streptococcus pyogenes, \arious strains of staj'hv-

l.^cocci, and whatever organisms j)roduce acute rheumatism are often

present together. .\s pointed out by Ricjuirds, the tonsils should be
regarded as defensi\ e orgarvs, and if this \ iew be realised, their function as

a barrier to the introduction of se|)tic organism., readily accounts for the
accumulation of heterogeneous microbes in their crvpts.

Acute Eollicular Tonsillitis.—The importance of this tvpe of tonsillitis

rests in its liability to be mistaken for di|)htiieria. In e\erv d()ui)tful

case the antidiphtheritic .scrum should lie injected, as it lannot possibiv

do harm. Often it will lie necessary to do this instead of waiting for a

bacterial investigation.

Constitutional tie.itnicnt is demanded in ever" severe case, and it is

nnn h iiioie effei tual in relies ing the severe malaise than local applications

to the till oat.

Antipyrine seems to (ombine with or to neutralise the to.xins of the
mil ro-organisms whi( h aiL absorbed from the tonsillar crv|)ts. After its

administration the high temiierature, hcad.K he and back pains rapidlv

diiiiinish. On the rheumatic theory ol tonsillar inflammation, Salicvlates

lire much employed; undoubtedly the Sodium .Salt is a valuable drug, but
its effects arc not so reliable as those obtainable b\ antipvrim.'.

Small doses of the latter drug urfue to afford relief provided they are

administered with sufficient fre(|uen( y. I'or the fever and rapidity of the
heart's a( tion minute and fre(]iRnt do.se% of Tin« turc of Aconite have lon^;

enjoyed a reputation; .', nun. of the tincture may be given everv \^

hours. The lollovvinL' (ombination is vorv safe andnunut' - tor several

eliicai lou.-.

;

ill viij.

\.\i\

.

/•/,(/ ,nt^tiiit(.

Tun I. .lionili

I'houizoni iir.

(\inCiu. ('it. ),/. wj.

.\i/ui, CdiiiMn'ru- .-.viij. .V/mi-.
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It may be ol)served lliat tlie wlioln of tlic above mixture if swallowed

in a sinijle dose would piobal)ly do no harm; if administered in 2-oz. doses

three times a day very little lienefit. if any. would l)e notii ed :
but when

i;iven in J-oz. doses at short intervals very marked effei ts are produc ed.

This treatment is also a|)|)li< alile to the Eludiiiiir form of tonsillitis

whiih sometimes .shows itself in ( ertain districts, and in whii h marked

enlariiement of the ier\ieal L'lands is j)reseni and sometimes cardiac com-

j)liialions. Pruen in these cases employs an autoi^enous \accine and

prolonj^ed rest.

Tiie entire class of sali( yjate i)reparations indudini: Aspirin. Xo\ aspirin,

Solol, Salo(|uinine. Kheumalin. eti .. have been emplo\ed in a routine

manner.

Larue doses of Ouiniiic: are r ided. but tiiis treatment often fails,

and the dc.ifness and bu//inu > >rs add to tlie patient's liiscomfort

without markedly reducing tiie ,e\er.

.\ sn-.art saline purue should Iv administered at the lommenc enient

of tre;'.menl. The patient should be jnit to bed and jilaced upon thin

farinaceous foods, whit h are more easily swallowed than fluids. Rareh-

will alcoholic stinuijants i)e indicated, but stroni:. thick soujjs should be

freely j,'i\en to weak subjects.

Local treatment should consist of the ai)pli<ation of weak unirritatini;

antiseptics, as i dr. Carbolic Acid dissoKed in 12 oz. Rose Water, wliith

may be more e.isily employed as a spray thati as a f.'arL;le. This ma\ be

used every hour if the jxitient defiresses his chin so that the < ondenscd

spray will flow out tiiroujjh the open mouth. Fcttcro extols the ajiplica-

tion of Aspirin in dry ])owder on the point of a probe < overed with ( otton-

wool.

Wiiere much jjullaceous secretion blocks the orifices of tl c lacuna'

a swab of Peroxide of Ilydrofien may be used two or three tinu' a da> ;

the old plan of applyinu stront; nitrate of silver solution or othe' austic

should be dixarded. When the timsillar .swelling; is ureat and nn • h pain

in swallowing is present, nothinj: is so etVicat ious as the inhalation of the

vapour of boilinji water imder a sheet looselv thrown o\er the ji itient's

head.

.\t a later staj^e a uarule of ('hlorat>, .il Potassium (1 in 50) as> sts in

alterin- and (iittitiL; short the unhealtiiv' condition of the nuKous ueiu-

br.uie. and I'.oric Acid solution or (llycerin of IJorax ililuted (1 .a .'o)

niav be Irtiiuentiv em|)lo\ed as a mouth-wa^h.

be may be >ucked or ai)plied to the outside of tiie jaws when p.un i>

sesere. More frei|uently a lax er of dry ( (itton-wool under oded silk

afloffis reliei.

In mild case> with little fe\(r a Carbolic .\( id or (iuaiai urn I.o/cnue

slowlv stKkcd in tiie mouth or a tabloid of Chlorate of PotaN^ium with

Cocaine used in tin' same m imer is all that is ne({ssar\-. The advantage

of usm;; 1 arbolii acid lies in it-, ai tion as a lot al .m,esthetic independent

III its antiseplii (|ualitie>. and li\ p.ualvsin- the "-ensation of the nunous

nieuibiaiit t.l the pal.ite it |ne\ents the painlul and unnecessary altemiits

'^'
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at .swallow in:; ilic saliv.i. Co-iiine is a dibappointin^ druy; in throai
affections; its application is liable to he followed afterwards by dryness
and toxic effects.

Pareiithymaloiis Tonsillitis and Pcrilinisillilis.—Thc^c are also known
a.s tlie Snppi >ai! , t\pes, aiui in the sexere form as {>iiiiisy or Cyuaiic/i,

7 oiHillanw .. already stated, suppuration may supervene upon the
lolh. iilar i,. calarrJi.d types, hut in its se\ ere form it is alwaxs the result
ol a ,-lreptocoival illva^lon. and the >vniptoms are formida.h'e from the
start.

'I'iie constitutional treatment should he conducted upon the same lines
as Ml the se\ ere \:Tiel\- of the follicular type, and as soon as the malaise
has been somewhat relie\ed li\ Antipyrine. larue doses of Quinine and
iron should be freely administered. The best preparation is the Tincture
I i the I'erchloride. whi( h may be administered in doses ot 30 mins. with
1 dr. ot Clyi erin and 1 o/. water e\ er\ 4 hours. To this in adynamic
eases 5 jirs. Quinine ma; be added.

1-eedm- is imjjortant owmi; to the speedy e.vhauslion i aused hv the
action ()f the toxins, and strong, thick soups and beef jui(e should be
.dmimstered as fre>|uently as the difticulty and p.iin of swallowinu
permit.

The best local treatment is the Carbolic Acid spray (1 in 100), as
^;ar^lInL.' is olten im|)ossible. The fruijuent steaminir of the throat is,

howe\er. the only auenl to be relied upon to relieve pain and inetfecfal
attempts at swallow iim. and it should he reso'ted to every 2 or 3 ho-irs, bv
w hii h means poiiUini; of the absce is also hastened. A lariie liot poultice
a|)plied round the jaws usuallv affords some dej^ree of relief.

.\s soon as an abs( ess has formed the pus should be evacuated. This
may be accomplished by takini,' a sharp-pointed bistoury and protecting
Its blade .vitha layerofstrajjjjin.^; to within ;; to ' inch of its ti|), after which
It may be thrust into the most prominent part iil the tonsil, the cutting' cdiiv

beiui; directed inwards so as to avoid dan-er to the internal ( arotid
artery. The opeiiini: of larye abscesses may be imjjeratis e, as deaths ha\e
occurre-l from suffocation caused by their pressure or by the y s beinji

disc harmed into the air passages, espci ially ihirmu sleep or by t .e super-
vention of tedem.i iil the ulotlis.

Some surueoiis disj)ense with the knife and open the abscess by |)luni:int;

a hue pair ot dressinu lorce|)s into the bulpiny tonsil throujzh the soft
palate near to the base of the inula. The best procedure is to use the
foneps alter iiiakinL; the incision with the bistoury, and b\ openinfi the
blades thoroiii.:h (vaciiation ol the: pus is accomplished throuf;h the
enlarued opium llelore iisiiu; cither knile or lore ej)s the mucous
membrane should buwellc oc ainised, whic h will enable the surgeon to insert
his index lin-erai;ainsl the swollen -land, whilst the rinL'ers o! the opposite
hand are made' lo c .mim' lirm pressure auain-l the: loiisil lioni wiihoiit

at the aii-lc ol the ja« as he Id Is lor Ihic tu.ition.

niten it will be acb isable lo pun. ture he Lrtat mleiiia ot the iiuk c)us

membr.me o\ er the uvula .md ;,o:t palate where no u\ic|eiuo ol sup|)urH-
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tion is visible, aiid where tlie acute septic intlamnialion extends to tl'o

(i|)eninf; of tlie larynx, oedema must he i)n)ni])tl\- met liy scarilyin'4 the

parts or hy intubation or tracheotomy.

W'lien tlie suppuration is pi-rilniisillar th ; triatmcnt i^ idcnln .d. Some
surieons restrict the term (^uins\- to liii^ t\pe. and ,i> the ( nllc' tion ol

pus is usuail_\" in tiie supratonsillar lo>:^a and tend^ t(,' in\ade the solt

l)a!ate, tlie im isio.i should he made throULih the latter i li.-c to the i)illar

of the fauces. When pus does not cm a])e immediately alter a deep

inci>i(in the surgeon ma\' wait before makinii another, as often the matter

>oon makes its way into the inc ision.

I'liCtalivf Tonsillitis is a rare vdndilioii. the s(]-ialled " ulcerated sore

throat " bein^ usualK' due to se\ ere lullicuKir inllammation. the >ecrelion

blockinu the follicles biic. commonK' mistaken for ul(\-s. When well-

marked ulcers exist, some form of stomatiti.-^, a>. the menurial. i.-. olteii

present, and tiie patient is ahva\s a debilitated subject. The treatment

is to he directed to the primar\- (onilition. and local agents used a> tor

the follicular lv[)e. The uli ers should be freely >\\abbcd with llydro;:tn

Pcro.\ide, and if slow in healing; a stnaiLi s(ihition of .Sd\er Nitr;i*.e ina\- be

brushed o\ er e.ah abrasion. Tuberculous ulceration is be>t attaiU'd

bv the ^'alvano-( autery. Snail-track ulcers nia\ be liL;htl\' touclud with

Pernitrate of .\lercur\' Sdliition aftir drxiie^ the surfa' e with absorbent

wool, or the entire tonsillar surface may be Ireely swabbed with Weak
Tim ture of Iodine.

C/iraiut- Tonsillitis.' This show,^ ilsell usually as an iiilat-jjcuun! ot one

or both tonsils, the result of repeated att.icks of acute inllammation.

('onstitutional treatment is \-ery disappoinlmi;. Iodides (,Syr. I'lrri lod.),

('od-i,i\i'r Oil and otiur antiscrofulous renudies a'. Irish air, seaside

residence, oMT-feedinu. itc., ma\' lie tried when tlic enlargement is of a

.simple hvpertrophic nature, but these a;:cnts L;enerall\ fail ,inil end in loss

of lime.

Loc.il applications are e(|uall\ tutilc; sxvabbin.: w ilh Tim turi ot Iodine

or paintiiiu with astrini;ents a-, the (ilyirrins nl T.mnin and .Mum <ir

I'erc hloride ol Iron may be Iritd. One of the best routine ajiiilicatioiis

will be the following .ipplied with a larue ( .uiiers h,ur brush tw k c a da\ :

H. rinittinc loJi Mil. ."iw

(ilyccrin. .\liiininis Sj.

(thwnn. .li 1(1. Carhol, ~,\\. Mis

The ajiplication of the solid Nitrali' ol Sd\ir, which should be tliru-i

tirniK' into the (rxpts. is a \ er\' |)ainlul nuthod ol treatimnt. I liiomic

.\( id and Trii hlora'ctic .\( id. ustd upon ,i line probe ( dv eicd w itii ' otlnn

wool and empl lyed in a similar way, scimctiiihs .n t \ei\ s.itisjai tuiilv

jn blijeders w h.ere u cutluiii ol'eratl"!! c;i!in"t '"- riii' mptcd, t )r;d si ti '.

should be invariably seen to, .utd all laii'Mis teeth .niist be removed

kedui lion ol '.' enlaiL:emeiU m.iy bi clhc((d b\ the u.ih .moi a'Oi a .

I'he swollen ^laiid ha\ mil; been injected in several jiJaM -witha l< w dn ;>-

'0-
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of ;i solution of Eucainc, the fine point of the cautery is thrust int

the hypertrophic tissue at several spots so as to destroy small areas ,

the enlarfjed gland; the suhscqucnt cicatrisation may cause marki
shrinking of the diseased organ. The plan of redtn ing the size of flahh
tonsils by the application of u mild continuous ci rent has !)een practise
hut it usually fails.

Removal of enlarged tonsils by the knife, guillotine, snare, enudeatici
or piecemeal extraction by punch forceps (morcellement) is the only sati

factory and reliable procedure in the great majority of instances.
Much difference of opinion exists about the relative value of the abo\ -

mentioned methods and of the various details in each operation. ,Soni

auihorities recommend a partial removal and trust to the subsecjueii
cicatrisation for effecting the reduction of the enlarged remnant of ll.

gland. Others insist upon the continuous danuers of septic ahsorptio
from the recesses of the stump, and recommend complete enui leatior
When the guillotine operation is decided ufum, this may usually lie carric-

out after cocainisation of the tonsil by a 5 per cent, solution. Burn
strongly advi.u's Quinine and I'rea in 2 per cent, solution as the liest lo< ;i

anasthetic; he injects a few minims intoseverr.l parts of the tonsil 5 or
minutes before operating. Tn children a general anasthetic should I.

administered, and all authorities agree that Kther is the safest. A
hamorrhage is a danger always to be anticipated, it is advisable b
administer Chloride of Calcium for a few days before operation. Ai
injection (,f Pituitary Kxtract is, howe\er, much more reliable.

The spade guillotine of Mackenzie may be passed into the illuminat((
mouth as the patient sits fa(ing the operator with his tongue depressed b>

the surgeon'.s finger, and after the projecting part of the gland has bcei

manipulated into the lumen or rim: of the instrument the blade is push* (

firmly home by the ojierator's thumb as he keeps the guillotine stearb
by a firm hold of his fingers. In slicing a very firm or lough tonsil bv thi

method murh help will be obtained by firm pressure from without at th(

angle of the jaw, so as to keep the tonsil from escaping from the lumen o
the instrument before jnishing home the blade.

By skilful manipulation of the guillotine the entire tonsil can bt

enucleated satisla. torilv. and thj fauiial pillars and |)art of the capsuh
left.

Il.cmorrh.ige may be ronlrolled bv swabbing with Adrenalin solution
rarely will it be necessars to tie or twist any vessel. The gal\ ano < auler\
may be employed to touch a bleeding spot. Ice usually stops capiH ir\

oo/im:.

The after-treatment (onsists in keeping the patient quiet in bed witi
his head raised, and food in the form of cold or iced milk should lie adminis-
tered at short intervals. The i in 100 Carboli.- spray is the most con-
venient and effiiacious antiseptic app|ir.:ition. Pero.xide nf Hvdrn"('!i
is also a valuable loral antiseptic.

.^ome sur-eims prefer to seize the tonsil with \ olsella fon eps, and remo\ (

a slue from the enlarged organ by a sharj) i)iobe-pointed bistoury. Tin.

gum
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snare or crraseur with a hot wire 1-^ employed sometimes wlien there arc

special reasons for anticipating hxmorrhage and when the enlarucnient

is t'rcat. Tiie piei emeal operation is seldom indicated, unless when the

cnlar;;ement cannot l)e uot into the guillotine. It is carried out by sei/inu

tlie ori;an at se\eral points with Rault or Tilley's punch forceps, and

remo\inLr a portion of tissue witli each hite till tiie hulk of the ortian is

considerably reduicd.

Knucleation may be carried out by Waugh's operation, in which tlie

I apsnle of the tonsil is fully exposed by a \mv^ incision made with a fine-

toothed force|)s close to tlic free marjiin of the anterior faucial pillar

while the tonsil is drawn upon by a Ilartmann's lonchotome. liy steady

tra( tion and the use of force[)s or blunt-|)ointed cur\cd scis.^orsJ the

enlarLed oruan is .separated from its bed and removed.

The enucleation of an enlarged tonsil by the fintier alone may he

effected as in operation for adenoids, i)ut usually it will be found more

convenient to snip with a scissors the faucial mucous meml)rane. after

which the i;land ma\- be shelled out iiy the use of the finirer-nail. As a

rule the hivmorhaue is slii:ht.

As ahead V stated, com])lete enucleation can be effected by using the

guillotine, as Mackenzie ad\ ises, by adjusting tlie ring around the tonsil

from below and behind, pressing the gland strongly forwards and ujjwards,

when the suri:con's index-finger, by pressing on the bulging soft palate,

I auses the tonsil to turn inside out through the ring of the instrument

before cutting.

.Murphy performs the operation of cir( umi ision on the tonsil, in which

he removes the pli( a triangularis (which is the obstacle to proper drainage

of the tonsil) by means ol the Ilartmann tonsil punch.

lioth tonsils may be removed at the same time by any of the above-

mentioned methods, and when adenoids are present they should be also

extra( tod.

TOOTHACHE.
The pain is usual'v ilue to ( aries. the result of bacterial a( ti\ity which

invokes tiie dentme or causes acute inflanmiation of the pul]); it may
also arise from periostitis or suppuration of the ah colar bone, or tlie

iinpai tion of a wi>dom tootii.

The first .vte|J is to exclude neuralgia by an examination ol the seat of

pain, and next to deteinime the nature of tlie dental legion. The carious

cavitv should be uentiv i kared of all dciiris and dried witii a small mop of

aii.sorbent wool on the point of a fine probe, after which it should be

thoroughly disinfected by Oil of l'lo\e. and plugged with an imi)er\ ious

vutta-percha or mastic filling shoidd the pain be slight. I sually it will

!( necessary tc a\(>ifl im|)er\ ious plugging and resort to jtledgets of wool

niur.iciUrii witli f I lo-. e oil, CfcO.-Otc OX ir!n)!it must he

fref|iientl\ ( hanued till all pain has been reniov cd, aftci whi' h the ca\ ity

ma\ l^e ];ermaiiently filled with metallic stopping.

The -same treatment should be followed when llie pulp has become

^V
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inflamed, l.ut thu -entlest packing of the cavitv with oil of clove pleci..et
may for the moment increase the pain, and in order to prevent fraiuc;
c luingm- of the wool it is adNisahle to rooi oxer the <a\ern hv insertin
a plu- soaked in stron^ alcoholic solution of mastic, which need not h
rem,n cd for 12 to 24 hours. One of the l.est routine local anesthetics fo
rcIicMuj^ ilie pain ot an inflamed pulp-ca\ itv is a mixture of Carbolic \,i,
and ( ollodion Tins obliterates sensibility, and seals up the chamber ,

app ic(l
. arefully upon , otton-wo(,l. Co, aine mav be combined witii th

Acid.

ii. Colladii B.P. :,iij.

\cidi Carbolici (Crysl.) ."iij.

<''h-ai>ue Hydwchlor. '^r. x. Miscc.

Fwt solntw. Si;;,u,.-' A small portion to he applied upon cotton-woo
to the dru'd-Kut pulp-cavity of the painful tooth."

Tlie pulp-cavity may ' -.a, ked witii dru-s in the drv state Thu-
Co.ame. (hloral, 15utyl-( ,d. Camphor, .Menthol, .Morphine. Opium
Antipyrine or hxal-in may be plar.d in the hollow, and kept in positio.
by a little . otton-wool loosely packed iijjon the top.

In adults, where there is ver\ severe pain ..ri-inatin- in the h\ in- puii
ol a carious t„„th. the most satisfactorv method will be to remoxx m'
stoppin-s. It such exist, or to ^nuly rcm,,\.. anv carious <ientine till tlu
pu p-cayil> 1- well exi)osed. and then by a minute .piantitv of powdere,^
White .U.cnic hit /;/ silu bv a plu- ,.f < ,.tt..n-w.„,| the vitalitv of tlu
pulp Will be entirely dcstmycd. Chloride „f 7.,nc an,l Nitric A. id or .oli.l
-Nitrate III Sliver may be iist-d in the same way.
T,.mes points 01,1 that lor the relief of pain'a dead tooth shouM be left

.juue o,.rn. and a iiN e tooth sealed closely up. This is seen uherc the pain
results Irom pus in the pulp-cax itv. No relief <an be expe.ted till the pulp-
cavity is opened up an,l the matter e-acuate.l, and further tension pre-
\ented by lea\in,u a way lor free exit.

Abs.-esses in the aheoli sh.nild be ivacuatcd bv a free inc ision of the
!.enostei,m, an<l when severe pain is caused by s.'.p„e absorption from a
dead i.ulp. the only remedy uhid, alTonls anv immediate nlicf is ex-
tr.iction ol tl.e dead tooth. || the pan, be nm xerv severe, howver
reliel may be obtained bv injectin- pure Carlxili, .V id through the dead'
pulp do«n into the hollou lan,.s or ro„, eanal. and sometinies'bv drilhiv.
the abeohc pro, ess. at the root of the tooth, pus mav be cva,uate,l an,l
the ill, is.ir ,ir bicuspid saved after disjnt, , (ini; in™ ab,)\e
The popular remedies tor external appli, ation are ot little use. and the

|.lan of rubbmu .\,.,mie. Ilellad,,nna or Chlon,lorm .d,,n.. the ..urns does
more Harm than e.ood. Cl„wi,„ o| Pelli,„rv R,,.,, sometimes n lieves
the p.un =:ependn,;; up,.n ,on^,sl„,„ ,,i ,i,e fan;,s ,,r ol the periosteum
I he antineiiral^i, remc.li,.s iiuernallv an- also not t,, be n !„ ,| upon a,
loui; as the loial (oii(bti,,ns remain unattended to.

It i~ hanlly nce-.sarv I,, insist up,,n the ,m lan, , ol savii.^ the t,„.lh.
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Extraction should only be resorted to when the disease in the tooth

substance is too extensix'c to permit of the iinjic ol a S(;lid stoppini; beinu

inserted after the subsidence of the acutt' sxnijitonis or when tiie tooth

cannot be thoroughly disinfected or renderid totally aseptic.

It is almost impossible to exauj;erale the iniporlaiice of tlie treatnu'nt

of dental caries, as so much harm is done by the aiisorption of pus and

microbes from the cavities of su]ipurating teeth. I )yspe|)sia. ear disiasi',

tuberculosis, adenitis, ulcerative endocarditis, pernii ious an;eniia and

r.any other serious forms of i.'eneral infection arise from the micmlKs or

their toxins being absorbed. Turner insists upon the imp(irtan(e of

sarrifi<'in;4 e\ery teniporar\- tooth and the first ])ennanent molars rather

than leavinji a child with painful or h)ul teeth in its moutii.

The prevention of dental caries is a \ery important matter, and the

treatment may be summed up in aiisolute cleanliness of the moutii and the

avoidance of continuous indulgence in sweetmeats and e.\cessi\e use of

starchy fciods. The use of liakers" bread made from refined white Ihiur

is belie\ed to be a prolific cause dental caries. I'lic writer adxi^es

patients who ha\e suffered from loss of a tooth bv cariis to on( e a day

place a little oil of (loves on tlie point of a wooden lootii pick insirted

l)et\\een each tooth after cleansing the mouth. This operation cm be

accomplished inside one minute, and the nmuth remain> a>epiic for the

day.

l'",xtrai'tion may be the only means of !^i\inu relief where the pain is

caused by the impaction of a wisdom tooth. If jxissii'li', the wisdum

tooth itself should i)e rcmoNed, as it is generally nnich less \ahiai)le lium

the molar in front of it, 1 . this latter ma\ have to be sacriticcd if llic

wisdom tootii camiot be broUL'ht within tlie urasp of tin- hjri tjis.

TORTICOLLIS, OR WRY-NECK.
Several different diseased conditions are imludid under these titlis,

which call for treatment based on totallv different i)rinci|)li s.

Rheitiuatic TorliiolUs. or " stiff nei i<." is an acute transient condition

allied to lumbaLio and other forms of llbrositis wiiich come on after

exposure to cold. The ])ain, tenderness, and stiffness of the sterno

mastoid and trapezius tnuscles are be^t relieved b\' tlie ajiolic.ition of a

rubber ixitlle partiallv tilled with hot water, or by enxelopinu the neck

with wari'i cotton-wool co\ ertd o\er with thin ina( kintosii .shei'tinj^. or b\'

the use of a hot poultice or thick layer of .\nlipliloi;i.stine or Calaplasma

Kaolini. (lentle massage hastens the resolution of the fibrosiiJ>. Imi this

should not i)e comnn need till after the expiration of a few thr. s.

Constitutional remedies of tlie antiriieumatic type as Salicylate-^,

Aspirin, etc.. should i)e ;^i\i'n as in acute lumliauo,

Conf^enlUil or Fixed Torlircllis i> cither due to some de\'elo|inu ntal

error m the sterno-ma--toid muscle or to its riiplun during; labour. In

these latt<'r ca>es, after the lo(al treatment of the hainatoma b\' beat,

null! friction with l.in. I'ot, lod. cum Sapone and the envelopment of

the neck m ce>tton-wool, the (lelornutv f;enerall)' entirel, disap[)ears.

•<'

'4l<
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In the congenital cases due to arrested development of the muscle an
those instances of permanent wry-neck which return after the resolutic
of the ruptured muscle, surgical treatment is usuallv necessary. Whc
*^he affection is due to the presence of a -umma, which is rarely t!ie casi
iodides should he administered.

Before rcsortin;,' to ojjeration, however, if the case he seen early tli

muscles may be stret(-hed under general anre.thesia, and the head fixed i

Its normal position !r .loroplastic or other form of unvieldin- splini
This mef od, wh.u . duously followed up l)y massage, d.mchinL
electricitx-, and passive movements, occasionally effects a cure.
The best procedure in all intractable cases is to make a free horizont:)

incision above the line of the clavicle, so as thorou-hlv to expose boti
heads of origin of the sterno-mastoid. The heads are then identified
the sternal head divided about i| inches above its insertion, and Ih
clavicular head close to the bone. The face is then rotated' into th
corrected position,and the lower end of the clavicular portion sutured toll)
• ;)per end of the sternal portion still attached to the sternum, all band
of fascia, especially the posterior sheath of the sterno-mastoid, being care
fully divided before the suture. Sometimes it is necessarv that th.
scalenus anticus should be divided at the same time. Some surgeon:
operate through an incision made along the anterior border of the sterno
mastoid. The subcutaneous operation is now universallv abandonee
for these open methods. After suturing the wound the hJad should b(
placed m an over-corrected position between sand-ha:>s, and when iiealin^
has taken place a plaster of Paris, poroplastic or stout kather splint shoult
be applied, or an apparatus with elastic cords adjusted so as to keep ui
mild traction on the head.

The after-treatment will consist in persevering passive movements
massage, electricity and douching. At night a cap, with strings to bind
the liead towards the unaffected side, should be worn.
In cases of the so-called False Torticollis which supervenes upon caries

of the ccr\i(al vertebra;, the al)ove operative procedure seldom affords
a satisfactory result.

Spasmodic Torticollis is a most intractable affection. The disease must
be recognised as a " neurosis " arising indei)endentlv of anv morbid con-
dition of the muscles, and often shows itself in neurotic sui)jects after
some profound mental or psychic disturbance. The site of the functional
mischief is sui)posed to he in the motor corte.x, and the muscles involved
are those supplied by the spinal accessory and upper cer\ ical nerves. The
sterno-mastoid and trapezius are often affected al the same time, and the
splenius is not infrequently also at fault, though the sterno masto'd tna\
alone be involved. The condition may be due in some cases to retkx irri-
tation, and the exciting cause should in ever\' case he carefulh- soiu/ht for,
thougli in advanced cases the original excitant may have dis;ipi)eared after
the tonic and clonic spasms have become estaiilished. It the disease
originates in an occupation neurosis, or is the result of a faultv position
of the head due to astigmatism or other error of refraction, by i(,rrectin"
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tlif.-,e ill the vui\- early st qc ol the affection the patient iiia\- he sa\ ed frdni
the advent of the e.stahhshed neurosis.

In some cases spasmodic torticolhs may he of tiie nature ul a true tir.

the movement being a purposive act, the result of a mental actii .n. \vhi( h I >\

treciuent repetition becomes habitual and involuntary, as in tlic so-ialled
mental torticollis of Brissaud. In this form of disease, if proper treatment
is commenced early, the condition may be effectually remoxed. Such
treatment will consist in re-educational exercises on tjie principles t arried
out in the respiratory gymnastics employed in the manaLiemeiit of
stammering. The exercises suitable for the treatment ol the tic tvpe ot

torticollis .should cmlirace efforts at immobilisation. The patient seated
in front of a mirror attempts to correct the deformed position of the head
and shoulders by a strong \-oluntary effort, which after repeated trials
lie soon is enabled to accomplish and maintain for a few second.s at a time,
wliilst during rhythmical movements of the arms and body in \arioiis
dire- tioiis he steadily learns to replace the faulty movement ol the lic.id

by the normal one. Such exercises to be of any lasting ben-lit iiiii>t be
pcrtormed at stated period.-, ol the day with great deli!)er.ition and pro-
long((l patience till his volition becomes schooled and strengthened iiva
ciireful exercise of his will power under the supervisi(m and sui^ucstion ot
his medical attendant.

llrug treatment is usually disappointing. Ikouiides iiave been '.nci.
in large doses, and occasionally relief may be obtained from tlie se\cre
spasms, liyoscinc lias been employed, ami a co.nliination of ixitli ;iL:ciits

(•-•.. ^T. hyoaiine hydrobr.;nu\l(.' with ;:o grs. sodium bromide) adpiiiiis-

tered thrice daily often diminishes the severity of the s[)asms in a marked
manner. Weir .Mitchells plan consists in the administratio;i of Ciclsemiuin
in doses sullicient to produce very pronounce(' -.ymptoms of the physio-
logical action of the drug. Hypodermic injections of Atropine ar<' less

satisfai tory than Ilyoscine. Gouers finds that .Morphia hvpodermicaliv.
when ])ersisted in daily for m(mths in amounts of }, to i i;r.. is oltcn

I urativc. lie points out the obvious objection to the c-labh>hment of
the opium habit, and recommends that ti." patient should not pass out ot

the physician's liands till he has been treau l for the iiior])hinism iiidin cd
by tin use of the rcmed\-.

l-.li I trie it\' is seldom ol any real service if used alotu . unless in (Hc lype
ol spasmodic tortitollis where the malady is really of parabtic criL'iii.

In llie ordinary clonic and toni(^ forms eleclrii ity when emplovcd with
mas.sagc and after surgical procedure is always of use, and shouhi lia\c a

trial. The best way to apply electricity is in the torn' of a weak i^aK aiin

or roiitnnions lurrent to the muscles whiih are the sHi' of the tonic or
t Ionic -pasms. If the interrupted curn nt is used it should onh, \k-

-lupli.d to ihr opposin- weak nm-^lc-, and son-etimts matkcd bci. ;u 'i.u

been thus obtained by causing lively contractions in the weakemcl ant.iL:-

onisls whilst the spasms are modilietl in the sterno-masloid and tiapi .oiis

by the coutinuoiis luirtnt.

inje. lion of strong alcohol into the si)ina! a< ( es:,ury trunk and olliir

a
Nft-
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n(T\cs .,r intii tlu' tissues inimcdiatclv surruundin- tluTri has Ijcon ad
\(" .itKi, liiit tlic iiKthod is an iiupractiral^le one without cxposin- tii

m-ryis. wiiich tlun (an Ik' more easily e.\( i^ed tlian injeded.
J'he i)lan (.1 t]\hv: the lieadand ne( k in an iinmovahle apparatus has l)e( i

alMiidnn.d. Mil, e this nearlv a^^a^ . a.-'asate. th. patient's sulferin
and (III.- no pi mianent -ood; it i,-, lound nnprarti. ahle h\ this means I

tire nut the opposing' muse les.

Sur^i. al 1)1-0. idures usually afford a \av ( <,nsideraMe deun e of reliet
and s<.nKtime.

, onipl.te distppearanee ol all the svmiJtonis sjjeedih
lollows, hut relap>e> are -o frequent th.at ojieialion should onlv he resort,

<"

to as a last resource.

Stretrhin- the ..pinal a( ( essory is the least serious ol the o|.eration
re. (MiinKuded. hut almost unariaMv thr ,pa.sms. I.oih lonie ami el.,ni(
return alter a hriet interxal. Jietler results arc oltiainahJ 1a uxrism- ,

eousiderahle portion ot this mr\e trunk, and when th.- >pknuis is um
alfeitid |)ermanem reliet mav follou. Some suri.n.ns praai. r tl»
.)peration ol a\ uMon, or learin- out the ner\ e hv its roots. .Should th,
sp.isins return, tlu' more radi<al operation shouM In- resorted to of euttin.
doun upi>n the posterior primary <livisions ,,( the hist 1',^,. , rr\i(al nerves
and exeisin- a i)orlion oi each. Se' tion ol the musel. - hv the open mcthoc
without division of their ner\e.s; has lieen performed hv some sur-eons
Init as a rule this is an o|)eration only suitahle tor the conuenital type ol
fixed tortirollis. Koeher has. howe\ er, sue, cssfullv rcmiivcd the 'entire
sterno-mastoid. Chiene, reeo-nisiiiL; th; •. the s.at of the fun. tional
misrhiel was in the cortex of the brain, recommended trephining: and tlu
removal of a superficial .sli^e of the < crejral surface.

TRANCE.

Inder Hysteria the treatment, moral and medicinal, ot ll;e hvsterical
<ondition which generally underlies trance will he found di tailed.' If the
state .,t trance he not v( r> -deep." the treatment descrihcd under
( atalepsy will he successful. IClectriiitv in the hirm of a stron- inter-
rupted current should he used m all cases, and when there is anv evidence
ol a return to half-coiis, lousness the hattery should he at once 'api)lied to
the arms and le^s. Snuff. stron;r Ammonia, Nitrite of .\m\l. etc.. may
Ik iiscrl at the same time, hut tlsey are of little value in uenuine tramr.

'

When thesv measures are usc<l at the sane,- hour earl, dav. as (iowers
ruonimends. there ma> he indu. ed a tendencv to periodical waku).'
which will ultimuteh- , ulminate m a cessation of the attack. Till tht-n
c\ er> attention must he paid to the maintenam t of life. Feedin- should
he carried on hy the ruhher tube of the stomarh-pump, introduced Uirou-h
tlie no.e or mouth. Rectal alimentation mav he essential also in pro-
longed cases. Stron- te.i and ri.ffijr are ind!cat>d
By the judicious application of warmth and skilful nursino mu( h mav

he done to minimise- the exhaustion ,ui-. to follo'.v, especiallv in ihos'e
cases where fo(jd cannot he administered.

Jiromides are diarly
• oiitra-indicated. .\nti.' pasmodics as Mu.sk.
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WiliTian. .\>,ilntiila, Suniliul, .iiui uilur ,tntili_\ -ttrical a,i,i-nts i!i,i_\ lie

uivcii hy tlir Ik.wiI ur l'\ tli-. n,i>al uiIt. hut tliiv do littlf .uooil.

A.-, Str\iliiimi .-.u I ill I II a;j ,i -. il,, ahnorinal ^^•n-atillll^ ( Mm|j!,iiiU(i
111 li> tll( ll\.t. TM.ll IMlinil, th, \Mll( I- Ih li, \r^ tluit til- Im st (ln|- II, ,ll

muit in ilii, all((ti.i]i ina\ \»- Iniiiid ti. hi ihr ,i, ad\ admini-,trali'.ii ,,1

-ll\' hllilK |.\ tin- !l\|.i.(.!i mil' .\llll;r with thi \RU 1.1 III'I'M^IIIU tllf

M n.Mti\fm-.-.> III tl- nir\. i.niri> and the |Hii|)liiiR.s ut thi- sl-ii.miiv

ncrxt s and lurvts nl -puial -iii-m .

TRENCH FEVER.
latllc nud hf -.aid ahunt tin trtatiiiuil ol ihi^ i uiiditmn. mil c it i>

II"' lil<'i> 111 1" nut with a-aiii diiriivj th' ihimih ;:i ik ratinii. The
|ialhi)|..j\ III ihi aitu Imn i-. -till uh-i •\\. Ih.d.luii i-ii!.itrd an (iiti.n-
""

'
II h ihr IiImimI ,ind

I
HI

I

la ltd a \ ai i iiiu \\ hiih wa- - fnl in the
liu ca-.. -^ in uhiiji it wa- tritd. Lh i apfHar t" nlav ai _,,nt n Ic

in it ,|ii, ad, and I li aiiiiiii .-. i. an Mh\ mu. Katun in priv , ntinn. W hen
thr k\rr, pain- auA niahii>r a|>|i(ai- tiir hr-t mutinf i- ah-,,,hitt' rt.t in
h, d. and hill diiM -, u| Sain \ jalt-s alti rnatiii!; with lar-e i1mm'> ,i1 (Juiiiinf.

TRENCH FOOT see mention under Madura Foot.

TRICHIASIS see also under Ectropion.

J'Ik uit-ulai l_\ uiMwin- la<hf- uiav ht- ipilalc-d In lorci-i).-;, hut thi.-, only
allord- \c|-y tiinpurai} reliit, a- tlity are -ure to ,L;niw a-ain in thti'r

lault\ position.

l''.lcrln)l\.Ms -i-.ts lnlttT results, and should always he resorted to when
oidy a very lew odd cilia are inxoKed; this destrovs the hair liulhs. It is

airomi)lished hy inscrtin- a needle into the hair hilliele.roniiertini: it to the
neL'ative pole of a hatter\ . whilst tin- positive pok is phu ed over the skin
in the \ii mite ot the eye; a ( urn nt su<h as is produi eel hv three or lour
ordinary rell-. passed lor hall a minute or so, is usualh' sullieient. hut
some dexteritv is needed to in-ert the fine needle ( xaetlv into the hilliele.

II onl\- a limiiid nninlnr ul hair- at a parti< uiar -pot alon.; the lid

mar- Ml are at hiull. the hi -1 plan i- toma.ke tv\o |)arallei inri-ion- aloni; the
mar-in of the lid and to i arefull}' dissti t out the lashes and their l)ulh.s.

As desrrihed under Ketrojiion and Kritro|)ion, the o|ieration of trans-
plantation i- to he performed when the entire row ol hair- i- hiiihv ; it is

done h\ -phtliii;: tin lid aloiiL: it- inaruinal Mirhii i inlwten the han-l.ulii-
and the lar^u- and m i-iii- an doii-ated or eliiptiral pm e ol -km lioni
the outer mar-in ol tlie i.\elid and fa-teninj the eul -urfai ea li\ -uture-.-o
a- to evert the lid.m li\ ui-iitin.; a pun ol inui ou- memhrane mto the
.ap tormed hv tlie -pliitiiiL ol the lid v\ilhout reniov m,- anv ,-kin.

TRICHINOSIS.

i"i,;,ii!i:-c nil a-un- are of nitn h pi -re impi-rtanir iliaii thera])eutii;
nil thod-. -im I little an he done "lu i liielarv i -A /^ .',/'//.,( s/./;,(//v hav e
!v,iome uiiv>t;d in tin mu.-i le it tin I.uIikim pati.^nt, Pr^iphv laxi.. i-

oh^ iou-. sini e the i!i-ea-e ean he entire!) preventid hv tiioruu.di eoukin^
ul all im.d ohtamed from the m': .k- and ti-uei ol tin ].i::. As the

^t
41
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980 TRICHINOSIS-TRICHORRHEXIS NODOSA

latter animal becomes infected from the excreta of rats which gain ad-

mission to the pigstves, the sanitary environment of this food supplier

should lie most carefullv attended to.

Where iiam and some \arieties of suusa_ue>. are eaten in the uncooked

state, as in Northern Germany, the pork is submitted to careful examina-

tion before being exposed to the curing prix ess. a» this latter does not

destrov the parasite. A small portion of tlic tongue, diaphragm, inter-

costal and abdominal muscles are examined by a lens, and if the parasite

is detected the carcass is rejected.

In Britain, where ham is never eaten in the raw state, the only danger

of infection anses from incomplete boiling of large hams. A temperature

of 1 -b" ¥. is necessarv for the destruction of the parasite, and this tempera-

ture in the centre of a large ham i> not rea' lied till after at least S hours'

continuous boiling, heme heavy hams should always be cut in two belore

boiling. Freezing of ham and bacon has no effect ui)on the trichime.

.\fter the ingestion of trichiniscd food in the sla,t;e in which nausea,

vertiuo. diarrluea and fever are i)resent, the be>t treatment will be tn

clear out the stomach by means of a good emeti( , followed by a large

dose f some smart purgative, as i or 2 oz. of Cast* 'Oil, 10 or 20 grs. of

Calomel, or 2 or t, <>/.. ol Black Draught or White Mixture. The only drug

likelv to be "f any use in the early stage, before 'he |)arasilis have lift

the intestinal canal, isTlivmol in doses ot 15 to ^0 ;;rs, e\civ two houi- liir

three or four tinic^. Tlie colon should be thoroughly irrigatcil: the

parasites have been found for weeks coming away in the washinu.

] »urinL; this tin\c it should be realised that the tri' hina < unlinue to shower

their livin-; vouul' into the lumen of the bnwel, so Ihii bv rci)ealed

jiurgiuL' and tiie administration of thymol and colon iirigalion mu; h may

l)e done to minimise the infei tion of the nui-cles.

Ome the larva' ha\e gained admission to the niusi les no druL: given by

the mouth has any spe( itii action upon tluin. Kahn dissolves 50 urs.

tlnniol in =;o <-.<. iili\c oil. and admiiU'.lir-- ; ^ r.v. of this siiIh ntam ou--ly

or inli rmus( iilarlv dailv for one \v<(k. when aft< r a n vt |,,r 10 da - the

inje(tions are repeated d.iily lor aiiotlur neck. Cmcs. he altiini-, .ire

to be expcrlfd, as the drug riarhes and dcstrovs the par.tsites in the

muscles, as shown by ureal (|uaiitities ol eosinophiles in tin uriiie.

Saharsan and Neosaharsan haw been inje(tid with \ar\inv succe.s:

.

Sal/er in an epidemic in New \drk suicissluliy iniplo\ed inje(tions ol

the blii(id->trun> ol patients who li.id recov i rt d friMn the <lisi',isi'. Pain,

sliffnt'-^ and leniierness ol the miisi les should be met by t<«al anodviii^,

Kevi r mav be relieveil b\ sihmII dosi s uI .Xiitipvnni- or A^pitin, and ihr

patient'^ stun th mainlainrd !>\ n-t. siulal k lii|uul noui i^hiiaiit , re t.d

IcidinL' with pi ptoni 1 il food, el',

TRICHORRHEXIS NODOSA.

This mttrtstin;; condition ol the haii ol ihi beard and whiskers, in whii li

the shalts are marked bv a tries of parti.d bn.ik--, u-iii" .it itrc.ml.'.r

inli rval llaaiipearame of white transverse bands liki pon iipnu inarktn;.-,
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TRICHORRHE

was cxhaustivolv in\(

A7.S" XODOSA—TrBERCrTOSIS qSi

ittwl liv the aiithnr ni.inv yrars aiin. Tlu' iT-.ults

re published in llie Dublin Jnunud ojMrdiniic in 1S70. and shnw lliat

tor an exaniination of ;oo individuals taken at random the ((indition \va-

nvariablv found to Ite jjresmt in some iiairs in n'l-rv case Thi^

tllouuh HI varvniL; <leij;ree .f

ai

i

nitinstration of its universal prescnee ....
sevcritv, was decidedly a.uainsl tiie view of any specific mic robic ori-ni.

and no specific jjarasite luis since been discovered.

.\s the condition was always found in a ,L;rcat abundance of the hairs

of those (leanly individuals who used soap and water freely, the author

arrived at the condusion that tiie condition coulil not be regarded as

patholo-ical in tlie ordinary sense. The outer fibre lells of tiie (
orte\

of the siiaft of a -rovsinn hair iiecome hard like those of the nails, and these

not yielding to the cxjjansion of the inner livint; cells of the medulla are

uradually sejiarated from each other and produce the disintegration

characteristic of the condition, the process beinf; probably hastened bv

the acute bendint; of tiie shaft in the employment of friction by the t(Av 1

after the free use of soap. Simple torsion will not produce the condition,

which seldom or never is present in the hairs on the ujiiur lip.

The application of antiseptics is irrational, and repeated sha\m-

with the \iew of ultimately jmiducinu a final < lop of perfectly tornied

hairs is futile. The recommendation that the individual or so-<alled

patient
'"
should seek a clian-e of rhmate should not be taken seriously.

The hairs of the head were never found to be affected in the author's <
ases.

The only step necessarv for the correction of the mndition is to daily

anoint thJ hair li-htly with any v(-etai)le or animal fat as Almond <ir

Trotter Oil or mixed pomai' . and to use onlv as little soap and towellin-

as is necessarv for < leanliness.

Trichorrluxis nodosa is not to lie confounded witii the rare ccmdilion

ricscribed by Walter Smith as Monilethrix, whi. h is congenital and affects

ail tlie Iiairs of the bodv.

TRYPANOSOMIASIS see Sleepinu-Sickness.

TUBERCULOSIS.

In the various arti< les dealinu with the treatment of llic different local

manifestations of disease caused bv the tuin rcle b.icijliis llu pniiMiiles

and details of Inatnent h.t\e bt en alreadv tiiliy dealt witli, especially

uiidir j'hthisis. iVritomlH (Tuberculous). Mcentevii- lllaiid |i|se,i.c.

( aru s, Mciiiiinti^. iaipus, etc.

(ill at a.han. e has Inrii 111. ide in both tht treatment and pr.vention

of the rava-es of Uiben ulusis in all its loriiis dtirilli.; late \ ears bv a clearer

c.n.epti.ai of li.e \u\vs i.ro,iiulL;aicd le, lb luv Ma. t onii.ic of liclfast,

who lust lorcibly pointed out tli. value of the opeii-.iir treatment whn h

Is now rrco:j;mse<i as the ii.isis of the sail, 1(01 iiiin .ind .iiiii.Uic met hoi!-;

afterwards s\ stem itisi <1 al (lobers.lorl li\ Urdiihir. The inort.ililv has

been fmiher reduc d b\ liie overb'.dmu .md .iiialimeiu.itioii niethods, and

It) suilabk' (iv-ses by Vaccine therapy.

**.

w
^'
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982 TUBERCULOSIS

The universal acceptmce of tliese methods has tended to place the

%'alue of druijs upon a lower plane than they formerly occupied, hut in

selected cases the efficacy of many dru'Jis in turnin;,' the scale ajrainst the

bacillus when already handicapjud by open-air treatment cannot be

ignored.

Prophylaxis has attracted urcat attention during tiie last de( idc. and
possibly it is owinu to a clearer ((ince|jtion of the comrnunicabilitv of the

disease that the death-rate from tuiierculosis has been r( duced so markedK .

As stated under Phthisis, tin ,, eij,'iit of evidence is decidedly against tiie

route of in,i.Tess beinj; i)y the respiratorv passages. Much aihance is

made by a recoj^nition of the fa. i that no matter how tubercle ba( iili gain

an entrance into the l)lood. they are liable to be filterctl out by the fine

capillaries of tiic lung, and their presence in tiiis organ is conse(|uentlv

no evidence that they had iieen inhaled.

In his Cavendish Lecture (190S) the writer has sliown that h\ing
tubercle bacilli introduced into the stomach of the guinea-pi^^ are to lie

found in a few hours (4) in the lung sul)stance. and fine carlxjn parti( Ics

administered at the same time are filtered out iiy tiie pulmnnarv organs

so effettively as to colour the lung lihu k. Tiiat the bacilli ( an pass

rapidly tiirouL'h the intact intestinal mucosa without produi ing any
local lesion is now almost universally accepted. Tiie histological dit-

ferenies between the mesenteric ;;]ands of \dimL: and old animals is a fa< tor

of greatest interest in tiie problem of iiife( lion. N'atistenberglie aiul

(ir}se/ maintain tiiat when carbon in fine division is introdui id into tlie

stomacli of a \ery young animal it is arrested in its proi;re» to the thorat ic

dud by the fine reticulun; of the mesenteric iymjilialic glands. This

supports von I5ehring\ theory that adult juilmonary tuberculosis is the

result of an infection of these glands rc((i\cd in early lile. the ba'illi

remaining long <|uiesi int and imprisomd in the alidomen.

("almette's ixperiments for inducing artificial aiithraeosis in animals

have demonstr.tted that wlun (arlioii parti, les an inhaled for a eonvjfler-

able period they acdimulate in the throat, are swallowed witii llic --aliva.

and enter the stomach and bowd. from whii h they find their wa\ to the

lung by the tliora. ic duct. Ity lii^aturing tlu' ccMipliagus of the animal, this

obserser loiind that tin- earboii was pr(\ented froni reaching the lung.

These factN lio a lon^ way to prove the eoiitention that piilinonarx tulur-

culosis is not contra, ted b\ inhalali.>n. bin li\ the iiiLi^lioii ol ba. illi

which |)enctrate tlie intestinal mu. oNa. '("lie iinportari. . of thi-. . arinot

be (Naggerati'd when we .nine to i ousjder tin- pro|)h\ia\i^ ol piilinon.uv

and other hirni^ ol human luberciil..si>. l!\ a blind adheren. e to the

inhalati.in theory the jiarl played by tin unpr.)t( . ted >tate of the intotinal

surface has been mimmisul. and. indied.dtnied b\ Ko. Ii. wliil>t an inlei led

milk Mippiv ha> been permittid |.) infii. t its ravages ujion the human race.

i;!-' wliere tlie « rittr iht- :,\.iU-A ii-.ai he iv.is rn.iblrd i.'i .tamp nul lUlt-

lireaks <if lM)vine tuberculosis in a 1 olony of Indiisiriid S. iiool . hildn -i by
sterilising the niilk suppK . and to llioroui;hly pn.ti. t tins .ommunilv Iron
the bovine form ot lulieruilosis by rigidly peisi.stiiig in theslerilisaluin.
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When we consider the numl)ers of patients .suffering from pluhisis

and of milch cattle affected with tubercle, it must he conceded, notwith-

standing; the protests of Cornet, that in these latitudes the bacillus is

ubiquitous. After all has lieen said, the most important tonsideratiim

resolves itself into the (luestion of dos.j^i'. Small (luantitics cf l.anlli

are continually beinL' ailmitted into the liuman ur^anisin li\- various

channels (mainly, if not exclusively, bv the intestinal route), and the

natural defensive me<hanisin ol ihe body is ei|ual to cope witl) these, but

when a lart;e dose ^'ains admission the pha.uocytes are overiome and

tuberculosis supervenes. 1",\ en when a dose has been .idmitted whichi

under ordinary healthful conditions is innocuous, this may pro\e p.itent

should the defensive mc( banism be deficient or lowered in some v< -ion

of the body, as, for example, when bones have b( n previously injured,

or exposed .lands like the testides have i)een the seat of even slight trauma,

or the i)leura has been previously affected l>y a simjile intlammatory

process.

Kence in tlie prevention of tuberculosis the o\ wlielmmu evidenfe ol

the impcjrtance of ^;uardinii the comparatively unprotected intestmal

muco.s, should be realised, and sliould command the attention of the

id of every olVicer of public health. Fhe debat.ible (|ae>tion

y of the human and bovine tubercle bacillus has drawn a red

•-OSS the track, but in a work dedi< ated entirely to therai)eutics

o space left for discussion of a purely ]iatholo,i;ical problem.

The reader will find tliis problem in its bearinu u|)on treatment fully dealt

with in the author's Cavendish I.edurc (npS), already referred to; suIVkc

it to sav tiiat the issues at stake afford in eitlier case no justitiration hir

relaxin^j the prophvlactic mea>ures already mentioned.

The methods so\u.-cessful in the treatment of every form of tuber-

culosis, as open-air and over-feedini:. are also powerful propliylactic

ai;ents! and it is due to MacCormar to rememl>er that he iiiM^^led upoti an

unlimited ^upplv of pure fresh air day and niuht. to;;ether with the freest

amounts of nour bin;.; food, as preventives ai^ainst pulmonaix i)hthisis,

and luln nulosi-- boms and of lympliatic L;laiul>.

Whilst the treatm.nt, midical and sur-ical, of the different phases of

tubir.ul.iMs will lie lound ,uler the he.idiiv.:s of cadi, tiiere remains tor

( oii-ideration the m iti.iLiement of the foUcwin;;;

ACUTE GENERAL MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS.

Little tan be d'lne lor this fat.d inaiadv, which usually inirsiies its

course in a few weeks. The treatment must be entirely sym|>tomalic.

Fever will lall for repeated cold spon-in^j. as the a. tion .if tlu newer

antipyretic druiis is too daniierouslv depressin.4 to the heart to admit of

their routin<> .idministralion. .Sweating; wlien profuse must l>e nut by

Oi-ini'v,' in !u!! dosrsivliii h sometimi s also (hecks tlu ri-c of Imiperature

liable to follow after the skin aition pass( s ,,ff. livspnna max b"

sometimes c.n.siderablv relieved in the inilmonarv h.rm ot nnhary

tuberculosis bv tlie inlialation of Oxv;:. n. C.irdiac failure should be con.-

A'
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984 T[ 'BERCULOSIS—TYMPANITES
hat(cl by Str •clinine administered hypodermically, and Alcohol may l)c

freely siven by the mouth. Vaccine treatment is clearly contra-indicated

;

it (an only hasten the fatal issue. The futility of pouring in antiseptic
dru;is with the view of destroying' the bacilli in the blood or tissues is

olnious. Creosote, however, often affords measurable relief by its power
of neutralising the toxins, and it may with advantage be resorted to.

T! " important consideration of prevention of the attack should never
;.( lo.st sight of. The general invasion being always the result of the
b.-raking down of an old caseous deposit in some part of the body which
causes jjcrforation of a bloodvessel, the importance of dealing surgically
witli such foci is obvious, but their removal must be radical, as partial
attempts, as in the case of scraping or gouging bone, are liable to cause a
fatal general infection. For the same reason a caseating testicle should be
promptly rem >\ed by radical operation, whilst as a rule indolent lymphatic
glands are best left alone owin^ to the difficulty of the entire removal of the
disea.sc(l tissues. These foci are nearly always of bovine origin.

TUMOURS.
Whether these be of iniocent or of malignant nature, when situated

in any ])art of the body vhich permits of their complete excision, the
.sooner the growths are removed the better, since clinical experience has
amply demonstrated the tendency of many benign neoplasms to take on
malignant action as the patient increa.ses in years.

I "nder such headings as Cancer, Ovary, Diseases of. Lymphatic Glands,
-Vievi, >foles, Hydatids. F.lepluntiasis, etc., the suitable methods of
removal and other details of treatment will be found discussed.

TYLOSIS.

This is the title given to the condition in which the horny stratum
of the ef)idermis has l)ec()me the seat of hypertrophic diange. Tvlosis of
th.' tongue, or smoker's patch, whi. h is so liable to take on malignant
ai tion, should be treated radii ally as de.stribed under Tongue Diseases.

Tylosis aiiei ts the skin wliich has been subje( led to intermittent
pressure, especially upon the feet and on the hands of those who employ
• crtain tools in manual labour. The treatment in these cases res.ijves
Hvell into the removal of all sources of pressure, and after the thickened
epidermi.s has been shaved away by a sharp knife, a stron- M)lution of
."^ahcvlif Arid (i in 5) in Collodion, or Sali< ylic Master, should be fre-

quently applied. (.Sec under forns and ( .iliositics, p. iXf..)

TYMPANITES.
This is but a symptom, and its relief will d, p( nd entirely upon the ( auses

produ(ing it. The treatment of these has already been detailed under
th.-ir ^ arKH!. licadini s. so fh;;! h'.xXhvT x\-:\\;v hrn' in unnecessary. The
re.ider is referred to tin articles upon Dys|H|)siii. Intestinal Obstruction,
T\phoid l''e\er. etc.

Where the la is.s are not removable, agents may be employed in each
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rase suitable to the condition of the jjatient. Thus, in hopeless cases of

abdominal obstruction from cancer, where colotomy or otlier operation

is contra-indicated, the abdominal wall and intestines may lie pierced by

a fine aspiratot ". cdle, and the ir,i]msoned flatus let free. As a rule, this

affords but little relief.

A much better plan is to perform the operation of cnte^^stomy by

makin;; a small opening' in the middle line, and. havini; sci ured tlie first

coil of distended bowel pre.sentini:, to open this and leave it /;; situ in the

abdominal wound after tyinp; in a small ulass canula with a flanue.

F.lsewhcri' the writer has stated liis experience of the iiselcssness of the

lonL' tube introduced into the rectum, l.ncmata of Turpentine. Creosote.

-Vsafcelida and the internal administration of these auents at the same

time, alone or combined with (lalbanum, Mu>k, .\mmonia, .Miohol.

( harcoal. Gin;.,'er. Capsicum. Cajuput. Pejip- mint, or other carminative

may be resortefl to.

TYPHOID FEVER.

Prophylaxis.- This is of vital importance to tlie pul>lic health in a

disease of such widespread distribution. fre(|ucnt incidincc and serious

mortalitv. 'Ihc BintHtis /y/^hosiis is easily carried by water, milk, food

contaminated by flies, shellfish as ccickles, whelks and mussels colle< ted

from the polluted forisiiore in the vicinity of maritime cities, and by the

use of uncooked ve^'ctaiiles or salads soiled by the excreta of typhoid

patients, and probably it is conveyed by the bites of insects.

The water supply obviously should be puarded a^iainst the jio-ibility

of contamination bv riuid protec tion of the eatchnient area, conduit pipes,

filters and house cisterns. In times of (pide.nic, house-filters she add not

be depended upon, but all water used fur diinkin;,' and cleansing purposes

should lie boiled. In many of the milk-borne epidemics the spnad of

the affection hi-- been tracid.not to disease in the milk-supplying animal,

but to the use of pciiluted well-water employed in rinsinu out tlie milk-iiails.

Acid Sodium Sulphate in tablet fc.rm is of trreat value for disiniec tinu

doubtful water when boilinu cannot be resetted to: 15 ^rs. will sterilise

:;o o- water in 15 minutes.

The necessitv cif stcrilisinii all milk admitted to the lii use, whether

for the use of the healthv or for the typhciid \i.tin\, in areas where the

disease is |)re\alent is alsci cilix ious.

Thciii::h the potentialilv of sewc r j^as as a c ariier c f inliction has iutn

denied, nevertiieless it is im|)erati\c that the house dr.iins should be teste d

and put in perfect order. 'I'lie write v h.is witnessed a fcirniidaiile hospital

epidtiiiic caiisid bv turniii:j a jet ci| w.iste sli.uii into a sewer, winch

causeel all the house traps to be lore id by tlie abncunial pressure. In this

case an otherwise isolateet buildiiiL: liieame c(in\ineel into a hot-bed oi

, . - I. :.\ (-... 1- ..-I.: 1. f.. r ........,- -I,,^'. j.-l . . ,.*-»• ff*'"*'i •>i'if1(. 1, *r i* c /t i,:infj>j t Ij ttl
I ". piitiUi it'\ ti V. t:n :: r T : e .i: - ' tt n' *;••* *,•••' .• j....[... . i

one nurse alter another i'ecomiiiL; affc ltd by the dise.isc in spite ol ex < r\

prec autic.n wbii h pe rfei t-c leanliness ,uid a sterile niilk ,incl water supply

|iro\ide'd.

»\i
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The rigid isolation of the typhoid patient is necessary, and the

treatment of such in the wards of a ireneral hospital should not bt

permitted.

As the liaiillus is excreted in the f;cces and urine of ty[)hoid patients,

these disrhartres should he rigidly sterilised by the use of strong anti-

seinics before being emptied into the closet or buried in the soil. In the

latter medium tlie liacillus may retain its virulence unimpaired for at

least a year. The best disinfectant and the cheapest is Chlorinated Lime,
which should be previously jjlac ed in the bed-i)an, night stool and urinal.

Absolute cleanliness will etfectually prevent the spread of the disease in

all isolated cases.

It has been a recognised fact that the bacilli may continue to be dis-

charged in the urine of patients long con\ak scent of the disease, since

T. Houston published his case in 1899, but the somewhat alarming
discovery of tiie " lyp/ioid-airrier " has upset all former cal( ulations

regarding the spread of the affection by personal contact. Many of these

indi\iduals present no histf)ry of ever ha\ing suffered from typhoid fever,

or they may have been victims to it several years before coming under
notice: nevertheless, the ba( illi are to be found in great numbers in their

bile, bowel discharges, or in the urinary secretion.

The discovery of this source of the disea^^e has introduced a new |)rol)-

lem into the projihylaNis of typhoid fever. It may lie rcLiarded as proven
that the bacilli in typiioid carriers are mainlv produc cd in the uall-bladder.

.\s they continue to be ;;assed out in the fxces and urine in enormous
numbers during intermitting |)eriods, and possibly for the whole length of

a carrier's l<ing life, the existence of these indi\ iduals is a standing menace
to |)ublic liealth. I-'nrtuniitely ci,m|)uls('rv notification aids the health

officer to tra( e ea( h epidemic to its source, but the new problem is—what
is to be done with the typhoid ( arrier as soon as he has been discovered ?

(Theod( re Tiiomson ( alculates that t, per cent, of the patients who pass

through an attai k of typhoid fc\(r bedime carriers; this wciuld give

loS.ooo 1 arricrs for I'.n-land, and for l.nndon alone ab(Hit 14,000.) Tiie

l)rol)lem has been solved in Iunati( -;isyjum prai tice by performing the

operation of removal of the -all-bladder, but this is a measure to whi' h
few carriers would submit. \ai( inc treatment, though su<ce>sfidlv tar-

ried out in a case liy Ilnn>ton and Irwin, has failed in the hands of others,

and it has been th nionstratcd that the opsoni( indes of the tvphoid
carrier is generalK much abovi' the normal.

liy the administration of rroiro|iine, l.ai tate of Sodium. I.actii Ai id

I'.acilli, Citrate or Bicarbonate of Potassium, etc., the amount of organisms
in the urine and faeces has been lessened for a time, but it must be re-

rugnised that all our present known agents are futile for the permanent
sterilisation of the tv|)hoid carrier. Su( h indi\idiials ( annot be com-
pulsorily si'^rrc^ated, imt thev should i>e proiuliit((l Irom pursumi; any
occupation which involves the h.mdling of fdod supplies pun based bv the

jni.'lic.and tlic do( trine of the mo'-l rigid cleanlincs., should b< instilled into

them. With the ctaiscientiuus carrying out of sU( h precautions as just
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mcntioni'd, thu typhoid carrifrs' cunstant nunacc to public lualtli may

,i;rcatl) minimised.

Vaccine Prnphvhixis or AtitilypJwid hinni'atiim has dimonstrattd its

remarkable effuiency durini; the late w.ir. Tlie fart is now so firmly

otablished that the nt(es>ity (;f (luotini' .-,tatiMi(s is no lonL;er needed.

In the Hritisii Army, at an early sta,L;e ot the war. thf ineidemc of the

disease was found to be 14 times j^reater, and the deaths .(2 times more

frequent, amongst the uninoeulated than anionu'st the inoeulated. Tiure

i^ iiTound for hoi)inL; that l>y impr ed methods this relative immunity

mav iie made alisolute; the inoeu. lions as at present praetisi il eonl. r

more or less inuiuinitv for several years, but they are not i)roteeti\e till

after the lapn- of a few weeks |-om the first injeetion. This melh'd of

protection as^ainst tvphoid should lie carried out in e\ ery individual who

is -uinu to take up residence or to lra\el in reirions where the disease is

endemic.

The usual dose is 1.000 million killed bacilli, followed in a week by

double this dose. The first injection is liable to be followed liy .1 < 011-

sideraiile amount of reaction: in one lase the writer witnessed a rise of

temperature to almost 105'. but such a result is very rare. The second

dose, thouuh much ;,'reatcr, is usiiallv followed by little or no disturbance.

Obviouslv the individual should be confined to bed h)r 1 to 2 days should

the reaction be marked.

CastcUani maintains that more satisfactory immunising: results are

oiitainal)le l)v usini; attenuated living cultures, and that a nu\ed metiiod

is the be>t routine. This he carries out iiy injecti,,;; 05 c.c
.
of dead ' ulture

pre|)ared liv W right's method, which is followed uj) iiy a 1 c.i
.
live attenu-

ated ( ulture after the lapse of a week. Tiie live i ulture is prepared iiy

inoculatim: broth-tubes with a _|S hours' old culture of a tvphoid strain,

which has bicn kcj)! alnc m the laboratory for ,^
years till it h.'s lost its

virulence. .Manv authorities n.iw rcc i.mmend aTnjile Vac c ine ol lyplmiil,

paralxplhtid A and jHinUyplund B ; this was often necessary durin:^ tiie

war.

\s soon as the diagnosis ha^ been made- nf t\ plicid fc\cr. the patient

should be at oin c si nt to bed if he h:is not alrcadv been laid up by the

malaise, heada'iic. etc. There is no >inL:le fac tor in tiic maiia;:c inent ol

the disease of sin !i vital importaiue- as tlic sta'n at whicli the i)atunt is

. i.mpelled to take' abMilutc re>t. Re c,,very i, c\peditccl and the- iiuirtality

of the> disease c,.nsidirably reduced in those patients who take to bed as

soon as the first svmptums of the disease show theinsclv es. 1 1 is a L;ra\e

mist. ike l.i w.iit foi a positive Wid.il n a< tion. as this may nut sl„iu itself

till after the end d the' first wet k.

Theseleitiiin of ihe sirk-room sinaild br sec n to by the p. -ic ian. and it

should be c|uict, will vcntilateih lai-e. and airy, with c nclancr ..I liL;ht

win, li I ,111 be cisih . nt ell when dtsjred. W lie rc' a laii^e r 1 < .111 bf

olitaint cl it si, aild ie si In ted. even m wiiUi r. and bv a few serei ns placed

areiind. but at a dManee Irom tlu' bed. an ai;rceable ,ispci t ol comfort

can l)e lasilv produced. A lire, even in sunuiier. is usually desiiable for

^^l"
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heating milk, etc.; moreover, it aids in ventilation and in the maintenance
of an cciuahle temperature. The less furniture the better, and carpets
should he remo\ed, their place beinp; taken liy a few thin russ; all

unnecessary articles and ornaments should he taken awav.
The plan of having two rooms, one for the night and one for the da\

.

is theoretically a good one, hut in practice a dangerous one owing to the
serious consequences which may arise from moving the patient about.

It may, however, be adopted in those cases where two good rooms open
directly into each other, the patient and his bed being carried (ntjt rolled)

from tlie one to the other. An upstair room is preferable (this is most
dcsir.iblc in typhus), and il it n])cns by I'YencJi windows on to a balcon\
and has a well-flushed water-closet on the same level, evervthing that
can be desired is thus secured. The temperature of the --oom should be
kept at about fio' F.

Two moderately small beds, of precisely the same height from the floor,

should be [jrovided, so that, when drawn up exactly alongside each other,
the patient can be shifted from the one to the otiier as safely as from on(
part of a large bed to the other. There is nothing so suitable as a firm
straw i)alliasse. with a good hair mattress upon the top. A wire mattress
instead of the straw palliasse is preferred by some as being cooler, but it

lacks in firmness. The bed should be so placed— not in a corner- as to

permit of the nurse and physician being able to walk all rounfl it.

Everything in the shape of hangings is to be forbidden. The bed-clothinir
must be light, and it is a good plan to replace the ordinary ( ounterpane
by a linen sheet, which can be frequently renewed. Ma( kiiitosh sheeting
underneath is to he regarded as a (juestionable adjuvant, but abundance
of draw-sheets shoulfl be a\aila')!e.

The patient should be clad in a loose linen night-.^hirt, wiiich must open
down its entire leni;th in front; sometimes a very thin woollen garment
fashioned on the same principle may be substituted when there is con-
siderable perspiration.

.As sk.ltul nursing is of much more importance than drugging, tin-

services of two experienced nurses, one for the day and the other for the
night, are to be secured, when possible, and it should be insisted that thev
regularly keep up a written report or journal of the temperature, bowels,
doses, nourisimunt, ( tc. In summarising the effr( ts of different treat-

ments and in arriving at a conclusion about tb.e advisability of alterin-
any of the details of treatment in a case, it is essential lor the physi. i,in to
ii.i\c a (hart betore him giving him a graiihic or liird's-cve view of the
variations in tin- temperature and numi)er of evacuations passed daily.
The |)atient should be educated to the use of the bed-pan and the

urinal from tin st.nt of his illness in order to ;ecnre the maximum of

absolute rest in tlu horizontal ixjsition. If these utensils be firvt insisted

upon after the paiiint has entt red u|)oii his sirond or third week in bed.
!,e cannot use them to advantage owinsi to muscular we.ikncss.

Cases where jierforation. han\orrha-e and death have followed tlic

exertion of the patient's getting up to tlie night-< hair are nunurous.
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It must, however, be aeknowlidged tliiit the bed-pan is the ureatesl

dihiculty in the nursiny of typlioid fever; Miine patients eannot tolerate

its use, and in some .ses the physician may feel himself r()m|)elled t^)

seleet the lesser of two evils, and permit the patient to be assisted to tiie

night-chair. Straining on the bed-pan must be a\ oided by :he i)re\ ention

of eonstijialion, and a small ene?iKt or a (llycerin suppository judit iously

administered often settle? the bed-pan dillieulty.

Kwart points out the importance of keeping the patient as nuuh a?

possible lying in a position of slight inclination t(jwards the left side.

This is efTected by putting a bolster under the right side of the mattress,

so as to prop the body forwards, or by raising tiie two right feet of the

bed on blocks '.vhilst the patient lies on his back, the objei t being to cause

emptying of what he calls the c;ecal pt)ol- i.e.. tlie retention of the li(|uid

faces in the right iliac fossa, wliidi tie belie\es causes the toxii tyi)!ioid

state. The entire body may l)e sponged daily in detac hments, a little

Permanganate stjlution being added to tlie tepid water.

A linen draw-sheet should be lonstantly worn, and scrupulous deanh

ness insisted u|)on. It is necessarv, as already mentioned nndir jirophy

laxis, to have the motions disinfected by some antiseptic as Chlorinated

Lime, Terebene, etc., as soon as they are [Wssed. (Jne of these ma\- be

placed in the bed-pan and urinal each time Ik fore being used. Tlie

.^oiled bed linen should l>e soaked in a bath ol weak ( arl'olic acid solution.

DllCTKTlC Tkk.U'.MKNT.- rhir> is ol the utmost ( oii^c(|Uen( e; indeed.

e.xcept, i)erhaps, in the case ol dialietcs. tlu-re is no affn tion in whii h the

ijuestion of dietary is of such vital iminirtance. and the ^oung physician

must recognise tiiat there is no point in ( Dunection with tlii> subject wliidi

he can afford to regard as too tri\ ial for his con<ideration. Few men i an

be in prai tice long without being able to testily to the disastrous or fatal

eonse«iuences which occur from the patient's indiscretion in this matter.

A good rule to have ever before the mind is to torbid everv lorm of food

all through the attack, except such as would niidilv /'n^s llii(>iii>li tlie

iiu.<lus iifa fnu si,;;\ Nut that it will be un c.->ary lu^ilt ariv lucd, iuit to

lav dearly belorc the patient and nurse that only stib.?tanccs in the li<|uid

lorm or those i ontainirig imp.dpable pow tiers are admissible.

Cow? milk meets all re{|uirements tor the majority ot patient.>. anil

when they can take it which is nearly alwa\s the case, th( re need be little

trouiile about the dietar\ in the earh and acute st.mes of tlu dista^e. It

is needless to say it should i'e pure and i\\>\\.

I'or adults the quantity should be n(,t le>s tlian three or lour pints

in the twtntv-lour hours. Some )).itients will be foimd who (an take and

digest twiie this amount, and when \ciy lar; c quantitiis are takm it

mav be ad\ isabli to skim it occasional 1\'.

Th.e rate nr method I'V whiih tb.is !i<|uid noiiri-.liri" nt is to be adminis-

tered ih of ([uile as great importance as is the (juantity. It must be gi\ en

in small amounts at short intervals, so a.-, to prevent tin j)atient lillin- hi.i

stomal h b\ a largt' drink. \ wincLilassful c\cry hour would n presuit

three pints in the twenty-four hoin.- ; tail thin, in ordinary (ii.'c-, the

a
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patient should not he disturhctJ lri'(|ucTitly (iurinu llic niijht, and therrfore

doiihk- this amount may ha\c to he ui\iii (luring the (la%- and (Xtiiini;.

Thf nurse must, therefore, he periniUed to um' Ik r (h^>c retion aeeordini; to

tile individual peruliaritii > or taste-- ot the patient, tlie main idui hein,'

adhertd to that, as far as praetii ahle, the total amount of nouri-^hnjuil

should he as evenly as pr.s>il)le dixided o\tr the tinu'. In the eaih

morning the patient generally needs his food most, and m typhoid and
t\phus fe\ers m their advanced stam s tiie life of the patient : lav in

dependini; u[)on the eonsrientious disci- tri^e of the nur^e'> duties at lh\>

partii ular time of tile da\

.

Over-feeding nuist he guarded against: notiiing hut injury (an follow

the admiinstration of (|uantities oi milk hevond tiie digestive puvvi i

>

of tile patient, and the pli_v.-ii laii hv iiispei ting tiie motions from time
to time (an gain valuahle infonnalion upon this point. It is luud to hit

off tlie re(|uisite amount ne( es.->.irv . l)Ut U|i(jn tlie vvhtiie it will '

'ivtter

to err it lilllr on tlie side ol giving too mueh. The milk ma- given

warm. ( nld. or even iced to suit any strong iiu lination upon |wrt ol

the- patient. It v- ill he hetter to i;iv e it i( (d when ])os>il)le.

Potash, Soda or ]jlaiii carbonated water may lie mixetl with it in

varying amounts according tu the requirement.- of the case. It is desir-

able to give an oo asional drauLiht ot water oi i( ed v\ ater when the ].>ati( tit

craves for it; the only objection to this is when water or Ke is aliowed

to take the i)lace of nourishment in patient.^ who have little ai)p(tilc.

as may often be seen in the casi' of children. Or svstem ol treating

typhoid fever consists in the administration of large ijuantitits of water
with the view of pi loting elimination. It should alvvavs be ke|)t in

mind that the jjatieni i e<iuires water in some form, and hence the nei essitv

for diluting his milk. .\t a later stage, -hould v(>miting threaten or

diarrha'a be severe. Lime Water may be used to dilute the milk. \'eo

recommends .Semniola's glv(crin drink as an oci asional remedv for thirst

and dryness of the throat: it is madi' by niixinu: i oz. ulvcerin and ,:;o grs.

citric acid with i pint of water. It may be belter lo double the a( id and
water where there is much thirst, but vvlure there is a tmdeni y to hannir-

rliage citrates must be avuided.

.Should the milk be |)cptonised ? The writer iloes not hesitali to sav

that this should nut be n>ort(d to as a routine |ir.ii ti( ( in i v erv ( ,i c. With
|).ilieiits possessing L'ood di; ( -tiv c pov\crs it is g( iicr.ilK uiiiiei i ~s,n v . aii<!

s(jnielimes luriis them auaiiist the lood. .\n iii-jik ti-m ol the motion-
may settle the question. It nuu h firm curd, or if in lii|uid motions the

undiuicsted llakv coauuia arc ckurlv visible, the dut must be altered.

I'.ither the patient is not beinu Ud at proper intervals, or he is having
more than it is pi.)Ssili|e lor him to digest, or else his digestive povvds
are we.ikiiK d. or else the irrit.ibilifv (it the bnu el is huiTMllL' its loe!. nt,

too rapidly alonii the i anal to permit of digestion .iiid absorptmn. and
a little reflation uill dn tate tht best (ouise in sU( h cises.

I-inie water or kali water mav effect the desired ( hange bv' its aitu;ii

upon the milk, and occasionally barley water is agreeable. Sometimes
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a change to heef tea or cold i hit ken jelly may set matters ri.uht, or a little

good arrowroot may he boiled with tlie milk, or a ver\- pure isingla.;^

mav be added. If the patients \ Hal powers are low, the milk may then lie

peptonised by adding a little ol tiie li'|iior I'aiK reatii ii-.

In buch a case the question ol ^.timuiants will lia\i In rnme to iIk'

front, as will be pre^enth' di-i u.--t(l and il these an iiid rated the rt-

(luisitf dose f)f brandy or whiskex may be mi.xed with liu: milk before

administration. This latter plan often sunixds better than an\ other,

even in those cases w here solid c urd is \ oniited.

Where milk cannot be taken in sul'iirii'nt amount, the (|uc>tion <il

liijuid animal lood must be considered, .'-^ome ph\.-<icians give iuel tta

.md soups in all ( ases as a matter of routnie. These < ertainly may be

gi\en in t\])hus always, but in maiiv cases nl t\p!i"id l(\er lhe\ e.xiile

or int ria>e diarrlKea, and may ilo harm. In many (aH>. and, indeed, in

nearlv all (a>( .. at some period of their ])rogiess in typhoid ti\ii, beef tea

.strcnutheneil by meat estrai Is. and good soups, carelullx straiiud. are

ad\ antageou>.

The clear strained soup iiuuk by Imiling (l(jwn hall an axeraije si/ed

( hicken or the e(|ui\ alent of one pound of buti lier's meat made into beef

tea mav be given during the twenty-f(,ur hour- alternately with the doses

of milk in mo^t cases from the \ ery beginning, if care be taken to su>|.'end

its administration upon the onset nf diarrhcea. fonstipation is olten pre-

sent tiirou-hout tile atta( k and it is then that the value of animal soups

is most apparent. Where the opposite condition is |»resent. pure Gelatin

made into a firm jelly and flavoured with a little Sheriy becomes a

valuable article of food.

The writer's routine 1 ustom in l,osi)ital and pri\ ate prac tice is to adhere

to milk till constipation declares itself, and th( n either to suspend the

milk entirelv for a time, or ?,) gis e an cijual amount of beef tea or strained

chi(ken snup alternately with it. .\t a later stage an ok asional dose of

mutton i>roth. carefully strained through a iine sievt' and deprived of all

fatly matters, will prove a sui'stitul. h>r Castor Oil or the enema. Raw
beef juice and barley and oatmeal gruels well strained are praised by

Ziemssen. CaKcs'-foot jelly and gelatin i)lanc-mange are admi:.sible,

but onlv in cases wlurc the patient is able to take a sullicient amount

of milk or other valu.il'ic nourislmient. Rennet . w ith ,1 hitle earelully

prepared riirranl _/(7/v' I'l slrainid Iriiit iuiii'. mav be piiinilted.

On anv i li.mge from the
|
lire milk diU the ttmpiralure chart is to be

closclv sianned, and it will be olten obserxeti that the rise whiih some-

ti.iKs follows ran iie attributed 1.^ the anim.il loud.

.Mueli attention has in reent \tars been diiei leil tn uiiat is known as

the llig!i-t'alory dietetic treatnieiil ol lvi)hoid I' er. and results appear

to be ednvincinLj in tlie report of Coleman, who treal((! 44.1 consecutive

eases, hall of which v\ here [jlaeeil on exclusive milk and the ntlier hall on

iiigh-calorv diet, with tl e result that the mortality m the tirs:t nantic. •. J

was \'.-u. and in tlu latter onlv .S'l. Carbohydrates in lair amount in

coniiinction with milk constitute the main element in this diet. The

A%
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.an-- _^.s^ tl 'U^li tlii'ir use was aihucito!
Ii\ Mureliison, l'u\lty ;ml otlur .

Tlic So-called "enipl, hoafl' :t':i:>n"Pt .uKoiatftl i)\ Kvvart consist

in Iccdini,' the patient i>n pepioni.-'.d >ih\-. with tiie \ie\v of jca\ ing the

minimum of buwel residue.

When tiie fe\er ha subsided tor a lv, days, the phssician will be

tenipud to permit u ' iiange in the diet. In €uiitem[)laiing tins it will

be advisable to summon up the mmial picture of tht possil'le state ol

the ulcerated Pcver"s patches and si_>;:Uiry glands, and it will be advisable

to refuse the patient's retjuest for S' lids for lo davs aft r the n rmal

temijerature h;is been reached.

While fish well boiled is, perluip.-^, the first s(jlid meat which can be

safely perniilted, with tea or weak coffee, in whii an\ |ji lin bisiuil

may be soaked, (^rd advised a return to solid food at an early date if tli':

patient clamour-, for it. 1 'e stated that he had learned to ;;i\ c in to thi-.

stron-ly slated elesire up.jii the part o[ t' . |)alieiU for lid food. I'h'

writer has not yet learned to do so. The intermittent allen^jti to e-lab-

lish authority tor an early resort to solid i -.d arise from an abuse ot liiiuid

feedinu, and the fashion is taki n up and ais o. ,iled by the yuuii,;. physn iar

till he meets with a case of [)erforation frot^i this ])ractice. Il\' addin

uootl nourishiuL' -• ups. arrowroot, tine sa;io. or corntlour. to tht milk di'

undue wastini; j pre\ente(l, and the patient ma\ saleh br kep. to:

or 12 da\-.- on this liquid rei^imen alti r ihe .^ubsideii. e of fever.

/ (irinw 'I'/itrap.
.

XotwithstandioL: ceaselc.s a^ t!\ itv in this meth.n: ol

treaiin, typhoid le\er it is -till impossible to pronounce \'1a dehiiitelv

in its lavour, i -pec iallv as thire is still sharp diffen nces ><i o|.iinion aboui

detads. Some reeumnuiid a Sto< k Vaccine wit

million, others insist ujjon a ^'rrilised autoj^en'

living autoijenous oruaaisnis, others scnsilr^ed \

reccjnmit nds intravenoij> iniecti(jns. whilst otin

dermii 'netliod: but all sifni to a^ree in one poii

to be obtained. : iie \",ii riiie tri'utnicnt shi.iuld bi

C.iplain ]>. 'bhomsoii • w metlioil mav so!

rid o! the endotoxin if. kill, d bai illi b\

ao that \ cry lane doses ,1 a (ulitire (a]>al)li

lilies ol antibodies ma i'e s.delv injected. v.Mi; luuire c|:

uvi' can d'-moii-lrale i-^- due ! diij dep ittiir in vaccii»

Scntii: 'I iicraj'v. '>vTuni srom •' s alescent 1

iuiimals has been tried, and man;- en Trvcrs cot

are to iie obt.iiiKi troni a Mmbinaiii'ii ot this

Dili.; I'lt'i/hiiin . No -ic seri' i-^i' bclie\(

disia.-e I .ui be cut .-''irl 1 r its mc'il.ditv leiisil

of anil u>tic il.'Ui.'s ad- ini^>tcred in thi ordinar

plicalioiia ari.-,inu duri:u the all. k often alloiH

employment of druus. oilic ious rouiin

(ulloitlal ("lid in (\"M- ol 1 to j b\ (Ik \cins h

jul till >everi reaetiun i sometiiii' an -a'liiii:: -.m

i d(jse ol .:oo t' 5or

- \ac(-ine. Some u.se

'ines. One ])h--.-ii< ian
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septics, but they cannot, owinfi to their soluhilityj be expected to iu t

upon the diseased intestine until after tlieir absorption and dilution by

the great \olumc of the circulatinu; fluid. Crispolti advocated tlu;

intravenous injection of J gr. of the perchloride. Wedi'Avood's mercurial

treatment is advocated by Ewart: it consists in the administration of

u) i:r. Perchloride with 15 mins. Tr. l-'erri Perchlor. every 6 hours, and

is said never to cause salivation.

I'rotropine has been demonstrated to be a reliable disinfectant of the

urinary trai t. and tlioufih its administration redui '.s the number of

ba( illi in the urine, its routine employment in the treatment of the acute

stayes ol the disease is futile.

Oil of Cinnamon is tlu least oiijectionai)le of the antiseptics tried.

2 U) 5 mills. j;iven in capsule or emulsion as reconmiended liy (\ Ros>

may be given e\ ery 2 hours for Ions periods or throu.uhout the entire attack

till the temperature falls. Whether the drug acts through increasing

the natural resistance by promoting |)ii;igocytosis, as some belie\ e, or by

neutralising the to.xins. it often seems to minimise the severity of the

syni|.'lonis. The great barrier to its use is the irritation of the stomach

wiiich usually supervenes when the drug is pushed tor any length of lime;

its mild hy|)notic action is very beneficial in some cases where insomnia

is [irominent.

Aii/ipyiflit- TiealiiKiil.—Tlie plan of treatment l)y antii)vretic drugs,

like antipyrine, has been universally abandoned, owing to the d'pressing

action ol tile druLS upon the heart when adminiMcred for any length of

time, and also Irnn, tin lact lli.it the pv re\ia returns in greater force almost

immediately afltr tiicir su.'|)ell^ion.

(^'uiiiine i> upon a sonuvvh.it ditferent looting: though it olten fails

sign, illy in ruku ing fever heat, it nevertheless e.xerts its specific tonii

action and usually (I.)es no harm. To lie of use, hovvev er, as an antipyretii:

agent it must be given in lar^e doses (20 grs.) a few hours before the

e.xpei led maximum, and cinchonism is very liable to add to the patient's

disiomfort. hi tiie case of ihildren the .mtipyrelic .n tion of the drug

i^ mil. h btttrr markcil: 5 grs. administered in cachet 2 hou's befoit the

i\ciiiii;. ri^c \\ill u uallv' previnl this. ,md it mav satilv be continuid in

oiu' (Lilly diiM at thi> hour lor loii;; pcrioib. It is, Imvvever. a doubtful

<|iK>.tioii will till r such (lepre.-.sion of timperature will cause any |)erm.ineiit

benefit bcvond preventing the uiulue w.i>lin:; bv the prolonged and con-

tinuous pvrexia. I'lie toiiii a<tion of the drug in smaller dosis will oltm
be ilearly indicated, and these mav be obtained by lesortiiig to Veu"s

Chlorine mixture, though the ta^tc and odour of this lompound are

"Strongly resinted by liildrcn. and indeed by nio>t adults.

Hyperpvrexia must never be met by the administration ol any anti-

pv rt tic firui'. A dose i ap.ible of intluem ing these liijli temperatures would

probably prove latal. I'.ven in heroie doses antipyrine is umIc-s.

llyjrof'iill'v. 15y the judicious use of (old or ti'iiiil water, the fever

Itiiipcrauire mav bi riguhited wilii (irtainty and saictv, and it does not

appi.ir that anything but jjord rt.ultj have been obiAintd by keeping

HBBH
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the pyre.\,.i cvt-n for long periods or throughout the entire attack moder-

ately depressed by the application oi water. This is \ery different from

antipyretic treatment carried out by drugs, in which cases seseral objec-

tionable depressing factors arc introduced which are avoidable in hydro-

therapy when properly applied.

There is considerable ditkrence of opinion amongst authorities regarding

the limit of temperature which should be accepted as an indication for the

use of hydropathic measures. Brand, whose name is associated with the

external application .1 cold or tepid water, advocated the bath as a

routine in all cases as .-0011 as tlie tlurmumeler registered 102-2 I'.;

Liebermei.ter's limit was 103', ^vhilst Cluodall ad'.i^ts that the physician

should not wait till the temperature 1. cs beyond 101 or 102' if restless-

ness, insomnia, or delirium Ije present.

The methods of applying hydrotherai.eulic nieasuu - arc numerous,

and the phvsician will be wise in ot adiiering blindly lu any i)arlicular

plan as a ro'utinc. l)ut to select the method suitable to each case. 1 bus in

the mild continuous tvpe, especially in the case of children, a sullicicnt

antipvrctic effect may be produced and mair>'aincd i)y cold or tcpu

slHrngtiHi of the bodv, the limbs and trunk being succe.snely unco\ercil

and well moistened by a sponge saturated with cold or tepid water, liy

placing a mackintosh sheet under the limlj operated on, a small stream

of water may be s(]uee^ed from the sponge and allowed to trickle over the

surface and flow into a receptacle by the side of the bed. Sometmies the

spon-in- mav be supplemented by rubbing over the skin with a large

smuoUi''i.iecJ of ice. This plan does not necessitate any considerable

moving ot the patients bod\ . and may l)e kept up almost continually

as he lies .-,lill in the horizontal po.Mtiuii, providcl a couple of nurses are

available to carrv it out day and night in severe cases. .\s soon as the

temperature falls to near the normal the skin may l)e a'lowcd to dry by

e\aporati()n if the patient be lying between blankets.

It is advisable to commence with water at about ttie temperature ol

70 K., graduallv cooling it to 50", or if the fever is higii ice may be added;

on theaiipearanceof anv svmptom of collapse or shivermg the sponging

.-.hould be >uspcnded or water at So or .,0 substituted lor the cooler lluid.

Balln are iinplovcd at various temperatures; thus in Ihaml , routine

a tcmperatuic of '(.« i'. '^ llu; slamlaid. but a. .. rule nu advantage 1,

obtained livm phinui:. .1 le^er-olll. ken patient ,„io water whuh leeb t(.

liii burni.v km to be vcr- .old. By .oinmeiKing with tl.e water at 85

shock and discomfort are prev enttd, and luither redui tiun ol the heat tan

be •raduallv accompli>hed by adding cold water. In hyperpyrexia no

Ume .hould'be lo.l bv tempering the bath to the feelings ol the patient, who

should be at on, e placed in a bath about 60 , whicii can be lurlher reduce...

For routine practice the bath in a\ eragc case;, ol seventy should be

gi-en every i or 4 hours, and the duration of the imirci;>inii need n..l

t.xceed i s io "20 minutes to ledu. e the palicnl's Icmperalurc in the rectum

to abuu^ ivu'-. A. a ruk- a drop of about 21' .houM ^u|lue m all mild

cases. Alter being lilled out ot the water in which the entire bud v luii been

4I<
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immersed (save the head), wliilst the patient keeps in the horizon lal

position he is placed on a blanket and tlie surface of the body li^ihtly dried

by a towel, leaving the abdominal surface to dry sponrHm-ously. L'suallv

it will be advisable, certainly at first, to gi\ e a small dose of Alcohol or a

little strong and warm beef tea before the bathing process is commenced,
and this may be repeated to advantage after he returns between the sheets,

whilst any chilling of the lower extremities siiould be counteracted l)y

placing a hot-water bottle at the feet.

In severe hitmorrhage and in great tynij^anites with signs of local peri-

tonitis indicative of dtei) ulceration, resort to this method is certainh'

attended with a considerable degree of danger. When great cardiac

de[)ression is present the temperature of the bath at first should not be

under 90", and a full dose of Alcohol may be administerid wliilst in the

hath, and a hypodermic of Strychnine gi\cn previou.^ly.

The great drawbacks to the IJrand treatment of tyjjjioid fever are tlic

necessary movement of the body entailed by repeated bathing, and the

difiii ulty of carrying it out without relays of trained nurses, especiailv in

heavy sul;ects It is only in a well-e<iuipped fever hobi'ital that tlie

routine can be Ciirried out to adumtage, wlierc a large portable batii on
V heels can be brought alongsidi tlic patient's bed, and three nurses are

usually reiiuired to carry out the necessary mana'uvres whilst lowering

the body in a sheet into ti)e bath.

To obviate the dangers of cluiiiges of position and the consiquciii

temporary increase of al)doniinal pressure innumerable forms i>t apparatus
iiave been ilesigned, but as yet none uni l)e saitl to l)e quite satisfa' turv.

Dr. iJuH's matkintosh portable bath is tlie b'- l of these.

The lonliiiuoiis bath introduced by liarr consists of a tank 6 feet l)y

3 feet by i foot, in which tiie patient li\ es for 3 or 4 weeks surrounded b\

water at a temperature of yo' to t)>i', \\l'!i a blanket wrapped round iiis

lioiiy and a pillow :,uirK iently h'gii to hi. ^1 his head abo\e water. A large

opening in tlie bottom aliout the centre of the tank is provided for the rapid

draining away of the water when soiled by l)owel e\a( uation. KxcelliKt

results are slated to l)e obtainable from tl>is h\dropathi( mt thod. whii h

u!>\iates the dani;er.. liable to follow n.i'Vi nients of ihe i)ody.

Various lorm-i ol 1 hamber luue been tried in whiih the ab.itrat tion ol

heat IS erte' ted !>y cold air. the [)atient"s bed being wheeled nito lh«

' liamber at intervals, liy enipl(;ying .1 tubular mattros i onnei ted witii a

freezing or 1 irculaling a|)paratus, a similar erte( t may be produced.
These methods are ull mo^t unsatislactor\ in their working. In the case

of children a cooli.ig apparatus may be jxliinpcriscd by placing a large

cradle o\er the cot, and lianj;ing this on the iiuide with a number of small

ice-puils, a heet being thrown o\ er it as a co\er whilit the surface of the

body is exposed to the inllueme of the reduced air temperature.

Leiler's (oils have been used and ice bags or iied poultues employed,
but all these methoils of abstraiting heat are mudi interior to the direct

ai)piii iition oi water.

'['WCuldl'ack, though mentioned la.^l o| ilii. li>(Jrutln.iapeuiic luethuds,

msammm
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is really the best of all when the portable bath and -.vcll-equipped (ever

hospital with its ample nursina staff are not admissible. Even when these

ate available the cold pack should lu- substituted for the bath if the loca

abdominal sicns sucycst the probability of perforation, as it can be carried

out with the niiniTnum of chan-e of posture. .\ sheet wrung out of water

at 75^ is made to cnveloi) the patient's body and hmbs by turning him

centh- over on it and loosely covering iiim by its fold as he lies between

blankets for about half an hour tiii the pyrexia falls to aliout ioo\ The

cftcct <;an be prolon^vd 1)\- keeping the sheet moist with cold water from

time to time bv sprinkling. In \ery higli temperatures and in hyper-

pyrexia this mctho.l mav easily l>e chan-ed to that of Cold Affusion by

discarding the upiier blanket and pouring a liberal .'.upi)ly of ci)ld water

„ver the slir.t; this mav be caught by any larue recepta. 1'- under the bed,

uhicli should be raised at its head and protected l)y mackintosh sheeting.

The rol.l pack in routine i)racticc may be repeated everv 3 or 4 hours as in

l!rand"s bath treatment.

The mortality of typhoid fever by the roittine treatment with hydro-

pathic ai^ents has been reduced so considerably that this method must be

re'-ardcd as pLu ed upon a most secure and unassailable basis. Statistics

when availaf)le for laruc numbers of cases show an all-round reduction

to about one-third the mortality obtainable by the ordinary expectant

plan of treatment- viz., from a death-rate of aimut 20 to about 7
per

''

Stnniihiliir^ Tmilwnit .U.olial.-Onc ui the chief dangers in the

pro-res , an<l termination of the di.eax' being the tendency towards heart

failure, the emi)lovment of large doses of alcohol has constituted itself

a part of the routine since the time of Graves and Stokes. There cannot

be a dotibt that tins practice ha.s been pushed so far iha^ gross abuse has

resulted, just at present we are tl.reatened with the swing of the

IK'ndulum in the op|)osite direction, some authorities maintaining that

alcohol should never be empli.ved ir the ircatment of this disease. It will

tlunfore be neces^ary to l.u.k' fairly in the fa. e the (juestion of givin- or

withiioldini.' alioholic stimulants in fever.

There are . ertain -eneral principles whi( h will meet with almost

universal accei)tancc. whilst some disputed piints will U .dusidered later

on. The majority of ( .ises do not reijuire any stimulr.'its at any stage

of their progress. The roiiliiir practice of adminiMeriug stimulants m

fevers is growing gradually k-s and le>s. if indee<l ii has not entirely

vanished. Seldom if e\er'are tlu-y indi.ated in the early stages of the

disea'^e unless in the case "f those addi. t<d to their luthitwil or linily

consumption. .\ patient who appear> to have the indic ations for alcohol

during the first vu ek of his attack will, in all pn.bal-ihtv, be beyond the

influence of remedial ai:ents. The writer dt.es not hesitate to gi\e aU ohol

wh( n indicat. d in the wav to be presently mentioned, and when he gives

it it is with no sparin- hand, but he is .lecidedly oppos. il to it as a routine

treatment.

Statistics, if impartially con.sidered, would seem to prove that the

^^
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routine use of alcohol and the rigid exclusion of alrohol all round bring

the mortality to about the same level—a result whii h has been explained

1)\- assuminjj: that the drug is either useless or ;.t least not injurious, since

if it floes not lower it does not raise the dealii-r;Uc, but a serious fallacy

underlies such a condusion. The explanation of the uniformity of the

two classes of statistics will 1 > ound on refle( tion to be due to the fact that

the physician who employs alcohol in every case will cause the death of

some patients, while he who withholds it in all cases will also raise the

mortality of the disease.

It is the duty of the physician, therefore, to weigh every case upon

its own merits, and only to arrive at a decision after examining the

indications for and against, just in the same way as if opium or calomel

or antipyrine were being discussed for administration to meet certain

clear indications.

The debatal)lc question of giving alcohol as a fooa need hardly be

discussed here, though there can scarcely be a doubt that a considerable

portion of it is burned or used up in the body just as other foods are. A

small percentage of cases may be improved, and the patient's chances of

recovery increased by giving small doses of ahohol along with the milk

food where there is good reason to believ e that the digestive ])owers ari'

weak, and wlierc close observation |)rovcs in the case before the pliysii ian

tliat the addition of a tcaspoonful of good whiskey or brandy adually

does assist the digestion of other nourishment when given along with vmU

finse of it or immediately afterwards.

There are various indications which are relied upon as culling f r aliohol

in severe 'ascs. Thes • are mainly symptoms of cardiac failure, and those

who place their faith in alcohol m such ( ases do so because, amoniist other

actions which it possesses, thev believe alcohol to be the b( -^t cardiac

stimulant, though it is idle to aflirm that the drug can possess any cardit.c

tonic powers.

An unsteady, weak and easily (ompressed pulse, and a corresimnding

condition of the heart, with tlie typi( nl symptoms of the " typhoid
"

state, are reganled as clear evidences of the necessity f(jr alcohol. The

writer has watched by the hed.^idc the effects of alcohol under these

circumstances, and he has satisfied him>i If that by its use life may some-

times be saved, which, without it, woulil be Inst. The effect of the drug

requires the closest watching, anrl heriin lies the >ei ret of success, because

it nia\ sometimes l>c fctund to do hartn in llie a--c where the indi<,ttions

for its use may appear i Icar. and it i^ thi duty n( the physi. lan to gi\e

the case his anxious att(niion tor the fu^t S or 12 lw,urs .ifter beginning the

alcoholii treatment.

This has been for(il>ly put bv Hrunton: " Tlic \,irious rules whi< ii

have been given for the admini>.tratiiin of alcohol in fevers may he r,in

den.'cd into one. If the ali (ihol tends to brinn the patient nearer to his

normal ronditiirn. it i- doing g'x'd; If if tdi! -; liin- fiirther nu:iy from his

healthy < untlition, it is doing harm.
" The jKiints which arc usually specially attended to are the condition

- • 'riiTiinMiT
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)f tlic tonmic, pulse, rcsi)irati()n skin and nervous system.

found tharihe alcohol (i) renders the dry Mn-ue moist. (2) slow

strenuthenfs the pulse when it is too (juick, or .jiiiekens it when 1

If it is

and

t has

(4) renders the
heeome ahnormallv slow, (3) slows tlie hurrird respiration,

skin cooler or moister when too lu,t and dry, and (5) lessens (h lirium an.l

hrings on sleep-then its action is henefirial. If it has an opposite

effect it does harm. Useful indications re-ardin,u the a.lvanta;.'e ol

alcohol and the dose mav he obtained by the ,)rartitioner renuimin^' licside

the patient countin- the pulse and watchim, the tongue, respiration, skin

and -eneral condition of the patient for a (luarter of an hoir after the

dose has been uiven. Particul ir care >huuld be taken in the adm,ni>tra-

tion of alcohol'to patients in the small h.,urs of th.- n, ,rnin.. t is about

this time that attendants are most apt to become -icpy an<l therelore

.areless and just at this time also the external temperature is lowest,

the fir- is apt to ;..et low, and the Niial p„w.,-, uf the patient are m<Kt

likelv to sink."
, , 1 ,• 1 „,

The (luestion of the .lose and f-rm in which the alcoholic stimulant

is to be L:iNen i, an important one. First, as regard, the v.ariety ol

alcohol, the writer believes th.it l>randv or whiskev shoul.l .dwavs he

preferred to wine, an.l the sele.ti.m of l>ran<lv as against Nvliiskev. or

:„, rwv.7 sh.iul.l be made .ift.r .onsiderin^ vnIu.Ii ol these a •.ms .an he

pr,)cure<l in the purest f.irm. .\< a rule, ,n thi. - ainlrv. a i.ure malnird

whiskiA is more e.isiK obiain,.bl.. than a inire bran.l' .
hen. e the writer

dwiv.empl vs whiskev. an.l he is satisfied that the pro.hi.t of the

patent-still >h.,ul.l m,l be emplov.d. Th.- ...-.allcl '• silent ' >pirit ami

the numerous hl.-nds int.. whi.h it ent.rs .lo not im.du. . the cardiac

stimukitin- elTcts .if a mature.l malt whi-k.y ma<l.' bv the ol.l p.>t-

still pro, ess IT,c ethers pr.>du.ed bv the sphttin- u]) ..I the tra.es . if

fusel oil left in the latter process possevs valuable stimulatm:.' properties,

and, moreover, they appear t.. aid in the entire .ombusti..n ol the spirit

in the blo.xl. 1,1
Tile whiskev .an be -iven t.) the crreatest a.lvanta-e aloni; with the

milk when the patient does not ..bje.t t.. t!.i< Jikm. and in pr..l).>rti..ning

the .lose the svmptoms and their severity an.l the as.-.-rtained effects of the

a'cnt must W taken into a.^.'.iunt alon- with the previous hisK.rv ol the

puient ' to 5
. '. are often pres.ribed as tlie d.uly do>e; this .an he

of no use in severe .ases. and in mil.l Ivpes ..f tlu' .li^e.i^e the iwtuiU wil

probahlv d.. better without su. h a .l..se. The ..nly value that ...n come of

su.h a small .juantilv is that altea.lv menti..ne.l ,•,,., t.. ai.l m tlit-

,ii.estion of the li.iuid nourishment, or to a. t as a f.i.nl bv benv' burnc.l

up in theorg.mi>m likiM-arbohv.lrat.'s.

ri„. nr.i.ticc of the writer is ..niv t.. -Jve al.-oh.-l when ...arly an.l

ur-.ntlv ne.-.le.l. TIen.c the d.ise which he izenerally empl..ys will .q.pear

lar.'er than that usuallv re.-ommended. Less than 5 07. of .,Id whiskey

spread cm nlv ..ver the 1.4 hours will be ..f little use to an adult m the

conditum mdi.atim; the ixhibition ..( .«i...hul. In h.;d ex-.n-ip-f- "' '''

typhoid state, with a very (lutterinji inilse, dr> tongue, and the moull,
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Cnvcrcd witi) snrflcs. tlie writer has jiiven twire and sometimes three times

this quaTitity witli the most satisfactory results.

The views of Wood arc similar to those already stated. He says the
" guide to the amount ii'wcn should be the effects produced ; so long as

it lowers the temperature and pulse-rate, moistens the dry tongue and
skin, and quiets the nervous disturl)anre, it does good. If, however,

tlie tongue grows drier, the pulse puts on an angry, bounding character,

.md the patient becomes restless and uneasy, stinmlation is being pushed
too far, and the amount exhibited should be lessened. Whenever tite

odour of liquor appe.irs upon the breath the patient is almost certainly

takini; too much."

\'er\- lar-e doses of alcohol ha\e a lowering eflect upon the temperature,

but if is out ot the question to think of using it merely for this purpose

in t}phoid fe\ cr. Where the cold or tepid water bath is being used, a small

iimuunt ()] al< ob.ol is considered netcssary, and there is no reason whv
:il<'oliol, quinine, and the te])id bath may not be all indicated in the same
case at the same lime.

Often the nature of the complications present will determine the best

form for the admin'stratinn of alcol.ol. Thus, where stimulants are

in(jicatc(i and the patient is vomiting, champagne may be selected instead

ol cither b'-andy or w]ii,skc\ . and if diarrhcea is a marked feature the effects

of a good old port wine may l)e tried, but these wines cannot be given

mi\cd with tiie food or milk, hence the (hampagne should be diluted with

an ( ffcrvescini; water and the jiort with plain water.

I'lsewlierc tlie wiitcr has summed up the (|ucstion of the administration
III alcoliolic stimulants in fevirs: " Most authorities would probablv agree

iliat alcohol is not nccessarv .it all in the niajmily of cases; that often

unpromising cases pull througii without it; tliat in severe tases it cannot
be safely withheld from those habituated to it; that occasionally by the

Use of alcohol life may be sa\ crl whi( h would otherwise be lost; and that

it is rarely needed iti the very large doses prescril)ed by some- 8 to lo oz.

may be regarded as representing a liberal daily allowance of whiskey."

COMPLICATIONS.

Tlic trcilmtnt of the \arious complications occurring during an attack

of Ixphoid fever is to be (dtiduited u])on the generally received princi[)les

of tii( rapeutics, modified, however, by the presence of the primary zymotic
ci.nditinn. l'"or convenience these may lie briefly referred to in their

al|)hal)etiial order regardless of their frc(|Uencv or importance.

/Wvfyrrv.— T'pon p. -U the treatment of tiiis condition will be found
in detail. Hed.sores .should never be seen in typhoid fever patients w inre

skilful and con.scienlious nursing has been carried out; on rare occasions

their occurrence may be pardonable where a i)erforation prohibits the

slightest (hange of |)osture ol the patient's Ixidy. I'reciuent changes of

-'••ft linen or ',-.tt--,n dritw sheets, which shoii'd never !>e pr'n;iftct! to

I rease, are of vital ne<-essity. The use of mackintosh sheeting is answer-
able for much nuschiet; when sudi is employed it should not be placed
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in contact with the patient's skin. Uo^gs has pointed out that tlic

frequent baths and packs render the skin more hahle to ahrasions, and he

urges the necessity of adding Alum to the water in every case.

Co)istipatiu>i.—^'V\\\i must be avoided for two reiusons— the hard hrces

mav seriouslv irritate the ulcers when tliese are lower down than usual in

the colon, hut a very much more serious objection to constipation is the

difliculty which the patient experiences in the bearing-down efforts at

defecation. During the increased abdominal pressure the floor of a deep

ulcer mav give way and cause perforation; this is more likely to occur

on the l)ed-])an than on the night-chair. The cast-iron rule of some

piivsicians that under no circumstances whatever is the patient to be

allowed out of bed to use the night-( hair is certainly the cause of some

rleaths from ]Krforation. especially when constipation is jjresent.

Tlie onlv safe drug is Castor Oil, and a small dose every day or every

second duv should be given in (jlistinate cases. The writer's dose is i fluid

dr. iziven in two soft gelatin (aj)sules. I'ure I'arallin in 1 to i oz. doses

often acts \erv sati^^lctorily. .\ large soap and water enema is ])referred

by some, whilst others employ the routine of a Glycerin sup])o.-itory. Any

or all of these methods may be employed in a given case and at the same

time. Tlius. should the oil fail to act. a suppository should be inserted,

and if this does not start the bowel the nurse should be ready to ad-

minister a soapy injection whilst the ])atient is placed on the bed-pan.

Croodall administers the soap by the mouth, since bis favourite mixture

i^ an emulsion of olive oil (lo oz.) with li(]Uor potass.T (i o/.). which is

rc.illv a strung' solution of soft soap, but the writer has no experience

of li(]\v the .-.tomai h tolerates this compound, which is re c (imnundcd in

i-oz. do<es ;, or 4 times a day to keep the motions soft.

'I'iie ])Ian of administering calomel and saline purgatives for the con-

>tii)aticm sometimes occurring during the third week of the fever is a

dangerous practice

Cystitis and Ketevtioii of ?>/>/<•.—The former, if due to the i)resencc

of the tyfihoid bacillus, should be met by lo-gr. dcjses of Trotropine thrice

dailv. When the result of other infec tion. it is always caused by the use

of an unileansed catheter which has been ])assed to relie\ e a temjiorary

retention, in which c\ase the urotropine should also be administered.

Wasliini; out of the Itladder is never necessary when rigid sterilisation of

the instrument has Inen employed. •

.\ note of warnin'.' is here necessary to the young i)rac titioner as regards

the diagnosis of retention in typhoid, and the writer regrets to say that

he has witnessed the o\-erlookinu of this grave condition in more than one

iiistam e b\- experienced prai titioners, with disastrous result.

In no otiier affection is the dribbling overflow of a distended liladder

so liable to be mistaken for incontinence of urine, as the tymjianites often

prevents the palpation of the distended organ even when this rises as high

as the unibilic ns. If the attendant is in doubt he should invariablv resort

to the catiieter, and he will ne\er regret using the instrument.

/W/r/»w,- This IS often in proportion to the intensity of the fever,

«^l
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but it may be an indication of a grave general toxremia when the pyrexia

is moderate. The best routine is cold sponging, cold packs or tepid batlis.

In the fierce delirium whicli sometimes characterises the onset of fulminat-

ing cases the ice-cap to the shaved scalp is clearly indicated, and tliis

appliance may be employed for the relief of delirium occurring in the third

week. Told affusion is a powerful agent, and may be resorted to when

the fever is high. A sinapism to the nucha and large doses of Bromides

may be advantageously employed. Alcohol must be used with great

caution in such cases. Any possible source of the delirium should be sought

for; thus it mav be the result of a distended bladder or of pneumonia.

Diarrha'a.—This troublesome symptom should only give the physician

much anxiety when the motions become very frequent, f(jul and watery.

When but 3 or 4 fluid motions are passed during the 24 hours the diarrhcca

mav be let alone. Tlie evacuations should, liowever, always be inspected

carefully with the view of detecting the undigested casein of the milk;

should this be present it will be visible in the form of small curds, and is a

< lear indication for the peptonisation of the milk and a reduction in its

amount.

.Soups, beef tea and farinaceous foods should be stopi)ed; the only

starchy food whic h is adniissiiile is a good brand of Arrowroot, made thin

with peptonised milk or whey. Pure (lelatin may be advnntaucoi^ly

administered as a jelly in h-m. doses c\ cry hour.

Tlic old practiiT of drem hing the jjaticnt witli vegetable astrini;' nt-

like tannin, catechu, kino and rhatany, a?: 1 pouring in soluti<ins of lead.

I opi)er suli)hate, alum, etc., up.-,et ga^tric digestion, and often aggra\ate

the condition. Calcium Salts are less objectionable, and mild diarrhcca

mav be controlled l)y a free dilution of the peptonised milk by nc

Water. Sometimes Chalk Mixture with iiismuth Carliona' ;;n e,ii -nt

astringent.

As the main element in tiie production of the diarrhcca is exalted

peri'italtic. action, Morphia or Opium is the most reliable agent when given

in small and frequently repeated doses, but it is a mistake to iniralyse

and lock up the bowel, which like a stagnant cesspool ma\- remain full of

poisonous toxic products, the alisorption of whi( h in( rca^s the dangerous

toxicmia. The ideal treatment should be to restrict the over-aetivc

peristalsis liv small doses of Onium. and to reduce the source of the primary

irritation bv combining with the narcotic an intestinal antiseptic as Calomel

in }-ar. doses, Creo.sote, Carbolic Ac id (2 mins.). Salicylate of liismutl'

(20 grs.), Heta-naphthol (10 grs.); or the Kuchlorine mixture may bi

tried. In obstinate cases tlie writer has found the fnllnwinL' conibinatior

\ erv cfllcacious

:

n. Taniuillnii i^f. x.

Morphia- Hviirochlor. '^r. [.

Bismiithi Curli. iif. \x. .\fi\n\

rial pitlris. Millc xii. Sit^iiti.—" (hw piwdcr to he '^i,\'ii llnrr or fmi.

///Hi's (I iliiy '.I'rappt'il up in o/cis/i'/ii'./ uuifcr papiv."
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Where there is much tenesmus, tlic opium

TOO-

may be siiven in the form o(

Laudanum (,^o mins.) liy the bowel with ;, or 4 oz. thin starch.

Wiien the above measures fail irriiiation of the colun nia\- be tried;

a lan^e enema of very hot water (108-5') is employed by Geissler. Teissier

recommends cold water, and Shucil passes up a soft rubber tube to the

sigmoid, and irrifi..'cs the entire colnn from a reservoir containing sterilised

warm water. These measures are, however, attended with some degree

of danger during the ulceration of the colon in the third week of the

disease. ,111
Heeiiiorrha^e.—B\ecd\ng the bowel may prove fatal, and sliould

alwavs demand prompt au. .on, especially as a small external luemor-

rhage may be accompanied or followed by a large outjwur of blood into

the small intestine or upper part of the colon. The most altsolute rest

to the body is iniperative, and where there is any difliculty in the use of

the bed-pan this should i)e discarded and tlie patient permitted to pass his

motions into oakum or cotton-wool packed loosely about the anus. Cold

should be applied to the abdomen by covering t: skin with a double

plv of lint containinijf small pieces of ice between its folds. In severe

cases a hvpodermit' of Morphia ({ to :', gr.) should be given without delay,

ill order to paralyse peristalsis, .\dnnalin is not to be relied upon, as it

niav be absorbcd'by the stomach, and by increasing the bl..od -pressure may

I ause increase of th'' lileeding.

Chloride or L.'ctato of Calcium is the only luemostatic of any value;

it not cnb- increases rapidly the coagulability of the blood, thereby favour-

ing < lottin.; r.t the site of the h;rmorrhage, and sealing up the mo^uth of the

eroded bloodv.'ssel. but it acts as a tonic to the heart without>arkcdly

increasing t)loo(J jjk. sure. The chloride should be given in 20-gr. doses

every two liours in sol ition in chloroform water, i dr. ni.iy i>e injected

into'the rectum, and i.i desperate rases life may be saved by dissolving

the drug in 40 oz. .Normal Saline solution, and injecting this (juantity

hypodcimically into the loose cellular tissue in difTereni parts of the

bodv.

Veuetable and mineral astringents of all kinds are to be condemned;

the\- arc not onlv useless, but positively injurious, as they upset digestion

and mav cause vomiting. Oil of Turi)cntinc is still administered by many

l)hvsicians. but it never reaches tlu i)Iee(ling-point except in su( h a state of

dilution as to be useless as a ha-most.'tic Krgotin and its derivatives-

Krnutin. Cornuline, Krgotoxine.Sdcrotinic Acid, etc.—are advocated, but

the -ise ui blood jm-ssure which follows the administration of these sub-

staiucs. eiliicr by the mouth or hvpodermically, may more than counter-

balance anv h.xniostatic action which they exercise on the eroded vascular

walls, ['"or the same reason alcohol should be suspended or gi\en only

in SI. h amount as will help to keep the i)atient alive till the dangerous

licriod is tided over. Stryrlinine hypodermicallv may be substituted

;nr it If the heart has been flagging.

Gelatin possesses undeniable hn .nostatic powers when injei ted hypcder-

mically : 30 gis. dissolved in 06 normal saline solution may be injected

t i

a
i^«-
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Mil

I'-

in
Ifi:

I'vers' liour in severe hremorrhaRe, provided the gelatin is thorou<;bl

sterilised. Tubes of sterilised gelatin solution are obtainable for additio)

to boiled water or normal saline, and the solution may be injected up t^

the strength of 2 to 10 per cent. In the former case the contents of tti

tube is dissolved in 5 o?:. water, and in the latter i 07. water is employed.

Gelatin is, however, of considerable value when administered by tli

mouth and in the form of a cold, slightly sweetened jelly ; it should be give;

every 5 to 10 minutes in tablespoon ful dose.s in ever)' case as soon as an

blood ap])ears in the motions.

Ueadailie.—When this is moderate in severliy I* ilways responds 1

the cold pac k. sponging or bathing. The severe head pain which uglier

in the grave cerebral type of typhoid fever at the onset must be nn

by the agents mentioned under Delirium. Cold afTusion, Leiter's Tube

or the ice-cap will be indicated, with smart counter-irritation of the naii

of the neck. Leeching of the temples may be necessary. Anlipyiin

(10 grs.) comi)ined with 5 grs. (titrate of Caffeine may be tried ever\' 4 to

hours. Quinine always .iggravates the condition. If in the very earl

stage, 10 grs. Calomel may be administered, and sometimes relief ni.iy 1.

obtained at this stage of the disease by plunging the legs into a hot mustar

bath.

Heart Failure.—The prolonged continuous fever tends to cause serioi;

mv.)cardial degeneration, out even before there is time for this the actio

of the t(j\ins on the heart may become marked. Digitalis, so valuabl

in ijther forms of cardiac weakness, must be regarded as powerless in tli

'(indition under consideration, and the same remark applies to Strophar

thus. Whetlier it is owing to the high temperature or to the poisonot

ai tion of the toxins, the entire group of cardiac tonics has liecn trie

in :iin, some of them having been administered in enormous doses withoi

cIlVi t.

Tlii (.n!y drug to be relied upon is Strychnine, and this appears to ha\

practically no acticm on tin rardiac muscle or ncr\e ap[)aratiis. unle-

when given hypoden ically in doses of at least .}„ to ,',, gr.

.Mcohol acts as a < .irdiac stimulant, and, as already pointed out on

jirevious page, its adiiiinistratiun in continued fever is maintained to 1

thebe-t method of preventing cardiac t.i'lure and of aiding the weakene

smtride to do its work once it has been crippled in tlie general toxx'inia.

There cannot bt a doubt ih.it the lessened mort.dity following hydn

thcraiieutic measuns Is mainly due to tht rardiai tonic ai tion of cold-wat(

treatment by packs, baths or spon-ing. It i^ nni. ii more rational t

attempt to prevent the serious poisoning of tlie cardiac muscle by an larl

resort to the use of agent-- which reduce the temperature, promote eliminc

tion of toxic products, and strengthen the ventricular contractions, tha

tn wait till *hc toxrrrr-ia ha- i=!-";>dy o-'-iirr^d an-l >nm!n!'n'f pniirinf i

alcoholic stimulants.

llxperpyrexia.—This li a^ already been dealt with in detailing the b.'tt

treatment. The only way to sa\e life is to abandon all Ivipe of rcdu< in

the temperature by means of drug- ud to rc-sort imiiii diately to the col
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l.iuth, cold pack, i>r cold affusion. 'I'hc speedie.il, mo.>t convenient, and

most reliable method of dealini; with very high temperature is by a

combination of the pack and atlusion, whicii can be (arried out in a few

minutes without disturbing the patient's horizontal position IJy placing

him in a sheet wrung out < tepid water on a straw palliasse or wire mat-

tress, tepid gradually changed to cold water should be liberally poured

over the sheet and allowed to flow into a receptacle by the foot of the bed

till the rectal temperature falls to about 100".

liisuinnia.—'i'hti treatment of the sleeplessness occurring in typhoid

fever may be relieved by any cf the hypnotics inentioned m the article on

Insomnia, but as this co idition is due to the poisoned blood circulating

through the brain, w hich influences the thermic and higher centres, th.e free

resort to cold sponging or the pat k is more rational than the administration

of narcotics. Often the patien^ ' -lis asleep in the pa- k or soon after

' 'jmingout of it.

30 mins. Liquor Morpiuie with 30 or 4. grs. Sodiani l^roniide ma\ ne

,L'i\en at bed-time in sc\cre cases. ::o -is. Trional in mild degrees cf

insonmia answer all retiuiremeiits if the [)atient is not kept awake by any

lorin oi pain or acute discomfort. Oftci the real cause of the insomnia

is a purely mental one, the patient dreading the ordeal of lying awake

all night, in which case a minute dose ol any harmless hypnotic may ad
powerfully by suggestion after cold spon,L,ing has been carried out.

Mticon'siit,or TynipaiiilCi.- This may bereliexed, sometimes elfectuail>-,

bv a large warm water enema containing Tim tuie of Asalatida or Oil of

Turpentine, when the colon is the seat of the di-ten>ion. A safer prat tii e

i> to wash out the bowel with plain water, and leave in a small ([uantity

of water containing 1 dr. tintture t.f asaf(ttida. A large light warm

poultice over the abdomen. Leiter's Tubes or an iced poultice may be tricil.

When the distensitjn is mainly situated in the small intestines tin

ratit)nal treatment would be to administer an intestinal antiseptic, and

Oil of Turpentine in ;o-min. 1 apsules is a fa\durite. A uipsule containing

1 mill-;. Oil of Cinnamon or of (loves i^ miirereliai)le anil avoids the danger

iif irritation of the neck of the bladder, \sl uh ft)llo\\> tiirin ntiiie some-

times. Fieshlv dried CiiarctMl in very line poudir may bt gi\cn in

tlrai hni dojcs wrapped up in moistened walcr |)aper.

/V/77y«///j.-- Signs of local inllammation of the peritont uni may be

taken as a warning that the ulcers are deep, ami that perloraticn is liable

to occur, hence the necessity of the greatest raution as reg.inls tlu: amount

and nature of the food, md the utmost circumspection in any attmijii

to change the p.isition of the patient's boily ; the bath must in sui h cases

be abandoned fur the cold pack.

It;e to the abdomen is ile.irly indicated, but cfltn the liu.d pain and

i.rndcrness are best relieved by warm applicalnais. As .1 rule poultit 1 s

are not well borne owing to their weight; a layer of Spongiopiline wrung

out of hot water or a thin strarim of the C'ataplasma KaoPni or .\nti-

phlogistine may be api)lied and kept in position by a light abdominal

binder.

(k
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(Icnural lunlonitis is usually the result of perforation, tliouuh it ma
arise from rupture of the spleen, a mesenteric t:' tnd abscess, suppuratin

gall-bladder or appendix, in wliicli cases the ti< atment suitable for pii

foration is d manJed.
Per/oralio>!.—This is the gravest of all possible lomplications, an

accounts for al>out one-fourth of the total mortalit) of the disease. .^

soon as collapse, rapidity el pulse, and suddenly appearing lo<al 1

general abdominal |)ain occui, witli rigidit) of the abdominal muscli

on the rigi;i side and immol.iiiit} or ]».iralysis of the muscles on both sidi

of the abdomen durin . lireathing, tiic diagnosis inax be a< < epted iis e.->t.tl

lisiied. This is .-.till furh ',r Mritiedat a later stage by the usual constili

tional -ivmptom.s of genera! pi ritonitis, as thready jiulse, pim lied feature

absin( e of liver dulness, etc., but the consensus ol opinion i.> in favour 1

immediate operation without waiting for these latter signs. There canm

be a question aliout the urgent necessil) of operating at the carlie-

j)ossil)le moment. Drugging with opium or morphia tu relieve pam .ni

the diagnosis has become establislied is a most reprehensible practice, a> tl

narcotic masks the symptoms and signs and misleads the surgeon. ( inl

wlicn till loUapsc is gre.it ai liie onset, where a large iierloration ha.-, i"

t uired. i-^ liic phvsii lan ju.slitied in postponing (ii)eration till a rally occur

Lven \\iien there may be a reasonable doubt about the accuracy ol tl

diagnosis, most autiiorities would .-jhrink from the re.-ponsibility of \ eloii

•t laparolumy.

riic Ijfst procedure is tu make .111 incision in the abdominal wall 1

the ncigiibourhood of the rigiit semilunar line under a general an.olhcti

01 it this is not admissible under ioralaniesthesia. and, alter exposure of ll

ia'< uin, to look out for the pirluration b}- examining liie ileum, con

men. ing at the appendi.x, after \\ hidi the upper part of llie colon should !

explored. The pirforation being discosered and its margins cleansed 1

gentl v removing purulent lymph and fsecal matter, it should be invaginati

bv Lembert sutures. Where there is great injur}' of the bowel and the 1 01

dition of the patient justifies a prolonged operation, a resection ol tl

d.unaucil gut may be performed,, but as a rule, oning to the scrioi

ptimarv 1 ondition. it will be advisable in such case to laslen the loo)) 1

the damaged bowel in the ai)d(Aninal wound, and estalilish a ti inporai

artiti' idi anu, . .\ny -u-.pii ious portion of the intestine whiih iipjica

to be about lo]jcrlorat.e ma\- at the .i.tme lime be in\aginatcd villi suUirc

The peritoneum should a^ rapidly as possible be cleansed \Mth gent

frirtion by sterile gauze wipes and drainage provided. Some surged

abstain from any attem[)t at suturing the perforation, and treat each ca:

b\' performing an tiiUtvstuiiiy, which at a later date may be succctslul'

dealt with.

The mortality of the operation has been considerably reduicd L

resorting to tlie bowler-.Murphy alter treatment. The patient being plac(

in bed and supported by pillows in the upright sitting postuic. wan

normal valine solution is ])eiautted to How guttatim into the rectu

from a reservoir through a rubber catheter, by which means up to 1 galk
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/'«( // , /;//i(.— I lii.i iiirnplii atiDii mu.^l In; dealt vMth oil general])' ai

-

ccptcd theraj)eutic prineipk-s. It.i pre^cmc in typhoid fever sliwdd \v

aecepted as a clear indication for pushinu h\(lro|iatui' measurt . com-

bined with the free administration of Alcohol, .iid at a iatiT staue

>trv( hnii hypodermicalK should be admini^teicd 1 \ ii;' -^ hours in do.--e-

of at leasi ^'„ gr.

Spill !Coiii[)li<(ttioin. " Tvj'iioiil .s/'/V/c
"

is the name ;:i\( 11 to a < hronii

compli' ati vhich is rather of tin nature of a .-.eijuela. The pain in the

si^ine .u'ld im muscles ma\ remain severe tor man\ months, and the

rigiditv 'id tuid(r:iC3S of the \ertebral column may be asbociated with

cord ^\n. ins. 'riic onh- treatment lor tlri> tediou.^ condition is pro-

Ion,, i rest I I' 1 follo\\ed at a later stage I'}' gentle mas.sa;:e and elei

tricii The same remarks applx' to those forms of i'ciiiitis. both multiple

and litarv, whicji often maiiile^t lliem.icUcs in the Miiuaiesiing .,ta.-e

of the disease.

T/'innihtiiis. - The plu^niiig of the sein^ of the lower extremity cau.^id

tiy phlebitis is a serious complication, tmless when treated by prolor.;.'* d

rest, owing to i-ie danger of the detachment ui the clot. whi( li mav cau><

sudden death in the comalesceiit period, j-riitioii should nc\er bt

employed, but a thin laxcr of aiisorbeiit wool bcin;j plai ed round

tlcj limb, this may be coNered in by thin ma> kinto-h -hcelin-. and a

many-tailed b.aidage applied with moderate pies>ure Irom tin toe-,

to the groin. a' rai>ing the foot of the bed for ^ to G inclie.-- the 1 iicul.i

tioii in the iiii, is materiailv ,i»isted. When the p.iin is se\irc o\cr

the inflamed \ in, anv local anod\iie ai)plication as the Liniimnt

be painted on the skin or an ire-poultice ma\ bof P.elladonna ruu;

ai)i)lii d.

In iirdtT to diminish c tindent y towards clottiiii: I.tinon Juiic nia\-

be administered to decalcify t!ie blood, or tiie Citrate (»f l'otar>!i nia_\ be

lircscniied as an etTcrvesrinu mixture.

I'lJiiiliiis^. Seldom is tin- troubli -uiiic or proiniiunt iiidi>^ food ha^

bicti too carni.itiv ])re.v.cd In '.nd the diuotixc cap;icil\ ol th.r [)alient.

and it mav be well to renHioiHr that onie individuals can never take

milk in health. l!v dilutiii..' tlu milk after peptonisation with I'otash

or Scida Water, the vomiting i^ often arrested. I'lii' vvriter ha-> hamd the

artificial!}' jircpared Konmi-'- to j' ( nio.l .-ali-lai t'.>rilv when n;dk and

even .->ou|).i could not he tolerat'd.

Champagne is a favciurite remedy, but it Itequently set^ up ferm'.ntativ

c

changes in the stomaih, whi. h aggravate matters. .\ tablcipmHUul of

old lirandy in a larue wine-las>ful of i' cd ,\po!linaris Water is I letter.

Small piei es of ice mav be swallowed at intervals, a sina!)i:-in to the pit

ol the stomach and a minute pirle oi Mor])hia ( jV, gr.) may be ;iv ui every

a to f) liours. When t!u voinitinu is continuous, food bv the mouth must
be btojipid for i; hours, duiin:; vvhidi re( t.al feeding ;!; iild be enipk)Ved,

On tlu rUurn to mouth alimentation tliv beat plan i.; to ccmmcnte with

ii
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small doses ut cold strained whey made by adding one wineglasslul <it

Slierry to a pint of Iwiling milk.

luliipses of typhoid fever are to Ijc treated like tlie primary attai k,

and it the patient has been |K'rniitlod to indiili^e in sohd Uwd, to lea\e

his Ix'd or to relax any of the precautions already insisted upon, his

liberty must lie immediately restricted, and lie should conunenie t!ie

treatment .7c itoi'o.

To prevent relajises, the patient sliould ne\t'r he [)eimitted to >it up

or leave his bed for at least 14 da> s alter the mornin'.; and e\enin.;

temperatures have retuni'.'d to the nonnai.

The fdllowiu:,' quotation from tlie late Dr. Hristowe is still wcrtli perusal:

" Let me state briefly the treatment to whicli I should like to be >ul)je( ted

if ever, unfortunately, I should l)ecome atli" ted with enteric fe\er. I

should like to be placed in a coul, \vell-\entilated room and ( i.\ ered li^litl}

with bcd-dothes. and to have a skilful ar.d attentive nurse to look after

me; to Ix' fed solely witii cold milk, unless \u!i)iti?iL' ^houl<l demand the

addition to the nnlk of medicine (.Uculatid to ail.iv \(irnitini;. If diar-

rhcea became trouliU's<imc. or if e\er there \\a> mui !i pain or lenderne>s

in the ca-cal rin^js ainl in I'le bowels. I should like to be treated, not with

la\ative>, but with Opium, L;i\en either l)y the moutii or by the rectum.

If (Oiistipation were present. I should, eMepiinLj; in the first week, like

to ha\e enemata only employed for its reliel. In the event ot intistin.d

ha-morrha^e <ominf,' on, I should like to ha\ e i. e to ^uck or icc-c old llmd-- to

drink, (old compresses to the lielly. and n ,.l injiitinn-, into the bowil>;

and. ihoii-h I am steptic.il .i> to their ellicii' \ . I should still > lioose to h.o e

astrin;;ents, and more especially Lead. ;ji\en to me at slxirt intirxals.

It perforation slmuld like pi.ice, let me ha\e lar^e and repeated dosi s ol

Opium. .Stimulants I s!ioidd orefir to do without early in the disiase;

later. ho«e\er, and during' con\ desrcn< c, I should like to !ia\e them in

moderation. .\s to the cold b.iths, I would ratliir not have them, but

I Would lievirtl'.i le.-s leave it to mv plnsici.m to e.Mri ise his disc rdiill

in the matter. I wuuld leave it also lor him to decide, aicordini; to

( ircuinstaiicLs, whither alcohol should be administereil to nic in l.irue

(juaniitiis. 1 would prefer not to be treated at ,1 ttmpei.inic hospital.

The <|uar mtine period in tv phoid kvcr is u-u.tlly st.ui d ,is thn ( wn k>.

Owini; t' the danger of di- iimnati"n ot lii. dis<,e.( bv l'.,> ilh p.i- -1 d in

the urine lonu alter tunv.dtsctnce, (he :;re,itist 1 ,iri >ti,!iild be imiiIsi li

as n .;,ii(ls inlei lion Iroin this sourt e ;is well as irom the lai is.

PARATYPHOID FEVER.

i'roplivI.K tic \'.ie( iiic injci ti(,!is are as siicic.,.tid in both tin' .\ .ind 1'

ty|)es ol paratyphoid .i^ in tviili.,id Itver. but the spec ilic orMni^m ol

A ,.- r,. or a iniMure oi both, 'lould be umI. M.inv autlioiiiu s.

i-p' I lilv diitinu: the lale w.ir. < 11 plu, t d .1 Mi\' I

\' 1. 1 iiu ol btith t>, pe^

111 the p.ira(^ iihoid b.e ilhi- alci:: with th.il i.l the liii.iUns ivf^liavis.

The tre.itment ol the t.-lablishnl dist.isu shoulc ic (onduited iijxin tin

same lines as indicated in tv (thoid lever.
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TYPHUS FEVER.
Prophylaxis.—The prevention of tyilius, especially it> time of war,

siej:e, famine, and overcrowding from any cause, particularly wiien accom-

panied by destitution, is of vital importance. Except in the case of

smallpox, there is no other disease so actively contagious, hence the most

efifective prophylactic as^'cnt is free and abundant supi)lies of fresh air

maintained nii:ht and day by thoroup;h ventilation. Rii;id isolation of

. il patients suffering from the affection should be carried out if possible

before the appearance of the cru[)tion. Convalesce! ii patients should not

be permitted to inix with the healthy for at least ^ weeks, and this may
be accepted as the quarantine period. .\s the disease is carried by artidi s

of cLithing, beddin^ etc., these should be thoroughly disinfected or

burned, and the si(k-room sterilised by fumiualion.

Ilxperieni'i' in the laic w.ir ha-. |)rovcd that the disease can i)e trans-

mitted l)v lice, and iunce the great importance of personal cleanliness

and the do: truction of tiiese parasites, but the writer is morally certain,

from experience in more than one epidemic, tliat typluis may spread fn^m

the di.>eascd '. ) the healthy where these parasites .irr cntircK- alisent. as

seen sometimes in hosjiital cases where therewits no p.is.sibilily ol'ihe pre.s-

encc of lice, (leas or bugs. Garlic is stated to have proph>la( tic powers.

r'lcdne Pro/'hvlixis-.- Though the identity of the caudal opjanism has

not yet been diinonstratcd beyond a doubt. in tlie lialkan out breaks during

the late war a vaccine |)repared trom the suspected bacillus— /?, typhi

exanllieiiiati 'v— was emplo>nl, apparently with very satisfactory results.

The selection of tlu' sick-room is a matter of i onsidcrable import.inci;

the iletails mentioned on p. ijS; should be attiiidcd to. but a freer sujiply

of air is necessary than in the treatment of typiioid pati'.nts. The room

should be cut off from the remaining parts of the house, and it is well that

it should be in an uf)per storey with no sleeping-room abo\ c it, .1.000

cubic feet of air .slioiild be available. This will be obtainable in a room

15 feet s(]uare. witii a ceiling of 13 feet, for it must be remcmliered that

at least two ])airs of lungs will be continually drawing upon this ;!ir space,

sinie the patient must never be left alone i>y his nurse for a moment,
and when tlie delirium is a' live two attendants will be recpiisite. W hen

an air spate is thus provided of i .000 to 1 ,500 < ubic !< it for eai h mdiv idual,

the writer has rarely seen the disease to spread, though he has had cun-

siilerable esperieme in more than oni' small epidemie. The p.itii nt sin.old

be sent to bed at the earliest moment.

The administr.ition of food shouM be carried out as in the treatment of

tv|)lioid fever; though there are not the same urgent necessities for a purely

li(|iM<l nourishment, owin^ to the absi ni e of bowel ul( cration, nevertheless

tlie i;reat a<lvani.i;;is of a iiiiuid dii'.arv .ire so well recognised that 1 \ ei \'

<lclail appKiiig to tvphoid fever in this respict holds here t'liialiy v\<ll.

Mole beef tea and 1 hii ken oi other -oup > in be giv 1 n. as there is not llie

anie d.muer of exciting diarrhrca. and it is a good plan to givi milk and

l>ref t> a alternately in most cases vvhcte tiie patient t.ikii to tins method.

The in.liealioiis for ,\li oliol ,ire tlie -.nut as m i\[i!ioid fever, but

"I
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stirrmlants as a rule should not Ik- gi% en during (lie first week, unless when

the patient lias Ix-rn daily a'Tustomed to the use of airohol in some form

or other. Speaking fiineraiiy. tlic writer would say that, in his er.periencc,

tliere is more need of alroho! and more uood to be expected from it in

typhus than in typhoid fe\ er. All old patients require it, but children

very seldom do. The dose may reach 15 or even 20 oz. whiskey in the

twenty-four hours. The keynote to the use of alcohol, anti|)yr(tics, and

jiaths lies in this one (on-ideration— that the sies^e, thouuh a severe one.

will he almost certain to last only fourteen days, and the entire efTort

and the one thought of the pliysician should be to fight the disease, not

with the \ iew of exterminatint' it. but to try by a purely expei tant method

to keep the p.itieiit alive till the expiration of that time. In some cases

within sight of the goal, life may be sustained upon stimulants when all

el^c fails, but it niU>.t e\er be n nitmlHred that life can be sust rined upmi

stimulants for a vcrv short time only; alcohol as a routiiir agent mu^t

not be recommended i'l e\iry case, and when employed its action will

require close wat( hing.

riumical antipNTCti< s h.ivc Ix^en (iroved to be of no real service, and

tlic v.diie of the c</l(l 01 tepid liath is not yet (juite established in tiic same

wav as in tvphoid as a routine element in the treatment. The use of the

jyalh is beyond duubl of the i^reatcst value when the temperature is high:

but the wriier think- tli.il its routine eni]ilo\ ment siiould not lu' ( (immdKC d

till the temperature reaches at lea.st io,V • (.Uiinine may be used at the

'^anK- t'Tiic in some cases with 'l\anta;;e. ("old s|M)ngin'.z of the lK>dy and

limbs should be made a matter f/f ritntine in all cases. The writer can

sjH-ak {)f its I iimhirts and its lunefits from hi- own personal experieiuc.

If -<'r!,e form of drnguing must be carried out, the least objd tionablc

routine Would be the adtuinisiration of 15 mins. I >dute Hydrothlorie

.\cid well diluted with a l.ir.;e vr.hnne of water.

Srruni Tlifropy. This lias I' n triid with app.irent -uc( ess by N'iiolU

;ind Hlaiy^iit, who injected 10 jo rx. of the scrum of iiorses imnumiseii

by inie< tions of the spleen of ( sjM'rimJ iitally infected guinea-piijs.

/hliriutn, luaihtche, and sUeplrsKUess m.iv 1k' met bv I( c to the he.u

and counter irritation to tlu' nape of the n<tk. .\i Iim- delirium calls f^i

iriMst alert niir-in;;; the tvpliii patient is nften treachernus. and sIkiuIi

nxer be lift uinvatehi.l; owin;' t^i his delusions and hallucinations Itewil

i>ften atteiir 1 ,0 a-»ault his .lUendmts or jump throiiih a window
Some authorities blister Xhv si alp in sui h < as( s. Musk (logr. doses) will

nil of ('ajiiput (q mins.) llie writer has used with advantau<' when tin

ner\ou- -'. nipti.ms and prostration h.ivc been alarniinir. As an hypnotic

''iloral w.i- iinieli used in loi-.-ututiori with large doses of Itroniides

I'll! it shoiilil nev< r be l:i^en on aeioiint of the weakeiuil Ik .irl wliii h i

ii (leiuint of njiluis. Opium 1 annot be borm- when the he. id. i' he am
d. liriuni are m. irked, tinli when . neii. as ad\ ised liv (irase^. along wit!

inoder.ite do-es of Tartar I'liiein ; but in the eativ ^ta.e of the di^ea-'

,1 ,;o-min do-e of Liquor Morphia .- safe and more cerf.iin than any ot th

numerous new hvpnotic dr\iL:s. Often in the iti-orum.i of tvplius tii

-jHi-dic't li\pnotie will be the coM pack.

mmM
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As in typhoid fever, coma must be promptly met by cold affusion if the

temperature is liieh, or ii;- rectal injci tions of strong coffee, or hy coffee

by the mouth if tiie stupor is not complete. In dcefy stupor Murchison

laid stress upon the necessity of counter-irritation over the loins, either

bv cupping- frlasscs or hy sinapisms covered hy mackintosh, and he

blistered the scalp by stmnp; Ammonia in some cases. The wiiter would

recommend the warm park under sudi circumstances, and the general

treatment for acute urxmia mentioned upon p. 91, if albumin is found in

the urine and the teni|)erature be only moderately elevated.

Hyperpyrexia should be promptly met by the cold pack combined with

free affusion of cold water by pouring it over tlu' enveloping sheet used in

the pjick.

On acidunt of the blurred mental condition of the patient his bladder

must be larefuUv wati bed, and the soft rubl)cr catheter passed as often as

needed. Food must be, for the same reason, regularly forced upon him.

and his pusition changed from time to time as he lies in bed to avoid

hypostatic congestion.

lleart Failure cannot be antici|)ated by digitalis, the < nly reliable drug

beinu Strychnine given in doses of ,',, gr. hypodermically.

Pneumonia must be met by free stimulation, counter-irritation, and the

internaladministrationof Ammonia in full doses. If the'' typhoid state
"

be present ammonia should not lie given; then full doses of Turi)entine,

witii a little I'.tlier and Cajuput. are admissible. The (jlycerin of Horax

should l)e apjilied to the tongue and mouth fref|uently, and bits of ice and

small but fre(iuent draughts of iced water may be given all through the

disciise. 'I he patient often fails tu ask for water, but the nurse should see

that he gets it as regularly as his nourishment and stimulants. Free

elimination is of \ ital moment, and water is too often witliheld.

Rapid ( onvalesecnce begins as soon as the < risis has Ijeen safely passed,

but owing to the change in the < ardiae musele he must be carefully pre-

vented from suddenly a>suming the crei t posture or izetting out "f bed

to the night-chair. Stimulants shouM be lessened after the first 24 hours of

apyrexia, and in three or four days almost stopped. Hy that time the

a|)petite has ituproved, and semi-solids, as farinaieous foods, fish, i hii ken,

o\ siers, etc , may be gi\eu inside a week from the fall in the fever heat.

Sometimes the ap|H'tite Incomes ra%enous, and due care should be exercised

in the amount of food pertnitted. The following tonic is useful during

I on\ alcii ence:

l'\iil iiit^tiiiii.

:
(7»i»v ter lit ,iic.

Oimitnti' S!ilf<li. ',>>.

A, 1,1. Xil. ll\J. Dil. -,v

I r. ('iiluiniiiv

I r. (J/MsMtC illlil ."\

.

/"/. .\itr,inlii ad .',viij. .U/MC.

r\ 1 \,illi,- .•iihirin iiijUo iinle

II
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The treatment of ulceration of the Anus is dealt with in the article on

Anal Fissure on p. 46.

Gastric Ulcer is dialt v 'h under its own hoadins on p. ;,i.S.

The treatment of Lupo. . and Syi)hilitic iil.eratinns will he found

detailed in the articles on Lupus and Syphilis, and Rodent Ulcer under its

own title.

The trcalmcnt of Perforatinij; Ulcer of the Foot will I)e found on \). 677,

and that of Ulcers of the >[outh and Tongue under Stomatitis and Tongue

Diseases. The form of Ulceration known as liedsorc will be found dt tail-.d

under its own name.

The i)resint article deals for the most part with the various phases of

chronic ulceration which commonly appear on the Ic';, -eneraliy about its

lower third. Owinj,' to the frequency with which syphilis enters into thc

causation of tliese ulcers, it is advisable to submit '.he patient's blood to

the Wassermann test before commencing treatment. They have been

classified so minutely in former times under a variety of cimfusini; and often

misleading' names that any descripti(m of the treatment of e,iclue> a separate

entitv is fraught with considerable ditliculty.

rh'is difri.ukv will, however, disappear if we consider the patholoj^'y

of the atfe. ti.in and regard the . onimon Ic- uKer as usuallv <lue to some

imperfectiim in the venous circul.ition of t!ie blood in the low( r 'urt of the

limb, whiih li.us led to molecular death of the Nuperficial structures. Tlie

character taken on liy the open sore will vary with the local condition^

present, as friction, microbic infection, excessive nnisi ul.ir a< tiun, ete.,

which may <onvcrt the simple uj. er into the so-called irriluhk or iiijlamed

ulcer, or ()winj: to the presen.e ot constitutional dy.serasia into the Kral\

ildiighiiif; Mv] i>i(i»lriil conditions which have .{wen their names to sores in

this region.

When the ulcer has loni; been ne-lected, exposed to infective oruanisms,

and the lualini,' proress ret.irdid for want of rest, its mari^ins become

thickened, and in this condition it has been desifjjnated the aiUnus uher.

When the comi>li< ation of \ isililv enlar;;ed \eins or an ec/ematous (on-

dition is present, the sore is styled .1 .-ar/rovf or eczematoHS uhn.

i:ac h name mav be therefore t.iken to reproent some condition ;rafted

u|)on the ^im(>k hrali'ii^ >ok'. and not to indii ate anv real ditferem e in the

nature of tlie ulrerition. Theoreii' ally, a sore mav pass tliroUL'h -u-

h

\ ic i,,itules tliat at a ;:iven sta,L'e of its existenee it may be lither inflamed.

in liable , -loujhim:. phauedenii . ei vematous, we.ik, indolent, (allous, et< ..

or all theM' in lurn. Tlie treatment ol the juiniary and inovi frequently

met with form will Iw fir^l eon>ider>(l.

Tl„- Simhir lliillini; Si'tr or T/- -t. II tin undeilvin.: .uise of llie

ite)le< ul.ir d. .itli of the >iiperti<ial ti^-m > b.' n nio\ . ,1, iIm- n,ithr,d tendency

of the -iLqili sore 111 spontaneous iKalitu wiH manile-t iImH speedilv.

.\lt^..!ntt rest to the [»ait v\itli iKv.ition of the limb so a-, to aid the !o' al

.ipulation " '1 !" quite sulVuienl to in-ure healini; ,»s the vinous stasis

di'.ippc.ir,. '".J ^ivts phu e to :i freer suppK of arteri,d nouii^hment.
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Tl le patient nuis I take to Ind tor tlii> rtst i urc, and the liml) should l)c

elevated on a pillow, or hloi k> niay lie
[

lie i)!a(ed under the foot of the bed.

The ,Tanu

or ointment

latintr surfac e is to he dressed bv eoveri nu it over witli a solution

eontaininj; anv wea

prevent inlection i)v nucrolm nrLiani^ni

em ploved, it is usually aijpiiid on lint and covered ove

k. unirritatini; antisei)tic ^wbstan(c to

\\\wn a waury solution is

r with oiled silk,

I leansedthe lint beint; chani^ed at least t\\i<e a dav. and the -ranulations i leansed

by a gentle stream of sterilist d normal >eruni, or of the antiseptic solution

used for saturating' the lint, before tiie dressing; is reapplied.

.Some surj;eons after irri.uatinu llie surface apjily a piece of perh)rated

oiled silk protective direitly to the -ranulation-: on the top of this a

<louble ply of lint saturated' with the antiseptic solution is laid on, and

tiie whole' covered over with a thick pad of -auze tis-ue under a bandaL;e.

in order to ab>orb any secretion whii h oo/es from the ^ranulalini: >urface.

U an ointnienl rir fatty ba.--e be employed, it is not as a rule desirable to

I over it in with anv form of iiiiper\iou> ti^^uc. but sometimes when the

unaffectc.l skin i> lender it mav l)c Miuared with Lanoline or \'a eline ail

round the ul cr win. h is beini; trcatid liy the a(|ceoUs antiseptic solution

under oiled silk.

Of lo«al api)lications tiic forniul.c .ire witiiout end; the lollowini; are

fie(|uentlv employed, the first four ol which meet every ordinary re(iuire-

ment: Carbolic l.<ition (i in 40). Sinnt 1. .tion (1 in 4). Saturated liorK

solution, Clilorale ol I'ot.is-ium (4 ,L;rs. to i o/.). Chloride of /.in. (2 i^rs.

to I o/..). Sulphate of Zin. {z -rs.). ,,l ( .ii)i)er (1 ^;r.). Nitrate of " Ker

(5 i;rs. per ../.'), I'.la'k or Nellow h.ti.in. i'er. hl.>ride of Men ur\
,

^r.

per oz.). I.i.pior I'liimbi l»il. and Chloral ll>drate (3 urs. per .,/..).

Of ointments the olh. i.d prep.irati'/n>. -.i\e tiiose oi Zinc Oxi.K and

Zin.- Ol.'.ite, are all to.) < .m. eiitrat.-d \<<x inntimi.ius appli. ati.m t^ tin

simple sore. Those .if t reosi.le. Carl.oli. and Hori. Acids, Kcsm oid

( al.Miiel shoul.l be diluted \Mth ,il Ici^l ;; times their weit.ht of Va.siim.'.

lod.iliirm. Lead Carbonate, .uid llanuimelis ointments may be us.d

.hluti .1 w ith e.|ii,d parts of \ .iseline. W hen an un;.:uenl is st le. ted (or use,

win. h should >inl\ be the c.isi it ai|u..ius solutions are not .omioilablv

borne, the L'ranulatin^ siirfa. c- will n.|uire cleansing bv '.gently swabl-m-

it withsoft^au/ebet.ir. encvNin;.; the lmt,.>n win. h tin ointment shouM be

r\enlv sjinad.

The healmj; ol the simp!. s.>i' ni,i\ ..Ititi be a <clerat(<i by 'inplovinu

a thin laver oi -lie. t lead (su. h as is use. I for hnin.u l> a < lasts) instead

..f ..lle.l mIIv,

Cmhr the ali.)\i niith.i'! .( le^t treatnmt new skin is lornicd an«i

..jiniil.ti- . H.itrisati.ii eCfe. tul in a few weeks, v\!ur. the s.ire is small

,tnd hi.ilthv loi.kin-. !.ai:-e ul. ers with ^reat br. ,u lies ..1 smi.i.e sln'iild

b.' ilult With b\ sUi" -i.ilim;; in .iid.r to s.i\. tmu- .m.l i-i\t .i more

si.ml . I. .It. IN

!! ...iH.nt ii. !i.' up I. 'I til. n'.is-,,ii\ pui.jd,

pitab (\. .jit tl.c I'oi.i I..1W liistiuiti.iiis Htll^e to hll then

lids with palK Ills ^ullt ling iroiii simple uli er ol the Uj:.otlai mean nui I

1 (

\, \i\\ |ius\' sull.n I

.ui'l .i.s a

41
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be resorted to whicl'. '.sill enable the victim to pursue his ordinary iuuca-

tion during treatment.

Two plans of dealing witii the chronic simple sore have been devised to

meet these requirements. These are based upon the principle of mechani-

cally aiding the weakened local circulation, and affording a degree of mild

pressure or support to the granulations which produce the same effect

as prolonged rest.

The first of these and the simplest is the elastic or rubber biindage.

Martin's appliance consists of a thin bandage of pure rubber, which is also

procurable with numerous small perforations in its su!)stance. Even with

tliese o|)enings tliere is great risk of the retained secretion and perspiration

fretting tl-.c healthy skin and produrng a sodden condition or a general

dermatitis over the entire kg. Some surgeons apply the Martin bandage

direct to the limb and sore without any intervening dressing, but this is

not a desirable metliod. In all cases a better result will be obtainalilc

by the following routine;

Cut out with scissors a double ply uf lint or gauze of '.lie size and shape of

the ulcer, and a single layer of oiled silk al)out half an inch larger. The

lint is soaked in ordinary Carbolic lotion (1 in 40), laid ui)-jn the sore, and

cuvered with the oiled silk. Wliere tlierc is any tendency to ec/ema,

the skin around the edges of the ulcer, where in c()nia( t witii the oiled silk,

may be smeared over with a little Lard, Vaseline, or any stitT emollient

ointment. Tliis prevents irritation by the retained secretion under the

oiled silk. Over the lint and oiled silk a wo\ en rubber bandage, about

3 J ini lies wide (such a bandage iis is used for Ivsmari h's 1 )l»odUss operation),

is applied evenly from the toes up to the knee. This bandage is niaiui-

factured in tlie same way as the elastic spring-sides of ordinar> boots, and

it is known as " eliustic wet-bing." 1 1 should be taken olT when the patient

retires to bed, and put on before he gets up in the morning, any ordinary

bandage being used to keep the dressing in its place during the night.

This bandage as ordinarily pio^ arable is stiffened by some form of

dressing used in its manufactuie. It ^Imuld, before being applied to the

limb, be soaked in te|)id water, and alter drying shoukl be strelched,

bent and kneailed by the lingers to proiluce suppleness and flexibility, so

that it mav more ea.iily adapt itseU to the (ontoiir of the limb.

The se(on<i melliiid i- also a most eftii ient one. and in many cases ,.ives

better result.-, than t!ie elastic l)an(iiige. Hnili plans are \ery suitable (or

the treatment of ulcers when associated w ilh the j)resence of varicose veins.

The entire limb, alter a thorough sluuing, cleansing and drying, is

slightlv elevated to remove any swelliiiL: and a series ol mats of L nna's

melted ZincC>elatin Paste is applied with a l.ir;,e brush m: us toeiueloiuiie

leg troin the loot to the knee in an e\ en ( ontinuous siieC o( uelat.n. wim h

acts as a second li> er of true skin, giving a uniform and elastic support tot he

liml. The lori.ibla lor the paste is pure sheit (iel.itin, 4 parts soakeil lor

twelve hours in 16 parts of water, and then dissulsed by ajiplyir.g heat and

adding 6 parts of Oxide of Zinc rubbed with 11 ol (ilycenn. The paste

kiri,s well, and before being usid should lu melted on a watcr-buth.
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.licni;(.l hy

trcclv over
Where vaiicosities ;ue prcsL'iit Uic layer ol geUitin is siren- thcned

previously applyinji a gau/e bamJage, whieli is then painted

with the warmed paste.

Jamieson and Low ha\e introduceil a nujditication of tiiu plan whieli

is suitable for the treatment of varicose ulcers and simple varicosities

unaccompanied bv ulceration. After cleansing the limb with soap and

water, and drving with '-.ther, the varicose veins are painted with Ichlhyo

Collodion (to' per cent.), and the ulcer ( overed by a thick layer of .Vr.ol

and cotton-wool, and the entire limb brushed with warmed Zinr Jelly,

on the top of which a d.juble-headed starched muslin bandage wrun^ out

„f water is exenlv applied. The jelly is made !>> addiri- lo parts of

pulverised Gelatin to 40 of water, heated on a water ba'h till lis^ohcd,

when 10 of Zinc Oxide mi.xed with 40 parts of (-lycerir. are stirred in.

Tiie onlv obje.lion to l!ie .gelatin methods is the ne.xssily ot Inquuil

(hanue of'tlie envelope if the ulcer is dischar-in- freely; tln> may to a

certain extent be obviated bv cullin- out a small aiierture in the duping

opposite to the site of the sore, whieli can !»• „ ca>i(Muilly i Uan^ed and

treated bv weak lioric .Xcid Ointment betore a new coating be applK<l.

The olil-fashioncd meliiud of strapping witli adhesive plaster sh.oul..

be abandoned for the e!a-.ti<- or geiatm l)andage.

We shall next consider the treatment of the simple healing uleer wlieii

it lias been subje( ted to certain local or con.,titutional causes, engralting

up<m it ((.ndilions recognisable as inflamed, irritable, weak, et.-.

T/w luflamcl I'lrer occurs when, from local irritation of a me. ham. .il

nature, as friction or the use of an irritating lotion, or the invasion ol ihe

granulating surla-e bv microbes, the ordinary signs of mtlamm.Uiun

supervene'in the ulcJr, especiallv about its marguis. Tiie treatment

must in .dl cases in. hide rcht witii inarke.; elev.ilion (,l the en-ire lii.ib.

and the instant rem.)^al of all dressings whi-h do not permit ..f iree exit

to the di>. iiarge. .\nv form of cool evaporating l.iti.m sli.ail.l be a|.plKii

witliout l-.eine .overed in bx a bandage or oiled silk, and this may be >o

freelv empl.ived as to ause alv^tra. ti..n of l.)c>d he.it. Sometimes one

large ...Id .Starch and Uoric or .iread a, id Wat. r poidti.e is uselul t..

. leanse th<- sore bef.ae applying Spirit .)r l'aib..li. .\. i.l k'Hon. ()<
.
a-i.ni-

a.iy a hw small in.isions with a leiiot.imy knile ne.u lo the mar-in ol ihe

iilrer will a.l like lee- lung; blechn:: fn.m the cut. sh.Rild be en.ouia-.l

by w.irm lioii. (wmptes.e ,,inil a full Uose .if a saline nurnative in,!\ br

a.'hantam-ousiv administered, .\iier llw sub-i hn. < of the |..an, h. u.

rednos. and .wellmv. the ul- .r i> i. '.'e .kail xMth a. it a si, pn iu.Oiug

sore by tli: niethiiil> alreaii\ desentici.

7/,,' Irnl.ihl,' o> !'iU>llul I l.ri is atll.'.l t.. I'.ie pre. cimg <(.n.liU..n,

hut the pain mav be present without an> m^us ..I l...al mll.mim.u i..n,

an.l It mav be .dm.-t ..1 neuralgi. mtii'sity. K.>t in bul with eh\.,ih'n

„f the hmb and the rem..v.d ..t all pu-Miie \<- |..ind.ig.s .m ^trapping

.lad .; smart pur-e sliouLl be adminisli red. .\ pnl of 5 j_rvt;,liiml

wilh"\ to 1 mm (it (n.ton ( )il .>!;. n ,1. ts most --atisf.i. toiih upon tin' paai,

and in some eases seems to ha\e a spi. itn a> luai.

41
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Niiii'oliLS arc as a rule objectionable, but Aspirin, Antipyrine and

Bromides may be tried. The best local sedati\ c will be a i in 3c Carbolic

lotion applied on lint under oiled silk. It has been adxised to search

carefully lor evidence of any exposed Iwig of a cutaneous nerve, and divide

this with a fine knife, but a better plan is to cocainise the ulcerated surface

by [jaintin;,' it with a 5 to 10 per cent, of hydrochloride of cocaine solution,

after which the solid Nitrate of Silver or a i in 8 solution should be freely

applied to the entire surface. Strong Carbolic Acid may he used in the

same way, and after cauterisation the sore should be treated by an

evaporatinj,' lotion till the resultini; inflammation hiis subsided, when the

usual treatment of the simple sore may be instituted. It is sometimes

necessary to pass a tenotomy knife beneath the base ot tiie ulcr in such

a way as to completely di\i(le all sensory ner\ e fibres on their way to the

ulcerated surfarr.

The old l.iad ,uui Opium lotion applied on lint under oiled silk is a

favourite li)(al remedy, but it is doulitful if tlie laud.mum contained in

it has any analgesic action. Chloral Hydrate (i in 200) may i)e ajiplied

on lint, or the ulcer may be s])rinkle(l with finely powdered Iodoform

or hjdol, or smeared over with Ichtiiyol. Persistent and intractable ,>A\n

can only be effectually relieved by a complete excision of the entire ii'i •. r

area and the application of skin urafts.

T/ic Weal; Ulcer is often due to a -eneral ananiii (ondition. .md is

therefore sometnnes st\ led an aiuciiiir ulcer. Iron by the mouth, alone or

in combination with .\rseni( , should i)e freely admini-.ered. The urine

should be examined for albumin and sunar: if found present, the agents

suitable for the treatment of chronii ISright's disease and Itial.ete.i are

indi'ated.

1.0c,d me.i.-.urcs should be the ilirect ojjriosile ol tho>e Uiij^lovtd lor the

painful and inflamed cundilion of the sore whiih, in tin jiKsent ciise, will

iKjuire the application of a stimulant and not of a sed.itJM . '\hc lust

routine method is to rub over the uranulatmi: suriat e willi a lai,i;e 'iii'jolh

I rvstal of Sjjphate of Copp -, an<l lover it with adouble |)ly of (i'\ 'int or

^au/e. >oli(l Nitr ite of Silver i,-, mut ii !nore p.iinfjl, and upon tlv wh'-li

le>s satisfai tory. Lotions and all li(|uid preparations uiuh r 'iled silk

should 'Xw- plat e to dry dressin,u> and disiccatin- jjowdc-,, [i the llaliiiy

granulations do not \ ield to these me;>.sures, i!h tihcr may be tiiorouidiK

seri)ped on ur'tti (i,or tlieexuiierc nt !iiatnilatioii> may bei on\ iniintK ai.l

painioslv (lijjped off with scissoi.^, and tin raw surface dusted over with

.\irol or dnssed with Chitiosol ;',au/.e. 1 h' ste.idy ])r( -sure exerted by a

laver of tiiin siieet lead under a firm ela>tic ]i.inda^.'e h.a- often a mos:

-timulatinL; effnt upon tlie flabby exuberant ^;r;inulations. Cnpt.

Kesin.e makes a .t;oo(l siiniulatin;.; dnssin,:. or fresh-iilood suppl_\ may
be determined b\- the application of a 1 uppinu lUiss.

Till b',lulci:t Ul,,r is a \ai;uelv difi'ut! condit'or. which i- olteii

regarded a> idtiiti'al witl: the ciitlou^ or with the .crtil, sou ilie

ttrm should !" leslrii ted to \er\ ihinnn iiliii- whi'h. without

-iiowin^ am teni.ini\ to heal, nni.nn in .1 hitli-.-- londitioii without
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necessarily exhibiting any f;reat degree of callous niaii:

granule

n or

1017

flal)l)v

ilation.

^^^^ „ warmtli applied to the limb and tonic constitutional

treatment will be necessary. The ordinary i^elatin ot elastic bantiage

will in time promote healing, but the process is very slow and tlie cuatrix

is liable to break down.

Electricitv, when continuously applied, is the best lo-il .-timui.uU to

growth for this condition, and the writer has found excellent results follow

the emplovnunt of I'.ird's ])!an for treating l)edsores in paralytic patients.

Anv workinu jeweller can easily prepare two discs, one of .silver of the

size of the ulcer, and the other of zinc about the dimensions ..f a i rown

piece. Th se are connected by a piece of stout co])per wire 4 to (> in> bt s

hnm. Th silver disc being laid in direct contact with the sore, the /.\\v

plate is 1)1; . 1 on the skin-at some distam e from the uK er o\ er a lavcr ol

wash leathe. soaked in \ inegar. The method may be modified by pla. in,

a weak .solution of a /.inc .salt on lint under tlie silver disc,\\lii>li will

induce a weak calaphoresis.

Stoker's plan of stimulating the growth of indolent ul.ers by esposure

to a small jet of Oxygen is a \ aluable metliotl of treatment, givmg a hi ab h>

and resistant <icatrix. and similar results may be obtained in s\j>hi!ili'

sui)jects by the local application of ('alonul vapour gineratcd m the

api)aratus lor givin- a hot-air batli in IJri-hfs disease.

As in the truitment of the flai)by exuberant granulation- ot tlie ucak

nil er. the tvpi(aliv indolent sore may be stimulated liy the apiili. atu^n of

fupiicr Sulphate.' Lunar Caustic, solution of Corrosive .Sublimate, \c..

or of anv drv dressing alter dusting the sore \wth Iodoform, Airol. \i

The surface 'of the indolent sore may be irun'.id o\er witl. IShsliring

Fluid, which should al.,o overlap the mi-hbimring sound skin

Til,: Ciilloiis liar with its ed-cs olten of cartilaginous haidru-. is

always most ind.lcnt. and hcalin- can never o..ur as loni; as il-.c in-

duration IS i)ermittc(l to remain.

/'),sM(re should have .1 trial Inloie resorting to singi'vl inea^urev and

sonu times healmu raindlv loilows alter the hardened m.nj -- ba\c b- Mine

.soffned or ab;.urbi(l bv the steadv pressure of the pure lubl'cr bandage

of .Martin, winch should' be applied diiertly to the fa. e of the soie NMlboUt

any intermediate dressiiiL', and the .fleet is expedited b\ permitting; tiu

])atient u> t.ile .. la" .un'nunt .: niu.-. ular exen i-c. Tlie patient sh..uld

a[.plv It himself esei- momirr beloie leaving bi.l, and he soon uets t..

feel 'the re.iiiisite ani.'iunt of tension, which in. reascs as lu assumes the

v.rii.alp..siti..n. •lheb..ndaL'eisk.!.t<mall day au.l not lem.A.d ufitil

the patient is lial in lu.l. 1' is tin ;i washed in a ba-in ol waler ..nlaining

:. traeeoisomeantisci.li. . The r.i. r is tu be hk( wise . .0 'uhs .lean>e.l.

a;id .1 thi.k paiiof liii' >..ak.d in Sp'rit or ( urb.iiie l.'ti..>'

ni-irnin:i under a j'hiin . .dn >i or > to. km-.. \ub ...a.!:.;.'-

Tlie skin nl the liiiib Is nuiialu I'.i.o.i s.' m;'. .1 itui

V.lll U<:{ be .ul\l,,.lble lo.uvrv m 1 1 ;. lie.li! I. 'i'll! bx ..lie

nia\ sometiiiRsbi d..ii. t'., lib. lilt. i.'c. >;iia .a>!, iil

,' II ed . \ir il till

I I. n.ki '>.<' (

ilk ih. a-b this

'ii'j .
uiraet l-Kir.

II
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the ulcer, may l)e laid over one or more [diu;, of lint soaked in weak

biniodidc cf mer. urv or ar\ other lotion, and placed upon the surface of

the ulcer, the whole being covered by a pad of lint or gauze, and kept in

position by elastic webbing or woven India-rubber banda.-c as just

described. Excellent result- follow this mctliod where the pure ruljber

bandajje cannot be tolerated

By laving a piece of protecuve o\ er tlie fa^ ' of the sore after thorougiiiy

disinfecting it with a i in 4,000 Corrosive Sublini;tle solution, Watson, of

Boston, modifies this plan. Over the protective he place- a piece of sheet-

tin, the whole covered by a dry ('nrrosuc Sublimate gauze dressing, hel.i

in place by an evenly ap[)lied bandage from the toes to the knee. 'IMie lead-

foil and wo\ en rubber bandage are l)etter. Where these plans fail blislerii\L',

mav be tried, but the danger of converting the indolent calldus condition

into a sloughing ulcer in (lel)ilitated subjects must not he torgutten.

Of surgical i)rocedures the be>l is to take a sharp bistoury and make a

scries of linear incisions through tlie thickened or callous margins, radiat-

ing outward., from the centre "f the ulcer, like the sj;okes of a win, el from

the nave. The imisions should pen^ 1 ate tiii; dv.cp [,i>ria, and extend f(.i

an incli or two beyond tlie n\argins ot the ulcer, I'.leeding is easily

stopjK'd l)v pressure.

This method is m^-re .u' cessful than mere .>,( raping ot the ulcer or

parin- its margins. The writer thinks it was first practi>ed in tlu'

l'>liui)urgii .Sihool, and he has seen its great success in many cases in the

hands of an oi'! pu[)il of Syme.

Spaetii des(ril)es a modification of this jmncdure as practi.-.ed li>

Ilarljordt. The entire ulrr.r is divided lengthwise by a dee[) incision,

extent' in- far into the healthy tis.^ue. Cross incisions arc then made

throu-h the < d'ous tis-uc into the healthy at intervals of about J-inch.

The in<ision; must go through not only the skin, but the underlying fa.^cia;

the wounds must ga]-.e widely. I'iie bleeding. > 1' n profuse, must he

slopped with tampons, and the whrilc wound, whi it must be ouned has

ratlier a .laughter-house look, i- done up with Iodoform dn"-,,ii' . \\ hen,

after eig't to fourteen days, the dre- ing is (i.anged >. -a- lillerence in

appe.irance is very marked. Ilealtliy granui.itions ar^ .[jringing up in

abundance from the gapinu inci.-.ion-, and soon (over tlie whole surhue,

rea'-hinsr the level of the sunoonding .-kin, from whii ii the gro^viii of new

epulermis is seen to advaie e rapidly.

Where the uher is e,Kleiisi\e, skin-grafting may be net (led. but it ii

,!-.eles.-, to attiinpt the operati.iii till tlif entire nature of the Si,:e ha^ lie...i

1\.-L altiTLd by Some of the .liiove plans, or, better ^t:l!, alter thorijugh

excision (,f the intire ulevr !>>' the knife.

keverdin\ method lon.si-ts in planting wlib.in the margin-, of the

ulcer minute grafts of epidtrini- with the upi)ei lasers of the rete nun o^um,

and these, bv urowing into the -kin of the margins, give a firm cicatrix.

The aftet-treatmcnt consists in io\crii'g the surface v iih protective

bandages under a lhi« k pad ni slcnle uau/v. wlin li .should hwl lie reiiio\ed

lor \ or 5 days.

li
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l»y the Thiersch method ;i l>roa.l |.ie(C consisting of cpidcrnii- only

shaved off tlie patient's thi.uh or forearm. This is laid on a pieee ol

ith lal saline solulum.

raft and
uauze, raw surlacc uppermost, mois^vnetl wiin norm;

and perforated with numerous prii ks with a scalpel pomt.

• auze arc then pressed on the freshened ulcer surface and made to adhere

thereto. A dressing of gauze dipped in melted Bon<- ..mtment is applied

over the graft.
, .

, , • , .,

Large grafts of the entire thickness of the skin may be laid on the

surfair of the scraped and sterilised ulcer, and fastened by sutures: s.,m.'

surgeons employ this method as practise.! by ^"oung, who i)laces the skin

graft on the healthv cleansed granulating surface.

The dressing of grafted surfaces affords a problem not yet satisfact-nlv

.olved. Thin sheets ol i>erforated celluloid hax e lately been used with

success. Thex are kept in position ny straps of plaster, and therefore do

not displace the delicate graft. They allow the secretions to es. ape. and

prevent adhesions of the graft to the epidermal cells of the graft

Amputation mav be the onlv resort when all methods fail and the ul. er

invades a large ar'ea of the entire surface of the leg. '1 he liell Kealley

operation is the best procedure. He scrapes tlie ul- cr thoroughly,

removes the bones and soft tissues of the dorsum of the loot, and transfers

to the site of the ulcer the whole of the >ole of the foot, mcludm;.: mu.^.les,

pLuUar vessels and nerves, and excluding loose tendons alter removing

a small portion of the lower end ot the tibia. The result is a good sturnp,

like a Svmc, instead of an (ordinary amputation at the knee. He a >o

preserves the dorsal fo..t dap for ankle amputations in . ases of ,„w,"/c/c

.irnilar ,ihv< of the h-o bv bendin- it round upon its neck anil cAering

with it the ulcerated suria< e.

Though the local treatment of the indolent ulcer i. m.ol important,

little advance can be n.^^de unless .onstitutional measures be closely

attended to. This is true also as regards all forms oi .hronic sore.

Ile.lin- mav l)c impossible till uood food in abundance, an.i t.mics, pure

air an-feverV means by whi-h the nutrition of the body can be unproved,

luut goiafii'rtrial.
,

The Varicose t7,Tr.-The treatment of tiiis .cndilion is that ol tlie

simi)L healirg sore when cmpli. ated with the presence ol v ancose

veins Ex(isirr, of the dilate'l xenons trunk may l,e reciinred m sonu'

coses, but as a rule the constant application of the woven rubber or the

gelatm bandage meets all re.i.,rements. It allows the ulcer to b.eal, and

the prev.T„i.n of future recurrence can then be safely undert.iken on an

aseptic lield bv removal of the veins. The metho.l described on a prex lous

pa-e as nrac lised bv lamies(,n and Low is the best pt..ce(Uue.

Th, Lanatous'rher is usually ;vssociated with tiie .i^t-mentioned

,„ndition, and uenerallv the pur.^ rubber bandage is b,id v borne. 1
he

best plan is to' start the treatment of the e. zema whilst the i.,uunt

remains in bed bv the application ol ,. suitable ointment c.mtaming i.ki.

( arb. 1 )etergens with White I'recipitate and Lea.l. After a time he may

be permitted to uo about with this application on hnl covered m bx a

4k
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woven elastic bandage. Aqueous lotions under oiled silk often tend to

spread the eczema over the entire limb. When the discharge is profuse,

drying powders like Zinc Oxide, Fuller's Earth, Bismuth and Starch

may be freely dusted on under the woven rubber bandage.

The Sloughing or Phagedenic Ulcer is seldom met with in the leg, and

then only in patients debilitated by alcoholic excesses or those suffcrinj.

from some profound blood dyscrasia as renal disease or diabetes. As tht

condition is due to infection with some virulent strain of microbe ir

addition to active constitutional remedies, energetic disinfectant, com

bined with Vaccine, treatment must be promptly resorted to.

The limb should be enveloped by frequently changed Charcoal poultice;

till the surface of the sore has been cleansed from superficial sloughs

Peroxide of Hydrogen is freely swabiu'd over the ulcer, which may thcr

be exposed to tlic thermocautery, and any deep sloughs removed by tli(

aid of the knife, and the whole thoroughly painted l)y liquefied Carboli(

Acid.

By keeping the leg constantly immersed in a trough containing warn

solution of Permanganate of Potassium the stench may be controlled anc

new action encouraged. In chronic cases an autogenous X'accine may U
employed with advantage.

The ulcers which arise from the condition recognised as Bazin's Diseas

(see under Erythema) are frequently found on the posterior surface of th

leg over the calf. Wiiilst they are best treated on the ai)ove lines b;

scraping, pressure and local antiseptics, constitutional treatment is of mcr

importance, and generally speaking this should be such as is indicated ii

tuberculosis. Not infrecjuently these patients show a positive Wasser

mann reaction.

UR^ailA—ses Bright's Disease.

URETHRAL CARUNCLE.
Ri nioval of the growth should lie effeilcd alter the applitatiun (

cocaine liy ligaturing or by snipping it ofl with sharp scissors and ii,i|i!\ in

the cautery to its bleeding base. A simpler plan is to directly appl

Pa(iuelm's cautery to the growth and permit it ,'o slough off afterward:

Where tlie tumour is of a > magnitude it should be excised by the knil

or scissors, taking a clean sweep of tlic underh ing tissue, avoiding -trit tui

by lieing careful to join urethral nuK ous memljrane to vaginal by intci

rupted sutures.

URETHRAL FEVER.

Tliis is also known as Cathettr l*"e\or, and has been already incidental!

dealt with in the desdiption of strii lure of the urethra, enlarged pro:

tate, etc.

If the (ondilion be regarded from the patliolo;;i<'al point of \iew ii

preveiilioii and lieaUiu'Ml jitcome a siiiipiv pmiiiiiii in lalioiiai^liieit

pcutich. It is a/itayi caused by septic absorption in a patient who!
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kidnev. are damaged, usually by back pressure, the poison bemg either

convevcd bv a catheter which has not been properly sterilised or by a

sterilised instrument which has caused some sli-ht abrasion of the urethra,

through which some toxic urinary product finds its wa> ido the circula-

tion. In very neurotic subjects olwiously a minute do.u is sufficient to

excite a violent consiitulionol reaction.

The suri^eon should find no dilTirulty in acccptin- this view it he r^ lects

upon the smartin- pain which invariablv accompanies micturition after

the passa-e of even a soft rubber .athctcr for the first time.

Pmwntion of cathef- fever therefore consists in rii.nd asepticism and

the utmost aentlcnes n the use of all urethral instruments. When a

catheter is used for the first timr. the patient should previously be put to

bed when this is at all possiijlc, or he should be immcdi^itely sent to a warm

bed till after the first micturition, an.l he should l)e directed to delay the

emptying of the bladder for a reasonable time after tlie passage of the

instrument.
. „,. ,„.

\ hot bath before or immediatelv after the operation may prevent

the attack, and at the , ommencement ot treatment for stricture, which

is the usual cause of this complication, the prcNious hot bath serves a

double purpose. Where rigors are anticipated an opiate should be given

one or two hours previously, and immediately before operating a few drops

of weak cocaine solution should be inje.ted dosvn the urethra. Quinine,

which is often valuable after the rigor, generally is useless in preNxntrng it,

This the writer often demonstrated in a patient who had intermittent

fever in his vouth. and who had alarming rigors after every time a bougie

w.is passed through his stricture. Soft instruments when possible shoulc

be used, and the most rigid attention to asepsis is imperative The best

lubricant is K.Y. Tcllv or the thi<k Glycerin of Borax of the lU .

Wiicn a catheter or sound i. to be passed for a patient who is already

passing septic urine, it is necessary when time permits to delay operation

till the urine h;is been rendered asei)tic by the administration of I rotro-

pine. Boracic Acid, Creosote, or other urinary antiseptic

()n<-e the fever or rigors have appeared after .athetensation the

svmptomatic indications are clear: in the cold stage the patient should be

enveloped in warm blankets and have iiot-water bottles pla.ed a his fiet.

\ full dose (.0 to .:; grs.) Quinine with 20 min Laudanum should be

administered, or a moderate dose of whisk.y made into hot pun. h may

h,. .Mven In the sweating >tage external warmth may be removed but

the^perspir.ition should not be checked. Trinarv antisepti- s shoul.l be

uiven in full doses for n few times.

When suppression of urine accompanies urethral fever the cas. should

1,0 re. anlc.l as s,,ious, and sh.uiM be treated by a very hot b anket bath

(see p oO or tlie onhnarv hot bath, hot poulti. cs to the loins drv ruppmg

or a n.pious warm or hot water enema may be administ.., d, I he general

treatment of a. utc Bri.hf s disease being indicated, m. hiding i'llocari.-ne.

•_ .-ve-e c.a-e« Tl."s,. who rcL'ard catheter or urethral fever as always

Of renal origin caution against the a.ln.inistmt.nn ol opium or alcohol

,1:
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in any form, and rely upon smart Salines, warm fonu^ntations to t'

kidneys, or hot baths. Normal Saline solution should be injected hyp

dermically and b\ the rectum.

i i
If!

URETHRAL RUPTURE.
When laceration of the urethra is met with soon after the injui

a sterilised and well-liiliricated soft rubber catheter should be pass

down the tube and coaxed into the bladder if possible; failing in tl

attempt, the patient should be put under ct.loroform and a rigid instrumc

tried. After the catheter has been introduced into tne bladder it shoi

be tied in for a week, and a long piece of rubl)er attached to siphon off 1

urine into a vessel placf^d beneath the bed.

When the bladder cannot be entered in this manner, a full-sized st

should be passed down to the laceration, and the skin and tissues frei

divided in the perineum, so as to fully expose the rupturcl tube and adr

of the discovery of the proximal end of the corn portion. The staff bei

withdrawn, a full-sized rubber catheter is passed through the meatus a

guided through the pn.ximal opening into the bladder, after which 1

laceration should be sutured over the catheter and the perineal wou

closed, a drain being left in and the catheter retained for lo days will

rubber siphon to continuously drain off the urine as it flows into the blad

from the ureters.

Often, however, it will be found that the bladder end of the rupt

escapes detection, and the only resource open to the surgeon is to

suprapubic cystotomy, and guide an instrument from above throi

the neck of the bladder into the urethra, and out through the perin

wound, or a perineal section down to the seat of the rupture will prev

extravasation and allow the urethral mucous membrane to heal,

division has been complete, an attempt should be ma' to unite bv me
(if fine catgut sutures the torn ends of the urethra.

Ultimately a suitable plastic operation may be indicated when

patient survives the cystotomy and the sloughing caused by extravasa

urine. Sapiejko has obtained success by transplanting grafts taken ft

the mucous membrane lining the lower lip, with the view of restoring

destroyed portions of the urethra; grafts as large as i inc h by I inch w

sutured to the ends of the divided urethra.

If extravasation of urine has already occurred when the case co:

under observation, perineal section should be performed without atten

ing ( atheterisation, and a number of deep incisions should be made i

the boggy area, one of tlicse passing down to the site of the rupture,

these should be thorouf'hly irrigated by warm Saline solution.

Kupturcd urethra is invariably followed by stricture, for wl

systematic dilatation will be retjuired, and the patient should be tai

to pass a fuU-si/.ed bougie at regular intersals, as in the trcatmen

crdinary organic stricture.

URETHRAL STRICTURE—see Stricture ol Urethra.
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URINARY FISTULA.

This may be a sequel to the last-mentioned condition; more frequently

it follows as a result of old gonorrhoeal stricture, im] uted calculi,

prostatic abscess, etc. The primary condition which cans. - the obstruc-

tion to the flow of urine must be the obvious aim of all treatment.

Only one sinus about the scrotum or perineum may exist, whilst as

manv as fifty openings have been seen studded over the same region and

extending into the rectum and above the groins. The treatment will,

therefore, necessarily vary considerably.

A simple fistula, opening at the one extrcmitv into the urethra and at

ti
- other into the perineal region, will be found, in the great majority of

cases, to be secondary to a stricture of long standing. Such a fistulous

openin- will as a rule heal as soon as the urethral stricture is properly

dilated Under the heading of Stri< ture of the Urethra the various plans

of dealin" with the primaiv affection have been detailed, and need not be

here repeated. As a rule it will be wise to begin with solid metal bougies,

passed every two or three days, till the fullest size which the urethra is

capable of takini- is reached.

When the anterior end of the stricture is very narrow the continuous

process of dilatation will have to be commenced with filiform bougies

till a small catheter can be manipulated into the bladder, after whuh it

mav be retained for 24 to 48 hours before a larger instrument is similarly

tied in lor a time. When a No. 6 English is reached the interrupted

method mav then be commenced.

Should the fistula fail to heal after the dilatatini of the stricture, the

cause of fai'jre is ahv.ivs due to an escape of unne during micturition,

which keens the track ^reen and prevents healing. The plan of injecting

irritants or caustics alon- the fistulous track in such cases is bad practice,

thou-h still advised bv some surgeons. The best procedure by far is to

teach the patient to pass a large-sized soft instrument, and caution him

not to attempt to make water without its aid, or a catheter may be tied

in for a dav or two. Even before iiaving a motion from the bowel=.

he should immediately pass his catheter, and draw off every drop of urine.

In this wav all trickling of urine along the fistulous tra<k is completely

prevented, and in a short time <omplete closure results. This metho.l will

also be found to be etti. a. ious in those cases of urinary fistula causcfl l)y

prostatic abscesses. .

When two three, or i.,ur openings lead dire t from the perineum into

the urethra without mucii in.l.iration or any diverti. ula, success may

follow the above line of treatment. '\hen. however, the tracks of the

fistula- are in .'onnection with regions riddled by small al)sccs',es, the

perineum shoul.l be opened by a free external ..icision ma<le over a

Svme-. staff for perineal section, and all indurated tissue freely removed

the fistul.ius tra<ks scraped by a sharp curette, and pa. ked with ^--.s of

Iodoform L-auze. Fenwick advocates free excision o^ every ti k or

burrow ri-'iit up to the urethra, and suture ol the raw >..ila.es thu»
||lr'
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produced. Scrotal fistula should be treated also in this manner. A
Penile fistula usually results from sloughing of the urethra, caused by the

impaction of a calculus; hence there is generally much loss of substance.

The fistulous track should be freely incised, the edges p-ired, and the

urpthroplastic operation of Clark or Nclaton or the more elaborate

transplanting method mentioned in vhe last article may be resorted to.

When the stricture is impassable by any instrument introduced along

the urethra, the treatment so successful in simple cases cannot, of course,

be pursued. Thci is nothing left in such cases for the surgjon but to out

down upon the seat of stricture by perineal section, and by the Boutonnierc

operation the urethra may be divided upon a Wheclhouse's straight

grooved steel staff. In some cases Cock's operation may be performed,

and the urethra divided behind the stricture in its membranous portion.

Wheclhouse's operation is the best for most cases, and it is described along

v'ith the other methods under Stricture of the Urethra.

In dealing with some cases of fistula; it may be necessar\' to open the

bladder abo%e the pubes, and by the method known as " retrograde

catheterisation " to introduce into the urethra a catheter from above,

as in the operation fo. dealing with a ruptured urethra.

In some cases after performing external urethrotomy the impermeable

stricture may be completely excised or resected, and the divided ends of

the urethra carefully sutured together over a full-sized catheter tied in

the passage. This is facilitated i>y placing the patient in the extreme

lithotomy position with the hips about eight inches above the level of the

shoulders, and having the urethral tissues stained by the use of methylene

blue given internally beforehand and immediately before operation in-

jected into the urethra.

URINE, Incontinence of.

The treatment of this condition will be found on p. 447. where the

various methods of dealing with the nocturnal form ot incontinence

known as Enuresis are detailed. In some cases after the failure cf all

the plans mentioned there, success has been reported from Thyroid

t'eeding, even when there has been no reason to suspect any failure in tiie

function 01 the thyroid gland.

URINE, Retention ot—bee Retention ot Urine.

URINE, Suppression ot— see Suppression of Urin.!.

URTICARIA, OR NETTLE RASH.

The first step in the treatment is to disco\cr the exciting cause, which

may be cither some local irritant or an internal one. In the former case

the tnsk is an easy one: nettle or jelly-fish stings, mosquito hitc^, etc.,

are as a rule obvious. The internal causes are more ditfuult to detect,

especially in the chronic cases, and one article of food after another must

he rsrritffH till the tn>;ic agpnt i« df^tcrtcd. In a'l >-i\--c- a mi!'- diet is clrnr'y

Indicatecl, as this food is rich in Calcium Salts, as is also butter and spinach,
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Fruits, especially acid fruits, should be prohibited, since they tend to

decalcify the blood.

In the formidable or so-called giant urticaria the symptoms come on

suddenly, often soon after a meal, so that the exciting rause may be at once

suspected, such as shellfish, fungi, strawberries, raw apples or other fruit,

pastry, pork, cheese, etc.

Reflex causes as ovarian irritation are also to be thought of in the

search for the primary disturbing element, and dyspepsia and constipation

should be remedied.

The treatment of the acute giant form with its alarming but for the

most part harmless symptoms is best carried out by ih*^ adm-'-'-trat. -

of an emetic to rid the stomach of the food or fermen'.ng ma vhicli

has probably been the origin of the attack. As soon as emesis ha;. rrcd

a strong saline purge should be administered in -.rder to expel from the

bowel any unabsorbed toxic product.

In the ra-e form of Willan's Urticaria luberosa, where large hard tumours

appear generally during the night-time in the vicinity of jt)ints, similar

eliminatory treatment should be employe:', the saline purgative being

[)iereded by a full dose of Cu'omel, and Calcium salts should be adminis-

tered in courses of short du.-vtion periodically.

In the more chronic forms, the main symptom being the feeling of

intense burning itch, local remedies suggest th.'^msclves; these are, how-

ever, as a rule most disappointing. The bc^t of all applications is

Bicarbonate of Soda in the warm bath, but as; usually recommended the

bath is useless. One writer on skin diseases after another ad\ ises that

4 oz. of the soda salt should be dissolved in a large bath (30 to 4c gallons

of water). 2 lbs. mav be acKantageously employed. 4 oz. adiLd to

30 gallons of water make a solution of about V\ strength of i gr. to 2\o7..,

"which can ha\e no ther'ipeutic action. The patient should lie for half to

one hour in the stronger solution at a temperature of about oS' V.

Upon coi.iing out of the bath the skin should be dried with a S(>ft towel,

and tl'.e portions which are the seat of tlu urticaria may be freels' amunted

with a I'in 40 ("arbolic Oil Severe it' hing mnv be relieved in a limited

urea bv mopi)ing it with Memhol, i part, dissolv d in 3 parts of ( a< h of llu-

following : Chliiroforni, .'ther and ('ami)hoiate(l Spirll, making a 1 in 10

solution of ni(nthol. It is hardly necessary to say that siirh a lo<ion

should i..t bo swabbed on a porti.m of skin which has been deejily scr.il' tt< d

or excoriated bv the finger-nails, i drachm of menthol di'^solved in 10 m.

weak s])irit may i)c freely sponged over large arcits of skin, and so may

ordinarv Carbolic Lotion (i in 40). Any of the sedative a!)plic ations

mentioned in the artide on Pruritus may be tried. A laxounte lotion

IS the following-

R. Liq. Piumii Fort. 5ij.

.Ic. Acetici Oil. 3j-

Liq. Carbonis Dcierg. ."jij.

Ac. Hydrocyanici Dit. Tt].

.iqtue Dcstillaltc ad S-wj. Miscc.
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Of drugs for internal use, save such as are indicated for the removi

of the primary dyspepsia, gout, etc., there is no aj^ent of any real t

specific value save the Chloride or Lactate of Calcium; there is alv i\

a diminution in the coai;uhihility of the blood. !]> administering tli

drug the wheals and itching generally rapidly improve even when tl

primary error in the dietary remains uncorrected, and on withholding tl

lime salt the symptoms will return. Often the irritability of the sk

remains for a considerable time after the exciting cause has been remove

but it speedilv disappears under calcium administration. The lime sal

prevent exudation from the vessels, and thus diminish the pressure on ti

sensory terminals. Either salt may be prescribed in 15 gr. doses in i

water thrice daily.

In the urticaria of infants Lime Water or Magnesia added to the mi

acts in a similar manner. Free elimination in all <hronic cases should 1

maintained by stimulating the urinary secretion by a liciuid dietai

and by daily morning doses of s natural mineral water containing Sodiu

or Magnesium Sulphate. Gouty cases respond to similar treatment

combination with moderate doses of Salicylate of Sodium.

It must not be forgotten that in some susceptible individuals, iodide

salicylates, cubebs, conaiba and santonin may bring on an attack

urticaria, and this often follows serum treatment for diphtheria and oth

diseases.

In the infantile affection known as urticaria pijuiienlosa, calcium sal

are of no avail; the raised iiiLmcntcd iiatches always disappear befo

puberty, and the i nly indication for treatment is the .slight pruriti

which ma\ be relie\ed by an) of the altove-mcntioned sedative lotio

or by sponging with vinegar.

UTERDiE DISPLACEMENTS.

From a practical point of view tiie only two displacements of mu
importance are backward displacement— r^/z-offr^/oM— and downwa

displacement

—

prolapse. A tmf anteversion can only take place in the «
ol a pregnant uterus in the later mo.ths of pregnancy, when it may s

forwards if the abdominal wall is relaxid (see under l'rt,L;nan( y. Disord

of). A liilir,il dis])la(inunl occurs under two sets of circumstanc

when a luiudur in one bruud lijianuiU (c./;., a i)aiam('triiic exuda

pushes tiie uteru^ over towards the opijosite side of the pel\ i- , m when 1

lontvaction of the newlv formed cotmt'tixe tissue, as an inflanmiat(

exudate, lucomes organised, pulls the ulirus ()\ir towards the same si^

The uterine axis may lose the normal (iirvc, and may become eitl

straightened out, bent forwards at more or less uf an Mv^h- 'Uitejlexior

or bent backwards— >rtrofIf\ioii. The walls of the \ auina ma\ share in 1

descent of the uterus, or may be affected alone, and as such an affect!

is often, though inaccurately, termed by the laity " falling of the woml

it will hp rnnsiriired in this article I'itlur the anterior xapinal w;

with the base of the bladder, may bulge into the vuha {rystocelr), or 1

posterior with the re( turn (rertorrlr). lastly, T shall describe the tre
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ment of that rare form of uterine displacement, chrome inversion JX^^

acute form has already been dealt with under Puerperal Haemorrhage •

Retrovmion.-lh^ cervix is anchored to the sacrum on each s.dt
1 y

more or less well-developed bands of connective tissue forming P'^^t o the

pelvic fascia, and is thus prevented from descending tow^uds the vul a.

The fundus is pulled forwards on each side by the round liganients, which

are muscular and elastic, but unable to resist long-contmued strain^J"
cases of retroversion without prolapse the round ligaments are lelaxed

when the sacral ligaments are poorly developed or have y^^
^
]o th^

stresses thrown on the lower uterine segment and
"'•;!;i''^* ^^

''^^'^ ^^^

descent of the uterus accompanies the retroversion Ihe treatmen "^

the latter class of cases will be more fully considered under the heading

"^Retroversion without prolapse is found in women of all ages
. .

hose

who have borne children and in virgins.' When one '^'^''^"\'^'^'^^^^.

urse of a gvn^cological examination a retroversion is not "f
'1 "

scovered, to which none of the patient's symptoms can fairly be attrd -

.fcd. and that again a patient's symptoms may be relieved b> curing

some .incident condition, such as endometritis, though "o -g is d n

to r. ..ace the uterus in its normal position, one is tempted to dou t

whether retroversion fer se is capable of .'iving rise to symptoms at all.

Bu we ml^t remember that the abnormal position of the uterus in itself

predisposes to congestion, with consequent mcrea.se m the weight and

bulk of the organ, and increased liability not only to microbic infection

settino up a true en.lometntis, usually in the cervix but a so to that

hySrlh of the endometrium often associated with capdlary dilata-

tion aJknown variously as " fungoid," " polypoid,' or ';
h^^'morrhag^

endometritis," which provides such a wide field for the victories of the

curetTe It is not uncommon to find one or both ovaries enlarge, and

orolansed in a case of retroversion. .

W^n a retroversion is discovered in the course of a pelvic ---;!nation

and when the uterus is free from any other pathological condition, the

;;iu;;oner should seriously ask himself before
^-"^^^^^f;;^;;^

treatment whether the patient's sNmptoms can be fairh reftrrid to the

Z^S^L for time an.l .kill will only be wasted m attempting to

re vn 1
toms due to neurasthenia, ana.mia or debility by measures

drclc'Illdy to the restoration of the misplace.l organ to a normal

'"'tn'the average case^^f retroversion with symptoms of .sacral pain or

dra"" n'V euco'rrhcea and menorrhagia. the best pi - is to commence

h a'omrse of treatment directed to the relief ol an, ,,elMc congestion

o u "ne nflammation present. Glvcer.n of Subitol (.0 per cent.) c.

Bor"vdvceride tampons should '-e inserted in the vagina ..nee a week, and

hot antiseptic or astringent douches (. m .0,000 IVrchloride half

atur'" d oric ..\ci,l. wc4 Permanganate, drachm to the .,uart Sulphate

S Sr.' ven daih-: (Sc. also under Kndomctnt.s and Leucorrhrva-

•

he pi ie, 's^enei-al health should be attended to, for rest, tonics and

li

lu

"
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change of air all play a part in the cure of such symptoms. Many of

these cases are much improved by curetting, which relieves the congestion,

gets rid of diseased mucous membrane, and by the week or so of enforced

rest often gives the patient a start on the road to recovery.

When sucL measures are insufficient to relieve the pain and weakness

in the back and pelvis, or when ilie relief i:, only temporary and symptoms

return with, or soon after, the cessation of treatment, the effect of re-

placing the uterus and keeping it in position witb a pessary should be tried.

Almost everyone is familiar with Schultze's method of reposition, which

consists in first raising the fundus from the hollow of the sacrum by

means of two fingers introduced into the vagina. The fingers of the other

hand then grasp the fundus through the abdominal wall, while the vaginal

fingers are placed in front of the cervix and press it backwards so that the

uterus is brought into a position of anteversion. This manoeuvre is moie

easy to describe than to carry "out. It is facilitated by a preHminary

course of tampons and douches, by placing the patient for the i. 'puhition

in the lateral position, with her hips elevated on a pillow, and sometimes

by introducing one finger into the vagina, and the second finger into the

rectum. It is by no means easy to get the uterus to stay anteverted even

when the method has succeeded.

When the uterus has been replaced, and sometimes as a means of

effecting replacement when that cannot be accomplished satisfactorily

by the manual method, a pessary is inserted. In some cases the wearing

of this instrument for some months enables the round ligaments to regain

their tone, and is followed by restoration of the normal p'^.ition of the

uterus for a longer or shorter period after removal of the pessary. Such a

happy result is not to be generally expected, and the restoration to the

normal cannot l)c expected to be permanent when retroversion is combined

with descent of the uterus, the usual condition in parous women. Piut

even thouuh we do not look for a radical cure, the measure undoulitedly

relieves symptoms in very many rases, and should be tried as an adjunct

or a sequel to the local therapy already described, when the relief afforded

has been merely temporary, and when operative measures are inadvisable

or are refused. .'\ pessary should not be used when active inflammation

of the uterus or adnex,. is present, when tliere is a pyosalpinx or pelvic

abscess, or where there is an enlarged tender prolapsed ovary.

Tiie most commonly used pessary for retroversion is a Smith-Hodge,

wiiich theoreti( ally |)uts the vagina on the stretch longitudinally, and so

carries the cervix backwards. The finger should be introduced into the

posterior fornix after the uterus has been replaced, if possible, and the

length of the vagina to a point ]ust behind the uretliral orifice measured.

This ;,'i\es the approximate size of the pessary which shou'l be used.

During its introdu( tion, the forefinger of the left hand should houk the

perine backwards, and the pessary should be held obliquely, pressure
.

being nia. with one side of it downwards against the right of the perineum,

while the other side slips in to the left of the urethral orifice. When it

has been introduced, the posterior bar is carried by the forefinger snugly
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behind the cemx, while the anterior bar rests on the perineum. It is

more satisfactory to make the wider end anterior. If the pessarv-, when

introduced, causes undue stretching of the vagina, or if discomfort or

actual pain is complained of, it should be removed and a smaller instru-

ment inserted. Any patient who is wearing a pessarj- should be directed

to douche the vagina at least twice a week with two quarts of warm water

to which two teaspoonfuls of a mixture of soda bicarb, and boric acid

(equal parts) have been addt-d. She should have the pessary removed

for a week cverv three months, and she should be instructed to return for

examination at any time if pain, excessive leucorrhoca or abnormal

hemorrhage arises. A round rubber ring is sometimes used for retro-

version, cipe-ially if associated withprolapse. It is usually recommended

that this should be of vulcanite or hard rubber for the sake of cleanliness.

If the precautions detailed abo^ e are insisted on, a " watch-spring soft

rubber ring mav be used with safety, or a " combination fluid pessary,

whir.i consists of a ring covered with a soft rubber cushion filled with

glycerin. These pessaries often give relief in cases of irreducible retro-

version. Ring pessaries are best introduced by depressing the perineum

and rolling the ring in over it in an oblique position as described for a

Smith-Hodge. It is scarcely necessary to say that the pessary, after pas-

in'^ the vulval entrance, lies in a transverse plane in the vagina.

''operative Treatment.—OperaUon should be resortea to when local

therapy and pessaries fail, when the patient objects to tne wearing of a

pessary or persistently neglects the hygienic precautions necessary while

wearing one; when the case is compli'ated by the presence of erosion,

ectropion or surh a degree of perineal laceration that a pessary cannot be

retained, or by .larged, tender and prolapsed ovaries, pyosalpinx, pelvic

abscess or adhesions binding down the fundus. It should not b" under-

taken solely for the re oration of the normal position of the uterus,

but only for the relief of symptoms which have withstood a thorough

trial of measures directed to the cure of the complications mentioned, and

the appropriate operative treatment of these complications should form

a part of the operation undertaken.

Thi restoration of the misplaced uterus may be effected by vaginal

fixation, in which the fundus is brought forwards to lie between the bladder

and anterior vaginal wall, or by abdominalfixation, in which it is brought

throu-rh the peritoneum of the anterior abdominal wall and sutured to the

recti muscles, or, still better, to the back of the anterior wall of the

rectal sheath. These measures cflectually fix the uterus and prevent not

only retroversion, but also prolapse. They should never be carried out

on anv patient who has not passed the child-bearing age, as pregnancy

in a uterus so fixed would be disastrous. When pregnancy is still a

possibilitv, the uterus should be suspended from the anterior abdom-nal

wall. Th'is may be done in many ways. Those most favoured at present

ar- GiUiam's operation, in which the roiind 'igaments arc picked up m

the middle of their length and awn out taut through the recti muscles

on either side; and lastly the Alexander Adams operation, in which the

5 1

.1

,' S
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round ligaments arc exposed in the inpuinal canals, drawn upon so as t(

elevate the uterus, and then fixed to the aponeurosis.

Prolapse.—The subjects of prolapse and retroversion are closel;

connected, for a prolapsed uterus is invariably retrovertcd. The pro

lapse may be of less or greater extent, and it is noticeable that mor^ pan

and dragging are complained of when the prolapsed organ still lies withii

the orifice of the vulva than when its supports have yielded completely

and it has made its wav outside the body (procidentia). In the maiont

of cases advanced prolapse is associated witii hypcrtroi)h> and elongutio

of the cervix, whi* 'i in procidentia may atti.m two or three times it

normal dimensions, and in these circumstances ulceration often arises froi

the exposure of the mucous membrane to mcchanicnl injury.

The uterine displacement is often associated with eversion of the vagin

through a related vaf^hml oiilkl uised by stretching or rupture of th

anterior fibres of the levator ani, with cystuccle, a hernial protrusinn of tf

anterior vaginal wall and bladder, or rcdocele, a similar protrusi..n of tl

posterior vaginal wall and rectum. These conditions may be presci

without marked prolapse of the uterus itself and may require treatment.

In undertaking the care of a case of prolapse, including cystf.cele ar

rectocele. two lines of treatment are open—radical or palliative—and

deciding on which is to be adopted the following considerations should 1

kept in^view: When the patient is young and likely to become pregnai

at no long internal .,'iere is little benefit to be gained by an operation f

repairing Lcerations which will probably be renewed at the next co

finement, or for narrowing a canal which is soon to be distended by

full-term foetal head. On the other hand, when the approach of tl

menonause finds a woman with a gaping vulva and uterine prolap?

it is scarcelv good practice to advise her to endure the discomforts ai

restraint of'a pessary for the term of a long post-sexual life, even if t

stretching of fascia and weakening of muscle which accompany the k

of youthful vigour are not likely to render the wearing of such a sup;.(

ineffc tual. When the patient suffers from cervical endometritis,

attempt should be made to cure it before a pessary is inserted, and if t

cure demands curetting or the repair of a cervical laceration, a compl(

operation for the relief of the prolapse will add little to the risk and %>

be more satisfactory. Operation may bo only partially successful, a

the patient mav have to resort to the wearing of a pessary throu

yielding of the 'united structures. On the other hand, manv •-itici

cannot retain a pessary on account of relaxation of the vaginal nutlet, a

operation is necessary if they are to have any comfort at all. There

no inherent objection to a pessary if a patient prefers it to operation

she will submit to proper hygiene while wearing it, and if a suitable (

I e fitted.

,f a ppssarv is decided on. the methods of using the instrument alre£

described undei retroversion should be followed. I'.roadly speaking,

most satisfactory results will be got from a ring, but in cases of recto(

a Smith-Hodee with the broad end forwards is sometimes more success

?T«I1-
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and in cases of -ystocele a Gf lahin's cradle or a Gehrung pessary may be

moro serviceable. A had ca: if prolapse can often be kept up by a tern

pessarv, when a ring , . not ' retained : the ring portion is first introduced

and the stem is then sere- . . mto place. .\ still better form is the shell

pessarv, which is, however, very difficult to introduce. I n the worst cases

a cui>and-stem pessary sui.ported by a belt with per- al straps may Ue

the only apparatus that will keep up the uterus.

Operative treatment usually entails a nunilar of procedures and it

mav be taken for granted that a simple permeorriiapby will seldom <ufe

a prolapse, tliough it usuallv enables a pessary to be retained when that

could not be done before. It is wise to commence by curetting tlie

uterus to remove anv traces of chronic endometritis, and t) promote

involution of the organ, which is usually in a state of congestive hyper-

a^mia. The cervix often requires t(
'.« attended to lacerations should

be sutured, and hvpertrophv should be i.>et by a we( haped excision o

the exuberant tissue. The v u^ina frequently 1 .quire- be narrowed, and

this maybe effected by anterior colporrhu.ln .1
<

'
Aocele be present, 01 by

posterior or lateral colporrhaphy . The vuK : .: op.. ning should be narrowed

bv a perineorrhaphy, either T wson Ta', ^ or a modified l-.mmctt.

lastly, in cases of advanced p. ^se, wher< -he uterine supports are so

lax as tr tve lost all value, means must bi taken to anchor the uterus

in its pla<-e, and this mav be done by abdominal suspension or fixation,

or by vaginal suspension as suggested under Retroversion {,jv.)._ Ihe

temptation to remove a uterus for procidentia should never be yielded

to as no matter how neat the result at the time, tie va^na its( It is

pr'acticallv certain to yield and a hernial protrusion .1 it to form.

4}iteflexion.-.\n exaggeration of the normal forward bend of the

uterus is met with fairlv commonly. Tt is often as.-xiated with under-

development of the cervix (conical cervix), and by nr.iny it is assumed to

have a causal connection with some cases of dysmc .orrhoea {q.v}, and ot

sterility For the relief of these condition^ it has been suggested by some

specialists that a hollow intra-uterine stem should be worn, but there is

little evidence that such an appliance serves any useful purpose If the;se

symptoms are present in a case of anteflexion, relief is as likely to he

obtained from dilatation of the ceryical canal up to 12 or 14 Hegar as Irom

any more elaborate method of treatment. If no such symptoms arc caused

bv the condition, no treatment should be instituted.

Chronk Inversiou.-^hen an acute inversion of the uterus see under

Post-Partum Ihrmorrhnw) has not been diagnosed or reduced until the

uterus has involuted, the main symptom is hemorrhage, w-hich may be

confined to the menstrual epoch, or may recur at irregular intervals.

In addition, the patient often complains of .
mething coming down, and a

mucoid or leucorrhceal discharge is usually present. A careful bimanual

examination will show the nature of the ca..e, and will distinguish it from

a fibroid polypus, a cervical fibroid, or Imersion duo tn n fibroul tumour,

the conditions with which it is most likely to ... confounded.

It is probably useless in any of these cases to attempt reduction b>
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manual taxis, even under an anresthetic, and harm may be done by too

violent manipulation. Steady elastic pressure exerted by means of

Aveling's or Lawson Tail's repositors is likely to be effectual. A re-

posito'- is chosen of a size which will permit the fundus to lie snugly in its

cup. Should the vagina be very lax, it is advisable to pack lightly with

iodoform gauze around the instrument, so as to prevent it from shifting

off the fundus. The elastic cords on the stem of the repositor are then

attached to a waistbelt so as to exercise moderate pressure, and the

apparatus is left in place for 24 hours. At the end of that time it is

removed and readjusted. The method should be given a tri.; of at least

a week's duration, adjustment being renewed daily. Should this fail,

recourse must be had to operation. The best results seem to have been

obtained by incising the cervix through an abdominal incision iind then

rein\erting the fundus.— K. J. J.

UTERINE FIBROIDS.

The treatment of fibroids is in the main operative, and this is due

entirely to the fact that the operative measures for their removal have

been so far perfected in techniciue that the risk of myomectomy or hystero-

myomectomy is now comparatively negligible, while the results both

immediate and remote are gratifyincr in the extreme. So completely has

operative treatment won the field, that at the present day I do not think

a single gynjccologist of note could be found who does not recommend

tlic removal of fibroids as soon as they give rise to symptoms of pain,

hiemorrhage or discliarge,since experience shows that once symptoms have

made their api)earancc there is no treatment short of removal which

can be relied on to put an effectual check upon them, and since the risk

cf operation is so slight that it cannot be held to outweigh the practical

certainty of shortened life, and more or less chronic invalidism which a

bleeding or infected tumour entails.

\\'hilc the views just put forward are undoubtedly those of the majority

of g\ n.Tcol(igi( al surgeons, it is but fair to say that within the past few

vears a verv large amount of work has been done in the treatment of

fibroid tumf)urs by X rays and by radium, and the results alreadx

re[)orted are so cn(duraging that the da\' seems almost to have arrived

when, in cases suffering from uterine fibroids, a choice will have to be

made lietwi'cn operation and radiotherapy. This is especially the case in

patients whose main symptom is hiemorrhage. The rationale of radio-

therapy is partly the destructive effect of the rays on the ovaries, causing

a i)remature menopause, and partly direct action on the tumour elements,

causing shrinkage of the growth. Although a number of cases have been

reixirted in which the action of tlie rays was so nicely graduated that a

menorrhagia gave place to normal menstruation, instead of an amenorrhcca,

it seems to be generallv admitted that the most suitable cases for radiology

are those wliii h are already approaching the menopause, and that cases of

sii! .mufous or gangrenous fibroids, and thu5e li't which infiarriiriatory leHions

such as pyosalpinx complicate the case, are unsuitable for the method.
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Fibroids without Sytiiptoiiis.—There is a growing body of opinion, in-

fluenced by the csUil)lished fact of malignant degeneration in a certain

percentage of fibroids, and by tlie ver>- great probability that the tumour

will ultimately cause symptoms, to the effect that once the presence of

a fibroid is discovered it should be marked as suspe< t even in the absence

of svmptoms, that it should be carefully watched and examined at regular

intervals, and that rapid growth or the development of tenderness should

be regarded as signals for its immediate removal. In estimating the

possibilities of such a tumour, it should be remembered that a subperitoneal

or pedunculated fibroid is less likely to cause symptoms, while an in-

terstitial and still more a submucous one is almost certain to set up

hx'morrhage sooner or later. The patient's time of life should be kept

in mind. If she is near the menopause or past it, there is a greater chance

of her escaping practically everj- risk of a fibroid except malignant de-

generation, but at the same time her age removes one strong objection to

a hysterectomy, for her hope of offspring is already gone. In a young

woman, on the other hand, it is important not to perform an operation

unless there are strong indications for it, which would so mutilate her

that pregnancy ceases to be possible, but we must bear in mind that the

years of sexual life still to come give even- opportunity for the growth

of the tumour and the development of symptoms, while, if large or

I'ultiple fibroids an present, the probability of the patient becoming

])regnant and going to term is very slender. The general condition as to

health and estate of the patent should also be considered. If she is a

strong healtliy woman compelled to lead an acti\ e life, one would be more

inclined to recommend removal than if she were weak, the subject of

chronic disease, or were enabled by her circumstances to take life easily.

Fibroids causing Sywptioiis.—'Ihe palliative treatment of symptoms

caused by fibroids is not \ery satisfactory. In most cases it can ..nly

be temporary, as the symptoms are likely to increase in severity, and it

is in the highest degree ill-judged to allow a patient to become anamic,

wasted, and an invalid from hamiorrhage or pain befou setting about the

removal of the cause of her sufferings, since the ri.sk of operation is increased

without gaining any advantage by its postponement. Ihvmorrhage may

be relie\ ed bv rest in bed at tlie menstrual epoch. Krgot and ergotin are

sometimes given, but have very little effei t. as the loss is not one which

can be checked by improving the tone of the uterine musde. Calcium

lactate in 20-gr. doses may be given with a view to im reasing the coagula-

bility of the blood, and with the same object sterilised gelatin has been

injected. Stvi)tol, thyroid extract and hydrastis canadensis have also

been emploved. An alarming hxmorrhage can usually be checked for the

time by a flrmlv applied viginal or intra uterine tamponade. Curetting

with sui)scquen't tamponade of the uterus gives relief which iiuiv last fiir

some months, but there is a certain amount of risk of setting up necrosis

of the tumour. Koth pain and hamorrhage are often relieved by the use of

<'ot-.;.--.!!'- hi'.! (I in t(! ! 20 ' V.) vau'ina! dinichcs. Cases of hamorrhage may

be put under radio-therapy, but it should Ije remembered that tiie first
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effect of the rays is often to increase the haemorrhage for a short

time.

If a patient is very anaemic and weak it is advisable to put her to bed,

and to institute a course of iron and forced feeding (see under Anaemia)

before subjecting her to operation. The ciioice of operation depends on

the conditions present and on the age and circumstances of the patient.

Speaking generally, the most satisfactory op?ration is a supravaginal

hysterectomy, which confers almost complete freedom from the possi-

bility of uterine trouble in the future, and h.is less immediate risk than

a complete hysterectomy, the operation recomn-ndcd l)y some surgeons

on account of the possibility, remote though it .s, of cancer developmg

in the cervical stump. Myomectomy or the removal of the tumour,

leaving the uterus intact, can he carried out most successfully if the tumour

is small and single. The risk is rather greater than that of a supravaginal

hysterectomy, and there is always the probability of a second fibroid

developing in the uterus. It should be reserved for cases in which

pregnancy is still possiiile, and the whole facts should be put before the

patient, as she has certainly a right to decide whether she will run the

risk of a recurrence of her tumour for the sake of a rather problematical

chance of becoming a mother.

A cervical or pedunculated submucous fibroid can be easily and

efficiently dealt with by the vaginal route. Small submucous tumours

may be enucleated by the same route after incising the anterior wall of the

uterus. Subperitoneal tumours are best dealt with trough the alidomen.

In the removal of a sloughing fibn.id care must be t^i .'u to insure a(lc(iuate

disinfection of the uterine cavity and to provide frc. drainage afterwards.

If the tumour is in the cervi.\ it can Ije twisted out with Schultze's spoon

forceps, and the cavity lightly packed with iodoform gauze. If it is in

the interior of the uterus, a thorough douching should be given with

antiseptic, and the uterine cavity firmly packed with gauze wrunu out

of 40 per cent, formalin before the organ is removed. Tlie \ agina should

then i)e ]yArkn\ with dry sterilised gauze, whi( h should lie removed by

an attendant as the \agina is severe<l, for it is advisable in these cases to

do a complete hysterectomy, and vaginal drainage should tie provided.

In regard to tlic after-treatment the practitioner is referred to the article

on Operations, lie stiould be espc ially on the wateh for symptoms

of intestinal o1)struction which sometimes arises after hy-Mectomy

through adhesion of bowel to the wound in the pelvic peritc neum, und

also for symptoms of phlebitis, which is a fairly common sequela in these

cases.

Fibroiih iu Pregiiatirv.--.\ pregnant w(,m.m with a fibroid is exposi-d

to ;,pvcral dangers. She is likely to abort or to i)c confined prematurely.

The fibroid, if situated in the cervix or K .--er uterine segment, may block

the pelvis or may lead to a malpresentation. Its prescn<c mav cau.sc

ante- or post-parluin lurmorrhage. During the puerperium, necrosis of

the tumour may ocdir. in spite of ail tiiesi iiossibililies il is Wundtriul

how manv women with a fibroid go to tcrni arc delivered and recover
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without a bad symptom; and in many cases the fibroid is even reported

as havin-r disappeared with the normal involution of the uterus. Une

must make allowance m these results for mistakes in diasnosis since not

everv firm area in a pregnant uterus is necessarily fibroid, btill, suthcient

well-attested cases remain to lead one to adopt a waiting policy unless

ur-cnt svmptoms develop. F.ven when a tumour seems to block the pelvis

it Fs wiser to wait for labour to begin, as it may be drawn up by the con-

traction of the uterus. If it is not, Cesarean section can bo done followed

by a hvsterectomy. If signs of necrosis in the tumour make their appear-

ance during the pucrperium, it is well to remove the uterus at once for

fear of puerperal sepsis. The onset of hemorrhage or severe pain during

the pr'-nancy is an indication for hysterectomy. A pedunculat>-d

subperitoneal fibroid mav be removed without interrupting pregnancy

but attempted cnudeati.m is apt to end in hysterectomy on account of

the difiiculty of stopping luvmorrhage from the bed of the tumour.-

R- J- .T-

UTERUS, Diseases of—see under Dysmenorrhoea, Menorrhagia, Cancer,

Endometritis, etc.

VAGINISMUS.

The following local analgesic may be tried in severe cases which fail to

respond to local sedative or simple emollient applications:

H. Cocaincv PitrificaUc gr. xxx.

MorphiiKF Purificata gr. xv.

Uiigiicnti Coiiii 5j. Misce.

Fiat nngmnhtm. Sigm.-" A little to he smeared over the painful spots

ivith the finger."

Cocaine may be used in the form of a medicated pessary:

U. Cottiin<c Vnrificata gr. j.

lodnformi gr. x.

lixtracti Bdhidonmc Vir. gr. iss.

OIri Thiiihromati^ q.s.

UlfiatsKpposiloriuni.

\ careful insne. tion of the vagimd orifice should be made when the

above application, fail tu atTord spce.lv relief, an.l any abrasions irritalilc

canmcles, fissures or ul.ers sh.nil.l i>e cauterised with Nitrate of Silver or

pure Carbolic, and if this is ineffectual removed bv knde or scissors a ter

the applicati..n of a strong Cocaine solution, or under chloroform. \\ hen

the patient is ana-sthetised. it is w»ll to removr the 1
nen .ompletely

will! ,ts iMM., and tu .trrtrh th. v:iginal orifi. with the hULrer.. Ih.s

operation usually cures the complaint.

f i
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After operation a large vaginal bougie or a glass dilator should be

introduced and worn by the patient for several days, and af«^cr'""'rds foi

a fi w hours daily.

Vaginitis is not to be confused with vaginismus: its treatment is

mentioned under I^eucorrhcea.

VARICELLA, OR CHICKEN-POX.

This ).:'ld fever as a rule requires no treatment save isolation of th(

patient, a milk rljet for the first few days, and rest in bed when th(

temperature does not speedily fall to the normal. As in some cases then

is considerable itching, care should be taken that the vesicles be not

ruptured by the finger-nails, otherwise pitting, especially on the face, ma)

result.

In the rare gangrenous type of the dist- se the vesicles should be kepi

aseptic by dressing with Boric Acid Ointment after cleansing the surfac*

from crusts by a warm compress of Carbolic lotion or Boric Acid. Shoulc

smart constitutional symptoms accompany the disorganisation of th(

buU.^ or vesicles, a mild diaphoretic and a generous fluid dietary of soupi

or beef juice will be necessary. A quarantine period of about 21 days ii

accepted as the recognised term. Children may be allowed to mix witl

others as soon as all traces of the eruption have disappeared and a batl

well stained witli Permanganate of Potash has been administered.

^,

.-£3»S' "i!

VARICOCELE.

In all mild degrees of this condition, palliative measures should have 1

fair trial before operative procedures are thought of, unless where tlv

suliject of it is exposed to severe physical exertion, or where he wishe

to enter into some department of the public service. Indeed, many case

cease to give trouble after a few years even without treatment.

My relimiuishing an occupation which entails long standing withou

ex-^rcise, and substituting for it one involving a fair amount of sitting

the diseased condition often disappears. In all cases the scrotun

requires tiie support of a good suspensory bandage; constant liathing am

sponging of the skin docs good. The regular and persistent use of a coli

douche night and morning, or oftiner in hot weatlier, is of great service

It can be very easily applied by means of a piece of India-rubber tubing

wliich can be attached to the cold-water tap in the bath, and in this wa;

a stream of water ciin he directed on the scrotum. It should be kep

running till tlic i)art intomes almost numb. The writer has satisfiei

iiimsclf that great benefit may be obtained by kneadi^-'t tlie scrotur

between tiie finger and thuml> everal times a day so as to excite con

traction of the muscular elements. This is espe< ially valuable in thos

ca.ses where the scrotum is very lax and toneless.

I,iilioi)> are of liule Use, u.-. ihcv mu.1l he cuViTcd in with oiled siik

when they soon act as poultices. The following may be sponged ove

the scrotum every morning before the patient begins to dress:
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Sexual excitement and excesses should be guarded against, and t^^n-

stipation must be carefully avoid 'd. Eleitricitv may have a trial; a

weak continuous current passed through the moistened scrotal integu-

ment morning and night, combined with massage, greatly assists in

improving the tone of the part.

Ergot, Hamamehs and other drugs supposed to act upon the blood-

vessels when administered internally are useless, but there is no doubt that

any good tonic which improves the general tone will assist the varicocele

weaknes' Quinine, Iron and Strychnine in combination as in Easton s

Syrup may he tried.

Sometimes tht mental condition will rcciuire attention from the phy-

sician, as individuals are apt to become hypochondria- al and dread

the supervention of ii'-rility or of impotence, becoming also morbid m
their dread of having permanently damaged themselves by ear'} abuse.

\s a rule the calm and positive assurance that no such results need be

feared is quite suffi'.ent to remove any depression. The question of a

secondary washing of the testicle is a more difficult one, as this does

sometimes happen and is often made the final reason by tlie surgeon for

performing a radical operation on the dilated veins. In the writers

experience of varicocele, which has not Inen a limited one, owing to

his havin;^ to examine candidates f(,r various services, he has seen wasting

of the testicle follow operation in many <ast.s where the gland showed

no tendency to atrophy before.

When the individual is u candidate fo-' any of the inibiic ^erviies ur

wl-.en the tumojr is lar-e and is lansini; st\iie dragging pain, cs])(cially

if he contemphiUs emigrating to some region wliere surgical assistant e

is not easily procurable, operation should be decided u[)or.

The open method of operation is now always prel.rred to the sub-

cutaneous. The scrotum and surrounding skin must be thonnigbly

sterilised, and Un various .steps of the oi.eratinn (art > out under the

most rigid asep.si^. Tlic incision should be iiuule ihiougb the sukmiIIi

skin in preference to tliat of the scrotum, and a wound in the line of the

((ird ibmit I inch long over the external abdominal ring dividing the skin

and subcutaneous tissue will expose the dilated vessels after im ismg the

speimatic fascia. The veins, heinu carefully dissected from the (ord

and from their sutiounding areol.)r ti.->suc. are to be li^.Uured witii strung

tatgut at 'le external abdominal ring and neur the epidiiKmis, and the

interveni ma.ss of veins exciserl octween tiie lig.ttures. The bumh uf

veins beyond the ligature above and i>elow the r.irt removed are then

sutured together. This prevents the slipping ot one or other ligature, as

sometimes happens when they arc simply tied together. The cord is

M
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thus shortened, the dilated veins are removed and obliterated, and tl

drag, largely due to the weight of blood, disappears. Tlit wound

closed in layers by interrupted sutures, no drainage being requirei

The patient should rest in bed for at
' ast 14 days, and for a couple .

months after beginning to move about he must wear a suspensoi

bandage.
. . .

When the scrotum is thin and pendulous, Brault ad-.Ises the excisu

of an oval piece of its tissue.

VARICOSE VEINS.

Palliative treatment is all that is required in most cases. Prolong!

standing, the use of garters, chronic constipation, and anaemia or pletho

should be guarded against, and everj-thing calculated to improve tl

general health and diminish vei.ous engorgement must be insisted upon.

Support to the dilated vessels by means of a properly applied rubb

bandage affords the best treatment for this condition. The banda

should be applied from the toes to the upper limit of the varix before t

patient assumes the vertical position in the morning, and it should n

be removed till he lies down in bed at night. Where the skin gets tend

under its use a perforated rubber bandage may be employed, but t

elastic webbing described ^pon p. 1014 meets every requirement. Th<

appliance s are superior to the old-fashioned elastic stocking, which shoi

never he recommended unless the patient refuses to take the trouble

employing a rubber bandage. The writer has obtained good results

the application of the elastic webbing or a pure rubber bandage over

ordinary silk or cotton stocking. Each morning the limb should be w

douched or sponged with cold water and rubbed upwards before t

bandage is applied.

On p. 1014 under Ulcer is described the use of the Gelatin bandt

and the modified method of employing it as recommended by Jamies

and Low.

The supporting appliance made by Harris of Hirmmgham and kno

as the " Ambient "
is a great advance on the old elastic stocking; it

easily and readily applied, the pressure being graduated by the tightness

the la( ing. It I's constructed on tlic prin( ijjle of Murphy's Leg Cors

in which inelastir pressure is employed.

Surgical i)roce(lurcs are indicated when bandaging fails, when

varic()silies are above the knee, and when re( urring attacks of piileb

have been expcienced, or when the patient wishes to escape from

trouble inherent on constant need of bandaging.

The most etTicient ojjeration for the treatment of varicose vein:

that practised by A. K. Mitchell. He insists upon the importame

removing the entire saphenous vein. He divides the internal saphen

vein beiow the sai)henous opening, after making a short transv(

inci>iun in the thigh, and applic:; an iodirie rat^ut ligature tn ;t-; pmx-i

end. By pulling on the forceps attached to the distal end the line of

vessel lieneath the skin is easily located by the index-finger of the ot
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hand. A i-inch transverse incision is next made 5 inches down the

thig'- md the .ein picked up and clamped with forceps; by drawing

alternately on the upper and lower forceps in a see-saw fashion <he vein

is pulled un and down and its tributary branches torn. The upper

forceps are now removed, and by traction on the lower the trunk of the

vein is pulled out through the lower wound and cut off. Further in-

cisions are made and the above manoeuvres executed till the knee is

reached, wlien the wounds are sutured and sealed up with a mixture of

Tr. Benz. ^'o. and Flexile Collodion to pre\ cnt infection whilst the leg

is being operated on.

The vein is next pursued below the knee in a sinvlar manner, the in-

cisions being closer together and ve.-tical, but not < -reeding i inch, and

made over every brancli of dilated vein, great care being taken not to

cut into the varices which here lie in contact with the skin. The entire

vein is thus thoroughly radicated down to the ankle, no intermediate

portion lying between the ncisions lieing left.

The short vertical incisions below the knee require no suturing as a rule,

but are closed by a firm bandage applied over sterile gau:^e, w' ich will not

require removal for a week.

Finallv, after removal of the bandage, the leg and thigh receive u,

coating of Unna's Ichthyo) Gelatin, a new bandage is applied, and the

patient is able to leave his room within a fortnight after the operation.

.Mitdieil claims for this operation the great advantages arising from no

ligatures being left in the limb save the one on the proximal end of the

saphenous trunk. The results are ':ermanent, the recovery rapid, and

the dangers of thrombosis nil, owini to the complete removal of the \cin

and its tril)utaries.

Mayo's method is planned o. similar lines; he divic es the saphenous

vein in the upper part of tlr .gh aftc" ligaturing it; the distal end of

the vein is then drr.wn througii a steel ring mounted at an angle on a long

handle, and bv pushing downwards this contrivance the trunk of the vein

is stripped of' its liranches, and at a distance of S inches from the first

incision the ring is cut down upon, and this extent of vein pulled out

througii the wound. The ring enudeator is again introduced into the new

incision, and the operation rci)eatcd till the entire trunk is removed.

Rccentiv an iieroic operation has been ii. roduced l\v Ricndtkisi h

;

a pioie of the internal saphenous having been excised in the thigh, a

^pi^al iivision is comnKnc ed below the knee, jiassing round the leg several

limes till the foot is reached, cutting througii all the varices more than once

rind down to the muscular fascia; veins which continue 'o bleed are tied,

and the wound plugged and made to heal by granulation.

A new method of sealing up the trunk .and its tributary bran< hcs has

been devised and carried out by Schiassi of Hologna. lie dixidos the

saphenous vein high up after ligature, and into the open distal end of

the dilated trunk ho injects n weak solution of Iodine, after which he

closes th " vein by a ligature, shutting in about 1 oz. of the solution.

A new rapid excision operation has been introdui ed In- iJabiock and

oi
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modified by Gray of Aberdeen, which gives excellent results. The vein

is div'.ded in the upper part of the thigh, and its proximal end is ligatured.

Into the distal end a long metal stilel is passed as far as the ankle if

possible. The ohve-tipped extremity of this is cut down upon, and the

entire vein is drawn through the lower wound, the upper portion of the

vein having been previously fastened to the other end of the stilet.

The main objection to this method, as it is also the objection t.^ Mayo's

method, is that in removing the main vein the tributaries are torn across

and bleed into the track of the main vessel. To obviate this, operation

should be performed with the foot well elevated, and care taken to press

out all blood from the aflected channel before applying the oanda^'e.

VARIOLA, OB SMALLPOX.

Prophylaxis is of vital importance in a disease of such a highly contagious

nature, and as vaccination affords a high degree of immunity, especially

when repeated hl intervals of 15 to 20 years, every individual in the

community above 15 years should be revaccinated as soon as tiw presence

of a rase is reported. If periodical revaccination were compulsory i»^ is

highly probable that the disease would never be seen in such protecied

communities. Even as it is, with revaccination never resorted to except

in the face of an epidemic, the mortality, as pointed out by Moore, is only

the one-seventieth part of the death-rate in prevaccination times.

The most rigid isolation in a properly equipped hospital of every

patient affected is essential, and a period of 15 clear days is the shortest

quarantine for those who have been in contact with the disease*

All linen, bedding, clothes, etc., which have been about the patient

before his removal to liospital should be burned when possible, and the

room or entire house in which he has been lying should l)e efficiently

fumigated, and every individual within the zone of liis infection should

jje vaccinated. Schools should be closed up in epidemics. Rigid pre-

cautions siiould be taken to prevent any (•on\alcs(cnt child's return to

school till long after every trace of eru[)tion xs disapjicarcd and lie has

been thoroughly disinfected. .\11 children in the inmiediate vicinity of

an infected house should be proliibited from attendance at school.

Every body in case of dcatii siiould l>e carried from tiic hospital direct

to the place of burial, and not permitted to i)e brought tr. he home, as tiie

emanations from the cada\ er are highly contagious, and i vtriking power

of the infection lias been demonstrated to exti-nd for great distan( cs.

.Mild cases of the disease require very little treatment of any kind, and

in those of average severity the various routine measures already described

under Typhoid Fever, .Measles, Scarlatina and Typhus will be indicated.

The en\ ironment of the patient demands the most careful attention,

not only on account of the highly infectious nature of the disease, but alio

because of the extensive suppuration. Hence the most rigid isolation

and the neressity for thorough vi-ntilatiun. Th.f? details reffrring to the

choice and arrangement of the sickroom and the patient's bed should

receive special care. It is advisable to keep the temperature of the sick-
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room between 55° and 60° F. (see under Typhus, p. 1009), but in every

possible case the patient should be removed to hospital, and not treated

in his own dwelling.

In the confluent type and in all severe cases the pain in the back

may be so intense as to call for relief. 5 cjrs. Antipyrine, 10 {jrs. Aspirin

or a i-gr. dose of Opium may be given. Moore advocates the application

of the india-ruhlier hot bottle and dry cupping.

No drug is known which exercises a specific action over the parasite

causing the disease, hence the treatment must be expectant and sympto-

matic. Antiseptic drugs have been extensively employed with the view

of destroying the organism causing the fever, but it docs not yet appear

that any marked results have been obtained. Sansom's plan of adminis-

tering the Sulphite of Sodium in 20 or 30 gr. doses or the Sulphocarbolates

in similar quantities can do no harm; and though they have generally

failed in making any very decided impression upon the constitutional

symptoms, they may possibly sometimes turn the scale in the struggle

against the microbe. Yeo has forcibly shown that slight modifications

in the environment of the parasite may materially modify its activity.

Thymol, Eucalyptus, Carbolic Acid, Corrosive Sublimate and Salicylic

Acid have been extensively employed.

As the result of his extensive experience, Sir J. W. Moore states that

in Quinine in 5-gr. doses and in Tincture of Perchloride of Iron in 20 to

30 min. doses we possess the two most valuable antiseptics known so far

as smallpox is concerned.

Bianchi carries out the antiseptic treatment to the fullest extent,

with apparently excellent results (no deaths '.
' cases). lie renders

the surface of the patient, his bedding, room, and 'I his surroundings,

as aseptic as possible. The writer strongly recom .lends inunction of

the patient's skin with the Oil of Eucah-ptus mixed with Olive Oil (i in 5)

from the very commencement of the disease, but this is not to lie applied

to the face when free suppuration is taking place.

Reports of the successful treatment of smallpox by injections f

Salvarsan have raised the hope that in this new steriliser may be found

a method of dealing with the disease on rational and scientific lines, but

it is still too early to judge of its action on the causal parasite, and the

same remark applies to the intravenous injections of 50 c.c. Electrargol

emjjloved by Dennian in the late outbreak in the Mauritius.

The Mineral Acids internally, as in the other eruptive fevers, gi -^

very good results, and in mild cases or modified smallpox should constitute

the only drugs administered.

Alcohol in some form is often needed, the indications being those

already discussed under Typhoid Fever. The presence of free suppuration,

moreover, constitutes a further indication for alcoholic stimulation and

free feeding by strong soups and extra nourishment in liqu'd form.

.\3 in the otiHT infccti"'!- ff^vor';, crild spn!\i'-in;f. cold baths and cold

packs will be indicated by the height of the temperature, and these are

alwavs demanded in the confluent tvpe of the disease. During the period

00
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of free wstulation the tepid bath is obviously indicated for its antisepti

acton '^hen weak Permanganate or other steril^er may be added toj

Se^rrrhagic smallpox will demand the free admm.stra .on of Cdcm

ChSe with Quinine and Iron Perchloride; Alcohol w.ll probably als

'^S^bvtep parenchymatous injection and Turpen^ne by bet

mouth and bowel are generally used. Moore's routme comb.naUon .s.

B. Extradi ErgotcB Liq. 3iij-

Olei TerehinihincB oiij-

Spiritus .Etheris Nit. 7>^

Spiritus Rectifuati Sj.

Chn Vitelluin

Aqua Mentha- Pip. ad sviij. Misce.

Fiat mistura. Sig»a.-" 0>ie-eighth part every third, fourth or si:

hour, as required."

Dehrium may be very fierce, in which case the cold Pack ^r^d ice-l

to the head are the best measures; drugs are not to be rehed on i

occi onSv the excitement may demanc' a full h>Pode™.c dos^

Morphia The treatment of such complications as headache, msom

<,nH diarrhoea is already detailed under Typhoid Fever.

"r/tT.r.«/ ./ tjJeruptton, especially that on the f-e cons^t

a la ge part of the management of the disease. Stokes insist d that^

ai should be excluded from the rash, that the skm should he

J
permanently moist so as to prevent the crusts hardemng, and th^

local irritation should be reduced to a minimum. 1 ^e^e three indicat

h cl ried out by the application of warm Po^ltices; these h^vpa

out of fashion since the introduction of aseptic surgery but MacLor

sti 1 ad
'
c^tes a mask of lint lined with a thin layer of Imseed poul

vhinhlater should be smeared over with Iodoform Vaseline; this sh

be chan^^ed every a hours, and apertures left for the eyes, nose and mc

Sthe removal of ail crusts or scabs the application of warm 1

Acid Compresses under oiled silk is perhaps the safest and most effe

routine which the young physician can employ.

Perchloride of Mercury solution (3 grs. m 10 oz.) has been use

Sk^^da and Hebra. Carbolic Lotion (i in 80) Carbolic Oil (x m i )

Carbolic Pastes made with Chalk and Oil are all recommended highly

tS oily preparations are more valuable than watery solutions,

writer recommends the following:

B. Linim^,.ti Calcis Jviiss.

Olei Eiualypti /iiv-

Calamine Praparata 3j- Misce.

Fiat applicatio. Signa.--' To be applied with a large carnel's-hair

to the shin of the face every two or three hours."
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Weak Tincture of Iodine has been extensively used for brushing over the

papules till the free suppuration stage nas occurred. This is a ^ood

routine, the only difficulty being in the smarting of the eyes which the

iodine vapour produces after the spirit has been allowed to evaporate.

After the superficial layer of the skin has been shed by the iodine a lint

mask well lined with the firm Boric Acid Ointment of the B.P. may be

^^Mercurial o'intmer.t, diluted with 5 to 15 parts of Lard, has been tried

and reported upon favourably, but it is not without serious danger. A

very innocent plan is to smear over the face with Olive 0. .
and then to

apply a powder consisting of equal parts . f Subnitrate of Binnuth and

prepared Chalk, but most authorities condemn all powdery applications

during the stage when crusts are present.

Ultra-violet rays have some influence upon the skm, and it has been

recommended to onlv admit red light through red glass window-panes or

red curtains. Turkey-red window-blinds would answer every purpose

and keep the sick-room cheerful. The plan of rigidly excluding daylight

from the sick-room has some advocates, but it is manifestly objectionable,

and by no means certain in its effects.

Cauterisation of the vesicles by solid Nitrate of Silver, or their evacua-

t by means of a fine needle, and many other plans formerly in vogue,

as tae painting on of Collodion, applying Gold Leaf, &c., are not to be

recommended.
, , ,• i j •

Sir John Moore covers the face by a light mask of lint soaked m a

mixture of Iced Water and Glycerin (8 to i), and covers over the mask

with oiled silk. Richardiere covers the head and face with a helmet

made of bandages soaked in solution of Sublimate (t gr. in 5 oz. water),

which is kept on all through the disease, the muslin being wetted several

times a dav with the solution.

Inspection of the eyes, which should be continually cleansed by weak

Boric solution and Vaseline applied to the margins of the lids, is a necessary

precaution, and when corneal ulcers appear they should be dressed with

Hyd. Ox. Flav. Ointment (i gi to e^^ ^ drachm), to which Atropine may

be added with advantage (i per i

For the general eruption, some ities treat the entire cutaneous

sunace of the body bv immersion 1.1 various medicated baths for long

periods. A plan is immersion in a tepid or warm bath containing 1 50 grs.

Sublimate for 15 minutes twice a day. Permanganate o^ Potassium is

safer and equally efficacious.

Glycerin of Borax is the best application for the mouth and throat;

and 'for laryngeal troubles the spray of Carbolic Acid, mentioned upon

p. 701, answers all purposes. Cocaine may be added with advantage

when there is much pain present.

VERTIQO.

The treatment of this condition is dealt with under Ear, Diseases of,

on p. 344.
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y

ymLIGOIDEA.
This curious affection, known also as Xanthelasma and Xanthoma,

seldom calls for treatment. The yellow plaques or nodes which usually

affect the skin of the eyelids tend to remain permanent and unaltered,

and are uninfluenced by any local or constitutional aj^ents, except when

they suddenly appear in glycosuric and diabetic patient-^, in which case

they often yield to general oietetic measures.

If the patches or placjues arc causing obvious deformity or unsigl. ..ess,

they may l)e excised through an oval incision, which is to c\iend through

the entire thickness of the corium.

VOMITING.

The treatment of this symptom is detailed under the various headings

of the different diseased conditions which produce it. (See under

Dyspepsia, Cancer of Stomach, Gastralgia, Gastric Ulcer, Gastritis,

Meningitis, Bright's Disease, Intestinal Obsfuction, Sea-sickness,

Diarrhoea, &c.) The treatment of the vomiting of pregnancy is dealt

with in the article on Pregnancy.

VULVITIS.

The affection is almost always gonorrhoeal in origin, but is metimes

seen in children as the result of neglect and uncleanliness. c usually

ields readily to frequent cleansing with weak antiseptic and astringent

solutions such as weak permanganate, saturated boric acid or the like.

If pain and irritation aie marked, the patient should be put to bed and

lint or old linen soaked in warm Lead and Opium lotion kept applied to

the parts. If a vaginal discharge is present, a douche may be given at short

inter\als to get rid of the flow of pus which is keeping up the irritation.

Bartholin's glands are often infected as part of a vulvitis. If an

abscess forms, it should be freely incised and packed with iodoform gauze.

If the infection becomes chronic, the gland may be transformed into a

small, hard, tender nodule or into a cyst filled with mucoid fluid, and

under such circumstances should be excised.

C.ie sees not infrequently a form of \ulvitis in which numerous small

chancres or ulcers are present on the inner surfaces of the swollen and

inflamed labia. The affection usually yields to dusting with a powder

of v(\ua\ parts of Calomel and Salol, and to the application of Black Wash

on lint. The possibility of syphilis should not be lost sight of in these cases.

The \u!vitis following on iiritation caused by pruritus due to diabetes

or other causes is cured by the removal ot the cause (see under Pruritus).—

RJ.J-

WARTS, OR VERRUCA.

Most oiniijlc ca:,e5 of warts about the hand and fingers arc bc^t feated

by once a day touching the elevations with a pointed piece ot soft wood

soaked in Glacial Acetic Acid. Where there is a very extensive layer of

epithelium, the wart should be /i.aved by a razor or a sharp scalpel before
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applying the acid, and when this is carefully done and any bleedinj^

controlled hy pressure, one application of the acid may be sufTicient.

Failure results through want of attention to this detail, the horny epithe-

lium shielding the vascular tissue from the action of the acid. After

the dried crust falls off or is removed the acid should be reapplied till

entire destruction is accomplished. Saturated solution of Caustic Potash

or the liquefied drug may be applied. It is more speedy and certain than

the acid. A less painful application is that of Salicylic Acid in saturated

solution in Collodion, vhich should be applied ifler moistening the growth

with strong spirit and allowing it to dry. It must l)e remembered that

these epithelial growths are infectiov s.

Fowler's Solution of Arsenic applied dauy with a fine camels-hair

brush is a reliable wart destroyer, but the writer has found that it pro-

duces such pain after a time that often 'is use must be stopped. A

minute (juantity of arsenic made into a paste wiih water and applied to

the wart causes' its certain destruction. It is statert upon good authority

that Fowler's Solution internally will check the gro^ . of warts
;
the same

has been said of Magnes'a.

Resorcin, Butvr of Antimony, Nitrate of Silver, Chromic Acid, Mercuric

Nitrate, Nitric Acid, Corrosive Sublimate and nearly every known caustic

has been recommended, but the Glacial .\cetic Acid answers every require-

ment, even in the most ii"i)romising jases. (See also Condylomata,

p. 169.) .

,

L(;)ligeois alwavs uses electricity, the continuous current alone or witu

ionisation being cmploved, the negative electrode being attached to a

platinum needle thrust into the wart. X rays and Radium are elhcacious.

Wliilst the warts aljout the fate of old people may be touched with the

cautery and excised with the knife, the best treatment is radio-therapy,

two or" three applications often being completely successful.

WHITLOW, OR PARONYCHIA.

The treatment of this affection is dealt with in the article on Onychia.

WHOOPING-COUGH see under Pertussis.

WORMS see under Tapeworm, Threadworm, Ascaris and Anchylo-

stomiasis.

WOUNDS.
operation Woimth.—'Thc object of tlie surgeon is to obtain pninary

union in all wounds which he necessarily inflicts during a cutting operation.

This can onlv be effected by the most rigid asepsis, arrest .if h;emorrliage,

and the bringing together in a< curate apposition the edges of tlie wound,

which is then to l)e shut out from the air by the application .,f dry sterile

gauze. A recent method of securing accurate apposition in <)peration

wounds is verv popular. This consists in making a series of .-.ualches

parallel and about one im h apart actoss the line of the skin incision.

Perfect asepsis is onlv obtainable by a very close attention to numerous

i%
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details, the omission of any one of which vitiates the result The first

step consists in a thorough cleansing of the skin, which should be freed

from hairs bv shavinij. Soap and a hair-brush are to be freely used to

remove all filth and dead epithelial cells with their accumulated microbes

;

the scrubbing must be conscientiously performed, being the basis of all

sterilising treatment. The cleansed surface is next swilled with Turpentine

Oil or Ether to dissolve all sebaceous or fatty secretion, and strong Kectihed

Spirit is applied to remove the turpentine, after which the entire area is

washed with a i to 1,000 Bichloride of Mercury or Biniodide solution.

When immediate operation is not necessary, these steps are gone

through on the previous night, and the part covered with a 2 per cent.

Formalin Compress or a laver of gauze soaked in the mercurial solution

If Iodine or Picric Acid solution is to be used, the > impress is omitted

and the part covered with a layer of sterile lint. In the morning the

operation field is painted over with the Iodine or Picric, a process which

is reijeated when the patient reaches the operation table.

Many surgeons now employ Iodine by painting over the entire area

with the strong tincture a short time before operating, as practised hrst

by Eiselsberg of Vienna. This is a very decided advance upon all former

methods of sterilising the skin, but it does not do away with the necessary

cleansing, scrubbing, turpentine and alcohol. When the skin is tender

a mi.xture of equal parts of the .trong and weak tincture may be used,

and it is desirable not to apply any moist lotion afterwards, as the drier

the skin is kept the better in order to keep the mouths of the cutaneous

glands sealed up during and after the operation. Sir Alexander Dempsey

has informed the writer that he has observed the skm d.scoluured for a

considerabl.- depth, when the cutaneous section is examined by the

naked eye, which proves that the solution penetrates the upper layers ot

the true skin.
, •

. 1 . ,1

The hands and forearms of the operator are to be submitted to the

same cleansing process bv soap and nail-brush, turpentine and aChoi,

and finallv bv being thoroughlv immersed in the mercurial solution

(Iodine is' here obviouslv inadmissible owing to its staining powers.)

\t intervals during a prolonged operation the surgeon will require to

immerse his hands in the mercurial solution to destroy any germs whi<;h

have exuded from the cutaneous glands. Some operators rely upon

frequent rinsing with Saline solution, but Watson Chcyne sounds a note

of warning a-ainst the too rigid ohser% aiue of mamtainmg perfect asepsi.

without the'emplovment of antiseptic solutions, and he points out thai

sterilisation of towels and instruments should not be left entirely to heat

Durinu a prolonged operation instruments, swabs, sponges, &c., thougl

previouslv sterilised bv heat, should f)e o. rasionally dropped uiU. ai

anliseiitic liquid instead of being rinsed or wrung out of Saline solution

The area of the skin in the neighbourhood of the incision should l-

protceteu irrilised V- ..j^; .,r.A u is hardlv necessarv to state tha

evervthinu brought into contact with the wound should l)e in a perle. tl.

a^eptic condition. Most surgeons, especially in ab''ominal operatiom
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envelop the hands in fine rubber gloves previously sterilised by boiling,

or by powdering and placing them in the drum with dressmgs, coats, &c,.,

"d^^IS^T^I^'S^ whlre much oozing is anticipated, but ordi^ily

where strict aTepsis has been maintained it is only "---ary o .
ontrol

all haemorrhage bv ligature or torsion, and seal the wound up by suturing

Ue margins in accurate apposition, covering tl-/"--- -^ ^nnm mg

skin with several lavers o( sterile gauze, upon the top of whuh sterilised

Gamjee tissue or Wood Wool is laid. The edges o^ ^he wcnind should

nut be submitted to the action of any antiseptic; when the fina to'U

is performed the skin mav be washed witn the perchloride, iodine or

^i^^ktZon after suturing and before applying the dry
^^^^'J^

he end of a week, the dressings being r^'^^^^.'^'^f^'^^'' ^^^^Z
^^ill be f<.und in a complete or advanced condition. (be« also artuk on

Operations. Treatment of.)
,f„„,^,l lu.f..re

Accidental Incsed llV«mi..-These, being u^^^'-^^- '"^^'^
%'!,,*; ^'.^

coming under the surgeon's notice, will rec,uirc stenlisal.on. ^ ^^-^^ '

*^

two wavs in common use. One depends lor its .su.cess on thorn g

sxrubbin.', first of the surroundings, and after these have been cleans 1

i the ^;^und itself with soap and water, turpentine ^^hcr or s r

and an antiseptic, su.h as Uiniodide of Mercury. I^f^^^^"^
on the antiseptic action of weak Tincture of Iodine, il used on dry skin.

Here noSng of any kind whatsoever is done, th" wound being simply

swilibed over two or three times with the iodine. ... .

tw^l depend upon tlie care witii which the marginsM.t the wound

•xre u 1^ tXther and maintained by sutures, as undue tension ,.

:t in to end in failure. Deep wounds will require separate buned«ZU layer of tissue before the superficial stitches an. ..,ser .

When the -ap is a wide one, it will be necessary to insert a .
ouple o clup

)^;:;!:^;i,.. at a distance from the lips of ^- -'^ ^r've :
permit these to be kept in contact by the ordinar> ^^i^^,
superficial wounds, when there is no gaping, may be treated In paintuv

Vm. «lfin with a laver of Collodion.
, r .i

''t
'
"i^S: oi providing drainage will l>e settled by tlu'

;1>J

-
^
-

wound knd the amount of sepsis t<. be feared, when in doubt it .-U be

wise to insert a fine tube for 24 hours, especially m fat subjects.

Th t me for removal of the sutures will be .U termine.l upon ms,n t n

of the wound; in vascular parts, as about the face, -^^^^^fj^
been thorouglih sterilised they may be ^^^-^^'^^ J^^^ ^^, ^
avoid marking; in other regions they may be left m for

,

<la>^

'"'Zuturcd Uonnds should always be regarded as --ou. unk
^

the

instrument causing the injury has been in a sterile ' -;^'-'
^

^^
J

;• ^
to the depth of the wound, .t cannot be . iTec ively dcan.ed. l' " '" ^

^

the best routine procedure is to enlarge the opening and ...n rt he

111 ;...,. :.n incised wound, so that all cl.,ls. fnrcgn b.d.c.and

'svlAWor^0^^n^. mav be rem.ve.l, and the surlacc sterilised, uii.. v^niu.

II
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it will he ad\isahle to pro\ide efficient drainage, the tube being inserted

down to the l)ottom ol the wound.

Lacerated Woiimh should be treated first by thorough cleansing, as in

incised \v(iunds, ui.^ then by removal of all tissue which has obviously

been destrovtd by the tearing, after which thorough irrigation of the

entire breach of surface should be effected. As a rule sutures ^llould not

be inserted ; the gap may be filled in with a light packing of gauze, and after

the appearance of granulations and the removal of any sloughs which have

formed, secondary sutures may be employed.

Cunlused Wounds are to be treated on similar lines, and owing to the

great danger of septic infection of the extensive extravasation of blood

caused by the bruising, as much as possible of the clot should be removed,

and free irrigation of the wound carried out by Saline solution: drainage

must be provided and no sutures employed.

Post-mortem and Poisoned Wounds should be prom,)tly dealt with

by ai)plying a ligature or tourni(iuet on the proximal side of the injury

as in liier's method, or an exhausted suction cup may be placed directly

over the wound, or it may be sucked In the patient's lips when small and

accessiiile. care being taken to immediately rinse the mouth afterwards

with any antiseptic liquid. S(|ueezing the wound should be resorted to

without lielay, and bleeding encouraged b)- any of the abo\e means, and

when these fail its lips should be freely extended by incising with a sharp

scalpel, after which thorough irrigation with Carbolic, lioric, or Perihloride

of .Mercurs solution should be carried out. Small wounds should be

swabbed with pure Carbolic A< id or by a 1 in 250 3'erchloride solution,

and dressed with a warm liori( ( ompress (see also under Hydrophobia

lor the treatnnnt of iiites caused by rabid animals).

Should si-ns and symptoms of acute sei)tic inflauunalion ha\ e super-

vened wlien the wound first comes under observation, it should be im-

nudKitclv opened up, and tiioroughly sterilised with pure ( arbolic Acid

or stroiiu i'en liloriile solution. A safe plan is to injei t a tew minims

ol a I in 5 solution of Carbolic .Acid into the li>.>ues around the wound,

alttr whit h the injured limb >huuld lie continuously immersed in a bath

of hot saturated Ilori( Acid solution.

.\i>M isses, a^ s(ion aN the signs Miggc,sti\e of suppuration apjuar, should

Ir iriilv incited and drained, and larly Vaicine trcUnunl instituted, the

Ik -t pHMcdun luing toinumdialdy injec t a polyvalent anti>tre|)to((>c( u

vaccine or seium. wliil-,t an autogenous culture is being prepared. In

seveie cases amputation nia\ be nc cssarx to save lile.

fw/«,«/((»/ll"«(/»/f/v.— InnicKlcrn vvarlaretlicmajiiritv ohillt bulk t wouncK

are found to heal by lii.st mtcntiou owing to the -reat xelotity ol lii.

projectile througii tin air t ausing sicrilisation ol tin- .-.ni.dl mi.-silc. and

jirodui ing an asiptu wound which Ic tuls .spontaneously to close and seal

its tra< k Irom the an. 'I'lure is -.till some diflerence of opinion re-ardinfj

the routi!>e pni'cdun ol c\tni( tin- the Imlht vvlun it remains in tin

tissues, but owin;: to the « ilic ac y c.| ihe N r.i}s in localising the exact

situation ol the projidile, the cJangir ot introducing septic organism.-
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in the operation of proI)ing must be avoided, and the tendency is growing

to treat all rifle-lniUet wounds on conservative principles.

A rifle bullet passing through a limb usually causes little ha.-morrhage;

all that is necessary is to apply a pad of dry antiseptic gauze to each

opening, and thoroughly sterilise the skin, enveloping the entire hmb

in dry dressing, no attempt being made to inject the track of the pro-

jectile with any antiseptic li(iuid.

E\ni when the projcttile remains in the tissues, the best procedure

is to carry out a purely expectant line of treatment, and this was formerly

the practice also in thoracic and abdominal cases. Kctently the rule

has been, in chest cases, first to close the chest ca\ ity as early as possible,

e\en if it have to be opened up again, cleansed, and the edges excised.

" Sucking wounds " of the chest must be closed at the earliest possit)le

moment if life is to be sa\ ed. In abd(Mninal cases, after the preliminary-

hypodermic of morphia restoratives in the form of heat, saline, &c., are

given, and the alxlomen is opened as early as jiossible, the first step in the

operation bein- the sterilisationof Mie skin wound and excisionof its edges.

In pistol or rc\ olver bullet injuries the clo - ranges and lower pro-

jectile vekxitv do not tend to produce ase,.uc wounds. When the

abdomen is penetrated or the skull fractured in this class of injury im-

mediate resort to a surt:i<al operation is often imperative. Where the

bullet (an be located and ca.sily reached by enlarging the skin opening,

it will usualiv be advisable to cut down upon it and ifk t its removal,

afterwards sterilising the tissues through which it has passed, antl pro-

vidinu for free drainage.

The massive injuries ( aused by slall explosions afforded the most

difh.ult surgical problems of the Great War from the point of view (if

sterilisation'. This was due mainly to two tauses-^ \ iz., (i) the extensive

damai;e (aused to the tissues 111 the \i(inity of the wound, and (2) the

virulent nature of the mi( ro-oiganismal flora present in the ground and

on the soldier's . lothes. In the early days of the war the asepti. method

of dealing with wounds rceivcd an extensive and ( areful trial, the rarity

of wound infe. lions in ( ivil suigi(al practi( (' leading surgeons lo adopt

similar nutiioib at the front. It was soon found, however, that neither

the asei.lii metiiod nor the antisep- in ((immon use at iionie was

effedive in tin i)rodii<tion of healthy iualing in the grave wcumls

(hara( teristi. of the tniuh warfare wai'-d tinnughmil the i;ualer part

of the huhlin'^ in I'rainc.

'I'he fust gn.it advance in the tr(atiiunt ol woiiiub was due to (.ray

of .Nbeideen, who snuuesled that all daina-cd and in!., led ti>Mics aioiind

the wound sliould be < areiullv but (omplctcK es( is((l, :^r( ;.' .m being

taken that no inledion should be conveyed Iroiu one part ot >iie vvound

to another bv the sui-eon's gloves, his instruments, or the svvabs. It a

tomiilete e.viMon was pos.sible (owing to involvement of important

stni. Hires, sm h as nervo, e'V( ., it was not always possible), tla-n a

pnmarv Miuiie w.i.-. pc ilduiud, and in a fair prtrportion of < ases healmg by

first intention followed.

II
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When complete excision of infected structures was not possible, then

some form of disinfection had to be resorted to. A great variety of

methods have been advocated, and the results obtained vary greatly,

sometimes appearing to depend as much on the thoroughness with which

the method is carried out as on the actual method adopted.

1. Wright's method consisted in complete excision as far as "^ssible

of all infected tissues, in opening up and exploring all pockets, in r-iuoving

all foreign bodies, and in the introduction into each pocket of t small

tube connected with a reservoir above the bed. In the reservoir was

contained ;. solution of common salt of 5 per cent, strength, and con-

taining in addition I per cent, of sodium citrate. Drainage of the e.xuded

fluids and excess of salt solution vas provided for by a tube at the most

dependent part of the wound. ' saline solution was allowed to escape

slowly through the tubes into the recesses of the wound, and so a stream

was constantly passing over the infected tissues, carrying away the micro-

organisms as they were exuded. .\t a later stage, when the wound had

become clean, the hypertonic was replaced by an isotonic solution. The

latter encourages the phago'-ytes and promotes healing.

This method was modified by Gray, who used " salt packs "—('.c, tablets

of sodium chluride placed within the layers of gauze used for packing the

wound. In this case the salt is dissolved by the fluids of the wound, and

a hvpertonic solution is provided, which is less difiicult to deal with

owing to tlic smaller volume. This is a point of some importance,

especially where patients have to i>e transferred from place to

place.

2. The Carrel-Dakin method may be taken as typical of tliat api>lHal)le

to the substances which depend on chlorine for their antiseptic power.

Here, again. Gray's excision of wound surfaces is to be carried out, all

pcckets tiiorouglily opened up, and all foreign bodies sought for and

removed. Hut here, instead of providing drainage, the wound is made

to reseml)lc a Ijasin into every recess of which a fine rui)ber tube extends

(Carrel's tut)e is a fine rubber tube, closed by a ligature at the end, and

having' a number of small lateral perforations). These tubes arc con-

nected as in Wri'iht's method with a reservoir above the bed level.

Within the roser\ :>ir 1 )akin's solution is placed, and every 2 hours or so the

nurse attending on the case opens a stopccx k and allows a small (luantity

of the fluid to pass into the wound; excess of the solution and exuda-

tions escaping over the edge of tiie wound are absorljed by the

dressinjis.

Kusol (prejiarcd by mixing i-'5 grammes each of bleaching powder and

boracic a<id in a litre nl water, allowing to stand overnight and filtering).

as suggested bv I.^rrain Smith, may be used in tlia same way as Dakin's

solution. It is easy 1 • i)reparo. and appears to be little if at all inferior

to the latter.

If j.^ {nund 'h»t rrirtnv nf tb.e wijunds so treat»'d ran be dosed by

secondary suture in a few days, the actual time being dependent on liie

result of ba< tei-ial counts and on the inlecting micro-organism. As a rule,
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where one microbe only per microscopic field is found, other circumstimces

being favourable, suture may be undertaken.

T,. Rutherford Morrison has suggested another method of dismfiitnig

the surfaces left after excision. This consists in smearing the surface^

with what is now everywhere known as Bipp, a paste made up of Bismuth

Subnitrate (8 oz.), Iodoform (16 oz.), and Liquid Paraffin (8 fl. oz.).

The excess of the paste after lying in contact with tlie wound for a short

time is wiped off and the sutures inserted.

4. Various other methods and materials ha\e l)ecn u^cd for the sterilisa-

tion of infected shell wounds, such as Flavine, Proflavine. Brilliant green

Alcohol 9.; per cent. (Noisier). Ichthvol, Soap Solution (Ratynski), Borsal

(a mi.xture of Boracic and Salicylic acids. Bismuth Carbonate in 1-1,000

Perchloride of Mercurv to make a paste (Moynihan), I'rca, &c.

Those already described are typical of the others, and are the m-tliods

most generally used.

WRITER'S CRAMP.

The treatment of tliis troublesome affection is to be conducted on the

lines suitable for the management ol the other craft i)alsies, such as those

met with amongst typists, telegraphists, sempstresses, pianists, violin

plavers, etc. ,,.••. r. „
Drug treatment is as a rule useless; massage and electricity oltcn

a"grava.e matters unless when employed in conjunction w-th the only

real auent of value- absolute rest for a lon^ period from tlie special

muscular movements which have determined the affection.

Less than a three months' course of rest from all use '
the pen or

pencil is usually futile, but as the victim of writer's cramp is UMially

entirelv dependent upon his occupation for tlie means of Ineiiliood,

tliis line of treatment is often almost impossible till he be.„mes^ entirely

disabled, in which case tlie hopes ot a permanent cure are rendered remote

Fortunately for him, however, he can safely emplov h.s muscles in otlur

snecialised'movements, and it is a good plan for him to commence type-

in'. In the intervals of rest from this occupation he should le.irn to

e with his left '.and or to practise cmtiouslv mirror writing and to

oloy massage u die continuous current lo the affected muscles. 1
his

latter avent should be apphed vshilst rhythmical movements arc being

executed bv the fatigued muscles at the same time.

As soon 'as he can advantagc.usly resume his foruv^r occui^utmn he

should be advised, as suggested by thmers, to begin practising a bold

free hand, such as is pro.luced by the action of the siiouldei and arm

muscles ns in writing .m a bla-kboard with chalk. Often consukrable

aid m.u be obtained bv resorting to a new method ol liokhng lus pen or

pencil/anc manv victims of writer's cramp can work with a.inpar.itnc

ease bv emplovinii a pe.iholdcr surrounded b> a ihi. k layer <A cork or

rubber about the middle of its shaft, which minimises tlic vfunipea iH>,.ti-n

of the digits.

ill
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YAWS, OR FRAMBCESIA.

This troublesome specific tropical affection has been hitherto only

influenced by Mercury and Iodides, though mercurials as a rule have

been found to make little impression upon the funj^ating or raspberry-

papules in ihe early stages of the disease. Though the identity of yaws

and syphilis may be said to be still awaiting demonstration, the reports

of the spe( ific effects of a single dose of Salvarsan or Xeosalvarsan are even

more striking thar in the case of ordinary secondary syphilis. Dr. J.

Eakin of Trinidad has informed the writer that he has observed the change

in the sores to commence within 24 hours after the employment of the

remedy, and this always progresses rapidly till the entire skin lesions so

characteristic of the disease melt avay. The local treatment by antiseptics

and caustics formerly necessary are now no longer indicated, since by

ordinary cleanliness and saharsan the therapia ster.lisans magna sought

for by F.hrlich can be so effectually carried out generally by a single dose

of the new agent.

Alston obtained the serum from cases of V'aws after the application

of a blister to a patient who had received a dose of salvarsan. This serum

he has proved to be curative when injected into a viitim of yaws. The
next best remedy is Tartariscd Antimony which may be given in i-gr.

doses with 30-60 grs. Iodide of Potassium.

YELLOW FEVER.

Xo drug possessing a specific action on this disease has lieen yet dis-

covered. Remarkable ud%ances have been made in the prevention of

the malady, thoui;li its exact pathology is still to be cleared up unless the

discovery of an intracorpuscular |iarasite l)y Seidelin proves to be the

final solution iM the mystery.

Prophylaxis.—The disease being comtnunicated from the affected to

the healthy l)y the bite of a mos(|uito {Stegniiiyia lolopus), the protilem

of prevention is allied to tiuit tjf tlie e.stermination of malaria. The
breeding ; 'ounds of the insect ha\e l)cen attacked, and the disease has

thus been stamixd out complete!)- in districts in whi( h it iias remained

endeniii lor many years.

.\s soon as a patient becomes infected, he nui^t lie surrounded with

fine in()S(|nito netting to prevent the admission of the insects, which other-

wise would spread the disease to the healthy in the immediate neigh-

bourhood.

It must. howe\'er, lie rcnuniliered liuit the m(is(|uito may nniain

inUctive for 57 days after sucking the blood of a vcllow fexcr patient,

and the ne.xt brood of xoung niosf|uitoes ma\- be tainted tiirough the \irus

in tile ( ggs lairi by their infec ted mother. Therefore no possible means

should l)e omitted to prevent the bites of the insect b\- those li\ing in an

Ondiliiu ZuHf.

The treatment of the establi>hed disease is to be (()ndu( ted on sympto-

matic lines as in typhoid and other continuou; fevers. Tiie patient is to
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be ordered immediately to bed and fed by small spoonfuls of liquid nourish-

ment supplemented by rectal alimentation, or preferably he should be

entirely fed by the rectum for the first three days or permitted to abstain

from all food.
. .

Fever is to be reduced by cold sponyinj;, baths or cold packs; vomiting

by i-ed Champagne or effervescing drinks and Morphia hypodcrmically;

cephalalgia by the ice-cap ; and hirmorrhage by Calcium Chloride. Alco-

hol will be indicated in a considerable number of ( asi-;. such as in alcoholic

patients and in adynamic cases; it shoulil not lu- .idministcrcd as a

iGutine.

The most successful routine is to administer at fivst a large dose of

Calomel, and after the thorough evacuation of the bowel to commence

with large rectal injections of Normal Saline administered slowly at a ,

temperature not exceeding 70° F. ; these entirely meet all the needs of

the system for the first three days without administering food in i.ny

form.

Sternberg's method of treatment has met with most acceptance, and m
his own hands has reduced the mortality amongst Europeans to about

7 percent., whilst in negroes the death-rate fell to almost nil. It consists in

the administration of an alkali with minute doses of Perchloride of Mercury,

the formula being ,V g'"- "yd- I't-rchlor., 6 grs. Bicarbonate of Soda in

1 2 drachms of iced water administered every hour. The object aimed al is

to keep the urine alkaline and abundant in quantity. Mitchell doubles

the strength of the mi.xturc and reports favoural)ly of the results.

Larger doses of alkali combined with Theobromine, Caffeine or Nitro-

glycerin will be necessary should the amount of urine continue to de( rcase,

and when these fail Normal Saline solution must be administered by the

skin or veins as well as by the rectum, and dry cup])ing and poultices

applied to the loins.

Black Vomit is an indication for the suspensi(.)n of all food by the moutii

and for the administration of 30-min. doses of Adrei.alin Chloride solution.

Some authorities adhere to a routine consisting of Quinine administered

h\podermicallv.

'strychnine should be given hypodcrmically as soon as any symptom

of heart failure shows itself, and this ma\- be necessary during the pro-

longed weakness occurring during the convalescing period, when absolute

rest in the horizontal position should be inaintaineil, and the strength

kept u\, by concentrated soups and alcoholic stimulants.

Ill
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF THE
BRITISH PHARMACOPOilA

WITH THEIR METRICAL EQUIVALENTS

IMPERIAL SYSTEM.

Measures of Mass (Weights).

I Grain gr.

I Ounce (Avoir.) oz. = 437-5 grains.

I Pound (Avoir.) lb. = 16 ounces = 7000

Measures of Capacity (Volumes).

I Minim min.

I Fluid Drachm fl. dr. = 60 minims.

I Fluid Ounce fl. oz. = 8 fluid drachms.
I Pint O. = 20 fluid ounces.

Relation of Capacity to Mass (Imperial).

I Minim = the vol. at 16-7'' (62° F.) of

0-9II458} gr. of water.

I Fluid Drachm = the vol. -t i67° (62'' F.) of

54'6875 grs. of water.

I Fluid Ounce = the vol. at 16-7= (62° F.) of

I oz., or 437'5 grs. of water.

109-7143 Minims* = the vol. at 16-7'^ (62° F.) of 100 grs. of water.

*'|l*'ft.t

WEIGinS AND ME.\SURES OF THE METRIC SYSTEM.

Measures of Mass (Weights).

I Milligram (.Mg) = the thousandth part of i gramme, or o-ooi G
1 Centi;.'ram (Cg) = the hundredth ., ,, o-oi G
I Decigram (Ug) — the tenth ., ,, o-i G
I (iramme (G) = the thousandth part of the Standard

or International Kilogram (Kg) i-o G
I Dekagram = ton grammes - - lo-oG
I Hectogram => one hundred grammes- - - loo-o G
I Kilogram = one thousand grammes - looo-o G

* Taken as no minims throughont the Pharmacopoeia.

I"54
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Measures of Capacity (Volvves).

I Centimil (CI) = the vol. at 4° of i centigram of water.

I Decimil (I>1) =
I Millilitre

or Mil (Ml) =
I Litre (Lit) =

1055

I decigram of water.

I gramme of water.

I kilogram of water.

Measures of Lf.nc.th.

I Micron (h) = the loooth part of i millimetre,

or o-ooi mm
I MiUimetre (mm) = the loooth part of i metre, or o-ooi m

I Centimetre (cm) = the looth .. .,
o-oi m

I Decimetre (dm) - the loth ., .,
'^-i "^

I Metre (m)
'•"'"

RELATIONS OF MKTRIC AXU IMPKKIAL MEASURES.

Mass.

I Milligram (Mg)

I Centigram (Cg)

I Dec- gram (Dg)

I Gramme (G)

I Kilogram (Kg)

I Grain (gr.)

I Ounce (Avoir.) (oz.)

I Pound (Avoir.) (11>.)

= 0-0I5 grain nearly.

= o-i 54 grain nearly.

= 1-54? grains nearly.

= I J43^-3.5<>4 grains, or 35-^74 ounces

nearly, or 2-204() {X)unds nearly.

= 0-0648 gramme nearly.

= 28-330 grammes nearly.

= 453-59 grammes nearly.

Capacity.

I Centimil (CI)

I Decimil (HI)

I Mdlihtre or Mil (Ml)

I Litre (Lit)

0-169 minim nearly.

1-69 minims nearly.

16-9 minims nearly.

l-75o>So pints, or 35-l9'> "'"'l

ounces nearly.

I Minim (min.) =

I Fluul Drachm (i\. dr.) =

I I'luid Ounce (fl. 07.) =

1 Pint (O.)

0-0592 mil nearly.

3-5515 mils nearly.

28-4123 mils nearly.

5(18-2454 mils nearly, or o-5r)S2

litre nearly.

LkncTH.

Micron if)
-= o-oooo M37 inch

Millimetre (mm) = o'0393/.> inch.

Centimetre (cm) = 0-39370 inch.

]ip.-ir!U'lri^ (dm) = 3-9370 inches.

Metre (m) = 39-3701 13 inches

1 lu<h (in.) .:5-3<)09 millimetres.
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Tahle of Approximate Equivalences adopted in stating Doses
(Imperial and Metric) in the Text of the '{ritish Pharmacopo-ia

Imifriau

Grain.

jlf

A
n't

A
iV

A
A
i

i

i

i

Grains

I

2

3

4

5
8

10

Min

i

I

2

3

5
8

Minims,

.5

10

15
20

30
00

Mbtkic,
j

ImI'BRIAL.

Milligrams. Grains.

"3
0-6

3

5
I 8
1-5 10

2 15
2-5 20

3 30

4 rx)

6

8 Grains.

12 15

16 30

30 15

Centigrams. 120

20

25

30

1.50

l,So

24.)

50
00 !

Volumes,
Cen'.imils. Minims

3 «.5

6 30

12 1 4.5

18 Oo

30 90

^0 1

Fluid Drachm
1

1 i
Decimils. _

()

10

2

IJ Fluid Ounces,

18 ,}

^h I

2

1 4

Mbtkic.

Decij^rams,

•2

3

5

6

10

12

20

4"

Uranimes.

I

2

3

4

s

II)

12

i>>

Mils,

I

2

3

4

()

Mils.

2

4
8

Mils.

15

30
60
120-

TheiiewdcMgnations-~,l/i/. />rtn)u7, and CVw/(»>i,.'—luive been introduced for
the first time in orticial nomencUitiire, The mU is equivalent to the older term

the miihhtrc ur mcasiirc of the Voiiiiiic of 1 cc. ur the measure ol i pramme
of water at maximum density. The decimil and the centimil are equivalent
to the one-tenth and the one-hundredth part of the mil respertively the object
of the innovation being to obvi.ite Ihodiffii ulty arising from the absence of any
hitherto recognised subdivision of the litre smaller than its one thousandlii
part.
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RELATION' or ENGLISH TO METRIC MEASURES.

I Minim = •050 millilit le or 5-9192 centimils.

2 Minims = 118 i-i8384decimils.

3 = •178 .. i^7757<J

4 = •^il 2-36768

5 ..
= •296 2-959*>

(> = •35.5 3^55i5-:

7 • = •414 4^14344
s = •473 4^7353"

= •533 5-32728
10 = •59^ 5^0192

II = •651 (1-51112

12 = •710 7-10304

1? -= 769 ., 7-''949<>

14 = •S28 8-28688

15 .

— •888 8-8788

16 = •947 9-47'»7-!

17 ..
= 1*007 or mils.

IS — I -060 ,

,

,,

19 ,,
— 1-I-55 ,

,

20 = 1-184 ,,

-5 — 1-480 ,,

30 = i-77(' ,t

3.5
= 2-072 ,,

40 ..
~ 2-368 ,,

4.5
— 2-664 ,.

50 ..
= 2-960

,

,

55 ..
=^ 3^25''^ ,,

I Fluid Drachm = 3-5515 .. ,

,

2 Fluid Drachni' = 7^io3 ,

,

.?
= 10-654 or 1-0654 centilitres

4 It t

= 14-206 1-4206

5 ,, ,

,

= i7^-'57 1-7757

6
f 1 I

'

= 21-309 2-1309

7 , , ,

,

= 24-860 2-4860

I Fluid Ounce = 28-412 2-8412

2 Fluid Ounces = ,5"-824 5-6824

5
= ^y^h'' 8-52 3f^

4
= 113-641,) 1-1364 dorilitres.

.1
=^ 1 t2'06l 1-4206

10 — 284-122 2-84.2 „

!5 ;= »2()-l8.1 4-2618

20 ,. (1 Pt. = 568-^43 0-56824 litre.

40 ,, (I qt. = 1136-49 1-1364 litres.

67
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RELATION OF ENGLISH TO METRIC WEIGHTS.

Gramme. Centigrams. Milligrams.

I Grain = •0648 grm. nea rly or 6-479 c.grm. or 64-798 m.g.

2 Grains :^ •.296 grm. or 12-959 c.grm. or 129-597 m.g.

3 >.
= •1944 gim. . or 19-439 c.grm. or 194-396 m.g.

4
-- •2592 grm. or 25"9i9c.grm. or 259-19.") m.g.

5 ..
= •3240 grm. , or 32-399 c.grm. or 323-994 m.g.

6 .,
= •3888 grm. , or 38-879 c.grm or 388-793 m.g.

7 ..
= •4536 grm. ,

or 45'359 c.grm or 453-592 m.g

8 ,. = •5184 grm. , or 5i-839c.grm. or 518-391 m.g.

9 ,.
= •5832 grm. , or 58-3i9C.grm. or 583- TOO m.g.

10 = •6480 grm. or 64--08 '-.grm. or 6 '--089 m.g

^i = •7128 grm. or 71-278 c.g/m or 712-708 m.g

ti = •7776 grm. , or 77-758 c.grm or 777-587 m.g

13 ..
= •8424 grm. , or 84-238 c.grm or 842-385 m.g

14 ..
= •9072 grm. , or. 90-718 c.grm or 907-1 84 m.g.

15 ..
= •9720 grm. or 97-198 c.grm or 971-983 m.g

J5-432 ..
= I gramme or loo-oo c.grm or looo-o m.g

1 Scruple (20 grains)

2 Scruples (40 grain'^)

3 ,, or I Drachm
I Ounce (Troy)

Grammes. Centigram.s. Milligrams.

1-2959 g. or 129-59 eg. or 1295-97 ni.«

"^-5919 g- or 259-i9c.g. or 2591-95 m.g.

3-8879 g. or 388-79 e.g. or 3887-93 m.g.

31-1034 g. or 3110-34 e.g.

Grammes. Centifram.5.

1 Ounce (Pi.v.) or 109-375 grains = 7-0*^7375 g or 708-7375 eg

h It 11 or 218-75 = 14-174768. or 141 7-476 e.g.

I , , ,
or 437-5 = 28-34953 g- or 2834-<j53e.g.

2 Ounces , or 875 = 5(.-f^9.)0 g. ' 5''69-90c.g.

3 » » '
or 1312-5 = 85-0486 g. 1 8504-86 e.g.

4 ,,
or 1750 = 113-3981 g. or 11339-81 e.g.

5 ,, or 2187-5 = 141-7477 g- or 14174-77 e.g.

6 ,,
or 2625 = ] 70-097 g. or 17009-7 e.g.

7 ,

,

or 3062-5 = 198-4466 g. or 1.1844-66 e.g.

8
,

,

or 3500 = 226-7962 g. or 22679-62 e.g.

9 ,,
or 3937-5 = 255-'458g- or 25514-58 eg.

10 ,, or 4375 = 283-4.(50 g. or 28349-50 e.g.

II or 4812-5 = 311-8449 g. or 31184-49 eg.

12 ,, ,
or 5250 = .54"-i9.(3 g- or 34019-43 e.g.

J3
,

,

or 5687-5 = 308-543.) g. or 30854-39 e.g.

14 ,,
or6i25 = 39"-8933 « or 3.(689-33 e.g.

15 J.
or 6562-5 = 425 2430 g. or 42524-3 e.g.

16 1* ..(I lb.) or 7000 =. 453-59243 e or 45359-243 c.(



WEIGHTS AND MEASURES X059

RELATION OF METRIC TO ENGLISH WEIGHTS.

I Milligram, or -ooi gramme s= ^ grain nearly

I Centigram, or -01 = A ..

X Decigram, or • I =» 14 grains ,,

I Gramme = I5i ..

5 Grammes ss 77i ..

10 (i dekagram) = i54i ..

20 ,, 3o8i ,.

30 ,,
= I ounce and 25i

40 ,,
= I and 179J

50 „ = I and 3^4
60 ,,

= 2 ounces and 51

70 ,

,

= •2 and 205i
80 ,

,

= 2 and.359i ,,

90 ,,
= 3 .. and 764

100 {i hectogram) ;.= 3 • and 23cf
200 ,.

= 7 .. and 24

500 J,
= 10 and 254}

400 .,
= 14 .. and 48

500 ,

,

= 17 „ and278J ,,

600
,

,

= 21 and 71J
700 ,

,

= 24 .. and 302 J

800 ,,
= 28 ,, and 96

900 ,,
= 31 .. and 326I

1000 (i kilogram) = 35 .. and 120

RELATION OF METRIC TO ENGLISH MEASURES.

1 Millilitre (I mil) = 16-95 minims nearl>

2 Mi li lit res = 33-9 .

3 ,

,

= 50-8 >.

4 _,
= I dr. 7-6i

> •«

5 ,

,

= I dr. 24-.i * It

6 ,

.

=> I dr. 41-41 »,

7 ,,
= I dr. 58-3^

. •

S ,, s 2 drs. 15-22

<) :s 2 drs. 32-5 . ..

10 as 2 drs. 48-9 1 >•

15 J.
= 4 drs. 13-4

20 .

,

= 5 drs. 37-8 » ,,

25 ,,
= 7 drs. 2-4

3" ,

,

= I oz dr. 26-8

40 ,

,

=M I oz 3 drs 15-7
.

50 ,,
« I oz 6 drs 4-7

75 ,,
ss 2 oz 5 drs 7-1 ..

lOO ,,
= 3 oz 4 drs '3-4

500 ,

,

= 17 oz 4 drs 47 • 1.

1 000 ,, (i litre) = 35 oz I dr. 34 1 11



io6o TEMPERATURES

RELATION OF FAHRENHEIT TO CENTIGRADE DEGUEES.

32° F
50° F.

60° F.

70° F.

80° F,

90° F.

95° F
95-5 F.

96° F.

96-5° F-

97° F.

97-5° F,

98° F.

98-5°F.
99° l'.

99-5°F
100° F.

0' C,

10" c.

iS'S" c.

ji-ii" c.

26-60° c.

,2-22° c.

35" c.

35-27° c.

35-55° c.

35-83' c.

36-11' c.

3'>-38= c.

36-66' c.

36-04 'C.

37-22 'C.

37-5° c
37-77 "C.

100-5° F.

101°

ioi-5°

102°

102-5''

103°

>o3-5°

104° F.

i"4-5'

105°

i"5-5'

106°

F.

F.

F.

F.

106-5° F.

107° F.

ioS>" F.

no" F.

120° I

38-05° c.

38-33° c.

38-61° c.

?8-88°C.

V)-l6°C.

?.l-44°C.

?9-7^°C-

40° C.

40-27° c.

40-55° c.

40-83° c.

4i-ii^C.

41-38° c.

41-66° C.

42-22° C.

43-33" C.

48-88° C,

RELATION OF CENTIGRADE TO FAHRENHEIT DEGREES.

'i

i J.

]mm
1

I'G. = 33-8° F. 26° C. = 78-8° F.

2°C. j» 3 5-6° F. 27° c. = 8o-6° F.

3°C. _ 37-4° F. 28° c. = 82-4° F.

4°C. - 39-2° F. 29° c. —

:

84-2"?.

5°C. =s M' F. 30° c. = 86° I'.

"6°C. ;^ 4i-S°F. 3«°C. =a 87-8° F.

7°C. = 44-6° F. 32° c. = 89-6° F

8°C. = 46-4° F, (( C. at 91-4° F.

9°C. = 48-2° F. 31 C. = 93-2° F

10" C. Si 5"° F 35° C. =31 95° F.

ii°C. - 5«-8' F. ?6° C. =» 96-8° F.

12° C. .^ '^l-iy" V. 37° C. -B 98-0' F.

13° C — 55-4° F. ^8°C. =« 100-4° F.

14° c. =3 57-2° F. 39° C. XS t02-2°F.

15° C. = 59° I 40° C. X£ 104° F.

16° C. 3S oo-»° F. 4I°C. — iu5-8° F.

17° C, „ 62-6° F. 42° C. — 107-6° F.

i8 C. -^ "-4°F 4^0. » 109-4° F

19° c. 33 6l)-2 1'. 44° r » ni-2°F.

20° C. = 68° 1-

.

45' C. -• 113° F.

21° C. s: (.9-8° F 46= C. — 114-8° F

22° C. = 71 -6'-' F. .7°C. • 116-0° F

2?°C. « 71-4^ F 48° C. m 118.4° F,

24° C n ?V2° F. 49° C. 3* I20-2° F

i5°C. - 77° F. jo'C - 122- b



UEKS.

C.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

c
c.

c.

GREES.

INDEX

568

424
568, 689

'6, iut8

58, 3-23. J-!S

I".

I'.

F.

F
1".

' F.

'F
^.
'F
F

- F.

F.

M-
°F
F.

"F.

°F
»F
'F.
F.

IT.
.°F.

,'F.

iT.
F.

350,
135

242,

Abdomen, Gun Shot Wounds of..

Abdominal Abscess . . . • 58

,,
Distension (see Tym-

panitns)

„ Gland Disease
Hydatid

„ Tuberculosis

Abortion
Abscess

„ .\bdoniinal

„ Acute

„ Alveolar . .

,, Anal

„ .\ppendical

„ of Bartholin's Gland

,, ol Bone . .

„ Brodie's . .

„ Cerebral . .

,,
Chronic . .

„ of Cowper's Gland

„ of Ear
„ Extradural

„ of Finger. .

,,
Gl.mdular

„ Hepatic .

,,
Ischio-reclal

„ Joint, 4^.2, 4'i3. 474

,, of Kidney
,, Laryngeal

„ of Liver .

.

,, of Lung . .

„ Mammary
,, Mastoid
,, Metastatic

Ov.iri.iu . .

„ I'elvic

,, Perigastric

,, Perinephritic

,,
Peritonsillar

,, Periurethral

,, Pharyngeal
„ Phlebitic .

.

„ Pleural

,, Prostatic .

.

„ Psoas

,, Pya'mic .

.

„ Retromammary
„ Retropharyngeal

Spinal

„ Splenic

„ Subdural .

.

„ Subphrenic

PAUKS ' Abscess of Testicle

I ,, ol Tongue

523 „ TonsilUr .

Tropical .

Tuberculous

4^5

200, 974
45
S8

1044
, 636
637
55«

8

34')

23y
243

.. 617
116, 528

502

45
47R, 873
.. 833

4')4

425. 502

, 515, 518
541

243, >^'<«

829
(141, 644
288, 670

3-2 4
680
y7i

. • iV)
701
708
4

,, of N'esicul.T! Seminales

.\cetanilid PoisoumK
AcetonaMuia . . ".
.•\cctonuria • . . . 11

.\chlnrliydria

.\clivlia Ga^trica . .

.•\ciii Carbolic Poisoning ..

,, Dvspt'psia

,, Hydrocyanic Poisoning

,, Intoxication ..11

,, Mineral Poisoning .

.

,, Oxalic Poisoning

,, Prussic Poisoning . •

Acidity
Acidosis
Acne
Acnitis
Aconite, Poisoning by
Acromegaly
Acromion, Fracture of

Actinomycosis
of Lung

Addison's Disease..
Keloid .

.

Adenitis

,,
Suppurative

„ Tuberculous
.Adenoids
.Adiposis Dolorosa. .

Ague . . ...

.•\ir Pass.iges, l-oreign

.•\ir Kmbolism
Akoria
Albuminuria

1)33, 635
.. 338

970
502

.•8,46,530.795

af.i

795
258, 502, 820

541
701

'39
902

.
. 558

688

204,
204,

9,

10,

705,

, 204,

765.

237.10,

II, 204,

Undies 111

i( Uright's Diseasi

in Di.tbetes.

.

in Diphtheria

in PlumbisMi
ol Pregnancy
Scarlatinal .

.

War
Albuminuric Retinitis

Alcoholic Amblyopia
„ Neuritis..

j ., Paralysis

,,
piiiviltillg

.Alcoholism. .

Alexia

061

787
765
768
768
316
316
767
314
769
768
765
77J

769
314
768
12

14
766
t5

157
15

7f.2

16

887
5J«
5iH
888
17

lill

535
18

J58
314
19

97
207
221

750
803
881

19. 94
630
26

600
600, 653
21, 760

20, 195. 7W>
5i

5 3".

19.



I062

Alkalies, Poisoning by .

.

Almond (Bitter) Poisoning

Alopecia

,, Areata .

.

Alveolar Abscess .

.

Alveolus, Suppurating .

.

„ Tumour of

Amaurosis .

.

Amblyopia..
Amenorrhoea
Ammonia, Poisoning by .

.

Amoebic Dysentery
Amyloid Kidney .

„ Liver
Anaemia

„ in Ankylostomiasis

„ in Bright's Disea^^''

,, Chlorotic.
,, from Epistaxis .

.

„ in Ha>mophylia
„ Lymphatic
„ Pernicious

„ Splenic .

.

in Valvular Disoasi

Ansesthesia in Hysteria . .

Anaphylaxis
Anasarca . .

,, of Glottis

„ Quincke's
Anchylostomiasis .

.

Aneurism .

.

,, Cirsoid .

.

Angioleucitis
Angiomata. .

Angina, Ludwig's
„ Pectoris . .

,, Simplex .

.

Anginal Scarlatina
Angioneurotic (F.dema
Aniline Poisoning
Ankylosis .

.

Ankylostomiasis .

.

Anorexia Nervosa.

.

,, Neurasthenic
Anosmia
Anthracosis
Anthrax
Antidote, General.

.

Antifebrin Poisoning

Antimony Poisoning
Antipyrine Poisoning
Anuria
Anus, Abscess of .

,

,, F.crema of .

„ Fissure of

„ Fistula of

,, Imperforate

„ Prolapw of

,
Prurit js of .

.

„ Ulcer of

Aortic Aneurism . .

„ Valve Disease

Aphasia
Aphonia
Aphth.i>. Bednar's
Aphthous Stomatitis

Apoplexy .

.

Appendical Abscets
Appendidtii

INDEX

92,07,

480,

44.

io

PAGES
766

765. 771

73. 193
75

200, 974
974
280
26

2S, 629
26
766
228

99
503
29

. 32 .36

. 32

147
280
365
532
31

35, 903
401
442

6y, 379
2-23 407

223
, , 223

36
36

582

533
582, 952

701
40

!

967
!

878
i

, . 223
i

766
861 932

36
31^ 442

598
45

761

538
765
765
766
766

(J 1(1 929
, . 45
, , 46

46
46

, . 47
48

'.isf .794
4^
37

402
, , 5>

• •ja . 441
911
ylo

,

.

53
58
5ft

Arachnitis .

.

Arrhythmia, Cardiac
Arsenical Keratosis

„ Neuritis..

,, Poisoning (Acute)

.. ..
(Chronic

Arterio-sclerosis .

.

., ,.
of Uterus

Arteriovenous Tumours .

.

Arthritis (see also Joint)

„ Deformans
„ Gonorrhoea!

,, Nodosa . .

,, Rheumatic
„ in Rheumatism
,, Rheumatoid
„ Sicca

.^rtiticial Respiration

Ascaris l.umbricoides

,, Mystax
Ascites

,, Chylous
Asiatic Cholera
Aspergillosis, Pulmonary
Aspcrniia .

.

Asphyxia
,, in Diphtheria .

.

,, of Embolism .

.

,, in Goitre

,, Local

„ in Himophylia
,, in Pneumonia . .

,, in Pneumothorax
Asphyxial Convulsions
Asthenia, Cardiac .

.

Asthenopia
Asthma

Hay
„ Thymic .

.

Astigmatism
„ Headache from

Ataxia, Locomotor
,, Friedreich's

Ataxic Paraplegia
Atheroma .

.

Athetosis . .

Atonic Dyspepsia
„ Gastric Dil.>t,iticin

Mony of Bladder

„ Gastric
Atresia, Vaginal . .

Atrophine Poisoning
Auditory Aphasia .

.

Aural Diseases
Auricle, HiTinatoina of

A»oi)spermia

478

PAGM
557
390
478
600
767
600
60
566

37

349.

854
852
854
854
840
854
854
124
63
63

6l, ')04, 689
65
148

65, 76t

908
. ,6<;, 109

219
.. 258

341
. . 83s

365
756

.. 762

. . 183
391

66, 432
67, 379

.. 378

534

'.
'. 383

509
295
667
62

72, 665

236, 316
306

.
. So, 8j

3«7
27

.. 767
51

238
238, 360

908

B
Bacilluria .

.

Balanitis

Baldness
Banti's Disease .

.

Barium Poisoning

Barking Cough of '. uberty

iidiioWi Dis«;i^' .

.

Bartholin's Gl iid. Abscess
Base of Skull, Fracture o(

Bailn's DlsPBie

81, 84, 781, 831
-3. 349
73.
36.

193
903

.. 767
189

350. 1044
38s

286. 1030



INDEX

PAGII*

557
390
478
600
767

78, 600
60
566
37

854
HO. 852

. 854
854
840
854
854
124
63
6?

504, 689
65
148

fi*;, 761
908

. ,(>.<;, 109
219

.. 258
34"

. . 83s
365

.. 756
762

.. 183

SO"
66, 412
f>7, 379

. . 378
534
72

. . 383
509
205
667
62

7«. 6''5

236, 316
306

.
.- So, 8j

3«7
i7

.. 767
51

a38
238, 360

908

4, 781, 831
'3. 340
73, »03

36. y"3
.. 767

189

350, 1044
385

386. lOJO

Bed Sores

„ in Typhoid
Bednar's Aphtha;
Bee Stings
Belching .

.

Belladonna Poisoning

Bell's I'aralysis .

.

Beri-Bcri . .

Bile Duct, Obstruction of

Bile Ducts, Catarrh of

Bilharzia Haniiatobia

BiUary Calculi

„ Colic

Biliousness.

.

Black Eye
Black-heads
Black Vomit
Blackwater Fever . .

Bladder, A'ou- of

of

851,

234.

I'AGFS

76
1000
911
909
317
767
661
78

301
47-2

78

-:o7

208
507
115
12

1053
79

iio, 83
123

nof
•ii, 512, 7S2, S^f), tool

age" from 3O3, 839
amniation of, Acute 81, "82

Chronic
8i. 35<

'<)7

Hi,
,, Irritability of

,,
I'aralysis of

„ Prolapse of

,, Septic

,, Stone in.

.

,, Symptoms in Locomotor
Ataxia

,, Tenesnuis of

„ Villous Growths in

Bleeders
Blencjrrhocal Conjunctivitis

Blepharitis
Blepharospasm
Blinding of the Retina

78S
85
837
1030

82, 788
912

H7, 17c

Bl'xid, Kxtravasalion of .

.

,, Poisoning . .

„ in I'rine

Bloody Sweating .

.

Boils

„ in Ear
Bone, Abscess of .

.

„ Cancer of • •

„ Disease .. 135, U^

„ Tuberculwis of

Bony Growths in Kar
Borborygnii
Bothrioceplialus

Bow Knee . .

Leg .

.

• •

Bowel (see under Intestine)

Bradycardia

„ P.iroxvsmal

Brain (see Ceribrul)

Breast (•re Maiiimary)
Breathle=sness (see Dyspn<i.M)

Bright's Jisease, Acute . .

„ Ana-inia in

„ t hronic

„ H.Tinaturia

„ Plcuriiis in

BroiUe't Abscess .

.

512

953
362
364
I7«
86
2S9
630
"5
826

. . 361

. . 357
87

89. 230
135.636

123

. 473, 470.
6», 636, 682

136, 421, 705
238
317
948
327
328

Bromidrosis
Bronchi, Foreign Bodies in

Bronchial Asthma
Catarrh 105,110,

,,
Dilatation

„ Irritatimi

„ Spasin . .

Bronchiectasis
Bronchitis, Acute

Capalary

„ Chronic

„ Croupous

„ in Diphtheria

,, in Emphysema
,,

Influenzal

Plastic

Bronchocelo
Broncho- pneumonia
Bronchorrlmea
Bruises
Bubo
Bubonic Plague .

.

BuUmia
Bunion
Bulbar Paralv^is .

.

Buphtlialmos
Burnett's Fluid, Poisoning by
Burns
Bursitis

i

^

]
Caisson Illness

Calabar Bean Poisoning . .

' Calculi, Biliary .

.

,, Pancreatic
Pelvic
Prostatic . .

Renal
Urethral .

.

„ in Ureter .

.

,, Vesical

Caluluus Anuria .

.

,
Pyelitis..

Cal ii sities

in Ichthyosis .

.

'lor, Poisoning by .

.

1063

I'AOFS

102
18

67
142, 187
lo?, 760
452. 761

67
103,

108,

108, 549,

117

760
105

759
no
110
200
259
452
no
330
759
"3
115
ti5

738
3t4
116
664
33-:

774
501
120

Can
I

Can

89. 301

90, 389

32,

90
93
94

in

03. 97. 3<'2

747
637

of Bladder
of Bone
of Breast .

.

of Cervix .

.

)f Colon . .

of Duodenum
Epithelial .

of Gall Bladder .

of Gullet . .

of Intestines

)f Kidney
of Labium
of Lip
of Liver .

.

Mainmarv..
Melanotic . .

of Mouth .

.

o( Naso- Pharynx
,,i NippU . .

of CEsoo'ianus
of Paniieas

121

770

650
917

.. 787
427, 914
361, 918
427. 015

912
916
8^0
186

444
.. 767

121

123
123
123
13'

125, 468
128

126, 8b9
504
124

125, 468
126

t.i4

126
504
123

572
1 30

77S
. . fr>5

124
.. 651

I r
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1064 INDEX

FACES
Cancer of Prostate .

.

129, 790
,, of Pylorus. . .. 128,310
,, of Rectum .

.

. . 126

,, of Spleen . . .

.

. . 002
,, of Stoniacli . . . . 127
,, of Testicle. . . . . . 121J

,, of Thyroid . . 341
of Tongue . . . . 129
of Tonsil . . . . . . 131

,, of Urethra . . . . 134

,, of Uterus .. .. 131,269,567
,, of Vulva . . . . 134

Cancrum Oris .. .. .. 912
Canities . . . . .

.

. . 376
Canncibis Indica Poisoning . . 767
Cantharides Poisoning . . 767
Capillary Bronchitis . . 108, 759
CarNDlic Acid Poisoning . . 767
C'aroon Dio.xide (Carbonic. .\cid)

Poisoning . . 768
,, Monoxide (Carbonic OxiUo)

Poisoning .

.

. . 768
Carbuncle . . . . . . 134
Carcinoma (sec Cancer)
Cardiac PI eases (see also Heart) 385

,, f.eurasthenia . . . . 598
,, Rheumatism . . . . 847

Cardialpia . . . . . . 394
Cardio- Sclerosis . . . . . . 387
Cardiospasm , . . . . . 6J4
Carditis . . . . . . 265, 671)

,, .Acute 847
Caries 135, 422

,, Cervical . . . . 138
Dental . . 199, 234

,, of Mastoid .

.

. . 243
,, of Spine . . 136. 79*1

Cartilage, Disease of (-.ri- T'int)

,, I.oo'e . . 480
( aruncle, Ureflr.al . . . . 1020
Catalepsy . . . . . . 140
Cataract 140
Catarrh .. .. .. 142

of Bile Ducts .

.

295, 472
Bronchial 10,^, 1 10, 142, IH"-, 696

,, (.f liar . . .

,

. . 240
,, Purulent . . 242

Eustachian . . . . 241
of Gallbladder . . . , 29.S

(lastric . . .

.

233. 310
(iastro-Duodenal . .

2q(i

,, Intestinal , . . . 271
I arvnge.il .. .. 142
Na'-.il Mi

( al.irrhal Colitis i(>4

,, Conjunctivitis . . . . 1(19

linteritis .. .. 210
(tastrilis . .. 23i
Laryngitis .

.

191, 489
,, Jaundice .

.

296, 472
,, Pharyngitis .

,

. . 7"'
I'neuiit.Miia . . 108, 759

,, Rhinitis .

.

142

,, Sore Throat .

.

. . 701

,, Stomatitis .

.

. . 9t('

Caihrtcr Fcvrr . . .

.

. . 924
Cauda Equina, Injury of .. W99
Caustic Poisoning .

.

. . 773
„ Potash Poisoning . . 77*

PAGES
Caustic Soda Poisoning . . .

.

773
Cavernous Augiomata . . .

.

582
Cellulitis, Diffuse 283

,, Pelvic . . . . .

.

670
,, Scarlatinal . . H81

,, Submaxillary . . .

.

701
Cephalalgia (see also Headache) 381
Cephalhaimatonia . . . . .
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385
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Postoperative . .
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,, Diabetic
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Epileptic
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Wound of
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Corns
Coronary Arteries, Disease of
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211
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Dyspepsia of Drunkards
„ ill Castric Dilatation

„ Irritative

Dyspeptic Diarrhoea
Dyspnoea in Aneurism

in Bright's Disease

236,

Bronchitic
Cardiac
of Croup
in Diphtheria .

.
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in Goitre
in Laryngitis . .
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in Pleurisy
in Pneumonia .
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in Pneumothorax
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260
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.. 489
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Ear, Abscess of .

.

„ Boils in

„ Bony Growths in .

.

„ Catarrh of Middle

„ Cerumen in .

.

„ Cholesteatoma
„ Cough
„ Diphtheria of

„ Eczema
,, Erysipelas of

„ Exostoses
„ External Diseases .

.

„ Foreign Body in .

.

„ Fungi in

„ Furuncles

„ Haematoma .

.

„ Herpes of

„ Inflammation of

,, Internal Diseases . .

,, Middle, Diseases
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,, Polypi in

„ Purulent Catarrh of

,, Scarlatinal Complications

,, Wax in

Ecchymosis
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Ectropion .
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Eczema
„ Acute
„ Anal
„ Chronic .
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of Ear .
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„ Seborrhoeir

Eczematous Ulcer
Electric Current Injuries .
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Electricity Burns .
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i
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Embolism Air

,, Cerebral
Fat ..

„ Septic .

.

Emphysema, Surgical

„ of the Lung
Empyema . .

„ of Influenza

„ of Gail-Bladder

„ Tuberculous
Encephalitis
Endocarditis . . 264, 396

„ Infective, Mahgnant

„ Ulcerative .
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„ Chronic
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Non-infective
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,,
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Elevatuni Diutiuuin
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Exfoliative Dermatitis .
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733 F'idgets, Acute 462
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1023
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,, Xeuritis 600 Food Rashes 285
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Favus . 289 ,, Ununited 293
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Gangrene Raynaud s

„ Senile . .

„ Traumatic
Gangrenous Appendicitis

„ Pancreatitis

,,
Stomatitis .

.

Gas Poisoning
Gastralgia
Gastrectasis

Gastric Acidity .

.

„ Atony
,, Cancer
„ Catarrh . .

„ Congestion

,, Crises

„ Dilatation
Hsmorrhage 321, 326, 356

„ Headjche.

.

„ Hypera;sthesia . .

„ Hypermotility .

.

„ Inflammation

„ Neuralgia. .

„ Neuroses .
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„ Paralysis .
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„ Sepsis

,, Spasm
„ Subaci' 'V
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„ Ulcer
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„ „ Recurring
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„ Alcoholic

Gastrodynia
Gastroptosis
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Gastroxynsis
Gek i-ium Poisoning

General Paralysis of the Insane

Genu Valgum
,, Varum
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Gingivals .
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Girdle Sensation . .

Glanders .
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Glands, Abscess of
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„ Inflammation of
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„ Suppuration of ..115

Glandular Fever
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Haemorrhagic .
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.
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H
Habit Spasm
Ha^marthrosis
Haematemesis .. 321,

in Liver Disease

Hamatidrosis
Haiinatinuria
Haematocele

,,
of Cord
of Epididymis

„ Pelvic

,,
Scrotal

Hematoma
„ of Eroad Ligament

of Dura Mater
',' of Scrotum .

.

,,
Suppurating

Hxmatomyelia
Haematuria

,,
in Bilharzia . .

,1
ill Bright's Diseasi'

,,
Essential

,,
Prostatic

„ Renal

,,
Urethral

,,
Vesical

Haimic Headache
Hemoglobinuria .

.

.

Malarial

in H^yp.^u
Disease

Haemo-pericarditun
Haamophilia

289
903

326, 356
506
357
363
357
357

. 358
288, 358
.. 361

115. 360
358
562

.. 361
360
898
361

79
36-
3«^3

362
362
361
362
382

.. 363
79. 364

li's

364
.. 679
.. 364

97.

97,
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PAGES VAUfs

Haemophilia, Keual 363 Hare-lip • 377
Haemoptysis 366, 729 Haut- Mai (EpUepsy) 271

Haemorrhage 368 Hay Fever or Hay Asthma . 378
Accidental 816 Headache . 381
Alveolar .. 365 II Anaemic . 382
Anaemia from 29 II in Bright's Disease . . 93i 98
Ante-Partum .. 8i6 Cerebral . 381

1 from Bladder 361, 839 ,, Congestive . 382
from the Bowel • • 554 ,, Continuous 552
Cerebral . . 53 , 56, lOO i» Functional . 382

166, 168, 410 Gastric . 383
Concealed .

.

.. 816 i» Haemic . 383
Ouodenal .

.

554 in Inflammation of

xtemal .. 368 Frontal Sinus • 383
m Extra-Uterine 11 Lymphatic . 383

Pregnancy 287 in Meningitis .

.

555, 561

" Gastric 321, 326 368, 554 ,, Migrainous 551
Haemorrhoidal 371 II Muscular . 381
Internal 368, 375 Neurasthenic .

.

. 383
Intestinal .

.

554 II from Ocular Troubles 383

J
into Joint . . 365. 903 II in Plumliism .

.

750
from Kidney .. 362 Reflex .

.

.. 383
Labyrinthine 245 ,, of Sunstroke .

.

929
from Liver .

.

508 ,, Tcxa^mic .. 382
from Lung .

.

366, 519 ,, m Typnoid . . 1004
in Mole Pregnancy 571 ,, in Typhus . . lOIO
from Mucous Sur- Head Injuries 341

faces .. 823 Heart , Arrhythmia of 390
Nasad .. 278 ,, Asthenia of 390, 453
from CEsophageal ,,

Atrophy of • • 385
Varix 357 ,, Auricular Fibrillation 400

into Peritoneum .. J68 II Block 90, 389
in Placenta Praevia 734 Complications of Chorea 153

" into Pleura 375, 519 II ,1 of Rheumatism 264, 396
Post-Pairtum 819 ,, of Scarlatina . . 881
Prostatic .

.

362, 839 II Dilatation of 386, 847

^1
Puerperal .

.

734. 815 II Disease, Asphyxia in 66
Renal 362, 363 II „ Breathlessness in

Scorbutic .

.

890 386, 389, 398

_i
Secondary .

.

370, 821 II „ Dropsy in 223, 407
Spinal .. 898 II Diseases of 385-421

jj
Splenic .. 903 II Failing Compensation of .. 398
from Stomach 321, 326 FaUure in D.T.'s .

.

197
356, 554 II ,, in - iphtheria 222, 653

ij
from Tonsils .. 972 II ,, in Erysipelas

„ in Influenza
281

,1 in Typhoid . . 1003 453
Urethral 924 ,, ,, in Pneumonia 754

,,
Uterine 2, 133, 231, 269, ,, „ in Typhoid 1004

J62, 735, 815, 031. 1033 II „ in Typhus .. ion
^,

Vesical 362, 839 »i Fatty Degeneration of .. 387
in Yellow Fever .. 1053 II „ Infiltration of 390

Haemorrhagic Endometritis 564, 1027 11
Fibroid Degeneration of .. 387

Glaucoma 332 ,, Functional Affections of 390
Pancreatitis 650 ,,

Hypertrophy of .

.

395
Plague 740 II Inflammation of .

.

395

ft
Purpura .. 823 II Injury of .

.

.. 679
Retmitis .

.

630 Intermittent 390
Scaurlatina .. 881 II

Irritable .

.

391

,1 Small-pox 1042 Neuroses of 390
Haemorrhoids 370 ,, Pain 265, 392, 3941 409, 848

Inflamed .

.

371 II
Palpitation of 392

jj in Pregnancy .. 783 II Pigmentary Degeneration 385

Haemothorax 374 " Rapid 191

Hair Diseases 376. 980 .. Soldier's 394
Hairs, Superfluous .. 376 ,, Slowness of 90, 391
Hallux Valgus 1x6 II Strain 386
Hands, Chapped .

.

144 II Valvular Diseases of 396
Hanging 66 1* Wounds of 679
Hanot's Disease .

.

506 Heartburn 313
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.. 377
271

.. 378

.. 381

.. 382
93, 98

.. 381

.. 382
552
382

• • 383
• • 383

a of

• • 383
.. 383
555, 561
.. 551
.. 381
• 383

es 383
750

.. 383
929

.. 382
1004
lOIO
341
390

390, 453
• • 385

400
90, 389

;a 153
n 264, 396

.. 881
386, 847

66
3 in

6, 389, 398
223, 407
385-421

of.. 398
197

222, 653
281

453
754
1004
ion

f .. 387
390

3f . . 387
3f . . 390

395
395
679
390
391
390

4, 409, 848
392

tion 385
191

90. 391
386
396
679
313

50

423.

FAOKS

Heat Exhaustion .

.

.

.

928
Hectic Fever . . .

.

826
Hellebore Poisoning .

.

. . 766
Henr inopia .

.

. . • . 630
Hemicrania .. .. .. 55i

Hemiplegia . . .

.

53. 4io
Hemlock Poisoning .

.

. . 7^9
Henoch's Purpura .

.

. 825
Hepatic (see also Liver)

Colic 298
Dropsy .. •• 64, 223

„ Intermittent Fever . . 297
Hepatitis
Hepatoptosis
Hernia

„ Internal .

.

Herpes
,, of Ear

Hiccough .

.

„ in Bright's Disease

„ Hysterical

Hip-Joir.t Disease

„ Abscess of

Hirschsprung's Disease .

.

Hirsuties .

.

Hoarseness
Hodgkin's Disease

Hospital Sore Throat
Hour-Glass Stomach
Housemaid's Knee
Huntington's Chorea
Hydatid Disease .

.

Hydroa
„ Gestationis

Hydrocele
„ Encysted
„ of Neclf

„ in Orchitis

„ of Testicle or Cord .

.

Hydrocephaloid State in Cholera

Infantum
Hydrocephalus, Acute . . 555.

„ Chronic . . 426,

„ Quincke's
Hydrocyanic Acid Poisoning

Hydro- Haimatocele
Hydronephrosis .

.

337. 428

Hydropericardium
Hydrophobia
Hydrophthalmos .

.

Hydrops Articuli .

.

Hydro-Salpinx
Hydrothorax
Hymen, Occlusion of

Hyoid Cysts
Hyoscyamus Poisoning .

.

Hyperacidity, Hydrochloric
HyperacMsis
Hyperesthesia .

.

. 44-^

Hyperchlorhydria . .

Hyperidrosis
Hypermetrupia
Hyperosmia
Hyperpyrexia

„ in Chc'cra Infantum

„ in Convulsions

„ in Erysipelas

„ in Malaria .

.

„ in Meitsles .

.

508
336
412
467
417

. 238
419

99, 420
419, 442

420
422
468

.. 376
423
532
701
326
no
154
902
202
202
425
426
533
634
426

Hyperpyrexia in Fi.eumonia

„ in Rheumatism

„ of Sunstroke

„ in Typhoid

„ in Typhus
„ in Yellow Fever

Hypersecretion, Gastric .

.

Hypertrophic Rhinitis .

.

Hyoertrophy of heart .

.

,, of Prostate

,,
of Tongue . •

,, of Tonsils .

.

Hypochlorhydria .

.

Hypochondriasis .

.

Hypopion
Hypospadias
Hysteria

„ Major
Hysterical Anaisthesia .

.

„ Aphonia
,, Catalepsy

,,
Coma .

.

„ Contractures .

.

„ Convulsions .

.

,,
Hiccough

1 ,,
Hyperajsthesia

,,
Neuralgia

,,
GEsophagismus

„ Paralysis

„ Retention of Urine .

,,
Spasm of CEsophagus

„ Vomiting
Hystero-Epilensy

435

52.

419

TAGES

753
845
929
I0C4
lOIO
1053
315
379
395
787
965
971
315
433
185

434
443
443
442
441
140
.40
441
440
442
442
589
614
441
839
614
442
443

213
556

;

556
556
765
358
830
678
429
332

933
670
431
27
834
770
314
245
513
314
692
431
616
433
213
183
284
536
548

447, 837

20,

Ichthyosis
„ Sebac?a Cornea
„ of Tongue

Icterus Neonatorum
Imperforate Anus .

.

„ Hymen
Impetigo

,, Contagiosa
Impotence
Incontinence of Urine
Indigestion
Inebriety
Infantile Colic

,, Convulsions

,, Diarrhoea

„ Jaundice

,, Myxoedema
,. Paralysis

„ Scurvy .

.

„ Splenoniegaly .

„ Tetanus
Infarction, Hepatic

„ Pulmonary
1 „ Renal ..

i „ Splenic .

'' Inflammatii''! of Appendix
1 ,, of Bladder, Acute

I „ ..
Chronic

of Bowel

j
„ of Bronchi

„ cf Cervix -

.

! „ of £ar

1 „ of Glands .

.

443
478
966
472
47
27
440
440
445
lOOI
2'»2

195
162
183

, 213
474
19c
657
890
go2

955
258
258
258
908
56
81

82, 350

25f,
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lAGHS (•ACES

Inflammation of Glaus .

.

•73 , 349 Ischio-recttt! Abscess 45
tt of IrU 4-0 Itch 874

of joint [ice Joint
of Larynx . .

V
489

Itching (see P.-uritus) 792

of Liver 508
t* of Lung 75" J

„ of Meninges 554 Jacksoniau Epilepsy 277
,, ol Ovary .

.

<'43 Jaundice 2"96 472
,, of Pleura .

.

740 J(; 't, Abscess . . . . 422, 474 ,873
,, (if Prostate 786

, Ankylosis .

.

475
»» of Rectum . . 785 , in Ataxia .

.

513
of Spinal Cord 1 VJ , 570 , Charcot's . . 513

,, of Testicle . . 57i ,631 Diseases . . 473, (),;(), h^ ,932
„ of Tongue 338 Dislocation ot 221
,, of Uterus .

.

Jb7 Effusion into 'M3
Influenza 451 ('iinorrh(i.'al 852

" .

1 neunionia m . . 45-!, 758 Hip Disease 420
Ingrowit g Toe- Nail 454 , Knee Disease 478
Injuries, Electrical i;i

, 501 Loose Cartilage in 480
J, to Head .

.

341 Rheumatic . . 840, 848
,, LiKlitiimg JO, 501 Septic t23, «54
„ Shuck from 167

, Sprain of . . 903
,, Spinal 898

, S^ .lovitis of 932
Insanity 194, 1<)», 4;>.>, 140, 155 54i ,822 Tulievculoiis 421, 75, >^7i
Insect S ings and Bites . . 909, I02JI

Insomnia 457
tt of Alcoholism . . -4 K

of Bright's Disease c-8 l\ala-.\/ar . . 732
,, in Cardiac Disease 399 Kfloid 477
,, in Colitis 165 .Xddisons 887
,j

of Delirium Trrmens 195 i\c ralitis . . 185
11 in Erysipelas .

.

284 Keratosis . . 477 500
,, in Influenza 454 „ Pilaris . . 443 500
II

in Insanity 4(11 ,, of Tongue <»66

M of Neurabthenia 558 Kerion 962
in Opinni Habit 626 Kidney, Abscess of , 833

,, in Phthisis 729 ,,
' Amyloid 99

,, in Pneumonia .

.

757 Bright's Disease of 90
t> of Pregnancy . . 784 ,, Cancer of 126
tt in Typhoid Fever 1005 Cirrhotic 99

in Typhus Fever lOIO Congestion of 930
Intermittent Fever 536 „ Contracted 99

It ,, Charcot s Displaced 336
,j ,, Hepatic 2-)7 Fatty .. 99

Intertrigo 286
., Ha;morrhage from •93 , 36J

Intestinal Catarrh 210, 271 Large White 94
jj

Colic . . 161
,, Movable 336

»» Haemorrhage . . 554 Red 99
tr Inflammation.. 10, 271 „ Stone in . . . . 4^2 7, 914
tt

Obstruction .

.

M5, 466 Surgical .

.

832
tt

Perforation . .
f>S5, 1006

,, Tuberculous 832
tt

Sepsis .

.

35 Waxy 99
Strangulation ^ I-. 466 Knee-joint Disease 478

,, Stricture 468 Knock- Knee .328

,, ,, Malignant 125 46r' Koumiss . . 19
Intestine , Cancer of

Dysenteric Ulcer of

(iangrene of . .

luberculous Ulcer of

2.S, 4f)»

228
46S
215

Kyphosis . . . . . .
>

L

67, 902

Intussusception . . . . a 67, 470 Labium, Cancer of 134
Iodine Poisoning .

.

770 ,, HcPniatoina of . . 360
Iodoform Poisoning 770 Labour 480
Irido-Choroiditis, Suppurative 471 „ Obstructed 484
Iritiii Labunuim Poistinii!;; 771
Irritable Bladder .

.

'85 Labyrinth Inflammation 245
M Heart 391 ,, Hismorrhage . . 245

Ulcer IO15 Lachrymal Duct Stricture 277
Irritativt Diarrhoea 210 ,, Gland Disease 487

II Dyspepsia :36. 316 Sac Inflammation . 277
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45
874
792

277
'l<)f, 472
474 ,873

475
513
513

'h^ .932
221

'in
'<52

420
478
480

'«4"- 848
425, 854

903
932

("5, >^7i

732
477
887
185

477 . 500
443 , 500

<)66

962
833
99
90
126

99
930
99
336
99

••93,362
94
336
99

«27, 914
832
832
99

478
328
19

^67, )02

134
360
480
484
771
24S
S45
277
487
277

Landry's Paralysis

Lardaceous (seu Amyloid)
Laryngismus Stridulus .

.

Laryngitis, Acute

„ CatarrhJ .

.

I9I>

„ lie

„ ..n.-.branous .

.

218,

„ (LdeinatDUs .

.

„ Spasmodic .. 19')

„ Syphilitic

,,
I'uberculDUS .

.

Larynx, Al)scess of

„ Catarrh of .. M-.
,, Crises of

„ Diphtheria of . .

„ Erysipelas of

„ l''orei«n Bodies in

„ Inflannnation of

„ CEdenia of • • ~ii>

„ Spasm of

„ Stricture of

„ Ulceration 1 • • 493.

Lateral Curvature
Lathyrism
Lead Colic .

.

• • i^'3.

„ Convulsions .
•

„ Paralysis

„ Poisoning Acute .

.

„ ,, Chronic .. 163.

Leishmaniasis
Lens, Dislocation and Injury

Lentigo
Leprosy
Leprous Ulcers
Leptothrix..
Leuchajmia
Leucocytha'iiiia .

.

Leucodermia
Leucoma
Leucoplakia
Leucorrhoea
Leuka;rnia

,,
Pseudo-

Leukokeratosis
Lice
Lichen 5on, 57o

Lids, Granular
Lienteric Diarrhoea

Ijghtniiig Injuries

„ Pains of Locomotor
Ataxia

Lime Poisoning .

.

Lip, Cancer of

Litha;mia
Little's Disease

Liver, Abscess of .

.

. . 228,

„ Amyloid . .

„ Atrophy of (Acute)

,, Cancer of .

.

„ Cirrhosis of

„ Colic

„ Congestion of

.. ..
Passive

',. fatty
„ Floating

„ Functional AUectiius of

„ Hydatids of

„ Inflammation of 502, sni., 508

„ Injuries to

i> ,,

502,

425,

TAGEs
660

488
489
489
490
491
490
488
494
491
494
lyi

513
218
283
18

489
490
4«8

495
495
901
667
749
750
749
771
748
732
332
14I)

495
49''

376
499
499
497
066
966
497
499
532
966
067
732
172
214
501

512
771
126

507
665
502

503
503
504
504
298
506
409
^07
336
50S

424
,680
508

Liver, Movable
,, Rupture of

„ Sluggish

,, Syphilitic Diseise of

Lobelia i'oisouing. .

Locomotor Ataxi 1

Lordosis
Ludwig's Angina .

.

Lumbago .

.

Lunar Caustic Poisoumg
Lung, Ab^cess of . 42S. 5r5>

,,
Actinomycosis oi .

.

,, Anthrax of . .

,, Aspergillosis of .
t)5,

,, Cirrhosis of

,, Collapse of . . loS, 516,

,, Complications in MoasK-s

,,
111 Peitii>is

„ (.J ingestion of 409.

,, Disease, Asphyxia in

,, KniphyT>euia of

Gangrene of

Hcumorrhago from
lydatids

„ Infarction of . .

,, lutlammation of .

.

,, Uideina of . . • • 97,

,, Rupture of . . • . 375.

,, Syphilis of

,, Tuberculosis of

,, Wounds of • • 375.

Lupoid Ulcer

Lupus Erythematosus
,, Vulgaris . .

Lyniphadenia
', Lvniphadeuitis, Acute
• '

,,
Chronic .

.

,,
Suppm.itiiig,

III', 5-:9.

i

,,
rnbercnlous

Lyniphadenoina . .

Lymphangiectas;s. .

Lymphaugiomata. .

LymphaiigiiiTiat'ins Macniglossia

Lymphangitis . .

' Lymphatic Aiueiiiia

(.lands (see Lymplia-
denitis)

,,
Headache

,,
Leuka'inia

l.ymphatisni

:

Lympho-Sarcoina

I

M
Maci' .glossia

Madura I'oot

Malaria
Malarial Anaiuiia .

.

,, Cachexia

, ,, Diarrh'jea

„ H.emoglolnuuria 7',i.

,, Neuralgia

Malignsnt D;-.:.se (s«e Cancv) . •

,,
Eudoc.inlitis . .

,,
(HdeiiM

„ Pustule

„ Scarlatiii 1

Malta Fever
08

336
508
507
5o<)

771
509
902
701
513

517
762
538
761
760
759
549
700
5t6
66
259
517
ii)6

425
258
730
519
519
519
711
519
524
520
522

532
528

5V>

531
888

532

533
965
3Vi
532

333
383
499
534
533

9<'>3

534
535
32

537
215
364
588
121
26t)

305
53'-*

.SSo

3V)
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Mammary Abscess
PACES

„ Cancer 123
Cyst .. 543

„ Inflammation .

.

539
Mania 542

„ Acute Delirious .

.

193. 5*3
„ Puerperal .. 822

Marasmus 543
Marie's Disease 635
Mastitis 539
Mastoiditis .

.

«43 881

Masturbation 545
Measles .

,

546

„ German .

.

872

„ and Whooping Cough 550
Measures and Weights 1054
Megrim
Me&ena

551
554

Melancholia 433, 456
Melanomata 572
Melanotic Cancer .

.

572
Membrana Tympaui, Perforation

of 24t

Membranous Colitis 164

„ Conjunctivitis 171

Croup 218

„ Laryngitis 218
Meuitee's Disease 245
Meningitis, Acute 554

Basic .. 555
„ Cerebral, Purulent 557

„ Simple

„ „ Syphilitic

„ „ Tuberculous

554
559
560

„ Cerebro-Spinal 556
,, Chronic 556
„ Spinal 561, 576

Meningocele 427, 897
Meningo-Myelocele 897
Menopause, Hamorrhage at 556
Menorrhagia 269, 562
Menstruation, Disorders ol 26 369, ;62
Mental Diseases (see Insanity] 455

„ Symptoms in Epileps> 273
Mercurial Poisoning 771

„ Ptyalism 80

1

942
„ Stomatitis 901

Merycisni .

.

?i6
Mesenteric Gland Disease 568
Metatarsalgia 291
Metcorism (see Tympanites)
Methnmoglobintemia 192
Metritis 570

„ Fibroid .

.

570
Metrorrhagia 56a
Middle Ear, Diseaies of .

.

240
Migraine .

.

Mikuhc2'i Disease
55J

,

,

488
MUiaria 570 693

., Rubra 570
Mate Cysts
Mineral Acid Polsonint ,

.

. , 542
765

Miner's Nystagmus . , 606
Miscarriage 3

Mitral Disease 401
Mole I>regnancy .

.

a88, 370
Moles 57«

„ Nsvoid
MoUitie« OMium ..

581

573

rAGKS

MoUuscum Contagiosum .

.

372
„ Fibrosum . . .

.

573
Monilethrix . . • • 376, 981

Morbus Maculosus . • 823
Morning Sickness . . .

.

776
Morphia Habit 635
Morphine Poisoning . . .

.

77i

Morphinism 63 5

Morphcea 887

Morton's Disease 291

Mosquito Bites 9^^

Motor Aphasia 5i

Mountain Sickness . . . • 373
Mouth, Cancer of .. 130

„ Cyst of 834

„ Dry 802

Movable Kidue> 336
Mucous Colitis . . . . .

.

164

„ Patches i6<»

„ „ (SyphiUtic) .. 942
Mumps 573
Murohy's Continuous Procto-

clysis .S9, 632, 6S6
Muscarin Poisoning 77"
Muscles, Affections of . . 189, S74
Muscular Atrophy • • 575

,, Contracture .

.

575
„ Exhaustion 575

„ Headache 381

,, Rheumatism 74", 5i3

M-sliroom Poisoning . . . . 77"
Myalgia . . • • 57'>

Mvasfhema Gastrica 317
Gravis . . . . 575

Mycetoma . . . . . . • • 5.U
Mycosis Fimgoides ,. 574
MyeUtis M«, 57<>

Myelogenous l.eukasmia . . .

.

499
Myocarditis 387
Myoclonia . . . . . • 574
Myoma, Utfiiiu- . . .

.

1032

Myopia . . • • 577
Myositis 575
Myxoedema .. •• 190. 579

N
Navus . . . . . • • • 580
Nails, Inflammation of Matrix .

.

619

,, Ingrowing . . 454
,, Ringworm of 963

Nasal Catarrh .. 14 3. 378
„ Duct, Stricture of . . .

.

377
„ Erysipelas .

.

38j

„ Hamorrharie .

.

378
„ Ozxna . . . 647
„ Polypi 774
„ blcer .. 279, 649

Necrosis (see Bone)
„ Acute
.. Quiet

Nephritis, Acute .

.

„ Ascending Suppurative

„ Chronic .

.

94i

„ Scarlatinal

„ War I9p

Nephroptosis 33
Nervou* Complications in In-

fluenza .

.

433

636
637
90
830

8J3
881

'1
?J6
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FACES
572
573

823
776
635
771
62 s
887
291
908
51

573
130
834
802

164
169
942
573

(2, 686
770

t», 574
575
575
575
381

7, 513
77"
57^
317
575
534
574

f*. 57«'

499
387
574

1032
577
575

>o, 57'J

581)

6 1

9

454
963

»3. 378
277
283
278
647
774

'9, 649

636
637
90

! 830
)4. 8j3

881

'1
336

453

Nervous Exhaustion (DebUity)
PAGES

594
Nettle Rash 2!85, 1024
Neuralgia 583, 88a

„ Epileptifomi .

.

• 593
„ Gastric .. 312

„ in Herpes
Pleural

.. 419

.. 747

;: Red .. .. .. 836
„ Tarsal .. .. 291

„ of Tongue
„ Visceral

.. 966

.. 587
Neurasthenia .. 594

„ Ovarian .. 645
Neurasthenic Headache .

.

.. 383
Neuritis . . . . sS.i, 599 , 747, 882

„ in Diabetes 209
Optic 629

„ Peripheral . . 78, 600, 653
„ Rheumatic 6oi

,, in Typhoid . . 1007

Neuroma 602
Neurofibromata .

.

602

Neuro-Myositis •• 575
Neuroses, Cardiac.

.

390

„ Gastric . . 9. 1,44.311
Nightmare . . 603
Night Sweats .. 731

„ Terrors 603

Nipple, Carcinoma of 605

„ Depressed .. 605

„ Eczema of 605

„ Fissured .

.

539, 605
Pagefs .. 605

,, Sore 519, 605
Ulcerated 605

Nitrate of Silver Pf)isoiuiig 773
Nitric Acid Poisoning .. 765
Nitro-Benzene Poisoning 771

Nits .. 668

Nocturnal Emissions 896

„ Incontinence .

.

.. 447
Nodes .. 684

Nodules, Laryngeal 490

„ Rheumatic 851

Noma 912
Nose (see under Nasal)

Nux Vomica Pnisoning .

.

• 773
Nystagmus 606

Obesity ho7

Obstruction of Bile Ducts . • 301

„ of Colon 125, 46S

„ Eustachian .

.

241

„ of Intestine 33**. in, 468
nf Naaal Duct 277

,, of (Esophagus 124

„ Pyloric 12H, 308

„ uf Ureter 417
()ci:I.ir Paralysis . .

'ifit

(Kdrina (see Anasarca)

„ Angi»Neurc)tlc .

.

,, of Laryiix
223

223. 490
,, of I.ungs . . V7, 519
,, Malignant . . 3"5

,, Nivinatofiini 886

,, of Tongiie .. 338

nUiiphagismus ., 614

Oesophagitis
(Esophagus, Cancer of .

.

„ Diverticula of

„ Foreign Bodies in

„ Inflammation of

„ Obstruction of

„ Paralysis of

„ Spasm of

„ Stricture of .

.

,, Varices of .

.

Oinomauia
Olfactory Ner/e Disease
Onychia
Onychomycosis .

.

Oophoritis
Operations, Treatment of

Ophthalmia, Croupous .

.

„ Gonorrhoea!..

124,

„ Granular

„ Neonatorum
„ Phlyctenular

,, Purulent

„ Strumous .

Opium Habit
,, Poisoning

Optic Nerve Diseases
Orchitis

„ Gonorrheal
„ Gouty
„ Syphilitic.

.

„ Tuberculous
Os Uteri, Eroded .

.

Osmidrosis
Osteitis Deformans
Osteo-Arthritis

„ Arthropathy, Pulmonary
Osteomalacia
Osteomata
Osteomyelitis

„ Fibrosa
Osteitis

Otalgia
Otitis Media

„ ,, Scarlatinal

Otorrhoea .

.

Oto-sclerosis
Ovarian Abscess .

.

„ Neurasthenia
„ Tumours..

Ovary, Inflammation of

„ Prolapse of

„ Sclerotic .

.

Oxalic Acid Poisoning
Oxaluria .

.

Oxyuris Vrrmicularis
Or.Tiia

P.ichyilermatocele
I'.ichynieningitis, Spin.1l

I'.igct's Disease

,, ,, 111 Nipple

,, Ouiet Necrosis

Palate, (Heft

Palmar F-iscia, C. infraction of

Palpitation
Palsy, Craft

Pancreas, Cancer of

PAGES
614
124
611
612
614
61

2

6i5
614

124, 615

357, 506
25

..43,616
617
963
643
619
171

.. 171
172
172
170
171
170
625
771
629

574, 631
.. 631
.. 633
.. 634
631, 035
23X, 564
102, 692

635

572,

854
635
867
287
636
635
683
241
242
881

242, 639
243

635,

641,

J02,

644
645
639
643
644
64s
77*
646
957
'^47

^7i
562
'•35

60J
637
157

19*
606
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6oo,

Heart

1076

Pancreas, Diseases of

Pancreatic Diabetes
Pancreatitis

Pannus
Papillitis .

.

Paralysis Agitans

„ Alcoholic

,, Arsenical

„ BeU's ..

„ Bulbar ..

„ Cardiac {see

Failure)

„ of Cerebral Nerves

„ Compressed Air

„ Diapnragr.,'Mc.

.

„ Dipnthe! lie

„ Diver'? .

.

„ Facial .

.

„ Facio-Scapulo-Hunieral

„ General, of tlie Insaiu

Glosso-labio-lar>-ngeal

of Gullet

„ Hemiplegic

„ Hysterical

„ Infantile

„ Landry's
Lead .

.

„ Local .

.

„ in Myelitis

„ Ocular .

.

„ Paraplegic

„ Peripheral

„ Phrenic

,, from Progressive

cular Atrophy
„ Pseudo-Bulbar

„ „ -Hypertrophic

,,
Pyloric

,,
Respiratorv .

.

„ Spastic ..50-.

Spinal ..13^,

Paralytic Talipes .

.

Paramyoclonus Multiplex

Paraphimosis
Paraplegia

Ataxic

INDEX

I39i 502. 577

PACES
650
209
650
173
629
651
653
653
661
644

398
661
121

663
653
121
661
664
655
664
615
410
441
657
660

749
661
576
661
666

Mus-

600. 661
663

663
664
664
3«7
663
665

561. 663
160

.. 574
666
667
667

577

Spastic 5';2..577. 667, 8H8

frotu Spinal Caries

Paratyphoid Fever
Paronychia
Parosmia .

.

Parotitis .

.

Pediculosis..
Piliosis Rheuniatica
Pellagra
Pelvic Abscess

„ ( (llulitis

,, Hifmatocelc
Inflauiniatiou

667,
134

looH
617
616

573
(167

. . S25
667

288, 670
670

a8«, 35"
288, 564, 670

Tuberculous

„ Peritonitis

Pelvis of Kidnev, liiflanimation of

830

PfinphigU!«
Peptic Ulcer

Perforating Ulcer of C omea
„ of K'K>t 5«3.

,, of Stomach

Perforation of Appendix . . -57

675
670

917
676
Ml>

185
6-7
32 •:

68j

PACKS

Perforation of Bowel .

.

.685
„ „ in Typhoid 1006

of Duodenum . . 3^7
of Stomach .. 322. 685

„ Chronic . . 324

„ of Tympanic Mem-
brane . . • • 241

Perforative Appendicitis .

.

57. 685

„ Peritonitis 323- 685, 1006

Pericardial Effusion . . . • 678

Pericarditis • • 266,

Pericardium, Adherent .

.

„ Dropsy of .

.

Perichondritis of Ear
Perihepatitis . . 508,

Perinephritic Abscess
Perinephritis
Perineum, Fistula of . . ^

„ Rupture of . . 484.

Perineuritis
Periodontitis
Perioophoritis
Periostitis 63°,

Peripheral Neuritis .

.

78,

„ Paralysis . . 600,

Peristaltic Unrest
Peritonitis, Acute

,,
Adhesive

„ Chronic

„ Localised . . 324.

„ Pelvic.
„ Perforative .

.

323.

„ Pneumococcal

,,
Post-Operative

'„ Proliferative .

.

,,
Puerperal . . 670,

„ Septic. .. 58.

,,
Tuberculous .

.

„ ill Typhoid .

.

Peritonsillitis

Pernicious Anaemia
„ Vomiting

Perspiration, Bloody

,,
Excessive . . 454.

,,
Offensive . .

Pertussis .

.

,, and Measles

Pes Cavus .

.

Pestis (Major and Minor)

Petit Mai
PhagediEna
Pliaged»nic Gingivitis .

.

Pharvngitis, Acute

„ Catarrhal .

.

„ Cbruuic

„ Drv
„ Fiysipelatous

,,
C.ranular

„ Phlegmonous

,,
Syphilitic

Pharynx, Erysipelas of ..

„ I'nrrigii Bodies in

Pliiiniisis . .

Phlebitis 258.707

,, III Lateral Sinus

,,
Septic ..

Phlegmasia .Alba DoU-iis

I'hlvcteiiulai Ciijunctivilis

„ Ulcers of Cornea .

.

679
680
678
238
680
680
680
1023
681

599
200
643
681
600
661
316
684
689
689
688
670
684
687
687
689
672
684
689
1005
970
33
776
357
692
102

693
550
160

740
275
701
911
701
701
702
702
701
703
701
704
382
18

705
1007
708
708
708
170
170
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, 685
, 1006

678

, 679
680
678
238

, 680
680
680
102 •}

, 681

509
200
643

!, 682
i, 600
), 661

316
684
689
689

, 688
670

!3, 684
687
687
689

0, 672
8, 684

689
1005
970
33
776
357

4. 692
102

693
550
160

740
275
701
911
701
701
702
702
701
703
701
704

. 382
18

70J
>7, 1007

708
708
708
170
170

Phosphatic Diabetes
Phosphaturia
Phosphorus Poisoning
Photophobia
Phtheiriasis
Phthisis

„ Fibroid .

.

„ Ha;moptysis in .

.

„ Pneumothorax in

Physostigmine Poisoning
Pica
Piles

Pilocarpine Poisoning
Firoplasmosis
Pituitary Gland Disease .

.

Pityriasis . .

„ Rosea .

.

„ Rubra .

.

„ Versicolor
Placenta, Adherent

„ Praevia

„ Retained
Plague
Pleura, Abscess of

„ Effusion into

„ Haemorrhage into

„ Hydatids of

,, Inflammation of .

.

„ Suppuration of .

.

„ Wound of .

.

Pleurisy
Pleuritis

„ Dry
„ in PhthisL'!

„ in Pneumonia .

.

„ Tuberculous
Pleurodynia

„ in Phthisis .

.

Pleuro-pneumonia
Plumbism (see Lead)
Pneumatosis
Pneumonia

„ Aspiration

„ Broncho-

„ Catarrhal

„ Chronic

„ Deglutition .

„ Hypostatic .

„ in Influenza .

.

„ Lobular

„ in Measles

,, in Typhoid .

,,
in Typhus

„ Vesicular
Pneumf^- 'c Plague
Pneur lokoniosis

Pncumo-pericardium
Pneuiiiotnorax
Poisoned Wounds .

.

Poisoning .

.

„ Alcoholic

„ Septic . .

,,
Urajmic

Polio-encephalo-myclltis
Poliomyelitis, Anterior

Polyphagia
Polypus

„ of Ear
„ Nasal

203

370

PACKS I

710
'

710
i

772
\

). 184
667
711
759 ,

366 !

762
770 !

314
783 '

772
732
15

732
733
733
734
819
734

484 819
738

374,

261
740
519
425
740

26., 745 '

76a I

740
740
746
746

.. 752
729
747
729
752

.. 748
317

.. 750
760

108, 549, 759
108, 759

759
760
516

451. 758
759
549

. . 1007
ion
759

. . 738

. . 761
679
76a
1048
763

20, I94i 766
807, 826

91, 98, 101

657
657
314

774
243
771

Polypus Uterine .

.

Polyuria
Pomoholyx
Porr.go
Port ^Vine Mark .

.

Post-Mortem Wounds
Post-Partum Hajmorrhage
Potash (Caustic) Poisoning

Potassium Chlorate Poisoning

„ Cyanide Poisoning

„ Nitrate Poisoning

Pott's C"rvature .

.

„ / ^ffy Tumour
Pregnancy, Albuminuria of

„ Amblyopia of

,,
Chorea during

,,
Disorders of .

.

„ Extra-Uterine

,,
Fibroids in .

.

Mole . . . •

,,
( isteomalacia 1

1

,,
Pyehtis of .

.

,,
Toxjemia of .

.

,,
Ura;mic Convulsions

in . .

,,
Vomiting Oi . .

Presbyopia
Presclerosis

1 Prickly Heat
i

Procidentia
Proctitis

Progressive Muscular Atrophy
Prolapse of Anus .

.

„ of Bladder .

.

„ of Ovary

„ of Rectum
„ of Uterus

„ of Vagina
Prostate, Abscess of

„ Calculi .

.

„ Cancer of

„ Enlarged
„ Hajinorrhage from
„ Inflamed

Prostatitis

Prurigo

I'AGES

566, 775
lor, 203, 710

228

19

775,

444
580
1048
891
772
772
769
772
138
638

, 776
26
153
816
287
1150
S70
572
781
776

98
776
704
60
570
1145
785
663
48

1030
644
1030

782, 1030
1030
786

782,

49.

787.
362,

Pruritus
„ Ani . 50.

„ in Diabetes

,, in Eczema
„ in Jaundice

,, in Measles

,, Vulvae
Pnissic Acid Poisoning .

.

Pseudo- Angina
Pspudo- Hypertrophic Paralysis

Pseudo- Rabies
Psilosis

Psoas Abscess
Ps<jria»is

„ of Tongiic

Ptomaine Poisoning
Ptosis, General
Pt Valium ..

Puerperal Convulsions . .

Endometritis .

.

,,
I'cver .

.

,,
H.pinorrhagcs . .

Mania .

.

787
790
837
839
786
786

. . 791
792

256, 794
209
252

. . 473

. . 550
794

.. 765
394
664
43«
904
795
796
966
772
335
942
802
267
807
«I5
S12

41

«oi.
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(

Puerperal Osteomalacia .

.

.

.

57a
Pelvic Inflammation .

.

365
Peritonitis .

. .

673
Phlebitis .. .. 708
Scarlatina .

.

.

.

882
Septicaemia .

.

.

.

807
Ulcer 810

;

Pulmonary (see under Lung)
[

Pulmonary Osteo-Arthropathy .

.

635
;

Punctum, Displacement of .

.

a 77
Purpura . • 823

„ Hsemorrhagica .

.

.

.

823 i

„ Henoch's .

.

. • 823
\

„ Rheumatica 823
„ Simplex .

.

823
„ Scorbutic .

.

.

.

890

„ Urticans .

.

.

.

825
Werlhofs .. .. 823

Purpuric Hsematemesis .

.

337
Purulent Catarrh of Ear .

.

.

.

242
„ Choroiditis .

.

.

.

i33

„ Conjunctivitis .. .. 171

,, Ophthalmia .. .. 171

„ Pleurisy .

.

.

.

261

Pustule, »'.Uignant .

.

.

.

338
Putnam's Disease .

.

.

.

667
Pya;mia .

.

.

.

8a6

„ Arterial . . .

.

.

.

258

„ Puerperal .

.

.

.

807
Pysmic Abscess . . .

.

238, 302
Pyelitis .

.

. . .

.

830, 917
Pyelonephritis . . .

.

.

.

830
Pyloric Insufficiemy .. .. 3'

7

„ Paralysis .

.

.

.

317
„ Spasm .. .. 309, 313

Pylorus, Cancer of .. 128, 310
„ Obstruction of . . 128, 309, 310

„ Ulcer of 3«o
Pyonephrosis . . .

.

429, 833
Pyo-pericardium . . .

.

678
Pyopneumothorax .

.

.

.

833
Pyorrhoea Alveolaris .

.

.

.

833
Pyosalpinx .

.

33o, 670
Pyothorax . . .

.

.

.

261

Pyrexia (see Fever)
Pyrosis .. .. .. .- 313

Q
Quincke's Anasarca .. .. 223

„ Hydrocephalus . . 3S6
Quinsy 97i

Rabies 4»9
Rachitis .

.

863
Railway Spine . . . . 898
Ranula 834
Rapid Heart 391
Raynaud's Disease 03s
Recklinghausen's Disease .

.

602

„ Osteitis Defor-
mans .

.

633
Rectocele 1030
Rectum, Cancer of . . .

.

126

,, Inflammation of .

.

785

„ Ob«»ruction of . . 126, 469
„ Prolapse of . . 49, 1030

Rectum, Rupture mto
„ Stricture of

„ Ulcer of .

.

Red Gum .

.

„ Neuralgia
Reichmann's Disease
Relapsing Fever .

.

Renuttent Fever
Renal Caludi

„ Colic

„ Disease (see under Kidney)
„ Dropsy
„ Epistaxis .

.

„ Haemophilia
„ Hseraorrhage

Sand

MGtt
681
126

238, 785
370
836

II. 315
836

95,

336
428
913

223
363
363
36a
914

Retention of Urine 311, 782, 788, 836,

„ „ in Typhoid . . 1001

Retinal Asthenopia .

.

67

„ Detachment .

.

. . 630
Retinitis 630
Retro- Pharyngeal Abscess 702

Rheumatic Arthritis .

.

. . 854
„ Carditis .

.

. . 265

„ Endocarditis 264, 396
„ Fever . . .

.

. • 840
„ Gout 834

„ Iritis 4'i

,, Laryngitis 49'

„ Pericarditis .

.

. . 679
„ Pleuritis .

.

. . 747

„ Purpura . . 823

„ Synovitis . . . • 933
„ Torticollis . . . . 975

Rheumatism, Acute .

.

840

„ Cardiac .

.

265, 847

„ in Children . • 847

„ Chronic . . . • 845

„ GonorrhcEal . . 852

„ Muscular 575,854,513,747
„ Scarlatinal .. 880

Rheumatoid Arthritis .

.

. • 854
Rhinitis, Atrophic .

.

647, 863

„ Catarrhal .. .. i43

„ Diphtheritic .

.

• 863

„ Hypertrophic .

.

379, 863

„ Sicca . . .

.

279, 863

„ SyphUitic .

.

. . 86?
Rhinophyma .

.

8;

Rhinoscleroma . . .

.

. 863
Rhinorrhoea .

.

• 881

Rickets 863
Late 867

,, Scurvy . . .

.

. . 868

Riga's Disease (PyorrnoBa) . . 833
Rigidity, Hemiplogic .. .. 4"

„ Pal .lytic .. 4", 665
Rigor
Ringworm

„ of Beard
Rodent Ulcer
Rosacea
Roseola or Rose- Rash
Rossbach's Disease
Rntheln
Round Worms
Rounded Shoulders
Rubella
Rubeola

335. 829. 868, I02I

938
96a

,865
870
87a

, 315
87a
63
900
872
346
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681
126

8, 785
570
836

«. 315
836
536
428
913

5,223
363
363
362
914

i, 836,
lOOI

67
630
630
703
854
265

14. 396
840
8.S4

471
49«
679
747
82s
933
975
840

is. 847
847
845
852

13,747
880
854

i7, 863
143
863

79. 863

79, 863
865
87
863
881
863
H67
868
833
411

11,663
8, 1021

958
963

,
86

-J

870
87a

, 315
872
63
900
872
546

PACES
I

PAGRS

Rumination 316 !
Slcrping-Sickness .

.

.. 894

Rupia 872 Sleeplessness (see also Insomnia) 457
Small- Pox . . 1040
Smell, Loss of 45

S Smoker's Patch .

.

.. 966

Sacro-Iliac Joint Disease.

.

873 Snake Bites .. 894

Sahib's Disease 732 Snuffles 863

Salivation 801, 942 !

Soda (Caustic) Poisoning.

.

773

Salpingitis . . . . . . 670, 874 Sore Nipples 605

Sapraemia 826 „ Throat 701, 967

„ Puerperal 807 „ ,, Clergyman's.. 703

'Sarcoma (see Cancer) Spasm of Accommodation 67

Saturnism 748 „ Craft .. 1051

Scabies 874 „ Facial 289

Scalds 117 „ Gastric 317

Scalp, Haematoma of 360 „ of Glottis .

.

191, 488

Scarlatina .

.

875 „ Laryngeal 488

„ Complications
Scarlatinal Diphtheria . . 2

Schonlein's Disease . . 8

880
21, 880

„ ' ,, in Hydrophobia 431

„ ,, in Locomotor

25, 882 Ataxia 513

Sciatica 566 ,, Pyloric 309

Sclerema Neonatorum .

.

886 ,, Urethral .

.

.. 839

Sclerodermia 886 Spasmodic Cough .

.

189

Scleroedema 886 ,, Croup . . .. 191

Sclerosis, Disseminated .

.

887 „ Laryngitis 191

Lateral . . . . 665. 888 Torticollis 976

Scleritis . 886 Spastic Paralysis .

.

665

Scoliosis 867. 902 „ Paraplegia 577. 667, 888

Scorbutus . 889 ' Spermatic Cord, Hseraatocele of . . 357

Scotoma 26, 629 „ „ Hydrocele of . . 426

Scrofula 530, 888 Spermatocele 420

Scrofulodermia 889 ! Spermatorrhoea .

.

787. 896

Scrotum, Hematoma of .

.

. 361 1
Spina Bifida .. 897

Scurvy . 889 Spinal Abscess 139, 795

„ Infantile .

.

868, 889 ,, Caries 137, 795

„ Land . 823 ,, Concussion i 68, 894, 898

„ Rickets 868 ,, Cord, Cavities in .

.

.. 947

Scybala", causing Diarrhoea 182 ,, „ Compression oi 139, 168

„ „ Obstruction . 469 „ „ Inflammation < I 168, 576

Sea-Sickness 891
1

„ „ Injury ot .. 898

Sebaceous Cysts ,

.

892 1 ,, Curvature .

.

137, yoo

Seborrha'a Capitis 192. 732 „ „ Paralysis from 139

„ Sicca 7i Dislocation .. 899

Seborrhopic Acne .

.

«3 l-'ractures .. .. 899

,, Ecjtema 255 ,, Hainnrrhage .. 899

Seminal Emissions 896, 787 „ Injuries 899

Septic Emboli 829 ,, Meningocele 897

„ Poisoning . . 828 „ Meningitis .

.

.561

Septica-mia 826 Spine, Railway 898

„ Puerperal 807 ,, 1 vphnicl 1007

Sequestrum . 637 ; Splanchniiptosis . . 335

Sewer Gas Poisoning 773 !
Spleen, .-Mfectioiis of 902

Shell Shoc4< 52, «93 ,, Enlarged .

.

35, 499, 537,

Shingles
Sh<dk

417 732, 903
166. 894 Splenic Ana liiia .

.

35. 903

„ from Burns 117 ,, l.eukxniia 499

„ Cerebral . . "94 Splenoinegaly 35

„ from Lightning Injuries ^o2 „ Infantile . . 903

,, In Pelvic Ha-iiiatocelo . . i',» ,, Malarial .

.

537. 538

„ in Perforation of StomacI I ^2^ Spondylitis I ^8, 902

,, Post -Operative 021, H94 Spongy Gum* 8)0

Siderosis 7bl Spotted Pever . i'''

Sigmoid I'lexure, Volvulus ot 468 Sprains 90.,

SUioisis 761 Sprue 904

Silver Nitrate P.iisontng ,

.

773 Squint 432, 905
Singer'^ Nodules . . ")i Sta«e Irighl 203

Sinus .. I3'>, 121 796, «7( Stiiminriing 907

„ Thrfimbosi-i .

,

56. 243 Starvation . . 007

Skull, Injuries to .

,

384 Status Epilepticus .. 276
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1080

Status Hemicranialis

„ Lymphaticus
Stenosis (see Stricture)

Sterility

Sterodactylia
Stings
Stokes-Adams Syndrome
Stomach (see also Gastric)

„ Foreign Bodies in

„ Cough
„ Hour-Glass

Stomatitis .

.

Stone (see Calculi)

Strabismus
Stramonium Poisoning .

Strangulation
Strangury
Stricture of Inttstine

,, of Larynx
„ of Nasal Duct .

„ of Oisophagus .

„ of Pylorus

„ of Rectum

INDEX
|'a<;bs

552
488, 534

908
887

909, 1024
90, 389

.. 613
188

326
910

432. 905
773
65
919

125, 468
495
277

124, 615
128, 309, 310

126, 469

of Urethra 333. 837, 9I9, 1024

and

I )iseases of

224,

Poison-

Stridulus Laryngismus
Strophulus.

.

Struma (see Tuberculosis

Scrofula)
Strumous Keratitis

„ Ophthalmia
„ Pyelitis. .

Strychnine Poisoning

Stumps (Amputation)
Stye
Subdural Abscess .

.

Subinvolution
Submersion
Subphrenic Abscess
Sudamina .

.

Suffocation .

.

„ in Puerperal Cnnvul
slons

Sugar of Lead Poisoning . .

SuTphaeniogloDinaemia
Sulphuret Poisoning

Sulphuretted Hydrogen
ing • •

.
•

Sulphuric Acid Pois.inmg

Summer Diarrhoea
Sunstroke .

.

Suppression of Urine .

in Blackwater lever

in Bright's DUease .

.

„ in Yellow Fever

Suprarenal Disease

Sweating, Bloody
„ Coloured

„ Excessive

„ Foetid .

.

„ Night ..

Sweat Rash
Swimmer's Cramp
Swedish TreatJnent

Sycosis
Symblepharon
Sympathetic Iritis

Svncope (see also Collap:

Synechia .

.

Synovitis .

.

488
570

185
170
832

773
926
927
558
566
761
688

570, 692
65

806
771
192

773

773
765
211
928

79, 929
79
93

1053
16

357
155

454, 691
102

731
570, 692

190
993

962, 963
• . 931
• • 47'
«66, 932
332, 472

473,478, 932

Syphilis

„ Cerebral .

.

„ Congenital

„ Epilepsy in

,, Hereditary
Syphilitic Abortion

„ Arterio-Sclerosis

„ Baldness

„ Choroiditis

„ Deafness
„ Epididymitis .

.

,, Glossitis

„ Keratitis

„ Iritis

„ Laryngitis
Liver ..

Lung .

„ Meningitis

„ Nodes .

.

„ Onychia
„ Orchitis

„ Osteitis .

.

„ Ozaena .

.

Pemphigus
,,

Periostitis

„ Pharyngitis .

.

„ Retinitis

„ Rhinitis

„ Rupia .

.

„ Synovitis

„ Tongue
,, Ulcers . .

Syringomyelia

Tabes Dorsalis

„ Cerebral

,, Mesenterica
Tabio-paralysis
Tachycardia
Tsnia Echinococcus

,, Solium
Talipes
Tape Worm
Tartar Emetic Poisoning

Teeth, Diseases if

Teething Troubles
Telangiectasis
Temporal Ni-crosis

Tenesmus . .

,,
in Cystitis

Tertiary Syphilis .

.

Testicle, Atrophy of

„ Cancer of

,,
Hvdrocele of

Inflammation of

,, Tuberculous

i
Tetanus
Tetany

,, Gastric

Thermic 1-ever

Thirst, Post-Operative .

Thomseu's Disease

Thoracic Aneurism
Thread-Worm
Throat, Sore
Thrombosis

.Abdominal

I'ACES

934
559
946
276
947

5
63
75
154
243
634

. 338
186

. 471
494
509
519

. 559

. 684
619
634

. 63«
649

.. 677
684
704
630

. . 863

.. 872

. . 933
967

873, 935
947

509
656
568
656

.. 391
423
948
158
948
766

200, 234, 973
200
952
243

785, 952
83

942
417
12?
426

.. 631
63s
953

309
9a8
622
574
37

957
. . 701

.258, 707. J007
468

341
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934
559
946
276
947

5
63
75
154
243
634
338
186
471
494
509
519
559
684
619
634
63«
649
677
684
704
630
863
872

933
967

'73. 935
947

509
656
568
656
391
423
948
158
948
766

234. 973
200
952
243

785. 952
83

94*
417
12 J

426
.. 631
.. 635

953
341. 95''

309
928
622

574
37

957
701

707, 1007
468

INDEX 1081

190. 339. 341

;
'. 289,

Thrombosis Cerebral
:n Hemorrhoids
in Phlebitis .

.

„ in Phlegmasia

„ Sinus..

„ in Typhoid .

.

Thrush
Thymic Asthma .

.

"Thymus Tod" ..

Thyroid Diseacrs
Th'yroidism .

.

Tic-douloureux
Tic, Facial

„ Fever
Tinea

„ Circinata

,, Favosa
,, Nodosa
„ Sycosis

„ Tarsi

,, Tonsuraiii .

.

„ Unguium
„ Versicolor .

.

Tinnitus Auriuin . .

Tobacco Amblyopia
„ Angina
„ Poisoning

Toe-nail, Ingrowing
Tongue, Abscess of

„ Cancer of

,, Hypertrophy of .

.

„ Ichthyosis of .

.

„ Inflanunation of

,, Neuralgia of

„ CEdema of

„ Psoriasis of

,
Syphilitic

Tie .. .. ,

,, Tuberculous Ulcer of

„ Ulcer of .

.

„ Wounds of

Tonsil, Abscess of .

.

„ Cancer of .

.

„ Enlargement of .

.

„ Hemorrhage from
Tonsillitis, Acute .

.

„ Chronic

„ Follicular

„ Parenchymatous

„ Suppurative .

.

„ Ulcerative

Toothache
Torticollis .

.

Tox£pmia of Pregnancy .

.

Trachea, Foreign Bodies in

Tracheal Diphtheria
Trachoma .

.

Trance
Trench Fever

,
. Foot

Trichiasis
Trichinosis
Trichorrhexis Nodosa
Trismus Neonatoram
Tropical A Usees'- . .

„ Cachcxial Fever

,, Diarrhau
,, Dysentery

1 lunccek's Serum

l-AGKS

55
. 371

708
709

56. 243
1007
9"

670,

244

534
534
579
342
590
289
732
958
958
289
376
962
86 ,

959
963
734 '

963
25
41

773
454
338
129
955 :

966
338
966
338
966
967
967
965
965
967
970
130
971
972
968
971
968
970
968
971
973
974

.
77ft

18
22(>

172
. 978

979
535

246. 979
979
980
955

. 502
•ji

2 >

22?
3"

199

. 530
530.

522,

Trusses
Trypanosomiasis
Tubal Disease

„ Mole
,, Pregnancy

Tuberculosis •

„ Abdominal . . 500.

„ Acute General Miliary

„ Laryngeal .

.

„ of Lung
Tuberculous Abscess 8, 45

,,
Adenitis

,,
Bone (see Bone)

,,
Cystitis

„ Disease of Skhi

„ Empyema .

.

,,
Epididymitis

,,
Ganglion

,,
Hamoptysis

„ Iritis..

Joint (see Joint)

"Laryngitis .

,,
Lymphadenitis

,,
Mastitis
Meningitis .

.

„ Onychia

,,
Orchitis
Pelvic Inflammation

", Periostitis .

.

„ Peritonitis . . 675.

Spondylitis .

.

Ulcer

530.

417
894
874
288
287
981
689
983
491
7"
795
888
135
83

889
263
635
303
?66
47t

491
888

542
560
619
l>35

670
135
689
138
525

Tumours

of Intestine 215. 3^8

of Larynx
of Tongue

128,

566,

Fibroid, of Uterus 566,

Hydatid
„ Intestinal

,, Malignant

„ Nerve
„ Ovarian .

.

„ Pyloric .

.

,, Uterine . .
, -

t

Tunica Vaginalis, Ha;matocele ot

„ Hydrocele of

Tylosis

,, of Tongue
Tympanites

„ in Pneumonia

,1
Post-Operative

", in Puerperal Fever

„ in Tvphoid .

.

Tympanic Membrane, Perforation

of .

.

•
• •

•

Tympanum, Diseases of .

.

Typhoid Fever . . •
• •

•

Complications of

Relapses
i'yelitis of

Spine
State

• piius Fever

Ulcers
An.t'mic

of .\nus

491
965
984
1032
423
468
121
602
639
3»o

1032
358
425
984
966
984
757
623
811
1005

241
242
985
1000
1008
832
1007
loti
1 009

1012
1016

46
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PAGES

Ulcers Aphthous 9"
„ of Bazin's Disease . . 286

„ of Bladder .. 83

„ CaUous 1017

„ Cancerous 122

„ Chronic roi4

„ of Cornea .. .. i73. 185

„ „ Perforating .. 185

„ Dental 955

„ of Duodenum . 119. 326

„ „ Perforating 327
256, 1019

257
286
103
677
318
322
1016
1015
228

Eczematous
of Elephantiasis .

.

Erythematous
on Feet
of Foot, Perforating 5'3i

Gastric
„ Perforative

Indolent .

.

Inflamed
of Intestine (Dysenteric).

.

„ (Tuberculous)2i5. 368

Irritable lois

of Larynx .

.

of Leg
Leprous
Lupoid
of Mouth .

.

Nasal
Ozaenic
Painfiil

Peptic
Phagedaenic
Phlyctenular of Cornea
Puerperal .

.

Pyloric
Rectal
Rodent
Rupial
Simple
Sloughing .

.

of Stomach
Perforating

of Larynx

491. 494
, , roi2
. , 496

524
qil, 957
279, 649

649
1015
326

1020
185
810
110

22t ,785
122 ,966

872
I0I2
1020
318
322

«73 942
494
454
065

„ Syphilitic

„ Toe-nail

„ of Tongue
„ Tuberculous, of Intestine 228, 368 ;

„ „ of Larynx , . 492

„ „ of Tongue . . 965
j

Varicose .

.

1019

„ of Vocal Cords . . . . 492

„ Weak 1016

Ulcerative Colitis 165
Dysentery .

.

228
Endocarditis .

.

. . 266
Keratitis 185
Stomatitis 91

1

Tonsillitis 97i

Umbilical Hernia 4i5

Uraemia 91, loi

Uramic Convulsions .

.

98, loi

in D.T.'s . . 198

„ DyspncEa loi

Ureter, Calculus in ..427,833,915
„ Obstruction of . . 338, 833

„ Stone in .. . 428, 833, 915

„ Torsion of . . 428
Urethral Calculi 9«8

Urethral Cancer .

.

Caruncle
Fever
Fistula ..

Haemorrhage
Inflammation .

Malformation .

Rupture .

.

Spasm .

.

Stricture 333
Urethritis .

.

Urinary Fistula .

.

Urine, Acidity of .

.

„ Alkalinity of

„ Ammoniacal
,, Bacilli in .

.

„ Bloody
„ Chylous
„ Decomposing
„ Extravasation of

„ Fat in

,, Hcemoglobin in

Incontinence of

PACES
134

. . I030
I020
1023

361, 924
333

278, 433
1022

. . 839
838, 920, 1024

343. 839
1013

86
86, 710
788, 832
82, 781

• 84, 96, 361
155
84

1022
155
363

• 447,837, 1024

Retention of 511,782,788,836
','

„ in Typhoid . . looi

,, Suppression of .

.

79i 929
Tubercle Bacilli in . . 83

Urticaria 285,500,1024
Uterus, Anteflexion of . . . . 103

1

„ Arterio-sclerosis of . . 566

„ Cancerof.. ..131,269,567
„ Displacements of . . 1026

,, Failure of Development 230
Fibroids of 251, 566, 821, 1032

Haemorrhage from 2, 133.

231, 269, 562, 735. 815, 1032

,, Inflammation of . . 267, 570
Inversion of . . 565, 821, 1031

Polypus of .. 566, 775

„ Prolapse of . . 782, 1032

„ Retroflexion of .

.

. . 1026

,, Retroversion of . . . . 1027

„ Subinvolution of . . 5^6

Tumour of . . . . 1032

Vaginal Occlusion .. .. 27

Vaginismus .

.

1035

Vaginitis 497. 784

Valvular Disease nf Heart 264, 396, 841

Valvulitis 264

Varicella '036

Varicocele .

.

• • • '"36
Varicose Lymphatics . . . . 533

Ulcer toiy

„ Veins 1038

„ of (Esophagus 357. 506

„ „ Phlebitis of . . 7o7

Variola '"40

Varix, fF-sophageal . . 357. 5o6

Venomous Bites . . 909

Veratrine Poisoni'ig . . • . 774

Vermiform Appendix, Inflamma-

tion of 56

Vermin- Kilter, Poisoning by 774

I
Verruca "»44

j

Verrucose Lupus .

.

. . . . 5*5
I Vertebrae (see Spinal)
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. 1031
. 566
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1026
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21, 1032
2, 133,

15. 1032
267, 570
i2I, I03I

i66, 775
32, 1032

1026
. . 1027
,. 566
. . 1032

27
. . 1035

97. 784
396, 841

264
. . 1036

1036

533
1019

.. 1038

357, 506
707
1040

317, 506
909
774

56
774
1044
5»5

INDEX 1083

PAGES PACES

Vertigo 244 White Swelling of Knee .

.

475
Vesical (see Bladder) Whites 497, 784
Vesicula Seminales, Abscess of .

.

787 !
Whitlow 6l7

Villous Growths in Bladder 362 Whooping Cough .

.

693
Visceral Congestions in Cardiac „ ,, and Measles 550

Dis ise 409 Willan's Urticaria 102}
Visceroptosis 335 Wind Sucking 234, 317
Visual Aphasia 52 Winter Cough "3
Vitiligo 497 Woclsorter's Disease 538
Vitiligoidea 1044 Word-deafness 51

Vocal Cords, Ulcer of . . 493, 494 Worms, Anchylostoma .

.

36
Volvulus 468 ,, Round

948Vomiting 1044 Tape
in Alcoholism .

.

2t Thread .. 957

^_
BUck 1053 ,, Trichinal .

.

979
in Bright's Disease 93, 98 Wounds 1045

."1 in Cancer of Stomach 129 „ of Chest Wall .

.

374

^ Cerebral 555 ,, Gunshot .

.

I, 1048
in Cirrhosis of Liver .

.

50O „ of Heart .

.

679

ji
Cyclical 12 ,, Incised 1047
in Diarrhoea 211 „ of Lung .

.

37! , 519

,, in Dyspepsia .

.

from Gall Stones
233 „ Lacerated 1048

f, 299 ,, Operation 624 1045
in Gastric Ulcer 321 ,, Poisoned .

.

1048
in Gastritis 310 ,, Post-Mortem 1048

>, Hysterical 442 Punctured 1047
in Influenza 452 ,, Septic 830 , 1048

^
in Intestinal Obstruc „ Sucking 1049

tion 467 ,, Surgical 624 , 1045
in Meningitis . .^ 555 ,, of Thorax 374
Nervous 317 ,, of Tongue 967

II in Pertussis 694 Writer's Cramp 1051

,,

Post -Operative .

.

of Pregnancy .

.

622
776

Wry Neck 975

in Typhoid 1007
Vulva, dancer of .

.

134 X
„ Pruritus of 794 Xanthelasma 1044

Vulvitis 1044 Xanthoma
Xerodermia

1044
443

W Xerostomia 802

War Nephritis 19, 94
X-ray Bums

„ Dermatitis
120
120

Warts 1044
Warty Lupus 525 1

Wasp Stings 909
1

Y
Water-brash 313
Water Gas Poisoning
Wax in Ear

768
240

Yaws
Yellow Fever

1052
1052

Waxy (see Amyloid) . . q9, 503
Weight
Wetfsl

i and Measures .

.

1054 7
disease 472

ij

Wens • > • • • • 892 Zinc Salts, Poisoning by .

.

774
Werlhof's Purpura 823 Zona 417

White Leg 708 Zoster 417
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